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UNIVERSITY CALENDAR
1996-97 ACADEMIC CALENDAR

1997-98 ACADEMIC CALENDAR

FALL SEMESTER, 1996

FALL SEMESTER, 1997

Aug. 31, Saturday ................. Freshman residence hall
move-in day
Aug. 31, Sept. I, 2 ..................... Freshman Orientation
Sept. 2 and 3 Monday, 'fuesday ................... Upperclass
residence hall move-in days
Sept. 4, Wednesday .................................. Classes begin
Nov. 27, Wednesday .................. No classes after 5 p.m.
Nov. 28-Dec. I, Thursday through
Sunday .................................... Thanksgiving recess
Dec. 2, Monday ...................................... Classes resume
Dec. 14, Saturday ............................. Last day of classes
Dec. 15, Sunday (afternoon) ........ Fall Commencement
Dec. 16-21, Monday through
Saturday .................................. Final examinations
Dec. 21, Saturday ............................. Fall session closes

Aug.30, Saturday .................. Freshman residence hall
move-in day
Aug. 30, 31 and Sept. I, Saturday, Sunday,
Monday ............................... Freshman Orientation
Sept. 1,2, Monday, Tuesday ........................ Upperclass
residence hall move-in days
Sept. 3, Wednesday .................................. Classes begin
Nov. 26, Wednesday .................. No classes after 5 p.m.
Nov. 27-30, Thursday through
Sunday .................................... Thanksgiving recess
Dec. 1, Monday ...................................... Classes resume
Dec. 14, Sunday (afternoon) ........ Fall Commencement
Dec. 15-20, Tuesday through Saturday ................ Final
examinations
Dec. 20, Saturday ............................. Fall session closes

WINTER SEMESTER, 1997

WINTER SEMESTER, 1998

Jan. 5, Sunday ... Move-in day and Wmter Orientation
Jan. 6, Monday ......................................... Classes begin
Jan. 20, Monday ....................... Martin Luther King Jr.
Day - No Classes
Feb. 24-March 2, Monday through
Sunday ............................................... Winter recess
March 3, Monday .................................. Classes resume
March 28-30, Friday through Sunday ..... Spring recess
March 31, Monday ................................ Classes resume
April 21, Monday ........................... Last Day of Classes
April 22-26, 'fuesday through
Saturday ................................. Final examinations
April 26, 1Uesday ........................ Winter session closes
April 27, Sunday (afternoon) .. Winter Commencement

Jan. 6, Tuesday ...................... Move-in day and Winter
Orientation
Jan. 7, Wednesday ................................... Classes begin
Jan. 19, Monday ....................... Martin Luther King Jr.
Day - No Classes
Feb. 23-March I, Monday through Sunday ....... Winter
recess
March. 2, Monday ................................. Classes resume
April 10-12, Friday through Sunday ....... Spring recess
April 13, Monday .................................. Classes resume
April 23·28, 'fuesday through
Saturday ................................. Final examinations
April 26, Sunday ..................... Winter Commencement
April 28, 1Uesday ........................ Winter Bession closes

SPRING SESSION, 1997

May 4, Sunday ........................................... Move-in day
May 5, Monday ......................................... Classes begin
May 26, Monday .................. Memorial Day (no classes)
June 10, Tuesday ........... Last Day of Classes-six week
courses
June 11 &12, Wednesday & Thursday ... Six-week final
examinations
June 23, Monday ................. Last Day of Classes-seven
and one-half week courses
June 24 & 25, 1Uesday & Wednesday .......... Seven and
one-half week final examinations
June 25, Wednesday .................... Spring session closes
SUMMER SESSION, 1997

June 29, Sunday ......................................... Move-in day
June 30, Monday ...................................... Classes begin
July 4, Friday ............... Independence Day (no classes)
Aug. 6 & 7, Wednesday & Thursday ...... Six-week fmal
examinations
Aug. 19 & 20, Tuesday & Wednesday .......... Seven and
one-half week final examinations
Aug. 22, Friday ......................... Summer session closes
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

SPRING SESSION, 1998

May 5, 1Uesday .......................................... Move-in day
May 6, Wednesday ................................... Classes begin
May 25, Monday .................. Memorial Day (no classes)
June 15 &16, Monday & 'fuesday .......... Six-week final
examinations
June 25 & 26, Thursday & Friday ............... Seven and
one-half week final examinations
June 26, Friday ............................ Spring session closes
SUMMER SESSION, 1998

June 28, Sunday ......................................... Move-in day
June 29, Monday ...................................... Classes begin
July 3, Friday ............... Independence Day (no classes)
Aug. 6 & 7, Thursday & Friday .............. Six-week final
examinations
Aug. 18 & 19, Tuesday & Wednesday .......... Seven and
one-half week final examinations
Aug. 21, Friday ......................... Summer session closes

------
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WELCOME

UNIVERSITY PROFILE

Welcome to Eastern Michigan University. This
institution's proud heritage has now become YOUR fu·
ture-a future in which to learn and grow, to advance
toward 8 career and service, and to seek counsel and
advice. Here you will find new friends from Michigan,
other states, and around the world.
EMU's focal point is southeastern Michigan-an
area surrounded by small cities and towns of which its

Eastern Michigan University is a multipurpose
university whose roots date back to 1849, when the State
Legislature designated it as Michigan's first institution
to educate teachers to serve the public schools. At that
time, the Detroit school system was only 10 years old
and the transition from one-room schoolhouses had just
begun.
For its first 100 years, Michigan State Normal
School, as EMU was conceived, certified thousands of
teachers and developed the broad-based academic curricula that prepared it for its evolution to university status in 1959. Within the new university, three colleges
emerged: the College of Education. the College of Arts
and Sciences, and the Graduate School. The University
expanded again in 1964 with a College of Business, in
1975 with a College of Health and Human Services, and
in 1980 with a College ofThchnology.
New colleges precipitated the need for additional
acreage. The university campus expanded from its original275 acres on the south side of the Huron River to an
additional 182 acres west of the campus primarily for
student residences and athletic facilities. Among the
newest buildings on campus are the Olds/Robb Student
Recreation Center, opened in the fall of 1982 to provide
needed recreational and intramural activities for the
growing student body; the Sponberg Theatre addition
to the Quirk Building, dedicated in January 1986; and
the Coatings Research Building, opened in faU 1987.
EMU's campus also extends into downtown Ypsilanti,
where its new College of Business building is located.
Student enrollment continued to increase in the
1980s. The rapid college matriculation experienced in
the late 1960s peaked in 1970 at 19,965, stabilized at
18,500 plus in 1979, and then began its upward climb
again, totaling 25,936 in the fall of 1991. The 1993
Higher Education Directory lists EMU as the 50th largest university.
'Ibday's 3tudent body represents both full-time and
part-time students, indicative of the national trend of
mature adults returning to complete their college edueation and to prepare for new careers in a changing society. Women comprise almost 60 percent of EMUs student body. Many students work part-time and others
are assisted by EMU's Office of Financial Aid in workstudy programs to meet the costs of a college education.
Included in the geographic distribution of EMU
undergraduates in 1993-94 were 90.1 percent from the

hometown, Ypsilanti, with 25,000 people, is one. Thirty
miles to the east is Detroit. industrial and business hub
of the Great Lakes; and an equal distance to the south
is Toledo, northernmost city on the Ohio border and a
new area of student growth .
Advantageous to allsturlents are not only the cultural activities of the metropolitan areas, both within a
45·minute drive from the campus, but also the resources
crits sister city, Ann Arbor, home of The University of
Michigan. EMU offers its own cultural opportunities
through the artistic accomplishments ofits students in
theatre and drama, extensive music and fine arts programs, and also its Office of Campus Life, which brings
well known speakers and entertainers to its auditoriums and classrooms.
The campus is close enough to home for many students to commute, but both nearby and far-distant students choose to live in EMU's dormitories and apartment complexes.
Major highways crisscross the southeastern Michigan area, bus service is available within and from outside Ypsilanti, and Detroit Metropolitan Airport is 30
minutes away. Feeder highways are 1-94, which borders Ypsilanti , and US-23, which passes between
Ypsilanti andAnnArbor, connecting with the Ohio 'fumpike to the south and other interstate highways to the
north. 1-275 provides quick and convenient access from
Detroit's northwestern suburbs. More than half the
population of the state of Michigan lives within 50 miles
of EMU's campus.
Prospective students desiring to visit the campus
are greeted by EMUs University Ambassadors Society,
which provides tours and arranges visits with faeulty
in fields of interest to high school or transfer students.
Orientation is provided for all incoming students.
Once on campus, the University catalog becomes
the student's bible of information as personal programs
are planned with the help of University counselors and
faculty advisers.

UNDERCRADUATECATALOG
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state of Michigan, 6.7 percent from out-of·state, and 3.2
percent who listed citizenship from countries other than
the United States. Approximately 79 percent of the stu·
dents from other states were from Ohio, largely because
of a reciprocity tuition plan.
Program development has consistently adapted to
the needs of entering and returning students as the
world greets the new era of high technology. College fac·
ulty as well as college students are becoming computer
literate. More opportunities are being offered to those
seeking practical experience through business-industry
internships and cooperative education experiences.
Courses are provided in approximately 180 fields of
study for the ever·diversifying student body.
EMU's perspective also has grown larger, not only
in on-campus program developments but also in regu·
lar or special courses offered in 14 counties through its
Office of Continuing Education and in cooperative agreements with nearby community colleges. The Office of

International Studies plans spring/summer travel-study
credit programs abroad and student-facuity exchanges
with the University of Warwick, the Bulmershe College
of Higher Education, and Nonington College, all in England.
In addition, the Corporate Education Center provides a vital link between research theory and practical
application as it is called upon by businesses, schools,
industries, and agencies to lend its expertise.
Eastern Michigan University today is known
world-wide for its educational contributions. Its 125,000
graduates are scattered among many countries as well
as coast-to-coast in the United States, both strengthening and supporting the foundation that is the multipurpose university in Ypsilanti, Michigan.
Eastern Michigan University campuses and buildings are detailed on the insm back cover.

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY MISSION
Eastern Michigan University is committed to dis·
tinguishing itself as a comprehensive educational institution that prepares people and organizations to adapt
readily to a changing worJd. Central to this mission are:
• providing an exceptional learning
environment;
• applying new technologies to teaching, learn
ing, and research;
• expanding knowledge and providing leadership
through research, contract learning, and public service; and
• continually interpreting and responding to a
changing regional, national, and global society.

VALUES
Eastern Michigan University's mission and philosophy are built upon shared values that define and
nourish the intellectual, ethical, and aesthetic environment.
These values are:

EXCELLENCE
The University's principal responsibility is to provide academic programs in a learning environment that
promotes academic and personal excellence.
The University, in all of its activities, encourages
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

the achievement of excellence by all members of its various constituencies.

RESPECT
The University recognizes that wisdom, sound
judgment, tolerance, and respect for other persons, cultures, and ideas are hallmarks of an educated person.
The University seeks to demonstrate, through all
its programs and activities, appreciation of human diversity and to maintain an atmosphere of tolerance and
mutual respect that will nourish human liberty and
democratic citizenship.

SCHOLARSHIP
The University promotes and encourages continual
research and creative activity by all its constituencies.
Through such activity, participants remain intellectually alive, expand their fields of knowledge, enrich learning experiences, and bring academic recognition to the
community. The intellectual and personal growth of individuals is a central purpose. Knowledge and learning
are both the University's products and its processes.

OPPORTIlNITY
The University is committed to providing opportunities for learners of varying interests, abilities, backgrounds, and expectations.
It seeks to attract, serve, and accommodate a highly

F.ASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

qualified and pluralistic student body, drawn from a
variety of ethnic, social, and economic backgrounds and
to make a special effort to provide access to the campus'
educational opportunities for non-traditional students
and underrepresented populations.

COMMUNITY
The University strives to create and nurture a community that fosters mutual trust and respect for the
open and amicable expression of differences.

SERVICE
The University endeavors to provide service for the
public good. It encourages all constituents to be concerned about the welfare of humanity and to engage in
public service.
The University is committed to developing and
strengthening collaborative initiatives with the industrial, business, civic, and educational world.

FREEDOM
The University respects and protects personal and
academic freedom. It seeks to provide an environment
that facilitates involvement in intellectual and cultural
activities and encourages formal and informal interaction between and among students, faculty, staff, administration, and community.

INTEGRITY
Intellectual, academic, financial, and operational
integrity are critical to the University's survival and
effectiveness.

LEADERSHIP
The University strives to provide leadership in
addressing the educational and social issues confronting the people and organizations in our society.
It promotes leadership and development activities
that enhance educational and industrial opportunities
for meeting this charge.

EMPOWERMENT
The University community is empowered to do
what is right and necessary to achieve the University's
mission.
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collaborative approaches to meet learning and research
demands created as a result of a dramatically changing
world.
The University recognizes that an educated populace is the essential ingredient for the successful improvement of humankind. It is dedicated to:
• providing opportunities for professional, intellectual, and personal growth;
• preparing individuals for careers and professions;
• encouraging all University members to be concerned about the welfare of the campus,local,
and world communities;
• assisting organizations to function effectively in
a global economic environment; and
• instilling in all persons a commitment as leaders, to engage in public service.
The University seeks to provide an intellectual,
social, and cultural environment that attracts, serves,
and empowers a pluralistic community.

GUIDING PRINCIPLES
Guiding principles form the framework against
which the University tests it effectiveness.
In all programs, activities, and services, the University seeks to be:

APPROACHABLE
Psychological barriers that impede participation
are eliminated. People and organizations are valued as
the University's resources, products, and customers.

ACCESSIBLE
Programs and activities of the University are open
to all qualified persons without regard to race, religion,
marital status, sex, sexual orientation, age, national or
ethnic origin, political belief, or physical handicap.
The University seeks to demonstrate, through all
its programs and activities, its appreciation of human
diversity and to maintain an atmosphere of tolerance
and mutual respect that will nourish human liberty and
democratic citizenship.

AFFORDABLE

PHILOSOPHY
The University is dedicated to improving the quality oflife within the global community it serves through
teaching, contract learning, research, and service.
As an integral part of the state-supported public
education system, the University is responsible for providing leadership in developing creative, innovative, and

The University is committed to ensuring that those
individuals who are qualified and who desire to participate are not discouraged from doing so because of financial resources, time restraints, or physical distance.
The University seeks to provide financial aid for
all constituencies, to be sensitive to changing demands
in the educational marketplace, and to deliver educationalservices in non-traditional ways and settings.
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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APPLICABLE

COLLABORATIVE

Programs are designed to broaden perspectives,
enrich awareness, deepen understanding, establish disciplined habits of thought, respond to changes in the
workplace and society. and help develop individuals
who are informed, responsible citizens.

'Ib utilize financial and human resources effectively, all programs, activities, and services should seek
to develop linkages with internal and external constituencies.
The University m(J.st continue to develop new partnerships with business, industry, education, and government, to define mutual goals and benefits, and to
meet its responsibilities to the global community.

ATTAlNABLE
Recognizing that various constituencies have different needs, programs, activities, and services must
be flexible so that all people have the opportunity to
participate and to achieve their goals or purpose.

QyALITY
Quality is the first priority in all programs, activities, and services.

UNIVERSITY GOVERNMENT
Eastern Michigan University is an autonomous
university governed by an eight-member Board of Regents appointed by the governor and subject to the approval of the state Senate. Financial support for the
University comes from tax money paid by the people of
Michigan and receipt of student tuition and fees.
Members of the Board of Regents, are James
Clifton, Ypsilanti; RobertA. DeMattia, Northville, chair;
Anthony A. Derezinski, Ann Arbor; Philip A. Incarnati,
Linden; Mara M. Letica, Bloomfield Hills; Carl Pursell,
Plymouth; and Gayle P. Thomas, Dearborn.
Policies complied with by the University affirm the
admission and participatory rights of all individuals,
regardless of gender, race, color, religion, creed, national
or ethnic origin. These include:

Civil Rights Act: The University will work for the
elimination of improper discrimination in organizations
recognized by the University and in non-University
sources wherein students and employees of the University are involved.

UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

Equal Opportunity and Affirmative Action: The
University does not discriminate in the administration
ofits educational and admissions policies, scholarships
and loan programs. It is its practice to take affirmative
action in all personnel matters.
Title IX, EducationAmendments of 1972: The University complies with the athletic regulations which
prohibit discrimination on the basis of sex.
Americans with Disabilities Act: The University
will work to ensure that students who have disabilities
will receive accommodations which will equalize their
ability to compete with other students in academic
classes as well as physical access to student activities
or university sponsored events.
Students encountering difficulty with access to full
participation to University activities should contact the
dean of students in 218 Goodison Hall. Individuals who
believe that the University is not in compliance are invited to contact the executive director of human resources at (313) 487-1052.

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSllY
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COLLEGES AND DEPARTMENTS
Eastern Michigan University seeks an atmosphere
of community, trust, and commitment among all segments of its campus-students, faculty. and staff. Its
goals are to encourage instructional growth. research.
scholarship. and artistic pursuits and to prouide service to the local community. the state. natwn, and world.
It offers undergraduate programs in the collegu and
departrrumts listed below as well as graduate study in
selected disciplines which may lead to the master's or
specialist's degrees.
College of Arts and Sciences: African American Studies; Art; Biology (Botany. Zoology); Chemistryaccredited American Chemical Society; Communication
and Theatre Arts (Radio-TV-Film); Computer Science;
Economics; English Language and Literature (Journalism); Foreign Languages and Bilingual Studies; Geography and Geology; History and Philosophy; Mathematics; Music-accredited by the National Association of
Schools of Music; Physics and Astronomy; Political Science-accredited by the National Association of Schools
of Public Affairs and Administration for its public administration programs; Psychology; Sociology, Anthropology, and Criminology; Women's Studies.
College of Business: accredited by the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business; Accounting; Finance and Computer Information Systems;
Management; Marketing.
College of Education: accredited by the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education
for the preparation of elementary and secondary teachers and school service personnel; Leadership and Counseling accredited by the Council for Accreditation of
Counseling and Related Programs; Health, Physical
Education, Recreation and Dance-accredited by the
National Recreation and Parks Association for its recreation and park management curriculum; Teacher
Education; Special Education-accredited by the American Speech and Hearing Association for its Speech Pathology Program for Teachers of the Speech and Lan-

guage Impaired and by the Council on Education of the
Deaf for the Hearing Impaired Program.
College of Health and Human Services: Associated Health Professions (Health Administrationmember of the Association of University Programs in
Health Administration, Clinical Laboratory Sciences,
Occupational Therapy-accredited by the American
Medical Association in collaboration with the American
Occupational Therapy Association and National Accrediting Agency for Clinical Laboratory Sciences); Human,
Environmental and Consumer Resources-accredited
for its Dietetics Program by the American Dietetic Association and accredited by the Foundation for Interior
Design Education and Research (FIDER) for its interior design program; Nursing Education-accredited by
the National League for Nursing; Social Work-accredited by the Council on Social Work Education.
College of Technology: Business and Technology Education (Office Technology/Administrative Management, Office TechnologylLegal Assistant - accred·
ited by the American Bar Association, Office Technology/Office Automation, Marketing Education, Industrial-Vocational Education, and Technology Education
- Folio approved by the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education/lntemational Technology
Education Association/Council on Technology Teacher
Education); Industrial Technology (Construction Management - accredited by American Council for Construction Education, Computer-Aided Design - accredited by the National Association of Industrial Technology, and Manufacturing with concentrations in Computer-Aided Manufacturing, Manufacturing Technology,
Plastics - all accredited by the National Association of
Industrial Technology, and Manufacturing (transfer);
and Interdisciplinary Technology (Aviation Management
Technology, Communication Technology. Facility Management, Industrial Distribution, Polymers and Coating Technology - all accredited by the National Association of Industrial Technology, Bilingual Vocational
Teacher Education, Bilingual Office Teacher Education,
and Bilingual Marketing Teacher Education).

UNDERGRADUATtCATALOG
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ADMISSION
The sections on Admission, Tuition and Fees, Fi·
nancial Aid, Academic Procedures and Graduatwn Re·
quirenumts that follow represent the official policies of
Eastern Michigan University as adopted by its Board of
Regents.
ADMISSION to Eastern Michigan University is
open to allstudenta who have the potential to succeed
and the motivation to continue their education. An extensive academic scholarship program has been developed to award and recognize students who have demonstrated strong academic ability or unusual talent (see
Financial Aid section). A wide variety of service and
support activities are provided for those who wish to
improve their academic skills and performance.
ACCEPl'ANCE into the University is dependent
upon meeting the admission criteria described below.
All students may take courses within any of the
University's colleges. Many academic programs are designed to include courses from more than one college;
however, admission to the University does not preclude
meeting specific program requirements.
The Admissions Office, 401 Pierce Hall, provides
information to meet the various needs of a prospective
student. The Academic Advising Center, 301 Pierce Hall,
assists students in selecting courses applicable to their
planned program or appropriate to their academic needs
after the students have been admitted to the University.
APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION is a simple pro·
cess that requires the submission of a completed admission application fonn , supporting academic records, and
a $20 non-refundable application fee. The required supporting records vary with the category of admission.
FRESHMAN APPLICANTS entering college for
the first time must submit their official high school transcript and resulta of the American College Test (ACT)
or the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT). Evidence of graduation or results of the General Education Diploma (GED)
test is required if the applicant ia no longer attending
high school. Applicants over 21 years of age should refer to the non-traditional student category.
Students not qualifying for regular admission under the above criteria may be considered for the PASS
(Promote Academic Survival and Success) program or
the Summer Incentive Program (SIP). Admission to both
programs is by University selection only.
TRANSFER APPLICANTS who have earned credit
at a college or university other than Eastern Michigan
University must provide an official transcript from each
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

institution attended. All applicants must also submit
an official high school transcript (or equivalent GED).
Applicants under the age of 21 who have earned less
than 12 semester hours of transferrable credit (18 quarter hours) are also required to submit results of the ACT
or SAT.
Students with credit only from a two-year or community college must earn a minimum of 60 semester
hours at EMU to complete degree requirements, exclusive of physical activity or junior or community college
credit.
NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENTS who are 21
years of age or older and have a high school diploma (or
its equivalent) but have not attempted college work previously may be considered for admission without further requirements. Evidence of the high school diploma
is expected. The student may be required to take selected tests for advising purposes only.
VETERANS who have served in the U.S. Armed
Forces for more than 181 consecutive days will be admitted upon receipt of the bigh school transcript or its
equivalent and a 00214 document verifying military
duty. Veterans released from active service for reasons
of disability will be considered as having met the 181
consecutive day requirement. If the veteran has at.tempted college work since release from active duty or
while on active duty, the application will be reviewed as
that of a transfer student.
GUEST STUDENTS are admitted (provided space
is available) when regularly matriculated and in good
standing at another regionally accredited college or university. The student assumes full responsibility for determining whether or not the courses selected at this
university will apply to hislher program of study. While
at EMU, the student is subject to this University's academic policies. Applications for admission as a guest
student may be obtained either at the home institution
or the Admissions Office of EMU. Guest applicants who
possess a bachelor's degree must apply through the
Graduate School. NOTE: Space is seldom available for
guests during the fall semester.
NON-MATRICULATED STUDENTS are permitted to take a course or courses for one semester only
without going through the regular admission process.
Students in this category must present unofficial records
indicating their acceptability. Any subsequent enrollment requires regular admission to the University.
OFF-CAMPUS AND CONTINUING EDUCATION
STUDENTS (see Continuing Education) are subject to
regular admission criteria. However, they may be ad-
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mitted as non-matriculated students for one semester.
Applicants planning to continue with other courses
should apply for regular admission in the appropriate
category described above.
SECOND BACHELOR'S DEGREK This option i,
chosen by those already holding a bachelor's degree from
an accredited college/university who are now changing
careers. (See Post-Baccalaureate Academic Options)
DUAL ENROLLMENT may be approved for a student whose primary enrollment is in a high school (provided space is available). Applicants must submit a high
school transcript, obtain high school and parental approval, and meet current academic eligibility requirements for that program .
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT APPLICANTS are
welcomed by the University, which is authorized under
federaJlaw to enroll non-immigrant alien students. They
may apply for admission any semester and will need
the following documentation in support of the application:
1. Complete an application for admission.
2. Provide original documents of transcripts of academic credit or certified copies of originaJ documents. ([f the documents are not in English, they
must be accompanied by an officiaJ English
translation.)
3. Provide evidence of proficiency in the English
language (e.g. TOEFL or Michigan Test). In
some cases, foreign students will be required,
as a condition of admission, to take one or more
courses in spoken or written English for
International students.
4. Present a statement of financial responsibility
covering the total cost of attending the University.
Undergraduate international student's English
proficiency requirements are listed under the Department of Foreign Languages and Bilingual Studies (page
110).
POST-BACCALAUREATE ACADEMIC OPTIONS

Second bachelors degree
The prospective candidate should make an appointment with the coordinator of Second Bachelor's Degree
Programs in the Academic Advising Center, 301 Pierce
Hall (313-487-2170) for evaluation of transcripts and
development of a program of study. The program is approved by the appropriate academic department and is
the basis for degree completion.
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General requirements for a Second Bachelor's Degree are 8S follows:
• Completion of 8 first bachelor's degree from an
accredited college or university with a minimum
of 120 semester hours.
• Completion of a basic studies (liberal arts) program.
• Completion of a course in American Government
or equivalent.
• Completion of curricular requirements for new
academic major.
• Completion of a minimum of 30 semester hours
post-baccalaureate at Eastern Michigan University.
Students who obtained their bachelor's degree from
an institution other than Eastern Michigan University
should apply as a Second Bachelor's candidate through
the Undergraduate Admissions Office, 401 Pierce Hall.
The Undergraduate Admissions Office requires an application, a $20 non-refundable application fee, and offlciaJ transcripts from each college, university, or other
post-secondary school attended.
Students who have obtained a bachelor's degree
from EMU but who now wish to obtain another major,
minor, or a different bachelor's degree (i.e. a student
with an EMU Bachelor of Science degree may pursue a
Bachelor of Arts degree), should re-enrol1 as a Second
Bachelor's candidate through the Undergraduate
Records Office, 302 Pierce Han. Admission as a re·enrollee is based upon the recommendation of the coordinator of Second Bachelor's Programs. (see Re·Enrol1ment)

Teacher Certification
Students who possess a bachelor's degree and are
seeking teacher certification should contact the Undergraduate Records Office in 302 Pierce HaJl (313-4874202) for an advising appointment. Candidates whose
undergraduate GPA was less than 2.5 should apply as a
Second Bachelor's candidate (see Second Bachelor's
Degree). Candidates whose undergraduate GPA was
2.5 or better should apply through the Graduate School.
HE-ENROLLMENT

Former EMU students desiring to re-enroll at EMU
after an absence of one year should make application in
the Academic Records Office, 302 Pierce Han, at least
two months prior to the first day of classes. The applicant should complete the application and return it to
the same office.
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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Students who have a past due obligation to the
University must clear their obligation through the Stu·
dent Accounting Office, Pierce Hall, before they will be
allowed to register.
Students who have attended any institution of
higher education since being enrolled at Eastern Micro·
gan University must have an official transcript sent from
that institution to the Academic Records Office.
If absence from Eastern Michigan University was
by request of the University, the student must initiate
any application for re-admission with the Academic
Advising Center, 301 Pierce Hall.
If the student wishes to register prior to the start
of classes for a session, the application for re.-enrollment
must be fil ed no later than the following dates:
For fall semester ......................... August 1
For winter semester ............... December 1
For spring session .......................... April!
For summer ses!Jion ...................... May 15
ALTERNATIVE CREDIT OPTIONS

Eastern Michigan University offers students the
opportunity to earn up to 30 hours of academic credit
by examination and/or by portfolio. In some instances,
students. may enroll immediately in advanced courses
through various credit-by-examination programs. Es·
pecially high test scores may warrant additional aca·
demic credit and/or higher placement.
These programs include:
1. Advanced Placement (AP)
2. International Baccalaureate (lB)
3. College Level Examination Program (CLEP)
4. Credit by examination (available through academic
departments when CLEP is not available)
5. Validation (may be required to transfer two--year
college credit for 300 and 400 level EMU courses)
6. Portfolio-assisted Prior Learning Assessment
(PLA) . available through participating academic
departments
The table that follows illustrates academic credit
available by department for AP, IB, and CLEP test
scores, with the following limitations:
1. Credit may not be duplicated for separate tests and!
or completed courses covering the same subject
matter. Credit may be denied if the student has
already successfully completed a higher level course
in the same subject or enrolled in a similar course.
2. Credit by examination may be awarded up to a
maximum of 30 credit hours.
U'NDERCRADUATECATALDC

3. The International Baccalaureate Diploma does not
equate automatically with sophomore standing, nor
does it automatically waive basic studies
requirements.
For more information, contact the Academic Ad·
vising Center.
Students who submit their AP or mscores to Eastern Michigan University are assured of at least three
hours of academic credit for a score of 3 or higher on an
AP exam and 4 or higher on the higher-level m exam.
Credit by examination and validation is available
through academic departments when CLEP examina·
tions are not appropriate in assessing the student's previous education and/or life experiences.
Credit by examination regulations are:
1. The applicant must be admitted to Eastern Michigan
University.
2. Prerequisites must be met before credit by
examination may be considered for any course.
3. Credit normally will not be awarded for any course
below the level of a course for which the student
already has credit or that the student is taking or
has taken.
4. Courses such as Workshops, Special Topics,
Seminars, and Directed or Independent Studies are
excluded from credit by examination.
5. Academic departments may exclude certain other
courses from credit by examination.
6. A student who fails to pass such an examination
will not be permitted to take another examination
in the same course until four months have elapsed,
and until the student has presented evidence of
sufficient further study to justify reexamination.
Validation regulations are implemented after all
college·parallel credit earned at accredited two--year col·
leges has been recorded on the student's official EMU
record and the transfer has been completed. If further
validation of two·year college credit is required for 300
and 400 level EMU courses, two ways to achieve this
are:
1. Satisfactory completion of the next more advanced
course in the series 8S designated by the department
head.
2. Passing a comprehensive examination in the course
for which EMU validation is requested.
Procedures for credit by examination and validation are:
1. Pick up, fill out, and return application for credit by
examination/validation to the Academic Records
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Office. Eligibility to sit for credit by examination/
validation will be determined by the Academic
Records Office, 302 Pierce.
Take paper provided by the Academic Records Office
to the head of the department in which the course is
offered. The department head will evaluate the
request and make one of the following decisions:
a. Grant permission for credit by examination/validation.
b. Deny permission for credit by examination/validation.
c. Hold request for further investigation.
Once permission is granted and the time and place
of exam are agreed upon, the student will validate
the permission form by paying the fee to the EMU
Cashier's Office.
The student will present the validated permission
form to the instructor prior to taking any exam or
activity for credit by examination/validation.
After the instructor evaluates student performance
and indicates P/F on permission form, a copy of the
written examination or explanation of the activity
as well as the instructor's total evaluation will be
placed on file in the office of the department head.
The department head will sign the permission form
indicating receipt of instructor's evaluation.
Department head will forward the permission form
to the Academic Records Office, 302 Pierce for
posting to the student's record.

Portfolio-assisted Prior Learning Assessment is
available through participating academic departments
when CLEP, credit by examination, and validation are
not appropriate in assessing the student's previous
learning. Call the PLA Office at (313) 487-0407 or (800)
777-3521 for additional information.
Academic standards for Portfolio-assisted
Prior Learning Assessment are:
1. Credit is given only for learning and not for
experience.
2. College credit is awarded only for college-level
learning.
3. Credit is awarded only for learning that has a
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balance, appropriate to the subject, between theory
and practical application.
4. The determination of competence levels and credit
awards is made by academic experts in the
appropriate subject matter.
5. Credit is appropriate to the academic context in
which it is accepted.
Procedures for Portfolio:assisted Prior
Learning Assessment are:
1. The applicant must contact the PLA Office for
information and registration form.
2. The applicant must be admitted to Eastern Michigan
University.
3. The student must complete AADV279 before
requesting credit through the process of portfolioassisted prior learning assessment.
4. The student must compile a master portfolio to
present for assessment wihtin one year of completion
ofAADV279.
5. The student must present the master portfolio and
departmental portfolios to the PLA Office for review;
upon successful review, the PLA Office will issue an
assessment form.
6. The student will validate the assessment fonn by
paying the required fee to the Eastern Michigan
University Cashier's Office and returning a receipt
to the PLA Office.
7. The PLA Office distributes portfolios to department
heads for assignment to faculty assessors.
8. The assessors evaluate portfolios and may request
additional demonstration 0c.competence.
9. The assessors return portfolios and assessments to
the PLA Office.
1O.The PLA Office notifies the student of credit award
or denial and also notifies the Academic Records
Office of awarded credit for posting to the student's
record.
CLEP examinations as listed on the following chart
are administered through the Academic Advising Center, 301 Pierce Hall.
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UNIVERSITY HONORS PROGRAM
William Miller
Director
Jones-Goddard Community of Scholars
487'()341
e-mail: PHI·Miller@emuvax.emich.edu

Entering first-year, transfer, and currently enrolled.
students with excellent academic records may apply for
admission to the University Honors Program. Admis·
sion is based on such factors as grade point average,
standardized. test scores,letters of recommendation, and
a personal essay.
Honors certification may be pursued either on the
basic studies level, in departments or professional programs, or both. Graduation with honors requires a cumulative GPAof at least 3.3, the completion of either 18
hours of honors credit in basic studies or 12 hours of
departmental honors credit, including the senior thesis
or project; and community service. Students who complete the program are appropriately recognized by special designations on their transcripts, certificates of
achievement, the honors medallion, and letters of recommendation from the honors director explaining their
accomplishments.
Other benefits include housing in the JonesGoddard Community of Scholars. early registration,
extended library loans, and academic and career advising support.
For further information, contact the University
Honors Program office, 250 Jones Hall, Community of
Scholars, (313) 487-0341, email: EMUHONORS@
emuvax.emich.edu.
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TUITION AND FEES
All University fees and assessments are subject to change without notice and at any time by
action of the Board of Regents.

REGISTRATION

Official registration day is the day students complete the initial registration for the semester or session.
The registration fee is $40 for each semester. This
service fee is assessed at the time the student registers
and is non-refundable.
An additional late registration fee of$10 is charged
to students who, do not complete registration prior to
the official first day of classes each semester,
Financial obligations must be met by students by
the posted due dates in order for students to be eligible
for the next registration period (or graduation). Transcripts, diplomas, or other statements of record will be
withheld and students will be ineligible for further registration until obligations have been fulfilled.
Cancellation of registration by a student who decides not to return to EMU after registering in advance
for classes must be initiated by the student on a signed
cancellation-of-registration fonn either in person or by
letter to the Registration Office, 303 Pierce Hall. If students have applied for University housing, they also
must cancel the contract in the Housing Office. This is
necessary for cancellation of tuition and room and board
assessments.

Failure to withdraw may leave students with
responsibilities for payment of tuition, fees, and
housing charges that will not be paid by financial
aid.

TuiTION

'fu.ition is assessed for all credit hours for which
the student is registered. Regardless of student class
level, undergraduate tuition is assessed for all 100
through 400 level courses; graduate tuition is assessed
for al1500 and 600 level courses.
OfT-campus tuition rates are the same as on-campUB tuition rates.
'fuition for auditing classes is the same as for credit
classes.

UNDERGRAOUATECATALOG

'fuition rates per credit hour, using the fall 1993
levels are:
1996-97 Michigan Resident Rates
Undergraduate courses lower level (100-200) .. $91.00
Undergraduate courses upper level (300-400) .. $98.50
Graduate courses (500-600 level) ..................... $136.00

1996-97 Non-Resident Rates
Undergraduate courses lower level (100-200) ... $237,00
Undergraduate courses upper level (300-400) .. $253,00
Graduate courses (500-600 level) ...................... $317.00
RESIDENCE CLASSIFICATION FOR TurrION
:PuRPOSES POLICY

l.

REGULATIONS FOR DETERMINING
RESIDENCE CLASSIFICATION
A person enrolling at Eastern Michigan University shall be classified as a resident or a non-resident
for tuition purposes. A student's residence status shall
be determined at the time of his/her initial admission
to the University. In order to determine the domicile of
a student, the following regulations will be utilized:
Establishment of Residence
No student shall be eligible for classification as
a resident for tuition purposes unless the student has
demonstrated that he/she has established domicile in
Michigan,

A.

B.

Minors and Dependents over 18
The domicile of a student who is not yet 18 years
of age follows that of the student's parents or legal guardian. If that student's parents or legal guardian would
qualify in accordance with the University's regulations
for determining residence classification, that student
shall be considered a Michigan resident for tuition purposes.
Students 18 years of age or older who are claimed
as dependents for federal income tax purposes by their
parents or guardians at the time of registration and for
the tax year preceding the year in which they register
will be classified for tuition purposes as though they
were minors.

c.

Nondependent Students
An independent student 18 years of age or older
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is considered eligible for residence classification if the
student has demonstrated that he/she has established
domicile in Michigan.
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Other appropriate evidence also may be used by migrant
workers to establish their status.
G.

D.

Spouse
The domicile of a student who otherwise would
be classified as a nonresident for tuition purposes will
follow that of the student's spouse, if the spouse is eligible for classification as a Michigan resident for tuition
purposes. (Applicable only to U.S. citizens or to aliens
admitted to the United States in accordance with Subsection E. )
E.

Aliens
An alien (non-citizen) student shall be eligible
for classification as a Michigan resident for tuition purposes if he/she is domiciled in the United States and
also qualifies in accordance with the University's Regulations for Determining Residence Classification.
In order to demonstrate that he/she is domiciled
in the United States, the student must be a permanent
resident, or an alien with one of the following visa classifications, or an alien with other documentation from
the Immigration and Naturalization Services that reflects such status.
Visa classifications: E-l-treaty trader, spouse, and
children; E-2-treaty investor, spouse, and children; G4-international organization officer or employee and
members of immediate family; H-l-temporary worker
of distinguished merit and ability; H-2-temporary
worker performing services unavailable in the U.S.; H3--trainee; H-4-spouse or child ofH-l, H-2, or H-3; Jl-exchange visitor (limited to persons engaged as
trainee, teacher, professor, or research scholar); J-2spouse or child of J-l as limited above; L-lintracompany transferee; L-2-spouse or child ofL-l.
F.

Migrants
Migrant status is one factor considered when
determining if a student is domiciled in Michigan for
tuition purposes. Michigan migrants are defined as individuals who bave made their livelihood in seasonal
work in the state of Michigan, and have traveled interstate for this purpose. Migrant students shall be considered Michigan residents for tuition purposes if they
or their parents or legal guardian were employed in
Michigan for at least two months during each of three
of the preceding five years. Verification of employment
as migrant workers should be secured from the Michigan Farm Labor and Rural Manpower Services Office.

Spouse or Dependent of a U.S. Military Service
Person
The spouse or dependent of a person currently
serving in a branch of the U.S. military service <excluding reserve programs) or of a person who died while serving in a branch ofthe U.S. military service shall be eligible for classification as a Michigan resident for tuition
purposes if that military service person qualified in accordancewith the University's regulations for determining residence classification immediately before entering the military service as a Michigan resident.
H.

U,S. Military Service Veteran
A veteran of a branch of the U.S. military service (excluding reserve programs) shall be eligible for
classification as a Michigan resident for tuition purposes
if that person qualifies in accordance with the
University's regulations for determining residence classification immediately before entering the military service as a Michigan resident.
ll.
GUIDELINES AND CRITERIA FOR DETERMINING RESIDENCE CLASSIFICATION
Since a student normslly comes to Eastern Michigan University for the primary or sole purpose of attending the University rather than to establish domicile in Michigan, one who enrolls in the University as a
nonresident shall continue to be so classified throughout his/her attendance as a student, unless and until
he/she demonstrates that his/her previous domicile has
been abandoned and a Michigan domicile is established.
The following guidelines and criteria shall be applied when reviewing a student's classification. It is recognized that no one of the following criteria shall, standing alone, necessarily be controlling. All factors indicating an intent to make Michigan the student's domicile
will be considered by the University in classifying a student.
A

The following facta and circumstances, although
not necessarily conclusive, have probative value
in support of a claim for residence classification:
L Domicile in Michigan of family, guardian, or
other relatives or persons legally responsible for
the student.
2. Former domicile in Michigan and maintenance
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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of significant connections therein while absent.
3. Self-supporting reliance upon Michigan sources
for financial support. (Verification of Michigan
income tax liability must be provided. )
4. Continuous presence in Michigan during periods when not enrolled as a student.
5. Long-term military commitments in Michigan.
6. Acceptance of an offer of permanent employment
in Michigan (in a position not nonnally filled
by a student).
7. Ownership of real estate in Michigan.
B.

Please Note: The following circumstances,
standing alone, shall not constitute sufficient
evidence of domicile to effect classification of a
student as a resident under these regulations.
1. Voting or registration for voting.
2. Employment in any position normally filled by
a student.
3. The lease of living quarters.
4. A statement of intention to acquire a domicile
in Michigan.
5. Automobile registration, driver's license.
6. Other public record, e.g., birth records.

1Il.

RECLASSIFICATION OF RESIDENCE
STATUS

A student's residence status may be reviewed
at each subsequent registration. If a student's circumstances should change to the extent that he/she would
no longer be considered a Michigan resident for tuition
purposes, as herein described, that student shall be reclassified as a nonresident for tuition purposes 12
months thereafter.
It shall be the responsibility of all students, prior
to registering, to raise questions in the StudentAccount-ing Office regarding their right to be registered as a resident for tuition purposes.
The administration is authorized to establish procedures and delegate authority for determining the residence status of students for tuition purposes.
A tuition reciprocity agreement with Ohio, entered
into by the Michigan State Board of Education and the
Ohio Board of Regents in 1980, allows an Ohio resident
to attend Eastern Michigan University at Michigan resident tuition rates. Michigan residents can attend the
University of Toledo at Ohio resident tuition rates but
only if they reside in Monroe County.
NOTE: The ResUknce Classification for 'IUition
UNDERGRADUATECA~G

Purposes Policy is currently under review and is subject
to change by action of the Eastern Michigan University
Board of Regents without prior notia? and at any time.
Tuition and fee payment for fall and winter semesters may be made in two installments. There is no installment payment plan for spring and summer sessions.
The exact due date is printed on the iDvoice from Student Accounting and is published in the Class Schedu1e
Book for each semester. To ensure a correct billing address, it is the responsibility of the student to inform
the University of any address changes by completing a
change of address fonn in the Registration Office.
Only special billing addresses are processed
by the Student Accounting office.
Eastern Michigan University accepts VISA and
MasterCard credit cards in payment of tuition, fees, and
room and board.
The optional installment payment plan is offered
in the fall and winter semesters only and is applicable
to tuition and room and board. A minimum of 50 percent must be paid initial1y and the remainder by the
eighth week of the semester. An installment service fee
of $20.00 is assessed with the first installment billing
and a late payment fee of $20.00 per month to a maximum of$1oo per semester or session is assessed on pastdue balances.
If a student's account is past due for a current semester, enrollment, University housing and other University services (such as release of grades or certified
transcript) are subject to suspension until the account
is brought into current status. Payment of assessments
for a current semester does not relieve the student of
the obligation for payment of any balance from a prior
semester.
The privilege of using the installment payment
plan for tuition (room and board) is denied to students
whose University account has been in arrears in
amounts exceeding $50 for periods beyond 30 days.
Any exceptions shall be by authority ofthe vice president for busiMSS and finance.
Workshop sessions offered for two and three weeks
during the spring and summer sessions are assessed
the same registration and tuition fees as regular class
sessions. However, a student enrolled in other course
work during a session will not be assessed an additional
registration fee for enrolling in a workshop during the
same session.
An acijustment of 100 percent of the tuition assess-
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ment will be made to students who withdraw from a
workshop prior to the close of business (5 p.m.) on the
first day of the workshop. No other adjustment or refund will be granted.
FEE ADJuSTMENTS

Beginning with the start of classes a program adjustment fee of$10 per drop transaction will be assessed
for each student-initiated program adjustment.
For final adjustment deadlines and coordinate fee
schedules, see the Class Schedule Books.
No program adjustment fees will be assessed for
changes required as a result of University actions.
WITHDRAWAL FROM THE UNIVERSITY

A credit adjustment of 100 percent of tuition and
fees for the fall and winter semesters, less an administrative fee, will be made to those students who cancel
their registration or withdraw from the University
through the eighth class day. For the spring and summer sessions, a 100 percent credit adjustment less an
administrative fee, will be made during the first four
days of classes. Actual dates are printed in the Class
Schedule for each semester and session,
A credit adjustment of 50 percent of tuition and
fees for the fall and winter semesters less an administrative fee will be made to those students who withdraw
from the University from the nineth through the nineteenth class day. For the spring and summer sessions, a
50 percent credit adjustment less an administrative fee
will be made from the fifth through tenth class day of
the session. Actual dates are printed in the Class Schedule for each semester and session.
A credit adjustment of 25 percent tuition and fees
for the fall and winter semesters, less an administrative fee, will be made to those students, who withdraw
from the twentieth through the thirty-eighth class day.
For the spring and summer sessions, a 25 percent credit
adjustment, less an administrative fee, will be made
from the eleventh through nineteenth class day of the
session. Actual dates are printed in the class schedule
for each semester and session.
No credit adjustment will be made after the above
stipulated dates.

DECREASEINACADENUCLOAD
For the fall and winter semesters 100 percent tuition credit less a $10 program adjustment fee will be
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processed for those students who decrease their academic load prior to the nineth day of classes. For the
spring and summer sessions, a 100 percent credit adjustment less a $10 program adjustment fee will be made
during the first four days of classes. Actual dates are
printed in the Class Schedule for each semester and
session.
No credit adjustments will be made after the above
stipulated dates.
If a student or parent feels that individual circumstances warrant exceptions from the credit adjustment
or University withdrawal adjustment policy:
1. Obtain a '!\tition and Fee Appeal Application
from the Student Accounting Office in Pierce
Hall (Ypsilanti, MI 48197). Complete and return the application along with an explanation
of the extraordinary circumstances involved and
supporting documentation of those circumstances. An approval or denial will be issued in
writing by return mail. If the application is denied:
2. Appeal in writing to the Assistant Controller of
Student Business Services at the address above.
Be sure to include any additional pertinent information with your written appeal.
3. If. after following the procedures in steps 1 and
2, an acceptable solution is not achieved, a final written appeal may be made to the Vice
President for Business and Finance (101 Welch
Hall, Ypsilanti, Ml48197).
TUition and fee appeal applications must be submitted as early in the semester as possible. Applications
received later than 15 calendar days after the close of
the semester may be denied.
SERVICE FEES

Room and board fees are published by the Housing Office and are set by action of the Board of Regents.
See the 1993-94 estimated fee schedules at the end of
this section.
A Health Care fee is charged at the rate of $1.95
per credit hour. Payment entitles the student to health
care at reduced rates.
Students' spouses, faculty and staffand their spouses
may avail themselves of Health Center services, but at
somewhat higher rates. If they desire. these persons may
pay the participation fee at Snow Health Center and become eligible for reduced rates. The complete schedule of
health service fees is available at Snow Health Center.
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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A Student Government fee shall be assessed each
student enrolling for one or more on-campus undergraduate courses. This fee shall be two dollars ($2) for
each of the fall and winter semesters and one dollar($I)
for each of the spring and summer sessioIlB and shall be
collected by the University as a separate charge when
tuition is paid. The fee provides operating funds for the
Student Senate and student organizations.
A Student ActivitylFacility fee of $47 per semester for fall and winter semesters is assessed of all students not living in University housing taking four or
more credit hours. All students paying this fee are eligible for free admission to home basketball and football
games. All students not living in University housing are
assessed a Student Activity fee of $23.50 during the
spring and summer terms. This fee is used to renovate
and enhance campus facilities and the campus environment.
A graduation fee is charged each student who
makes application for graduation. It covers the cost of
mailing of diplomas and other specific graduation items.
The fee is assessed once for each degree and is non-refundable.
Undergraduate degree fee .............. $30
Master's and Specialist's degrees .. $35
A transcript fee charge of$5 is made for each transcript ordered by students.
Parking your motor vehicle in University parking
lots requires the proper parking permit. Th purchase
your parking permit, you must first register your motor
vehicle with the Public Safety Department, located on
the ground floor of the parking structure. The application will contain information to indicate whether the
permit will be mailed to you or whether you must pick
it up in person.
The 1996-97 motor vehic1e rates are as follows:
Permit Type
1996197 Pennit Cost
Commuter Permit:
FalVWinter (6:00 am-2:00 am) ........................... $70.00
Evening FalllWinter (4:00 pm-2:00 am) ............... 40.00
Spring or Summer ............................................. ,.," 17.50
Resident Permit:
Apartment Housing (full year) ............................. 34.00
FalVWinter Dorm ................................................... 14.00
Brown-Munson FalllW'mter .................................. 60.00
Brown-Munson Spring/Summer .......................... 30.00
Spring or Summer Dorm ......................................... 4.00
Graduate Assistant:
Fall or Winter ......................................................... 16.00
UNDERGRADUATECATAUDG

Spring/Summer ...................................................... 16.00
All students meeting the requirements of the law
are eligible to operate and maintain motor vehicles on
campus. Motor vehicles are required to be operated
within the provisions of the Traffic, Parking, and Pedestrian Ordinances of the University.
Further details are available in the Parking and
Traffic Regulations brochure available from campus
police. Permit cost subject to change.
SPECIAL FEES

Music fees are charged for private lessons according to the following schedule (1995-96 fee schedule):
Music mB,jors: $60 per semester (maximum) for all
instruction.
Other University students: $60 per semester for
one-hour lesson, $30 per semester for half-hour lesson.
Students from public schools, the community and
EMU staff and families: Lessons are available through
the EMU Community Music School. J<'ees vary depending on the length ofthe lesson, and the instructor. Call
the Department of Music for details.
Lessons are arranged through the Music department.
The applied music fee is assessed to each student's
account at the close of the program a(ijustment period.
This fee is not refundable after the first lesson.
Nursing fees of$15 per credit hour forclinicallaooratory courses are charged in addition to per credit hour
fees. These courses are listed below:
NUR 209 The Art and Science of Nursing I Lab (3) ........... $45
NUR 251 TheM and Science of Nursing II Lab (3) ..... ..... $45
NUR 305 Nursing Care of Childbearing Families Lab (3) ... $45
NUR 307 Nursing Care of Child rearing Families Lab (3) . $45
NUR 331 Adult Health Nursing I Lab (3) .......................... $45
NUR 341 Concepts of Professional Practice U Clinical

Laboratory (3) ............... .. .................................... $45
NUR 351 PsycruatriclMental Health Nursing Lab (3) ....... $45
NUR 405 Adu1t Health Nursing II Lab (4) ......................... $60
NUR 451 Community Health Nursing Practice (3) ........... $45

Materials and extra costs are assessed at the close
of the program a(ijustment period in certain courses.
These courses are listed near the front of each semester's
class schedule bulletin, as well as being identified indi·
vidually within the bulletin with a bullet (.) before the
course number,
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SCHEDULE OF UNIVERSITY CHARGES

STUDENT EXPENSES

PER SEMESTER

Estimated Academic Year Costs
<Residence Hall and Commuter Students)

(University charges are set by action of the Board
ofRegenta, are due in accordance with University payment plan. and may be changed without notice.)
1995-96 Amount
Tuition for 15 hours
Michigan resident ..................................... $1.147.50
Out-of-state resident ................................ $2,940.00
Registration fee-All students ........................... $40.00
(Spring/Summer) ........................................... $30.00
Student Government fee-All students ............... $2.00
Health care fee--$L85 per credit hour .............. $27.75
Student activity/facility fee
Failor ~takmg4orm>reaOOitB ... $47.00
Spring or Summer-all students ................. $23.50
Music fee-Music majors ..................................... $60.00
Other students taking an applied
music lesson ........................................... $30-$60.00
Residence hall room and board (double room with
20-mea! plan) ............................................ $1.925.00

The following budget represents typical expenses
for a freshman student. Michigan or Ohio resident, taking 13 undergraduate credit hours each semester. living in a University residence hall or off-campus apartment. and attending the full academic year (fall and
winter semesters).
Tuition and fees .................................................... $3,200
Books and academic supplies ................................ $500
Residence hall room and board .......................... $4.400
'Ibtal direct educational costs ............................. $8.100
Estimated additional costs of personal. transportation,
and miscellaneous expenses ............................... $1.200
Personal expenses include: clothing allowance,
medical/dental expenses. recreation, personal hygiene
articles. Out-of-state students should allow for additional tuition and transportation costs.
Students can anticipate the following total costs:
tuition and fees, books. room and board. personal and
miscellaneous expenses, and transportation for an eightmonth academic year (based on projected 1994-95 costs):
On campus student .............................................. $9.300
Commuter student ............................................... $7.000
Off campus student .............................................. $8,900
The above budgets are based on Financial Aid average costs for 1995-96 with projected increases for
1996-97.

UNDERCRADUATECATALOC
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FINANCIAL AID
During 1995·96 Eastern Michigan University will
pay more than $56 million dollars in the fonn of schol·
arships, grants, parf...time employment and loans to over
11,000 students.
Program funding is provided by the federal gov·
ernment, state of Michigan, Eastern Michigan Univer·
sity and private sources. While most awards alre based
on financial need, scholarships often have al~ademic
achievement requirements or other eligibility <criteria.
Federal and state aid is awarded to covel, college
costs based on the assumption that parents nnd stu·
dents will contribute as much as they are financially
able. Th the extent that the family does not have suffi·
cient resources to meet the costs of higher education,
students may qualify for need·based financial aid.

APPLICATION FORMS
Academic Scholarships and University Awards
• Freshmen, new students and transfer Eltudents
will be considered for scholarships and university
awards through the EMU Admission application.
• Continuing students apply annually, by filing
an Academic Scholarships and Awards application. Ap·
plications are available at the office ofFinanci:al Aid in
October and are due in January.
Federal and State Need-Based Aid
To be considered for federal and state aid pro·
grams, students complete the Free Application for Fed·
eral Student Aid (FAFSA) available through hii~h school
counselors' offices and college financial aid offices. The
Free Application for Federal Student Aid must be filed
each year to determine eligibility for the upcoming aca·
demic year.

By completing the Free Application for Federal
Student Aid, undergraduate students are applying for:
• Federal Pell Grant
• Federal Supplemental Educational Opportu·
nity Grant
• F~deral Perkins Loan
• Federal Subsidized and Unsubsiduzed Stafford
Loans

• Federal Work Study
• Michigan Competitive Scholarship
UNDERGRADVATECA~G

• Michigan Adult Part-Time Grant
• Michigan Educational Opportunity Grant
• Michigan Work Study
Graduate students are applying for:
• Federal Perkins Loan
• Federal Subsidized and Unsubsidized Stafford
Loans

• Federal Work Study
• Michigan Work Study
Priority funding will be offered to students who
receive their processed Student Aid Report dated March
15 or earlier. To meet this deadline, applications should
be filed during the month of January.
The application collects infonnation about family
income and assets, family size. and number of family
members attending college at least halftime. Based on
an analysis of this data, the federal government deter·
mines the Expected Family Contribution which is iden·
tified on the Student Aid Report. The Expected Family
Contribution is substracted from the University's cost
of education to determine whether there is a difference
between the family's ability to pay and the college bud·
get. "Need" is the difference between the family's abil·
ity to pay and the college budget. Most federal and state
programs are awarded based on a student's need.
The cost of education consists of an estimate of di·
rect and indirect expenses. The direct costs are tuition,
fees, and room and board. The indirect costs are books
and supplies, transportation and miscellaneous personal
expenses. The cost of education at EMU is determined
annually.
The cost of education for undergraduate students
for Fall and Winter 1996·97 semesters is:
On-campus ................................................. ,......... $9,300
Off·campus ........................................................... $8,900
Commuter ............... ,............................................ $7,000

DETERMINATION OF NEED-BASED

FINANCIAL AID AWARDS

The award process for the upcoming academic year
begins in April. Aid is awarded to students once they
have been officially admitted to EMU and EMU receives
the processed Student Aid Report from the federal gov·
ernment. Students win be awarded financial aid ac·
cording to need, dependency status, program regulations
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and available funding through the following programs:
Federal Pell Grant, Federal Supplemental Educational
Opportunity Grant, Michigan grant programs, Federal
and Michigan Work Study, Federal Pe'r kins Loans and
Federal Subsidized and Unsubsidized Loans.
Once the aid package has been determined by the
Office of Financial Aid, a Financial Aid Award State·
ment will be sent to students. The award statement
contains information regarding the type and amount of
aid, disbursement information and other instructions
necessary to complete the aid process.
Financial aid awards are processed and funds disbursed in compliance with established federal, state and
institutional policies.
VERIFlCATION OF FINANCIAL AID
,ApPLICATION INFORMATION

Applicants selected for verification must produce
evidence to prove the accuracy of certain items reported
on the Free Application for Federal Student Aid before
aid is disbursed. Major items verified include:
• taxed and untaxed income
• taxes paid
• number of family members in household
• number of family members in household who
will attend college at least part-time in the
award year
• benefits received from other federal and state
sources
The deadline by which verification documentation
must be submitted is published annually by the Office
of Financial Aid. Failure to submit required documents
by the due date may result in the cancellation of financial aid offers.
FINANCIAL

Am

TRANSCRIPTS

Students who transfer to EMU must submit a Financial Aid Transcript from each school previously attended regardless of whether aid was received at that
school. Federal regulations prohibit the disbursement
of financial aid until all Financial Aid Transcripts are
on file.
SATISFACTORY ACADEMIC PROGRESS

Federal regulations require the Office of Financial
Aid to monitor the academic progress of all students
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toward the completion of a degree. This monitoring process is called Satisfactory Academic Progress (SAP).
Academic progress is evaluated using three factors:
grade point average, percentage of attempted courses
completed, and maximum credits of eligibility in which
to complete a degree. Failure to maintain Satisfactory
Academic Progress will result in cancellation of eligibility to receive funds from federal Title IV, state, or university need-based aid programs".
Undergraduate students are required to maintain
a 2.00 overall grade point average (graduate students
3.00 gpa) ; maintain an overall completion rate of 75%
at the University; complete their program of study
within the maximum credits of eligibility (maximum
credits of eligibility are calculated by multiplying the
minimum number of credit hours required for a student's
program of study by 150%. Transfer credits are included
in the maximum credits of eligibility calculation).
All students who fail to maintain the relevant GPA
and/or the required completion rate are placed on SAP
probation by the Office of Financial Aid. Students placed
on Academic probation by the University will also be
placed on SAP probation. Students are eligible to receive financial aid while on probation and win have their
progress checked after each semester. Students who
fail to maintain the relevant GPA and/or fail to complete 75% of the credit hours attempted for each semester following notification of probation will no longer be
eligible to receive financial aid.
Students will no longer be eligible for financial aid
if any of the following occurs: failure to achieve the relevant GPA during any semester following notification
of probation; failure to complete 75% of the credit hours
attempted during any semester following notification
of probation ; academic dismissal; earned the maximum
credits of eligibility allowed for their program of study.
Details regarding reinstatement of financial aid eligibility appear on individual SAP cancellation letters.
Students who had extenuating circumstances
which resulted in failure to maintain Satisfactory Academic Progress may appeal the cancellation. Students
must submit a letter of explanbtion addressed to the
Financial Aid Review Committee and attach third party
documentation, as appropriate. The Financial Aid Review Committee meets weekly. Cases are reviewed and
decisions are made within 10 to 15 business days after
receipt. Students are notified in writing of the outcome
of their appeals.
"Federal Title IV, state, and university aid proUNDERCRADUATECATAUOG
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grams include but are not limited to: Federal Pell Grant,
Federal Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant,
Federal Perkins Loan, Federal Subsidized and
Unsubsidized Stafford Loans, Federal Work Study, Federal PLUS Loan (Par~nt Loan for Undergraduate Students), Michigan Educational Opportunity Grant, Michigan Adult Part-Time Grant, Michigan Work Study, and
Michigan Competitive Scholarship.
YOUR RIGHT TO APPEAL AID DECISIONS

All decisions made by the Office of Financial Aid
follow federa1 and state regulations and university policy.
Students may experience special circumstances or problems which warrant an exception to these regulations
and/or policies. Strict federal guidelines regarding student dependency status limit the scope of professional
judgement exercised by staff. Financial aid decisions
may be changed by completing the appeal process. Pr0cedures for the appeal process are available at the Office of Financial Aid.
PAYMENT OF FINANCIAL AID

A financial aid file must be complete and verified,
if required, before aid is paid to a student's account. A
completed file is one that contains a valid Free Application for Federal Student Aid Report; financial aid transcripts, if required; income documentation and family
information, if selected for verification; and other student specific information as requested to detennine eligibility.
The following aid is paid directly to a student's
account:
• Federal Pell and Supplemental Educational
Opportunity Grants
• State oCMkhlgan gnmts and oompetiti", schoIan;hips
• University grants and scholarships
• Outside scholarships
• Federal Subsidized and Unsubsidized Stafford
Loans with electronic funds transfer
• Federal Perkins Loans
Proceeds from paper checks from lenders participating in the Federal Subsidized and Unsubsidized
Stafford Loan Program will be applied to a student's
account once the check is endorsed.
Federal and state work study checks are issued to
students for hours worked on a bi-weekly basis.
UNDERCRADUATE CATALOG

Students will be issued a refund check for aid applied to their account which exceeds the charges on that
account.
REPAYMENT POLlCY

Any student who withdraws from all classes before the end of the semester and who has received fed·
era! or state aid, may be required to repay aid paid toward roornlboard and personal costs.
Financial aid is used for expenses incurred while
attending school. Aid is prorated over the entire semester and any portion allocated to the weeks the student
did not attend classes must be repaid.
Students are notified when funds are returned to
their lender andlor when they are required to repay aid.
Consult the Office of Financial Aid before dropping a
class or withdrawing from all classes to determine
whether aid must be repaid or reduced.
TAX

INFORMATION

Generally, financial aid is exempt from taxes if the
amount received is for qualified tuition and related expenses required for courses at the educational institution (tuition, fees, books, supplies and equipment). The
recipient must maintain records that establish the
amounts used for qualified tuition and related expenses
for their tax records. Records supporting such amounts
include copies of relevant bills, receipts, cancelled checks
or other documents which clearly reflect the use of the
money from financial aid. Students who do not earn
enough money to file an income tax return may need to
determine if their financial aid makes a difference in
their tax filing status. Questions regarding tax issues
should be directed to the IRS or your income tax
preparer.
REFUND POLICY

Please refer to the refund policy issiU!d by Student
Accounting.

FINANCIAL Am PROGRAMS
By completing the Free Application for Federal
Student Aid. eligible students will be considered for all
federal and state aid programs. To receive federal needbased aid, students must:
• be enrolled in an eligible program;
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• be a U.S. citizen or an eligible noncitizen;
• demonstrate need;
• make Satisfactory Academic Progress toward a
degree;
• not be in default on a federal student loan;
• not owe a refund on any federal Title IV, state
or university aid program.
Eligible Michigan residents are also considered for
state need-based aid.
The maximum amounts of aid described below are
subject to change by federal and state regulations or
university policy.
FEDERAL FINANCIAL

Am

PROGRAMS

Feckral Pell Grants - Annual awards of $400 to
$2,340 are available to undergraduate students who are
enrolled and have demonstrated financial need.
Federal Supplemental Educational Opportunity
Grants - Awards range from $100 to $2,000 per year.
Priority is given to students who receive a Federal Pell
Grant.

Federal Perkins Loan· Annual awards are available to undergraduate and graduate students who are
enrolled at least half-time and have demonstrated financial need. Undergraduates may borrow up to $3,000
per year ($15,000 maximum) and graduate students ma~
borrow $5,000 per year up to a maximum of $30,000
including loans borrowed as an undergraduate. Priority is given to students who receive a Federal Pell Grant.
Feckral Subsidized and Unsubsidized Loan Program - Loans are provided through banks, savings and
loan institutions and credit unions.
MICHIGAN FINANCIAL

Am

PROGRAMS

Michigan Competitive Scholarships - This statefunded scholarship program is based on a combination
of competitive ACT tests results and financial need, as
determined from completing the Free Application Federal Student Aid. Students initial1y apply by taking the
American College Test no later than October of their
senior high school year and having the test results sent
to the State Scholarship Program. 11'te second step of
the application process is to submit the Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA). Students may
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annually renew the scholarship by maintaining a 2.0
GPA and demonstrating continued financial need.
Three additional programs are available to Michigan residents - MichiganAdult Part-Time Grant, Michigan Educational Opportunity Grant, and Michigan
Work-Study. The basic requirements for these three programs are as follows: be enrolled at an approved public
or private degree·granting Michigan college; demonstrate financial need for the funds; be a Michigan resident for at least 12 months; be a U.S. citizen or permanent resident; not be incarcerated in a corrections institution· not be enrolled in a program leading to a degree
in Th~logy or Divinity; not be in default on a Michigan
Guaranteed Student Loan or Michigan Auxiliary Loan;
and be making satisfactory academic progress, as defined by the school.
To apply for the following state need-based aid programs, students complete the Free Application for Fed·
eral Student Aid.

MichiganAdult Part-Time Grant - Need-based gift
aid available to undergraduates who are enrolled on a
part,..time basis. In addition to meeting the specific requirements listed above, students must qualify as selfsupporting according to current federal criteria (be out
of high school for at least two years, and be a part-time
student). Grants of up to $600 per year are available
for not more than two years of study.
Michigan Educational Opportunity Grant - Needbased gift aid to undergraduates enrolled at least halftime. Students who meet the basic requirements for
the Michigan programs are eligible. Grants of up to
$1,000 per year are available.
Michigan Work·Study Program - Need-based program that provides work opportunities for undergraduates. Both nonprofit and profit-based employers may
sign agreements with Michigan colleges to participate
in this program. Students who meet the basic requirements for the Michigan programs are eligible. Awards
range from $900 to $3,000 per year.
ARMED FORCES PROGRAMS

ARMY ROTC Scholarship Programs - Financial
assistance to outstanding young men and women interested in completing the ROTC program and pursuing
the AnDy as a career. Students must be citizens of the
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOC
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United States and meet the criteria specified under provisions of Public Law 88-647. For further information,
contact EMU's Military Science Department, 18
Roosevelt Hall.
The four-year program is open on a selective basis to high school seniors who apply and intend to pursue ROTC at the University. One- to three-year scholarships are reserved for students enrolled in the EMU
campus ROTC program, and a two-year scholarship
program for transfer students is administered by a faculty board. All provide full tuition, textbooks, laboratory fees, and a $150 per month stipend while the scholarships are in effect.

Air Force ROTC Scholarships . Offered by the
Air Force on a competitive basis to students interested
in completing the AFROTC program and entering the
Air Force as a commissioned officer. 1\\10, three, and
four-year scholarships are available. Scholarships pay
full tuition and fees, a book allowance, and a $150 per
month stipend during the academic school year. EMU
students receive AFROTC training on the University
of Michigan campus. For information, call theAFROTC
recruiting office at (313) 747-4093.

Veterans Benefits - Administered under the new
G.1. Bill by EMU's Veterans Services Office, 202
Goodison Hall. The applicant must furnish a Certificate of Eligibility (if available) at or prior to the start of
classes. Students receiving benefits and not obtaining
a satisfactory grade point average will be ineligible for
further certification for such benefits at a point no later
than one consecutive semester after the student initially fails to maintain satisfactory academic progress.
Veterans must complete the required registration
forms with the University and pay full tuition and fees.
Subsequent procedures will be explained at the Veterans Services office.

TEACHER CERTIFICATION
Students admitted to the teacher certification program will be automatically packaged with a Stafford
loan limit of$1O,500 for a two-semester loan period.

UNIVERSITY SHORT TERM LOANS
Emergency Educational Expense Loans - Available to part-time and full-time students who (1) are
UND£JI.GRADUATECATALOC

currently enrolled at the University, (2) have earned
previous credit at Eastern, (3) qualify academically
(minimum 2.0 "C" undergraduate, 3.0 "B" graduate), (4)
have no past due obligations, and (5) have repaid previ008 loans satisfactorily. Students may borrow up to $250
without a co-signer or up to $500 with a co-signer. Loans
are made available from memorials to groups or individuals. Applications may be obtained at the Student
Loan Accounting Office, Pierce Hall. Loans are processed within 24 hours.

The Small Loan Fund - Provides 30-day, shortterm, interest-free loans to $15 maximum to help students meet an emergency. Loans are available at the
Cashier's Office, Pierce Hall.
Adult Thition Loans - Tuition-only loans for up to
$500. Applicants must be 21 years of age or older; have
an annua1 income of$15,000 or more; and meet the same
5 requirements applicants for Emergency Educational
Expense Loans must meet. G.L Bill by EMUs Veterans
Services Office, 202 Goodison Hall The applicant must
furnish a Certificate of Eligibility (if available) at or prior
to the start of classes. Students receiving benefits and
not obtaining a satisfactory grade point average will be
cut off from further certification for such benefits at a
point no later than one consecutive semester after the
student initia1ly fails to maintain satisfactory academic
progress.

FAMILY FEDERAL PLUS LOAN
The Federal Parent Loan for Undergraduate Students (PLUS) is a loan from private lenders to parents
of dependent students. Parents may borrow up to the
cost of education less any other financial aid (including
the Unsubsidized Stafford Loan amount). The PLUS
loan is available to parents without adverse credit histories.
Interest rates are determined by the bond equivalent rate of the 52-week Treasury Bill plus 3.10 percent,
not to exceed 10 percent. A 4 percent origination fee is
paid directly to the federal government from the loan
proceeds.
Repayment begins within 60 days after loan disbursement. Repayment may take up to 10 years. Minimum monthly payment is $50.
Obtain an application from your chosen lender and
submit the completed PLUS application to the Office of
Financial Aid. Loan checks are made payable to the
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parent and Eastern Michigan University and are sent
to EMU in two disbursements.

MI-LoAN
The MI·LOAN Program provides credit-worthy
students and their parents an alternate source of loan
funds to assist in meeting college costs. The student
must be enrolled at a Michigan college or university.
have a financial need and be making satisfactory academic progress. The student borrower and co-signer
must be:
• At least 18 years of age or an emancipated minor (the co-signer may not be an emancipated
minor)
• A U.S. citizen or permanent resident
• Not be in default on any educational loans
The minimum amount is $1.500 with an annual
maximum amount of $10,000 per academic year (9
months). The cumulative program maximum is $50,000.
The interest rate is a fixed rate of 8.4 percent with a 4
percent reserve fee; variable interest rate loans also are
available. The repayment period is 15 years with a minimum monthly payment of at least $50.

ACADEMIC SCHOLARSHIPS
Eastern Michigan University offers a variety of
academic scholarships to freshmen and upper-class students. New Eastern Michigan students are considered
for the following scholarships through the Admission
Application:

Presidential Scholarship - Four year award that
pays thirty credit hours per year of in-state tuition. housing, food allowance, and mandatory fees. Awards are
based on a competitive exam. High school seniors must
have either a 3.70 GPA or a 3.50 to 3.69 GPA with a
minimum 25 ACT or 1150 SAT. Requires an additional
application, available at high schools beginning each
September. Ten awards are made per year. Minimum
3.50 GPA for renewal. Recipients must live in university residence halls their first two years. Deadline to
apply is generally November 20 of each year.
Regents Scholarship - Four year award that pays
$2.400 freshman year, $2,600 sophomore year. $2,800
junior year, $3,000 senior year. High school seniors must
have a 3.50 GPA with a 25 ACT or 1150 SAT. Minimum
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3.50 for renewal. Recipients must live in universityresidence halls their first two years. Must be admitted by
February 15 for the next fall semester.

Recognition of Excellence Scholarship - Four year
award that pays twelve credit hours per year (six per
semester) plus mandatory fees. High school seniors
must have a 3.30 GPA with a 21 ACT or 1000 SAT. Minimum 3.30 for renewal. Recipients must live in university residence halls their first two years. Must be admitted by February 15 for the next fall semester.
National Scholars Program· Four year award that
pays thirty credit hours per year (fifteen per semester)
of out-of·state tuition differential. High school seniors
must have a 3.50 GPA with a 25 ACT or 1150 SAT. Mini·
mum 3.50 for renewal. Recipients must live in univer·
sity residence halls their first two years. Must be admitted by February 15 for the next fall semester.
Valedictorian and Salutatoricm Scholarship· One
year award of$2,000. This scholarship will be awarded
to new freshmen who graduate as the Valedictorian or
Salutatorian from their high school, and who are admitted by February 15 for the next fall semester.
Merit Scholarship - One year award of $500. High
school seniors must have a GPA between 3.0 and 3.49
and must show volunteer involvement in their school or
community for consideration. Students must be admit·
ted by February 15 for the next fall semester.
Community College Scholarship - One year award
of$l,ooO. Students must be nominated by community
college presidents or their designees. Students must
have completed at least 30 credit hours with a minimum cumulative 3.50 community college GPA and mWit
be admitted by May 1 for the next fall semester.
Departmental Scholarship· Award amounts vary.
Selections can be based on academic as well as representative talent within that department or major. Students must be admitted by February 15 for the next fall
semester.
Music Service Awards· Award amounts vary.
Awards are made to students who perform in Eastern's
music programs or provide outstanding service to the
Music Department. Deadline is June 1 for the next fall
semester.
UNDERGRADUATECATAUOG
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CommunicatronlTheater Arts Service Awards Awards are made to students who perform in forensics,
theater arts programs or make outstanding contributions to the Communication Theater Arts Department.
Deadline is June 1 for the next fall semester.
Michigan Competitive Scholarship - Four year
award of up to $1,200 each year. Combines ACT test
results with financial need (as determined by the Free
Application for Federal Student Aid). Freshman deadline to apply is February 15 each year. Following the
first year of eligibility, students must re-apply through
the Free Application for Federal Student Aid by March
15 of each year.
Robert C. Byrd Scholarship - Four year award that
pays $1,500 per year. All applicants must be nominated
by their high school principal through theAcademicAlIState Program, which is administered by the Michigan
Association of Secondary School Principals and the Detroit Free Press. Award recipients and the high school
principal are notified in May each year.
Many academic scholarships are provided by external sources, including community agencies, service
organizations, charitable organizations, civic groups and
foundations. Students should investigate these potential resources by checking with public and university
libraries for scholarship resource books and by contacting the agencies directly.
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ACADEMIC PROCEDURES
The academic year is divided into fall and winter
semesters of 15 weeks each, a spring session of either
six or seven and one-half weeks, and a summer session
of either six or seven and one-half weeks dependent on
course selection. The new student may be admitted to
the University for any semester/session. The University calendar is printed at the front of this book.
Evening courses and continuing education courses
permit scheduling options within each semester/session.
Two-week workshops and weekend seminars provide
additional course credit opportunities.
Academic course load is the number ofbours that
a student carries in a semester/session. In the fall and
winter semesters, the recommended full-time course
load is 15 to 16 hours (15 with student teaching). In the
seven and one-half week spring and summer sessions,
it is six to eight bours and in the six-week spring and
summer sessions, five to six hours. Full-time enrollment
for the fall and winter semesters is 12 hours or more.
Full-time enrollment for the spring and summer semesters is six hours or more.
Occasionally an increased academic load is found
to be necessary or desirable. Before registering for more
than the recommended hours, the student is asked to
consult an adviser. The following two restrictions are
placed on increased academic load:
1. First semester freshmen may not take more than
the recommended full-time academic load without
special permission from the Academic Advising
Center, 301 Pierce.
2. Students on academic probation may not take more
than the recommended full-time academic load
without special permission from the Academic
Advising Center, Pass/fail semester bours are
included in the total course load.
Regular class attendance and active participation
in classes are important elements in the learning process. Students are at the University primarily for the
sake of their intellectual growth and development. Attendance and participation provide appropriate opportunities for the evaluation of the student's progress.
Each student is personally responsible for the satisfactory completion of the course work prescribed by
his/her instructors. This means specifically that he/she
is expected to attend classes regularly, and that he/she
is responsible for the work assigned in class, the material covered in class and for participation in class activities (including discussion and listening) designed by
the instructor as part of the learning experience. However, mere physical attendance should not be a crite-

rion for evaluation oftbe student's performance.
No person is allowed to attend class unless officially registered on a credit or audit basis with appropriate fees paid or is, as full·time staff, faculty or fac·
uJty spouse, auditing under the staff'benefits program.
No credit will be given for work in courses not officially
enrolled in or approved.
Auditing of registered courses is permitted for the
student who wishes to hear the subject matter presented
but does not desire to obtain credit for the course. The
student must register for the class, obtain a permission
to audit card from registration, receive the approval of
the head of the department offering the course, tum in
the audit card, and pay the required tuition and fee as
if for a credit course. Shifting from credit to audit or
from audit to credit is not permitted after the last day
for program adjustments for that specific semester.
Under provisions of the University staff benefits
program, full-time staff, faculty, and faculty spouses may
audit classes by completing an approval process initiated at the Benefit Programs Office, 301 King Hall.
Credits are determined by the units of work completed. A semester hour is the credit granted in a course
meeting once a week for one semester. Credits earned
on the term or quarter-hours basis at other institutions
are converted to EMU semester hours by multiplying
by two-thirds.
Class levels are determined by the academic hours
completed as follows:
Semester Hours
Class
Freshman ................................................................. 0-24
Sophomore ............................................................. 25-55
Junior ... " ................................................................ 56-84
Senior ............................................................. 85 or over
Administrative class levels that are not affected
by academic hours completed:
Guest .......................................................................... GS
Self Improvement ....................................................... 1M
Non-Matriculated ..................................................... NM
Second Bachelors ....................................................... SB
Course numbers indicate the academic level of the
course as follows:
Course Number
Level of Difficulty·
100-199 ....................................................... Introductory
200-299 ...................................................... Intermediate
300-499 ........................................................... Advanced
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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Courses numbered 500 to 599 are intended primarily for graduate students but are open in some cases to
seniors. 'Ib be eligible, an undergraduate student must
acquire 76 hours or more of undergraduate credit, have
a cumulative grade point average of2.50 or better, and
receive approval from the Graduate School. Request
forms are available at Starkweather Hall. The maximum number of graduate hours that an advanced undergraduate can take is 15. Courses numbered in the
600s and 700s are exclusively for graduate students.
*Introductory courses are appropriate for students
who have had no course work at the University level in
the discipline in question. Intermediate courses presuppose that the students enrolled are familiar with and
able to work with the content or methods, or both, of
the discipline as presented in the introductory course.
Advanced courses presume that students enrolled are
familiar with and able to work with content, concepts,
and methodology of the discipline at a level appropriate
to that of undergraduate majors in the discipline.
Prerequisites designated in the catalog description
of courses and in the semester Class Schedule Bulletins
state requirements that must be completed with credit
or are necessary to the understanding of the course seJected. Any student not meeting prerequisite requirements or other restrictions, unless waived by instructor's
permission, may be prevented from registering for or
required to drop the course. Courses at the 200, 300,
and 400 levels that carry no prerequisites are taught at
the academic levels described above.
Final examinations are given by instructors to help
evaluate a student's achievement in a course. Whether
or not that evaluation shall include the final examination shall be determined by the instructor in line with
departmental and University policy. Ifa final examination is not given, the scheduled examination period shall
be used for other class activity.
If a final examination is given, students shall take
the examination with their own class and at the hour
indicated on the examination schedule. Failure to take
the examination at the scheduled time will result in a
grade of "E" in the course, except when the requisite
conditions for granting an "I" are present.
If the student finds that helshe has three examinations scheduled on one day, helshe may request the
instructor of the class having the first examination of
the day to arrange to take the examination at another
time. If helshe finds that helshe has four examinations
scheduled for one day, helshe may request the instructors of the first two examinations to make arrangements
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOC

so that no more than two are scheduled in one day. Hel
she may appeal to the head of the department in which
the course is offered if a satisfactory solution is not
reached.
Students who for religious reasons find that they
are not able to follow the examination schedule should
make special arrangements with their instructors. If
arrangements are not satisfactory, the student may appeal to the head of the department in which the course
is offered.
Any deviation from the student's examination
schedule, other than to limit the exams to two in one
day or to observe religious mandates, must be approved
in advance by both the instructor and the department
head, and will be granted only in cases of extreme emergency.
Failure to take an examination at the scheduled
time without prior arrangement will result in a grade
of"E" in the course.
GRADES

The grades used by the University with their corresponding values in points are as follows:

Grade

Significance

A

Exceptionally high order

Grade points
per semester
hour

Distinctly above the average

4.0
3.7
3.3
3.0

Average

2.7
2.3
2.0

Below Average

1.7
1.3
1.0

AB+
B

BC+
C

CD+
D

DE

CR

NC
S

SC
PN

u
UN

0.7
Unsatisfactory (denoting failure)
Passing grade in credit/no credit
courses
Failing grade in credit/no credit
courses
Passing grade in pass/fail elections
Credit for certification in student
teaching courses
Passing grade in student teaching
but not at level sufficient for
certification
Failing grade in pass/fail
Failing grade in student teaching
elections

o
o

o
o

o
o
o
o
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Credits earned by student teaching, credit/no credit
classes, or pass/fail options are not accorded grade
points.
The use of "+" and "-" grades was introduced in
the fall semester 1979.
An "E" grade will be assigned for any course when
the student stops attending a class without officially
withdrawing from the course. Credit for courses in which
either "E" or "U" grades have been received can be earned
only by repeating the course at Eastern Michigan University. See repeat policy for exceptions.
A credit/no credit option can be utilized in courses
for which the standard system ofletter grades does not
seem appropriate, however, the minimum equivalent
grade for which credit is given is a "C." Departments
wishing to offer a course on a credit/no credit option must
secure approval of their dean and the vice president for
academic affairs.
The pass/fail option is available to students who
wish to experiment in an unfamiliar field withoutjeopardizing their grade point averages or for other reasons.
Limitations to the option are:
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

a.

b.
7.

It may be exercised only by juniors and seniors who
are in good academic standing (at least 2. 0 at EMU).
It may be applied only to free electives, that is, to
courses which are outside the student's major, minor,
curriculum, or basic studies requirements.
A maximum of six such courses may be applie~
toward graduation.
•
Students shall indicate their intention to take a
course by filing an application with the Academic
Advising Center, 301 Pierce prior to the end of the
program adjustment period.
Students who elect a course on pass/fail may cancel
the option and accept a letter grade up to the last
day of class before the official University scheduled
final examinations.
The instructor will not be notified of the student's
election of this option. The regular letter grade
reported by the instructor will be converted on grade
reports and transcripts as follows:
Grades of "A," "B," "C," or "D," including "0-," will
be converted to "S," and shall count as credit toward
graduation.
The grade of "E" will be converted to "U," and shall
not count toward graduation.
A course taken under this option shall not be used
in any way in the computation of the student' s grade
point average. Thus, a pass/fail election shall not be
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approved for a course in which the student
previously received a letter grade.
Students should be aware that, for some scholarships offered by the University, pass/fail courses are not
considered part of the minimum required load for scholarship.
Students also should be fully aware of the possible
implications of this option for acceptance into graduate
schools and competition for financial aid there. It has
been ascertained that most graduate schools will accept
students who have elected to take some courses on a
pass/fail basis, but that if courses taken on this basis
are sufficient in number on the transcript, the Graduate School Examination may be utilized to determine
the student's acceptability. Graduate schools, in general, do tend to favor those applicants who have good
letter grades on their transcripts.
An 'T' (incomplete) grade is awarded only when a
student has completed the majority of the work of a
course and the student's work has been of acceptable
quality ("C" or better) but the required amount of work
has not been completed because of illness, necessary absence, or other satisfactory reasons. It is never applied
to poor work or to nonattendance of class by the student. It means that the student has informed the instructor of the reason for the requested incomplete, and
the instructor has agreed to the request.
An "I" grade must be removed within one calendar
year from the end of the semester or session in which
that grade was given. The time for removal of an "I"
may be extended upon written recommendation of the
instructor and approval of the dean of the college. Such
extension will be granted only under unusual circumstances.
The initiative for conversion of an "I" to a letter
grade rests with the student. If not converted to a grade
by the end of the one-year period, the "1" win remain as
a pennanent part of the student's academic record.
A ~ grade is assigned only when an official withdrawal has been completed. (See Withdrawals.)
Grade changes attempted by students must be initiated no later than the end of the eighth week of the
next regular semester (fall or winter) following the semester or session in which the grade was given. Agrade
grievance must be initiated within five working days
after the start of the next regular semester (see Grade
Grievance Procedure in Student Reference Section). For
instructor-requested changes, this means that the appropriate form has been submitted to the department
UNDERG~UATECATAUDG
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head. For student appeals, it means that the instructor
has refused to make a change and the issue has been
formally turned over to the departmental grievance
board.
An extension beyond this limitation may be per·
mitted only by the dean of the college in which the course
was taken. Such extensions will be granted only on veri·
6able evidence of emergency circumstances, such as
serious illness or military obligation, which prevented
the petitioner from acting during the prescribed period.
Repeating courses for which the student is cur·
rently eligible can be elected, regardless of the grade
received. The following conditions apply:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

No course may be taken more than three times,
except by permission of the head of the department
in which the course is offered.
No student may repeat more than 10 different
courses in the process of completing a baccalaureate
degree, except by permission of the Admissions
Review/Academic Standards Committee. Contact is
made through the Academic Advising Center.
All grades earned by a student will be retained on
the student's permanent record an"d repeats will be
indicated.
Only the grade received the last time the course is
taken will be used in compiling graduation credits
and in determining the cumulative grade point
average.
A course failed at Eastern Michigan University may
not be repeated at another accredited college or
university to satisfy Eastern Michigan University
requirements without prior written approval of the
director of Records, Registration, and Advising.

Grade reports are mailed by the University to the
home address of the student normally within one week
of the end of each semester/session. Undergraduate stu·
dents' academic records are kept on permanent file in
the Academic Records and Certification Office, Room
302, Pierce Hall. Unless there are past due 6nancial
obligations, students may get an official transcript of
their complete records by requesting them in writing
from that office and upon payment of the transcript fee
specified.
The scholarship index or grade point average is
the total number ofEastem Michigan University grade
points acquired, divided by the total number of Eastern
Michigan University semester hours taken which carry
UNOF.RGRADUATECATALOG

grade points. When a course is repeated, only the last
grade is used in the computation of the grade point av·
erage.
Transfer credit from another accredited institution
is allowed for all transferable courses in which a grade
of"C" or better is received, but is not included in com·
putation of the grade point average. Non·index courses
are not included in the computation of the grade point
average.
Calculation of GPA for returning former or
transfer students who have not attempted any col·
lege or university work for at least two calendar years
does not include courses in which a grade of less than
"D-" was assigned.
Academic distinction is awarded at graduation to
students whose cumulative grade point average merits
special recognition. A 3.90·4.00 grade point average is
accorded summa cum laude; a 3.70-3.89, magna. cum
laude; and 3.50·3.69, cum laude on the diploma and per·
manent transcript record.
GRADE GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE

The grade grievance procedure provides each stu·
dent with the opportunity to appeal formally a final
grade in a course because he or she believes that the
grade has been awarded capriciously or unfairly. This
procedure is not intended to handle disputes that may
arise about the grading of individual exams or assign·
ments during the semester. When such disputes arise,
the student should contact the instructor immediately,
rather than waiting until the end of the semester. Each
grade grievance submitted according to this procedure
must be an individual action by an individual student.
Class action grievances by one student on behalf of several students or an entire class are not pennitted.

STEP I
Ifa student wishes to appeal a final grade, the stu·
dent must contact the instructor within five (5) working days after the start of the next semester; i.e., the
semester following the one in which the disputed grade
was given (see General Notes for the spring·summer
policy). If the instructor is teaching on campus the next
semester, but is temporarily unavailable or simply can·
not be reached during this five·day period, then the student should deliver a written request for an appoint·
ment with himlher, stating the reason, to the department head no later than the final day of the five (5) day
period. With the aid of the department head in schedul·
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ing an appointment, the instructor and student must
then meet as soon as possible and discuss the disputed
grade privately. In the event that the department head
has difficulty in assisting the student in scheduling the
appointment, a detailed written record of communication or attempts to communicate between the department head and the instructor will be maintained by the
department head. Whenever possible, conflicts over
grades should be resolved informally between the instructor and the student as a result of this Step I discussion.
If the instructor has left the University permanently or is not available for a period of sixty (60) days
or more (e.g., if the instructor is away on sabbatical leave,
medical leave, or is in hislher off semester on a Plan C
appointment), then the department head shall act in
his/her behalf and make a decision either in support of
or against the grievance. In making this decision, the
department head shall review all available grade
records, discuss the matter with the student, and with
the written consent of the student, request and evaluate a written statement submitted within ten (10) working days by the instructor concerning the disputed grade.
The department head cannot act in this manner on behalf of the instructor during the spring-summer period
simply because the instructor is not teaching during either the spring or summer session, unless the disputed
grade affects the student's plans to graduate that year.

STEPU
If the grade dispute is not resolved in Step I to the
student's satisfaction and he or she still believes that
the grievance has merit based on the facts of the case,
the student has the right to me a formal written grievance with the department head who will forward it immediately to the Department Grade Grievance Committee. Guidelines for filing a formal grievance are as follows:
1. A grievance must be based on evidence that the

instructor has been capricious andlor unfair in
awarding a grade. The written grievance must
describe specifically the perceived capricious or
unfair action of the instructor. The student also
should present all other evidence or documentation
in support of his or her allegations. Disagreement
with an instructor's judgment in and of itself is not
a basis for a grievance, nor is disagreement with an
instructor's grading standards, if such standards
have been described in advance for the class and
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have been applied fairly to all students in the class.
2. A grievance must be filed within fifteen (15)
working days after the start of the next semester
following the one in which the disputed grade was
given.
Within ten (10) working days after receipt of the
written grievance, the department head must schedule
a hearing before the Department Grade Grievance Committee. The department head cannot simply make a
personal judgment that the grievance is without merit,
and thus refuse to give it to the Department Grade
Grievance Committee. However, after scheduling the
hearing, the department head may request a closed
three-person meeting in hislher office with just the instructor and the student, to discuss infonnally the disputed grade one final time. If either the instructor or
the student refuses to attend such a meeting, the department head cannot require hislher attendance, and
the grievance bearing is then held as previously scheduled. If a closed meeting is held, the department head
shall act only as a facilitator or mediator. His/her role is
restricted solely to promoting further discussion, not to
imposing his/her judgment andlor making a decision in
the case. If the dispute is resolved in this meeting, the
written grievance shall be withdrawn and the scheduled hearing cancelled. If the dispute is not resolved,
the grievance hearing is then held as previously scheduled. In such cases, the department head shall not communicate hislher opinions/judgments regarding the
grievance andlor the discussions in the closed meeting
to the members of the Department Grade Grievance
Committee.
The Department Grade Grievance Committee shall
be composed of three (3) faculty members and two (2)
students. The faculty members shall be selected by appropriate department procedures. The students shall be
selected from the list of representatives designated annually (no later than October 15 each year) by Student
Government for that particular college. It is preferred
that one student on the committee be a graduate student in those departments that offer graduate courses.
In graduate student grievances, at least one of the student committee members must be a graduate student.
The student grievant may, however, request in
advance in writing that the two (2) students be excused
and that his or her grievance be heard only by the three
(3) faculty members. The committee shall conduct a
hearing according to the following guidelines:
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1. Prior to the hearing, any written information of

2,

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

support for either the student or the instructor
should be distributed to committee members,
A detailed record shall be kept of the hearing,
preferably a taped sound recording. If a written
record is kept, that record should be signed by the
Grievance Committee, asserting that the written
record is a true record of the heariJ?-g proceedings. IT
a tape serves as the hearing record, the Grievance
Committee shall sign a statement attesting that the
tape is the true record of the hearing proceedings.
Written or recorded recorda of any Step II Grievance
shall be kept on file in the college dean's office and
copies shall be provided, upon request, to the student
who has filed the grade grievance or the faculty
member against whom the grievance was filed. Costs
associated with duplicating grade grievance records
shall be borne by the individual(s} requesting copies.
The hearing shall be open unless the student or
instructor requests a closed hearing. This request
should be conveyed in writing to the department
head prior to the hearing.
Both the student and instructor shan be permitted
an adviser. Advisers must be members of the
University community, i.e. , students or full-time
faculty or staff members.
The department grade grievance chair shall begin
the hearing by beginning the tape recorder (or
announcing the name of the person who will be
taking minutes) and reviewing the guidelines and
procedures under which the hearing shall be
conducted.
The committee chair will then announce, "This Step
Level 11 Grade Grievance Hearing is being held on
(date). (Name of student) is grieving the grade of
(grade) received during the (semester) in (class
prefix, number, and section I.D. taught by
(instructor). The following committee members are
in attendance today: (members give their names)."
In order, the student and the instructor will present
their cases. Both the student and the instructor may
call witnesses, and the student, instructor,
adviser(s), and committee members all have the
right to question any witnesses that are called. The
student and the instructor should be asked for brief
closing statements.
The chair will then close the hearing with "This Step
Level n Grade Grievance Hearing is now concluded."
The committee will meet in executive session and
will present its findings , in writing, to the
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department head within (5) working days. The
written decision/recommendations will contain a
numerical report of the vote and will be signed by
the members of the committee. The department head
will notify the student and the instructor of this
committee's decision/recommendation."
8. Either the student or the instructor may appeal the
decision/recommendations of the Department Grade
Grievance Committee to the University Grade
Grievance Committee under the conditions listed
below. This appeal must be filed within five (5)
working days of receipt of the decision.

STEPll
Either the instructor or the student grievant may
submit a written appeal of the prior decision at Step II
by the Department Grade Grievance Committee within
five (5) working days of written receipt of that decision, if one of the following conditions is met:
1. The Office of the Provost determines that there is
evidence that established procedures for Step IT were
violated; or
2. There was at least one dissenting vote at the Step
II level; or
3. New evidence or new witnesses not previously
considered or heard at Step II become available.
In the absence of 1, or 2, or 3 above, simple disagreement with the decision rendered at Step II is not
sufficient basis for an appeal. In other words, there is
no automatic right of appeal in every case requiring tbat
lile University Grade Grievance Committee reconsider
t he entire grievance case. if the appeal is based on new
evidence or new witnesses, the written appeal statement
must explain precisely how this evidence or testimony
relates directly to the alleged unfair or capricious awarding of the disputed grade. If said evidence or witnesses
had been available prior to the Step II hearing, the hearing shall be remanded back to the Step II departmental
committee. Only newly discovered evidence andlor witnesses may be introduced at the Step III hearing level
(it shall be the responsibility of the petitioner to demonstrate that the evidence andlor witness were not available at Step 11).
The appeal shall be submitted to the Associate
Provost, (or a substitute designated by the Provost) with
a copy to the dean of the appropriate college. The University Grade Grievance Committee shan be chaired by
the Associate Provost or designee and shall have the
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following additional members: the dean of the involved
college or hislher designee; two (2) faculty members, one
ofwhorn is from the involved college, but not from the
department in which the grievance originated; and one
(1) student, appointed by Student Government. The two
faculty members shall be selected by the Associate Provost from an available pool of nominees representing
all the colleges.
The University Grade Grievance Committee shall
review all written documents that were available to the
Department Grade Grievance Committee, the written
or taped recording of the Step II hearing, and the final
report and decision of the Step II Committee. The University Grade Grievance Committee may reconvene the
participants in the Step II hearing to answer questions,
if desired.
Within twenty (20) working days of the receipt
of the appeal, the University Grade Grievance Committee shall issue a written Step III decision to both the
instructor and the student. This decision shall be final;
no further appeal is possible.

3.

4.

RECORDS

When the Grade Grievance Procedure results in
an instructor's grade being changed without his or her
agreement, then all University records containing that
grade in which the name of the instructor appears shall
be identified by an asterisk (.). On these records, the
asterisk will be footnoted with the following statement:
"This grade is a result of an appeal proCedure." On those
records in which the instructor's name does not appear,
the grade will not be asterisked, nor will there be any
other indication that the original grade was changed.
GENERAL NOTES

1. The time limits/deadlines for submitting grievances!
appeals, holding meetings, and making decisions are

to be followed by all parties. However, extensions of
the time limits may be requested in writing by any
of the involved parties. Such requests must originate
prior to the expiration of the stated time limit. The
dean of the involved college will make the decision
to approve or to deny each request for a time limit
extension at Step I or Step II. Decisions regarding
Step III time limit extensions will be made by the
Office of the Provost.
2. Each academic department shall select the faculty
members for the Department Grade Grievance

5.

6.
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Committee at the beginning of the academic year in
September. The committee will hear all grade
grievances during the next 12 months. Substitute
members shall be selected to replace any committee
member who is personally involved in a grade
grievance. Also, substitute members shall be selected
to replace any faculty committee member who is
unavailable for an extended period of time (e.g.,
spring andfor summer).
Each college shall select two (2) faculty members
plus one alternate who are available during a 12month period for assignment to the University
Grade Grievance Committee. These selections shall
be made by the appropriate college-level faculty
advisory counciVcommittee at the beginning of the
academic year in September. Unlike the Department
Grade Grievance Committee, this Step III
University Grade Grievance Committee may of
necessity have a different membership for each
grievance.
Grievances relating to grades awarded for the winter
semester ending in April shall normally be pursued
the next fall, measuring all stated deadlines with
respect to the start of the fall semester in September.
However, if the instructor is teaching on campus
during the spring or summer session and the student
is enrolled on campus during the same session, then
with their mutual agreement, the grievance can be
pursued during the spring or summer. However,
should either the instructor or the student prefer to
wait, then action of the grievance will be postponed
until the fall semester. The only exception in which
the grievance shall be pursued during the spring or
summer session without the consent of the instructor
who is teaching on campus is for any case in which
the disputed grade affects the student's plans to
graduate that year. In such cases, if the instructor
is unwilling to participate, the department head may
act on hislher behalf.
Throughout this procedure, the title department
head shall be interpreted to include program
directors or program coordinators for appropriate
academic units in which there is no administrator
with the title of department head.
Students are encouraged to seek advice from the
REACT office.
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AcADEMIC RETENTION AND DISMISSAL

A student's academic status will change from
"GOOD" to either -PROB" OR "DISM" when the cumulative grade point average at EMU IS less than 2.0 ("C"
Average) at the completion of any term of enrollment.
The resulting academic status is determined by the relationship between the cumulative grade point credits
and cumulative grade point average. The status will be
changed to "FROB" for academic probation or "DISMfor dismissal.
Academic probation means that the student's grade
point average has fallen below 2.0, but the student is
eligible to continue course work. A student not subject
to dismissal will remain on probation until he/she raises
the cumulative grade point average to 2.0 or higher. 1b
avoid the risk of academic dismissal, a student must
earn at least a term grade point average of2.0 or higher
while on probation.
Certain conditions are attached to an academic
status of probation.

"

"
"
"

Students on probation may npt:
Enroll in more than the established maximum load
for regular full-time status in any term of
enrollment. For Fall and Winter, this would be 16
credits; in Spring and Summer, 8 credits.
Enrol1 in education courses or courses which require
admission to the College of Education.
Receive credit for graduate level courses (500 level).
Take courses on PssslF'ai1.

Students whose grade point average and grade
point credits place them in the dismissal range will be
academically dismissed, unless the term grade point
average is 2.0 or higher. Even students who have not
been on probation previously may risk dismissal; there
is no automatic grace period, even for those new to EMU.
Any dismissal action is subject to an appeal through
the Academic Advising Center. Instructions and deadlines for such appeals are included with a written notice of dismissal, which is sent to each student after the
conclusion of the term of enrollment. Students who
appeal msy be reinstated, which means that the most
recent dismissal action is rescinded and the student is
eligible tooontinue in course work; if the student's grade
point average is still less than 2.0 at the time of reinstatement, probation policies will apply. The student
must earn a term grade point average of 2.0 to avoid
the risk of dismissa1 again.
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

Policies and actions relating to probation and disnUssalare defined by theAcademic Standards Committee and administered by the Assistant Director for Academic Actions in the Academic Advising Center.
A dismissed student win be considered for readmission to EMU after two Buccessive enrollment periods (one of which must Fall or Winter) have elapsed.
Procedures for readmission involve submitting a written statement explaining readiness to return, supported
by at least two letters of support and other relevant
documentation. Any course work taken elsewhere subsequent to dismissal must be 2.0 or better and EMU
residency policies for transfer credits win apply. Specific details and procedures are provided by the Academic Advising Center and may be obtained by contacting that office at 313-487-1207. Materials concerning
readmission must be submitted to the Assistant Director for Academic Actions in writing. Deadlines for Fall
and Winter are July 1 and November 15 respectively.
Students who have been dismissed more than once previously (reinstatements excluded) normally will not be
considered for readmission.
WITHDRAWALS

Withdrawals from individual classes
Withdrawals from class are permitted students
according to the following stipulations:

·First eight days: Any change in the student's program occurring during this period is accomplished
through the Registration Office as a part of the registration adjustment process. Such changes are not recorded in the student's permanent record.
·NiMth day through tenth week: All student-initiated withdrawals are accepted automatically and recorded as VW." A withdrawal may be processed through
the touchtone registration system or by submitting a
withdrawal form to the Registration Office, 303 Pierce
Hall. Withdrawals initiated during this period are not
eligible for tuition adjustment. (See Tuition and Fee
information and Appeal Process.)
·After tenth week-until beginning of final exam
period: The student must initiate the withdrawal request at the Academic Advising Center. The decision
made on the request will be communicated in writing
both to the student and the instructor in question. Students should not stop attending class until they have
received official notification that their withdrawal has
been approved. If a student stops attending class with-
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out officially withdrawing from the class and does not
take the final examination, University policy requires
that the instructor assign a grade of"E" for the course.
A "V{" may be granted to students under either of
the following conditions:

2.

1. The student's work in the course at the time of the
withdrawal request is "'A" through "'C-."

2.

Unexpected. emergency circumstances have arisen
after the tenth week of the semester and prevent
the student from completing the course work. These
circumstances must be specific and verifiable.

3.

4.

The decision to award the "V{" will be made by the
Academic Advising Center associate director or desig·
nee based upon evidence submitted and in conference
with the student. If the application is denied and the
student fails to complete the course work successfully, a
grade of "E" will be recorded by the instructor.
When withdrawal from a class or from all classes
brings students' academic loads below the minimum
number of hours necessary to qualify as full·time students for University housing, scholarship aid, student
loans, or any other benefits they enjoy for which academic enrollment was a prerequisite, the University
may, at its option, take any or all of the following steps:
1. Deny pennission to withdraw,
2. Cancel the benefits as of that date.
3. Declare the student ineligible for present and/or
future benefits of a similar nature.
4. Deny permission to re-enroll in subsequent
semesters.

-These procedures and University withdrawal procedures also apply to spring and summer sessions. The
exact withdrawal and deadline dates are printed in the
current Class Schedule Book for the session concerned.
WITHDRAWALS FROM THE UNIVERSITY

Withdrawal from the University and all classes
currently being taken is accorded students who apply
in person at the Registration Office, or by mailing a
written request to the Registration Office. Any tuition!
fee adjustment responding to written communication is
based on the postmark date (see also Tuition and Fees).
The policy for withdrawal from the University is:
1. Students who drop during the first eight class days

5.
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of the semester (four class days for spring/summer)
will receive a 100 percent tuition credit adjustment
less an administrative fee and no grades will be
posted.
Students who withdraw from the 9th through the
19th class days of the semester (the 5th through the
10th class days for spring/summer) will receive a
50 percent tuition credit adjustment, less and
administrative fee and grade of 'w' will be posted.
Students who withdraw from the 20th through the
38th class day (11th through 19th class days for
spring/summer) will receive a 25% tuition credit
adjustment, less an administrative fee.
Students who withdraw after 38 class days of the
semester (20 for spring/summer) through the day
prior to the first day of University final examinations
will receive no tuition credit adjustment and grades
of'W" will be posted,
No withdrawal will take place after the official
University final examination period has begun.

The EMU Class Schedule Book published each
term gives exact dates for tuition credit adjustment and
withdrawal deadlines.
Retroactive withdrawal from the University may
be requested by a student when unexpected circumstances arise after the completion of classes for a term.
Normally, the request will be considered only for the
preceding term.
The retroactive withdrawal policy is dependent on
one or both of the following reasons:
1. Administrative. Through an administrative problem

or error, the student received an "'E" grade.
2. Mental or physical stress. Subsequent to awarding
the term grades, the student claims that severe
physical or psychological stress was present during
the semester, Documentation must be presented by
or on behalf of the student and a consultation may
be required. In this case, the decision will affect all
the classes the student was registered for during
the term in question. In cases of severe mental or
physical stress, it is usually assumed that students
are so incapacitated they were not able to carry on
with University responsibilities.
In either situation, the student must initiate the
request at the Academic Advising Center, 301 Pierce
Hall. Upon review of the documented evidence and possible further consultation, the director or designee will
UNOERGRADUATECKI'ALOG
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recommend action to the office of the vice president for
academic affairs.
The approval ofa retroactive withdrawal does not
constitute approval of a tuition refund. Grades of ~
will be posted on the official academic record.
STUDENT CONDUCT/GRIEVANCES

Grade grievance procedures also may be obtained
from the academic department involved. Student employment grievance procedures may be obtained from
the Career Services Center, fourth floor, Goodison Hall.
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COURSE PREFIXES
A department prefix or code is used to identify
courses offered by Eastern Michigan University:
PREFIX
AcADEMIC AFFAIRS DM810N ......................... .......... AAD

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Al:ri.can American Studies ........................................ AAS
Art .................................................................... ................. FA
Art. Education .................................................... FA
Art History ......................................................... FA
Studio Art. ........................................................... FA
Biology ........................................................................ BIOL
Botany ........................................................... BOTN

Elementary Science ........................................ ESCl
M.icrobiology ................................................... MICR
Zoology ........................................................... ZOOL
Chemi.try ................................................................ CHEM
Computer Science ................................................... COSC
Communication and TheatreArta ....................... COTA
Activity ........................................................... CTAA
Communication .............................................. CTAC
DramafTheatre for the Young ....................... CTAD
InterpretationlPerformance Studies ............ CTAO
Telecommunications and Film ....................... CTAT
Theatre Arts ................................................... CTAR
Speech ............................................................ CTAS
Economics ............................................................. .... ECON
English Language and Literature
English .......................................................... ENGL
Journalism ............................. " ...................... JRNL
Linguiatics ........................................ " ... " ....... LING
Literature ..... " ................................. " ... " ......... LITR
Foreip Language and Bilinl'UAl Studies
Clusies Courses ............................ " ... " ......... CLAS
English as a Second Language ..................... ESLN
Foreign Language ... " ........... " ........................ FLAN
French ... " .... " ... " ....................................... " .. FRNH
Gennan ." ........................................ " ... " ....... GERN
Greek .................. " ..... " .......................... " ...... GREK
Japanese ." .... " ... " ................. ........... " ... " ....... JPNE
Language ....... " ................................. " ... " ...... LNOE
Latin ...................................... " .... " ... " ............ LATN
Spanish .. " .......... " .......................................... SPNH
Thaching English .. a Second Language
(TESOL) ........................................................ TSLN
Geojrraphy and Geology
Earth Science ................................................. GESC
Geography .. " ................ " ............................... OEOG
Geology .......................................... " ........ " .... GEOL
Historic Preservation .... " .... " ....................... GHPR
Hiatory and Philosophy
History ............................... " .... " ...................... HIST
Philosophy ..... .............. " ... " .... " ....................... PllIL
Mathematic8 .... " ....................................... " ... " ........ MATH
Music ..... " ... " ................................... " ........ " .............. MUSC
Applied Music ............................. " ... " ............. AMU
Physic8 and AIItronomy
ABtJ"onomy ........................ " .............. .............. ASTR
Ph)'llics ...................... " ..... " .............................. PRY
Political Science ........................................ " ... " ....... PLSC
Psychology ................................ " ................................. PSY
Socioiol)', Anthropoloi)', and CrimJnoloi)'
Anthropology ........... " .... " .............. ................ ANTH
Criminology ........................... " ... " ................... CRM

Sociology " ..... " ... " .................................... " ..... SOCL
Women'a Studiea .. " .... " .......................................... WMST
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ... " .......................................... " .. COB
Accounting ..... ............................. " .................... .......... ACC
Decision Science ......................................... " ...... DS
Finance and Computer Wormation Syatems
Finance .............................................................. FIN
Insurance .......................................................... INS
Information Systems ........................................... IS
Production/OperatiofU Management ............. POM
Manal'ement ........................................................... MGMT
Marketing ................................................................. MKTG
Law .................................................................. LAW
Real Estate ....................................................... RES
COLLEGE OF EDUCATlON
Leaderahlp and Counselina
Educational Leadership ............................... EDLD
Guidance and Counseling ............................ GOON
Health, Physical EducaUon, Recreation and Dance
Athletics ......................................................... ATHL
Dance ............................................................. DANC
Health Education ......................................... BLED
Physical Education ....................................... PHED
Physical EducationActivity-General .............. PEMG
Physical Education Activity-M!Vors .............. PEMJ
Recreation .............. ........................................ RECR
Special Education
Emotionally Impaired .................................... SPEI
General ........................................................... SPGN
Hearing Impaired ........................................... SPllI
Learning Disabled ......................................... SPLD
Mentally Impaired .......................................... SPMI
~andOtherwiEHeahhImpairOO ............ SPPI
Speech and Language Impaired ..................... SPSI
Vt8ua1]y Impaired ........................................... SPVI
Student Teachin, ................................................... EDUC
Teacher Education
Curriculum and Instruction ......................... CURR
Educational Media ........................ .............. EDMD
Educational Psychology ......... ....................... EDPS
Educational Technology ................................ EDTC
Reading ......................................................... RONG
Social Foundations or Education .................. SOFD
COLLEGE OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES ........... HHS
AlI80ciated Health ProfesaioM ............................. AHPR
Clinical Laboratory Scie.nc:e8 ........................ CLSC
Health Administration ................................. HLAD
Occupational Therapy .................................. OCTH
Human, Environmental, and Conaumer
Reeourcea ................................................................. HECR
Dietetics ........................................................... DTC
Hospitality Management .................................. HM
Family and Consumer Science ........................ FCS
Fashion Merchandising ..................................... FM
Interior Design ................................................. IDE
Nurain, ...................................................................... NUNS
Socia1 Work ............................................................... SWRK
Gerontology .................................................... GRET
COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY
BusineBII and TechnololO' Education
Busineu Education ...................................... BEDU
'Iechnology Education .................................. TEDU
Indu strial Technology ............................................. INTE
Interd.iaciplinary TechnniolY ............................... INDT
Military ScIence ................................... ........................ MS
UNDERGRADl}ATECATALOG
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GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS
Th graduate from Eastern Michigan University,
students must Culfin basic studies requirements, satisfy major and minor requirements, and earn a bachelor of science or bachelor of arts degree or one of the
baccalaureate degrees pertinent to their fields of study
as authorized by this University (see below).
The minimum number of credit hours required for
graduation is 124. 'Ib earn a degree, students must complete the basic studies (which follow), complete a major
of 30 to 36 hours and a minor of 20 to 24 hours, as specified in their fields of study or a self-contained program
of 50-60 hours, and electives to equal the minimum total of 124 hours.
The catalog requirements in effect at the time of
the student's initial registration at a college or university or the requirements of a subsequent catalog, including those in effect at the time of the student's graduation, may be used to complete graduation requirements.
In the event the student does not complete degree requirements within seven years of the date of hi&lher
original registration, the student may be required to
have histher credits re-evaluated by the Academic
Records Office in keeping with more recent catalog requirements. (See special time requirements in the description of the nursing program.)
DEGREES

Basic undergraduate degrees conferred by the
Board of Regents on recommendation of the president
and faculty are the Bachelor of Science (BS) and the
Bachelor of Arts (BA) degrees, described fully in the introduction to the College of Arts and Sciences.
Bachelor's degrees are also awarded in fine arts
(BFA) and art education (BAE)-eee Department of Art,
College of Arts and Sciences; business administration
(BBA}--eee College of Business; Bachelor of Business Administration and Bachelor of Arts in language and world
business (BBAIBA)-see College of Business or Department of Foreign Languages, College ofArts and Sciences;
business education (BBE}----ooe Department of Business
and Industrial Education, College of Thchnology; music
education (SME), music-performance (BMUl, and music
therapy (BMT)--see Department of Music, College ofArts
and Sciences; nursing (BSN}-see Department of Nursing Education, College of Health and Human Services.
Many students also select pre-professional fields of
study such as medicine, dentistry, and forestry aisted in
departments) or seek certification and/or licensing in
teaching, medical technology, and similar fields meted
UNDERCRADUATE CATALOC

at the end of this section).
Graduate degrees offered by this University are:
Master of Arts, Master of Science, Master of Fine Arts,
Master of Business Administration, Master of Science
in accounting, Master of Public Administration, Master
of Business Education, Master of Scieoce in computer-based information systems, Master of Individualized
Studies, Master of Social Work, Master of Nursing,
Master of Science in organizational behavior and development, and Master of Liberal Studies. In addition, there
is a Specialist in Arts degree and a post-master's program called Certificate of Advanced Study in Curriculum and Instruction (CASCI) and a doctorate in educationalleadership. All aTe listed in the Graduate Catalog.
Bachelor's degree programs require all students
to take courses in the various subject areas listed below
as specified both in the basic studies requirements and
in departmental majora and minora.
These subject group areas are:

Language and Literature (Group I)
Ancient language and literature, modem language
and literature, speech communication, library science,
theatre arts.

Science and Mathematics (Group m

Astronomy, biology, botany, chemistry, science--oriented geography/geology (earth science), mathematics
and computer science, physics, physiology, psychology,
zoology.

Social Sciences {Group lID
Anthropology, economics, social science-oriented
geography, history, philosophy, political science, sociology.

Education (Group IV) Teacher Education
only)
Education (including methods courses and student
teaching).
Fine Arts (Group V)
Art, music.

Practical Arts (Group VI)
Business administration; business education; health
administration; human, environmental and consumer resources; industrial education; industrial technology; medical
technology; military science; nursing education; occupational
therapy; social work.
Physical Education and Health Education

(GroupVU)
Dance, health education, military science, physical education, recreation.

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

BASIC STUDIES PROGRAM

History
In February 1985, the provost commissioned a
Basic Studies Review Committee and charged the members "with conducting a comprehensive re-examination
of our present basic studies requirements and with determining what changes should be made to provide the
most effective liberaVgeneral education for today's students." The Basic Studies Review Committee met
through April 1986 and recommended a series of revisions in the structure of the existing program. The recommended revisions were subjected to a thorough process of review by departmental, college, and University
bodies and were finally approved by the Board of Regents on September 23,1987.
The revised structure included the establishment
of a standing Basic Studies Committee, whose task was
to make recommendations about implementation of the
new basic studies program. The Basic Studies Committee was commissioned in January 1988 and has met
regularly since that time. The Basic Studies Committee considered extensive input from the University community. Upon recommendation of the Basic Studies
Committee, the provost approved the following program.
Implementation Schedule
Effective fall semester 1990, the new basic studies
program applies to all entering first time freshmen students at EMU who begin their college work in fa111990
or thereafter. It also applies to transfer students who
begin their college work at another institution in fall
1990 or thereafter. Transfer students must consult the
Academic Advising Center to determine the degree to
which their transfer credits may be applied toward the
EMU basic studies requirements.
Rationale
The basic studies program is designed to provide
you with a core of knowledge about people, things, and
processes. The program also seeks to teach you how to
evaluate the work of others, to add to your store of ideas
and ideals, and to communicate your discoveries and
insights. The basic studies courses are intended as more
than introductions to fields of study; they also should
develop your capacity for independent thought. The basic studies program attempts to ensure that you will
not be content with the world as it is but will seek to
improve and perfect it.
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Requirements: 16 courses
All students are required to complete courses in
four areas:
1 Symbolics and Communication: ............... 5 courses
II. Science and Thchnology: ........................... 3 courses
III. Social Science: ........................................... 4 courses
rv. Arts and Humanities: ............................... 4 courses
Special Note 1: At least one of the 16 courses must
be an approved course in cross cultural or international
studies. Such courses appear in the following course lists
preceded by an asterisk (*).
Special Note 2:Aset of interdisciplinary courses may
be elected by honors students and, as space is available,
by students: with a cumulative grade point average of at
least 3.0 to satisfy the requirements in fine arts, history,
literature, music, philosophy, and theatre arts. For
further information, consult the Honors Courses in Basic
Studies on page 46.
Special Note 3: A number of majors and minors
specify precisely which courses must be taken to satisfy
the following basic studies requirements. Students: in
the elementary education and nursing programs have a
special grouping of courses to satisfy some of these
requirements. It is extremely important that you confer
with the Academic Advising Center and/or your
departmental adviser prior to making your basic studies
choices.
AREA I: SYMBOLICS AND COMMUNlCATION

Requirements: 5 courses
1. A course in written composition.
2. A course in speech communication.
3. A course in one of the following areas:
a. an upper-level course in written composition.
b. an upper-level course in speech communication.
c. a course in foreign language composition.
4. A course in mathematical reasoning.
5. A course in computer literacy.
A. Rationale
Human beings need to know how to use symbols
to communicate effectively. Writing requires a command
ofverba1symbols; speech uses both verbal and non-verbal symbols. Using written and spoken symbols, we construct, interpret, and influence human experiences and
behavior. Mathematical symbols are used to communicate the extent, dimension, and structure of things and
allow us to reason efficiently. The traditional competencies in speech, writing, and mathematics will be enhanced by your use of computer technology.
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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B. Meeting the Requirements in Area I
(Symbolics and Communication)
Courses marked with an asterisk (.) also satisfy
the Cro8S-euJ.turaV international studies requirement.

ENGL 223 Writing in the Professional World
ENGL 227 Writing about Literature
ENGL 326 Research Writing
8b. An upper level course in speech communi.

1. A course in written composition
Note: For those students who do not submit test
scores, placement will be determined by the Academic

Advising Center.
ENGL 120 Basic English Composition
You must enroll in this course in your first semester if your ACT score is below 19 on the enhanced ACT
(or below 17 on the old ACT) or your SAT score is 400 or
lower.
When you have completed ENGL 120, you must
then complete ENGL 121.
ENGL 121 English Composition
All students must complete ENGL 121 in order to
satisfy this requirement. Unusually competent students
are eligible for a waiver from this requirement if they
have a score of 550 or above on the SAT or 29 or above
on the English section of the enhanced ACT (or 25 on
the old ACT).
International students may substitute ESLN 412
with permission of the Foreign Languages and Bilingual Studies department.

cation
Complete one of the following courses:
CTAC 224 Public Speaking
CTAC 225 Listening Behavior
CTAC 226 Non-Verbal Communication
CTAC 227 Interpersonal Communication
·CTAC 374 Intercultural Communication
·CTAC 375 InterraciaVInterethnic Communication
Sc. A course in foreign language composition

Complete one of the following courses (initial placement in language courses depends upon previous student and/or placement examinations).
LATN 1211122 Beginning Latin
GREK 1211122 Beginning Ancient Greek
FRNH 1211122 Beginning French
FRNH 233/234 Intennediate French Conversation,
Composition, and Grammar
GERN 1211122 Beginning Gennan
GERN 233/234 Intermediate German Conversation, Composition, and Grammar
JPNE 1211122 Beginning Japanese
JPNE 2111212 Intermediate Japanese
SPNH 1211122 Beginning Spanish
SPNH 2011202 Intermediate Spanish

2. A course in speech communication

Complete one of the following courses:
CTAS 121 Fundamentals of Speech (2 sem hrs.)
CTAS 124 Fundamentals of Speech (3 sem bra.)
Noh!: Students with strong previous preparation
in speech may seek approval for a waiver of this requirement from the Communication and Theatre Arts department.

8. Complete a course from one of the follow·
ing options (8a, 8b, or 8c):
3a. An upper level course in written composi.
tion
Complete one of the following courses:
ANTH 200 Writing for Anthropology
ENGL 225 Intermediate English Composition
ENGL 324 Principles of Technical Communication
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4. A course in mathematical reasoning
Complete one of the following courses:
MATH 109 Mathematics for Elementary
Teachers II
MATH 118 Mathematical Analysis for Social
Sciences I
MATH 119 Mathematical Analysis for Social
Sciences II
MATH 120 Calculus I
MATH 121 Calculus II
MATH 122 Elementary Linear Algebra
MATH 150 Mathematical Reasoning
MATH 270 Elementary Statistics
MATH 341 College Geometry
SOCL 250 Social Statistics I
Note: Students are entitled to a waiver of this requirement if they have submitted a score of22 or above
on the mathematics portion of the enhanced ACT or a
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score of 500 or above on the SAT. A waiver form must be
obtained from the Academic Advising Center. Curriculum or major requirements must still be satisfied.

eses are then checked against the empirical data collected by systematic observation and experimentation.
Science enables you to understand the world better and,
where appropriate, to modify your thinking about na-

5. A course in computer literacy
Complete one of the following courses:
BEDU 201 Microcomputers for Business Applications
cose 136 Computers for the Non-Specialist
COSC 137 Introduction to FORTRAN Program-

ture.

ming
COSC 138 Computer Science I
COSC 237 Computer Programming and Numeric
Methods
nms 226 Computers for Health and Human Services
INTE 105 Computer Applications for Industry
INDT 201 Microcomputer Applications in Technology
IS 215 End-User Computing

AREA n, SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
Requirements: 3 courses
1. A course in physical science.
a. You must complete a course in chemistry or
physics unless you have submitted appropriate
evidence to the Academic Advising Center that
you completed. a one unit course in high school
with a grade of"C" or above.
b. !fyou have submitted proofofhavingcompleted
a one unit high school course in chemistry or
physics, you may satisfy this requirement by
choosing among chemistry, earth science/geology, or physics/astronomy.
2. A course in life science (biology or psychology).
S. A course in science or technology, chosen from
a department other than the ones in which you have
completed your physical and life science
requirements.
NOTE: Earth science and geology are in the same
department. The same is true of physics and astronomy.
A. Rationale
The sciences study the pbysical character of the universe and the nature of its living organisms, inc1udingthe
human species. Learning to use the scientific method will
expand your knowledge and understanding of the universe.
Observation of the natural world leads to theories,
from which hypotheses are generated. These hypoth-

The study of technology enables you to understand
how scientific knowledge is employed to solve practical
problems. Knowledge of scientific and technological
methods will help you to be an active problem-solver
rather than a mere spectator.
B. Meeting the Requirements in Area n
(Science and Technology)
At least one of the three courses in Area II must
have a laboratory component
1. A course in physical science
I&. Physical science courses open to all students
who meet course requirements
Complete one of the foHowing courses:
PRY 100 Science for Elementary Teachers
PHY 110 Physical Science
PRY 221 Mechanics, Sound, and Heat
PHY 223 Mechanica, Sound, and Heat
CHEM 105 Survey of Chemistry
CHEM 115 Chemistry and Society (no laboratory)
CHEM 115-116 Chemistry and Society
CHEM 119 Fundamentals ofChemisUy
CHEM 120 Fundamentals of Organic and Biochemistry
CHEM 121-122 General Chemistry I
. lb_ Additional options open to students who have
submitted appropriate evidence of having
completed a one unit high school chemistry
or physics course with a grade of"C" or above
Complete one of the courses listed in la, or one of
the following courses:
ASTR 203 Exploration of the Universe (no laboratory)

ASTR 203-204 Exploration of the Universe
ASTR 205 Principles of Astronomy (no laboratory)
ASTR 204-205 Principles of Astronomy
GESC 108 Earth Science
GEOG 120 The Fossil Record (no laboratory)
GEOG 160 Physical Geology
2. A course in life science
Complete one of the following courses.
BIOL 105 Biology and the Human Species
BOTN 221 General Botany
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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ESCI 303 Science for the Elementary Teacher
ZOOL 222 General Zoology
psy 101 General Psychology (no laboratory)
PSY 102 General Psychology
3. A course in science or technology (3a or 3b):
Sa. You may choose anyone of the courses listed
under physical or life science, so long as you have
chosen your three courses in this area from three
different departments.
3b. You also may choose your third course from
the following list:
CHEM 101 Science for Elementary Teachers
INDT 150 Understanding Technology (no laboratory)

INTE 240 Science, 'Thchnology, and People (no labo·

ratory)
AREA ill SOCIAL SCIENCE
Requirements: 4 courses
1. A course in U.S. government
2. A course in history
3. A course in anthropology, economics, geography, or
sociology, whose content includes the structure and
methodology of the discipline.
4. One of the following:
a. A second course in a two-course history sequence.
b. A second course in a two-course sequence in
anthropology, economics, geography. or sociology, whose content includes the structure and
methodology of the discipline.
c. An approved course in cross-cultural or international studies.
A.. Rationale
As an informed person you should understand the
structure and dynamics of groups of human beings and
be able to study group behavior.
Analysis ofAmerican government and comparisons
with other governments will help you understand how
to influence your government in positive ways.
Your study of the development of human institutions and practices through time will increase your understanding of how earlier societies met challenges and
adjusted to changing circumstances. You will learn how
those successes and failures led to the problems and
opportunities which face us now.
Learning how a given social science gathers and interprets its data will help you understand that good pubUNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

lic decisions depend on adequate information about issues.
A knowledge of the history, social settings, values,
and perceptions of other sub-cultures, cultures, and
nations will broaden your appreciation of different ways
of organizing social life and looking at the world.
B. Meeting the Requirements in Area m
(Social Science)
Courses marked with an asterisk (*) satisfy the
cross-cultural/international studies requirement.
1. A course in U.S. government
Complete one of the following courses:
PLSC 112 American Government
PLSC 113 American Government Honors
2. A course in history
Complete one of the following courses:
HIST 101 Western Civilization to 1648
lUST 102 Western Civilization, 1648 to World War I
HIST 103 Twentieth Century Civilization
mST 106 Asian and African Civilizations
H1ST 123 The United States to 1877
HlST 124 The United States, 1877 to the Present
Note: Some students may be eligible to fulfill the
requirements in history by pursuing options described
in the Honors Courses in Basic Studies on page 46.
3. A course in anthropology, economics,
geography, or sociology
Complete one of the following courses:
ANTH 135 Introduction to Cultural Anthropology
ECON 201 Principles of Economics I
GEOG 107 Introduction to Geograpby
GEOG 110 World Regions
SOCL 105 Introductory Sociology
4. Complete a course from one of the following
options (4a, 4b, or 4c):
4a. A second course in a two-course history
sequence
Complete one of the following courses:
mST 102 (follows 101) Western Civilization, 1648
to World War I
HIST 103 (follows 102) Twentieth Century Civilization
HIST 124 (follows 123) The United States, 1877 to
the Present
4b. A second course in a two--course sequence
in anthropology, economics, geography, or
sociology
Complete one of the following courses:
ANTH 140 (follows 135) Introduction to Prehistoric Anthropology
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ECON 202 (follows 201) Principles of Economics II
GEOG 111 (follows 110) Regions and Resources
SaCL 202 (follows 105) Social Problems
ole. A course in cross·cultural or international
studies
Complete one of the following course~:
"'AAS 101 Introduction to African American Stud·
ies
'" ANTH 205 Minority Women in the United States
"'ANTH 233 Peoples and Cultures of Mexico
"'ANTH 236 Peoples and Cultures of Africa
'" ANTH 237 Indians of North America .
"'ANTH 245 Culture of Japan
·ANTH 214 Racial and Cultural Minorities
'" ANTH 355 Anthropology of Women
·ECON 321 Minority Workers in the Labor
Market
"'ECON 328 Economics of Women
"'HIST 305 Indians of the United States
"'HIST 315 History of Black Americans
"'JUST 336 History of Women in the United States
and Great Britain, 1800 to the Present
"'HIST 341 The Middle East, 1798 to Present
"'HIST 342 North Africa, 1798 to Present
·HIST 348 Twentieth Century Africa
*HIST 356 Latin America: National Period
·mST 375 Modem India
·saCL 205 Minority Women in the United States
·SOCL 214 Racial and Cultural Minorities
·SOCL 344 Sociology of Sex Roles
·WMST 200 Introduction to Women's Studies

AREA IV: ARTS AND HUMANITIES
Requirements: 4 courses
1. One of the following!
a. a course in literature
h. an intermediate or advanced foreign language
literature course
2. One of the following:
a. a second course in literature
b. an intermediate or advanced foreign language
literature course
c. a course in oral interpretation
d. a course in cross-cultural or international studies
3. A course in philosophy or religion
4. A course in art, dance, music, or theatre
arts
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A Rationale
The arts and humanities help you to probe the
meaning of human experience and imagine how that
experience could be altered. Such probing and imagining lead to new insights and visions.
Exposure to the arts and humanities increases the
repertoire of ideas, images, and sounds that you can
enjoy. Training in criticism will help you analyze your
own reactions to various art forms and develop educated
tastes and values. The arts and humanities include literature, aural and visual media, philosophy, religion,
and the plastic and performing arts.
B. Meeting the Requirements in Area IV
(Arts and Humanities)
Courses marked with an asterisk (.) satisfy the
cross-culturallinternationalliterature requirement.
Note: Some students may be eligible to fulfill the
requirements in fine arts, literature, music, philosophy
and theatre arts by pursuing options described in the
Honors Courses in Basic Studies on page 46.
1. Complete a course from one of the following optiOI18 (la or Ib):
1a. A course in literature
Complete one of the following courses:
LITR 100 The Reading of Literature
LITR 101 The Reading of Literature: Fiction
LITR 102 The Reading of Literature: Poetry
LITR 103 The Reading of Literature: Drama
lb. A course in intermediate or advanced
foreign language literature
Complete one of the following courses:
FRNH 221/222 Intermediate French Reading
FRNH 341/342 Survey of French Literature
GERN 2211222 Intermediate German Reading
GERN 341/342 Survey of Gennan Literature
SPNH 2211222lntennediate Spanish Reading
SPNH 341/342 Survey of Spanish Literature
SPNH 3511352 Survey of Spanish American
Literature
2. Complete a course from one of the following
options (2a, 2b, 2c, or 2d):
2a. A second course in literature
Complete one of the following courses not previously chosen under 1a:
LITR 10 1 The Reading of Literature: Fiction
LITR 102 The Reading of Literature: Poetry
LITR 103 The Reading of Literature: Drama
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2b. A course in intermediate or advanced foreign
language literature
Take any course not already completed from the
list under Ib above.
2c. A course in oral interpretation
Complete CTAO 210 Interpretative Reading
2d. A course in cross-cultural or international
studies
Complete one of the following courses:
-FLAN 215 The Culture of the Latino Groups in
the United States
*LITR 204 Native American Literature
-LITR 260 African American Literature
3. Complete a course from one of the following
options (3a or Sb):
Sa. A course in philosophy
Complete one of the following courses:
PHIL 100 Introduction to Philosophy
PHIL 110 Philosophies of Life
PHIL 120 Introduction to Critical Reasoning (3)
PHIL 130 Introduction to Logic
PHIL 212 Philosophy of Art
PHIL 215 Philosophy of Religion
PHIL 220 Ethi..
PHIL 221 Business Ethics
PHIL 225 Political Philosophy
-PHIL 226 Philosophy of Women
Sb. A course in the study of religion
Complete one of the following courses:
mST 100 The Comparative Study of Religion
PSY 225 Psychology of Religion
4. Complete a course from one of the following
options (4a, 4b, "c, or 4d):
4a. A course in art
Complete one of the following courses:
FA 100 Art Appreciation
FA 101 Introduction to Art
FA 107 Art History Survey I
FA 108 Art History Survey II
FA 122 Two-Dimensional Design
FA 123 Drawing I
FA 165 Graphic Design for Non-Majors
FA 166 Ceramics for Non-Majors
FA 167 Jewelry for Non-Majors
-FA 222 African and African American Art
4b. A course in dance
Complete DAN 106 Introduction to the Perform·
ingArts
<&C. A course in music
Complete one of the following courses:
UNOERCRADUATECATALOC

MUse 100 Introduction to Music Theory
MUSe 106 Introduction to the Performing Arts
MUSe 107 Music Appreciation
4d. A course in theatre arts
Complete one of the following courses:
CTAR 106 Introduction to the Performing Arts
CTAR 145 Introduction to Film Appreciation
CTAR 150 Introduction to Theatre
·CTAR 151 African American Theatre: An Introduction
eTAR 158 Fundamentals of Acting
CTAR 222 Drama and Play in Human Experience

CROSS-CULTURAL OR INTERNATIONAL
STUDlES
Requirement: 1 course selected from Areas I-IV
At least one approved course in cross-cultural or
intemationalstudies must be completed in the process
of meeting the requirements of the foregoing Areas 1IV. Approved courses are designated. with an asterisk{-).
A. Rationale
An understanding of significant U.S. minority
groups, related foreign cultures, and women is important to gain an appreciation of the cultural diversity in
this country. Relating each group or culture to the larger
cultural and political context within this country enhances understanding of contemporary events and conditions.

B. Meeting the Requirements
This requirement may be fulfilled while also meet·
ing the requirements in Areas I-IV. Select an approved
course from Areas I-IV. Approved. courses are designated
with an asterisk (-),

Honol'8 Humanities Courses
Honors courses in basic studies may be elected to
satisfy the requirements in fine arts, history, literature,
and philosophy.
These courses, whose subject matter often crosses
disciplinary boundaries, may be taught by instructors
from more than one discipline. Members of the Univer·
sity Honors Program are welcome to enroll. Other stu·
dents with a grade point average of at least 3.0 may
enroll by permission of the Honors Director.
Available honors humanities courses (see departmental listings for course description) and the areas satisfied are:
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CLASIHIST 104 Quest for Power: Famous Figures in
History
3 credits ............. ,................................ Area: LIT or HIS
CLAS/LITR 106 Rome and America
6 credits ................. ,........................................ Area: LIT
HIST 127 The Splendid Centuries of Austria
3 credits ......................................................... Area: HIS
HIST/LITR 128 Russia in the Age of Tolstoy and
Dostoevsky
3 credits .............................................. Area: LIT or HIS
FAIlUST 151 Reason and Revolution
3 credits ............................................... Area: FA or HIS
HISlLITR 152 From the Gay Nineties to the Crash
3 credits .............................................. Area: LIT or HIS
PHIIlLITR 155 Narrative in Literature and Film
3 credits ............................................. Area: LIT or PHI
179/279/379/479 Special 'Ibpics
3 credits ........................................ ,.... ,....... Area: Varies
F'trruRE CHANGES IN THE
BASIC STUDIES PROGRAM

Additional courses may be approved and refinements made periodically in the basic studies program.
Basic studies transfer credit will be determined by
Eastern Michigan University in cooperation with the
college or university from which the student wishes to
transfer credit. In most cases, equivalency lists exist.
THE MACRAO AGREEMENT

Eastern Michigan University is a signator of the
MACRAO (Michigan Association ofCoUegiate Registrars
and Admissions Officers) agreement. The purpose of this
agreement is to ensure that students who complete a
specified distribution of general education courses at a
community college will have satisfied general education
requirements at signatory four-year colleges. Eastern
Michigan University accepts the MACRAO agreement
with the following provision:
Students who have been certified by a signatory
community college as having satisfied the general education requirements of the MACRAO Agreement and
have earned a grade of "C" or better in each required
course, will be required to fulfill only the four additional
courses now a part of Eastern Michigan University's
basic studies requirements: an advanced writing or
speaking course or a foreign language composition
course; a mathematics course (unless waived by ACT
scores); a computer literacy course; and a multicultural
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course, all from the approved list. This agreement applies only to basic studies and does not exempt the community college students from meeting all curriculum and
graduation requirements.
MAJORSIMINORS

Each student must complete a major subject of at
least 30 semester hours and a minor subject of not less
than 20 semester hours with the following exceptions:
1. A student on the elementary teaching curriculum

may present three minors of not less than 20
semester hours each of which are subject fields
taught in the elementary grades.
2. A student who completes the specialized programs
for teachers of art, business education, industrial
education and music, or the professional programs
in applied science, business administration, clinical
laboratory sciences, criminal justice, nursing, music
therapy, industrial technology, interior design,
occupational therapy, health administration,
language and international trade, and social work
will automatically satisfy major-minor
requirements.
Hours of credit counted on a minor may not be applied to a major or another minor or vice versa. Basic
studies courses may be applied toward a major or a minor where appropriate.
Professional education courses do not count toward
majors and minors except in cases in which such courses
are specifically required or indicated as permissible as
part of a major or minor,
All students, including transfer students, must
complete at Eastern Michigan University the following
minimum requirements in advanced courses numbered
300 or above in their majors and minors, unless specifically exempted by the department concerned:
1. At least nine hours in majors.
2. At least six hours in minors.
3. At least 15 hours in curricula that encompass both
major and minor requirements.
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS

Residency: Candidates for the bachelor's degree
must earn at least 30 semester hours at Eastern Michigan University. Of these 30 hours, a minimum of 15
hours must be taken on the Ypsilanti campus. The remaining 15 hours may be taken off' campus.
Of the last 30 semester hours prior to the granting
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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of the degree, at least. 10 hours must be taken in courses
offered by EMU. These 10 hours may be taken either on
or off campus,
Students with credit from a junior or community
college must earn a minimum of60 semester hours ex~
clusive ofphysica1activity or junior/community college
credit. When a student has earned a total of 75 semester hours from community colleges and/or
four year institutions, courses should not be taken
at a junior or community college for transfer to
Eastern Michigan University.
Subject Limitation: No more than 60 semester
hours in anyone academic department may be applied
t.oward the minimum of 124 hours required for a
bachelor's degree.
Correspondence Credit: No more than 15 semester hours of correspondence credit may be applied
toward a bachelor's degree, nor may correspondence
credit be applied to meet any of the residence requirements.
Correspondence course grades will be included in
figuring the grade point average.
Minimum. GPA: Students will not be graduated
if their grade point average in their degree program
(major and minor) is less than 2,0. Credit earned at EMU
must average at least 2.0.
Physical Education: All students shall present
two semester hours of physical education activity credit
for graduation. This requirement may be met in one of
the following ways:
1. Students may elect to complete two hours ofphysica1
education activity from the wide range of classes
offered each semester,
2. Veterans with at least one year of active duty may
substitute their military service in lieu of the
physical education activity requirement.
3. Any two Military Science courses may be applied in
fulfillment of the physical education requirement.
This requirement may be modified or waived if,
for reason of physical disability, the student is unable
to participate in physical education activity courses.
Physical disability shall be determined by the Health
Service and, in conference with the department chair of
Health, Physical Education, Recreation and Dance, a
decision will be made as to appropriate modification or
waiver of the requirement to ensure maximum benefit
to the student.
Any student may apply up to eight semester hours
of credit earned in physical education activity courses
to the minimum 124 credit hours required for graduation.
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

Students majoring in physical education, recreation or dance may apply to the minimum 124 credit
bours the minimum number ofbours in activity courses
required for their respective majors.
All grades received in physical education activity
courses, including those which exceed the credit hour
limits prescribed above. are used in computing the
student's grade point average,
Military Service/Science: Students who have
been in military service will be granted credit in Mili·
tary Science as follows:
1. Those who have served for one year in the Anny,
Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, Coast Guard
{including attendance at service academies} will be
given credit for the first two years of Military
Science; those who have served for six months in
service will be given credit for the first year of
Military Science.
2. Students who have completed two years Junior
ROTC will be given credit for the first year of
Military Science with departmental approval; those
who have completed three years will be given credit
for the first two years of Military Science with
departmental approval.
Veterans who are awarded credit for Military Science under 1, above are, nevertheless, eligible to enter
the advanced course voluntarily if qualified and should
consult the Military Science Department on special opportunities that are available (see Military Science De.partment Advanced Program).
Military Science courses are credited in the 124 minimum credit-hour requirement for the bachelor's degree.
DEGREE CANDIDATES

Candidates for a degree and/or certificate must
make formal appHcation for graduation during the first
two weeks of the final semester or session. (The application should be made after final registration is com·
plete but not later than the last day of program adjustment for the semester or session in which the student
expects to graduate. )
Application forms, obtained in the Academic
Records Office, 302 Pierce Hall, must be submitted with
the $30 graduation fee to the Cashier's Office, Pierce
Hall, or charged to the student's account,
Failure to meet the application deadline will re·
sult in the candidate's graduation being delayed until
the following graduation period, Failure to satisfy degree requirements, including the removal of in completes
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in required courses or providing official transcripts for
course work taken at other colleges or universities, will
necessitate that the student file a new application for
graduation in the Academic Records Office for the sub·
sequent graduation period.
Financial obligatu:ms must be met before students
may receive their diplomas.
CERTIFICATION

Six-year Provisional Teaching Certificates are con·
ferred by the Michigan State Board of Education upon
recommendation of Eastern Michigan University. The
University recommends for provisional certification only
those students who have satisfied the curricular require·
ments in one of the teacher education degree programs,
and have completed and passed the appropriate tests.
Certificates always expire on June 30 of the calen·
dar year. The two certificates recommended by Eastern
Michigan University are:
State Elementary Provisional Certificate,· which
certifies the holder to teach all subjects in elementary
grades (kindergarten·5) and appropriate majors and/or
minors in grades 6·8 middle school, and 6-8 self·contained.
State Secondary Provisional Certificate all subjects,· which certifies the holder to teach majors and
minors in grades 7-12.
Certificates are issued by the Michigan State Department of Education. Issue date and expiration date
are printed on the face of the certificate.
*A holder of this certificate who has completed
EMU's curricular requirements in art, speech pathology,
industrial arts, music, Japanese, or physical education
is normally eligible to teach in the speciality in grades
K-12.

Vocational certificates qualify the holder to teach
in the programs named below in schools offering programs that are reimbursed by federal and state funds
allocated for that purpose. The vocational certificates
issued are:
State Secondary Provisional Certificate with vo·
cational edorsement in Office and/or Distributive Education.
State Secondary Provisional Certificate with vocational endorsement in Trade and Industrial Education.
Information on continuing certification may be
obtained from the coordinator of continuing certification, 101 Boone Hall.
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PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATE

AB of July 1, 1992, the Continuing Certificate was
discontinued. It was replaced by the Professional Cer·
tificate.
The Professional Certificate is issued for a period
of only five years, and must be renewed every five years.
Renewal of the Professional Certificate requires an ad·
ditional six hours of credit.
Other professional certificates and procedures are as follows!
Registration in Dietetics: The American Dietetic
Association issues a certificate of membership in dietet·
ics upon successful completion of the coordinated dietetics curriculum. Successful completion of the national
examination administered by the American Dietetic
Association results in professional registration status
with the American Dietetic ABsociation.
Certification as a Medical Technologist: There
are four certifying agencies for medical technologists:
(1) American Society of Clinical Pathologists, (2) Na·
tional Certifying Agency for Clinical Laboratory Personnel, (3) International Society of Clinical Laboratory Tech·
nologists, and (4) American Medical Technologists. Because there can be differences in hiring practice and
salary differentials based on agency certification, it is
recommended that students carefully consider agency
certification before the examination is taken. The Clini·
cal Laboratory Sciences Office has information on each
of the agencies mentioned.
Certification in Occupationo.l Therapy: The

American Occupational Therapy Association (AOTA)
requires successful completion of all academic requirements and fieldwork experiences and recommendation
by faculty for candidates to be eligible for the national
certification examination. A Registered Occupational
Therapist (OTR) is one who has passed the certification
examination and has applied to the AOTA for certification and registration.
Registration in Music Therapy: The National
Association for Music Therapy, Inc. (NAMT) grants the
Registered Music Therapist (RMT) status. Upon successful completion of the approved curriculum in music
therapy and a continuous six·month, I,040-hour clini·
cal training (internship) period at an NRMT-approved
clinical training center, the student is eligible to apply
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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for registration as a music therapist.
Certificate in Speech Pathology: The American Speech and Hearing Association issues Certificates
of Clinical Competence to individuals 'who present satisfactory evidence of their ability to provide independent clinical services to persons who bave disorders of
communication (speech, language, and/or bearing). An
individual wbo meets these requirements may be
awarded a Certificate in Speech Pathology or in Audiology, depending upon the emphasis of his or her preparation. Note: The program at Eastern Michigan prepares individuals to meet the requirements in speech
pathology only. Specific requirements may be obtained
from the advisers in speech pathology,
Certification for Teachers of the Hearing
Impaired: The Council on Education of the Deaf issues
certificates to individuals who satisfactorily complete
training programs at approved teacher preparation centers. Eastern Michigan University has been an approved
center for training teachers of the hearing impaired since
1967.

International Diplomas in Businesa French,
German and Spanish: The Chamber of Commerce and
Industry of Paris awards a "Certificat pratique de
fran~ais t;conomique et commercial" and a "DipHSme
supt;Jieur de fran~ais des affaires" upon successful
completion of examinations held at Eastern Michigan
University. Candidates should be enrolled in the Language and International Trade curriculum or in the
Business French major.
The Carl Duisberg Society, in cooperation with the
Goethe House, awards a "Zertifikat Handelsdeutsch"
upon successful completion of examinations held at
Eastern Michigan University. Candidates should be
enrolled in the Language and International Trade curriculum or in the Business German major.
Examinations leading to the "Diploma de espanol
comercial" and the "Certificado de espanol comercial
basico" granted by the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Madrid in cooperation with the Official School
of Languages of Madrid are administered at Eastern
Michigan University. Candidates should be enrolled in
the Language and International Trade curriculum or
the Business Spanish major.
Licensure in Nursing: Graduates of the nursing
program receive a Bachelor of Science in Nursing deUNDERGRADUATECA~G

gree and are eligible to qualify as registered nurses
through the Michigan Board of Nursing licensure examination. This examination is given at times and places
specified by the State Board of Nursing, usually twice a
year, Candidates should file application immediately
after the official completion date of degree requirements.
Upon receipt of the application and all credentials, a
temporary permit to practice will be issued and an examination date assigned, Licensure is granted upon
successful completion of the State Board of Nursing
licensure examination,
GRADUATION AUDIT

Students who have completed 95 credit hours or
more should request a graduation audit by completing
the required forol at graduation audit in Room 302
Pierce Hall or completing the form printed in the Class
Schedule Book each semester.
The form requires the student to record their expected date of graduation, legal name, local and permanent mailing address, social security number, and
major(s) and minons) elected, In addition, a check list
is provided for degree expected and teacher certification expected, Accurate information is essential.
Forms are filed in the Academic Records Office and
processed according to expected graduation date . A
graduation auditor checks the credit hours taken and
records the credit hours still needed. One copy of this
audit is mailed to the student, another is sent to the
student's major department, and the third copy is filed.
Students should receive their audits a semester before
they apply for graduation,
Students may return the forms by mail or in person in Room 302 Pierce Hall. Time is required by the
office staff for processing, and immediate responses to
requests for information cannot be made at the time of
the request.
ACADEMIC AssESSMENT

The North Central Association of Colleges and
Schools (NCA) is EMU's regional accrediting body, The
have mandated that every college and university in the
NCA region have a plan for assessing both Basic Studies and each academic major in place for all students
enrolling in the Fall 1995 semester and later. EMU
endorses this mandate and believes that the University
will benefit by identifying the key skills and concepts
that academic programs are developing and how well
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these skills and concepts are being developed in our students.
Because it is important to assess a representative
sample of students, Eastern Michigan University considers involvement in this assessment mandatory for
students asked to participate.
In some cases all students will be asked to participate, in other cases where it is impractical to assess all
students, a representative sample will be selected. In
either case, the avoce stated requirement will apply.
Basic Studies will be assessed through use of the
Educational Thsting Services' "Tasks in Critical Thinking." Between 200 and 250 students will take this test
each year and students who participate in academic
assessment activities will be helping Eastern Michigan
University continually refine and improve its excellent
academic programs and further enhance the reputation
of all degrees awarded.

STUDENT SERVICES
ACADEMlC ADVISING CENTER

Patricia Williams
Associate Director
SOl Pierce Hall
487·21701487·2171

The Academic Advising Center provides help and
guidance to students in a variety of circumstances. It
has three major areas of responsibility: academic advising, academic support services and academic actions,
each of which is concerned with the student's total welfare.
Academic advising is the central coordinating service for academic advising activities for all new and currently enrolled students and is the first formal academic
contact on campus for new students. Academic advisers
assist students in evaluating academic goals and objectives, designing programs, and selecting majors; counselstudents on career choices; and provide faculty advisors with information and assistance.
Academic support services address the specific
needs of students by:
1. Administering the PASS program (Promote
Academic Survival and Success) for a limited
number of freshman students. During their first
college year, PASS students are required to take a
two-semester intensive writing sequence and
Introduction to University Study (AADV 179) in
addition to other University courses. This program
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offers smaner classes, special tutoring assistance,
and an intrusive advising program.
2. Organizing annual meetings to assist students who
plan to apply to certain health occupation programs
(Le. nursing and occupational therapy) and
providing workshops on program application and
alternative decision· making to students competing
for admission to these limited enrollment programs.
3. Providing special advising services for other groups
such as undeclared students and returning adult
students.
Academic support services is responsible for imple·
menting University policies in the following areas:
1. l<Iw scholarship, academic probation, dismissals
and readmissions.
2. Late withdrawaJs from individual classes.
S. Pass/fail option, retroactive withdrawals from the
University.
Students have a number of other sources that can
help their academic and career planning, enhance and
develop their skills, and aid in dealing with academic
problems and choices.
Handicapped students are encouraged to pre-register as early as possible in order to consult with the app~
priate faculty members concerning course requirements
and the identification of speCaJ needs. Students who have
such special needs should make them known, in writing,
to the Dean of Students, 218 Goodison Hall (487-3118), at
least two weeks before the beginning of the semester or
session in which the courses are to be taken.
The residence hall program offers assistance
through academic support programs such as peer tutoring and group study sessions as well as professional
and paraprofessional individual assistance from residence hall program staff living in each residential unit
(professional resident unit administrators and student
staff advisers).
The department of Leadership and Counseling in
the College of Education, 13 Boone Hall, provides individual counseling for all students seeking personal or
career information or who need assistance in making
decisions related to personal, educational and vocational
goals. Graduate students administer the StrongCampbell Inventory Thsts to help students determine
career interests. The service is available in the evenings
during the fall, winter and spring semesters and during the day in the summer session. Appointments can
be made by calling 487-3270.
UNDERGIlADUATECATALOG
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Career planning information also is afJailable at
the following:
Academic Advising Center, which provides information on credit courses useful to students exploring
careers, such as GDCN 100 Career Exploration and
Decision-Making, NUR 196 Introduction to Health Careers, BEDU 100 Contemporary Business, and AAD
179 Academics, Affiliation, and Achievement, COB 179
Introduction to Business Careers.
The Biology Career Center, 306 Mark Jefferson,
which offers self-help career materials. (The office is open
only during posted laboratory hours in the fall, winter,
and summer terms.)
Career Services, Goodison Ha ll, provides a Career
Resource Center, described in the following section.
Instructional Materials Center, Department of
Human, Environmental and Consumer Resources, 110
Roosevelt Hall, a research center. (For admission to the
room, soo the department secretary or an instructor.)
Mini-Career Resource Centers located in residence
halls.

h. an upper-level course in speech communication.
c. a course in foreign language composition.
One course in mathematical reasoning.
One course in computer literacy.

Science and technology .................................... 9-14
One course in physical science.
a. You must complete a course in chemistry or
physics unless you submit appropriate evidence
that you completed a one unit course in high
school with a grade of"C" or above.
b. If you have submitted proof of having completed
a one unit high school course in chemistry or
physics, you may satisfy this requirement hy
choosing among chemistry, earth science/geology, or physics/astronomy.
One course in life science (biology or psychology).
One course in science or technology, chosen from a
department other than ones in which you have completedyour physical and lifescience requirements.

Socia1science ......................................................... 12

BASIC DEGREE CURRlCULA

Bachelor of Science and Bachelor
of Arts
Patricia L. Williams
Associate Director
Academic Advising Center
301 Pierce Hall
487·2170/487·2171

In symbolics and communication, sc~~ and technology, social science, and arts and humanities listed
below, the usual number of semester hours to be completed is given, but it is the courses that must be completed, not a minimum or maximum number of semester hours in each. (A course must be awarded a minimum of two semester hours of creditJ

Are.

Semhours

Symbolic8 and communication ••..••.•.••......... 14·18
One course in written composition.
One course in speecb communication.
One course in one of the following:
a. an upper-level course in written composition.
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One course in United States government.
One course in history.
One course in anthropology, economics, geography,
or sociology whose content includes the structure and methodology of the discipline.
One of the following:
a. A second course in a two-course history sequence
b. A second course in a two-course sequence in
anthropology, economics, geography, or sociology whose content includes the structure and
methodology of the discipline.
c. An approved course in cross-culturai or international studies.

Arts and humanities ....................................... 11-12
One of the following:
a. A COUTse in literature.
b. An intermediate or advanced foreign language
literature course
One of the following:
8. A second course in literature.
b. An intermediate or advanced foreign language
literature course.
c. A course in oral communication.
d. A course in cross-cuitural or international stud·
ies.
A course in philosophy or religion.
A course in art, dance, music, or theatre arts.
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CrossooCultural or internationaIstudies .............. 3
One course selected from basic studies areas I-IV,
(The B.A. degree requires completion of one year
college credit in a foreign language.)
Major (minimum) ..................................................... 30
Minor (minimum) .................................................... 20

S3

Physical education and health ............................. 2
(PEGN 210: Lifetime Wellness and Fitness or any two
courses in Military Science or approved substitution)
Electives ............................................................. 20-39
Thtal ......................................................................... 124

Advising: Sequence of Courses
Use the following program to organize the sequence in which courses are likely to be taken.
FIRST YEAR

Fall Semester

Winter Semester

Spring/Summer Semester

SECOND YEAR

Fall Semester

Winter Semester

Spring/Summer Semester

Fan Semester

Winter Semester

Spring/Summer Semester

FOURTH YEAR

Fall Semester

Winter Semester

Spring/Summer Semester

Advising Contact (Academic Advising Center):. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _
Department Advisor: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Office #: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Building: _ _ _ _ _ __
UNDERGRADUATECATALQG
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Individualized Interdisciplinary
Concentration

Career Services Center
J. Michael Erwin, PhD
Director
Fourth Floor, Goodison Hall

Charles Fulford
Assistant Director
Academic Advising Center
SOl Pierce Hall

Adjunct Office: 210 Owen

487-21701487-2171

487-4099

An optional, individualized interdisciplinary concentration may be designed to replace the major and
minor for students whose educational, vocational, or
professional goals cannot be met by majors and minors
currently available at Eastern Michigan University. Because ofits individual design, this program is especially
attractive for non-traditiona1students and for those with
a clear personal goal.

The Career Services Center (CSC) provides a centralized service to help students plan their careers, developjob search skills, obtain employment during their
academic career and secure a job upon graduation. Services are available to enrolled students and, to a more
limited extent, to EMU alumni.
In the area of career planning, esc provides diagnostic testing, computerized career guidance services
and personal career counseling. In addition, the CSC
Resource Center contains an extensive collection of reference materials on career opportunities, self-assessment,job vacancy announcements, employer literature
and hundreds of other career-related items.
esc offers an innovative career planning program
called Career Choice. esc, in conjunction with a number of other EMU departments, focuses on helping students select majors and occupational fields early in their
academic careers. Assistance is provided through selfassessment, information about occupations, and opportunities to secure employment and volunteer experience
in career-related fields.
Through its nationally recognized Professional
Experience Programs (PEP), cse assists students in
obtaining career-related work experiences such as internships and Cooperative Education placements. These
experiences help students gain exposure in their chosen career fields and gain the work experience that most
employers now expect from college graduates. Academic
credit can be earned for many of the PEP jobs. Students
should begin participation in PEP as early as freshman
year.
Additional work opportunities are offered through
CSC's Student Employment office. This office is the central clearinghouse for all on-ca.m.pus job openings for
students and for job openings near campus and in other
nearby cities. esc also maintains an extensive listing
of summer employment jobs available with camps,
parks, resorts, businesses and government agencies
throughout the country. As with other student employ-

There are specific criteria for completing this program. The basic elements are:
1. Three distinct discipline areas
2. A concentration of 60-63 credits,
3. At least 15 hours at EMU in 300-400 level
courses, and
4. Approval from representative departments.
All students who apply for such a program will still
be responsible for other graduation requirements, such
as basic studies, physical education, and residency policies. Students interested in this program should meet
with the assistant director of the Academic Advising
Center to discuss their goals. The following should be
summarized in a written statement submitted to the
assistant director:
1. Reasons the student cannot complete a traditional major offered by the university,
2. The immediate goals of the proposed program,
and
S. The way in which the proposed program will
operate to fulfill stated educational and life objectives.

The student and the assistant director will then
draft a program of study, which must be reviewed and
approved by appropriate faculty advisers. This approved
program is forwarded by the assistant director to the
Director of Records and Registration and Advising.

UNDERGRADUATECATALOG
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ment, these jobs give students practical work experience
and a chance to earn money toward college expenses.
CSC placement services assist seniors, graduate
students, and alumni in seeking employment after
graduation and obtaining professional advancement
throughout their careers. Available services include:
• Resume, interviewing and job search strategy
workshops
• "Career Search" manual available to all seniors
• "Job-Line" phone-in service that lists available
job openings
• On-campus interview program
• Candidate referral programs, including two national services
• "'Perfect Resurru~" software packages
• A number of annual Job Fairs that attract hundreds of employers
• Free drop-ofT resume critiquing service
Finally, each year CSC posts more than 30,000 job
listings .a nd has more than 250 employers participate
in the on-campus interview program.

UNIVERSITY HEALTH
SERVICES
Ellen Gold
Director

Linda Vengroff
Associate Director
3rd Floor, Snow Health Center
487·1107
Recognizing that good health in its broadest sense
of physical, emotional, and social well-being is an essential component for the success of academic endeavors at Eastern Michigan University, University Health
Services provides students, staff, and faculty a healthy
environment by offering programs and services to support their educational goals, personal development, effectiveness, and well-being.
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Health Services
Diane Sobell
Clinical Administrator
2nd Floor, Snow Health Center
487·1122
Health Services, located in Snow Health Center,
provides professional, quality, and confidential on-campus health care to the University community. Services
include:
• General Medicine
• Allergy Injections
• Gynecology
• TB Testing
• Immunizations
• Physical Exams
• HIV/AIDS Testing and Counseling
In addition to the above services, Health Services
also provides on-site pharmacy, laboratory and x-ray. If
your personal physician or family doctor orders an xray or lab work, Health Services can perform these tests.
The University Pharmacy fills prescriptions written
by anypbysicianlicensed in the State ofMiclrigan and
provides non-prescription medicines and sundries.
Students may call Health Services to make appointments for needed services. Students generally can
see a clinician the same day they call or the following
day. For urgent care, it is possible to be evaluated on a
walk-in basis. Allergy injections and TB skin tests are
given without appointments during specified hours. Allergy medications can be stored at Health Services.
All students are encouraged to cany some form of
health insurance during their years at Eastern Michigan.A voluntary student health insurance plan is available to students at the Student Government Office or
the Health Services Insurance Office.
Students should always bring their student ID
cards and have their insurance information available
for the Health Services staff.
Payment for all services is expected at the time of
service. The following methods of payment are accepted:
• Charge to student account
• VisaIMasterCard
• Cash/check
• Payroll deduction (EMU faculty/staff)

UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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Counseling Services
Rosalyn L. Barclay
Associate Director
3rd Floor, Snow Health Center
487-1118

Counseling Services provides individual and group
counseling to students and their spouses who are experiencing stress, relationship problems, anxiety, depression or other personal problems. Special workshops, programs and support groups are offered on a wide variety
of topics, including test anxiety, communication, assertion and family issues. Programs are offered in classrooms, residence halls, Snow Health Center and at other
campus locations. The staff is composed of trained psychologists. Senior level graduate students from the departments of Psychology and Guidance and Counseling
are also available. All services are confidential and
free of charge.
Self-help books and audiotapes are available on
many topics, including relationships, anxiety management, sexual concerns, family issues, and eating concerns.
The Campus Peer Program, sponsored by Counseling Services and Health Services, offers student volunteers the opportunity to assist their peers with a variety of personal and social concerns, sexual health and
substance abuse issues. Campus Peers receive extensive training to prepare them to present interactive programs and lead discussions throughout the campus. For
further information about the Campus Peer Program,
coli 487-3047.
Counseling Services is located on the top floor of
Snow Health Center. Students may make appointments
or initiate counseling during walk-in hours on Monday
or Thursday, beginning at 12:45 p.m. Hours are 8 a.m.
to 12 noon, and 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday.

Health Resource Center
3rd Floor, Snow Health Center
487-2226

The Health Resource Center is the health education unit of University Health Services. Health educators with expertise in college health issues provide workshops and lectures to student organizations and acaUNO£RCIlAOUATE CA'JJU.OC

demic classes; plan and implement special health education events; and, when appropriate. schedule individual consultations with students. A variety of topics
are covered, such as: personal growth and development
issues, sexual health concerns, and alcohol and other
druginfonnation. Specific programs include: HIV/AlDS
testing and counseling, Lifelines performance company,
Checkpoint, Project REACH-Out, and the Campus Peer
Program.
The Health Resource Room contains health education brochures, pamphlets, journals, books, and videotapes availablc to students for personal usc, rescarch
papers, and class presentations.
All services are free to students.

Children's Institute
Lindy Buch
Associate Director
Lorraine Paffenroth
Coordinator of Services
1st Floor, Snow Health Center
487-1126

1st Floor, Rackham Building
487-2348

The EMU Children's Institute provides developmentally appropriate full- and half-day early childhood
education programs and child care for children 18
months through 6 years of age year round. A full -day or
morning-only kindergarten is offered along with an afternoon kindergarten enrichment program. The Institute operates as a service to student, staff and faculty
families, and is also available for community families
as space permits. Hours are 7:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Mon~
day through Friday. Children's Institute is closed when
the University is closed, however additional time may
be purchased during University breaks. The Children's
Institute also serves as the practicum placement site
for training undergraduates in the fields of Early Childhood Education and Child Development.
An extensive parent education and family activity
program is offered for enrolled families and the University community.
Flights of Imagination, the summer day camp offered at the Children's Institute, operates from 9 a.m.
to 4 p.m. Monday through Friday with two-week sessions offered throughout the summer. The camp features
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a variety of activities including swimming, gym, out-door play, arts and crafts and nature study. Children
entering kindergarten through third grade are invited
to attend. Extended care is available from 7:30 a.m. to
9:00 a.m. and from 4:00 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.
The toddler (18-30 months) program is housed on
the first floor of the Snow Health Center. The preschoolJ
kindergarten and day camp are housed on both the first
and second floors of the Rackham Building.
Please call the Children's Institute office at 4871126 for complete program and registration information.

Alcohol and Other Drug Abuse
Prevention

S7

activities. All services are free to students and student
involvement is encouraged.

HOUSING & DINING
SERVICES
Rebecca Figura
University Housing Director
Michael Crabb
University Dining Services Director

326 Snow Health Center
487·2226

Lower Level Dining Commons ONE
487·1300

Eastern Michigan University recognizes that alcohol and other drug issues can and do create barriers
for students seeking to be successful, both academically
and socially. Therefore, the University has designed several programs to assist students to achieve their goals.
Checkpoint is a six-hour educational program
that addresses participants' attitudes, knowledge and
behaviors concerning alcohol and other drugs, encourages responsible decision making, and provides appropriate referral.
Project REACH-Out is a program in which EMU
student volunteers, serving as role models, give presentations in area schools to educate youth that consuming
alcohol before the legal drinking age or using illicit drugs
is harmful and illegal.
The Student Advisory Council uses student
leadership to coordinate campus-wide special events
while Campus Peers use trained peers to educate and
encourage students to make their own informed decisions about involvement with alcohol and other drugs.
The Health Resource Center Library, located
in 330 Snow Health Center, has a ready reference area
with informational files to help students find alcohol
and drug-related topics for their writing and speaking
assignments. The library also has videos, posters and
audio cassettes.
The Alcohol Bnd Other Drug Programs are housed
in the Health Resource Center office, located in Room
326, Snow Health Center. This office is the primary location for the distribution of substance abuse prevention information and for the coordination of program

Eastern Michigan University Housing and Dining
Services welcomes all students. Housing on campus accommodates 5,500 students and families and is considered by many to be the heartbeat of the campus. Living
on campus offers students convenience, friendships, college life, and academic resources.
Thirteen residence hans are open to all students.
First year students and sophomores are expected to live
in University housing. There are two ways to reserve
residence hall space.
By Mail:
1. Contact the Housing Office and request a
Housing Packet.
2. Read all of the materials in the packet including the Housing and Dining Services brochure,
the Residence HalllDining Service Contract
and the Assignment Request form.
3. Select a lifestyle option and hall that accommodates your choice. Select a meal plan.
4. Record selections on the Residence HalllDining Service Contract and the Assignment Request form.
5. Mail the completed forms along with a $100
prepayment in the envelope provided to the
Cashier's Office, 201 Pierce Hall.
6. Hall assignments are mailed during the latter part of July through August.
At Fast Track Programs or In Person:
1. Students participating in Fast Track have the
opportunity to reserve residence hall space as
part ofthe program.
UNDERGRADUATECATALQG
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Students coming to campus can reserve a space
by completing steps 1-6 above in person.
First year students and sophomores wishing to
commute must complete an Exemption Form and attach supporting documentation. Exemption requests
should be sent to the Housing Office, where it will be
reviewed.
The University reserves all rights regarding the
assignment and reassignment of rooms or the tennina·
tion of occupancy in accordance with University poli·
cies, regulations and procedures. It is the policy of the
University not to discriminate in the assignment of res idence hall rooms. The University is not responsible for
lost, stolen or damaged property. Students living in
University housing assume responsibility for their own
hours.
Alternative choices among the special living options in the residence halls are:
• Center for First Year Students: Open only
to new first year students. Offers special programs, services, and staff for new students,
• Upperclas8 and Over 21: Designed for the
older student.
• International Center: A blend of international
and American cultures,
• Community of Scholars: Reserved for those
students who are part of the Honors Program
or who have a college GPAof at least a 3.0 or a
3.3 high school GPA.
• Alcohol-Free Rooms and/or Floors: For
those students who desire an environment free
from alcohol.
• Year Round Halls: Designed for those students
who find it difficult to go home during University scheduled breaks and during the spring and
summer.
• Barrier Free Rooms: Rooms for people with
special needs.
2.

Single Student Apartment
Program
On·campus apartments operated by the University for single students are available in Brown and
Munson halls. Preference for leasing these apartments
is given to upperclass and graduate students,
The number and type of apartments available in
the BrownlMunson complex are as follows:
• 180 two·person, one-bedroom apartments
• 20 une-person efficiency aparLments
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

• 4 six-person, two-bedroom apartments
Experience with rental requests indicates that the
single efficiency apartments are usually opted for by
students who are residents of Brown/Munson apartments at the time a single becomes available (residency
establishes first priority for assignment to any particular apartment type),
Residents desiring to apply for a two-person apartment are encouraged to apply together with the other
student with whom they desire to share an apartment.
Upperclass and graduate students who wish to
apply for a Brown/Munson apartment should obtain an
application form from Brown 107, the manager's office,
complete the application and return it to the University
Cashler's Office with the $45 llOtl--refundabIe apartment deposil

Family Housing Program
The University owns and operates 449 furnished
one- and two-bedroom apartments for student families.
'Ib apply for a University apartment, either a husband
or a wife must be a full-time student or accepted for a
full academic program , The number of children in the
family establishes priority for a two-bedroom apartment
assignment, However, families with more than three
children cannot be accommodated.
Priority for assignment is given to applicants who
have been on the waiting list for the longest period of
time for the particular date involved, Students with
families who wish to apply for a University apartment
should obtain an application from the University Apartments Office, complete the application and return it to
the University's Cashier's Office, 201 Pierce Hall, with
a $45 non-refundable application fee.

Off.Campus Housing
A variety of living arrangements are available for
upperclass students who desire to live in the off-campus community and who meet the eligibility requirements to do so. Those students who plan to live off-campus are responsible for making their own arrangements
to secure housing, as the Housing Office does not rate
or inspect off-campus facilities,
The REACT Office in Goodison Hall assists students who desire advice on finding off-campus housing
and/or addressing any problems that might be associated with off-campus apartment living,
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University Dining Services
University Dining Services provides several options to meet the varying appetites, dining habits and
scheduling needs of today's on-the-go commuters and
residential students.
Eastern Eateries is located between Phelps-Sellers & Walton-Putnam Residence Halls, steps away from
Pray-Harrold on the other side of Downing Hall. This
high-tech, fast food mall with shops that offer burgers,
pizza, chicken, confections, salad bar, deli, Taco Bell,
cappucino, yogurt, plus pinball machines. Located on
the lower level of the Eateries is QUICKFIXX, a convenience store offering over 400 video rentals, VCR rentals, groceries, film, photographic processing, greeting
cards and snack foods. An A&W, located within Hoyt
Conference Center is a full service facility featuring hot
entree meal transfer selections (Blue Plate Specials),
which are available for carry out. The Pittstop, located
near the A& W, is a small convenience store offering:
snacks, frozen foods and RACERS DELI.
Dining Commons ONE, located within the Downing Residence Hall complex offers an all-you-can-eat,
self-serve buffet line with three hot entrees, super salad
bar, dessert bar, home made soup, sandwich line and
stir fry. Located outside of Dining Commons ONE,
Wbat'z NU offers take out service. Other facilities that
are conveniently located include the Flying Eagles
trailer outside of Pray-Harrold, offering sandwiches, hot
dogs, cappucinolespressolspecialty coffees and other onthe-go items. The Food for Thought cart located inside the south end of Sill Hall on Forest Street offers
sandwiches, salads, donuts, candy, fruit, plus other onthe-go items. Inside the foyer of the Quirk Sponberg
Theatres, the TO BE Cafe offers specialty coffees, beverages, pastries, salads and sandwiches.The Eagle Club
is Eastern's only full service restaurant. It is open to
Faculty, Staff, and Students and is located on the fifth
floor of the RECIIM building (Fall and Winter hours
only). Also located within the RECIIM building is the
Courtside, a snack shop offering deli sandwiches, yogurt, nachos, hot dogs, and salads.
Located
within
McKenny
Union
is
Pumpernickel's Deli, offering a variety of salads and
sandwiches made-to-order, home-made bread baked
daily on site, quiche, soup, and an extensive breakfast
menu. Que Pasta, Pizza & Peppers and Taco Bell
Express features a unique combination of pizza, pasta,
and Taco Bell items to go. There is also a Wendy's and
the Club Cappucino, a coffee and yogurt shop. The
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Lobby Shop offers snacks, toiletries, film, photographic
processing, and gourmet items.

Student Housing
University residence halls and student apartments are operated on a self-liquidating plan; i.e., construction is financed from revenue bonds, which together
with operational costs are paid from rental revenue.
Residence Halls:
The Jones-Goddard Community of Scholars
serves approximately 400 students and is the headquarters for the University Honors Program. Goddard Hall
also provides classroom space for Industrial Education
in a converted cafeteria. The residence halls, traditional
in design, enclose a central courtyard. They are named
for Lydia Jones, EMU's first full-time dean of women,
who served from 1924-39, and Mary Goddard, professor
of botany from 1900-1939. The Office of Research Development is located in the basement of Goddard fIall.
Downing-BueU-Wise-Best comprise a four-unit
complex of separate buildings adjoining a central dining commons. Located in the heart of campus, they provide space for approximately 1,200 students. Estelle
Downing was professor of English from 1898-1938; Bertha G. Buell was professor of history, English literature
and political science, 1899-1937; Margaret E. Wise, a
first grade teacher trainer during her tenure from 18931939, also served as director of placement, 1927-1939;
and Martha Best was professor of biology and bacteriology from 1924-1952.
Phelps-Sellers-Walton-Putnam. a second fourunit complex, has physically attached buildings that
share a common dining area. Also built to accommodate
1,200 students. the complex honors Jessie Phelps, professor of zoology, physiology and hygiene from 1898-1939;
John A. Sellers, professor of chemistry from 1921-1961
and department head from 1958-1961; Genevieve
Walton, head librarian from 1892-1932, who planned
the initial Mark Jefferson Library and co-founded the
Michigan Library Association; and Daniel Putnam, first
head of the Education Department, the University's first
librarian from 1875-87 and considered EMU's sixth
president for his services in this capacity from 18681870 and 1871-1906.
Pittman-Hill-Hoyt are contemporary H-story,
high-rise towers and the most recently constructed campus residential units. All halls have ample social and
study space on each floor and each room offers a panUNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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oramic view of the campus and surrounding area.
Marvin Pittman was director of rural education and a
teacher trainer from 1921-1934; Susan B. Hill was dean
of women from 1939-1962, then dean of students from
1962-1969 and also served as a Ypsilanti city councilwoman.

Each building contains laundry and storage facilities,
provides exterior balconies and private furnaces. Constructed in the late 1950s, the apartments are furnished.
Cornell Courts Apartments, west of Pine Grove
and across Oakwood Avenue, offer 69 one-bedroom and
66 two-bedroom apartments in two-story masonry buildings. Each apartment is furnished; laundry facilities are
in each building unit and courtyards provide family social areas.
The Westview Apartments, completed in the late
1960s, are approximately one mile west of main campus near the intercollegiate athletic facilities. They are
built in the townhouse style with bedrooms generally
located on the second floor above living areas. Occupants
have both a front and back yard. A total of 73 one-bedroom and 72 two-bedroom furnished apartments are
available.

Student Apartments:
The Brown-Munson Apartments were remodeled from a residence hall facility to 207 single-student
apartments in the early 1970s. They are designed primarily for two tenants, although some single and multiple occupancy units are available. Apartments are furnished, carpeted and air-conditioned, and all utilities
except telephone are included in the monthly rent. The
apartments carry the names of James M. "Bingo" Brown,
football and baseball coach from 1923-29 and the first
dean of men from 1925-1962, and John M. Munson, an
EMU graduate who served as president from 1933-1948.
Pine Grove Terrace, on the northwest corner of
the main campus, is the closest family housing unit to
campus and has 140 one-bedroom apartments and 29
two-bedroom apartments in two-story masonry units.

Note: In the three student family housing areas, a
limited number of unfurnished units are available for
those desiring to provide their own furnishings, but early
reservations must be made with the Housing Office for
these unfurnished units.

Typical Residence Hall Room Floor Plans
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CAMPUSLIFE
The campus climate at EMU is one of vitality. en·
ergy and involvement. Students are offered an ext.en·
sive variety of opportunities for out-oC·classroom social
contact, leisure-time activities, group participation, intellectual challenge, cultural enrichment, government
snd media experience, organized athletic and recreational activities.

Office of Campus Life
Glenna Frank Miller
Director
11 McKenny Union
487-3045
The Office of Campus Life serves as a central resource for students seeking special opportunities for
involvement both outside snd inside the classroom. The
Office ofCampu8 Life organizes and schedules University-wide extracurricular and co-curricular events
throughout the school year. The Campus Life Council
serves 8S the student programming board.
Office of Campus Life student development services include leadership training, student organization
support services (for more than 200 student organizations), and freshman and parent orientation programs.
The new volunteer program, The VISION (Volunteers
Incorporating Service Into Our Neighborhoods) Project,
offers service opportunity to students and staff'.
Other program offerings are the traditional allcampus celebrations such as the First Week Fling, Family Day, Martin Luther King Jr. Day and Founders Day.
Additionally, the Office of Campus Life provides coordinative programming support to campus departments including the Equity Office's Lecture Series, and the programs offered through academic departments such as
the Poetry Symposia, art exhibits, and the performing
arts. Campus Life also coordinates campus lectures,
concerts, and collegiate entertainment.
Below please find a list of the more than 200 registered student organizations. Students interested in exploring these and other groups or in starting a new organization should contact the Office of Campus Life directly.
AcademiciProfessional
Administrative Management Society
Alpha Epsilon Rho National Broadcasting Society
Alpha Kappa Psi Professional Business Fraternity
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc.
American Center for Design

American Production and Inventory Control Society
American Society of Interior Designers
Anthropology Club
Athletic Trainer's Club
Beta Alpha Psi
Beta Beta Beta Biological Honor Society
Beta Gamma Sigma
Campus Peer Program
Chemistry Club
College Democrats
College Republicans
Collegiate Deca
Computer Information Systems Club
Design Group
Eagle Cadet Battalion
Eastern Constructors
EMU Student Broadcasters Association
English Club
Family and Consumer Education Society
Finance Club
French Club
Graduate Business Student Association
Health Administration Student Organization
Hospitality Management Club
Intennedia Gallery/Group
Institute of Internal Auditors Student Chapter
International Facility Management Association
Legal Assistance Club
Legal Careers Association
Living History Club
Marketing Students Association
Michigan 'Thacher of Emotionally Disturbed Children
National Association of Black Accountants
Phi Alpha Theta History Honor Society
Philosophical Club
Pi Omega Pi
Pi Sigma Alpha
Pi Theta Epsilon
Premedical Student Association
Professional Association for Industrial Distribution
(PAID)
Public Relations Student Society
Psychology Club
Recreation Organization
Sigma Tau Gamma
Society of Plastic Engineers
Student Council for Exceptional Children
Student Dietetic Association
Student Michigan Education Association
Student Nurses Association
lINDtRGRAOUATECATALOG
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Student Occupational Therapy Association
Student Organization for Educators of Hearing
Impaired
Student Social Work Organization
Students Against Hunger and Homelessness
Travel & Tourism Association
United Ministries in Higher Education
University Organists' Association
Women in Communication

Advisory
Campus Life Council
Campus Peer Program
Collegiate Deca
Exercise Science
Older & Wiser
Organization for the Learning Disabled
Student Government at EMU
Student Occupational Therapy Association
AthleticlRecreational
Ballroom Dance Club
Bujinkan Ninjustu Club at EMU
EMU Army ROTC Eagle Guard Drill Team
Hockey Club
Kappa Kappa Psi
Men's Gymnastics Club
Men's Volleyball Club
Physical Education Organization
Reserve Officer Training Corps IntramuralAthletic
Club
Ski Club
Water Polo Club
Women's Soccer Club
Communications
Alpha Epsilon Rho National Broadcasting Society
Association of Black Communicators
English Club
Public Relations Student Society
Society for Technical Communication, Inc.
Society of Physics Engineering
WoIMen in Communications, Inc.
WQBR 640 AM Ypsilanti
Cultura1/EotertaiomentlCoordinating
African Students Association
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc.
Art History Club
Astronomy Club
UNDERGRADVATECATALOG

Campus Life Council
Caribbean Student Association
Chess Club
Eastern People of Color Coalition
English Club
Garners of Eastern Michigan
General Union of Palestinian Students
Hillel
Hong Kong and Macau Student Association
Honors Student Organization
Indian Student Association
Intermedia Gallery/Group
International Student Association
Latino Student Association
Legal Careers Association
Lifelines Company
Living History Club
NationalAssociation for the Advancement of Colored.
People (NAACP)
National Organization to Reform Marijuana Laws
(NORML)
Pakistan Student Association
Palestine Democratic Youth Organization
Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, Inc.
Phi Beta Sigma Sweethearts
Phi Eta Psi Emeralds
Phi Eta Psi Fraternity, Inc.
Players at EMU
Premedical Student Association
Psychology Club
Race Relations Task Force
Residence Hall Association
Society of Physics Students
Spanish Club
Student Action Team
S.I.S.T.A.H.S.
Student Dietetic Association
Student Hemp Activists
Student Organization for African-American Unity
Student Organization United for Peace (SOUP)
Students Organized for Alternative Learning
Table Top Entertainment
Umoja
United Ministries in Higher Education
Watercolorists at EMU
Yemeni Students Union

EthnieIMinority
African American Dance Company "Eclipse"
African Students Association
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Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc.
Association of Black Communicators
Association of Black Social Workers
Black Greek Council
Black Student Union
Caribbean Student Association
Chinese Student Association
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority
Eastern People or Color Coalition
Indonesian Student Association
Japanese Student Association
Korean Student Association
Latino Student Association
Lesbian, Gay, and Bisexual Student Association
(LGBSA)

Malaysian Student Association
National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People (NAACP)

National Association of Black Accountants
Native American Student Organization
Omega Pearls
Phi Eta Psi Fraternity, Inc.
Phi Eta Psi Emeralds
S.I.S.T.A.H.S.

Student Association of Black Filmmakers
Student Organization for African-American Unity
Thai Student Association
•
Turkish Student Association
Umoja
Honorary
Beta Alpha Psi
Beta Beta Beta
Beta Gamma Sigma
Golden Key National Honor Society
Honors Student Organization
Kappa Delta Pi
Mortar Board, Inc.
Omicron Delta Epsilon
Phi Alpha Theta
Phi Kappa Phi
Phi Sigma Pi National Honor Fraternity
Stoic Society
University Ambassadors Society

Political
Black Student Union
College Democrats
College Republicans
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Student Hemp Activists
Student Huron Restoration Alliance
Student Organization for African-American Unity
Student Organization United for Peace (SOUP)
Take Back the Night Organization
Religious
Campus Advance
Campus Crusade for Christ
Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship
Christ With-in Ministries
Christian Challenge
Christian Life Center Student Outreach
Christian Science College Organization
Fellowship of Christian Athletes
Gospel Choir
Hillel
Holy Trinity Chapel Peer Ministers
Intervarsity Christian Fellowship
Magickal Life
Students for Christ at EMU
United Ministries in Higher Education
University Lutheran Chapel
Service
Alpha Phi Omega
Black Student Union
Caribbean Student Association
Christ With-in Ministries
Circle K Club
Fellowship of Christian Athletes
Golden Key
Holy Trinity Chapel Peer Ministers
Hong Kong and Macau Student Association
International Student Association
Latino Student Association
Lifelines Company
Mortar Board
NationalAssociation for the Advancement of Colored
People (NAACP)
Older and Wiser
Omega Pearls
Omega Xi
Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, Inc.
Phi Beta Sigma Sweethearts
Phi Eta Psi Emeralds
Phi Theta Epsilon
Players at EMU
Project REACH-Out
Public School Outreach Program
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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Stoic Society
Student Council for Exceptional Children
Student Huron Restoration Alliance
Student Organization for African-American Unity
Students Against Hunger and Homelessness
furkish Student Fellowship
United Ministries in Higher Education
University Ambassadors Society
WoIMen in Communications, Inc.
Ypsilanti Food Co-op

SociaIlEnvironmental Awareness
Black Student Union
Chi Gamma Iota Veterans Society
English Club
Hillel
Honors Student Organization
International Student Association
Latino Student Association
Lesbian, Gay, and Bisexual Student Association
(LGBSA)

NationalAssociation for the Advancement of Colored.
People (NAACP)
Omega Xi
Panhellenic Council
Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, Inc.
Phi Beta Sigma Sweethearts
Phi Eta Psi Fraternity, Inc.
Project REACH-Out
Psychology Club
Public School Outreach Program
Residence Hall Association
Student Council for Exceptional Children
Student Organization for African-American Unity
Student Organization United for Peace (SOUP)
Student's Against Driving Drunk
Students Against Hunger and Homelessness
Students Organized for Alternative Learning
United for Peace (SOUP)
Take Back the Night Organization
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Turkish Student Association
United Ministries in Higher Education
Womynspace
Ypsilanti Food Co-op
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority

Fraternity All subclassifications
Alpha Epsilon Pi
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Alpha Eta Rho
Alpha Kappa Psi Business
Alpha Phi Alpha
Alpha Phi Omega
Beta Alpha Psi
Black Greek Council
Delta Sigma Phi
Inter-Fraternity Council
Kappa Alpha Psi
Kappa Delta Pi
Lambda Chi Alpha
Mu Omicron Beta
Omega Psi Phi
Phi Alpha Theta
Phi Beta Sigma
Phi Delta Kappa
Phi Eta Psi
Phi Sigma Kappa
Phi Sigma Phi
Phi Sigma Pi
Pi Sigma Alpha
Pi Theta Epsilon
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Sigma Nu
Sigma Tau Gamma
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Theta Chi

Sorority All subclassifications
Alpha Gamma Delta
Alpha Kappa Alpha
Alpha Sigma Tau
Alpha Xi Delta
Delta Pi Epsilon
Delta Sigma Theta
Delta Zeta
Iota Beta Psi
Kappa Diamonds
Omega Phi Alpha
Panhellenic Council
Phi Beta Sigma Sweethearts
Sigma Delta Tau
Sigma Gamma Rho
Sigma Kappa
Sigma Nu Phi
Sigma Sigma Sigma
Sigma Sweethearts
Zeta Phi Beta
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DEAN OF STUDENTS
Bette C. White
Dean
Gregory A. Peoples
Associate Dean
215 GoodiSOD Hall
487·3118

The Office of the Dean of Students serves undergraduate and graduate students through the combined
offices of Foreign Student Affairs, Veterans Services,
Services for Students with Disabilities, Multi-Cultural
Center, and Greek letter organizations.
The Conduct Code and Judicial Structure is adjudicated through the Dean of Students Office.

Office of Foreign Student Affairs
Paul Dean Webb
Coordinator
209 GoodisoD Hall
487·3116
The Office of Foreign Student Affairs extends a
hand of welcome to all foreign students pursuing their
educational goals at Eastern Michigan University. Concerned, responsible and professional staff assist students
in any matter, including orientation, legal advice (immigration), academic, financial, employment and personal concerns. Personnel also provide help with the
preparation of documents needed to maintain favorable
status in this country.
The office serves as a consultant to faculty and staff
on foreign student affairs and acts as a catalyst for the
development of various international connections in the
University and/or community to promote international
education and understanding. It initiates enhancement
programs such as cross-cultural activities on and offcampus.
Foreign students are encouraged to make regular
contact with the office.

Veteran Services Office
Robert E. Teehan
201-202 GoodiSOD Hall
487-3119

The Veteran Services Office coordinates all cam-

pus services for veterans entering or returning to the
University to complete their education. It is the resource
center for veterans' benefits and the office to which veterans must report successful academic progress to maintain benefits, class drops and adds, or changes in personal status affecting benefits.
The office assists veterans also in housing and financial aid, and works closely with disabled. veterans
to provide full educational benefits. Any questions veterans may have should be directed to a representative
in this office.

Services for Students with
Disabilities Office
Bette C. White
Dean
2] 5 Goodison Hall
487-3118
The Services for Students with Disabilities Office
utilizes resources of both the campus and the community and its agencies to meet the needs of students and
to support them in meeting their educational goals.
Michigan Vocational Rehabilitation and the Michigan
Commission for the Blind are both used as supportive
agencies in assisting some students.
Students may also request aid in finding
notetakers, relocating classrooms, assistance with
wheelchairs, special housing accommodations, and procedures for applying for interpreters. Since it is the intent of the office to respond to students' unique needs,
they are urged to contact the office personally for information and/or assistance.

Multi-Cultural Center
Floyd Carroll
Coordinator
216 Goodison
487-2377
The Multi-Cultural Center is our office of minority affairs with an exciting menu of programs and events
planned to enlighten students to the cultural diversity
that exists at Eastern Michigan University and the nation as a whole. The center was established to help enrolled African American, Hispanic American, and Native American students prosper at the University.
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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The center provides the following services:
A furnished lounge to host programs, events, and
meetings. The lounge can be used free of charge;
however, its use is restricted to registered groups
and enrolled Eastern Michigan students.
Ombudsman service to assist students and
organizations with problems and concerns.
Referral service for student retention, tutorial and
academic services.
The Multicultural TImes, published by student staff
on a monthly basis, reporting national, state and
campus news for the three ethnic groups.

Office of Equity Programs
~etle Findley, Ph.D.
Director

Patrick Pieht Ph.D.
Coordinator
204 Pierce Hall

487·2138
The Office of Equity Programs provides support
servtces to African American, Hispanic American, Na·
tive American and Asian American (underrepresented)
students. The programs and services provided range
from College Days to doctoral scholarships. The KCP
College Days Program serves junior high school
through senior high school students. Each component
orients participants to college life, helps build self--es·
teem and motivation, and exposes them to a variety of
career options. The Wade McCree Scholarship Program awards 30 general fund scholarships annually in
the fall to underrepresented students entering the ninth
grade. The Summer Incentive Program allows high
school graduating seniors with high academic potential
the chance to take classes at the University during the
summer and, if successful, enroll in the fall. The Select
Student Support Services is a retention program that
provides academic support services to all underrepresented students to help them succeed and graduate from EMU. The Minority Teacher Initiative Pr0gram is designed to increase the number of
underrepresented teachers by providing a transition
from the community college to EMU. The Future Faculty Program offers scholarships to underrepresented
master's and doctoral candidates to offset the expenses
of earning a master's or Ph.D.
UNDERCRADUATE CATALOG

Student Government
2SS Goodiaon Hall

487·1470
Student government at EMU is committed to improving the quality of life on campus. The student body
each spring elects a president, vice president and 21
senators who, along with representatives appointed from
various organizations, comprise the Student Senate. Its
executive officers and members provide input to the
administration of the University to help solve problems
and improve programs and services. Student Government also sponsors campus·wide events, and its student
services office, known as REACT, provides personal assistance to students with legal, rental or University·related problems.
Not only do student representatives get vaJuable
experience in the process of government, but they also
represent the University on local, state and national
levels. Any EMU student may run for a Student Government position. Interested students are also welcome
to serve on Student Government committees and University advisory groups.

Student Media
Paul Heaton
Director
121 Goodison Hall
487·1010
The Student Media office provides both infonnation and creative outlets for the total University community. The Ea.tern Echo is the student newspaper
published thrice-weekly in the fall and winter semesters and weekly during spring and summer sessions.
Cellar Root. is the literary arts magazine. Editors are
selected each spring following interviews by the Student Media Board, a policy-review board comprised of
persons both internal and external to the University
community, including many in professional journalismrelated fields. Students are encouraged to join publication staffs or to submit literary and art for magazine
publication.

•

TheEastern Echo focuses on issues and events and
also serves as an outlet for opinions of the University
and surrounding community. It offers hands-on
training and experience for those interested in the

-------------------------------------------------------------------EASTERNMICHIGANUNfVERSI1Y

field ofjournalism, business, marketing, advertising,
graphic design and photography. It is written and
edited by student editors and reporters.

•
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Intercollegiate Athletics
Tim L. Weiser
Director

Cellar Root. has become the major outlet for
student creativity, whether it be photographs,
paintings, fiction pieces or poetry. Published once a
year, its contents are chosen by a selection committee
comprised of faculty and students.

All three publications consistently win national
awards for both design and content. Students who participate gain valuable experience, which leads to a high
job placement percentage.

Radio Stations
WQBR
129 Quirk
487·2228
WQBR, under the auspices of the department of
Communication and Theatre Arts, is both an instructional and activity program for students studying or
interested in radio broadcasting. The station offers both
music and student-generated programs emanating from
the Quirk Studios and is "on air" from 1 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Monday through Friday.
WEMU

ArthurJ. Timko
Director
426 King Hall
487·2229
WEMU, founded in 1965 as a student station, has
been affiliated with National Public Radio since 1978.
It is under the auspices of the vice president for university relations and serves a broadcast coverage area from
Detroit to Jackson and Flint to 'Thledo, 24 hours a day,
seven days a week. Operating at 89.1 FM with 16,000
watts of power, WEMU offers concentrations oflocal and
national NPR news and jazz featuring national and local performers. During the football and basketball seasons, all EMU games are broadcast.
The station accommodates interns and employs
several students in addition to its full-time professional
staff.

Carole Huston
Associate Director
Bowen Field House
487·1050
The Department of Intercollegiate Athletics offers
a broad-based program of varsity sports for men and
women that will develop the academic and athletic skills,
understanding, knowledge, attitudes and values that
will contribute to the student-athlete's success in today's
complex society.
Eastern Michigan is a member of the National
Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) and competes
at the Division I-A level in both men's and women's
sports.
In 1971, EMU joined the Mid-American Conference (MAC), which is composed of 10 schools, including
EMU's sister institutions, Central Michigan and Western Michigan. as well as Akron, Ball State, Bowling
Green, Kent State, Miami, Ohio, and 'Thledo.
The mission of Eastern Michigan University's intercollegiate athletic program is to sponsor competitive
men's and women's sports. These sports, represented
by the team members. shall strive within the contest
rules and regulations to attain the ultimate competitive goal-athletic success.
'Th be eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics, the student-athlete must satisfy all University,
MAC and NCAA requirements. NCAA regulations for
participation in intercollegiate athletics require that the
student-athlete earn an average of 12 hours per semester or 24 semester hours of additional credit between
seasons of competition. These credits must be applicable
toward the individual student-athlete's declared degree
program.

Recreation and Intramural Sports
Robert England
Director
OldslRobb Student Recreation Center
487-1338
The OldslRobb Student Recreation Center, opened
UNDERCRADUATECATALOC
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in 1982, provides recreational activities for the total

campus community, including intramural sports programs, inter-university aports competitions, personal
physical development and skill activities. All persons
regardless of age, 88x, skill level or sport interest are
afforded the opportunity to participate in a wide range
of activities.
The indoor multi-purpose building has 13 racquetball courts; a gymnasium with four basketball courts,
six voUeyball courts and 12 badminton courts; two swimming pools (one 50-meter and one club poo}); an indoor
jogging track; four weight areas; a fitness area;
combatives room; utility gym; sauna; whirlpool; aerobic
studio; and an Outdoor Recreation Center (487-1025)
that checks out equipment ranging from backpacks to
cross country ski packages for RecIIM members.
A new addition to the facility, opened in 1993, is
the outdoor lake area. The lake is a constructed freshwater facility for swimming, boating, and ice skating.
The project includes a sunning slope, picnic area, three
lighted volleyball courta, two lighted basketball courts,
a one mile jogging trail, and a meeting lodge equipped
with a fireplace, equipment checkout room, lockers, and
a food service short order grill.
Student membership ia automatic with a fee assessed through tuition and entitles the membership card
holder to all facility uses. There are additional fees for
lockers, towel rental, outdoor equipment rental, and
guests. Others desiring to regularly use the facilities
may purchase a membership card during building hours.
The Competitive Edge pro shop in the building sells all
types of sports equipment and clothes.
The Rec/IM programs are based on a recognition
of the importance of a total fitness approach in our lives.
Scheduled programming in step, hiIlow combo, low impact. and aqua aerobics reflect this thought. Body sculpting, step and sculpt, along with power walking, are also
availabJe.
The Intramural Sports Program, which utilizes the
OldslRobb Student Recreation Center facilities as well
as outdoor fields and tracks, provides activities in which
all students may participate. Selected sports are offered
on a co-educational basis or for either men or women as
follows:
Coeducational activities include basketball, bowling, cross country, track, paddlebaU, softball, tennis and
two-person volleyball competitions, free throw, and
sports trivia contests.
Men's activities include basketball, bowling, floor
hockey, football, golf, softball, swimming, tennis, track,
volleyball, weightlifting and wrestling competitions, as
UNDERGRADUATE CA.1)\(.()(j

well as field goal kicking and home run contests.
Women's activities include basketball, bowling,
football , golf, softball, swimming, tennis and volleyball
competitions.
Club sports, sponsored by the program, include
competition in eight sports. These inter-university sports
competitions are organized and operated as a student
club. They include women's soccer, ice hockey, gymnastics, water polo, racquetball, and bowling.
In addition, there are instructional martial arts
classes in aiki, ailtido, karate, and tae kwon do. Other
instructional classes (fees are charged) include kayaking
and scuba.

RESOURCE CENTERS
Centers for Corporate Training
Walter DiMantova
Director
487-2269
The Centers for Corporate Training was established in 1988 through a consolidation of the college service centers. Its primary responsibility is to carry out
the University mission ofsel'Vice through contract learning. The Center for Corporate Training provides business, industry, education, health, and human services
agencies with short- and long-term assistance in training, research and development. The Center for Corporate Training's staff, including select University faculty
and contracted outside experts, are involved in training
both hourly and salaried personnel in a large number
of diverse industries. Training and consulting has been
provided across the U.S. and Canada, as well as in
Mexico, Venezuela, Germany, and Portugal. Contracts
have ranged from one day to one year, with much of the
Centers for Corporate Training's activities relating to
workforce training-on-site in manufacturing plants.
Major areas of programming include:
• Workplace literacy; technical skills enhancement
• Quality and productivity consulting and training
• Management and leadership
• Labor/management relations
• Skill assessment and enrichment
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• Occupational Health and safety training
• Management training
• Communication skills
The Centers for Corporate Training is currently
regarded as one of the premier agencies capable of providingcomprehensive training and consultation in technical skills development, quality and productivity improvement, occupational health and safety, and labormanagement relations.

Coatings Research Institute
The Coatings Research Institute (CRn was established in 1985 with the assistance of a major grant (totalling nearly one million dollars) from the state ofMichigan. The institute is designed to conduct research and
development efforts under contract to industry and government, and represents the formalization of research
activities that started in 1980.
The CRI comprises a fully-equipped laboratory
capable of conducting research ranging from the synthesis and modification of polymers to the formulation
and testing of paints, Including the adjacent PRA (Paint
Research Associates ), the coatings effort comprises a
microcosm ofa large paint company including research,
development, analysis, formulation, and testing capabilities.
The coatings effort occupies 12 thousand square
feet of facilities with an additional three thousand under construction to house the Emissions Evaluation Center,

Corporate Education Center
Marcia D. Harrison
Director
1275 Huron Street
487.()60()

The Corporate Education Center is an entrepreneurial organization owned and operated by EMU that
serves both the public and private sectors,
The center has 38,000 square feet of conference
and seminar space designed to accommodate multiple
meeting needs with advanced communications and audio-visual equipment. Such features include:
• two auditoriums seating 100 and 200 respectively, complete with audiovisual systems including rear screen projection, a simultaneous
translation system, and closed circuit teleconferencing.
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• a networked computer laboratory with 15 stations
• seven conference rooms and five seminar rooms
• an executive boardroom
• an outdoor court area for informal gatherings
during the spring, summer and fall seasons.
The center is located on Ford Lake at the Huron
Street exit off 1-94 in Ypsilanti. It is part of a 186-acre
development that includes a 236-room Marriott hotel
and the Eastern Michigan University Huron Golf Club,
featuring an l8-hole championship golf course.

Center for Public Service
(Formerly ICARD)
Charles M. Monsma
Director
34 N. Washington
487·0248

ICARD is a public service unit of Eastern Michigan University, Its purpose is to make the expertise and
capabilities of the University available to governments,
community agencies, and businesses. It is part of an
overall effort by EMU to establish a closer working reo
lationship with the communities it serves and to aid
them in meeting their needs and in solving their problems.
Eastern Michigan University, through ICARD, can
provide expertise and resources for the identification of
problems, the assessment of needs Bnd the development
of solutions in a wide variety of settings. By drawing
upon University-wide resources for project development
and implementation, faculty, staff, and students with
appropriate skills and experience are brought together
from a variety of disciplines. When needs cannot be met
within an organization or from outside commercial
sources or private consultants, ICARD can fill the gap,
ICARD staff develops projects through personal
and professional contacts and responds to requests from
clients outside the University, Once a project has been
identified, support staff and methodologies are deter·
mined. Individual faculty members serve as project directors, using additional faculty and student help in
project implementation.
Examples of ICARD activities include economic
development and planning efforts for local communi·
ties, economic and environmental impact assessments,
managementanaiysis, evaluation of personnel systems,
and scientific analysis of environmental concerns. '!\vice
UNOERCRADUATECATALOG
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a year, ICARD publishes an economic forecasting report, available by subscription, Regional Economic Forecasts for Michigan. A1so published twice a year is the
newsletter Michigan Economic Notes. Each spring,
ICARD hosts an Economic Forum on campus.
Since 1991, ICARD has offered training programs
for public sector employees in cooperation with the Government Educational Institute. Through ICARD's Public Service Education Program, a monthly series of open
subscription workshops has been offered. In addition,
educational and training programs are customized under contract to meet the needs of specific communities
or employee groups.
Another integral part of ICARD is the SER-GEM
Center (Southeast Regional Groundwater Education in
Michigan), funded in part by the Kellogg Foundation.
SER-GEM's capabilities include environmental educational services, environmental audits, and computerized
database assembly.
For further information, contact ICARD at 4870243.

Institute for the Study of Children
and Families
Patricia Ryan and Bruce 1.. Warren
Directors
102 King Hall
487-0372

The Institute for the Study of Children and Families was established in 1979 for the purpose of providing focus and support to the study of children and families through research, demonstration projects, non-cred.it
educational activities and consultation concerned with
the determinants andlor consequences of childhood and
family life.
The institute promotes and encourages interdisciplinary study of children and families throughout the
University and offers opportunities for undergraduates
and graduate students interested in research or demonstration projects relating to children and families. C0operative interaction extends beyond the University to
other organizations, agencies and institutions.
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Institute-sponsored programs include the National
Foster Care Resource Center, the Teaching-Learning
Community Intergenerational Program, and the Behavioral Medicine Project. The institute cooperates in workshops sponsored with other University departments and
community organizations. Its Child and Family Publications Division disseminates 46 publications based on
institute projects.

National Institute for Consumer
Education
Rosella Bannister
Director
207 Rackham
487-2292

The National Institute for Consumer Education,
formerly called Michigan Consumer Education Center,
was established in 1973 and is a professional development center in consumer and economic education. It
provides an interdisciplinary program and involves faculty from all of the colleges within the University.
Among the Institute's patrons are students and
faculty at this and other universities, classroom teachers (elementary through adult) and representatives of
business, labor, government, clergy, and community
groups. It also maintains networks with leaders in consumer affairs at the local , state, and national levels
through advisory groups, newsletters, and professional
associations, and is an affiliated center of the National
Council on Economic Education.
Its objectives are to provide program development
services, including courses, conferences and publications
for educators; consultant and cooperative activities; and
a clearinghouse of education resources in consumer and
economic education.
The Institute houses the nation's leading collection of consumer education resources. The publication
Classification. of Concepts in Consumer Education is
distributed internationally for use by educators in program planning and curriculum development.
Program funding in exoess of nearly $2 million has been
reoaiveci &om external publicand private sources since 1973.
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UNIVERSITY COMPUTING
Alan McCord
Executive Director
Administrative Office: 487·1491
U.C. Call·Center: 487·2120

University Computing is responsible for manage
ing the campus infonnation technology infrastructure
and for providing administrative computing services.
University Computing operates the campus data net·
work, various network servers, an mM mainframe, and
DEC Alpba and Unix systems. Learning Thchnologies,
a unit of the Division of Academic Affairs, provides support for instructional and research computing.
Administrative applications include student
records and registration, financial aid, accounting, pay·
roll and personnel. Telephone registration is provided
for EMU students, and test scoring services are provided to faculty. UC provides network connectivity to
each campus building, as well as building electronics
for faculty and staff connections. A variety of communication and productivity software is available on the
network, and anti-virus software is provided to all network users. Users of EMU's data network can access all
campus resources as well as resources available on the
Internet. Off-campus users can access EMU campus
resources through dial·up connections provided by the
MichNet network.
UC publishes its newsletter, "Computing in the
90s," on a quarterly basis, and maintains a World Wide
Web home page. The University Computing Advisory
Council provides input to the Executive Director on UC
services and EMU information technology plans. The
UC Call Center (487·2120) is the focal point for resolv·
ing problems with EMU information technology resources.

LEARNING
RESOURCES AND
TECHNOLOGIES
Morell D. Boone
Dean
Sandra G. Yee
Library Department Head

Jennie Meyer Howard
Associate Dean, Learning Thchnologies
487-3316

Professors: Fred Blum, Morell D. Boone, Mary
Clare Beck,George Grimes, Twyla Mueller Racz, Sandra
G. Yee
Associate Professors: SareH W. Beal, Rita
Bullard, MargaretA. Eide, J. Ronda GlHtin, Joanne J.
Hansen, Walter P. Hogan
Assistant Professors: Ann Andrew, Margaret E.
Best, Sarah Cogan, Ronald P. Colman, Edna Ewell,
Rhonda Fowler, Barbara Glover, Raymond A.
Lukasavitz, Mary A Meernik, Heidi Mercado, Keith J.
Stanger, Rosina Tammany
Instructors: Joseph Badics, Carolyn Kirkendall,
Glenn Mensching, Elizabeth Retzel
Learning Resources and Thchnologies, housed in
the University Library building, has two major respon·
sibilities: Learning Resources (including the Library,
Media Services and Instructional Support Center) and
Learning Technologies (academic computing activities
for faculty and students). Learning Resources and 'Thch·
nologies supports the academic mission of the UniveJ'sity through its services, collections, facilities, and equipment.
The Library is essential to the instructional pro·
grams of the University. It houses more than 630,000
volumes, 220,000 government documents, and 746,000
microfonns. Tbe library is fully automated and provides
a variety of electronic reference sources.
Special collections include an Instructional Mate·
rials Center in conjunction with the educational and
psychology holdings. a map library on the first floor,
government documents and University archives. Speciallibrary features include small study rooms, faculty
and student seminar rooms, and a Copy Services Cen·
ter with rental typewriters, photocopy machines, and
print from microforms. Reserve reading materials as·
signed for use in course work may be checked out at the
Materials Access Services Desk. Pamphlet files for
ephemeral materials, such as newspaper clippings and
pamphlets, are maintained.
The Access Services Office (Room 214) provides an
active orientation program designed to acquaint aU stu·
dents with basic and subject-oriented resources. Library
instruction is given progressively to prepare students
for life-long learning after their fonnal education has
been completed.
UNOERGRAOUATECATALOG
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The LOEX (Library OrientationlInstruction Exchange) Clearinghouse, a national office collecting and
sharing data and materials on teaching library skills,
was established at Eastern Michigan University over
10 years ago and currently provides services to more
than 2,000 U.S. libraries.
The Media Services Center, on the first floor of the
Library, assists departments andlor faculty in integrating media within their instructional programs. Consultation is usually followed by the selection of appropriate existing media andlor production of original media
to achieve educational goals.
The center is responsible for the purchase, storage, and circulation of non-print materials which include
films and videocassette recordings. Other services include providing the equipment required to utilize the
non-print materials, a pool of audio-visual machines to
check out, preview rooms for viewing video materials,
and a campus instructional television system.
The center is equipped to produce charts, graphs,
photographic slides, mounted and laminated materials,
overhead visuals, and computerized visuals.
The Instructional Support Center (Room 102) provides individual and group assistance to registered students with a well-equipped facility, including a recently
upgraded microcomputer laboratory. The Instructional
Support Center offers:
1. Free tutoring in a variety of basic studies areas
(current schedules are posted in Room 102).
2. Audio-cassette recordings and compact discs as
well as stereo and video equipment for personal
use or class assignment.
Learning Technologies provides support for research and instructional computing for students and
faculty by managing the University's Internet connection and mainframe and workstation services and facilities.
Learning Technologies operates computing labs
open to all EMU students in the Library's Instructional
Support Center, the College of Business, Goddard Hall,
and McKenny Union.
The CIC (Center for Instructional Computing),
housed in Room 215 University Library, is a computing
development center for use by faculty.
The Learning Technologies Resale Program, Room
208 University Library, offers discounted Macintosh
computers, and software. These programs are available
to individual students, faculty, and staff.
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COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

BARRY FISH, DEAN
ELLENE TRATRAS CONTIS, INTERIM AsSOCIATE DEAN
JAMES WALTZ, ACTING AsSOCIATE DEAN
VELMA CLARKE, ADMINISTRATIVE ASSOCIATE
411 PRAy-HARROLD

487-4344

DEPARTMENTS
AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES

ART
BIOLOGY
CHEMISTRY
COMMUNICATION AND THEATRE ARTS
COMPUTER SCIENCES
ECONOMICS
ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE
FOREIGN LANGUAGES AND BIUNGUAL STUDIES
GEOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY
HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY
MATHEMATICS
MUSIC
PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY
POLITICAL SCIENCE
PSYCHOLOGY
SOCIOLOGY, ANTHROPOLOGY, AND CRIMINOLOGY
WOMEN'S STUDIES
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COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Departments and programs of the College of Arts
and Sciences offer most of the courses forming traditional university liberal arts or basic studies requirements. These courses provide the foundation for further
work in the college's wide range of major and minor programs, or for specialized curricula in the university's
other colleges. The College offers students additional
opportunities for enrichment and career exploration
through independent study, research projects and special activities, internships and cooperative education
placements. and the University Honors Program.

BACCALAUREATE
DEGREES
Most students in the college pursue one of the two
basic undergraduate degrees, Bachelor of Science (BS)
or Bachelor of Arts (BA). Both degrees require completion of university basic studies requirements, a major
and a minor, and a minimum total of 124 credit hours.
The Bachelor of Arts degree includes in that total one
year of college credit in a foreign language. The Bachelor of Science degree provides greatest flexibility in
selection of the major and minor and in the use of electives.
Additionally, the following specialized degrees are
offered: Bachelor of Fine Arts (BFA), Bachelor of Art
Education mAE), Bachelor of Music Education (BME),
Bachelor of Music-Performance (BMu), and Bachelor
of Music Therapy (BMT). These specialized degrees are
described more fully within the individual departments.
Several professional certificate and preprofessional
programs are also available within the College. These
programs, described more fully within individual department listings, include: registered music therapy (RMT);
international diplomas in business French, German, and
Spanish; certified actuarial science (CAS); predental
hygiene; predentistry; preforestry; prelaw; premedicine
and preosteopathic medicine; premortuary science;
prepharmacy; and prereligious careers. Two other preparatory programs are shared with the College ofThchnology: prearchitecture and preengineering.

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES COURSES

AADV 177/1781179 Academics, Affiliation, and
Achievement.
1/2/3 bra

Restricted to first-time entering freshmen only.
This course provides students the information and skills
which help make the transition to college more successful. Students learn how to effectively manage the university system, what study techniques can enhance their
grades. and how to live and learn in a multicultural
environment. In addition, the classes are small and allow students to develop individual relationships with
the faculty/staffteaching team members and other students in the class. This class prepares students for success at EMU and beyond.
AADV 279 Special Topics: Prior Learning and
Portfolio Development 3 hrs

Course goals are to assist students in clarifying
educational, career, and personal goals by developing a
portfolio which documents experience and identifies
learning for evaluation by appropriate departmental
faculty for possible award of degree credit.
Prereq: Departrrumt permission.
CAS 177/1781179 Speciallbpics
1f1J3 hrs.
Study and exploration of topics not covered in other departmentalofferings. Students my elect more than once
provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
CAS 277/278/279 Special Topics
112131hrs.
Study and exploration of topics not covered in other departmental offerings. Students may elect more than once
provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.

CAS 377/378/379 Special Topics
11213 hrs.
Study and exploration of topics not covered in other departmental offerings. Students may elect more than once
provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
CAS 477/4781479 Special Topics

11218 hrs.
Study and exploration of topics not covered in other departmental offerings. Students may elect more than once
provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
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AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES
Ronald C. Woods
Department Head
620 Pray·Harrold
487-3460

Professors: Clovis E. Semmes, Ronald C Woods
Assistant Professors: Victor Okafor,Melvin T. Peters
Instructor: Janice Rowley Cooper
African American Studies examines the evolution
and current status of persons of African descent in the
United States. It studies the African American experi·
ence as an entity in its own right and as a microcosm of
dynamics operating in the domestic and global setting.
Objectives of the department are 1) to cultivate and
disseminate knowledge about the African American ex·
perience, 2) to provide students the skills needed to con·
front the future world, and 3) to increase understanding of the role of multiple factors in shaping the social
order.
Progr8lDsofStudy

Black Americans, LITR 260 African American
Literature
S. Elective ................................................................ S
Choose one course from the following: Any oourse offered
by the African American Studies department,
including independent studies and special topics; or:
CTAR 151 Afrioan American Theatre: An
Introduction , CTAR 251 African American
Theatre: Creative Problems, FA 222 African
and African American Art, ANTH 236 Peoples
and Cultures of Africa, ECON 321 Minority
Workers in the Labor Market, ECON 332
Urban Economics, GEOG 322 Geography of
Africa, GEOG 332 Urban Geography, HIST 342
North Africa, 1798 to Present, HIST 347 SubSaharan Africa to 1885, HIST 348 Twentieth
Century Africa, msr 365 The Old South, PLSC
372 Government and Politics of Sub-Saharan
Africa, PSY 340 Psychological Perspectives on
Prejudice and Discrimination, SOCL 214 Racial
and Cultural Minorities, SOCL 306 The Urban
Community

~or:

African American Studies
Minor:
African American Studies
Advising is available through the African American
Studies department head and faculty.

ACADEMIC MAJOR
AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES MAJOR
Semhours
Major in African American Studies .............,.... , as
1. Required courses ............................................. 9
AAS 101 Inl7txluction tDAfiicanAmeriam Stumes ... 3
AAS 201 Foundations of Knowledge in African
American Studies ........................................... 3
AAS 401 African American Studies Research
Seminar .......................................................... 3
2. Restricted electives ....................................... 21
Choose twenty-one credits from the following:
AAS 221 African American Social Movements,
AAS 231 Urbanization and the African
American Community, AAS 311 The African
Diaspora, AAS 351 The Social Context of
African American Health,AAS 361 The African
American Family, AAS 441 Law in the African
American Experience, HIST 315 History of

ACADEMIC MINOR
AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES MINOR
Semhours
Minor in African American Studies ................... 21
1. Required courses ............................................. 9
AAS 101 Introduction toAtiicanAmerican Studies ... 3
AAS 201 Foundations of Knowledge in African
American Studies ........................................... 3
AAS 401 African American Studies Research
Seminar .......................................................... 3
2. Restricted electives ......................................... 9
Choose nine credits from the following:
AAS 221 African American Social Movements,
AAS 231 Urbanization and the African
American Community, AAS 311 The African
Diaspora, AAS 351 The Social Context of
African American Health, AAS 361 The African
American Family,AAS 441 Law in the African
American Experience, LITR 260 African
American Literature, HIST 315 History of
Black Americans
S. Elective ................................................................ S
Choose one course from the following:
Any course offered by the African American
Studies Department, including independent
studies and special topics; or:
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CTAR 151 African American Theatre: An
Introduction, CTAR 251 Afdcan American
Theatre: Creative Problems, FA 222 African
and African American Art, ANTH 236 Peoples
and Cultures of Africa, ECON 321 Minority
Workers in the Labor Market, ECON 332
Urban Economics, GEOG 322 Geography of
Africa, GEOG 332 Urban Geography, HIST 342
North Africa, 1798 to Present, mST 347 SubSaharan Africa to 1885, mST 348 Twentieth
Century Africa, mST 365 The Old South, PLSC
372 Government and Politics of Sub-Saharan
Africa, PSY 340 Psychological Perspectives on
Prejudice and Discrimination, SOCL 214 Racial
and Cultural Minorities, SOCL 306 The Urban
Community
AFIuCAN AMEru:CAN STUDIES COURSES

AAS 101 Introduction to African American Studies.
3hrs
An introductory examination of the African American
experience. Acquaints students with the trends, issues,
and forces that have shaped that experience, considers
the concepts of cultural adaptation, institutional development, and group self-definition, and surveys the contemporary status and condition of African Americans.
AAS 177/1781179 Special Topics.
112/3 hrs
Each time offered, this course will explore a topic on an
experimental basis, based on student interests and
needs. This course can be used in completing requirements for the major or minor in AfricanAmerican Studies.
Prereq: Department permissicn.
AAS 201 Foundations of Knowledge in African American Studies.
8 hra
Examines the empirical and theoretical foundations of
African American studies, the evolution of the field, and
the role of key scholars in its development.
Prereq: AAS 101.
AAS 221 African American Social Movement&
S hrs
Explores the collective efforts undertaken by African
Americans to elevate their group status in American
society. Analyzes the struggle for human freedom
through an examination ofresist8nce to chattel slavery,
the quest for civil rights, and the response to structured
inequality.
Prereq: AAS 101.
UNDERCRADUATE CA'tUOC

AAS 281 Urbanization and the Mrican Ameriean
Community.
S hrs
Examines the urban African American oomrnunity. Stud·
ies relevant migratory patterns, and the impact of urbanization on the culture, politics, and economic status
of African Americans. Considers public policy issues involving African Americans in an advanced industrial·
ized society.
Prereq: AA.S 101.
AAS 2771278/279 Special Topics.
11213 bra
Each time offered, this course will explore a topic on an
experimental basis, based on student interests and
needs. This course can be used in completing requirements for the major or minor in African American Studies.
Prereq: AAS 101 or department permission.
AAS 297f2981299 Independent Study.
11213 brs
Independent study of a selected topic under the supervision of the staff. Possible approaches include library
research, field research, and participant-observer expe.riences.
Prereq: AAS 101 or department permission.
AAS 311 The African Diupora.
3 hrs
Examines the African diaspora-the dispersion of persons of African descent throughout the world. It studies
the process of dispersion, examines selected diasporic
communities, and considers the impact of the African
presence on world development.
Prereq: AAS 101 or department permission.
AAS 351 The Social Context of African American
Health.
S hrs
Examines the health status of African Americans. Explores the interplay between environment, biology, and
culture; folk and popular health practices; and the organization and delivery of health care.

Prereq: AAS 101 or department permission.
AAS 361 The African American Family.
8 hrs
Examines the historical and contemporary forces shaping the African American family. Analyzes urbanization,
economic transformations, and institutionalized racism.
Studies the role of the family in human survival and
progress.
Prereq: AAS 101 or department permission.
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AAS 37713781379 Special Topics.
lJ2I3 hrs
Each time offered, this course will explore a topic on an
experimental basis, based on student interests and
needs. This course can be used in completing require·
ments for the major or minor in African American Stud·
ies.
Prereq: AAS 101 or department permission.
AAS 401 African American Studies Research Seminar.
3hrs
Provides intensive exposure to research methods in Af·
rican American studies, and offers an opportunity for
primary research in the field.
Prereq: AAS 201 andjr.1 sr. standing, or department permisslon.
AAS 441 Law in the Mrican American Experience.
3hrs
Examines the African American legal experience from
the Atlantic slave trade to the present. Reviews the for·
mation of the Constitution, the law of slavery, Reconstruction era developments, Jim Crow segregation, and
recent legal trends in areas such as education, voting,
and employment. Emphasizes law as a social process.
Prereq:AAS 101 andjr.lsr. standing, or department permission.
AAS 477/47&'479 Special Topics.
1/213 hrs
Each time offered, this course will explore a topic on an
experimental basis, based on student interests and
needs. This course can be used in completing require·
ments for the major or minor in African American Stud·
les.
Prereq: AAS 101 or department permission.
AAS 497/49&'499 Independent Study.
lJ2I3 hrs
Independent study of a selected topic under the supervision of the staff. Possible approaches include library
research, field research, and participant-observer expe·
rienees.
Prereq: AAS 401 and junior standing, or department
permission.
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ART
Roy Johnston
Department Head
114 For d Hall
487·1268
Professors: Marvin C. Anderson, Barry Avedon, Igor
Beginin, Christopher Bocklage, Robert E. Chew,
Richard T. Fairfield, Jan Field, Fredrick C. Hunter,
Douglas Kisor, John P. Loree, John N. Pappas,
Richard Rubenfeld, James Sandall, Ellen Schwartz,
David W. Sharp, John E. Van Haren, Patricia
Williams, Jay R. Yager, Michael Zahratka
Associate Professors: Julia R. Myers, Gretchen Otto,
Diana Pancioli, Richard. E. Washington
Assistant Professors: Susan LaPorte, Carole Pawloski
The Art department administers programs leading to the Bachelor of Fine Arts degree, curricula for
teachers of art, an art major and minor, and a major
and minor in art history. The department also participates in the arts group major and minor for elementary
and special education teachers.
Advanced placement is available to students having up to six semester hours of advanced placement
credit as elective art credits. Students contemplating
the application of advanced placement credits toward
an art degree should contact the department for complete information.
Degrees:
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Bachelor of Fine Arts plus teacher certification
Bachelor of Arts in Art History
Bachelor of Art Education
Bachelor of Science in Art
Programs of Study
Curricula:
Art Education
Fine Arts
Fine Arts plus teacher certification
Art History
Ml\iors:
Art

Art History
Art for K-12 education
Minors:
Art
Art for K-12 and special education-K-12
Art history

Advising Coordinators:
Art major and minor, fine arts curriculum: Igor Beginin
Art education curriculum: Christopher BockJage
Art history major and minor: Ellen Schwartz, Richard
Rubenfeld, Julia Myers
Honors in art: Jay Yager
Graduate programs under the auspices of the department lead to the master's degree in art education and
studio art. The MA (studio or art education) and MFA
degrees are described in the Graduate Catalog.

ACADEMIC MAJORS
CURRICULUM FOR FINE ARTS
The fine arts curriculum, leading to a Bachelor of
Fine Arts degree, is designed for students who plan to
enter occupations in which a substantial background in
art is required. Students completing the 54-GO semester hours within this curriculum will have satisfied all
major and minor requirements for graduation.
Basic Studies
Refer to the basic studies requirements in the catalog on p. 41. One course in art, dance, music, or theatre
arts will automatically be met by the fine arts courses
below.
Semhours
Fine arts ............................................................. 54-60
1. Required courses ........................................... 27
FA 107 Art History Survey I .............................. 3
FA 108 Art History Survey II ............................ 3
FA 122 '!Wo-Dimensional Design ...................... 3
FA 123 Drawing I ............................................... 3
FA 124 Drawing II ............................................. 3
FA 210 Life Drawing .......................................... 3
FA 215 History of 19th Century Art .................. 3
FA 216 History of 20th Century Art .................. 3
FA 231 Three-Dimensional Design ................... 3
2. Area of concentration ................................... 12
Choose a sequence of four courses in the major
area ............................. ...... ............................ 12
3. Electives in fine art (Studio courses) ....... 15-21
Physical education and health ............................. 2
Physical education activity courses .................. 2
(Any two courses in military science may be
applied.)
Electives ............................................................... 9-26

Total ......................................................................... 124
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ART MAJOR
Students may elect the following 30 semester hour
major, but the preceding 54-60 semester hour Fine Arts
major is advised.
'Thacher certification in art is not obtainable using
this major.
Semhours
Major in art ........................................................ r .... 30
1. Required courses ........................................... 18
FA 107 Art History Survey I. ............................. 3
FA 108 Art History Survey II ............................ 3
FA 122 '!\vo-Dimensional Design ...................... 3
FA 123 Drawing I ............................................... 3
FA 124 Drawing II ............................................. 3
FA231 Three-Dimensional Design ................... 3
2. Electives ............................................................ 12
Choose 12 credits from art studio andlor art
history courses in consultation with the
advising coordinator. Nine our of 12 credits
must be in advanced courses, 300 level or above.
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FA 341 History of Renaissance Art (3)
FA 427 Baroque Art (3)
Nonwestern or Women's Art (choose 1) ........................ 3
·FA 222 African and African American Art (3)
FA 421 History of Oriental Art (3)
FA422 Chinese and Japanese Art History (3)
FA 430 Mesoamerican Art (3)
FA 436 Women in Art (3)
Free electiue (choose 1) .................................................. 3
FA 335 American Painting and Sculpture Prior
to World War II (3)
FA 429 History of American Architecture (3)
FA 440 Art since 1945 (3)
FA 497/498/499 Independent Study (1J2/3)
Any upper-level art history course not taken to
fulfill another requirement·
·Studenu may contract with art hutory faculty to include lower·num·
bered FA courses for elective credit, with additwnal work.

ACADEMIC MINORS

ART HISTORY MAJOR

ART MINOR

This 30-hour major prepares students for graduate study, for gallery or museum work, or, with the addition of science and studio courses, for a career in conservation.
Students taking the Art History Major should note
that one year of college credit in a foreign language is
required for the B.A. degree. Students preparing for
graduate study are strongly advised to pursue courses
in French and German. Most graduate programs in art
history require reading proficiency in at least two foreign languages.
'Thacher certification in art is not obtainable using
this major.
Semhours
Major in art history .............................................. SO
1. Required courses ........................................... 18
FA 107 Art History Survey I .............................. 3
FA 108 Art History Survey II ............................ 3
FA 122 '!\vo-Dimensional Design ...................... 3
FA 215 History of 19th Century Art .................. 3
FA 216 History of 20th Century Art .................. 3
FA 428 Seminar in 20th Century Art ................ 3
2. Electives ............................................................ 12
Pre-Renaissance Art (choose 1) .................................... 3
FA 340 History of Classical Art (3)
FA 426 Medieval Art History (3)
&naissancel Baroque Art (choose 1) ........................... 3

Semhours
Minor in art ............................................................. 21
1. Required courses ... .......................................... 9
FA 123 Drawing I ............................................... 3
FA 122 '!\vo-Dimensional Design ...................... 3
Elect one art history course (FA 108 Art History
Survey II suggested) ...................................... 3
1. Electives ............................................................ 12
Elect 9 additional hours in studio art or art
history, of which at least 6 hours must be in
advanced courses numbered 300 or above.
FA 100 Art Appreciation; FA 101 Introduction to
Art; FA 165-167 Studio Experience for
Nonmajors may be used as electives.

ART HISTORY MINOR
Students with an art major who elect the art history minor must replace FA 107 Art History Survey I,
FA 108 Art History Survey n, FA 215 History of 19th
Century Art, FA 216 History of 20th Century Art on the
major with studio courses.
Semhours
Minor in art history .............................................. 21
1. Required courses ........................................... 15
FA 107 Art History Survey I .............................. 3
FA 108 Art History Survey n ............................ 3
FA 215 History of 19th Century Art .................. 3
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FA 216 History of 20th Century Art .................. 3
FA 428 Seminar in 20th Century Art ................ 3
Restricted electives .......................................... 6
Choose six credits from art history courses in
consultation with art history minor advising
coordinators.

TEACHING MAJORS
ART EDUCATION AND BACHELOR OF
FINE ARTS PLUS TEACHER
CERTIFICATION
K-12

TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this course of studies, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Elementary-Secondary Provisional Certificate endorsed in art, certification
code "LX." The certification test covering this field is
#41, "Art Education."
8asic Studies
1-8-1. ENGL 121 English Composition (3)
1·8·2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
1·8·3. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
1·8-4. Basic Studi£s requirement. See inside back cover
1-8-5. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
II·8·1. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
11·8·2. Basic Studi£s requirement. See inside back cover
1I·8·S. Basic Studi£s requirement. See inside back cover
m-8-1. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
ill-8-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
ill·B·3. Basic Studies requirerrumt. See inside back cover
m-8-4. Basic Studi£s requirement. See inside back cover
IV-8-1. Basic Studi£s requirement. See inside back cover
IV·B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-S. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-4. FA 107 Art History Survey I (3)Physical education, military science, or equivalent (2)
Credit hours in Basic Studies: ................................... 50

Teaching Major
See note "a" above for courses applicable to both Basic
Studies and the major.
FA 108 Art History Survey II (3)
FA 122 Two-Dimensional Design (3)
FA 123 Drawing I (3)
FA 124 Drawing II (3)
FA 210 Life Drawing (3)
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FA 215 History of 19th Century Art (3)
FA 216 History of 20th Century Art (3)
FA 231 Three-Dimensional Design (3)
Twenty-seven credits from the following list of courses:
If following the BAE curriculum, nine courses:
Iffollowing the BFA plus teacher certification, six
courses plus a sequence of three advanced
courses from one of the areas (e.g., FA 355 Textiles, FA 356 Textiles, FA 455 Textiles):
FA 201 Introduction to Graphic Design (3)
FA 235 Textiles (3)
FA 304 Beginning Photographic Imagery (3)
FA 305 Printmaking (3)
FA 307 Ceramics (3)
FA310 Sculpture (3)

FA 313 Painting (3)
FA 314 Watercolor I (3)
FA 320 Jewelry (3)
FA 432 Drawing III (3)
Credit hours in Specialty Studies: ............................. 51

Professional Studies
100 clock hours of approved pre-student teaching
field experiences (0)
EDTC 300 Introduction to Computer Applications
in Education (1)
SPGN 300 Exceptional Children in the Regular
Classroom (1)
EDPS 322 Human Development and Learning (4)
FA 317 Teaching of Art (2)
The following courses require formal admission
to the teacher education program:
CURR 305 Curriculum and Methods:
Secondary (3)
RDNG 311 Teaching Reading in the Secondary
School (3)

SOFD 328 Schools in a Multicultural Society (3)
EDPS 340 Introduction to Assessment and
Evaluation (3)
EDMD 345 Media for the Classroom Teacher (1)
FA 416 Art Methods and Materials (2)
EDUC 496 Student Teaching (6)
EDUC 497 Student Teaching (6)
Credit hours in Professional Studies: ........................ 35

Total credit hours required: .............................. IS6
"Coune required for and applicable ro mqjor.
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ARTMA]OR
K-12 TEACHER CERTIFICATION
Successful completion of this major, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in art, certification code "LX." The certification test covering this field
is '41, "Art Education."
The curriculum for this major is that which is listed
above under "teaching major" in the K-12 art program,
plus the IV-B-4 requirement from that program's Basic
Studies requirements. No minor is required.
51 hours, not including course work applicable to
Basic Studies.

TEACHING MINOR
ART MINOR
ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY,

K-12,

SPECIAL EDUCATION-

ELEMENTARY, AND SPECIAL EDUCATION-SECONDARY TEACHER
CERTIFICATION

Successful completion ofWs minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in art, certification code "LX.· The certification test covering this field
is '41, '"Art Education."
FA 122 Two-Dimensional Design (3)
FA 123 Drawing I (3)
FA 231 Three-Dimensional Design (3)
One art history course (FA 108 suggested) (3)
9 hours in studio art andlor art history, of which
at least 6 hours must be in courses numbered
300 or above. FA 124, FA 201, *FA300, FA 304,
FA 305, FA 307, FA 310, FA 313, FA 314, and
FA320 may be used to meet this requirement.
FA 317 Thaching of Art (2)
**FA 416 Art Methods and Materials (2)
25 hours (including hours satisfied in Basic
Studies and professional studies)
·Prrrtq: Admiuion to tM WJcMr NUCOlion progrTJm. Required in
pro{UlIioTull ttudw, for eklmnrory progrTJm. May be , ubdituteci for
FA 317 and FA 416.

"1'nrtq: Admit,ion to 1M WJcMr edua;zlion progrTJm.
ART COURSES FOR NONMAJORS

FA 100 Art Appreciation.
S bra
The aim is to acquaint students with art philosophies,
their elements, principles, and values. Non·art majors
or minors only.
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FA 101 IntroductioD to Art.
S hr8
Studio and lecture course designed to develop seeing
and understanding of the formal and cultural aspects
of the visual arts. Guided attendance at selected exhibitions on an optional basis may be provided. Non-art
rruUors only.

FA un Reason and Revolution.
S bra
An examination of the transition in political history,
philosophy, art,literature, and music from Puritan England and Louis XIV's France to Napoleon. Tham taught
by members of the Art and History departments. This
course satisfies one art or one history requirement. Note:
See Honors Humanities Courses, page 46.
FA 166 Graphic Design for Nonmajors.
S hrs
Introduction to typography and illustration. Problems
will explore fundamental design and basic production
considerations and the development of a professional
design thought process.
FA 166 Ceramics for Nonmajors.
S hrs
A hands-on approach to provide students with the opportunity to develop skills and aesthetic understanding
in forming, glazing, and kiln stacking. The emphasis in
this beginning course is on handbuilding forms; however, the use of the potter's wheel will be introduced the
latter part of the semester.
FA 167 Jewelry for Nonmajors.
S bra
A hands-on approach to provide students with the opportunity to develop artistic and technical skills with
metal and other jewelry materials.
ART EDUCATION COURSES

Art education courses cannot be substituted for
studio or art history requirements.
FA SOO Art Integration for the Elementary Thacher.
4 brs
Understanding, appreciation, and awareness of art in
its varied contemporary and multicultural contexts.
Emphasis on three main areas: a) appreciation and understanding of the subject, b) art concepts and processes,
aesthetic education, and their relationship to general
education, c) integration of art into the general classroom procedures to enhance learning. Non·art mqjors
only.
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FA 317 Teaching of Art.
2hrs
Focuses on discipline-based art educa.tion and will include library research, readings, writings, and discussions of current events aided by presentations of guest
speakers. Final requirement: the development of a wri~
ten personal philosophy pertaining to the teaching of
art and the formulation of a general curriculum. Not
open to students on academic probation.
Prereq: Junior standing.

tures; typographic history and theory. Introduces appropriate tools.
Prereq: FA 201.

FA 416 Art Methods and Materials.
2hrs
Designed to prepare students for their role in the classroom from the inception of an idea to the devel!opment
of a unit of study. Planning, revising, and pn:~senting
specific units which incorporate the four discipllines. Not
open to students on academic probation.
Prereq: FA 317, junior standing.

FA231 Three-Dimensional Design.
3 hrs
Basic study of three-dimensional structures and systems.

STUDIO ART COURSES

FA210 Life Drawing.
3 bra
Study of the human form through drawing. Primarily
nude models are used for subject matter. Various media
are explored in search of the figurative element.
Prereq: FA 123 and FA 124, or department permission.

FA232 Representational Drawing.
3 bra
A course in analytical drawing emphasizing the use of
volume, light, and structure in the construction of a
variety of representationally illusionistic objects and
environments.
Prereq: FA 124.

FA 122 Two-Dimensional Design.
3 hrs
A foundation course dealing with an analytical approach
to the study of the elements of design: color, linel, shape,
value, pattern, texture, and form.

FA 235 Textiles.
3 bn
An introductory textiles class dealing with concepts of design as they relate to fiber structures and fabric processes.
Prereq: FA 122 and FA 123.

FA 123 Drawing L
3 hrs
A beginning drawing course for students who plan to
specialize in art. A variety of media and approaches help
the student to achieve the control necessary in drawing. Individual problems are assigned and group criticism is frequent.
Prereq: Art major or minor only.

FA 302 Intermediate Graphic Design I.
3 hrt
Deals intensively with conceptual and technical issues;
explores topics relevant to audience demographic; theories, philosophies, aesthetics and techniques related to
mass audience communication. Introduces appropriate
methodologies.
Prereq: FA 205.

FA 124 Drawing D.
3 hrs
Emphasis is on study of composition as an extension of
the principles explored in Drawing I. Imaginative organization is stressed. Extensive experimentation with
various media. Subjects such as the human figure are
introduced as drawing problems.
Prereq: FA 123.

FASOS Intermediate Graphic Design D
3 hrt
Course analyzes symbol codes as learned and interpreted
messages. Projects explore audience; context; sequence;
theories, philosophies, aesthetics, techniques and cultural references in symbol language message building.
Introduces appropriate methodologies.
Prereq: FA 205 .

FA 201 Introduction to Graphic Design I.
3 bra
Projects examine two-dimensional typographic space;
language sequence and information hierarchy; type
families and their structure; typographic aesthetic; typographic history. Introduces appropriate toole..
Prereq: FA 122, FA 123, one art history course

FA304 Beginning Photographic Imagery.
S hrs
Introduction to photography as an art form. Basic camera and darkroom techniques demonstrated, with emphasis on exhibition printing. Student must furnish own
camera equipment.
Prereq: FA 122 and FA 123.

FA 2015 Introduction to Graphic Design D.
3 hrs
Projects examine type methodology; complE~x typographic systems; rhetorical devices; word-ima@[e struc-

FAS06 Printmaking.
S hrs
Acquaintance with graphic techniques; woodcut and
silkscreen. Prereq: FA 210. Art majors only.
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FA 306 Prlntmalting.
3 hrs
Advanced graphic techniques with emphasis on developmentofindividua1style through experimentation with
etching and processes.
Prereq: FA 305. Art majors only.

FA 321 Jewelry.
3 hrs
Processes and techniques applied toward a professional
development in jewelry design. Advanced processes,
casting. setting of precious stones.
Prereq: FA 320 or equiuaient.

FA 307 Ceramics.
3hrs
Basic ceramics, including wheel throwing and
handbuilding techniques, compounding earthenware
and stoneware clay bodies, formulating glazes, firing
electric and gas kilns.
Prereq: FA 231 or department permission.

FA 323 Intermediate Photographic Imagery.
3 hrs
Advanced black and white techniques and alternative
processes are demonstrated. Development of personal
vision is realized through individual projects and discussion.
Prereq: FA 304. Art major or department permission.

FA 308 Ceramics.
S bra
Advanced ceramic techniques, emphasis on personal
expression, compounding of individual clay bodies and
glazes, loading and firing of kilns.
Prereq: FA 307. Art majors only.

FA 824 De8ign and Development of Public Works of
M.
3hrs
An experimental studio course in which students and
instructors will design, plan, and execute urban environmental murals, sculpture, parks. and malls.
Prereq: Departnrent permission.

FA 310 Sculpture.
3 hrs
Exploratory experiences in volume and space; the use
of clay, stone, wood, metal, etc.
Prereq: FA 231. Art majors only.
FA311 Sculpture.
3 hrs
Continuing experiences in volume and space; development
of further skills with sculpture materials and concepts.
Prereq: FA 310. Art majors only.

FAStS Painting.
S hnI
Painting problems; development of technique and concepts through experimentation with painting media.
Prereq: FA 122 and FA 124. Art majors only.
FA S14 Watercolor I.
S hnI
Intensive exploration of watercolor techniques with
emphasis on developing individuality and self-expression related to the medium.
Prereq: FA 122 and FA 124. Art majors only.
FASt6 Life Drawing.
3 hnI
Advanced study problems; the human form as composition and design; varied media.
Prereq: FA 210. Art majors only.

FA 320 Jewelry.
3 hrs
Design and creation of jewelry by fabricating, casting,
lapidary, stone setting, and combination of metal and
wood.. Emphasis on the aesthetic aspect of decorative
art objects.
Prereq: FA231 or department permission. Art majors only.

FA 346 Image Making I.
3 hnI
Image making as it applies to the materials and processes of communicating specific visual concepts.introduces a wide variety of materials and imaging method •.
Prereq: FA 205.
FA 348 Intermediate Graphic Design Workshop. 3 hrs
Practicum dealing with various aspects of visual communication.
Prereq: FA 302 and FA 303.
FA 3M Textile8.
3 bn
An intermediate textiles class dealing with concepts and
design as they relate to fiber structures, created either
on or off the loom.
Prereq: FA 235. Art rruVors only.

FA 356 Textiles.
3 hrs
An intermediate textiles class dealing with concepts and
design as they relate to basic fabric processes of surface
decoration and manipulation.
Prereq: FA 235. Art majors only.
FA 387 Cooperative Education.
3 hrs
Employment in a graphic design finn, studio, or agency
with an opportunity for practical design experience.
Placement approval required by graphic design area.
Prereq: Department permission.
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FA 405 Printmaking.
S hrs
An advanced laboratory course designed for ar1~ majors
specializing in graphics. Individual assignment-s in creative use of the more fundamental techniques learned
in previous courses.
Prereq: FA 306. Art majors only.

FA 406 Printmaking.
8hn
An advanced laboratory course for art major!! taking
their sequence in graphics. Projects could include lithography, etching, and aquatint processes plus individual
assignments.
Prereq: FA 405. Art majors only.

FA 407 Ceramics.
8hn
Intensive work for art majors specializing in ceramics
with an emphasis on larger scaled, increasin!~ly complex techniques and forms. Historical and contemporary
works examined.
Prereq: FA 308. Art majors only.
FA 408 Ceramics.
8hn
Summation of the undergraduate ceramics program;
emphasis on individual style, production techniques,
studio management, exhibition programs.
Prereq: FA 407. Art majors only.
FA 409 Advanced Photographic Imagery.
S bra
The contextual development of personal vision is emphasized through discussion of the student's work in
relationship to established photographers' work.
Prereq: FA 304, FA 323.
FA410 Metal Casting Techniques.
S hrs
An advanced sculpture course covering all aspects of
the lost wax casting process. Includes infornliltion on
other metal casting processes and on construction and
operation of an inexpensive sculpture foundry.
Prereq: FA 310 or department permission..
FA 411 Sculpture.
S hrs
Advanced sculpture problems, including steel and open
form construction; intensive study of contennporary
methods and techniques of sculpture.
Prereq: FA 311 or department permission. Art majors only.

FA 412 Sculpture.
8hn
Advanced sculpture problems; development ofindividual
style in three-dimensional form.
Prereq: FA 411. Art majors only.
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

FA41S Painting.
S bra
Further development of painting skills and aesthetic
understanding ofthe two-dimensional surface complex.
Emphasis on development of individual style.
Prereq: FA 313. Art majors only.
FA414 Watercolor n.
8hn
Further development of watercolor skins and aesthetic
understanding of the two-dimensional surface complex.
Emphasis on development of individual style.
Prereq: FA 314. Art majors only.
FA 418 Portraiture.
8hn
Emphasizes analytical drawing and painting of the vol·
ume and structure of the human form; also those specifics of detail and gesture necessary to illusionistically
represent a person.
Prereq: FA 210.
FA419 Life Drawing.
S hrs
The study of the human form as part of the development of a personal style in art.
Prereq: FA 316. Art majors only.
FA42S Watercolor m.
8hn
Further development of individual style in watercolor.
Prereq: FA 414. Art majors only.
FA 424 Watercolor IV.
8hn
Further development of individual style in watercolor.
Prereq: FA 423. Art majors only.
FA4SZ Drawing m.
S bra
Drawing as expressive composition. Integration of the
techniques of previous courses. Development of individual directions. Includes a variety of media and the
study of master drawings.
Prereq: FA 210. Art majors only.
FA433 Color Theory.
S hrs
An advanced course, which can be used as part of the
BFA painting sequence, dealing with formal problems
of color phenomena and interaction in painting. New
media and contemporary concepts are emphasized. Studio and lecture.
Prereq: FA 313.
FA 489 Life Drawing.
8 bra
The study of the human form as part of the development of a personal style of art.
Prereq: FA 419. Art majors only.
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FA 441 Studie8 in Clay and Glaze8.
3hrs
Research and experimentation with earthenware, stone·
ware, and porcelain clays and slips. Students will ex·
amine, fonnulate, calculate, vary, and correct glazes for
low and high temperatures, in electric and gas firings.
Prereq: FA 407 or departTMnt permission.
FA 442 Jewelry.
3 hrs
Advanced problems such as raising metal into hollow
forms, cutting and polishing of gem stones, gem identi·
tication, and advanced metal joining and forming pro·
cesses.
Prereq: FA 321. Art majors only.
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FA 480 Painting.
3 hrs
Further development of individual painting style.
Prereq: FA 413. Art majors only.
FA 481 Painting.
3 hrs
Further development of individual painting style.
Prereq: FA 480. Art majors only.
FA 487 Cooperative Education.
3 hrs
Continuation of FA 387.
Prereq: FA 387. Approval by graphic design area.
ART HISTORY COURSES

FA443 Jewelry.
3 bra
Individual advanced problems injewehy and metalworking.
Prereq: FA 442. Art majors only.

FA 107 Art History Survey I.
3 bra
A survey of the development of the visual arts from cave
art to the early Renaissance.

3 bra
FA 449 Photography Portfolio.
Development of a unitied body of work representing the
undergraduate photographic experience and culminating in a photographic project.
Prereq: FA 409.

FA 108 Art History Survey n.
3 bra
A continuation of Art History Survey I from the Renais·
sance through modern times.

FA 455 Textiles.
3hrs
Advanced problems in fiber structure and fabric processes. Emphasis on innovative development of images.
Prereq: FA 355 or FA 356. Art majors only.

FA 460 Advanced Graphic De8ign.
3hrs
Advanced work in visual communications; students are
exposed to theories, philosophies. aesthetics, techniques
and experiences used in complex visual communication
environments. (Course may be repeated twice for credit.)
Prereq: FA 302, and FA 303.
FA 462 Image Making n.
3 hrs
Image malting as applied to advanced communication
concepts. Students are exposed to theories, philosophies,
aesthetics, techniques, and experiences used in visual
message building.
Prereq: FA 346 and FA 302 or FA 303.
FA 464 Advanced Graphic Design Workshop.
3 hrs
Special problems with various aspects of visual communication of particular interest to advanced visual communication students.
Prereq: FA 302 and FA 303

FA 215 History of 19th Century Art.
S bra
Begins with a survey of European art in the late 18th
century as the beginning of the modem period, and concludes with Post-Impressionism at the end of the 19th
century.
Prereq: FA 107 and FA 108.
FA 218 History of 20th Century Art.
3 bra
A survey of the visual arts of the 20th century, from
Post-Impressionism through the latest contemporary
developments.
Prereq: FA 215 or department permission.
FA 222 African and African American Art.
3 hrs
Surveys the visual arts of African and African American artists. Discussion of the fonn and content of Afri·
can art in relation to its function in tribal life. Historical survey of African American artists with emphasis
on current works.
FA 336 American Painting and Sculpture Prior to
World War n.
S bra
Asurvey of American art. inc1uding European influences
and the evolution of native American characteristics.
Prereq: FA 107 and FA 108, or departTMnt permission.
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FA 336 History of Impressionism and Post.Impressionism.
3 bra
Focuses on an understanding and appreciation of the
painting, sculpture, and graphic arts of the last three
decades of the 19th century.
Prereq: FA 108 or FA 215.
FAMO History ofCla88ica1 Art.
3 bra
A study of the art and architecture of the classical civilization of Greece and Rome.
Prereq: FA 107 or department permission.
FA 341 History of Renaissance Art.
3 hrs
A history of art from the Proto-Renaissance (about 1250
AD) through the period of mannerism (1600).
Prereq: FA 107 or FA 108.
FA 421 History of Oriental Art.
3 bra
A survey of the art of the Far East, with significant examples chosen from India, China, Japan; investigation
of the influences forming their styles.
FA 422 Chinese and Japanese Art History.
3 bra
A detailed study of the major figure and landscape painters of China and Japan along with the ceramic, jade,
and bronze traditions.
Prereq: FA 107 or FA 108 or FA 421 or department permission.
FA 426 Medieval Art History.
8 hrs
The development of medieval art from the Early Chris·
tian through Gothic periods.
Prereq: FA 107 or FA 108 or department permission.

jar stylistic trends, Greek Revival, International Style,
will be traced back through their origins and development.
Prereq: FA 107 or FA 108 or department permission.
FA 430 Mesoamerican Art.
8hrs
A survey ofthe art of Mesoamerica, the civilization that
existed in Mexico and Central America from about 1500
B.C. until the coming of CorMs in 1519. The major emphasis of the course will be on urban planning architecture and monumental sculpture. Significant attention
will also be devoted to painting. ceramics, small-scale
sculpture, textiles, and jewelry.
Prereq: Junior or senior stantling, department permission.
FA 436 Women in Art.
8hrs
A survey of the contributions of female artists in the
history of art. Discussions will include the history of
women as patrons of the arts, and the uses of the female image in art.
Prereq: FA 108 or department permission.
FA 440 Art since 1945.
8hrs
A study of contemporary art from 1945 to the present
with an intensive concentration on recent developments
in art. A continuation of FA 216.

P"'''''l: FA 216.
SPECIAL TOPICS COURSES

These courses are available to all art students.
FA 177/1781179 Special '!bpic..

112/3 hrs

An exploration and study of topics not covered in other

FA 427 Baroque Art.
3hrs
Principal developments in Italian and northern art of
the 17th century. Emphasis on major themes and aesthetic problems.
Prereq: FA 107 or FA 108 or department permission.
FA428 Seminar in 20th Century Art.
3 bra
Readings, reports, and group discussions on 20th century art. '!bpics may vary.
Prereq: FA 216 or art 1tUJjor.
FA429 History of American Architecture.
3 hrs
Exploration of styles and techniques in American architecture from the colonial period to the present with
special emphasis on the sources in foreign traditions.
Major figures, including Thomas Jefferson. Louis
Sullivan, Frank Lloyd Wright, Eero Saarinen, and rnaUNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
FA 2771278/279 Special Topics.
INS bra
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permissum.
FA 377/3781379 Special Topics.
11213 hr8
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.

Prereq: Department permission.
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FA 477/478/479 Special Topics.
11213 brs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
INDEPENDENT STUDY COURSES

These courses are available to all art students.

FA 497/4981499 Independent Study.
11213 hrs
Advanced study on an individual basis in areas in which
the department does not have regular course work.
Prereq: Department permission.
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BIOLOGY
Douglas Y. Shapiro
Department Head
316 Mark Jefferson
487-4242
Professors: Howard D. Booth, Najati S. Ghosheh, Gary
L. Hannan, Edith M. Hurst, Dennis C. Jackson,
Merlyn C. Minick, Douglas Y. Shapiro, Suzanne J.
Stevens, Paul A. Volz, Glenn K Walker
Associate Professors: Catherine E. Bach, Jamin
Eisenbach, Allen Kurta, Robert K Neely, John A.
Novak, r. Peter Reinthal, George Simone, James L.
Vanden Bosch, Elizabeth L. Waffle
Assistant Professors: Teresa M. Morron, Robert S.
Winning
The Biology department otTers a major in biology
with four specified fields of concentration: ecosystem
biology, general biology, microbiology, and physiology;
and four minors: biology, botany, zoology, and conservation and resource use. The department also provides
programs in preforestry, premedicine (allopathic and
osteopathic), preoptometry, and prepodiatry. In addition,
there is an adviser for veterinary medicine.
Modern laboratories for course work and research
under personal supervision of faculty are located in the
Mark Jefferson building, and the J. Milton Hover laboratory and greenhouse. The adjacent Loesell Field Laboratory, nearby Huron River, and Ford Lake are available for field course work and research.
Field-oriented courses are taught at EMU's Kresge
Environmental Education Center in Lapeer County (described under University Campuses at the back of this
catalog) and at the Conservation Training School at
Higgins Lake under joint auspices of EMU, Central
Michigan University, Western Michigan University, the
University of Michigan, and the Michigan Department
of Conservation.
Registration for any courses offered by any of the
participating universities at Higgins Lake is handled by
EMU's Office ofConLinuing Education. CoUl"Ses are nurmally a week long during the summer and carry one or
two semester hours of credit. Only one course can be
elected at a time. Students must apply in advance; enrollment is limited and acceptance is in order ofapplication. Students desiring to receive credit from EMU and
who indicate this on their application will be enrolled on
EMU forms. eliminating the need for transcripts. Room
and board are available. Information can be obtained from
the Office of Continuing Education in Goodison Hall.
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

Course work in tropical ecology is offered by the
department when justified by demand and when arrangements can be made in a tropical area for laboratory facilities and living quarters for staff and students.
The department supports a student chapter of Beta
Beta Beta, the national biological honorary society. All
biology majors and minors are encouraged to participate in its activities.
Degrees:
Bachelor of Science
Bachelor of Arts

Progr8lnsofStudy
Major in Biology:
Biology for elementary education
Biology for secondary education
Concentrations:
Ecosystem biology (aquatic and terrestrial)
General biology
Microbiology
Physiology
Minors:
Biology
Biology for elementary education
Biology for secondary, K-12, and special educationsecondary
Botany
Zoology
Conservation a nd resource use

Preprofessional programs:
Preclriropractic
Preforestry
Premedicine (allopathic and osteopathic)
Preoptometry
Prepodiatry
Departmental advising procedures are posted opposite
the biology office (316 Mark Jefferson), or this office may
be contacted for additional information.
SPECIAL ADvISING REQUIREMENTS

Prospective biology majors/minors should declare
their majors/minors through the Academic Advising
Center (Pierce Hall) as soon as possible after their admission to the University.
1b graduate with a rTU\ior in biology, the student must
meet with a biology faculty adviser to select one of the
areas of concentration in the major. This meeting must
take place as early as possible but no later than the end of
the sophomore year. All transfer students must contact a
biology faculty adviser during their first semester at EMU.
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Biology majors who elect a botany or zoology mi·
nor must file an approved program of required/elective
courses for the minor with their faculty adviser and
undergraduate coordinator. Program changes will require prior written approval of the faculty adviser and
undergraduate coordinator. Minors in either botany or
zoology are not approved teaching minora for secondary
teacher certification.
Conservation and resource use minor electives
must be approved by the advising coordinator listed
below. Substitutes on the approved program will count
toward its completion only if approved by the coordina·
tor.
Premedical and preosteopathic medical students
must meet with the advising coordinator to take advantage of the Premedical Advisory Committee system for
expediting medical school admission testing and recommendation.
Advising Coordinators:
Undergraduate coordinator: John A Novak
Conservation and resource use: Catherine E. Bach
Ecosystem biology: Robert K.. Neely
Elementary science education: Suzanne J. Stevens
General biology: John A. Novak
Microbiology: James L. VandenBosch
Physiology: Contact Biology Department for current
advisor
Preforestry: Gary L. Hannan
Premedicine (allopathic and osteopathid, preoptometry,
pre podiatry, and prechiropractic: Contact Biology
Department for current advisor
Preveterinary medicine: Elizabeth L. Waflle
Secondary biology education: John A. Novak
Graduate study leads to a Master of Science degree in
biology with concentrations in community college biology teaching, molecular/celluJar biology. These programs
are described in the Graduate Catalog.
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major or minor, although credit earned in this course
will count toward the 124 hours required for graduation.)
Clu!mistry Requirement: The minimum requirement in chemistry for all biology majors is CHM 121·
124 General Chemistry 1-11 with labs, and either of the
following sequences: CHEM 270-271 Organic Chemis·
try with lab and CHEM 461 Biochemistry I, or CHEM
371·373 Organic Chemistry I and II with laboratory.
Students who plan to pursue graduate work in biology
or are in a pre-professional program should select CHEM
371·373 Organic Chemistry I-II with lab. It is highly
recommended that CHEM 451-453 Biochemistry I-II
with Jab also be selected by students who plan to pursue graduate work in biology.
Physics Requirement: The minimum requirement
in physics for all biology majors is PHY 221 Mechanics,
Sound, and Heat and PHY 222 Electricity and Light.
Mathematics Requirement: The minimum requirement in mathematics for all biology majors is MATH
120 Calculus I or MATH 270 Elementary Statistics I. It
is strongly recommended that students who plan to pursue graduate work in biology take MATH 120 Calculus
I and MATH 121 Calculus II, as well as MATH 270 Elementary Statistics I.
The following courses may NOT be counted toward
a biology major or minor; BIOL 105 Biology and the
Human Species, ESCI 302 Elementary School Science,
ESCI 303 Science for the Elementary Teacher, BIOL 205
Field Biology, and BIOL403 Methods and Materials for
Teaching BioJogy.
Sem hours
Major in biology ................................................ 30-62
1. Required basic courses .................................. 11
BOTN 221 General Botany ............................... 4
WOL 222 General Zoology ............................... 4
BIOL 301 Genetics ............................................. 3
2. Field of concentration .............................. 19·51
EcosySTEM BIOLOGY CONCENTRATION (AQUATIC AND

ACADEMIC MAJORS
B IOLOGY MAJOR
Majors should start with BOTN 221 General
Botany followed by ZOOL 222 General Zoology in their
freshman year. Majors without a strong high sehool biology preparation should take BIOL 105 Biology and
the Human Species before electing either BOTN 221 or
ZOOL 222. (BIOL 105 will not count toward the biology

TERRESTRIAL)

In addition to the 11 semester hours of basic course
work required of all biology majors, this concentration
includes 20 semester hours of required courses and a
required group science minor of31 semester hours.
Honors courses requiring that students meet certain qualifications are available with this concentration.
These are listed at the end of this concentration and
can be explained by the advising coordinator.
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Semhours
Ecosystem biology concentration (aquatic and
terre8trial) ............................................................ 54
1. Required courses ........................................... 20
BIOL 320 Introduction to Cell Physiology ........ 4
A botany taxonomic field course· ...................... 3
A zoology taxonomic field course· .... " ............... 3

BIOL 420 General Ecology ................................ 4
Approved electives ............................................. 6
-Sa lilt at end ofgfllU?ral biology concentration..
2. Required group science minor .................... 34
CHEM 121 General Chemistry I ....................... 3
CHEM 122 General Chemistry I Laboratory ... 1
CHEM 123 General Chemistry II ..................... 3
CHEM 124 General Chemistry II Laboratory .. 1
PHY 221 Mechanics, Sound, and Heat ............. 4
PHY 222 Electricity and Light .......................... 4
GEOL 160 Physical Geology .............................. 4
GESC 324 Weather .............. ,..... ,....... ,....... ,....... 3
COSC 137 Introduction to FORTRAN
Programming, COSC 138 Computer Science I,
or COSC 237 Computer Programming and
Numeric Methods ........................................... 3
7bke one of the following sequences ............................. 8
CHEM 270 Organic Chemistry (4)
CHEM 271 Organic Chemistry Laboratory (1)
CHEM 451 Biochemistry I (3)

or
CHEM 371 Organic Chemistry I (3)
CHEM 372 Organic Chemistry II (3)
CHEM 373 Organic Chemistry Laboratory (2)
In addition, it is strongly recommended that students intending to pursue graduate work take the following:
CHEM 452 Biochemistry II (3)
CHEM 453 Biochemistry Laboratory (2)
Honors courses
BIOL 387/487 Cooperative Education ........... 3/3
BIOL 488 Honors Practicum in Ecosystem Biology
2
BIOL 497/498/499 Independent Study ....... 1I2J3
GENERAL BIOLOGY CONCENTRATION

Students entering preprofessional programs in
chiropractic medicine, dentistry, allopathic medicine,
osteopathic medicine, podiatry, veterinary medicine, or
optometry; a nd students specializing in field biology,
plant and a nimal taxonomy, cell biology, preforestry, or
laboratory and museum research may select the gent}NDERCRADUAT£CATALOC

eral biology concentration as preparation for continuing in a professional or graduate school program.
Students who are uncertain about a concentration
may prefer the flexibility of the general biology concentration, which allows a broad spectrum of biology courses
to explore without precluding later specialization.
Note: Within this 30 semester hour major there
MUST be at least seven hours each in botany (may in·
clude microbiology) and at least seven hours in zoology.
An experience at a biological station is recommended.
Semhours
General biology concentration ........................... 19
BIOL 320 Introduction to Cell Physiology ........ 4
One taxonomic field course· (in either botany or
zoology) ......................................................... .. 3
BIOL 420 General Ecology ................................ 4
· See list at end of concentration.
Electives ..................................................................... 8
Choose eight semester hours in biology, botany,
microbiology, or zoology except BIOL 105 Biology and
the Human Species, BIOL 205 Field Biology, BIOL
207 Eleme nts of Ecology, ZOOL 326 Human
Physiology, ESCI 302 Elementary School Science,
ESCI 303 Science for the Elementary Thacher, and
BIOL 403 Methods and Materials for Thaching
Biology.

Courses designated as botanical taxonomic field
courses:
BOTN 354 Trees and Shrubs
BOTN 450 Aquatic Tracheophyta
BOTN 451 Freshwater Algae
BOTN 453 Taxonomy and Ecology of Diatoms
BOTN 455 Systematic Botany
Courses designated as zoological taxonomic field
courses:
ZOOL 300 Natural History oflnvertebrate8
WOL 310 Natural History of Vertebrates
ZOOL 421 Entomology
ZOOL 422 Ichthyology
ZOOL 425 Ornithology
ZOOL 474 Herpetology
WOL 480 Protozoology
WOL 482 Aquatic Entomology
WOL 485 Mammalogy
Chemistry requirements ...................................... 16
CHEM 121 General Chemistry I ....................... 3
CHEM 122 General Chemistry I Laboratory ... 1
CHEM 123 Genera} Chemistry II ..................... 3
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CHEM 124 General Chemistry II Laboratory .. 1
'Thke one of the following sequences ............................. 8
CHEM 270 Organic Chemistry (4)
CHEM 271 Organic Chemistry Laboratory (1)
CHEM 451 Biochemistry I (3)
or
CHEM 371 Organic Chemistry I (3)
CHEM 372 Organic Chemistry II (3)
CHEM 373 Organic Chemistry Laboratory (2)
In addition, it is strongly recommended that students intending to pursue graduate work take the following:
CHEM 452 Biochemistry II (3)
CHEM 453 Biochemistry Laboratory (2)
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Group B-CellularlMolecular Biology
MICR 340 Basic Virology, BIOL 461 Oncology,
·BIOL 640 Cell Biology
Group C-Medical Microbiology
MICR 432 Clinical Microbiology, BOTN 446
Medical Mycology, ZOOL 462 Parasitology
Group D-EnvironmentallField and Applied
Microbiology
BOTN 404 Mycology, BOTN 451 Freshwater
Algae, BOTN 453 Taxonomy and Ecology of
Diatoms, MICR 442 Microbial Ecology, MICR
445 Food Microbiology, ZOOL 480 Protozoology,
·BOTN 540 Plant Morphology of Algae and
Fungi
·Qw:di{ied .tI.CtUnt. ntlJy take gradU4te /euel COI.CfW. (luted in t~
catalcg) with approval of their adviMr and t~ GradU4te

gradlUJte

MlCROB10LOOY CONCENTRATlON

School.

Students selecting this concentration will be prepared for an entry-level position in microbiology and for
entry into a professional program in biotechnology, medicine (allopathic and osteopathic), dentistry, veterinary
science, pharmacy, or public health. It is a good second
major for students in medical technology.
This program of study meets the educational requirements established by the American Academy of
Microbiology (AAM). Students who complete this program and then meet the additional experience requirements set by the academy are eligible to make formal
application for the examinations to become a registered
microbiologist RM (AAM).
A biochemistry minor is required. Mathematics
courses are specified. Students with a GPAof3.0 or better and those planning on graduate work in microbiology are encouraged to take the higher level organic
chemistry courses (CHEM 371-373), biochemistry
courses (CHEM 451-453), and physics courses (PHY 223
and PHY 224) rather than the lower numbered courses.

3.

Semhours
Microbiology concentration ................................ 29
1. Required courses ........................................... 17
MICR 329 General Microbiology ....................... 6
MlCR 333 Principles of Immunology ................ 3
MICR 335 ImmWlOIogy and Serology Laboratory ... 2
MICR 444 Microbial Physiology ........................ 3
MICR 452 Advanced Microbiology .................... 4
2. Electives ............................................................ 12
Choose at least one course from each of the following:
Group A-Advanced Genetics
MICR 454 Molecular Biology of Bacteria and
Vrru8CS, >llMICR 641 Microbial Genetics, ·BIOL
542 Molecular Genetics

Required biochemistry minor ................ 22-25

CHEM 121 Genera) Chemistry I ....................... 3
CHEM 122 General Chemistry I Laboratory ... 1
CHEM 123 General Chemistry n ..................... 3
CHEM 124 General Chemistry n Laboratory .. 1
CHEM 281 Quantitative Analysis .................... 4
CHEM 451 Biochemistry I ................................ 3
CHEM 453 Biochemistry Laboratory ............... 2
Take either:
CHEM 270 Organic Chemistry (4)
CHEM 271 Organic Chemistry Laboratory (1)
or
CHEM 371 Organic Chemistry I (3)
CHEM 372 Organic Chemistry n (3)
CHEM 373 Organic Chemistry Laboratory (2)

4.

Mathematics requirement .............................. 4
MATH 120 Calculus I ........................................ 4

Students are encouraged to take at least three semester hours in research and practical experience
through the following courses: MICR 497/4981499lndependent Study (one/two/three credits); MICR 387/487
Cooperative Education (three credits each).
PHYSIOLOGY CONCENTRATION

Students electing this concentration are strongly
advised. to take minors in botany or zoology, and chern·
istry or biochemistry. Students are prepared for a variety of technical laboratory and clinical positions as well
as entry into a professional program such as medicine
(allopathic and osteopathic) or dentistry. It is recommended that students consider continuing with graduate study to expand their career opportunities.

UNDERGRADUATECATALOG
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Semhoura
Physiology concentration .................................... 35
1. Required course ............................................... 4
BIOL 320 Introduction to Cell Physiology ........ 4
2. Restricted electives ......................................... 9
Choose nine credits from the following:
BOTN 442 Plant Physiology, MICR 444 Microbial
Physiology, ZOOL 427 Vertebrate Physiology,
ZOOL 437 Invertebrate Physiology, ZOOL 439
Physiological Ecology.
3. Electives .............................................................. 6
Choose 6 credits from the following:
BIOL 413 Animal and Plant Preservation
Techniques, BIOL 415 Basic Histological
Techniques ,
BIOL
416
Biological
Instrumentation-Theory and Practice, BIOL
420 General Ecology, BIOL 480 Radiation
Biology, · BIOL 540 Cell Biology
BOTN 412 Plant Anatomy
MICR 329 General Microbiology
ZOOL 317 Human Gross Anatomy, ZOOL 323
Animal Embryology, ZOOL 431 Comparative
Anatomy of Vertebrates , ZOOL 404
Mammalian
Hi sto logy,
ZOOL 417
Neuroanatomy
- Qll{Ilifj.ed 8tUcUIlt. may Wire grad/UJu ulJt:l COIlIW. fluted in the

graduau cotc.fog) with approval 0{ their adviM!r and the Grad/UJu
&hooI.

4.

Chemistry Requirement .......................... 16-19
CHEM 121 General Chemistry 1.. ..................... 3
CHEM 122 General Chemistry I Laboratory ... 1
CHEM 123 General Chemistry II ..................... 3
CHEM 124 General Chemistry II Laboratory .. 1
CHEM 451 Biochemistry I ................................ 3
Thke either:
CHEM 270 Organic Chemistry 4
CHEM 271 Organic Chemistry Laboratory 1
or
CHEM 371 Organic Chemistry I 3
CHEM 372 Organic Chemistry II 3
CHEM 373 Organic Chemistry Laboratory 2

ACADEMIC MINORS
BIOLOGY MINOR
Students minoring in biology are strongly advised
to take CHEM 119 Fundamentals of Chemistry or
CHEM 121-124 General Chemistry I-II with labs.
Students with no previous biology in high 8Chool must
follow the directives stated under the biology major by
starting with BIOL 105 Biology and the Human Species.
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

Semhours
Minor in biology ............................................... 2()..24
1. R.equired co·uraes ............................................ 11
BOTN 221 General Botany ............................... 4
ZOOL 222 General Zoology ............................... 4
BIOL 301 Genetics ............................................. 3
2. Electives· ............................................................ 9
Choose 9 credits from the following: biology,
botany, microbiology, or zoology except ESCI 302
Elementary School Science, ESCI 303 Science
for the Elementary Teacher, BIOL 105 Biology
and the Human Species, BIOL 205 Field
Biology, and BIOL 403 Methods and Materials
for Teaching Biology. Either BIOL 204 The
Biology of Cancer or BIOL 239 Biology of Aging
may be used in this minor, but not both courses.
-No morr tMn two hOUri of tl«tilJt:. tOWGm the mi1Wr may bit IQ}un
in any combinotion 0{ BIOL IBOTN IZOOL 497149814991ndt/Xn·
cUnt Study COUnt•. BJOL / BOTNIMICR fZOOL 387/ 487 Coo/XrtI.
ti~

EdUCfltwn

COIUW.

wi/I not COIlnt on thu minM:. A minimum 0{

thru tl«tilJt: houri MUST N Mhcted {rom 300·klJt:l or hishtr courx•.

BOTANY MINOR
Open only to students majoring in Biology. Students electing this minor must file an approved program
of required/elective courses with a faculty advisor and
with the Department of Biology Undergraduate Coordinator. Any program changes require prior written approIJal of the faculty advisor and the Department of Biology Undergraduate Coordinator.
This minor is not to be considered as a teaching
minor for prospective elementary or secondary teachers. Prospective teachers who wish to elect this minor
must complete a second minor outside of the Biology
Department to satisfy t he current requirements for
teacher certification.
Sem hours
Minor in botany ..................................................... 20

ZoOWGY MINOR
Open only to students majoring in Biology. Students electing this minor must file an approved program
of required/elective courses with a faculty advisor and
with the Department of Biology Undergraduate Coordinator. Any program changes require prior written
approval of the faculty advisor and the Department of
Biology Undergraduate Coordinator.
This minor is not to be considered as a teaching
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minor for prospective elementary or secondary teachers. Prospective teachers who wish to elect this minor
must complete a second minor outside of the Biology
Department to satisfy the current requirements for
teacher certification.
Bemhours
Minor iD zoology .................................................... 20

CONSERVATION AND REsOURCE USE
MINOR
This program is administered jointly by the heads
of the Biology department; the Economics department;
the Geography department; and the Sociology, Anthropology, and Criminology department.
Students electing this minor must confer with the
advising coordinator for conservation and resource use
to obtain an approved schedule of electives. Substitutions on the approved program will count only if approved by the adviser.
Students are urged to take PLSC 202 State and
Local Government.
Bem hours
Minor in conservatioD aDd resource use ......... 24
1. Required courses ........................................... IS
• GESC 108 Earth Science or GEOL 160 Pbysical
Geology ........................................................... 4
u BIOL 207 Elements of Ecology ...................... 2
BIOL 224 Principles of Conservation ............... 4
••• ECON 200 The American Economy ............ 3
2. Electives ............................................................ 11
Choose 11 credits from the following (approved by the
advising coordinator):
BOTN 215 Economic Botany, BOTN 221 General
Botany, ZooL 222 General Zoology, BIOL 410
Limnology, BIOL 412 Biogeography, BIOL 436
Terrestrial Ecosystems, and any taxonomic
field course.
CHEM 115 Chemistry and Society, CHEM 415
Environmental Chemistry
ECON 201-202 Principles of Economics I-II,
ECON 336 Economics of Environment and
Natural Resources , ECON 337 Energy
Economics and Policies
GESC 114 National Parks and Monuments,
GESC 208 Natural Environmental Hazards,
GEOG 215 Introduction to Urban and Regional
Planning, GEOG 235 Economic Geography,
GEOL 229 Rocks of Michigan, GESC 305Aerial
Photograph Interpretation, GEOG 310 Energy
Awareness , GEOG 320 Geography of the
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United States and Canada, GESC 320 The
Oceans, GESC 324 Weather, GESC 327 Soil
Science, GEOG 332 Urban Geography, GEOG
361 Geography of Population, GESC 424
Climatology, GEOL 448 Hydrogeology, GESC
495 Environmental Assessment and Planning
SOCL 306 The Urban Community, SOCL 334
Population
·St~nt,

requirotd to tafu GESC 108 Earlh

Sc~n~

on a

~

or

mirn>r in th~ aeo,raph:J and GeoiOflY Department will taIu an additional four hou7'l of ~lectiue, on thu minor from thl! approved lut.
•• ~ prerequuit~ (or BJOL 207 El~rMnt, of Ecology u BlOL 105 Bi~
ohJg:y and tM HUrnQn

Spee~ •.

StiUhnu pllJnning to taIu thu minor

.hould ~lffl BlOL 105 (or bal!U!

.tud~,

credit in the {rt.hman :year.

BWlogy TrnVo7'l minoring in conurvaticm will taJe~ BlOL 420 Genual
Ecology on tJu ~r and IJublitituu additional approved ~hctitlf!!. on
the minor.

"·StueUnt. who prefer to elect EGON 201·202 Principlell ofEoonomics 1·11 to IQtu!y basic .tudre. requiren'lentll rnQ:J ,ublltitu~ ECON 201
for EGON 200 ~ Amt-ricon Erenom:J and count EooN 202 ~ on
ekctiw on th~ minor. StiUhnl. who ore required to taAl~ EooN201·202
(or otMr purpOflU on their curricula,

Q in bUllineu administration,
rnQ:J 1Wl count it on th u minor and mu.t .ub.tituteon odditional ~lec·

tiue for EGON 200.

TEACHING MAJORS
BIOLOGY MAJOR
SECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this course of studies, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Secondary Provisional Certificate endorsed in biology, certification code
"VA." and, depending on the minor selected, an additional endorsement. This program of studies meets all
requirements of the National Science Teachers Association. The certification test covering this field is 1#17, "Biology."
Basic Studies
I-B-l. ENGL 121 English Composition (3)
I-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back couer
I-8-S. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back couer
I-B-4 . MATH 120 Calculus I (4) or MATH 270
Elementary Statistics I (3)"
I-B-5. Basic Stud~s require17U!nt. See inside back couer
D-B-I. CHEM 121 General Chemistry 1 (3)"
CHEM 122 General Chemistry I Laboratory (1)"
n-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
noB_S o PRY 221 Mechanics, Sound, and Heat (4)UNDERGRADUATI?CATALOC
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m-B-1. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
ID-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
m-B.s. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
m-B-.&. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-l. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back couer
IV-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B.s. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-4. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
Physical education, military science, or equivalent (2)
Credit hours in Basic Studies: ................................... 50
Teaching Major
Hours must be distributed such as to include at
least seven hours in botany (may include microbiology)
and seven hours in zoology. See note "a" above for courses
applicable to both Basic Studies and the major.
CHEM 123 General Chemistry II (3)
CHEM 124 General Chemistry II Laboratory (l)
BOTN 221 General Botany (4)
PHY 222 Electricity and Light (4)
ZOOL 222 General Zoology (4)
BIOL 301 Genetics (3)
BIOL 320 Introduction to Cell Physiology (4)
BIOL 420 General Ecology (4)
Take OM of the following sequences:
CHEM 270 Organic Chemistry (4)
CHEM 271 Organic Chemistry Laboratory (l)
CHEM 451 Biochemistry I (3)

Credit hours in major and related areas: .................. 46
Minor
Select a minor from the approved list (see p. 363)

Credit hours in minor: .............................................. 20 1
Professional Studies
100 clock hours of approved pre-student teaching
field experiences (0)
EDTC 300 Introduction to Computer Applications
in Education (1)
SPGN 300 Exceptional Children in the Regular
Classroom (1)
EDPS 322 Human Development and Learning (4)
The following courses require formal admission
to the teacher education program:
CURR 305 Curriculum and Methods:
Secondary (3)
RDNG 311 Teaching Reading in the Secondary
Sehool (3)
SOFD 328 Schools in a Multicultural Society (3)
EDPS 340 Introduction to Assessment and
Evaluation (3)
EDMD 345 Media for the Classroom 'Thacher (1)
BIOL 403 Methods and Materials for Teaching
Biology (3)
EDUC 492 Student Thaching (12)

Credit hours in Professional Studies: ........................ 34
Thtal credit hours required, with 2O-hour minor: 160

CHEM 371 Organic Chemistry I (3)
CHEM 372 Organic Chemistry II (3)
CHEM 373 Organic Chemistry Laboratory (2)
OM of'
ZOOL 300 Natural History of Invertebrates (3)
ZOOL 310 Natural History of Vertebrates (3)
BOTN 354 Trees and Shrubs (3)
ZOOL 421 Entomology (3)
ZOOL 422 Ichthyology (3)
ZOOL 425 Ornithology (3)
BOTN 450 Aquatic Tracheophyta (3)
BOTN 451 Freshwater Algae (3)
BOTN 453 Taxonomy and Ecology of Diatoms (3)
BOTN 455 Systematic Botany (3)
ZOOL 474 Herpetology (3)
ZOOL 480 Protozoology (3)
ZOOL 482 Aquatic Entomology (3)
ZOOL 485 Mammalogy (3)
Eight credits in biology, botany, microbiology, or
zoology except BIOL 105, BIOL 205, BIOL 207,
ZOOL326, ESCI 302, ESCI 303, and BIOL403 (8)
UNDERCRADUATE CATALOG

·Course lTfJuired for and applicable to mqjor.

BIOLOGY MAJOR
ELEMENTARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this major, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in biology, certifi·
cation code "DA" The certification test covering this field
is #17, "Biology."
The curriculum for this major is that which is listed
under "Major" in the secondary biology program given
above, plus the "science" requirements from that
program's Basic Studies requirements. Approved minors
are those for the elementary program as given on page
362.
51 hours, not including the minor or course work
applicable to Basic Studies.
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TEACHING MINOR
BIOWGY MINOR

PREMEDICINE (ALLOPATHIC AND
OSTEOPATHIC), PREOPTOMETRY,

ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY, K-12, SPECIAL EDUCATlONELEMENTARY, AND SPECIAL EDUCATION-SECONDARY TEACHER
CERTIFICATION

PREPODIATRY, AND PRECHIROPRACTIC

Successful completion of this minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in biology, certification code "DA." The certification test covering this field
is #17, "Biology."
BOTN 221 General Botany (4)
ZOOL 222 General Zoology (4)
BIOL 301 Genetics (3)
Nine hours from biology, botany, microbiology, or
zoology except BIOL 105, ESCI 302, ESCI 303,
BIOL 205, BIOL 403. Either BIOL 204 or BIOL
239 may be used, but not both. No more than
two hours may be taken in any combination of
BIOLIBOTNI ZOOL 497/498. BIOLIBOTNI
MICHl ZOOL 387/487 will not count.
Strongly advised: CHEM 119; or CHEM 121-122
and CHEM 123-124.
An additional four cognate hours of science, other
than biology, must be completed to meet NCA
requirements (24 hours) for teaching this minor
at the junior-senior high school level. However,
BIOL 403 may be selected for these additional
hours. Students with no previous biology in
high school must start with BIOL 105, which
does not count toward the minor.
24 hours (including hours satisfied in Basic Studies)

PREPROFESSIONAL
PROGRAMS
PREFORESTRY
Forestry schools set their own requirements for
admission. It is imperative that during the first year at
EMU exact requirements be obtained from current catalogs of specific schools at which students seek to complete professional training. Students should initially
follow the general biology program curriculum, which
allows sufficient flexibility to accommodate admission
requirements of professional schools. Students should
consult with the preforestry adviser to establish the most
appropriate program of courses.
The preforestry curriculum is designed for such diverse fields as conservation biology, wildlife management,
resource policy, and fisheries biology, as well as forestry.

Students can complete course requirements at
EMU for admission to optometry, podiatry, and
chiropractic programs. For information on these programs, see the advising coordinator for premedical programs. The requirements are similar to those for
allopathic and osteopathic medical schools as described
below.
While medical schools do not prescribe a premedical curriculum, they expect a thorough understanding
of modem concepts in biology, chemistry, and physics,
and all value mathematical competence, with some
specifying a course sequence in mathematics. Most premedical students, therefore, elect a major in one of these
areas, although this is not mandatory. Most students
earn the bachelor's degree prior to admission to medical school.
An important admission requirement for most
medical schools, the Medical College Admission Test
(MeAT), is given in April and August in various centers
throughout the nation. This test should be taken during the junior year.
Each allopathic and osteopathic medical school
establishes its own admission requirements. The course
requirements are similar but differ enough so that students should consult the catalogs of the schools in which
they are interested. The latest edition ofMedica1 School
Admission Requirements, available at the reference desk
of the EMU library and in the premedicine adviser's
office, should be consulted. The introductory chapters
of this book should be read by every prospective medical student.
If students electing the premedicine sequence are
not achieving at least a 2.75 grade point average (overall and in their major), their chances of acceptance by a
medical school are minimal, and they should plan their
programs so that other professional or vocational goals
are possible.
Students planning to apply for admission to a med.i·
cal school should plan their schedule to include the following general requirements:
Semhours

ENGL 121 English Composition ....................... 3
Elective in English language or literature ....... 3
ZOOL 222 General Zoology ............................... 4
BIOL 301 Genetics ............................................. 3
BIOL 320 Introduction to Cell Physiology ........ 4
UNDERGRADUATECATALQG
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BOTN 221 General Botany ............................... 4
CHEM 121 General Chemistry I ....................... 3
CHEM 122 General Chemistry I Laboratory ... 1
CHEM 123 General Chemistry II ..................... 3
CHEM 124 General Chemistry II Laboratory .. 1
CHEM 371 Organic Chemistry 1 ....................... 3
CHEM 372 Organic Chemistry II ..................... 3
CHEM 373 Organic Chemistry Laboratory ...... 2
CHEM 451 Biochemistry I ................................ 3
PRY 221 Mechanics, Sound, and Heat ............. 4
PRY 222 Electricity and Light .......................... 4
Sociology and psychology courses ..................... 8
Because of the nature of the premedical program,
if the student is a biology or chemistry major it is almost mandatory to follow the first year as patterned
below.

BIOLOGY COURSES

BIOL 105 Biology and the Human Species.
4 hrs
The basic concepts of biology, with emphasis on human
structure and function, as well as key issues and problems confronting the human. Designed for the student
who is taking neither major nor minor in biology. Meets
for two lecture hours, one recitation hour, and three laboratory hours per week. Audio-tutorial laboratory covers
basic biological concepts.
Not open to students with credit in BOTN 221, and/or
ZOOL 222. Does not count toward the major or minor.
BIOL 17711781179 Special Topics.
11213 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: DepartTrU!nt permission.

First YearPremedicine
Semhours
First semester .................................................... 12-18
CHEM 121 General Chemistry I ....................... 3
CHEM 122 General Chemistry I Laboratory ... 1
BOTN 221 General Botany ............................... 4
*Mathematics .................................................. 2-4
Basic studies ................................................... 2-6
**Second semester ............................................ 13-19
CHEM 123 General Chemistry II ..................... 3
CHEM 124 General Chemistry II Laboratory .. 1
*Mathematics .................................................. 2-4
ZOOL 222 General Zoology ............................... 4
Basic studies ................................................... 3-7
·Students with one to two yeorr orleu than high quality algebra talle
MATH 105 College AJgebra. Students with only one year of algebra

BIOL 204 The Biology of Cancer.
2brs
Introduces the types, characteristics, putative causes,
and current treatments of cancer.
Prereq: BIOL 105 or ZOOL 222
BIOL 205 Field Biology.
4 hrs
A lecture, laboratory, and field course in the behavior,
ecology, and broad classification of plants and animals,
giving training in recognition of common plants and
animals of Michigan. Gives background material to the
nonspecialist interested in outdoor life, and to the elementary school teacher. Not open to students having
credit in BOTN 221 General Botany or ZOOL 222 General Zoology except by department permission. Does not
count toward the biology major or biology minor.

talle MATH 104 Intermediate Algebra. fiJllowed by MATH 106 College

Algebra. Students wit/wut trigoMmetry talle MATH 107 Plane 1HgoMmetry.
Although stu&nts may need to ta~ MATH 1041ntermediauA]gebra,
MATH 105 CoJlege Algebra. or MATH 107 Plane 'JrigoMmetry these
COUrxl do rwt satisfy Basic Studies requirements. Students must still
complete a mathematics course from tlw list otopproued mathematics
courses; bWlcgy ~rs willsatafy both basic studies and bWlcgy nwjor

BIOL 207 Elementa of Ecology.
2 hrs
The interactions of plants and animals with their physical and biological environment. Consideration is given
to the way in which principles of ecology are applied in
conservation practices. Lectures and readings are
supplemented by field trips to locations of ecological interest in the area.
-.." mOL 105 or equiooknL Does net count tcuxud the mqjoc

requirements by tailing either MATH 120 Calculus 1 or MATH 270
Elemenrory Statistics.
"Prier to regisreri11ll for tlu! second semester the student .lwuld Bel!
the premedical coordinator.
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BIOL 224 Principles of Conservation.
4 hrs
Introduces the basic resources of water, soil, vegetation,
animal life, land as space, land in its unaltered condition, minerals and human powers, and develops the principles by which they may be wisely utilized and conserved with major emphasis on the renewable resources.
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BIOL 232 Nature Interpretation.
3 hrs
Combines intensive field and museum work in natural
history with practical training and experience in interpretingnatural objects and settings to individuals and groups.
BIOL 239 Biology of Aging.
2 hrs
The study of the aging process at the molecul81r, cellular, tissue, and systems level of organization. Theories
of aging will be considered.
Prereq: 810L 105 or equivalent.
BIOL 2771278/279 Special Topics.
11213 hrs
An examination of topics in biology not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect thi!!1course
more than once as long as different topics are sl~udied.
Prereq: Department permission.
BIOL 301 Genetics.
8hrs
A lecture course emphasizing the basic principh~s of inheritance with their application to plants and animals.
Prereq: BOTN 221 and ZOOL 222 or equivalent:.
BIOL 302 Genetics Laboratory.
2 hrs
A laboratory course designed to accompany or follow
BIOLaO!. Provides opportunity to work with org:anisms
proved to be most beneficial in extending our understanding of genetic principles. Practice in gathering and
analyzing data from living populations will be provided.
Prereq: BIOL 301 (may be taken concurrently).
BIOL 307 Introduction to Hematology.
3 bra
The study of the formed elements of the blood, th.eir precursors, and some of their products. An introduction to
the theory and principles of routine medical laboratory
procedure and technique. Not open to those witilt credit
in eLSe 307.
Prereq: Department permission.
BIOL 320 Introduction to Cell Physiology.
4 hrs
A lecture and laboratory course in introductory physiology devoted to the study of physiological mechanisms
common to all living organisms. Basic processe.s at the
cellular level emphasized, rather than the appliications
of such processes to a particular organism. Organic
chemistry with laboratory is highly recommendled.
Prereq: BOTN 221 and ZOOL 222; CHEM 121-124.
BIOL 334 ImmunohematologylUrinalysis.
3 hrs
A lecture and laboratory course dealing with the principles of immunohematology and the theory and practice of urinalysis.
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Prereq: ZOOL 201, 202; or ZOOL 222 and ZOOL 326;
BIOL 307 and MlCR 333.
BIOL 877/878/379 Special Topics.
lI2I8 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
BIOL 387 Cooperative Education.
S hrs
Four or six months of full-time employment at an industrial firm or laboratory specially chosen for imparting a practical educational experience in biology or technology. The program consists of two work experiences
(SIOL 387 and BIOL 487) alternated with full-time attendance at the University. Admittance to program by
application only. Graded on a crediUno credit basis.
Prereq: Junior standing.
BIOL 403 Methods and Materials for Teaching Bioi.
ogy.
3 hrs
A lecture-laboratory course providing knowledge. train·
ing and practice in the presentation of biological principles. analysis of texts, selection of course content, effective classroom methods, and preparation of classroom
materials used in the teaching of biology. Does not count
toward major or minor.
~: BOTN 221, ZOOL 222, and department permission.
Junior sf4nding. Not open. to students on academic probation..
BIOL 407 Advanced Hematology.
3 hrs
Theory and application of hematological test procedures.
Includes interpretation of results, problem-solving, and
correlation of laboratory findings with disease states.
Not open to those with credit in eLSe 407.
Prereq: BIOL 307. Coreq: MICR 333.

BIOL 410 Limnology,
8 hrs
A lecture, laboratory, and field oourse dealing with ph)"ill:ochemical and biological interrelationships in standing waters.
Prereq: BIOL 420 and one taxonomic (U!ld course, or
department permission.
BIOL 412 Biogeography.
3 hrs
A lecture course involving the descriptive and historical aspects of plant and animal distribution and the basic
principles governing their natural distribution in both
space and time.
Prereq: A 100- or 200·1euel college biology course, and a
100- or 200-1evel college earth science or a 100- or 200UNDERCRADVATECATALOC
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level geology course, or ckpartment permission.

BIOL 413 Animal and Plant Pre8ervation Techniques.
Ihr
Alaboratory, lecture, and demonstration mini·techniques
course in the preservation of biological specimens: minute
whole animal slide moWlts to large animal and plant tech·
niques, such as freeze-drying, pressing, skeleton making, study-skins, and plastic embedding.
Prereq: 7Wo oo/kge biology coorses at the 1(}()',200- or 3OO-/eveL
BIOL 415 Baaic Histological Techniques.
1 hr
A laboratory, lecture, and demonstration mini-tech·
niques course giving basic theory and practice in mammalian tissue slide preparation including dissection,
fixation, dehydration, embedding, sectioning, affixing,
and staining.
Prereq: 1Wo college biology courses at the 100·, 200- or
300-level.
BIOL 416 Biologica1lnstrumentationTheory and
Practice.
1 hr
A lecture and laboratory course that covers testing, adjustments, operation, and maintenance of scientific instruments and their uses in the biological area.
Prereq: 1100 college biology courses at tM 100-, 200- or
3oo·leuel, or department permission.

BIOL 420 General Ecology.
4 hrs
A lecture, laboratory, and field course introducing the
concepts involved in the study of terrestrial and aquatic
communities, their physical environment, and their integration into ecosystems. Emphasis on properties at
the ecosystem, community, and population levels.
P"''''q: BOTN 221 and ZOOL 222.
BIOL 434 Advanced Immunohematology.
S hrs
Principles and procedures used in the blood bank are
studied and related to problem situations in the laboratory. Not open to those with credit in CLSC 434.
p,."'q: B10L 307 and eLSe 335.
BIOL 435 Wetland Ecosystems.
3 hrs
Advanced field ecology course in the theory and method
of study of wetland ecosystems.
Prereq: B10L 420; one taxonomic field course (BOTN
354, BOTN 450, BOTN 451, BOTN 453, BOTN 455,
ZOOL 300, ZOOL 310, ZOOL 474, ZOOL 480, ZOOL
482, or ZOOL 485); or ckpartment permission.

BIOL 436 Terrestrial Ecosystems.
3 hrs
Advanced field ecology course in the theory and methods of study of the structure and dynamics of terrestrial
ecosystems.
Prereq: B10L 420; one taxonomk field course (BOTN
354, BOTN 450, BOTN 451, BOTN 453, BOTN 455,
ZOOL 300, ZOOL 310, ZOOL 474, ZOOL 480, ZOOL
482, or ZOOL 485); or ckpartTMnt permission.

BIOL 461 Oncology.
3 hrs
A lecture course on physico-chemico-biological agents
and factors of nonhuman and human cancer etiology,
pathogenesis of neoplastic transformation in vitro, biochemistry and immunobiology of cancer, host-tumor re·
lationship, and "model systems" in control.
p,."'q: M1eR 329.
BIOL 477f4781479 Special Topics.
lN3 bn
An examination of advanced topics in biology not covered in other department offerings.
Prereq: Department permission.

BIOL 480 Radiation Biology.
S bra
A lecture and laboratory course in introductory physiology devoted to the study of physiological mechanisms
COmmon to aU living organisms. Basic processes at the
cellular level emphasized, rather than the applications
of such processes to a particular organism. BIOL 301
Genetics is highly recommended.
Prereq: MICR 444, or BOTN 442, or ZOOL 427; PHY
221 and PHY 222 or equivalent; CHEM 121·124.
BIOL 467 Cooperative Education.
S hrs
Four or six months of full-time employment at an industrial firm or laboratory specially chosen for imparting a practical educational experience in biology or technology. The program consists of two work experiences
(BIOL 387 and BIOL 487) alternated with full-time attendance at the University. Admittance to program by
application only. Graded on a credit/no credit basis.
P"''''Q: BIOL 387.
BIOL 488 Honora Practicum in Ecosystem Biology.
2hno

A practical experience in an environmental field study
including experimental design and collection, analysis,
and interpretation of data as a member of a research
team. Emphasis is placed on the application ofbiological theory to problem solving.
Prereq: Senior status (85 hours); GPA 3.0 overall and
3.3 in biology, a sponsoring faculty member, and I or ap·
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proval of the Ecosystem Biology Program Committee;
prior application required.
BIOL 489 Practicum in Biology.
S bra
Provision of practical experience in a particular field of
study, including experimental design and collection,
analysis, and interpretation of data as a member of a
research team. Emphasis placed on the application of a
biological theory to problem solving.
Prereq: Department and adviser permission.
BIOL 497f49B1499 Independent Study.
1I2f3 bra
Individual work in some area of biology under direction
of a staff member. Preliminary draft of proposed study
must be approved by the department prior to enrollment. May be elected more than once, after resubmission
and approval.
Prereq: Department permission.
BOTANY COURSES

BOTN 177/1781179 Special ThpiC8.
11213 hrs
An eX8ITIination of topics in botany not covered in other
department offerings. Students may elect this course
more than once as long as different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
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BOTN 2M General Field Botany.
1 hr
This course stresses field identification and ecological
relationships of the higher plants. There is much opportunity for practice in the use of taxonomic keys.

BOTN 277127111279 Special Topic•.
11213 bra
An examination of topics in botany not covered in other
department offerings. Students may elect this course
more than once as long as different topics a re studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
BOTN 354 Tree. and Shrub••
3 bra
A taxonomic field course on identification of native trees
and shrubs in winter and summer conditions. Counts
as taxonomic field course.
Prereq: BIOL 205 or BOTN 221.
BOTN 377137111279 Special Topics.
112/3 bra
An examination of topics in botany not covered in other
department offerings. Students may elect this course
more than once as long as different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.

BOTN 209 Ornamental Plants.
2 bra
A general cultural course to acquaint students with ornamental shrubs and trees, common weeds, and house
plants. Stress on identification and methods of propagation. Much time is spent in the greenhouse and on
short field trips.

BOTN 387 Cooperative Education.
S hrs
Four or six months of full-time employment at an industrial firm or laboratory specially chosen for imparting a practical educational experience in botany or technology. The program consists of two work experiences
(BOTN 387 and BOTN 487) alternated with full-time
attendance at the University. Admittance to program
by application only. Graded on a creditino credit basis.
Prereq: Junior slanding.

BOTN 215 Economic Botany.
S bra
A study of plants useful to man, especially those which
yield food , fibers, wood, rubber, drugs, and other products of value. It is a lecture-demonstration course supplemented by reading. Open to all students without prerequisite. though previous training in biology, botany,
or agriculture is desirable.

BOTN 404 Mycology.
3 bra
A lecture-laboratory course on the study of molds, rusts,
mildews, edible and poisonous mushrooms, and other
fungi. Their life history, economic importance, method
of identification, and preservation are considered.
Prereq: BOTN 221.

4 bra
BOTN 221 General Botany.
The structure and function of seed plants and ofrepresentative lower plants, together with the fundamentals
of plant heredity, ecology, and evolution. 1\vo one-hour
lectures. one one-hour recitation, plus four hours oflaboratory experience.
Prereq: High school biology or BIOL 105 or equivalent.
Cannot be taken concurrently with ZOOL 222 except by
crepartment permission.

BOTN 412 Plant Anatomy.
3 bra
A basic lecture-laboratory course in plant histology
emphasizing recognition of primary and secondary tissues as variously combined in root, stem, leaf. and flower
of a wide variety of representative seed plants.
Prereq: BOTN 221.
BOTN 442 Plant PhY8iology.
S bra
A detailed study of major plant functions with emphasis on growth and development presented by lecture,
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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demonstration, and experimentation in laboratory and
greenhouse.
Prereq: BOTN 221; CHEM 270 and 2710' CHEM 371373; and BlOL 320.

more than once as long as different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.

BOTN 446 Medical Mycology.
4- hrs
The medical and public health importance of diseases
caused by fungi. Diagnostic methods and significant
characteristics of the causal agents of mycoses are studied in this lecture-laboratory course. Fungi included are
the contaminants, dermatophytes, and systemics.
Prereq: MICR 328 or MICR 329 or BOTN 404.

BOTN 487 Cooperative Education.
S hrs
Four or six months of full-time employment at an industrial finn or laboratory special1y chosen for imparting a practical educational experience in botany or tech·
nology. The program consists of two work experiences
(BOTN 387 and BOTN 487) alternated with full-time
attendance at the University. Admittance to program
by application only. Graded on a creditino credit basis.
Pr-ereq' BOTN 387.

BOTN 450 Taxonomy and Ecology of Aquatic Vascular
Plants.
3 hrs
Field and laboratory work in identification of herbaceous
and shrubby vascular plants growing in aquatic habitats and in both vegetative and reproductive phases,
Counts as taxonomic field course.
Prereq: BOTN 221.

BOTN 497/498/499 Independent Study.
112/3 hrs
Individual work in some area of botany under direction
of a staff member. Preliminary draft of proposed study
must be approved by the department prior to enroll·
ment. May be elected more than once, after resubmission
and approval.
Prereq: Department permission,

BOTN 451 Freshwater Algae.
S hrs
A survey of the freshwater algal divisions; their morphology, taxonomy, ecology, and economic importance.
Lectures emphasize an evolutionary approach. Laboratory work stresses the identification of representative
algal taxa. Class field collections are made. Counts as
taxonomic field course.
Prereq: BOTN 221.

ELEMENTARY SCIENCE COURSES

BOTN 453 Taxonomy and Ecology of Diatoms.
S hrs
A taxonomic field course on the collection, preservation,
and identification of freshwater diatoms. A survey of
the diatom genera and the common or ecologically important species. Emphasis is placed on developing a familiarity with the more significant world literature,
Collection required. Counts as taxonomic field course.
Prereq: BOTN 451 or department permission.
BOTN 455 Systematic Botany.
S hrs
Covers the essentials of the collection, identification, and
classification of flowering plants. The student will become familiar with the major plant groups, both from
lecture and herbarium study and from field experience
in varied habitats. Counts as taxonomic field course.
Prereq: BOTN 221.
BOTN 477/478/479 Special Topics.
112J3 hrs
An examination of topics in botany not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect this course
UNDERGRADUATECATALOG

BIOL 205 Field Biology.
(See Biology Courses.)

4 hrs

WJ3hrs
ESCI177/178/179 Special Topics.
An examination of topics in elementary science not covered in other departmental offerings, Students may elect
this course more than once as long as different topics
are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
ESC12771278/279 Special Topics.
WJ3hrs
An examination of topics in elementary science not cov·
ered in other departmental offerings. Students may elect
this course more than once as long as different topics
are studied,
Prereq: Department permission.
ESCI 802 Elementary School Science.
3 hrs
Intended for those planning to teach in the elementary
grades, Prepares the student to organize the problems,
collect the materials, and direct the activities of the elementary science class. Methods of presenting simple
experiments to children and conducting field trips will
be demonstrated, Two one-hour lectures and one two·
hour laboratory. Not open to students who have ta~n
ESC! 303.
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ESCI 303 Science for the Elementary Teacher. 3 brs
Important biologicid concepts, especially relating to the
interrelationships of organisms within their environ·
ment; the investigative or "discovery" approach; meth·
odology involved in the new approaches to teaching sci·
ence. One hour oflecture and four hours weekly involv·
ing recitation, laboratory, or fieldwork. Concluding
course in the elementary science sequence.
ESCI 377/378/379 Special Topics.
112/3 hrs
An examination of topics in elementary science not covered in other departmental offerings. Students may elect
this course more than once as long as different topics
are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
ESCI 4771478/479 Special Topic8.
1./213 bra
An examination of topics in elementary science not covered in other departmental offerings. Students may elect
this course more than once 88 long 88 different topics
are studied.
Prereq; Depart1'fU!nt permission.
MICROBIOLOGY COURSES

MICR 177/178/179 Special Topic8.
11213 brs
An examination of topics in microbiology not covered in
other departmenta1 offerings. Students may elect this
course more than once as long as different topics are
studied.
Prereq: Departm.ent permission
MICR 27712781279 Special Topic8.
1./213 brs
An examination of topics in microbiology not covered in
other departmental offerings. Students may elect this
course more than once as long as different topics are
studied.
Prereq: Department permission
MICR 328 Introductory Microbiology.
3 brs
Introduction to the biology of bacteria and other microbes; transmission of infectious diseases; and principles of, control of, and immunity to infectious diseases.
A lecture/lab course. Does not apply on the curriculum
in clinical laboratory sciences or on microbiology concentration in biology major, but will count as elective on
general biology concentration or biology minor.
Prereq: BIOL 105 and CHEM 120; or ZOOL 201,202; or
department permissicm.
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M1CR 329 General Microbiology.
5 brs
A lecture and laboratory course on the nature and biology of bacteria and other microbes, their physiological
relationships in natural and control1ed environments,
and the interactions of pathogenic microorganisms with
their hosts. Laboratory includes an introduction to the
techniques of isolating, cultivating, and identifying bacteria snd other microbes, and their physiological, serological, and pathological properties. Not open to those
who take MICR 328. CHEM 451 Biochemistry I is highly
recommended.
Prereq' BOTN 221, ZOOL 222 and BIOL 301; CHEM
270 and 2710' CHEM 371-373.
MICR 333 Principle8 of Immunology.
3 bra
A lecture course presenting the theory and basic principles of immunology and serology including antigenantibody reactions; immunoglobulin production; cellular immunity; hypersensitivity.
Prereq: MICR 328 or MICR 329.
MICR S85lmmunology and Serology Laboratory. 2 bra
A laboratory course designed to accompany or follow
MICR 333. Theory and practice in serological techniques
with emphases on antigen-antibody reactions such 88
precipitation, agglutination, viral neutralization, and
complement fixation. Not open to those with credit in

elSe 335.
Prereq: MICR 333. (May be taken concurrently.)

M1CR 340 Basic Virology.
3 bra
A basic lecture and laboratory course on physicochemica-biological nature of bacteriophages and viruses
causing diseases in animals and plants, including their
transmission, infection, replication (both transcription!
translation of either DNA or RNA), cultivation in vitro,
titration, host-virus interaction, and control.
Prereq: MICR 329.
MICR 3771378/379 Special Topics.
112/3 hrs
An examination of topics in microbiology not covered in
otber departmental offerings. Students may elect this
course more than once as long as different topics are
studied.
Prereq: Department permission
MICR 387 Cooperative Education.
3 hrs
Four or six months of full-time employment at an industrial firm or laboratory specially chosen for imparting a practical educational experience in microbiology
UNOERGRADUATECATADQG
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or technology. The program consists of two work experi·
ences (MICR 387 and MICR 487) alternated with full·
time attendance at the University. Graded on a credit.!
no credit basis.
Prereq: MICR 329 and junior standing. Admittance to
program by application only.
MlCR 432 Clinical Microbiology.
4 hrs
Lecture and laboratory. Mechanisms of pathogenesis and
the specific bacterial and viral etiological agents of hu·
man disease. Methods of detection, isolation, enumera·
tion, and identification used in clinical laboratories. Not
open to those with credit in CLSC 432.
Prereq: MICR 329 or department permission.
MlCR 44.2 Microbial Ecology.
S hn
Interactions among microbes (fungi, bacteria, some ph·
ages), other living organisms, and the environment, with
emphases on parasitism, mutualism, commensalism,
and biogeochemical recycling of matter. Includes both
laboratory and field exercises.
Prereq: BOTN 221 or ZOOL 222, and MICR 329 or
equiualent.
MlCR 444 Microbial Physiology.
3 hrs
A lecture and laboratory course of physiological studies
on bacteria and fungi. Emphasis will be placed on nu·
trition, metabolism, fermentation, physiology of para·
sitism, and biosynthesis of polymers by microbes. CHEM
451 Biochemistry I and CHEM 453 Biochemistry Laixr
ratory are highly recommended.
Prereq' MICR 329.
MlCR 445 Food Microbiology.
3 hn
A lecture and laboratory course on the qualitative and
quantitative nature of microbiology in relation to foods
and food systems, behavior and detection of bacteria,
toxin production, destruction of microbes by heat and
other means, and food sanitation.
Prereq' MICR 328 or MlCR 329.
MlCR 452 Advanced Microbiology.
4 hrs
A lecture and laboratory course to provide an in--depth
study of the morphological, biochemical, and genetic
relationships of bacteria. Emphasis will be on physiologi·
cal transformations carried out by autotrophic and beterotrophic organisms in their environment, regulation
of growth, and advanced isolation and characterization
techniques.
Prereq: MICR 329, MICR 444, and CHEM 451.
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MlCR 464 Molecular Biology of Bacteria and Vlr1llIe8.
3bn
A lecture course on ultrastructure of both bacteria and
viruses and expression of their genomes (such as opel'ons, morphogenesis and control, modification and re.striction, virus induced enzymes, and replication and
control mechanisms), viral carcinogens, and implication
in disease control.
Prereq: MICR 329; and a course in physiology (BIOL
320, MICR 444, BOTN 442, ZOOL 427, OR ZOOL 437).
MICR 477/4781479 Special Topics.
11213 hn
An examination of topics in microbiology not covered in
other departmental offerings. Students may elect this
course more than once as long 8S different topics are
studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
MlCR 487 Cooperative Education.
3 hrs
Four or six months of full-time employment at an in·
dustrial finn or laboratory specially chosen for imparting a practical educational experience in microbiology
or technology. The program consists of two work experiences (MICR 387 and MICR 487) alternated with fulltime attendance at the University. Graded on a credit.!
no credit basis.
Pre"'q' MICR 387.
MlCR 497/4981499 Independent Study.
11213 hrs
Individual work in an area of microbiology under direction of a staff member. Preliminary draft of proposed
study must be approved by the department prior to enrol1ment . May be elected more than once, after
resubmission and approval.
Prereq: Department permission.
ZooLOGY COURSES

WOL 17711781179 Spedal Top;08.
112/3 bn
An examination of zoology topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect this course
more than once a8 long as different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
ZOOL 201 Human Anatomy and Physiology I.
Sbn
An intensive lecture and laboratory course investigating human anatomy and physiology with emphasis on
both normal and pathological conditions, in a tw().-se·
mester sequence. First semester win cover the basic
structure and functions of the muscular, skeletal, and
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nervous systems. Credit on nursing and biology programs counts only ifZOOL 201 and ZOOL 202 are taken

consecutively.
Prereq: CHEM 120.

ZOOL 202 Human Anatomy and Physiology D. 3 hrs
An intensive lecture and laboratory course investigating human anatomy and physiology with emphasis on
both normal and pathological conditions, in a" two-semester sequence. The second semester will cover circulation, metabolism, the endocrine, digestive, excretory
and reproductive systems, and the integration of the
systems of the body.
Prereq: CHEM 120 and ZOOL 201.
ZOOL 222 General Zoology.
4 bra
A general survey of the groups of invertebrate and vertebrate animals according to the evolutionary sequence.
Emphasis is placed upon the classification and structures, also on such aspects as physiology, life histories,
habits, distribution, and economic relationa. Two onehour lectures, one one-hour recitation, and four hours
of audio--tutoriallaboratory.
Prereq: High school biology or BI0L 105 or equ.ivalent.
Cannot be taken concurrently with BOTN 221 except by
department permission.

ZOOL 228 Field Bird Study.
1 hr
Identification of birds and their songs 'and nesting habits, studied in laboratory and field.
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nat data on local species. Counts as taxonomic field course.
Prereq: ZOOL 222.
ZOOL 317 Human Gross Anatomy.
5 bra
A lecture, demonstration, and laboratory course on gross
anatomy of the human body with emphasis on the extremities.
Prereq: BIOL 105 and department permission.
ZOOL 318 Laboratory in Human Anatomy.

2 bra
Laboratory with prosection and dissection of human
cadaver by students. Designed to accompany lecture
materia] in PHED 200 Anatomy and Physiology.
Coreq: PHED 200.

ZOOL 323 Animal Embryology.

3 hrs
Fundamental facts and principles of the reproduction
and development of animals with laboratory studies of
the frog, chicken, pig, and other forms.
Prereq: ZOOL 222.
3 hrs
A study of the functioning of the human body. Lecture,
laboratory, and demonstration. Not open to biology majors, but can be taken on a biology minor in which case
ZOOL 222 is prerequisite. Credit will be given for both
ZOOL 326 and ZOOL 427 on the minor,
Prereq: BIOL 105. Open to Dietetics and Occupational
Therapy majors, and biology minors.

ZOOL 326 Human Physiology.

ZOOL 366 Economic Zoology.

ZOOL 277/278/279 Special Topics.

11213 hrs

An examination of zoology topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect this course
more than once as long as different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.

ZOOL 300 Natural History of Invertebrates.

3 bra
A field course in the recognition, collection, identification, and preserving of common invertebrates of Michlgan, exclusive of the insects, with emphasis on their
natural history, ecology, and economic importance.
Counts as taxonomic field course.
Prereq: ZOOL 222.
3 hrs
A survey of vertebrates, emphasizing their adaptations
and their natural history. Laboratory work will stress
the taxonomic classification, identification, and distribution of local and other fonns. Fieldwork will emphasize
accurate observation and pennanent recording of origi-

ZOOL 310 Natural History of Vertebrates.

2 bra
A survey of the species and breeds of animals that are used
as beasts of burden; supply food, clothing, sport, and recreation; or serve as pets. Alecture course.
Prereq: OM 1()()', 20(). or 300-level cou.rse in college zoology.
ZOOL 3771S78J379 Special Topics,
An examination of zoology topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect this course
more than once as long as different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
ZOOL 387 Cooperative Education.
3 bra
Four or six months of full·time employment at an industrial finn or laboratory specially chosen for imparting a practical educational experience in zoology or technology. The program consists of two work experiences
(ZOOL 387 and ZOOL 487) alternated with full-time
attendance at the University. Admittance to program
by application only. Graded on a creditlno credit basis.
Prereq: Junior standing.
UNDERGRADUATECATALQG
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ZOOL 404 Mammalian Histology.
8 hrs
A lecturellaboratory course dealing with the structure
and properties of mammalian organs and their component tissues.
Prereq: ZOOL 222.
ZOOL 417 Neuroanatomy.
3 hrs
A lecturellaboratory course concerned with the study of
the human nervous system, lesions, and resulting disabilities.
Prereq: ZOOL 317 and department permission.
ZOOL 421 Entomology.
3 hrs
A survey of the world of insects, their structure, function, behavior, and ecology. The identification and classification oflocal insects will be stressed. Astudent field
project will be required. Counts as a taxonomic field
course.
Prereq: ZOOL 222.
ZOOL 422 Ichthyology.
3 hrs
A study of the biology, classification, distribution, and
evolution of fishes. Attention is given to the morphology, physiology, behavior, natural history, and ecology
of fishes through work in lecture, laboratory, and in the
field. Specific experience in the identification of the
freshwater fishes of the Great Lakes region is provided
in addition to a general survey of some marine fish families. Counts as a taxonomic field course.
Prereq: ZOOL 222.
WOL 425 Ornithology.
3 hrs
A course in bird biology for the secondary teacher and
students with advanced interest in biology. Field identification and census methods will be used to introduce
the study of bird populations, behavior, and ecology. A
survey of major North American bird families will be
made in the laboratory. A student field project will be
required. Counts as a taxonomic field course.
Prereq: ZOOL 222.
ZOOL 427 Vertebrate Physiology.
3 hrs
A detailed study of physiological phenomena of the vertebrate body at the cellular and organ level with laboratory experiments to illustrate. Organ to organ interaction is emphasized. One year of college physics is
highly recommended.
Prereq: ZOOL 222,. BIOL 320,. CHEM 270, 271 or CHEM
371-373; or department permission.
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ZOOL 430 Invertebrate Zoology.
4 hrs
Phylogenetic and anatomical study of one or more representative types from each phylum of invertebrates,
with special emphasis on taxonomy, classical literature,
and current research. Three lectures and two two-hour
labs weekly.
Prereq: ZOOL 222.
ZOOL 431 Comparative Anatomy of Vertebrates. 4 hrs
The anatomy of the vertebrate organ systems is studied
on a comparative basis, which emphasizes the evolu·
tionary development of the groups. Laboratory work
includes detailed dissection of the shark and cat. Three
one-hour lectures and two two-hour laboratory periods
per week.
Prereq: ZOOL 222.
ZOOL 487 Invertebrate Physiology.
3 hrs
A lecturellab course to study the functional processes of
both terrestrial and aquatic insects and other major invertebrate groups. Builds upon a general understanding of physiology to compare the ways different invertebrates have evolved solutions to common physiological
problems. In the laboratory, standard ph'ysiological research techniques will be used to demonstrate the lec·
ture concepts. Some of these techniques will be applied
in a student-designed research exercise and report.
ZOOL 430 Invertebrate Zoology is highly recommended.
Prereq: ZOOL 222; CHEM 270, 271 or CHEM 371·373;
BIOL320.
ZOOL 439 Physiological Ecology.
8 hrs
A lecture, laboratory, and discussion course covering
thennoregulation. metabolic rate, torpor, water flux, and
specific adaptations for life in the cold, deserts, high altitude and great depths. Laboratory work emphasizes
computerized data acquisition.
Prereq: ZOOL 222, BIOL 320.
ZOOL 462 Parasitology.
3 hrs
A survey of animal parasites that affect other animals
including the human. Lecture and laboratory.
Prereq: ZOOL 222.
ZOOL 474 Herpetology.
3 hrs
The biology of amphibians and reptiles; taxonomy, ori·
gins and evolution, anatomy, adaptations, behavior, ecology, zoogeography. Local hibernating and spring-breed·
ing populations will be studied in the field, including at
night and/or during inclement weather and on two Saturday field trips. Laboratory work will cover dissection
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ofa representative amphibian and reptile, and study of.
living and preserved specimens of extant orders and
families and North American species. Counts as a taxonomic field course.
Prereq: ZOOL 222 and one of the following: B10L 420,
ZOOL 310, or ZOOL 431.
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of a staff member. Preliminary draft of proposed study
must be approved by the department prior to enrollment. May be selected more than once, after
resubmission and approval.
Prereq: DepartTrU!nt permission.

ZOOL 477/4781479 Special Topics.
1I2J3 hrs
An examination of zoology topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect this course
more than once as long as different topics are studied.
Prereq: DepartTrU!nt permission.
ZOOL 480 Protozoology.
S hrs
Survey of the protozoa with emphasis on their life cycles,
morphology, and ecology. Both free living and parasitic
fonns will be discussed. Techniques of collecting, culturing, and preserving protozoans and their identification will be emphasized in the laboratory. Counts as a
taxonomic field course.
Prereq: ZOOL 222.
ZOOL 482 Aquatic Entomology.
S bra
The study of aquatic insect families and their general
ecology, life histories, and taxonomy. A collection of the
common aquatic insect families of the area is required.
Counts as a taxonomic field course.
Prereq: ZOOL 222. ZOOL 421 recomTrU!nded.

ZOOL 485 Mammalogy.
3hn
Some aspects of the biology of mammals: origins and
evolution, anatomy, classification, adaptations, and zoogeography. Natural history and aspects of their ecology
are studied in the field. A collection of study specimens
of different species is required of each student. Counts
as a taxonomic field course.
Prereq: ZOOL 222 and one of the following: ZOOL 310,
BlOL 420, or ZOOL 431.
WOL 487 Cooperative Education.
S hrs
Four or six months of full-time employment at an industrial finn or laboratory specially chosen for imparting a practical educational experience in zoology or technology. The program consists of two work experiences
(ZOOL 387 and ZOOL 487) alternated with rull-time
attendance at the University. Admittance to program
by application only. Graded on a creditlno credit basis.
Prereq: ZOOL 387.
ZOOL 497/4981499 Independent Study.
11213 hrs
Individual work in some area of zoology under direction
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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CHEMISTRY
Judith T. Levy
Department Head
225 Mark Jefferson
487'()106
Professors: Michael J. Brabec, Stephen W. Brewer,
Ronald W. Collins,ArthurS. Howard, Judith T. Levy,
Elva Mae Nicholson, Donald B. Phillips,
Krishnaswamy Rengan, Stephen E. Schullery,
Ronald M. Scott, John M. Sullivan, StewartD. Work,
Masanobu Yamauchi
Associate Professors: Ellene Tratras Contis, Maria
C. MiUetti, Ross S. Nord, Ralph R. Powell, Wade J.
Tornquist, Jerry R. Williamson
Assistant Professors: Deborah Heyl-Clegg, Steven J.
Pemecky, Donald M. Snyder, Jose C. Vites
The Chemistry department offers both professional
and general level programs in chemistry and biochemistry, and a biochemistry/toxicology program. The department also administers preprofessional programs in
dentistry, mortuary science, and pharmacy. Although the
premedicine program is not administered by the department, the biochemistry and chemistry curricula provide
excellent preparation for a career in medicine.
Housed in the spacious Mark Jefferson Science
Complex, the department has laboratories available for
aU areas of study. Major items of equipment include:
research-quality UV, visible, and Fourier-transfonn m
spectrophotometers; gas and high perfonnance liquid
chromatographs; X-ray diffraction and fluorescence apparatus; preparative ultracentrifuges; fluorometers; a
DTA-DSC-TGA thennal analysis system; a gas chromatograph-mass spectrometer; and a titration microcalorimeter. The department also has a Broker 250 MHz
8uperconducting nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
spectrometer. In addition, a computer laboratory and
specialized facilities and equipment for radiochemistry
and cell culture are available.
The Chemistry department offers Honors General
Chemistry I & II, Honors Quantitative Analysis, and
Honors Organic Chemistry Laboratory. Eligibility for
these courses is based on admission to the University's
Honors Program, or the student's interest and performance in previous chemistry courses. Prospective candidates are selected by instructors and the Chemistry
Honors Committee; or students may apply to the Honors Committee for permission to enroll in an honors
course.
The department also offers graduate study leading to the master's degree in chemistry. The MS degree
VNDERCRADUATECATALOG

program is described in the Graduate Catalog.

Accreditation: The professional chemistry curriculum (with an appropriate selection of electives) is
certified by the American Chemical Society.
Degrees:
Bachelor of Science and Bachelor or Arts
ProgrllDl8 of Study:
Major:
Chemistry for secondary education
General chemistry
Curricula:
Professional chemistry
Professional biochemistry
General biochemistry
Biochemistry/toxicology
Minors:
Chemistry
Chemistry for seeondary. K-12, and special education-secondary
Biochemistry
Preprofessional Programs:
Predentistry
Premedicine
Premortuary science
Prepharmacy
Advising for students desiring to pursue a program
in chemistry is available through either the undergraduate advising coordinator, or an adviser identified on the
adviser list in the Chemistry department office, or an
area advising coordinator listed below. A handbook for
undergraduate chemistry students is available in the
department office.
Advising Coordinators:
Undergraduate Advising Coordinator: Elva Mae
Nicholson
Biochemistry: Ronald M. Scott
Biochemistrytroxicology: Michael Brabec
Predentistry (including dental hygiene and dental
assisting programs): John M. Sullivan
Premedicine: Elva Mae Nicholson
Premortuary Science: Ralph Powell
Prepharmacy: Ralph Powell
Cooperative Education in Chemistry: Elva Mae
Nicholson
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ACADEMIC MAJO RS
PROFESSIONAL CHEMISTRY

CURRICULUM
This curriculum provides the necessary background for those planning to become professional chemists. With appropriate electives, it meets the requirements established by the American Chemical Society.

Students successfully completing the curriculum are
prepared to enter technical positions in industrial and
governmental research, or to undertake graduate study
in chemistry. The program includes a group minor comprised of the required courses in mathematics and physics. No other minor is needed to meet graduation re-

quirements.
For students planning graduate study in chemistry (especially organic chemistry), 10 semester hours or
an equivalent reading knowledge of a foreign language,
preferably German, are recommended.
"~uired courses ond ekctives in science and mathematics are listed below. AdditiDnal basic studies and eketive courses totaling 124 semester /wurs are required to
compkte a degree.

Semhours
Science and mathematics .... ,.. ,.. ,.. ,..... ,.. ,." .... , 69·74
1. Required courses ........................................... 85
CHEM 121 General Chemistry 1.. ..................... 3
CHEM 122 General Chemistry I Laboratory ... 1
CHEM 123 General Chemistry II ..................... 3
CHEM 124 General Chemistry II Laboratory .. 1
CHEM 281 Quantitative Analysis .................... 4
CHEM 361 Fundamentals ofPbysical
Chemistry .. .............. ,..................................... 3
CHEM 365 Physical Chemistry Laboratory ..... 2
CHEM 371 Organic Chemistry I ....................... 3
CHEM 372 Organic Chemistry II ..................... 3
CHEM 373 Organic Chemistry Laboratory ...... 2
CHEM 432 Advanced Inorganic Chemistry ...... 3
CHEM 433 Inorganic-Organic Synthesis
Laboratory ...... ... ............................................. 2
CHEM 405 Quantum and Statistical Meclumi", ... 3
CHEM 481 Instrumental Analysis .................... 4
MATH 120 Calculus I ........................................ 4
MATH 121 Calculus II ....................................... 4
(Students deficient in high school preparation must lake
MATH 105 College AJgebra before entering calculus.)
MATH 122 Elementary Linear Algebra ............ 8
MATH 228 Multivariable Calculus ................... 4
MATH 325 Differential Equations .. .. ........... ..... 3

2.
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PHY 223 Mechanics, Sound, and Heat ............. 5
PRY 224 Electricity and Light .......................... 5
Electiv.s .......................................................... 4-9
Choose two advanced courses from the following
(at least one must be in the Chemistry
department). Certification by American
Chemical Society requires appropriate selection
of electives from among those indicated by ..• ... ;

C~mist".

CHEM 411 Thxicology I, CHEM 412 'fuxicology
II, CHEM 413 Thxicology Laboratory, CHEM
414 Regulatory Toxicology, CHEM 451·
Biochemistry I, CHEM 452· Biochemistry II,
CHEM 453· Biochemistry Laboratory, CHEM
475· Introduction to Polymer Chemistry,
CHEM 485· Introduction to Radiotracer
'Thchniques, CHEM 477/4781479 Special Thpics,
CHEM 487/488/489 Cooperative Education,
CHEM 497/498·/499· Independent Study,
CHEM 553· Enzymology, CHEM 555·
Neurochemistry, CHEM 561· Quantum
Chemistry and Spectroscopy, CHEM 562·
Statistical Mechanics and Chemical Kinetics,
CHEM 565· Nuclear Chemistry, CHEM 571·
Advanced Organic Chemistry, CHEM 572·
Spectrometric
Organic
Structure
Detennination, CHEM 574· Advanced Organic
Chemistry 1bpics
Mathematics and computer science
COSC 237 Computer Programming and Numeric
Methods, COSC 337 Programming Languages,
MATH 425 Mathematics for Scientists, other
400-level courses with department permission
Physics
PHY 330 Intermediate Mechanics I, PRY 360
Heat and Thermodynamics, PRY 440 Optics,
PHY 450 Electricity and Magnetism ll, PHY
452 Electrical Measurements, PHY 456
Electronics for Scientists, PHY 471 Nuclear
Physics, PHY 475 Introduction to Quantum
Mechanics

PROFESSIONAL BIOCHEMISTRY

CURRICULUM
The professional biochemistry curriculum provides
preparation for students anticipating graduate study or
a research career in biochemistry. The program includes
a group minor comprised of the required courses in biology, mathematics, and physics. No other minor is needed
to meet graduation requirements.
UNDERGRADUATECATALOG
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*Required courses and ekctiues in scumce and mathematics are listed below. Additional basic studies and elective courses totaling 124 semester hours are required to
complete a degree.
Semhours
Science and mathematics .................................... 78
1. Required courses ... ,............................ ,.......... 71
CHEM 121 General Chemistry 1....................... 3
CHEM 122 General Chemistry I Laboratory ... 1
CHEM 123 General Chemistry II ..................... 3
CHEM 124 General Chemistry II Laboratory .. 1
CHEM 281 Quantitative Analysis .................... 4
CHEM 361 Fundamentals of Physical
Chemistry ...................................................... 3
CHEM 365 Physical Chemistry Laboratory ..... 2
CHEM 371 Organic Chemistry I ....................... 3
CHEM 372 Organic Chemistry U ..................... 3
CHEM 373 Organic Chemistry Laboratory ...... 2
CHEM 451 Biochemistry I ................................ 3
CHEM 452 Biochemistry II ............................... 3
CHEM 453 Biochemistry Laboratory ............... 2
CHEM 465 Quantum and Statistical Mechanics ... 3
BOTN 221 General Botany or ZOOL 222 General
Zoology ............................................................ 4
BIOL 301 Genetics ............................................. 3
MATH 120 CalcuJus I ........................................ 4
MATH 121 Calculus II ....................................... 4
MATH 122 Elementary Linear Algebra ............ 3
MATH 223 Multivariable Calculus ................... 4
MATH 325 Differential Equations .................... 3
PHY 223 Mechanics, Sound, and Heat ............. 5
PHY 224 Electricity and Light .......................... 5
2. Electives .............................................................. 7
Choose four credits from the following:
CHEM 411 Thxicology I, CHEM 412 'lbxicology
II, CHEM 413 'lbxicology Laboratory, CHEM
414 Regulatory Toxicology, CHEM 433
Inorganic-Organic Synthesi's Laboratory,
CHEM 475 Introduction to Polymer Chemistry,
CHEM 477/4781479 Special Thpics, CHEM 481
Instrumental Analysis, CHEM 485
Introduction toRadiotracerTechniques, CHEM
487/4881489 Cooperative Education, CHEM
497/498/499 Independent Study, CHEM 553
Enzymology, CHEM 555 Neurochemistry,
CHEM 572 Spectrometric Organic Structure
Determination
Choose three credits from any courses in biology
numbered 300 or above.
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GENERAL BIOCHEMISTRY CURRICULUM
This curriculum is designed for students with an
interest in biochemistry but who require a less extensive background. It is often selected by students in premedical and predental programs.
The program includes a group minor comprised of
the required courses in biology, mathematics, and physics. No other minor is needed to meet graduation requirements.

*Required courses and ekctiues in science and mathematics are listed below. Additional basic studies and ekclive courses totaling 124 semester hours are required to
compkte a degree.
Semhours
Science and mathematics ............................... 55-56
1. Required courses ...................................... 50-51
CHEM 121 General Chemistry 1.. ..................... 3
CHEM 122 General Chemistry I Laboratory ... 1
CHEM 123 General Chemistry n ..................... 3
CHEM 124 General Chemistry II Laboratory .. 1
*CHEM 270 Organic Chemistry ....................... 4
*CHEM 271 Organic Chemistry Laboratory .... 1
(*Premedicine and predentistry students should
substitute CHEM 371·373 Organic Chemistry /-11
with lab to satisfy most medical and dental school
requirements (or organic chemistry.)
CHEM 281 Quantitative Analysis .................... 4
CHEM 361 Flmdsmentals of Physical Chemistry ... 3

2.

CHEM 381 Instrumentation for Chemical
Technology ...................................................... 2
CHEM 451 Biochemistry I ................................ 3
CHEM 452 Biochemistry n ............................... 3
CHEM 453 Biochemistry Laboratory ............... 2
BOTN 221 General Botany or ZOGL 222 General
Zoology ............................................................ 4
BIOL 301 Genetics ............................................. 3
MATH 120 Calculus I ........................................ 4
PHY 223 Mechanics, Sound, and Heat ............. 5
PHY 222/224 Electricity and Light ................ 4-5
Electives .............................................................. 5
Choose five credits from any biology courses
numbered 300 or above.

BIOCHEMISTRy!fOXICOLOGY
CURRICULUM
The biochemistry/toxicology curriculum. is designed
to prepare students for employment in laboratories doing toxicology testing in such fields as pharmaceutical
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chemistry, environmental studies, occupational health
and safety, and forensic toxicology. This curriculum also
provides preparation for students anticipating graduate study and a research career in toxicology and pharmacology-related fields. Included in the required courses
is a group minor of biology, mathematics, and physics,
No other minor is needed to meet graduation requirements.
*Required courses and ekctiues in science and mathematics are listed below, Additional basic studies and electiue courses totaling 124 seTn€ster hours are required to
complete a degree,

Semhours
Science and mathematics ""."."." ............ ,," .. 73·78
Required courses
CHEM 121 General Chemistry I "" .... " ...... "" ... 3
CHEM 122 General Chemistry I Laboratory ... 1
CHEM 123 General Chemistry II "" ............... " 3
CHEM 124 General Chemistry II Laboratory .. 1
CHEM 281 Quantitative Analysis .................... 4
CHEM 361 Fundamentals of Physical
Chemistry ...................................................... 3
CHEM 371 Organic Chemistry I ............. " .. " .... 3
CHEM 372 Organic Chemistry II ......... " .......... 3
CHEM 373 Organic Chemistry Laboratory ...... 2
CHEM 381 Instrumentation for Chemical
Technology ...................................................... 2
CHEM 411 Toxicology I ....................... " ............ 2
CHEM 412 Toxicology II ............................ " ...... 2
CHEM 413 Toxicology Laboratory .................... 2
CHEM 451 Biochemistry [ ................................ 3
CHEM 452 Biochemistry II ............................... 3
CHEM 453 Biochemistry Laboratory ............... 2
CHEM 485 Introduction to Radiotracer
Techniques ...................................................... 2
SIOL 320 Introduction to Cell Physiology or
ZOOL 326 Human Physiology .................... 3-4
ZOOL 222 General Zoology ............................... 4
ZOOL 404 Mammalian Histology ..... "." ........... 3
ZOOL 431 Comparative Anatomy of Vertebrates
or ZOOL 317 Human Gross Anatomy ........ 4-5
MATH 120 Calculus I ............ " ....... " ............ " ... 4
PHY 223 Mechanics, Sound, and Heat ............. 5
PHY 222/224 Electricity and Light ................ 4-5
One toxicology class numbered above 413, or
enrollment in a toxicology cooperative
education project (CHEM 487/4881(89) ..... 2-4
A statistics course (MATH 170 Elementary
Statistics I or PSY 205 Quantitative Methods
in Psychology) ................................................ 3
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GENERAL CHEMISTRY MAJOR
The general chemistry major is for those who seek
general cultural education with emphasis on chemistry, who are preparing for careers in health fields such
as medicine or dentistry, or who are interested in a career combining chemistry with fields such as business,
patent law, technical writing, or industrial health and
safety. Students planning to pursue a career as a professional chemist, or who are interested in graduate
training in chemistry should elect the professional chemistry curriculum.
Semhours
Major in general chemistry ................................. 30
1. Required courses ........................................... 25
CHEM 121 General Chemistry I ....................... 3
CREM 122 General Chemistry I Laboratory ... 1
CHEM 123 General Chemistry [I ..................... 3
CHEM 124 General Chemistry II Laboratory .. 1
CHEM 281 Quantitative Analysis .................... 4
·CHEM 361 Fundamentals of Physical
Chemistry ...................................................... 3
CHEM 371 Organic Chemistry I ....................... 3
CHEM 372 Organic Chemistry II ..................... 3
CHEM 373 Organic Chemistry Laboratory ...... 2
CHEM 381 Instrumentation for Chemical
Technology ...................................................... 2
*PrerequiJIite. (or CHEM 361 iru:lutk MATH 120 Cou:uiu, I, PHY

8

223 Mechanin. Sound, and Heat, and either PHY 222/ PHY224 Electricity and Li6ht, a total of 13-14

Irerl1~'ter

hOUri, all of which are

f1!quireci for a c~mi8t" mqjor.

2.

Electives .............................................................. 5
Choose five credits from 300- and 4DD-Ievel
courses in chemistry.

ACADEMIC MINORS
CHEMISTRY MINOR
Semhours
Minor in chemistry ............................................... 20
1. Required courses ........................................... 17
CHEM 121 General Chemistry I ....................... 3
CHEM 122 General Chemistry I Laboratory ... 1
CHEM 123 General Chemistry II ..................... 3
CHEM 124 General Chemistry II Laboratory .. 1
CHEM 270 Organic Chemistry ......................... 4
CHEM 271 Organic Chemistry Laboratory ...... 1
CHEM 281 Quantitative Analysis .................... 4
CHEM 371-373 Organic Chemi.stry sequence may
be substituted for CHEM 270-271 Organic Chemistry
if a stronger background is desired.)

(T1u!
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Electives .............................................................. 3
Choose from courses numbered above 200 in
chemistry

IV·B .... Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
Physical education, military science, or equivalent (2)
Credit hours in Basic Studies: ................................... 52

BIOCHEMISTRY MINOR
Semhours
Minor in biochemistry" .......................................... 22
Required courses
CHEM 121 General Chemistry J ....................... 3
CHEM 122 General Chemistry J Laboratory ... 1
CHEM 123 General Chemistry n ..................... 3
CHEM 124 General Chemistry II Laboratory .. 1
CHEM 270 Organic Chemistry ......................... 4
CHEM 271 Organic Chemistry Laboratory ...... 1
CHEM 281 Quantitative Analysis .................... 4
CHEM 451 Biochemistry J ................................ 3
CHEM 453 Biochemistry Laboratory ............... 2
(The CHEM 371·373 Organic Chemistry sequence may
be substituted for CHEM 270·271 Organic Chemistry
if a stronger background is desired.)

TEACHING MAJOR
CHEMISTRY MAJOR
SECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this course of studies, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Secondary Provisional Certificate endorsed in chemistry, certification
code "DC," and, depending on the minor selected, an
additional endorsement. The certification test covering
this field is '18, "Chemistry."
Basic Studies
I·B·l. ENGL 121 English Composition (3)
I·B·2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
1·8·3. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
1·8-4. MATH 120 Calculus I (4)1>
1·8·5. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
U·8·I. PHY 223 Mechanics, Sound, and Heat (5)1>
U·8·2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
U·8-8. CHEM 121 General Chemistry I (3)CHEM 122 General Chemistry I Laboratory (1)m·B·I. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
m·B·2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
m·B-8. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
m·B-4. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV·B·l. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV·B·2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV·B-8. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

Teaching Ml\jor
See note "a" above for courses applicable to both
Basic Studies and the major.
CHEM 123 General Chemistry II (3)
CHEM 124 General Chemistry n Laboratory (1)
CHEM 281 Quantitative Analysis (4)
CHEM 361 Fundamentals of Physical
Chemistry (3)
CHEM 451 Biochemistry J (3)
CHEM 371 Organic Chemistry J (3)
CHEM 372 Organic Chemistry II (3)
CHEM 373 Organic Chemistry Laboratory (2)
CHEM 381 Instrumentation for Chemical
Technology (2)
Four credits from 300- and 400-level courses in
chemistry
One of:
PHY 222 Electricity and Light (4)
PHY 224 Electricity and Light (5)
Additional hours, such as to tota116 taken in physics,
biology, and earth science and including at least one
course from each of physics, biology, and earth
science (7)

MINOR
Select a minor from the approved list (see p. 441 )
Credit hours in minor: .............................................. 20 1
Subtotal, Mqjor and minor: ....................................... 69

PROFESSIONAL STUDIES
100 clock hours of approved prestudent teaching
field experiences (0)
EDTC 300 Introduction to Computer Applications
in Education (1)
SPGN 300 Exceptional Children in the Regular
Classroom (1)
EDPS 322 Human Development and Learning (4)
The following courses require formal admission
to the teacher education program:
CURR 305 Curriculum and Methods:
Secondary (3)
RDNG 311 Teaching Reading in the Secondary
School (3)
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PHY 325 Methods of Teaching the Physical
Sciences (3)
SOFD 328 Schools in a Multicultural Society (3)
EDPS 340 Introduction to Assessment and
Evaluation (3)
EDMD 345 Media for the Classroom Teacher (1)
EDUC 492 Student Teaching (12)
Credit hours in Professional Studies: ........................ 34
'IOta! credit hours required, with 2()..hour minor: . 146
·Courw required {or and applkable to major:
~Prerequuiu for anothu course in pf'Ol/ram.
'Could be leu, ch/Xndifll/ on tM minor and tM pouibk appl~otwn of
ba.I~ ,tudle. cour.e. to tM minor:

TEACHING MINOR
CHEMISTRY MINOR
SECONDARY,

K-12, AND SPEClAL EnUCA1'JON-SECON1)ARY

TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in chemistry, cer-tification code "DC. The certification test covering this
field is 1118, "Chemistry."
CHEM 121 General Chemistry I (3)
CHEM 122 General Chemistry I Laboratory (1)
CHEM 123 General Chemistry II (3)
CHEM 124 General Chemistry n Laboratory (1)
CHEM 270 Organic Chemistry (4)
CHEM 271 Organic Chemistry Laboratory (1)
CHEM 281 Quantitative Analysis (4)
('I'1u! CHEM 371·373 Organic Clu!mistry sequence
may be substituted for CHEM 270-271 Organic
Chemistry with lab if a stronger background is
desired.)
7 hours in chemistry from courses numbered
above 200.
In some programs, CHEM 121-122 may be taken
to satisfy Basic Studies Area II requirements.
24 hours (including hours satisfied in Basic
Studies)
It

PREPROFESSIONAL
PROGRAMS
PREDENTISTRY
Most students select either a chemistry major and
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biology minor or a biology major and chemistry minor
as preparation for admission to dental school. The exact requirements for a particular dental school can be
found in the publication Admission Requirements of US
and Canadian Dental Schools, available in the office of
the predentistry adviser.
The majority of predental students complete four
years of undergraduate work, earning a BS degree. Since
admission to dental school is very competitive, it is recommended that alternative career plans be a part of
every predentalstudent's program.
Students seeking admission to dental school take
the Dental Aptitude 'Thst, usually late in the junior year
or early in the senior year. Application is generally made
between August and December for the class beginning
the following fall. Virtually all dental schools require
the use of a central agency, the American Association of
Dental Schools Application Service, when applying for
admission.
Science courses required for admission into most
dental schools are listed below. Careful scheduling will
allow the student to complete these courses in three
years.
Recommended courses:
CHEM 121 General Chemistry I, CHEM 122
General Chemistry I Laboratory, CHEM 123
General Chemistry II, CHEM 124 General
Chemistry 11 Laboratory, CHEM 371 Organic
Chemistry I, CHEM 372 Organic Chemistry n,
CHEM 373 Organic Chemistry Laboratory (2)
PHY 221 Mechanics, Sound, and Heat; PRY 222
Electricity and Light
ZOOL 222 General Zoology plus one other biology

course

DENTAL HYGIENE AND DENTAL
ASSISTING
Eastern Michigan University offers no degrees or
certificates in these areas. Two-yearcertificates and four-.
year degree programs are available at the University of
Michigan, Ferris State University, and the University
of Detroit-Mercy. '!\vo-year programs also are available
at numerous community colleges.
Students interested in these programs should plan
on transferring after completing their freshman year at
EMU. Liberal arts preparation in English composition,
speech, chemistry (CHEM 119 Fundamentals ofChemistry), psychology, sociology, and political science, plus
electives in social science, natural science. and humanities, generally will be transferable. More specific descripUNDERCRADUATECATALOG
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tions of requirements should be obtained by writing to
the schools in question since requirements vary from
school to school.

PREMORTUARY SCIENCE
The premortuary science program requires two
academic years. Before entering the professional mortuary school. the student must complete at least 60 semester hours of college work that includes the following science and mathematics courses:
CHEM 121 General Chemistry I
CHEM 122 General Chemistry I Laboratory
CHEM 123 General Chemistry n
CHEM 124 General Chemistry n Laboratory
BIOL 105 Biology and the Human Species
MATH 104 Intermediate Algebra or other
mathematics elective
PSY 101 General Psychology

Clinical experience is required for some, especially doctoral programs.
Recommended counes:
CHEM 121 General Chemistry I
CHEM 122 General Chemistry I Laboratory
CHEM 123 General Chemistry n
CHEM 124 General Chemistry n Laboratory
CHEM 371 Organic Chemistry I
CHEM 372 Organic Chemistry II
CHEM 373 Organic Chemistry Laboratory
One semester of biology with lab (some schools
require additional courses)
MATH 120 Calculus I
ENGL 121 Basic English Composition plus two
social science courses and two humanities
courses (two foreign language courses may be
substituted for the humanities courses).
CHEMISTRY COURSES

The Board of Examiners in Mortuary Science recommends use of some elective hours for courses in the fol·
lowing areas (suggested appropriate courses in parentheses):
Behavioral sciences (PSY 225 Psychology of
Religion, PSY 323 Psychology of Human Aging;
SOCL 105 Introductory Sociology, SOCL 311
Social Gerontology)
Business (LAW 293 Legal Environment of
Business;ACC 240 Principles of Accounting I;
ECON 200 The American Economy. ECON 201
Principles of Economics I; MKTG 360 Principles
of Marketing, MKTG 363 Retailing)
Counseling(GDCN 450An Introduction: Counseling

Concepts and Skills. with permission)
First aid (HLED 210 Standard American Red
Cross First Aid)
Public speaking (CTAS 121 or CTAS 124
Fundamentals of Speech, CTAC 225 Listening
Behavior, CTAC 226 Nonverbal Communication.
CTAC 227 Interpersonal Communication)

PREPHARMACY
Two years of coUege work (60 transferable semester hours. including the courses listed below) are required for admission to a professional school of pharmacy. Some schools have additional required or recom·
mended courses.
Programs in pharmacy require two to four additional years of study after scceptance into the program.
UNDERCRADUATECATALOG

CHEM 101 Science for Elementary Thaebers.
3 bra
Designed for students who plan to teach in elementary
school. Lectures deal with some basic principles of chemistry while the laboratory work emphasizes the discov·
ery approach as it may be used in an elementary class·
room. Simple equipment and easily obtained chemicals
are used in the experiments. Does not count on major or
minor. Lecture: two hours per week. Laboratory: two
hours per week.
Prereq: PHY 100.

CHEM 115 Chemistry and Society.
S hn
Examines the relevance of chemistry to the problem of
how humans relate to the environment. It is designed
for humanities and other nonscience majors. No previ·
ous mathematics or chemistry is required. CHEM 116
may be taken concurrently to satisfy the laboratory science requirement. Does not count on major or minor.
Lecture: three hours per week.
CHEM 116 Chemistry and Society Laboratory.
1 br
Laboratory experiments based on environmental problems such as water and air pollution, drugs. and pesti.
cides. The laboratory may be taken concurrently with
CHEM 115 to satisfy the science requirement. Does not
count on major or minor. Laboratory: two hours per
week.
Prereq or Coreq: CHEM 115.
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CHEM 119 Fundamentals of Chemistry.
4 hrs
A study of the principles of chemistry, designed for students who have had no prior chemistry. This course may
be used to satisfy the chemistry prerequisite for CHEM

121. Does not count on major or minor. Lecture: three
hours per week. Laboratory: two hours per week.
Prereq: MATH 104 or one year of high school algebra.
CHEM 120 Fundamentals of Organic and Biochemis4 hrs
try.
A survey of organic chemistry and biochemistry; completes the study of chemistry begun in CHEM 119 and
is a terminal course. Does not count on major or minor.
Lecture: three hours per week. Laboratory: two hours
per week.
Prereq: CHEM 119 or one year of high school chemistry.
CHEM 121 General Chemistry L
S hrs
The first semester of a two-semester sequence covering
the principles of chemistry for science majors and others with an interest and background in science. Lecture: three hours per week.
Prereq: High school chemistry or CHEM 119; two years
ofhigh school algebra or MATH 105. Coreq:CHEM 122.
CHEM 122 General Chemistry I Laboratory.
1 hr
The laboratory class to accompany CHEM 121. Students
learn basic techniques employed in a chemistry laboratory, including use of analytical balances, quantitative
glassware, spectrophotometry, and computers for data
acquisition and analysis. Laboratory: three hours per
week.
Coreq: CHEM 121.
CHEM 123 General Chemistry n.
S hrs
A continuation of the two semester sequence covering
the general principles of chemistry for science majors
and others with an interest and background in science.
Lecture: three hours per week.
Prereq: CHEM 121 and CHEM 122. Coreq: CHEM 124.
CHEM 124 General Chemistry n Laboratory.
1 hr
The techniques learned in CHEM 122 are reemphasized
and supplemented. Laboratory: three hours per week.
Coreq: CHEM 123.
CBEM 125 Honors General Chemistry D (Lecture).
3 hrs
A continuation of CHEM 121 General Chemistry for
students of superior ability. The sequence ofCHEM 121,
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122, 125, and 126 can constitute the customary year of
general chemistry. Lecture: three hours per week.
Prereq: CHEM 121·122 and consent of Honors Committee. Coreq: CHEM 126.
CHEM 126 Honors General Chemistry n (lab).
1 hr
The laboratory to accompany CHEM 125. The techniques learned in CHEM 122 are reemphasized and
supplemented. Preparation of a laboratory notebook is
required. The sequence ofCHEM 121, 122, 125, and 126
can constitute the customary year of general chemistry.
Laboratory: three hours per week.

Coreq: CHEM 125.
CHEM 177/1781179 Special Topics.
1/2/3 hrs
Covers specific chemical topics not discussed in any regular, introductory chemistry course.
Prereq: Department permisswn.
CHEM 232 Inorganic Chemistry.
2hrs
Descriptive inorganic chemistry; properties and reactions of the elements and their compounds are correlated with the periodic table, atomic structures, and
basic chemical principles. Lecture: two hours per week.
Prereq: CHEM 123-124, or CHEM 125-126.
CHEM 241 Materials Science.
3hrs
Considers the relation of composition and structure to
properties of materials: metals, plastics, ceramics, glass,
and composites. Lecture: three hours per week.
Prereq: CHEM 123-124, or CHEM 125-126; PHY 221 /
223.
CHEM 242 Materials Science Laboratory.
1 hr
Measurement of mechanical properties and investigation of crystal structures, microstructures, imperfec
tions, and transformations (solidification, recrystallization, solid phase changes, and corrosion) of materials.
Laboratory: three hours per week.
p

Coreq: CHEM 241.
CHEM 270 Organic Chemistry.
4 hrs
A comprebensive one-semester survey course in organic
chemistry. Includes alipbatic and aromatic compounds
plus functional group chemistry. Chemistry majors and
other students requiring a full year sequence of organic
chemistry should enroll in CHEM 371 and 372. Lecture:
four hours per week.
Prereq: CHEM 123-124, or CHEM 125-126.

UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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CHEM 271 Organic Chemistry Laboratory.
1 hr
Instruction in the basic manipulative techniques of ex·
perimental organic chemistry and experience with or·
ganic chemicals. Laboratory: three hours per week.
Prereq or coreq: CHEM 270.
CHEM 2771278/279 Special Thpics.
11213 hrs
Covers specific chemical topics not discussed in any regu.
lar chemistry course at this level.
Prereq: One lOO·level chemistry course and departnumt
permission.
CHEM 281 Quantitative Analysis.
4 hrs
A lecture and laboratory course treating instrumental,
gravimetric, and volumetric analysis, and equilibrium.
Lecture: two hours per week. Laboratory: six hours per
week.
Prereq: CHEM 123-124, or CHEM 125-126.
CHEM 282 Honors Quantitative Analysis.
.. bra
A lecture and laboratory course treating instrumental,
trace, separation, and characterization techniques. Lecture: two hours per week. Laboratory: six hours per
week.
Prereq:CHEM 123-124, orCHEM 125-126, and consent
of Honors Committee.
CHEM 28712881289 Cooperative Education.
112/3 hrs
Full- or part-time employment at an industrial, federal ,
or state agency chemistry laboratory providing an ap.plied experience in chemistry. Amount of credit granted
determined by the nature of job responsibilities and/or
duration of placement. Graded on a credit/no-credit basis. No credit granted toward chemistry degree programs, except with departmental permission.
Prereq: CHEM 123·124, or CHEM 125-126. Admission
by application only. Sophonwre standing.
CHEM 297 Independent Study.
1 br
An independent, original endeavor involving laboratory
and/or library study under the guidance of a chemistry
faculty member. A formal written report is required at
the end of the semester.
Prereq: Department permission.
CHEM 340 Introduction to Industrial Chemistry. 3 hrs
Discussion of the important aspects of the manufacture
and chemistry of the major organic and·inorganic chemicals and their use through commercially available products such as polymers. Includes environmental and eco-nomic aspects of industry. Lecture: three hours per week.
UND~GRADUAT2CATALOG

Prereq: CHEM 123-124, or CHEM 125-126; CHEM 270
or CHEM 371-372.

CHEM 381 Fundamentals of Physical Chemistry. 3 hrs
Calculus-based introduction to quantum mechanics,
thermodynamics, and kinetics. Serves as survey course
for general curricula and major, and as the first course
of the physical chemistry sequence in the professional
curricula (Chem 361, 365, 465).
Prereq' CHEM 123·124 or CHEM 125·126,MKI'H 120,
PHY223. Co- or prereq: PHY222 /224; CHEM 372 and
281 recommended.
CHEM 385 Physical Chemistry Laboratory.
2 bra
Determination of the physical properties of substances,
rate studies, and measurement of thermochemical properties. Emphasis on scientific report writing and oral
presentation of work. Laboratory: six hours per week.
Prereq: CHEM 281 and 361, PHY 223 and 224.
CHEM 371 Organic Chemistry I.
3hrs
The first semester sequence covering the general principles of organic chemistry for students specializing in
science and those preparing for dentistry or medicine.
Lecture: three hours per week. Not open to those with
credit in CHEM 270.
Prereq: CHEM 123-124, or CHEM 125-126.

CBEM 372 Organic Chemistry D.

3 hrs

A continuation ofCHEM 371. CHEM 371 and 372 constitute the customary year of foundationllecture work in
organic chemistry. Lecture: three hours per week.
Prereq: CHEM 371.
CHEM 373 Organic Chemistry Laboratory.
2 hrs
Covers the basic techniques involved in organic chem·
istry. Laboratory: six hours per week.
Prereq or coreq: CHEM 372.
CHEM 378 Honors Organic Chemistry Laboratory.

2hrs
Covers the basic techniques involved in organic chemistry
for students of superior ability. The sequence of CHEM
371·372,376 can constitute the customary year of organic
chemistry. Laboratory: six hours per week.
Prereq or coreq: CHEM 372 and ronsent ofHonors Committee.
CHEM 37713781379 Special 'fupics.
112/3 bra
Covers specific chemical topiCS not discussed in any regular chemistry course at this level.
Prereq: Department permission.
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CHEM 381 Instrumentation for Chemical Technology.
2hrs
A lecture and laboratory course that surveys various
types of analytical instrumentation and their uses in
chemical industry. Lecture: one hour per week, Laboratory: three hours per week.
Prereq: CHEM 281, CHEM 270 or CHEM 372, and
CHEM 271 or CHEM 373, or equiualent.
CHEM 387/388/389 Cooperative Education.
1l2I3 hrs
Full- or part-time employment at an industrial, federal,
or state agency chemistry laboratory providing an applied experience in chemistry, Amount of credit granted
determined by the nature of job responsibilities andlor
duration of placement. Graded on a creditlno-credit basis. For junior-level students. No credit granted toward
chemistry degree programs, except with department
permission,
1 hr
CHEM 397 Independent Study.
An independent, original endeavor involving laboratory
andlor library study, under the guidance of a chemistry
faculty member, A formal written report is required at
the end of the semester.
Prereq: Departmen.t permission.
CHEM 411 Toxicology I.
2 hrs
An introduction kl the principles and 'methods of toxicology. Special cases of toxic response including
carcinogenesis, teratogenesis and mutagenesis, and the
effects of radiation are discussed, Lecture: two hours
per week.
Prereq: CHEM 270 or CHEM 372.
CHEM 412 Toxicology II.
2 bra
Discussion of the metabolism oftoxicant.B and their effect on specific organ systems; specific classes of toxicants and legal aspects of toxicology. Lecture: two hours
per week.
Prereq: CHEM 411. Biochemistry recommen.ded.
CHEM 413 Toxicology Laboratory.
2 hrs
A lecture and laboratory covering the techniques employed in a toxicology laboratory including methods of
calculation, interpretation, and presentation of experimental data. The theory and practical aspects oftoxicological procedures will be discussed. Lecture: one hour
per week. Laboratory: three hours per week.
Prereq: CHEM 411. CHEM 281 recommended.

lIS

2hrs
CHEM 414 Regulatory Toxicology.
This lecture course reviews the major environmental
laws, building a framework for understanding their intent and application. Lecture: two hours per week.
Prereq: CHEM 270 or CHEM 372.

CHEM :f15 Environmental Chemistry.
3 hrB
A survey of environmental and energy-related problems
and the ways in which chemistry may be applied kl them.
Important topics include air and water pollution, energy and other resources, solid wastes and recycling,
and toxic chemicals. Lecture: three hours per week.
Prereq: CHEM 123-124, or CHEM 125·126. A course in
organic chemistry and I or quantitative analysis recom·
TTumded,
CHEM 416 Advanced Topics in Toxicology.
2 hnJ
This course provides a broadening and strengthening
of the background ofklxicology students in areas which
are covered only minimally in the introductory sequence
but are of critical importance to toxicologists, particularly those planning careers in industrial or pharmacological areas, Lecture: two hours per week.
Prereq: CHEM 411, ZOOL 326, ZOOL 427, or equivalent.
CHEM 432 Advanced Inorganic Chemistry.
3 bra
An advanced level treatment of the newer inorganic
chemical developments, with emphasis on theoretical
advances in the interpretation of bonding and reactivity of inorganic compounds. Lecture: three hours per
week.
Prereq: CHEM 465 or department permission. CHEM
232 also is recommended.
CHEM 4SS Inorganic-Organic Synthesis Laboratory.
2hrs
Covers advanced preparative and analytical techniques
of inorganic and organic chemistry including extensive
use of IR, NMR, UV-visible, and other instruments.
Laboratory: six hours per week.
Prereq: CHEM 281 and CHEM 373,
CHEM 451 Biochemistry I.
3 hrs
Chemistry of biologically significant 'Compounds such as
proteins, nucleic acids, carbohydrates, and lipids. En·
zymes are introduced, bioenergetics is discussed and the
most central topics of metabolism are outlined. This
course is intended as a one semester survey ofbiochemistry for health science students and as the first semesUNDERCIlADUATECATALOC
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ter of a two semester sequence for chemistry, biology,
and toxicology students. Lecture: three hours per week.
Prereq: CHEM 123·124, or CHEM 125·126. and CHEM
270 or CHEM 372, or equivalent.

n.

CHEM 452 Biochemistry
3 bra
Continues the survey of biochemistry begun in CHEM
451. Membranes and transport, enzyme kinetics, further topics in metabolism, replication, transcription,
translation, and regulation of cell processes are discussed. Lecture: three hours per week.
Prereq: CHEM 451.
CHEM 453 Biocbemistry Laboratory.
2 hrs
Emphasis on the special analytical techniques employed
by biochemists, such as chromatography, electrophore·
sis, fluorimetry, spectrophotometry, and on laboratory
report writing. Laboratory: four hours per week.
Prereq: CHEM 271 or CHEM 373, or equivalent and
CHEM 281 strongly recommentkd. Coreq: CHEM 451
orCHEM452.
CHEM 465 Quantum and Statistical Mechanics. 3 hrs
The study of quantum mechanics and its application to
atomic structure, molecular bonding, and spectroscopy.
An introduction to statistical mechanics and modem theories of the rate constant. Lecture: three hours per week..

Prou,cCHEM361,MATH223,MATH325,PHY223,PHY224.
CHEM 475 Introduction to Polymer Chemistry.
Shrs
An emphasis on the organic chemistry involved in the
preparation of synthetic high polymers. 1bpics include:
chain-growth vinyl polymers, step·growth polymerization, copolymerization, cationic and anionic polymerization,and complex coordination catalysts. Lecture: three
hours per week.
Prereq: CHEM 270 or CHEM 372.
CHEM 477/478/479 Special Topics.

11213 hrs
Covers specific chemical topics not discussed in any regu·
lar chemistry courses at this level.
Prereq: 1J£partment permission.

CHEM 481ln&tnunental Analysis.
4 hrs
Theory and practice of chemical analysis and measurements and data processing by instrumental methods. Lecture: two hours per week. Laboratory: six hours per week..
Prereq: CHEM 281 and CHEM 365. Prereq or ooreq:
CHEM465.
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

CHEM 485 Introduction to Radiotracer Thchniques.
2hrs
Measurement of radiation and principles of radiation
safety; experiments with emphasis on beta and gammaray counting and handling radioactivity. Lecture: one
hour per week. Laboratory: three hours per week.
Prereq: CHEM 123-124, or CHEM 125·126, and either
CHEM 281 or one 8Crence laboratory course above the
200 level, or department permission.
CHEM 487/488/489 Cooperative Education.
11213 hrs
Full- or part-time employment at an industrial, federal,
or state agency chemistry laboratory providing an applied experience in chemistry. Amount of credit granted
determined by the nature of job responsibilities and/or
duration of placement. Graded on a creditJno-credit basis. For senior·levelstudents.
CHEM 497/4981499lndependent Study.
11213 hrs
Independent, original endeavors involving extensive li·
brary and/or laboratory study, under the guidance of a
chemistry faculty member. A formal written report is
required at the end of the semester.
Prereq: Department permissicn.
GRADUATE COURSES

The following graduate level chemistry courses are open
to senior chemistry students:
CHEM 510 Computer Applications in Chemistry
CHEM 511 Introduction to Industrial Hygiene
CHEM 512 Industrial Hygiene Laboratory

CHEM 515 Industrial and Environmental Chemistry
CHEM 553 Enzymology
CHEM 555 Neurochemistry
CHEM 561 Quantum Chemistry and Spectroscopy
CHEM 562 Statistical Mechanics and Chemical
Kinetics
CHEM 564 Physical-Chemical Characterization
of Polymers
CHEM 565 Nuclear Chemistry
CHEM 571 Advanced Organic Chemistry
CHEM 572 Spectrometric Organic Structure
Determination
CHEM 574 Advanced Organic Chemistry ThpiC8
CHEM 5901591/592 Special 'lbpics
Please see the Graduate CataJog for course descriptions.
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COMMUNICATION AND THEATRE ARTS
Dennis M. Beagen
Department Head
124 Quirk Building
487-3131
Professors: Henry B. Aldridge, Dennis M. Beagen, P.
George Bird, Gail W. Compton, Gary L. Evans,
James W. Gousseff, Lucy A Liggett, Annette Martin,
Sally R. McCracken, Kenneth W. Stevens, Katherine
Strand-Evans, Mary Ann Watson, Patricia Zimmer
Associate Professors: Geoffrey D. Hammill, James A
Robinson, Karen Smith-Meyer
Assistant Professors: Pirooz Aghssa, Wallace A.
Bridges, John Cooper, Chris Foreman, Theresa Heck
Seibert, Kathleen H . Stacey, Michael 'lew
Instructor: Judy Sturgis-Hill
Technical Support: John Charles, EMU Theatre;
Steve Martin, Broadcasting
The Communication and TheatreArts department
provides students with communication and performance
skills fundamental to careers in broadcasting, theatre,
teaching, public relations, sales, and such related professions as law and the ministry. Communication theory
and practice are explored in various course offerings in
interpersonal, small group, organizational, and public
communication. Production and performance theories
and techniques emphasized in telecommunications and
film studies are enhanced by practical experiences at
two campus radio stations-WEMU-FM and WQBR, in
c1osed-circuit TV studios, and through internships and
co-ops in the professional field. The arts management
and communication technology curricula require business studies in addition to aesthetic and pragmatic communication skills. All the department's programs, including forensics, interpretation/performance studies,
theatre arts, and dramatic productions for the young,
provide students with opportunities for developing such
personal qualities as creativity,leadership, self-expression, and social responsibility.
Degrees:
Bachelor of Science and Bachelor of Arts
Progr&%nsofStudy
Ml:Yors and Curricula:
Arts management curriculum
Communication (Options: interpersonal communication, organizational communication, speech
communication)
Communication for elementary and special edu-

cation-elementary
Comprehensive major in communication and theatre arts (Areas of concentration: communication, interpretation/performance studies, speech
improvement, telecommunications and film,
theatre arts, drama/theatre f~r the young)
Interdisciplinary major in children's literature and
drama/theatre for the young for elementary and
special education-elementary (administered by
the Teacher Education department)
Interdisciplinary major in children's literature and
drama/theatre for the young (administered by
the English department)
Interdisciplinary major in public relations
Speech for secondary education
Telecommunications and film
Theatre arts
Minors:
Communication
Communication for elementary education
Comprehensive minor in communication and theatre arts
Comprehensive minor in communication and theatre arts for secondary, K-12, and special education-secondary
Drama/theatre for the young
Drama/theatre for the young for elementary and
special education-elementary
Musical theatre
Telecommunications and film
Theatre arts
Joint program with the Interdisciplinary
Technology department:
Communication technology curriculum
Advising is initiated by students with a personal adviser who shares the student's interests and objectives.
Coordinators listed below should be consulted by each
prospective major or minor student.
Advising Coordinators:
Arts management curriculum: Kenneth Stevens
Communication major and minor: Gary Evans, Sally
McCracken
Comprehensive major and minor fQr elementary and
secondary education: Michael Tew, Patricia Zimmer,
Judy Sturgis-Hill
Communication technology curriculum: Henry B.
Aldridge
Comprehensive major and minor in communication and
theatre arts: Michael 'few, Patricia Zimmer
UNDERGRADUATECATALOG
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Drama/theatre for the young minor: Patricia Zimmer,
Karen Smith-Meyer
Interdisciplinary major in children's literature and
drama/theatre for the young: Karen Smith-Meyer
Interpretation/performance studies: Annette Martin
Musical theatre minor: Kenneth Stevens
Telecommunications and film major and minor: Geoffrey
Hammill and Henry Aldridge
Theatre arts major and minor: Katherine Strand-Evans
and Terry Heck-Seibert
Graduate study leads to a Master of Arts in communication; a Master ofArts emphasizing interpretation/performance studies; a Master of Arts in drama/theatre for
the young, or a Master of Fine Arts in drama/theatre
for the young; and a Master of Arts in theatre arts. For
descriptions of graduate courses and programs in the
Communication and Theatre Arts department, consult
the Graduate Catalog.

ACADEMIC MAJORS
ARTS MANAGEMENT CURRICULUM
The Arts Management curriculum provides career
training and practical experience for those with a passion for the arts' and whose talents are in the field of ad;
ministration and/or promotion. The arts manager not only
must develop a variety of managing skills but also must
maintain a high degree of sen.sitivity to aesthetics.
Students are provided a broad background in all
of the arts with the opportunity to study a specific art
in more depth. In addition, each student gains vital practical experience working in the arts during internships
on the university campus and in an approved off-campus professional theatre or arts institution.
Combined with training in the arts is the development of skills in accounting, advertising, personnel
management, labor relations, and various other areas
of business through a program of study in management
and marketing. Graduates are equipped to enter the arts
management field or to pursue further study in arts
administration.
Because the arts management field is relatively
new and rapidly changing, it is advantageous for the
student to maintain regular contact with an adviser
during their entire program to avoid unnecessary difficulties before and after completion of the program. Arts
institutions vary in their personnel needs.
EMU's arts management curriculum is divided into
four sections: basic studies requirements, arts management major, a management or marketing minor (see
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

College of Business), and two internships.
Semhours
Major in arts management ............................. 39-47
1. Required courses ........................................... 23
Arts fundamentals
CTAR 150 Introduction to Theatre ................... 3
CTAR 155 Producing Theatre ........................... 3
FA 107 Art History Survey 1.............................. 3
FA 108 Art History Survey II ............................ 3
MUSC 107 Music Appreciation ......................... 2
PEGN 161 Modern Dance ................................. 1
Media and arts rTUlnagement
CTAT 334 Radio-Television News ..................... 3
CTAR 452 Arts Management ............................ 2
JRNL 215 News Writing and Reporting ........... 3
2. Restricted electives .................................... 8-12
Choose one course from each of the following
areas: academic dance, art, music, theatre
3. Recommended electives ........... " ............... 8-12
CTAR 453 Marketing the Arts
CTAR 454 Law, Public Policy, and the Arts
A course in technical theatre
Minor in management or marketing ................. 21
1b be chosen in consultation with the arts management advising coordinator.
Internships
Two are required for this major: a one-semester
on-campus internship and a one-semester practicum
with an approved off-campus arts institution. Application procedures and minimum requirements for credit
should be obtained from the advising coordinator not
later than the frrst semester of the junior year.
On-campus internships are approved part-time
work as a member of the management staff of such EMU
arts institutions as the Ford Gallery or EMU Dancers.
Practicums are available to the junior-senior level
student who has a minimum GPA of 2.5 in the arts
management curriculum.

COMMUNICATION MAJOR
Semhours
Major in communication ................................ 35-36
1. Required courses ...................................... 23·24
CTAS 1211124 Fundamentals of Speech ........ 2/3
CTAC 224 Public Speaking or CTAC 350
Persuasion ...................................................... 3
CTAC 227 Interpersonal Communication ........ 3
CTAC 354 Organizational Communication ...... 3
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CTAC 359 Small Group Communication .......... 3
CTAC 374 Intercultural Communication or CTAC
375 InterraciallInterethnic Communication 3
Choose two courses from the following: ...................... 6
CTAC 440 Survey of Public Address (3)
CTAC 460 Theories of Speech Criticism (3)
CTAC 475 Research in Speech Communication (3)
CTAC 485 Theories of Speech Communication
Behavior (3)
2. Restricted electives ....................................... 12
Choose 12 hours from the list of restricted electives below
which were not selected as the basic requirements:
CTAC 224 Public Speaking (3)
CTAC 225 Listening Behavior (3)
CTAC 226 Nonverbal Communication (3)
CTAC 350 Persuasion (3)
CTAC 352 Communication in Negotiation (3)
CTAC 356 Argumentation and Debate (3)
CTAC 357 Interviewing as Communication (3)
CTAC 372 Assertive Communication (3)
CTAC 373 Family Communication (3)
CTAC 374 Intercultural Communication (3)
CTAC 375 InterracialJInterethnic
Communication (3)
CTAC 379 Special 'lbpics (3)
CTAC 440 Survey of Public Address (3)
CTAC 460 Theories of Speech Criticism (3)
CTAC 475 Research in Speech Communication (3)
CTAC 485 The.ories of Speech Communication
Behavior (3)
A maximum of six credit hours from the following
courses:
CTAA 166/266/366/466 Forensics (]JlIlIl)
CTAC 387/388/389 Cooperative Education ( 11213)
CTAC 487/4881489 Internship (11213)
CTAC 497/498/499 Independent Study (11213)
Alternate courses (one course may be substituted for a
restricted elective)
CTAO 205 Voice and Articulation (3)
CTAO 210 Interpretative Reading (3)
CTAT 241 Radio·Television-Film Announcing (3)

COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY
CURRICULUM
See the Interdisciplinary Technology department
for program requirements.
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COMPREHENSIVE MAJOR IN
COMMUNICATION AND THEATRE ARTS
The comprehensive major allows each student to
develop a variety of communication skills with one or
two areas of concentration (12·18 semester hours each).
Within the 36 semester hours, at least six semester hours
must be in 300- and 400-level courses. Majors should
plan their course selections carefully with the depart.mental advising coordinator and present a copy of tbis
plan to Academic Records and Certification when re·
questing senior checkout.
Semhours
Comprehensive major in communication and
theatre arts .................................................. 30-43
1. Required core course ................................... 2·3
CTAS 1211124 Fundamentals of Speech ........ 2-3
2. Restricted electives ....................................... 15
Choose at least three credits in five of the six following
concentrations (communication, interpretation!
performance studies , speech improvement,
telecommunications and film, theatre arts, dramal
theatre for the young)
Communication:
CTAC 224 Public Speaking, CTAC 227
Interpersonal Communication, CTAC 350
Persuasion, CTAC 356 Argumentation and
Debate, CTAC 359 Small Group Communication
Interpretation / performance studies:
CTAO 210 Interpretative Reading
Speech improvement:
CTAO 102, 202, 302, 402 Voice Development (one
credit each), CTAO 205 Voice and Articulation,
CTAO 404 Dynamic Speaking Skills·
Telecommunications and film:
CTAT 130 Introduction to Telecommunications
and Film, CTAT 131 Introduction to Audio
Production and Direction, CTAT 132
Introduction to Video Production and Direction,
CTAT 141 Introduction to Radio-TV-Film
Production,· CTAT 145 Introduction to Film
Appreciation, CTAT 236 History and Criticism
of Radio and Television, CTAT 241 RadioTelevision-Film Announcing, CTAT 445 Film
Theory and Criticism, CTAT 446 Contemporary
Problems in Thlecommunications
·Departm.entpermwwn requirwL

TMatre arts:
CTAR 150 Introduction to Theatre, CTAR 151
African American Theatre: An Introduction,
l/NDERGRADUATECATALOG
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CTAR 152 Technical Theatre: Scenery and
Lighting, CTAR 153 Technical Theatre:
Costume and Makeup, CTAR 155 Producing
Theatre, CTAR 158 Fundamentals of Acting,
CTAR 251AfricanAmerican Theatre: Creative
Problems, CTAR 254 Stage Makeup, CTAR 450
History of the Theatre to 1642, CTAR 451
History of the Theatre: 1642 to the Present
Drama I theatre for the young:
CTAD 222 Drama and Play in Human Experience,
CTAD 322 Theatre for the Young, CTAD 323
Improvising and Role-Play, CTAD 327 Plays for
the Young, CTAD 429 History and Theory of
Developmental Dramatrheatre
3. Concentration .............................................. 9·15
Choose at least one concentration (above) in
consultation with advising coordinator
(semester hours here are in addition to the
restricted electives above)
4. Department electives ................................. 3·10
Choose from any courses in areas outside the
concentration

TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND FILM

MAJOR
Semhours
Major in telecommunications and film ....... 30·34
1. Required foundation courses ...................... 11
CTAT 130 Introduction to Telecommunications
and Film ......................................................... 3
CTAT 131 Introduction to Audio Production and
Direction ......................................................... 2
CTAT 132 Introduction to Video Production and
Direction ......................................................... 2
Choose one course from the following: . ....................... 3
CTAT 145 Introduction to Film Appreciation or
CTAT 236 History and Criticism of Radio and
Television
Choose one of the following: ........................................ 1
CTAA 165 Television Laboratory or CTAA 169
Radio Station WQBR
2. Restricted electives .................................. 16·18
Production courses ........................................................ 6
Choose six credits from the following (at least three
credits must be at the 300 or 400 level):
CTAT 231Audio Recording Tecbniques, CTAT 236
History and Criticism of Radio and Television,
CTAT 241 Radio-Television-Film Announcing,
CTAT 331 Fundamentals of Radio Production
and Direction, CTAT 332 Fundamentals of
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOC

Television Production and Direction, CTAT 333
Fundamentals of Film Production and
Direction, CTAT 341 Radio·Television·Film
Dramatic Perfonnance. CTAT 431 Advanced
Radio Production and Direction , CTAT 432
Advanced Television Production and Direction,
CTAT 433 Advanced Film Production and
Direction
Writing courses .............................................................. 3
Choose one course from the following;
CTAT 334 Radio·Television News, CTAT 344
Continuity Writing for Radio-Television-Film,
CTAR 360 Dramatic Composition
Theory courses ............................................................... 6
Choose six credits from the following (at least three
credits must be the 400 level):
CTAT 145 Introduction to FilmAppreciation, CTAT
236 History and Criticism of Radio and
Television, CTAT 335 Studies in Film, CTAT 336
Studies in Telecommunications, CTAT 445 Film
Theory and Criticism, CTAT 446 Contemporary
Problems in Telecommunications, CTAT 447
Radio-Television Station Management, CTAT
479 Specia11bpics (must be approved by adviser)
Internship or cooperative education ........................ 1-3
CTAT 487/488/4891ntemship, CTAT 387/388/389
Cooperative Education
3. Electives .......................................................... 3·5
Choose three credits from telecommunications and
film and the remaining hours from
communication and theatre arts (except CTAS
121/124 Fundamentals of Speech) or journalism.

THEATRE Alns MAJOR
Semhours
Major in theatre arts ............................................ 36
1. Required courses ........................................... 31
CTAR 150 Introduction to Theatre ................... 3

(may be bypassed by examination or interview
for no credit)
CTAR 152 Intra. to Tech. Theatre: Scenery and
Lighting .......................................................... 2
CTAR 153 Intra. to Tech. Theatre: Costume and
Makeup ........................................................... 2
CTAR 155 Producing Theatre ........................... 3
CTAR 158 Fundamentals of Acting ................... 3
CTAR 355 Play Direction .................................. 3
CTAR 450 History of the Theatre to 1642 ........ 3
CTAR 451 History of the Theatre: 1642 to the
Present ........................................................... 3
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CTAA 167 and either 267/367/467 Theatre
Practice ........................................................... 2
CTAR 458 Problems in Modern Theatre ........... 3
CTAR 459 Problems in Pre·Modern Theatre ... , 2
CTAR 496 Senior Seminar ................................ 2
2. Restricted electives ......................................... 5
Choose from any Theatre course except CTAR 106
Other courses that qualify as electives are:
Drama!I'heatre for the Young (CTAD 322 Theatre
for the Young or CTAD 323 Improvising a nd
Role·Play)
Oral Interpretation (CTAD 314 Interpretation of
Drama or CTAO 410 Oral Interpretation of
Shakespeare)
Telecommunications and Film (CTAT 332
Fundamentals of Television Production and
Direction or CTAT 341 Radio~Television-Film
Dramatic Perfonnance)

ThEATRE ARTS MINOR
Semhours
Minor in theatre arts ............................................ 24
1. Required courses ........................................... 20
CTAR 150 Introduction to Theatre ................... 3
(may be bypassed by examination or interview
for no credit)
CL\R 152 Thchnical Theatre: SceneIy and Ugbting ... 2
CTAR 153 Intro. to Tech. The atre ................. 2
CTAR 155 Producing Theatre ........................... 3
CTAR 158 Fundamentals of Acting ................... 3
CTAR 355 Play Direction .................................. 3
CTAR 450 History of the Theatre to 1642 or CTAR
451 History of the Theatre: 1642 to Present 3
CTAA 167 Theatre Practice ............................... 1
2. Restricted electives ......................................... 4
See Theatre Arts Major

INTERDISCIPLINARY MAJOR IN
CHILDREN'S LITERATURE AND

DRAMA!

THEATRE FOR THE YOUNG
This major may be used for the Bachelor of Science or Bachelor of Arts degrees without teacher certification. For full details, see the English Language and
Literature department.
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INTERDISCIPLINARY MAJOR IN PuBLIC
RELATIONS
Admission to the program will require a 2.8 GPA,
which must be maintained in the major as well as in
the minor selected. Admission is granted by the English
Language and Literature department. Courses from
both the English and Communication and Theatre Arts
departments are offered as requirements and restricted
electives.
Semhours
Interdisciplinary major in public relations 41-42
1. Required fundamental courses .............. 17-18
JRNL 215 News Writing and Reporting ........... 3
JRNL 312 Introduction to Public Relations ..... 3
JRNL 314 Writing for Public Relations ............ 3
CTAS 121 or CTAS 124 Fundamentals of Speech
2·3
CTAT 141 Introduction to Radio-TV·Film
Production ...................................................... 3
CTAC 224 Public Speaking or CTAC 350
Persuasion ...................................................... 3
2. Required advanced courses ......................... 12
JRNL 306 Feature Writing ................................ 3
JRNL 408 Case Studies in Public Relations ..... 3
CTAT 334 Radio-Television News or CTAT 344
Continuity Writing for Radio-Thlevision-FiJm .. 3
CTAC 354 Organizational Communication or
CTAC 357 Interviewing as Communication .... 3
3. Restricted electives ............ " .... " ..... ,.... " ....... 12
JRNL 307 Copy Editing, JRNL 311 Editing
Procedures, JRNL 423 Magazine Article
Writing, JRNL 455 Journalism and the Law,
*JRNL 387/487 Cooperative Education, *JRNL
4881489/490 Internship, ENGL 324 Principles
of Technical Communication, CTAC 224 Public
Speaking or CTAC 350 Persuasion (whichever
IS not chsoen above), CTAC 227 Interpersonal
Communication or CTAC 359 Small Group
Communication, CTAT 334 Radio-Television
News or CTAT 344 Continuity Writing for
Radio-Television-Film (whichever is not chosen
above), *CTAC 387/388/389 Cooperative
Education, *CTAC 487/4881489 Internship
A maximum of six hours may be chosen from:
FA 165 Graphic Design for Nonmajors, INDT 121
Graphic Communication, INDT 204
Photographic Communication, cose 136
Computers for the nonspecialist
·Where applicable to public relations
UNDERCRADUATECATALOG
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Recommended minors:
Marketing or Management (College of Business),
with MKTG 360 Principles of Marketing and
MKTG 369 Advertising highly recommended,
along with other courses such as statistics,
marketing research, buyer behavior, and
promotional strategy.
English writing, sociology, psychology, or a minor
chosen by student in specific field of interest.

ACADEMIC MINORS
COMMUNICATION MINOR
Semhours
Minor in communication ................................ 20·21
CTAS 1211124 Fundamentals of Speech ........ 2/3
CTAC 224 Public Speaking or CTAC 350
Persuasion ...................................................... 3
CTAC 227 Interpersonal Communication ........ 3
CTAC 354 Organizational Communication ...... 3
CTAC 359 Small Group Communication .......... 3
CTAC 374 Intercultural Communication or CTAC
375 Interracia1/lnterethnic Communication 3
Choose one course from the following: ........................ 3
CTAC 440 Survey of Public Address (3)
CTAC 460 Theories of Speech Criticism (3)
CTAC 475 Research in Speech Communication (3)
CTAC 485 Theories of Speech Communication
Behavior (3)

COMPREHENSIVE MINOR IN
COMMUNICATION AND THEATRE ARTS
Semhours
Comprehensive minor in communication and
theatre arts ................ ... ............ ................... 20·28
1. Required core course ................................... 2.s
CTAS 1211124 Fundamentals of Speech
2. Restricted electives ....... ................................ 12
Choose at least three credits in four of the six
areas of concentration (communication,
interpretation/performance studies, speech
improvement, telecommunications and film,
theatre arts, dramaltheatre for the young)
See courses listed in comprehensive major in
communication and theatre arts, page 119 .
S. Concentration ................................................ 8--9
Choose at least one area of concentration. Minors
applying for secondary certification must elect
their concentration courses from either speech
communication or theatre arts (semester hours
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

4.

here are in addition to the restricted electives
above)
Department electives ................................... 0-4
Choose from any courses in areas outside the
concentration

DRAMAII'HEATRE FOR THE YOUNG
MINOR
The undergraduate minor in drama/theatre for the
young is designed to serve students wishing to prepare
for a variety of careers-some already existing, others
emerging-involving work with and for the young
through drama and communication. The minor is useful in conjunction with many other minors and majors
including elementary and secondary education, special
education, language and literature, history and social
studies, art, music, dance, social work, sociology, psychology, recr:eation, business management, guidance and
counseling, library science, home economics, communication and theatre arts, family and child service, and
gerontology.
It provides a strong base and, at the same time,
flexibility is ensured through freedom in choosing from
a wide range of electives.
Semhours
Minor in drama/theatre for the young ........ 20·21
1. Required courses ...................................... 14·15
CTAS 1211124 Fundamentals of Speech ........ 2·3
CTAD 222 Drama and Play in Human
Experience ..................................................... 3
CTAD 322 Theatre for the Young ...................... 3
CTAD 323 Improvising and Role-Play .............. 3
CTAD 324 Oral Interpretation of Literature for
the young ........................................................ 3
2. Electives .......................................................... 5.tJ
Choose five to six credits from the following:
GrAD 326 Developmental Drama/l'heatre with the
Handicapped, CTAD 327 Plays for the Young,
GrAD 429 History and Theory of Developmental
Dramall'heatre, CTAD 504 Oral Interpretation
of Literature and Language with the Young,
CTAD 522 TIE: Theatre-in-Education, CTAD
523 Puppetry: Catalyst in Human Development,
CTAD 524 Developmental Dramall'heatre with
Handicapped
Persons,
CTAD
525
Developmental Dramall'heatre in Recreational
Settings, CTAD 528 Developmental Drama!
Theatre in Religion, CTAD 565 Studies in
DramafI'heatre for the Young (all 500·}evel
courses are available for undergraduate credit
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to qualified seniors)
CTAA 168126813681468 Interpretation
CTAD 377/3781379 Special 'Ibpics
CTAD 477/4781479 Special 'Ibpics (478 Touring
to Young Audiences)
CTAD 497/4981499 Independent Study
LITR 207 Introduction to Children's Literature
or any course in dramatic literature or any
communication or theatre arts course

MUSICAL THEATRE MINOR
Sem hours
Minor in musical theatre ..................................... 24
1. Required courses ............................................. 6
Choose four credits of applied music·voice and two
semester hours of ensemble performance voice
courses

2. Restricted electives ....................................... 18
Choose eight credits from the theatre arts area, four
credits from the dance area, and six credits from
the music area.
Theatre Arts:
CTA 155 Producing Theatre, CTA 258 Mime!
Pantomime and Mask, CTA 457 Tryouts and
Auditions, CTA 461 Musical Theatre Acting,
CTA 462 Directors on Directing, CTA 463 The
American Musical Stage
Dance:
PEG 155 Jazz I, PEG 159 Tap Dancing, PEG 160
Ballet, PEG 161 Modern Dance, PEG 255 Jazz
II, PEG 261 Intermediate Modem Dance

Music:
MUSC 101 Music Theory I, MUSC 104 Elements
of Music, MUS 305 Keyboard Skills, MUSC 326
Conducting
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CTAT 236 History and Criticism of Radio and
Television
Choose one of the following:
CTAA 165 Television Laboratory or CTAA 169
Radio Station WQBR
Choose three credits from each group of the area courses
listed under the major (page 120) in production,
writing, and theory
3. E lectives .............................................................. 4
Choose three credits from telecommunications
and film and the remaining hours from
communication and theatre arts (except CTAS
121/124 Fundamentals of Speech) or
journalism.

THEATRE Alns MINOR
Sem hours
Minor in theatre arts ....................................... 20-24
1. Required courses ........................................... 18
CTAR 150 Introduction to Theatre ................... 3
(may be bypassed by examination or interview
for no credit)
CTAR 152 Technical Theatre: Scenery and
Lighting .......................................................... 2
CTAR 155 Producing Theatre ........................... 3
CTAR 158 Fundamentals of Acting ................... 3
CTAR 355 Play Direction .................................. 3
CTAR 450 IIistmy ofthe Theatre to 1642 0' CTAR 451
IIistmy of the Theatre, 1642 to the I'm!ent..""'" 3
CTAA 167 Theatre Practice ............................... 1
2. Electives .......................................................... 2-5
Choose courses beyond the 100 level in theatre
arts or in other departmental areas specified
under the major (see page 120).

TEACHING MAJORS
TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND FILM

COMPREHENSIVE MAJOR IN

MINOR

COMMUNICATION AND THEATRE ARTS

Semhours
Minor in telecommunications and film ............ 24
1. Required foundation courses ........................ 7
CTAT 130 Introduction to Telecommunications
and Film ......................................................... 3
CTAT 131 Introduction to Audio Production and
Direction ......................................................... 2
CTAT 132 Introduction to Video Production and
Direction ......................................................... 2
2. Restricted electives ....................................... 13
Choose one of the following:

CTAT 145 Introduction to Film Appreciation or

SECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this course of study, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Secondary Provisional Certificate endorsed in speech, certification code
"BD," and. depending on the minor selected. an addi·
tional endorsement. The certification test covering this
field is #04, "Speech."
Basic Studie8
I·B·l. ENGL 121 English Composition (3)
UNDERGRADUATECATALQC
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I.B.2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I·B.a. One of'
CTAC 224 Publk Speaking (3)
CTAC 227 Interpersonal Communication (3)
I·B-4. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I·B-5. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
U·B·I, Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
U·B-2, Basic Studies requirement, See inside back cover
U·8-3, Basic Studies requirement, See insick back cover
ID·B·1. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
m·B·2. Basic Studies requirement. See insick back cover
m-B·il. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
m-B-4. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV·B·l. Basic Studies requirement, See inside back cover
IV·B·2. Basic Studies requirement, See inside back cover
IV·B·il. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV·B-4. One 0("
CTAT 145 Introduction to Film Appreciation (department pennission required)
CTAR 150 Introduction to Theatre
CTAR 151 African American Theatre: An Introduction (also satisfies cross-cultural or international studies requirement)
CTAR 158 Fundamentals of Acting
CTAD 222 Drama and Play in Human Experience
Physical education, military science, or equivalent (2)
Credit hours in Basic StudU!s: ................................... 49

TEACHING MAJOR
See note "a" above for courses applicable to both
Basic Studies and the major.
Restricted electives
Choose at least three credits in four of the five following concentrations.
Interpretation/performance studies
CTAC 210 Interpretative Reading (3)
Speech Improvement
CTAO 102, 202, 302, 402 Voice Development (one
credit each)
CTAO 205 Voice and Articulation (3)
CTAO 404 Dynamic Speaking Ski1ls (3)
(department permission required)
Telecommunications and Film
One of" (if not taken under JV-B-4 in Basic Studies)
CTAT 130 Introduction to Telecommunications
and Film (3)
CTAT 131 Introduction to Audio Production and
Direction (3)
CTAT 132 Introduction to Video Production and
Direction (3)
UNDERGRADUATECA~G

CTAT 141 Introduction to Radio-TV-Film
Production (3)
CTAT 145 Introduction to Film Appreciation (3)
(department pennission required)
CTAT 236 History and Criticism of Radio and
Television (3)
CTAT 241 Radio-Television-Film Announcing (3)
CTAT 445 Film Theory and Criticism (3)
CTAT 446 Contemporary Problems in
Telecommunications
Theatre Arts
One of: (if not taken under IV-B-4 in Basic Studies)
CTAR 150 Introduction to Theatre (3)
CTAR 151 African American Theatre: An
lntroduction (3)
CTAR 152 Technical Theatre: Scenery and
Lighting (3)
CTAR 153 Technical Theatre: Costume and
Makeup (3)
CTAR 155 Producing Theatre (3)
CTAR 158 Fundamentals of Acting (3)
CTAR 251 African American Theatre: Creative
Problems (3)
CTAR 254 Stage Makeup (3)
CTAR 450 History of the Theatre to 1642 (3)
CTAR 451 History of the Theatre: 1642 to the
Present (3)
Drama/theatre for the young
One of: (if not taken under IV-B-4 in Basic Studies)
CTAD 222 Drama and Play in Human
Experience (3)
CTAD 322 Theatre for the Young (3)
CTAD 323 Improvising and Role-Play (3)
CTAD 327 Plays for the Young (3)
CTAD 429 History and Theory of Developmental
DramalI'heatre (3)
Concentration
Choose either one of the above concentrations or
the following in consultation with the advising
coordinator.
Communication
CTAC 224 Public Speaking (3) (if not taken under
I-B-3 in Basic Studies)
CTAC 227 Interpersonal Communication (3) (if
not taken under I-B-3 in Basic Studies)
CTAC 350 Persuasion (3)
CTAC 356 Argumentation and Debate (3)
CTAC 359 Small Group Communication (3)
Department ekctives
Choose from any courses in a reas outside the
concentration. The number of courses chosen
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must bring the total credit hours for the major
to no less than 30 hours (including courses
which satisfy Basic Studies),
Minor
A minor from the approved list (see p, 363)

Subtotal, Major and minor: ...................................... 50'
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ments. Approved minors are those for the elementary
program as given on page 362.
30 hours, not including the minor and not including course work that may be satisfied through Basic
Studies.

TEACHING MINORS
COMMUNICATION MINOR

Professional Studies
100 clock hours of approved pre-student teaching
field experiences (0)
EOTC 300 Introduction to Computer Applications
in Education (1)
SPGN 300 Exceptional Children in the Regular
Classroom (1)
EOPS 322 Human Development and Learning (4)
The following courses require formal admission
to the teacher education program:
CURR 305 Curriculum and Methods:
Secondary (3)
CTAC 307 The Teaching of Speech (3)
RDNG 311 Teaching Reading in the Secondary
School (3)
SOFD 328 Schools in a Multicultural Society (3)
EDPS 340 Introduction to Assessment and
Evaluation (3)
EDMD 345 Media for the Classroom Teacher (1)
EDUC 492 Student Teaching (12)
Credit hours in Professional Studies: ........................ 34

ELEMENTARY, SPECIAL EDUCATION-ELEMENTARY, K-12, AND
SPECIAL EDUCATION-K-12 TEACHER CERTIFICATION
Successful completion ohhis minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in speech, certification code "BD." The certification test covering this field
is 1104, "Speech."
·CTAS 1211124 Fundamentals of Speech (213)
CTAC 224 Public Speaking or CTAC 350
Persuasion (3)
CTAC 227 Interpersonal Communication (3)
CTAC 354 Organizational Communication (3)
crAC 359 Small Group Communication (3)
CTAC 374 Intercultural Communication or CTAC
375 InterraciaVlnterethnic Communication (3)
Choose one course from the following:
CTAC 440 Survey of Public Address (3)
CTAC 460 Theories of Speech Criticism (3)
CTAC 475 Research in Speech Communication (3)
CTAC 485 Theories of Speech Communication
Behavior (3)
20 hours (including hours satisfied in Basic
Studies)

'lOta! credit hours requi.l"ed.t with 2()..hour minor: ISS
*lndutkd in &Jil: Stud~•.
·COu ..... required for alld appli«Jbh to 1IUtior.
'Coold M hn, tk~nding Oil th, miMI" and tM pogibh application of
lKuic .tud~. cou,... to tM minor.

DRAMAlTHEATRE FOR THE YOUNG
MINOR

COMPREHENSIVE MAJOR IN
COMMUNICATION AND THEATRE ARTS
ELEMENTARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION
Successful completion of this major, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in speech, certifi·
r.ation code "BD," The certification test covering this field
is #04, "Speech."
The curriculum for this major is that which is listed
under "Teaching Major" in the secondary speech program given above, plus the requirements under I-B-3
and IV-B-4 in that program's Basic Studies require-

ELEMENTARY AND SPECIAL EDUCATION-ELEMENTARY
TEAcHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in speech, certification code "BO." The certification test covering this field
is #04, "Speech."
"One of'
CTAS 121 Fundamentals of Speech (2)
CTAS 124 Fundamentals of Speech (3)
CTAD 222 Drama and Play in Human
Experience (3)
UNDERGRADUATECATADOG
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CTAD 322 Theatre for the Young (3)
CTAD 323 Improvising and Role-Play (3)
CTAD 324 Oral Interpretation of Literature for
the Young (3)
IfCTAS 121 is in the program, choose 6 hours; ifCTAS
124 is in the program, choose 5 hours; from the
following:
CTAD 326 Developmental Dramall'heatre with
the Handicapped (2)
CTAD 327 Plays for the Young (3)
CTAD 429 History and Theory of Developmental
Dramall'heatre (3)
CTAD 504, CTAD 522, CTAD 523, CTAD 524,
CTAD 525, CTAD 528, CTAD 565 (graduate
courses open to qualified seniors)
CTAA 1681268/368/468 Interpretation (1 each)
CTAD 377/3781379 Special Thpics (11213)
CTAD 477/4781479 Thuring to Young Audiences
(11213)

CTAD 497/498/499 Independent Study (lJ2I3)
"LITH 207 Introduction to Children's
Literature (3)
Any course in dramatic literature
Any communication course
Any theatre arts course
20 hours (including hours satisfied in Basic Studies)
*Jncludl1d in &uic Sludk, for 1M elementary program and 1M special edurotion progroTnl.
nJrreluded ill Basic Studies for 1M ekmenwry program.

COMPREHENSIVE MINOR IN
COMMUNICATION AND THEATRE ARTS
SECONDARY, K-12, SPECIAL EOUCATION-SECONDARY, AND
SPECIAL EOUCATION-K-12 TEACHER CERTIFICATION
Successful completion of this minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in speech, certification code "BD." The certification test covering this field
is #04, "Speech."
One of:
*CTAS 121 Fundamentals of Speech (2)
*CTAS 124 Fundamentals of Speech (3)
Choose at least three credits in four of the six areas of
concentration (communication, interpretationl
performance studies, speech improvement,
telecommunications and film, theatre arts, drama!
theatre for the young).
6-9 hours additional hours from speech communication
or theatre arts
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

0-4 hours in department courses outside of speech
communication or theatre arts
20 hours (including hours satisfied in Basic Studies)

FUNDAMENTALS OF SPEECH COURSES

Cl'AS 121 Fundamentals of Speech.
2 hrt
Theory and practice in the principles of effective speech
composition and presentation. Not open to students with
credit in eTAS 124.
3 hrt
More intensive theory and practice in the principles of
effective speech composition. Not open to students with
credit in CTAS 121.

CTAS 124 Fundamentals of Speech.

CTAS 379 Special Topics.
3 hrt
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permisswn.
COMMUNICATION COURSES

Cl'AC 177/1781179 Special Topiea.
112J3 hrt
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Shrs
CTAC 224 Public Speaking.
The characteristics of various types of speeches and
speech situations and practice in the preparation and
delivery of speeches for various occasions.
Prereq: eTAS 121 / 124.

CTAC 226 Listening Behavior.
3 hrt
The study of the behavior, processes, and theory ofhuman listening; practice in improving listening skills.
Pnnq' CTAS 121! 124.
CTAC 226 Nonverbal Communication.

Shrs

An examination of nonverbal and situational behaviors,

relationships, objects, and events surrounding speech
communication acts.
Prereq: eTAS 121 / 124.
Cl'AC 227 Interpersonal Communication.
S hrt
Study and practice of the basic elements of interpersonal communication with emphasis on perception,
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meanings, attention, listening, feedback, and communication barriers. ·Particular attention is given to improving interpersonal communication skills, This course
may not substitute as the fundamentals of speech requirement in the basic studies,
Prereq' eTAS 121/124.
CTAC 27712781279 Special Topics.
1/213 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied,
CTAC 307 The 'leaching of Speech.
3 bra
Emphasizes the analysis and construction of courses of
study, evaluation of textbooks and teaching materials,
methods of directing co-curricular speech activities, and
demonstrations of teaching methods. Required of students majoring in communication and theatre arts in
the junior or senior high school teaching curriculum.
Does not count on the major or minor. Not open to students on academic probation.
Prereq: Four courses in communication and theatre arts,
CTAC 350 Persuasion.
3 .....
The study ofthe basic elements inherent in persuasion;
the analysis of representative persuasive speeches; practice in securing the acceptance of ideas through psychological appeals as well as logical reasoning.
Prereq' eTAS 121 / 124.
CTAC 352 Communication in Negotiation.
3 hrs
Practical communication skills for negotiating a labor
union collective bargaining agreement and effective
grievance handling,
Prereq: eTAS 121 / 124. or department permission.
CTAC 354 Organizational Communication.
3 bra
An investigation of information patterns and persuasion in the formal organization,
Prereq: eTAS 121/124.
CTAC 356 Argumentation and Debate.
3 hrs
Emphasizes the principles oflogical reasoning and oral
presentation of reasoned discourse in group situations.
Exercise in debate and in general argumentative speaking.
Prereq: eTAS 121 / 124.
crAC 357 Interviewing as Communication.
3 hrs
The principles and practices of the interview as they
relate to communication elements; the interview pro-
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cess, structure, functions, and techniques explored from
both the perspective of the interviewer and the
interviewee,
Prereq: CTAS 121 / 124, or department permission.
CTAC 859 Small Group Communication.
3 bra
Emphasizes the principles and practice of discussion as
employed in committees, panels, symposiums, and forums. Students will plan and participate in discussions
of contemporary problems.
Prereq: eTAS 121 / 124.

3"'"

CTAC 372 Assertive Communication.
Individualized approach to study and training in effective assertive communication for social, conversational,
and career-oriented situations.
Prereq: eTAS 121 / 124, or department permission.
CTAC 373 Family Communication.
3 hrs
Descriptive and theoretical study of communication in
families with emphasis on the influence of family communication on individuals.
Prereq: eTAS 121 / 124 and eTAC 227.

CTAC S74lntercultural Communication.
3 hrs
Analysis of processes and problems of communication
as affected by national cultures; effects of differences in
verbal and nonverbal communication, values, meaning,
perception, and thought,
Prereq: eTAS 121 / 124, or department permission,
CTAC 375 Interracialllnterethnic Communication.
3 .....
The analysis of how ethnocentric attitudes toward perceived racial/ethnic minority group speakers/listeners
influence interpersonal communication transactions.
Prereq: CTAS 121/124,

CTAC 37713781379 Special Topic..
112/3 .....
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied,
112/3 .....
CTAC 387/388/389 Cooperative Education.
One semester of supervised work in concentration area.
An evaluation is required at the end of the employment
period.
Prereq: NiTl€ credit hours in concentration, approval by
Cooperative Educatwn Office, and department permission.
UNDERGRADUATECATALOC
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CTAC 440 Survey of Public Address.
8 hrs
An historical and 'criticalstudy of the more important
speakers and their speeches from classical Greek and
Roman times to the present with reference to social and
political movements in the world's history.
Prereq: Three courses in communication, junior stand·
ing, or department permission.

CTAC 497/4981499 Independent Study.
1I2IS hrs
Advanced study on individual basis in areas in which
the department does not offer a formal course. Nonnally
restricted to proficient students in the senior year under the general conditions prescribed for honors courses.
Prereq: Department permission.
DRAMAfI'HEATRE FOR THE YOUNG COURSES

CTAC 460 Theories of Speech Criticism.
3 hrs
A study of the theoretical and critical works from various eras of western culture.
Prereq: Three courses in communication, junior standing, or department permission.
CTAC 475 Research in Speech Communication. 3 hrs
An examination of methods currently employed in
speech communication, as well as a review of the many
types of application now being made. Course includes
analysis of speech communication behavior.
Prereq: Three courses in communication, junior standing, or department permission.
CTAC 477/4781479 Special Topics.
1I2IS hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
CTAC 485 Theories of Speech Communication Behavior.
3 hrs
Study of theories that have made significant contributions
to understanding of speech communication behavior.
Prereq: Three courses in communication, junior standing, or department permission.

CTAD 177/1781179 Special Topics.
1I2IS hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings, Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied,
Prereq: Depart11U!nt permission.
CTAD 222 Drama and Play in Human Experience.
Shrs
A study of dramatic experience as intrinsic in human
development. An introduction to spontaneous dramatic
games and exercises as a way of sharpening imagination, deepening interpersonal relations, and strengthening individual identity. Integration of such experience
in learning and growth is emphasized,

CTAD 277/278/279 Special Topic•.

1l2I3 hrs

An exploration and study of topics not covered in other

departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Depart11U!nt permission.
CTAD 822 Theatre for the Young.
3 hrs
An introductory study of the development, philosophy
and techniques of theatre for the young.

CTAC 487/4881489 Internship.

1l2I3 hrs
One semester of practical, on-the-job work experience
and training(four hours per week minimum) at selected
on-campus or ofT-campus facilities.
Prereq: 7Wenty semester hours of concentration courses
and department permission.

CTAD 823 Improvising and Role-Play.
3 hrs
Exploration of spontaneous dramatic play through intensive exercise and dramatic games meant to generate
greater individual freedom and self-discipline, as well
as to expand resources and techniques for teaching and
directing.

CTAC 496 Senior Seminar.
2hrs
A capstone course for communication majors. A comprehensive and unified study of all areas of communication. Combining knowledge and skills with preparation for professional careers and/or graduate study.
Prereq: Open only to department seniors or by department permission.

CTAD 324 Oral Interpretation of Literature for the
Young.
8 h1'8
Selection and evaluation of literature for oral interpretation with and for young people. Focus is on the use of
narrative prose and folktales.

UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

CTAD 826 Developmental DramafI'heatre with the
Handicapped.
2 hrt
Study of principles, theories and practices of develop-
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mental drama/theatre as related to handicapped persons. Application to educational, recreational and institutional settings stressed.
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INTERPRETATIONfPERFORMANCE STUDIES
COURSES

CTAD 327 Plays for the Young.
3 hn
A study of dramatic literature for the young from developmental and artistic viewpoints in the total educational
experience of children and adolescents.

CTAO 102 Voice Development.
1 hr
A laboratory for developing strength and control of the
speaking voice through physical and tonal exercises and
choral speaking. Two regularly scheduled hours each
week and additional sessions as arranged.

CTAD 377/3781379 Special ThpiC8.
l12I3 hn
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.

CTAO 177/17&1179 Special ThpiC8.
11213 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.

ClAD 38713881S89 Cooperative Education.
11213 bn
One semester of supervised work in concentration area
An evaluation is required at the end of the employment
period..
Prereq: Nine credit hours in concentration. approval by
Cooperative Education Office, and departrrumt permission.

CTAO 202 Voice Development.
1 hr
Advanced laboratory exercises and specialized projects:
Pronouncing foreign terms for professional speaking.
Prereq: CTAD 102 or department permission.

ClAD 429 History and Theory ot Developmental
Dramafl'heatre.
3 bn
An introductory study of the history and theory of developmental drama/theatre. The current thinking of
major practitioners in the field of developmental drama!
theatre; current research that involves the development
of new knowledge or the validation of existing knowledge relating to history and theory of developmental
drama/theatre.
CTAD 477/478/479 Special Topics.
l12IS bn
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.

crAD 487/488/489 Internship.

1I'JJ3 bra
One semester of practical, on-the-job work experience
and training (four hours per week minimum) at selected
on-campus or off-campus facilities.
Prereq: 7Wenty semester hours of concentration cou.rses
and departrrumt permission.

crAD 497/49&'499 Independent Study.

1I'JJ3 bra
Advanced study on individual basis in areas in which
the department does not offer a fonnal course. Normally
restricted to proficient students in the senior year under the general conditions prescribed for honors courses.
Prereq: Department permission.

CTAO 205 Voice and Articulation.
8 bra
An introductory course for improving personal speaking habits. Emphasis is placed on regular practice to
develop relaxed tone support, efficient articulation, and
vocal variety. Recording and listening laboratory hours
arranged.
Prereq: CTAS 121 / 124, or departrrumt permission.
CTAO 210 Interpretative Reading.
S hn
The fundamentals of oral interpretation; developing poise
and ease before an audience, a clear. forcefu1 and flexible
voice, and discrimination in interpreting thought to others. Selections will be prepared and presented in cl8.B8.
Prereq: eTAS 12/ / 124.
CTAO 277fM8I279 Special Topics.
1I2IS bra
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
CTAO 301 Speech Science.
3 hn
A survey of the physiological and psychological bases of
speech and hearing. Emphasis is placed on understanding the physical characteristics of speech sounds and
the human voice as they are used in effective oral communication.
Prereq: One of the following: CTAO 205, CTAO 210,
eTA:!' 241, eTAR 158, or department permission.
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CTAO 302 Voice Development.
1 hr
Advanced laboratory exercises and specialized projects:
Energetic vocal skills for theatre/interpretation.
Prereq: CTAO 102 or department permission.
CTAO 311lnterpretation of Prose.
3 bra
The application of the fundamentals of oral interpretation to the reading of prose with emphasis on the short
story and excerpts from longer works of fiction. Special
attention given to problems involved in the interpretation of prose.

Prereq: CTAO 210.
CTAO 314 Interpretation of Drama.
3 bra
Specific problems involved in interpreting dramatic literature. Emphasis placed on selection of materials, cutting
and arrangement of materials, dialogue, characterization,
and character placement. Students will work individually
and collectively in interpreting scenes from plays.
Prereq: CTAO 210 or department permission.
CTAO 377/3781379 Special Topics.
11213 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
CTAO 88713881389 Cooperative Education.
lJ2IS hrs
One semester of supervised work in concentration area.
An evaluation is required at the end of the employment
period.
Prereq: Nine credit hours in concentration, approval by
Cooperative Education Office, and department permission.
CTAO 400 Phonetics and Dialects of Spoken English.
3bn
A survey of the physiology and physics of speech sounds.
Intensive study of the international phonetic alphabet
in dialectology and speech improvement. Comparative
study of phonemic systems and initial teaching alphabet.
Prereq: CTAO 301, CTAO 205, or department permis·
sion.
CTAO 402 Voice Development.
1 hr
Advanced laboratory exercises and specialized projects:
Skills, theory, and individualized projects.
Prereq: CTAO 102 or department permission.

CTAO 404 Dynamic Speaking Skills.
3 ImJ
Projects emphasizing intensive application of voice and
articulation theory and professional diction standards
for actors, broadcasters, educators, forensic speakers,
interpreters, and other professional communicators.
Laboratory hours arranged.
Prereq: Three courses in the department including either CTAO 102 or CTAO 205, or take CTAO 402 concurrently.

3bn
CTAO 405 Voice and Dialects.
Advanced projects in preparing oral presentations and
characterizations in regional and foreign dialects.
Prereq: CTAO 102 or CTAO 402 or CTAO 205, or department permission.
CTAO 410 Oral Interpretation of Shakespeare. 3 bra
Specific problems involved in the oral interpretation of
Shakespeare. Emphasis placed on language style and
characterization problems. Students work individually
and collectively in orally interpreting selections from
Shakespeare's works.
Prereq: CTAO 210 and two courses in literature, one of
which should be either UTR 210 or LITR 103, or de·
partrrumt permission.
CTAO 411 Advanced Problems in Interpretation. S hrs
The presentation of programs of some length and difficulty in prose, poetry, and drama. Emphasis on programming, styles of interpretation, choral reading, and experimental work. A public program will be presented by
the class.
Prereq: Six hours of oral interpretation or department
permission.
CTAO 412 Oral Interpretation of Poetry.
3 hrs
The application of the principles of oral interpretation
to the reading of poetry, with emphasis on modern and
contemporary poetry.
Prereq: CTAO 210.
CTAO 414 Development and Theory ofOrallnterpretation.
3 bra
The development of oral interpretation from ancient
Greece to the present, including the study of modem
theories in oral interpretation.
Prereq: NiM hours of oral interpretation or department
permission.
CTAO 477/478/479 Special 'lbpics.
1l2JS bra
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
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departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.

CTAO 487/488/489 Internship.

II2/S hrs
One semester of practical, on-the-job work experience
and training (four hours per week minimum) at selected
on-campus or off-campus facilities.
Prereq: 7Wenty semester hours of concentration courses
and department permission.
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CTAR 152 Thchnica1 Theatre: Scenery and Lighting.
2hrs
The comprehensive study and application of design fundamentals and basic technology for theatrical scenery
and lighting.
CTAR 153 Thchnical Theatre: Costume and Makeup.
2hrs
The comprehensive study and application of design fundamentals and basic technology for theatrical costuming and makeup.

THEATRE ARTS COURSES

CTAR 106 Introduction to the Performing Arts. S hrs
A survey of the arts of dance, theatre, and music, developing an understanding and appreciation of representative works in the three fields. The place of these arts
in contemporary society and their contr;ibution to a
richer life receive special emphasis. Attendance required
at specific on-campus perfoImances. Not open to those
with credit in MUSCIDANC 106.

CTAR 126 The Age of Shakespeare.
3 bra
An introduction to basic areas of Renaissance thought
as background to at least three of Shakespeare's plays,
which are considered from the theatrical point of view
as well as philosophical and literary. Team taught by
members of the English and Communication and Theatre Arts Departments. This course satisfies one literature or one tMatre arts requirement. Note: See Honors
Humanities Courses, page 46 .
CTAR 150 Introduction to Theatre.
3hrs
A lecture-demonstration course with the purpose offostering appreciation of theatre through an understanding of its production components, its fOImS and styles,
and its historical development. Attendance required at
selected EMU theatre productions. Required of theatre
arts majors and minors.

CTAR 151 African American Theatre: An Introduction.
S bra
An introductory survey of the roots, purposes, and contemporary manifestations of theatre and drama reflecting the African American experience. Emphasis will be
placed on the reading, analysis, and discussion of representative African American plays.

CTAR 155 Producing Theatre.
S bra
A comprehensive introduction to theatrical production
organization: business management, direction, and technical production. Laboratory hours by appointment.
Prereq: CTAR 150 strongly recommended for majors and
minors.
CTAR167BEG~GACT1NG
3hrs
This course is designed for non-theatre majors desiring
basic knowledge and practice of acting skills as related to
the stage. Non-majors will gain experience in self-awareness, relationships, character analysis, improvisation,
scence study, and acting exercises. Attention will be given
to overcoming stage fright. For non-theatre majors only.
Prereq; None

CTAR 158 Fundamentals of Acting.
S brs
A study of the fundamental theories and techniques of
acting. Mf\jor emphasis on theatre acting, but consideration given to radio and television acting. Laboratory
hours by arrangement.
CTAR 177/1781179 Special ThpiC8.
l12I3 bra
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.

CTAR 251 African American Theatre: Creative
Problems.
3 hrs
A practical consideration of those creative aspects of the
theatre production particular to African American theatre. Emphasis will be placed on the presentation of
scenes from African American theatre.

CTAR 252 Stagecraft.
S h.rs
A study and application of the technical elements of play
production with emphasis on stage mechanics, construction, and scene painting. Laboratory hours will be arUNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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ranged in order to ensure adequate practical experience
in the scenic arts and crafts.
Prereq: CTAR 155 strongly recommended for department
majors and minors.
CTAR 254 Stage Makeup.
1 hr
The theory and techniques of theatrical makeup. Laboratory hours to be arranged.
CTAR 258 Mime/Pantomime and Mask.
3hni
A performance-oriented survey of techniques, styles,
history, and theory of the silent performing arts of mime/
pantomime and mask. Physical preparation, preparation of production materials, scripting, and actual performance.
CTAR 27712781279 Special Topics.
11213 bra
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
CTAR 351 Scene Design.
S bra
The history of design in terms of stage scenery; an investigation of current trends, techniques, and media of
scene design and the practical execution of models and
sketches by the student.
Prereq: CTAR 152, CTAR 252, CTAR 155, or department permission.
CTAR 855 Play Direction.
S bra
An intensive study of the process of directing plays.
Whenever possible, students in the course will direct a
one-act play for public presentation. Laboratory hours
by arrangement.
Prereq: CTAR 155 or department permission.
CTAR 858 Characterization.
3hni
The creation of character and characterization by the
actor. Analysis, development, and performance of roles
studied in depth.
Prereq: CTAR 158 or department permission.
CTAR 380 Dramatic Composition.
3 bra
An examination of the elements of dramatic structure
through the analysis and composition of works of varying scope. Emphasis on adult plays for the stage; the
special problems of drama for children and for the various broadcast media also considered.
Prereq: CTAR 155 or department permission.
CTAR 361 Dramatic Writing.
2 bra
Intensive concentration on the writing of a significant
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

example of adult or children's drama for the stage or
the broadcast media.
Prereq: CTAR 360 or department permission.
CTAB 382 Stage Lighting.
2 hni
Stage lighting; historical development, basic electrical
theory, switchboards and lighting instruments, color
theory, principles, and practices in stage lighting. Laboratory hours to be arranged.
Prereq: CTAR 152, CTAR 252, CTAR 155, or department permission.
CTAR 363 Stage Costume: History and Theory. 3 hn
A survey of the principles and practices of stage costuming from antiquity to present.
Prereq: CTAR 155 or department permission.
CTAR 364 Stage Costume: Design and Construction.
3hni
The fundamentals of designing theatrical costumes and
a study of specific construction problems found in the
making of period costumes.
Prereq: CTAR 363 or department permission.
CTAR 37713781379 Special Topics.
11213 hr&
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
CTAR 387/3881389 Cooperative Education.
11213 hni
One semester of supervised work in concentration area.
An evaluation is required at the end of the employment
period.
Prereq: Nine credit hours in concentration, approual by
Cooperative Education Office, and departnl€nt permission.
CTAR 460 History of the Theatre to 1642.
3 hr&
A history of the physical theatre and the written drama
from antiquity to 1642. Emphasis on theatre architecture and stagecraft., including scenery, costumes, and
lighting.
Prereq: Junior standing or department permission.
CTAR 451 History of the Theatre: 1642 to the Present.
3 hni
History of the physical theatre and the written drama
in the western world from the Commonwealth period. in
England to the present.
Prereq: Jun ior standing or department permission.
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CTAR 452 Arts Management.
3 bra
A study of managerial practices of arts organizations
and agencies. Emphasis on facility planning, personnel,
income sources, promotion, budget development, and
management.
3 hrs
CTAR 453 Marketing the Arts.
Relates traditional marketing practices to arts administration and provides experience in applying marketing skills to the arts. The study of marketing in the arts
and information relating to past market analysis; research and preparation of a specific market plan for an
arts organization; presentation of market plan.
Prereq: MKTG 360.

CTAR 454 Law, Public Policy, and the Arts.
3 bra
Examination of the impact of public policy and law on
arts organizations and the individual artist. Particular
attention is paid to tax policy, copyright, arts advocacy,
and contract law.
Prereq: 7Welve hours in arts management or department
permission.
CTAR 456 Experimental Approaches to Directing. 1 hr
Study of nontraditional possibilities for using the dynamics of theatre to enhance a performance.
Prereq: One course in acting or department permission.
CTAR 457 'Iryouts and Auditions.
1 hr
Intensive study in the preparation of tryout and audition material for the actor.
Prereq: OM course in play direction or department permission.
CTAR 458 Problems in Modem Theatre.
3 h.rs
The collaborative study and presentation of post-1850
theatrical styles and genres for actor, director, and designer. Students work in production teams to develop
and present multiple solutions.
Prereq: 12 hours in theatre or department permission.
CTAR 409 Problems in Premodern Theatre.
3 hrs
The collaborative study and presentation of pre-1850
theatrical styles and genres for actor. director. and designer. Students work in production teams to develop
and present multiple solutions.
Prereq: 12 hours in theatre or department permission.
CTAR 461 Musical Theatre Acting.
2 bra
Analysis and application of the performance skills
needed by the actor/singer in musical theatre.
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Prereq: Nine hours in theatre arts or department permission.
CTAR 482 Directors on Directing.
2 hrs
Study of selected noted stage directors past and present.
Prereq: Nine hours in theatre arts or department permission.
CTAR 463 The American Musical Stage: 1900 to 1940.
2hrs
A survey of the early character and development in
America of the Broadway musical, concentrating on
operetta, the musical revue, and musical comedy.
Prereq: Junior standing or department permission.
CTAR 464 Style (or the Actor
3 hrs
This course will address the challenge of matching the
actor's personal methods with a wide range of stylistic
demnads that exist in the theatrical repetory. The student will discover that acting means translating the text
into a series of actions and that physical actions take
on a particular shape or style in accordance with the
given circumstances of the text.
Prereq: CTAR 158 or CTAR 157.
CTAR 477/4781479 Special Topics.
11213 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
CTAR 487/4881489 Internship.
11213 hrs
One semester of practical, on-the-job work experience
and training (four hours per week minimum) at selected
on-campus or off-campus facilities.
Prereq: 7Wenty semester hours of concentration courses
and department permission.
CTAR 496 Senior Seminar.
2hrs
A capstone course for theatre majors. A comprehensive
and unified study of all areas of theatre. Combining
knowledge and skills with preparation for professional
careers andlor graduate study.
Prereq: Open only to department seniors or by department permission.
CTAR 497/498/499 Independent Study.
1/213 hrs
Advanced study on individual basis in areas in which
the department does not offer a formal course. Normally
restricted to proficient students in the senior year under the general conditions prescribed for honors courses.
Prereq: Department permission.
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TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND

Fn..M

COURSES

CTAT 130 Introduction to ThlecommunicatiollJ and
Film.
3 bn
An introduction to mass media and telecommunication
systems in the United States. Emphasis on development
of telecommunications industries including radio-television-film, programming, new technology, regulation,
and financia1 support.
Prereq . eTAS 121 / 124.
CTAT 131 Introduction to Audio Production and
Direction.
2hn
For majors and minors only. Class meets for three hours
per week, one hour lecture and two hours laboratory.
The students will work with the audio facilities in Quirk
Building including audio facilities in WQBR, Quirk TV
studio, and the audio production booths. The course will
be required of all telecommunications majors and minors. Ai!. an introductory course in audio production,
CTAT 131 is essentia1 to all other advanced production
courses, including video and film. Ai!. such, CTAT 131
must be taken before CTAT 132 or other courses in the
production curriculum. Laboratory fee.
CTAT IS2lntroduction to Video Production and
Direction.
2 hn
For majors and minors only. Class meets three times
per week. One hour will be devoted nonnally to lecture
and discussion. The two remaining hours will be spent
in the television studio working with production equipment under supervised conditions. This course is required for all majors and minors in Telecommunications
and Film. CTAT 132 is designed as an introductory
course in video production. Laboratory fee.
Prereq .. eTAT 131.
CTAT 141 Introduction to Radio-TV·Film Production.
3bn
For nonmajors and nonminors. A study and application
of the technical elements of radio, television, and film
with emphasis on the operation of studio and remote
equipment. Laboratory hours will be arranged in order
to ensure adequate practical experiences in the operation of studio production facilities. Laboratory fee.
Prereq or coreq: eTAT 130.
CJ'AT 145 Introduction to FibnAppreciation.
3 hrs
An introduction to understanding the moving image as a

medium of artistic expression and ~rsuasion. The course
will consider the principal components of filmIvideo language including photography, writing, performances,
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

editing, mise-en-sc~ne, and major classification systems
such as genres and auteurism. It win include an historical overview of the development offilmlvideo industries,
major theoretical approaches, and an analysis of the
moving image's effects on audiences. Laboratory fee.
CTAT 177/1781179 Spedal Topic..
112/3 bn
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
CTAT 230 Mass Media in America.
3bn
A general survey of mass media with selected radio-tetevision programs and films used to examine key concepts
in production, criticism, history, and industry structure.
May not be counted on major or minor in telecommunications and film.
CTAT 231 Audio Recording Techniques.
3 hn
An introduction to the practical problems of recording
music ensembles from soloists to symphony orchestras.
A professional audio engineer will supervise on-site recording sessions and all postproduction work. Two regular lecture hours and two hours oflaboratory per week.
Fieldwork projects arranged. Laboratory fee.
Prereq: CTAT 130, CTAT 131, and eTAT 132; or depart·
ment permission.
CTAT 236l1iatory and Criticism 01 Radio and Thlevi·
sion.
3 hn
An historical survey of network radio and television entertainment and public affairs programming with an emphasis on how the networks' offerings were received by a select
number of social and cultural critics of the two media.
Prereq: eTAT 130.
CI'AT 241 Radio-'ThIevision-Film Announcing.
3 bra
A study of the various types of radio, television, and
film nondramatic spealting such as music, commercials,
interviews, and documentaries. Practice and eva1uation
of announcing types and styles.
Prereq: eTAT 130 and eTAT 131 and CTAT 132, or department permission.

CTAT 246 A Survey of American Cinem~ 1894-

Present.
3 bra
This course is a chronological survey of the development
of American cinema with an emphasis on the roles played
by technological innovations, corporate development.
and government intervention on the emergence of a
dominant mode of film production practice. Key films
by important directors from the entire period will be
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screened and discussed.
Prereq: eTAT 145'or departT1U!nt permission.
CTAT 277/278/279 Special Topics.
112/3 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
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shortwave, satellite interconnections, CATV, limited
application video systems, and new technologies. Thpics will be alternated over tenos to allow an in-depth
approach.
Prereq: eTAT 130 and eTAT 131 and eTAT 132. or departTMnt permission.

CTAT 831 Fundamentals of Radio Production and
Direction.
3 hrs
The fundamentals of preparation, production, direction,
and evaluation of non dramatic radio programs.
Prereq: eTAT 130 and eTAT 131 and CTAT 132. or departT1U!nt permission.

CTAT 341 Radi~Televi8ion-Film Dramatic Performance.
3hrs
A study of types and styles of dramatic speaking for ra·
dio, television, and film. Practice in the basic techniques
of acting for the three media.
Prereq: eTAT 130 and CTAT 131 and CTAT 132, or de·
partTMnt permission. eTAO 210 or eTAR 158 recommended.

CTAT 332 Fundamentals of Television Production and
Direction.
3 hrs
The fundamentals of preparation, production, direction,
and evaluation of nondramatic television programs.
Emphasis is placed on basic techniques of studio and
remote productions. Laboratory fee.
Prereq: eTAT 130 and eTAT 131 and eTAT 132, or departT1U!nt permission.

CTAT 344 Continuity Writing for Radio-Television·
Film.
3 brs
A study of the forms of nondramatic writing for radio,
television, and film, including commercials, public service announcements, music continuity, and narrations.
Prereq: CTAT 130 and eTAT 131 and eTAT 132, or departTMnt permission.

CTAT 333 Fundamentals of Film Production and
Direction.
3 bra
An introduction to the principles of film-video production. Course offers theory and practice of film-video continuity, master sequencing, narrative and nonnarrative
editing. Three 16mm film or video projects will be required. Laboratory fees.
Prereq: eTAT 130 and eTAT 131 and eTAT 132, or department permission.
CTAT 334 Radio-Television News.
Sbrs
A study of the principles, techniques, and fonos of broadcast journalism. Emphasis is placed on broadcast news
writing, editing, and delivery.
Prereq: eTAT 130, eTAT 131, and eTAT 132 for mqjors
and minors, or JRNL 215 for mqjors/minors in journalism or public relations, or departTMnt permission.
CTAT 335 Studies in Film.
3 hrs
Students will examine non-Hollywood films including
European, Asian, and Third World theatrical films or documentary, animated, and experimental films. The topics will
be alternated over tenos to allow an in-depth approach.
Prereq: eTAT 130 and CTAT 131 and eTAT 132, or departTMnt permission.
CTAT 336 Studies in Telecommunications.
3 hrs
A comparative study of broadcasting services in European, Soviet, and Third World nations, also international

CTAT 346 American Film Genres.
3 hr8
This course examines key American film genres both
past and present to identify their unique narrative and
stylistic properties and to show their important economic, social, psychological, and symbolic functions.
Genres to be considered include westerns, musicals,
horror films, science fiction films, the "woman's" film,
detective films, African American films, and sequels.
Prereq: eTAT 145 or departTMnt permission.
CTAT 377/378/379 Special Topics.
1l2I3 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
CTAT 387/388/389 Cooperative Education.
1N3 hrs
One semester of supervised work in concentration area.
An evaluation is required at the end of the employment
period.
Prereq: Nine credit hours in concentration, approual by
Cooperatiue Education Offi,ce, and department permission.
CTAT 431 Advanced Radio Production and Direction.
Sbrs
Acontinuation ofCTAT 331. Advanced theory and prac·
tical experience in production of longer, more complex
dramatic and nondramatic material for radio.
Prereq: eTAT 331 or departTMnt permission.
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CTAT 432 Advanced Television Production and
Direction.
3bn
A continuation of CTAT 332. Principles, practices, and
techniques of directing and producing dramatic material for television. Major television formats discussed
and anaJyzed. Practical experience in depth provided
for each student. Laboratory fee.
Prereq: CTAT 332 or department permission.

CTAT 497/4981499 Independent Study.
IN3bn
Advanced study on individual basis in areas in which
the department does not offer a formaJ course. Normally
restricted to proficient students in the senior year under the general conditions prescribed for honors courses.
Prereq: Department permission.

CTAT 433 Advanced Film Production and Direction.
8bn
Students make complete 16mm color films or videotapes
participating in all stages of production from scripting,
filming, and taping, to developing an original soundtrack
and a final edited version. Laboratory fees.
Prereq: CTAT 333 and department permission.

CTAA 1651265/3651465 Television Laboratory. 1 hr each
Students who participate in co-instructional activities
may, with the approvaJ of the professor in charge and
the department head, receive one hour of credit in a
single activity during one semester. Students may earn
up to four hours credit in one activity or in several. Admission to the activity does not ensure credit.
Prereq: CTAT 130, CTAT 131, and CTAT 132; or department permission.

CTAT 445 Film Theory and Criticism.
3 hrs
An intensive study of the key theories of film structure,
historical development, and sociologicaJ function. Emphasis upon theories of editing, auteur criticism, genres,
and textuaJ analysis.
Prereq: CTAT 145 or UTR 245 or department permission.
CTAT 446 Contemporary Problems in Telecommuni·
cations.
3 bn
A study of contemporary issues and problems affecting
the telecommunications industries, including sociologi·
cal and psychological influences, programming, new
technology, regulation, and research.
Prereq: 7Welve semester hours ofradio·television courses
or department permission.
CTAT 447 Radio-Television Station Management. 3 bra
Study of station management in the areas of advertising, programming, personnel, applied research, and
public relations.
Prereq: 7Welve se~ster hours ofradio·television courses
or department permission.
CTAT 477/478/479 Special Topics.
11213 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.

CTAT 487/48B1489Intemship.
IN3 bn
One semester of practical, on-the-job work experience
and training (four hours per week minimum) at selected
on-campus or off· campus facilities.
Prereq: 7Wenty semester hours of concentration courses
and depart~nt permission.
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ACTIVITY COURSES

CfAA 166126613661466 Forensics.
1 hr each
Students who participate in co-instructional activities
may, with the approval of the professor in charge and
the department head, receive one hour of credit in a
single activity during one semester. Students may earn
up to four hours credit in one activity or in several. Admission to the activity does not ensure credit.
Prereq: Depart~nt permission.
CTAA 16712671367/467 Theatre Practice.
1 hr each
Students participating in specific positions with major
responsibility in productions of the EMU Theatre, the
department's instructional activity program in theatre
arts, by prior permission of the department may receive
one hour of credit during a single semester. The specified positions and prerequisites are:
167-Heading a major technical crew for a faculty·
directed production.
Prereq; CTAR 155, CTAR 152, or CTAR 252 plus
preuwus experience on a similar crew for at least
one EMU Theatre production.
267-Assistant directing and/or stage managing
a faculty-directed production.
Prereq: CTAA 167 and CTAR 355.
367-Directing an Experimental Series production.
Prereq: CTAA 167 and CTAR 355.
467-Additional experience in the responsibilities
listed for 367.
Prereq: CTAA 167, CTAA 267, or CTAA 367.
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CTAA 1881288J3681468 Interpretation.
1 hr each
Students who participate in co-instructional activities
may, with the approval of the professor in charge and
the department head, receive one hour of credit in a
single activity during one semester. Students may earn
up to four hours credit in such activities and the credit
may be earned in one activity or in several activities.
Admission to the activity does not ensure credit. (Avail·
able with a focus on oral interpretation of literature for
the young.)
Prereq: CTAO 210 or department permis8ion.
CTAA 169/2691369/469 Radio Station WQBR. 1 hr each
Students who participate in co.instructional programs
may, with the approval of the professor in charge and
the department head, receive one hour of credit in a
single activity during one semester. Students may earn
up to four hours credit in such activities, and the cred·
its may be earned in one activity or in several activities.
Admission to the activity does not ensure credit.
Prereq: CTAT 130, CTAT 131, and CTAT 132; or department permis8ion.

CTAA 17711781179 Spedal Topics.
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other

departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
one provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.

CTAA277i2781279 Special Topics.
1I2IlI hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
one provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permi88ion.
CTAA 377/3781379 Special Topics.
11213 hnJ
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
one provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
CTAA47714781479 Special Topics.
11213 hnJ
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other

departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
one provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permi8sion.
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COMPUTER SCIENCE
George E. Haynam
Department Head
511 Pray·Harrold
487.1063

Graduate courses and a program leading to an endorsement in computer science for secondary school teachers
certified in other fields are described in the Graduate
Catalog.

Professors: Ranjan Chaudhuri, George E. Haynam,
Hartmut F.W. Haft, Kurt E. Lauclmer, Mildred D.
Lintner, William W. McMillan, Aby Tehranipour
Associate Professors: Andrew C. Dempster, Alan
Heezen, John H. Remmers, Sushil K Sachdev
A8sistant Professors: John K. Cooper, Susan M.
Haynes, Michael Zeiger
Instructors: Augustine Ikeji, Zenia Jones, Pamela A.
Moore
Laboratory Coordinators: P. Steven Dotson, Karen
Ueberroth

ACADEMIC MAJOR

The Computer Science department offers training
to facilitate both initial placement and continued growth

in a rapidly changing and expanding field. Industrial
ties are maintained through the cooperative education
aspect of the program. The nonteaching computer science major prepares graduates for careers in computer
systems analysis, software development, and application programming. The nonteaching minor accommodates students in mathematics, the physical and social
sciences, and other fields concerned with information
processing applications. The teaching major and minor
train secondary school teachers of computer science.
Inservice employees in industrial or research information processing environments or in schools can take specific courses to improve their professional competency.
Degrees:
Bachelor of Science and Bachelor of Arts
Programs of Study
Majors:
Computer science
Computer science for secondary education
Minors:
Computer science
Computer science for secondary, K-12, and special
education-secondary

Advising assistance may be obtained through the department office. An adviser list is posted, and the department secretary will direct students to appropriate
faculty members.
Advising' Coordinators:
Computer science (nonteaching): Kurt Lauckner
Computer science (teaching): Mildred Lintner
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COMPUTER SCIENCE MAJOR
Semhours
Major in comp u ter science .................................. 36
1. Required courses ........................................... 24
COSC 138 Computer Science I .......................... 3
COSC 238 Computer Science II ........................ 3
COSC 239 Assembly and Machine Language
Programming ................................................. 3
COSC 330 Discrete Mathematical Structures .. 3
COSC 334 Data Structures ............................... 3
COSC 337 Programming Languages ................ 3
COSC 338 Computer Organization ................... 3
COSC 365 Foundations of Automata and
Languages ...................................................... 3
2. Restricted electives ....................................... 12
Choose four courses from the following two groups with
at least two courses from Group A:
Group A
COSC 430 Compiler Construction, COSC 431
Systems Programming, COSC 433 Computer
Operating Systems, COSC 441 Computing
Network Principles
GroupB
COSC 432 Switching Theory, COSC 435
Introduction to Microprocessors, COSC 437
Microcomputer Graphics, COSC 442 Database
Principles, COSC 443 Software Engineering
Principles
3. Additional required mathematics courses
17·19
MATH 120 Calculus I ........................................ 4
MATH 121 Calculus II ....................................... 4
MATH 122 Elementary Linear Algebra ............ 3
MATH 360 Statistical Methods or MATH 370
Probability and Statistics 1......................... 3-4
Choose one course from the following: ..................... 3-4
MATH 223 Multivariable Calculus, MATH 319
Mathematical Modeling, MATH 325 Differential
Equations, MATH 411 Modem Algebra with
Applications, MATH 418 Applied Linear
Algebra, MATH 425 Mathematics for Scientists,
MATH 436 Introduction to Numerical Analysis,
MATH 471 Probability and Statistics II
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ACADEMIC MINOR
COMPUTER SCIENCE MINOR
Students on the nonteaching minor interested in
computer science applications in business may substitute courses from the College of Business with permission of the advising coordinator in computer science.
Semhours
Minor in computer science ........................ ,", .... ,. 21
1. Required courses .... "." .. " ..... """ ...... ,, ........... 12
COSC 138 Computer Science I .. "" .................... 3
COSC 238 Computer Science II ........................ 3
COSC 239 Assembly and Machine Language
Programming ................................................. 3
cose 334 Data Structures ............................... 3
2. Restricted electives ............ " ........................... 9
Choose three courses from the following:
COSC 330 Discrete Mathematical Structures;
cose 337 Programming Languages; COSC
338 Computer Organization; COSC 365
Foundations of Automata and Languages;
COSC 430 Compiler Construction; COSO 431
Systems Programming; eosc 432 Switching
Theory; COSC 433 Computer Operating
Systems; cose 435 Introduction to
Microprocessors; COSC 437 Microcomputer
Graphics ; cose 441 Computing Network
Principles, COSC 442 Database Principles,
COSC 443 Software Engineering Principles

TEACHING MAJOR
COMPUTER SCIENCE MAJOR
SECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION
Successful completion of this course of studies, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Secondary Provision81 Certificate endorsed in computer science, certification code "NR,. and, depending on the minor selected,
an additional endorsement. The certification test cover·
ing this field is #50, "Computer Science.·
Basic Studies
).B-l. ENOL 121 English Composition (3)
)·B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
)·B.s. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
)-B-4. MATH 122 Elementary Linear Algebra (3)
).B-5. COSC 136 Computers for the Nonspecialist (3)D·B·I. Basic Studies requirement. See insilk back couer
U·B.2. Basic Studi£s requirement. See inside back cover
IT·B.s. Basic Studi£s requirement. See inside back couer
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m ·B·I, Basic Stud~s requirement. See inside back COf.ler
m.B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back couer
m·B-S.Basic Studies requirement. See inside back couer
m.B-4.Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-I. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back couer
IV·B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back couer
IV-B-S.Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV.B-4. Basic Studies requirement. See insick back couer
Physical education, military science, or equivalent (2)
Credit hours in Basic Studies: ................................... 49
Teaching ~or
See note "a" above for courses applicable to both
Basic Studies and the major.
COSC 138 Computer Science I (3 )
COSC 238 Computer Science II (3)
COSC 239 Assembly and Machine Language
Programming (3)
COSC 330 Discrete Mathematical Structures (3)
COSC 334 Data Structures (3)
COSC 336 Programming Languages for
Educators (3)
COSC 340 Applications in Computer Science (3)
COSC 490 Seminar and Project Design for
Educators (3)
One of:
HIST 290 IntToduction to t h e History of
Technology (3)
PLSC 382 Politics and the 21st Century (3)
ANTH 379 Special Thpics: Contemporary Issues
in Deve loping and Modern Technological
Societies (3)
ECON 386 'Thchnology and Economic Growth (3)
SOCL 462 Comlllex Organizations (3)
INDT 495 Technology, Values, and the Future (3)
Minor
Select a minor from the approved list (see p. 363).

Credit hours in minor: .............................................. 20'
Credit Murs in mqjor and related areas: .................. 47
Professional Studies
100 clock hours of spproved prestudent teaching
field experiences (0)
EDTC 300 Introduction to Computer Applications
in Education (1)
SPGN 300 Exceptional Children in the Regular
Classroom (1)
EDPS 322 Human Development and Learning (4)
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The following courses require formal admission
to the teacher education program:
CURR 305 Curriculum and Methods:
Secondary (3)
RDNG 311 Teaching Reading in the Secondary
School (3)

SDFD 328 Schools in a Multicultural Society (3)
EDPS 340 Introduction to Assessment and
Evaluation (3)
EDMD 345 Media for the Classroom Teacher (1)
casc 346 Methods of Teaching Computer Science
in the Secondary Schools (3)
EDUC 492 Student Teaching (12)
Credit hours in Professional Studies: ........................ 34
'Ibtal credit hours required, with 2O-hour minor: ... 130
"Cou1W rtquirtd for and applicobk to mqjor.

'Could M ~... iUpendi"8Oll the mi1lOl' and the poaibh application of
Bcuic Studie, CO/UWI to the minor.

TEACHING MINOR
COMPUTER SCIENCE MINOR
SECONDARY,

K-12, AND SPECIAL EDUCATION-SECONDARY

TEAcHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in computer science, certification code "NR." The certification test covering this field is '50, "Computer Science."
·CDSC 136 Computers for the Nonspecialist (3)
·COSC 138 Computer Science I (3)
CDSC 238 Computer Science II (3)
case 239 Assembly and Machine Language
Programming (3)
casc 334 Data Structures (3)
case 336 Programming Languages for
Educators (3)
easc 340 Applications in Computer Science (3)
case 346 Methods of Teaching Computer Science
in the Secondary Schools (3)
24 hours (including hours satisfied in Basic
Studies)
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COMPUTER SCIENCE COl1RSES

case 136 Computers for the Nonspecialist.
3 hrs
Asurvey of computer science for nonspecialists who wish
to learn about the capabilities and applications of computers in our society. The student will learn to write
programs in the BASIC language. Not open to computer
science nonteaching majors.
casc 137 Introduction to FORTRAN Programming.
S .....
An introductory course for persons wishing to learn pro-

gramming and applications of computers. Using the FOR·
TRAN language, students develop and run programs to
solve a variety of problems. eredit will not be given for
more than one of case 137 and ease 237. Does not
count toward computer science major or minor.
Prereq: One and a half years of high school algebra.
case 138 Computer Science I.
3 hrs
An introduction to computers, programming, algorithm
development, and a block structured language such 88
Pascal. In particular, strategies for problem solving,
problem analysis, algorithm representation, and algorithm verification are balanced with actual program
development using top-down, stepwise refinement design and good documentation techniques. The first
course in the computer science major and minor, but
open to all students.
Prereq: High school algebra 11 or MATH 105.
COSC 17711781179 Special Topics.
1l2J3 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
case 237 Computer Programming and Numeric
Me~~.

S .....

An introductory programming course focusing on nu-

mericalalgorithms fundamental to scientific computer
work.. Discussion of polynomial interpolation, numerical integration, solutions of systems of equations, and
error analyais. Using the FORTRAN language, students
develop and run programs to solve a variety of problems. Credit will not be given fOT more than one ofCaSe
137 and ease 237. Does not count toward computer
science major or minor.
Prereq orcoreq: MATH 121.
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case 238 Computer Science n.

3 hrs
The second course in an introductory sequence for the
computer science major, minor, and others. Continues
software engineering methodology through specification,
design, coding, and program correctness. Nested procedures and functions, scope and recursion. Introduction
to data structures such as stacks, queues, linear lists,
trees, sets, and files. Analysis of sorting and searching
algorithms.
Prereq: ease 138.

easc 239 Assembly and Machine Language Programming.
S hrs
Computer structure, machine language, instruction execution, and digital representation of data. Computer
systems organization and programs. Symbolic coding
and assembly systems, macro definition and generation,
program segmentation and linkage.
Prereq: ease 137, ease 138, ease 237, or IS 219.
COSC 250 Programming for CAD/CAM.

S bra

An introduction to programming in the C language intended for CAD/CAM majors in the College of Technology. Meets for two hours per week oflectureldemonstratiOD. integrated with two hours of supervised laboratory work, using an integrated programming environment running on MS-DOS. Additional unsupervised lab
time will also be available. Covers the basics ofC statements, data types, operators, functions, arrays, and character strings. Structures and files will be introduced.
Prereq: Any college-level course in programming and
permission o{the Industrial Thchnology department.

cose 277/278/279 Speeial 'lbpics.

11213 hn
A 200-1evel course in a specific area of computer science, to be determined by the field of specialization of
the instructor and the interest of the students.
Prereq: Instructor consent.

eosc 830 Discrete Mathematical Structures. 3 hra
Set algebra and algebraic structures. Elements of the
theory of directed and undirected graphs. Boolean algebra and propositional logic. Applications to various areas of computer science.
Prereq' casc 238, case 239, and MATH 122. case
239 may be taken concurrently.
case 334 Data Structures.

3 hn
Linear lists, strings, arrays, and orthogonal lists. Representation of trees and graphs. Storage systems, struc-
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tures, storage allocation, and collection. Symbol tables,
searching, and sorting techniques. Formal specification
of data structures and data management systems.
Prereq' case 238 and case 239.

cose 336 Programming Language8 for Educators.
8 bra
Formal definition of programming languages; structure
of simple statements; global properties of algorithmic
languages; structure of list processing, string manipulation, data description, and simulation languages; runtime representation of program and data structures.
Special emphasis will be placed on education oriented
languages. Credit will not be given for both cose 336
and casc 337.
Prereq: ease 238 or equivalent and cose 239.

ease 837 Programming Languages.

3 bra
Formal definition of programming languages; structure
of simple statements; global properties of algorithmic
languages; structure of list processing, string manipulation, data description, and simulation languages; runtime representation of program and data structures.
Credit will not be given for both COSC 336 Programming Languages for Educators and COSC 337 Programming Languages.
Prereq: eose 238 and ease 239.

case 338 Computer Organization.

3 hra
Basic digital circuits, data representation and transfer,
digital arithmetic. Digital storage and accessing, con·
trol functions, input-output facilities, systems organization, reliability, simulation techniques. Multiprogramming, multiprocessing, and real-time systems.
Prereq: eose 238 and ease 239.
COSC 340 Applications in Computer Science.

3 Ius
Information systems, simulation, graphics, audio communication, artificial intelligence, instruction and train·
ing, and communications. The student will write or use
previously written programs in each of the above areas
using microcomputers. These programs will use many
languages and programs including LOGO, PASCAL,
BASIC, electronic spreadsheet, and a database program.
Prereq: ease 136, eosc 238, and junior standing.

COSC 348 Methods of Teaching Computer Science in
the Secondary Schools.
3 hn
Computer science programs in the high school, information, and materials needed to prepare students for
UNPERGRADUATECATALOG
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the teaching of computer science in these schools. Organization and content, methods of teaching and learning, security and maintenance of equipment, professional journals and magazines available for future
growth, copying software and the legality of software duplication, dealing with diversity of abilities, problem solving skills, and strategies for debugging programs. This
methods class does not count on the major or minor.
Prereq:
336,
305, and admission to tm
teacher education program.

Prereq: Junior or senior maJoring in computu science,
any 300·kuel course in compuur scumce, admittance to
program by application, department permission.

cosc S50 C Programming in 8 UNIX Environment.
3hn
An intermediate course in computer programming, using the e programming language and emphasizing software development in a UNIX environment. Concepts of
structured programming; operators and expressions;
statements, functions, and program organization; point..
ers, arrays, and character strings; structured data types;
input/output; command line arguments. Use of UNIX
commands, editors, and other tools related to software
development. eredit will not be given for more than one
ofeOSe 451 and eose 350. Does not count toward the
Computer Science major or minor.
Proreq:
239.

COSC 431 Systems Programming.
3 hrs
Batch-process systems programs, components, and operating characteristics. Implementation techniques for
parallel processing and interrupt handling, Overall
structure of multiprogramming systems. Addressing
techniques, file system design, and management.
lnterprocess communication, design of system modules
and interfaces.
Proreq:
334,
337, and
338.

eose

eURR

ease

cose S65 Foundations ot Automata and Languages.
3hn
A rigorous treatment of finite state automata and the
languages accepted by them: deterministic and
nondeterministic automata, pushdown automata, regular and context-free languages, 'lUring machines. Applications to lexical analysis and parsing. Students will
design automata and implement language processors.
Prereq:
330 and
334.

ease

ease

COSC 37713781379 Special Topics.
INS hrs
Covers topics not considered in other courses when the
immediate needs of the field, interests of the students.
and expertise of the facu1ty coincide.
Prereq:
238,
239, and department permission.

cose

cose

cose 388 Cooperative Education.
3 hrs
Four to six months of full-time employment at an in·
dustrial firm specially chosen to provide practical experience in computer science. The program consists of two
work experiences (eOSC 388 and casc 488) alternated
with full-time attendance at the University. Use on computer science major subject to department permission.
Graded credit/no credit.
UNOERGRADUATECATALOG

eose 430 Compiler Construction.
3 hrs
Review of programming language structures, translation,loading, execution, and storage allocation. Compilation of simple statements. Organization and overall
design of a compiler. Use of compiler writing languages.
Prereq:
337 and
365.

ease

ease

ease

ease

ease

cose 432 Switching Theory.
S hrs
Switching algebra, gate network, and sequential circuit
analysis and synthesis. Boolean algebra, sequential circuit state and combinational circuit minimization, hazards and races, elementary number systems and codes.
Prereq:
330 and
338.

ease

ease

COSC 433 Computer Operating Systems.
8 hn
Computer operating systems functions and concepts.
Processor allocation: multiprogramming and scheduling algorithms. Memory tasks and data management.
The deadlock problem. Virtual memory, allocation strat..
egies, and analysis of their algorithms. Design, implementation, and protection of 110 files. Survey of avail·
able computer operating systems.
Proreq:
334 and
338.

ease

ease

cose 436 IntroductioD to Microprocessors.

3 hrs
The fundamentals of small system software development
as it applies to microprocessors and minicomputers.
Introduction to microprocessors and peripheral hardware; software and software development; applications.
Students will have access to both microcomputers and
a minicomputer to gain firsthand knowledge of this field.
Prereq:
338 or department permission.

eose

eosc 487 Microcomputer Graphics.
3hn
A course in computer graphics using microcomputers.
Display technologies. Raster graphics, displaying graph·
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ics primitives such as points,lines, curves, text, and scan
conversion algorithms. Displaying graphs, functions, bar
and pie charts, and applications. 2-D graphics including windowing, viewporting, window to viewport transformation, clipping algorithms, scaling, rotation, and
translation transformations. Interactive graphics. 3-D
graphics; including scaling, rotation, and translation
transformations; parallel and perspective projections.
Prereq: eDSe 334 and MATH 122.

case 441 Computing Network Principles.
S hrs
The basic concepts of computer communication systems
with particular emphasis on communication hardware
and microcomputer networks. Students will be involved
in the development and writing of software components
of communications such as terminal emulators and file
transfer packages. Basic communication theory and terminology, communication hardware devices, communication protocols, and microcomputer networks.
Prereq:
334 and
338.
330 recommended.

eose

eose

eose

casc 442 Database Principles.
3 hrs
A teclm..ica1 review of the theory and principles of database
design and organization. The ooncepts and structures necessary to design and implement a database management
system. Network, hierarchical, and relational database
models. Data normalization, data description languages,
query languages, data integrity and security.
Prereq: eDSe 365. eDSe 337 recommended.
case 44S Software Engineering Principles.

3 hrs
The design and analysis of large and complex software
systems. Students will study software life cycles, analyze the requirements, and conduct detailed design studies using modern design methodologies. The knowledge
gained from data structures, programming languages,
computing architectures, and other computer science
areas will be integrated and extended to build realistic
systems.
Prereq:
337,
338, and
365.

eose

eose

casc 450 UNIX for Programmers.

eose

1 hr
A course on the use of the UNIX operating system, with
emphasis on those features which make it an outstanding development environment. History and design philosophy; basic commands and use of the editors; file system; shell constructs such as 110 redirection, piPlillines,
command substitution, variable substitution, and background tasks; pattern matching programs 'grep,' 'awk,'
'sed,' shell programming; internal structure. Does not
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count toward the computer science major or minor.
Prereq: Completion ofat least 011£ regular 300·leueZ course
in Computer Science.

casc 4.51 Programming in C.

2 hrs

A course in the C language for those familiar with structured programming concepts, assembly language, and
data structures. Syntax and semantics of expressions
and statements; program organization; pointers and
arrays; structures and unions; inpuVoutput; program
structure; macro preprocessor; operating system environment; development tools such as 1int' and 'make';
use of specialized program libraries such as the 'curses'
screen control package. Does not count toward the computer science major or minor.
Prereq: COSC 334 (may be taken concurrently.)

casc 4.52 Programming in Ada.
3 hrs
A course in the Department of Defense language Ada
for those familiar with structured programming concepts
and data structures. 'lbpics covered will be the syntax
and semantics of expressions and statements. Packages
and procedures, typing, abstract data types, exception
handling, concurrency, generics, and operator overloading. Procedures and packages will be written and tested
using an Ada compiler. Does not count as a restricted
elective.
Prereq: eose 334 or IS 315.
casc 460 Computer Science Practicum.

3 bra
A capstone course for students majoring in computer
science that will provide the opportunity to develop one
or more large software systems utilizing the latest software design techniques. These techniques include requirement specifications, functional specifications, architectural design, performance measurement, and testing. Afinal written report will be required that includes
both the design documents and a user's guide.
Prereq: Any 400 level course in computer science.

COSC 477'4781479 Special lOpi...
mt3 hrs
Covers topics not considered in other courses when the
immediate needs of the field, interests of the students,
and expertise of the faculty coincide.
Prereq: Senior standing in computer science and clepart1'1lent permission.
3 hrs
COSC 488 Cooperative Education.
Four to six months of full-time employment at an industrial firm specially chosen to provide practical experience in computer science. The program consists of two
work experiences (CDSe 388 and eDSC 488) alternated
VNDERGRADU~CATALOG
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with full-time attendance at the University. Use on computer science major subject to department permission.
Graded crediUno credit.
Prereq: COSC 388 and department permisswn.
COSC 490 Seminar and Project Design for Educators.
3hrs
Major project design and more formalized structured
programming. Each student will work on two original
major programs, one of which will be a group project.
The student will report on both projects (written and
oral) and give a formal presentation of the individual
project to the University community in the form of a
public lecture.
Prereq: COSC 334, COSC 336, and senior standing.
COSC 493 Senior Project
Ihr
Intended for computer science majors in their senior
year, this course assesses students' knowledge of the
field's core subjects, surveys students to get reactions to
and suggestions for the dpeartment's academic program,
and provides guidance to students as they carry out a
computing project and present it in a public forum as a
poster presentation or talk. Credit/no credit.
Pmeq'
334,
337,
338,
365,
senicr standing or department permisswn.

ease

ease

ease

ease

COSC 497/4981499 Independent Study.
1I2IS bra
A report or project on an approved subject in the field of
computer science under the guidance of the staff of the
Computer Science department.
Prereq: Undergraduate grade point average in computer
science of 3.0 or aboue and department permisswn.
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ECONOMICS
Rauof Hanna, Interim
Department Head
703 Pray-Harrold
487-3395
Professors: Young·lob Chung, Kemper Moreland,
Donald W. Pearson, Michael G. Vogt, Bill M.
Woodland
Associate Professors: Dewan A. Abdullah, John A.
Edgren, Sharon Erenburg, Alfredo G. Esposto,
Deborah M. Figart. Raouf S. Hanna, Steven C.
Hayworth. James A. Thornton
Assistant Professors: David B. Crary, Eija Multasuo
The Economics department offers majors and mi·
nors in economics with diversified areas of specializa·
tion, and in labor studies. A major in actuarial science
and economics is offered in a joint program with the
Mathematics department. The department also partici·
pates in other University programs sucb as language
and international trade, area studies offered in the His·
tory and Philosopby department, the minor in conser·
vation and resource use in the Biology department, and
the Women's Studies program.
Students have access to the University computer
system through the department's own statisticallab<r
ratory and terminals, and through facilities available
at various locations on campus.
The department presents six annual student
awards: the Murg Award for outstanding service to the
Economics Department, the Gockerman Award for an
outstanding paper on a subject related to economics; two
Hanna Awards for outstanding papers in econometrics;
the Moore Award for an outstanding essay in law and
economics; the Rowan Award for an economics major
with a superior academic record who is interested in a
government service career; the Labor Studies Award for
superior coursework, outstanding research effort. public service, and/or commitment to the Labor Studies pro·
gram and its goals; and the Student Achievement Award
for the highest grade point average in economics.
Also, the department sponsors Eta chapter of
Omicron Delta Epsilon honor society in economics, established in 1975 to recognize students who demonstrate
ability in the study of economics at an institute where
sound economics programs are offered, and the Economics Club, for students interested in economics as a major or minor or complementary field to their studies ei·
ther for further study in economics or for preparation
for professional programs such as law and business administration.

Degrees:
Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor ofSclence in economics
Bachelor of Business Administration in economics
Bachelor of Arts in labor studies
Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science in actu·
arial science and economics
Programs of Study
Majors:

Economics (with concentrations in business eco-nomics, economics of finance, labor economics,
governmental economics, comparative economic
systems. and theoretical and quantitative eco·
nomics)
Actuarial Science and Economics (Joint program
with the Mathematics department)
Economics for secondary education
Labor Studies
Minors:
Economics
Economics for secondary, K-12, and special education-secondary
Labor studies
Undergraduate students seeking advising should see the
Coordinator of Undergraduate Advising for their initial
visit. They will be assigned to an advisor by the coordinator.
Advising Coordinators:
BAIBS in actuarial science and economics: Bill Woodland
BNaS in economics: Young-lob Chung, John Edgren,
Deborah M. Figart, Kemper Moreland, Eija
Multasuo
BBA in economics: Bill Woodland
Labor studies: Donald W. Pearson
Graduate study leads to a master's degree in three dif·
ferent programs: Master of Arts in economics; Master
of Arts in applied economics; and Master of Arts in de·
velopment, trade, and planning. The degrees are described in the Graduate Catalog.

ACADEMIC MAJORS
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION IN ECONOMICS
The Bachelor of Business Administration in eco·
nomics degree program is designed to provide profes·
siona! training in economics applicable to business man·
agement for students contemplating administrative and!
or research careers in business and/or government. This
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program provides an additional career program option
for students by pennitting them to major in economics
while taking the same foundation courses required of
all business students. This is a cooperative program with
the College of Business.
Students enrolling in this program are required to
follow the business administration curriculum (see page
322 ) in addition to fulfilling the 24 semester hours in
economics.
Assessment: As a condition of graduation, all majors are required to maintain and submit a portfolio reflection of their program of study. Contents may be include annual progress reports, copies of term papers,
opinion statements about the program, and quizzes.
Details are available from the Coordinator of Advising.
Semhours
Major in economics ............................................... 24
1. Required courses ............................................. 9
ECON 301 Intermediate MacroeconomicAnalysis .. 3
ECON 302 Int.rmediate Microeoonomic Analysis ... 3
*ECON 310 Economic Statistics or ECON 415
Introduction to Econometrics ............. ,.......... 3
*Students also may meet the statistics requirenumt by
taking DS 265 Business Statistics 1. If students elect DS
265, they are not eligible to take EGON 310 Economic
Statistics; EGON 415 Introduction to Econometrics is
recommended in this case.
2. Restricted electives ....................................... 15
Although any 15 semester hours of 300-level or
above electives in economics will complete the requirements for the major, students may pursue one of the six
recommended career course patterns: business economics, economics of fmance, labor economics, governmental economics, comparative economic systems, and theoretical and quantitative economics listed under the economics major.
Student selecting this economics major are encouraged to include at least one 400-level course offered in
the College of Business as an elective.

AcruARIAL SCIENCE AND ECONOMICS
MAJOR
Actuarial science and economics is ajoint program
of the Mathematics and Economics Departments. In
addition to following a prescribed series of courses, students are expected to pass the first two actuarial examinations. The examinations are sponsored by leading actuarial societies and administered in numerous
US locations. The first of these covers calculus and linear algebra and the second covers mathematica1statis*
UNDERGRADUATE CA'D\LOG

tics. MATH 372 and 472 are designed to prepare students for these examinations.
Semhours
Major in actuaria18cience and economics ...... 60
1. Required courses ........................................... 53
o. Basic studies .............................................................. 9
OOSC 137 Introduction to FORI'RAN Progranurung,
COSC 138 Computer Science I, or COSC 237
Computer Progranurung and Numeric Methods .. 3
ECON 201 Principles of Economics I ................ 3
ECON 202 Principles of Economics II .............. 3
b. Mathematics ........................... ,................................ 29
MATH 120 Calculus I ........................................ 4
MATH 121 Calculus II ....................................... 4
MATH 122 Elementary Linear Algebra ............ 3
MATH 223 Multivariable Calculus ................... 4
MATH 370 Probability and Statistics I ............ 4
MATH 372 Problems in Actuarial Studies I ..... 2
MATH 436 Introduction to Numerical Analysis ... 3
MATH 471 Probability and Statistics II ........... 3
MATH 472 Problems in Actuarial Studies II .... 2
c. Economics ................................................................ 15
ECON 301 IntennediateMacroeoonomicAnalysis .. 3
ECON 302 IntennediateMicroeconomicAnalysis ... 3
ECON 320 Labor Economics ............................. 3
ECON 340 Money and Banking ........................ 3
ECON 415 Introduction to Econometrics ......... 3
2. Restricted el~ctive8 ......................................... 7
Choose electives from courses at the 300 leve1 and
above in mathematics, computer science, or
economics

ECONOMICS MAJOR
The major in economics requires 30 semester hours
of which 15 semester hours are elected from economics
courses without restriction or as a concentration of
courses in one of the following areas: business economics, economics of finance, labor economics, governmental economics, comparative economic systems, or theoretical and quantitative economics.
Sem hours
Major in economics ............................................... SO
1. Required courses ........................................... 15
ECON 201 Principles of EconomicB I ................ 3
ECON 202 Principles of Economics II .............. 3
ECON 301 Int.rmediate MacroeamomicAnalysis .... 3
ECON 302 Int.rmediate MicroeoonomicAnalysis .... 3
ECON 310 Economic Statistics or ECON 415
Introduction to Econometrics ........................ 3
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2.

Electives ............................................................ 15
Although any 15 semester hours of electives in eco·

nomics will complete the requirements for the major,
choice of one of the six recommended course patterns
provides concentration in a specific career area.
Inquire at the Economics department regarding
suggested concentrations, suggested courses within con·
centrations, and appropriate economics faculty advisers.

LABOR STUDIES MAJOR
This program is admittistered through the Econom·
ics department and leads to a Bachelor of Arts degree in
labor studies. A minor also is available. Students should
select courses in consultation with the director oflabor
studies and/or the specified advising coordinators.

Semhoun
M1Uor in labor studies .......................................... 30
1. Required courses ............................................. 9
ECON 310 Economic Statistics ...................... ... 3
ACC 240 Principles of Accounting I .................. 3
ECON 320 Labor Economics .. .. ......................... 3

2.

LABOR STUDIES MINOR
Semhoura
Minor in labor studies .......................................... 20
Electives ................................................................... 20
Choose 20 credits from the following:
ECON 310 Economic Statistics, ECON 320 Labor
Economics, ECON 321 Minority Workers in the
Labor Market, ECON 322 American Labor
Unions, ECON 323 Labor and Government,
ECON 324 Unionism in the Public Sector,
ECON 325 Collective Bargaining, ECON 328
Economics of Women, ECON 420 Comparative
Labor Unionism
ACC 240 Principles of Accounting I
CTAC 352 Communication in Negotiation
mST 463 United States Labor History
LAW 403 Employment Law
MGMT 384 Human Resource Management
PLSC 335 Labor in American Politics
PSY 351 Industrial Psychology
SOCL 307 Industrial Sociology

Restricted electives ....................................... 21

Choose seven courses from the following:
ECON 321 Minority Workers in the Labor
Market, ECON 322 American Labor Unions,
ECON 323 Labor and Government, ECON 324
Unionism in the Public Sector, ECON 325
Collective Bargaining, ECON 328 Economics
of Women, ECON 420 Comparative Labor
Uniottism
CTAC 352 Communication in Negotiation
HlST 463 Uttited States Labor History
LAW 403 Employment Law
MGMT 384 Human Resource Management
PLSC 335 Labor in American Politics
PSY 351 Industrial Psychology
SOCL 307 Industrial Sociology

ACADEMIC MINORS
ECONOMICS MINOR
Semhoun
Minor in economics ............................................... 20
1. Required courses .................................. ........... 6
ECON 201 Principles of Economics I ................ 3
ECON 202 Principles of Economics II .............. 3

2.
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Electives ............................................................ 14
Choose 14 credits from any economics courses,
ECON 301 and ECON 302 are highly
recommended.

TEACHING MAJOR
ECONOMICS MAJOR
S ECONDARY 'I'EAc:HER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this course of studies, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Secondary Provi·
sional Certificate endorsed in economics, certification
code "CA" and. depending on the minor selected, endorsement in geography ("CB"), history ("CC..), political sci·
ence ("CD"). psychology ("CE"), sociology ("CF"), or s0cial science ("CX"). The certification test covering this
field is ##07, "Economics."

Basic
I·B·1.
I·B·2.
I·B.a.
I·B-4.

Studies
ENGL 121 English Composition (3)
Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
One of.))
MATH 119 Mathematical Analysis for Social Sci·

enceslI (3)
MATH 120 Calculus I (4)
I·B..fi. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
U·B·1. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
n·B·2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
n ·B.a. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
m·B·1. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
lli.B.2. HISl'I02W....."Civilimtioo, 1648'" WcrllWar I (3)
UNOERGRADUATECATALOO
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m·B-3.

One o{:
GEOG 107 Introduction to Geography (3)
GEOG 110 World Regions (3)
m·B"'. mST 103 Twentieth Century Civilization (3)
IV·u..l. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover

IV-IJ..2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B.03. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-4. Basic Stu.dil!s requirement. See inside back cover
Physical education, military science, or equivalent (2)

Credit hours in Basic Studies: ................................... 49
'leaching Major
ECON 201 Principles of Economics I (3)
ECON 202 Principles of Economics II (3)
ECON 301lntennediateMacroeconomicAnalysis (3)
ECON 302lntennediateMicroeconomicAnalysis (3)
One of:
ECON 310 Economic Statistics (3)
ECON 415 Introduction to Econometrics (3)
Fifteen hours of electives in economics

Minor
Minor in one of geography, history, political science,
psychology, sociology, or social science

SubtQtal, Major and minor: ...................................... 50 1
Professional Studiea
100 clock hours of approved prestudent teaching
field experiences (0)
EDTC 300 Introduction to Computer Applications
in Education (1)
SPGN 300 Exceptional Children in the Regular
Classroom (1)
EDPS 322 Human Development and Learning (4)
The following courses require formal ad.mission
to the teacher education program:
CURR 305 Curriculum and Methods:
Secondary (3)
RDNG 311 Teaching Reading in the Secondary
School (3)
SOFD 328 Schools in a Multicultural Society (3)
EDPS 340 Introduction to Assessment and
Evaluation (3)
EDMD 345 Media for the Classroom Thacher (1)
mST 481 The Thaching of Social Studies (3)
EDUC 492 Student Thaching (2)

TEACHING MINOR
ECONOMICS MINOR
SECONDARY,

K-12, AND SPECIAL EDUCATION-SECONDARY

TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion ofthiB minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in economics, certification code "CA.- The certification test covering this
field is #07, "Economics."
"'ECON 201 Principles of Economics I (3)
ECON 202 Principles of Economics II (3)
14 credits from any economics courses (ECON 301
and 302 highly recommended)
20 hours (including hours satisfied in Basic
Studies)

ECONOMICS COURSES

ECON 100 Introduction to Economic Problems and
Policies.
3 bn
A nontechnical introduction to basic problems facing the
US economy and different opinions over economic policy
choices. Analysis of the controversial role of government
in a private market economy. Not recommended for business students.
ECON 177/1781179 Special Topic..
112/3 hno
An exploration and study of topics not covered. in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.

Prereq: Department permission.
ECON 200 The American Economy.
3 hn
Survey of the principles of economics; the basic knowledge of the functioning of the present-day American
economy. Not open to students with ECON 20UECON
202.

Thtal credit houri required, with 2O-hour minor: .... 133

ECON 201 Principles ofEconomica I.
3 hn
The first half of basic principles of economics. Emphasizes macroeconomic concepts of national income, fiscal
and monetary policy, and problems of unemployment,
i.n11ation, and economic growth.
Prereq: MATH 104 or high school algebra.

'Could be leu, rhpendi1lll0n 1M minor and 1M pouibk applkation of
Basic Slud~. COUNe. ro 1M minor.

ECON 202 Principles of Economics D.
3 hn
Second half of an introduction to basic principles of eeo-

Credit Jwurs in Pro{essional Studies: .. " .................... 34
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nomics. Emphasizes microeconomic concepts of demand,
supply, and problems relating to prices and resource
allocation.
Prereq: ECON201 or equivalent, and MATH 104 or high
school algebra.
11213 bra
ECON 277/278/279 Special Topics.
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
3 hrs
ECON 300 Contemporary Economics.
Analysis of contemporary economic problems. 1bpics
may change each semester as the interests andlor problems change. Students may elect this course several
times as long as different topics are studied but it may
be taken only twice for credit toward a major or minor
in economics.
Prereq: One course in economics.
ECON 301 Intermediate Macroeconomic Analysis.
3 brs
Examines macroeconomic theories of the detennination
of national income, employment, the price level, interest rates, and economic growth; and linkages between
the domestic and international economies. 'lbpics include
unemployment, inflation, monetary and fiscal policy, and
the policy positions of various schools of thought. Standard analytical tools, such as IS-LM and aggregate demand and supply are examined.
Prereq: ECON 201 and ECON 202 or equivalent, and
MATH 119 / 120.
ECON 302 Intermediate Microeconomic Analysis.
3brs
Analyzes contemporary theories of consumer and firm
behavior, prices, and resource allocation. Examines firm
behavior for several market structures, and evaluates
the efficiency and equity implications of market outcomes.
Prereq: ECON 201 and ECON 202 or equivalent, and
MATH 119 /120.
ECON 310 Economic Statistics.
3brs
Introduction to the statistical measurement and analysis of data with applications to economics. Elements of
descriptive statistics, probability, random samples, point
and interval estimation, hypothesis testing, and regression analysis are examined.
Prereq: MATH 119 or MATH 120.
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ECON 320 Labor Economics.
3brs
Analysis of the theory of wage determination, with attention to labor supply and labor demand, human resource development, trade unions, and labor market
institutions.
Prereq; ECON 201 and ECON 202 or equivalent.
ECON 321 Minority Workers in the Labor Market.
3brs
Special problems and unique employment situations of
minority workers (racial and ethnic minorities, women,
handicapped) involving historical and market influences, and employer, union, and government policies.
Recent and proposed legislation affecting the labor force
status of minorities.
Prereq: One course in economics.
3brs
ECON 322 American Labor Unions.
The nature, characteristics, and principles of American
labor unionism; the government and structure of unions
and their role in the economy.
Prereq: One course in economics.

ECON 323 Labor and Government.
3brs
The economic aspects of labor legislation and governmental administrative rulings affecting unions and
union-employer relations.
Prereq: One course in economics.
EeON 324 Unionism in the Public Sector.
3 hrs
The origins, goals, and methods of union organization
of public sector employees. Emphasis on teachers and
other public employees at state and local levels.
Prereq: One course in economics.
3 hrs
ECON 325 Collective Bargaining.
Major problems in present-day collective bargaining
including the negotiation of collective agreements, practical aspects, and economic implications.
Prereq: One course in economics.
ECON 327lnequality and Economic Jwtice.
3 bra
The distribution of wealth and income in the US; an
economic analysis of income maintenance programs,
including the US social security system.
Prereq: ECON 201 and ECON 202 or department permission.
ECON 328 Economics of Women.
3brs
The changing economic role of women in the labor force.
Analysis of policies affecting earnings, employment, and
UNOERCRAOUA.TECATALOC
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work and family issues in traditional and nontraditional
occupations. Includes some international comparisons.
Prereq: One course in economics or junior standing.
ECON 329 Economics of Crime.
3hrs
The use of economic concepts and tools to analyze economic causes of crime and economic policies relevant to
crime.
Prereq: ECON 202 or equivalent.
ECON 382 Urban Economic•.
3hrs
The level, distribution, stability, and growth of urban
income and employment. Analysis of contemporary urban problems, such as inner-city poverty, housing-land
use, transportation, and local public services with special reference to economic efficiency and programs.
Prereq: EGON 201 and EGON 202 or equivalent.
ECON 336 Economics of Environment and Natural
Resources.
3 bra
The application of economic concepts and analysis to
problems of environment and management of natural
resources.
Prereq: EGON 202 or equivalent.

ECON 361 Corporation Finance.
S hrs
The structure, financial organization, income, and policy
decisions of corporations.
Prereq: One course in economics.
ECON 370 Comparative Economic Systems.
3 hra
Alternative approaches to organizing economic activity,
emphasizing advantages and disadvantages as compared to the US economic system. lliustrations are taken
from noncapitalist economies such as Cuba and China.
Prereq: One course in economics.
ECON 3715 Economic History of the United State•.
3hrs
The economic development of the United States.
Prereq: One course in economics.

ECON 37713781379 Special Topics.
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.

ECON 337 Energy Economics and Policies.
3 bra
Introduction to the economics of energy in the US and
world economies, including a critical analysis of the policies of the governments involved.
Prereq: EGON 202 or equivalent.

ECON 386 Economic Development.
3hrs
The causes, the consequences, and possible solutions of
economic problems facing the developing countries of
Latin America, Africa, and Asia. Emphasis on mass poverty, food shortages, overpopulation, unemployment, and
unequal income distribution.
Prereq: One course in economics.

ECON 338 Land Economics.
3hrs
The use of land in modern society, including a critical
economic evaluation of alternative and optimal uses of
land.
Prereq: EGON 201 and EGON 202 or equivalent.

ECON 386 Technology and Economic Growth.
3 hn
The nature of technology and its importance for con·
temporary economic growth. Includes technological
change and the effects on society and the individual.
Prereq: One course in economics.

ECON 340 Money and Banking.
3 hrs
The nature and role of money and credit, the banking
system and other financial institutions, and the relation of monetary policy to the level of economic activity.
Prereq: EGON 201 and EGON 202 or equivalent.

ECON 387 Cooperative Education.
3 bra
Provides practical experience in the student's major field
for four to six months of full-time employment at an
individual employer. The program consists of one or two
work experiences (ECON 387 and ECON 487) alternated
with full·time attendance at the University. A written
report is required at the end of each employment period. Admittance to program by application only. Graded
creditlno credit. Credits count a maximum of three hours
towards degree requirements in the labor studies program and none in the economics major or minor.
Prereq: Junior standing. Major in economics or labor
stud'ks. Department permission.

ECON S50 Government Finance.
3hrs
An examination of theory, institutions, and problems of
financing the public sector; the effects of expenditures,
taxes and other revenue sources, borrowing, debt management, and grants-in-aid at all levels of government
upon the distribution of national income and upon the
allocation of resources.
Prereq: EGON 201 and ECON 202 or equivalent.
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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ECON 401 Computer Applications in
Macroeconomics.
3 b.n
Test of various hypotheses of consumption function, investment function, demand for money function, supply
of money process, aggregate production function, and
labor supply and demand functions. Problems of aggregation and structural vs. reduced form estimations.
Prereq: EGON 301 and EGON 310, or equivalent.
ECON 402 Computer Applications in Microeconomics.

ISl

union movement evolution, giving ideological and functional perspective,
!'r.mi:ECON201andECON202or<kparlnumtpennission.

3hn
ECON 436 Health Economica.
The production, distribution, supply, and utilization of
health care resources, especially in the United States,
Relevant tools of economic analysis and empirical stud·
ies, allocation of resources to the health care sector,
Prereq: EGON 201 and EGON 202 or equivalent,

3hn
Applied linear and nonlinear models of the consumer
and the firm. Estimates demand functions (for example
housing demand and energy demand), cost functions,
and production functions.
Prereq: EGON 302 and EGON 310, or equivalent.
ECON 405 Economic Analysis for Business.
S hrs
A review of the development of economic thought from the
age of mercantilism to present times, with the particular
emphasis on landmark contributions of writers such as
Adam Smith. Karl Marx, Alfred Marshall, J. M. Keynes,
and significant twentieth century economists,
!'r.mi: ECON 301 and ECON 3U2, ordeparlment pennissim
ECON 406 History of Economic Thought.
S b.n
Introduction to the development of economic thought
from the age of mercantilism to Keynes, with emphasis
on the contributions of some of the major writers and
schools of economic thought.
Prereq: ECON 201 and ECON 202.
ECON 407 Economic Analysis and Law.
3 brs
The application of economic analysis to the law, including property law, contract law, family law. torts, criminal
law, constitutional law, antitrust, and environmental law,
!'r.mi: ECON201 and ECON202 or<kparlnumtpennission.
3 hrs
ECON 416 Introduction to Econometrics.
Introduction to the mathematical formulation of economic theories, The use of statistical procedures to measure the theoretical relationships and to verify or reject
the theories. Quantitative predictions, measurements,
and statistical test of the predictions,
Prereq: EGON 310 or MATH 370 or DS 265,

ECON 440 Money, Credit, and Monetary Policy. S bra
An analytical study of the theories of money demand
and money supply. Also studied are commercial banking and the operations and conduct of Federal Reserve
monetary policy under alternative policy procedures and
economic disturbances, The subject is viewed from both
domestic and international perspectives,
Prereq: ECON 301 or ECON 340 orckpartrrumt permission.
ECON 446 Economic Fluctuations and Forecasting.

3hn
Study of the history, nature, and causes of economic fluctuations, Also included are alternate approaches to economic forecasting used by business and government including econometric forecasting; and the role of monetary and fiscal policies, supply shocks, international
factors, and structural change in generating economic
fluctuations ,
Prereq: EGON 201 and EGON 202 or equivalent, EGON
301 or ECON 341 strongly recommended,
ECON 466 Cost-Benefit Analysis.
3 b.rs
Cost-benefit analysis techniques and their application
to evaluating economic efficiency of government expenditure programs, Determination and distribution of ben·
efits and costs in specific public projects.
Prereq: EGON 201 and EGON 202,

3hn
ECON 460 Industrial Organization.
Monopoly, competition, mergers, concentration and antitrust, and other public policies affecting private enterprise in the United States,
Prereq: EGON 201 and EGON 202,
ECON 471 Case Studies of Developing Economies.

ECON 420 Comparative Labor Unionillm.
3hn
Comparative survey of labor union movements in various economies. Differences in theories behind the movement to organize the working class. and differences in

3hn
A survey of economic problems in selected developing
economies, Case studies of countries or regions among
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the less developed economies. Cases may change from
year to year.
Prereq: EGON 201 and EGON 202 or equivalent.
ECON 477/4781479 Special Topics.
1/2/3 brs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
ECON 480 International Economics.
3hrs
Analysis of theory and economic problems of international trade factor movements, exchange mechanisms,
balance of payments, regional economic integration,
assistance agencies, and adjustments. to changing conditions.
Prereq: EGON 201 and 202, or equivalent.
ECON 487 Cooperative Education.
3 brs
Provides practical experience in the student's major field
for four to six months of full-time employment at an
individual employer. The program consists of one or two
work experiences (ECON 387 and ECON 487) alternated
with full-time attendance at the University. A written
report is required at the end of each employment period. Admittance to program by application only. Graded
creditlno credit. Credits count a maximum of three hours
towards degree requirements in the labor studies program and none in the economics major or minor.
Prereq: ECON 387. Department permission.
ECON 491 Research Seminar in Economics.
3 brs
Selected issues in economic methodology, research procedures, and techniques with the preparation of a major research paper and group analysis of its findings.
Prereq: Junior standing, economics major or minor.
ECON 497/4981499 Independent Study.
112/3 brs
Advanced study on an individual research basis in areas not covered in formal course work. Restricted to eco·
nomics majors and minors.
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ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE
Marcia A. Dalbey
Department Head
612 Pray-Harrold
487-4220
Professors: James Angle, Helen Aristar-Dry, Phillip
Arrington, Paul Bruss, Franklin Case, Gilbert Cross,
Marcia Dalbey, James Devers, Jeffrey Duncan,
Clayton Eshleman, Brenda Flanagan, David
Geherin, Lucy Hayden, Thomas Hennings, Robert
Holkeboer, Elizabeth Ingram, Jay Jernigan, Judith
Johnson, Eunice Jordan, Janet Kauffman, Robert
Kraft, Russell Larson, Sheila Most, Paul McGlynn,
George Perkins , James Reynolds, Martin
Shichtman, William Shuter, Lawrence Smith, Arie
Staal, Patrick White
Associate Professors: Cheryl Cassidy, Keith Denning,
Harry Eiss, Catherine Fleischer, Bernard Miller,
Alexandra Norton, James Pinson, Daniel Seely, Ian
Wojcik-Andrews
Assistant Professors: Nancy Allen, Elisabeth
Daeumer, Craig Dionne, William Hauer, Laura
George, James Harding, Lolita Hendrik, Kenneth
Kidd, Melissa Motschall, Patrick Karle, Heather
Neff, James Pinson, Carol Schlagheck, William
Tucker, Ian Wojcik-Andrews
Emeritus Professors: Bernard Decker, Althea Helbig,
Donald Lawniczack
The programs offered by the English department
are designed to enhance a student's understanding and
skill in literature, English language and composition,
and written communication. These programs also prepare students for a broad range of careers, especially
those that are media-related and require the ability to
read carefully, write clearly, and understand the complexities of style and structure variations in the language.
The department supports a student chapter of
Sigma Tau Delta, national honorary society for students
of English; Women in Communications, Inc., national
professional honorary organization for women and men
in communications; and the student-managed English
Club for all students of English.
Degrees:
Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Science
Programs of Study
Majors:
English language
English linguistics

Journalism
Literature
Written communication
Interdisciplinary and Group Majors:
English and American language and literature
English and American language and literature for
elementary education
English and American language and literature for
secondary education
Language,journalism, telecommunications, and film
Literature and drama/theatre for the young
Literature and drama/theatre for the young for
elementary education
Literature, language, oommunications, and theatre arts
Literature, language, communications, and theatre
arts for elementary education
Public relations
Minors:
Children's literature
Children's literature for elementary education
English language
English language and literature
English language and literature for elementary
education
English language and literature for secondary, K12, and special education-secondary
English linguistics
Journalism
Literature
Writing
Advising is available from faculty advisers whose
names and office hours are posted in the English department office.
Special requirements for students seeking admission to the written communication major include evidence that their GPA is at least 2.5 at the end of the
sophomore year.
Students who score above 550 on the verbal part
of the SAT or 25 on the English section of the ACT and
whose high school GPA was 2.5 or above may choose to
enroU in a basic language course in a foreign language
(FRNWGERNISPNH 121, 122,221, or 222) instead of
ENGL 121 English Composition.
Graduate study leads to the master's degree in
English. The MA degree is described in the Graduate
Catalog.
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ACADEMIC MAJORS
ENGUSH AND AMERICAN LANGUAGE
AND LITERATURE MAJOR
Basic Studies

I·B·1. ENGL 121 English Composition (3)
I·B·2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I·B.s. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I·B4. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I·B-6. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
U·B·I. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
U·B·2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
U·B.s. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
m ·B·I. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
m·B·2. Basic Stuc:lU?s requirement. See inside back cover
m·B-il. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
m oM. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV·B-l. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
JV·B·2. One of'
·UTR 204 Native American Literature (3)
·UTR 260 African American Literature (3)
IV-B.s. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B4. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
Physical education, military science, or equivalent (2)
~or

(including Basic Studies) .............................. S8

See note "a" above for courses applicable to both Basic
Studies and the msjor.
LING 201 An Introduction to Linguistics (3)
LITR 210 Introduction to Shakespeare (3)
ENGL 227 Writing about Literature (3)
ENGL 408 Writing for Writing Teachers (3)
One of·
ENGL 328 Writing: Style and Language (3)
ENGL 417 Writing about Controversies (3)
One of"
LING 401 Introduction to Linguistic Science (3)
LING 402 Modern English Grammar (3)
LING 421 The History of the English
Language (3)
One of:
LITR 305 Shakespeare: The Major Comedies and
Histories (3)
LITR 340 The Rise of British Drama to 1642 (3)
LITR 341 English Drama 1660-1779 (3)
UTR 411 Medieval Epic and Romance (3)
LITR 412 English Literature in the Middle
Age, (3)
LITR 413 The Poetry of Chaucer (3)
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

UTR 414 English Renaissance Prose and Poetry
1500· 1660 (3)
UTR 415 Literature of the Neo·Classical Period
1660·1798(3)
One of:
LITR 330 The Rise of the British Novel 17201832 (3)
LITH 331 The Development of the British Novel
1832·1914 (3)
LITH 416 Romantic Rebellion in Britain 17981832 (3)
LITR 417 Victorian and Edwardian Literature
1832· 1914 (3)
One of·
LITR 333 Modem British and European Novel
1914 to Present (3)
LITR 342 The Development of Modern Drama (3)
LITR 401 Modern British and American Poetry
1914 to Present (3)
LITR 460 Recent Trends in British and American
Literature (3)
One of·
LITR 328 The Rise of the American Novel to
1920 (3)
LITR 332 The Modem American Novel 1920 to
Present (3)
LITR 409 The Development of American
Literature (3)
LITR 410 Modern American Literature (3)
One of:
Any course listed above but not taken
ENGL 324 Principles of Technical
Communication (3)
ENGL 335 Imaginative Writing (3)
JRNL 215 Journalism (3)
LING 205 English Words (3)
LING 310 African American Language (3)
LING 340 Language and Culture (3)
-COurse requitwl for and applicable ta ~

ENGLISH LANGUAGE MAJOR
Sem hours
in English Language ............................ 30-31
A. Concentration in English Language
Required Courses .........._.._........................ 19·21
ENGL 324 Principles of Technical
Communication ............................................. 3
ENGL 328 Writing: Style and Language .......... 3
ENGL 417 Writing About Controversies .......... 3

~or

1.
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LING 201 An Introduction to Linguistics ......... 3
LING 402 Modern English Grammar ............... 3
LING 205 English Words or LING 421 The
History of the English Language .................. 3
ENGL 484 Seminar in Written Communications
or LING 471 Independent Study in Linguistics
1·3

2.

Restricted Electives .................................... 9-12
LING 310 Afro·American English, LING 340
Language and Culture, or any other LING
course approved by the undergraduate advisor
ENGL 225 Intermediate English Cumpusitiull,
ENGL 326 Research Writing, ENGL 387/487
Co-operative Education, ENGL 424 Technical
Writing, ENGL 427 Thchnical Editing, ENGL
428 Writing Computer Documentation
JRNL 215 Journalism, JRNL 306 Feature,
Interpretive, and Editorial Writing, JRNL 307
Copy Editing, JRNL 314 Writing for Public
Relations, JRNL423 Magazine Article Writing,
JRNL 453 Advanced Reporting

ENGUSH LINGUISTICS MAJOR
Semhours
Major in Engliah linguistics ................................ SO
1. Required courses ........................................... 18
LING 201 An Introduction to Linguistics ......... 3
LING 401 Introduction to Linguistic Science ... 3
LING 402 Modern English Grammar ............... 3
LING 420 Introduction to Phonology ................ 3
LING 421 The IlisIDry .rthe English Language .. 3
LING 425 Introduction to Syntax ..................... 3
2. Electives ............................................................ 12
The remaining twelve hours of study are to be selected by the candidates and their advisers. They may
include courses from inside or outside the department.
Suggested areas include anthropology, composition and
rhetoric, 5OQ..Jevellinguistics courses, foreign languages,
literature (particularly the early periods), math and computer science. philosophy, psychology, reading, socioloRY,
speech and hearing science, communications, and
TESOL.

LITERATURE MAJOR
Sem hours
Major in literature ................................................ 30
1. Required basic literature courses ................ 9
a. Choose two courses from the following:
LITR 100 The Reading of Literature, LITH 101
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The Reading of Literature: Fiction, LITR 102
The Reading of Literature: Poetry, UTR 103
The Reading of Literature: Drama, LITR 204
Native American Literature, LITH 251 The
Bible as Literature, LITH 260 African American
Literature
h. UTR 210 Introduction to Shakespeare
(No more than nine semester hours of 100- and
200-1evelliterature courses may count toward
this mlijor)
2. Restricted electives ....................................... 12
Choose one course from each of the following groups:
a. LITH 305 Shakespeare: The Major Comedies and
Histories, LITR 340 The Rise of British Drama to
1642, LITR 341 English Drama 1660-1779, LITR
411 Medieval Epic and Romance, LITH 412 English
Literature in the Middle Ages, LITR 413 The Poetry
of Chaucer, LITR 414 English Renaissance Prose
and Poetry 1500-1660, LITH 415 Literature of the
Neo-Classical Period 1660-1798
b. LITH 330 The Rise of the British Novel 1720-1832,
LITR 331 The Development of the British Novel
1832-1914, LITR416 Romantic Rebellion in Britain
1798-1832, LITH 417 Victorian and Edwardian
Literature 1832-1914
c. LITH 333 Modem British and European Novel 1914
to Present, LITH 342 The Development of Modem
Drama, LlTR 401 Modern British and American
Poetry 1914 to Present, LITH 460 Recent Trends in
British and American Literature
d. LITR 328 The Rise of the American Novel to 1920,
LITR 332 The Modern American Novel 1920 to
Present, LITR 409 The Development of American
Literature, LITR 410 Modem American Literature
3. Electives .............................................................. 9
Choose from the restricted electives or from the
following:
LITR 300 Narrative in Literature and Film, LITR
440 Literary Types, LITH 443 Women in
Literature, LITR 450 Major Authors

WRITTEN COMMUNICATION MAJOR
Students electing this major select one of the two
areas of concentration: technical communications and
imaginative writing. A 2.5 GPA is required for admis·
sion to each of the concentrations.
In the restricted electives for each concentration,
students may take only the courses listed unless they
obtain department permission for substitutions.
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~or

Semhours
in written communication ....................... 30

1.

A. Concentration in technical communications
Required cOur8ea ........................................... 21

ENGL 324 Principleo of'I\duUcal Canmunication ... 3
ENGL 328 Writing: Style and Language .......... 3
ENOL 424 Technical Writing ............................ 3
ENOL 427 Technical Editing ............................. 3
ENGL 428 Writing Computer Documentation. 3
ENOL 436 Electronic Publishing ...................... 3
ENGL 484 Seminar in Written Communication .... 3
2. Restricted electives .... ..................................... 9
ENOL 225 Intermediate English Composition,
ENGL 326 Research Writing, ENGL 387/487
Co--operative Education, ENOL 417 Writing
About Controversies, ENOL 488/489/490
Internship in Technical Writing, ENGL 524
Advanced Thehnical Writing
JRNL 215 Journalism, JRNL 306 Feature,
Interpretive, and Editorial Writing, JRNL 314
Writing for Public Relations
CTAC 227 Interpersonal Communication
FA 165 Graphic Design for Nonmajors
lNDT 121 Graphic Communication, INDT 201
Microcompute r Applications, INDT 204
Photographic Communication, INDT 436
Electronic Publishing Technology
COSC 138 Computer Science
INDT 201 Microcomputer Applications or INTE
105 Computer Applications for Industry
B. Concentration in imaginative writing
1. Required courses ........................................... 12
-ENOL 335 Imaginative Writing ...................... 3
-ENGL 422 Writer's Workshop: Fiction or Poetry ... 3
Choose two 300- or 400-levelliterature courses6
2. Restricted electives ....................................... 18
Choose six courses from the following:
ENOL 225 Intermediate English Composition,
ENGL 326 Research Writing, ENGL 328
Writing: Style and Language, ENGL 417
Writing about Controversies, ENGL 422
Writer's Workshop: Fiction or Poetry, - ENGL
501 Writing and Rhetorical Theory I, ENGL
502 Writing and Rhetorical Theory IT
LING 402 Modern English Grammar, LING 421
The History of the English Language
JRNL 215 Journalism, JRNL 306 Feature
Writing, JRNL 423 Magazine Article Writing
"CoUr'M may be repooted for odditiomJi credit if topic is different.
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JOURNALISM MAJOR
Students will be required to complete 30 hours in
professional journalism and writing courses (see below),
plus a 20-hour minor in a specified field . Admission to
the program will require a 2.5 grade point average. For
journalism majors, JRNL 213 Introduction to the Print
Media is a prerequisite for all courses in the major. JRNL
213 does not count toward the major.

Sembours
Major injouma1ism ... ,.......................................... SO
I. Required courses ........................................... 21
JRNL 215 Journalism, JRNL 306 Feature
Writing, JRNL 307 Copy Editing, JRNL 313
History of American Journalism, JRNL 453
Advanced Reporting, JRNL 454 Contemporary
Problems in Journalism, JRNL 455 Journalism
and the Law

2.

Restricted electives ......................................... 9

Choose three courses from the following:
JRNL 305 Editorial, Colwnn, and Review Writing;
JRNL 311 Editing Procedures; JRNL 312
Introduction to Public Relations; JRNL 314
Writing for Public Relations; JRNL 423 :
Magazine Article Writing, JRNL 387/487
Cooperative Education; JRNL 488/489/490
Internship
ENGL 324 Principles ofTechnica1 Communication,
ENGL 328 Writing: Style and Language
Students will be required to complete a 20-hour minor
from one of these areas:
Economics, English language and literature,
foreign language (nine foreign language minors
are available, in Gennan, Spanish, and French,
each with a minor option oflanguage, language
and literature, or literature), geography, history
(several history minors are available; students
wishing a history minor will select a minor
approved by their journalism counselor),
political science, sociology.
Students are advised to choose free electives from the
following list:
lJTR 210 Introduction to Shakespeare, LITR332
The Modern American Novel 1920 to Present,
LITR 410 Modern American Literature
HlST 101 Western Civilization to 1648; fflST 102
Western Civilization, 1648 to World War I;
HIST 103 Twentieth Century Civilization
PHIL 110 Philosophies of Life. PHIL 130
Introduction to Logic
PLSC 112 American Government (one other PLSC
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course from a list available from journalism
adviRf'!rR)
ECON 201 Principles of Economics I
ECON 202 Principles of Economics II
COSC 136 Computers for the Nonspecialist
ANTH 135 Introduction to Cultural Anthropology
If a journalism major chooses a minor in econom·
ics, English language and literature, history, or politi·
cal science, those courses listed here which are part of
that minor should be replaced with courses listed as
restricted electives on the major. Courses taken to fulfill the basic studies requirements leave room for still
other free electives.
Science, technical, business, or other minors will
be encouraged for those students wishing to pursue interests or careers that might combine journalism with
those specialties. Choice of those minors will be subject
to approval by the journalism adviser.
Suggested electives:
SOCL 105 Introductory Sociology
crAT 141 Introduction to Racti~'IV-Film Production,
CTAT 331 Fundamentals of Radio Production and
Direction, CTAT 332 Fundamentals ofThlevision
Production and Direction, CTAT 336 Studies in
Thlecommunications
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JRNL 408 Case Studies in Public Relations ..... 3
CTAT 334 Radio.-Television News or CTAT 344
Continuity Writing for Radio-Thlevision-Film .... 3
CTAC 354 Organizational Communication or
CTAe 357 Interviewing as Communication. 3
S. Restricted electives ....................................... 12
JRNL 307 Copy Editing, JRNL 311 Editing
Procedures, JRNL 423 Magazine Article
Writing, JRNL 455 Journalism and the Law,
*JRNL387/487 Cooperative Education, *JRNL
488/489/490 Internship, ENGL 324 Principles
of Technical Communication, CTAC 224 Public
Speaking or CTAC 350 Persuasion (whichever
is not chosen above), CTAC 227 Interpersonal
Communication or CTAC 359 Small Group
Communication, CTAT 334 Radio.-Television
News or CTAT 344 Continuity Writing for
Radi~Thlevision-Film (whichever is not chosen
above), *CTAC 387/388/389 Cooperative
Education, *CTAC 487/488/489 Internship
A maximum of six hours may be chosen from:
FA 165 Graphic Design for Nonmajors, INDT 121
Graphic Communication, INDT 204
Photographic Communication, COSC 136
Computers for the Nonspecialist
'Where applU:cb~ to public relatwfUl

INTERDISCIPLINARY MAJOR IN PuBLIC
RELATIONS
Admission to the program will require a 2.8 GPA,
which must be maintained in the major as well as in
the minor selected. Admission is granted by the English
Language and Literature department. Courses from
both the English and Communication and TheatreArts
departments are offered as requirements and restricted
electives.
Semhours
Interdisciplinary ml\ior in public relations 41-42
1. Required fundamental courses .............. 17-18
JRNI. 215 Journalism ........................................ 3
JRNL 312 Introduction to Public Relations ..... 3
JRNL 314 Writing for Public Relations ............ 3
eTAS 121 or erAS 124 Fundamentals ofSpeech .. 2-3
CTAT 141 Introduction to Radio-TV-Film
Production ...................................................... 3
CTAC 224 Public Speaking or CTAC 350
Persuasion ...................................................... 3
2. Required advanced courses ......................... 12
JRNL 306 Feature Writing ................................ 3

Recommended minors:
Marketing or Management (College of Business),
with MKTG 360 Principles of Marketing and MKTG 369
Advertising highly recommended, along with other
courses such as statistics, marketing research, buyer
behavior, promotional strategy).
English writing, sociology, psychology, or a minor
chosen by student in specific field of interest.

INTERDISCIPLINARY MAJOR IN
CHILDREN'S LITERATURE AND

DRAMA!

THEATRE FOR THE YOUNG
Semhours
major in children's literature
and dramaltheatre for the young ................ 36
1. Required courses ...................................... 26-27
Choose two courses from the following:
LITR 100 The Reading of Literature, LITR 101
The Reading of Literature: Fiction, LITH 102
The Reading of Literature: Poetry, LITH 103
The Reading of Literature: Drama, LITR 204
Inte~sciplinary
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Native American Literature, LITR 210
Introduction to Shakespeare, LITR 251 The
Bible as Literature, UTR260AfricanAmerican
Literature ....................................................... 6
ENGL 450 Children's Literature: Criticism and
Response ................................... .. .................... 3
or
ENGL 451 Writing about Controversy in
Literature for the Young ............................... 3
LITR 207 Introduction to Children's Literature ... 3
LITR 350 ............................................................ 3
CTAS 121 or CTAS 124 Fundamentals ofSpeech .. 2-3
Cl'AD 222 Drnma and Play mHuman Experience ... 3
CTAD 323 Improvising and Role-Play .............. 3
CTAD 324 Oral Interpretation of Literature for
the young ........................................................ 3
2. Restricted electives .................................... 9-10
Choose nine to 10 credits from the following:
LITR 204 Native American Literature, LITR 210
Introduction to Shakespeare, LITR 251 The
Bible as Literature, LITR 351 World Mythology,
LITR 352 Folk Literature: Ballads and Folk
Tales, LITR 401 Modern British and American
Poetry 1914 to Present, ENGL 451 Writing
about Controversy in Literature for the Young
CTAA 16812681368/468 Interpretetion, CTAO 210
Interpretative Reading, CTAD 322 Theatre for
the Young, CTAD 327 Plays for the Young,
CTAD 497/4981499 Independent Study, RDNG
506 Storytelling

ACADEMIC MINORS
ENGLISH AND AMERICAN LANGUAGE
AND LITERATURE MINOR
Minor in English and American Language and
Literature .......................................................... 24
1. Required courses ............................................. 9
Choose two courses from the fol1owing: ...................... 6
LITR 100 The Reading of Literature, LITR 101
The Reading of Literature: Fiction, LITR 102
The Reading of Literature: Poetry, LITR 103
The Reading of Literature: Drama, LITR 204
Native American Literature, LITR 251 The
Bible as Literature, LITR 260AfricanAmerican
Literature
LITR 210 Introduction to Shakespeare ............ 3
2. Restricted electives ....................................... 12
Choose one course from the following: ........................ 3
UNDERGRADUATE CA'D\LOG

ENGL 225 Intermediate English Composition,
ENGL 324 Principles of Technical
Communication, ENGL 326 Research Writing,
ENGL 328 Writing: Style and Language, ENGL
335 Imaginative Writing, ENGL 417 Writing
about Controversies, ENGL 422 Writer's
Workshop: Fiction or Poetry
Choose one course from the following: ........................ 3
JRNL 215 Journalism, JRNL 306 Feature
Writing, JRNL 307 Copy Editing, JRNL 314
Writing for Public Relations
Choose one course from the following: ........................ 8
LING 201 An Introduction to Linguistics, LING
402 Modem English Grammar, LING 421 The
History of the English Language
Any 300· or 400-level LITR course for which prerequisites
have been met, except IJTR 351 and LlTR 352 .......... 3
3. Elective ................................................................ 3
Choose from courses in literature, composition,
or English language except ENGL 120, LITR
207, LITR 352, ENOL 451.

ENGLISH LANGUAGE MINOR
Semhours
Minor in English Language ................................. 21
A Concentration in English Language
1_ Required Courses ........................................... 12
ENOL 324 Principles ofTechnical Communication ... 3
ENGL 328 Writing: Style and Language or ENGL
417 Writing about Controversies .................. 3
LING 201 An Introduction to Linguistics ......... 3
LING 205 English Words or LING 402 Modern
English Grammar or LING 421 The History of
the English Language .................................... 3
3. Restricted Electives ......................................... 9
LING 310 Afro-American English, LING 340
Language and Culture, LING 471 Independent
Study in Linguistics, or any other LING course
approved by the undergraduate advisor
ENGL 225 Intermediate English Composition,
ENGL 326 Research Writing, ENGL 387/487
Co..aperative Education, ENGL 424 Thchnical
Writing, ENGL 427 Technical Editing, ENGL
428 Writing Computer Documentation, ENGL
484 Seminar in Written Communications
JRNL 215 Journalism, JRNL 306 Feature,
Interpretive, and Editorial Writing, JRNL 307
Copy Editing, JRNL 314 Writing for Public
Relations, JRNL 423 MagazineArticle Writing,
JRNL 453 Advanced Reporting
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LITERATURE MINOR

JOURNAUSM MINOR

Sembours
Minor in literature ........................................... 21-24
1. Required courses ............................................. 9
Choose two courses from the following: ...................... 6
LITR 100 The Reading of Literature, LITR 101
The Reading of Literature: Fiction, LITR 102
The Reading of Literature: Poetry, LITH 103
The Reading of Literature: Drama, LITR 204
Native American Literature, LITR 251 The
Bible as Literature, LITR 260AfricanAmerican
Literature
LITR 210 Introduction to Shakespeare ............ 3
2. Restricted electives ......................................... 6
Choose one course from the following: ........................ 3
LITR 305 Shakespeare: The Major Comedies and
Histories, LITR 330 The Rise of the British
Novel 1720-1832, LITH 331 The Development
of the British Novel 1832-1914, LITH 340 The
Rise of British Drama to 1642, LITR 341
English Drama 1660-1779, LITR411 Medieval
Epic and Romance, LITR 412 English
Literature in the Midd1e Ages, LITH 413 The
Poetry of Chaucer, LITR 414 English
Renaissance Prose and Poetry 1500-1660, LITR
415 Literature of the Neo-Classical Period
1660-1798, LITH 416 Romantic RebelJion in
Britain 1798-1832, LITR 417 Victorian and
Edwardian Literature 1832-1914
Choose one course from the following: ........................ 3
LITR328 The Rise of the American Novel to 1920,
LITR 332 The ModemAmerican Novel 1920 to
Present, LITR 333 Modern British and
European Novel 1914 to Present, LITR 342 The
Development of Modern Drama, LITR 401
Modern British and American Poetry 1914 to
Present, LITR 410 Modern American
Literature, LITR 460 Recent Trends in British
and American Literature
S. Free electives ................................................. 6-9
Choose from courses in literature, except the following:
LITR 207 Introduction to Children's Literature,
LITR 352 Folk Literature: Ballads and Folk
Ta1es.
No more than nine semester hours of100- and 200-level
literature courses may count toward this minor.

Semhoun
Minor in journalism .............................................. 21
1. Required courses ........................................... 15
JRNL 215 Journalism, JRNL 306 Feature
Writing, JRNL 307 Copy Editing, JRNL 313
History of American Journalism, JRNL 454
Contemporary Problems in Journalism.
2. Restricted electives ......................................... 6
Choose six credits from the following:
ENGL 324 Principles of Technical
Communication, ENGL 328 Writing: Style and
Language, ENGL 424 Technical Writing
JRNL 305 Editorial, CoIUlWl, and Review Writing;
JRNL 311 Editing Procedures; JRNL 312
Introduction to Public Relations; JRNL 423
Magazine Article Writing; JRNL 453 Advanced
Reporting
CTAT 141 Introduction to Radio-TV-Film
Production; CTAT 334 Radio-Television News;
CTAT 344 Continuity Writing for RadioTelevision-Film
FA 165 Graphic Design for Nonmajors
INDT 121 Graphic Communication, INDT 204
Photographic Communication

ENGUSH LINGUISTICS MINOR
Sem hours
Minor in English linguistics ............................... 21
1. Required courses ............................................. 6
LING 201 An Introduction to Linguistics and
LING 401 Introduction to Linguistic Science.
2. Restricted electives ....................................... 15
Any LING course not taken in 1. above, LITR 412
English Literature in the Middle Ages, LITH
413 The Poetry of Chaucer

WRITING MINOR
Semhours
Minor in writing .................................................... 21
1. Required courses ............................................. 9
ENGL 328 Writing: Style and Language .......... 3
ENGL 324 Principles of Technical
Communications or ENGL 326 Research
Writing or ENGL 335 Imaginative Writing .. 3
ENGL 417 Writing About Controversies or ENGL
422 Writer's Workshop: Fiction or Poetry, or
ENGL 424 Technical Writing ........................ 3
2. Restricted electives ....................................... 1.2
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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Choose twelve credits from the following:
Any course listed as a requirement above
including repeats of ENGL 335 Imaginative
Writing or ENGL 422 Writer's Workshop:
Fiction or Poetry if the topics are different, and
ENGL 225 Intermediate English Composition,
ENGL 323 Writing in the professional World,
ENGL 427 Technical Editing, ENGL 428
Writing Computer Documentation, JRNL: 215
Journalism, JRNL 306 Feature Writing, JRNL
423 MagazineArticle Writing, CTAT 344 RadioTelevision News, CTAC 360 Dramatic
Composition, CTAC 361 Dramatic Writing

TEACHING MAJORS
ENGUSH AND AMERICAN LANGUAGE
AND LITERATURE MAJOR
S ECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this course of studies, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Secondary Provisional Certificate endorsed in English, certification code
"BA," and, depending on the minor selected, an additional endorsement. The certification test covering this
field is #02, "English."
8asic Studies
1-8-1. ENGL 121 English Composition (3)

1-8-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
1-8-S. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
1·84. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I-B-5. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
n-B-l. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
U-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
n-8-S. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
m-B-l. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
m-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
m-B~. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
m-B-4. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-l. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
JV·B-2. One of"
*LITR 204 Native American Literature (3)
*LITR 260 African American Literature (3)
IV-B-3. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
JV-B-4. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
Physical education, military science, or equivalent (2)

Credit hours in Basic Studies: ................................... 49
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'leaching Major
See note "a" above for courses applicable to both
Basic Studies and the major.
LING 201 An Introduction to Linguistics (3)
L1TR 210 Introduction to Sbakespeare (3)
ENGL 227 Writing about Literature (3)
ENGL 408 Writing for Writing Teachers (3)

One of'
ENGL 328 Writing: Style and Language (3)
ENGL 417 Writing about Controversies (3)

One of'
LING 401 Introduction to Linguistic Science (3)
LING 402 Modern English Grammar (3)
LING 421 The History of the English
Language (3)

One of'
L1TR 305 Shakespeare: The Major Comedies and
Histories (3)
LITR 340 The Rise of British Drama to 1642 (3 )
L1TR 341 English Drama 1660-1779 (3)
LITR 411 Medieval Epic and Romance (3)
L1TR 412 English Literature in the Middle
Ages (3)
L1TR 413 The Poetry of Chaucer (3)
LITR 414 English Renaissance Prose and Poetry
1500-1660 (3)
LITR 415 Literature of the Neo-Classical Period
1660-1798 (3)

One of'
LITR 330 The Rise of the British Novel 17201832 (3)
LITR 331 The Development of the British Novel
1832-1914 (3)
LITR 416 Romantic Rebellion in Britain 17981832 (3)
LITR 417 Victorian and Edwardian Literature
1832-1914 (3)

One of"
LITR 333 Modem British and European Novel
1914 to Present (3)
L1TR 342 The Development of Modern Drama (3)
LITR 401 Modern British and American Poetry
1914 to Present (3)
LITR 460 Recent Trends in British and American
Literature (3)

One of:
L1TR 328 The Rise of the American Novel to
1920 (3)
LlTR 332 The Modern American Novel 1920 to
Present (3)
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LITR 409 The Development of American
Literature (3)
LITR 410 Modern American Literature (3)
One of:
Any course listed above but not taken
ENGL 324 Principles of Technical
Communication (3)
ENGL 335 Imaginative Writing (3)
JRNL 215 Journalism (3)
LING 205 English Words (3)
LING 310 African American Language (3)
LING 340 Language and Culture (3)
Minor
Select a minor from the approved list (see p. 363)
Subtotal, Major and minor: ...................................... 53 1

Professional Studies
100 clock hours of approved prestudent teaching
field experiences (0)
EDTC 300 Introduction to Computer Applications
in Education (1)
SPGN 300 Exceptional Children in the Regular
Classroom (1)
EDPS 322 Human Development and Learning (4)
The following cOUl'8es require formal admission
to the teacher education program:
CURR 305 Curriculum and Methods:
Secondary (3)
ENGL 308 Teaching English in the Secondary
Schools (3)
RDNG 311 Teaching Reading in the Secondary
School (3)
SOFD 328 Schools in a Multicultural Society (3)
EDPS 340 Introduction to Assessment and
Evaluation (3)
EDMD 345 Media for the Classroom Teacher (1)
EDUC 492 Student Teaching (12)
Credit hours in Professional Studies: ............. 34
ToW credit hours required, with 20-hour minor: .. 136
·Course required {or and applimbh to ~or.
'Could be leu, Ihpendingon the minor and the po38ibh applimtion of
Basic StudUB COUr8e8 to tM minor.
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ENGUSH AND AMERICAN LANGUAGE
AND LITERATURE MAJOR
ELEMENTARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this major, in the context
of other program requirements, Qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in English, certification code "BA." The certification test covering this
field is #02, "English."
The curriculum for this major is that which is listed
under '"Thaching Major" in the secondary English program above, plus the requirements under IV-B-2 in that
program's Basic Studies requirements. Approved minors
are those for the elementary program as given on page
362.
33 hours, not including the minor and not including course work that may be satisfied through Basic
Studies.

TEACHING MINORS
ENGLISH AND AMERICAN LANGUAGE
AND LITERATURE MINOR
ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY,

K-12,

SPECIAL EDUCATION-

ELEMENTARY, AND SPECIAL EDUCATION-SECONDARY TEACHER
CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in English, certification code "BA." The certification test covering this
field is #02, "English."
Thloof'

*LITR 100 The Reading of Literature (3)
*LITR 101 The Reading of Literature: Fiction (3)
*LITR 102 The Reading of Literature: Poetry (3)
*LITR 103 The Reading of Literature: Drama (3)
LITR 251 The Bible as Literature (3)
*#LITR 260 African American Literature (3)
LITR 210 Introduction to Shakespeare (3)
Any 300- or 400-level LITR course for which the
prerequisites have been met, except LITR 35 I
and LITR 352 (3)
One of;
·ENGL 225 Intermediate English Composition (3)
ENGL 324 Principles of Technical
Communication (3)
ENGL 326 Research Writing (3)
ENGL 328 Writing: Style and Language (3)
(Prereq: an advanced writing course or
permission)
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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ENGL 335 Imaginative Writing (3)
ENGL 417 Writing about ControveI'Sies (3)
(Prereq: two writing courses at 200·level or above
or permission)
ENGL 422 Writer's Workshop: Fiction or
Poetry (3)

(Prereq: ENGL 324 or permission)
Not more than one of:
JRNL 215 Journalism (3)
JRNL 306 Feature Writing (3)
(Pmeq' JRNL 215)
JRNL 307 Copy Editing (3)
(Prereq' JRNL 215 and JRNL 306)
JRNL 314 Writing for Public Relations (3)
(Prereq:JRNL215 and eitherCTAS 121 orCTAS
124)
One of:
LING 201 An Introduction to Linguistics (3)
LING 402 Modem English Grammar (3)
LING 421 The History of the English
Language (3) (Prereq' LING 201 or LING 401)
Two courses in literature, composition, or English
language except ENGL 120, LITR 207, LITR 352,
ENGL 451. Students in elementary programs may
take LITR 207 .
24 hours <including hours satisfied in Basic Studies)
-May be! mtu/Ud in &uk St"d~. in _
progT'ClTU.
tlSatilrull c1'OIIII-i:ulturallinkmalUmallltrmull ~uinment.

CHILDREN'S LITERATURE
ELEMENTARY AND SPECIAL EDUCATION-ELEMENTARY
TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Note: Successful completion of this minor, in the
context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for endorsement in English,
certification code "BA.· The certification test for "En·
glish" is *02, "English.· However, the student is advised.
that there is no test in children's literature and that the
test in English coveI'S material not included. in this cur·
riculum.
· LITR 207 Introduction to Children's
Literature (3)
ENGL 450 Children's Literature: Criticism and
Response (3)
or
ENGL 451 Writing About Controversy in
Literature for the Young (3)
7Woo(c
··LITR 100 The Reading of Literature (3)
··LITR 101 The Reading of Literature: Fiction (3)
UNDERGRADUATECATALOG

··LITR 102 The Reading of Literature: Poetry (3)
··LITR 103 The Reading ofUterature: Drama (3)
LITR 251 The Bible as Literature (3)
···LITR 260 African American Literature (3)
Three of:
···LITR 204 Native American Literature (3)
LITR 210 Introduction to Shakespeare (3)
LITR 251 The Bible as Literature (3)
LITR 351 World Mythology (3)
LITH 352 Folk Literature: Ballads and Folk
ThIes (3)
ENGL 451 Writing about Controversy in
Literature for the Young (3)
21 hours (including houI'S satisfied in Basic Studies)
-In &uic Strmic, for ereIMntary program.
"In &.ric St!JdUIl for both ekmtntaly IJIId ,ptCiai education program..
°Satu{ie. crou-c"lt"rallinternaticmallltrmull rtquil'tmtnl.
COMPOSITION COURSES

ENGL 120 Buic English Composition.
S hra
An introductory course on the composing process, with
emphasis on writing short expository essays that follow
the oonventiOnB for paragraphing, syntax, diction, and
punctuation in standard American English. Required of
students whose SAT verbal scores are below 400 or whose
ACT English scores are below 17, as space permits. These
students must take ENGL 120 during their first semes·
ter at Eastern as a prerequisite for ENGL 121. ENOL
120 does not apply on the basic studies requirements.
ENGL 121 Englisb Composition.
S hrs
The fundamentalski.lls of reading, reasoning, and writing
with empbasis upon the reading and analysis of prose selections and upon basic writing matters, such as thesis,
organization, support and development, paragraphing,
sentence structure, word choice, punctuation, and docu·
mentation. Frequent papers and conferences.

112/3 hrs
ENGL 177/1781179 Special Topics.
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
ENGL 225lntennediate EngJish Composition.
3 brs
A oourse that explores the principles and strategies ofeff'ec·
tive writing with emphasis on argument and persuasion.
Prereq: ENOL 121 and sophomore standing.
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ENGL 227 Writing about Literature.
3 hrs
An intermediate writing course that introduces students
to a variety of critical approaches to literature and that
teaches reading and writing as interrelated activities.
Prereq: ENOL 121 and two courses in literature. Major
or minor in the English department or department permissron.
ENGL 2771278/279 Special Topics.
11213 brs
An examination of topics in English not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect this course
more than once as long as different topics are studied.
Prereq: ENOL 121.
ENGL S08 Teaching English in the Secondary
Schools.
3 hrs
For secondary English education mf\iors with focus on
appropriate methods and materials for teaching language arts in grades 7-12, Specia1 attention will be given
to lesson planning, eva1uation techniques, and classroom
management, Does not count toward majors or minors.
Prereq: Taken the term before student teaching. Not open
to students on academic probation, Must haue at least a
2,75 OPA in major.
ENGL 324 Principles of Technical Communication.
S hrs
A course for juniors and seniors who wish to study the
style and focus of communication that is particularly
appropriate to the fields of science and technology,
Prereq: English 121 and Junior standing. Not open to
students with credit in ENOL 323.
ENGL 326 Research Writing,
3 brs
A course designed to explore the strategies, format, and
styles of writing appropriate for academic research with
emphasis on the student's own field of study.
Prereq: ENOL 121 and junior standing.
ENGL 328 Writing: Style and Language.
3 hrs
An advanced writing course focusing on the interrelationships among purpose, audience, style, the social and
political nature of language, and electronic writing,
Prereq: JRNL 215, or ENOL 225 ,or ENOL 324, or ENOL
326.
ENGL 335 Imaginative Writing.
3 brs
The study and practice oftbe techniques ofimaginative
writing, including poetry and prose fiction. The elements
of narration, including description, character develop-
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ment, plot structure, and dialogue will be emphasized.
Course may be repeated for additional credit if topic is
different.
Prereq: One aduanced literature course (200 level or
abouel, or department permission.
ENGL 3771878/379 Special Topics.
1/213 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permissron,
ENGL 387 Cooperative Education.
3 hrs
Employment for pay in a business or industry chosen to
provide practical experience in the use ofEng1ish skills.
Work experiences generally are alternated with full-time
attendance at the University.
Prereq:Junior standing, Admittance by applicatron only.
ENGL 406 Writing for Writing Teachers.
3 brs
A writing course for students preparing to teach English in secondary schools. Students develop their skills
as writers and learn how to teach writing. Special focus
on recent composition research, theory, and practices,
and on strategies, materials, and evaluation techniques.
Prereq: 'fWo writing courses at 200·leuel or aboue.
ENGL 417 Writing about Controversies.
3 hrs
The reading, analysis, and writing of argumentative
essays on different types of controversies, with emphasis on how to use various types of arguments and appeals for- different readers and on the different forms of
written arguments.
Prereq: ENGL 121 and two writing courses at the 200·
leuel or aboue, or department permission.
ENGL 422 Writer's Workshop: Fiction or Poetry. 3 brs
A seminar workshop for the student who wants more
experience in imaginative writing. The class schedule
will specify fiction or poetry for each particular workshop, This course may be repeated for additional credit
if topic is different.
Prereq: ENGL 335 and two literature courses at the 200
leuel or aboue, or department permission,
ENGL 424 Technical Writing.
3 hrs
An advanced workshop that prepares students to communicate, particularly to write, on the job.
Prereq: ENOL 324 or department permission.
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ENGL 427 Teohnical Editing.
3 bra
Editing of technical material for publication. Principles
of style, format, graphics layout, and publication management.
Prereq: ENOL 424, or department permission.

ENGL 428 Writing Computer Documentation.
3 bra
An advanced writing course that introduces students to
the principles of designing, preparing, and testing documents common in the computer industry, particularly
software documentation for users.
fu""l'
136 and ENOL 324, or departn1£nt pennission.

esc

ENGL 450 Children'slJterature: Criticiam. and
Response.
3 bra
Practical criticism of children's literature, prose, and
poetry, designed to help students develop criticaljudgment and a clear prose style. Applies toward the minor
in children's literature and the interdisciplinary major
in children's literature and drama/theatre for the young.
Prereq' LITR 207.

ENGL 488/4891490 Internship.
lflI3 bra
Optional, practical on-the-job work experience for recommended students electing an opportunity provided
by the department or finding an appropriate outside
opportunity subsequently approved by the intern supervisor; paid or nonpaid. One hour credit for 10-15 hours
per week; two hours for 16-25 hours; three hours for 26
and above.
Prereq: Junior or senior standing and l1?COmmendaticn of

technirol writingpro{essor. ENOL324,·cumulative 3.00PA
ENGL 497/4981499 Independent Study,
lflI3 bra
An intensive study of a topic not offered in the regular
curriculum, the particular topic to be defined (and credit
hours Bet) by the teacher and student, subject to approval by the Curriculum Committee. Restricted to students taking majoT'S or minors in the English Language
and Literature department.
Prereq: Nine hours in the appropriate major or minor.
ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LINGUISTICS
COURSES

ENGL 451 Writing about Controversy in lJterature
for the Young.
3 bra
This course will deal with strategies for the collection,
organization, and presentation of materials dealing with
controversial issues in literature for young adults.
Prereq: ENOL 121 and LITR 207, or department permission.
ENGL 477/478/479 Special Topics.
11213 hrs
An examination of topics in English not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect this course
more than once as long as different topics are studied.
Prereq: ENOL 121 and one writing course at 200-level
or above, or department permission.
ENGL4M Seminar in Written Commlmieation&
3 hn
A seminar requiring students to aSBeSS their progress
in the major and to consider how their beliefs and practices concerning written communications relate to larger
social and ehetorical considerations. Portfolio
Prereq' ENOL 328 and ENOL 424.

ENGL 487 Cooperative Education.
3 hn
Employment for pay in a business or industry chosen to
provide practical experience in the use of English skills.
Work experiences generally are alternated with full-time
attendance at the University.
Prereq: Senior standing. Admittance by application only.
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

LING 177/1781179 Special Topics.
lflI3 bra
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.

Prereq: Department permission.
LING 201 An Introduction to Linguistics.
3 bra
An introduction to phonology, morphology, syntax, the
lexicon, semantics, sociolinguistics, psycholinguistics,
and other concerns.
Prereq: Sophomore standing.
LING 206 English Words.
3 bra
Principles of sound, form, and meaning relationships
facilitate the student's mastery of word structure, spelling, use, and comprehension in a language science approach to the analysis of native English words and the
foreign vocabulary which is frequently used in English
speech and writing. AddresBeslinguistic, social, historical, and other factors in the development of English,
fostering greater linguistic sophistication and appreciation for the richness of the English language.
LING 2771278/279 Special Topics.
11213 bra
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
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LING 310 AfricanAmerican Language.
3 hr8
A survey of the history of African American language
from African origins to the present day. Details of the
structure (i.e. sounds, words, sentence, and discourse
patterns) of African American English and its functions
in American culture, from everyday language use to its
employment in literature and other verbal arts. Special
attention is paid to issues resulting from contact between
different language varieties and the pervasiveness of
linguistic diversity in the US and around the world.
Prereq: UNG 201, or LNGE 223, or AAS 101 .
LING 322 Languages of the World.
3 hrs
A study of the relation of language to social behavior
and modes of thought in unilingual and multilingual
communities.
LING 340 Language and Culture.
3 bra
A survey of the variety oflanguages and language groups
of the world. Thpics covered include: origins of human
language, language relationships, the ways language
changes and why, unusual writing systems, and linguistic exotica.
Prereq: ANTH 135 or LING 201 or LNGE 223.

LING 377/378/379 Special Topics.
11213 bra
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
LING 401 Introduction to Linguistic Science.

3 brs

An introduction to linguistic theory and analytical procedures. Students will apply theoretical principles to
problems of phonological and syntactic analysis.
Prereq; LING 201 or LNGE 223.
LING 402 Modern English Grammar.
3 brs
An introduction to the grammar of modern English:
problems in the description and analysis of English
grammar.
Prereq: Jun ior standing.
LING 415 Women and Language
3 bra
This course analyzes the way that gender is reflected
in language structure and linguistic behavior, in both
English and other languates. It will consider such topics as gender-related vocabulary and morphology, gender differences in discourse styles, and the question of
whether gender-related language diff'ferences have neu-
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rological correlates or are exclusively social in origin.
Prereq: Junior standing or department permission.
LING 420 Introduction to Phonology.
3 hrs
An introduction to the basic principles of modem phonology, beginning with a review of phonetics.
Prereq: LING 401.
LING 421 n.elllstoryoftheEngjish ~
3hrs
A study of the development of the language from its
earliest stages to the present with attention to social
influences as well as matters of sound, word formation,
and sentence structure.
Prereq: UNG 201 or LING 401.
LING 425 Introduction to Syntax.
S hrs
The development of a base in syntactic theory,learning
both the mechanisms of a transformational grammar
and the argumentation used in syntactic analysis.
Prereq: UNG 401.
LING 426 Topics in Linguistics.
S hrs
Advanced study in specific areas oflinguistics for which
the department does not regularly offer a course. The
area to be studied will vary and will be determined by
the field of specialization of the staff members and by
student interest. This course may be taken more than
once, providing the topics are different.
Prereq: LING 401.
L1NG434TheUnguisiticAnaJ,sisofU_ture
3hrs
LING 434 will analyze the linguistic structure which
underlie 8uch aspects ofliterary interpretation as point
of view shift, forgrounding, and presupposition.
Prereq'8: UNO 201, or LING 401.
LING 477/4781479 Special Topics.
l12I3hn
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.

LING 497/4981499 Independent Study.
11213 bra
Study of topics not offered in the regular curriculum,
the particular topic to be defined (and credit hours set)
by the instructor and student, subject to approval by
the Curriculum Committee. Restricted to students taking majors or minors in the English Language and Literature department.
Prereq: Nine hours in the appropriate major or minor.
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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JOURNALISM

AND PunLIC RELATIONS
COURSES

JRNL 177/17811.79 Special Topics.
1N3 bra
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permissron.
JRNL 213 Introduction to the Print Media.
3 hrs
An exploration into the multiple effects of print media on
American popular culture and vice versa. Understanding the business of news, features, editorials, comics, and
other media formats. Tracking the development of contemporary media research. Learning to become critical
consumers of print media. Student media research.

JRNL 307 Copy Editing.

S hr8
Practical application of professional techniques for editing copy fOT newspapers, magazines, and books, including basic headline writing, use of pictures, and understanding the laws of libel and copyright and the rights
of privacy.
Prereq: JRNL 215 and JRNL 306.

JRNL 311 Editing Procedures.
3 hra
Presentation of the written word on the printed page
relative to the use of photographs and other illustrations; copy fitting, printers' markings, visual concepts;
typographical selection; page makeup; working with
graphic artist and printer.
Prere.: JRNL 215.

JRNL 312 Introduction to Public Relations.
JRNL 215 Journalism.
3 hrs
An introduction to newspaper reporting. Learning to
gather information and to write in an approved journalistic style. Courses offer practical instruction and
working exercises in interviewing, news story development, lead writing, and editing skills. Substantial use
of computer lab.
Prereq: Sophomore standing.
JRNL 2771278/279 Special ThpiC8.
112/3 hrs
An examination of topics in journalism not covered in
other departmental offerings. Students may elect this
course more than once as long as different topics are
studied.
Prereq: Sophomore standing.

JRNL 305 Editorial, Column, and Review Writing.
3hr8
Writing ofinterpretive articles, editorials, reviews, and
columns. Aimed at developing the student's critical facuities, it includes the study of public opinion and the
efforts to change it, the rhetorical principles of argumentation and persuasion, and the aesthetic principles
guiding criticism in the arts.

Pme.: JRNL 215
JRNL 306 Feature Writing.
3 bra
Writing of feature and interpretive articles and editorials designed for newspapers or magazines. Emphasis
on research, interviewing, and logical presentation of
informative material. Writing assignments and analysis of writing in the mass media.
Prereq: JRNL 215.
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

3 hrs
Definition, historic aspects, evolution, and ethics of public relations; the practical use of public relations by corporations, not-for-profit organizations, businesses, institutions, and government; correlation of written, oral,
and visual skills.
Prereq: JRNL 215, and CTAS 121/124.
JRNL 313 History of American Journalism.
3 hrs
A survey of the historical evolution of journalism in the
United States, its involvement in the social, economic,
and political development of the national life and its
influences on the decision-making process through its
effect on public officials.
Prereq: Sophomore standing.
JRNL 314 Writing for Public Relations.
S hrs
Practical experience in writing press releases, broadcast announcements, speeches, and scripts to present a
project or product; preparing brochures, newsletters,
annual reports, memos, and proposals; implementing
public relations campaigns.
Prereq: JRNL 312.

JRNL 37713781379 Special Topics.

1f}.f3 hr8
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental otTerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.

Prereq: Department permission.

JRNL 887 Cooperative Education.

3 hrs
Employment for pay in the print media, public relations,
or publishing fields to provide practical experience for
skills learned in the classroom. Work experiences gen-
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erally are alternated with full-time attendance at the
University.
Prereq: Junior or senior standing; admittance byapplication to the Cooperative Education offic€ and recommendation approved by a journalism professor.
JRNL 408 Case Studies in Public RelatiolUl.
3 hrs
Solving problems and managing controveny in the dayro-day pursuit of public relations; legal considerations;
crisis communication; professionalism and public responsibility in public relations.
Prereq:JRNL 312 and JRNL 314.
JRNL 42S Magazine Article Writing.
3 hn
A writing course to develop skills in investigating and
writing nonfiction articles longer and more complex than
feature or background articles in daily newspapers.
Emphasis on individual completion of articles ofprofessional quality.
Prereq: ENOL 328 or JRNL 306 or department permission.
JRNL 453 Advanced Reporting.
3 hn
Writing of news stories dealing with such topics as
courts, politics, government, finance, labor, education,
etc. Emphasis on study and research to provide articles
of depth.
Prereq: JRNL 215.
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or publishing fields to provide practical experience for
skills learned in the classroom. Work experiences generally are alternated with full-time attendance in the
classroom.
Prereq: Junwr or senwr standing; admittance byapplicatwn to the Cooperative. Education office and recommendation approved by ajournalism professor.
JRNL 48&'489/490 Internship.
112/3 hn
Optional, practical on-the-job work experience for recommended students electing an opportunity provided
by the department or finding an appropriate outside
opportunity subsequently approved by the intern supervisor; paid or nonpaid. One hour credit for 10 hours work
per week; two hours for 11-17 houn; three hours for 18
and above.
Prereq: Junwr or senwr standing and recommendatwn
ofjournalism professor.

JRNL 497/4981499 Independent Study.
1J?J3 hrs
Study of topics not offered in the regular curriculum,
the particular topic to be defined (and credit hours set)
by the instructor and student, subject to approval by
the Curriculum Committee. Restricted to students taking majors or minon in the English Language and Literature department.
Prereq: NifU! hours in the appropriate major or minor.
LITERATVRE COURSES

JRNL 464 Contemporary Problems in Journalism.
3hn
Emphasis on student investigation, reporting, and writing on selected problems such as free press vs. fair trial,
media accessibility, and the people's right to know.
Prereq: Junior standing.

Area IV basic studies requirements may be fulfilled
with the following courses: LITR 100,101,102,103,204,
260.
LlTR 100 The Reading of Literature.

3 hrs

An introduction to the techniques of critical reading with

JRNL 455 Journalism and the Law.
3hn
A senior professional course exploring issues of libel,
privacy, free press-fair trial, and the First Amendment.
Prereq; JRNL 454.
JRNL 477/4781479 Special Topics.
112/3 hn
An examination of topics in journalism not covered in
other departmental offerings. Students may elect this
course more than once as long as different topics are
studied.
Prereq: Junwr standing and department permission.
JRNL 487 Cooperative Education.
3 hrs
Employment for pay in the print media, public relations,

equal emphasis on prose fiction, poetry, and drama.
Development of a fundamental understanding and enjoyment of reading.
LITR 101 The Reading of Literature: Fiction.

3 bra
Reading and critical analysis of prose fiction intended
to deepen the student's understanding and enjoyment
of prose fiction.
3 hn
LITR 102 The Reading of Literature: Poetry.
Reading and critical analysis of poetry intended to
deepen the student's undentanding and enjoyment of
poetry.

UNDERGRADl1ATECATALOG
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IJTR 103 The Reading Or Literature: Drama.
3 hr8
Reading and critical analysis of drama intended to
deepen the student's understanding and enjoyment of
drama.
LITR 106 Rome and America.

6hrs
A comparison of the people and culture of ancient Rome
and modem America, considering individual hopes and
ideals, religious beliefs, and ideas about death, government, morality, love, and sex. Team taught by a member of the English department and a classicist. These
courses must be taken concurrently and satisfy two literature requirements. Note: See Honors Humanities
Courses, page 46.
LlTR/IIJSI' 107 Society mCrisil< 1848 and 1966.

6 hrs
A comparison and contrast of the social crises that culminated in two revolutionary aftermaths (1848 in Europe and 1968 in the United States and Europe), focusing on alienation, women, the rise of nationalism and
ethnic consciousness, and the revolutionary outlook and
its ultimate frustration. Team taught by members of the
History and English departments. These courses must
be taken concurrently and satisfy one history requirement and one literature requirement. Note: See Honors
Humanities Courses, page 46.
LITR 122 American Studies: Success and the Pursuit

or Happiness in 19th Century America.
3 hrs
An examination of the widespread 19th-century belief
that worldly success produces happiness and an exploration of the proper relationship of knowledge and power,
history and progress, wealth and happiness. Readings
include such authors as Benjamin Franklin, H.D.
Thoreau, William James, Mark Twain, and Horatio
Alger. Team taught by members of the English and Philosophy Departments. This course satisfies one philosophy or one literature requirement. Note: See Honors
Humanities Courses, page 46.
LITR 124 The Age or Wagner.
3 bra
An exploration of the personal, intellectual, and artistic

influences on Wagner's life and work and a consideration of artists influenced by Wagner. Team taught by
members of the English and Philosophy Departments.
This course satis{U!s one philosophy or one li~rature requirement. Note: See Honors Humanities Courses, page
46.
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LITR 126 The Age or Shakespeare.
3 bra
An introduction to basic areas of Renaissance thought
as background to at least three of Shakespeare's plays,
which are considered from theatrical as well 88 philosophical and literary points of view. 'Tha.m. taught by
members of the English and Communication and Theatre Arts Departments. This course satisfies one literature or one theatre arts requirement. Note: See Honors
Humanities Courses, page 46.
UTa 128 Russia in the Age of Tolstoy and Dostoevsky.
3hrs
An introduction to the rise of the revolutionary movement in Russia in the half century preceding World War
I due to developments in peasant, urban, and aristocratic life. Students examine selected works of literature snd some art and music. Team taught by members
of the English and History Departments. This course
satisfies one literature or one history requirement. Note:
See Honors Humanities Courses, page 46.

3 hrs
LITR 160 Humanity and Technology.
A brief study of distinctive and influential perceptions
of the impact of technology on human values just after
the first Industrial Revolution, with critical emphasis
on problems concerning the use of special, refined technologies. Primary readings from Thoreau, Mark Twain,
Henry Adams, Aldous Huxley, Lewis Mumford, and
Garrett Hardin. This course satisfies one philosophy or
one literature requirement. Note: See Honors Humanities Courses, page 46.
LrI'R 162 From the Gay Nineties to the Cl'8Sb.
3 hrs
A series of biographical portraits providing an intensive
look at profound cultural changes of the era 1890 to 1930,
in both Europe and the United States. Team taught by
members of the History and English Departments. This
course satisfies one history or one literature requirement.
Note: See Honors Humanities Courses, page 46.
UTa 156 Narrative in Literature and Film.
3 hrs
An introduction to cinematic concepts and terminology,
focusing primarily on narrative techniques in literature
and parallel devices in film. Readings include several
prose forms and a text dealing with the theory of film.
Team taught by members of the English and PhilosOophy Departments. This course satisfies one literature or
one philosophy requirement. Students may not earn
credit in both this course and LITR 300. Note: See Honors Humanities Courses, page 46.
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LITR 177/178/179 Special Topics.
1/2/3 bra
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.

LITR 181 The Legacy of Greece.

3 brs
An introduction to Greek epic, drama, poetry, history,
and philosophy, illustrating the influence of the Greek
tradition on western civilization. The literature is read
in English translation. Representative examples of
Greek architecture and sculpture also are examined.
Tham taught by a classicist andlor a member of the English Department. This course satisfies one literature
requirement. Note: See Honors Humanities Courses,
page 46 .
LITH 201 Introduction to Science Fiction.
3 hra
An introduction to science fiction as a medium for specu-

lating on science and technology, politics, social systems,
education, and the nature of being human. Does not satisfy the basic studies literature requirement.
Prereq: One literature course or department permission.

LITR 204 Native American Literature.
3 brs
Study of the written and oral literature of the Native
Americans, with emphasis upon the authored poetry,
fiction, autobiography, and essay of the twentieth century.
Prereq: One literature course or department permission.

urn'lJY1 Introduction to Children's Literature.

3 bni

A concentrated reading course designed to impart the
knowledge necessary for an appreciation and understanding of children's literature and its use in the
schools. In addition to reading the classics and the critically acclaimed works of both fiction and nonfiction by
modern writers, students will study poetry, folklore, and
mythology and examine the relationship between illustration and text. Does not count toward a major or minor in curricula for teachers in junior and senior high
school.
Prereq: Sophomore standing.
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LITR 245 Introduction to Film.
3brs
An introduction to the historical development offilm as
an art form with attention to cinematography, editing,
scenarios,lighting, acting, and directing styles. Students
cannot earn credit in both CTAT 145 and LITR 245.
Prereq: One course in literature or department permission, eTAS 121 / 124.
LITR 251 The Bible as Literature.
3brs
Introduction to the literary study of the Bible. The Old
Testament is represented chiefly by specimens of narrative and prophetic writings; the New Testament by
selected incidents, parables, and sayings from the life
of Jesus as portrayed in the synoptic gospels. Discussion of Biblical influences upon English and American
literature.
Prereq: One course in literature.

UTR 260 African American Literature.
3brs
Representative American literature by black writers
with emphasis upon the 20th century. Readings in poetry, fiction, drama, autobiography, and the essay.
Prereq: One course in literature.

LITR 277/278/279 Special Thpics.
112J3 hrs
An examination of topics in literature not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect this course
more than once as long as different topics are studied.
Prereq: One literature course or department permission.
LITR 300 Narrative in Literature and FUm.
3 bra
A study of the aesthetic parallels in narrative technique
between certain prose forms (novel, novella, romance,
satire) and fUm as a means of enhancing verbal and
visual literacy. Not open to those with credit in LITRJ
PHIL 155.
Prereq: 7Wo courses in literature.
LITR 305 Shakespeare: The Major Comedies and

Histories.
3 bra
A study of.t 1_.,;gIlt of the principal
and histmies.
Prereq: 7lvo literature courses or department permission.

oomemes

LITH 328 The Rise of the American Novel to 1920.

UTR 210 Introduction to Shakespeare.
3 hrs
An introduction to at least five of Shakespeare's plays
with emphasis upon the tragedies.
Prereq: One literature course or department permission.

3brs
Acritical reading of the American novel from C.B. Brown
and J .F. Cooper through World War 1. A study of the
development of the novel in America from its earliest
appearance to its critical maturity.
Prereq: 1Wo literature courses or department permission.
UNDERCRADUATECATALOG
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UTR SSO The Rise of the British Novel 1720-18S2.
3hn
The British novel from Defoe through Scott, including
such figures as Richardson, Fielding, Sterne, Smollett,
and Austen and such forms as the picaresque novel, the
Gothic novel, the novel of sentiment, and the novel of
manners.
Prereq: 'IWo literature courses or departTMnt permission.

lJTR 851 World Mythology.
S hn
. A study of the mythological traditions that have most
significantly informed western civilization. The myths
are discussed as literature and as people's attempts to
understand themselves, their society, and their physical environment.
Prereq: Tho courses in literature.
LITR 352 Folk. Literature: Ballads and Folk. Tales.

LITR 831 The Development of the British Novel1SS21914.
S hn
A critical reading of Victorian and Edwardian fiction by
such authors as Dickens, the Bront~s, Thackeray,
Trollope, Eliot, Meredith, Hardy, Moore, Wells, and
Conrad.
Prereq: 1Wo literature courses or departTMnt permission.

Shn
A reading course in the traditional baUads and folk tales
of Europe and North America with emphasis on those
which appear in children's literature. Applies toward
minor in children's literature only, but may be taken as
a free elective.
Prereq: Tho courses in literature.

LITH 832 The Modern American Novel 1920 to

LITR 377/3781379 Special Topics.
1/2/3 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other

Present.
Shn
A critical reading of significant American novels since
World War I as represented by Hemingway, Fitzgerald,
Faulkner, Bellow, Ellison, and others . .
Prereq: 1Wo literature courses or department permission.
LITR 383 Modern British and European Novel 1914 to
Present.
3 hrs

A study of modern British and European novels significant to OUT own times by such writers as Joyce, Proust,
Lawrence, Forster, Wolfe, Kafka, Camus, Golding,
Fowles, Robbe-Grillet, Handke, Calvino, Grass.
Prereq: 1Wo literature courses or department permission.
IJTR340Tbe Rise of British Drama to 1642.
Shn
A study of British drama from the mystery plays, morality plays, and interludes to the revenge tragedies of
Kyd, Marlowe, and Webster and the comedies of Jonson
and Massinger.
Prereq: 1Wo literature courses or department permission.
LITR 341 English Drama 1660-1779.
3 hrs
A study of the significant plays from the restoration of
Charles II to the closing years of the 18th century.
Prereq: 1loo literature courses or department permission.
LlTR S42 The Development of Modern Drama.
S hn
A study of modern drama from Robertson and Ibsen to
the theater of the absurd of Pinter and Beckett, including such figures as Pirandello, Chekhov, Shaw, O'Neill,
Williams, and Miller.
Prereq: 7Wo courses in literature or department permission.
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
LITR 401 Modern British and American Poetry 1914
to Present.
3 hrs

A study of the verse of such major modern British and
American poets as Yeats, Auden, Eliot , Pound ,
Cummings, Stevens, Williams, Thomas, Ashbery, Plath.
Prereq: Three courses in literature or department per·
mission.
LITR 409 The Development of American Literature.
Shn
A study of American literature from colomal times to
1890, including such writers as Bradstreet, Franklin,
Hawthorne, Melville, Thoreau, Emerson, Whitman,
Dickinson, Twain, and James.
Prereq: Thrw courses in literature or departTMnt permission.

UTR 410 Modem American Literature.
3 hrs
A study of American literature from 1890 to the present,
including such writers as Crane, Frost, Cather, Eliot,
O'Neill, Fitzgerald, Faulkner, Hemingway, Bellow,
Baldwin, O'Connor, and Updike.
Prereq: Thrw courses in literature or department permission.
LITR 411 Medieval Epic and Romance.
S hrs
A critical reading of medieval French, German, and
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English epics and romances (and their sources) in translation. The treatment will be both historical and comparative.
Prereq: 1Wo courses in literature.
Lfl'R412Eng1ish literature" theMkldleAgoo.
3hro
A survey of Old and Middle English literature from
Beowulf to Malory, tracing the themes, genres, and lit-

erary techniques of early English literature.
Prereq: Three courses in literature or department permission.
LITR 413 The Poetry olChaucer.
3 hra
An introduction to the major works of Chaucer: a close
reading of representative poetry.
Prereq: Three courses in literature or department permission.
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LlTR 440 Literary Type•.
3hrs
A study of the characteristics of a particular literary
genre, independent of chronology, theme, or author.
Prereq: Three courses in literature or department permission.

urn

443 Women in Literature.
S hrs
A study of women and their experiences as described in
literature.
Prereq: 7Wo courses in literature.
LITR 450 Major Authors.
3 hrs
An intensive study of a major literary figure or a group
of related authors. The particular author to be taught
in a given semester will be announced in the class schedule bulletin.
Prereq: Three courses in literature or department permission,

LlTR 414 English Renaissance Prose and Poetry 1500·

1660.
3 hrs
Major authors from the age of Shakespeare to the close of
the Renaissance, including the humanists, lyric poets,
Spenser, Bacon, Donne and the metaphysica1s, and Milton.
Prereq: Three courses in literature or department permission.
LlTR 415 Literature olthe Neo-Classical Period 166().

1798.
S hrs
A study of English literature from the Restoration of
Charles II through the second half of the 18th century:
Dryden, Swift, Pope, Johnson, Crl>ldsmith, Gray, Collins,
and others,
Prereq: Three courses in literature or department perm,ssion.

LITR 460 Recent fiends in British and American
Literature.
3 bra
A study of innovations in recent British and American
poetry, fiction, or drama. The particular focus of the
course to be taught in a given semester will be announced in the class schedule bulletin.
Prereq: Three courses in literature or department permission.
LlTR 477/4781479 Special Topic..
112/3 hrs
An examination of topics in literature not covered in
other departmental offerings. Students may elect this
course more than once as long as different topics are
studied.
Prereq: Three courses in literature or department permission.

LlTR 416 Romantic Rebellion in Britain 1798-1832.

Shrs
A study of the shift in literary emphasis in Britain from
reason to the emotions, imagination, and individualism
in the works of Wordsworth, Coleridge, Lamb,
DeQuincey, Hazlitt, Byron, Shelley, Keats.
Prereq: Three courses in literature or department permission.

LlTR 497/4981499 Independent Study.
112/3 hrs
Study of topics not offered in the regular curriculum,
the particular topic to be defined (and credit hours set)
by the teacher and student, subject to approval by the
Curriculum Committee. Restricted to students taking
majors or minors in the English Language and Literature department.
Prereq: Nine hours in the appropriate major or miMr.

LlTR 417 Victorian and Edwardian Literature 1832-

1914.
S hrs
A study of prose and poetry of such authors as Carlyle,
Mill, Tennyson, Browning, Ruskin, Arnold, Hopkins,
Swinburne, Hardy, Pater, Wilde, Kipling, and others,
Prereq: Three courses in literature or department pennission.
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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FOREIGN LANGUAGES AND BILINGUAL STUDIES
Steven D. Kirby
Department Head
219 Alexander
487-0130
Professors: JoAnn Aebersold, Ronald C. Cere, William
J. Cline, E. Catherine Day, J. Sanford Dugan, James
P. Holoka, John R. Hubbard, Steven D. Kirby,
Benjamin W. Palmer, John Pisoni, Anne G. Nerenz,
Sharon Robertson, Reynaldo Ruiz
Associate Professors: Ana Maria McCoy, Elisabeth
Morgan, Thomas Vosteen
Assistant Professors: Thomas Cullen, Glenn Deckert,
Alfonso lllingworth-Rico, Genevieve Peden, Motoko
Tabuse
Director, bilingual bicultural teacher education
program: Phyllis Clemens-Noda
The Foreign Languages and Bilingual Studies department offers a variety of traditional and innovative
m!:yors and minors in French, German, Japanese, Spanish, and English as a second language; a group minor in
bilingual-bicultural teacher education leading to either
elementary or secondary certification; a group minor in
teaching English to speakers of other languages; a group
m!:Yor in language and international trade; and a group
major in language,journalism, telecommunications, and
film.
Students in the language and international trade
program with concentrations in business French, German, and Spanish are eligible to take examinations
administered by Eastern Michigan University leading
to certification in their fields.
Degrees:
Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Science
Programs of Study
M~ors:

Language and world business
French for business
French for secondary education
French language and literature
French language and literature for elementary
education
German for business
German for secondary education
German language and literature
German language and literatur"e for elementary
education
Japanese language and culture teaching for elementary education
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Japanese language and culture teaching for K-12
education
Spanish for business
Spanish for elementary education
Spanish for secondary education
Language and international trade
Minors:
Bilingual bicultural teacher education (SpanishEnglish) for elementary education
Bilingual bicultural teacher education (SpanishEnglish) for secondary, K-12, and special education-secondary
Classical Studies
English as a second language for nonnative speakers of English
French language and literature
French language
French language for secondary, K·12, and special
education-secondary
French literature
French for business
German language and literature
German language
German language for secondary, K-12, and special
education-secondary
German literature
German for business
Japanese language
Spanish language
Spanish language for secondary, K-12, and special
education-secondary
Spanish literature
Spanish culture
Spanish for business
Teaching English to speakers of other languages
Concentration:
English as a second language for nonnative speakers of English
A placement test is given at the beginning of the
fall and winter terms, and is required of all students of
foreign language unless they are taking their first course
in a foreign language or have completed their last course
in that language at EMU. It is also recommended for
students whose last course in a language was completed
more than one year before. Further details on testing
are available in the department office. Students should
consult advising coordinators in interpreting test results
and creating a schedule.
Any course for which a student registers prior to
receiving placement test results must be considered pro-
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visional. The Foreign Language Irepartment will assist
students to change their registration to the appropriate
course, when necessary, without incurring financial penalties.
Listed below are rough guidelines for preliminary
registration. They do not consider important factors such
as actual grades received, academic standards, amount
of time elapsed since completing the course, etc.:
one to two years of high school would probably
place in 121.
three years of high school would probably place in
122.
more than three years of ltigh school would probably place in 221 (except in Spanish) and/or 233.
In Spanish, most would probably place in 201.
For every year elapsed between the present and
the last completed course in your foreign languafe, go
down one level (e.g. from 200 to 100, etc.).

Department Residency Requirements:
1. "Residency," for the purposes of this section, means
registerin g for, attending , and successfully
completing the required courses.
2. Major or minot' in language, business language,
literature, or culture (non LIT):
Irepartment residency requirements are that majors in a foreign language must complete at EMU 12
credit hours consisting of the appropriate courses on the
300 or 400 level for the major chosen. Minors in the foreign language must complete either a) 343 and 344, or
b) six (6) hours on the 400 level for which the student
has the prerequisites.
3. Language and international trade major:
Students must complete at EMU the following nine
credit hours in French, German, Japanese, or Spanish:
361,446, and 447.
Oral proficiency interview requirement:
All students on teaching curricula in Foreign Languages and Bilingual Studies shall be rated in the last
semester prior to graduation in an interview conducted
by an oral proficiency tester certified by ETS-ACTFL.
Graduate study leads to the Master of Arts degree
in Spanish (bilingual bicultural education), in language
and international trade, and in TESOL (teaching English to speakers of other languages). A major emphasis
in French, German, or Spanish also can be developed
through the master's degree in secondary school teachingorthe master 's degree in individualized studies. The
MA degrees are described in the Graduate Catalog.
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English as a second language
English as a second language (ESLN) courses are
taught in the Foreign Languages and Bilingual Studies
department. These courses carry academic credit; up to
20 hours of ESLN credits may be used as elective credita required for graduation.
Three levels of ESLN instruction are offered: intermediate, advanced, and academic support, in both
fall and winter terms. Only advanced and academic support levels are offered in the combined spring-summer
term.
Admission status is based on the first English proficiency score that students send to the University. If a
later test results in a higher score, it also should be sent
to the Admissions Office. All scores must arrive two
weeks before the first day of the term.
Students admitted with an official (not institutional) score of 80 or above on the Michigan EngliBh
Language Assessment Battery (MELAB) or of 500 or
above on the Test of English as a Foreign Language
(TOEFL) wiU not be required to take any ESLN courses.
Students admitted with scores of less than 80 or 500
are required to take the departmental placement test
before registering. Depending upon test results, students
wiU be placed in either part-time or full-time English
(two, three, four, or five courses of ESLN) during their
first semester. Part-time English students will be allowed to register for other University classes. Students
placing in full-time English may not take any other
University courses until a later semester, Some students
may require two consecutive semesters of full-time English before they can register in other courses.
Once placed in ESLN courses, students must complete each course with a grade of "C" or better in order
to move on to the next ltigher level the following semester. Students must immediately repeat all ESLN courses
in which they receive a "C-'" or below. Students starting
below the 400 level must continue to enroll in ESLN
courses until two 400-level courses are taken. When students have successfully completed ESLN 412 and 414
or 416, their admission status is changed from conditional to regular. See page 9 under Admission Policies
for information regarding conditional admission status.
As ofFal11990, ESLN 412 Academic ESL Writing
(for international students) is considered the equivalent
ofENGL 121 English Composition. ESLN 412 will therefore fulfill the Basic Studies requirement fot' English.
Failure to enroU in the required ESLN courses during the first semester and any required subsequent semesters will result in the cancellation of University enrollment and a possible loss of tuition for that semester.
UNDERGRADUATECATALOG
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Regular University academic probation and dismissal policies apply to students enrolled in ESLN.
Advising Coordinators:
Bilingual bicultural teacher education (Spanish): Ana
Maria McCoy
English as a second language: Elisabeth Morgan
French: Benjamin W. Palmer
German: Sharon Robertson
Japanese language and culture teaching: Motoko Tabuse
TESOL: E. Catherine Day
Language and international trade: John R. Hubbard
Spanish: Ronald C. Cere
Language and world business: John R. Hubbard

ACADEMIC MAJORS
LANGUAGE AND WORLD BUSINESS
BBAIBA DEGREE)
The joint Bachelor of Business AdministrationBachelor of Arts degree in language and world business
is a double degree for undergraduates planning to en·
ter a career in world business or international government and public administration. The major objective of
the program is to prepare students for international
careers with business and language skills, along with
the knowledge needed to function effectively in the increasingly competitive world economy. The LWB joint
degree provides students with both practical, on-site
work experience as well as a thorough academic background in international affairs and world enterprise.
(See page 322 for details.)
(J OINT

GROUP MAJOR IN LANGUAGE AND
INTERNATIONAL TRADE
The major in language and international trade is
designed to integrate the study of modern foreign Ian·
guages and cultures with preparation in the field of international business. The major objective of the program
is to provide students with skills, knowledge, and understanding needed to function in a foreign environment
and in professional dealings with business people and
clients who speak foreign languages. Students complet..
ing this group major have met the major and minor reo
quirements for graduation. No outside minor is needed.
Qualified students in French, German, Japanese,
and Spanish have the option of participating in a cooperative work exchange in an area of the world where
French, German, Japanese, or Spanish is spoken. Students may take examinations leading to foreign certifi·
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

cation in business French, German, or Spanish.
Sem hours
Group major in language and intemational trade ... 60
1. Required courses ........................................... 57
a. Business and economics courses ............................ 30
Bu.smess minor ..................................................... 21-24
Students must complete requirements for a minor
in an operational area of business of their
choosing. These areas include marketing,
management, accounting, finance, business
computer systems, general business, and office
administration, among others. Special
combinations of business courses equivalent to
a minor are possible in consultation with an
adviser.
MKTG 460 International Marketing .......................... 3
ECON 370 Comparative Economic Systems or ECON
480 International Economics ................................ 3
b. Language and area studies courses ....................... 27
• Language courses .................................................... 18
Students must choose one language in which to special·
ize-we currently offer French, German, Japanese, and
Spanish-and must complete 18 hours in that chosen
language. This 18 hour minimum must include:
FRNHIGERN/JPNElSPNH 361 FrenchlGermanl
Japanese/Spanish for International Trade;
FRNHiGERN/JPNElSPNH 446, 447 Business
FrenchlGermanlJapanese/Spanish I and II
One additional language course at the 300 or 400 level
and one additional language course at the 400 level.
Students with prior language study or knowledge will
be placed at an appropriate level in consultation with
an advising coordinator.
• Geography/history courses ....................................... 6
GEOGIHIST 316 History and Geography of
Modern Europe, GEOGIHIST 317 History and
Geography of Spanish America, or GEOGIHIST
326 History and Geography of Modern Asia
These credit hours may be used as electives in history
and geography.
• Political science courses ............................................ 3
Choose one course from the following:
PLSC 211 Introduction to Comparative
Government, PLSC 212 Introduction to
International Politics, PLSC 341 International
Law, PLSC 342 International Organizations,
PLSC 354 Government and Politics of Canada,
PLSC 367 Contemporary Political Systems of
Latin America, PLSC 412 Comparative Legal
Systems

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSIlY

2.

Field experience ............................................... 3
FLAN 489 Internship or FLAN 387/487
Cooperative Education

GROUP MAJOR IN LANGUAGE,
JOURNALISM, TELECOMMUNICATIONS,
AND FILM
Semhours
Group major in language, journalism,
telecommunicatioDs, and film ...................... 60
Language component .................................................. 20
Choose one of the languages (French, German. or
Spanish) and complete the following:
1. Required courses ........................................... 12
FRNHIGERNISPNH 343 Composition ............. 3
FRNHIGERNISPNH 344 Conversation ............ 3
FRNHIGERN/SPNH 443 Advanced Grammar
and Composition ............................................ 3
FRNHIGERNISPNH 444 Advanced Conversation .. 3
Students with advanced language proficiency will
select appropriate courses in consultation with
the advising coordinator
2. Restricted electives ......................................... 8
Choose eight credits in the language studied at any level
Journalism component ......................................... 18·21
1. Required courses ........................................... 12
JRNL 215 News Writing and Reporting ........... 3
JRNL 306 Feature Writing ................................ 3
JRNL 307 Copy Editing ..................................... 3
JRNL 453 Advanced Reporting ......................... 3
2. Restricted electives ...................................... 6-9
Choose six to nine credits from the following:
JRNL 311 Editing Procedures, JRNL 313 History
of American Journalism, JRNL 314 Writing for
Public Relations, JRNL 423 Magazine Article
Writing, JRNL 454 Contemporary Problems in
Journalism
ENGL 324 Principles of Technical
Communication, ENGL 417 Writing about
Controversies, ENGL 422 Writer's Workshop:
Fiction or Poetry
Thlecommunication.s and film component ............ 20-21
1. Required courses ........................................... 15
CTAT 130 Introduction to Telecommunications
and Film ......................................................... 3
CTAT 334 Radio-Television News ..................... 3
CTAT 336 Studies in Telecommunications ....... 3
CTAC 374 Intercultural Communication ......... 3
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CTAT 479 Special Topics: Seminar in
International Telecommunications Issues .... 3
2. Restricted electives ...................................... 5-6
Choose five to six credits from the following:
CTAT 145 Introduction to Film Appreciation,
CTAA 165 Television Laboratory, CTAA 169
Radio Station WQBR, CTAC 227 Interpersonal
Communication, CTAT 236 History and
Criticism of Radio and Television, CTAT 241
Radio-Television-Film Announcing, CTAT 331
Fundamentals of Radio Production and
Direction, CTAT 332 Fundamentals of
Television Production and Direction, CTAT 335
Studies in Film, CTAT 344 Continuity Writing
for Radio-Television·Film, CTAC 354
Organizational Communication, CTAC 359
Small Group Communication

FRENCH MAJOR
It is recommended that students specializing in
French or planning to continue with graduate work carry
their undergraduate study beyond the minimum reo
quirementslisted below. Many graduate schools require
additional course work in literature.
Semhours
Major in French .......................................... ........... 30
1. Required courses ........................................... 18
FRNH 341 Survey of French Literature ........... 3
FRNH 342 Survey of French Literature ........... 3
FRNH 343 French Composition ........................ 3
FRNH 344 French Conversation ....................... 3
FRNH 443 Advanced French Grammar and
Composition ................................................... 3
FRNH 444 Advanced French Conversation ...... 3
2. Restricted electives ....................................... 12
Choose six credits at the 400 level; choose an
additional six credits in French at any level.

FRENCH FOR BUSINESS MAJOR
Students majoring or minoring in business French
are eligible to take examinations leading to the "Oiplome
Superieur de Fran~ais des Aff'aires" or the "Certificat
Pratique de Fran~ais Commercial et Economique"
granted by the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of
Paris and recognized by the French National Ministry
of Education. These tests are administered by Eastern
Michigan University.

UNOERGRADUATECATALOG
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Semhours
Major in business French .................................... 80
1. Required courses ........................................... 24
FRNH 841 Survey of French Literature ........... 8
FRNH 342 Survey of French Literature ........... 3
FRNH 343 French Composition ........................ 3
FRNH 344 French Conversation ....................... 3
FRNH 443 Advanced French Grammar and
Composition ................................................... 3
FRNH 444 Advanced French Conversation ...... 3
FRNH 446 Business French I ........................... 3
FRNH 447 Business French II .......................... 3
2. Restricted electives ......................................... 6
Choose six credits in French at any level

GERMAN LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE
MAJOR
Semhours
in German language and literature ...... 80
Required courses ........................................... 18
GERN 341 Survey of German Literature ......... 3
GERN 342 Survey of German Literature ......... 3
GERN 343 German Composition ...................... 3
GERN 344 German Conversation ..................... 3
GERN 443 German Syntax and Advanced
Composition ................................................... 3
GERN 444 Advanced German Conversation .... 3
Restricted electives ....................................... 12
Choose six credits in German at the 400 level;
choose six credits in German at any level.

M~or

1.

2.

GERMAN FOR BUSINESS MAJOR
Students in business Gennan will be eligible to
take examinations recognized by the German-American
Chamber of Commerce, the Carl Duisberg Society and
the Goethe Institute. All examinations are administered
by EMU.

Semhours
Major in business German .................................. SO
1. Required courses ........................................... 24
GERN 341 Survey of German Literature ......... 3
GERN 342 Survey of Gennan Literature ......... 3
GERN 361 German for International Trade ..... 3
GERN 443 German Syntax and Advanced
Composition ................................................... 3
GERN 446 Business German L ........................ 3
GERN 447 Business German II ........................ 3
Additional German courses at the 400 level ..... 6
2. Restricted electives ......................................... 6
Choose six credits in German at any level.
UNDERCRADUATECA'DUOG

SPANISH MAJOR
The courses listed below meet the minimum requirements only; it is recommended that students specializing in Spanish or planning to continue with graduate work cany their undergraduate study beyond the
minimum. Many graduate schools require additional
course work in literature.
Sem hours
Major in Spanish ................................................... SO
1. Required courses ........................................... 12
SPNH 343 Spanish Grammar and
Composition ................................................... 3
SPNH 344 Spanish Conversation and
Composition ................................................... 3
SPNH 443 Advanced Spanish Grammar and
Composition ................................................... 3
SPNH 444 Advanced Spanish Conversation and
Composition ................................................... 3
2. Restricted electives ....................................... 18
Choose 12 credits in Spanish at the 300 level or
above; choose six credits at any level in
consultation with the advising coordinator.

SPANISH FOR BUSINESS MAJOR
Students with concentrations in business Spanish
may take examinations leading to the "Diploma de
Espanol Comerdal" and the "Certificado de Espanol
Comercial BMico" granted by the Chamber of Commerce
of Madrid in cooperation with the Official School of Languages of Madrid.
Language proficiency in both Spanish and English
is required; proficiency will be determined byexamination.
Semhours
Major in business Spanish .................................. 30
1. Required courses ........................................... 24
SPNH 301 The Cultures of Spain ..................... 3
SPNH 302 The Cultures of Spanish America ... 3
SPNH 342 Survey of Spanish Literature ......... 3
SPNH 352 Survey of Spanish American
Literature ....................................................... 3
SPNH 361 Spanish for International Trade ..... 3
SPNH 443 Advanced Spanish Grammar and
Composition or SPNH 456 Scientific and
Technical Spanish I ........................................ 3
SPNH 446·447 Business Spanish ..................... 6
2. Restricted electives ......................................... 6
Choose six credits in Spanish at any level in
consultation with the advising coordinator
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ACADEMIC MINORS
CLASSICAL STUDIES MINOR
Semhours
Minor in Classical Studies .............................. 23·25
1. Required courses ........................................... 12
FA 340 History of Classical Art ......................... 3
HIST 323 Greek History .................................... 3
HIST 324 Roman History ...... ,.. ,........................ 3
PHIL 230 History of Philosophy: Ancient ,........ 3
2. Restricted electives· ...... ,.. ,....................... 11·13
Choose one of the following groups:
Group A (Greek Language) ........................................ 13
GREK 121 Beginning Ancient Greek I ............. 5
GREK 122 Beginning Ancient Greek II ............ 5
FLAN 499 Independent Study .......................... 3
Group B (Latin Language) ........................................ 13
LATN 121 Beginning Latin I. ............................ 5
LATN 122 Beginning Latin II ........................... 5
FLAN 499 Independent Study .......................... 3
Group C (Classical Culture and Heritage) ...... ,," 11-12
1lvo 0(: ............................................................................ 6
CLASlLITR 106 Rome and America (3)
CLAS/LITR 181 The Legacy of Greece (3)
LNGE 134 Etymology (3)
7lvo of: ......................................................................... 5-6

LING 205 English Words (3)
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LNGE 425 Second Language Acquisition ......... 3
2. Restricted electives ......................................... 9
Choose at least one course from each group:
Undergraduate linguistics majors in the English
department may not count Group 1 courses toward
this minor. They must take 2 courses from either
Group 2 or 3, and one course from the remaining
group.
Group 1

LING 401 Introduction to Linguistic Science ... 3
LING 402 Modem English Grammar ............... 3
Group 2
CTAC 225 Listening Behavior ........................... 3
CTAC 226 Nonverbal Communication .............. 3
PSY 304 Learning .............................................. 3
CTAD 323 Improvising and Role-Play .............. 3
ENGL 328 Writing: Style and Language .......... 3
SPSI 337 Language Acquisition ........................ 3
CTAC 359 Small Group Communication .......... 3
Group 3
SOCL 214 Racial and Cultural Minorities ....... 3
SOCL 310 Contemporary American Class
Structure ........................................ " .............. 3
(Only international students may use this course)
ANTHILING 340 Language and Culture ......... 3
Prereq. or Coreq.: One year of university foreign
language study.

CLAS 301 Mythology (3)

HIST 302 Near Eastern and Western Religions (3)
HIST 327 Europe in the Making, 500·1300(3)
HIST 330 Europe in the Renaissance and
Reformation (3)
LITR 351 World Mythology (3)
HIST 511 Studies in Ancient History (2)
'~rlajn

independen! Bludy and ,pecial topic course, may bf! counred

as ff!,!ricred tlectiw$ with tM QPproval of the aduiBing coordirnztl)1:

GROUP MINOR IN TEACHING ENGLISH
AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
Semhours
Group minor in Teaching English 8S 8 Second
Language ........................................................... 24
I. R.equired courses ........................................... 15
LNGE 223 Introduction to Language ............... 3
CTAC 374 Intercultural Communication ......... 3
TSLN 410 TESOL Methods ............................... 3

ENGLISH AS A FOREIGN LANGUAGE FOR
NONNATIVE SPEAKERS OF ENGLISH
MINOR
This minor is limited to international students who
are nonnative speakers of English and conditionally
admitted to the University on the basis of English language proficiency. It is administered jointly by the For·
eign Languages and Bilingual Studies and the English
Language and Literature departments.
Students who have placed at the 300 level on the
departmental placement test will complete all of the
following courses. Students who have placed at the 400
level will begin this minor by taking ESLN 412 Academic ESL Writing and ESLN 414 Academic ESL Reading andlor ESLN 416 Academic ESL Speaking and Listening. These students must choose 6 credit hours from
the restricted electives or other courses with the permission of the adviser.

TSLN 420 Materials and Tests for TESOL ....... 3

UNDERGRADUATECATAUOG
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Semhours
Minor in English as a foreign language for
nonnative speakers of English ................ 23-24
1. Required courses ........................................... 21
ESLN 310, 312 Advanced ESL Grammar and
Writing ........................................................... 3
ESLN 314, 316AdvancedESLReading, Speaking,
and Listening ................................................. 3
ESLN 412 Academic ESL Writing ..................... 3
ESLN 414 Academic ESL Reading .................... 3
ESLN 416 Academic ESL Speaking and
Listening ........................................................ 3
ENGL 225 Intermediate English Composition or
other approved English writing course (written
permission required) ...................................... 3
ENGL 326 Research Writing ............................. 3
2. Restricted elective ......................... .................. 3
Choose one course from the following:
LING 201 An Introduction to Linguistics, LING
402 Modern English Grammar, or other
English language or linguistics course (written
permission required)
CTAC 224 Public Speaking, CTAC 350 Persuasion,
CTAC 356 Argumentation and Debate, CTAC
359 Small Group Communication, or other
speech communication course (written
permission required)
Other advanced (speech) courses not including
theatre arts courses, with written permission
from the ESLN coordinator

2.

FRNH 443 Advanced French Grammar and
Composition ................................................... 3
FRNH 444 Advanced French Conversation ...... 3
Restricted electives ......................................... 8
Choose eight credits in French at any level

FRENCH LITERATURE MINOR
Sem hours
Minor in French literature .................................. 20
1. Required courses ........................................... 12
FRNH 341 Survey of French Literature ........... 3
FRNH 342 Survey of French Literature ........... 3
Courses in French literature at the 400 level ... 6
2. Restricted electives ..... .................................... 8
Choose eight credits in French at any level

BUSINESS FRENCH MINOR
Students minoring in business French are eligible
to take the examinations listed under the major in business French.
Sem hours
Minor in business French .................................... 20
1. Required courses ........................................... 18
FRNH 343 French Composition ........................ 3
FRNH 344 French Conversation ....................... 3
FRNH 443 Advanced French Grammar and
Composition ................................................... 3
FRNH 444 Advanced French Conversation ...... 3
FRNH 446 Business French I ........................... 3
FRNH 447 BURineRR French IT .......................... 3

FRENCH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE
MINOR
Semhours
Minor in French language and literature ........ 20
1. Required courses ...................... ..................... 12
FRNH 341 Survey of French Literature ........... 3
FRNH 342 Survey of French Literature ........... 3
FRNH 343 French Composition ........................ 3
FRNH 344 French Conversation ....................... 3
2. Restricted electives ......................................... 8
Choose eight credits in French at any level

FRENCH LANGUAGE MINOR
Semhours
Minor in French language ................................... 20
1. Required courses ........................................... 12
FRNH 343 French Composition ........................ 3
FRNH 344 French Conversation ....................... 3
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

2.

Restricted electives ......................................... 2
Choose two credits in French at any level

GERMAN LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE
MINOR
Semhours
Minor in German language and literature ...... 20
1. Required courses .............................. ............. 12
GERN 341 Survey of German Literature ......... 3
GERN 342 Survey of German Literature ......... 3
GERN 343 German Composition ...................... 3
GERN 344 German Conversation ..................... 3
2. Restricted electives .............................. ........... 8
Choose eight credits in German at any level

GERMAN LANGUAGE MINOR
Sem hours
Minor in German language ................................. 20

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSI1Y

1.

2.

Required courses ........................................... 12
GERN 343 German Composition ...................... 3
GERN 344 German Conversation ..................... 3
GERN 443 German Syntax and Advanced
Composition ................................................... 3
GERN 444 Advanced German Conversation .... 3
Restricted electives ......................................... 8
Choose eight credits in German at any level

GERMAN LITERATURE MINOR
Semhours
Minor in German literature ................................ 20
1. Required courses ........................................... 12
GERN 341 Survey ofGennan Literature ......... 3
GERN 342 Survey of German Literature ......... 3
Courses in German literature at the 400 level. 6
2. Restricted electives ......................................... 8
Choose eight credits in German at any level

BUSINESS GERMAN MINOR
Examinations listed under the major in business
German also may be taken by students minoring in this
subject.
Semhours
Minor in business German .................................. 20
1. Required courses ........................................... 12
GERN 341 Survey ofGennan Literature or GERN
342 Survey of German Literature ................. 3
GERN 361 German for International Trade ..... 3
GERN 443 German Syntax and Advanced
Composition ................................................... 3
GERN 446 Business German I or GERN 447
Business German II ....................................... 3
2. Restricted electives ......................................... 8
Choose eight credits in German at any level

JAPANESE LANGUAGE MINOR
Sembours
Minor in Japanese language ............................... 20
1. Required courses ........................................... 12
JPNE 344 Japanese Conversation and
Composition ................................................... 3
JPNE 345 Japanese Conversation and
Composition ................................................... 3
JPNE 361 Japanese for International Trade .... 3
JPNE 444 Advanced Japanese Conversation ... 3
2. Restricted electives ......................................... 8
Choose eight credits in Japanese at any level in
consultation with the advising coordinator
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SPANISH LANGUAGE MINOR
Sem hours
Minor in Spanish language ................................. 20
1. Required courses .................... "." ........ ,......... 12
SPNH 343 Spanish Conversation and
Composition ......................... ,.. ,.. ,.. ,..... ,", ... " .. 3
SPNH 344 Spanish Conversation and
Composition ................................................... 3
Choose either of the following options ........................ 6
a. SPNH 443 Advanced Spanish Grammar and
Composition and SPNH 444 Advanced Spanish
Conversation and Composition, or
h. Additional courses in Spanish at the 300 level
or above
2. Restricted electives .......... " ............................. 8
Choose eight credits in Spanish at any level in
consultation with the advising coordinator

SPANISH LITERATURE MINOR
Semhours
Minor in Spanish literature ................................ 20
1. Required courses ........................................... 12
SPNH 341 Survey of Spanish Literature, SPNH
342 Survey of Spanish Literature, SPNH 351
Survey of Spanish American Literature, SPNH
352 Survey of Spanish American Literature 6
Choose six credits in Spanish at the 300 level or
above (students on teaching curricula should
include SPNH 343 Spanish Grammar and
Composition, SPNH 344 Spanish Conversation
and Composition) .... ,...................................... 6
2. Restricted electives ......................................... 8
Choose eight credits in Spanish at any level in
consultation with the advising coordinator,

SPANISH CULTURE MINOR
Semhours
Minor in Spanish cu1ture ......... " .......... " ........... ,.. 20
1. Required courses ........................................... 12
SPNH 301 The Cultures of Spain ..................... 3
SPNH 302 The Cultures of Spanish America ... 3
Choose six credits in Spanish at the 300 level or
above (students on teaching curricula should
include SPNH 343 Spanish Grammar and
Composition, SPNH 344 Spanish Conversation
and Composition) ........................................... 6
2. Restricted electives ......................................... 8
Choose eight credits in Spanish at any level in
consultation with the advising coordinator
llNOERGRADUATECATALQC
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BUSINESS SPANISH MINOR
Examinations listed under the major in business
Spanish may be taken by students minoring in this subject.
Language proficiency in both Spanish and English
is required; proficiency will be determined byexamination.
Semhours
Minor in business Spanish ............................... ... 20
1. R.equired courses ........................................... 12
SPNH 301 The Cultures of Spain or SPNH 302
The Cultures of Spanish America ................. 3
SPNH 342 Survey of Spanish Literature or SPNH
352 Survey of Spanish American Literature 3
SPNH 361 Spanish for International Trade ..... 3
SPNH 446 Business Spanish ............................ 3
2. Restricted electives ............................ ............. 8
Choose eight credits in Spanish at any level in
consultation with the advising coordinator.

TEACHING MAJORS
FRENCH MAJOR
CERTIFICATION
Successful completion of this course of studies in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies ~e
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Secondary Provisional Certificate endorsed in French, certification code
"FA," and, depending on the minor selected, an additional endorsement. The certification test covering this
field is #23, "French."
Basic Studies
I-B·1. ENGL 121 English Composition (3)
I·B·2. Basic Studies requirement. See insilk back cover
1·8-S. FRNH 234 Intermediate French Conversation•
Composition, and Grammar (3)I·B4. Basic Studies requirel1Unt. See inside back cover
I·B-5. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back couer
U-B·!. Basic Studies requirel1Unt. See inside back couer
U-B-2. Basic Studies requirel1Unt. See inside back couer
U-B.s. Basic Studies requirel1Unt. See ·inside back cover
m-B·l. Basic Studies requirel1Unt. See inside back couer
m-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back couer
m -B-3. Basic Studies requirel1Unt. See inside back couer
m-B4. Basic Studies requirel1Unt. See inside back couer
IV-B-l. FRNH 341 Survey of French Literature (3)IV-B·2. FRNH 342 Survey of French Literature (3)IV-B-3. Basic Studies requirel1Unt. See inside back couer
IV-B4. Basic StudU!s requirement. See inside back couer
SECONDARY TEACHER
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Physical education, military science, or equivalent (2)

Credit hours in Basic Studies: ................................... 49
Teaching Major
See note "a" above for courses applicable to both
Basic Studies and the major.
FRNH 343 French Composition (3)
FRNH 344 French Conversation (3)
FRNH 443 Advanced French Grammar and
Composition (3)
FRNH 444 Advanced French Conversation (3)
Six credits in French at the 400-level
Six credits in French at any level
Minor
A minor from the approved list (see p. 363)

Subtotal, Major and minor: ...................................... 44 1
Professional Studies
100 clock hours of approved prestudent teaching
field experiences (0)
EDTC 300 Introduction to Computer Applications
in Education (1)
SPGN 300 Exceptional Children in the Regular
Classroom (1)
EDPS 322 Human Development and Learning (4)
The following courses require formal admission
to the teacher education program:
CURR 305 Curriculum and Methods:
Secondary (3)
RDNG 311 Teaching Reading in the Secondary
&bool (3)

SOFD 328 Schools in a Multicultural Society (3)
EDPS 340 Introduction to Assessment and
Evaluation (3)
EDMD 345 Media for the Classroom Teacher (1)
FLAN 411 Theory and Methods of Modern
Language Teaching (3)
EDUC 492 Student Teaching (12)

Credit hours in Professional Studies: ........................ 34
Total credit hours required, with 20·hour minor:
127
"Couru required (or ami opplicabk to mqjor.
'Could be ius, ckpending on 1M minor and the pouibk application of

&sic StudU!Bcounes w tM minor.
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FRENCH MAJOR
ELEMENTARY TEACHER CERTIFlCATION

Successful completion ofWs major, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in French, certification code "FA" The certification test covering this field
is #23, "French."
The cuniculum for this major is that which is listed
under "'leaching Major" in the secondary French program, plus the requirements under I-B-3, lV-B-1, and
lV-B-2 in that program's Basic Studies requirements.
Approved minors are those for the elementary program
as given on page 362.
24 hours, not including the minor and not including course work that may be satisfied through Basic
Studies.

GERMAN LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE

MAJOR
SECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this major, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in German, certification code "FB." The certification test covering this
field is #24, "German."
Basic Studies
I-B-1. ENGL 121 English Composition (3)
I-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cOlJer
I-B-3. GERN 233 Intermediate German Conversation,
Composition, and Gramma r or GERN 234
Intermediate German Conversation, Composition,
and Grammar (3)I-B-4. Basic Studies requirement. See insich back cotler
I-B-5. Basic StudU!s requirement. See inside back colier
noB-t oBasic Studies requirenumt. See inside back cotler
n-8-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cotler
U-B-3. Basic StudU!s requirement. See inside back cover
m-B-I . Basic StudUs requirement. See inside oockcolJer
m-8-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back couer
m-B-3. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back colier
m -B-4. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back couer
IV-B-L GERN 341 Survey of German Literature (3)IV-B-2 . GERN 342 Survey of German Literature (3)IV·B.s. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back couer
IV-B-4. Ba8ic StudU!8 requirement. See inside back cover
Physical education, military science, or equivalent (2)
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Teaching Major
See note "a" above for courses applicable to both
Basic Studies and the major.
GERN 343 German Composition (3)
GERN 344 German Conversation (3)
GERN 443 German Syntax and Advanced
Composition ( 3)
GERN 444 Advanced German Conversation (3)
Six credits in German at the 4oo-Jevel (3)
Six credits in German at any level (3)
Minor
A minor from the approved list (see p . 363)
" . and m&nor
'
Subtota I . If'ajOr
.. ...................... __ ............ .. 44'

Professional Studies
100 clock bours of approved prestudent teaching
field experiences (0)
EOTC 300 Introduction to Computer Applications
in Education (1)
SPGN 300 Exceptional Children in the Regu1ar
Classroom (1)
EDPS 322 Human Development and Learning (4)
The following courses require formal admission
to the teacher education program:
CURR 305 Curriculum and Methods :
Secondary (3)
RDNG 311 Teaching Reading in the Secondary
School (3)

SOFD 328 Schools in a Multicultural Society (3)
EDPS 340 Introduction to Assessment and
Evaluation (3)
EDMD 345 Media for the Classroom Teacher (1)
FLAN 411 Theory and Methods of Modern
Language Teaching (3)
EDUC 492 Student Teaching (12)
Credit hours in Professional Studies: ........................ 34

Total credit holU'fJ required, with 2O-hour minor:

127
~IW

nquirrd (oralld applkabU to mqjor.

'Could be lui, deperu:1i"lloll tM millOrand lM possibl~ applkatkm of

Balie Studiu COU/wI to tM minor.

Credit hours in Basic Studies: ................................... 49
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GERMAN LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE

Physical education, military science, or equivalent (2)

MAJOR

Credit hours in Basic Studies: .... " .................... ".".". 57

ELEMENTARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this major, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in German, certification code "FB." The certification test covering this
field is '24, "German."
The curriculum for this DU\ior is that which is listed
under "Teaching Major" in the secondary German program, plus the requirements under I-B-3, rv-B-l, and
[V-B-2 in that program's Basic Studies requirements,
Approved minors are those for the elementary program
as given on page 362,
24 hours, not including the minor and not counting course work that may be satisfied through Basic
Studies.

JAPANESE LANGUAGE AND CULTURE

TEACHING MAJOR
K-12 TEACHER CERTIFICATION
Successful completion of this course of studies, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Elementary-Secondary Provisional Certificate endorsed in Japanese, certification code "FL." The certification test covering this
field has not yet been developed.
Basic Studies
I-B-l. ENGL 121 English Composition (3)
1·8·2. Basic Studies requirement. See insick back couer
I·B·3. JPNE 211lntennediate Japanese (5)"I-B-4. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I·B-5. Basic Studies requirement, See inside back cover
IT-B-l. Basic Studies requirermnt, See inside back cover
IT-B-2, BosicStudies requirermnt. See inside bock cover
IT-B-3. Bcuic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
m-B-t. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
ITI·B-2. One O{.·b
HIST 103 Twentieth Century Civilization (3)
mST 106 Asian and African Civilizations (3)
m-B.s . GEOG 110 World Regions (3)"
ANTH 135 Introduction to Cultural Anthropology (3)b
A course in economics (3)b
m-B-4, Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B.s. Basic Studies requirement, See inside back cover
IV-B-l. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
JV-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back couer
IV-B"". Basic Studies requirement, See inside back cotler
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Teaching Major
See note "a" above for courses applicable to both
Basic Studies and the major,
LNGE 223 Introduction to Language (3)
JPNE 212 Intermediate Japanese (3)
JPNE 344 Japanese Conversation (3)
JPNE 361 Japanese for International Trade (3)
JPNE 444 Advanced Japanese Conversation (3)
HIST 326 History and Geography of Modern
Asia (3)
GEOG 326 History and Geography of Modern
Asia (3)
JPNE 494 Seminar in Japanese Studies (3)
ANTH 245 Culture of Japan (3)
Oneof'
ANTH 340 Language and Culture (3) (Note: has
prerequisites of ANTH 135 or LING 201 )
CTAC 374 Intercultural Communication (3)
One of'
ECON 370 Comparative Economic Systems (3)
(Note: has prerequisite of a course in economics;
see general education)
ECON 480 International Economics (3) (Note: has
prerequisites ofECON 201 and 202; one course
in economics provided for in general education)
One of:
PLSC 374 Asian Political Systems (3)
PLSC 412 Comparative Legal Systems (3)
A minor from the approved list (see p. 230)

Subtotal, Major and minor: " .. """ ............... " ... ".",,. 58 1
Professional Studies
100 clock hours of approved prestudent teaching
field experiences (0)
EOTC 300 Introduction to Computer Applications
in Education (1)
SPGN 300 Exceptional Children in the Regular
Classroom (1)
EDPS 322 Human Development and Learning (4)
The following courses require formal admission
to the teacher education program:
CURR 305 Curriculum and Methods:
Serondary (3)
RDNG 311 Teaching Reading in the Secondary
School (3)
SOFD 328 Schools in a Multicultural Society (3)
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EDPS 340 Introduction to Assessment and
Evaluation (3)
EDMD 345 Media for the Classroom Teacher (1)
FLAN 411 Theory and Methods of Modern
Language Teaching (3)
EDUC 496 Student Teaching (6)
EDUC 4-97 Student Teaching (6)

Credit hours in Professional Studies: ........................ 34

Total credit hours required: .............................. 14-9
"Course required for and appli.cobk to m(~.for.
·PrrrequiBite for another couru ill program.
'Could be las, cUpe1ldi1llI 01llhe mirwr artd the.poUibk applicatiollaf
Basic Studks courleS to the millor.

JAPANESE LANGUAGE AND CULTURE
TEACHING

MAJOR
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I-B-4. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I-B-5. Basic Studil!s requirement. See inside back cover
n-B-I. Basic Studil!s requirement. See inside back cover
U·B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
D-B-3. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
m_B_l. Basic Studies requirement. See inside backcouer
m-B-2. dasic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
m-B-3. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
ill-B··" Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-l and IV-B-2. Either:"
SPNH 221 Intermediate Spanish Reading and
SPNH 222 Intermediate Spanish Reading (6)

or
SPNH 34-1 Survey of Spanish Literature and
SPNH 342 Survey of Spanish Literature (6)
IV·B-3. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-4. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
Physical education, military science, or equivalent (2)

Credit hours in Basic Studies: ................................... 49

ELEMENTARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this major, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in Japanese language and culture, certification code "FL."
'The curriculum for this major is that which is listed
under "Teaching Major" in the K-12 Japanese language
and culture teaching program, plus the requirements
under I-B-3, ill-B-2, and III-B-3 in that program's Basic Studies requirements. Approved minors are those
for the elementary program as given on page 230.
54 hours, not including the minor and not including course work that may be satisfied through Basic
Studies.

SPANISH

MAJOR

SECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this course of studies. in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Secondary Provisional Certificate endorsed in Spanish, certification code
"FF," and, depending on the minor selected, an additional endorsement. The certification test covering this
field is #28, "Spanish."
Basic Studies
I-B-l. ENGL 121 English Composition (3)
1-8-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I-B-3. SPNH 201 Intennediate Spanish or SPNH 202
Intermediate Spanish (3)"

Teaching M~or
See note "a" above for courses applicable to both
Basic Studies and the major.
SPNH 343
Spanish
Grammar
and
Composition (3)
SPNH 344 Spanish Conversation and
Composition (3)
SPNH 443 Advanced Spanish Grammar and
Composition (3)
SPNH 44-4 Advanced Spanish Conversation and
Composition (3)
'IWelvecredits in Spanish at the 300-level or above
Six credits in Spanish at any level, in consultation
with an adviser
Minor
A minor from the approved list (see p. 363)

Subtotal, Major and minor: ................................. ..... 50 1

Professional Studies
100 clock hours of approved prestudent teaching
field experiences (0)
EDTC 300 Introduction to Computer Applications
in Education (1)
SPGN 300 Exceptional Children in the Regular
Classroom (1)
EDPS 322 Human Development and Learning (4-)
The following courses require formal admission
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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to the teacher education program:
CURR 305 Curriculum and Methods:
Secondary (3)
RDNG 311 Teaching Reading in the Secondary
School (3)
SOFD 328 Schools in a Multicultural Society (3)
EDPS 340 Introduction to Assessment and
Evaluation (3)
EDMD 345 Media for the Classroom Teacher (1)
FLAN 411 Theory and Methods of Modern
Language Teaching (3)
EDUC 492 Student Teaching (12)

Credit hours in Professional Studies: ........................ 34
Total credit hours required, with 20-hour minor:

ISS
OCOUNI#! requirrd for and applil:able to major.
'Could be lellS, d.ependi'Y/ on the mitu)Tand tM possible applil:atwn of
Basic Studies CQUNl#!S to the minor.

SPANISH
ELEMENTARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION
Successful completion of this major, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in Spanish, certification code "FF." The certification test covering this
field is #28, "Spanish."
The curriculum for this major is that which is listed
under "Major" in the secondary Spanish program, plus
the requirements under I-B-3, IV-B-1, and IV-B-2 in that
program's Basic Studies requirements. Approved minors
are those for the elementary program as given on page
362.
30 hours, not including the minor and not including course work that may be satisfied through Basic
Studies.

TEACHING MINORS
FRENCH LANGUAGE MINOR
SECONDARY, K-12, AND SPEClAL EDUCATION-SECONDARY
TEACHER CERTIFICATION
Successful completion of this minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in French, certification code "FA." The certification test covering this field
is #23, "French."
FRNH 343 French Composition (3)
UNDERGRAOUATECATALOG

FRNH 344 French Conversation (3)
FRNH 443 Advanced French Grammar and
Composition (3)
FRNH 444 Advanced French Conversation (3)
8 credits in French at any level.
20 hours

GERMAN LANGUAGE MINOR
SECONDARY, K-12, AND SPEClAL EDUCATION-SECONDARY
TEACHER CERTIFICATION
Successful completion of this minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in German, certification code "FB." The certification test covering this
field is #24, "German."
GERN 343 German Composition (3)
GERN 344 German Conversation (3)
GERN 443 German Syntax and Advanced
Composition (3)
GERN 444 Advanced German Conversation (3)
8 credits in German at any level.
20 hours

BILINGUAL- BICULTURAL EDUCATION
SPANISH- ENGLISH MINOR
ELEMENTARY. SECONDARY, K-12, SPEClAL EDUCATIONELEMENTARY, AND SPEClAL EOUCATION·SECONDARY TEACHER
CERTIFICATION
Successful completion of this minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in bilingual Spanish, certification code "YF." The certification test covering this field is #70, "Bilingual Spanish."
Language proficiency in both Spanish and English
as determined by examination
FLAN 421 History and Theory of Bilingual
Education (3)
FLAN 422 Teaching Hispanic Culture and
Language (3)
TSLN 410 TESOL Methods (3)
SPNH 471 Culture and Literature of the Hispanic
Groups in the United States (3)
SPNH 482 Language of the Hispanic Groups in
the United States (3)
Nine hours from:
ANTH 233 Peoples and Cultures of Mexico (3)
FLAN 215 The Culture of the Latino Groups in
the United States (3)
LNGE 223 Introduction to Language (3)
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LING 201 An Introduction to Linguistics (3)
LING 401 Introduction to Linguistic Science (3)
LING 402 Modern English Grammar (3)
GEOG 321 Geography of Latin America (3)
HIST 457 History of Mexico (3)
PSY 340 PsychologicaJ Perspectives on Prejudice
and Discrimination ( 3)
SOCL 214 Racial and Cultural Minorities (3)
SPNH 443 Advanced Spanish Grammar and
Composition (3)
SPNH 444 Advanced Spanish Conversation and
Composition (3)
Four semester hours of student teaching must be
with English-speaking pupils and four
semester hours of student teaching must be in
bilingual education.
24 hours

SPANISH LANGUAGE MINOR
SECONDARY, K-12, AND SPECIAL EDUCATION-SECONDARY
TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in Spanish, certification code "FF." The certification test covering this
field is #28, ~Spanish."
SPNH
343
Spanish
Grammar
and
Composition (3)
SPNH 344 Spanish Conversation and
Composition (3)
One of
Either SPNH 443 Advanced Spanish Grammar
and Composition (3) and SPNH 444 Advanced
Spanish Conversation and Composition (3)
or additional courses (6 hours) in Spanish at the
300 level or above.
Eight credits in Spanish at any level in
consultation with the advising coordinator.
20 hours
FRENCH COURSES

FRNH 121 Beginning French.
5 hrs
Introductory course including practice in listening,
speaking, reading, and writing in French. Sessions in
the language laboratory are part of regular assignments.
Satisfies basic studies foreign language composition requirement, Area 1
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FRNH 122 Beginning French.
6 brs
Introductory course including practice in listening,
speaking, reading, and writing in French. Sessions in
the language laboratory are part of regular assignments.
Satisfies basic studies foreign language composition re·
quirement. Area I.
Prereq: FRNH 121 or equivalent. Placement exam required.
FRNH 177/1181179 Special Thpics.
112/3 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may eject more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
FRNH 221 Intermediate French (Reading).
3 bra
Rapid reading of large quantities of French_ Materials
include readings in literature and civilization. Students
who plan to continue in French should take this course
concurrently with FRNH 233. Satisfies basic studies
intermediate or advanced foreign language literature
requirement, Area rv.
Prereq: FRNH 122 or equivalent. Placement exam required.
FRNH 222 Intermediate French (Reading).
3 hrs
Rapid reading of large quantities of French. MateriaJs
include readings in literature and civilization. Students
who plan to continue in French should take this course
concurrently with FRNH 234. Satisfies basic studies
intermediate or advanced foreign language literature
requirement, Area rv.
Prereq: FRNH 221 or equivalent. Placement exam required.
FRNH 233 Intermediate French Conversation, Com·
po8itio~ and Grammar.
3 bra
A review of grammar; practice in writing and speaking.
Sessions in the language laboratory are available. Students who plan to continue in French should take this
course concurrently with FRNH 221. Does not satisfy
basic studies literature requirement. Satisfies basic
studies foreign language composition requirement, Area
I.
Prereq: FRNH 122 or equivalent. Placement exam required.
FRNH 2M Intermediate French Conversation, Com3 hrs
position, and Grammar.
A review of grammar; practice in writing and speaking_
UNDERGRADUATECATAUDG
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Sessions in the language laboratory are available. Students who plan to continue in French should take this
course concurrently with FRNH 222. Does not satisfy
basic studies literature requirement. Satisfies basic
studies foreign language composition requirement, Area
I.
Prereq: FRNH 233 or equivalent. Placement exam required.
FRNH 277/278/279 Special Topics.
1l2J3 bra
These courses deal with subject matter not provided in
other department offerings. Students may elect such a
course several times as long as different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
FRNH 341 Survey of French Literature.
3 bra
This survey course covers major authors and literary

movements from the beginning of French literature to
the 19th century. In French. Satisfies basic studies intermediate or advanced foreign language literature requirement, Area IV.
Prereq: FRNH 222 or department permission.
FRNH S42 Survey of French Literature.

3 hrs

This survey course covers major authors and literary
movements from the beginning of French literature to
the 19th century. In French. Satisfies basic studies intermediate or advanced foreign language literature requirement, Area Iv.
Prereq: FRNH 222 or department permission.
FRNH 343 French Composition.
3 hrs
Review and drill ofintennediate and advanced linguis~
tic patterns in French. Written compositions.
Prereq: FRNH 234 or department permission.
FRNB S44 French Conversation.
3 hrs
Additional cla88work in conversation: improving pronunciation and acquiring a larger active vocabulary for daily
life.
Prereq: FRNH 234 or department permission.

FRNH 361 French for International Trade.
3 hrs
This course is intended for students who already have a
solid intermediate-level command of French and who
wish to acquire minimum professional competence in
the French language as it is used in the world ofinlernational business. It includes practice in various fonns
of business communication, both oral and written.
Prereq: FRNH 343 or department permission.
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

FRNH 377/378/379 Special Topics.
11213 bra
These courses deal with subject matter not provided in
other department offerings. Students may elect such a
course several times as long as different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
FRNH 388 Internship.
1 br
Provides an opportunity for the student to extend theoretical classroom learning through working experience
in an appropriate setting. Field experience will be
supplemented by regular meetings with the faculty supervisors. CrediUno credit.
Prereq: Department permission.
FRNH 431 Studies in French Theatre.
3 hrs
A study of selected French drama. Specific topic (themes,
authors, genres, periods) will vary depending on the
instructor's field of specialization and student interest.
The course may be repeated for credit with department
permission. In French.
Prereq: FRNH 341,342 or depart17U!nt permission.
FRNH 432 Studies in French Poetry.
3 hrs
A study of selected French poetry. Specific topic (themes,
authors. genres, periods) will vary depending on the
instructor's field of specialization and student interest.
The course may be repeated for credit with department
permission. In French.
Prereq: FRNH 341,342 or department permission.
FRNH 433 Studies in French Prose.
3hrs
A study of selected French prose. Specific topic (themes,
authors, genres, periods) will vary depending on the
instructor's field of specialization and student interest.
The course may be repeated for credit with department
pennission.
Prereq: FRNH 341,342 or department permission.
FRNB 443 Advanced French Grammar and Composi~
tion.
3 hrs
Review and practice of advanced syntactical patterns.
Practice in composition. 7hught in French.
P....-eq: FRNH 343.

FRNH 444 Advanced. French Conversation.
3 hrs
This course aims to develop advanced fluency. Group
discussi.ons are based on the reading of periodical literature. May be repeated for credit.
Prereq: FRNH 343 and FRNH 344, or department permission.
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FRNH «6 Business French I.
3hrs
Study of principles and practices of business communication in France with emphasis on business correspondence and translation. Introduction to the French
economy including business law, industry, business, and
services. In French.
Prereq: FRNH 361 or department permission.

FRNB 447 Business French II.
3hrs
Further study of business practices, business law, and
the French economy. Emphasis on business correspondence and translation and on French ties with the European economic community, the US, the East, developing countries, and francophone countries. Prepares student for language proficiency examinations (CCIP diplomas).
Prereq: FRNH 446 or department permission.
FRNH 451 Readings in French.
1 hr
Special projects in directed readings for majors and minors who have completed the available offerings in
French or who, because of most unusual circumstances,
are granted department approval to substitute one or
both of these for the regular courses.
Prereq: FRNH 341. 342 or department permission.
FRNH 452 Readings in French.
2 bra
Special projects in directed readings for majors and minors who have completed the available offerings in
French or who, because of most unusual circumstances,
are granted department approval to substitute one or
both of these for the regular courses.
Prereq: FRNH 341,342 or department permission.
FRNH 456 Scientific and Technical French.
3 brs
In-depth study of French scientific and technical vocabulary and terminology needed for Franco-American business interaction in three scientific and technical fields.
'Thpics covered may include food industry, automobile,
mass transportation, and energy. In French.
Prereq: Any two 300-level French courses or departTMnt
permission.
FRNH 457 Scientific and Technical French.
3 bra
Study of French scientific and technical vocabulary and
terminology in three scientific and technical fields not
covered in FRNH 456. Topics may include electronics,
computers, glass, or robotics. In French.
Prereq: Any two 300-1evel French courses or department
permission.
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FRNH 466 French Speaking Cultures of the World.
3hrs
Survey of the more than two dozen different cultures of
the world that make up "1a Francophonie". Language
and cultural variations that one must know in order to
understand and to communicate successfully with people
in those cultures. In French.
Prereq: FRNH 343 and FRNH 344.
FRNB 467 French Culture and Civilization.
3 hrs
A study of the main events of the 20th century. The major
historical and societal movements will be covered. In
French.
Prereq: FRNH 343 or departTMnt permission.

FRNH 476 20th Century French Civilization.
3 hrs
A study of French history and civilization. All major pre
World War I historical periods and cultural movements
will be covered. In French.
Prereq: FRNH 343 or department permission.
FRNH 477/4781479 Special Topics.
1/2/3 hrs
These courses deal with subject matter not provided in
other department offerings. Students may elect such a
course several times as long as different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
FRNH 488J489lnternship.
213 bra
Provides an opportunity for the student to extend theoretical classroom learning through working experience
in an appropriate setting. Field experience will be
supplemented by regular meetings with the faculty supervisors. In French.
Prereq: Department permission.
FRNH 490 Intensive French Abroad.
3hrs
An intensive spring/summer course offered in aFrenchspeaking environment. Instruction at many different
levels. May be counted for equivalent hours on 100·200
levels. May be repealed for credit.
FRNB 497/4981499 Independent Study.
112/3 hrs
Advanced study on an individual research basis in areas not covered in formal course work.
Prereq: DepartTMnt permission.
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GERMAN COURSES

ations that occur in German-speaking Europe.

Prereq: GERN 122 or equiualent.
GERN 121 Beginning German.
6 brs
Instruction includes pronunciation, aural-oral pattern
practice, the fundamentals of grammar, written exercise, reading. Laboratory attendance is required. Satisfies Area I 3.c of basic studies requirements.
GERN 122 Beginning German.
5 bra
The goals of the two-course Beginning Gennan sequence
are the development of oral and written communication through the use of verbal and nonverbal symbols.
The emphasis is on communicative competence (both
spoken and written) through the mastery of vocabulary
and grammar appropriate to given communicational
situations. Besides gaining communicative skills in
German, the student can expect to gain some familiarity with modern German culture. Satisfies Area I 3.c of
the basic studies requirements.
Prereq: GERN 121 or equiualent. Plaaunent examina·

tion required.
GERN 177/178/179 Special Topics.
mI3 brs
An exploration and study of topics not covered. in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.

Prereq: Department permission.
GERN 221 Intermediate German Reading.
3 hrs
This course consists of readings in German literature
and civilization. Students who plan to continue in Ger·
man should take GERN 233, 234 concurrently with
GERN 221, 222. Satisfies Area IV of basic studies reo
quirements.
Prereq: GERN 122 or equiualent. Placenumt examina·

tion required.

GERN 234 Intermediate German Conversation,
Composition, and Grammar.
3 hnJ
This course requires the student to practice spoken and
authentically correct language in the social-euJturalsituations that occur in Gennan-speaking Europe.

Prereq: GERN 233 or equiualent.
GERN 2771278/279 Special Topics.
1I2IS hra
These courses deal with subject matter not provided in
other department offerings. Students may elect such a
course several times asiong as different topics are studied,

Prereq: Department permission.
GERN 841 Survey of German Literature.
3 hnJ
This is an introduction to literary criticism as applied
to German literature. Extensive readings of materials
in German literature and culture. It covers an introduction to literature analysis and major writers and
trends in modem German poetry and short stories, and
is a prerequisite for aU later courses in literature. Students must have sufficient comprehension to follow lectures in Gennan.
Prereq: GERN 222 or department permission.
GERN 842 Surveyor German Literature.
3 bra
This is the second part of the introductory survey course
in German Literature. It continues the introduction to
literary criticism begun in GERN 341 and encourages
students to apply principles of analysis to a chronological selection of literary works from the beginning of
German literature to 1940. It is a prerequisite for all
later courses in literature. Students must have sufficient comprehension to follow lectures in German.

GERN 222 Intermediate German Reading.
3 hn
This course consists of readings in German literature
and civilization. Students who plan to continue in German should take GERN 233, 234 concurrently with
GERN 221, 222. Satisfies Area IV of basic studies requirements.
Prereq: GERN 122 or equiualent. Plat:eTTumt examina-

Prereq: GERN 222 and GERN 341, or department per·
misswn.

tion required.

Prereq: GERN 234 or department permission.

GERN 233 Intermediate German Conversation,
Composition, and Grammar.
3 hrs
This course requires the student to practice spoken and
authentically correct language in the social-cultural situ-

GERN 344 German Conversation.
8brs
Builds on the foundation in speaking skills acquired in
GERN 233, 234. Emphasizes vocabulary and idiom
building and improvement in basic sentence structure.
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GERN 843 German Composition.
3 hnJ
Writing for a variety of purposes and a systematic grammar review. Frequent written assignments. Taught in
German.
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Readings, slides, tapes, films, and other aids stimulate
discussion. Meets three times per week.
Prereq: GERN 234 or department permission.
GERN 361 German for International Trade.
3 brs
Develops working knowledge of commercial material
including economics and business in multinational setting. Cross-cultural references provide opportunity for
comparative and contrastive analysis of American and
German cultural patterns in a business setting.
Prereq: GERN 343 or department permission.
GERN 37713781379 Special Topic.,
11213 hrs
These courses deal with subject matter not provided in
other department offerings. Students may elect such a
course several times as long as different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
GERN 388 Internship,
1 hr
An opportunity for the student to extend theoretical
classroom learning through working experience in an
appropriate setting. Field experience will be supplemented by regular meetings with the faculty supervisors. Credit/no credit.
Prereq: Department permission.
GERN 425 German Literature from the Middle Ages
to the Baroque.
3 hrs
Readings from the period are discussed in class meetings and taken as topics for student essays and reports.
The literature is considered in the broad context of cuIture.ln German.
Prereq: GERN 341,342 or department permission.
GERN 426 German Literature from 1750·1850. 3 hrs
The literature of Germany from the preclassical period
through Romanticism is discussed in class meetings and
treated in student essays and reports. Perspectives of
the other arts and of political and social developments
enable the student to appreciate the literature in the
context of European civilization. Taught in German.
Prereq: GERN 341,342 or department permission.
GERN 427 German Literature from 1850·1945. 3 brs
Selections from the literature of Poetic Realism,
Biedermeier, Naturalism, Neo-Romanticism, and Expressionism, viewed against the background of political
and cultural history. Classroom discussion and student
reports.
Prereq: GERN 341, 342 or department permission.
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GERN 428 German Literature from 1945 to the
Present
3 bra
Those works that have shaped a nd are shaping current
German literary and cultural life. Classroom discussion,
papers, and reports. In German.
Prereq: GERN 341, 342 or department permission.
GERN 443 German SyntaJ.: and Advanced Composi.
tion.
3 brs
Builds on the foundation in written expression acquired
in GERN 343. Intensive vocabulary and idiom writing;
treatment of the more complex structural features of
German and stylistics. Frequent assignments increase
the student's ability to write for a variety of purposes.
Prereq: GERN 343 and GERN 344. or department permission.
GERN 444 Advanced German Conversation.
3 hrs
Development of advanced conversational fluency. A variety of media are employed to increase the student's
facility in oral comprehension and to stimulate conversational exchange among the class members.
Prereq: GERN 343 and GERN 344, or department permission.
GERN 446 Business German I.
3hrs
The idiom and terminology of the German economy and
economic geography. Emphasis on business communication in German.
Prereq: Three years of college German or the equivalent,
or department permission.
GERN 447 Business German U.
3 hrs
The idiom and terminology of the German economy and
economic geography. Emphasis on business communication in German.
Prereq: GERN 446 Business German I or department
permission.
GERN 461/452 Readings in German.
112 bra
Special projects in directed reading for majors and minors who have completed the available offerings in German or who, because of most unusual circumstances,
are granted department approval to substitute this for
the regular courses.
Prereq: Department permission.
GERN 456 Technical German I.
3 h.n
Specialized vocabulary andjargon used in selected fields
of technology. Basic technical concepts and terminology
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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that students may encounter in German industry. Development of oral and reading facility as well as accuTate translation oftechnica1 documents. Selected aspects
of electronics, wood and metalworking, metallurgy,
brake systems, computers, robotics, and auto production. Content areas win occasionally be changed and
updated in order to keep pace with changed student
needs and changes in technology.
Prereq: GERN 343 or department permission.
GERN 457 Technical German ll.
3 hra
Specialized vocabu1ary and jargon used in selected fields
of technology. Basic technical concepts and terminology
that students may encounter in Gennan industry. Development of oral and reading facility as well as accurate translation of technical documents. Selected aspects
of internal combustion engines, fuel systems, and the
petroleum industry. Content areas will occasionally be
changed and updated in order to keep pace with changed
student needs and changes in technology.
Prereq: GERN 466 or department permission.
GERN 466 German {or International Affairs.
3 hrs
The study and functional use of German terminology
for international affairs with emphasis on improving
cross-cultural communication skills. The principles of
Gennan government (with references to Austria and
Switzerland) and the implications for Germanys international relations and trade with the United States. In
Gennan.
Prereq: GERN 343 and GERN 344.

GERN 47714781479 Special Topics.
11213 hrs
These courses deal with subject matter not provided in other
departmentoiferings. Students mayelectsuch a course several times 88 long 88 different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
GERN 488/489 In.......hip.
213 hn
An opportunity for the student to extend theoretical
classroom learning through working experience in an
appropriate setting. Field experience will be supplemented by regular meetings with the faculty supervisors. Creditlno credit.
Prereq: Department permission.
GERN 490 Intensive Gennan in Europe.
3 hrs
An intensive summer course offered in Europe. Instruction at many different levels available. May be counted
for equivalent hours on 100-400 levels. May be repeated
for credit.
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

GERN 497' 4981499 Independent Study.
11213 hn
Advanced study on an individual research basis in areas not covered in formal course work.
Prereq: Department permission.
JAPANESE COURSES

5 bra
Practice in elementary conversation with special attention to reading and writing the two Japanese syllabaries
and basic ideographs. Laboratory attendance required.
Satisfies Area I 3.c of the basic studies requirements.

JPNE 121 Beginning Japanese.

5 hrs
Instruction includes practice in elementary conversation with special attention to reading and writing the
two Japanese syllabaries and basic ideographs. Laboratory attendance required. Satisfies Area I 3.c of the
basic studies requirements.
Prereq: JPNE 121 or equiuaknt.

JPNE 122 Beginning Japanese.

JPNE 177/1781179 Special Topics.
11213 hn
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
5 hrs
Practice in intennediate Japanese conversation, with
heavy emphasis on reading and writing common ideo-graphs in nontechnical text. Laboratory attendance required. Satisfies Area I 3.c of the basic studies requirements.
Prereq: JPNE 122 or equivalent.

JPNE 211 Intermediate Japanese.

5 bra
Instruction includes practice in intermediate Japanese
conversation, with heavy emphasis on reading and writing common ideographs in nontechnical text. Laboratory attendance required. Satisfies Area I 3.c of the basic studies requirements.
Prereq: JPNE 211 or equivalent.
JPNE 212 Intermediate Japanese.

1f2IS bra
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.

JPNE 277/278/279 Special Topics.

Prereq: Department permission.
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JPNE 344 Japanese CODvenation.
3 hrs
Emphasizes acquisition of an active vocabulary for daily
life and greater oral facility. Intensive study of casual
or familiar levels of speech as well as polite forms and
honorifics. About 80 percent in Japanese.
Prereq: JPNE 212 or department permission.
JPNE 346 Japanese Composition.

3 bra

Writing for a variety of purposes and a review of kal\ii
(ideographs) and grammar constitute the core of the
course. Frequent written assignments.
Prereq: JPNE 344 or deportment permission.
JPNE 361 Japaneae for International Trade.
3 hrs
Introduction to Japanese business culture and businesa
communication in Japanese. The course provides opportunity for comparative analysis of American and Japa·
nese cultural patterns in business settings. About 50
percent in Japanese.
Prereq: JPNE 345 or deportment permission.
JPNE 377/378/879 Special Thpics.

1I'lJ3 hn

An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
department&] offerings . Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.

JPNE 444 Advanced Japanese Conversation.

S hrs

The course aims to develop advanced conversational fluency. Students are expected to participate actively in group
discussion. Instruction includes extensive vocabulary bWlding for discussing a variety of subjects. In Japanese.
Prereq: JPNE 345 or department permission.
JPNE 446 Business Japanese L

3 hr8

The course aims to increase proficiency in business communication in Japanese and to develop knowledge of
Japanese economy, indusUy, and foreign trade. Extensive work on the vocabulary and idiom of Japanese
economy and business. In Japane8e.
Prereq: JPNE 361 and JPNE 444, or department permis8ion.
JPNE 447 Business Japanese II.
3 hrs
The course provides an overview of the system of organization, managerial style, and personnel relations of
the Japanese company. Study of business communication focuses on business correspondence and transla·
tion.ln Japanese.
Prereq: JPNE 446 or department permission.
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JPNE 477/4781479 Speeial Topics.
l12I3 hn
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
JPNE 494 Seminar in Japanese Studies.
3 hn
Required of students majoring in teaching Japanese
language and culture. Extensive study and discussion
of issues related to Japanese society and to political and
economic systems. Students are required to appJyJapa·
nese language skills in research, presentations, and
papers. About 50 percent in Japanese.
Prereq: JPNE 361 or department permission.
SPANISH COURSES

SPNH 121 Beginning Spanish.
5 hrs
Basic principles of grammar. Practice in elementary
conversation, pronunciation, composition, and reading.
One-half hour per day in the laboratory required. Satis·
fles the basic studies foreign language composition requirement, Area I.
SPNH 122 Beginning Spanish.
5 hrs
Basic principles of grammar. Practice in elementary
conversation, pronunciation, composition, and reading.
One-half hour per day in the laboratory required. Satis·
ties the basic studies foreign language composition requirement, Area I.
Prereq: SPNH 121 or equivalent. Placement exam reo
quired.
SPNH 184 Spanish for the Bilingual.
5 hrs
Basic grammar and composition for students witb an
oral command of Spanish. Conducted in Spanish. Pre·
pares the student for entry into more advanced Spanish classes.
Prereq: Native command of oral Spanish and deport·

ment per""ission.
SPNH 117/1781179 Speeial Topics_
lJ2I3 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
SPNH 201lntermediau Spaniah.
3 h.rs
A review of Spanish grammar, frequent simple written
compositions, and extensive oral work. Meets three
UNDERGRADUATECATALOG
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times per week and students win spend two half-hour
periods per week in the laboratory. In Spanish. Satisfies the basic studies foreign language composition requirement, Area 1. Does not satisfy the basic studies
literature requirement.
Prereq: SPNH 122 or equivalent. Placement exam required.

SPNH 841 Survey of Spanish Literature.
3 hn
This survey course covers the major authors and literary movements from the beginning of Peninsular Spanish literature to the end of the 17th century. In Spanish. Satisfies the basic studies literature requirement,
Area IV.
Prereq: SPNH 222 or deparlrrumt permission.

SPNH 202 Intermediate Spanish.
3 bra
A review of Spanish grammar, frequent simple written

SPNB 342 Survey of Spanish Literature.
3 bra
This survey course covers the major authors and literary movements in Peninsular Spanish literature from
1700 to the present. In Spanish. Satisfies the basic studies literature requirement, Area Iv.
Prereq: SPNH 222 or department permission.

compositions, and extensive oral work. Meets three
times per week and students will spend two half-hour
periods per week in the laboratory. In Spanish. Satisfies the basic studies foreign language composition requirement, Area I. Does not satisfy the basic studies
literature requirement.
Prereq: SPNH 201 or equivaknt.
SPNH 221 Intermediate Spanish Reading.
3 bra
An introduction to literary criticism as applied to Hispanic literature. Extensive reading of materials in Hispanic literature and culture. In Spanish. Satisfies Area
IV of the basic studies requirements.
Prereq: SPNH 202 or department permission.

S hrs
SPNH 222 Intermediate Spanish Reading.
An introduction to literary criticism as applied to Hispanic literature. Extensive reading of materials in Hispanic literature and culture. In Spanish. Satisfies Area
IV of the basic studies requirements.
Prereq: SPNH 221 or department permission. Placement
exam required.
SPNH 27712781279 Speeial Topics.
11213 bra
These courses deal with subject matter not provided in other
department offerings. Students may elect. such a course several times as long as different topics are studied.

SPNB 343 Spani.h Grammar and Composition. 3 bra
A systematic review of Spanish grammar and practice
in composition. Frequent written assignments.
Prereq: SPNH 202 and SPNH 222, or departnunt permission.
SPNH 344 Spanish Conversation and Composition.
Shrs
Improved pronunciation, the acquisition of an active
vocabulary for daily life, frequent written compositions,
and the development of greater oral facility. Meets three
times per week and students spend three half·hour periods in the laboratory each week.
Prereq: SPNH 202 and SPNH 222, or department permission.
SPNH 351 Survey of Spanish American Literature.
S hrs
This course deals with the major writers of Spanish
America from the colonial period through modernism.
In Spanish ,
Prereq: SPNH 222 or department permission.

Prereq: Department permission.
SPNH 301 The Cultures of Spain.
3 hn:
A panoramic view of the peoples of Spain, their cultures,
environment, and way of life. In Spanish.
Prereq: SPNH 202 and SPNH 222, or department per·
mission.
SPNB 302 The Cultures of Spanish America.
3 bra
A panoramic view of the cultures, the peoples, and the
environment of Spanish America. In Spanish.
Prereq: SPNH 202 and SPNH 222, or department permission.
UNDERCRADUATECATALOC

SPNH 352 Survey of Spanish American Literature.
Shrs
This course deaJs with the major writers of Spanish
America from postmodernism to the present. In Span.
ish.
Prereq: SPNH 222 or department permission.
SPNH 361 Spanish (or International Trade.
3 hnI
This course is intended for students who already have a
solid intermediate level command of Spanish and who
wish to acquire minimum professional competence in
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the Spanish language as it is used in the world of international business. It includes practice in various forms
of business communication, hoth written and oral.
Prereq: SPNH 343 or department permission.
SPNH 377/3781379 Special Topics.
11213 hrs
These courses deal with subject matter not provided in
other department offerings. Students may elect such a
course several times as long as different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
SPNH 388 Internship.
Ihr
Provides an opportunity for the student to extend theoretical classroom learning through working experience
in an appropriate setting. Field experience will be
supplemented by regular meetings with the faculty supervisors. Creditlno credit.
Prereq: Department permission.

SPNH 443 Advanced Spanish Grammar and Composi·
tion.
3 hrs
A review of selected points of Spanish grammar and
extensive practice in writing Spanish ..
Prereq: SPNH 343 and SPNH 344, or department per·
mission.
SPNH 444 Advanced Spanish Conversation and
Composition.
3 hrs
Improved pronunciation, greater oral facility, and frequent written compositions. Meets three times per week
and students spend three half-hour periods in the laoo.
ratory each week. May be repeated for supplementary
credit.
Prereq: SPNH 343 and SPNH 344, or department per·
mission.
SPNH 445 Spanish-American Prose.
3 bra
A study of selected topics in Spanish-American literature. May be repeated for credit if the material of the
course is in another area. In Spanish.
Prereq: SPNH 352 or department permission.

SPNH 446 Busines8 Spanish.
3 bra
Required of students majoring in business Spanish.
Practice with Spanish commercial correspondence,
translation of Spanish business documents, and reading of foreign periodical publications on economics and
international trade, An overview of international economic organizations and trade agreements related to
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Spanish-speaking countries and a review of existing bibliography on commercial Spanish.
Prereq: SPNH 361 or department permission.
SPNH 447 Business Spanish.
3 hrs
Required of students majoring in business Spanish.
Practice with Spanish commercial correspondence,
translation of Spanish business documents, and reading of foreign periodical publications on economics and
international trade. An overview of international economic organizations and trade agreements related to
Spanish-speaking countries and a review of existing bibliography on commercial Spanish.
Prereq: SPNH 361 or department permission.
SPNH «8 Modern Drama.
3hrs
The development of modem Spanish drama and its various types. Works of the principal dramatists of the 19th
and 20th centuries. In Spanish.
Prereq: SPNH 342 or department permission.
SPNH 449 Romanticism.
3 hrs
A study of the major works of Hispanic Romanticism.
In Spanish.
Prereq: SPNH 342 or department permission.
SPNH 460 Spanish·American Theatre.
3 bra
A study of the theatre in Spanish America from its beginning to the present. In Spanish.
Prereq: SPNH 352 or department permission.
SPNH 451/462/453 Readings in Spanish.
112/3 hrs
Special projects in directed readings for majors or minors who have completed the available offerings in Spanish or who, because of unusual circumstances, are
granted departmental approval to substitute this for
regular courses.
Prereq: Department permission.
SPNH 454 Modernism in Spanish America.
3 hrs
A survey of the literary movement known as
"modemismo" in the literature of Spanish America. In
Spanish.
Prereq: SPNH 352 or department permission.

SPNH 4M The Generation of 1898.
3hrs
A study of the works of the main authors of the generation of 1898, from Unamuno to Ortega y Gasset. In Span·
ish.
Prereq: SPNH 342 or department permission.
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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SPNH 456 Scientific and Technical Spanish I.
S hrs
Study of the fundamental Spanish terminology required
for scientific and technical contexts, including basic vocabulary for mathematics, geometry, and physics. Indepth study of at least one scientific or technical field
(e.g., automobile industry, automated processes). Students will explore the vocabulary and resources in their
chosen fields.
Prereq: SPNH 343 or departTrumt permission.
SPNH 457 Scientific and Technical Spanish n. S hrs
Study of the fundamental Spanish terminology required
for scientific and technical contexts, including basic vocabulary for computers, chemistry, and biology. In-depth
study of at least one scientific or technical field (e.g.,
data processing, nutrition). Students will explore the
vocabulary and resources in their chosen fields.
Prereq: SPNH 456 or department permission.
SPNH 46S Don Quixote.
3 hrs
The universal qualities of both the book and its author,
as well as their relation to Spanish life and literature of
the period. In Spanish.
Prereq: SPNH 341 or department permission.
SPNH 464 Drama of the Golden Age.
3 hrs
The drama of the 16th and 17th centuries. Works of the
major authors will be read and discussed. In Spanish.
Prereq: SPNH 341 or department permission.
SPNH 466 Modem Novel.
3hrs
Study of the development of the modem novel in Spain
during the 19th and 20th centuries. Representative novels will be read and discussed in Spanish.
Prereq: SPNH 342 or department permisswn..
SPNH 466 Spanish for International Affairs.
S hrs
The political structures, issues, and realities of Spain,
Mexico, and a representative sample ofSparush-speaking countries (may vary from semester to semester) and
their relationship to international affairs and business,
particularly with the US. In Spanish.
P<.""!: SPNH 343, SPNH 344, SPNH 301, SPNH 302,
or department permission.
SPNH 471 Culture and Literature of the Hispanic
Groups in the United States.
3 hrs
A study of the cultures of the major Hispanic groups in
the US. The study of representative literary works is
intended to lead to an increased appreciation of the cuIUNDERCRADUATE CA.TALOG

tural roots and CUJTent life styles of these groups. In
Spanish. A minimum of 24 hours of field experience required.
SPNH 477/478/479 Special Topics.
IflJ3 hrs
These courses deal with subject matter not provided in
other department offerings. Students may elect such a
course several times as long as different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
SPNH 482 Language of the Hispanic Groups in the
United States.
S bra
A survey of present-day social and regional variations
in the Spanish spoken in the US and the historical background of these variations. In Spanish. A minimum of
24 hours of field experience are required.
Prereq; An introductory course in linguistics or depart·
ment permission.
SPNH 48&'489 InternslUp.
213 hn
Provides an opportunity for the student to extend theoretical c1asaroom learning through working experience
in an appropriate setting. Field experience will be
supplemented by regular meetings with the faculty supervisors. Credit/no credit.
Prereq: Department permission.

SPNH 490 Intenaive Spanish.
6hn
An intensive summer course offered in Mexico. Instruction on a small-group (four to five students) basis, with
many different instructional levels available. Students
advance according to individual progress. Students live
with Mexican families. May be counted for equivslent
hours in Spanish on 100-400 levels. May be repeated for
credit.
SPNH 497/4981499 Independent Study.
lflJS hrs
Advanced study OD an individual research basis in areas not covered in fonnal course work.
Prereq: Department permission.
GENERAL LANGUAGE AND BILINGUAL-

BICULTURAL EDUCATION COURSES

FLAN 177/1781179 Special Topics.
lflJS bra
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
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FLAN 215 The Culture of the Latino Groups in the
United States.
3 bra
A study of contemporary life of the principaJ Latino
groups in the United States. Since their language and
literature reflect a unique sociocultural situation, they
will be used as a point of departure. Topics will include
traditional family structure, economic, political, educa·
tional, ethnic and religious backgrounds, artistic contributions, and prospects for the future.
FLAN 277/2781279 Special Topics.
1I2/S bra
These courses deal with subject matter not provided in
other department offerings. Students may elect such a
course several times as long as different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.

FLAN 37713781379 Special Topics.
1/213 hrs
These courses deal with subject matter not provided in
other department offerings. Students may elect such a
course several times as long as different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
FLAN 387 Cooperative Education.
3 brs
Four to six months of full-time employment in a position designed to give practical experience in a field related to the student's foreign language major. The program ordinarily consists of two work experiences (FLAN
387 and FLAN 487) alternated with full -time attendance
at the University. Credit/no credit.
Prereq: Junior standing; admission to the program by
application only.
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Prereq: Junior standing, FRNH I SPNH IGERN 343 or
department permission.
FLAN 412 Methods of Teaching Modern Language in
Elementary Grades.
3 hrs
The technique and materials of teaching foreign language in the elementary grades. Not counted in the language area of the degree requirements, nor toward a
major in any modern language. Should be taken during
the fall serrwster prior to student teaching. Not open to
students on academic probation.
Prereq: Junior standing, FRNH I SPNH IGERN 343 or
department permission.

FLAN 421 History and Theory of Bilingual Education.
Shrs
Sociolinguistic and psycholinguistic aspects ofbilinguaJism, language acquisition and cognitive development in
the bilingual child, different instructional models for
bilingual education programs, and school and community relations. A minimum of 24 hours of field experience required. Not open to students on academic proba·
tion.

FLAN 422 Teaching Hispanic Culture and Language.
Shrs
The techniques and materials for teaching the language
and culture of Hispanic groups within the bilingual
classroom. 'Thcbniques and materials for teaching other
subject matter areas in Spanish. A minimum of24 hours
offield experience in a bilingual classroom required. Not
open to students on academic probation.

FLAN 388 Internship.
I hr
An opportunity for the student to extend theoretical
classroom learning through working experience in an
appropriate setting. Field experience will be supplemented by regular meetings with the faculty supervisors. Credit/no credit.
Prereq: Department permission.

FLAN 423 Bilingual Multicultural Methods K-12. 3 brs
Identification and study of methods appropriate for the
diverse ethnolinguistic groups comprising the school
community. Focus on appropriate strategies with an
impact on learning styles, achievement, and school socialization of ethnolinguistic and national origin minority school children and youth. Not open to students on
academic probation.
Prereq; Junior standing or department permission.

FLAN 411 Theory and Methods of Modern Language
Teaching.
3 bra
The history, theory, and techniques of modern language
teaching. Not counted in the language area of the degree
requirements, nor toward a major in any modern language. Should be taken during the fall semester prior to
student teaching. N ot open to students on academic probation.

FLAN 477/478/479 Special Topics.
11213 bra
These courses deal with subject matter not provided in
other department offerings. Students may elect such a
course several times as long as different topics are stud·
ied.
Prereq: Department permission.
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FLAN 487 Cooperative Education.
S hrs
Four to six months of full-time employment in a position designed to give practical experience in a field related to the student's foreign language meJor. The program ordinarily consists of two work experiences (FLAN
387 and FLAN 487) alternated with full-time attendance
at the University. Creditlno credit.
Prereq: FLAN 387; admission to the program by application only.
FLAN 488/489 Internship.
213 hrs
An opportunity for the student to extend theoretical
classroom learning through working experience in an
appropriate setting. Field experience will be supplemented by regular meetings with the faculty supervisors. Creditlno credit.
Prereq: Department permission.
FLAN 490 Internship.
3 hrs
An opportunity for the student to extend theoretical

classroom learning through working experience in an
appropriate setting. Field experience will be supplemented by regular meetings with the faculty supervisors. Creditlno credit.
Prereq: Department permission.
FLAN 497/4981499 Independent Study.
11213 hrs
Advanced study on an individual basis in areas not covered in fonnal course work.
Prereq: Department permission.
CLASSICAL LANGUAGES COURSES

GREK 121 Beginning Ancient Greek I.

5 hrs
For students with a strong interest in archaic and classical Greek culture. Acquaints students with sufficient
ancient Greek grammar, vocabulary, and syntax to facilitate the reading of the masterpieces of Greek literature. Satisfies Area I 3.c of the basic studies requirements.

GREK 122 Beginning Ancient Greek II.

5 hrs
For students with a strong interest in archaic and classical Greek culture. Acquaints students with sufficient
ancient Greek grammar, vocabulary, and syntax to facilitate the reading of the masterpieces of Greek literature. Satisfies Area I 3.c of the basic studies requirements.
Prereq: GREK 121.
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GREK 17711781179 Special Topics.
1l2JS hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other

departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
GREK 27712781279 Special Topics.
INS hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other

departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.

GREK 87713781379 Special Topic••
iI2I3 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
GREK 47714781479 Special Topics.
1l2JS hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.

LATN 121 Beginning Latin I.
6 hrs
A course to bring students to the level of facility necessary to read ancient authors with enjoyment and understanding. Satisfies Area I 3.c of tl1e basic studies requirements.
LATN 122 Beginning Latin n.
5 hrs
A course to bring students to the level offacility necessary to read ancient authors with enjoyment and understanding. Satisfies Area I 3.c of the basic studies requirements.
Prereq: LATN 121.
LATN 17711781179 Special Topics.
If21S hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
LATN 2771278/279 Special Topics.
1l2JS hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
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LATN 37713781379 Special Topics.
11213 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
LATN 477/478/479 Special Topics.
11213 bra
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
COURSES IN ENGLISH FOR FOREIGN
STUDENTS

ESLN 110 Beginning ESL Grammar.
3 hrs
The basic components of the simple sentence are taught.
There is a special emphasis on basic verb tenses, question and negative forms.
Prereq: Department permission or placement.
3 hr8
ESLN 112 Beginning ESL Writing.
This course includes grammar manipulation of simple
sentences while introducing paragraph organization and
form .
Prereq: Department permission or placement.

3 hni
ESLN 114 Beginning ESL Reading.
Basic vocabulary is developed while comprehension
skills of recognizing main idea, supporting detail, exemplification, and narration of materials in simplified
English are studied.
Prereq: Department permission or placement.
ESLN 116 Beginning ESL Speaking and Listening.
3 hr.
This course promotes and practices production and comprehension of conversational and survival levels of communication.
Prereq: Department permission or placement.
ESLN 118 Beginning ESL Laboratory.
Individual andlor group lab sessions.
Prereq: Department permission or placement.

1hr

ESLN 177/178/179 Special Topics.
1/213 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
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ESLN 210 Intermediate ESL Grammar.
3 hni
Basic sentence components emphasizing verb tenses and
usage. Some work on complex sentence structures.
Prereq: Department permission or placement.
ESLN 212 Intermediate ESL Writing.
3 hrs
Expanding paragraph constructions while developing
unity, cohesion, and transition.
Prereq: Department permission or placement.
3 hrs
ESLN 214 Intermediate ESL Reading.
Continued development of techniques to build vocabu·
lary and reading skills. Materials emphasize informational reading.
Prereq: Department permission or placement.

ESLN 216 Intermediate ESL Speaking and Listening.
3hni
Continued development of conversational skills. both
speaking and listening. Delivery of short speeches and
the development of listening for details.
Prereq: Department permission or placement.
ESLN 218 Intermediate ESL Laboratory.
Individual andlor group lab sessions.
Prereq: Department permission or placement.

2 hra

11213 bra
ESLN 2771278/279 Special Topics.
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.

ESLN 310 Advanced ESL Grammar.
3 hrs
The fonnation and manipulation of clauses in complex
sentences and the sequence of verb tenses across clauses.
A review of verb tenses and problematic grammar points.
Prereq: ESLN 210, department permission, or placement.
ESLN 312 Advanced ESL Writing.
3 hrs
Development of knowledge of organization patterns used
in writing both paragraphs and compositions. The principal parts of a composition, writing devices used to
achieve coherence.
Prereq: ESLN 212, department permission, or placement.
ESLN 314 Advanced ESL Reading.
3 hrs
Practice in comprehending and analyzing unsimplified
texts of greater length and linguistic complexity in a
variety of fields.
Prereq: ESLN214, department permission. or placement.
UNDERG~UATECATALOG
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ESLN 316 Advanced ESL Speaking and Listening.
3hn
Continued development of conversational, speaking, and
listening skills. Production and comprehension of short
discourses on personal and non personal topics.
Prereq: ESLN 216, department permission, or placement.
ESLN 318 Advanced ESL Laboratory.
Individual andlor group lab sessions.
Prereq: Department permission or placerrumt.

1hr

ESLN 377/378/379 Special Topics.
11213 bra
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permisswn.

and writing skills for international students who plan
to major in scientific and/or technical fields. Students
will read and summarize articles in their fields, practice reporting technical infonnation, fonnally and in·
fonnally,listen and take notes on technical lectures, and
develop skills needed in reading technical books.
Prereq: ESLN 310, 312, 314, 316, or department permission.

112/3 hn
These courses deal with subject matter not provided in
other department offerings. Students may elect such a
course several times as long as different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
ESLN 477/478/479 Spe<ial Top;...

CLASSICS COURSES

ESLN 412 Academic ESL Writing.
3 bra
A review of the components of compositions; practice in
composition skills and researching, outlining, formatting, and writing a short research paper. Fulfills Area I.
1. of the basic studies requirements, a course in written
composition.
Prereq: ESLN 312, department permission, or placerrumt.
ESLN 414 Academic ESL Reading.
3 bra
Reading in specialized fields at professional levels. Prac·
tiee in outlining, summarizing, and synthesizing ideas
from different sources.
Prereq: ESLN 314, department permission, or placement.
ESLN 416 Academic ESL Speaking and Listening.
3hn
Strategies for and practice in comprehending lectures,
taking notes, and effectively participating in infonnal
and formal classroom speaking activities.
Prereq: ESLN 316, ciepartmentpermission, or placement.
ESLN 420 Review of English as 8 Second Language.
3hn
For nonnative English speakers who need an additional
semester of intensive English training before entering
a regular fuU·time program of study. lncludes practice
in reading, writing, note·taking, listening, and speaking. May be repeated for credit.
Prereq: Department permission.
ESLN 466 En,lish for Special Purposes: Science and
1echnology.
3 bra
Development of English speaking, listening, reading,
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

CLAS 104 Quest for Power: Famous Figures in History.
3 bra
An examination of the lives and times of selected leaders from the ancient and modern worlds. Examples of
figures to be covered are Pericles, Nero, Napoleon I, and
Adolf Hitler. Major literary monuments of the perioda
will be examined as well. Team taught by a member of
the History Department and a classicist. This course
satisMs one literature or one history requirement. Note:
See Honors Humanities Courses, page 46.
CLAS 106 Rome and America.
8hn
An investigation into problems and pressures compar-

ing the people and culture of ancient Rome and modern
America, considering individual hopes and ideals, religious beliefs, and ideas about death, government, morality, love, and sex. Team taught by a member of the
English Department and a classicist. These courses must
be taken concurrently and satisfy two literature require·
ments. Note: See Honors Humanities Courses, page 46.

CLAS 177/1781179 Special Topics.

112/3 hn

An exploration and study of topics not covered in other

departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
CLAS 181 The Legacy of Greece.
3hn
An introduction to Greek epic, drama, poetry, history,

and philosophy, illustrating the influence of the Greek
tradition on western civilization. The literature is read
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in English translation. Representative examples of
Greek architecture and sculpture also are examined.
Team taught by a classicist andlor a member of the English Department. This course satisfies one literature
requirement. Note: See Honors Humanities Courses,
page 46.

CLAS 27712781279 Special Topics.
1l2I3 brs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Departnumt permission.
CLAS 301 Mythology.
3 bra
The general field of classical mythology and the psychology underlying it. The poet's and artist's selection
and use of the classic myths from early until modem
times; an interpretation of mythological allusions in literature.

CLAS 37713781379 Special Topics.
1l2I3 bra
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
CLAS 477/478/479 Special Topics.
11213 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
LANGUAGE COURSES

LNGE 134 Etymology.
3 bra
Greek and Latin words and roots that are current in
English forms are studied in order to enlarge the vocabulary and to produce a more discriminating use of
words.
11213 bra
LNGE 1771178/179 Special Topics.
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.

LNGE 223 Introduction to Language,
3 hrs
The basic principles of linguistic structure as they apply to the western European languages taught in the
department.
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LNGE 2771278/279 Special Topics.
11213 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
LNGE 37713781379 Special Topics.
1l2I3 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
LNGE 425 Second Language Acquisition.
3 hra
Examines the nature of learning a second language simultaneously with or subsequent to one's first language.
Linguistic, cognitive, affective, cultural, and social factors influencing the acquisition of another language will
be explored. Focus will be on birth through teen years
with particular attention paid to language used in English-medium elementary and secondary schools.
Prereq: LNOE 223.
LNGE 477/4781479 Special Topic..
11213 bra
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.

TESOL

COURSES

3 bra
TSLN 410 TESOL Methods.
Various methods and techniques used to teach language
components (grammar, vocabulary, pronunciation) and
language skills (reading, writing, listening, and speaking) are examined with regard to the theories on which
they are based. Practice in developing and implementing balanced and effective language lesson plans is provided.
Prereq: One year college-level foreign language and an
introduction to language course, or Ihpartment perrnission.

TSLN 420 Materials and Tests for TESOL.
3 brs
Review of existing materials and teats used with limited English proficient students in public schools. Practice in adapting and developing materials for varying
audiences in the public schools. Practice administering
ESL tests used in public schools.
Prereq: TSLN 410 or concurrent enrollment, or department permission.
UNDERCRADUATECATALOC
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TSLN 477/478/479 Special Topics.
11213 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
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GEOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY
Andrew A. Nazzaro

Department Head
208 Strong Hall
487-0218
Professors: Gabriel Cherem, Eugene Jaworski, Horace
A. MacMahan, Jr., Robert B. Mancell, James R.
McDonald, Marshall S. McLennan, Andrew A.
Nazzaro, Carl F. Ojala, C. Nicholas Raphael, Robert
M.Ward
Associate Professors: Michael Kasenow, Theodore
Ligibel, Norman Tyler
Assistant Professors: Michael Bradley, Allen
Cichanski, Steven LoDuca, Yichun Xie
The department's programs are designed to en·
hance student understanding and skills through courses
having both theoretical and applied content. Where ap·
propriate, students are directed to field and laboratory
courses, important elements in all department pro·
grams. Internship and cooperative education opportu·
nities are also encouraged.
The geology program includes a field camp in Colorado. 'Ib support and encourage computer literacy in the
department's multiple disciplines, there is a modest
Geographic Infonnation Systems and Computer Map·
ping Laboratory. Among the programs listed below, the
department of Geography and Geology-collaborates with
other departments on the area studies, public adminis·
tration, travel and tourism, and urban and regional planning programs. The department also provides teacher
preparation courses to serve College of Education students.
Department faculty regularly participate in the
University Honors Program. Department students of·
ten contribute original work to the Undergraduate Sym·
posium. Thi! Geographical Bulletin, the journal associ·
ated with Gamma Theta Upsilon (national professional
geography organization), is edited in the department.
Four student groups are associated with Geographyand Geology: the GEO Club, Preservation Eastern,
the Planning Awareness Club of Eastern (PLACE), and
the Travel and Thurism Student Association.
Degrees:
Bachelor of Science and Bachelor of Arts
Programs of Study
Majors:
Earth science
Earth science for elementary education

Earth science for secondary education
Geography
Geography for elementary education
Geography for secondary education
Geology
Geology with concentration in hydrogeology
Geology for elementary education
Geology for secondary education
Travel and tourism
Urban and regional planning
Minors:
Cartography and remote sensing
Coastal environments
Earth science
Earth science for elementary education
Earth science for secondary, K-12, and special edu·
cation·secondary
Environmental Analysis
Geography
Geography for elementary education
Geography for secondary, K·12. and special edu·
cation-secondary
Geology
Geology for elementary education
Historic preservation
Travel and tourism
Urban and regional planning
Advising coordinators:
Coastal environments: C. Nicholas Raphael
Earth science: Michael Bradley, Horace MacMahan, Carl
Ojala
Geography: James R. McDonald, Andrew A. Nazzaro
Geology: Michael Bradley, Allen Cichanski, Michael
Kasenow. Steven LoDuca
Geology with concentration in hydrogeology: Michael
Kasenow
Historic preservation: Ted Ligibel, Marshall McLennan
Urban and regional planning: Norman Tyler
Travel & tourism: Gabriel Cherem, Robert Mancell
Cartography & remote sensing: Eugene Jaworski
Graduate study leads to the master's degree in either
geography or historic preservation planning. A
nondegree certification program of study (five courses)
in historic preservation also is offered. The MA and MS
degrees and certification are described in the Graduate
Catalog.
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ACADEMIC MAJORS
EARTH SCIENCE MAJOR
The earth science major informs about the planet
Earth from the multiple perspectives of the atmosphere,
the earth's surface, the oceans, and the interior struc·
ture of the planet. This includes study of weather and
climate; the natural processes like wind, water, and ice
which shape the surface; plate tectonics and associated
volcanism and earthquakes; and the impact of the
planet's oceans.
Semhours
Major in earth science .......................................... 32
1. Required courses ...................................... 27--30
ASTR 205 Principles of Astronomy ................... 4
GESC 108 Earth Science ................................... 4
GESC 114 National Parks and Monuments ..... 2
GESC 309 Plate Tectonics ................................. 3
GESC 320 The Oceans ....................................... 3
GESC 324 Weather ............................................ 3
GEOL 120 The FossiJ Record or GEOL 161
Historical Geology ....................................... 34
GEOL 228 Mineralogy or GEOL 229 Rocks of
Michigan ...................................................... 2·3
GEOL 325 Geomorphology or GEOL 331
Paleontology ................................................ 3-4
2. Restricted electives ...................................... 2·5
Choose two to five houl'S from the following:
ASTR 204 Astronomical Investigations, GESC
208 Natural Environmental Hazards, GESC
227 'lbpographic Maps, GESC 250 Introduction
to Coastal Processes, GESC 325 Severe and
Unusual Weather, GESC 327 Soil Science,
GESC 424 Climatology
GEOL 160 Physical Geology, GEOL228 orGEOL
229 (the one not taken above), GEOL 325 or
GEOL 331 (the one not taken above), GEOL
370 Glacial Geology

GEOGRAPHY MAJOR
The geography major includes the study ofphysical landscapes. their origins and the processes that alter them; the imprint of human activity on the earth's
surface; the complex relationships among places; and
the application of technology to human resource identification, conservation, and management.
Sem h ours
Major in geography.. ............................................. 30
1. Required courses ...................................... 27·28
GESC 108 Earth Science ................................... 4
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOC

GEOG 110 World Regions .................................. 3
GEOG 235 Economic Geography ...................... 3
Thchnique courses .......................................................... 6
Choose two courses from the following:
GEOG 300 Location and Site Analysis, GESC 401
Cartography, GESC 303 Field Geography,
GESC 305 Aerial Photograph Interpretation,
GESC 470 Quantitative Methods in Geography
and Geology
Physical courses ........................................................ 2·3
Choose one course from the following:
GESC 320 The Oceans, GESC 324 Weather,
GEOL 325 Geomorphology, GESC 327 Soil
Science, GEOL 448 Hydrogeology
Systematic courses ........................................................ 6
Choose two courses from the following:
GEOG 310 Energy Awareness, GEOG 332 Urban
Geography, GEOG 360 Cultural Geography,
GEOG 361 Geography of Population, GEOG 431
Historical Geographyofthe United States, GEOO
438 Industrial Location and Development
Regional courses ............................................................ 3
Choose one course from the following:
GEOG 314 Geography of Russia and Neighboring
States, GEOG 318 Geography of Asia, GEOG
319 Geography of Europe, GEOG 320
Geography of the United States and Canada,
GEOG 321 Geography of Latin America, GEOG
322 Geography ofAfrica, GEOG 323 Geography
of Australia and Pacific Islands, GEOG 328
Geography of Canada
2. Restricted electives ...................................... 2·3
Choose elective credits in consultation with
geography adviser.

GEOLOGY MAJOR
Geology majors who intend to enter the geological
profession or enroll in graduate school also should take
general chemistry and mathematics through calculus.
Sem hours
~o r in geology .................................................... 30
1. Required courses ...................................... 28-31
GEOL 160 Physical Geology .............................. 4
GEOL 161 Historical Geology ........................... 4
GEOL 228 Mineralogy ....................................... 4
GEOL 326 Structural Geology .......................... 3
GEOL 329 Petrology .......................................... 4
GEOL 330 Sedimentology and Stratigraphy .... 4
-Field Geology ................................................. 5-8
2. Electives .......................................................... 0-2
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-Students on a Bachelor of ArU curriculum may substitute GEOL 331
PakontohJgy and three

u~Bter

Murs of eUctilH!s for

field geology,

with the total required for the mqJor to remain at 30 8e~Bter MUrB.

GEOLOGY MAJOR
HYDROGEOLOGY CONCENTRATION

The hydrogeology concentration prepares students
for graduate study or employment in the hydrogeology
industry. It focuses on those aspects of geology and re·
1ated sciences that pertain to the occurrence, movement,
supply, and quality of water. The program is designed
to provide a strong technical base. Students will be edu·
cated in skills which are required to gather and process
data with particular attention to water-related problems.
Semhours
Major in geology with concentration in
hydrogeology ... .......... ...................................... 40
1. Required courses ........................................... 40
GEOL 160 Physical Geology .............................. 4
GEOL 161 Historical Geology ........................... 4
GEOL 200 Introduction to Hydrology ............... 3
GEOL 228 Mineralogy ....................................... 4
GEOL 325 Geomorphology ................................ 3
GEOL 326 Structural Geology .......................... 3
GEOL 329 Petrology .......................................... 4
GEOL 330 Sedimentology and Stratigraphy .... 4
GEOL 355 Field Geology I ................................. 2
GEOL 356 Field Geology II ............................... 3
GEOL 448 Hydrogeology ................................... 3
*Field Hydrogeology .......................................... 3
-The hydrogeology field course may be selected from a numberofunj·
vcnlitu,,, with approual from a Seology adul8er.

An approved internship through cooperative education
is strongly recommended.

Recommended supporting courses
CHEM 119 Fundamentals of Chemistry, CHEM
120 Fundamentals of Organic and
Biochemistry, INDT 201 Microcomputer
Applications in Technology, CNST 206
Surveying, IS 215 End-User Computing, PHY
221 Mechanics, Sound, and Heat, PHY 222
Electricity and Light, GESC 227 Topographic
Maps, MATH 170 Elementary Statistics, GESC
324 Weather, GESC 327 Soil Science, GEOL
370 Glacial Geology, ENGL 324 Principles of
Technical Communication, ENGL 326 Research
Writing, BOTN 450 Aquatic Tracheophyta.
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Recommend ed minors
Chemistry
Botany
Environmental Analysis
Mathematics
Physics

TRAVEL AND TOURJSM MAJOR
The travel and tourism major responsds to con·
tinuing needs for strong liberal arts programs with directed career opportunities. Careful attention is given
to course offerings that provide graduates with distinct
possibilities for enhancing the travel and tourism profession. Students who successfully complete the curriculum will have: a) increased awareness of the world, par·
ticularly in those regions where travel and tourism are
commonly associated; b) increased understanding of
business, especially from a marketing perspective; and
c) increased written and oral skills in English or a foreign language.
The travel and tourism major leading to either a
Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science degree consists
of: 1) an equal numberofreqwred credit hours (21 each)
in geography and business courses; 2) electives chosen
from a selection of courses from the colleges of Arts and
Sciences and Business; and 3) a choice from one of two
communications skills option~ither a general concentration with courses emphasizing writing and speaking
skills, or a foreign language and area studies concen·
tration.
Semhours
Major in travel and tourism ........................... 75-76
1. Required courses ........................................... 42
GEOG 110 World Regions .................................. 3
GEOG 112 Introduction to Travel and Tourism 3
GEOG 212 Geography of Travel and Tourism .. 3
GEOG 312 Travel Business Applications ......... 3
GEOG 320 Geography of the United States and
Canada ........................................................... 3
GEOG 441 Transportation Geography and
Planning ......................................................... 3
GEOG 445 Cultural Tourism Resources ........... 3
ACC 240 Principles of Accounting I .................. 3
MGMT 386 Organizational Behavior and Theory .. 3
MGMT 202 Business Communications ............. 3
MKTG 261 Contemporary Selling ..................... 3
MKTG 360 Principles of Marketing .................. 3
MKTG 365 Buyer Behavior ............................... 3
MKTG 369 Advertising ...................................... 3
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2. Elective courses ......................................... 15·16
Choose. 15-16 credits from the following (not more than
three courses may be chosen from the College of
Business):
ANTH 135 Introduction to Cultural Anthropology,
ANTH 233 Peoples and Cultures of Mexico,
GEOG 321 Geography ofLatinAmerica,ANTH
236 Peoples and Cultures of Africa or GEOG
322 Geography of Africa, ANTH 248 Peoples
a nd Cultures of the Pacific or GEOG 323
Geography of Australia and Pacific Islands
GEOG 11S Foundations of Guest Service, GEOG
115 Observing the Human Landscape, GEOG
313 Geography of Michigan, GEOG 315 Travel
and Tourism: The European Scene. GEOG 318
Geography of Asia, GEOG 319 Geography of
Europe, GEOG 333 Settlement Geography,
GEOG 344 Re<:reation GeolP"aphy, GEOG 345
Geography of Resorts, GEOG 360 Cultural
Geography, GEOG 387 and/or GEOG 487
Cooperative Education, GEOG 435 History of
Urban Fonn and Function, GEOG 4361burism
and Socioeconomic Development, GEOG 446
Heritage Interpretation and Tourism, GEOG
478 Special Topics, GEOG 488 Internship
GESe 114 National Parks and Monuments
FA 429 History of American Architecture
MGMT 402 Business Report Writing
LAW 293 Legal Environment of Business, LAW
393 Law of Business Enterprises
MKTG 368 Marketing Strategy, MKTG 460
Internation al Marketing, MKTG 473
Marketing and Product Innovation, MKTG 474
Promotional Strategy
3. Concentrations ............................................... 18
Choose either Option A: General or Option B: Foreign
language and area studies
Option A: General
Required
JRNL 215 News Writing and Reporting ........... 3
crAC 374 Intercultural Communication ......... 3
Choose. two of the following:
JRNL 306 Feature Writing, JRNL 312
Introduction to Public Relations, ENGL 324
Principles of'Thchnical Communication
Choose two of the following:
CTAC 224 Public Speaking, CTAC 227
Interpersonal Commu nication, CTAC 357
Interviewing as Communication
Option B: Foreign language and area studies
UNDERGRADUAT£Ct\TALOG

Before choosing Option B, students must have
completed FRNHIGERNISPNH 121, 122; 221,
222; and 233, 234 or equivalencies approved
by the Foreign Languages and Bilingual
Studies Department.
GEOGIHIST 316 History and Geography of
Modem Europe or GEOGfHIST 317 History
and Geography of Spanish America .............. 6
FRNHIGERNISPNH 343 and 344 Composition
and Conversation ........................................... 6
FRNHIGERN/SPNH 341 and 342 Survey of
Literature or FRNH/GERN/SPNH 361
Language for International Trade and FRNW
GERN/SPNH 446 Business French, Spanish,
and German ................................................... 6

URBAN AND REGIONAL PLANNING

MAJOR
This interdisciplinary major studies the CUJTent
situation in urban and regional planning, including land
use, zoning, problems of urban growth, and local decision-making. The program is designed to prepare students for positions in public planning agencies, private
planning firms, or other positions where planning skills
are needed and relevant. Courses provide necessary
skills to develop zoning ordinances, analyze site plans,
critique general development plans, administer local
planning regulations, as well as prepare and review
grant applications, environmental impact statements
and policy planning programs.
Incorporated in the major are courses from several other departments, particularly in the areas ofbiological science, public policy and government, and real
estate management. Courses recommended to fulfill
basic studies requirements include BIOL 105 Biology
and the Human Species, MATH 105 College Algebra,
SOCL 105 Introductory Sociology, GESC 108 Earth Science, EeON 201-202 Principles ofEconomicsl-ll, PLSC
202 State and Local Government,and ENOL 225 Intermediate English Composition.
Sem hours
Major in urban and regional planning ............. 36
1. Required courses ........................................... 25
RES 210 Real Estate Principles and Practices. 3
GEOG 215 Introduction to Urban and Regional
Planning ......................................................... 3
GEOG S06 Comprehensive Planning and Zoning .. 3
GESC 401 Cartography .......................... " ......... 3
GEOG 410 Site Planning Studio ....................... 4
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GEOG 435 History of Urban Form and Function .. 3
GESe 476 Introduction to Geographic
Information Systems ..................................... 3
GESe 495 Environmental Assessment and
Planning ..................................... ., .................. 3
2. Restricted electives ........................................ 11
Choose 11 credits from the following in consultation with
the advising coordinator:
OS 265 Business Statistics I
PLSC 270 Public Administration
GEOG 300 Location and Site Analysis, GEOG 332
Urban Geography, GEOG 407 Housing and
Residential Development, GEOG 441
Transportation Geography and Planning
GESC 303 Field Geography, GESC 305 Aerial
Photograph Interpretation, GESC 475
Computer Mapping, GESC 479 Special Topics:
Planning Law, GESC 387/487 Cooperative
Education, GESC 488/489/490 Internship
GHPR 335 Historic Preservation
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GESC 305 Aerial Photograph Interpretation ... 3
GESC 401 Cartography ..................................... 3
GESC 402 Advanced Cartography .................... 3
GESC 475 Computer Mapping .......................... 3
GESC 485 Introduction to Remote Sensing ...... 3
2, Restricted electives ..................... .................... 5
Choose five credits from the following:
GESC 227 Topographic Maps, GEOL 355 Field
Geology I, GESC 387/487 Cooperative
Education, GESC 48&1489/490 Internship
MATH 105 College Algebra, MATH 107 Plane
Trigonometry
FA 165 Graphic Design for Nonmajors
INDT 121 Graphic Communication
CNST 206 Surveying, INTE 231 Industrial
Computer Graphics
IS 215 End-User Computing or cose 137
Introduction to FORTRAN Programming, IS
417 Systems Analysis and Design

COASTAL ENVIRONMENTS MINOR
ACADEMIC MINORS
CARTOGRAPHY AND REMOTE SENSING
MINOR
Cartography (map-making) is an ancient science
designed to depict the earth's features and human activities. Thday maps are made with several significant
fWlctions in mind-to understand spatial phenomena,
to store information. and to analyze areal relationships.
Remote sensing uses space-age technology to sense,
record, and transmit information about the biosphere
and atmosphere. Satellite imagery is an important element in collecting remote sensing data. Remote sensing information is often used in constructing modern
maps, whether by hand or through the use of computer
mapping and geographic information systems software,
The goal of the minor is to provide an employment
track for undergraduates to entry level positions as cartographers and remote sensing technicians. The minor
provides balanced training between traditional cartographic work and computer maps. Emphasis is on map
properties, spatial concepts, mapping techniques, draft,..
ing skills, graphic storage, and display of data. Astrongly
recommended aspect of this training is the internship
or cooperative education experience at nearby private
and public agencies.
Semhours
Minor in cartography and remote sensing ,..... 20
1. Required courses ........................................... 15

Semhours
Minor in coastal environments .......................... 22
1. Required courses ........................................... 18
GESC 108 Earth Science or GEOL 160 Physical
Geology ........................................................... 4
GESC 250 Introduction to Coastal Processes ... 3
GESe 320 The Oceans ....................................... 3
GESC 350 Biogeography ................................... 3
GESC 450 Lake and Coastal Management ...... 3
2. Restricted electives ......................................... 6
Choose six credits from the following:
GEOG 215 Introduction to Urban and Regional
Planning, GESe 208 Natural Environmental
Hazards, GESC 305 Aerial Photograph
Interpretation, GEOL325 Geomorphology, GEOL
330 Sedimentology and Stratigraphy, GESC 495
Environmental Assessment and Planning
(Students, in consultation with the minor adviser, may
choose other electives not listed above.)

EARTH SCIENCE MINOR
Semhours
Minor in earth science ......................................... 21
1. Required courses ........................................... 18
GESC 108 Earth Science ................................... 4
GESC 320 The Oceans ....................................... 3
GESC 324 Weather ............................................ 3
GEOL 229 Rocks of Michigan ........................... 2
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ASTR 203 Exploration of the Universe ............. 3
2. Restricted electives ......................................... S
Choose one course from the following:
GEOL 161 Historical Geology, GEOL 228
Mineralogy, GEOL 325 Geomorphology, GEOL
331 Paleontology, GEOL 370 Glacial Geology
(Students, in consultation with the minor adviser, may
choose other electives not listed above.)

GEOGRAPHY MINOR
Sem hours
Minor in geography...... ........................................ 20
1. Required courses ............................................. 7
GESC 108 Earth Science ................................... 4
GEOG 110 World Regions .................................. 3
2. Restricted eleclives ....................................... 13
Choose 13 credjts in consultation with a
geography adviser.

ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS MINOR
Semhours
Minor in environmental analysis ...................... 24
1. Required courses ........................................... 24
GEOG 215 Introduction to Urban and Regional
Planning ., ....................................................... 3
GESC 250 Introduction to Coastal Processes or
GESC 485 Introduction to Remote Sensing .. 3
GESC 305 Aerial Photograph Interpretation ... 3
GESC 470 Quantitative Methods in Geography
and Geology ......................... ........................... 3
GESC 475 Computer Mapping .......................... 3
GESC 495 Environmental Assessment and
Planning ................. ,....................................... 3
GEOL 459 Groundwater Modeling ................... 3
GEOL 460 Contaminant Hydrology .................. 3
2. Recommended supporting courses
CHEM 121 General Chemistry I and CHEM 122
General Chemistry I Laboratory
MATH 170 Elementary Statistics
CNST 206 Surveying
PHY 221 Mechanics, Sound, and Heat and PHY
222 Electricity and Light
GESC 227 'Ibpographic Maps
ENGL 324 Principles ofTechnicaI Communication
GESC 324 Weather
GESC 327 Soil Science
GEOL 370 GladaJ Geology
GESC 424 Climatology
BIOL 435 Wetland Ecosystems
BOTN 450 Aquatic Tracheophyta
Students considering graduate study should elect the
following:
CHEM 123 General Chemistry n
CHEM 124 General Chemistry II Laboratory
PHY 221 Mechanics, Sound, and Heat and PHY
222 Electricity and Light
MATH 120 Calculus I
MATH 121 Calculus II
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GEOLOGY MINOR
Sem hours
Minor in geology .................................................... 21
1. Required courses .. ,........................................ 19
GEOL 160 Physical Geology .............................. 4
GEOL 161 Historical Geology ........................... 4
GEOL 228 Mineralogy ....................................... 4
GEOL 326 Structural Geology .......................... 3
GEOL 329 Petrology .......................................... 4
2. Restricted electives ......................................... 2
Choose two credits in consultation with a geology
adviser.

HISTORIC PRESERVATION MINOR
Sembours
Minor in historic preservation ...................... 24-26
1. Required courses ........................................... 20
GEOG 115 Observing the Human Landscape .. 2
GEOG 332 Urban Geography ............................ 3
GEOG 333 Settlement Geography .................... 3
GHPR 335 Historic Preservation ...................... 3
· HIST 123 The United States to 1877 .............. 3
"msr 124 The United States, 1877 to the Present ... 3
FA429 History of American Architecture ......... S
·~ricon hutory m4,jorI will.ub.titutt thctiWl for HIST 123, HlST
124

2. Re8tricted electives ...................................... 4-6
Choose two courses from the following:
ANTH 135 Introduction to Cultural Anthropology,
ANTH 150 Introductory Archeology
EeON 338 Land Economics
GEOG 215 Introduction to Urban and Regional
Planning, GEOG 235 Economic Geography,
GEOG 300 Location and Site Analysis, GEOG
313 Geography of Michigan, GEOG 344
Recreation Geography, GEOG 345 Geography
of Resorts, GEOG 360 Cultural Geography,
GEOG 423 Principles of City and Regional
Planning, GESC 401 Cartography
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IDE 311 History of Interiors : Ancient-1S00, IDE
321 History of Interiors: lS00·Present
mST 305 Indians of the United States, HIST 313
Michigan History, HIST 362 United States
Urban History
INED 105 History of Industrial Technology
CNST 201 Construction Systems, CNST 228
Construction Drawing
PSY 350 Environmental Psychology
RES 210 Real Estate Principles and Practices,
RES 310 Real Estate Finance
SOeL 306 The Urban Community
(Students, in consultation with the program advisers,
may choose other electives not listed above.)

TRAVEL AND TOURISM MINOR
Semhours
Minor in travel and tourism .......................... 20·21
1. Required courses ........................................... 18
GEOG 110 World Regions .................................. 3
GEOG 112 Introduction to Travel and Thurism 3
GEOG 113 Foundations of Guest Service ......... 3
GEOG 212 Geography of Travel and Tourism .. 3
GEOG 312 Travel Business Applications ......... 3
GEOG 445 Cultural Tourism Resources ........... 3
2. One course from the following: .................. 2-3
GEOG 315 Travel and Tourism: The European
Scene, GEOG 345 Geography of Resorts, GEOG
436 Tourism and Socioeconomic Development,
GEOG 446 Heritage Interpretation and
'lburism

URBAN AND REGIONAL PLANNING
MINOR
Semhours
Minor in urban and regional planning ............. 20
1. Required courses ........................................... 13
GEOG 215 Introduction to Urban and Regional
Planning ......................................................... 3
GEOG 306 Comprehensive Planning and Zoning .. 3
GEOG 410 Site Planning Studio ....................... 4
GEOG 435 History of Urban Form and Function .. 3
2. Restricted electives ......................................... 7
Choose at least 7 credits from the following in
consultation with the advising coordinator:
RES 210 Real Estate Principles and Practices
DS 265 Business Statistics I
PLSC 270 Public Administration
CEOC 300 Location and Site Analysis. GEOG 332
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Urban Geography, GEOG 407 Housing and
Residential Development, GEOG 441
Transportation Geography and Planning
GESe 303 Field Geography, GESC 305 Aerial
Photograph Interpretation , GESe 401
Cartography. GESe 475 Computer Mapping,
GESC 476 Introduction to Geographic
Information Systems, GESC 479 Specia11bpics:
Planning Law, GESC 387/487 Cooperative
Education, GESe 488/489/490 Internship,
GESC 495 Environmental Assessment and
Planning
GHPR 335 Historic Preservation

TEACHING MAJORS
EARTH SCIENCE MAJOR
SECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this course of studies, in
the context of other program requirements. qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Secondary Provisional Certificate endorsed in earth science/geology, certification code "DR." The certification test covering this
field is #20, "GeologylEarth Science." The program includes a structured general science minor. The student
following this program is also qualified for recommendation for endorsement in science, certification code
"DX." The certification test covering this field is #16,
"Science."
Basic Studies
I-B-l. ENGL 121 English Composition (3)
I·B·2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I-B-3. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I-B-4. Basic Studil!s requirement. See inside back cover
I·B·6. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
II.B-l. CHEM 121 General Chemistry I (3)CHEM 122 General Chemistry I Laboratory(l)"II·B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
U-B-3. PHY 221 Mechanics, Sound, and Heat (4)"m·B-l. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back CQver
m-B·2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
m-B-3. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
m·B-4. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B·l. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-3. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B"". Basic Studies requirement. See in8ide back cover
Physical education, military science, or equivalent (2)

Credit hours in Basic Studies: ................................... 50
UNOERGRADUATECATALOG
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Teaching MajorlMinor
See note "a" above for courses applicable to both
Basic Studies and the major/minor.
ASTR 205 Principles of Astronomy (4)
BIOL 105 Biology and the Human Species (4)
GESC 108 Earth Science (4)
GESC 114 National Parks and Monuments (2)
GESC 309 Plate Tectonics (3)
GESC 320 The Oceans (3)
GESC 324 Weather (3)
MATH 105 College Algebra (3)
MATH 107 Plane Trigonometry (2)
One of:
GEOL 228 Mineralogy (4)
GEOL 229 Rocks of Michigan (2)
One of:
GEOL 120 The Fossil Record (3)
GEOL 161 Historical Geology (4)
One of'
GEOL 325 Geomorphology (3)
GEOL 331 Paleontology (4)
Seven hours of approved electives in biology,
chemistry, mathematics, or physics.
Enough additional hours from the following group to
complete 48 hours in teaching-major requirements.
ASTR 204 Astronomical Investigations (1)
GESC 208 Natural Environmental Hazards (3)
GESC 227 Topographic Maps (2)
GESC 250 Introduction to Coastal Processes (3)
GESC 325 Severe and Unusual Weather (3)
GESC 327 Soil Science (3)
GESC 424 Climatology (3)
GEOL 160 Physical Geology (4)
GEOL22B or GEOL 229 (the one not taken ahove)(24)
GEOL331 or GEOL325(the one not taken ahove) (34)
GEOL 370 Glacial Geology (3)
Subtotal, Major/ Minor and related areas: ............. ,. 48
Professional Studies
100 clock hours of approved prestudent teaching
field experiences (0)
EDTC 300 Introduction to Computer Applications
in Education (1)
SPGN 300 Exceptional Children in the Regular
Classroom (1)
EDPS 322 Human Development and Learning (4)
The following courses require formal admission
to the teacher education program:
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CURR 305 Curriculum and Methods:
Secondary (3)
RDNG 311 Teaching Reading in the Secondary
School (3)
SOFD 328 Schools in a Multicultural Society (3)
EDPS 340 Introduction to Assessment and
Evaluation (3)
EDMD 345 Media for the Classroom Teacher (1)
GESC 347 Teaching Earth Science and Physical
Geography (3)
EDUC 492 Student Teaching (12)

Credit hours in Professional Studies: ........................ 34
Total credit hours required: .............................. 132
-COUNlt;

required for and o.pplicabk to rmUor.

EARTH SCIENCE MAJOR
ELEMENTARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this major, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in geology/earth
science, certification code "DH." The certification test
covering this field is #20, "Geo}ogylEarth Science." The
student is also qualified for recommendation for endorsement in science, certification code "DX." The certification test covering this field is #16, "Science."
The curriculum for this major is that which is listed
under "Teaching MajorlMinor" in the secondary earth
science program·, plus the requirements under II-B-1
and II-B-3 in that program's BasicStudles requirements.
The program includes a structured general science minor. ·Students may take GESC 202 instead of GESC
108.
56 hours, not including course work that may be
satisfied through Basic Studies.

GEOGRAPHY MAJOR
SECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this course of studies, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Secondary Provisional Certificate endorsed in geography, certification
code "CB" and, depending on the minor selected, endorsement in economics ("CA"), history ("CCIt), political science ("CD"), psychology ("CElt), sociology (UCF"), or social science ("CX"). The certification test covering this
field is #08, "Geography,"
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Basic Studies
I·B·l. ENGL 121 English Compositio!1 (3)
I·B·2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I·B·3. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I·B-4. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I·B·5. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
D·B·1. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
n·B·2. Basic Studies requirement. See instde back cover
n·B.s. GESC 108 Earth Science (4)m ·B·t . Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
m·B-2. HIST 102 Western Civilization, 1648 to World
War I (3)
m·B·3. GEOG 110 World Regions (3)m·B-4. HIST 103 Twentieth Century Civilization (3)
IV·B·1. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV·B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B.s. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV·B-4. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
Physical education, military science, or equivalent (2)
A course in economics, if not included in the minor (3)

Credit hours in Basic Studies: ................................... 52

Teaching Major
See note "a" above for courses applicable to both
Basic Studies and the major.
GEOG 235 Economic Geography (3)
1Woof"
GEOG 300 Location and Site Analysis (3)
GESC 401 Cartography (3)
GESC 303 Field Geography (3)
GESC 305 Aerial Photograph Interpretation (3)
GESC 470 Quantitative Methods in Geography
and Geology (3)
One of:
GESC 320 The Oceans (3)
GESC 324 Weather (3)
GEOL 325 Geomorphology (3)
GESC 327 Soil Science (3)
GEOL 448 Hydrogeology (3)
7Woof"
GEOG 310 Energy Awareness (3)
GEOG 332 Urban Geography (3)
GEOG 360 Cultural Geography (3)
GEOG 361 Geography of Population (3)
GEOG 431 Historical Geography of the United
States (3)
GEOG 438 Industrial Location and
Development (3)
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One of:
GEOG314 Geography of Russia and Neighboring
States (3)
GEOG 318 Geography of Asia (3)
GEOG 319 Geography of Europe (3)
GEOG 320 Geography of the United States aD
Canada (3)
GEOG 321 Geography of Latin America (3)
GEOG 322 Geography of Africa (3)
GEOG 323 Geography of Australia and Pacific
Islands (3)
GEOG 328 Geography of Canada (2)
1\vo hours of electives chosen in consultation with an
adviser.

Minor
A minor in one of economics, history, political science, psychology, sociology, or social science

Subtotal, Major and minor: ...................................... 421

Professional Studies
100 clock hours of approved prestudent teaching
field experiences (0)
EOTC 300 Introduction to Computer Applications
in Education (1 )
SPGN 300 Exceptional Children in the Regular
Classroom (1)
EDPS 322 Human Development and Learning (4)

The following courses require formal admission
to the teacher education program:
CURR 305 Curriculum and Methods :
Secondary ( 3)
RDNG 311 Teaching Reading in the Secondary
School (3)
SOFD 328 Schools in a Multicultural Society (3)
EDPS 340 Introduction to Assessment and
Evaluation (3)
EDMD 345 Media for the Classroom Teacher (1)
HIST 481 The Teaching of Social Studies (3)
EDUC 492 Student Teaching (12)

Credit hours in Professional Studies: ........................ 34

Total credit hours required, with 20·hour minor:
128
accn.rse 1'ff{/l.ind for

Qlld

applicable to mqjor.

'Could be leBB, depending on the minor and the poBlJible applicrJtwn of
Bt1/Jic StudielJ COUNJe/J to the minor.

UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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GEOGRAPHY MAJOR
ELEMENTARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this major, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in geography, certification code "CB." The certification test covering this
field is #08, "Geography."
The curriculum for this major is that which is listed
under "Teaching Major" in the secondary geography
program·, plus the requirements under II-B-3, lll-B-2,
Ill-B-3, and III-B-4 in that program's Basic Studies requirements. Approved minors are history, political science, sociology, and social science group for elementary
teachers. ·Students are recommended to take GESC 202
instead ofGESC 108.
28-29, hours, not including the minor and not including course work that may be satisfied through Basic Studies.
.. Students are recom/1U!nded to talr~ GESC 202 instead afGESC 108.

GEOLOGY MAJOR
ELEMENTARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this major, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in geology/earth
science, certification code "DH." The certification test
covering this field is #20, "GeologylEarth Science."
GEOL 160 Physical Geology (4)
GEOL 161 Historical Geology (4)
GEOL 228 Mineralogy (4)
GEOL 326 Structural Geology (3)
GEOL 329 Petrology (4)
GEOL 330 Sedimentology and Stratigraphy (4)
5-8 hours from field geology
Additional electives in geology to total 30 hours
Approved minors are those for the elementary program as given on page 362.
30 hours, not including the minor and not including course work that may be satisfied through Basic
Studies.

TEACHING MINORS
EARTH SCIENCE MINOR
ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY,

K-12,

SPECIAL EDUCATION-

ELEMENTARY, AND SPECIAL EDUCATION-SECONOARY TEACHER
CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this minor, in the context
UNDERGRADUATECATAUOG

of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in geology/earth
science, certification code "DR." The certification test
covering this field is #20, "GeologylEarth Science."
·GESC 108 Earth Science (4)
GESC 309 Plate Tectonics (3)
GESC 320 The Oceans (3)
GESC 324 Weather (3)
GEOL 229 Rocks of Michigan (2)
#ASTR 203 Exploration orthe Universe (3)
One of:
GEOL 161 Historical Geology (4) (Prereq: GEOL
160 or permission)
GEOL 228 Mineralogy (4) (Prereq: CHEM 12L)
GEOL 325 Geomorphology (3)
GEOL 331 Paleontology (4) (Prereq: GEOL 161
or BIOL 105 or permission)
GEOL370 Glacial Geology (3) (Prereq: GEOL 161,
330 or permission)
Others, chosen in consultation with advising
coordinator
20-21 hours (including hours satisfied in Basic Studies)
·El~m~ntary education focu,ed 'tudenlB are recommended to tallt
GESC 202 iMttad ofGESC 108.
liCouid be Batis/ied in Bailie Studkll in BOme programs.

GEOGRAPHY MINOR
ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY,

K-12,

SPECIAL EDUCATION-

ELEMENTARY, AND SPECIAL EOUCATION-SECONDARY TEACHER
CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in geography, certification code "CB." The certification test covering this
field is #08, "Geography."
*ltGESC 108 Earth Science (4)
EleTTumtary education focused students are recommended
to take GESC 202 instead ofGESC 108.
*#·*GEOG 110 World Regions (3)
13 hours chosen in consultation with the advising
coordinator to include five hours from:
GEOG 313 Geography of Michigan (2)
GEOG314 Geography of Russia and Neighboring
State, (3)
GEOG 318 Geography of Asia (3)
GEOG 319 Geography of Europe (3)
GEOG 320 Geography of the United States and
Canada (3)
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GEOG 321 Geography of Latin America (3)
GEOG 322 Geography of Africa (3)
GEOG 328 Geography of Canada (2)
20-21 hours (including hours satisfied in Basic Studies)
-Included in Basic Studies far .arm! programs.
"Included in &..sic Studies forelementary program.

'May be included in &..sic Studies in special education programs.

GEOLOGY MINOR
ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY,

K-12,

SPECIAL EDUCATION-

ELEMENTARY, AND SPECIAL EDUCATION- SECONDARY TEACHER
CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in geology/earth
science, certification code "DH." The certification test
covering this field is #20, "GeologylEarth Science."
GEOL 160 Physical Geology (4)
GEOL 161 Historical Geology (4)
GEOL 228 Mineralogy (4)
GEOL 326 Structural Geology (3)
GEOL 329 Petrology (4)
Four credits chosen in consultation with advising
coordinator.
21 hours
GEOGRAPHY AND EARTH SCIENCE COURSES

GESC 108 Earth Science.
4 brs
Selected topics and concepts from geology, physical geography, meteorology, and oceanography provide the
basis for understanding current environmental problems
and for perceiving fundamental options as humans increase pressure on the world's resources and ecosystems.
A requirement for both the major and minor in geography. Not open to students who have credit in GESC 202
~cience for Elementary Teachers. Lecture: three hours
per week. Laboratory: one two-hour period per week.
GESC 114 National Parks and Monuments.
2 brs
An analysis of the geology, vegetation, and wildlife that
led to the designation of certain US lands as national
parks, monuments, and recreational areas. The environmental impact of people on the ecology of these areas resulting from population pressures of camping, trail
use, fire, tourist services, and recreational facilities; NPS
conservation policies that govern preservation of our
heritage. illustrated lectures and demonstrations.
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GESC 177/178/179 Special Topics.
11213 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
GESC 202 Science for Elementary Teachers.
S hrs
Lectures and laboratory deal with earth science concepts
and teaching methodology. Nationally used elementary
science curriculums acquaint the student with techniques of teaching basic earth science concepts. Emphasis on student-centered, process..ariented approaches
widely used in elementary classrooms. Not open to stu·
dents with credit in GESC lOa. Lecture: two hours per
week_ Laboratory: one two-hour period per week.
GESC 208 Natural Environmental Hazards.
3 bra
Analysis of devastating earthquakes, volcanic eruptions,
floods, violent storms, freezes , and other environmental catastrophes, emphasizing their causes and human
adjustments to these events.
GESC 227 Topographic Maps.
2 hrs
Interpretation of distances, slopes and terrain features
as shown on topographic contour maps. Preparation of
contour maps from numerical data and of topographic
profiles from contour maps; the correlation of landforms
and landform patterns with the geologic materials and
processes responsible for them.
Prereq: GESC 108.
GESC 250 Introduction to Coastal Processes.
S hrs
Description and analysis of the physical and biogeographical processes of ocean and lake coasts. Distribution and origins of coastal environments. Natural and
human modification of beach, river valley, estuary,
marsh, delta, and coral reef environments by waves,
currents, and tides. Classroom demonstrations and field
trips.
Prereq: GESC 108 or BIOL 105 or department permission.
GESC 2771278/279 Special Topics.
11213 hrs
An experimental course for subject matter not provided
in other department offerings. The content will change
from semester to semester. Students may elect this
course several times as long as different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.

UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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GESC 303 Field Geography.
3 hrs
Techniques in the observation and analysis ofgeographic
features in the field. Emphasizes individual and group
problem formulation, problem 8Olvingofgeographic ques·
tions by using the scientific method, and combining tra·
ditional field exploration with the use of library aids.
GESC 305 Aerial Photograpb Interpretation.
3 bra
Analysis of black and white and color infrared photo-graphs for land use planning, environmental assessment, geology, and resource management. Weekly lab
exercises. Optional field trip,
Prereq: GESC 108 and algebra I trigonometry, or department permission,
GESC 309 Plate Tectonics.
3hrs
An introduction to plate tectonics-i.e" continental drift
and seafloor spreading-emphasizing the historical de·
velopmentofthis new theory, 'Ibpics include the theory's
influence on improving our understanding of the close
relationships between earthquakes, volcanic eruptions,
mountain building, the formation of continents, and the
origin of and eventual destruction of oceans, Lecture:
three hours per week,
Prereq: GESC 108 or GEOL 160 or GESC 202 or department permisswn.
GESC 320 The Oceana.
3 hrs
A study of the world's oceans, including coasts, waves,
currents, tides, sediments, marine geology, properties
of sea water, the energy balance, oceanographic research
techniques, and marine resources, stressing physical
oceanography.

Prereq: GESC 108 or GEOL 160 or GESC 202 or department permission,
GESC 324 Weather.
3 bra
Introduction to the properties and processes that create weather, including an analysis of conditions aloft,
the formation of storms, and methods and problems of
weather forecasting,
Prereq: GESC 108 or department permission.
GESC 327 Soil Science.
3hrs
The mineralogical, physical, chemical, and engineering
properties of soils as related to soil formation, ground·
water movement, soil erosion, plant-soil relationships,
and land development capability. Field trips and exercises required, Fall semester only.
Prereq: GESC lOB or GEOL 160orcieparl.1TII!nt permission.
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

GESC SS4 Weather and Climate Investigations.
1 hr
A laboratory course for weather and climate students;
includes the techniques utilized and concepts involved
in the fields of weather and climate, Two hours of laboratory per week.
Prereq: GESC 324 or GESC 424; may be taken concurrently,
GESC 847 Teaching Earth Science and Physical
Geography.
3 hrs
The techniques of teaching laboratory-centered earth
science and physical geography courses, emphasizing
inquiry teaching and questioning techniques. Practical
experience is obtained by teaching actual earth science
and physical geography classes. A requirement for
teacher certification in earth science, geology, and geography, Not open to students on academic probation,
Prereq: GESC 108 or equivalent and junior standing or
departTrnmt permission,
GESC S50 Biogeography.
3 bra
Analysis of the distribution, geologic setting, and ecological function of inland freshwater lakes and Great
Lakes coasts, Emphasis on sediment, vegetation, wildlife, waterfowl and fisheries resources.
Prereq: GESC 108 or BIOL 224; GESC 250 recom1TII!nded.

GESC 37713781379 Special Topics.
1I2IS hrs
An experimental course for subject matter not provided
in other department offerings. The content will change
from semester to semester. Students may elect this
course several times as long as different topics are studied,
Prereq: Department permission.
GESC 387 Cooperative Education.
3 bra
Four to six months offuU-time employment at a finn or
agency chosen for imparting a practical educational experience in earth science or land use planning. The program consists of two work experiences (GESC 387 and
GESC 487) alternated with full-time University attendance, A written report is required at the end of each
employment period. Graded on a credit/no credit basis,
Prereq: Completion of sophomore year; earth sci£nce or
urban and regional planning major. Admittance by application only.
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GESC 401 Cartography.
3hrs
A lecture-laboratory course in the techniques of map
making and visual representation of geographic information. The study and construction of several map projections, the evaluation of maps, and the use of mapdrawing instruments. One hour lecture and four hours
laboratory per week.

GESC 402 Advanced Cartography.
S hr&
A continuation ofGESC 401. Emphasizes the student's
production of thematic maps; the use of press -on materials, tapes and acetate overlays; scribing, computer
mapping; reproduction techniques. One hour lecture,
four hours laboratory per week.
Prereq: GESC 401 or department permission.
GESC 424 Climatology.
3 hrs
An analysis of the world's climate types, including characteristics, classification, controls, and their effects on
world soils and natural vegetation.
Prereq: GESC 324.

GESC 425 Severe & Unusual Weather
3hrs
Analysis of cyclones, blizzards, thunderstorms, tornadoes, hurricanes and other catastrophic weather phenomena. Their environmental impact and prediction.
Prereq: GESC 424.
GESC 450 Lake and Coastal Management.
3 bra
An analysis of modern coastal management problems
of inland lakes and Great Lakes coasts. Selected topics
include beach erosion, dredging, loss of wetlands, wildlife habitat degradation, and impact of shoreland development.
Prereq: GESC 250 or GESC 350 or department permisston.
GESC 470 Quantitative Methods in Geography and
Geology.

S bra

Introduction to current techniques and methods applicable to geographic and geologic problems. A laboratory
course emphasizing statistical analyses and computer
applications.
Prereq: Geography, geology, or earth science major, junior standing, or department permission.
GESC 475 Computer Mapping.
3hrs
A laboratory course introducing interactive operation
of microcomputers to produce maps on line printers and
plotters. Students learn to develop and apply computer
mapping graphics, databases, digitized data, and a
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simple geographic information system. Two hours instruction and two hours laboratory each week.
Prereq: A course in computer programming (FORTRAN)
or cartography is recommended.
GESC 476 Introduction to Geographic Information
Systems.
S hn
Introduction to basic Geographic Information Systems
(GIS) concepts, geographic referencing, and to available
software programs. Includes theory on map projections,
mapping techniques, data collection and compilation,
and data analysis. Microcomputer oriented.
Prereq: GESC 401 or GESC 475 or department permission.
GESC 4771478/479 Special Topics.
112/3 hn
An experimental course for subject matter not provided
in other department offerings. The content win change
from semester to semester. Students may elect this
course several times as long as different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
GESC 485 Introduction to Remote Sensing.
S hrs
Introduction to remote sensing techniques and types of
imagery, including multispectral, thermal, and radar
images. Emphasis on image enhancement and interpretation in regard to land use planning and resource management.
Prereq: GESC 305 or department permission.
GESC 487 Cooperative Education.
3 bra
Four to six months of full-time employment at a finn or
agency chosen for imparting a practical educational experience in earth science or land use planning. The program consists of two work experiences (GESC 387 and
GESC 487) alternated with full-time University attendance. A written report is required at the end of each
employment period. Graded on a credit/no credit basis.
Prereq: Completion of sophomore year, earth science or
urban and regional planning mqjor. Admittance byap·
plication only.
GESC 488/489/490 Internship.
4/516 hrs
Supervised internship in some aspect of earth seience
or land use that is of mutual interest to the qualified
student and the place the student will work. This experience is designed to integrate academic training with
practical application. May be taken only once for credit.
Prereq: Department permission and placement.
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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GESC 495 Environmental Assessment and Planning.
3hrs
An examination of the program elements of environmental impact statements. Geobaaed data sources are explored and analyzed. Impact statements are prepared
by the class and existing impact statements are evaluated.
Prereq: GEOG 215 or BIOL 224.
GESC 497/4981499 Independent Study.
1/2/3 bra
Advanced study on individual basis in areas in which
the department does not offer a formal course. Normally
restricted to proficient students in the senior year under the general conditions prescribed for honors courses.
Prereq: Department permission.
GEOLOGY COURSES

GEOL 120 The Fossil Record.
3hrs
The origin, development, and succession of life on earth.
Systematic study of the evolution of life through time.
An introduction to the record of life on earth for the
nonscience major.
GEOL 160 Physical Geology.
4hrs
Geological concepts, processes, materials, and surface
features of the physical earth; internal features such as
heat and volcanism, earthquakes and deformation, and
plate tectonics; and external processes that have shaped
the landscape. Lecture: three hours per week. Laboratory: one two-hour period per week. Required for the
geology major.
GEOL 161 Historical Geology.
4hrs
The origin, development, and succession of earth materials, surface, and life forms, culminating in one present
scene and organic population. Field trips and reports
may be required. Required for the geology major and
minor. Lectures: three hours per week. Laboratory: one
two-hour period per week.
Prereq: GEOL 160 or department permission.
GEOL 177/178/179 Special Topics.
11213 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
GEOL 200 Introduction to Hydrology.
S hn
Study of physical, chemical and biological elements of
rivers, lakes, wetlands. and groundwater, and the ecoUNDEkGRADUATECATALOG

nomic, social, political, and legal issues currently associated with these systems. Required for the hydrogeology
major.
Prereq: GESC 108 or GEOL 160 or GESC 202 or department permission.
GEOL 228 Mineralogy.
4 bra
A study of the crystallography, crystal chemistry, and
identification of the most important rock forming and
economic minerals of the crust of the earth. Lecture:
three hours weekly. Laboratory: two hours weekly.
Prereq: CHEM 121.
GEOL 229 Rocks of Michigan.
2 hn
The identification and classification of rocks with spe·
cial emphasis on characteristics used in the field.
Prereq: GESC 108 or GEOL 160.
GEOL 277/278/279 Special Topics.
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other

departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
GEOL 325 Geomorphology.
S bra
A detailed study of surface features and the
degradational, aggradational, and structural processes
by which they are formed. Worldwide examples are used
extensively.
Prereq: GESC 108 or GEOL 160 and GEOL 161 or department permission.
GEOL 326 Structural Geology.
3 bra
Introduction to the terminology, relationship, and de.
formation of rocks with examples from specific areas.
Laboratory problems are directed toward understanding of geological structures in three dimensions and their
representation, interpretation, projection, and illustra·
tion as applied. to economic problems. Lecture: two hours
weekly. Laboratory: two hours weekly.
Prereq: GESC 108 or GEOL 160.
GEOL 329 Petrology.
4hrs
The origin, occurrence, association, chemical relationships, and distribution of igneous, sedimentary, and
metamorphic rocks. Laboratory: two hours weekly. Not
open to students with credit in GEOL 229. Winter term
only.
Prereq: GEOL 228.
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GEOL 330 Sedimentology and Stratigraphy.
4 hrs
The properties. description, and classification of sedimentary rocks; processes and environments of sediment
deposition; principles and techniques of stratigraphy.
Field trips and reports required.
Prereq: GEOL 120 or GEOL 161 or ZOOL 222.

state of Michigan. Comparisons drawn with the movements and deposits of modern glaciers; Paleoclimatic
cycles of Precambrian and Paleozoic glacial ages and
theories stressed. Field trips and reports required.
Prereq: GESC 108 orGEOL 160, GEOL 161, GEOL330
or department permission.

GEOL SSI PaJeontology.
4 hrs
Origin and development of life on earth and the environments in which animal assemblages lived. Study of
the principles involved in the interpretation of fossils .
Systematic study of the features of the organisms most
important in the fossil record. Lecture: three hours per
week; laboratory: one two-hour period per week.
Prereq: GEOL 161 or BIOL 105 or department permisSlon.

GEOL 37713781379 SpeciaJ Topics.
11213 bra
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.

GEOL 334 Geology of Construction.
3 hrs
Geologic features of near-surface soil and bedrock materials; how the materials and their chemical and physical properties are related to construction. Exploration
and exploitation of the materials associated with ground
water supply and disposal, aggregates and construction
problems of dams, reservoirs, excavations, foundations,
highways. and beach control structures.
Prereq: GESC 108 or OEOL 160 or department permisSIon.
GEOL 355 Field Geology I.
2 hrs
Theory and practice of precision mapping using tape,
alidade, plane table, and stadia rod in local area. With
GEOL 356 Field Geology 11, satisfies the field requirement for major in geology. May include field study in a
quarry.
Pre""!: GESC 229, GEOL 160, and GEOL 326,
GEOL 356 F;eld Geology ll.
3 hrs
Instruction and practice in pace-traverse mapping, measurement of stratigraphic sections, and a mapping of
areal geology and geologic structure in the Rocky Mountain west. With GEOL 355, satisfies field requirement
for geology major.
Prereq: GEOL 326. GEOL 329, GEOL 330, and GEOL
355; or department permission.
GEOL 370 Glacial Geology,
3 hrs
A study of the glacial geomorphology and stratigraphy
of the Pleistocene drift with emphasis on the character
of the drift, sheets, their soils and lithology, and the techniques orstudy 8S applied to the Wisconsin Stage in the

GEOL 387 Cooperative Education.
3 hrs
Four to six months of full·time employment at a firm or
agency, chosen for imparting a practical educational
experience in geology. The program consists of two work
experiences (GEOL 387/487) alternated with full-time
University attendance. A written report is required at
the end of each employment period. Graded on a credit!
no credit basis.
Prereq: Completion of sophomore year, geology major.
Admittance by application only.
GEOL 428 Optical Mineralogy.
4 hrs
Study of the optical properties of crystalline matter with
petrographic microscope used to identify nonopaque and
some opaque minerals, using crushed fragments and
some thin-sections.
Prereq: OEOL 228 and PHY 224.
GEOL 430 Petroleum Geology.
3 hrs
A study of the origin, migration and accumulation of oil
and natura1 gas. Exploration techniques in the use of
structural geology, sedimentology, and stratigraphy. The
various drilling coring methods, drilling equipment, and
the procedures of drilling. Field trips to active drilling
andlor producing areas and reports are required. Studies of specific oil and gas fields will be assigned.
Prereq: GEOL 161, GEOL 326, GEOL 330 or <kparl·
ment permission.
GEOL 439 Economic Geology.
3 hrs
A study of the geochemical behavior of metallic elements;
the origin, processes, controls, and classification of ore
deposits; and fossil fuels. The occurrence and distribution of metallic and nonmetallic deposits.
Prereq: OEOL 228.

UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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GEOL 448 Hydrogeology.
3 brs
Subsurface water occurrence, distribution, relationships
to surface water and precipitation; subsurface flow, especially as related to well water production; tests of
aquifers; well drilling and installation; ground water
exploration and recharge; legal problems.
Prereq: GESC 108 or GEOL 160, algebraic ability, and
junior standing.
GEOL 459 Groundwater Modeling.
8 hrs
Study of groundwater flow and contaminant transport
rates using analytical, numerical, and statistical models.
Prereq: GESC 475 and GEOL 448.
GEOL 460 Contaminant Hydrology.
8 hrs
Study of hydrochemistry, pollution pathways, and transport of contaminants.
Prereq' BOTN 221, CHEM 121-122, and GEOL 448.
GEOL 470 Quantitative Methoda in Geography and
Geology.
3 brs
Introduction to current techniques and methods applicable to geographic and geologic problems. A laboratory
course emphasizing statistical analyses and computer
applications.
Prereq: Geography, geology, or earth science major,junior standing, or department permission.

1N3 brs
GEOL 477/4781479 Spedal '\bpi ..,
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
GEOL 487 Cooperative Education.
8 hrs
Four to six months offuU-time employment at a firm or
agency, chosen for imparting a practical educational
experience in geology. The program consists of two work
experiences (GEOL 387/487) alternated with full-time
University attendance. A written report is required at
the end of each employment period. Graded on a credit'
no credit basis.
Prereq: Completion of sophomore year, geology major.
Admittance by application only.
GEOL 48814891490 Internship.
4/5/6 hrs
Supervised internship in some aspect of geology that is
of mutual interest to the qualified student and the place
the student will work. This experience is designed to
UNOERGRADUATECA~C

integrate academic training with practical application.
May be taken only once for credit.
Prereq: Department permission and placement.
GEOL 497/498/499 Independent Study.
It.lJ3 bra
Advanced study on individual basis in areas in which
the department does not offer a forma1 course. Normally
restricted to proficient students in the senior year under the general conditions prescribed for honors courses.
Prereq: Department permission.
GEOGRAPHY COURSES IN SOCIAL SCIENCE

GEOG 100 Future Worlds.
3brs
Introduces the student to reasons for studying the future from a geographical perspective, methods used in
futuristics, the state of future shock today, the consequences of a shrinking world, and growing interdependence. Possible worlds that may exist in the year 2000
and beyond.
GEOG 107 Introduction to Geography.
S hrs
A survey of the major concepts and subfields in modem
geography. Physical, cultural, economic, political, and
social geography are among the major areas explored.
GEOG 110 World Regions.
8 hrs
Geographic evaluation of the human imprint on the
world, focusing on how peoples of various societies have
approached the problems of living in their natural environments and with each other. A requirement for both
the major and minor in geography.
GEOG 111 Regions and Resources.
8 hrs
A comparative analysis of the economic resources of
major regions of the world. The relationships among
countries, corporations, and multiple levels oftechnol·
ogy are examined.
Prereq: GEOG llO.
GEOG 112 Introduction to Travel and Tourism. 8 hrs
An introduction to the travel and tourism industry, including traditional and emerging careers; the ethica1,
behavioral, and logistical aspects of the travel experience; traveler needs and motivations; futuristic travel
directions; and travel-related organizations.
GEOG 118 Foundation. of Guest Service.
8 bra
Analysis of guest-host service concepts and interactions
in the travel and tourism industry, emphasizing the req-
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wsite attitudes and role of the professional host. The
course will improve student motivation and skills toward providing positive guest experiences.
Prereq: GEOG 112 or ckparlment permission.
GEOG 115 Observing the Human Landscape.
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GEOG 2771278/279 Special Topics.
112/3 hrfI
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.

2 hrs

A geography course for students of any curriculum de-

signed to enlighten travel experiences by developing
observational awareness and perceptual appreciation
of human landscapes and by enhancing sensitivity to
the personality of places.

GEOG 300 Location and Site Analysis.
3 bra
Practic81 and theoretical application of models that explain the location of human activities on earth.
Prereq: GEOG 235 recommended.
GEOG 306 Comprehensive Planning and Zoning. 3 brs

112/3 bra
GEOG 177/1781179 Special Topics.
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Deparlnumt permission.
3 bra
GEOG 212 Geography of Travel and Tourism.
A review of the philosophy, historical development, and
geographical distribution of travel and tourism. The
economic. soci81, and environmental impacts of these
activities; case studies illustrating their significance
from 811 regions of the world.
Prereq: GEOG 110 or GEOG 112 or ckpartment permis·
sion. (May be taken concurrently.)

GEOG 215 Introduction to Urban and Regional
3 hrs
Planning.
A general introduction to concepts and techniques of
urban and regional planning. An overview of land use
planning and ordinances, site analysis and planning,
and preparation of general development plans. Discus·
sion of urban and regional planning as a career, in both
public agencies and private firms.
Prereq: Not open to freshmen.
S bra
GEOG 235 Economic Geography.
Systematic treatment of economic activities in selected
world locations. Areal factors included in the ev81uation, production, and distribution of goods and services.

GEOG 240 Geographic Perspectives on Third. World
Development.
3 bra
Acoune designed to study the geographic nature ofcritical development issues. Explores both positive and nega·
tive consequences of world interdependence and theglobal economy.
Prereq: GEOG 110 or department permission.

A course studying issues of comprehensive planning,
zoning, and land use regulation. 1bpics include prepa·
ration of a General Development Plan, current and recent zoning issues, land use legislation, and the draft..ing and use of state and local zoning ordinances. A base
course for Urban and Regional Planning students as well
as a valuable perspective to anyone interested in rural,
urban, or region81 development issues.
Pre",., GEOG 215.
GEOG 810 Energy Awareness.
3 hrs
A study of production, transportation, and consumption
of energy, including analysis of historic, modem, and
future energy sources and the environmental effects of
their development. GEOG 110 or GESC 108 recom·
mended.
GEOG 312 Travel Business Applications.
3 bra
A survey of the operation81 procedures common to travel
business ventures. Students will learn information·gath·
ering techniques, the use of reference materials, the
design of itineraries, reservations. and ticketing procedures, sales techniques, presentation and proposal
preparation, and the emerging technologies available
to travel planners.
P",re., GEOG 110 and GEOG 112.

GEOG 313 aeo,..aphy of Michig8l1.

2 hn
Detailed analysis of the natural setting, population and
settlement characteristics, industry, recreation, and
agriculture in the state.
Prereq: GEOG 1100r GESC 108.
GEOG 314 Geography of Russia and Neighboring
States.
3 bn
A systematic and regional study of physical, cultur81,
and economic factors in Russia and other states of the
former Soviet Union. Distribution of natural resources,
UNDERGRADUATECATAUOG
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population and ethnic questions, environmental prob·
lems, and political evolution will be emphasized.
Prereq: GEOG 110 or GESC lOB.
GEOG 315 'havel and Tourism: The European Scene.
3hrs
Consideration of Europe as the most significant continent for modern tourism. Emphasis is on the natural,
cultural, and historical factors which form the foundation of this industry; and on the major economic, social,
and environmental impacts which can be attributed to
tourism.
Prereq: GEOG 112 and GEOG 212.
GEOG 316 History and Geography of Modern Europe.
3 hrs
An interdisciplinary geographical-historical study of
modern Europe with the geographical component emphasizing information of an urban, demographic, occupational, and environmental nature and the historical
component stressing major political, social, and cultural
developments. Must be taken concurrently with mST
316.
P""q' GEOG 110 and one of HIST 101/102 / 103.
GEOG 317 History and Geography of Spanish
America.
3 bra
An interdisciplinary presentation of the history and
geography of Spanish America with emphasis on political, cultural, and socioeconomic forces from the conquest
to the present. Similarities and differences within and
between nations are stressed as are the special relationships that exist between the nations and the United
States. Must be taken concurrently with HIST 317.
p,."q' GEOG 110 and one of HlST 101/102/103.
GEOG 318 Geography of Asia.
3 bra
A regional treatment of natural setting, distribution of
the people, important occupations, and problems of future development in each of several regions.
Prereq: GEOG 110 or GESC lOB.
GEOG 319 Geography of Europe.
3 hr8
Systematic treatment of the natural setting, cultural
patterns, economic activities, and developmental prob·
lems of the continent; selected significant regions analyzed in detail.
Prereq: GEOG 110 or GESC 108.
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GEOG 320 Geograpby of the United States and
Canada.
3 bra
A regional treatment of natural setting, distribution of
the people, important occupations, and problems of fu·
ture development in each of several regions.
Prereq: GEOG 110 or GESC lOB.
GEOG 321 Geography of Latin America.
S bra
A regional treatment of natul'aisetting, distribution of
the people, important occupations, and problems offuture development in each of several regions.
Prereq: GEOG 110 or GESC 108.
GEOG 322 Geography of Africa.
3 hr8
A human ecological treatment of the African continent,
involving resource identification and use as well as the
varied nature of evolving human landscapes.
Prereq: GEOG 110 or GESC lOB.
GEOG 32S Geography of Australia and Pacific Is·
lands.
3 hrs
The natural setting, distribution of the people, important occupations, and problems of future development
in each of several regions.
Prereq: GEOG 110 or GESC 108.
GEOG 326 History and Geography of Modern Asia.
3hrs
An interdisciplinary geographical-historical study of
modern Asia. The geography component emphasizes
urban, demographic, occupational, and environmental
trends and developments; the history component
stresses major political and social developments and
international relations. A requirement for majors in the
Japanese program in language and international trade.
Must be taken concurrently with HIST 326.
Prereq: GEOG 110 and either HIST 103 or mST 106.
GEOG 328 Geography of Canada.
2 hrs
A detailed regional treatment of natural setting, distribution of the people, important occupations, and problems of future development in each part of Canada.
Prereq: GEOG 110 or GESC lOB.
GEOG 332 Urban Geograpby.
3 hI'S
A study of geographic principles related to distribution,
function, structure, and regional setting of urban centers.
Prereq: GEOG 110.
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GEOG 333 Settlement Geography.
3 hrs
Cultural, functional, and ecological factors underlying
human settlement patterns.
Prereq: GEOG 110 or GESC lOB or GEOG 115.
GEOG 340 Medical Geography.
3 hrs
An inquiry into ecosystemic relationships between human health and conditions of the environment, both
natural and cultural. The application of geographic concepts and techniques to interregional and intercultural
health and health care problems.
Prereq: GEOG 110 or department permission.
GEOG 343 Geography of Sport.
3 brs
A study of the geographic dimensions of sport, emphasizing such topics as origin, diffusion, and distribution
of American sports and athletes, sports regions, and
regional recruiting patterns.
GEOG 344 Recreation Geography.
3 hrs
A study of the relationship between human recreation
activities and the environment. The environment as a
recreation resource: recreation travel patterns; types of
recreational facilities; impact ofleisure activities upon
the environment; recreational surveys and planning.
Recommended: GESC 114 or GEOG 215 or GEOG 115
or GEOG 360 or B10L 224.

GEOG 345 Geography of Resorts.
2hrs
Historical and systematic study of resorting and the
resort as a functionally specialized settlement type;
major resort areas of the world.
Prereq: aEOG llO and GEOG 212 or department permission.
GEOG 348 Teaching Social Studies in Elementary
Schools.
3 hrs
Survey of the social studies and evaluation of methods
commonly used in the teaching of social studies in the
elementary grades, with special emphasis on inquiry.
Types of activities most effective in the presentation of
materials and the use of visual aids are featured. A study
of maps and globes, controversial issues, social values,
environmental education, consumer education. global
education, and ethnic groups is included. Not open to
students on academic probation.
Prereq: One course in geography.

GEOG 360 Cultural Geography.
Shni
Human landscape patterns ; emphasis upon the pro-
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cesses concerned with their origins, locations, and persistence.
Prereq: GEOG 110 or ckpartment permission.
GEOG 361 Geography of Population.
3 bra
An analytical study of population characteristics and
growth, world patterns of fertility, mortality, and migration. Major attention is given to human population
problems, including ecology, resources depletion, and
impacts ofurhanization.
Prereq; GEOG 110 or department permission.
GEOG 377/3781379 Special Topics.
11213 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq; Department permission.
GEOG 387 Cooperative Education.
3 hrs
Four to six months offull-time employment at a firm or
agency, chosen for imparting a practical educational
experience in geography. The program consists of two
work experiences GEOG 387/487) alternated with fulltime University attendance. A written report is required
at the end of each employment period. Graded on a
creditlno credit basis.
Prereq: Completion of sophomore year, geography major. Admittance by application only.
GEOG 407 Housing and Residential Development.
Shni
A course for students interested in planning, administrative, and sociological aspects of housing, emphasizing the important role of housing in American society.
Issues covered include housing programs, neighborhood
development activities, construction and rehabilitation
of residential units, and planning techniques and regulations for residential areas. Information is presented
through lectures and readings; students will also work
on a preliminary site layout of a housing development.

Prereq' GEOG 215.
GEOG 409 Professional Practice for Planners. 3 brs
A senior-level course for urban and regional planning
majors and minors, intended to be taken concurrently
with GEOG 410. A seminar format is used to present a
series of topics relating to professional practice in planning. Readings, case studies, simulations, and guest
speakers are used to expose students to professional
activities, including public hearings, dealing with comUNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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munity controversies, and professional-level communication techniques. Topics also deal with issues of professional ethics and certification.
Prereq: GEOG 215 and senior standing, or department
perm&sswn.
GEOG 410 Site Planning Studio.
3hrs
A studio course in urban planning, gives hands-on experience in developing a site plan. Using an actual site
and client, a project will be taken through the various
stages of plan development. Activities include program
analysis, data collection, development of alternative
solutions, and selection and presentation of a final site
plan.
Prereq: GEOG 215 and GEOG 306.
GEOG 423 Principles of City and Regional Planning.
3hrs
Theory and practice of planning in the urban and regional contexts, with emphasis on the United States.
Planning process at local, state, and regional levels.
Prereq: GEOG 332 or department permission.
GEOG 481 Historical Geography of the United States.
3hrs
The sequence of human occupancy of the United States
from pre-European times to the present. Temporal and
spatial evolution of cultural landscapes.
Prereq: GEOG 320 or department permission.
GEOG 432 Political Geography.
3 bra
A study of the theory and concepts of political geography, using contemporary examples. Size, location, resources, boundaries, population, and level of technology within and outside the political framework.
Prereq: GEOG 110 or department permission.
GEOG 433 Political Geography of the United States.
3hrs
A study of the variety and diversity of geographic fonns
of political behavior, organization, and structure in the
United States.
Prereq: GEOG 110 or department permission.
GEOG 434 The Geopolitical World.
3 bra
Views of political space by world and regional states;
strategies and capabilities for employing national power
to carry out geopolitical goals.
Prereq: GEOG 110 or department permission.
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GEOG 485 History of Urban Form and Function. 8 bra
Analysis of the history of urban planning in selected
regions of the world and in North American cities. Discussions of the current urban situation, and various
urban planning theories.
Prereq: GEOG 332 or department permission.
GEOG 436 Tourism and Socioeconomic Development.
3hrs
For students majoring in travel and tourism. Socioeconomic impacts of tourism, national, and international
development strategies.
fu ...q.- GEOG 110 and GEOG 112.
GEOG 438 Industrial Location and Development.S hrs
Basic principles of industrial development including
industrial location theory, industrial site strategy, corporate facilities planning, and community industrial
development programming. Strengths and weaknesses
of Michigan for economic expansion. Case studies and
practical applications.
Prereq: GEOG 300 or department permission.
GEOG 440 World Food Systems.

8 hn

An analysis of world agricultural technologies and pat-

terns. The interrelationships among ecosystems, economic development, and political decision making in a
variety of world settings.
Prereq: GEOG 235 or department permission.
GEOG 441 Transportation Geography and Planning.
3hrs
Historical evolution and worldwide distribution ofmajor transportation systems. Technological and social
implications will be considered, with particular attention to travel and tourism.
Prereq: GEOG 235 or department permission.
GEOG 444 Census Applications to Spatial Analysis.
3hrs
Utilization of census materials as data resources and
tools with application to spatial analysis and social service problems. Designed to prepare students to intelligently assemble, organize, analyze, and utilize US census data.
GEOG 445 Cultural Tourism Resources.
S bra
Survey of the relationships between cultural heritage
resources and tourism. The tourism potentials of cultural centers and museums, archeological sites, folk
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crafts and foodways , regional cultural mannerisms, ethnic landsca pes, architecturally significant buildings,
historic cities and towns, and other types of historic landscapes will be covered.
P,.req: GEOG 115 or 212 or GEOG 360 or GHPR 335.
GEOG «6 Heritage Interpretation and Tourism. 3 hrs
Evolution of the private sector tour-guiding and the
public sector heritage interpretation concepts. Practice
in the application of interpretive technique to cultural
and natural tourism resources. Strategies for the integrative use of interpretive methods, including tours,
demonstrations, talks, person-to-person experiences,
publications, exhibits, signage, and audiovisuals.
Prereq: GEOG 445 or department permission.
GEOG 477/478/479 Special Thpics.
11213 hrs
An experimental course for subject matter not provided
in other department offerings. The content will change

from semester to semester. Students may elect this
course several times as long as different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.

GEOG 487 Cooperative Education.

3 hrs

Four to six months offuU-time employment ata firm or
agency chosen for imparting a practical educational experience in geography. The program consists of two work
experiences (GEOG 387/487) alternated with full-time
attendance at the University. A written report is required
at the end of each employment period . Graded on a
creditlno credit basis.
Prereq: GEOG 387. Completion of junior year, geography major. Admittance by application only.
GEOG 488/489/490 Intermbip.
41516 hrs
Supervised internship in some aspect of geography that
is of mutual interest to the qualified student and the
place the student will work. Designed to integrate academic training with practical application. May be taken
only once for credit.
Prereq: Department permission and placement.
GEOG 497/4981499 Independent Study.
l!ZI3 hrs
Advanced study on individual basis in areas in which
the department does not offer a formal course. Normally
restricted to proficient students in the senior year under the general conditions prescribed for honors courses.
Prereq: Department permission.
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HISTORIC PRESERVATION

GBPR 1771178/179 Special Topics.
1I'1J3 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
GHPR 27712781279 Special Topics.
1/213 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.

GBPR SS5 Historic Preservation.
3 hrs
Introduction to general concepts and goals of historic
preservation. The built environment as a cultural heritage resource; objectives of cultural surveys and inventories; methods of preservation, conservation. planning.
and interpretation.
Prereq: GEOG 115 recommended.
GHPR 377/3781379 Special Topics.
11213 hn
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
GHPR 887 Cooperative Education.
3 hrs
Four to six months of full-time employment at a firm or
agency, chosen for imparting a practical educatiomll
experience in historic preservation. historic administration or heritage interpretation. The program consists of
two work experiences (GHPR 387/487) alternated with
full-time University attendance. A written report is required at the end of each employment period. Graded
on a credit/no credit basis.
Prereq: Completion of sophomore year, historic preservation or selected minor. Admittance by application only.
GBPR 436 Historic Preservation Field Project. 3 hn
Specially arranged supervised field experiences and
application of theoretical viewpoints to field problems
in historic preservation.
Prereq: Department permission.
GHPR 437 Historic Preservation Field Project. 6 hrs
Specially arranged supervised field experiences and
application of theoretical viewpoints to field problems
in historic preservation.
Prereq: Department permission.
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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GHPR 477/478/479 Special Topics.
112/3 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
GHPR 487 Cooperative Education.
S hrs
Four to six months of full-time employment at a firm or
agency, chosen for imparting a practical educational
experience in historic preservation, historic administration, or heritage interpretation. The program consists
of two work experiences (GHPR 387/487) alternated with
full-time attendance at the University. A written report
is required at the end of each employment period.
Graded on a creditlno credit basis.
Prereq: Completion of junior year, historic preservation
or related minor:
GHPR 488/489/490 Internship.
4/516 bra
Supervised internship in some aspect of historic preservation, historic administration or heritage interpretation that is of mutual interest to the qualified student
and the place the student will work. This experience is
designed to integrate academic training with practical
application. May be taken only once for credit.
Prereq: Department permission and placement.
GHPR 497/498/499 Independent Study.
11213 bra
Advanced study on individual basis in areas in which
the department does not offer a formal course. Normally
restricted to proficient students in the senior year under the general conditions prescribed for honors courses.
Prereq: Department permission.
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HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY
Margot I. Duley
Department Head
701 Pray·Uarrold
487·1018

mSTORY SECTION
Professors: Richard H. Abbott, Lee R. Boyer, George
H. Cassar, Margot L Duley, Della M. Flusche,
Richard D. Goff, Daryl M. Hatter, Michael W. Homel,
H. Roger King, Walter G. Moss, Lester B. Scherer,
JaniceJ. Terry. Jiu-Hwa L. Upshur,JoEllen Vinyard,
James C. Waltz
Associate Professors: Robert M. Citino, Roger D. Long
Assistant Professors: Ronald Delph, Mark Higbee,
Pamela Graves, Philip Schmitz
Emeritus Professor: W. Donald Briggs
Instructor: Joseph Engwenyu
PHILOSOPHY SECTION
Professors: Michael T. Carlsen-Jones, Thomas H.
Franks, Sidney Gendin, Howard F. Kamler, William
A. Miller
Associate Professors : Margaret Crouch, Kate
Meburon, Michael Reed
Through study in this department students can
gain knowledge of past events and ideas, develop skills
in analysis and evaluation, and prepare for success in a
variety of positions in education or with local, state,
national, and international governmental and private
agencies. Students also may develop a sound foundation for postgraduate study in the humanities or social
studies, or in such applied fields as law, religion, and
business. Additional educational opportunities are offered regularly through overseas travel-study programs
and other off-campus enrichment experiences.
The department also participates in offering hon·
ors courses, programs in public law and government,
public administration, language and international trade,
African American studies, technology and society, and
women's studies.
Degrees:
Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Science
Programs of Study
Majors:
Area studies (Africa, Asia-Far East, Latin America,
Middle East and North Africa, Soviet Union)
History
History for elementary education
History for secondary education
Philosophy

Social science
Social science for secondary education (major-minor combined)
Minors:
Area studies (Africa,Asia-Far East, LatinAmerica,
Middle East and North Africa, Soviet Union)
History
History for elementary education
History for secondary, K-12, and special educationsecondary
Philosophy
Religious studies
Social science group minor (not for teacher education)
Graduate programs under the auspices of the department are the Master of Arts in history, the MA program
in social science, the MA program in liberal studies with
a concentration in social science and American culture,
and the Graduate Certificate in state and local history.
See the Graduate Catalog for program descriptions.
Advising
Advising is available in the History and Philosophy department for all areas of study listed above, with
the exception of programs in elementary education
which are the responsibility of the Teacher Education
department. In the History and Philosophy department,
advising appointments should be made through the department secretary (487-1018).
History, social science, area studies: Richard Goff
History, social science, area studies, religion: Lester
Scherer
Philosophy: to be announced

ACADEMIC MAJORS
(HISTORY)
AREA STUDIES MAJORS
The interdisciplinary area studies majors help stu·
dents understand the background and specific problems
of a world cultural or geopolitical area: Africa, Asia-Far
East, Latin America, Middle East and North Africa, or
the Soviet Union. Courses drawn from several departments supply information on the area's economy, geography, history, politics, society, and general cultural background. The program also provides a foundation for
graduate work with an area of specialization or preparation for careers in government service or private business. Students who enter the program choose either a
UNOERGRADUATECATALQG
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30 semester hour major or a 20 semester hour minor in
area studies.
Each of the above majors and minors list required
and/or elective courses. Students also can utilize the
individual directed (independent) study courses avail·
able through some departments for one, two, or three
semester hours of credit to be applied as elective credit
in the major area. Majors are required to minor in one
of the following: anthropology (except Soviet Union),
economics, geography, history, political science, or soci·
ology; except that Latin American majors may instead
elect a minor in Spanish culture, Spanish language, or
Spanish literature.

AFRICA
Semhours
Area studies major: Africa ............................... .... SO
1. Required basic courses ................................... 9
ECON 201 Principles of Economics I ................ 3
EGON 202 Principles of Economics II .............. 3
GEOG 110 World Regions .................................. 3
2. Required area courses .................................. 15
ANTH 236 Peoples and Cultures of Africa ....... 3
ECON 385 Economic Development ................... 3
GEOG 322 Geography of Africa ........................ 3
HIST 347 Sub-Saharan Africa to 1885 ............. 3
PLSC 372 Government and Politics of Sub·
Saharan Africa ............................................... 3
S. Area electives ..................................................... 6
Choose six credits from the following:
ANTH 135 Introduction to Cultural Anthropology,
ANTHlSOCL 336 Social and Cultural Change,
ANTH 339 Economic Anthropo,logy
ECON 370 Comparative Economic Systems
FA 222 African and African American Art
GEOG 240 Geographic Perspectives on Third
World Development
GEOG 518 Problems of Sub· Saharan Africa
mST 342 North Africa, 1798 to Present, HIST
348 Twentieth Century Africa

AsIA-FAR EAST
Semhours
Area studies major: Asia-Far East .......... ., ......... SO
1. Required basic courses ................................... 9
ECON 201 Principles of Economics I ................ 3
EGON 202 Principles of Economics 11 .............. 3
GEOG 110 World Regions .................................. 3
2. Required area courses .................................. 14
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

ECON 385 Economic Development ................... 3
GEOG 318 Geography of Asia ........................... 3
*HIST 441 The Far East to 1800 or
*mST 442 Modern China .................................. 3
HIST 555 Studies in Far Eastern History ........ 2
PLSC 374 Asian Political Systems .................... 3
3. Area electives ..................................................... 7
Choose seven credits from the following:
ANTH 135 Introduction to Cultural Anthropology,
ANTHISOCL 336 Social and Cultural Change
FA 421 History of Oriental Art
GEOG 240 Geographic Perspectives on Third
World Development
GEOG/HIST 326 History and Geography of
Modern Asia
HIST 301 The Religions of South and East Asia,
*HIST 441 The Far East to 1800, or *HIST 442
Modern China
·One of t~se courus mu.!t be tWR to fulfill area requirem.enU. The
may be tallen as an area ekctiue.

ot~r

LATIN AMERICA
Students electing the Latin American area stud·
ies major are strongly urged to minor in Spanish Ian·
guage, literature, or culture.
Sern hours
Area studies major: Latin America ............ ........ SO
1. Required basic courses ................................... 9
ECON 201 Principles of Economics I ................ 3
ECON 202 Principles of Economics II .............. 3
GEOG 110 World Region................................... 3
2. Required area courses .................................. 16
*ANTH 233 Peoples and Cultures of Mexico .... 3
ECON 385 Economic Development ................... 3
GEOG 321 Geography of Latin America ........... 3
*HIST 355 Latin America: Colonial Period, *HIST
356 Latin America: National Period, or *HIST
457 History of Mexico .................................... 3
PLSC 367 Contemporary Political Systems of
Latin America ................................................ 3
S. Area electives ..................................................... 6
Choose six credits from the following:
ANTH 135 Introduction to Cultural Anthropology,
*ANTH 233 Peoples and Cultures of Mexico,
ANTHISOCL 335 The Study of Nonprimitive
Societies, ANTHlSOCL 336 Social and Cultural
Change
ECON 370 Comparative Economic Systems
GEOG 240 Geographic Perspectives on Third
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World Development. GEOGIHIST 317 History
and Geography of Spanish America. GEOG512
Middle America and the Caribbean World,
GEOG 513 South American Lands
· H1ST 355 LatinAmerica: Colonial Period, · HJST
356 Latin America: National Period, · mST 457
History of Mexico. HIST 560 Studies in Latin
American History
SPNH 302 The Cultures of Spanish America,
SPN H 351 Survey of Spanish America n
Literature, SPNH 352 Survey of Spanish
American Liter ature, SPNH 445 Spanish·
American Prose, SPNH 454 Modernism in
Spanish America
·Ont of theH oounes mu.st be! tahn UI fulfill arwz tequinmenu. The
otlw,.. may be talIen /JS arta el«titoes.

MIDDLE EAST AND NORTH AFRICA
Semhours
Area studies major: Middle East and North Africa

SO
Required basic courses ................................... 9
ECON 201 Principles of Economics I ................ 3
ECON 202 Principles of Economics II .............. 3
GEOG 110 World Regions .................................. 3
2. Required area courses ..... ............................... 9
ECON 385 Economic Development ................... 3
· HlST 341 The Middle East, 1798 to Present or
· HIST 342 North Africa, 1798 to Present ..... 3
PLSC 371 Government and Politics of the Middle
East. ................................................................ 3
3. Area electives .................................................. 12
Choose 12 credits from the following:
ANTH 135 Introduction to Cultural Anthropology,
ANTH 236 Peoples a nd Cultures of Africa,
ANTH/SOCL 336 Social and Cultural Change
ECON 585 Economic Growth and Development
GEOG 240 Geographic Perspectives on Third World
Development, GEOG 322 Geography of Africa
HlST 302 Near Eastern and West.ern Religions.
·HIST 341 The Middle East, 1798 to Present,
· HIST 342 North Africa. 1798 to Present, HlST
543 Nationalism and Modernization in the
Middle East and North Africa
UTR 351 World Mythology
1.

·One 0{ thew C(lUI'llf!.

mUll!

other may be taken

an arta dectille.

aJI

be takf!n to fulfill

af'tO

rrquirenumtlr. TM
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SOVIET UNION
Sem hours
Area studies major: Soviet Union ...................... 30
1. Required basic cotll'8es ................................... 9
ECON 201 Principles of Economics I ................ 3
ECON 202 Principles of Economics II .............. 3
GEOG 110 World Regions .................................. 3
2. Required area courses .................................. 12
GEOG 314 Geography of Russia and Neighboring
Stat.es .............................................................. 3
mST 344 Russia since 1855 .............................. 3
HIST 547 Nineteenth Century Ideologica l
Background of the Russian Revolution ......... 3
PLSC 361 Soviet Succession Politics ................ 3
S. Area electives ..................................................... 6
Choose nine credits from the following:
ECON 370 Comparative Economic Systems
GEOGIHIST 316 History and Geograpby of
Modern Europe
GEOG 516 Problems in Soviet Geography
mST 332 Modem Europe 1815·1919, HIST 333
Europe since 1919, HIST 343 Russia to 1855,
mST 550 'lWentieth Century Russia
PLSC 462 Russian Foreign Relations

HISTORY MAJOR
Semhours
History major .......................................................... 30
1. Required courses ................................. ............ 9
HIST 101 Western Civilization to 1648; or mST
102 West.ern Civilization, 1648 to World War I;
or HIST 103 Twentieth Century Civilization 3
HIST 123 The United Stat.es to 1877 or lUST 124
The United States. 1877 to the Present ........ 3
mST 300 Historical Research and Writing ...... 3
2. Restricted electives ....................................... 15
Choose six hours of courses 300·leuel or aboue in two of
the following areas and three Murs in the remaining
area:
A. United States and Canada (includes HlST 303)
B. Europe
C. Africa, Asia, History of Religions (HIST 301,
302). Latin America
S. Unrestricted electives ..................................... 6
HlST 100 The Comparative Study of Religion and
lUST 481 The Teaching of Social Studies may
not be counted towards the major.
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SOCIAL SCIENCE MAJOR
The social science major requires a total of 36 semester hours, including electives, chosen from history,
anthropology, sociology, economics, geography, and politicalscience.
The major must include at least eight semester
hours each in three of the areas of concentration listed
below.
Of the 36 semester hours, at least 14 must be in
courses at the 300-level or above.
Students minoring in any of the fields listed above
may not choose any courses from that field for this major.
Semhours
Areas of concentration (choose three)
1. World history .................................................. 8·9
a, b. Choose two of the following: ...................... 6
mST 101 Western Civilization to i648; HIST 102
Western Civilization, 1648 to World War I;
HIST 103 Twentieth Century Civilization;
HIST 106 Asian and African Civilizations
c. One world history course at the 300-level or
above ............................................................ 2-3
2. United States history ................................... 8·9
a. HIST 123 The United States to 1877 ............ 3
b. HIST 124 The United States, 1877 to the
Present ........................................................... 3
c. One United States or Canadian history course
at the 300·level or above ............................. 2-3
3. Anthropology ................................................. 8-9
a. ANTH 135 Introduction to Cultural
Anthropology .................................................. 3
h. An anthropology course at the 300-level or
above ............................................................... 3
c. Any other anthropology course ................... 2-3
4. Sociology ......................................................... 8-9
a. SaCL 105 Introductory Sociology ................. 3
h. A sociology course at the 300-level or above. 3
c. Any other sociology course .......................... 2-3
5. Economics ...... ................................................. 8-9
a. ECON 201 Principles of Economics I and ECON
202 Principles of Economics II ...................... 6
b. An economics oourse at the 300-level or above .. 2-3
6. Geography ...................................................... 8-9
a. GEOG 110 World Regions .............................. 3
h. An Area III geography course at the 300·level
or above .......................................................... 3
c. Any other area III geography course .......... 2-3
7. Political science ............................................. 8-9
a. Choose one of the following: .......................... 3
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

PLSC 112 American Government or PLSC 113
American Government Honors
b. A political science course at the 300-level or
above ............................................................... 3
c. Any other political science course ............... 2-3
Electives
Choose courses from any of the above fields to
complete the required 36 hours, except HIST
100 and HIST 481.

ACADEMIC MINORS
(HISTORY)
AREA STUDIES MINOR
Semhours
Area studies minor: Africa ................................... 20
1. Required area oourses (as listed. for the Ill8jor) ... 15
2. Area electives (as listed for the major) .......... 5
Semhours
Area studies minor: Asia-Far East ..................... 20
1. Required area oourses (as listed for the IlU\iOr) ... 14
2. Area electives (as listed for the major) .......... 6
Sem bours
Area studies minor: Latin America ................... 20
1. Required area courses (as listed for the m$r) ... 15
2. Area electives (as listed for the major). ......... 5
Sembours
Area studies minor: Middle East and North Africa . 20
1. Required area courses (as listed for the IlU\ior) ... 9
2. Area electives (as listed for the major) ........ 11
Semhours
Area studies minor: Soviet Union ...................... 20
1. Required area oourses (as listed for the major) ... 12
2. Area electives (as listed for the major) .......... 8

HISTORY MINOR
Sem hours
Minor in history ................................................ 20-21
1. Required courses ... ... .................................. ..... 6
HIST 101 Western Civilization to 1648; HIST 102
Western Civilization, 1648 to World War I; or
HIST 103 Twentieth Century Civilization .... 3
mST 123 The United States to 1877 or HIST 124
The United States, 1877 to the Present.. ...... 3
2. Restricted electives ....................................... 12
Choose six hours of courses at the 300-level or above in
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one of the following areas and three hours in each
of the other two areas:
A. United States and Canada
B. Europe
C. Mrica, Asia, History of Religions, Latin America
3. Unrestricted electives ..................................... 2-3
Note: No more than three lOO-level courses may be
counted toward the mioor.
HIST 100 The Comparative Study of Religion and HIST
481 The Teaching of Social Studies may not be
counted toward the minor.

RELIGIOUS STUDIES MINOR
Semhours
Minor in religious studies .............................. 20-21
1. Required course ............................................... 3
HIST 100 The Comparative Study of Religion. 3
2. Restricted electives· ...................................... 12
Choose four courses from the following:
PHIL 215 Philosophy of Religion
ANTH 338 Anthropology of Religion
HIST 301 The Religions of South and East Asia,
fiST 302 Near Eastern and Western Religions,
HIST 303 History of American Religion
LITR 251 The Bible as Literature
PSY 225 Psychology of Religion
SOCL 320 Sociology of Religion
3. Electives· .............................................. .......... 5·6
Choose two additional courses from the restricted elec·
tives list or from the following:
PHIL 220 Ethics, PHIL 260 Existentialism
ANTH 135 Introduction to Cultural Anthropology
CLAS 301 Mythology
FA 107 Art History Survey I, FA 340 History of
Classical Art, FA 341 History of Renaissance
Art

mST 327 Europe in the Making, 500-1300; HIST
330 Europe in the Renaissance and
Reformation
LITR 351 World Mythology, LITH 409 The
Development of American Literature, UTR 414
English Renaissance Prose and Poetry 15001660
(No more than three of the seven courses in the minor
may be chosen from a single area-fine arts, literature,
and history.)
·Certain intkpendlml s/udy coursu and apeciol topics courses may be
counted as reatriclffi electives or elr:ctiUf':8 with llu! approuaJ. oftlu! ad·
viSing coordinator ofreligiouf Iwdus.
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SOCIAL SCIENCE GROUP MINOR (NONTEACHING)
The social science minor requires a total of24 semester hours chosen from history, anthropology, sociology, economics, geography. and political science.
The minor must include at least eight semester
hours each in two of the areas listed below.
Of the 24 semester hours, at least 8 must be at the
300-level or above.
Students majoring in any of the fields listed above
may not choose any courses from that field for this minor.
This minor cannot be taken together with the social science major.
Semhours
Minor in social science ................................. ........ 24
Areas of concentration (choose two)
1. World history .................................................. 8-9
a, h. Choose two of the following: ...................... 6
HIST 101 Western Civilization to 1648; HIST 102
Western Civilization, 1648 to World War I;
HIST 103 Twentieth Century Civilization;
HIST 106 Asian and African Civilizations
c. One world history course at the 300-level or
abo ...e ............................................................ 2-3
2. United States history ................................... 8-9
a. mST 123 The United States to 1877 ............ 3
b. HIST 124 The United States, 1877 to the
Present ........ ,..... ,............................................ 3
c. One United States or Canadian history course
at the 300-level or above ............................. 2-3
3. Anthropology ................................................. 8-9
a. ANTH 135 Introduction to Cultural
Anthropology .................................................. 3
b. An anthropology course at the 300-level or
above ............................................................... 3
c. Any other anthropology course ... ,............... 2-3
4. Sociology ..................... .................................... 8-9
a. SOCL 105 Introductory Sociology ................. 3
b. A sociology course at the 300-level or above. 3
c. Any other sociology course .......................... 2-3
5. Economics ........................... ............................ 8-9
a ECON 201 Principles of Economics I and ECON
202 Principles of Economics II ...................... 6
b. An eo:momics oourse at the 300-level or above .. 2-3
6. Geography ...................................................... 8-9
a. GEOG 110 World Regions .............................. 3
b. An Area III geography course at the 300·level
or above .......................................................... 3
UNDEKGRADUATECATAUOG
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c. Any other Area III geography course .......... 2·3
Politica1science ............................................. 8-9
a. Choose one of the following: .......................... 3
PLSC 112 American Government or PLSC 113
American Government Honors
b. A political science course at the 300·level or
above ............................................................... 3
c. Any other political science course ............... 2-3
Electives
Choose courses from any of the above fields to
complete the required 36 hours, except HIST
100 and HIST 481.

7.

TEACHING MAJORS
HISTORY MAJOR
SECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this course of studies, in
the context ofother program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Secondary Provisional Certificate endorsed in history, certification code
"CC" and, depending on the minor selected, endorsement in economics ("CA'"), geography ("CB"), political
science ("CD"), psychology ("CElt), sociology ("CF"), or
social science ("CX"). The certification test covering this
field is *09, "History."
Basic Studies
I-B-l. ENGL 121 English Composition (3)

I-B-2. Basic Stud~s requirement. See inside back cover
I-B-S. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I·B-4. Basic StudU!s requirement. See inside back cover
I-B-5. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
U·B·t. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
U-B-2. Basic Stud~s requirement. See inside back cover
U -B.s. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
m·B-l. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
m-B·2. HIST 102 Western Civilization, 1648 to World
War I (3~

ill·B.s. One of:
GEOG 107 Introduction to Geography (3)
GEOG 110 World Regions (3)
m·B-4. HIST 103 Twentieth Century Civilization (3)"
IV·B-l. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B.s. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-4. Basic Studks requirement. See inside back cover
Physical education, military science, or equivalent (2)

Credit hours in Basic Studies: ................................... 52
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Teaching Ml\ior
See note "a" above for courses applicable to both
Basic Studies and the major.
One of
HIST 123 The United State, to 1877 (3)
HIST 124 The United States, 1877 to the
Present (3)
HIST 300 Historical Research and Writing (3)
Choose six hours of history courses 300-level or above
in two of the following areas and three hours in the
remaining area:
United States and Canada
Europe
Latin America, Africa, Asia, History of Religions
(HIST 301, 302)
One further course in history; not including HIST 100
or HIST 481. Major should include at least eight
hours of US history, including HIST 123 or HIST
124 OT both.
Minor
A minor in economics, geography. political science,
psychology, or sociology.

Subtotal, Mqjor and minor: ....................................... 60
Professional Studies
100 clock hours of approved prestudent teaching
field experiences (0)
EDTC 300 Introduction to Computer Applications
in Education (1)
SPGN 300 Exceptional Children in the Regular
Classroom (1)
EOPS 322 Human Development and Learning (4)
The following courses require formal admission
to the teacher education program:
CURR 305 Curriculum and Methods: Secondary (3)
RDNG 311 Teaching Reading in the Secondary
School(3)
SOFO 328 Schools in a Multicultural Society (3)
EDPS340IntrodudiootoA_andEwluatim (3)
EDMD 345 Media for the Classroom Teacher (1)
HIST 481 The Teaching of Social Studies (3)
EDUC 492 Student Teaching (12)

Credit hours in Professional Studies: ........................ 34
Thtal credit hoW'8 required, with 2O-hour minor: 133
-<JourN applicabh to trnVor.
'Couid be {eu. chpendjns on the minor and thepo8libk application of
Baail: Studie. coune. to the minor.
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HISTORY MAJOR
ELEMENTARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this major, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in history, certification code "CC." The certification test covering this field
is '09, "History.The curriculum for this mf\,ior is that which is listed
under "Teaching Major" in the secondary history program, plus the III-B-2. III-B-3 , and III-B-4 in that
program's Basic Studies requirements. Approved minors
are geography, political science, sociology, and social science group for elementary teachers.
30 hou.rs, not including the minor and not including course work that may be satisfied through Basic
Studies.

SOCIAL SCIENCE CURRICULUM
SECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this course of studies, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for t he
Michigan Department of Education Secondary Provisional Certificate endorsed in social science, certification code "Cx," and , depending on the minor selected,
endorsement in economics ("CA-), geography ("CB"),
history ("CC"), political science ("CD"), psychology
("CE-), or sociology ("CF"). The certification test covering this fi eld is N06, "Social Studies."
Basic Studies
I-B-l. ENGL 121 English Composition (3)
I·B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I-B-3. Basic Studies requirelMnt. See inside back cOlier
I-B-4. SOCL 250 Social Statistics I (3)I-B-5. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
n·B·l. BasicStuciies requirelMnt. See inside back cover.
(GESC 108 Earth Science recommended)
n -B·2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back couer
U-B-3. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
m-B~l. Basic Studies requirement. See in.side back
cove'"
m-B~2 . mST 102 Western Civilization, 1648 to World
War I (3~
ID-B-S. soeL 105 Introductory Sociology (3)m-B-4. mST 103 Twentieth Century Civilization (3)IV-B-I. Basic Studies require11U!nt. See inside back cover
IV·B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B.s. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back colier
IV·B-4. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back colier
Physical education, military science, or equivalent (2)
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Credit hours in Basic Studies: ................................... 51
(including 15 brs required in the major/minor)

'leaching MajorlMinor
See note "a- above for courses applicable to both
Basic Studies and the major/minor.
Required COurtleS
ECON 201 Principles of Economics I (3)
ECON 202 Principles of EcoDomics II (3)
GEOG 107 Introduction to Geography (3)
GEOG 110 World Regions (3)
HlST 106 Asian and African Civilizations (3)
HIST 123 The United States to 1877 (3)
MIST 124 The United States, 1877 to the
Present (3)
PLSC 301 The American Legal System (3)
SOCUANTH 214 Racial and Cultural Minorities
or SOCL 344 Sociology of Sex Roles (3)
HIST 30G Historical Research and Writing or any
other 3OG·level course designated as writing
intensive by the Hi story and Philosophy
department (3)
Restricted electives
Choose three courses, to include at least one 300-level
course, from the following:
AAS 101 Introduction to African American
Studie. (3)
ANTH 205 Minority Women in the United
States (3)

ANTH 233 Peoples and Cultures of MexJco (3)
ANTH 236 Peoples and Cultures of Africa (3)
ANTH 237 Indians of North America (3)
ANTH 245 Culture of Japan (3)
ANTH 355 Anthropology of Women (3 )
ECON 321 Minority Workers in the Labor
Market (3)
ECON 328 Economics of Women (3)
CEOC 313 Geog.-aphy of Michigan (2)
GEOG 313 Geography of The United States and
Canada (3)
HIST 305 Indians of the United States (3)
HIST 316 History of Black Americans (3)
HIST 336 History of Women in the United States
and Great Britain, 1800 to the Present (3)
HIST 341 The Middle East, 1798 to Present (3)
HIST 342 North Africa, 1798 to Present (3)
HIST 348 'I'Nentieth Century Africa (3)
MIST 356 Latin America: National Period (3)
HIST 375 Modem India (3)
PLSC 2121ntemational Politics (3)
UNDERGRADUATECATAUOG
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SOCL 205 Minority Women in the United
Statas (3)
*WMST 200 Introduction to Women's Studies (3)

Subtotal, Major and Minor: .................................. 38-39
(plus 15 hrs from the Basic Studies list)
Professional Studies
100 clock hours of approved prestudent teaching
field experiences (0)
EDTC 300 Introduction to Computer Applications
in Education (1)
SPGN 300 Exceptional Children in the Regular
Classroom (1)
EDPS 322 Human Development and Learning (4)
The following courses require formal admission
to the teacher education program:
CURR 305 Curriculum and Methods:
Secondary (3)
RDNG 311 Teaching Reading in the Secondary
School (3)
SOFD 328 Schools in a Multicultural Society (3)
EDPS 340 Introduction to Assessment and
Evaluation (3)
EDMD 345 Media for the Classroom Teacher (1)
HIST 481 The Teaching of Social Studies (3)
EDUC 492 Student Teaching (12)

Credit hours in Professional Studws: ........................ 34
Total credit hours required: .............................. 123
·Course requirrd (or and appliroble to m~jorlminor.

TEACHING MINORS
HISTORY MINOR
ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY, K-12, SPE-ClAL EDUCATIONELEMENTARY, AND SPECIAL EDUCATION-SECONDARY TEACHER
CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in history, certification code "CC." The certification test covering this field
is #09, "History."
One of:
·mST 101 Western Civilization to 1648 (3)
*HIST 102 Western Civilization, 1648 to World
War! (3)

*HIST 103 1\ventieth Century Civilization (3)
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One of:
'HIST 123 The United States to 1877 (3)
*HIST 124 The United States, 1877 to the
Present (3)
Choose six hours of courses at the 300-level or above in
one of the following areas and three hours in each
of the other two areas:
United States and Canada
Europe
Africa, Asia, History of Religions (HIST 301, 302),
Latin America
'!\vo hours of unrestricted elective{s)
No more than three 100-level courses may be
counted toward the minor. mST 100 and HIST
481 may not be counted. Secondary education
certification requires at least eight hours of
United States history.
20 hours (including hours satisfied in Basic Studies)
* May be satisfied in Basic Studies requirements.
HISTORY COURSES
BASIC COURSES

mST 100 The Comparative Study of Religion.
3 hrs
An introduction to the systematic study of religious experience and expression; organized around representative motifs, phenomena, and institutions, and illustrated
with relevant examples from the various historical religious traditions. (Satisfies basic studies philosophy/religion requirement. Does not sstisfy basic studies history requirement. Does not count for social science major or minor, or history major or minor.)
mST 101 Western Civilization to 1848.
Sbn
A topical survey of westem civilization from its GrecoRoman origins to the 17th century. Cultural development and institutional growth are emphasized. GrecoRoman contributions, the Judeo-Christian heritage,
Byzantine and Islamic cultures, European expansion
and militarism, the Renaissance, and the Refonnation
are among the major topics considered.
HIST 102 Western Civilization, 1648 to World War I.
Sbn
A topical survey of western civilization from the 17th
century to World War I. Cultural development and institutional growth are emphasized. The Baroque era,
Enlightenment, political and industrial revolutions,
nationalism, and imperialism are among major topics
considered.
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HIST 103 Twentieth Century Civilization.

3 hrs

An examination of the international developments of
the 20th century, with particular emphasis on the interactions between the West and other world cultures.

mST 106 Asian and African Civilizationa.
3 hrs
The civilizations of the Moslem world, Africa, India, and
East Asia in historical perspective. Philosophical outlook, cultural development, and technological advances
are emphasized with attention also being given to social and economic changes in the period since 1500.
lUST 300 Historical Re&earch and Writing.
3 hrs
Practice and development of the historian's skins by
means of frequent written student exercises. Students
will examine and criticize their own and one another's
work. Required of history majors.
UNITED STATES AND CANADA

HlSTILITR 107 Society in Criais: 1848 and 1968. 6 hrs
A comparison and contrast of the social crises that culminated in two revolutionary aftermaths (1848 in Europe and 1968 in the United States and Europe), focusing on alienation, women, the rise of nationalism and
ethnic consciousness, and the revolutionary outlook and
its ultimate frustration. Team taught by members of the
History and English Departments. These courses must
be taken concurrently and satisfy one history require·
ment and one literature requirement. Note: See Honors
Humanities Courses, page 46.

mST 128 The United State8 to 1877.
S hrs
A study of United States history through the Reconstruction fonowing the Civil War.
mST 124 The United State8, 1877 to the Present. 3 hrs
A study of United States history from the end of Reconstruction to the present.
mST 152 From the Gay Ninetie8 to the Crash. 3 hrs
A series of biographical portraits providing an intensive look at the profound cultural changes of the era
1890 to 1930, in both Europe and the United States.
Team taught by members of the History and English
Departments. This course satis(U!s one history or one lit·
eratUrf! requirement. Note: See Honors Humanities
Courses, page 46.
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mST 303 History of American Religion.
S hrs
A survey of religious institutions and ideas in relation
to American culture from colonial times to the present.
Prereq: One course in American history.

mST 305 Indians of the United States.
3 hrs
An ethnohistory of Indian peoples and nations of the
United States from their origins to the present.
Prereq: One course in history or department permission.

mST 313 Michigan History.

S hra

A survey of major economic, social, and political developments in Michigan from prehistoric times to the present.
Emphasizes the period prior to the 20th century.

msr 315 History of Black Americans.

3 hra
A history of Americans of African ancestry from colonial times to the present. Emphasizes slavery, the postCivil War South, northward migration and urban settlement, and philosophies of racial progress.
Prereq: One course in American history.
IDST 325 The Family in History.
3 hrs
A history of the family in a selected geographical area
(for example, the United States or Europe), exploring
the interaction between the family and broader cultural
and economic forces over time, and examining in historical perspective the various stages of life, such a8
childhood, adolescencel courtship, marriage, and old age.

mST SS6 History of Women in the United States and
Great Britain, 1800 to the Present.
3 hrs
A comparative study of the history of women in the
United States and Great Britain. Examines the ideology of the nature and role of women, the history of
women's lives, the impact of industrialization, and the
feminist movements of the 19th and 20th centuries.
Prereq: One course in history or department permission.
mST S50 History of Canada.
3 hrs
A survey of the development of Canada from prehistoric
time8 to the present with an emphasis on social and
economic topics.
mST 362 United State8 Urban History.
S hrs
The development of United States cities from the commercial town of colonial times to the industrial metropolis of today. Emphasizes urban economic activities, boss
and reform politics, immigrant and racial minorities,
and city and suburban expansion.
Prereq: Junior standing or HIST 123 or HIST 124.
lINDERGR.ADUATECATALOG
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ruST 364 United S..tea Mmlary lfutory.
3 hn
A study of the origins and developments of military in·
stitutions. traditions, and practices in the United States
from the colonial period to the present, with attention
given to the interrelationship between military history
and political, social, and economic conditions in the
United States and the world. A requirement for cadets
in ROTC programs.
Prereq: One course in history.
ruST 365 The Old South.
3hn
The South from the colonial foundations to the fonnation of the Confederacy in 186!.
Prereq: HIST 123 and junior standing.
ruST 380 American Colonies to Independence. 3 bra
A study of the European prelude to colonization; the
founding of the colonies, and their political, economic,
and social development; the deterioration of the relationship between Great Britain and the American colonies after 1763.
Prereq: HIST 123 or equiualent.
ruST S83 The Age 01 Jackson.
3 hr&
A study of the United States from the end of the War of
1812 through the Mexican War, with the major emphasis on the transportation revolution, sectionalism, the
second American party system, Manifest Destiny, and
the social movements of the era.
mST S85 Civil War and Reconstruction.
3 hnJ
A study of the United States from the Mexican War
through the era of Reconstruction. Examines the sectional tensions leading to the Civil War; the political,
social, military, and economic aspects of the war; the
problems of reconstruction and the rise of the solid
South.
Prereq: Junior standing.
ruST 414 The Automobile Industry and Modern
America.
3 hn
An examination of the European and American origins
of the automobile industry, the emergence of Michigan's
dominant position in the industry, and the social, ec0nomic, and general cultural influence that the automobile and the industry have exerted on 20th·century
America.

ruST 424 The United States from 1917 to 1941. 3 hnJ
A study of United States history from World War I
through US entry into World War II. The course covers
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

foreign affairs, national government and politics, eco-nomic developments, and social trends. World War I,
modernization, and cultural conflict of the 1920s and
the Great Depression and New Deal of the 1930s re·
ceive special attention.

Prereq: HEST 124.
mST 425 The United States from 1941 to 1963. 3 bra:
A study of United States history from entry into World
War II to the death of President John F. Kennedy. The
course covers national government and politics, foreign
policy, and social history of the American people. World
War II diplomacy and home front; Cold War; Truman,
Eisenhower, and Kennedy administrations; Red Scare;
civil rights; suburbanization; mass culture; and other
postwar social and cu1tural trends receive special at·
tention.
Prereq: HIST 124.

mST 426 The United States from 1963 to the Present.
3hn
A study ofUnit.ed States history from the presidency of
Lyndon B. Johnson to the present. The course covera
national government and politics, foreign policy, and BOcial history of the American people. The Great Society;
Vietnam War; protest movements of the 1960s; Nixon
administration and Watergate; economic, social, and cul·
tural trends of the 1970s and 1980s; the conservative
resurgence; and the Reagan Revolution and its aftermath
are among topics that receive special attention.
Prereq: HIST 124.
ruST 461 Foreign Relations 01 the United States. 3 hrs
A survey of the foreign relations of the United States
emphasizing the diplomacy of the period after the Civil
War.

mST 463 United States Labor History.
S bra
A history of workers in the United States from oolonial
times to the present with special emphasis on developments occurring between 1820 and 1940. Considers
working-class life and culture, labor unions, government-labor relations, and the impact of economic change.
Prereq: One course in history.

mST 464 The Old West, 1540·1890.
3 bra
A study of Spanish settlement, the fur trade, great explorations, aett1ement and expansion, transportation
and mining frontiers, the cattle industry and cowboy
culture, and the impact on the Indians.
Prereq: One course in history.
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mST 465 United States Constitutional History. 3 hrs
A history of the development of the American Constitution from English and American colonial origins to the
present.
Prereq: HIST 123 or HIST 124 or department permission.
IDST 468 The American Mind to the Civil War. S hrs
Ideas and culture in America during the 17th, 18th, and
early 19th centuries. Includes such subjects as Puritanism, the Enlightenment, and RomanticismfI'ranscendentalism, together with their general cultural implications.
Prereq: HIST 123 and junior standing.
mST 469 The American Mind since the Civil War.
3 hrs
Ideas and culture in America during the late 19th and
20th centuries. Includes such subjects as pragmatism,
social Darwinism, nationalism and internationalism,
and liberal and conservative thought together with their
general cultural implications.
Prereq: One course in history and junior standing.
mST 482 The Age of Washington and Jefferson. 3 hrs
The formation of the new nation during the War for Independence, the creation of the Constitution, the Federalist era, the Republican administration through
Madison's term in office, the War of 1812, and postwar
diplomacy.
Prereq: HIST 123 or equivalent.
IDST 486 The United States as an Emerging World
Power.
3hrs
The passing of the frontier after the Civil War, the Industrial Revolution, the big city and its problems, Populist revolt and Progressive reform, Imperialism, and
World War I.
Prereq: HIST 123 or HIST 124 or equivalent.
EUROPEAN IlISTORY

mST 104 Quest for Power: Famous Figures in History.
3 hrs
An examination of the lives and times of selected leaders from the ancient and modern worlds. Examples of
figures to be covered are Pericles, Nero, Napoleon I, and
Adolf Hitler. Major literary monuments of the periods
will be examined as well. Team taught by 8 member of
the History Department and a Classicist. This course
satisfies one literature or one history requirement. Note:
See Honors Humanities Courses, page 46.
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mST 127 The Splendid Centuries of Austria.
3 brs
Asurvey of the art, music, and literature of Austria from
the 17th to early 20th century in its intellectual, political, and social setting. Baroque and Rococo art, and Classical and Romantic music and literature are considered.
Extensive use is made of recordings and slides. Team
taught by a member of one of the fine arts Departments
and a member of the History Department. This course
satis(t.es one fine arts or one history requirement. Note:
See Honors Humanities Courses, page 46.
mST 128 Russia in the Age of Tolstoy and Dostoevsky.
3hrs
An introduction to the rise of the revolutionary movement in Russia in the half century preceding World War
I due to developments in peasant, urban, and aristocratic life. Students examine selected works of literature and some art and music. Team taught by members
of the English and History Departments. This course
satisfies one literature or one history requirement. Note:
See Honors Humanities Courses, page 46.
mST 151 Reason and Revolution.
Shrs
An examination of the transition in political history,
philosophy, art, literature, and music from Puritan England and LouisXIV's France to Napoleon. Team taught
by members of the Art and History departments. This
course satisfies one art or one history requirement. Note:
See Honors Humanities Courses, page 46.
HIST 290 Introduction to tbe History of Thchnology.
S hrs
An introduction to western technology from medieval
times to the present. Examines the process of technical
change, the nature of technological systems, the diffusionoftechnological improvements, and the role of technology in broader historical movements.
HlST 309 France to 1789.
S hrs
A study of the main currents in early modern times with
special emphasis on the impact of the Protestant Revolt
and the Renaissance on French society, the rise of absolutism, and the political and intellectual background of
the French Revolution.

mST 310 France since 1789.
3 hrs
An examination of the major trends in French history
since the start of the Revolution. Stresses cultural, social, economic, intellectual, and political trends, and
treats the ways in which France bas been a seedbed for
new movements in Europe.
Prereq: HIST 102 or HlST 332.
UNDERGRADU....TE C....TALOG
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mST 316 History and Geography of Modern Europe.
3brs
An interdisciplinary and geographical-historical study
of modern Europe with the geographical component
emphasizing infonnation of an urban, demographic, occupational, and environmental nature, and with the
history component stressing major political, social, and
cultural developments. A requirement for majors in laDguage and international trade. Must be taken concurrently with GEOG 316.
Prereq: GEOG 110 and either HIST 101, HIST 102, or
HIST 103.
mST 323 Greek History.
3brs
Examines the Greeks' achievements from the Bronze
Age to the Roman conquest, focusing on the period after 800 B.C. Emphasizes political, social, and economic
developments; also considers literary, intellectual, and
artistic accomplishmentEl.
Prereq: One course in history or departmen.t permission.

HIST a24 Roman History.

a hr&

Examines the Romans' achievements from earliest times
to the Gennan conquest, focusing on the period 500 BCAD 500. Emphasizes political, social, and economic de·
velopments; also considers literary, intellectual, and
artistic accomplishments.
Prereq: One course in history or department permission.

mST 827 Europe in the Making, 500-1800.

a hrs
Examines the combination ofclassical, Christian, and barbarian elements to fonn a dynamic civilization in a previously underdeveloped area; explores the political, social,
and economic developments and the literary, intellectual,
and artistic accomplishments within that period.
Prereq: One course in history or department permission.
IDST aao Europe in the Renaissance and Reforma·
tion.
3 hrs
A survey of the political, cultural, religious, and economic history of Europe from the Italian Renaissance
to the Peace of Westphalia.

impact on the world, the origins and outbreak of the
Second World War and the post-1945 era.
Prereq: Junior standing or department permission.

HIST 335 History of Women in Europe.
a hrs
A study of the history of women and views of women in
western society from the 18th century to the present.
Emphasizes the struggles, setbacks, and achievements
of the women's movements in the context of modern
European history.
Prereq: One course in history.
HIST 338 German History since 1815.
3 hrs
Considers unification and Empire, World War I, the
Weimar Republic, the rise of National Socialism, World
War IT, and postwar Gennany.
Prereq: Junior or department permission.
HIST 343 Russia to 1855.
3brs
A ~urvey of political, economic, and cultural trends in
the history of Russia from Riurik to the death of Tsar
Nicholas I, with special emphasis on the growth oftsarist
absolutism.
Prereq: Junior standing or department permission.

mST 344 Russia since 1855.

3brs
A survey of the political, economic, and diplomatic history of imperial Russia and the Soviet Union from the
great reforms of the 1860s to the present.
Prereq: Junior standing or department permission.
mST 411 England to 1689.
3 brs
The general history of England to the Revolution of 1688,
with emphasis on its cultural and constitutional contributions to the modem world.
mST 412 England 1689 to Present.
3 hr&
England in the period of imperial expansion, its indus·
trial and social revolutions and its transition into a
modem socially-minded nation. A continuation ofHIST
411.

m.sT 427 Europe from Absolutism to Revolution,

mST 332 Modern Europe 1815-1919.

3 hrs
A study ofthe development and conflicts of the national
states of Europe from the Congress of Vienna to the
Treaty of Versailles.

mST 333 Europe since 1919.
3 hr&
Ahistory of Europe since Versailles with emphasis upon
the Communist, Fascist, and Nazi revolutions and their
UNDERGRADUATECATALOG

1648-1815.
3 brs
A political, social, and cultural study of Europe from
the Peace of Westphalia through the Napoleonic Era.
Emphasizes the development of absolutism in France,
constitutionalism in England, the Enlightenment, and
the French Revolution.
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mST 435 Italy since 1815.
3 hn
The political, social, and economic development ofItaly
from the Congress of Vienna to the present. Emphasizes
the unification movement, domestic and foreign problems of the 19th and 20th centuries, World War I and
its effects, MUBsolini and Fascism, World War n, and
the new liberal republic.
Prereq: Junior standing or department permisswn.

the nations and the United States. A requirement for
n'U\iors in language and international trade. Must be
taken concurrently with GEOG 317,
Prereq: GEOG 110 and either HIST 101, mST 102, or
HIST 103.

mST 456 Europe since 1945.
3 hn
Study of the political, economic, social, and diplomatic
history of Europe since the end of World War II, with
emphasis on the Cold War, economic recovery and decline, the European integration movement, solidarity
and dissension within the communist bloc, stability and
unrest within the democracies, and the impact of USSoviet detente.
Prereq: Junior standing or department permission.

modem Asia. The geography component emphasizes
urban, demographic, occupational, and environmental
trends and developments; the history component
stresses major political and social developments and
international relations. A requirement for majors in the
Japanese program in language and international trade.
Must be taken concurrently with GEOG 326.
Prereq: GEOG 110 and either mST 103 or HIST 106.

mST 471 Social and InteUectual History of Nineteenth Century Europe.
3 bra
Adetailed study of the original concepts of Europe's 19th·
century intellectuals whose works were of major influ·
ence in the 19th and 20th centuries.
Prereq: Junior standing or department permission.
AFru:CA,.

AsIA,

H.rSTORY OF RELIGION~

LATIN AMERICA

mST 301 The Religions o(South and East Asia. 3 bra
A survey of the religious traditions of India, Ceylon,
Burma, Thailand. China, Tibet, and Japan, showing the
intersction offolk religion with the developing concepts
and institutions of Hinduism, Buddhism. Confucianism.
Taoism, and Shinto.
Prereq: HIST 100 or HIST 106.
mST 302 Near Eastern and Western Religions. 3 bra
A survey of the historical evolution of the several reli·
gions originating in western Asia, concentrating especiallyon the development and interaction of Judaism,
Christianity, and Islam.
Prereq: HIST 100 or HIST 101 .
mST 317 History and Geography of Spanish America.
S hr.
An interdisciplinary geographical·historical study of
Spanish America, emphasizing political, cultural, and
socioeconomic forces from the conquest to the present.
Stresses similarities and differences within and between
nations and the special relationships that exist between

HlST S26lfutory and Geograpby of Modem Asia.
Shno
An interdisciplinary geographical·historical study of

mST 341 The Middle East, 1798 to Present.
3 hn
A survey of the political, economic, and social history of
the Middle East including 'furkey and Iran with em·
phasis on the growth of independence movements within
the area.
Prereq: Junior standing or ckpartment permission.
ruST S42 North Africa, 1798 to Present.
3 bra
A survey of the political, economic, and social history of
North Africa, Egypt, and the Sudan, emphasizing the
internal movements for independence from colonial pow·
ers,
Prereq: Junior standing or department permission.
mST 347 Sub-Saharan Africa to 1885.
S hno
The historical evolution of sub-Saharan African civili·
zations including their origins, interrelations, and re·
sponses to European colonialism.
Prereq: Junior standing or department permissron.
mST S48 Twentieth Century Africa.
3 bra
A detailed examination of black Africa's response to the
historical experience of European colonialism, along with
the evolution of those responses, forms , and patterns
applicable not only to Africa, but also to the entire
non western world .
ruST 3M Latin America: Colonial Period.
Shrs
Surveys the history of Spanish America and Portuguese
America from the conquest to the independence era;
stressing political, social, and economic aspects.
Prereq: Junior standing or department permission.
UNDERCRADUATECATALOC
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mST S56 Latin America: National Period.
3 bra
Surveys the history of Latin America from the indepen·
dence era to the present, stressing politica1, social, in·
tellectual, and economic topics.
Prereq: Junio,. standing 0" department pe,.mission.

or two such work experiences alternated with full-time
attendance at the University.
Prereq: Junio,. standing. History 0" social science mao
jor. Admittance to program by application only. Department approvaL

mST 375 Modem India.
3hrs
The development and maturing of British rule in India
against the background ofIndian culture. Examines the
rise and development ofindian nationalism, the struggle
for independence, and the problems faced by India since
1947.
Prereq: Junio,. standing 0,. deparl.ment pe,.mission.

INDEPENDENT STUDY

mST 441 The Far Eut to 1800.
3hrs
A study of the history of China, Korea, and Japan from
ancient times to the beginning of the 19th century,
stressing poHtica1, cultural, and social developments and
the dominant role of China.
Prereq: One history cou,.se.

HIST 442 Modem China.
3hrs
China from 1800 to the present: traditional Confucian
China in crisis, impact of the West, reform, and revolu·
tion. Republican China, the Communist revolution,
China since 1949.
Prereq: One history COUf"8e.

mST 443 Modem Japan.
3 bra
Japan from 1800 to the prese nt: collapse of the
shogunate, 19th century reforms, rise of the empire to
great power status, defeat in World War II, postwar
changes. Political, economic and cultural developments
are considered.
Prereq: Junio,. standing 0,. depa,.tment pe,.mission.

mST 497/4981499lndependent Study.
1J2J3 hrs
Study on an individual basis in areas in which the de·
partment does not currently offer formal courses. These
courses are restricted to highly proficient students. Stu·
dents are limited to a maximum of three semester hours
of independent study in history during any semester or
session.
Prereq: Department pe,.mission.
SPECIAL TOPICS

mST 177/1781179 Special Topica.
INS hn
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department pe,.mission.

mST 277rl781279 Special Topics.

11213 hn
An exploration of historical subject matter not provided
in other departmental offerings. Content will change
from semester to semester; up to three different topics
may be offered in anyone semester. Students may not
count more than six hours of special topics courses as
credit toward the major or minor.
Prereq: One cou,.se in history 0,. department pe,.mission.

mST 377/3781379 Special Topics.

11213 hrs

An exploration of historical subject matter not provided

mST 457 History of Menco.
3 bra
An introduction to Mexican history from the Amerindian
period through the recent past. Examines political, so-cial, economic, and cultural developments in the area
comprising the present day nation as well as those ar·
eas in North America once included in Mexico.
Prereq: Junio,. standing.
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION

mST 387/487 Cooperative Education.
3 bra each
Four to six months of full·time employment in a busi·
ness or industry chosen to provide practical experience
in the student's major field. The program consists of one
UNDERGRADUATECATAWQC

in other departmental offerings. Content will change
from semester to semester; up to three different topics
may be offered in anyone semester. Students may not
count more than six hours of special topics courses as
credit toward the major or minor.
Prereq: One cou,.se in history 0" department pe,.mission.
mST 477/4.781479 Special Topics.
11"1JS hn
An exploration of historical subject matter not provided
in other departmental offerings. Content will change
from semester to semester; up to three different topics
may be offered in anyone semester. Students may not
count more than six hours of special topics courses as
credit toward the major or minor.
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Prereq; One course in history or department permission.
TEACHING METHODS COURSES
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ACADEMIC MINOR
(PHILOSOPHY)
PHILOSOPHY MINOR

GEOG 348 Teaching Social Studies in Elementary
Schools.
3 brs
(See Geography and Geology Department)
3 hrs
HIST 481 The Teaching of Social Studies.
For intending teachers in junior and senior high schools.
Examines the nature of the subjects included in social
science in the public schools and the problems related
to the teaching of history and other social studies. Not
open to students on academic probation.

ACADEMIC MAJOR
(PHILOSOPHY)
PHILOSOPHY MAJOR
The Philosophy Major provides basic knowledge
in the general field of philosophy and strikes a balance
between topical philosophical groups. The Program
supplements those in many other disciplines, such as
teaching literature, the perfonning arts, and the sciences. A Philosophy Major also prepares students for
graduate work in Philosophy. Law, Theology, literature,
political science, and other related liberal arts subjects.
It is a non-teaching major.
Semhours
Philosophy Major .................................................. 33
1. R.equired Courses ........................................... 12
PHIL 130 Introduction to Logic or PHIL 281
Symbolic Logic ......................... , ..................... 3
PHIL 230 History of Philosophy: Ancient ......... 3
PHIL 231 History of Philosophy: Modem ......... 3
PHIL 232 History of Philosophy : 19th Century ... 3
2. Electives ............................................................ 21
Choose four courses at the 300- or 400-level ............ 12
Choose 9 credits from other philosophy courses ......... 9
Note: Only one in the following pair of courses may be
counted toward the major:
PIDL 100 Introduction to Philosophy or PHIL 110
Philosophies of Life

Sem HollI'8
Minor in Philosophy..... ........................................ 24
1. Required COllI'8es ............................................. 9
PHIL 230 History of Philosophy: Ancient ......... 3
PHIL 231 History of Philosophy: Modem ......... 3
PHIL 232 History of Philosophy : 19th Century 3
2. Electives ............................................................ 15
Choose two courses at the 300 or 400 level ...... 6
Choose 9 credits from other philosophy courses9
Note: Only one in each of the following pairs of courses
counts toward the minor:
A. PHIL 100 Introduction to Philosophy or PHIL
110 Philosophies of Life
B. PlUL 120 Introduction to Critical Reasoning
or PHIL 130 Introduction to Logic
PHILOSOPHY COURSES
I. BASIC STUDIES COURSES

PHIL 100 Introduction to Philosophy.
3 bra
An introduction to philosophy by the study of important
philosophical thinkers, problems, and methodologies.
S bra
PHIL 110 Philosophies of Life.
An introduction to differing accounts of what constitutes
a meaningful life and how an individual can attain it.
Representative topics include the notions of pleasure,
love, empathy, and power as discussed by such writers
as Plato, Epicurus, Nietzsche, Lao The, and Buddha.
PHIL 120 Introduction to Critical Reasoning.
3 hrs
An introduction to the techniques of identifying and
evaluating arguments. The emphasis will be on the enhancement of reasoning skills through the study of arguments in their natural setting in newspapers, political speeches, advertising, etc. The course also may include such related topics as fallacies, inductive reasoning, and the logic of explanation in the social sciences.
S hrs
PHIL 130 Introduction to Logic.
An introduction to the analysis of arguments using the
theory and techniques of fonnal logic. The theory underlies most formal systems, including computer applications. Students learn such concepts as deduction and
induction and how to prove that arguments are valid or
invalid.
UNDERCRADUATECATALOG
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PHIL 212 Philosophy of Art.
3 hrs
Can "art" be defined? Do artists owe a respoll8ibility to
society? Should works of art be primarily analyzed as "sig·
nificant form" or as an expression of the artist's personal·
ity? Can we isolate a uniquely "aesthetic" attitude?
Through considering such questions, the course introduces
the student to philosophical reasoning and analysis.
Pan. 215 Philosophy of Religion.
3 hrs
A philosophical study of the nature, goals, and proper
function of religion. Some possible topics are traditional
arguments for the existence of God, grounds for disbe·
lief in God, immortality, religious experience, the na·
ture of religious language, the relation of science to religion, the role offaith and revelation, the connection between religion and ethics.
PHIL 220 Ethics.
3hrs
An introduction to the major problems of ethical theory
such as the nature of value, the justification of ethical
decisions. the idea of obligation. and the application of
ethical theory to specific ethical problems, which may
concern both personal relationships and important public issues--e.g., abortion, euthanasia, medical experimentation, privacy, and surveillance.
PHIL 221 Business Ethics.
3hrs
An examination of the relationships between contero·
porary business values and traditional ethical values.
Students will investigate various ethical theories and
critically examine by means of case studies controversial current business issues.
PHIL 222 Professional Ethics.

3hrs

An analysis of professionalism and the relationships

between contemporary professional values and traditional ethical values. Students will investigate various
ethical theories and analyze current ethical issues in
various professions by means of controversial case stud·
ies. Issues w~ll come from such areas 88 accounting, architecture, clinical psychology, computer technology,
engineering, journalism, law, medicine, ministry, nursing, pharmacology, physical therapy, politics, public administration, real estate, social work, teaching, veterinary medicine, and more.
PHD... 225 Political Philosophy.
3 hrs
Examines the philosophical bases of political ideology
and theory through analysis of a variety of political theories, their component parts, and their basic assumptions.
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

Examples may be taken from the works of such writers
as Plnto,Aristotlc, Hobbes, Locke, Roussellu, Mussolini,
Marx, and Thoreau.
3 hrs
PHllJWMST 226 Philosophy of Women.
A consideration of philosophical issues concerning the
nature and status of women. Readings from both traditional and contemporary sources. 'Ibpics may include
scientific and religious views, the ideal society and
women's place in it, varieties offeminism, views on sexu·
ality, family and reproduction, and work and the
economy.

11_ OTHER COlJRSES
PHD... 122 American Studies: Success and the Pursuit
of Happiness in 19th Century America.
3 hra
An examination of the widespread 19th-century belief
that worldly success produces happiness and an exploration of the proper relationship of knowledge and power,
history and progress, wealth and happiness. Readings
include such authors as Benjamin Franklin, H.D.
Thoreau, William James, Mark Twain , and Horatio
Alger. Team taught by faculty in English and Philosophy. This course satis{U!s one philosophy or one litera·
ture requirement. Note: See Honors Humanities Courses,
page 46.
PHIL 124 The Age of Wagner.
3 hra
An exploration of the personal, intellectual, and artistic
influences on Wagner's life and work and a consideration of artists influenced by Wagner. Team taught by
faculty in English and Philosophy. This course satisfies
one philosophy or one literature requirement. Note: See
Honors Humanities Courses, page 46.
PHIL 150 Humanity and Technology.
3 hrs
A brief study of distinctive and influential perceptions
of the impact of technology on human values just after
the first Industrial Revolution, with critical emphasis
on problems concerning the use of special, refined technologies. Primary readings from Thoreau, Mark Twain,
Henry Adams, Aldous Huxley, Lewis Mumford, and
Garrett Hardin. This course satisfies one philosophy or
one literature requirement. Note: See Honors HUHmni·
ties Courses, page 46.
PHIL 151 Reason and Revolution.
3hrs
An examination of the transition in political history,
philosophy, art. literature. and music from Puritan En-
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gland and Louis XIV's France to Napoleon. Team taught
by faculty in Art and Philosophy. This course satisfl.es
one art or one history requirement. Note: See Honors
Hwnanities Courses, page 46.
PHIL 155 Narrative in Literature and Film.
3 hrs
An introduction to cinematic concepts and terminology,
focusing primarily on narrative techniques in literature
and parallel devices in film. Readings include several
prose forms and a text dealing with the theory of film.
Team taught by faculty in English and Philosophy. This
course satisfies one literature or one philosophy require·
ment. Students may not earn credit in both this course
and LITR 300. Note: See Honors Humanities Courses,
page 81.

PHfi.. 177/17&1179 Special 'fupics.
11213 h.rs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
PHlL 230 History of Philosophy: Ancient.
3 hrt
A study of important philosophical developments in
western thought from the pre-Socratics through
Aristotle. Covers the pre-Socratics, Socrates, Plato, and
Aristotle.
Prereq: One course in philosophy other than PHIL 120
or PHIL 130.
PHIL 231 History of Philosophy: Modern.
S bra
A continuation of PHIL 230 History of Philosophy: Ancient. A study of important philosophical developments
in Europe from the Renaissance to the early 19th century. Covers such figures 88 Descartes, Spinoza, Leibnitz,
Hobbes, Locke, Berkeley, Hume, and Kant.
Prereq: One course in philosophy other than PHIL 120
or PHIL 130.
PHIL 282 Nineteenth Century Philosophy.
3 bra
An introduction to the major philosophical themes of
the 19th century that dominate 20th century European
thought. These themes include the collapse of German
Idealism and Romanticism, the death of God, the nature of historical process, evolutionary theory, and the
implications of these themes for the concept of human
freedom .
Prereq: One course in philosophy other than PHIL 120
or PHIL 130. RecomfTl.ended: PHIL 230 or PHIL 231.
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Sbrs
PHU.. 260 Existentialism.
An examination of contemporary existentialist thought
about the nature of reality and human existence as reflected in the works of such philosophers as Marcel,
Heidegger, Sartre, and Camus and the sources of exis·
tentialism as found in the works of Kierkegaard and
Nietzsche.
Prereq: One course in philosophy other than PHIL 120
or PHIL 130. Recommenckd: PHIL 231.
1/2/3 bra
PHU.. 277/2781279 Special Topics.
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: DepartfTl.ent permission.
PHIL 281 Symbolic Logic.
3 hrs
An introduction to the notation and proof procedures of
symbolic logic with emphasis upon the clarification and
development of the notion of a formal language.
Shr.
PHIL 310Aetthetics.
A study of philosophical issues relating to works of art
and other aesthetic objects. Possible topics include the
nature of aesthetic attitude, evaluation, aesthetic meaning and truth, expression in art, the nature of a work of
art and basic value of art, the kinds of concepts used to
talk about the arts.
Prereq: One course in philosophy other than PHIL 120
or PHIL 130.

PHlL 325 Theory of Knowledge.
3 brs
An investigation of the nature, scope, and limits of
knowledge. Some possible topics are the connection between belief and knowledge, knowledge of other people's
minds, the reliability of memory, the possibility of certainty in knowledge, theories of truth.
Prereq: One course in philosophy other than. PHIL 120
or PHIL 130. Recommended: PHIL 230 or PHIL 231.
PHIL 340 American Philosophy
S bra
An examination of the philosophical tradition in the
United States through a study of such movements 88
idealism, transcendentalism, realism, and pragmatism;
from Jonathan Edwards to the present day.
Prereq: One course in philosophy other than PHIL 120
or PHIL 130.
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PHIL S55 Philo80phy of Law.
3 hnI
A consideration of philosophical questions about the law
such as: What sorts of behavior should be illegal? What
is punishment supposed to accomplish? When are we
justified in punishing a person? How do judges arrive
at decisions? Are there really lega1 principles that cover
all the hard cases judges must deal with or do they use
their own personal moral values? What is a legal system and how does it differ from a moral code?
Prereq: One course in philosophy other than PHIL 120
or PHIL 130, or department permission.
PHD.. 370 Philosophy and Narrative.
3 hnI
This course will focus on philosophical issues relevant
to one or more of the following topic areas; philosophical issues in literature and film , theories of drama and
performance, the politics of narrative, and recent
hermeneutical theory. May be repeated for credit with
department permission.
Prereq: One course in philosophy other than PHIL 120
or PHIL 130. Recommended: PHIL 232, PHIL 260 or

PHIL 390 Phenomenology.
3 hrs
The course attempts to trace the history and develop-.
ment of the phenomenological movement from its ori·
gins in the notion of the intentionality of consciousness,
beginning with the work of Edmund Husserl and continuing with the later "existential- developments in the
field by such thinkers as Heidegger, Sartre, and
Merleau-Ponty. The course also will study the impact of
phenomenology on such varied fields as psychology, sociology, and literature.
Prereq; One course in philosophy other than PHIL 120
or PHIL 130. Recommended: PHIL 231 or PHIL 260.
PHll..IWMST 426 Topics in Gender and Philosophy.
Shn
An examination of gender and its relationship to other
issues from a philosophical perspective. Possible topics
include rationality, sexuality, aesthetics, ethics, and
political theory.
Prereq: 7Wo courses in philosophy other than PHIL 120
or PHIL 130.

PHIL 390.
PHD.. 375 Metaphysic8.
3 hrs
A study of questions concerning basic structure and ultimate nature of reality. Possible topics include universals and particulars, space and time, determinism and
freedom, the self, materialism, idealism, substance and
process.
Prereq: One course in philosophy other than PHIL 120
or PHIL 130.
PHIL 37713781379 Special Topics.
11213 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
PHIL 380 PhilO8Ophy of Science.
3 hrs
A systematic examination of the main philosophical
problems raised by the results and methods of the physical and social sciences. Topics include the problem of
meaning, measurement, the interpretation ofprobability statements, the justification of induction, the concept of cause, the laws of nature, description and explanation, determinism and indeterminism.
Prereq: One course in philosophy other than PHIL 120
or PHIL 130. Recommended: PHIL 325.
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PHIL 442 Philosophy of Mind.
3 hnI
A philosophical study of the nature of mind. Examines
the logical relations among mental concepts such as consciousness, choice, intention, emotion, feeling, the unconscious; also treats human action and the possibility
and meaning of an adequate explanation of psychological phenomena.
Prereq: 1Wo courses in philosophy other than PHIL 120
Dr PHIL 1.10.
PHIL 460 Philosophy of Language.
3 hrs
An examination of the philosophically important aspects
of language. Possible topics include theories of meaning, analysis of referring and predication, the relation
between language and reality, analysis of vagueness and
metaphor, the role oflanguage in philosophical method,
the relation between language and necessary truth.
Prereq: 7Wo courses in philosophy.
PHIL 470 Contemporary European Philosophy. 3 hrs
An exploration of recent developments in Eurpoean

thought. Possible topics include post-structuralist evaluations of western institutions and ideas, post-Marxist
critical theory, the hermeneutic effort to establish interpretation as the basis of philosophical understanding, and the effect of deconstructive thought on philosophy and literature.
Prereq: Thlo courses in philosophy other than PHIL 120
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or PHIL 130. Recommended: PHIL 232, PHIL 260, or
PHIL 390.
PHIL 471 Contemporary British and American
Philosophy.
3 bra
An examination of some of the major philosophical developments in England and the United States since approximately 1900. Considers logical atomism, logical
positivism, pragmatism, and ordinary language philosophy as reflected in the works of 8uch philosopbers a9
Russell, Carnap,Ayer, James, Dewey, Ryle, Austin, and
Quine.
Prereq: 7Wo courses in philosophy otMr than PHIL 120
or PHIL 130. Recommended: PHIL 231.
PHIL 477/4781479 Special ThpiC8.
11213 bra
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
PHIL 497/4981499lndependent Study.
11213 bra
Advanced study on an individual basis in areas in which
the department does not offer a formal course. Restricted
to juniors and seniors majoring or minoring in philosophy.

Prereq: Department permission.
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MATHEMATICS
DonR.Lick
Department Head
515 Pray-Harrold
487-1444
Professors: Gisela Ahlbrandt, Larry L. Badii, Robert
G. Bartle, Donald A. Buckeye, Timothy B. Carroll,
Rita Chattopadhyay, Shenghui Chu, Christopher J.
Gardiner, John L. Ginther, Geraldine Green,
Christopher E. Hee, Paul E. Howard, K.G.
Janardan, Don R. Lick, Richard W. Marshall, James
H. Northey, Walter Parry, Jayakumar RamanaUlwl,
Joanne S. Rankin, Ken Shiskowski, Nelly S. Ullman,
Bette Warren
Associate Professors: David Folk, David C. Johnson,
Mohammad Rafiq, Kim L. Rescorla, Carla Tayeh
Assistant Professors: Mahmoud Al-Khafaji, Joanne
Caniglia, Lora Durham, Jiuqiang Liu, James R.
Walter, Mary Yorke
Developmental Mathematics Program: Irene
Duranczyk, Jill McClain, William Schemer, Jo
Warner
The program in mathematics is designed to give
majors certain basic courses, and to ensure a broad background, yet allow enough electives for students to adapt
programs to any of the following areas of mathematics:
junior and senior high school teaching, statistics, engineering, the physical sciences, or graduate work in pure
or applied mathematics.
Degrees:
Bachelor of Science and Bachelor of Arts
Programs of Study
Majors:
Mathematics
Mathematics with concentration in statistics
Mathematics for the Elementary 'Thaching Certificate
Mathematics for secondary education
Minors:
Mathematics
Mathematics for secondary, K-12, and special education-secondary
Mathematics with concentration in statistics
Mathematics for the Elementary Thaching Certificate
Joint Program with Economics:
Actuarial science and economics
Advising for students desiring to pursue a ml\jor
in mathematics is available from the undergraduate
advising coordinators. These students are listed initially
as "mathematics intent." To be accepted into one of the
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

Mathematics department programs, the student should
go to the appropriate advising coordinator and pick up
a form for student program identification. Academic
Advising will update the student's computer record code
to indicate the program into which the student has been
accepted. Other students needing general program advising should contact the appropriate undergraduate
advising coordinator or the department secretary, who
will direct students to appropriate faculty members.
Without department permission, no student may
receive credit in courses MATH 104, 105, 107, 112, or
119 nft.cr credit for MATH 120 has bcen camed.
Students majoring in mathematics must complete
at least nine semester hours and minors must complete
at least six semester hours from courses numbered 300
or above.
Placement into mathematics classes
Students without credit in an EMU mathematics
course, or equivalent transfer credit, will need to obtain
placement into an appropriate mathematics course.
Those with no declared major should go to Academic
Advising; others go to the Mathematics department. For
some mathematics classes, evidence that the official prerequisites have been satisfied must be presented to the
instructor on the first day ofclass. Stucknts without such
evidence will not be permitted to remain in the class.
Details will be found in the Class Schedule for that semester.
Advising Coordinators:
Mathematics: Richard W. Marshall
Secondary mathematics education: Richard W. Marshall
Elementary mathematics education: John L. Ginther,
Donald A. Buckeye
Actuarial examinations: Nelly S. Ullman, Bette Warren
Actuarial science and economics: Nelly Ullman and
Bette Warren (mathematics), Young-lob Chung
(economics)
Graduate study leads to the master's degree in
mathematics. The MA degree is described in the Graduate Catalog. For information, contact the graduate advising coordinator, Ken Shiskowski.

ACADEMIC MAJORS
Students interested in lucrative careers in business and industry are advised to take the Actuarial
Examinations, Part I after completing MATH 223 Multivariable Calculus and Part II after completing MATH
471 Probability and Statistics II. These are the first two
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of a series of examinations sponsored by the Society of
Actuaries.

MATHEMATICS MAJOR

I

Sem hours
Major in mathematics ................ ,......................... 34
In addition to the 34 semester hour requirement,
nonteaching majors must take MATH 211 Discrete
Mathematics or COSC 330 Discrete Mathematical Structures, as we1l as CDSC 137 Introduction to FORTRAN
Programming, CDSC 138 Computer Science I, or COSC
237 Computer Programming and Numeric Methods, or
an equivalent course as determined by the mathematics advising coordinator.
1. Required courses ........................................... 22
MATH 120 Calculus I ......... ,.............................. 4
MATH 121 Calculus II ....................................... 4
MATH 122 Elementary Linear Algebra ............ 3
MATH 223 Multivariable Calculus ................... 4
MATH 370 Probability and Statistics I ............ 4
MATH 411 Modern Algebra with Applications or
MATH 416 Linear Algebra or MATH 420
Introduction to Analysis ............ ' ................... 3
2. Restricted electives ....................................... 12
Choose 12 credits from the fo1lowing:
MATH 307 Elementary Number Theory, MATH 319
Mathematical Modeling, MATH 325 Differential
Equations, MATH 341 College Geometry or
MATH 342 Elementary Space-Time Geometry,
MATH 372 Problems in Actuarial Studies I,
MATH 406 Introduction to Computability, MATH
411 Modern Algebra with Applications, MATH
416 Linear Algebra, MATH 418 Applied Linear
Algebra, MATH 419 Advanced Mathematical
Modeling, MATH 420 Introduction", Analysis,
MATH 424 Introduction to Complex Variables,
MATH 425 Mathematics for Scientists, MATH
426 Differential Equations 11, MATH 436
Introduction to Numerical Analysis, MATH 460
Applied Survey Sampling, MATH 461 Linear
Regression Analysis, MATH 462 Design and
Analysis of Experiments, MATH 471 Probability
and Statistics II, MATH 472 Problems in
Actuarial Studi es II, MATH 474 Applied
Statistics
3. Recommended courses for double majors
Students electing a double major with mathematics-business, the social sciences, biological, or physical science-should consult an advising coordinator to
choose appropriate courses. MATH 411 Modem Alge-
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bra witb Applications, MATH 416 Linear Algebra, and
MATH 420 Introduction to Analysis are strongly recommended for double majors and those preparing for
graduate work.
Biology: MATH 418 Applied Linear Algebra,
MATH 471 Probability and Statistics 1I
Business: MATH 325 Differential Equations,
MATH 418 Applied Linear Algebra, MATH 436
Introduction to Numerical Analysis, MATH 471
Probability and Statistics II
Chemistry: MATH 325 Differential Equations,
MATH 418 Applied Linear Algebra, MATH 425
Mathematics for Scientists, MATH 436 Introduction to Numerical Analysis
Economics: MATH 325 Differential Equations,
MATH 418 Applied Linear Algebra
Physics: MATH 325 Differential Equations,
MATH 416 Linear Algebra, MATH 418 Applied
Linear Algebra, MATH 425 Mathematics for
Scientists, MATH 436 Introduction to Numerical Analysis
Psychology: MATH 418 Applied Linear Algebra,
MATH 471 Probability and Statistics n

MATHEMATICS WITH CONCENTRATION
IN STATISTICS MAJOR
Sem hours
Major in mathematics with concentration in
statietics ............................................................. 37
1. Required Courses ........................................... 28
MATH 120 Calculus I ........................................ 4
MATH 121 Calculus II ....................................... 4
MATH 122 Elementary Linear AJgebra ............ 3
MATH 223 Multivariable Calculus ................... 4
MATH 370 Probability and Statistics I ............ 4
MATH 461 Linear Regression Analysis ............ 3
MATH 462 Design and Analysis of Experiments .. 3
MATH 471 Probability and Statistics II ........... 3
2. Restricted electives ......................................... 9
Students must take nine hours from among the
following, at least six of which must be taken from
the applied statistics electives:
Applied. statistics electives:
MATH 460 Applied Survey Sampling ............... 3
MATH 474 Applied Statistics ............................ 3
Mathematics Electives:
MATH 416 Linear Algebra ................................ 3
MATH 418 Applied Linear Algebra ................... 3
MATH 420 Introduction to Analysis ................. 3
MATH 472 Problems in Actuarial Studies II .... 2
UNDERGilADUATECXTALOG
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Additional Requirement .......................•.•..•.••. 3
COSC 137 Introduction to FORTRAN
Programming or COSC 138 Computer Science
I or case 237 Computer Programming and
Numeric Methods

AcruARlAL SCIENCE AND ECONOMICS
MAJOR
Actuarial science and economics is ajoint program
of the Mathematics 'and Economics Departments. In
addition to following a prescribed series of courses, students are expected to pass the first two actuarial examinations. The examinations are sponsored by leading actuarial societies and administered in numerous
US locations. The first of these covers calculus and lin·
ear algebra and the second covers mathematical statistics. MATH 372 and 472 are designed to prepare students for these examinations.
Sem h ou l'8
Major in actu arial science and econo mics ...... 60
1. Required courses ........................................... 53
a. Basic studies ................................................... 9
cose 137 Introduction to FORTRAN
programming, COSC 138 Computer Science I,
or COSC 237 Computer Programming and
Numeric Methods ........................................... 3
ECON 201-202 Principles of Economics I-ll ..... 6
b. Mathematics ................................................. 29
MATH 120 Calculus I ........................................ 4
MATH 121 Calculus II ....................................... 4
MATH 122 Elementary Linear Algebra ............ 3
MATH 223 Multivariable Ca1culus ................... 4
MATH 370 Probability and Statistics I ............ 4
MATH 372 Problems in Actuarial Studies I ..... 2
MATH 436 Introduction to Numerical Analysis3
MATH 471 Probability and Statistics II ........... 7
MATH 472 Problems in Actuarial Studies II .... 4
c. Economics ..................................................... 15
ECON 301 Intenned.". MacroecononU,Analysls .. 3
ECON 302 Intermediate MicroeconomicAnalysis ... 3
ECON 320 Labor Economics ............................. 3
ECON 340 Money and Banking ........................ 3
ECON 415 Introduction to Econometrics ......... 3
2. R.estricted electives ......................................... 7
Choose electives from courses at the 300 level and
above in mathematics, computer science, or economics
No minor is required with this program.
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ACADEMIC MINORS
MATHEMATICS MINOR
Sem houl'8
Minor in mathematics .......................................... 20
1. Required courses ...................................... 14·15
MATH 120 Calculus I ........................................ 4
MATH 121 Calculus II ....................................... 4
MATH 122 Elementary Linear Algebra ............ 3
MATH 211 Discrete Mathematics or "MATH 360
Statistical Methods or **MATH 370 Probability
and Statistics 1 ............................................ 3-4
2. Restricted electives ...................................... 6-6
Choose five to six credits from the following*:
MATH 223 Multivariable Calculus, MATH 307
Elementary Number Theory, MATH 319
Mathematical Modeling, MATH 325
Differential Equations, MATH 341 College
Geometry or MATH 342 Elementary SpaceTime Geometry, **MATH 360 Statistical
Methods or **MATH 370 Probability and
Statistics I, MATH 372 Problems in Actuarial
Studies I, MATH 406 Introduction to
Computability, MATH 411 Modern Algebra
with Applications, MATH 416 Linear Algebra ,
MATH 418Applied Linear Algebra, MATH 419
Advanced Mathematical Modeling, MATH 420
Introduction to Analysis, MATH 424
Introduction to Complex Variables, MATH 425
Mathematics for Scientists, MATH 426
Differentia l Equations II, MATH 436
Introduction to NumericalAnalysis, MATH 460
Applied Survey Sampling, MATH 461 Linear
Regression Analysis, MATH 462 Design and
Analysis of Experiments, MATH 471
Probability and Statistics II
3. Additional Requirement ...............•................. 3
COSC 137 Introduction to FORTRAN
Programming or COSC 138 Computer Science
I or COSC 237 Computer Programming and
Numeric Methods
·Stuckn" mirwrif16 in r1UJthlmatiCll mUlt compkre at mut IU hoUri
(1/ EMU from cour.n nUmMred 300 or (lbow.

"Il

u not plrmittN W count both MATH 360 (Inti MATH 370 on thl
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MATHEMATICS WITH CONCENTRATION
IN STATISTICS MINOR
Sembours
Minor in mathematics with concentration in
statistics ............................................................. 23
1. Required courses ........................................... 14
MATH 120 Calculus I ........................................ 4
MATH 121 Calculus II ....................................... 4
MATH 122 Elementary Linear Algebra ............ 3
MATH 360 Statistical Methods or MATH 370
Probability and Statistics L .......................... 3
2. Restricted electives ......................................... 9
Students must take nine hours from among the
following, at least six of which must be taken from
the statistics electives:
Statistics electives:
MATH 460 Applied Survey Sampling ............... 3
MATH 461 Linear Regression Analysis ............ 3
MATH 462 Design and Analysis of Experiments .. 3
MATH 471 Probability and Statistics II ........... 3
MATH 474 Applied Statistics ............................ 3
Mathematics electives:
MATH 211 Discrete Mathematics ..................... 3
MATH 223 Multivariable Calculus ................... 4
3. Additional Requirement ................................. 3
COSC 137 Introduction to FORTRAN
Programming or COSC 138 Computer Science
I or COSC 237 Computer Programming and
Numeric Methods

TEACHING MAJORS
MATHEMATICS MAJOR
SECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this course of studies, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Secondary Provisional Certificate endorsed in mathematics, certification
code "EX," and, depending on the minor selected, an
additional endorsement. The certification test covering
this field is #22, "Mathematics."
Basic Studies
[·B-1. ENGL 121 English Composition (3)
I·B·2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I·B-3. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
[·B-4. MATH 120 Calculus I (4)"
I·B·5. One of."
COSC 137 Introduction to FORTRAN Programming (3)
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COSC 138 Computer Science I (3)
COSC 237 Computer Programming and Numeric
Methods (3)
U·B.1. BasicSludies requirement. See inside back cover
II-B·2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I1·B-3. Basic Studies requirement. See insUk back cover
m·B·I. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
m-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
m·B.s. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
m-B-4. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV·B·l. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B.s. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV·B-4. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover

Physical education, military science, or equivalent (2)
Credit hours in Basic Studies: ................................... 50

'leaching Major
See note "a" above for courses applicable to both
Basic Studies and the major.
MATH 121 Calculus II (4)
MATH 122 Elementary Linear Algebra (3)
MATH 211 Discrete Mathematics (3)
MATH 223 Multivariable Calculus (4)
One of:
MATH 341 College Geometry (3)
MATH 342 Elementary Space-Time Geometry (2)
MATH 370 Probability and Statistics I (4) (MATH

360 may be used with permission)
MATH 411 Modern Algebra with Applications (3)
Six or seven credits from the following list. Credits in
mathematics, including MATH 120 but not MATH
306, must total at least 34 hours.
MATH 307 Elementary Number Theory (3)
MATH 319 Mathematical Modeling (3)
MATH 325 Differential Equations (3)
MATH 341 College Geometry (3)
MATH 342 Elementary Space-Time Geometry (2)
MATH 372 Problems in Actuarial Studies I (3)
MATH 400 History and Development of
Mathematics (3)
MATH 416 Linear Algebra (3)
MATH 420 Introduction to Analysis (3)
MATH 424 Introduction to Complex Variables (3)
MATH 425 Mathematics for Scientists (3)
MATH 471 Probability and Statistics II (3)
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Minor
A minor from the approved list (see p. 363)

Subtotal, Major and minor: ...................................... 50'
Professional Studies
100 clock hours of approved prestudent teaching
field experiences (0)
EDTC 300 Introduction to Computer Applications
in Education (1)
SPGN 300 Exceptional Children in the Regular
Classroom (1)
EDPS 322 Human Development and Learning (4)

The following courses require formal admi88ion
to the teacber education program:
CURR 305 Curriculum and Methods:
Secondary (3)
MATH 306 Teaching of High School
Mathematics (3)
RDNG 311 Teaching Reading in the Secondary
School (3)
SOFD 328 Schools in a Multicultural Society (3)
EDPS 340 Introduction to Assessment and
Evaluation (3)
EDMD 345 Media for the Classroom Teacher (1)
EDUC 492 Student Teaching (12)

Credit hours in Professional Studies: ........................ 34
1btal credit hours required, with 2O-hour minor: . 134
·Course required for and applioobh to ~
ICould M hN, cUIXnding on the minorand the pouibh applkatwn of
lkuic Studie, COUI"W' to the minor.

MATH 240 Geometry for Elementary Teachers (3)
MATH 301 Advanced Topics in Elementary
Mathematics (3)
MATH 403 Current Research in Elementary
School Mathematics (3)

11 hours from:
OM of;
·COSC 136 Computers for the Nonspecialist (3)
·COSC 137 Introduction to FORTRAN
Programming (3)
*COSC 237 Computer Programming and Numeric
Methods (3)
MATH 105 College Algebra (3)
MATH 107 Plane Trigonometry (2)
MATH 118 Mathematical Analysis for Social
Sciences I (3)
MATH 119 Mathematical Analysis for Social
Sciences II (3)
MATH 121 Calculus II (4)
MATH 122 Elementary Linear Algebra (3)
MATH 210 Algebra for Elementary Teachers (3)
MATH 223 Multivariable Ca1culus (4)
MATH 319 Mathematical Modeling (3)
MATH 370 Probability and Statistics I (4)
Any other mathematics or computer science
courses approved by the advising coordinator
'MATH 381 The Teaching of Mathematics K-6 (3)
Approved minors are those for the elementary program
as given on page 362.
21 hours, not including the minor and not including
requirements that may be satisfied through Basic
Studies (*) or the professional studies (').
-&JtUfiM in lkuic Stud~,.
'Sati8r~

in pro{euionaJ .tudk,.

MATHEMATICS FOR THE ELEMENTARY
TEACHING CERTIFICATE MAJOR
ELEMENTARY AND SPECIAL EDUCATION-ELEMENTARY

CERTIFICATION
Successful completion of this major, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in mathematics,
certification code "EX." The certification test covering
this field is #22, "Mathematics."
MATH 108 Mathematics for Elementary Teachers
TEACHER

1(3)

·MATH 109 Mathematics for Elementary
Teachers n (3)
MATH 120 Calculus I (4)
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

TEACHING MINORS
MATHEMATICS MINOR
K-12, SECONDARY, AND SPECIAL EOUCATION-SECONDARY

CERTlYICATlON
Successful completion oftbis minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in mathematics,
certification code "EX." The certification test covering
this field is #22, "Mathematics."
MATH 120 Calculus I (4)
MATH 121 Calculus II (4)
MATH 122 Elementary Linear Algebra (3)

TEACHER
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One of:
·MATH 360 Statistical Methods (3)
MATH 370 Probability and Statistics I (4)
One
"'MATH 341 College Geometry (3)
MATH 342 Elementary Space-Time Geometry (2)
One
MATH 304 Middle School Mathematics Methods
and Content (3)
MATH 306 Teaching of High School
Mathematics ( 3)
One
·COSC 137 Introduction to FORTRAN
Programming (3)
·cose 138 Computer Science I (3)
·casc 237 Computer Programming and Numeric
Methods (3)
Sufficient credits from the following list to total 23 hours
(not including MATH 304, MATH 306, or the COSC
elective). Students minoring in mathematics must
complete at least six hours at EMU from courses
numbered 300 or above:
MATH 211 Discrete Mathematics (3)
MATH 223 Multivariable Calculus (4)
MATH 307 Elementary Number Theory (3)
MATH 319 Mathematical Modeling (3)
MATH 325 Differential Equations (3)
MATH 341 College Geometry (3)
MATH 342 Elementary Space-Time Geometry (2)
MATH 360 Statistical Methods (3) (if MATH 370
not taken)
MATH 370 Probability and Statistics I (4) (if
MATH 360 not taken)
MATH 400 History and Development of
Mathematics (3)
MATH 411 Modem Algebra with Applications (3)
MATH 416 Linear Algebra (3 )
MATH 420 Introduction to Analysis (3)
MATH 424 Introduction to Complex Variables (3)
21 hours (including hours satisfied in Basic Studies)

0,.
0,.

0,.
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for recommendation for endorsement in mathematics,
certification code "EX." The certification test covering
this field is #22, '"Mathematics."
MA'IH lOB Mathematics for Elementary Thachers I (3)
"MATIII09 Mathematics Ii>- EJementruy'Thachen. IT (3)
MATH 240 Geometry for Elementary 'leachers (3)
MATH 301 Advanced Topics in Elementary
Mathematics (3)
MATH 210 Algebra for Elementary Teachers (3)
and 5 hours of electives chosen in consultation
with the advising coordinator for elementary
mathematics education.
'MATH 381 The Teaching of Mathematics K-6 (3)
One of:
·COSC 137 Introduction to FORTRAN
Programming (3)
·COSC 138 Computer Science I (3)
·COSC 237 Computer Programming and Nwneric
Methods (3)
26 hours (including hours satisfied in Basic Studies and
professional studies)
"Saturred in Basic Studie8.
'Sati8rUld ill profell8Uma18tudie8.
MATHEMATICS COURSES

Placement into mathematics classes
Students without credit in an EMU mathematics
course, or equivalent transfer credit, will need to obtain
placement into an appropriate mathematics course .
Those with no declared major should go to Academic
Advising; others go to the Mathematics department. For
some mathematics classes, evidence that the official prerequisites have been satisfied must be presented to the
instructor on the first day ofclass. Students without such
evidence will not be permitted to remain in the class.
Details will be found in the Class Schedule for that semester:
MATH 097 Precollege Mathematics: Arithmetic. 5 hrs

"Could be w tu{iro ill Basic Studie8.

MATHEMATICS FOR THE ELEMENTARY
TEACHING CERTIFICATE MINOR
ELEMENTARY AND SPECIAL EDUCATION-ELEMENTARY
TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student

A developmental mathematics course designed to prepare students whose current mathematics skills are insufficient for them to pass a college-level mathematics
course. The course covers basic arithmetic and problem
solving. in a supportive but structured setting. This
course plus MATH 098 will cover the same material as
MATH 099. Credit for this course will not count toward
any degree program.
Prereq: Program placement.
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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MATH 098 Precollege Mathematics: Beginning A1gebra.
5 hrs
A developmental mathematics course designed to prepare those students whose current mathematics skills
are insufficient for them to pass a college-level mathematics course. The course will cover beginning algebra
in a supportive but structured setting. This course plus
MATH 097 will cover the same material as MATH 099.
Credit for this course will not count toward any degree
program.
Prereq: At least "C" in MATH 097, or placement.
MATH 099 Precollege Mathematics.
5 hrs
A developmental mathematics refresher course designed
to prepare those students whose current mathematics
skills are insufficient for them to pass a college-level
mathematics course. The course will cover basic arithmetic through elementary algebra in a supportive but
structured setting. Credit for this course will not count
toward any degree program.
Prereq: Program placement.
MATH 104lntermediateA1gebra.
3 hrs
A review of elementary algebra and a continuation into
the study of functions, graphs and quadratic equations.
Prereq: At least "C" in MATH 098, or placement.
MATH 105 CollegeA1gebra.
Sbn
Properties of the real numbers; equations and inequalities; functions ; sequences; mathematical induction; polynomial, rational, exponential and logarithmic functions;
introduction to probability.
Prereq:At least a "C" in MATH 104 ("B" or better strongly
recommended), or placement.
MAm 107 Plane Trigonometry.
2 hrs
An elementary course in plane trigonometry. Students
who have good records in high school courses including
trigonometric identities, trigonometric equations, and
oblique triangles should not take the course.
Prereq: At least a "'c" in MATH 104 or placement.
MATH lOB Mathematics for Elementary Teachers I.
Sbn
The first of a two-course sequence which examines topics in the elementary school mathematics curriculum
from an advanced standpoint, with an emphasis on concepts and problem solving. 'Ibpics include number theory,
real number systems and its properties, algebra concepts, and functions. Required ofall students in elemenUNDERCRADUATECATALOG

tary and later ekmentary curriculums. Open only to prospective elementary teachers.
Prereq: At least "c" in MATH 098, or placement.
MATH 109 Mathematics for Elementary Teachers II.
Sbn
The second of a two-course sequence which examines
topics in the elementary school mathematics curriculum from an advanced standpoint, with an emphasis on
concepts and problem solving. 'Ibpics include: elementary probability including both experimental and theoretical; elementary statistics including exploratory data
analysis, descriptive statistics, and an introduction to
inferential statistics; informal geometry including symmetry, similarity and congruence, and measurement.
Required ofall students in elementary and later elementary curriculums. Open only to prospective elementary
teachers.
Prereq: MATH 108.
MATH 112 Topics in Precalculus Mathematics. 4 bra
Provides a thorough preparation for calculus for students who are insufficiently prepared in college algebra
and trigonometry, or who need to review these subjects.
Emphasis will be on topics from college algebra and
trigonometry that are used in calculus.
Prereq: MATH 105 and MATH 107, or placement.
MATH 118 Mathematical Analysis for Social Sciences
I.
3 hrs
Solutions of linear equations and inequalities, vectors
and matrices, linear programming, sets, probability.
Emphasis on applications.
Prereq:Atleast "C"'inMATH098, or MATH 104, orplaceTMnt.
MATH 119 Mathematical Analysis for Social Sciences
D.
Sbn
Functions, differentiation of algebraic functions, optimization, exponential and logarithmic functions and
their derivatives, an introduction to the definite integral. Emphasis on problem setup and interpretation and
applications.
Prereq:At least a "C"inMATH 104 ("B" orbeuer strongly
recommended), or MATH 105, or placement.
MATH 120 Calculus I.
4bn
Calculus of functions of a single variable; differential
calculus, including limits, derivatives, techniques of differentiation, the Mean Value Theorem and applications
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of differentiation to graphing, optimization, rates. Inte·
gral calculus, including indefinite integrals, the definite
integral, the Fundamental Theorem of Integral Calcu·
lUB, and applications ofintegration to area and volume.
Prereq: At least a "C" in MATH 105 and at least a
in
MATH 107 iB· or better strongly recommended in both),
or at least a "e" in MATH 112, or placement.

"e·

MATH 177n781179 Special Topics.
112/3 hrs
These special topics courses will be used to teach some
aspects of mathematics at an elementary level that
would not be regularly offered. This course does not
count on a regular major or minor in mathematics.
Prereq: Department permission.
MATH 210 Algebra for Elementary Teachers. .

MATH 121 Calculus U.

4 hrs
Calculus of functions of a single variable continued;
additional applications of definite integration to mo·
menLe , centroids, w·c length, surface area, and work.
Transcendental functions, infinite series, methods of
integration, review of conic sections.
Prereq: At least a
in MATH 120.

"e·

MATH 122 Elementary Linear Algebra.

3 hrs

Vectors and matrices, operations on matrices, determi·
nants, systems of linear equations, linear independence.
linear transformations, applications.
Prereq:Atleasta "e"inMATH 105 iB"or better strongly
recommended), or placement.
MATH 130 Calculus Laboratory I.

1 hr

Computer laboratory class designed to reinforce the
major concepts of first·semester calculus.
Prereq: Concurrent registration in MATH 120.

n.
1 hr
Computer laboratory class designed to reinforce the
major concepts of second·semester calculus.
Prereq: Concurrent registration in MATH 121.

MATH 131 CalculU8 Laboratory

MATH 160 Mathematical Reuoning.
3 hrs
An introduction to contemporary mathematical think-

ing for the nonspecialist, with the aim of developing the
capacity to engage in logical thinking and to read critically the technical information that is 80 prevalent in
modem society. Topics include elementary logic, basic
probability and statistics, and applications.
l'7oroq:Atkast "C'in MA11l 098,01' MA11l104, 01' p/Dcemeru.
MATH 170 Elementary Statistics.
S hrs
An introduction to standard methods in statistics, em·

phasizing the rationale behind them and their application to problems in a variety of fields. Data summary
and representation, measures of center and dispersion,
correlation and regression, basic probability, point and
interval estimation, and hypothesis testing.
Prereq: At least a *C" in MATH 098, or placement.
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3 hrs

Field properties, complex numbers, number sentences,
introduction to coordinate geometry, nature ofproor, and
concept of limit. Open only to prospective elementary
teachers.
Prereq; MATH 108.
MATH 211 Discrete Mathematics.
3hro
Logic, proofs, mathematical induction, sets, relations,
equivalence and order relations, graphs, trees, functions,
binary operations, semigroups, groups, rings, fields, fi·
nite combinatorics, pigeonhole principle. permutations,
combinations, discrete probabilities.
Prereq: MATH 121 and MATH 122.

MATH 223 MuJtivariable CalcuJus.
4 hrs
Vector products, lines, and planes in three-dimensional
space, quadric surfaces, cylindrical and spherical coor·
dinates. Differential calculus of vector functions of a
single variable: velocity and acceleration vectors, cur·
vature. Partial differentiation, gradient, chain rule. directional derivatives, tangent planes, application to optimization. Multiple integration, change of coordinates,
applications. Taylor's Theorem for Functions of Several
Variables, line and surface integrals. Stokes'Theorem.
Gauss' Theorem.
Prereq; At least a ·C'" in MATH 121, and MATH 122.
MATH 233 Calculu8 Laboratory m.
1 hr
Computer laboratory class designed to reinforce the
major concepts of third-semester calculus.
Prereq; Concurrent registration in MATH 223.

MATH 240 Geometry for Elementary Teachers. 3 hrs
Informal geometry of the plane and space, congruence
and measurement, elementary theorems and proof, and
plane coordinate geometry. Open only to prospective elementary teachers.
Prereq: MATH 108.
MATH 27712781279 Special Topics.
112/3 hn
An exploration and study oftopic8 not covered in other

departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
UNDERGRADUATECATAWOG
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once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq; Department permission.

MATH 341 College Geometry.
3 hrs
An introduction to several geometries such as affine,

MATH 301 Advanced Topics in Elementary Mathemat-

projective, space-time, and non-Euclidean.
Prereq: MATH 120 and MATH 122.

ics.
3 bra
Acquaints prospective elementary teachers with new
topics in the elementary mathematics curriculum such
as algebraic systems, conic sections, trigonometry, statistical procedures, and topics in number theory.
Prereq: MATH 109 or MATH 210 or MATH 240.
MAm 304 Middle School Mathematics Methods and
Content.
3 hrs
Consideration of the mathematics program in middle

school and junior high school, its organization and content, methods of teaching and learning. Not open to
freshmen, sophomores, or students on academic probation.
Prereq: MATH 240 or MATH 120.
MATH 306 Teaching of High School Mathematics.

3hrs
Consideration of the mathematics program in the high
school, its organization and content, methods of teaching and learning. Does not count on the major or minor.
Not open to freshmen, sophomores, or students on academic probation.
Prereq: MATH 120.
MATH 307 Elementary Number Theory.

3hrs
Primes, Euclidean algorithm and prime factorization,
congruences, multiplicative functions , quadratic residues and reciprocity, continued fractions, Diophantine
equations, possible applications to cryptology, andlor
primality testing.
Prereq: MATH 211.
MATH 319 Mathematical Modeling.

3hrs
The modeling process; model building and evaluation,
techniques of modeling; model fitting and models requiringoptimization; empirical model construction-experimental models, dimensional analysis, simu1ation models, dynamic models; use of derivatives in the modeling
process, single and multivariable dynamic models.
Prereq: MATH 120 and MATH 122.

MATH 325 Differential Equations.
3hrs
First and second order differential equations with applications, linear differential equations, power series
solutions, Laplace transforms.
Prereq: MATH 121 and MATH 122.
UNDERGRAOUATECATAUDG

MATH 342 Elementary Space-Time Geometry.

2 hrs
In-depth study of a geometry other than Euclidean. Both
synthetic and analytic treatment of Special Relativity.
Prereq: MATH 121.

3h...
MATH 360 Statistical MethodB.
A comprehensive overview of statistical methods and
analysis with applications. Topics include descriptive
statistics, probability theory, random variables and probability distributions, sampling distributions, estimation
and testing hypotheses, correlation and regression, introduction to computer-assisted statistical analysis. A
statistical software package (SAS) is used.
Prereq: MATH 121.

4h...
MATH 370 Probability and Statistics I.
Basic concepts of probability; expectation, variance, covariance distribution functions and their application to
statistical tests of hypothesis; bivariate, marginal, and
conditional distributions; treatment of experimental
data. Applications to problems in science and/or social
science are emphasized.
Prereq: MATH 223.
2h...
MATH 372 Problems in Actuarial Studies I.
Applications of mathematics to actuarial science. Par-

ticular attention paid to subject matter not covered in
the regular mathematics curriculum and to special techniques of problem solving appropriate to actuarial science. (This course can be useful in preparing for the
Actuarial Examination, Part I-General Mathematics.)
Prereq: MATH 223; a minimum CPA in mathematics of
3.4 is strongly recommended.

MAm 377/378/379 Special Topics.
ml3 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.

MAm 381 The Teaching of Mathematics K-6.
3 hrs
Learning to teach children in the elementary grades (K6) the understanding processes of mathematics. Attention is focused on learning-teaching situations and effective use of learning aids. Required of all students on
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early elementary and later elementary curriculums. Not
open to students on academic probation.
Prereq: MATH 108 andjunior standing.
MATH 382 Calculators and Microcomputers in EI·
ementary Mathematics Education.
3 hrs
A survey of the uses of calculators and microcomputers,
with specific emphasis on their use in the elementary
classroom. Emphasis will be placed on problem-solving.
A calculator will be required.
Prereq: MATH 210.
MATH 387 Cooperative Education.
3 hrs
Four to six months of full-time employment at an industrial firm specially chosen to provide practical experience in mathematics, The program consists of two work
experiences (MATH 387 and MATH 487) alternated with
full-time attendance at the University. Use on mathematics major subject to department permission. Graded
on a credit/no credit basis .
Prereq: Junior or senior majoring in mathematics,
MATH 223, admittance to program by applicatwn only,
department permission.
MATH 400 History and Development of Mathematics,
3hrs
The course presents topics in the evolution ofmathemat-ics-the historical development of algebra, geometry,
and calculus provides the major focus. Problems will be
assigned that reflect the content and methods of this
development,
Prereq: MATH 121 and MATH 122.
MATH 401 Mathematics and its History for Elementary Teachers.
3 hrs
'Ibpics in the evolution of mathematics from ancient
times through the present, with an emphasis on connections with the elementary school curriculum. Development of numeration systems, algebra, different geometries, calculus; including the contributions of different cultures in the development of mathematics.
Prereq: MATH 240 and MATH 301.
MATH 403 Current Research in Elementary School
Mathematics,
S brs
A brief history of mathematics education, 1890 to
present, Special emphasis on important recent research
studies. Consideration of various textbook series, use
and evaluation of supplementary materials, the place
and value of teaching aids. Professionaljoumals will be
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utilized throughout the course.
Prereq: MATH 301 and MATH 381.

MAm 406 Introduction to Computability,
3 brs
Computable functions, register machines, recursion,
minimalization, Church's thesis, 'lUring machines, diagonal method, universal programs, decidability, recursive and recursively enumerable sets, undecidability,
applications to computer science and the foundations of
mathematics.
Prereq: MATH 223 or

eose 330,

MATH 411 Abstract Algebra
3 hrs
An introduction to the theory and concepts of abstract
algebra. Topics from group theory: subgroups, cosets,
Lagrange's Theorem, homomorphisms. Also selected
topics from ring theory and field theory.
Prereq's: MATH 121, MATH 122 and MATH 211.
MATH 416 Linear Algebra.
3 hrs
Theoretical aspects oflinear algebra: vector spaces, linear transformations and matrices, systems of linear
equations, diagonalization, inner product spaces.
Prereq: MATH 121, MATH 122, and MATH 211; or de·
partment permisswn.
MATH 418 Applied Linear Algebra.
3 hrs
Discussion of mathematical algorithms that make wide
use of Hnear algebra methods; their implementation in
computer systems and their applications to real life problems. Numerical solution of simultaneous linear equations, the simplex algorithm, linear programming, and
their applications,
Prereq: MATH 120, MATH 122;COSC 137orCOSC 138
237 or department permission.
or

eose

MATH 419 Advanced Mathematical Modeling.
3 hrs
A course involving an in-depth study of mathematical
models of greater complexity than is possible in MATH
319, including both deterministic and probabilistic models. An important part of the course should include an
opportunity for a student to become involved in an actual modeling problem.
Prereq: MATH 319.
MATH 420 Introduction to Analysis.
3 hrs
Real numbers, elementary tDpology of the real line, sequences and series, continuity, uniform continuity, differentiation, integration, sequences and series of functions,
Prereq: MATH 121 and MATH 211; or department per·
mission.
VNDERGRADUAT£CATALOG
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MATH 424 Introduction to Complex Variables. 3 bra
Complex numbers, analytic functions, elementary functions and their mapping properties, conformal mapping
and applications; contour integrals, Cauchy-Goursat
Theorem and its consequences, Taylor and Laurent series, calculus of residues.
Prereq: MATH 223.

3hn
The scientific applications of mathematics. 1bpics chosen
will reflect the interests of the class. Possible areas of study
include Fourier series and transforms, complex variables,
generalized functions, Laplace transform, Bessel functions,
curve fitting, partial differential equations, and the calculus of variations. A record of topics studied each semester
will be kept in the mathematics files.
Prereq: MATH 223.

MATH 461 Linear Regression Analysis.
S bra
1bpics include modeling a response as a simple or multiple regression model, validity of assumptions, using
models for estimation and prediction, multicolinearity,
auto·correlation of error terms, residual analysis,
stepwise regression. Astatisticalsoftware package (SAS)
is used extensively.
Prereq: MATH 122 and MATH 360 or MATH 370.

MATH 425 Mathematics for Scientists.

n.
3 hnI
Systems of linear differential equations, transforms,
qualitative theory of systems, existence and uniqueness
theorems.
Pre"'q: MA:rH 325.

MATH 426 Differential EquatioDi

MATH 436 Introduction to Numerical Analysis. 3 hnI
Introduces the theory and application of numeric methods using the digital computer as a tool; finite differences, polynomial approximation, numeric integration,
solution of equations and nonlinear systems, numeric
solution of differential equations, error analysis.
Prereq: MATH 223; and eose 137 or ease 138 or
ease 237 or department permission.
MATH 448 Differential Geometry with an introduction to General Relativity.
3 hnI

Curve and surface theory in three-dimensional space:
introduction to special and general relativity. Not open
to students with credit in MATH 548 Introduction to
Differential Geometry.
Prereq: MATH 223 and MATH 325

MATH 462 Design and Analysis of Experiment.. S hnI

A basic course in principles of experimental designs and
analysis: randomized blocks and latin squares, nested
experiments, experimental and sampling errors, fixed
and random effects models, factorial and fractional designs. A statistical software package (SAS) is used ex·
tensively.
Prereq: MATH 360 or MATH 370 or equivalent.

n.
3 hnI
Nature of statistics; distributions, measure of central
value and dispersion; sampling; statistical inference
estimation and tests of hypothesis. Methods ofcomputation applications and data analysis will be stressed.
Nonparametric statistics: sequential tests, analysis of
variance.
Prereq: MATH 223 and MATH 370, or department permission.

MATH 471 Probability and Statutics

2 hnI
Applications of probability and statistics to actuarial
science. Particular attention paid to subject matter not
covered in the regular mathematics curriculum and to
special techniques of problem solving appropriate to
actuarial science. (This course can be useful in preparing for the Actuarial Examinstion, Part II-Probability
and Statistics).
Prereq: MATH 471 (may be taken concurrently); a minimum GPA in mathematics of 3.4 is strongly recommemUd.

MATH 472 Problems in Actuarial Studies U.

MATH 474 Applied Statistics.
MATH 460 Applied Survey Sampling.

3 hnI

A course in principles of sampling for assessment of data
in business, socia1 sciences, or natural resource man·
agement. Sampling problem, selection of samples, designing questionnaires, estimation of means and variances, ratio, regression and difference methods, simple
and stratified random ssmpling, systematic sampling,
cluster sampling, probability proportional to size sampling. A special survey software package is used.
Prereq: MATH 360 or MATH 370.
UNDERCRADUATECATALOC

3 bra
This course stresses the empirical approach to statistics: Monte Carlo methods to generate samples and to
model distributions; tests offit to assumed distributions;
medians vs. means and range vs. standard deviations;
demonstrations of basic theorems; randomness and independence.
Prereq: MATH 360 or MATH 370.
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MAm 477/4781479 Special Topics.
11213 hni
A senior level course in a specific a rea of mathematics.
The area to be studied will be determined by the field of
specialization of the staff member teaching the course
and the interest of the students enrolled.
Prereq: Undergraduate grade. point average in mathematics 3.0 or aboue and department permission..
MATH 480 Honors COUl"8e in Mathematics..
2 hrs
The content of this course varies with the instructor and
the individual student. It consists of advanced reading
and/or an individual project of a difficult nature. The
work will be done independently with periodic reports
to the instructor.
Prereq: Completion of the requirements fora major with
3.5 grade. point average in mathematics.

MATH 487 Cooperative Education.
S hrs
Four to six months of full-time employment at an industrial firm specially chosen to provide practical experience in mathematics. The program consists of two work
experiences (MATH 387 and MATH 487) alternated with
full-time attendance at the University. Use on mathematics major subject to department permission. Graded
on a creditlno credit basis.
Prereq: Junior or senior majoring in mathematics, ad·
mittance to program by application only, MATH 387,
department permission.
MATH 497/4981499 Independent Study.
112/3 hrs
A report on an approved subject in the field of mathematics under the guidance of the Mathematics Department staff.
Prereq: Undergraduate grade point average in math·
ematics 3.0 or above and department permission.

UNDERGRADUATECATALOG
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MUSIC
Gordon McQuere
Department Head
NIOl Alexander
487-4380
Professors: Nelson Amos, Carter J. Eggers, Anne B.
Gajda, Joseph Gurt, Oscar M. Henry, Anthony
Iannaccone, Sylvan S. Kalib, Glenda E. Kirkland,
Michael G, McGuire, Dady Mehta,l<luise R. Patrick,
Max E. Plank, J. Whitney Prince, Leonard L.
Riccinto, Edward J, Szabo, Mary D, Teal, Mary Ida
Yost, Willard Zirk
Associate Professors: Ernest Brandon, Rachel B.
Harley, Donald C. Hartmann, Kristy Meretta, Kevin
Miller, Garik Pedersen, David Pierce, Diane L.
Winder, David O. Woike
Assistant Professors: Daniel Foster, Marilyn Saker,
John R. Smith, Julie Stone
Emeritus Professors: Armand Abramson, James
Hause, Rodney Hill
The Music department offers five baccalaureate
degree programs as weUas cultural enrichment for all
students, Music is presented in the context of a broad
liberal education; as preparation for teaching of vocal
and instrumental music at the elementary and second·
ary levels; as preparation for becoming a music thera·
pist; as individual and group study for performance
media; as basic training for professional careers as instrumentalists, singers, conductors, composers, atrang·
ers, and music scholarship; and as preparation for concentrated graduate study and college teaching.
The department collaborates with other departments in dance, radio, television, and theatre. A marketing minor also is available to students interested in
music-related businesses.
Housed in the Alexander Music Building, the department has three rehearsal halls, a recital hall, an
organ recitaVteaching studio, an electronic music stu·
dio, a computer lab, and 65 practice rooms.
The Music department is a member of the National
Association of Schools of Music.
Degrees:
Bachelor of Arts
Bachelor of Music
Bachelor of Music Education
Bachelor of Music Therapy
Bachelor of Science
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Programs of Study
Curricula:
Music education (instrumental and vocal) for el·
ementary education
Music education (instrumental and vocal) for K12 education
Music performance
Music therapy
~or:

Music
Music education (instrumental and vocal) for elementary education
Minors:
General music
Music education for elementary education
Advising is according to student interest. Advisers
are posted each term in the department office, or the
advising coordinator may be contacted for further infonnation.
Advising Coordinator:
Curricula for teachers of instrumental music, vocal
music, and music therapy: David Pierce
Curriculum for music performance: David Pierce
Music major: David Pierce
General music, elementary music education minors:
David Pierce
Enrollment in any music curriculum will be deter·
mined by the results of an audition process. All new stu·
dents should write the department well in advance of
their intended registration date to arrange these auditions and examinations. Transfer students may apply
at the same time for advanced standing in music.
Address all correspondence to:
Department of Music
Eastem Michigan University
Ypsilanti, MI 48197
(313) 487-4380
Music fees are charged for private lessons according to the following schedule (1995-96):
Music majors: $60 per semester (maximum) for all
instruction.
Other University students: $60 per semester for a
one-hour lesson, $30 per semester for a half-hour
lesson.
Students from public schools and the community,
and EMU staff and families: Lessons are available
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through the EMU Community Music School. Fees
vary depending on the length of the lesson, and the
instructor. Call the Department of Music for details.
Student recitals are a participatory expectation of
aU music students. These performances may take place
in studio classes, informal departmental recitals, or in
public recitals where required.
A senior recital to fulfill requirements of graduation must be prepared and approved by an appropriate
faculty committee. Ensemble music may be included on
the programs. In such event, the recitalist must have a
principal solo role in the music performed. Additional
approval of senior programs for public performance will
rest with the committee's recommendation.
All public recitals are subject to prior review and
approval by a faculty committee.
All full-time (minimum 12 hours) music majors are
required to attend a quota of music recitals and concerts each semester. Majors should consult with their
major applied instructor or department adviser for specific requirements.
Graduate study leads to the Master of Arts degree
in music. For description of graduate courses, see the
Graduate Catalog.

ACADEMIC MAJORS
CURRICULUM FOR MUSIC
PERFORMANCE
The Bachelor of Music degree curriculum is available for students using voice, guitar, keyboard, or an
orchestral instrument as the principal performing medium. All basic studies requirements must be completed
including one approved course in crosscultural or international studies. (Complete pattern sheet is available
in the department.)
Semhours
Symbolics and communication ..................... 14-18
Requirements I , 2, 3, 4, and 5 (page 41 )
Science and technology .................................... 9-14
Requirements I , 2, and 3 (page 43 )
Social 8cience .......................................................... 12
Requirements 1,2,3, and 4 (page 44 )
Arts and humanities ............................................... 9
Requirements I, 2, and 3 (page 45 )
One course in art , music , or theatre arts
(automatically met by fine arts courses below)
Fine arts ............................................................. 92-98

1.

2.
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Applied music ................................................. 40
Recommended at four semester hours for eight
semesters with both a junior and senior recital
required ........................................................ 32
Music courses chosen according to area of
specialization ................................................. 8
Supporting courses ................................... 48·52
MUSe 101 Music Theory I ................................ 3
MUSe 102 Music Theory II ............................... 3
MUSe 118 Music Literature I ........................... 1
MUSe 119 Aural Skills I .................... ............... 1
MUSC 128 Music Literature II ......................... 1
MUSe 129 Aural Skills II .................................. 1
MUSC 201 Music Theory III ............................. 3
MUSC 202 Music Theory IV ............................. 3
MUSC 218 Music Literature III ........................ 1
MUSC 219 Aural Skills III ................................ 1
MUSC 228 Music Literature IV ........................ 1
MUSC 229 Aural Skills IV ................................ 1
MUSC 301 History of Music .............................. 3
MUSC 302 History of Music .............................. 3
MUSC 413 Orchestration .................................. 2
MUSC 414 Band Arranging .............................. 2

Secondary instruments ...................................... 4
Ensembles .......................................................... 8
Conducting ...................................................... 2-4
3. Electives .......................................................... 4-6
(If a student takes a two-course sequence in
conducting, only four hours of electives are
available)
Physical education and health ............................. 2
Physical education activity courses .................. 2
(Any two courses in military science or two
semesters of Marching Band may be applied)
Total ................................................................. 136-149

CURRICULUM FOR MUSIC THERAPY
The Bachelor of Music Therapy degree is awarded
on completion of this curriculum. The degree program
is approved by the National Association for Music
Therapy.
All students must take the courses specified in
education and fine arts.
Sem holll'8
Symbolic8 and communication ..................... 14·15
Requirements 1, 2, and 4 (page 41 )
Choose one course from the following:
CTAC 225 Listening Behavior, CTAC 226
Nonverbal Communication, CTAC 227
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Interpersonal Communication, CTAC 374
Intercultural Communication ....................... 3
IHHS 226 Computers for Health and Human
Services .......................................................... 3
Science and technology .................................. 19-20
A course in physical science .............................. 3
BIOL 105 Biology and the Human Species ...... 4
ZOOL 326 Human Physiology ........................... 3
PSY 1011102 General Psychology ................... 3/4
PSY 360 Abnonnal Psychology .......................... 3
Choose one psychology elective ......................... 3
Social science .......................................................... 12
Requirements 1, 2, and 4 (page 44 )
SOCL 105 Introductory Sociology ..................... 3
Arts aod humanities ............................................... 6
Requirements 1, 2, and 3 (page 45 ) .................. 6
One course in art, music, or theatre arts
(automatically met in fine arts courses below)
Education ................................................................... 3
SPGN 251 Education of Exceptional Children. 3
Fine arts ................................................................... 84
1. Music theory and history courses .............. 28
MUSC 101 Music Theory I ................................ 3
MUSC 102 Music Theory II ............................... 3
MUSC 118 Music Literature I ........................... 1
MUSe 119 Aural Skills I ................................... 1
MUSC 128 Music Literature IT ......................... 1
MUSC 129 Aural Skills II .................................. 1
MUSC 201 Music Theory TIl ............................. 3
MUSC 202 Music Theory IV ............................. 3
MUSC 218 Music Literature III ........................ 1
MUSC 219 Aural Skills m ................................ 1
MUSe 228 Music Literature IV ........................ 1
MUSC 229 Aural Skills IV ................................ 1
MUSC 301 History of Music .............................. 3
MUSC 302 History of Music .............................. 3
MUSC 413 Orchestration .................................. 2
2. Applied music ................................................. S4
MUSC 326 Conducting ...................................... 2
Ensembles .......................................................... 4
Applied Music courses at the 100-300 level
(principal instrument) ................................. 14
Minimal perfonnance skills as detennined by the
National Association for Music Therapy
Most students should be able to meet some of these skill
requirements upon entrance or they can be achieved
through the courses listed below:
Voice: MUSC 232 Voice Class and AVOC 101-A01
Applied Music ................................................ 2
Piano; MUSC 251-254 Functional Piano and
MUSC 305 Keyboard Skills ........................... 6
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

Guitar: MUSe 274 Functional Guitar .............. 2
Secondary instrument classes ........................... 4
MUSe 211 Basic Brass Class. MUSC 241
Percussion, MUSC 261 Basic String Class:
Violin, MUSC 281 Basic Woodwind Class
S. Music therapy courses .................................. 22
MUSC 103 Introduction to Music Therapy ...... 2
MUSC 221 Methods and Materials in Music
Therapy .......................................................... 2
MUSC 222 Preclinical Training Practicum in
Music Therapy I ............................................. 1
MUSC 223 Preclinical Training Practicum in
Music Therapy II ........................................... 1
MUSC 303 Music Therapy Principleal ............ 4
MUSe 304 Music Therapy Principles II ........... 4
MUSe 404 Psychology of Music I ..................... 2
MUSC 405 Psychology of Music II .................... 2
Muse 424 Preclinical Training Practicum in
Music Therapy ITI ,......................................... I
MUSC 425 Preclinical Training Practicum in
Music Therapy IV .......................................... 1
MUSC 488 Clinical Training in Music Therapy2
Physical education and health ............................. 2
Choose two activity courses from the following;
PEGN 103 Couple, Square, and Ballroom
Dancing; PEGN 155 Jazz I; PEGN 158 Folk
Dancing; PEGN 161 Modem Dance; PEGN 255
Jazz II; PEGN 258 Intennediate Folk Dancing;
PEGN 2611ntennediate Modem Dance
'lbtaJ ... .............................................................. 140-142

MU5ICMA]OR
Students must complete the requirements for the
Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science degrees by including the academic major below and a different minor subject of 20-24 semester hours in some other department. Students will not earn a teaching certificate
by completing this major.
Students must complete all basic studies requirements including one approved course in crosscultural
or international studies. (Complete pattern sheet is
available in the department.)
Semhours
Major in music .............. ......................................... 49
1. Required courses ..................... ...... ................ 44
MUse 101 Music Theory I ................................ 3
MUSC 102 Music Theory II ............................... 3
MUSC 118 Music Literature I ........................... 1
MUSe 119 Aural Skills I ................................... 1
MUSC 128 Music Literature II ......................... 1
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Muse 129 Aural Skills II .................................. 1
MUSe 201 Music Theory III .... ,., ...................... 3
MUSC 202 Music Theory IV ,...... ,.... ,.. ,............. 3
MUSC 218 Music Literature In ........................ 1
MUSC 219 Aural Skills Ill ................................ 1
MUSe 228 Music Literature IV ........................ 1
MUSe 229 Aural Skills IV ................................ 1
MUSe 301 History of Music .............................. 3
MUSC 302 History of Music ......... "."." ............. 3
MUse 413 Orchestration ..... """ ............... ,, .. ,," 2
MUSC 414 Band Arranging ................. ,........... , 2
Applied Music courses at the 100·300 level
(principal instrument) ........................ ,........ 12
MUSe 251·252 Functional Piano ...................... 2
Ensembles .......................................................... 2
Electives in music ., .. .., ... ,.. " ................. ,.......... , S

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
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Euphonium (AEPH)
Ji'lute (A BSN)
Guita'" (AGTR)
Harp (AHRP)
Harpsichord (ARPS)
Oboe ( AOBO)
Organ (A ORG)
Piano (APNO)
Percussion (APER)
Scuphone (ASAX)
String Bass ( ADBS)
1>'umpet (ATPT)
Thba (ATUB)
Viola (AVLA)
Violin (AVLN)

-Guitar does not qualify 08 a principal illBtrUlnelit ill the Bachelor of

ACADEMIC MINOR

Music Educatioll curriculum. Acceptable {or Bachelor of Arts. Bach·
elorof&ieIiCt. or Bachelor of Music fkgree with I1l4ior ill mURic.

GENERAL MUSIC MINOR
Students seeking admission to the general minor
in music must complete an appHcation at the Music
department office and take placement tests in applied
music and basic musicianship. Each must work out a
course of study with a designated music adviser.
Minor in general music .................... 20 sem hours
APPLIED MUSIC COURSES

Students who do not qualify by audition for admission to a curriculum in music may, at the discretion
of the department, be assigned preparatory work until
ready for university applied music study, It should be
understood that delayed admission as a departmental
major may extend the time nonnally required to satisfy
graduation requirements.
Transfer students may be granted credit for ap·
plied music study accomplished at another institution
or with a recognized private teacher. E~gibility for credit
will be determined by audition. A course of study de·
signed to satisfy Music department graduation require·
ments will be recommended at that time.
At the time of admission to a music curriculum,
students with piano as a secondary instrument must
demonstrate the required level of proficiency for graduation in their chosen curriculum, or elect piano every
semester until the required proficiency is attained.
Study is available on t he following instruments:
• Bassoon (ABSN)
• Cello (AVeL)
• Clarinet (ACLA)

Principal Instruments
The baccalaureate degrees require varying semes·
ter hours of work on the principal applied music instru·
ment as indicated in the course requirements of the specific curriculum and mf\lor.
Students are admitted to the 100 series level at
different degrees of competency; therefore some students
will require more time to achieve the proficiency needed
for admission to the 300 series level. Pennission to move
to 300 series level may be given by the faculty jury with
the permission of the teacher,

TEACHING MAJORS
MUSIC EDUCATION (INSTRUMENTAL)
MAJOR
K-12 TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this course of studies, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Elementary-Second·
ary Provisional Certificate endorsed in music education,
certification code "JX," The certification test covering
this field is ~39 , "Music Education."
Basic Studies
J-B-l. ENOL 121 English Composition (3)
I·B·2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cOller
I-B·S, Basic Studies requirement. See inside back COller
I-B-4. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
J-B-6. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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TI·B·!. Basic Studws requirement. See inside back cover

0·B·2. Basic Studws requirement. See inside back cover
0.B.3. Basic Studws requirement. See inside back cover
m·B·I. Basic Studws requirement. See inside back cover
m·B·2. Basic Studws requirement. See inside back cover
m·B-3. Basic Studws requirement. See inside back cover
m·B-4. Basic Studws requirement. See inside back cover
IV·B·I. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV·B·2. Basic Studws requirement. See inside back cover
IV·B-3. Basic Studws requirement. See inside back cover
JV·B-4. Arts- Included in the teaching major.
Physical education, military science, or equivalent
PEGN 140 Marching Band (2)
Credit hours in Basic Studws: ................................... 47
Teaching MajorlMinor
MUSC 101 Music Theory I (3)
MUSC 102 Music Theory II (3)
MUSe 118 Music Literature I (1)
MUSC 119 Aural Skills I (1)
MUSC 128 Music Literature II (1)
MUSC 129 Aural Skills II (1)
MUSC 201 Music Theory III (3)
MUSC 202 Music Theory IV (3)
MUSC 218 Music Literature III (l)
MUSe 219 Aural Skills III (1)
MUSC 228 Music Literature IV (1)
MUSe 229 Aural Skills IV (1)
MUSC 232 Voice Class (1)
MUSe 301 History of Music (3)
MUSC 302 History of Music (3)
MUSC 413 Orchestration (2)
MUSC 414 Band Arranging (2)
MUSC 211 Basic Brass Class (1)
MUSC 241 Percussion (1)
MUSe 261 Basic String Class: Violin (1)
MUSe 281 Basic Woodwind Class (1)
7Wo of:
MUSC 212 Brass Class (1)
MUSC 262 String Class: Viola (1)
MUSC 263 String Class: Cello and Double
Bass (1)
MUSC 282 Woodwind Class (1)
MUSC 283 Woodwind Class (1)
MUSe 251-254 Functional Piano (4)
Applied Music courses at the 100-300 level
(principal instrument) (16)
MUSC 326 Conducting (2)
MUSC 327 Instrumental Conducting (2)
Ensembles (8)
Electives (4)
Subtotal, Major and minor: ....................................... 73
UNDERGRADUATE CATAlOG

Professional Studies
100 clock hours of approved prestudent teaching
field experiences (0)
EDTC 300 Introduction to Computer Applications
in Education (1)
EDTC 251 Educating the Exceptional Child (3)
SPGN 300 Exceptional Children in the Regular
Classroom (1)
EDPS 322 Human Development and Learning (4)
The following courses require formal admission
to the teacher education program:
RDNG 311 Teaching Reading in the Secondary
School (3)
SOFD 328 Schools in a Multicultural Society (3)
MUSC 332 Instrumental Music in the Public
Schools (3)
One of'
MUSC 333 Orchestral Methods (3)
MUSe 334 Sand Methods (3)
EDUC 496 Student Teaching (6)
EDUC 497 Student Teaching (6)
Credit hours in Professional Studit?s: ........................ 30
Total credit hours required: .............................. 152

MUSIC EDUCATION (VOCAL) MAJOR
K-12 TEACHER CERTIFICATION
Successful completion of this course of studies, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Elementary-Secondary Provisional Certificate endorsed in music education,
certification code"JX." The certification test covering
this field is #39, "Music Education."
Basic Studies
]·B-l. ENGL 121 English Composition (3)
]·B-2. Basic Studws requirement. See inside back cover
]·B-3. Basic StudW8 requirement. See inside back cover
].B-4. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
].B.6. Basic Studws requirement. See inside back cover
O·B-1. Basic Studws requirement. See inside back cover
0.8-2. Basic Studws requirement. See inside back cover
0-B-3. Basic Studws requirement. See inside back cover
m·B·l. BasicStudws requirement. See inside back cover
m·B·2. Basic Studws requirement. See inside back cover
m·B-3. Basic Studws requirement. See inside back cover
m-8-4. Basic Studws requirement. See inside back couer
IV·B·1. Basic Studws requirement. See inside back cover
IV.B.2. Basic Studws requirement. See inside back cover
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IV-B-3. Basic Studks requirement. See ,inside back cover
IV·B-4. Arts
Included in the teaching major.
Physical education, military science, or equivalent (2)

Credit hours in Basic Studies: ................................... 47
Teaching Major
MUSe 101 Music Theory I (3)
MUSe 102 Music Theory II (3)
MUSC 118 Music Literature I 0)
MUSe 119 Aural Skills I (1)
MUSe 128 Music Literature II ( 1)
MUSe 129 Aural Skillsrr (1)
MUSe 201 Music Theory III (3)
MUSe 202 Music Theory IV (3)
MUSe 218 Music Literature III (1)
MUSe 219 Aural Skills III (1)
MUSe 228 Music Literature IV (1)
MUSe 229 Aural Skills IV (1)
MUSe 301 History of Music (3)
MUSC 302 History of Music (3)
MUSC 413 Orchestration (2)
MUSC 274 Functional Guitar (2)

TIuo of:
MUSC 212 Brass Class (1)
MUSe 241 Percussion (1)
MUSe 261 Basic String Class: Violin (1)
MUSC 281 Basic Woodwind Class (1)
Applied Music courses at the 100-300 level
(principal instrument) (16)
One or:

The following courses require formal admission
to the teacher education program:
RDNG 311 Teaching Reading in the Secondary
Srhool (3)
SOFD 328 Schools in a Multicultural Society (3)
MUSC 330 Music Education in the Elementary
Srhool (3)
MUSC 331 Music Education in the Secondary
School (3)
EDUC 496 Student Teaching (6)
EDUC 497 Student Teaching (6)

Credit hours in Professional Studies: ........................ 30
Total credit hours required: .............................. 138

MUSICMA}OR
ELEMENTARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this major, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in music education, certification code"JX." The certification test covering this field is #39, "Music Education."
The curriculum for this major is that which is listed
under "Teaching Major" in the K-12 music (instrumen·
tal) or K-12 music (vocal) program. No minor is required.
75 hours for instrumental, 80 hours for vocal.
For certification in both K-12 Music and K-B Elementary Education student teaching in both Music (12
hours) and Elementary Education (12 hours) is required

Muse 251-4 and APNO/AORG 111-113 Applied

TEACHING MINOR

Music (ifkeyboard is secondary instrument) (0-6)
AVOC 101-1l3 Applied Music in Voice (if
secondary instrument) (0-6)
MUSC 326 Conducting (2)
MUSC 328 Choral Conducting (2)
Ensembles (8)
Electives (2)

ELEMENTARY MUSIC EDUCATION

Subtotal, Major and minor: ............................... " ...... 62
Professional Studies
100 clock hours of approved prestudent teaching
field experiences (0)
EDTC 300 Introduction to Computer Applications
in Education ( 1)
SPGN 25 1 Educating the Exceptional Child (1)
EDPS 322 Human Development and Learning (4)
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MINOR
ELEMENTARY AND SPECIAL EDUCATION-ELEMENTARY
TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Students seeking admission to the minor in elementary music education must complete an application at the Music department office and take placement
tests in applied music and basic musicianship. Each
must work out a course of study with a designated music adviser.
Successful completion of this minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in music education, certification code "JX." The certification test covering this field is #39, "Music Education."
24 hours in music theory, music literature, music
UNOERGR~UATECATALOG
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education, applied music, conducting, and piano. Three
or four semester hours of student teaching also are required. The methods course must be taken in the area
of teaching desired. All courses in the minor must be
completed before student teaching in the minor field.

Objectives of the course parallel and relate to those of
MUSe 101. Generally taken concurrently with MUSe
101 and MUSe 119.
Prereq: Music majors / minors or placement examinalwn.

MUse 119 Aural Skills I.

MUSIC COURSES

THEORY-LITERATURE AND HISTORY

MUse 100 Introduction to Music Theory.
S bra
Designed for the nonmustc major. A preparatory course
for MUSe 101 for the music major or minor deficient in
music theory. The basic elements of music: notation of
pitch and rhythm, scales, intervals, tonality, beginning
sightsinging, and dictation.
MUse 101 Music Theory I.
S bra
Integrated theory course dealing with perception, writing, analysis, and performance of basic musical materials; stylistic comprehension of music of all periods. For
music majors and minors. Generally taken concurrently
with MUSe 118 and MUSe 119.
Prereq: Music majors/ mirwrs or placement examtnatwn.
MUse 102 Music Theory D.
3 bra
Continuation of MUSC 101. For music majors and minors. Generally taken concurrently with MUSe 128 and
MUSe 129.
Prereq: Muse 101, Muse 118, Muse 119, or placement examination.
MUSC l06lntroductioD to the PerformingArtB. 3 br8
A survey of the arts of dance, theatre, and music, developing an understanding and appreciation of representative works in the three fields; the place of these arts
in contemporary society and their contribution to a
richer life. Attendance required at specified on-campus
performances. Nonmusic majors only.
MUSC 107 Music Appreciation.
2 hrs
Guides the student in listening to and understanding
various types, forms, and styles of instrumental and
vocal music of the world. Representative works of all
periods and cultures, including contemporary developments, will be studied. Attendance at some concerts and
recitals required. Nonmusic majors only.
MUSC 118 Music Literature L
Ihr
Stylistic analysis and aural presentation of selected
musical masterworks in the history of western music,
from the medieval period through the classic period.
UNDERGRADUATECA~G

Ihr
Development of fundamental sight singing techniques
as well as skills in notating performed melodic and harmonic musical examples. Objectives of the course parallel those of MUSe 101. Generally taken concurrently
with MUSe lot and MUSC 118.
Prereq: Music 11I4iors / minors or placement examination.

MUSC 127 The Splendid Centuries of Austria.
3 br8
Asurvey of the art, music, and literature ofAustria from
the 17th to early 20th century in its intellectual, political, and social setting. Baroque and Rococo art, and Classical and Romantic music and literature are considered.
Extensive use is made of recordings and slides. 'Tham
taught by a member of one of the fine arts Departments
and a member of the History Department. This course
satisfies one fine arts or one history requirement. Note:
See Honors Humanities Courses, page 81.
MUSC 128 Music Literature D.
Ihr
A continuation of MUse 118. Stylistic analysis and aural presentation of selected musical masterworks in the
history of westem music, from the classic period through
the 20th century. Objectives of the course parallel and
relate to those of MUSe 102. Generally taken concurrently with MUSe 102 and MUSC 129.
Prereq: MUSe 118 or placement examination. Music
majors / minors.

MUse 129 Aural Skills U.

Ihr
A continuation of MUSe 119. Development ofintermediate sight singing techniques as well as skills in notating performed melodic and harmonic musical examples.
Objectives of the course parallel those of MUSe 102.
Generally taken concurrently with MUSe 102 and
MUSe 128.
Prereq: Music majors / minors. MUSe 101, Muse 118,
Muse 119, or placement examination.

MUSC 201 Music Theory m.
3 hrs
Continuation of MUSe 102 with more emphasis on harmonic, melodic, compositional, and structural techniques
of 16th through 20th centuries. Generally taken concurrently with MUSC 218 and MUSe 219.
Prereq: Muse 102, Muse 128, Muse 129, or placement examination.
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MUse 202 Mwic Theory IV.
3 bra
Continuation of MUSC 201. For music majors/minors.
Generally taken concurrently with MUSe 228 and
MUSC229.
Prereq: MUSe 201, Muse 218, Muse 219. 0" pla~

ment examinatWn.
MUse 203 Jazz Styles, History. and Analysis.
2 hrs
Presents stylistic, historical, and analytical perspectives
in jazz from its origin through the present. Includes vocal
jazz, extensive use of recordings.

p,.e,.eq : Music majo,./minor, sophomo,.e standing,
MUSe 102.

0,.

MUse 219 Aural Skills m.

1br
A continuation of MUSC 129. Development of intermediate/advanced sight singing techniques as well as skills
in notating performed melodic and harmonic musical
examples. Objectives of the course parallel those of
MUSC 201. Generally taken concurrently with MUSC
201 and MUSe 218.
Prereq: Music majo,.s/minors. Muse 102, Muse 128.
Muse 129, 0,. placement examination.

MUse 228 Music Literature [V,

1br
A continuation of MUSe 218. Stylistic analysis and aural
presentation of selected musical masterworks in the
history of western music, from the classic period through
the 20th century. Objectives of the course parallel and
relate to those of MUSC 202. Generally taken concurrently with MUSC 202 and MUSC 229.
Prereq: MUSe 201, Muse 218, Muse 219; or placement examination. Music majors/mino,.s.

MUse 229 Aural Skill. IV,
1br
A continuation ofMUSC 219. Development of advanced
sight singing techniques as well as skills in notating
performed melodic and harmonic musical examples.
Objectives of the course parallel those of MUSC 202.
GeneraBy taken concurrently with MUSe 202 and
MUSC228.
Prereq: Music mqjo,.s/mino,.s. MUSe 201, MUse 218,
Muse 219; 0,. placement examination.
MUse 301 History of Music.
3 bra
A chronological study of western music in its historical
and cultural setting. Recognition of idioms, changing
sounds, styles, and forms of music in medieval, Renaissance, and Baroque periods, approximately through
1750. Students survey the history of their instruments.
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MUSC 302 History of Music.
3 bra
A continued chronological study of western music in its
historical and cultural setting, beginning about 1750.
Emphasis similar to MUSC 301 but with a strong con·
centration in contemporary music. Covers classica1 ,
Romantic, and present periods.
p,.ereq: MUSe 301 .
MUSC 317 Music Composition.
2 bra
Original writing and ana1ysis of music, beginning with
the smaller forms. May be repeated for credit.
Prereq: MUSe 202 and department permission.
MUSC 341 Contrapuntal Techniques.
2 bra
Writing in polyphonic forms with concomitant analysis.
Prereq: MUSe 202.
MUSC 401 Music Theory·Literature V.
2 bra
Integration of previous studies in theory-literature and
music history; continued study and analysis of music
from all periods; original, creative composition with special emphasis on contemporary style.
Prereq' Muse 202.

MUse 402 Mwic Theory-Literature VI.
Continuation ofMUSC 401 .
p,.ereq: MUSe 401.

2 "'"

MUse 413 Orchestration.
2 "'"
Practical work in setting compositions for full orchestra
and various other instrumental ensembles.

p,.ereq: Muse 202.
MUse 414 Band Arranging.
2 bra
Arranging for band; transcription from other media;
original composition; analysis ofrepresentative work.
Prereq; S enio,. standing
MUSIC EDUCATION COURSES

MUSC 104 Elements of Music.
2 "'"
Singing, music reading, and theory experience in the
elements of music for the elementary classroom teacher.
Concepts of rhythm and tonality. Lecture: two hours per
week. Laboratory: one hour per week.
Prereq: Elementary education or special education mao
jor.

Prereq: MUSe 202.
UND£RGRADUATECATALOG
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MUSC un Class Piano.
2hrs
Group instruction in piano for students with no previ.
ous keyboard experience. Provides the necessary skills
for carrying on a music program in the elementary class·
room. Nonmusic majors only.
MUSC 152 Class Piano.
2hrs
Continuation ofMUSC 151 with emphasis on the func·
tional aspects of piano playing and elementary piano literature. For students not specializing in music and with
not more than one year of previous keyboard experience.
Prereq: MUSe 151 or department permission.
MUSC 211 Basic Brass Clasa.
1hr
The teaching and playing of trumpet and trombone.
Majors and minors only.
MUSC 212 Brass Clasa.
1hr
The teaching and playing of French horn, euphonium,
and tuba. Majors and minors only.
MUSC 224 Recreational Music.
2hr,
For recreation majors. Specific activities, techniques,
and resources for directing recreational music programs.
MUSC 232 Voice Class.
1hr
Improving the singing and speaking voice through the
study of breath control, tone production, and diction. Not
open to students with voice as a principal instrument.
Prereq: The ability to read music in the clef appropriate
to student's ooice classification.

MUse 236 Diction in Singing.
2 hrt
The physiological descriptions and laboratory practice
of diction as used in singing English, French, German,
Italian, and Latin.
MUse 241 Percussion.
1hr
The teaching and playing of snare drum, tympani, and
keyboard percussion with an emphasis on group lesson
techniques; survey of accessory instruments; introduc·
tion of methods, literature, and use of the percussion
ensemble. Majors and minors only.

MUse 261 Basic String CI8.88: Violin.
1 hi'
The teaching and playing of the violin from a pedagogi·
cal approach. Designed primarily for music education
and music therapy majors. Small and large group in·
struction and current methods including rote and Suzuki
approaches. Majors and minors only.
UNDERCRADUATECATALOC

MUSC 262 String ClaB8: Viola.
1 hr
Continuation of MUSC 261; teaching and playing of
viola. Majors and minors only.
Prereq: MUSe 261.
MUSC 263 String Clas8: Cello and Double B8.88. 1 hr
The teaching and playing of cello and double bass. Ma·
jors and minors only.
MUSC 271 Beginning Classical Guitar.
2 hrs
Group instruction in classical guitar through the study
of standard beginning methods and repertoire.
Prereq: Department permission.
MUSC 272 Intermediate Classical Guitar.
2 bra
Group instruction in classical guitar through the study
of standard intennediate methods and repertoire.
Pre ...q, MUSe 271.
MUse 274 Functional Guitar.
2hrs
Functional skills for playing guitar. Students will learn
guitar notation, chords, and various accompaniment
styles. Intended primarily for music education majors,
music education minors, and music therapy majors.
Prereq: Department permission.

MUSC 281 Basic Woodwind CI8.88.
1hr
The teaching and playing of clarinet. Majors and mi·
nors only.
MUSC 282 Woodwind Class.
1hr
The teaching and playing of flute and saxophone. Ma·
jors and minors only.
MUSC 28S Woodwind Class.
1hr
The teaching and playing of oboe and bassoon. Majors
and minors only.
l\WSC 320 Elementary Music Education.
2 hrs
A study of materials and teaching techniques in rela·
tion to the interests, characteristics, and needs of chil·
dren in elementary and special education classrooms .•
Nonmajors only.
Prereq: MUSe 104 and junior standing.
MUse 330 Music Education in the Elementary
Sohool.
3 hrs
Organization, planning, and teaching of elementary
music. Examination, evaluation, and preparation of
materials. Music curriculum based on child growth and
development principles. Concurrent placement in
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schools for observation and prestudent teaching experience. Open to music education majors and minors only.
Prereq: Junior standing. Completion of MUSC 254 and
Applied Music Course 114/ 115/ 116, or Applied Music
Course 105 / 106 and Applied Music Course 134/ 135/
136; MUSe 202; eoreq: Muse 326.
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MUse 361 Methods and Materials for Thaching Piano.
2 hr1I

Study of methods and materials suitable for use with
beginning- and intermediate-level students.
Prereq: Junior standing
MUSIC THERAPY

MUSC SS1 Music Education in the Secondary School.
S hr1I
Care and treatment of adolescent voices; classification
and training ofvoiees; song interpretation; organization
and administration of all types of choral ensembles;
theory, history, and literature of music classes; evalua·
tion of numerous materials suitable for choral organizations and other classes in the secondary school; psychology and philosophy of music education. Open to
music education majors only.

MUse lOS Introduction to Music Therapy.
2 hrs
An orientation to music therapy. Introductory survey of
the various impaired and disabled populations served,
current career opportunities, and exploration of interventions utilized by music therapists to achieve specific
therapeutic goals. Observation of registered music therapists in hospital, clinical, and school settings is required.

Prereq: Admission to music therapy program.

Prereq: Junior standing; satisfactory completion of
MUSC 330. Proficiency in piano and voice; Coreq: MUSC

MUse 221 Methods and Materia.la in Music Therapy.
2 hr1I

328.

Study of resources available in music therapy and their
systematic application to meet the treatment needs of
children and adults with various dysfunctions. Presentation of specifically designed music therapy experi·
ences.
Prereq: MUSe 102, MUse 103.

MUse 332lnstrumental Music in the Publie Schools.

S hr1I
Designed to prepare students to teach instrumental
music; covers organization of beginning classes, special
problems of strings. selection of suitable materials, techniques of teaching, public relations, and other areas of
interest in the development of orchestras and bands.
Special emphasis placed on music for grades four
through nine. Open only to instrumental music education majors and minors. No students on academic probation.
Prereq: Junior standing.

S hr1I
Designed to assist students in their preparation as orchestra directors; special problems relevant to the string
orchestra, string ensembles, and the string curriculum
in the secondary schools. Open only to instrumental
music majors. No students on academic probation.
Prereq: MUSe 332 and junior standing.

MUse S3S Orchestral Methods.

3 hr1I
Designed to assist students in their preparation as band
directors in secondary schools; charting and drills for
marching band; rehearsal procedures and selection of
suitable materials for the concert band. Open only to
instrumental music education majors. No students on
academic probation.
Prereq: MUSe 332 and junior standing.

MUse 334 Band Methods.

MUSC 222 Preclinical Training Practicum in Music

Therapy I.
1 hi'
Introductory fieldwork experience in music therapy.
Observation and documentation of music therapy sessions in clinical or educational settings.
Prereq: MUSe 103.
MUse 223 Preclinical Training Practicum in Music
Therapy U.
1 hr
Continuation of MUSe 222 . Leadership or co-leadership

of music therapy sessions.
Prereq: MUSe 222.
MUse SOS Music Therapy Principles I.

4 hrs
Examination of the research literature dealing specifically with the influence of music on behavior, including
neurophysiological effects. In-depth study of diagnostic
categories and systematic application of music therapy
treatment to people within these categories. Laboratory
experienee is required in which music therapy treatment
is provided to individuals with various dysfunctions.
Prereq: Admission to music therapy program, PSY 101 /
102, MUSe 221. Muse 222, and MUSe 223.
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MUse 304 Music Therapy Principles ll.
4 hrs
Continuation of MUSe 303. Exploration of professional
skills needed by a music therapist in a variety of clinical settings. Includes in-depth examination of music
therapy literature, various psychological theories and
their relationships to music therapy. Laboratory experience is required.
P""q' MUSe 303.
MUse 404 Psychology of Music I.
2 bra
Study of the functional uses, psychological attributes,
aesthetic effects, and psycho-acoustical properties of
music. Introduction to statistical analysis and evaluation of research in the field; examination of the continued need for investigation and documentation.
Prereq' MUSe 304.

MUse 405 Psychology of Music n.

2 bra
Continuation of MUSC 404. In-depth exploration of
empirical research in the field, with opportunities to
conduct individual investigation of selected topics.
Prereq' MUSe 404.

MUSC 424 Preclinical Training Practicum in Music
Therapy ID.
1 hr
Fieldwork experience in clinical or educational setting
under supervision of a registered music therapist. Taken
concurrently with MUSC 404.
Prereq: Senior standing in music therapy program;
Muse 304.

MUse 425 Preclinical Training Practicum. in Music
Therapy IV.
1 hr
Fieldwork experience continued. Taken concurrently
with MUSC 405.
Prereq: MUSe 424.

MUse 488 Clinical Training in Music Therapy. 2 hrs
Six months of supervised training in a hospital, clinical, or educational setting affiliated with the National
Association for Music Therapy.
Prereq: Senior standing. completion of all other music
therapy curriculum requirements, and successful completion ofguitar, keyboard and voice competency examinations.

MUSIC HONORS

2 .....
MUSC 490 Honors Course in Muaic.
Provides superior students with the opportunity for an
intensive program of independent study, original composition, performance, or research.
Prereq: Senior standing. cumulatiue average of 3,5 in
music, 3,2 in genual studies, Regulations governing
honors courses must be followed (see page 16).
Honors program available. Consult with departrrnmt
adviser, D. Pierce.
SPECIAL TOPICS COURSES

MUSC 1771178/179 Special Thpica.
1I2IS hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings, Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
MUSC 2771278/279 Special Topics.
1/2/S hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
11213 .....
MUSC 377/378/379 Special Topics.
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.

MUSC 477/478/479 Special Topics.
11213 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
APPLIED MUSIC COURSES

Applied Musie Course 100 01-04.
1 to 2 hrs
For the student who requires additional preparation in
his or her principal instrument before entering regular
freshman level work. Cannot apply toward graduation
requirements in either music major curriculum.

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION

MUSC 387 Cooperative Education.
3 hn
A cooperative work experience in the field of music,
Prereq: Department permission.
UNOERGIlAOUATECATALOG
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Applied Music Course 100 11-22.
Lower level work for music majors and minors only. May
be repeated for credit.
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Applied Music COUl'8e 100 01·22.
For music minors. May be repeated for credit.

1 hr

Applied Music COUl'8e 300 31-62.
1 to 4 hrs
Upper level work for music majors and minors. May be
repeated for credit.
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MUSC 328 Choral Conducting.
2 hrs
A practical course in choral conducting; baton technique,
score analysis, study of technical and musical problems
in conducting traditional and contemporary works .
Prereq: MUSe 326.
LAROE ENSEMBLES

SECONDARVINSTRUMENTS

MUSC 251 Functional Piano.
Ihr
Required for all music majors and minors with no previous piano experience. Teaches keyboard skills necessary both for accompaniment of simple music and for
developing musical understanding basic to all
coursework In music
Prereq: Majors or minors only.
MUSC 252 Functional Piano.
Ihr
Continuation of MUSC 251.
Prereq: MUSe 251 orequiuaknt. Majors or miners only.
MUSC 253 Functional Piano.
1 hr
Continuation ofMUSC 252. Stresses keyboard harmony, acoompaniment. ,;gh~readmg. piano Utemture. and techruque.
Prereq: MUSe 252. Majors or minors only.

MUSC 254 Functional Piano.
Ihr
Continuation ofMUSC 253. Additional accompaniment
experience, keyboard harmony, improvisation, piano literature, and techniques. Any break in the continuity of
Functional Piano courses will require an audition before resumption of study.
Prereq: MUSe 253 or equivalent. Majors or minors only.
MUse 305 Keyboard Skill••
2hrs
Sight reading, harmonization, transposition, improvi·
sation, and score reading.
Prereq: MUSe 102. Muse 254. Majors or minors only.

MUSC 326 Conducting.
2 hrs
Fundamentals of baton technique, score reading, and
interpretation of Instrumental and vocal music.
Prereq: Junior standing. Majors or minors only.
MUSC 327 Instrumental Conducting.
2hrs
A practical course in instrumental conducting; score
preparation, baton technique, study of technical and
musical problems in conducting traditional and contemporary works.
Prereq: MUSe 326.

MUSC 131 University Choir.
1 hr
An ensemble of advanced singers. Open to all students
in the University.
Prereq: Department permission.
MUSC 134 University Women's Chorus.
Open to all women students.

Ihr

MUSC 135 University Men's Chorus.
Open to all men students.
Prereq; Department permission.

Ihr

MUSC 136 Chamber Choir.
Ihr
Chamber music for mixed voices. Open to all students.
Prereq: Department permission.

PEGN 140 Marching Band.
1 hr
(See Health, Physical Education, Recreation. and Dance
department.)
MUse 149 Athletic Band.
Ihr
The Athletic Band rehearses music and performs for a
schedule (determined by the instructor) of the
University's men's and women's basketball and volley·
ball home games. The Athletic Band also may perform
for postseason basketball competition. MUSC 149 may
not serve to fulfill Group V basic studies requirement.
Prereq; Department permission.

MUSC 248 Orchestra.
Open to all students in the University.
Prereq: Department permission.

thr

1 hr
MUse 249 Band.
MUse 249 includes Concert Wmds, Symphonic Band,
and Marching Band. Open to all students of the University. Enrollment in MUSC 249 requires attendance
for the entire semester. Students electing MUSe 249
may also elect PEGN 140 for one credit.
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MUSC 350 Contemporary Chamber Ensemble.
1 hr
Various mixed ensembles of soloists. Devoted to performance of 20th-century music, especially of the last 15
years. Compositions require performers on all instruments, solo voices, and, on occasion, electronic music.
Open to all qualified musicians.
Prereq: Departrrumt permission.
MUSC 351 Collegium Musicum.
1 hr
Various ensembles of soloists-instrumental, vocal, and
mixed. Opportunity to perform old and new music infrequently heard. Open to all qualified students.

MUSC 247 Woodwind Ensemble.
Chamber music for woodwinds.
Prereq: Department permission.

MUSC 475 Chamber Music Performance.
2 hrs
Study and performance of literature for small chamber
groups. May be repeated for credit.
Prereq: Department permission.

PHILOSOPHY
(SEE UNDER HISTORY AND PmLOSOPHY)

MUSC 445 The Opera.
2 hrs
The history and literature of opera from its inception to
the present day as music and theater.
Prereq: Voice major or department permi.<lsion.
MUSC 4481449 Opera Workshop.
112 hrs
A laboratory-performance course that deals with performance of opera scenes and, when feasible, complete
works. Musical, technical, and dramatic aspects of production.
Prereq: Department permission.
SMALL ENSEMBLES

MUSC 243 Percussion Ensemble.
1hr
Performance class designed to develop the
percussionist's technical and musical skills in an ensemble setting. Devoted to the rehearsal and performance of the best in twentieth-century percussion ensemble literature in a variety of styles.
Prereq: Percussion major or minor or department permi.<lsion.
MUSC 244 Jazz Ensemble.
1hr
Performance class dealing with the elements of jazz arrangement, improvisation, and ensemble techniques
with special emphasis on the function of jazz in music
education.
Prereq: Department permission.
MUSC 245 Brass Ensemble.
Chamber music for brass.
Prereq; Department permission.

1hr

MUse 246 String Ensemble.
Chamber music for strings.
Prereq: Department permission.

1hr

UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY
Dan Trochet
Department Head
SOS Strong Hall
487-4144
Professors: James C. Porter, Dan Trochet, Jon K.
Wooley
Associate Professors: Diane A. Jacobs, Alexandria
Oakes, Natthi Shanna, James P. Sheerin, Weidian
Shen, Marshall Thomsen
Assistant Professors: Ernest Behringer, David D.
Reid, Bonnie L. Wylo
The Physics and Astronomy department offers
majors in physics, physics research, and engineering
physics. Minors are offered in astronomy, general science, and physics. The department also administers interdisciplinary offerings in applied science and general
science. Transfer students who wish to major in physics, physics research, or engineering physics must take
a minimum of nine semester hours at the aOO·level or
above in this department. Transfer students who wish
to minor in these areas must take a minimum of six
semester hours of coursework at the aOO-level or above
in this department.
Degrees:
Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Science
Programs of Study
Curriculum:
Applied science
Group majors:
General science
General science-Biology for secondary education
General science-Chemistry for secondary education
General science-Earth Science for secondary education
General science-Mathematics for secondary education
General science-Physics for secondary education
Group minors:
General science
Majors:
Engineering physics
Geophysics
Physics research
Physics
Physics for secondary education
Minors:
Astronomy
Astronomy for secondary, K-12, and special education-secondary
General science

General science for secondary, K-12, and special
education-secondary
Physics
Physics for secondary, K-12, and special educationsecondary
Advising is assigned according to the indicated field
of study.
Advising coordinators:
Applied science curriculum: Dan Trochet
Astronomy minor: David Reid. Jon Wooley
Engineering physics: Alexandria Oakes, Weidian Shen
Physics major: Diane Jacobs, David Reid, Marshall
Thomsen
General science major/minor: Jon Wooley, Bonnie Wylo
Geophysics: James Sheerin
Physics-research major: Nattru Shanna, James Sheerin
Graduate study leads to the master's degree in
physics research, physics education, or general science.
These programs are described in the Graduate Catalog.

ACADEMIC MAJORS
AppUED SCIENCE CURRICULUM
This program is designed for students who plan to
enter occupations in which a substantial background in
mathematics and science is required. It calls for concentrations of 16-18 semester hours in each of two departments (chemistry, mathematics, or physics) and 36
semester hours in the third. To qualify for a Bachelor of
Arts degree, the student must complete one year of college level credit in a foreign language. In addition to
meeting the basic studies requirements, all students on
this curriculum must complete all other courses speci·
tied.
Semhours
Symbolics and communication ..................... 14-18
Science and technology .. ".""."."."."." .......... 68-70
1. Required courses ...... ..................................... 50
CMmistry courses ....................................................... 15
CHEM 121 General Chemistry L ..................... a
CHEM 122 General Chemistry I Laboratory ." 1
CHEM 123 General Chemistry II ..................... 3
CHEM 124 General Chemistry II Laboratory .. 1
CHEM 241 Materials Science ........................... 3
CHEM 281 Quantitative Analysis .................... 4
MatMmatics and computer science courses .............. 17
MATH 120 Calculus I ...................................... " 4
MATH 121 Calculus 11 .............................. " .... ".4
UNDERGRADUATECATAUDG
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MATH 122 Elementary Linear Algebra ............ 2
MATH 223 Multivariable Calculus ................... 4
COSC 237 Computer Programming and Numeric
Methods .......................................................... 3
Physics courses ............................................................ 18
PHY 223 Mechanics, Sound, and Heat ............. 5
PHY 224 Electricity and Light .............. " ...... " .. 5
PHY 370 Introduction to Modem Physics ........ 3
PHY 372 Modern Physics Laboratory ............... 1
PHY 456 Electronics for Scientists ................... 4
2. Restricted electives ...................... ............ 18·20
Choose 18·20 credits from one of the following groups to
complete the major: chemistry, mathematics, or
physics
Chemistry: CHEM 371 Organic Chemistry I,
CHEM 372 Organic Chemistry II, CHEM 373
Organic Chemistry Laboratory, CHEM 461
Physical Chemistry I, CHEM 462 Physical
Chemistry II, and electives chosen in
consultation with advising coordinator in
applied science
Mathematics: MATH 325 Differential Equations,
MATH 425 Mathematics for Scientists, and
electives chosen in consultation with advising
coordinator in applied science
Physics: PHY 330 Intermediate Mechanics I, PHY
452 Electrical Measurements, PHY 471
Nuclear Physics, one of the following laboratory
courses (pify 332 Mechanics Laboratory or
PHY 442 Optics Laboratory) and electives at
the 300 or 400 level, chosen in consultation with
the advising coordinator in applied science
Social science .......................................................... 12
Arts and humanities ........................................ 12.14
Practical arts ............................................................. 6
INTE 122 Engineering Graphics I .................... 3
INTE 223 Engineering Graphics n ................... 3
Physical education and health ............................. 2
Physical education activity courses .................. 2
(Any two courses in military science may be applied)
Electives ............................................................... 2-10
Total ................................................... " ..... ,,"""""'" 124

GROUP MA}ORiMINOR IN GENERAL
SCIENCE
This 56 semester hour major and minor combina·
tion encompasses five areas of study: biology, chemis·
try, earth science, mathematics, and physics. Students
must follow regular department requirements to com·
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

plete a 20 semester hour cognate minor in one of the
areaelieted above and a 36 hour group major composed
of courses from the other four areas.
Sem hours
Group major (36 hrs) with cognate minor (2()"21
hnI) """""""""""""""""""",,""""""""""" 56-57

Cognate minor in one of the following five
science areas ............................................... 20·21
Biology .............................................................. 20
Chemistry ......................................................... 20
Earth science .................................................... 21
Mathematics .................................................... 20
Physics .............................................................. 20
Select courses (or your minor in consultation with an
adfJiser in the appropriate department.
2. Group major .. " ................................................ S6
With a biology minor, take the following for the group
major:
ASTR 205 Principles of Astronomy; CHEM 121
General Chemistry I; CHEM 122 General
Chemistry I Laboratory; GESC 108 Earth
Science; GESC 324 Weather; MATH 105
College Algebra ; MATH 107 Plane
1iigonometry; PRY 221 Mechanics, Sound, and
Heat; PHY 222 Electricity and Light .......... 28
Approved electives in chemistry, earth science,
mathematics, and physics ............................. 8
With a chemistry minor, take the following for the
group major:
ASTR 205 Principles of Astronomy; BIOL 105
Biology and the Human Species; BIOL 224
Principles of Conservation; GESC 108 Earth
Science; GESC 324 Weather; MATH 105
College Algebra; MATH 107 Plane
1iigonometry; PRY 221 Mechanics, Sound, and
Heat; PRY 222 Electricity and Light .......... 32
Approved electives in biology, earth science,
mathematics, and physics ............................. 4
With an earth science minor, take the following for
the group major:
ASTR 205 Principles of Astronomy; BIOL 105
Biology and the Human Species; BIOL 224
Principles of Conservation; CHEM 121 General
Chemistry I; CHEM 122 General Chemistry I
Laboratory; MATH 105 CoUegeAJgebra; MATH
107 Plane Trigonometry; PHY 221 Mechanics,
Sound, and Heat; PRY 222 Electricity and
Light ............................................................. 29
Approved electives in biology, chemistry,
mathematics, and physics ............................. 7
With a mathematics minor, take the following for the
1.
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group major:
ASTR 205 Principles of Astronomy; BIOL 105
Biology and the Human Species; SIOL 224
Principles of Conservation; CHEM 121 General
Chemistry I; CHEM 122 General Chemistry I
Laboratory; GESC 108 Earth Science; GESC
324 Weather; PHY221 Mechanics, Sound, and
Heat; PRY 222 Electricity and Light .......... 31
Approved electives in biology, chemistry, earth
science, and physics ....................................... 5
With a pbysics minor, take the following for the group
major:
ASTR 205 Principles of Astronomy; BIOL 105
Biology and the Human Species; BIOL 224
Principles of Conservation; CHEM 121 General
Chemistry I; CHEM 122 General Chemistry I
Laboratory; GESC 108 Earth Science: GESC
324 Weather; MATH 120·121 Calculus I-II 31
Approved electives in biology, chemistry, earth
science, and mathematics .............................. 5
Approved electives:
ASTR 204 Astronomical Investigations; BIOL 205
Field Biology; BIOL 207 Elements of Ecology;
BOTN 221 General Botany; ZOOL 222 General
Zoology; CHEM 123 General Chemistry II;
CHEM 124 General Chemistry IT Laboratory;
CHEM 270 Organic Chemistry; CHEM 271
Organic Chemistry Laboratory; COSC 137
Introduction to FORTRAN Programming;
GESC 114 National Parks and Monuments;
GESC 309 Plate Tectonics; GEOL 228
Mineralogy; GESC 320 The Oceans; GEOL 229
Rocks of Michigan; MATH 120 Calculus I;
MATH 121 Calculus ll; MATH 122 Elementary
Linear Algebra; MATH 223 Multivariable
Calculus; PHY 330 Intermediate Mechanics I;
PRY 370 Introduction to Modern Physics; PHY
372 Modem Physics Laboratory. This list is not
complete; consult with the general science
adviser for other possible courses.

GEOPHYSICS MAJOR
The geophysics major involves concentrations in
pbysics, geology, and mathematics. This major is designed to bring together the traditional sciences ofphysics and geology into a program that will prepare persons for employment in the modern day geoscience area.
This major also will prepare the student for graduate
work in either geophysics, geology, or physics.
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Sem hours
Required physics and geology courses ........ 60-62
PHY 223 Mechanics, Sound, and Heat ............. 5
PRY 224 Electricity and Light .......................... 5
PHY 229 Strength and Elasticity of Materials . 4
PRY 330 Intermediate Mechanics I .................. 3
PHY 350 Electricity and Magnetism I .............. 3
PRY 481 Mathematical Physics ........................ 3
GEOL 160 Physical Geology .............................. 4
GEOL 228 Mineralogy ....................................... 4
GEOL 161 Historical Geology ....... ,................... 4
GESC 309 Plate Tectonics ................................. 3
GEOL 326 Structural Geology .......................... 3
GEOL 329 Petrology .......................................... 4
GEOL 330 Sedimentology and Stratigraphy .... 4
GEOL 355 Field Geology I ................................. 2
GEOL 356 Field Geology II ............................... 3
Select two of the following:
PRY 370 Introduction to Modern Physics ........ 3
PHY 436 Vibration and Sound .......................... 4
PHY 452 Electrical Measurements ................... 4
PRY 456 Electronics for Scientists ........ " ......... 4
PRY 485 Fluid Dynamics .................................. 3
Required mathematics courses (these courses may
be used on a minor in mathematics) .................. 21
MATH 120 Calculus I ........................................ 4
MATH 121 Calculus II ....................................... 4
MATH 122 Elementary Linear Algebra ............ 3
COSC 237 Computer Programming and Numeric
Methods ...................................... "., ........... ., ... 3
MATH 223 Multivariable Calculus ................... 4
MATH 325 Differential Equations .................... 3
Required chemistry courses (these courses may be
used on a minor in chemistry) ............................. 8
CHEM 121 General Chemistry 1.. ..................... 3
CHEM 122 General Chemistry I Laboratory ... 1
CHEM 123 General Chemistry n ..................... 3
CHEM 124 General Chemistry II Laboratory .. 1

PHYSICS RESEARCH MAJOR
The physics research major provides the necessary
background for those planning to become professional
physicists. The requirements listed below ensure adequate depth and breadth of subject matter in both theoretical and experimental physics and in mathematics.
Students successfully completing this major are prepared to enter technical positions in government or in·
dustrial research or to undertake graduate study in
physics. Further work on the graduate level is highly
recommended.
UNDERGRADUATECATALOG
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Semhours
Major in physics research (all required courses) 70
1. Total physics and astronomy courses ........ 49
A Required physics courses ....................................... 37
PHY 223 Mechanics, Sound, and Heat ............. 5
PHY 224 Electricity and Light .......................... 5
PRY 330 Intermediate Mechanics I .................. 3
PHY 350 Electricity and Magnetism I .............. 3
PRY 360 Heat and Thermodynamics or PHY 462
Kinetic Theory and Statistical Mechanics .... 3
PHY 370 Introduction to Modern Physics ........ 3
PRY 431 Intermediate Mechanics II ................ 3
PHY 450 Electricity and Magnetism II ............ 4
PHY 475 Introduction to Quantum Mechanics 3
PHY 481 Mathematical Physics ........................ 3
PHY 417 Undergraduate Research Laboratory or
PHY 490 Special Problems (Honors) ............. 2
B. Restricted electives ............................................. 3-12
Choose three of the following laboratory courses:
PHY 332 Mechanics Laboratory, PHY 372 Modem
Physics Laboratory, PHY 436 Vibration and
Sound, PHY 442 Optics Laboratory, PHY 456
Electronics for Scientists, PHY 458
Microcomputer and Digital ElectroniCS, PHY
471 Nuclear Physics
C. GeTUlraZ electives in physics and astronomy ........ 0-9
No physics or astronomy courses numbered less
than 300 are to be used as electives on this
major. PHY 325 is not to be used as an elective
on this major.
2. Additional required courses (these courses may
be used on a minor in mathematics) .................. 21
MATH 120 Calculus I ........................................ 4
MATH 121 Calculus II ....................................... 4
MATH 122 Elementary Linear Algebra ............ 3
MATH 223 Multivariable Calculus ................... 4
MATH 325 Differential Equations .................... 3
COSC 237 Computer Programming and Numeric
Methods .......................................................... 3

PHYSICS MAJOR
This major is provided for students who desire a
general cultural education with an emphasis on physics, who are preparing for work in another field such as
premedicine or prelaw or who are interested in combining physics with an allied field such as biology, chemistry, astronomy, or geology or with the field of business.
Sem hours
Major in physics .................................................... 50
1. Total physics and astronomy courses ........ 32
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A Required physics courses ....................................... 20
PHY 223 Mechanics, Sound, and Heat ............. 5
PHY 224 Electricity and Light .......................... 5
PHY 330 Intermediate Mechanics I .................. 3
PHY 350 Electricity and Magnetism I .............. 3
PHY 370 Introduction to Modern Physics ........ 3
PHY 406 Ethical Issues in Physics ................... 1
B. Restricted electives ............................................. 3· 12
Choose three of the following laboratory courses:
PRY 332 Mechanics Laboratory, PHY 372 Modem
Physics Laboratory, PHY 436 Vibration and
Sound, PHY 442 Optics Laboratory, PHY 456
Electronics for Scientists, PHY 458
Microcomputer and Digital Electronics, PHY
471 Nuclear Physics
C. GeTUlral electiues in physics and astronomy ........ 0·9
No physics or astronomy courses numbered less
than 300 are to be used as electives on this
major. PHY 325 is not to be used as an elective
on this major.
2. Additional required courses (these courses may
be used on a minor in mathematics) .................. 18
MATH 120 Calculus I ........................................ 4
MATH 121 Ca1culus II ................ , ...... ................ 4
MATH 122 Elementary Linear Algebra ............ 3
MATH 223 Multivariable Calculus ................... 4
COSC 237 Computer Programming and Numeric
Methods .......................................................... 3

ENGINEERING PHYSICS MAJOR
Students following this program will earn a Bachelor of Science degree with a major in physics and will
have a strong background in engineering mechanics.
Graduates will be well qualified to till engineering-oriented positions.
Sem hOlll"8
Concentration in physics·engineering ............. 77
1. Required physics courses ......... .................... 28
PRY 223 Mechanics, Sound, and Heat ............. 5
PHY 224 Electricity and Light .......................... 5
PHY 360 Heat and Thermodynamics ............... 3
PHY 370 Introduction to Modern Physics ........ 3
PHY 372 Modern Physics Laboratory ............... 1
PHY 440 Optics .................................................. 3
PRY 442 Optics Laboratory .............................. 1
PHY 456 Electronics for Scientists ................... 4
PHY 458 Microcomputer and Digital Electronics ... 3
2. Physics electives .............................................. 6
Choose six credits from the following:
PHY 332 Mechanics Laboratory, PHY 406 Ethical
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Issues in Physics, PHY 431 Intermediate
Mechanics D, PRY 436 Vibration and Sound
PHY 471 Nuclear Physics, PHY 497/498
Independent Study (with prior department
approval)
3. Required engineering mechanics courses 14
PHY 229 Strength and Elasticity of Materials. 4
PHY 230 Engineering Dynamics ....................... 4
PRY 420 Engineering Physics Design .............. 3
PHY 485 Fluid Dynamics .................................. 3
4. Required chemistry courses (these courses may
be used on a minor in chemistry).. ....................... 8
CHEM 121 General Chemistry 1....................... 3
CHEM 122 General Chemistry I Laboratory ... 1
CHEM 241 Materials Science ........................... 3
CHEM 242 Materials Science Laboratory ........ 1
S. Required mathematics courses (these courses
may be used on a minor in mathematics) .......... 21
MATH 120 Calculus I ........................................ 4
MATH 121 Calculus II ....................................... 4
MATH 122 Elementary Linear Algebra ............ 3
MATH 223 Mu1tivariable Calculus ................... 4
casc 237 Computer Programming and Numeric
Methods .......................................................... 3
MATH 325 Differential Equations .................... 3

ACADEMIC MINORS
AsTRONOMY GROUP MINOR
This minor is designed to give the student a basic
knowledge of astronomy and related fields. It is recom·
mended that students wishing to undertake graduate
work in astronomy complete the research major in phys·
ics with a minor in either mathematics or astronomy.
Electives used to fulfill the astronomy minor cannot be
used to complete any other major or minor.
Semhours
Group minor in astronomy... .............................. 24
1. Required courses ............................................ 11
ASTR 204 Astronomical Investigations ............ 1
ASTR 205 Principles of Astronomy ................... 4
ASTR 315 Applied Astronomy ........................ ,.. 3
ASTR 370 Astrophysical Concepts .................... 3
2. Restricted electives ....................................... 13
Choose 13 credits from approved courses in
physics, astronomy, mathematics, or chemistry
in consultation with the advising coordinator
for astronomy.
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GROUP MINOR IN GENERAL SCIENCE
A group minor in general science must be combined
with an academic maJor in biology, chemistry, earth sci·
ence, mathematics, or physics.
Semhours
Group minor in general science .... ..................... 24
With a major in biology, take the following courses:
ASTR 205 Principles of Astronomy, CHEM 121
General Chemjstry I, CHEM 122 General
Chemistry I Laboratory, GESC 108 Earth
Science, MATH 105 College Algebra, MATH
107 Plane Trigonometry, PHY 221 Mechanics,
Sound, and Heat ............... " ......................... 21
Approved electives in chemistry, earth science,
mathematics, or physics ................................ 3
With a major in chemistry, take the following courses:
ASTR 205 Principles of Astronomy, BIOL 105
Biology and the Human Species, GESC 108
Earth Science, MATH 105 College Algebra,
MATH 107 Plane Trigonometry, PHY 221
Mechanics, Sound, and Heat ....................... 21
Approved electives in biology, earth science,
mathematics, or pbysics ................................ 3
With a major in earth science, take the following
courses:
ASTR 205 Principles of Astronomy, BIOL 105
Biology and the Human Species, CHEM 121
General Chemistry I, CHEM 122 General
Chemistry I Laboratory, MATH 105 College
Algebra, MATH 107 Plane Trigonometry, PHY
221 Mechanics, Sound, and Heat ................ 21
Approved electives in biology, chemistry.
mathematics, or physics ................................ 3
With a m";or in mathematics, take the following
courses:
ASTR205 Principles ofAstronomy, BIOL 105 Biology
and the Human Species, CHEM 121 General
Chemistry I, CHEM 122 General Chemistry I
Laboratory, GESC 108 Earth Science, PHY 221
Mechanics, Sound, and Heat .......................... 20
Approved electives in biology, chemistry, earth
science, or physics .......................................... 4
With a major in physics , take the following courses:
ASTR 205 Principles of Astronomy, BIOL 105
Biology and the Human Species, CHEM 121
General Chemistry I , CHEM 122 General
Chemistry I Laboratory, GESC 108 Earth
Science, MATH 120 Calculus 1 .................... 20
Approved electives in biology, chemistry, earth
science, or mathematics ..................... ,., ..... ,... 4
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Approved electives: BIOL 224 Principles of
Conservation, CHEM 123 General Chemistry
II, CHEM 124 General Chemistry II
Laboratory, GESC 324 Weather, COSC 137
Introduction to FORTRAN Programming, PHY
222 Electricity and Light.
This list is not complete; consult with the general
science adviser for other possible courses.

PHYSICS MINOR
Semhours
Minor in physics .................................................... 20
1. Required physics courses ....... ...................... 13
PRY 223 Mechanics, Sound, and Heat ....... " .... 5
PHY 224 Electricity and Light .......................... 5
PHY 370 Introduction to Modern Physics ........ 3
2. Restricted electives ............ ,......................... 1-4
Choose one of the following laboratory courses:
PHY 332 Mechanics Laboratory, PHY 372 Modern
Physics Laboratory, PHY 436 Vibration and
Sound, PHY 442 Optics Laboratory, PHY 452
Electrical Measurements, PHY 456 Electronics
for Scientists, PHY 458 Microcomputer and
Digital Electronics, PHY 471 Nuclear Physics
3. Electives in physics to complete the 20·hour
minor ................................................................ 3·6
No physics courses numbered less than 300 are
to be used as electives on this minor. No
astronomy courses can be used on this minor.
4. All students earning a minor in physics must
also take, as a minimum, the following courses
in mathematics. (These courses may be used on a
minor in mathematics.>
MATH 120 Calculus I ........................................ 4
MATH 121 Calculus II ....................................... 4

TEACHING MAJORS
GENERAL SCIENCE MAJORS
WITH BIOLOGY MINOR
SECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this course of studies, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Secondary Provisional Certificate endorsed in general science, certification code "Ox." and biology, certification code "DA." The
certification tests covering this field are #16, "Science,"
and #17, "Biology."
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Basic Studies
I·B-l. ENGL 121 English Composition (3)
I·B·2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I·B·3. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I·B-4. Basic. Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I-B-5. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I1-B-l. CHEM 121 General Chemistry I (3)"
CHEM 122 General Chemistry I Laboratory (1}'
II·B·2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
II-B-3. PHY 221 Mechanics, Sound, and Heat (4}'
m-B-1. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
m-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
m-B.a. Basic Studi€s requirement. See inside back cover
m-B-4. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-l. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV·B·2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV.B.a. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV·B-4. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
Physical education, military science, or equivalent (2)
Credit hours in Basic Studies: ................................... 50

Teaching Major
See note "a" above for courses applicable to both
Basic Studies and the major.
BOTN 221 General Botany (4)
ZOOL 222 General Zoology (4)
BIOL 301 Genetics (3)
Nine hours of electives from biology, botany,
microbiology, or zoology. Restrictions: May not
include ESCI 302, ESCI 303, BIOL 205, and
BIOL 403. No more than two hours may be
taken in any combination of BIOUBOTNI
ZOOL 497/498/499 or 477/478/479 Independent
Study/Special Topics courses or BIOUBOTN/
MICR/ZOOL 387/487 Cooperative Education
courses will not count.
MATH 105 College Algebra (3)
MATH 107 Plane Trigonometry (2)
GESC 108 Earth Science (4)
ASTR 205 Principles of Astronomy (4)
PHY 222 Electricity and Light (4)
GESC 324 Weather (3)
Eight hours of electives from among:
ASTR 204 Astronomical Investigations (1)
CHEM 123 General Chemistry II and CHEM 124
General Chemistry II Laboratory (4)
CHEM 270 Organic Chemistry (4)
CHEM 271 Organic Chemistry Laboratory (1)
COSC 137 Introduction to FORTRAN
Programming (3)
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GESC 114 National Parks and Monuments (2)
GESC 309 Plate Tectonics (3)
GESC 320 The Oceans (3)
GEOL 228 Mineralogy (4)
GEOL 229 Rocks of Michigan (2)
MATH 120 Calculus I (4)
MATH 121 Calculus II (4)

MATH 122 Elementary Linear Algebra (3)
MATH 223 Multivariable Calculus (4)
PHY 330 Intermediate Mechanics I (3)
PHY 370 Introduction to Modern Physics (3)
PHY 372 Modern Physics Laboratory ( 1)
Others selected in consultation with general
science adviser
Subtotal, Major and ,.elated areas: ........................... 48

Professional Studies
100 c10ck hours of approved prestudent teaching
field experiences (0)
EOTC 300 Introduction to Computer Applications
in Education (1)
SPGN 300 Exceptional Children in the Regular
Classroom ( 1)
EDPS 322 Human Development and Learning (4)
The following courses require formal admission
to the teacher education program:
CURR 305 Curriculum and Methods :
Secondary (3)
RONG 311 Teaching Reading in the Secondary
School (3)
SOFO 328 Schools in a Multicultural Society (3)
EDPS 340 Introduction to Assessment and
Evaluation (3)
EDMD 345 Media for the Classroom Teacher (1)
BIOL 403 Methods and Materials for Teaching
Biology (3)
EOUC 492 Student Teaching (12)
Credit hou,.s in p,.ofessional Studies: ........................ 34

Total credit hours required: .............................. 132
"CO/U'8e

~ujred {or/lnd

/lpplicQble 10 major.

WITH CHEMISTRY MINOR
SECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this course of studies, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
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Michigan Department of Education Secondary Provisiona1 Certificate endorsed in general science, certification code "OX," and chemistry, certification code "DC."
The certification tests covering this field are #16, "Science," and # 18, "Chemistry."
Basic Studies
l·B·l. ENGL 121 English Composition (3)
I·B·2. Basic Studies ,.equi,.ement. See inside back cove,.
I·B·3. Basic Studies requi,.ement. See inside back cover
I.B-4. Basic StudiEs requirement. See inside back cover
I·B-5. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
n_B_l . CHEM 121 General Chemistry I (3t
CHEM 122 General Chemistry I Laboratory (1)n·B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cove,.
n -B-3. PHY 221 Mechanics, Sound, and Heat (4)"
m-B-l. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cove,.
m -B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
m-B·3, Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
ID-B-4. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-I. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B·2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV·B-3. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV·B-4. Basic Studies ,.equirement. See inside back cover
Physical education, military science, or equivalent (2)
Credit hours in Basic Studies: ................................... 50

Teaching Mf\jor
See note "a" above for courses applicable to both
Basic Studies and the major.
CHEM 123 General Chemistry II (3)
CHEM 124 General Chemistry II Laboratory (1)
CHEM 281 Quantitative Analysis (4)
One of:
CHEM 270 Organic Chemistry and CHEM 271
Organic Chemistry Laboratory (5)
CHEM 371 Organic Chemistry I, CHEM 372
Organic Chemistry II, and CHEM 373 Organic
Chemistry Laboratory (8)
Three hours of electives chosen from courses numbered
above 200 in chemistry
BIOL 105 Biology and the Human Species (4)
MATH 105 College Algebra (3)
MATH 107 Plane Trigonometry (2)
GESC 108 Earth Science (4)
ASTR 205 Principles of Astronomy (4)
PHY 222 Electricity and Light (4)
BIOL 224 Principles of Conservation (4)
GESC 324 Weathe, (3)
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Four hours of electiues from among:
ASTR 204 AstronOnUcal Investigations U)
BIOL 205 Field Biology (4)
BIOL 207 Elements of Ecology (2)
BOTN 221 General Botany (4)
COSC 137 Introduction to FORTRAN
Programming (3)
GESC 114 National Parks and Monuments (2)
GESC 309 Plate Tectonics (3)
GESC 320 The Oceans (3)
GEOL 228 Minerslogy (4)
GEOL 229 Rocks of Michigan (2)
MATH 120 Calculus I (4)
MATH 121 Calculus II (4)
MATH 122 Elementary Linear Algebra (3)
MATH 223 Multivariable Calculus (4)
PHY 330 Jntennediate Mechanics I (3)
PHY 370 Introduction to Modem Physics (3)
PHY 372 Modem Physics Laboratory U)
ZOOL 222 General Zoology (4)
Others selected in consultation with general
science adviser
Subtotal, Major and relakd areas: ........................... 48
Professional Studie8
100 clock hours of approved prestudent teaching
field experiences (0)
EDTC 300 Introduction to Computer Applications
in Education U)
SPGN 300 Exceptional Children in the Regular
Classroom (1)
EOPS 322 Human Oevelopmentand Learning (4)
The following courses require formal admission
to the teacher education program:
CURR 305 Curriculum and Methods: Secondary (3)
RDNG 311 Teaching Reading in the Secondary
School (3)
PHY 325 Methods of Teaching the Physical
Sciences (3)
SOFD 328 Schools in a Multicultural Society (3)
EDPS 340 Introduction to Assessment and
Evaluation (3)
EOM'O 345 Media for the Classroom Teacher (1)
EOUC 492 Student Teaching (12)

Credit hours in Professiorwl Studies: ........................ 34
Total credit hours required: .............................. 132
·Cooru requirtd (or and applicable to mQjor.
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WITH EARTH SCIENCE MINOR
SECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this course of studies, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Secondary Provisional Certificate endorsed in genera1science, certification code "OX," and geology/earth science, certification
code "OH." The certification tests covering this field are
#16, "Science," and #20, "GeologylEarth Science."
Basic Studies
I·B·l. ENGL 121 English Composition (3)
I·B·2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside bad couer
I-B-3. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back couer
I-B-4. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back couer
I-B·6. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
U·B·t . CHEM 121 General Chemistry I (3)CHEM 122 General ChenUstry I Laboratory (1)"
U-B·2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
U ·B-3. PHY 221 Mechanics, Sound, and Heat (4)m·B·t . BasicStudies requirement. See inside back cover
m-B-2. Basic Studies requin?ment. See insUk back cover
m-B-3. Basic Studies requirement. See insUk back couer
ID-B-4. Basic Studies requirement. ~ inside back cover
IV·B·I. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV·B·2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV·B.s. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV·B-4. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
Physical education, military science, or equivalent (2)

Credit hours in Basic Studies: ................................... 50
Teaching Major
See note "a" above for courses applicable to both
Basic Studies and the major.
BIOL 105 Biology and the Human Species (4)
MATH 105 College Algebra (3)
MATH 107 Plane Trigonometry (2)
GESC 108 Earth Science (4)
ASTR 205 Principles of Astronomy (4)
PHY 222 Electricity and Light (4)
BIOL 224 Principles of Conservation (4)
GEOL 229 Rock. of Michigan (2)
GESC 309 Plate Tectonics (3)
GESC 320 The Oceans (3)
GESC 324 Weather(3)

One of'
GEOL 228 Mineralogy (4)
GEOL 161 Historical Geology (4)
GEOL 325 Geomorphology (3)
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GEOL 331 Paleontology (4)
GEOL 370 Glacial Geology (3)
Seven hours of electives from among:
ASTR 204 Astronomicallnvestigations (1)
BIOL 205 Field Biology (4)
BIOL 207 Elements of Ecology (2)
BOTN 221 General Botany (4)
ZOOL 222 General Zoology (4)
CHEM 123 General Chemistry II and CHEM
1234 General Chemistry Laboratory (4)
CHEM 270 Organic Chemistry and CHEM 271
Organic Chemistry Laboratory (5)
COSC 137 Introduction to FORTRAN
Programming (3)
MATH 120 Calculus I (4)
MATH 121 Calculus II (4)
MATH 122 Elementary Linear Algebra (3)
MATH 223 Multivariable Calculus (4)
PHY 330 Intennediate Mechanics I (3)
PHY 370 Introduction to Modern Physics (3)
PHY 372 Modem Physics Laboratory (1)
Others selected in consultation with general
science adviser

Subtotal, Major and related areas: ........................... 46

Professional Studies
100 clock hours of approved prestudent teaching
field experiences (0)
RDTC 300 Introduction to Computer Applications
in Education (1)
SPGN 300 Exceptional Children in the Regular
Classroom (1)
EDPS 322 Human Development and Learning (4)
The following courses require formal admission
to the teacher education program:
CURR 305 CW"ricuJum and Methods, Secondary (3)
RDNG 311 Thaching Reading in the Secondary
School (3)
SOFD 328 Schools in a Multicultural Society (3)
EDPS340_"''''''''''''''tandEvaluation(3)
EDMD 345 Media for the Classroom Thacher (1)
GESC 347 Teaching Earth Science and Physical
Geography (3)
EDUC 492 Student Teaching (12)
Credit hours in Professional Studies: ........................ 34

Total credit hours required: .............................. ISO
·COUI1#t rtquirwi for and app/ioobk to mqjor.
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WITH MATHEMATICS MINOR
SECONDARY TEACHER CERTlPICATtON

Successful completion of this course of studies, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Secondary Provi·
sional Certificate endorsed in general science, certifica·
tion code "DX," and mathematics, certification code "EX."
The certification tests covering this field are #16, "Sci·
ence," and *22, "Mathematics."
B88ic Studies
I·B·1. ENGL 121 English Composition (3)
I·B·2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I -B.s. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I·B-4 . MATH 120 Calculus I (4~
I·B·5. One of"
COSC 137 Introduction to FORTRAN Program·
ming (3)

COSC 138 Computer Science I (3)
COSC 237 Computer Programming and Numeric
Methods (3)
U·B·1. CHEM 121 Gen..a1 Chemistry I (3)"
CHEM 122 General Chemistry I Laboratory (1)n·B·2. Basic Studies requirement. Set! inside back cover
II·B.s. PHY 221 Mechanics, Sound, and Heat (4)m-B·1. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
m·B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
m·B.s. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
m-B-4. Basic Studies require,rnmt. See inside back cover
IV·B·1. Bwic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV·B·2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV·B-3. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV·B-4. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
Physical education, military science, or equivalent (2)

Credit hours in Basic Studies: ................................... 51

Teaching Major
See note "a" above for courses applicable to both
Basic Studies and the major.
BIOL 105 Biology and the Human Species (4)
GESC 108 Earth Science (4)
MATH 121 Calculus II (4)
MATH 122 Elementary Linear Algebra (3)
ASTR 205 Principles of Astronomy (4)
PRY 222 Electricity and Light (4)
BIOL 224 Principles of Conservation (4)
GESC 324 Weather (3)
One of'
MATH 170 Elementary Statistics (3)
UNDERGRADUATECATAUOG
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MATH 211 Discrete Mathematics (3)
MATH 370 Probability and Statistics I (4)
One of:
MATH 341 College Geometry (3)
MATH 342 Elementary Space-Time Geometry (2)
One of:
MATH 360 Statistical Methods (3)
MATH 370 Probability and Statistics I (4)
MATH 400 History and Development of
Mathematics (3)
MATH 411 Modern Algebra with Applications (3)
MATH 416 Linear Algebra (3)
MATH 4-18 Applied Linear Algebra (3)
MATH 420 Introduction to Analysis (3)
MATH 424 Introduction to Complex Variables (3)
Five hours from among:
MATH 223 Multivariable Calculus (4-)
MATH 307 Elementary Number Theory (3)
MATH 319 Mathematical Modeling (3)
MATH 325 Differential Equations (3)
MATH 341 College Geometry (3)
MATH 342 Elementary Space-Time Geometry (2)
Five hours of electives from among:
ASTR 204 Astronomical Investigations (1)
BIOL 205 Field Biology (4)
BIOL 207 Elements of Ecology (2)
BOTN 221 General Botany (4)
ZOOL 222 General Zoology (4)
CHEM 123 General Chemistry II and CHEM 124
General Chemistry II Laboratory (4)
CHEM 270 Organic Chemistry and CHEM 271
Organic Chemistry Laboratory (5)
CDSC 137 Introduction to FORTRAN
Programming (3)
GESC 114 National Parks and Monuments (2)
GESC 309 Plate Tectonics (3)
GESC 320 The Oceans (3)
GEOL 228 Mineralogy (4)
GEOL 229 Rocks of Michigan (2)
PRY 330 Intermediate Mechanics I (3)
PHY 370 Introduction to Modern Physics (3)
PHY 372 Modern Physics Laboratory (1)
Subtotal, Major and related areas: ........................... 45

Professional Studies
100 clock hours of approved prestudent teaching
field experiences (0)
EDTC 300 Introduction to Computer Applications
in Education (1)
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

SPGN 300 Exceptional Children in the Regular
Classroom (1)
EDPS 322 Human Development and Learning (4)

The following courses require formal admission
to the teacher education program:
CURR 305 Curriculum and Methods:
Secondary (3)
MATH 306 Teaching of High School
Mathematics (3)
RDNG 311 Teaching Reading in the Secondary
School (3)
SOFD 328 Schools in a Multicultural Society (3)
EDPS 340 Introductio n to Assessment and
Evaluation (3)
EDMD 345 Media for the Classroom Teacher (1)
EDUC 492 Student Teaching (12)
Credit hours in Professional Studies: ........................ 34

Total credit hours required: .............................. 130
"Co~

requind for and appli=.bh to mQ,jor.

WITH PHYSICS MINOR
SECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this course of studies, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Secondary Provisional Certificate endorsed in general science, certification code "DX," and physics, certification code "DE." The
certification tests covering this field are #16. "Science,"
and #19. "Physics."

Basic Studies
I-B-1. ENGL 121 English Composition (3)
I-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I-B-S. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I·B-4. MATH 120 Calculus I (4)I-B-5. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
U-B-I. CHEM 121 General Chemistry I (3)CHEM 122 General Chemistry I Laboratory (It
O-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
D-D.s. PHY 223 Mechanics, Sound, and Heat (5)"
m·B-I. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
m-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
m-B-3. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
m·B4. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-I. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV·B-3. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
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IV-B4. Basic 8tudi£s requirement. See inside back cover
Physical education, military science, or equivalent (2)
Credit hours in Basic Studies: ................................... 52
Teaching Major
See note "a" ahove for courses applicable to both
Basic Studies and the major.
BlOL 105 Biology and the Ruman Species (4)
GESC 108 Earth Science (4)
GESC 324 Weather (3)
MATH 121 Calculus II (4)
ASTR 205 Principles of Astronomy (4)
BIOL 224 Principles of Conservation (4)
PHY 224 Electricity and Light (5)
PRY 370 Introduction to Modern Physics (3)
One of:
PHY 332 Mechanics Laboratory (1)
PHY 372 Modern Physics Laboratory (1)
PHY 436 Vibration and Sound (4)
PHY 442 Optics Laboratory (1)
PRY 452 Electrical Measurements (4)
PHY 456 Electronics for Scientists (4)
PRY 471 Nuclear Physics (4)
Three to six hours of electives in physics (300 and above,
no astronomy) to complete the minor
Five hours of electives from among:
SIOL 205 Field Biology (4)
BIOL 207 Elements of Ecology (2)
BOTN 221 General Botany (4)
CHEM 123, 124 General Chemistry n (4)
CHEM 270 Organic Chemistry and CHEM 271
Organic Chemistry Laboratory (5)
COSC 137 Introduction to FORTRAN
Programming (3)
GESC 114 National Parks and Monuments (2)
GESC 309 Plate Tectonics (3)
GESC 320 The Oceans (3)
GEOL 228 Mineralogy (4)
GEOL 229 Rocks of Michigan ( 2)
MATH 122 Elementary Linear A1gebra (3)
MATH 223 Multivariable Calculus (4)
ZOOL 222 General Zoology (4)

Subtotal, Major and minor: ....................................... 43
Professional Studies
100 dock hours of approved prestudent teaching
field experiences (0)
EOTC 300 Introduction to Computer Applications
in Education (1)
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SPGN 300 Exceptional Children in the Regular
Classroom ( 1)
EDPS 322 Human Development and Learning (4)
The following courses require formal admission
to the teacher education program:
CURR 305 Curriculum and Methods :
Seeondary (3)
RONG 311 Teaching Reading in the Secondary
School (3)
PHY 325 Methods of Teaching the Physical
Sciences (3)
SOFD 328 Schools in a Multicultural Society (3)
EDPS 340 Introduction to Assessment and
Evaluation (3)
EDMD 345 Media for the Classroom Teacher (1)
EDUC 492 Student Teaching (12)

Credit hours in Professional Studies: ..... ................... 34
Tbtal credit hours required: .. ............. .. ............. 129
·Couru required (or and applicable to mqjor.

PHYSICS MAJOR
CERTIFICATION
Successful completion of this course of studies, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Secondary Provisional Certificate endorsed in physics, certification code
"DE," and, depending on the minor selected, an additional endorsement. This program of studies meets all
requirements of the National Science Teachers Association. The certification test covering this field is #19,
"Physics."
Basic Studies
I-B-l. ENGL 121 English Composition (3)
I-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I-B-3. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I·B-4. MATH 120 Calculus I (4)"
I-B-5. COSC 237 Computer Programming and Numeric
Methods (3)
II-B-I. One of:
CHEM 115 Chemistry and Society and CHEM 116
Chemistry and Society Laboratory (4)
CHEM 119 Fundamentals of Chemistry (4)
CHEM 120 Fundamentals of Organic and Biochemistry (4)
CHEM 121 General Chemistry I and CHEM 122
General Chemistry I Laboratory (4)
SecONDARY TEACHER

UNDERGRADUAT£CAl'ALOG
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U-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
U·B·S. One of:
BIOL 105 Biology and the Human Species (4)
BOTN 221 General Botany (4)
WOL 222 General Zoology (4)

m-B-l. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
m-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
m-B-3. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
m-B-4. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-I. Basic StudU!s requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-2. Basic Studies requirement, See inside back cover
IV·B-3. Basic Studies requirement. See "inside back cover
IV-B-4. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
Physical education, military science, or equivalent (2)

Credit hours in Basic Studies: ................................... 48
Teaching ~or
ASTR 204 Astronomical Investigations (1)
ASTR 205 Principles of Astronomy (4)
MATH 121 Calculus II (4)
MATH 122 Elementary Linear Algebra (3)
MATH 223 Multivariable Calculus (4)
PHY 223 Mechanics, Sound, and Heat (5)
PHY 224 Electricity and Light (5)
PHY 330 Intermediate Mechanics I (3)
PHY 350 Electricity and Magnetism I (3)
PHY 370 Introduction to Modern Physics (3)
PHY 406 Ethical Issues in Physics (1)

Three of:
PHY 332 Mechanics Laboratory (1)
PHY 372 Modern Physics Labora~ry (1)
PHY 436 Vibration and Sound(4)
PHY 442 Optics Laboratory (1)
PHY 456 Electronics for Scientists (4)
PHY 458 Microcomputer and Digital
Electronics (4)
PHY 471 Nuclear Physics (4)
Zero to four hours of electives in physics (300-level and
above) to complete 32 hours of physics and
astronomy courses.

Additional Requirement
A four-hour geology course (4)
An additional four hours in the areas of biology,
chemistry, or geology (4)
Minor
A minor from the approved list (see p. 363, mathematics highly recommended)

Professional Studies
100 clock hours of approved prestudent teaching
field experiences (0)
EDTC 300 Introduction to Computer Applications
in Education (1)
SPGN 300 Exceptional Children in the Regular
Classroom (1)
EDPS 322 Human Development and Learning (4)
The following courses require formal admission
to the teacher education program:
CURR305 Curriculum and Methods, Secondary (3)
RDNG 311 Teaching Reading in the Secondary
School (3)
PHY 325 Methods of Teaching the Physical
Sciences (3)
SOFD 328 Schools in a Multicultural Society (3)
EDPS 340 Introduction to Asse ssment and
Evaluation (3)
EDMD 345 Media for the Classroom Thacher (1)
EDUC 492 Student Teaching (12)
Credit hours in Pro{essWnaJ Studies, with 2O-/wur minor: 34

Total credit hours required: .............................. 143
·Prerequuiu {or another course in program.

TEACHING MINORS
ASTRONOMY MINOR
SECONDARY,

K-12, AND SPECIAL EDUCATION-SECONDARY

TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in astronomy, certification code "DO." The certification test covering this
field is #21, "Astronomy."
• ASTR 204 Astronomical Investigations (1)
ASTR 205 Principles of Astronomy (4)
ASTR 315 Applied Astronomy (3)
ASTR 370 Astrophysical Concepts (3)
13 credits from approved courses in physics,
astronomy, mathematics , or chemistry in
consultation with the advising coordinator for
astronomy.
Electives used to fulfill the astronomy minor
cannot be used to complete any other major or
minor.
24 hours (including hours satisfied. in Basic Studies)
-ASTR 204 m4.)' be satisfied in BCUlw Studieg in BOme progrom8.

Subtotal, Major and minor: ....................................... 57
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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GENERAL SCIENCE MINOR (AVAILABLE
ONLY TO MAJORS IN ONE OF THE
SCIENCES)
SECONDARY. K-12. AND SPECIAL EDUCATION·
SECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION
Successful completion of this minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in science, certifi·
cation code "Dx." The certification test covering this field
is #16, "Science."
With a major in biology, take the following courses:
ASTR 205 Principles of Astronomy (4)
"CHEM 121 General Chemistry I (3)
*CHEM 122 Gt:!nera1 Chemistry I Laboratory 0 )
GESC 108 Earth Science (4)
MATH 105 College Algebra (3)
MATH 107 Plane Trigonometry (2)
*PHY 221 Mechanics, Sound, and Heat (4)
3 hours from:
#CHEM 123 General Chemistry II (3)
#CHEM 124 General Chemistry II Laboratory (1)
GESC 324 Weather (3)
"COSC 137 Introduction to FORTRAN
Programming (3)
#PRY 222 Electricity and Light (4)
Others as approved by genera1 science adviser
24 hours (including hours satisfied in Basic Studies)
With a major in chemistry, take the following courses:
ASTR 205 Principles of Astronomy (4)
BIOL 105 Biology and the Human Species (4)
GESC 108 Earth Science (4)
MATH 105 College Algebra (3)
MATH 107 Plane Trigonometry (2)
PHY 221 Mechanics, Sound, and Heat (4)
3 hours from:
BlOL 224 Principles of Conservation (4)
GESC 324 Weather (3)
"'CDSC 137 Introduction to FORTRAN
Programming (3)
#PRY 222 Electricity and Light (4)
Others as approved by general science adviser
24 hours (including hours satisfied in Basic Studies)
With a major in earth science, a structured general
science minor is included in the program.
With a major in mathematics, take the following courses:
*ASTR 205 Principles of Astronomy (4)
"BIOL 105 Biology and the Human Species (4)
"CHEM 121 General Chemistry I and CHEM 122
General Chemistry I Laboratory (4)
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*GESC 108 Earth Science (4)
*PHY 221 Mechanics, Sound, and Heat (4)
4 hours from:

BIOL 224 Principles of Conservation (4)
CHEM 123 General Chemistry II (3)
CHEM 124 General Chemistry II Laboratory (1)
GESC 324 Weather (3)
PRY 222 Eleetricity and Light (4)
Others as approved by general science adviser
24 hours (including hours satisfied in Basic Studies)
With a major in physics, take the following courses:
ASTR 205 Principles of Astronomy (4)
*BIOL 105 Biology and the Human Species (4)
"CHEM 121 General Chemistry I (3)
*CHEM 122 Gt:!neral Chemistry I Laboratory (1)
*GESC 108 Earth Science (4)
"MATH 120 Calculus I (4)
4 hours from:
BIOL 224 Principles of Conservation (4)
CHEM 123 General Chemistry II (3)
CHEM 124 General Chemistry II Laboratory (1)
GESC 324 Weather (3)
*COSC 137 Introduction to FORTRAN
Programming (3)
Others as approved by general science adviser
24 hours (including hours satisfied in Basic Studies)
"Included in Basic Studies.
**Ma:y be satisfied through Basic Studks,
tllncluded in spedalt:y studies.

PHYSICS MINOR
SECONDARY,

K-12, AND SPECIAL EOUCATION·SECONDARY

TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in physics, certifi·
cation code "DE." The certification test covering this field
is *19, "Physics."
'MATH 120·121 Calculus J·II (S) (Math
requirement to meet physics prerequisites)

*PHY 223 Mechanics, Sound, and Heat (5)
PHY 224 Electricity and Light (5)
PHY 370 Introduction to Modern Physics (3)
One of:

PRY 332 Mechanics Laboratory (1) (Pre· or coreq:
PHY330)

PRY 372 Modem Physics Laboratory (1 )
PHY 436 Vibration and Sound (4)
PRY 442 Optics Laboratory (1) (pre· or coreq:
PHY440)
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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PHY 452 Electrical Measurements
PHY 456 Electronics for Scientists
PHY 458 Microcomputer and Digital Electronics
PHY 471 Nuclear Physics (Prereq: PHY 370)
Electives in physics to total 20 hours. No physics courses
numbered less than 300 are to be used as electives
on this minor. No astronomy courses can be used on
this minor.
20 hours (including hours satisfied in Basic Studies)
·Could be latur~ in Bal ie Studu•.
PHYSICS COURSES

PRY tOO Science lor Elementary Thachen.

PRY 210 Musical Acoustics.
4 hrs
For students with a major interest in music. The physical bases of sound production, transmission, and reception. Application to topics such as intervals, temperament, acoustics of rooms, and tone production in the
various types of musical instruments. Does not count
on a physics major or minor.

3 hn

Designed to stimulate interest in science by the use of
simple and inexpensive equipment to demonstrate scientific principles. Sound, light, heat, electricity, and
magnetism. Does not count toward a physics major or
minor. Open only to students pursuing any curriculum
for elementary teachers.
4 hn
Designed for the nonscience major with little or no background in science or mathematics. Provides a more perceptive view of physical reality by introducing central
ideas, principles, and relationships of physical science
that relate to one's everyday environment. Students in
science, medicine, or engineering should take physics
courses PHY 221 and PHY 222, or PHY 223 and PHY
224. Does not count toward a physics major or minor.
PRY 110 Physical Science.

PRY 116 Physics in the Modern Home.
4 hrs
A course for nonscience majors including the areas of
mechanics, heat, sound, electricity, light, and modern
physics with special emphasis on application in the environment of the home. Three lecture hours and two lab
hours per week. Does not count on a physics major or
minor.

PRY 140 Light, Color, and Photography for Artists
and Others.
4 hrs
A course for nonscientists who wish to put their experience with optics on a scientific foundation. Based on
general physical principles; emphasizes optical phenomena rather than the mathematical treatment of the phenomena. Optical instruments, the eye, color, photography, lasers, and holography. Three lecture hours and
one two-hour laboratory per week. Does not count on a
physics major or minor,
IJNDERGRADlIAT£ CATALOG

PRY 177/1781179 Special 1'opica.
11213 hnI
This special topics course will be used to teach some
aspects of physics at an elementary level that would
not be regularly offered. A new course may be taught on
an experimental basis with this offering.
Prereq: See departmen.t for prerequisites.

PHY 216 Science of High Fidelity.
S hrs
Scientific base of high· fidelity equipment for the home
and studio. Lecture-demonstrations cover components
and fundamental physics. Laboratory experiences in·
volve basic physics and testing of modern equipment.
PRY 221 Mechanica. Sound, and Heat.
4 hrs
A basic course in college physics for liberal arts students

who desire an introduction to physics and for
preprofessional students who do not require a rigorous
knowledge of problem solving. All physics majors and
preengineers must elect PHY 223. The laws of me chanics, sound, and heat with more emphasis on applications and somewhat less on problems. Laboratory: two
consecutive hours, one day per week.
Prereq: MATH 105 an.d MATH 107 with a "C" or better
in both courses.
PRY 222 Electricity and Light.

4 hrs
A continuation ofPHY 221. Static and current electricity, magt?etism, and light. Laboratory: two consecutive
hours, one day per week.
Prereq: PHY 221.

5 hn
PRY 223 Mechanics, Sound, and Heat.
A basic course in coUege physics for students majoring
in physical science and those on a preengineering curriculum. Laws of mechanics, sound, and heat together
with their application, Laboratory: two consecutive
hours, one day per week.
Prereq: MATH 120.
PRY 224 Electricity and Light.

5 bra
A continuation ofPHY 223. Static and current electricity, magnetism, and light. Laboratory: two consecutive
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hours, one day per week.
P",req: PHY 223; MATH 121.
PRY 229 Strength and Elasticity of Materials.
4 hrs
Fundamental principles of mechanics applied to solids.
Equilibrium, elasticity, stress and strain, generalized
Hooke's Law, tension, torsion, shear, bending, deflection
of beams, theory of columns, and strain energy. Four
lecture-recitation periods per week. Laboratory required.
Prereq: PHY 223; MATH 120.
PHY 230 Engineering Dynamics.
4 hrs
Vector representation of physical quantities. Statics of
rigid bodies. Friction, kinematics of particles and rigid
bodies. Dynamics of particles and rigid bodies. Work and
energy. Four lecture-recitation periods per week.
Pre"'q: PHY 223; MATH 121; MATH i22.
PRY 256 Introduction to Electronics.
3hrs
An introduction to electronic circuits and electronics
devices for medical technology students and others desiring familiarization with electronics. '!\vo lecture hours
and one three-hour laboratory period per week. Does
not apply on physics majors or minors.
Prereq: MATH 105.
PRY 2771278/279 Special Topics.
11213 hrs
This special topics COUTse will be used to teach some
aspects of physics at an intermediate level that would
not be regularly offered. Anew course may be taught on
an experimental basis with this offering.
Prereq: See department for prerequisites.
PHY 296 Science in Science Fiction.
3 hr.
Current science fiction in paperback edition serves as a
springboard for a wide-ranging study of the physical
sciences. Does not count on a physics major or minor.
PHY 297/298/299 Independent Study.
l12I3 bra
An intensive study of a problem or group of problems
under the direction of a department faculty member.
Prereq: Approual by the faculty member and department
permission.
PRY 311 Elementary Physical Science.
3 bra
Designed particularly for teachers in elementary science.
An elementary study of motion, forces, energy, matter,
heat, sound, light, magnetism, and electricity. Focus is
on simple experimental projects. followed by class discussions. Most of the apparatus will be made from ma-
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terials available in the home or at a variety store. Does
not count on a physics major or minor.
Prereq: PHY 100.
PRY 325 Methods of Teaching the Physical Sciences.
3hrs

A study of strategies and procedures used in secondary
school teaching. Students will be provided with the opportunity to familiarize themselves with the newer science curricula; visit secondary school classrooms;
present classroom demonstrations and conduct laboratory work; learn to use modem teaching aids, especially
the computer, in classroom teaching; and develop means
of evaluating cognitive and affective learning. Two recitation and two laboratory hours per week. Open to prospective teachers following thejunior-senior high school
curriculum who are majoring or minoring in general
science or a physical science. Not open to students on
academic probation. Does not count on pbysics major or
minors.
Prereq: Junior standing or department permission.
PHY 330 Intermediate Mechanics I.
3 hrs
The statics and dynamics of a particle, projectiles witb
air resistance, central forces, dynamics of a system of
particles, vibrational motion and pendulums.
P,mq; PHY 224; MATH 121; MATH 122.
PRY 332 Mechanics Laboratory.
1hr
A laboratory course providing experimental studies in
intermediate mechanics. Three hours of laboratory per
week.
Prereq: PHY 330; may be taken concurrently.
PRY 350 Electricity and Magnetism L
3 bra
An introductory course dealing mainly with electrostatics and magnetostatics. The following topics will be covered : vector calculus; Coulomb's law; Gauss's and
Ampere's law; electric and magnetic fields; potentials
and potential energies; solution of Laplace's equation
for rectangular, cylindrical, and spherical geometries in
the presence of conductors, dielectrics, and magnetic
materials; electric and magnetic susceptibilities; resistance; capacitance; inductance; electromotive force; and
electromagnetic induction.
P",req: PHY 224; MATH 223.
PHY 360 Heat and Thermodynamics.
3 brs
An intermediate course in the fundamentals of heat and
thermodynamics. Thermal expansion, specific heat,
UNDERGRADUATECATALOG
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change of state, heat transfer, elementary kinetic theory,
thermodynamic laws, entropy, and other thermodynamic
functions.
Prereq: PHY 222 or PHY 224; MATH 223.
3 hrs
PRY 370 Introduction to Modern Physics.
An introduction to modem physics and relativity. The
qualitative interpretation, according to the modern
quantum theory, of experimental results in atomic and
nuclear physics.
Prereq: MATH 120 ; PHY 222 or PHY 224.

1 hr
PRY 372 Modern Physics Laboratory.
A laboratory course providing experimental studies in
such areas as late classical, relativistic, quantum, and
nuclear physics. Three hours of laboratory per week.
Prereq: PHY 370; may be token concurrently.
PRY 87713781379 Special Topics.
1I2IS hrs
This special topics course will be used to teach some
aspects of physics at an advanced level that would not
be regularly offered. A new course may be taught on an
experimental basis with this offering.
Prereq: See deportment for prerequisites.
PRY 387 Cooperative Education.
3 hra
Four to six months of fun-time employment at an industrial firm specially chosen for imparting a practical
educational experience in physics. The program consists
of two work experiences (PHY 387 and PHY 487) alternated with full-time attendance at the University. Use
on physics major or minor subject to department permission. Offered on a graded creditlno credit basis.
Prereq: Junior standing. Admittance by application only.
2 hrs each
PRY 8901391 PhY8ics Project.
A suitable project in physics is to be done on an individual basis. Arrangements must be made with a physics faculty member before the beginning of the semester.
Prereq: Department permission.

are used to illustrate potential ethical conflicts associated with interactions within the scientific community
as well as interactions between the scientific community and society at large.
Prereq: PHY 224.
PRY 417 Undergraduate Research Laboratory. 2 hrs
Laboratory work of a research nature done under the
direction of a staff member working on a research prob·
lem. One problem will extend through the semester, with
a comprehensive report required. Six hours are to be
spent in the laboratory each week. Arrangements must
be made with the department before the beginning of
the semester. Open to seniors nearing completion of a
physics major.
Prereq: Department permission.
PRY 420 Engineering Physics Design.
2 bra
This course seeks to integrate knowledge of wide-rangiog topics in engineering physics in order to solve design problems. Major emphasis is placed on a grouporiented term project which must successfully be completed from concept through analysis to layout and report.
Prereq: At least 30 hours of physics courses or department permission.
Shrs
PRY 431 Intennediate Mechanics n.
A continuation of PHY 330. Mechanics of a rigid body,
generalized coordinates, the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian functions, relative motion.
Prereq' PHY 330. MATH 223.
3 hrs
PRY 433 Robot Motions.
This course provides an introduction to the kinematics,
dynamics, and trajectory control of robot manipulators.
Prereq: PHY 330.

PRY 397/398/399 Independent Study.
11213 hrs
An intensive study of a problem or group of problems
under the direction of a department faculty member.
Prereq: Approoal by the faculty member and department
permission.

4hrs
PHY 488 Vibration and Sound.
Detailed studies of vibration and wave motion with specific emphasis on acoustic waves in air and other media. Reflection, refraction, and interference of sound;
vibrating strings and air columns; electroacoustic transducers; architectural acoustics. Laboratory required.
Laboratory meets once per week for 3 hours.
Prereq: PHY 222 or PHY 224; MATH 223.

PRY 406 Ethical188ue8 in Physics.
1 hr
Ethical issues that a career physicist may encounter are
studied and discussed. Historical accounts and essays

PRY 440 Optics.
3 hrs
An intermediate course dealing with fundamentals of
geometrical and physical optics. Reflection, refraction,
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lenses and optical instruments, spectroscopes and spectra, interference, diffraction and polarization.
Prereq: PHY 221 /223 and PHY222/224; MATH 121.
PRY 442 Optics Laboratory.
1 hr
A laboratory course providing experimental studies in
geometrical, physical, and quantum optics. Three hours
of laboratory per week.
Prereq: PHY 440; may be talum concurrently.
3 hrs
PRY 450 Electricity and Magnetism n
A brief review of electrostatics and magnetostatics. The
following topics will be covered: Faraday's Law. displacement current, Maxwell's equations, Poynting vector,
plane wave solutions, polarization, wave propagation
in dielectrics and conductors, dispersion, Fresnel's equations, guided waves, dipoleradiation, Lienard-Wiechert
potentials, and radiation theory.
Prereq: PHY 350; MATH 325.
PRY 452 Electrical Measurements.
4bn
An intermediate course in electricity. The fundamental
principles involved in measuring electric and magnetic
quantities, the use of high grade electrical apparatus.
Experiments include studies of galvanometers, Wheatstone bridges of various forms , potentiometers and standard cells, vacuum tubes, magnetic measurements and
methods of measuring capacitance and inductance.
Laboratory: four consecutive hours, one day per week.
Prereq: PHY 221/223 and PHY 222/224.
PHY 456 Electronics for Scientists.
4bn
Theory and application of passive and semiconductor
circuit elements. Analog and digital circuit analysis and
design problems. Lecture: three hours per week. Laboratory; three hours per week.
Prereq: PHY222 or PHY224; MATH 121.
PRY 458 Microcomputer and Digital Electronics. 4 hrs
Physical and logical structure of microcomputer systems.
Interface techniques and applications to measurements.
Basic digital electronics used in microcomputers: logic
gates, memories, and interface circuits. Laboratory;
three consecutive hours, one day per week.
Prereq: PHY 456.
PRY 462 Kinetic Theory and Statistical Mechanics.
8bn
An introduction to the kinetic theory of gases and statistical mechanics. For students concentrating in phys-
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ics and those contemplating advanced study in related
fields of science and engineering. Maxwel1-Boltzman
distribution law, entropy and probability, transport phenomena, quantum statistics, Bose-Einstein and FermiDirac statistics, the connection between statistical mechanics and thermodynamics, the equation of state, the
elementary electron theory of metals, and statistical
methods in nuclear physics .
Prereq: PHY 224; MATH 223.
3 hrs
PRY 463 Finite Element Analysis.
An introduction to the concepts and methods of finite
element analysis. Finite element computer programs are
used in this course to analyze stresses in materials and
to solve problems in acoustics. heat flow. and electricity
and magnetism.
Prereq: PHY 330; ease 137 or ease 237 or IS 215.
PRY 471 Nuclear Physics.
4bn
Radioactivity, scintillation counters, cloud chambers,
particle accelerators, transmutation of the elements,
waves and particles. fis sion, fusion, stellar energies,
nuclear reactors, cosmic rays, nuclear forces. Laboratory: two consecutive hours, one day per week.
Prereq: PHY 370, MATH 121.
PRY 475 Introduction to Quantum Mechanics. S bra
The fundamental ideas of the quantum theory; the dual
nature of matter, wave equations and wave packets,
observable and linear operators, the application of the
Schroedinger and Heisenberg equations to elementary
systems, Pauli's theory of electron spin.
Prereq: PHY 370; MATH 223.
PRY 477/478/479 Special Topics.
11213 hrs
This special topics course will be used to teach aspects
of physics at an advanced level that would oot regularly be offered.
Prereq: See ckpartment for prerequisites.
3 hrs
PHY 481 Mathematical Physics.
Advanced mathematical topics for the physics student,
with applications drawn from the field of physics. Vectors, matrices, tensors, partial differential equations,
contour integration, calculus of variations, integral equations and transforms, eigenvalue functions, perturbation and group theory, special functions.
Prereq: MATH 325; PHY 330.
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PRY 48S F1wd DynamiC'.
3 hro
An introduction to the statics and dynamics of real and
ideal fluids: properties of fluids, mathematical models,
dimensional analysis, boundary layer flow, flow in pipes,
compressible, incompressible, laminar, and turbulent
flow.
Prereq: PHY 230 or PHY 330; PHY 360.

ASTR 203 Exploration of the Universe.
3 bra
An introductory astronomy course for students of any
curriculum. The solar system, stars, galaxies, cosmol.
ogy, and the history of astronomy. Observations with
telescopes scheduled a few evenings each semester.
ASTR 204 may be taken concurrently with this course.
Cannot be applied toward a physics major or minor.

PHY 487 Cooperative Education.
3 hrs
Four to six months of full-time eDlployment at an industrial fum specially chosen for imparting a practical
educational experience in physics. The program consists
of two work experiences (PHY 387 and PHY 487) alternated with full-time attendance at the University. Use
on physics major or minor subject to department permission. Offered on a graded creditlno credit basis.
Prereq: PHY 387. Admittance by applicatwn only.

ASTR 204 Astronomical Investigatioll8.
1 hr
A laboratory course for the beginning astronomy student. The techniques and concepts of astronomy. Two
hours of laboratory per week.
Prereq or coreq: ASTR 203 or ASTR 205.

PRY 4901491 Special Problems (Honors Courses).
2hneach
An original experimental or theoretical problem in some
area of physics investigated on an individual basis. Arrangements must be made with a staff member before
the beginning of the semester.

Prereq: 20 semuter hours of physics, a "B" average in
physics, and department permission.
PHY 495 Readings in Physics (Honors Course).
1 hr
Designed to give individual students a planned intensive reading program in some field of physics, the subject being chosen jointly by the student and the instructor. A part of this course will be the presentation of an
hour-long talk in the chosen subject at an open meeting
of the Physics department staff and students.
Prereq: 20 semester hours of physics and department
permission.
PHY 497/4981499 Independent Study.
11213 bra
An extensive study of a problem or group of problems
under the direction of a department faculty member.
Prereq: Approval by the faculty member and department
permisswn.
AsTRONOMY COURSES

ASTR 177/1781179 Special Thpics.
11213 bra
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

ASTR 206 Principles of Astronomy.
4 bra
An astronomy course for students desiring a compre-

hensive introduction to astronomy. Topics discussed in
ASTR 203 are covered in more detail and additional top.
ics are introduced. Especially recommended for science
students. ASTR 204 may be taken concurrently. Not open
to students with credit in ASTR 203.
lflIS hrs
ASTR 27712781279 Specia11Opics.
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental otTerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.

ASTR 29712981299 Independent Study.
lr213 bra
An intensive study of a problem or group of problems
under the direction of a department faculty member.
Prereq: Approval of the faculty member and department
permission.
ASTR 315 Applied Astronomy 3 bra
The pratical aspects of astronomy emphsiszing advanced
amateur observational practices such 8S identification
of astronomical objecta using charts and references, tele-scopes, imaging and darkroom techniques, and computer
applications.
Prereq's: ASTR 203 and ASTR 205.
ASTR 370 Astrophysical Conceptll.
3 bra
The emphasis is on the theoretical understanding and
analytical treatment of topics in astrophysics. These
topics include celestial mechanics, astronautics. planetary atmospheres, stellar structure, stellar evolution,
galaxies, and cosmology.
Prereq: PHY 224 or PHY 222; MATH 121.
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ASTR 37713781379 Special Topics.
lf2I3 bra
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmentaJ offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Departrmnt permission.
ASTR 477/4781479 Special Topic••
L'1J3 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.

ASTR 497/4981499 Independent Study.
112/3 bra
An intensive study of a problem or group of problems
under the direction of a department faculty member.
Prereq: Approval o{the {aculty member and departrmnt
permission.
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POLITICAL SCIENCE
Edward Sidlow
Department Head
601 Pray-Harrold
487·3113
Professors: Robert C. Grady, Benjamin T. Hourani,
James D. Johnson, Karen E. Lindenberg, James S.
Magee, Joseph F. Ohren, Barnabas A. Racz ,
Raymond A. Rosenfeld, Leonas Sabaliunas, M.
Hisham Sabki, Joanna V. Scott, Edward Sidlow
Associate Professors: David W. Hortin, F. Elaine
Martin, James W. Pfister
Assistant Professors: Siba N. Grovogui, Michael
Harris, Rhonda Kinney, Adrian J. Lottie
Political Science studies every aspect of public life,
encouraging a high level of civic literacy and political
participation. It explores political thinking, values, systems of government, and the socio-economic environments in which they function. Legislative, executive and
judicia1structures of government are emphasized, along
with the roles of parties and interest groups, voting behavior, public opinion and political socialization.
Political Science draws upon a variety of methodological approaches to focus on public life, including both
the qualitative social sciences and quantitative analytic
techniques. Computer-assisted learning is encouraged.
Students who select major programs within the
Political Science department are successful in a broad
range of careers such as: elective public office, legal studies, state and local government service, public opinion
research, primary and secondary school teaching, journalism and business. Many pursue postbaccalaureate
education at the master's and doctoral levels and in professional schools. AB an inherently interdisciplinary liberal arts discipline, political science coordinates prelaw
studies for the university and also participates in several international programs of study.
Degrees:
Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Science
Programs of Study
Majors:
Political science
Political science for elementary education
Political science for secondary education
Public administration
Public law and government
Public safety administration
Minors:
Political science
UNDERGRADUATE CAv.t.OG

Political science for elementary education
Political science for secondary, K.12, and special
education-secondary
Public administration
Public law and government
Preprofessional Program:
Prelaw
Advising is coordinated by the Political Science
office. Faculty advisers are available during posted office hours or by appointment. Students enrolled in any
of the majors offered by the department are expected to
consult an assigned department faculty adviser when
they declare the major and prior to each registration for
classes.
Advising Coordinators:
Political science: James S. Magee
Public administration: Joseph F. Ohren
Public law and government: David W. Hortin
Prelaw: David W. Hortin
Graduate study in the Political Science Department consists of a Master of Public Administration de·
gree. A political science concentration is also possible
under the interdisciplinary Master of Arts in social science that is administered by the History Department.
The MPA and the MA programs are described in the
Graduate Catalog.

ACADEMIC MAJORS
POLITICAL SCIENCE MAJOR
'lb fulfill the requirements for a major in political
science, students must (1) complete at least 30 semester hours in the major as specified below, (2) complete
at EMU at least four courses in the major numbered
300 or above, and (3) attain at least a "e" average in the
major. Students are further expected to take PLSC 112
(or 113), one of their Basic Studies courses, prior to the
required core courses and to complete PLSC 112 (or 113)
and the required core courses within the first 18 hours
of political science coursework. A maximum of three se·
mester hours of independent study or internship/cooperative education courses may be applied to the 30 se·
mester hours required for the major. Finally, neither the
independent study or internship/cooperative education
course nor PLSC 470 meets the group distribution requirements specified below under areas of concentra·
tion, but both may be taken as free political science electives.
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Semhours
Mejor in political science ....... ............................. 30
1. Required core courses .................................... 9
Choose OTU!: .................................................................... 3
PLSC 210 Introduction to Political Analysis (3)
PLSC 310 Methods of Political Research (3)
Choose two: .................................................................... 6
PLSC 211 Introduction to Comparative
Government (3)
PLSC 212 Introduction to International
Politics (3)
PLSC 213 Introduction to Political Thought (3)
2. Areas of concentration .................................. 21
Choose seven courses from the three groups listed below,
including at least one course from each group.
Group I-American politics, public law, and
administration
PLSC 202 State and Local Government (3)
PLSC 216 Municipal (;Qvernment (3)
PLSC 270 Public Administration (3)
PLSC 301 The American Legal System (3)
PLSC 312 American Constitutional Law I (3)
PLSC 313 American Constitutional Law II (3)
PLSC 330 Urban Politics (3)
PLSC 332 Intergovernmental Relations and
Federalism (3)
PLSC 335 Labor in American Politics (3)
PISC 352 PoUtics of Government Budgeting (3)
PLSC 358 Parties, Elections and Interest Groups
(3)

PLSC 364 The Legislative Process (3)
PLSC 365 Women and Politics (3)
PLSC 380 The American Presidency (3)
PLSC 381 Public Policy Analysis (3)
PLSC 385 Judicial Process and Behavior (3)

Group II-Comparatiue politics and international
relations
PLSC 221 Vietnam (3)
PLSC 222 War and Peace in the Nuclear Age (3)
PLSC 311 Third World Politics (3)
PLSC 327 American Foreign Policy Process (3)
PLSC 341 International Law (3)
PLSC 342 International Organizations (3)
PLSC 354 Government and Politics of Canada (3)
PLSC 361 Soviet Succession Politics (3)
PLSC 367 Contemporary Political Systems of
Latin America (3)
PLSC 371 Government and Politics of the Middle
East (3)
PLSC 372 Government and Politics of SuhSaharan Africa (3)
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PLSC 374 Asian Political Systems (3)
PLSC 462 Russian Foreign Relations (3)
PLSC 467 Advanced International Relations (3)

Group III-Political theory and 11U!thods
PLSC 308 Political Violence and Revolution (3)
PLSC 359 Public Opinion and Political
Learning (3)
PLSC 382 Politics and the 21st Century (3)
PLSC 418 20th Century Political Theory (3)
PLSC 420 Democracy and Power (3)
PtsC 422 American Political Theory (3)

PuBLIC ADMINISTRATION MAJOR
PublicAdministration is a broad-ranging discipline
which combines theory and practice, and focuses on the
organization of government structure, policies and programs as well as the performance of officials. Public
Administration encourages public policies tbat are more
responsible to human, social and economic needs and
are more efficient and effective.
The major is interdisciplinary, involving political
science, economics, sociology, business administration,
computer sciencelbusiness computer systems, and English composition . Students who complete the major
have access to a broad range of careers in government
service or business or enter graduate or professional
schools for further study.
A minor is to be selected in consultation with a
public administration adviser. Recommended are: computer science, economics, general business, management, and writing. Other appropriate minors include
communication, conservation and resource use, criminology and criminal justice, gerontology, historic preservation, journalism, labor studies, land use analysis,
military science, public law and government, and social
work.
With pennission of the public administration adviser, six semester hours of internship credit (PLSC 480,
PLSC 486, PLSC 488, or PLSC 489) or six semester
bours of cooperative education credit (PLSC 387 and
PLSC 487) may be substituted for two of the restricted
electives.
Courses to be completed prior to beginning the
major are:
PLSC li2 or PLSC li3 American Government
ECON 201 Principles of Economics I
ECON 202 Principles of Economics II
SOCL 105 Introductory Sociology
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Semhours
Major in public administration " .. ,.......... " ......... 36
1. Required courses ......... ,......... ,..... " ................ 18
PLSC 270 Public Administration ...................... 3
PLSC 334 Personnel Administration in
Government ............................................. ,.. ,... 3
PLSC 352 Politics of Government Budgeting ... 3
PLSC 381 Public Policy Analysis ...................... 3
PLSC 431 Theories of Public Organization ...... 3
ACC 246 Accounting for Public Administrators 3
2.

Restricted electives ....................................... 18

Choose one course from each of the following six
categories:
a. ECON 350 Government Finance, ECON 455
Cost-Benefit Analysis
b. COSC 137 Introduction to FORTRAN
Programming, IS 215 End-User Computing
c. SOCL 250 Social Statistics I,DS 265 Business
Statistics I, ECON 310 Economic Statistics
d. PLSC 310 Methods of Political Research,
SOCL 304 Methods in Sociological Research
e. ENGL 225 Intermediate English
Composition, JRNL 314 Writing for Public
Relations, ENGL 324 Principles of
Technical Communication, ENGL 328
Writing: Style and Language, MGMT 202
Business Communications
f. PLSC 216 Municipal Government, PLSC 330
Urban
Politics,
PLSC
332
Intergove rnmental Relations and
Federalism, PLSC 470 Seminar in Political
Science

CURRICULUM FOR PuBLIC SAFETY

ADMINISTRATION
The Public Safety Administration Program is an
interdisciplinary program involving coursework in three
departments in two colleges within the university. The
curriculum is intended to meet the professional development needs of inservice and entry·level personnel in
public safety organizations-law enforcement, public
safety, fire protection, private security, and correctionswith a competency based curriculum resting on a strong
liberal arts foundation.
The public safety manager's focus is on public
policy, politics, and administration. The public safety
manager is concerned with the causes of crime, the na·
ture and impact of criminal behavior, threats to public
safety arising from environmental and natural disasUNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

ters, and the nature and operation of correctional insti·
tutions. But the administrator's responsibilities extend
to addressing how the public safety organization develops a response to these problems, the nature of the reo
sponse, and how resources-budgets and personnelare obtained, utilized, and evaluated in responding to
problems.
This program builds on the existing public administration major. Courses are drawn from an interdisciplinary foundation group, an administration group, and
a public safety administration component including
three areas: a public safety administration group, an
area concentration, and an academy or internship component. The program combines both major and minor
requirements, and graduating students will be awarded
a baccalaureate degree in public administration.
Transfer students from associate degree programs
in related fields can matriculate into the program (stu·
dents transferring from another college must complete
all basic studies coursework as required by the Univer·
sity for the bachelor's degree).
Basic Studies
I·B·1. ENGL 121 English Composition (3)
I·B·2. CTAS 124 Fundamentals of Speech (3)
I·B·3. One of the following:
CTAC 227 Interpersonal Communication (3)
ENGL 326 Research Writing (3)
*CTAC 374 Intercultural Communication (3)
I·B-4. SOCL 250 Social Statistics I (3)
I·B·5. INDT 201 Microcomputer Applications in
Technology (3)
U·B·1. One of the following:
CHEM 119 Fundamentals of Chemistry (4)
PHY 221 Mechanics, Sound, and Heat (4)
U·B·2. PSY 101 General Psychology (3)
U·B.s. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
m·B·1. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
m -B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
In·B·3. SOeL 105 Introductory Sociology (3)
m·B-4. SOCL 202 Social Problems (3)
IV-B-l. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV·B·2. Basic Studies requirement. See insick back cover
IV-B-3. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV·B.... Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
Physical education, military science, or equivalent (2)
Semhours
Public Administration Core
1. Foundation Group ......................................... 15
ANTH 135 Introduction to Cultural Anthropology
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2.

or SOCL 214 Racial and Cultural Minorities 3
PLSC 202 State and Local Government or PLSC
216 Municipal Government or PLSC 330 Urban
Politics ................... " ................................... ,... 3
PLSC 313 American Constitutional Law II or
CRM 300 Criminal Justice ............................ 3
CTAC 352 Communication in Negotiation or
CTAC 354 Organizational Communication .. 3
PLSC 310 Methods of Political Research or SOCL
304 Methods in Sociological Research .......... 3
Administration Group ................................... 15
PLSC 270 Public Administration ...................... 3
PLSC 334 Personnel Administration in
Government ................. ,.. " .............................. 3
PLSC 352 Politics of Government Budgeting ... 3
PLSC 381 Public Policy Analysis ...................... 3
PLSC 431 Theories of Public Organization ... ,.. 3

Public Safety Administration Focus
1. Public Safety Administration Group ......... 12
INDT 380 Planning and Decision4Making for
Public Safety ........... ,............................... ,.. ,.. , 3
INDT 381 Public Relations and Public Safety .. 3
PLSC 450 Managing Public Safety Agencies .... 3
PLSC 451 Seminar in Public Safety
Administration .......................... ,........ ,....... ,... 3
2. Area Concentration ....................................... 15
Students must select three courses from one, and two
courses from the other concentration below:
Police / Fire Administration
CRM 431 Police in Modern Society (3)
INDT 433 Arson Investigation (3)
!NOT 434 Hazardous Materials (3)
INDT 435 Incident Command (3)
PLSC 456 Criminal Law I (3)
Corrections Administration
HLED 390 Drug Use and Abuse (3)
INDT 255 Emergency Preparedness Planning (3)
CRM 331 Introduction to Corrections (3)
psy 360 Abnormal Psychology (3)
INOT 475 Managing Correctional Agencies and
Facilities (3)
3. Academy or Internship/Coop ....................... (6)
Preservice students must complete an internship
or cooperative education placement or an accredited
academy program; inservice students may substitute
credits from an accredited academy program
PLSC 488 Internship .......... ' ............................ (6)
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PuBLIC LAW AND GOVERNMENT

MAJOR
'Th fulfill the requirements for a major in public
law and government, students must (1) complete PLSC
112 (or 113), a Basic Studies requirement and a prereq4
uisite for public law and government courses: (2) com4
plete at least 16 hours in the major as specified below; (3)
complete at EMU at least four courses in the major numbered 300 or above; and (4) attain at least a "C" average
in the major. A maximum of six semester hours of independent study or internship/cooperative education
courses, or a combination of both, may be applied to the
36 semester hours required for the major.
Semhours
Major in public law and government ................ 36
1. Required courses ........................................... (9)
PLSC 301 TbeAmerican Legal System ........ , (3)
Choose two courses from the following: ............ 6
PLSC 312 American Constitutional Law I, PLSC
313American Constitutional Law D, PLSC 341
International Law, PLSC 412 Comparative
Legal Systems ................ ,........... ,...... ,............ 3
2. Restricted electives ......................................... 9
Choose one course in each of the following three groups:
Group I·American politics and administratwn
PLSC 202 State and Local Government; PLSC 216
Municipal Government; PLSC 270 Public
Administration; PLSC 330 Urban PoHtics;
PLSC 332 Intergovernmental Relations and
Federalism; PLSC 335 Labor in American
Politics; PLSC 352 Politics of Government
Budgeting; PLSC 358 Parties, Elections, and
Interest Groups; PLSC 364 The Legislative
Process; PLSC 365 Women and Politics; PLSC
380TheAmerican Presidency; PLSC 381 Public
Policy Analysis
Group II·Comparatiue politics and internatwnal relatwns
PLSC 211 Introduction to Comparative
Government, PLSC 212 Introduction to
International Politics, PLSC 221 Vietnam, PLSC
222 War and Peace in the Nuclear Age, PLSC
311 Third World Politics, PLSC 327 American
Foreign Policy Process, PLSC 342 International
Organizations, PLSC 354 Government and
Politics of Canada, PLSC 361 Soviet Succession
Politics, PLSC 367 Contemporary Political
Systems of Latin America, PLSC 371
Government and Politics of the Middle East,
PLSC 372 Government and Politics of Sub4
Saharan Africa, PLSC 374 Asian Political
UNDERGRAOUATECA~OG
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Systems, PlSC 462 Russian Foreign Relations,
PISC 467 Advanced International Relations
Group IJ1.PoLiticai theory and methods
PLSC 210 Introduction to Political Analysis,
PISC 213 Introduction to Political Thought,
PISC 308 Political Violence and Revolution,
PISC 310 Methods of Political Research, PlSC
359 Public Opinion and Political Learning,
PLSC 382 Politics and the 21st Century, PLSC
418 20th Century Political Theory, PLSC 420
Democracy and Power, PLSC 422 American
Political Theory
3. Other electives ................................................ 12
Choose four courses from the following:
PLSC 312 American Constitutional Law I, PLSC
313American Constitutional Law II, PLSC 341
International Law, PlSC 385 Judicial Process
and Behavior, PlSC 387 Cooperative Education,
ECON 407 Economic Analysis and Law, PLSC
412 Comparative Legal Systems, PLSC 456
Criminal Law I, HIST 465 United States
Constitutional History, PlSC 480 Field Seminar
in Political Sciene&'PublicAdministration, PiSC
486 Internship, PLSC 487 Cooperative
Education, PISC 488/489 Internship, PlSC 497/
4981499 Independent Study
4. Cognate electives ............................................. 6
Courses in a related content area selected with the
approval of the adviser.

ACADEMIC MINORS
POLITICAL SCIENCE MINOR
Students must complete PLSC 112 American Government or PLSC 113 American Government Honors
before beginning the course of study for the minor.

Semhours
Minor in political science .................................... 21
1. R.equired core courses .................................... 6
Choose two core courses from the following:
PLSC 210 Introduction to Political Analysis,
PLSC 211 Introduction to Comparative
Government, PLSC 212 Introduction to
International Politica, PLSC 213 Introduction
to Political Thought, PLSC 310 Methods of
Political Research

2.

Area of concentration ................................... 15

Choose five courses from two of the three areas of
concentration (Groups I, II, and Ul) listed under the
political science major
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

PuBLIC ADMINISTRATION MINOR
Semhours
Minor in public administration ......................... 24
1. Required course ............................................... 3
PLSC 270 Public Administration ...................... 3
2. Restricted electives ....................................... 12
Choose four of the following courses:
PLSC 334 Personnel Administration in
Government, PLSC 352 Politics of Government
Budgeting. PLSC 381 Public Policy Analysis,
PLSC 431 Theories of Public Organization
ACC 246 Accounting for Public Administrators
ECON 350 Government Finance
3. Elective8 .............................................................. 9
Choose three courses from the remaining required
or elective courses in the public administration major.
With permission of a public administration adviser, three
semester hours ofinternship credit (PLSC 480, 486, 488,
or 489) or three semester hours of cooperative education credit (PLSC 387 or 487) may be applied to the public administration minor.

PuBLIC LAW AND GOVERNMENT
MINOR
Students must complete at Eastern Michigan University at least three courses in the public law and government minor numbered 300 or above. A maximum of
four semester hours of independent study or internship!
cooperative education courses may be applied to the 24
semester hours required for this minor.

Sem hours
Minor in public law and government ............... 24
1. Required courses ............................................. 6
PLSC 301 The American Legal System ......... (3)
Choose one course from the following: ........... (3)
PLSC 312 American Constitutional Law I, PLSC
313 American Constitutional Law lI, PLSC 412
Comparative Legal Systems

2.

Restricted electives ......................................... 6

Elect two courses from two of the three areas of
concentration (Groups 1. II, and ill) listed under the
public law and government major
3. Other electives ................................................ 12
Choose four courses from those listed as other electives in the public law and government major. One of
these four electives may be a cognate in a related content area selected with the approval of the adviser.
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TEACHING MAJORS
POLITICAL SCIENCE MAJOR
SECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this course of studies, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Secondary Provisional Certificate endorsed in politica1 science, certification code "CD," and, depending on the minor selected,
endorsement in economics ("CA"), geography (orCB"),
history ("CC"), psychology ("CE"), sociology (orCF"), or
social science ("CX"). The certification test covering this
field is #10, "Political Science."
.
To fulfill the requirements for a major in political
science, students must (1) complete at least 30 semester
hours in the major as specified below, (2) complete at EMU
at least four courses in the major numbered 300 or above,
and (3) attain at least a "C" average in the major. Students are further expected to take PLSC 112 (or 113),
one of their Basic Studies courses, prior to the required
core courses and to complete PLSC 112 (or 113) and the
required core courses within the first 18 hours of political science course work. A maximum of three semester
hours of independent study or internship/cooperative
education courses may be applied to the 30 semester hours
required for the major. Finally. neither the independent
study or internship/cooperative education course nor
PLSC 470 meets the group distribution requirements
specified below under areas of concentration, but both
may be taken as free political science electives.
Basic Studies
I-B-l. ENGL 121 English Composition (3)
I~B-2. Basic Sludil!s requirement. See inside back couer
I-B·S. Basic Sludil!s requirement. See inside back cover
I~B4. Basic S tudil!s requirement. See inside back cover
I-B-5. Basic Studies requirenumt. See inside back couer
II·B·l. Basic Studil!s requirement. See inside back coucr
U-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
II-B-S. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
m~B~1. Basic Studks requirement. See inside back couer"

1'eaching Major ........................................................ 30
Same as political science major (see above).
Minor
A minor in one of economics, geography, history,
psychology, sociology, or social science
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Professional Studies
100 clock hours of approved prestudent teaching
field experiences (0)
EDTC 300 Introduction to Computer Applications
in Education ( 1)
SPGN 300 Exceptional Children in the Regular
Classroom (1)
EDPS 322 Human Development and Learning (4)
The following courses require formal admission
to the teacher education program:
CURR 305 Curricu lum and Methods:
Secondary (3)
RDNG 311 Teaching Reading in the Secondary
School (3)
SOFD 328 Schools in a Multicultural Society (3)
EDPS 340 Introduction to Assessment and
Evaluation (3)
EDMD 345 Media for the Classroom Teacher (1)
HIST 481 The Teaching of Social Studies (3)
EDUC 492 Student Thaching (12)

Credit hours in Professional Studies: ........... ,............ 34

Total credit hours required, with 2().hour minor:
136
'Could be less, depending on the miTIOr and the possible application of
Basic Studics courses to the minor.

POLITICAL SCIENCE MAJOR
ELEMENTARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION
Successful completion of this major, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in political science,
certification code "CD." The certification test covering
this field is #10, "Political Science."
The curriculum for this major is that which is listed
under "Teaching Major" in the secondary political science program, plus the "history" requirement a nd the
economics course requirement under IlI-B-2, III-B-3,
and III-B-4 in that program's Basic Studies requirements. Approved minors are geography, history, sociology, and social science group for elementary teachers.
30 hours, not including the minor. and not counting course work that may be satisfied through Basic
Studies.

Subtotal, Major and minor: ....................................... 50
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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TEACHING MINOR
POLITICAL SCIENCE MINOR
ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY,

K-12, SPECIAL EDUCATION-

ELEMENTARY, AND SPECIAL EDUCATION-SECONDARY 'l'EACHER
CERTIFICATION

Successful completion ofthis minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in political science,
certification code "CD." The certification test covering
this field is #10, "Political Science."

Minor in Political Science .................................... 21
Same as politica1science minor (see above).

PREPROFESSIONAL PROGRAM IN
PRELAW
Most law schools require a bachelor's degree and
evidenceofpotentiaJ for law school as measured by grade
point average and the results of the Law School Admission Test (LSAT). In addition, most law school admission officers emphasize the importance of a broad aca·
demic background and the development of analytical
and communication skills.
The Political Science department provides counseling for prelaw students, LSAT registration and application materials and catalogs from many law schools
throughout the country.
Because law schools typicaJly do not require specific courses for admission or identify any particular
major or curriculum as preferable, it is necessary for
preaw students to plan their own academic programs.
Given the increasing competitiveness of admission to
law school, it is doubly important that great care be exercised in selecting a program of study appropriate to a
legal career and in maintaining a high level of academic
performance. It is also prudent to choose a program that
will provide a suitable alternative career.
The ml\iors most commonly selected by prelaw students are political science, economics, history, and sociology. Other frequent choices include English language
and literature, communications, psychology, philosophy,
and business administration. Although less numerous,
students with ml\iors in mathematics, the natural sciences, foreign languages, music, and art also enter law
school to enhance their career potential.
Whatever major/minor combination is chosen, attention also should be given to the selection of appropriate elective courses. Generally, any challenging course
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

that will facilitate mastery of the use of language, develop critical understanding of human values and institutions, or contribute to the capacity for independent
and creative thinking is likely to be useful. Among specific courses that are often recommended by prelaw advisers are advanced English composition, persuasive
speech,logic, and accounting. Mathematics and science
courses are frequently cited as helpful in developing
needed analyticaJ skills.
Prelaw students who desire to gain greater insight
into the law and legal procedures and law school approaches to legal studies may choose from a broad range
of courses offered by the PoliticaJ Science, Sociology,
Economics, History and Philosophy, and Marketing departments. The major and minor in Public Law and
Government, offered by the Political Science department, provide a firm foundation on which to build a career in law.
POLITICAL ScIENCE COURSES

PLSC 112 American Government.
3hrs
A study of the institutions and processes of American
national government. Includes critical comparisons with
major foreign governmental systems. Satisfies the political science requirement of all curriculums. Not open
to those with credit in PLSC 113.
PLSC 113 American Government Honon.
S hrs
An enhanced approach to the study of the institutions
and processes of American national government. Includes critical comparisons with major foreign governmental systems. Satisfies the political science requirement of all curriculums. Not open to those with credit
in PLSC 112.
PLSC 177/178/179 Special Topics.
1/213 hn
An examination of a topic in political science not no~
mally covered in the curriculum in which the distinctive concerns of political science are emphasized. Students may elect this course several times as long as different topics are studied, but it may be taken only twice
for credit toward a major or minor in political science.
Prereq: Department permission.
PLSC 202 State and Local Government.
3 hrs
A study of the forms and functions of state and local
governments with speciaJ emphasis on the government
of Michigan. Especially valuable for teachers of social
studies in senior and junior high schools.
Prereq: PLSC 112/113, or department permission.
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PLSC 210 Introduction to Political Analysis.
S hrs
A study of the conceptual and analytical foci of political
science. Consideration is given to micro-level analysis
of personality, attitudes, socialization, and roles and to
macro-level analysis of group theory, decision making.
systems, and communications.
Prereq: PLSC 112 / 113.
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PLSC 270 Public AdminiBtration.
Sbrs
The nature of public administration; problems connected
therewith-direction and organization; recruitment,
training, and promotion of personnel; maintenance of
loyalty and efficiency.
Prereq' PLSC 112 / 113 /202.

Using a comparative focus, identifies important similarities and differences in the structure and the behavior of foreign political systems, principal1y but not exclusively European.
Prereq' PLSC 112 / 113.

PLSC 27712781279 Special Thpics.
11218 brs
An examination of a topic in political science not normally covered in the curriculum in which the distinctive concerns of political science are emphasized. Students may elect this course several times as long as different topics are studied, but it may be taken only twice
for credit toward a major or minor in political science.
Prereq: PLSC 112 / 113 /202.

PLSC 212 Introduction to International Politic8. S hrs
The fundamentals of great power politics, the impact of
efforts at international organization.
Prereq: PLSC 112/113.

PLSC 29712981299 Independent Study.
11218 brs
Approved studies on an individual basis in areas in
which the department does not offer formal courses.
Prereq' PLSC 112/113/202.

PLSC 213 Introduction to Political Thought.
3 bra
Selections from major theorists are used to examine different approaches to perennial issues such as justice,
liberty. equality, legitimacy, and political order.
Prereq: PLSC 112 / 113.

PLSC 301 The American Legal System.
3brs
A survey of various substantive components of the
American system oflaw and its function in a democratic
society. Special emphasis is placed upon problems oflaw
enforcement, legal agencies, and the processes involved
in the administration of criminal justice.
Prereq: PLSC 112 / 113 /202.

PLSC 211lntroduction to Comparative Government.
3brs

PLSC 216 Municipal Government.
3 bra
A study offorms and functions of municipal government,
Prereq' PLSC 112/113.
PLSC 221 Vietnam,
Sbrs
This course will be a political-military look at the VietDam War from its beginnings in the 1940s to its climax
in 1975. A brief look at the parallels with other wars
(The Persian Gulf, etc.) and an aftermath will be included. The course will include the PBS videotapes of
Vzetnam : A History.
Prereq' PLSC 1121113.
3 hrs
PLSC 222 War and Peace in the Nuclear Age.
This course will be a study of the history of atomic weapons and the struggle to control them from 1945 to 1989.
While concentrating most on the United States, it will
include the Soviet Union, China, and western Europe.
It will also examine the personalities involved and attempt to assess the impact they had on the struggle for
arms control.
Prereq' PLSC 112/113.

PLSC 30B Political Violence and Revolution.
3 bra
A cross-national examination of political violence and
revolution. Covers distinctions in types of political violence, examines ideological arguments OD violence and
revolution, examines case studies, and the impact of
political, biological, psychological, and sociological factors that have been associated with violent outbreaks
cross-nationally.
Prereq' PLSC 112 /113/ 202.
PLSC 310 Methods otPolitical Research.
3 hrs
Acquaints students with philosophic and methodological problems and analytic techniques in the study of
politics.
Prereq: PLSC 112 /11 3 /202.
PLSC 311 Third World Politics.
3 brs
This course is designed to increase student awareness
and understanding of political development within third
world nations . The colonial legacy and current
sociopolitical conditions are investigated in order to deUNDERGRADUATECATALOC
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tennine how these forces influence public policy making.
Prereq; PLSC 112/113 and PLSC 212.
PLSC 312 American Constitutional Law I.
3 bra
PLSC 313 American Constitutional Law n.
3 bra
The environment of judicial decision-making will be
ascertained through an investigation of the politics, procedures, and personalities of the Supreme Court. The
impact of the court upon the development and operation of the American system of government will be assessed through an examination of leading court decisions. May be taken as a two-semester sequence, or
elected independently.
Prmq' PLSC 112 / 113/202.

ment of the merit system and the civil service; public sector requirements for hiring, promotion, pay, and benefits;
discipline and grievance handling; the development and
impact of public sector collective bargaining.
Prereq' PLSC 112/113/202.
PLSC S35 Labor in American Politics.
3hrs
An examination of the role played by American labor as
a political pressure group and as an agent of voter mobilization; American labor voting patterns; the political
impact oflahor organization on the civil service; Ameri·
can role in international union affairs.
Prereq,' PLSC 112/113/202.

PLSC 315 Consumer Law and Politics.
3hrs
A study of the politics of the consumer movement; executive, legislative, and judicial responses to consumer
demands at the federal, state, and local levels. Investigation of the body oflegislation and court decisions that
affect the consumer in the market place.
Prereq,PLSC 112 / 113/202.

PLSC 341 International Law.
3hrs
An introduction to the principles and practices of public
international law. The origin and development, the nature and sources of international law. Special emphasis
will be placed upon the legal problems of peace and war
and the future perspectives of international law in the
relations of nations.
Prereq,' PLSC 112/113.

PLSC 827 American Foreign Policy Process.
8 bra
An introduction to the formulation and execution of
American foreign policy, including consideration of the
role of public opinion, the press, interest groups, Congress, the president, deterrence theory, and decisionmaking in crisis situations.
Prereq' PLSC 112 / 113 / 202.

PLSC 342 International OrganizatioDs.
3 hrs
The structure and functions of international organizations. Collective security, disarmament, and the pacific
settlement of disputes will be examined. Organizations
emphasized will be the League of Nations, the United
Nations, the European Common Market, and OPEC.
Prereq,' PLSC 112/113 / 202.

PLSC S30 Urban Politics.
3hrs
An examination of the urban political environment in
the United States; structure, processes, power relationships, ethnic considerations, fiscal constraints, and selected specific policy areas are considered.
Prereq: PLSC 112 / 113/202.

PLSC 352 Politics of Government Budgeting.
3 hrs
An analysis of the political significance and the procedures of governmental budgeting in the United States.
Prereq' PLSC 112/113/202.

PLSC 332 Intergovernmental Relations and Federalism.
3 hrs
A study of intergovernmental relations in the United
States focusing on recent trends in the federal system.
Examines significant developments and alternatives in
shared governmental responsibilities, such as metropolitan reorganization, grant programs, and regionalism.
Prereq' PLSC 112 / 113 / 202.
PLSC 334 Personnel Administration in Government.
3hrs
An examination of the basic personnel management practices of public bureaucracies. Topics include the developUNDERGRADUATECATALOG

PLSC 354 Government and Politics of Canada. 3 hrs
Analysis of the Canadian political system in terms of
historical background; political environment; constitutional structure; legislative, executive, and judicial processes; political parties and pressure groups; public opinion and voting behavior; political problems and trends.
Prereq: PLSC 112/113.
PLSC 358 Parties, Elections, and Interest Groups.
3hrs
The organization, operation, and function of American
political parties and their impact on the American political system. The impact of interest groups and elections is also stressed.
Prereq,' PLSC 112/113.
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PLSC 359 Public Opinion and Political Learning.3 hrs
The nature, formation, measurement, and role of public opinion; the structure of control and the performance
of the mass media; the nature of techniques, strategies,
and effects of propaganda.
Prereq: PLSC 112/113.
PLSC 361 Soviet Succession Politics.
3hrs
Government and politics in the former USSR: the rise
and decline of Communist power, party and government
structures, elements of political culture, and the nature
of current system-modification.

P"''''q: PLSC 112/113/202.
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PLSC 374 Asian Political Systems.
3 hrs
A study of the politics and government of China, Japan,
the mainland Southeast Asian states, Indonesia, and
India.

P".,..q: PLSC 112 / 113 /202.
PLSC 377/3781379 Special Topics.
1/2/3 hrs
An examination of a topic in political science not normally covered in the curriculum in which the distinctive concerns of political science are emphasized. Students may elect this course several times as long as different topics are studied, but it may be taken only twice
for credit toward a major or minor in political science.

P'''''q:PLSC 112 / 113 /202.
PLSC 364 The Legislative Process.
3 hrs
A study of the agencies, procedures, and influences in
the formation of public policy by Congress, state legislatures, and administrative agencies.
Prereq: PLSC 112/113.
PLSC 365 Women and Politics.
3hrs
A study of the role of women in American politics as
voters, activists, and candidates, with consideration of
how the political behavior of women relates to their economic, social, and religious roles. Comparisons are made
with selected European and Asian political systems.

P'""q: PLSC 1/2/113.
PLSC 367 Contemporary Political Systems of Latin
America.
3 bra
A study of the governmental structure and the nature
of political activity in selected Latin-American nations,
with an emphasis on issues such as urbanization, military influence, students, and labor, and the development
of political parties.

P"''''q: PLSC 112/113/202.
PLSC 371 Government and Politics of the Middle

East.
3 hrs
The Middle East as a case study in the field of com parative politics. European colonial policies, nationalist
movements, and politics of independent states.
Prereq.' PLSC 112 / 113 /202.
PLSC 372 Government and Politics of Sub-Saharan
Africa.
3 hrs
Africa as a case study in the field of comparative poli~
tics, tribal politica1systems. European colonial policies,
nationalist movements, multiracial conflict, and politics of independent states in sub-Saharan Africa.
Prereq: PLSC 112/113.

PLSC 380 The American Presidency.
3 hrs
A study of executive power, emphasizing the contemporary presidential role and how it has evolved, the politics of candidate choice, the personal qualities and political styles of recent presidents, and the array of formal and informal institutions constituting the modern
presidency.

P''''''q: PLSC 112 / 113 /202.
PLSC 381 Public Policy Analysis.
S hrs
An advanced course in public administration dealing
with modern administrative techniques, budget analysis, the politics of resource allocation, and regulatory
problems.

P"''''q: PLSC 270.
PLSC 382 Politics and the 21st Century.
3 hrs
A study of the political and public policy directions of
the future. Consideration will be given to worldwide
political developments and alternative political future s
as affected by accelerating sociopolitical and technological change.

P,..,..q: PLSC 112 /113 /202.
PLSC 385 Judicial Process and Behavior.
3 hrs
A study of the judicial process and behavior in the United
States with emphasis on analysis of policy-making by
the courts. Federal judicial structures and fuoctions,
decision-making procedures and political ideology, and
judicial review.
Prereq: PLSC 112 / 113 /202.

PLSC 387 Cooperative Education.
3 bra
Four to six months of full-time employment in the pub-
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lic sector intended to provide practical experience in
government, politics, or administration. The program
consists of two directed work experiences (PLSC 387 and
PLSC (87) alternated with full-time attendance at the
University. Applications of credit toward political science programs subject to department approval. Graded
credit/no credit.
Prereq: Junior standing. MaJor in politicaiscumce, public administration, or public law and government. Departmental recommendation required.
PLSC 410 Political Science in Fiction.
3hrs
A discussion and analysis of political theories, institutions, and practices utilizing a storehouse of insightful
and articulate materials not normally tapped in traditional political science courses; the works of essayists,
aphorists, dramatists, pamphleteers, poets, and novelists.
Prereq: Political sc~nce maJor or minor: At least nine
hours ofpoliticalsc~nce course work completed. Junior
or senior standing or department permission.
PLSC 412 Comparative Legal Systems.
3 hrs
Analysis of fundamental elements of the common law,
the ci~ law, socialist laws, and other legal traditions,
and a comparison of the legal systems of selected foreign countries.
fureq' PLSC 112 / 113.
PLSC 418 20th Century Political Theory.
3 hrs
A comparative study of recent political theories and ideologies including democracy, socialism, communism, and
fascism. The analysis includes modem psychological and
sociological theories as they affect political thought.
Prereq' PLSC 112/113.
PLSC 420 Democracy and Power.
3 hrs
A study of the ideals and limitations of democracy. Examines values such as consent, equality, rights, citizenship, and the public interest and the limitations posed
by authority, coercion, class conflict, distribution of
wealth, and the state.
Prereq: PLSC 210/213, or PHIL 225.
PLSC 422 American Political Theory.
3 hra
A concise survey of American political thought. The origins, growth, and present state of American political
ideologies will be examined.
Prereq:PLSC 112/113/202.
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PLSC 431 Theories of Public Organization.
S hrs
An introduction to theories of organization as related to
public bureaucracies in a democratic political context.
Prereq: PLSC 270 or department permission.
PLSC 450 Managing Public Safety Agencies.
3 hrs
Analysis of public sector management elements, including planning, organizing, leading, controlling, and communicating, presented in the context of and applied to
internal police/fire and corrections administration.
Prereq: PLSC 270 and PLSC 431, or department permissWn.
PLSC 451 Seminar in Public Safety Administration.
3hrs
A capstone seminar in the public safety administration
concentration; integrates previous coursework in law,
management, and politics by focusing on contemporary
problems and issues in public safety operations, including attention t:D leadership, organizational conflict, and
resource allocation/utilization; utilizes a case approach.
Prereq: Senior standing and department permission.
PLSC 456 Criminal Law I.
3hrs
A study of criminal1aw currently in use in the United
States with emphasis upon the way its basic concepts
function; its principal components and problems central to its impact upon the political system.
Prereq' PLSC 112/113.
PLSC 462 Russian Foreign RelatiOIl8.
3 hn
An analytical and historical examination of Soviet foreign policies since 1917-their sources, character, objectives, and periodization.
Prereq' PLSC 112 / 113 /202.
PlSC 467 Advanced International Relations.
3 hrs
The course will explore through case studies the ways in
which ideas, cultural differences, and different political
systems combine to produce the international politics of
today. Special attention will be paid to the United States
in this process as well as the role of economics and international organization. Limit: 25 students.
Prereq: PLSC 212 and PLSC 327.
PLSC 470 Seminar in Political Science.
3hrs
Examination and utilization of research techniques in the
preparation of a major seminar paper in political science,
public administration, or public law and government.
Prereq,PLSC 112 / 113 / 202.
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1/213 hrs
PLSC 477/4781479 Special Topics.
An examination of a topic in political science not normally covered in the curriculum in which the distinc·
tive concerns of political science are emphasized. Stu·
dents may elect this course several times as long as different topics are studied, but it may be taken only twice
for credit toward a major or minor in political science.
Prereq:PLSC 112 /11 3 /202.
PLSC 480 Field Seminar in Political SciencelPublic
Administration.
3 hrs
Designed to help students relate their field experience
to some aspect of political science or public administration.
Prereq: Department permission.
PLSC 4861488I489lntemship.
3/6/9 hrs
Extends classroom learning through practical experience with legislative, administrative, and other public
sector agencies at all levels of government. Open to
majors and minors in political science and public ad·
ministration.
Prereq: Department permission.

S hrs
PLSC 487 Cooperative Education.
Four to six months offull·time employment in the pub·
lic sector intended to provide practical experience in
government, politics, or administration. The program
consists of two directed work experiences (PLSC 387 and
PLSC 487) alternated with full-time attendance at the
University. Applications of credit toward political science programs subject to department approval. Graded
creditlno credit.
Prereq: Senior standing, PLSC 387 or departmental recommendation required.
1I2IS hrs
PLSC 497/4981499 Independent Study.
Advanced study on an individual basis in areas in which
the department does not offer formal courses. Normally
restricted to political science majors.
Prereq: Senior standing and department permission.
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PSYCHOLOGY
Kenneth W. Rusiniak
Department Head
537 Mark Jefferson
487-1155

Professors: Barbara E. Brackney, Jeffrey Dansky,
Dennis J . Delprato, Barry Fish, Monroe Friedman,
Norman Gordon, V. Kay Hodges, Peter A Holmes,
Stuart A Karabenick, John Knapp, Jerry O'Dell,
James Roff, Kenneth W. Rusiniak, Alida S .
Westman, Zakhour I. Youssef
Associate Professors: Marilyn K. Bonem, John L.
McManus, James 'Ibdd, Silvia Von lQuge
Assistant Professors: Carol Freedman-Doan
Psychology, as a discipline, is concerned with the
experience, behavior, needs, desires, and potentialities
of human beings. It is basic to many career fields and to
any life pursuit where other human beings are encoun·
teredo
Objectives of the department are to provide a general and in-depth survey of the fields of the science of
psychology for students interested in diversified career
fields; to prepare undergraduate students to pursue
graduate studies in order to enter one of the several
professional career areas for which the maJor is required:
clinical psychology, industrial psychology, school psychology, teaching, and research in psychology, for example;
and to help students who are interested in self-development obtain current and sound approaches to problems
of topical interest.
Degree:
Bachelor of Science
Programs of Study:
Major:
Psychology
Psychology for secondary education
Minor:
Psychology
Psychology for secondary, K-12, and special education-secondary
Advising is available to all students and can be
obtained from any department faculty. It is recommended that students see a faculty member specializing in the area of the student's interest ifgraduate study
is anticipated. Information may be obtained in the psychology office.
Advising coordinator: Kenneth W. Rusiniak
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Graduate study leads to a master's degree in psychology with programs in general psychology, clinical
psychology, and clinical behavioral psychology. These
programs are described in the Graduate Catalog.

ACADEMIC MAJOR
PSYCHOLOGY MAJOR
The major in psychology is designed to provide a
general and in-depth survey of the fields in the science
of psychology and to prepare students to work with
people in several career areas. Further study beyond
the baccalaureate degree is required to enter professional career work.
Sem hoU1'8
Mejor in psychology .............................................. 30
1. Required courses ...................................... 13-14
PSY 1011102 General Psychology ............... ,... 3/4
psy 205 Quantitative Methods in Psychology . 3
PSY 301 Introductory Experimental Psychology 4
P8Y 453 History and Systems of Psychology ... 3
2. Restricted electives ....................................... 12
Choose one course from each of the following groups:
Adjustment and personality
PSY 360 Abnormal Psychology, PSY 451
Dynamics of Personality
BioI<>gical
PSY 357 Sensation and Perception, PSY 457
Physiological Psychology, PSY 458
Comparative Animal Behavior
Learning and motiuation
PSY 304 Learning, PSY 356 Motivation
Deuelopmental and social
PSY 309 Social Psychology, PSY 321 Child
Psychology
3. Electives .......................................................... 4-5
Choose four or five credits in consultation with
advising coordinator.

ACADEMIC MINOR
PSYCHOLOGY MINOR
The minor provides students entering many career
fields a fuller scientific understanding of human experience, behavior, needs, desires, and potentialities. The
minor is flexible; within limits it may be designed to
meet the needs of each student.
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Sembours
Minor in psychology .................................. ........... 20
1. Required courses .......................................... 3-4
PSY 1011102 General Psychology ................... 3/4
2. Electives ...................................................... 16-17
Choose 16·17 credits in consultation with advis·
ing coordinator.

TEACHING MAJOR
PSYCHOLOGY MAJOR
SECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this course of studies, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Secondary Provisional Certificate endorsed in psychology, certification
code "CE," and, depending on the minor selected, en·
dorsement in economics ("CA"), geography ("CB"), his·
tory ("CC"), political science ("CD"), sociology ("CP), or
social science ("CX"). The certification test covering this
field is #11, "Psychology."
Basic Studies
I·B-l. ENGL 121 English Composition (3)
I·B·2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I·B·3. Basic Studies requirement. See insi.ch back cover
I-B-4. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I-B-5. Basic Studies requirement. See insUk back cover
ll-B·l, Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
U-B·2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover"
n·B·3. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
m-B-l. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
m-B·2. lOST 102 Western Civilization, 1648 to World
War 1(3)
m·B·S. One of:
GEOG 107 Introduction to Geography (3)
GEOG 110 World Regions (3)
m-B-4. HIST 103 Twentieth Century Civilization (3)
IV·B·l. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV·B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
lV·B..s. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV·B-4. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
Physical education, military science, or equivalent (2)
A course in economics, if not included in the minor (3)
Credit hours in Basic Studies: ................................... 62

Thaching Major
See note "a" above for courses applicable to both
Basic Studies and the major.
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PSY 205 Quantitative Methods in Psychology (3)
PSY 301 Introductory Experimental
Psychology (3)
PSY 453 History and Systems of Psychology (3)
One of'
PSY 360 Abnormal Psychology (3)
PSY 451 Dynamics of Personality (3)
One of:
PSY 357 Sensation and Perception (3)
PSY 457 Physiological Psychology (3)
psy 458 Comparative Animal Behavior (3)
One of:
PSY 304 Learning (3)
PSY 356 Motivation (3)
One of:
PSY 309 Social Psychology (3)
psy 321 Child Psychology (3)
Select 4-5 credits (enough to total 30 hours in psychology,
including General Psychology), in consultation with
an advising coordinator.
Minor
A minor in one of economics, geography, history,
political science, sociology, or social science
Subtotal, Major and minor: ...................................... 47 1

Professional Studies
100 clock hours of approved prestudent teaching
field experiences (0)
EDTC 300 Introduction to Computer Applications
in Education (1)
SPGN 300 Exceptional Children in the Regular
Classroom (1 )
EDPS 322 Human Development and Learning (4)
The following courses require formal admission
to the teacher education program:
CURR 305 Curriculum and Methods:
Secondary (3)
RDNG 311 Teaching Reading in the Secondary
&:h••1(3)
SOFD 328 Schools in a Multicultural Society (3)
EDPS 340 Introduction to Assessment and
Evaluation (3)
EDMD 345 Media for the Classroom Thacher (1)
HIST 481 The Teaching of Social Studies (3)
EDUC 492 Student Teaching (12)
Credit hours in Professional Studies.' ........................ 34
'Thtal credit hours required, with 2O-hour minor: . 133
UNOERGRADUKrECATALOG
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'Goold be k". rUpendiJ1l/Dn 1M minor and IMpouibk application of
&uk Sludu, cou,.., to 1M mirr.or.

TEACHING MINOR
PSYCHOLOGY MINOR
SECONDARY,

K-12, AND SPECIAL EOUCATION-SECONDARY

TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in psychology, certification code "CE." The certification test covering this
field is *11, "Psychology."
·One of:
PSY 101 General Psychology (3)
PSY 102 General Psychology (4)
Choose 16-17 credits in consultation with advising
coordinator.
20 hours (including hours satisfied in Basic Studies)
*Sati,'Md in So,it: Sludiu.
PSYCHOLOGY COURSES

PSY 101 General P8ychology.
3 hrs
Principles, theories, and methods evolving from the scientific analysis of behavior. This or PSY 102 is a prerequisite to all other COUJ'8eS. Not open to those who have
earned credit in PSY 102.
psy 102 General Psychology.
4 hrs
Principles, theories, and methods evolving from the scientific analysis of behavior. Laboratory demonstrations
and experiments illustrating selected concepts. Not open
to those with credit in PSY 101.
PSY 17711781179 Special Topics.
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: PSY 101/102 and deparlmern permission.
PSY 203 Self-analysis and Control
3 bra
Behavioral principles and techniques that can be applied to behavioral self-analysis and self-management.
Student-initiated self-improvement projects encouraged.

chological data. Methods of describing and drawing inferences from sets of data.
Prereq: PSY 101/102, and MATH 104 or equivalent.
PSY 207 Psychology of Adjustment.
3hn
Systematic presentation of issues, concepts, principles,
and theories of human adjustment.
Prereq: PSY 101/102.
PSY 226 Psychology of Religion.
3 hrs
The application of psychological theory, principles, and
method to the study of religious behavior. The relationships between religion and personality, health/pathology, social behavior, and intense emotional experience.

Prereq .. PSY 101/102.
PSY 240 Psychology of SeL
3 bra
Survey of the psychological research concerned with
human sexuality from a psychological point of view with
an emphasis on research findings.

J>.-ereq' PSY 101 /102.
PSY 242 Psychology of Women.
3 bra
Theories and empirical research concerning personality development in females. Examination of the origins
of the behavior of women.

Prereq .. PSY 101/ 102.
PSY 277/278/279 Special Thpics.
112J3 bra
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: PSY 101/102 and department permission.
PSY SOl Introductory Experimental Psychology. 4 bra
Design, control, and measurement techniques employed
in the scientific investigation of behavior; e.g., motivation, emotion, perception, and learning.

J>.-ereq' PSY 205.
PSY 31)( Learning.
3 hn
Includes learning theories and empirical research as
developed by Pavlov, Thorndike, Guthrie, Thlman, Hull,
Skinner, Mowrer, and others, plus selected contemporary topics.

Prereq' PSY 301.

J>.-ereq' PSY 101/102.
PSY 206 Quantitative Methods in Psychology.
3 bra
Basic concepts and methods used in the analysis of psyUNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

psy 309 Social Psychology.
3 bra
The order and regularity underlying processes of human interaction. Motives and attitudes, social norms
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and roles, the socialization process, personality, and
group membership. The effect of group membership
upon individual behavior. Not open to those with credit
in SOCL308.
Prereq: SOCL 105 and PSY 101 / 102.
psy 321 Child Psychology.
3 hrs
The developmentofhuman behavior from conception to
adolescence. Analysis of developmental processes in·
volved in cognition, socialization, emotion, and personality, relying on research and theory; emphasis on developmental trends. Not open to students in early elementary education curriculum.
P ......q: PSY 101 /102.

PSY 322 Psychology of Adolescence.
S hrs
An opportunity to formulate, examine, and understand
a comprehensive, balanced picture of the physical, mental, emotional, social, and ideological developments and
adjustments during adolescence.
P ......q: PSY 101 / 102.
psy S2S Psychology of Human Aging.
3 hn
Aging individuals in the context of their life span; the
special problems of the aged in modern American society. Intellectual functioning, socialization and personality, environmental effects, and the problems of isolation and institutionalization.
P......q: PSY 101 /102.

psy 330 The Psychology of Contemporary Issues.
3hrs
The application of psychological principles and methodology to selected contemporary world problems such
as arms control, disarmament, and cybernetics.
p,.. ...q: PSY 101 / 102.

301

qualities of architectural spaces, urban environments,
and natural settings.
Prereq: PSY 101 / 102.
PSY 361 Industrial Psychology.
3 hrs
Applications of psychological methods and principles to
industrial problems.
Prereq: PSY 101 / 102, and junior or senior standing.
PSY 352 Psychological Thsting and Evaluation. 3 bra
Principles and theories of psychological test.ing. Introduction to evaluation, administration, and interpreta·
tion of group and individual tests used in diagnosis and
prognosis.
Prereq: PSY 101 1102. and junior or senicr standing.
PSY S66 Motivation.
3hrs
Review and analysis of research and theory on the determinants of the direction, persistence, and vigor of
behavior.
Prereq: PSY 301 .

psy 357 Sensation and Perception.
S bra
Analysis oftbe psychological literature relating to sen·
sory and perceptual experience.
Prereq: PSY 301.
PSY 358 Cognitive Processes.
S hrs
A review of the theoretical and empirical developments
concerned with cognitive processes, such as concept formation, memory and retrieval from memory. language
acquisition, thought, problem solving, imagination, and
creativity.
Prereq: Junior standing. PSY 205 or equivalent.
PSY S60 Abnormal Psycbology.
S brs
Modern theories of the origin of mental disorders and
personality disturbances, nature and mechanism of the
various forms of abnormal behavior, prevention and
treatment, social significance of aberrations.
Prereq: PSY 101 / 102, and junior or senicr standing.

PSY 340 Psychological Perspectives on Prejudice and
Discrimination.
3 bra
The psychological processes underlying the phenomena
of prejudice and discrimination. A review of materials
on personality and development relevant to the practice of discrimination and to the experience of prejudice
on the part of both minority and majority group individuals.
Prereq: PSY 101 / 102 and sophomore standing.

PSY 361 Psychotherapy.
3 hra
Survey of therapeutic systems and research on psychotherapy.
Prereq: PSY 360.

psy S60 Environmental Psychology.
S hI1I
The psychological effects of various environmental settings and configurations on human behavior. Selected

PSY 362 The Psychology of Stress and Relaxation.
3hrs
An introduction to the theoretical aspects of stress, stress
UNDERGRADUATECATAUQG
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reactioIlB, stress assessment, and stress management
and prevention.
Pnreq: PSY 101 / 102.
PSY 366 Behavior Modification.
3 hn
For students in psychology, special education, social
work, nursing, and related fields. Techniques for coping
with problem behaviors. Training in practical observation and recording procedures, program evaluation de·
signs, and behavior change principles.
Prereq: PSY 101 / 102.
PSY 366 Health PsychologylBehavioral Medicine.
Shrs
The application of behavioral-science theory, principles,
and techniques to understanding of health and illness
and to prevention, diagnosis, treatment, rehabilitation,
and health-care delivery.
Pnreq: PSY 101/102.
PSY 3771378/379 Special Topics.
1I2J3 hn:
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: PSY 101/102 and departtmnt permission.
PSY 387 Cooperative Education.
3 hrs
Four months of full-time employment at an individual
employer chosen to provide practical experience in the
student's major field. The program consists of two work
experiences (PSY 387 and PSY 487) alternated with fulltime attendance at the University.
Prereq: 'IWo 300·level Psychology courses and department
permission.
psy 888 Psychology in the Field Setting.
2 hrs
A practical work experience in a supervised mental
health setting that integrates scholarly and practical
aspects of psychology. Approximately three hours offieldwork each week and completion of a journal of goals
and experiences.
Prereq: PSY 101/102, concurrent enrollment in a three·
hour psychology class, and /or department permission.

psy 39713981399 Independent Study.
1I2J3 hrs
Supervised reading on psychological problems.
Prereq: PSY 101/102, and prior department approval
of a planned reading program.
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PSY 401 Honors Seminar. Contemporary hsues and
Methods in Psychology.
3 hrs
Prepares the honors student to design and develop an
original senior honors thesis in current issues, methods, and research opportunities in selected specialty
areas of psychology.
Prereq: PSY 301.
PSY 445 Consumer Psychology.
2 hn
A survey of psychological principles, theories, and methodology relating to consumer behavior.
Prereq: PSY 101 / 102.

psy 448 Seminar in Psychology.
2 bra
A synthesis of various approaches to the study of psychology. Development, presentation, and critical appraisal of individual student projects. Open to seniors
majoring or minoring in psychology.
PSY 450 Psychology of Individual Differences. 2 hrs
Analysis of research on variability between individuals
and groups regarding intelligence, aptitudes, achievement, motivation, perception, and attitudes.
P",req: PSY 101 /102.

psy 451 Dynamics of Personality.
S hn
Physiological, psychological, and cultural detenninants
of human personality ; analysis of selected theories of
human personality.
Prereq: Six hours in psychology and junior or senior
standing.
PSY 41S3 History and Systems of Psychology.
3 hn:
Historical development of modem psychological theories; contemporary systems, including functionalism,
behaviorism, phenomenology, psychoanalysis, and dynamic psychologies.
Prereq: 71uelve hours ofpBYchology and senior standing.
PSY 457 PhY8ioiogical Psychology.
3 bra
Analysis of the relationships among brain functions,
physiological processes, and behavior. Open to junior
and senior science majors with department pennission.
Prereq: PSY301. &commended.: BI0L 105 orZOOL222.

psy 468 Comparative Animal Behavior.
3 bra
Modern solutions to the innate versus learned behavior
controversy; species differences with respect to behavior and behavioral capacities.
Prereq: PSY 301.
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PSY 460 Psychology of Film.
3 hrs
The psychology of film and audience. Viewer psychol.
ogy, presentation of psychology, family, violence, and
sexuality in film.
Prereq: Junior standing and / or two courses in psychology.
PSY 477/478/479 Special Topics.
An examination of topics in psychology not covered in
other department offerings. May be elected more than

once as long as different topics are studied.
Prereq: PSY 101 / 102. and department permission.
psy 487 Cooperative Education.
3 bra
Four months of full-time employment at an individual
employer chosen to provide practical experience in the
student's major field. The program consists of two work
experiences (PSY 387 and PSY 487) alternated with fulltime attendance at the University.
Prereq: PSY 387 and department permission.

1./2J3 bra
PSY 497/498/499 Independent Study.
Supervised investigation of psychological problems.
Prereq: PSY 205 and department permission.
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SOaOLOGy,ANIHROPOLOGY,AND CRIMINOLOGY
Gregg8arak
Department Head
712 Pray-Harrold
487-0012
Professors: Gregg Barak, Patrick Easto, Allen S.
Ehrlich, Stuart Henry, Lawrence K Kersten, Gordon
E. Moss, Joseph Rankin, Barbara Richardson, Marie
Richmond-Abbott, Patricia Ryan, Karen P. Sinclair,
Marcello Truzzi, Bruce L. Warren, Ira M.
Wasserman, Jay Weinstein, Ronald M. Westrum
Associate Professors: E. L. Cerroni-Long, Mansoor
Moaddel
Assistant Professors: Anthony Adams, Liqun Cao,
Nancy N. Thalhofer
The department offers majors and minors in the
disciplines of sociology, anthropology, and criminology
and criminal justice, and participates in the social work
curriculum, the major in area studies, and programs in
gerontology, bilingual-bicultural education, and women's
studies.
Degrees:
Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Science
Programs of Study
Curriculum:
Criminology and criminal justice
Majora:
Anthropology
Sociology
Sociology for secondary education
Minora:
Anthropology
Criminology and criminal justice
Sociology
Sociology for elementary education
Sociology for secondary, K-12, and special education-secondary
Interdisciplinary minors in Anthropology/Sociology:
Health and illness studies
Sociocultural perspectives on the family
Advising is available for particular areas of study.
Students majoring in one of the department's programs
are encouraged to see the undergraduate advising coordinator to be assigned an adviser as soon as they make
their selection. Students not majoring in the
department's programs may seek information about the
curricula from any faculty member during their "on call"
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

advising hours.
Advising Coordinators:
Undergraduate: Patrick Easto
Graduate criminology and criminal justice: Joseph
Rankin
Graduate sociology: Patricia Ryan
Graduate study leads to the master's degree in sociology
or criminology and criminal justice. The MA degree
is described in the Graduate Catalog.

ACADEMIC MAJORS
CURRICULUM IN CRIMINOLOGY AND
CRIMINAL JUSTICE
The Criminology and Criminal Justice curriculum
provides students with a multidisciplinary understanding of crime andjustice within the framework of broader
social processes. This curriculum is a three-tiered structure comprising basic studies, a core curricu1um, and
selected concentrations. The typical student will move
from basic studies to the core of the program and then
into one of four specialized concentrations, where s/he
will be introduced to courses on the principles and application of the chosen specialty.
The curricu1um for basic studies includes introductory courses in the fundamental social science disciplines
of sociology and psychology. The core of the curriculum
consists of a number of related courses that will build a
foundation of social science education emphasizing analytical and conceptual skills. The pivotal course is Criminology-a multidisciplinary perspective on the nature,
extent, and causes of crime. Criminology (CRM 301)
should be the first core course taken by the typical student, followed by Criminal Justice (CRM 300). The third
and final tier of the curriculum consists of 21 hours in
one of four concentrations. These concentrations contain some courses without criminological content that
provide students with professionally relevant occupa·
tional knowledge and skills.
Students completing the curriculum will have satisfied all major and minor requirements for graduation.
No additional minor is required. Specific courses marked
with an asterisk (*) also satisfy basic studies requirements-the specific requirement is enclosed within
brackets [..]. You may need to refer to p. 41 in this cata·
log for exceptions to the general basic studies requirements.
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Semhours
Core requirements ........................................... 48-49
All of the following courses must be taken as part
of the requirements for the Criminology and Criminal
J ustice curriculum:
"PSY 1011102 General Psychology [Area n.2.J 3/4
"PLSC 112 American Government [Area II!.I.!
or PLSC 202 State and Local Government ... 3
·SOCL 105 Introductory Sociology [Area III.3.]3
'SOCL 202 Social Problem. [Area lII.4b.l ....... 3

Criminology and criminal justice ...................... 18
CRM 300 Criminal Justice ................................ 3
CRM 301 Criminology ........................... .. .......... 3
CRM 354 Juvenile Delinquency ........................ 3
CRM 370 Corporate and White Collar Crime .. 3
SOCUCRM 412 Law and Society ..................... 3
CRM 447 Advanced Criminology ...................... 3

Researcb methods .................................................... 6
·SOCL 250 Social Statistics I [Area 1.4.] .......... 3
SOCL 304 Methods in Sociological Research ... 3
(Note; SOCL 341-342 Quantitative Methods of Social Research I-II may be substituted for SOCL 250 and
SOCL304)

Sociology/Anthropology ....................................... 12
·ANTH 135 Introduction to Cultural
Anthropology [Mea 111.3.1 ................... .......... 3
·SOCUANTH 214 Racial and Cultural Minorities
[Area 1ll.4<:.1 ................................................... 3
SOCL 308 Social Psychology ............................. S
SOCL 462 Complex Organizations ................... 8

Concentration ........................................................ 21
Studenta choose one of the following concentrations
to fulfill their curriculum requirements.

Con centration (1): Legal Studies
1bke all of the following courses: ................................ 9
·PHIL 130 Introduction to Logic, PHIL 355
Philosophy of Law. PLSC 456 Criminal Law I
Choose one of the following courses: ............................ 3
PLSC 364 The Legislative Process, PLSC 385
Judicial Process and Behavior
Choose thru of the following courses: ......................... 9
CRM 460 Criminal Law II, CRM 488 Internship
ANTH 330 Anthropology of Law and Politics
LAW 293 Legal Environment of Business, LAW
295 LegaJ Research
BEDU 211 Introduction to Paralegalism and
Legal Thnninology, BEDU 304 Legal Writing,
Research, a nd Analysis I. BEDU 412 Court
Rules, Fonns, and Legal Drafting
CTAC 357 Interviewing as Communication
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PLSC 315 Consumer Law and Politics
CNST 213 Construction Safety
Concentrat ion (2): Law E nfor cem ent
1bke all of the following courses: ............................... 15
CRM 431 Police in Modem Society
PLSC 456 Criminal Law I, PLSC 385 Judicial
Process and Behavior
SWRK 120 Introduction to Social Work Services
and Professional Roles
PSY 340 Psychological Perspectives on Prejudice
and Discrimination
Choose two of the following courses: ............................ 6
SOCL 306 The Urban Community. SOeL 448
Collective Behavior
CRM 460 Criminal Law II. CRM 488 Internship
PSY 360 Abnormal Psychology
PLSC 308 Political Violence and Revolution
HLED 390 Drug Use a nd Abuse or SWRK 431
Substance Abuse

Concen tration (3): Corrections
7hke all of the following courses: ............................... 15
CRM 331 Introduction to Corrections

SWRK 120 Introduction to Social Work Services
and Professional Roles, SWRK 463 Social Work
Practice with Legal Offenders
PSY 360 Abnormal Psychology
GDCN 450 An Introduction: Counseling Concepts
and Skills
Choose two of the following courses .............................. 6
SOCL 402 Group Dynamics
CRM 488 Internship
PSY 340 Psychological Perspectives on Prejudice
and Di scrimination , PSY 365 Be h a vior
Modification
HLED 390 Drug Use and Abuse or SWRK 431
Substance Abuse
CTAC 357 Interviewing as Communication

Concen tration (4): Management and Admin iatration
7hke all of the following courses: ............................... 12
SOCL 451 Sociology of Work and Oceupations
PLSC 270 Public Admini stration, PLSC 381
Public Policy Analysis
SWRK 470 Supervising Staff and Volunteers
Choose three of the following courses: .................... 9-10
CRM 488 Internship
ANTH 345 Qualitative Methods
psy 301 Introductory Experimental Psychology
PLSC 334 Personnel Administration in
Government
UNOERGRAnUATECATALOG
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MGMT 202 Business Communications, MGMT
386 Organizational Behavior and Theory
LAW 403 Employment Law
CTAC 357 Interviewing as Communication

ANTHROPOLOGY MAJOR
(NON-TEAclflNo)

The program in Anthropology advances the goals
of humanistic education, prepares students for successfully operating in a multicultural society, and provides
majors with a foundation for graduate study. Anthropology is the comparative study of human behavior, both
in terms of its development and in terms ofits culturespecific expressions. The EMU program in anthropology gives particular attention to the sociocultural subfield.
Semhours
Major in anthropology ......................................... SO
1. Required courses ............................................. 18
ANTH 135 Introduction to Cultural Anthropology
3
ANTH 140 Introduction to Prehistoric
Anthropology .................................................. 3
ANTH 200 Writing in Anthropology ................ 3
ANTH 210 History of Anthropological Theory. 3
ANTH 439 Seminar in Anthropological Theory 3
ANTH 441 Senior Seminar in Anthropology .... 3
2. Restricted electives ......................................... 6
Choose one of the following culture area courses ........ 3
ANTH 233 Peoples and Cultures of Mexico
ANTH 236 Peoples and Cultures of New Mexico
ANTH 237 Indians of North America
ANTH 245 Culture of Japan
ANTH 248 Peoples and Cultures of the Pacific
Choose one of the following methodology courses ....... 3
ANTH 345 Qualitative Methods ........................ .
ANTH 437 Kinship and Social Structure
3. Electives ............................................................... 6
Choose 2 anthropology courses, one of which must
be at the 300 or 400 level.

SOCIOLOGY MAJOR
This major includes the study of social class,
commuity, family and educational, religious, governmental, and economic institutions in complex industrial societies. Flexibility in both the major and minor allows
students interested in careers in fields such as business, nursing, technology, communications, psychology,
home economics, law, or the helping professions to seUNDERGRAOUATECATALOG

lect courses meeting their special needs.

Semhours
in sociology .............................................. ... SO
1. Required courses ... ... ..................................... 18
SOCL 105 Introductory Sociology ..................... 3
ANTH 135 Introduction to Cultural
Anthropology ................................................. 3
SOCL 250 Social Statistics I ............................. 3
SOCL 304 Methods in Sociological Research ... 3
SOCL 308 Social Psychology ............................. 3
SOCL 403 Modern Sociological Theory ............. 3
2. Restricted electives ......................................... 6
Choose two courses from the following:
SaCL 306 The Urban Community, SOCL 307
Industrial Sociology, SOCL 310 Contemporary
American Class Structure, SOCL 462 Complex
Organizations, and SOCL 405 Honors Seminar
3. Electives .................. ,........................................... 6
Choose from courses in sociology, anthropology,
criminology, or social work. Courses taken in
social work, criminology, or anthropology as
elective credit for the sociology major must be
at the 300-level or above.
M~or

ACADEMIC MINORS
ANTHROPOLOGY MINOR
Semhours
Minor in anthropology ......................................... 20
(Non-Teaching)
1. Required courses ........................................... 15
ANTH 135 Introduction to Cultural
Anthropology ................................................. 3
ANTH 140 Introduction to Prehistoric
Anthropology .................................................. 3
ANTH 210 History of Anthropological Theory ... 3
One 200 level culture area course (see list above) ... 3
One course at the 300 or 400 level .................... 3
2. Electives .............................................................. 6
Choose courses for 5 credits in anthropology.

CRlMINOLOGy/CRIMINAL]USTICE
MINOR
Semhours
Minor in criminology and criminal justice ..... 21
1. Required core courses .................................... 9
CRM 300 Criminal Justice ................................ 3
CRM 301 Criminology ....................................... 3
PLSC 301 The American Legal System ............ 3
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2. Restricted criminology electives ..... ,.. " ....... , 6
Choose two courses from the following:
CRM 331 Introduction to Corrections, CRM 354
Juvenile Delinquency, CRM 370 Corporate and
White Collar Crime, CRMlSOCL 412 Law and
Society, CRM 460 Criminal Law II, CRM 431
Police in Modern Society
3. Restricted social science electives ................ 6
Choose two courses from the following:
PLSC 308 Political Violence and Revolution, PHIL
355 Philosophy of Law, PSY 360 Abnormal
Psychology, HLED 390 Drug Use and Abuse,
PLSC 412 Comparative Legal Systems, SWRK
431 Substance Abuse, PLSC 456 Criminal Law
I, SOCL 462 Complex Organizations

SOCIOLOGY MiNOR
Semhours
Minor in sociology ............................................ 2()'21
1. Required courses ...................................... 14·15
SOCL 105 Introductory Sociology ..................... 3
ANTH 135 Introduction to Cultural
Anthropology ................................................. 3
Sociology or criminology courses at the 300-level
or above ....................................................... 8-9
2. ·E lectives .............................................................. 6
Any course in anthropology counted toward elective credit for the sociology minor must be at the 300level or above. Social work courses may not be counted
toward the sociology minor.
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ANTH 309 Culture and Personality ................. 3
SOCL 105 Introductory Sociology ...... ,.. " .. ,....... 3
SOCL 204 Marriage and Family ....................... 3
SOCL 303 Sociology of Childhood and Youth ... 3
SOCL 344 Sociology of Sex Roles ...................... 3
SOCL 450 The Family ....................................... 3

HEALTH AND ILLNESS STUDIES
INTERDISCIPLINARY MINOR
This minor examines the ways in which human
beings deal with health and illness in different cultural
settings including American society and its subcultures.
Oriented toward the student interested in social and
cultural aspects of health, illness, and disease, it pro·
vides a theoretical perspective on comparative medical
systems.
Sem hours
Minor in health and illness studies ................... 21
1. Required courses .................................. " ....... 15
SOCL 105 Introductory Sociology ..................... 3
ANTH 135 Introduction to Cultural
Anthropology ................................................. 3
SOCL 311 Social Gerontology ............... "" ........ 3
SOCL 312 Medical Sociology .................... ", ...... 3
ANTH 329 Medical Anthropology ..................... 3
2. Electives .............................................................. 6

TEACHING MAJOR
SOCIOLOGY MAJOR
SECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

SOCIOCULTURAL PERSPECTIVES ON THE
FAMILY INTERDISCIPLINARY MiNOR
This minor combines the perspectives of anthropology and sociology by examining the sociocultural determinants and consequences of the family in the United
States and other cultures. Students in such diverse fields
as business, law, teaching, communication, nursing, and
technology learn how the family is integrated into the
segment of society in which they intend to work. It is
designed for students planning to work directly with
families as social workers, family life professionals, or
clinical psychologists.
Semhours
Minor in sociocultural perspectives on the family
21
1. Required courses ............ ", ............................ 21
ANTH 135 Introduction to Cultural
Anthropology ................................................ 3

Successful completion of this course of studies, in
the context of other program requirements. qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Secondary Provisional Certificate endorsed in sociology, certification code
"CF," and, depending on the minor selected, endorsement in economics ("CA"), geography ("CB"), history
("CCIt), political science ("CD"), psychology ("CE"), or
social science ("CX"). The certification test covering this
field is #12, "Sociology."
Basic Studies
I·B-l. ENOL 121 English Composition (3)
I·B·2. Bosic Studies requirement. See inside back cotler
I·B·3, Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
1·8-4, SOCL 250 Social Statistics I (3)
I ·B·5. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
U·B·1, Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cotler
U-B·2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cotler
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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U-B.s. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover

m-B-l. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
m-B-2. HIST 102 Western Civilization, 1648 to World
War I (3)

m·B-3. 0"" of
GEOG 107 Introduction to Geography (3)
GEOG 110 World Regions (3)
m-B-4. HIST 103 Twentieth Century Civilization (3)
IV-B-I. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-2. Basic Studi£.s requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B.s. Basic Studi£.s requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-4. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
Physical education, military science, or equivalent (2)
A course in economics, if not included in the minor (3)

Credit hours in Basic Studi£.s: ................................... 52
Teaching Major
SOCL 105 Introductory Sociology (3)
ANTH 135 Introduction to Cultural
Anthropology (3)
SOCL 304 Methods in Sociological Research (3)
SOCL 308 Social Psychology (3)
SOCL 403 Modern Sociological Theory (3)
'lWo of
SOCL 306 The Urban Community (3)
SOCL 307 Industrial Sociology (3)
SOCL 310 Contemporary American Class
Structure (3)
SOCL 405 Honors Seminar (3)
SOCL 462 Complex Organizations (3)
Two courses from sociology, anthropology (at the 300level or above), or social work (at the 300-level or
above)
Minor
A minor in one of economics, geography, history,
political science, psychology, or social science

Subtotal, Major and minor: ...................................... 471

CURR 305 Curriculum and M ethods :
Secondary (3)
RDNG 311 Thaching Reading in the Secondary
School (3)
SOFD 328 Schools in a Multicultural Society (3)
EDPS 340 Introduction to Assessment and
Evaluation (3)
EDMD 345 Media for the Classroom 'Thacher (1)
HIST 481 The 'Thaching of Social Studies (3)
EDUC 492 Student Teaching (12)

Credit hours in Professional Studies: ........................ 34
1btal credit hours required, with 2O-hour minor:. 133
'Could be k .., /Upending on the minoralld the pouibk applimtion of
&uk Studie, courw, to the minor.

TEACHING MINOR
SOCIOLOGY MINOR
ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY,

K·12,

SPEClAL EDUCATlON-

ELEMENTARY, AND SPEClAL EDUCATION-SECONDARY TEACHER
CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in sociology, certification code "CF." The certification test covering this
field is 112, "Sociology."
'SOCL 105 Introductory Sociology (3)
ANTH 135 Introduction to Cultural
Anthropology (3)
8 hours of sociology or criminology courses at the
300-level or above.
·6 hours of electives. Any course in anthropology
must be at the 300·level or above. Social work
courses may not be counted.
20 hours (including hours satisfied in Basic Studies)
ICon be IKJtil{ied in &uic 8tudie, for &Orne progr"all1$ and for 'ptCi<Jl

educotiM Iludenu.

ProfessioDal Studies
100 clock hours of approved prestudent teaching
field experiences (0)
EDTC 300 Introduction to Computer Applications
in Education (1)
SPGN 300 Exceptional Children in the Regular
Classroom (1)
EOPS 322 Human Development and Learning (4)
The following courses require formal admissioD
to the teacher educatioD program:
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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SociOLOGY COURSES

SOCL 105lntroductory Sociology.
3 hrs
Basic sociological concepts are used to analyze aspects of
American society in intergroup relations, rural and ur·
ban communities, social classes, and in family, educationa1, religious, governmental, and economic institutions.
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SOCL 177/1781179 Special Top;...
11213 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.

interest and/or problems change. Students may elect this
course several times as long as different topics are stud·
ied, but only twice for credit toward a major or minor in
sociology.
fu ...q .' SOCL 105.

SOCL 202 Social Problems.
3hrs
An analysis of problems arising in contemporary Ameri·

SOCL 803 Sociology of Childhood and Youth.
3 hn
Childhood and youth as elements of social organization.
The relationship between social structure and the emergent personality of the individual; nonnality and devi·
ance as social processes.
Prereq: SOCL 105.

can society. such as child rearing, relatione between the
sexes, crime and delinquency, relations between racial
and cultural subgroups. and personality disorders.
fureq ' SOCL 105.
SOCL 204 Marriage and Family.
3 hrs
The position and significance of the family in our chang·
ing society. Courtship, mate selection, and problems of
marital a(ljustment from sociological and social·psycho-logical perspectives.
Prereq: SOCL 105.
SOCL 205 Minority Women in the United States. 3 bra
This course surveys the situation of and the conditions
that affect the lives offour groups of minority women in
the United States who are from diverse cross-eultural
backgrounds: Black, Asian·American, Latin·A.merican,
and Native American. It focuses on the contemporary
situation of these women and compares the four groups
in tenns of demographics. economic and occupational
situations, education, family lives, and relationship to
the feminist movement. Not open to students with credit
inANTH205.

SOCL 304 Methods in Sociological Research.
3 bra
Methods used in sociological research and their various
applications. Participation in conducting a survey.
Prereq: Three courses in sociology and junior standin£.
SOCL 306 The Urban Community.
3 hn
Ecological and social organization of urban life. The
metropolitan trend in the United States and the social
problems created by it.
Prereq: SOCL 105.
SOCL 307 Industrial Sociology.
3 hrs
The social structure of the workplace, the work experi·
ence of the participants and the relation of both to the
community and to society. Formal structure of large·
scale organizations and the operation of small groups
within them.
fu"q : SOCL 105.

SOCL 214 Racial and Cultural Minorities.
3 hrs
Racial and cultural minorities in the modem world with
particular references to the black and Hispanic, and
European and Oriental immigrants in the United States;
racial myths, doctrines, and movements; conflict and
accommodation of majority and minority peoples; pro.
posed solutions of ethnic problems.
fu ...q .' SOCL 105 or ANTH 135.

SOCL 308 Social Psychology.
3 hrs
Introductory study oftbe order and regularity underly·
ing processes of human interaction. Motives and atti·
tudes, social norms and roles, the socialization process,
personality and group membership. The effect of group
membership upon individual behavior. Credit cannot be
earned in both SOCL 308 and PSY 309.
Prereq: SOCL 105 and PSY 101.

SOCL 250 Social Statistics I.
3hrs
Introduction to the evaluation of empirical data and the
organization of bivariate and univariate data using descriptive and inferential statistical techniques.
Prereq: SOCL 105 and 11 / 2 years high school algebra
or MATH 104.

SOCL 309 Culture and Personality.
3 bra
An analysis of the manner in which group and cultural
factors influence the growth and change of personality.
The impact of personality types on group life. Not open
to those with credit in ANTH 309.
Prereq ; SOCL 105 or ANTH 135 and PSY 101.

SOCL 2771278/279 Special Thpics.
l12I3 hrs
A single topic is covered each semester, selected as the
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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saCL 310 Contemporary American Class Structure.
3h~

The determinants and consequences of social class structure in America. The nature of social classes, status
groups, and the distribution of power from various theoretical perspectives. The relationships between social
class and the family, schools, government, religion, and
recreation both with reference to the total system and
to various racial and regional subsystems.
Prereq: SOCL 105.
SOCL 311 Social Gerontology.
3 hrs
Demographic and sociocultural factors in aging, the
aging individual as a person, older people as groups and
aggregates within the culture and structure of a changing society, the manner in which society attempts to meet
the needs of aging people and the aged.

fuNlq' SaCL 105.
SOCL 312 Medical Sociology.
Shl'8
Social behavior and social organization as factors in disease distribution. The sociological analysis of medical
care, organization, and practitioners.
Prereq: SOCL 105 and sophomore standing.
saCL 320 Sociology of Religion.
3 hrs
A sociological analysis of religious organizations and the
institution of religion including the interaction between
religious organizations and other institutions and associations and the role of religion in social movements and
social change.
Prereq: SOCL 105 or ANTH 135.
SOCL 321 Cooperation and Conflict in Society. 3 hrs
The principles of cooperation, cooperation in our competitive-individualistic society, cooperative skills, and
fonns of mutual aid are examined. Students learn cooperation through doing as well as reading and writing,
including a variety of group projects, exercises, and discussion.
Prereq: SOCL 105 or ANTH 135 or department permission.
saeL 334 Population.
S bra
Population size and composition and their impact on
society; determinants and consequences of natality,
mortality, and migration; the relationship between human numbers and resources and its politico-economic
implications; population theories and policies of population controL
Prereq: SOCL 105 or department permission.
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

saCL 335 The Study of Nonprimitive Societies. 3 bra
An anaJylJi~ of etudip.R oElnd prohlem~ anthropology halj
investigated in nonprimitive societies. Problems of
analysis in complex societies, national character, folkurban continuum, peasants and colonialism. Not open
to those with credit in ANTH 335.
Prereq: ANTH 135 or equivalent and sophomore stand-

ing.
SOCL 336 Social and Cultural Change.
3 bra
Survey of the theories and problems of change in developing and advanced societies. Not open to those with
credit in ANTH 336.
Prereq: ANTH 135 or equivalent and sophomore stand-

ing.
SOCL 889 Sociology of Love.
S hl'1I
A sociological examination of love, emphasizing
typologies, scientific research, and cross-cultural comparisons. Special attention is given to the analysis of
love in terms of feelings, thoughts, behaviors, and attitudes.
PNlNlq' saCL 105.
SOCL 341 Quantitative Methods of Social Research I.
S hl'1I
Examination and review of research methods in behavioral sciences and the nature of empirical data, organization of univariate and bivariate data. Not open to those
with credit in SOCL 250 or SOCL 304. Must be followed
by SOCL 342.
Prereq: SOCL 105, high school algebra or equivalent.
saCL S42 Quantitative Methods of Social Research U.
S hl'1I
Further review and applications of research methods
and introduction to statistical inference. Not open to
those with credit in SOCL 250 or SOCL 304.

PNlNlq' SaCL 341.
saCL S44 Sociology of Sex Roles.
3 bra
Analysis of past, present, and future sex roles; the changing roles of women and men and the conflicts and consequences of these changes on marriage and family sys·
terns in the United States.
Prereq: Sophomore standing and SOCL 105.
SOCL 345 Qualitative Methods.
3 hra
A review and examination of social science research
methods that entail fieldwork, participant observation,
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naturalistic experimentation, and the analysis of cu]·
tural data. Not open. to those with credit in. ANTH 345.
Prereq: Nine hours in anthropology or department permissron.

SOCL 440 Sociology of Technology.
3 bra
A study ofsoclal factors involved in the creation. innovation,
distribution, evaluation, and social effects of technology.
Prereq: SOCL 105.

SOCL 375 Political Sociology.
3 hr5
The structure of political systems analyzed from an individual and social system perspective.
Prereq: Nine credit hours in socrology or political science or junror / senior standing.

SOCL 448 Collective Behavior.
3 hrs
Spontaneous, transitory, and volatile collective behavior contrasted with the relatively stable, institutionalized patterns of interaction. Analysis of rumor trans·
mission, crowd behavior, mass behavior. and the emergence of organized social movements.
Prereq: SOCL 105.

SOCL 377/3781379 Special 'lbpiC8.
11213 hn
One topic is covered each semester, selected as the interest andlor problems change. Students may elect this
course several times as long as different topics are stud·
ied, but on1y twice for credit toward a major or minor in
sociology.
Prereq: SOCL 105.

SOCL 45V The Family.

3m

The family as a basic social institution. Various types of
family systems throughout the world with special emphasis on the American family.
Prereq:Junior standing and either SOCL 105 or ANTH 135.

SOCL 387 Cooperative Education.
3 bra
Practical experience in industrial, business, or govern·
ment settings to provide job skills. Credit/no credit basis.
Prereq: 7Welue hours of sociology, six of which must be
at the 300 leuel or aboue.

SOCL 451 Sociology of Work and Occupations. S hrs
Social aspects of work. Recruitment, career patterns,
professionalization, sociology of the workplace and labor force.
Prereq: SOCL 105.

SOCL 402 Group Dynamics.
3 hn
Structure and interaction processes of small groups.
Cohesiveness, group standards, conformity and deviance,leadership. group emotion, communication, group
roles, and sociometries.
Prereq: SOCL 105 or PSY 101.

SOCL 462 Complex Organizations.
3 brs
An examination of several types oflarge organizations.
with emphasis on the nature of bureaucratic organizations. Theoretical and empirical studies of organizational
growth, recruitment, control, and relations between or·
ganizations.
Prereq: SOCL 105.

SOCL 403 Modern Sociological Theory.
3 hrs
The rise and development of sociological thought from
Comte to the present. The works of various European
and American schools analyzed and critically appraised
in terms of their value in empirical research.
Prereq: Three courses in sociology and junior standing.
SOCL 405 Honors Seminar.
3 bra
An undergraduate honors seminar examining selected
topics in theory, research, and applied sociology.
Prereq: Senior status, a 3.0 grade point average, 12 hours
of social science courses, or department permission.
SOCL 412 Law and Society.
3 bra
Law as a social and cultural product; the interrelationships between law and social institutions. Not open to
those with credit in CRM 412.
Prereq: SOCL 105.

soeL 465 Sociology of Revolution.
S bra
This course surveys major theoretica1 perspectives that
have been used by social scientists to interpret and ex·
plain revolutions. With the aid of the bestavailahle thea.
ries, the course will examine a series of historical instances, ranging from the French Revolution of the 18
century, through the Russian and Chinese Revolutions,
to recent revolutions in postcolonial or dependent coun·
tries such as the Iranian Revolution.
Prereq: SOCL 105.
SOCL 477/4781479 Special Topics.
ltlIS hrs
A single topic is covered each semester, selected as in·
terest andlor problems change. Students may elect this
COUTse several times as long as different topics are studied, but only twice for credit toward a major or minor in
sociology.
Prereq: SOCL 105.
UNDERGkADUATECATALOG
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SOCL 487 Cooperative Education.
3hn
Practical experience in industrial, business, or government settings to provide job skills. Creditlno credit basis.
Prereq' SOCLICRM 387.
SOCL 489 Internship.
8 hn
Students are assigned a minimum of eight hours per
week to a governmental or private organization dealing
with a sociological problem, issue, service, or concern.
The placement, in agreement with the field instructor,
provides supervised learning experiences appropriate
to the objectives of the undergraduate program. A weekly
seminar relates field experience to theory.
Prereq: Senior standing in major.

and research skills for anthropology. Students will also
learn how to use library resources for anthropological
research.
Prereq: Sophomore standing. ANTH 135, ANTH 140,
and ENOL 121.
ANTH 210 History of Anthropological Theory.
8 hrs
A survey of various theoretical approaches within the
field of cultural anthropology. The course will span the
period from the mid-nineteenth century to the present,
covering theoretical perspectives whch have dominated
European and American schools of anthropology.
Prereq: ANTH 135 and ANTH 140.
3 hrs
Racial and cultural minorities in the modem world with
particular references to the black and Hispanic, and
European and Oriental immigrants in the United States;
racial myths, doctrines, and movements; conflict and
accommodation of majority and minority peoples; proposed solutions of ethnic problems.
Prereq: SOCL 105 or ANTH 135.

ANTH 214 Racial and Cultural Minorities.

SOCL 497/4981499 Independent Study.
112/3 hn
Directed reading and research on problems within the
field of sociology.
Prereq: Department permission.
ANTHROPOLOGY COURSES

ANTH 185 Introduction to Cultural Anthropology.
3hn
Man's adaptation to natural and cultural environments
focusing upon primitive and nonwestern societies. The
basic institutions of human society such as kinship, religion, law, politics, and economics.
ANTH 140 Introduction to Prehistoric Anthropology.

3hn
A survey of the evolution of human societies using materials from primate studies, early man, and archeological findings.
Prereq: ANTH 135.

ANTB 2S8 Peoples and Cultures of Mexico.
3 b.rs
A regional, historical, and topical survey of Mexican

cultures.
Prereq: ANTH 135.
ANTH 236 Peoples and Cultures of Mrica.
3 hrs
Regional, historical, and topical survey of African cultures.
Prereq: ANTH 135.
ANTH 287 Indians of North America.
3hn
Regional, historical, and topical survey of aboriginal
North American cultures.
Prereq: ANTH 135 or ckpartment permission.

ANTH 150 Introductory Archeology.
8 hn
A general survey of the field of archeology; the methodologies and analyses employed in the study of prehis-

ANTB 245 Culture of Japan.

toric cultures.
Prereq: ANTH 135.

A historical and topical survey of Japanese culture.
Prereq: ANTH 135 or department permission.

ANTH 17711781179 Special 'IOpics.
11213 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.

3 hrs
A regional, historical, and topical survey of aboriginal
Pacific cultures.
Prereq: ANTH 135.

ANTH 200 Writing for Anthropology.
8 hrs
This course will teach students the necessary writing

ANTH 2771278/279 Special Topics.
1121S hrs
An examination of topics in anthropology not normally
covered in the curriculum. Students may elect this
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course several times as long as different topics are studied.
Prereq: ANTH 135.
ANTH 309 Culture and Personality.
3 hrs
An analysis of the manner in which group and cultural
factors influence the growth and change of personality.
The impact of personality ~ypes on group life. Not open
to those with credit in SOCL 309.
Prereq: SOCL 105 or ANTH 135 and PSY 101.
ANTH 329 Medical Anthropology.
3 hrs
Ways in which various cultures define, explain, and treat
physical and psychic illness. Different approaches to
curing including witchcraft, sorcery, spiritual and psychic healing, and the use of hallucinogens compared with
contemporary medical practices.
Prereq: ANTH 135 or department permission.
ANTH 330 Anthropology of Law and Politics.
3 bra
Comparative study of political systems in primitive and
peasant societies, local-level politics, government, and
law; examined from an anthropological perspective.
Prereq.' ANTH 135 and sophomore standing.
ANTH 336 Social and Cultural Change.
3 brs
A survey of the theories and problems of change in developing and advanced societies. Not open to those with
credit in SOCL 336.
Prereq: ANTH 135 or equivalent and sophomore standing.
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ANTH 355 Anthropology of Women .
3 hrs
The role of women in diverse cultural contexts. Theo·
ries dealing with the position of women. Life histories
of women constitute the basic reading in the course.
Prereq: ANTH 135.
ANTH 37713781379 Special 'Ihpics.
1J2I3 brs
An examination of topics in anthropology not normally
covered in the curriculum in which the distinctive perspective and methodology of anthropology are emphasized. Students may elect this course several times as
long as different topics are studied.
Prereq: ANTH 135.
ANTH 387 Cooperative Education.
3 hr.
Practical experience in industrial, business, or government settings that provides job skills. Credit / no credit.
Prereq: 7Weive hours of anthropology. six of which must
be at the 300 level or above.
ANTH 437 Kinship and Social Structure.
3 hrs
The comparative study of kinship and social structure
traced from primitive through complex societies.
Prereq: Three courses in anthropology andjunior standing.

ANTH 439 Seminar in Anthropological Theory. 3 hrs
An intensive examination of theoretical approaches to
the study of cultural phenomena. Emphasis will be

ANTH 338 Anthropology of Religion.
3 bra
The anthropological study of religious belief and ritual
in primitive and peasant societies.
Prereq: ANTH 135 and sophomore standing.

placed upon the critical reading of primary source materials seminal to the development of various theoretical stances within the discipline of anthropology. This
course will be organized around written and oral presentations by students.
Prereq: Four courses in anthropology including ANJ'H
140, ANTH 200 , ANTH 210, and senior standing.

ANTH 340 Language and Culture.
3 hrs
A study of the relation of language to social behavior
and modes of thought in unilingual and multilingual
speech communities.
Prereq: ANTH 135 or LING 201 or LNGE 223.

ANTH 441 Senior Seminar in Anthropology.
3 hrs
An intensive study ofspecific subdisciplinary issues in the
context or cUITent anthropological theory andethnographic
practice. Open to Anthropology majors only.
Prereq: 1Wenty-one credits in anthropology, including

ANTH 140. ANTH 200, and ANTH 439.
ANTH 345 Qualitative Methow.
3hrs
A review and examination of social science research
methods that entail fieldwork, participant observation,
naturalistic experimentation, and the analysis of cultural data. Not open to those with credit in SOCL 345.
Prereq: Nine hours in anthropology or department permission.

ANTH 477/478/479 Special Topics.
11213 hrs
An examination of topics in anthropology not normally
covered in the curriculum in which the distinctive perspective and methodology of anthropology are emphasized. Students may elect this course several times as
long as different topics are studied.
Prereq: ANTH 135.
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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ANTH 487 Cooperative Education.
3 hrs
Practical experience in industrial, business, or government settings that provides job skills. CrediVno credit
basis.
Prereq: ANTH 387.

ANTH 497/4981499 Independent Study.
11213 hrs
Directed reading and research on problems within the
field of anthropology.
Prereq: ANTH 135 and department permission.
CRIMINOLOGY COURSES

CRM 177/1781179 Special Topics.
112/3 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
CRM 277/278/279 Special Topics.
112/3 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
CRM 300 Criminal Justice.
3hrs
A critical view of the entire spectrum of criminal jus-

tice. The police, courts, and corrections studied as interrelated institutions in the process of defining criminals. Not open to students with less than 35 semester
hours.
Prereq: SOCL 105 or junior standing.
CRM 301 Criminology.
3 hrs
The nature, incidence, and prevalence of crime. Theory
of crime and delinquency causation.
Prereq: SOCL 105 or junior standing.
CRM 331 Introduction to Corrections.

3hrs

An examination of corrections/punishment in contem-

porary society, its historical development, structural
dependency, relationship to the system of justice, and
problems of effectiveness.
Prereq: CRM 300.
CRM 354 Juvenile Delinquency.
3brs
The nature, incidence, and measurement of juvenile
delinquency; theories and causation; juvenile justice
philosophies and treatment methods.
Prereq: SOCL 105. Not open to freshmen.
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

CRM 370 Corporate and White Collar Crime.
3 hrs
An examination of the definitions, laws, causes, and
policy responses that shape crimes by corporations, government agencies, professionals, and others engaged in
legitimate occupations.
Pme., SOCL 105.
CRM 3771378/379 Special Topics.
1I2IS hrs
A single topic is covered each semester, selected a8 the
interest andlor problems change. Students may elect a
topics course several times as long as different topics
are studied, but only twice for credit toward a major or
minor in criminology.
Prereq: SOCL 105.
CRM 387 Cooperative Education.
3 bra
Practical experience in industrial, business, or government settings to provide job skills, Creditlno credit basis.
Prereq: 7Welve hours of sociology, six of which must be
at the 300 level or above.
CRM 412 Law and Society.
3 brs
Law as a social and cultural product; the interrelationships between law and social institutions. Not open to
those with credit in SOCL 412.
Prereq: SOCL 105.
CRM 431 Police in Modem Society.
3 brs
The social and historical origin of the police; police culture, role, and career; police in the legal system; police
discretion; ethical development of police; police and the
community; police organization and community control.
Prereq: CRM 300.
CRM 447 Advanced Criminology.
3 hrs
An intensive analysis of selected problems in criminology; the application of criminology to policies and programs of crime prevention and control.
Prereq: CRM 301 or CRM 506, and CRM 300 or CRM
507; or department permission.
CRM 460 Criminal Law n.
3 hrs
The distinguishing characteristics of criminal law and
its sources. Problems in determination of criminal liability; crimes against property; crimes against the person; the defenses to criminal charges.
Prereq: Junior standing.
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CRM 477/4781479 Special Topics.
11213 hrs
An exploration and study or topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
CRM 487 Cooperative Education.
8brs
Practical experience in industrial, business, or government settings to provide job skills. Creditlno credit.
Prereq' CRM / SOCL 387.
CRM 4881489 Internship.
S hrs each
Students are assigned a minimum of eight hours per
week to a governmental or private agency dealing with
the crime problem. The agency, in agreement with the
field instructor, provides supervised learning experiences appropriate to the objectives of the undergraduate program. A weekly seminar relates field experience
to theory. May be repeated once for credit.
Prereq: Senior standing, CRM 300·301, and department
permission. Second semester juniors may be admitted
by department permission. Requests for admission by
students who do not meet these requirements must be
approved by the Faculty Committee on Criminology and
Criminal Justice.
CRM 497/4981499 Independent Study.
11218 brs
Independent study, under the supervision of a department member, in areas in which the department does
not offer a course.
Prereq: Department permission.
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WOMEN'S STUDIES
Margaret Crouch, Ph.D.
Director
720 Pray-Harrold
487-1177

Professors: Margot Duley (HIST), Carol Haddad
(lNDT), Daryl Hafter (HIST), James Holoka
(FLABS), Sandra McClennan (SpEd), Barbara
Richardson (SAC), Marie Richmond-Abbott (SAC),
Ellen Schwartz (FA), Joanna Scott (PLSC), Karen
Sinclair (SAC)
Associate Professors: Ellene Tratras Contis (CHEM),
Margaret Crouch (PHIL), Rachel Brett Harley
(MUSC), Deborah Figart (ECON), Kate Mehuron
(PHIL), Alexandra Norton (LITR)
Assistant Professors: Betty Barber CHECR), Elisabeth
Dauemer ( ENGL), Christina Joss-Kampfner
(TeED)
Instructors: Barbara Bilge (SAC), Bonnie Brereton
The Women's Studies program offers an interdisciplinary academic minor to provide intellectual perspective and life-enriching skills for women and men, Pr0fessors bave designed interdisciplinary courses that
document the contributions of women to history, literature, education, family, and work in a cultural context,
Insights into the psychology of women, the impact of
women on social structures, and how women influence
contemporary society will be valuable to students in their
personal and professional lives.
Individual courses in the women's studies program
can be taken as electives to enrich any major,

Program of Study
Curriculum:
Women's Studies minor
Advising is the responsibility of the program director.

Advising coordinator:
Rachel Brett Harley (MUSC)

ACADEMIC MINOR
WOMEN'S STUDIES MINOR
For all of the following listed courses, note the relevant department's or program's course prerequisites, For
availability of all of the following courses, check the Class
Schedule of the Term for which you register. Also, consult the Women's Studies Program Director or the UndergraduateAdvisor for other approved Women's Studes
courses offered in the term for which you register.
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

Semhours
Minor in women's studies ."."".".""""".,,",, ....... 21
1. Required courses ............ ............................... 12
WMST 200 Introduction to Women's Studies ............. 3
Choose six hours from the courses listed under Group 1,
and six hours from the courses listed under Group II.
Group I: Arts & Humanities
FAlWMST 436 Women in Art (3)
HISTIWMST 335 History of Women in Europe (3)
HlSTIWMST 336 History of Women in the U.S.
and Great Britain: 1800-Present (3)
LITRIWMST 443 Women in Literature (3)
PHILlWMST 226 Philosophy of Women (3)
PHIL/WMST 426 Topics in Gender and
Philosophy (3)

Group n: Social and Physical Sciences
ANTH 205 Minority Women in the U.S. (3)
ANTH 355 Anthropology of Women (3)
INDTIWMST 420 Women in Technology (3)
PLSC 365 Women and Politics (3)
PSYIWMST 242 Psychology of Women (3)
SOCI/WMST 205 Minority Women in the U.S. (3)
SOCIJWMST 344 Sociology of Sex Roles (3)

2. Electives .............................................................. 6
Choose six credits from the following electiues:
AAS 361 The African American Family (3)
ANTHISOCL 214 Racial and Cultural Minorities (3)
ATHL 317 Theory of Coaching Individual Sports
for Women (2)
.
ATHL 318 Theory of Coaching and Teaching
Women's Team Sports (2)
BEDUIWMST 205 Women in Business (3)
BEDU 313 Family Law (3)
CTAC 374 Intercultural Communication (3)
CTAC 375 InterraciaVEthnic Communication (3)
ECON 321 Minority Workers and the Labor
Market (3)
GDNC 450An Introduction: Counseling Concepts
and Sltills (3)
HED 360 Concepts in School Sex Education (2)
HED 399 Teaching About AIDS (1)
INDTIWMST 420 Women and Technology (3)
NURS 380 Health and Illnes s Problems
Throughout the Life Span (2)
PHED 405 Women in Sports (3)
PSY 240 Psychology of Sex (3)
PSY 340 Psychological Perspectives on Prejudice
and Discrimination (3)
SOCL 450 The Family (3)
SWRK 403 Practice Issues with Women (3)
SWRK 413 Women and Aging (3)
SWRK 465 Social Work, Sex and the Family (3)
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WOMEN'S STUDIES COURSES

For course descriptions ofoll courses listed as Required
Courses or available as Electives. see their catalog descriptions under the appropriate Department or Program.
WMST 177/1781179 Special Topics.
11213 hrs
Different subject matter will be taught each semester
offered, including interdisciplinary courses in women's
studies. Students may take these courses more than once
as long as the subject matter is different, but no more
than two such courses may be counted toward the minor in women's studies.
Prereq: Department-permission.

WMST 200 Introduction to Women's Studies.
3 brs
An overview of women in society. Historical and literary perspectives on women's contributions; socialization,
roles. and status in professional fields.
WMST 2O:i Women in Business.
3 hrs
Social and business conditions that support the entry of
women to executive positions in business; career opportunities at the professional and exe<:utive levels of business.
WMSTIPHIL 226 Philosophy of Women
3 hrs
A consideration of philosophical issues concerning the
nature and status of women. Readings from both traditional and contemporary sources. Thpics may include sci·
entific and religious views, the ideal society and women's
place in it, varieties offeminism, views on sexuality, family
and reproduction, and work and the economy.
WMST 242 Psychology of Women.
3hrs
Theories and empirical research concerning personality development in females. Examination of the origins
of the behavior of women.
Prereq.' PSY 101 or 102.

WMST 277/2781279 Special Topic..
11213 hrs
Different subject matter will be taught each semester
offered, including interdisciplinary courses in women's
studies. Students may take these courses more than once
as long as the subject matter is different, but no more
than two such courses may be counted toward the minor in women's studies.
Prereq: Department permission.
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WMST 328 Economics of Women.
3hrs
The changing economic role of women in the labor force.
Analysis of policies affecting earnings, employment, and
work and family issues in traditional and nontraditional
occupations. Includes some international comparisons.
Prereq: One course in economics or junior sta.nding.
WMST 335 History of Women in Europe.
3 hrs
A study of the history of women and views of women in
western society from the 18th century to the present.
Emphasizes the struggles, setbacks, and achievements
of the women's movements in the context of modem
European history.

Prereq; One course in history.
WM8T SS6 History of Women in the United States and
Great Britain, 1800 to the Present.
3 hrs
A comparative study of the history of women in the
United States and Great Britain. Examines the ideology of the nature and role of women, the history of
women's lives, the impact of industrialization, and the
feminist movements of the 19th and 20th centuries.
Prereq: One course in history or department permission.
WMST S44 Sociology of Sex Roles.
3 hrs
Analysis of past. present, and future sex roles; the changing roles of women and men and the conflicts and CODsequences of these changes on marriage and family systems in the United States.

Prereq: Sophomore standing.
WMST 355 Anthropology of Women.
3 hrs
The role of women in diverse cultural contexts. Theories dealing with the position of women . Life histories
of women constitute the basic reading in this course.
Prereq: ANTH 135 or Department permission.

WMST 377/3781379 Specia11bpics.
l12IS hrs
Different subject matter will be taught each semester
offered, including interdisciplinary courses in women's
studies. Students may take these courses more than once
as long as the subject matter is different, but no more
than two such courses may be counted toward the m.i ~
nor in women's studies.
Prereq.' Department permission.
WMST 387 Cooperative Education.
3 hrs
This course provides students with an opportunity to
deal directly with issues affecting women by working
with agencies and local organizations.
Prereq: 12 hours ofpreuious coursework in women~ studia.
UNDERGRADUATECATAI.OC
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WMST 402 Sexism and Education.
3hrs
How sexist attitudes and behaviors affect and are affected by school policies and practices; educational aims,
staff relations, teaching styles, decision-making, treatment of pupils, instructional materials, antisexist programs.
WMST 405 Women in Sports.
3hrs
Patterns, problems, and conditions associated with
women's sports involvement in selected world cultures;
the sportswoman in American society.
WMST 420 Women and Technology.
3 hrs
An interdisciplinary course designed to familiarize students with various concepts of technology, technological change, and technological society; probe the problems and advantages women face in technological society or technology-based professions; explore women's
roles in several specific technology professions.
WMST 436 Women in Art.
3hrs
A survey of the contributions of female artists in the
history of art. Discussions will include the history of
women as patrons of the arts, and the uses of the female image in art.
Prereq: FA 108 or department permission.
WMST 426 Topics in Gender and Philosophy.
3 hrs
An examination of gender and its relationship to other
issues from a philosophical perspective. Possible topics
include rationality, sexuality, aesthetics. ethics, and
political theory.
Prereq: 1Wo courses in philosophy.
WMST 443 Women in Literature.
3 hrs
A study of women and their experiences as described in
literature.
Prereq: TI.vo courses in literature.
WMST 450 Adult Role Transitions.
3 hrs
Investigation of changes during early, middle, and later
adulthood. Nonnative and nonnonnativ:e role transitions
related to work and family for women and men.
WMST 477/4781479 Special Topics.
1l2J3 hrs
Different subject matter will be taught each semester
offered, including interdisciplinary courses in women's
studies. Students may take these courses more than once
as long as the subject matter is different, but no more
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than two such courses may be counted toward the minor in women's studies.
Prereq: Department permission.
WMST 487 Cooperative Education.
S hrs
This course provides students with an opportunity to
deal directly with issues affecting women by working
with agencies and local organizations.
Prereq: WMST 387.
WMST 497/4981499 Independent Study.
1J2IS hrs
Advanced study on an individual basis in areas in which
the program does not offer formal courses. These courses
are restricted to juniors and seniors.
Prereq: Department permission.
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COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
The College of Business develops future business
leaders by providing high quality. professionally accredited programs at the undergraduate and graduate levels and by offering professional development education
to the business community. The college values and promotes scholarly research, applications, and an international perspective in its programs.
Professional preparation is provided for students
who contemplate administrative careers in business,
government agencies, and public administration. College of Business programs emphasize the combination
of tools, concepts, and theory for practical application
to business decisions and business problems.
The college also serves as an educational resource
for business firms of regional, national, and international scope and maintains alliances that are mutually
beneficial to students, faculty, and the college. Its faculty is professionally recognized for its contributions to
the body of knowledge and understanding of management and business enterprise.
The Bachelor of Business Administration degree
is offered to students concentrating in anyone of 9 undergraduate professional programs:
Accounting
Accounting Infonnation Systems
Computer Information Systems
Economics·
Finance
General Business
Management
Marketing
Production and Operations Management
"Economics is offered in cooperation with the Econom·
ies department, College of Arts and Sciences.
Degree programs are described within the appropriate departments.
The Joint Bachelor of Business AdministrationBachelor of Arts degree in Language and World Busi·
ness is offered in cooperation with the College of Arts
and Sciences and the EMU World College.
Graduate programs lead to the Master of Business
Administration and Master of Science degrees in accounting, in computer-based infonnation systems, and
in human resources and organization development. For
descriptions of graduate programs and courses in the
College of Business, consult the Graduate Catalog.
Accreditation of all undergraduate and
graduate programs is by the American Assembly
of Collegiate Schools of Business.
ADMISSION TO THE COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
UNDERGRADUATECATAWG

is open to student applicants with 44 or more semester
hours completed who are enrolled in the last one or two
of the 16 required courses to qualify for admission. Students who want to advance register should return their
applications to the College of Business Undergraduate
Business Program Office by the deadlines listed below:
Winter semester: ...................................... November 1
Spring and summer sessioDs: ..................... March 1
Fa1lsemester: ................................... ,............ March 1
Applications for each semester must be accompanied by a progress report, tabulation of transfer credit,
transcripts or grade reports in order for the applicant
to be approved or registered in business courses.
Students may obtain an application for admission
to EMU's College of Business from the College of Bus iness directly:
Undergraduate Business Program Office
College of Business
Eastern Michigan University
401 Owen
Ypsilanti, Michigan 48197
(3 13) 487-2344
Students must be admitted by the University to
be considered for admission to the College of Business.
However, students admitted to the University are not
8utomaticaJly admitted to the College of Business.
1b qualify for admission, students must have successfully completed 56 semester hours with a minimum
cumulative grade point average of2.50. In addition, the
following courses (1 through 13) must be recognized 8S
successfully completed by the University. and the business courses (9 through 13) must be completed with a
minimum earned grade of "C·" in each:
01. ENGL 121 English Composition
02. CTAS 121/124 Fundamentals of Speech
03. An English, foreign language or communication
elective
04. MATH 118 Mathematical Analysis for Social
Sciences I or MATH 122 Elementary Linear AJgebra,
and MATH 105 Col1ege Algebra (MATH 119
Mathematical Analysis for Social Sciences II or 120
Calculus I accepted)
05. ECON 201 Principles of Economics I and ECON 202
Principles of Economics II
06. PLSC 1121113 American Government or PLSC 202
State and Local Government
07. Philosophy or religion (logic or ethics strongly
recommended)
08. PSY 1011102 General Psychology
09. ACC 240 Principles of Accounting I and ACC 241
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Principles of Accounting II
10. LAW 293 Legal Environment of Business
11. IS 215 End-User Computing
12. MGMT 202 Business Communications
13. DS 265 Business Statistics I
Business courses numbered 300 and above may not
be taken by business students who have not completed
admission requirements. Students who fail to satisfy
admission requirements will be involuntarily withdrawn
from upper division business courses by the college.
Refunds in effect at the date of withdrawal shall apply.
Nonbusinesii m(\jors will be asked to provide
academic records and to complete a Student Intake
Sheet to confirm their program of study and preparation. Students must be of junior standing (56 or more
credit hours) and of good academic standing (2.00 grade
point average or better) to enroll in 300- and 400-level
College of Business courses. No student mlijoring in a
program outside of the College of Business may be given
more than 30 semester hours of credit for courses offered in EMU's College of Business. This limitation applies to those minoring in business as well as to those
taking business courses for general elective credit.
Nonbusiness majors also must satisfy stated course prerequisites listed in this catalog or updated in the current Class Schedule Bulletin.
Second bachelor's degree students must apply
to the Undergraduate Admissions office and must be
advised by the coordinator of advising for second
bachelor's degrees to be eligible to enroll in business
courses. Second bachelor's candidates working toward
a business degree must fonnally apply for admission to
the College of Business and must meet aU college admission requirements.
Special students and nonmatriculated students are not eligible to register in College of Business
courses. Such students should contact the Undergraduate Business Program Office for advisement.
Guest students may enroll for one semester only
with approval in advance from the college. Guest student applicants should provide proof of guest status and
completion of 56 semester hours, as well as completion
of appropriate prerequisites for intended coursework.
An unofficial transcript from the student's parent institution is recommended and an official transcript may
be required.
Advising is offered to all College of Business students in each major area. Faculty are available to discuss career opportunities and to assist students who are
undecided about a major.
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Undergraduate business intent students are encouraged to contact the Undergraduate Business Program Coordinator (Room 401 Owen) to receive guidance
in selecting appropriate courses to meet College ofBusi·
ness admission requirements.
Academic standards require that students main·
tain a 2.00 grade point average. Students who fail to
achieve this average in any term or to maintain a cumulative 2.00 GPA will be considered to be on probation by the University. '!Wo consecutive semesters ofless
than 2.00 earned or cumulative GPA may result in dismissal from tbe University.
'Ib qualify for graduation, students must maintain
a GPA of 2.00 in the business administration core and
2.00 in their major as well as maintaining a 2.00 overaU EMU GPA.

BACCALAUREATE DEGREE CURRlCULUM
FOR THE BACHELOR OF BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION DEGREE
Advising Coordinator: Amelia Chan
The Bachelor of Business Administration degree
requires that students successfully complete a minimum
of 50 semester hours in economics, psychology, and mathematics and in related areas of arts, sciences. and technology within the minimum 124 hours required to
qualify for a degree.
In the program of study outlined below, the number of basic studies credit hours in symbolics and com·
munication, mathematics, scicnce and technology, social science, and arts and humanities is indicated. Students must take the specified courses as shown. In some
cases, courses taken to meet basic studies requirements
also may satisfy specific program requirements, as in
the case of economics and mathematics. Both course and
semester hour requirements must be met in the practical arts.
Students must meet requirements for admission
to the College of Business before enrolling in upper division (300- or 400-!evel) business courses.
The curriculum described meets the major and
minor requirements for graduation. No outside minor
is needed. Please refer to University basic studies requirements for additional information.
The business core and major requirements in effect at the time of the student's initial registration at
Eastern Michigan University (see the Eastern Michigan University seven year rule), or the requirements of
a subsequent catalog including those in effect at the time
UNOERGRADVATECATALOG
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of the student's graduation may be used to complete
graduation requirements.
Basic Studies
I·B·l. ENGL 121 English Composition (3)
I·B·2. Basic Studies requirement. See insUk back cover
I-B-3. Basic Studies reql4irement. See insUk back cover
I-B-4. Either."
·MATH 118 Mathematical Analysis for Social Sciences I (3)
or

Math 122 Elementary Linear Algebra (3)

and
MATH 105 College Algebra (3)
[Math 119 Mathematical Analysis for Social Sciences II (3) or Math 120 Calculus I (3) is also
acceptable.}
BBA Economics majors must complete Math 119 or 120
and not Math 105 for second mathematics requirement.
I-B·6. IS 216 End-User Computing (3)
U-B-1. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
U·B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
U·B-3. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
m -B·1. PLSC 1121113 American Government or PLSC
202 State and Local Government (3)
m·B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
m-B-3. ECON 201 Principles of Economics I (3)
m-B-4. ECON 202 Principles of Economics II (3)
IV-B-I . Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-3. Basic Studies requirement. See·inside back cover
Logic or ethics is strongly recommended for philosophy or religion requirement.
IV-B-4. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
Physical education, military science, or equivalent (2)

Credit hours in Basic Studies: .............................. 42-50
Business Core
ACe 240 Principles of Accounting I (3)
ACC 241 Principles of Accounting II (3)
LAW 293 Legal Environment of Business (3)
MGMT 202 Business Communications (3)
IS 215 End-user Computing (3)
OS 265 Business Statistics I (3)
Credit hours in Business Core: .................................. 18
Business Administration Core
(All 200-level core courses listed above must be
completed prior to admission to the College of
Business)
FIN 350 Principles of Finance (3)
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

MKTG 360 Principles of Marketing (3)
MGMT 386 Organizational Behavior and
Theory (3)
POM 374 Introduction to Production/Operations
Management ( 3)
MGMT 490 Business Policy (3)
(All 300-level core courses listed above must be
completed before enrollment in MGMT 490 Business
Policy.)
Credit hours in Business Core: .................................. 15
Academic Major
Choose one of the following: accounting,
accounting information systems, business
computer systems, economics, finance, general
business, management, marketing, production/
operations management
Credit hours in Academic Major: ......................... 24-36
Electives
Students planning to continue study in a graduate
school of business are urged to complete the
following courses as electives:
ECON 301 Intermediate MacroeconomicAnalysis
ECON 302 Intermediate MicroeconomicAnalysis
OS 465 Applied Linear Statistical Models (3)
Credit hours in Electives: ....................................... 11-19

'!btal credit hours required: .............................. 124

THE JOINT BACHELOR OF BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION-BACHELOR OF ARTS
DEGREE IN LANGUAGE AND WORLD
BUSINESS
The Joint Bachelor of Business AdministrationBachelor of Arts degree in Language and World Business is a double degree for undergraduates planning to
enter a career in world business or international government and public administration. The major objective of the program is to prepare students for international careers with business and language skills, along
with the knowledge needed to function effectively in the
increasingly competitive world economy. The LWBjoint
degree provides students with both practical, on-site
work experience as well as a thorough academic background in international affairs and world enterprise.
Students in the language and world business program receive two separate but integrated degrees: a
Bachelor of Business Administration with a major in
anyone of eight professional areas and a Bachelor of
Arts in language and international trade. The language
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and international trade major trains students in French,
German, Japanese, or Spanish for business and profes·
sional situations. It also includes cultural and area stud·
ies. Students additionally may take examinations lead·
ing to certification in Business French, German or Span·
ish.
All LWB joint degree students take part in a coop·
erative education internship, Qualified students are eli·
gible for placement in companies in locations such as
Paris, Rouen. Madrid, and Stuttgart, Caracas and 'Jb.
kyo are scheduled for placements also. Companies
around the world that have hosted EMU interns include
Mercedes-Benz, Volkswagen, Bosche. Siemens, Renault,
ELF Petrochemical, Kiwi, Societ6 Generale de Surveil·
lance. Foreign Trade Bank of Madrid, Unesa Corpora·
tion, and others, including foreign branches of US For·
tune 500 companies. The goal is to place qualifying stu·
dents abroad where they can use their language and
business skills in an actual international professional
environment. Students who do not go abroad are placed
regionally and work one or two semesters for an em·
ployer in a staff support or administrative capacity,
The program is designed so the student can finish
the joint degree in 154 credit hours, without any free
electives, This is ordinarily a 10·semester program. The
curriculum described meets the major and minor reo
quirements for graduation . No outside minor is needed.
Basic Studies
I·B·1. ENGL 121 English Composition (3)
I·B·2, Basic Studies requirement, See inside back coller
I·B·3. Basic Studies requirement, See inside back cover
] ·84. Either:
" MATH 118 Mathematical Analysis for Social
Sciences I or MATH 122 Elementary Linear
Algebra and MATH 105 College Algebra (MATH
119 Mathematical Analysis for Social Sciences
n or MATH 120 Calculus I)
BBA Economics majors must complete Math 119 or 120
and not Math 105 for second mathematics requirement.
Please cheek with Mathematics Department for Math
placement and pre-requisites.
]·8-5. IS 215 End·User Compu ting (3)
U·B·t. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
n·8-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
U-B-3. Basic Studies requirement. See iMide back couer
m ·8·l. Basic Studies requirement. See iMide back couer
m·B·2 . One of:
HIST 101 Western Civilization to 1648 (3)
HIST 102 Western Civilization, 1648 to World War
[ (3)
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m·8·3. ECON 201 Principles of Economics 1 (3)
m·B4. ECON 202 Principles of Economics II (3)
lV·B·!. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV·8-2. Basic Studies requirement. S ee iMide back cover
IV.8-3. Basic S tudies requirement. See inside back cover
IV·B-4. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
Additional required course
GEOG 110 World Regions
Physical education, military science, or equivalent (2)
Note: Students can sometimes test out of certain basic
studies courses for up to 30 hours by using the CLEP
examinations. See page 14.
Credit hours in Basic Studies: ......................... ,.... 49·50

Specialized Studies in Language and the Social
Sciences Language Component (FRNH, GERN,
JPNE, or SPNH)'"
FRNHIGERN/JPNE/SPNH 343 Composition (3)
FRNHIGERN/JPNE/SPNH 361 Language for
International Trade (3)
FRNHIGERN/JPNE/SPNH 446·447 Business
Language I·II (6)
An additional six hours in advanced literature,
culture, or technical language (6)
"'Note: Nine of these 18 hours may count toward
basic studies pr ovided they a re in foreign
language and advanced literature.
Credit hours in Specialized Studies: ......................... 18
Language and International Trade Area Studies. 9
Either:
GEOG 316 History and Geography of Modem
Europe (3)
HIST 316 History and Geography of Modern
Europe (3)
(Must be taken concurrently)
GEOG 317 History and Geography of Spanish
America (3)
HIST 317 History and Geography of Spanish
America (3)
(Must be taken concurrent ly)
GEOG 326 History a nd Geography of Modern
Asia (3)
HIST 326 History and Geography of Modern
Asia (3)
(Must be taken concurrently)

mST 103 Twentieth Century Civilization (3)
UNDERGRADVATECATALOG
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And one of the following: (3)
PLSC 211 Introduction to Comparative
Government, PLSC 212 Introduction to
International Politics, PLSC 341 International
Law, PLSC 342 International Organizations,
PLSC 354 Government Bnd Politics of Canada,
PLSC 367 Contemporary Political Systems of
Latin America, PLSC 412 Comparative Legal
Systems
Credit hours in Language and International1rade Area
Studi4?s: ................................................................... 9

Business Core
ACC 240 Principles of Accounting I (3)
ACC 241 Principles of Accounting II (3)
LAW 293 Legal Environment of Business (3)
MGMT 202 Business Communications (3)
IS 215 End·user Computing (3)
OS 265 Business Statistics I (3)
Credit hours in Business Core: .................................. 18
Business Administration Core
AlI200·level core courses must be completed before ad·
mission to the College of Business. Most core courses
will have an international component.
FIN 350 Principles of Finance (3)
MKTG 360 Principles of Marketing (3)
MGMT 386 Organizational Behavior and
Theory (3)

POM 374 Introduction to Production/Operations
Management (3)
MGMT 490 Business Policy (3)
Note: Students must seek admission to the College
of Business before enrolling in its upper
division (300- or 4DO-Ievel) bus~ness courses.
(All 300·level core courses listed above must be
completed before enrollment in MGMT 490
Business Policy.)
Credit hours in 300 / 400 level Business Core: ........... 15
Other International Courses
FLAN 387 Cooperative Education (Springl
Summer available) (3)
FLAN 499 Independent Study (3)
MKTG 460 International Marketing (3)
ECON 370 Comparative Economic Systems or
ECON 480 International Economics (3)
Choose two restricted electives from world business
courses"'''' ........................................................... (3·6)
MKTG
375
International
Business
Transactions (3)
MGMT 492 Managing World Business
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

Communication (3)
MGMT 495 International Management (3)
FIN 370 International Business Finance (3)
POM 480 Production/Operations ManagementA World Business View (3)
ACC 475 International Accounting (3)
**These two required courses are approved as "restricted
electives- in the departments prouiding them. At least
one course must be selected from the major and the sec·
ond may be selected from any of these offerings. This
may satisfy the major requirement regarding "restricted
electiues...
Credit hours in Other International Courses: ...... 15-18
Academic Major
Choose one of the following:
Accounting
Computer Information Systems"''''·
Economics
Finance
General Business
Management
Marketing
Production/Operations Management
***Students may major in Accounting Information Sys·
terns (36·hour major). Graduation requirements will ex·
ceed 154 hours.
Credit hours in Academic Major: .................... 24·36"'''
Free electives (0-6)
Total' credit hours required: ............................. 154
'Some ,tlUknt" including traru{er 8tucknts. may require a 'lightly
higher number of hours ckpending on le~l of high 6Choollanguage
course,.

All students eligible for admission to the Col1ege
of Arts and Sciences and to the College of Businesa are
eligible for the LWBjoint degree. However, a placement
test is required of all students of foreign language un·
less they successfully completed their last course in for·
eign language at EMU. This placement test is also
strongly advised for students whose last course in a foreign language at EMU was completed more than one
year before the semester for which they are currently
enrolling.
Since this professional program is especially chal·
lenging, it is suggested that students enroll at the be·
ginning of the freshman year.
Advising is offered to all joint BBA·BA language
and world business students, both in their major Ian·
guage and in their business major area. Faculty are
available to discuss career opportunities and to assist
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students who are undecided about a msjor. Foreign language advising is available from appropriate advising
coordinators who will recommend specific courses required in each language pattern.
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS COURSES

COB 177117&'179 Speda! 'Ibpics.
11213 hn
Team-taught current topics related to career preparation for business and industry.
Prereq: Department permission.
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ACCOUNTING
S. Thomas Cianciolo, Interim
Department Head
406 Gary M. Owen Building

ACADEMIC MAJORS

487-3320

Students majoring in accounting are prepared for
professional careers in three major areas:
Public accounting, which leads to service as a
Certified PublicAccountant, primarily in the audit field.
CPAs are independent professionals who provide opinions on the fairness of financial statements prepared
for investors. They also render tax service and management advisory service to clients.
Strategic managerial accounting, which leads
to careers in strategic cost management, financial ac·
counting, budget analysis, cost accountancy, and internal and operational auditing. The basic function of a
strategic Managerial Accountant is to process operating and financial data that help management in their
strategic and operational decisions.
Institutional (not-tor-profit) or governmental accounting, which leads to positions in notrfor*profit
organizations and local, state, and federal governmental agencies. These professionals provide financial information about the effectiveness of operations, similar
to management accountants, review tax returns, ana·
lyze cost reports on projects funded by government, and
assist regulatory commissions in monitoring private
industry and individual businesses.
Internal Audit is a track available to students
who seek careers in large private corporations. Internal
auditors are viable candidates for executive development
programs in large organizations.
Through an internship program, students with
good academic records have an opportunity to work in
public accounting or industry. These internships provide education, market salary, and exposure to professional experience.
Upon graduation, accounting majors who wish to
become Certified Public Accountants (public accounting),
Certified Management Accountants (industrial or gov·
ernmental accounting), or Certified Internal Auditors
(managerial, or not-for·profit, or governmental accounting) will meet the educational requirements and qualify
to sit for national examinations that test for entrance
into the above professional fields.
The general requirements for the Bachelor ofBusi·
ness Administration degree, the academic major requirements below, and sufficient electives to meet the minimum ofl24 semester hours for graduation must be completed.

Professors: S. Thomas A. Cianciolo, E.A. Devine, D.
Robert Okopny, Chandra P. Pathak, Mohsen Sharifi,
Linda Woodland
Associate Professors: Amelia A. Baldwin·Morgan,
Linda J. Burilovich, George S. Clark, Wayne C. Ellis,
Roger Gledhill, Zafar Khan, John W. Keros, Morrey
Kramer, Sue Ravenscroft, Andrew Snyir, Kenneth
C. Young
Assistant Professors: Susan C. Kattelus, Gary B.
McCombs
The Accounting department prepares students for
professional careers related to the fields of accounting
and accounting information systems. Within each of
these major areas, students can develop their expertise
in a variety of areas including financial accounting, bud·
geting, managerial accounting, accounting information
systems, internal auditing, governmental accounting,
taxes, and auditing. Because of the need for good communication in business, students are encouraged to elect
courses in English composition and speech beyond the
basic requirements.
Programs of Study
Majors:
• Accounting
7rack: Internal Audit
• Accounting information systems
·TM Aa::oontirl8lNportmefll ohoo(frn a l(i(}./uwr program dnigMd
tM bari&oftht American IfUtitukof~rljfi«l PublkA«oulll4nt.'
recommendation..

1m

Minors:
Accounting
Advising assistance, both academic and career, is provided by the faculty and is available in the department
office Monday through Friday while school is in Bession,
or by appointment.
Advising coordinator: Mohsen Sharifi
Graduate study leads to the Master of Science degree
in accounting (MSA). The MSA degree program and
courses are described in the Graduate Catalog.
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Basic Studies
I·B·1 . ENGL 121 English Composition (3)
I.B.2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I·B·3. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I·B4. Either:*
"MATH 118 Mathematica1 Analysis for Social
Sciences I (3)
or
Math 122 Elementary Linear Algebra (3)
and
MATH 105 College Algebra (3)
[Math 119 Mathematical Analysis for Social Sci·
ences II (3) or Math 120 Calculus I (3) is also
acceptable.J
I·B·5. IS 215 End·User Computing (3)
U·B·1. Basic Studies requi.rement. See inside back cover
n ·B·2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
U·B-3. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
m·B·I . PLSC 1121113 American Government or PLSC
202 State and Local Government (3)
m.B.2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
m·B·3. ECON 201 Principles of Economics I (3)
m ·B-4. ECON 202 Principles of Economics II (3)
IV·B·1. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV·B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See iMide back cover
lV·BoS. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
Logic or ethics is strongly recommended for phi·
losophy or religion requirement.
IV.B-4. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
Physical educatioD, military science, or equivalent (2)

Credit hours in Basic Studies: ................................... 49
"Students planni1l8 to pursue graduate study in business administra·

tion are encouraged to select MATH 120 Caiculul 1 ami MATH 122
Eiementllry Linear Algebra.

Business Core
ACC 240 Principles of Accounting I (3)
ACC 241 Principles of Accounting II (3)
LAW 293 Legal Environment of Business (3)
MGMT 202 Business Communications (3)
IS 215 End·User Computing (3)
DS 265 Business Statistics I (3)
Credit hours in Business Core: .................................. 18
Business Administration Core
(All 200-level core courses must be completed
prior to admission to the College of Business)
FIN 350 Principles of Finance (3)
MKTG 360 Principles of Marketing (3)
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MGMT 386 Organizational Behavior and
Theory (3)
POM 374 Introduction to Production/Operations
Management (3)
MGMT 490 Business Policy (3)
(All 300·level core courses listed above must be
completed before enrollment in MGMT 490
Business Policy.)
Credit hours in Business Core: .................................. 15
Academic MiUor
ACC 340 Intermediate Accounting I (3)
ACe 341 Intermediate Accounting II (3)
ACe 342 Managerial Cost Accounting (3)
ACC 344 Tax Accounting (3)
ACC 356 Accounting Information Systems (3)
ACC 445 Auditing (3)
Credit hours in Academic Major: ......... .. " .......... " ..... 24
Restricted Elective8
Choose two courses from the following:
ACC 346 Governmental Accounting, ACe 440
Advanced Accounting, ACe 442 Advanced Cost
Accounting, ACe 444 Advanced Tax
Accounting, ACC 447 Contemporary CPA
Problems, Ace 448 EOP Auditing and
Controls, ACC 450 Internal Auditing, ACC 451
Advanced Internal Auditing, ACC 475
Internationa1 Accounting, ACC 479 Special
Thpics, ACe 499 Independent Study, ACC 540
Advanced Accounting I, Aee 541 Advanced
Accounting II
Note : Students planning on sitting for the CPA
examination in Michigan should elect ACC 346
Governmental Accounting or ACC 540 Advanced
Accounting I.
Credit hours in Restricted Electives: ............................ 6
Electives
Students planning to continue study in a graduate
school of business are urged to complete the
following courses as electives:
ECON 301 Interm ediate Macroeconomic
Analysis (3)
ECON 302 Intermediate Microeconomic
Analysis (3)
OS 465 Applied Linear Statistical Models (3)
Credit hours in Electives: ....................................... 11-19

Total credit hours required: .............................. 124
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ACCOUNTING INFORMATION SYSTEMS

MAJOR
Accounting information systems is a four-year program designed to provide a bachelor's degree with a concentration in accounting and computer·based information systems. The program combines the coursework
required for a degree in accounting with numerous com·
puter information systems courses.
Eastern Michigan University is one of only a few
universities in the country offering this unique degree.
Accounting Information Systems majors who obtain this
degree are well prepared for careers in a dynamic and
ever-changing environment, where knowledge of both
accounting and computer information systems is fast
becoming mandatory. Possible career choices include
computer systems design, information systems auditing, computer security snalysis, internal auditing, public accounting, not-for-profit accounting, and strategic
managerial accounting.
The general requirements for the Bachelor of Business Administration degree, the academic major requirements below, and sufficient electives to meet the minimum of 124 semester hours for graduation must be completed.
COB program
Basic Studies
I-B-l. ENGL 121 English Composition (3)

I-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I-B-8. Basic Studies requirement. See insick back cover
I-B-4. Either.""
·MATH 118 Mathematical Analysis for Social Sciences I (3)
0'

Math 122 Elementary Linear Algebra (3)
and

MATH 105 College Algebra (3)
(Math 119 Mathematical Analysis for Social Sciences II (3) or Math 120 Calculus I (3) is also
acceptable.)
I-B-5. IS 215 End-User Computing (3)

n·B-I. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IT·B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IT·B.s. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
m-B-l . PLSC 112/113 American Government or PLSC
202 State and Local Government (3)

m-B-2. BCJ8ic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
moB-So ECON 201 Principles of EcononllcsI (3)
m-B-4 . ECON 202 Principles of Economics II (3)
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IV-,B..l. Basic Studies requirement. See in.side back cover
IV-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover

IV-B.s. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
Logic or ethics is strongly recommended for phi·
losophy or religion requirement.

IV·B-4Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
Phy.ica1 education, military science, or equivalent (2)

Credit hours in Basic Studies: ................................... 49
·Sewnt. piaMif16 ro pUl'Ilta ifNJduaet .tudy in buairu!fI adminUtl'O·
tum an tncouNJjJtd ro ultet MATH 120 CaleullU I and MATH 122
Eltmtntary UntOr Algtbm.

Busine8s Core
ACC 240 Principles of Accounting I (3)
ACC 241 Principles of Accounting n (3)
LAW 293 Legal Environment of Business (3)
MGMT 202 Business Communications (3)
IS 215 End-user Computing (3)
DS 265 Business Statistics I (3)

Credit hours in Business Core: .................................. 18
Business Admini8tration Core
(All 200-level core courses must be completed
prior to admission to the College of Business)
FIN 350 Principles of Finance (3)
MKTG 360 Principles of Marketing (3)
MGMT 386 Organizational Behavior and
Theory (3)
POM 374 Introduction to Production/Operations
Management (3)
MGMT 490 Business Policy (3)
(All 300-level core courses listed above must be
completed before enrollment in MGMT 490
Business Policy.)
Credit hours in Business Core: .................................. 15
Academic Major
ACC 340 Intermediate Accounting I (3)
ACC 341 Intermediate Accounting II (3)
ACC 342 Managerial Cost Accounting (3)
ACC 344 Tax Accounting (3)
ACC 356 Accounting Information Systems (3)
ACe 445 Auditing (3)
ACC 448 EDP Auditing and Controls (3)
ACe 456 Accounting Information Systems
Implementation a nd Projects (3)
IS 219 File Processing and COBOL
Programming (3)
IS 380 Database Concepts (3)
Choose 2 of the following:

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSllY

IS 247 Software Design and Programming in
Business (3 )
IS 280 Introduction to Expert Systems in
Business (3)
IS 315 Applied Data Structures (3)
IS 420 Business Data Communications and
Computer Networks (3)
Credit hours in Academic Major: ....................... ., ..... 36
Restricted Electives
Students may elect courses in other areas of
interest
Note: Studf:nts planning on sitting for the CPA
examination in Micbigan should electACC 346
Governmental Accounting or ACC 540
Advanced Accounting I.
Credit hours in Restricted Electives: ........................... 0
Electives
Students planning to continue study in a graduate
school of business are urged to complete the
following courses as electives:
ECON 301 Intermediate Macroeconomic
Analysis (3)
ECON 302 Intermediate Microeconomic
Analysis (3)
DS 465 Applied Linear Statistical Models (3)
Credit hours in Electives: .......................................... 0-6

Thtal credit hours required: .............................. 124

150-HOUR ACCOUNTING PROGRAM
COMBINED MSA AND BBA DEGREES
Beginning in the year 2000, a CPA candidate must
have completed 150 hours of education prior to being
admitted as a member of the American Institute orCertified Public Accountants.
Admission Requirements
Following are the minimal standards for admission to the 150-Hour Program. Generally, each item
should be satisfied, though the candidate's overall record
is considered most significant. Thus, a slight deficiency
in one criterion may be compensated by the candidate's
strengths in other areas. Special circumstances, particularly improvement in recent performance, will be considered on their merits by the 150-Hour Program Policy
Committee, Transfer credits and grades will be evaluated in terms of Eastern Michigan University equivalency.
Initial admission is dependent on:
1. Completion of90 semester hours ofundergraduate coursework including the College of Busi-
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ness requirements, Basic Studies, and ACe 341,
2. Cumulative grade point average of3.00 on a 4.00
scale.
3. The candidate's written statement of personal
goals.
4. Interview with the ISO-Hour program director/
adviser,
Admission to the graduate level requires:
1. Completion of 120 semester hours of undergraduate coursework including course content
noted under initial admission above and the
undergraduate components (i.e., required and
restricted electives).
2, Graduate ManagementAdmission Test score of
500 (must be taken during the 4th year so the
candidate's score is received before admission
to the 5th year),
3. Application to the University Graduate School
with payment of fee.
If the candidate is an accounting undergraduate
from another four-year accredited school and plans to
complete the graduate level program at EMU, hel she
must meet the minimum requirements set for graduate
level admission noted above, in addition to the bachelor's
degree. The candidate is encouraged to apply to EMU
at the beginning of his/her senior year and take the
Graduate Management Admission Test during that
same year,
For more information, please contact the Director
of Graduate Business Programs. 401 Gary M. Owen
Building, (313) 487-4444.

ACADEMIC MINOR
ACCOUNTING MINOR
21 hours

(For nonbusiness majors)
ACC 240 Principles of Accounting I (3)
ACC 241 Principles of Accounting II (3)
ACC 340 Intermediate Accounting I (3)
ACC 341 Intermediate Accounting II (3)
Choose three courses (rom the (ollowing: (9)
ACC 342 Managerial Cost Accounting, ACC 344
Tax Accounting, ACC 346 Governmental
Accounting, ACC 356 Accounting Information
Systems, ACC 440 Advanced Accounting, ACC
442 Advanced Cost Accounting, ACC 444
Advanced Tax Accounting, ACC 450 Internal
Auditing, ACe 451Advanced Internal Auditing,
ACC 475 International Accounting
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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AcCOUNTING COURSES

ACC 130 Accounting for Nonbusiness Majors.
3 bra
Introduction to financial infonnation generated by typical business organizations, with special emphasis on the
use and interpretation of this information in managerial and financial decision-making process. May not be
substituted (or ACC 240. Not open to students with credit
for ACC 240 or ACC 241.
Prereq: Any colkge·leuel algebra course.
ACC 177/1781179 Special Topics.
11213 hn
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
ACC 240 Principles of Accounting I.
S hn
Use and development of financial information about
economic organizations, with special emphasis on the
use of financial statements and their creation in the
business decision-making and reporting process.
ACC 241 Principles of Accounting n.
3 hrs
Use and development of accounting information in
managerial settings to achieve managerial goals. Use
of managerial accounting tools such as budgets and cost
analysis in typical business environments.
Prereq: ACC 240.
ACC 244 Personal Tu: Accounting.
2 hrs
Introduction to federal and state income and social security tax problems of individuals. Practice on preparation of individual tax returns. Credit toward. a degree
will not be permitted for both ACC 244 and ACC 344.
(Business education majors may substitute this course
for ACC 344 with permission oftheirdep&rtment bead.)
ACC 246 Accounting for Public Admi.ni8tratora. 3 bra
Surveys the use of accounting to manage a public organization. Basic accounting principles, program budgeting, and the construction of internal control systems.
ACC 2771278/279 Special Topics.
11213 bra
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.

Ace 286 Cooperative Education.
1 hr
Accounting employment at a business or public organization imparting a practical experience in accounting.
Position may be part-time, volunteer, or less than full
semester in duration. Use on an accounting major or
minor is not permitted. Graded creditlno credit. Admittance by application only. This course may be repeated
once for additional credit.
Prereq: Department permission.
ACC 287 Cooperative Education.
3 hrs
One tenn offull-time or two terms of part-time employment at a business or public organization chosen for
imparting a practical experience in accounting. Use on
an accounting major or minor is not permitted. Graded
creditlno credit. Admittance by application only. This
course may be repeated once for additional credit.
Prereq: Department permission.
ACC 340 Intermediate Accounting I.
3 hrs
Review of recording and reporting procedures; accounting concepts and theories guiding the valuation and classification of current assets, plant assets, intangible assets, and current liabilities.
Prereq: ACC 241.
ACC 341 Intermediate Accounting IL
3 hrs
Capital stock, rights, options, and retained earnings;
long term liabilities; income tax allocation; long tenn
investments; prior period adjustments; funds now; price
level accounting; consignments; installment sales.
Prereq: ACC 340.
ACC S42 Managerial Cost Accounting.
3 hrs
Accounting infonnation for use in planning objectives
and controlling operations. A framework for measuring
managerial perfonnance is developed through an analytic treatment of cost behavior under dynamic conditions by employing such devices as cost-volume-profit
relationships, flexible budgeting, and standards.
Prereq: ACe 241.
ACC 344 Tu: Accounting.
3 bra
History of the income tax; the tax legislative process;
tax research; income and loss realization and recognition; capital gains and losse9; exclusions; deductions;
losses; exemptions; rates, personal tax returns.
Prereq: ACC 241.
ACC 346 Governmental Accounting.
3 bra
Accounting philosophy for nonprofit organizations; prin-
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ciples of fund accounting; the budget process including
program budgeting; institutional (college, hospital, welfare agency) accounting; internal control; data processing.

Prereq: ACC 241.
Ace 358 Accounting Information Systems.
3 bra
Concepts of a responsive information system, including
principles of design, profitability and responsibility, accounting, and control. Description oftypica1 accounting
systems and procedures within the business enterprise.
Prereq: IS 215 and ACC 342 or department permission.
ACC 377/378/379 Special Topics.
1I2J3 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
ACC 440 Advanced Accounting.
S hn
Consolidation accounting; partnership organization,
change, and liquidation; fiduciary accounting; introduction to governmental accounting.
Prereq: ACC 341.
ACC 442 Advanced Cost Accounting.
3 hrs
Cost concepts on an advanced level such as standard
costs and variance analysis; responsibility accounting,
direct costing, overhead allocation, break-even; product
pricing througb return on investment methods; divisional income measurement; forecasting with statistical models; capital budgeting; applications ofmatbematics to cost accounting problems.
Prereq: ACC 342.
ACC 444 Advanced Tax Accounting.
3 hrs
Tax law applicable to partnerships and corporations;
operation distributions, reorganization, and liquidation.
Prereq: ACC 344.
ACC 445 Auditing.
3hrs
Audit standards, professional responsibility, ethics, internal control evaluation, statistical sampling, and audit of EDP systems.
Prereq: 18 semester hours ofaccounting, including ACC
341 and ACe 356.

ACC 447 Contemporary CPA Problems.
3 hrs
Analysis of current accounting problems faced by the
CPA profession. Audit, legal liability. ethics, theory, and
practice.
Prereq: ACC 440.
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Ace 448 EDP Auditing and Controls.
3 hrs
A comprehensive coverage of electronic data processing
(EDP) auditing from both a theoretical and pragmatic
point of view with special emphasis on control features

of a system and its purpose.
Prereq: ACC 356 and ACC 445.
Ace 450 Internal Auditing.
3 bra
Introduction to the profession of internal auditing. Includes professional standards, techniques, scientific
methods, reporting, operational auditing, and internal
audit management.
Prereq: ACC 341 or permission of instructor.
Ace 451 Advanced Internal Auditing.
3 hrs
Continued study of the profession of internal auditing.
The focus of this course will be on tbe advanced study of
topics that were briefly discussed in the introductory
course, Special emphasis will be placed on applying tbe
concepts learned in the introductory course by performing various exercises witb practical (real world) applications.
Prereq: ACC 450.
ACC 456 Accounting Information Systemslmplemen·
tatioo and Projects.
3 hrs
A capstone course for the accounting information systems major designed to develop expertise in tbe implementation of an accounting information system.
Prereq: ACC 356 and 18 380, or department permission.
Ace 475 International Accounting.
3hrs
Introduction to accounting in an international environment. Includes the study of environmental factors, performance evaluation, financial reporting, and specific
accounting and auditing problems.
Prereq: ACC 241, or department permission.
ACC 477/478/479 Special Topics.
11213 b.n
Specialized accounting topics in relation to changes in
the practice of accounting and its regulation by government agencies.
Prereq: Department permission and ACC 341.
ACC 489 Accounting Internship.
S hrs
Directed full-time work experience in the accounting
phase of a business organization. Use on an accounting
major or minor is not pennitted. This course may be
repeated once for additional credit. Credit I no credit.
Prereq: Department permission. 1b be used as an electiue only; does not apply on a major or minor.
UNDERCRADUKfECATALOG
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ACC 491 Accounting Honon The8ia.
3 bra
A directed studies course for accounting honors students
only. An in-depth research thesis or project under the
direction of an accounting faculty member is required
with an oral examination or form of presentation to the
faculty and other interested parties upon completion of
the thesis.
Prereq: Final semester in undergraduate accounting
HOlWrs Program.
ACC 497/4981499 Independent Study.
1/213 bra
Directed study of a problem or group of problems in accounting not otherwise treated in departmental courses.
Prereq: Department permission.
DECISION SCIENCE COURSES

DS 177/1781179 Special Topic8.
1/213 hn
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
DS 265 Bwinesa Statistical.
8hn
Concepts of statistics and applications to business decisions. Elements of probability, random samples, descriptive statistics, sampling distribution8, point and interval estimation, hypothesis testing, chi-square analysis.
and regression and correlation analysis.
P"'''''l' MATH 118, MATH 119, IS 215.
DS 27712781279 Special Topic8.
1/213 hn
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permisswn.
OS SOO Quantitative Analyaia and Statistic. for
Bwinesa.
3 bra
An elementary course for MBA students emphasizing
three quantitative areas: differentiation and optimization, probability and statistics, and a matrix algebra
approach to systems of linear equations.
Prereq: 71uo years of high school algebra or MATH 104
or equivaknt.
DS 317 SY8tem Simulation.
8hn
Computer-based simulation techniques for business
analysis and decision-making. Random number and
process generators, system simulation models, and speUNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

cialized computer simulation languages. Simulation of
discrete time systems and the GPSS language.
P......q, IS 215 and DS 265.
DS 367 Business Stati8tic8 n.
8hn
A continuation of the statistical methodology developed
in Business Statistics I. Thpics include two sample interval estimation and hypothesis tests, inference about
the population variance, and simple and multiple regressions.
Prereq: DS 265.
DS 377/378/379 Special Topic8.
1/213 bra
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Departlmmt permission.
DS 387 Cooperative Education.
3 hn
Four months of full-time employment at a business or
public organization to impart a practical experience in
decision science disciplines. Credit/ no credit basis for general elective credit omy. Admittance by application omy.
Prereq: Completion of three hours in decision science
systems area. Department permissum.
DS 486 Applied Linear Statistical Models.
8 hn
An introduction to linear models with an emphasis on
business applications. Thpics include multiple linear
regression models, analysis of variance and mu1tivariate data analysis. Computer packages will be used.
Prereq: DS 265.
DS 477/478/479 Special Topics.
li2I3 hn
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permisswn.
DS 487 Cooperative Education.
3 bra
Four months of full-time employment at a business or
public organization to impart a practical experience in
decision science disciplines. Credit / lW credit basis for gen·
eral elective credit only. Admittance by application only.
Prereq: DS 387. Department permission.
OS 497/4981499 Independent Study.
1/213 hrs
Directed study of a problem or group of problems in decision science.
Prereq: Department permission.
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FINANCE AND COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Asrat Tes8ema
Department Head
412 Gary M. Owen Building

ACADEMIC MAJORS
COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS

487-2454

MAJOR

Professors: Jmtiaz S. Ahmad, Badie Farah, Ramesh
C. Garg, Aaad S. Khailany, Pedro Sanchez, Charles
S. Saxon, Fathi Sokkar, V.M. ABrat 'Thssema, Rao
Tummala, Nesa L. Wu
Associate Professors: Alahassane Diallo, Juan C.
Esteva, Ronald E. Hutchins, Wafa Khorsheed, Susan
Moeller, Stevan Mrdalj
Assistant Professors: Robert Kiss, Michel Mitri ,
Mahmud Rahman, Reino V. Warren
The Finance area prepares students for professional careers related to the fields of finance. Students
can develop their expertise in a variety of areas including corporate financial analysis, budgeting, banking,
investments, and appraisal.
The Computer Information Systems area prepares
students for careers in business information systems,
and the Production/Operations Management area unit
prepares students for careers in production and operations management.
Programs of Study
~ors:

Computer information systems
Finance
Production/operations management
Minors:
Computer information systems
Finance
Production/operations management
Advising assistance, both academic and career, is provided by the faculty and is available Monday through
Friday while school is in session, or by appointment.
Advising coordinator: Asrat Tesserila
Graduate study leads to the Master of Business Administration with concentration in finance , CIS and POM
or the Master of Science degree in Information Systems
(MSIS). These degree programs and courses are described in the Graduate Catalog.

Computer information SysteDlS emphasizes the role
and application of the computer in making management
decisions. Students are prepared for careers as systems
analysts, programmers software engineers, database
specialists, and information systems and database man·
agement administrators.
The general requirements for the Bachelor of Business Administration degree, the academic major require-ments below, and sufficient electives to meet the minimum
of 124 semester hours for graduation must be completed.
Basic Studies
J·B·1. ENGL 121 English Composition (3)
J·B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I·B·3. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I-B-4. Either:·
*MATH 118 Mathematical Analysis for Social Sci·
ences I (3)
or
Math 122 Elementary Linear Algebra (3)
and
MATH 105 College Algebra (3)
(Math 119 Mathematical Analysis for Social Sciences II (3) or Math 120 Calculus I (3) is also
acceptable.]
J-B-5. IS 215 End-User Computing (3)
U·B·l, Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cOlJer
U-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
U-B-3. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back colJer
m·B-l, PLSC 1121113 American Government or PLSC
202 State and Local Government (3)
m·8-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
m-B-3. ECON 201 Principles of Economics I (3)
m ·B-4. ECON 202 Principles of Economics II (3)
IV-B-!. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV·B·2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
(v·B-S. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back colJer
Logic or ethics is strongly recommended for philosophy or religion requirement.
IV-B-4. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
Physical education, military science, or equivalent (2)
Credit hours in Basic Studies: ................................... 49
·Student8 planning to purtJlU graduate 8tudy in bUtJineu administra·
tion are encouraged to select MATH 120 ColcullU 1 and MATH 122
Ekmentary Linear Algebra.
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Business Core
ACC 240 Principles of Accounting I (3)
ACC 241 Principles of Accounting II (3)
LAW 293 Legal Environment of Business (3)
MGMT 202 BUBiness Communications (3)
IS 215 End-user Computing (3)
OS 265 BUBiness Statistics I (3)
Credit hours in Business Core: .................................. 18
BU8iness Admuiistration Core
(All 200-1evel core courses must be completed
prior to admission to the College of BUBiness)
FIN 350 Principles of Finance (3)
MKTG 360 Principles of Marketing (3)
MGMT 386 Organizational Behavior and
Theory (3)
POM 374 Introduction to Production/Operations
Management (3)
MGMT 490 Business Policy (3)
(All 300-level core courses listed above must be
completed before enrollment in MGMT 490
Business Policy.)
Credit hours in Business Core: .................................. 15
Academic Major
IS 219 File Processing and COBOL
Programming (3)
IS 247 Software Design and Programming in
Business (3)
IS 315 Applied Data Structures (3)
IS 380 Database Concepts (3)
IS 417 Systems Analysis and Design (3)
IS 420 Business Data Communications and
Computer Networks (3)
IS 425 Software Engineering Management (3)
IS 442 Information Resource Management (3)
IS 449 Information Systems Development and
Implementation Projects (3)
Cboose one course from the following:
IS 280 Introduction to expert Systems in
Business, OS 317 System Simulation, IS 375
Object-Oriented Programming and Database,
IS 410 Knowledge-Based Systems, IS 413
Evaluation and Application of Computer
Hardware, IS 416 Computer Operating
Systems, IS 426 Advanced Structured COBOL
Programming
COSC 239 Assembly and Machine Language
Programming
rnTE 431 Interactive Industrial Computer Graphics
Credit hours in Acatkmic Major: .............................. 30
E lectives
UNOERCRADUATECATALOG

Students planning to continue study in a graduate
school of business are urged to complete the
following courses as electives:
ECON 301 Intermediate Macroeconomic
Analysis (3)
ECON 302 Intermediate Microeconomic
Analysis (3)
OS 367 Business Statistics II (3)
Credit hours in Ekctives: ....................................... 11-19

Total credit hours required: .............................. 124

FINANCE MAJOR
The finance mejor is designed for students interested in planning and managing assets and t.he acquisi·
tion of funds for investment by corporations, nonprofit.
organizations, governmental units, and financial institutions.
The general requirements for the Bachelor of Business Administration degree, the academic mejor requirements below, and sufficient electives to meet the minimum of 124 semester hours must be completed for
graduation.
Basic Studies
I·B·l. ENGL 121 English Composition (3)
I-B·2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I·B.s. Basic Studies requirement. See insitk back cover
I·B-4. Either:·
*MATH 118 Mathematical Analysis for Social Sciences I (3)
or
Math 122 Elementary Linear Algebra (3)
and
MATH 105 College Algebra (3)
[Math 119 Mathematical Analysis for Social Sciences II (3) or Math 120 Calculus I (3) is also
acceptable.]
I·B-5. IS 215 End-User Computing (3)
n·B·1. Basic Studies requirement. See insitk back cover
0·B·2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
D·B.s. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
DI·B-l. PLSC 1121113 American Government or PLSC
202 State and Local Government (3)
m·B·2. Basic Studies requiremenL See insitk back cover
lll·B.s. ECON 201 Principles of Economics I (3)
lll·B-4. ECON 202 Principles of Economica II (3)
IV·B·I. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV·B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV·B.s. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
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Logic or ethics is strongly recommended for phi·
losophy or religion requirement.
IV·B-4. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
Physical education, military science, or equivalent (2)
Credit hours i n Basic Studies: •.................................. 49
-Student, planning to pursue graduate study in business adminiBtra·
tum are enoouraged to select MATH 120 Calculll¥ I and MATH 122
Elementary Linear Alge bra.

Busiuess Core
ACC 240 Principles of Accounting I (3)
ACC 241 Principles of Accounting II (3)
LAW 293 Legal Environment of Business (3)
MGMT 202 Business Communications (3)
IS 215 End·user Computing
DS 265 Business Statistics I (3)
Credit hours in Business Core: ............................ " .... 18
Business Administration Core
(All 200·level core courses must be completed
prior to admission to the College of Business)
FIN 350 Principles of Finance (3)
MKTG 360 Principles of Marketing (3)
MGMT 386 Organizational Behavior and
Theory (3)
POM 374 Introduction to Production/Operations
Management (3)
MGMT 490 Business Policy (3)
(All 300·level core courses listed above must be
completed before enrollment in MGMT 490
Business Policy.)
Credit hours in Business Core: .................................. 15
Academic Major
(24 Credit Hours)
Credit hours in required courses: .... (15 Credit Hours)
FIN 3541nvestments (3)
FIN 357 Financial Markets and institutions (3)
FIN 358Analysis of Financial Statements or ACC
340 Intermediate Accounting I (3)
FIN 359 Intermediate Financial Theory (3)
FIN 450 Problems in Financial Management (3)
Restricted Electives
Choose three from the (allowing (9 Credit Hours) :
FIN 370 International Business Finance (3), FIN
451 Intro. to Speculative Markets (3), FIN 453
Commercial Banking (3)
FIN 454 Mortgage Banking (3)
FIN 479 Special Topics (3)
INS 351 Introduction to Risk and Insurance (3)
ACC 341 Intermediate Accounting IT (3)
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ECON 445 Economic Fluctuations and
Forecasting (3)
Electives
Students planning to continue study in a graduate school
of business are urged to complete the following
courses 8S electives:
ECON 301 Intermediate Macroeconomic
Analysis (3)
ECON 302 Intermediate Microeconomic
Analysis (3)
DS 367 Business Statistics II (3)
Credit hours in Electives: ....................................... 11-19
Thtal credit hours required: ................................... 124
Banking Track
(27 Credit Hours)
Required Courses: ....................................................... 24
ACC 340 Intermediate Accounting I (3)
FIN 354 Investments (3)
FIN 357 Financial Markets and Institutions (3)
FIN 359 Intermediate Financial Theory (3)
FlN 450 Problems in Financial Management (3)
FIN 453 Commercial Banking
FIN 454 Mortgage Banking (3)
FIN 479 Special 'lbpics (3)
Restricted Electives (3 Credit Hours)
Choose one (rom the (ollowing:
FIN 370 International Business Finance (3)
FIN 451 Intro. to Speculative Markets (3)

PRODUCfION/OPERATIONS
MANAGEMENT MAJOR
This mf\ior equips graduates to work in various
kinds and sizes of production systems as well as to pur·
sue graduate study in several areas. Emphasized are
production planning and scheduling, material procure·
ment, inventory control, project scheduling, quaJity con·
trol, layout of facilities, and time and motion studies.
The program responds to social, economic, and techno·
logical developments. Students are prepared for careers
as production planners, materials planners, production
supervisors, and industrial buyers.
To be completed are the general requirements for
the Bachelor of Business Administration degree, the
academic major requirements below, and sufficient elec·
tives to meet the minimum of 124 semester hours for
graduation.
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Basic Studies
I-B-l. ENGL 121 English Composition (3)
I-B-2. Basic Stud~s requirement. See inside back cover
1-8-S. Basic Stud~s requirement. See inside back cover
1-8-4. Either:*
·MATH 118 Mathematical Analysis for Social Sciences I (3)
or
Math 122 Elementary Linear Algebra (3)
and
MATH 105 College Algebra (3)
[Math 119 Mathematical Analysis for Social
Sciences II (3) or Math 120 Calculus I (3) is
also acceptable.]
I-B-5. IS 215 End-User Computing (3)
U-B-l . Basic Stud~8 requirement. See inside back couer
U-B-2. Basic Stud~s requirement. See inside back couer
U-B-:t Basic Studies requirement. See inside back couer
m-B-I . PLSC 112'113 American Government or PLSC
202 State and Local Government (3)
m-H-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
m-B-3. ECON 201 Principles of Economics I (3)
m-B-4. ECON 202 Principles of Economics II (3)
IV-B-l. Basic Stud~s requirement. See inside back couer
IV-H-2. Basic Stud~s requirement. See inside back couer
IV-B-3. Basic Stud~8 requirement. See inside back couer
Logic or ethics is strongly recommended for philosophy or religion requirement.
IV-B-4. Basic Stud~s requirement. See inside back cover
Physical education. military science, or equivalent (2)

Credit hours in Basic Studies: ................................... 49
·Stucknu planning 10 PUrltu graduatl .tudy in busine.g adminutra·
tum an In<<JUroged 10 ~lld MATH 120 Calculus I and MATH 122
EkmlnkJry UfIl(Jr Alglbra.

Business Core
ACC 240 Principles of Accounting I (3)
ACe 241 Principles of Accounting II (3)
LAW 293 Legal Environment of Business (3)
MGMT 202 Busine88 Communications (3)
IS 215 End-user Computing (3)
DS 265 Business Statistics I (3)
Credit hours in Business Core: ..........................
18
Business Administration Core
(All 200·level core courses must be completed
prior to admission to the College of Business)
FIN 350 Principles of Finance (3)
MKTG 360 Principles of Marketing (3)
0, • • • • • •
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MGMT 386 Organizational Behavior and
Theory (3)
POM 374 Introduction to Production/Operations
Management (3)
MGMT 490 Business Policy (3)
(All 300-level core courses listed above must be
completed before enrollment in MGMT 490
Business PoHcy.)
Credit hours in Business Core: .................................. 15
Academic Major
Credit hours in Academic Major: .............................. 24
Credit hours in required courses: .............................. 15
ACC 342 Managerial Cost Accounting (3)
POM 472 Tools for Strategic Quality
Management (3)
POM 474 Design of the Production/Operations
System (3)
POM 475 Production and Inventory Control I (3)
POM 476 Production and Inventory Control IT 3)
Choose three courses from the following: (9 credit hours)
IS 219 File Processing and COBOL Progmmming(3),
MOMT 384 HwnanResouroe Management (3), IS
417 Systems Analysis and Design (3), lNTE 431
Interactive Industrial Computer Graphics (3),
£NTE 432 3-D Comput:er·Aided Design (3). INTE
433Advanced Computer-Aided Design (3). OS 465
Applied linear Statistical Model, (3), MGMT 484
Management-Union Relations (3)
Electives
Students planning to continue study in a graduate school
of business are urged to complete the following
courses as electives:
ECON 301 Intermediate Macroeconomic
Analysis (3)
ECON 302 Intermediate Microeconomic
Analysis (3)
OS 367 Business Statistics II (3)
Credit hours in Electives: ....................................... 11-19

7btal credit hours required: ................................... 124

ACADEMIC MINORS
COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS
MINOR
(FOR NONBUSINESS MAJORS)
·IS 215 End-User Computing (3)
IS 219 File Processing and
Programming (3)

COBOL
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IS 247 Software Design and Programming in
Business (3)
IS 417 Systems Analysis and Design (3)
POM 476 Production and Inventory Control II (3)
MGMT 386 Organizational Behavior and
Theory (3)
Choose one course from the following:
IS 315 Applied Data Structures (3 ), IS 416
Computer Operating Systems (3 ), IS 380
Database Concepts (3), IS 420 Business Data
Communications and Computer Networks (3),
IS 426 Advanced Structured COBOL
Programming (3), ACC 356 Accounting
Information Systems (3)
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FINANCE COURSES

FIN 177/1781179 Special TopiCJI.
1/213 h.rs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: DepartTrnmt permission.
FIN 27712781279 Special Topics.
1l2I3 bra
These courses deal with subject matter not provided in
other department offerings. Students may elect such a
course several times as long as different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.

-Satisflel Basic Studiel requirefTU!nt I-B·5.

FINANCE MINOR
(FOR NONBUSINESS MAJORS)
ACC 240 Principles of Accounting I (3)
ACC 241 Principles of Accounting II (3)
FIN 350 Principles of Finance (3)
FIN 359 Intermediate Financial Theory (3)
Choose three courses from the following:
FIN 354 Investments (3), FIN 358 Analysis of
Financial Statements (3), FIN 450 Problems in
Financial Management (3), FIN 451 Introduction
to Speculative Markets (3), FIN 453 Commercial
Banking (3), FIN 479 Special 'lbpics (3), FIN 370
International Business of Finance (3)

PRODucnON/OPERATIONS
MANAGEMENT MINOR
(FOR NONBUSINESS MAJORS)
ACC 342 Managerial Cost Accounting (3)
POM 374 Introduction to Production/Operations
Management (3)
MGMT 386 Organizational Behavior and
Theory (3)
POM 474 Design of the Production/Operations
System (3)
POM 475 Production and Inventory Control I (3)
Choose two courses from the following:
IS 219 File Processing and COBOL
Programming (3), IS 417 SystemsAna.1ysis and
Design (3), ACC 356 Accounting Information
Systems (3), MGMT 384 Human Resource
Management (3), PSY 351 Industrial
Psychology (3)

FIN 287 Cooperative Education.
3 hrs
Four months of full-time employment at a business or
public organization in a finance position chosen for imparting a practical experience in finance. Use on a finance major or minor not permitted. Credit I no credit.
Admittance by application only.
Prereq: ACe 240 and ckpartment permission.
is h.rs
FIN 360 Principles of Finance.
A survey course covering the financial operations of
business corporations. It begins with a general overview,
then goes into detail on several concepts and techniques
used in financial decision making, Specific topics emphasized include the time value of money, asset valuation models, risk management, and financial statement
analysis. The course is designed for the general business student.
Prereq: Ace 241.

FIN 852 Financial Management for Entrepreneurs.
3 bra
A continuation of FIN 350, but with an emphasis on
financial management for growth of the small- to medium-sized firm. Working capital management. short-term financing, equipment financing, and other topics
pertinent to the growth firm.
Prereq: FIN 350 or equivalent.
3 bra
FIN 354 Investments,
The purpose of the course is to introduce students to
fundamentals of investment analysis. The course attempts to highlight the alternative investments available and develop a way of thinking about investments.
The course is a mixture of description and theory. The
descriptive material involves a discussion of available
UNDERGRADUATECATALOG
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investment iIl8trnments and considers the way the capital market currently works. The theoretical portion
takes into consideration ways you should evaluate current investments and future opportunities.
Prereq: FIN 350.
FIN 357 Financial Markets and Institutions.
3 bra
The operation and behavior of capital markets and financial intermediaries as sources of investment capital
to the business firm. Liability management and investment portfolio behavior of financial market participants.
Flow of funds through money and capital markets, and
investment characteristics of securities traded. Thrm
structure of yields, yield differentials, and the valuation of debt and equity securities.
Prereq: FIN 350.
FIN 358 Analysis of Financial Statements.
3 bra
Analysis and interpretation of the financial statements
and reports of various types of businesses and industries. Examination of the impact of using alternative
accounting methods on reported profits, taxes, and cash
flows. Forecast offinancial statements for planning purposes.
Prereq: FIN 350.
FIN 35910termediate Financial Theory.
3 hn
Focuses on the theory of financial management and
analysis of financial decisions made by financial managers. The financial decisions include capital structure,
dividend policy, lease or buy, mergers and issuance of
new securities.
Prereq: FIN 350.

FIN 370 International Busineu Finance.
3 bra
This course deals with how decisions about financial
management are made in the modern multinational
enterprises. Financial management of any firm involves
acquisition offunds, investing of these funds in economically productive assets, the managing of assets so acquired and eventually reconversion of some of the productive assets into funds to return to the original investors, creditors, suppliers, employees and other interest
groups. Intemational Business Finance deals with the
management of these functions for frrm.s operating in
several separate countries.
Prereq: FIN 350 or equivalent.
FIN 37713781379 Special Topics.
112/3 bra
These oourses deal with subject matter not provided in other
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

department offerings. Students may e1ectsuch a course several times as long as different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
FIN 387 Cooperative Education.

3 bra
Four months of full-time employment at a business or
public organization in a finance position chosen for imparting a practical experience in finance. Use on a finance major or minor not permitted. Credit I no credit.
Admittance by application only.
Prereq: FIN 287. Department permission.
FIN 450 Problems in Financial Management.
3 hn
Deals with application offinancia! management theory.
Emphasis is placed on problem-solving in differing economic and situational environments using various quantitative tools. Case analysis and class discussions are
emphasized.
P ....-eq, FIN 359.
FIN 461 Introduction to Speculative Markets.
3 bra
This course is designed to provide a solid foundation in
the principles of derivatives. It attempts to strike a
balance between institutional details, theoretical foundations, and practical applications. Options and futures
will be the primary focus.
Prereq: FIN 354 or equivalent or equivalent.
FIN 453 Commercial Banking.

3 bra
Practices, policies, and problems of commercial bank
management and operation, capital adequacy, loan and
investment policy, liquidity and profit maximization.
Prereq: FIN 350.

FIN 464 Mortgage Banking.
S bra
The purpose of this oourse is to oommunicate and explain the fundamentals of mortgage lending in as simple
and ooncise a manner as possible. A good portion of the
course deals with real estate appraisal.
Prereq; FIN 350 or equivalent.

FIN 477/478/479 Special Topics.

112/3 h.rs

These courses deal with subject matter not provided in other
department offerings. Students may elect such a oourse several times as long as different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
FIN 487 Cooperative Education.
S bra
Four months of full-time employment at a business or
public organization in a finance position chosen for im-
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parting a practical experience in finance. Use on a finance major or minor not permitted. Credit I no credit.
Admittance by application only.
Prereq: FIN 387, Department permission.
FIN 489 Internship.
3 hrs
Directed full-time work experience in the finance phase
of a business or public organization. Use on a finance
major or minor not permitted. May be repeated once for
additional credit. Graded creditlno credit. Admittance
by application only.
Prereq: Department permission.

FIN 497/4981499 Independent Study.
11213 hrs
Directed study of a problem or group of problems in finance.
Prereq: Department permission.
INSURANCE COURSES

INS 177/1781179 Special Topics.
11213 brs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq; Department permisswn.
INS 258 Personal Insurance Planning.
3 hrs
A study of the major risks of individuals and the methods of hand ling these risks. 'Ibpics covered include types
of risks, handling risks, purposes and nature of insurance, and basic insurance principles and coverages. Primary emphasis is placed on family insurance programs:
automobile, home, life, health, and retirement.
Prereq: Sophomore standing.
INS 27712781279 Special Topics.
1/2/3 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied .
Prereq: Department permission.
INS 351 Introduction to Risk and Insurance.
3 hrs
An introduction to study of pure risks, risk management,
and insurance, with emphasis on the application of risk
management principles and techniques of handling the
pure risks of business firms and public institutions. 'Ibpics covered include nature a nd types of risks, risk management process, and types and uses of insurance.
Prereq: ACC 241.
INS 377/378/379 Special Topics.
1/213 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
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departmental otTerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
INS 457 Property and Liability Insurance.
3 hn
A study of the principles and practices of property and
liability insurance. Primary emphasis is on developing
an understanding of the various property and liability
insurance contracts and their uses. Role of risk manager in handling personal and business risk is stressed.
Prereq: INS 351.
INS 468 Life and Health Insurance.
3 hra
A study of the purposes, uses, and role ofllfe insurance
in our society. Major topics covered are nature and uses,
legal aspects, types of policies, contract provisions, ratemaking, company organization and operation, underwriting practices, and regulation.
Prereq: INS 351.
INS 477/478/479 Special Topics.
11213 hrs
A study of risks, inclucting the identification, measurement, analysis, and handling of business risks from the
viewpoint of a risk manager. Cases are used extensively
to provide practical applications of risk management
principles and practices.
Prereq: INS 457 and INS 458.
COMPtJ'I'ER INFORMATION SYSTEMS COURSES

IS 177/1781179 Special Topic..
112/3 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.

IS 215 End-User Computing.
3 hrs
Computers are being used more extensively by managers and professionals. This revolution is known by the
name "End-User Computing" (EUe ). Students learn
traditional information systems topics such as software
life cycles, transaction processing systems, and business
problem solving. In addition, a wide range of applications including Decision Support Systems, Executive
Information Systems. Nonclerical Office Automation,
Data Communications, and Local Area Networks, are
covered. These applications cover all the functional areas of businesses. Coursework includes conceptual material as well as laboratory material .
Prereq: MATH 118.
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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IS 219 File Processing and COBOL Programming.
3hrs
COBOL programming is an important skill for business
application developers. In this class, students will learn
to program in COBOL while also learning the basic algorithms for producing reports with multiple control
breaks and for processing sequential and random files.
All students will design, write, debug, and test COBOL
programs using good design techniques and software
engineering principles. Intended for computer information systems majors and others.
Prereq: IS 215.
IS 247 Software Design and Programming in Business.
3 bra
Business computer programmers must be able to use
problem-solving techniques, appropriate algorithms, and
follow the principles of software engineering to develop
good computer solutions to business problems. In this
class, the students will study these topics and apply
them in the design, writing, debugging, and testing of
several programs. This is the first of a sequence of
three courses, the others being IS 315 and IS 375.
Prereq: IS 215.
11213 bra
IS 277/2781279 Special Thpics.
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may. elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
IS 280 IntrodUCtiOD to Expert Systems in Business.
3hrs
Recent developments in computer technology have had
a dramatic effect on the way decision-making is done in
business. The advent of small but powerful computers
has made it possible to capture knowledge and distribute it throughout corporations with computerized expert systems. These expert systems can be developed
without programming in the traditional sense by using
expert shells. In this class, students will use expert systems shells to create several expert systems. Additional
topics related to the development and use of expert systems in business will also be studied. Intended for nonCIS majors.
IS 315 Applied Data Structures.
3hrs
Business computer programmers must have a good
knowledge of basic data structures sucb as linked lists,
trees, and networks to permit them to design appropriUNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

ate computer solutions to the more difficult problems
they are typically being asked to solve. In this class, the
students will study these data structures and apply them
in the design, writing, debugging, and testing of several
programs in some suitable high-level language. This is
the second of a sequence oftbree courses, the others being IS 247 and IS 375.
Prereq: IS 247.
IS 375 Object-Oriented Programming and Database.
3hrs
Students will gain an understanding of the principles
of object-oriented programming and databases. Students
will learn concepts and techniques of object-oriented
software development, object-oriented programming
principles, characteristics of object-oriented languages,
and fundamentals of object·oriented database manage·
ment systems. Students will also gain hands-on experi·
ence in designing and building object-oriented applications. This is the third of a sequence of three
courses, the others being IS 247 and IS 315.
Prereq: IS 315.
1I2IS hra
IS 377/378/379 Special Thpics.
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
IS S80 Database Concepts.
3 hrs
Database concepts for large·scale information systems.
Logical and physical designs for data element usage;
database management systems.
Prereq: IS 315.
[S 387 Cooperative Education.
3 hrs
Four months of full-time employment at a business or
public organization to impart a practical experience in
computer information systems disciplines. Credit/no
credit basis for general elective credit only. Admittance
by application only.
Prereq: Completion of three hours in compu~r information systems area. Department permission.
3 bra
IS 410 Knowledge-Based Systems.
Modern knowledge-based software is being used increas·
ingly in all business activities. Techniques such as En·
glish language database queries and expert systems
have moved from the realm of research laboratories to
everyday business use in the last few years. Business
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computer professionals of the future will be expected to
be skilled in the use of a wide variety of knowledgebased software and knowledge engineering techniques.
This class will study one important programming language and its application to several knowledge-based
systems. Each student will design and implement several computer programs.
Prereq: IS 315.
IS 413 Evaluation and Application of Computer

Hardware.

3 h.rs

Evaluation of computer hardware found in business computer systems. A nontechnical explanation of the operation, needs, and limits ofCPUs and peripherals; practical demonstrations of the hardware. CPUs, memory
printers, disks, terminals, communications, and related
software.
Prereq: IS 219.
IS 416 Computer Operating Systems.
3 hrs
Decision methods and concepts for determining the types
of computer operating systems required for a particular
business environment. Various operating system designs
with respect to allocation and utilization of resources;
the acceptance, executive, and presentation portions of
the systems; large and small operating systems to be
considered for the business environment.
Prereq: IS 315.
IS 417 Systems Analysis and Design.
3 hrs
Computer-based information systems exist everywhere
in business and industry. People armed with the necessary tools are the key to both successful development
and performance of these systems. The objective of this
course is to introduce students to processes, principles,
guidelines, tools, and techniques for systems analysis
and design of information systems. The major thrust of
the course is to aid the communication process that must
take place between the system developers and users.
This is facilitated by the use of projects as a vehicle for
effectively communicating the content of this course.
Prereq: IS 219 and DS 265.

I

IS 420 Business Data Communications and Computer
Networks.
3 hrs
In an information-based society, knowledge of data communications and computer networks is very important
to everyone who works with computers. This course is
intended to teach students everything they need to know
to be effective participants in the establishment of data
communications Hnks for their employers. This course

L
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assumes no prior data communications and computer
networks knowledge. It combines technical aspects with
practical business applications without resorting to a
rigorous mathematical approach.
Prereq: IS 215.
IS 421 Pictorial Information Systems.
3 hn:
The study of Pictorial Information Systems is applicable
to a variety of areas dealing with representation, storage, retrieval, manipulation, and communication ofbusi·
ness information. Examples of the current activity in
this area include documents, forms, and photographs
in office information systems; pictorial databases for
manufacturing infonnation systems; image understanding support for information systems in semiconductor,
aerospace, and other industries; and medical pictorial
archiving and communication systems (PACS).
Prereq: IS 315.
IS 425 Software Engineering Management.
3 bn
Introduction of the concept and techniques managing
software growth and software life cycle, increasing soft·
ware productivity reliability, correctness, and predictingsoftware costs. Legal and ethical aspects of software
and human factors are discussed.
Prereq: IS 417.
IS 426 Advanced Structured COBOL Programming.
3hn
Students work in teams developing integrated informa·
tion systems in structured COBOL. Searches, report·
ing, subprograms, random files, indexed sequential files,
various sorting routines, debugging techniques, programming style, optimization techniques, structured
and modular programming concepts, transferability and
portability strategies, and documentation, including
writing program specifications and users' manuals.
Prereq: IS 219.
IS 441 FORTRAN Programming Language.
1 hr
An introduction to the FORTRAN language. Variables
and constants, format statements, input/output. arithmetic and logical assignment statements, dimension
statements and subscripts. subprograms, and advanced
10 statements. Credit can be earned only by nonbusines8
undergraduate majors or by graduate students meeting
a programming language requirement.
IS 442 Information Resource Management.
3 hrs
Most organizations use computers for operations, control and planning, and for office automation. Although
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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computers facilitate and enhance the functioning of organizations, they do add to the responsibilities of managers. In this course, students learn how to acquire, organize, monitor, and control information resources. The
course also discusses problems unique to the management of information resources.

fureq' IS 417.
IS 447 Basic Assembly Language.
2 bra
Introduction to assembly language. Data format, storage allocation, symbolic programming, macro definition,
data movement and branching, arithmetic operations,
editing, tables, indexing, subroutines, program linkage,
and interrupts. Credit can be earned only by nonbusiness
majors or by graduate students meeting a programming
language requirement.
Prereq: IS 215 or equiualent.
IS 449 Information Systems Development and Implementation Projects.
S hrs
This is the capstone course. Students work in teams to
develop information systems for real-life organizations.
These organizations are local businesses, industries,
nonprofit organizations, governmental institutions, and
universities. Classes start with short lectures. The subject matter is then applied to the various projects by the
teams with the help of the instructor. The objective of
the discussion is to support the students in producing
quality operational information systems. Examples are
drawn from students' projects to facilitate discussion.
Prereq' IS 417, IS 420, and IS 380.
IS 477/478/479 Special Topics.
1I2/S bra
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
IS 487 Cooperative Education.
3 bra
Four months offull-time employment at a business or
public organization to impart a practical experience in
computer information systems disciplines. Credit / no
credit basis for ge1U!ral ekctiue credit only. Admittance
by application only.
Prereq: IS 387, Department permission.
[S 489 Internship.
8 hrs
Directed full-time work experience in the business computer systems units of a business organization. This
course may be repeated for a maximum total of six hours.
Prereq: Major and department permisswn.
UNDERCRADUAT£CATAUOC

[S 497/498/499 Independent Study.
1I2IS hra
Directed study ofa problem or group of problems in production systems or management science.
Prereq: Department permission.
PRODUCTION/OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT
COt1RSES

POM 177/178/179 Special Topics.
11213 bra
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
POM 277/2781279 Special Topics.
1I2IS bra
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental otTerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
POM 374 Introduction to ProductionfOperatioWl
ManagemenL
3 hrs
The major design, operation, and control problems of
production/operations management in manufacturing
and service organizations. Thpics include product or service design; facilities location, design and layout; productivity including job design, standards and incentive
plans; materials management including forecasting,
purchasing, and inventory control; production control;
quality assurance and control.
Prereq; DS 265.
11213 hn
POM 37713781379 Special Topics.
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
POM 387 Cooperative Education.
3 bra
Four months of full-time employment at a business or
public organization to impart a practical experience in
production/operations management disciplines. Credit/
no credit basis for general elective credit only. Admittance by application only.
Prereq: Completion of three hours in production loperations management area. Department permission.
POM 890 Management SY8tems.
8 hn
Various concepts of systems theory and applications to
management. The environment and boundaries of a

,
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system, organizational information flows and the firm
as a system, cybernetics and communication theory, and
the management of large-scale systems. Not open to
ORIS majors.
fureq ' MGMT 386.

ing for the certification exams of the American Production & Inventory Control Society (APlCS) in Master
Planning, and Material & Capacity Requirements Planning,
Prereq: POM 374

3 hrs
Theory and business applications oflinear programming
models . Formulation, graphical solution, simplex
method, revised simplex method, duality theorem, sensitivity analysis, parametric programming, integer programming, transportation models, transshipment modeIs. assignment models, input/output models, and zerosum game models.
fureq ' IS 2 I5.

POM 476 Production and Inventory Control II. S brs
The main objective of this course is to provide students with a solid background in several topics in the
field of production and inventory control. Specifically,
an in-depth analysis of the following k1pics is covered:
Inventory Management & Distribution Requirements
Planning CORP), Production Activity Control (PAC),
Purchasing Management, Project Management, JustIn.'l'ime and the role of Quality Management, A secondary objective of this course is to provide students
with the material necessary to start preparing for the
CPIM exams of the American Production & Inventory
Control Society (APICS) in Inventory Management,
Production Activity Control, and Just-ln-Time,
Prereq: POM 374

POM 428 Linear Programming.

POM 472 Tools for Strategic Quality Management.
3hrs

Examination of "Enumerative" and I< Analytic" statistical studies of Quality Management. Emphasis is given
on how to diagnose an unstable process and how to improve a stable process through analysis of control charts
and other management tools for continuous improve·
ment. Major modern philosophies by Deming and
Taguchi as weU as others. concerning quality management. are discussed.
Prereq: POM 374
POM 474 Design of the Production/Operations Sys-

oom.

Shn

An in-depth qualitative, quantitative, and computerized
analysis of problems related to the design of manufacturing and non-manufacturing systems, Product service
design, process planning, facilities planning, job design
and measurement, maintenance planning and control.
Prereq: POM 374
POM 475 Production and Inventory Cantrall. S hrs
The main objective of this course is to provide stu·
dents with a solid background in several topics in the
field of production and inventory control. Specifically,
an in-depth analysis of the following topics is covered;
Strategic Planning; Forecasting of Demand and its relationships to Production Pla nning: Master Production
Scheduling & Demand Management; Material Requirements Planning; and Capacity Management. These topics are discussed within the framework of production to
stock, assemble or finish to order, with production to
order, A secondary objective of this course is to provide students with material necessary to start prepar·

POM 477/478/479 Special Topics.
11213 hrs
An exploration and study of k1pics not covered in other
departmental offerings, Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
POM 480 Production/Operations ManagementA
World Business View.
3 hrs
A discussion of similarities and differences in concepts
and techniques used worldwide in Production/Opera·
tions Management, American, European, and Japanese
systems are compared and analyzed throughout this
course. Comparative topics in POM include productivity, management, product/service design, process plan·
Ding and manufacturing technology, facilities planning,
maintenance and quality management, production/inventory planning and control system, and planning and
control of repetitive manufacturing.
POM 487 Cooperative Education.
3 hrs
Four months of full -time employment at a business or
public organization to impart a practical experience in
production/operations management disciplines, Credit I
no credit basis {or general elective credit on ly, Admittance by application only.
Prereq: POM 387, Department permission.
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POM 4891nternsbip.
3 hrs
Directed full-time work experience in the production!
operations management units of a business organization. This course may be repeated for a maximum total
of six hours.
Prereq: Major and ckpartment permission.
POM 497/4981499 Independent Study.
l12I3 hrs
Directed study of a problem or group of problems in production systems or management science.
Prereq: Department permission.
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MANAGEMENT
SahabDayal
Department Head
466 Gary M. Owen Building
487·3240
Professors: Nick Blanchard, Richaurd Camp, James
H. Conley, Robert P. Crowner, L:lrraine Hendrickson,
Mary Vielhaber Hermon, Raymond E. Hill, Denise
Hoyer, Gregory Huszczo, Jean McEnery, Floyd A.
Patrick, Stewart L. Tubbs, Fraya Wagner-Marsh,
David Victor, John Waltman
Associate Professors: Jean Bush-BaceHa. Pradeep
Chowdhry, Jagdish Danak
Assistant Professors: Deborah Ettington, Stephanie
E. Newell, Jack Nightingale
Graduatea from Eastern's Management department are prepared to assume leadership roles in today's
dynamic environment in both business and nonbusiness
organizations. They understand the roles of management as well as the complex social and environmenta1
obligations faced in business today. In so doing, they
are ready to apply the needed technical, human, and
conceptual skills.
Eastern's Management graduates understand and
are able to apply the behavioral sciences in planning,
implementation, communication, organizational design
and development, and in performance measurement to
maximize organizational and employee achievement.
Programs of Study
Mt:ijors:
General business
Management
Minors:
General Business
Management
Faculty from the department provide both academic and
career advising assistance Monday through Friday while
school is in session, or by appointment. Management
advisers are available to help students tailor a course
program that answers a variety of career needs in both
general business and management.
Advising Coordinator: Sahab Dayal

ACADEMIC MAJORS
GENERAL BUSINESS MAJOR
The major in general business has been designed
for students seeking a broad business background rather
than specialization in anyone functional area of busi·
ness. The program for the general business major includes a minimum of 124 semester hours for graduation as stipulated in the catalog.
Basic Studies
1-8-1. ENGL 121 English Composition (3)
1·8·2. Bosic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I·B-3. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
1-8-4. Either:*
*MATH 118 Mathematical Analysis for Social Sciences I (3)
or
Math 122 Elementary Linear Algebra (3)

ami
MATH 105 College Algebra (3)
[Math 119 Mathematical Analysis for Socia1 Sciences II (3) or Math 120 Calculus I (3) is also
acceptable.]
I·B·5. IS 215 End-User Computing (3)
U -8 -1. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back couer
D-B·2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
D·B-S. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
DI·B·I. PLSC 1121113 American Government or PLSC
202 State and Local Government (3)
m·B·2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
ID·B-3. ECON 201 Principles of Economics 1(3)
ill-B-4. ECON 202 Principles of Economics II (3)
IV-B·I. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
JV·B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B..s. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back couer
Logic or ethics is strongly recommended for philosophy or religion requirement.
IV-B-4Basic Studies requirement. See inside back couer
Physical education, military science, or equivalent (2)

Credit hours in Basic Studies: ................................... 49
"Students planning to pUrlluegraduate study in busineBBadministra ·
tion are enC()ul"fl/led

w seleet MATH 120 Calculus I and MATH 122

Elementary Linear Algebra.

Details on the department's innovative Master of Science degree in human resource organizational development (HRlOD) are available in the Graduate Catalog.
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Business Core
ACC 240 Principles of Accounting I (3)
ACC 241 Principles of Accounting II (3)
LAW 293 Legal Environment of Business (3)
MGMT 202 Business Communications (3)
IS 215 End·user Computing (3)
DS 265 Business Statistics I (3)
Credit hours in Business Core: .................................. 18
Business Administration Core
(All 200-level core courses must be completed
prior to admission to the College of Business)
FlN 350 Principles of Flnance (3)
MKTG 360 Principles of Marketing (3)
MGMT 386 Organizational Behavior and
Theory (3)
POM 374 Introduction to Production/Operations
Management (3)
MGMT 490 Business Policy (3)
(All 300·level core courses listed above must be
completed before enrollment in MGMT 490
Business Policy.)
Credit hours in Business Core: .................................. 15
Additional Required Courses
Credit hour8 in Additional Required Cour8e8: .......... 12
Academic Major
MGMT 384 Human Resource Management (3)
MGMT 388 Introduction to Entrepreneurship (3)
MGMT 460 Management Skills (3)
MGMT 480 Management Responsibility and
Ethics (3)
Credit hours in Academic Major: .............................. 12
Restricted Electives
Twelve hours of restricted electives must come
from at least 3 different departments in the
College of Business. At least 6 hours must be
at the 300 or 400 level.
Credit hours in Restricted Electives: ......................... 12
Electives
Credit hours in Electiues: ....................................... 11-19
Total credit hours required: .............................. 124

MANAGEMENT MAJOR
The major in management prepares students for a
variety of roles in the business world. Depending on the
courses chosen, these roles can include line and staffsupervisory positions and human resource ~signments. The
general requirements for the Bachelor of Business Ad·
ministration degree include a minimum of 124 semester
hours for graduation as stipulated in the catalog.
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

Basic Studies
I-B-I. ENGL 121 English Composition (3)
I-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back couer
I-B-3. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back couer
I-B-4. Either .....
·MATH 118 Mathematical Analysis for Social Sciences I (3)
or
Math 122 Elementary Linear Algebra (3)
and
MATH 105 College Algebra (3)
[Math 119 Mathematical Analysis for Social Sci·
ences II (3) or Math 120 Calculus I (3) is also
acceptable.]
I-B-5. IS 215 End-User Computing (3)
U·B-1. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
U·B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
U-B-S. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
m.B-I. PLSC 1121U3American Government or PLSC
202 State and Local Government (3)
m.B.2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
m·B-3. ECON 201 Principles of Economics I (3)
ID-B-4. ECON 202 Principles of Economics II (3)
IV·B-I. Basic Studie8 requirement. See inside back COlJer
IV-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back couer
IV·B-3. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back couer
Logic or ethics is strongly recommended for phi·
losophy or religion requirement.
IV-B-4. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
Physical education, military science, or equivalent (2)
Credit hours in Basic Studies: .............................. 42-50
·St~ntll plannifl// to purlllU graduate

IItudy in bWline/lll admirzist1'Cl'

tion are encouraged to II€kct MATH 120 CalculWl I and MATH 122
Elementary Linror A1geb1'Cl.

Business Core
ACC 240 Principles of Accounting I (3)
ACC 241 Principles of Accounting II (3)
LAW 293 Legal Environment of Business (3)
MGMT 202 Business Communications (3)
IS 215 End-User Computing (3)
DS 265 Business Statistics I (3)
Credit hours in Business Core: .................................. 18
Business Administration Core
(All 200-1evel core courses listed above must be
completed prior to admission to the College of
Business)
FIN 350 Principles of Finance (3)
MKTG 360 Principles of Marketing (3)

j
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MGMT 386 Organizational Behavior and

Communication: Theory and Application (3)
MKTG 360 Principles of Marketing (3)

Theory (3)

POM 374 Introduction to Production/Operations
Management (3)
MGMT 490 Business Policy (3)
(All aOO-level core courses listed above must be
completed before enrollment in MGMT 490
Business Policy,)
Credit hours in Busirress Core: .................................. 15
Academic M1\jor
MGMT 384 Human Resource Management (3)
MOMT 460 Management Skills (3)
MGMT 480 Management Responsibility and
Ethics (3)
MGMT 486 Organizational Development (3)
Choose four courses from the following:
MOMT 388 Introduction to Entrepreneurship (3),
MGMT 402 Business Report Writing or MGMT
403 Managerial Communication: Theory and
Application (3), MGMT 479 Special 'lbpics (3),
MGMT 482 Compensation Administration (3),
MGMT 483 Staffing Organizations (3), MGMT
484 Management-Union Relations (3), MGMT
485 Human Resource Development (3), MGMT
492 Managing World Business Communication
or MGMT 495 International Management (3),
MGMT 496 Current Issues in Human Resource
Management (3)
Credit hours in Academic Major: .............................. 24
Credit hours in Electives: ....................................... 11-19
Thtal credit hours required: .............................. 124
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8IUk Stud~, requirement /·8·6.

MANAGEMENT MINOR

(21

HOURS)

(FOR NONBUSINESS MAJORS)
ACC 240 Principles of Accounting J (3)
MKTG 360 Principles of Marketing (3)
MGMT 386 Organizational Behavior and
Theory (3)
Choose four courses from the following:
MGMT 202 Business Communications, MGMT
384 Human Resource Management, MGMT 388
Introduction to Entrepreneurship, MGMT 402
Business Report Writing, MGMT 403
Managerial Communication: Theory and
Application, MGMT 480 Management
Responsibility and Ethics, MGMT 481 Small
Busines s Management, MGMT 482
Compensation Administration, MGMT 483
Staffing Organizations, MGMT 484
Management-Union Relations, MGMT 485
Human Resource Development, MGMT 486
Organizational Development, MGMT 495
International Management, MGMT 496 Current
Issues in Human Resource Management
IS 215 End-User Computing, POM 374
Introdu ction to Production/Operations
Management, POM 390 Management Systems
MANAGEMENT COURSES

GENERAL BUSINESS MINOR

(21

HOURS)

(FOR NONBUSINESS MAJORS)
ACC 240 Principles of Accounting I (3)
ACC 241 Principles of Accounting II (3)
LAW 293 Legal Environment of Business (3)
Choose four courses from the following:
FIN 350 Principles of Finance (3), FIN 354
Investments (3)
*IS 215 End-User Computing (3)
LAW 393 Law of Business Enterprises (3)
MGMT 202 Business Communications (3),
MGMT 386 Organizational Behavior and
Theory (3), MGMT 388 Introduction to
Entrepreneurship (3), MGMT 402 Business
Report Writing (3). MGMT 403 Managerial

MGMT 177/1781179 Special Topics.
11213 b.rs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
hereq: Department permission.
MGMT 202 Business Communications.
3hrH
Study of principles, elements, and practices underlying
administrative communication. The thinking and creative processes involved in problem-solving. The psychology, planning, and transmittal of business information.
Prereq' eTAS 121 / 124 and ENOL 121.
MGMT 27712781279 Special Topics.
1l2I3 bra
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
UNDERGRADVATeCATALOG
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departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.

ganizing data, and presenting reports for management,
employees, and the public.

Prereq: DepartTTlii!nt permission.

Prereq: MGMT 202.

MGMT 37713781379 Special Topics.
112/3 bra
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.

MGMT 403 Managerial Communication: Theory and
Application.
3 hrs
A theoretical framework of key managerial communication concepts; skins used to diagnose communication
problems and to communicate corporate policies.
Prereq: MGMT 202, MGMT 386 or departTTlii!nt permis-

Prereq: DepartTTlii!nt permission.
MGMT 884 Human Resource Management.
S bra
Industrial relations functions in business organization.
Recruitment, selection, placement, training, motivation,
and appraisal of personnel; the scientific approach to
the solution of practical problems of industrial manpower utilization.
MGMT S86 Organizational Behavior and Theory. 3 bra
The study of behavioral problems in administration.
Individual, group, intergroup, and organizational behavior under dynamic environment conditions.
MGMT 387 Cooperative Education.
3 bra
Four months of full-time employment at a business or
public organization in a management position chosen
for imparting a practical experience in management. Use
on a management major or minor not permitted. Graded
credit/no credit. Admittance by application only.

Prereq: Completion of three hours in manageTTlii!nt.
MGMT 388 Introduction to Entrepreneurship. 3 hrs
This course emphasizes the role of entrepreneurs in
making integrated managerial and growth decisions for
an enterprise from the initial start-up through various
evolutionary stages of growth.
MGMT 390 Introduction to Strategic Management.
3brs
A study of the environment in which managers operate,
using cases and exercises. The development of decision
making and other analytical skills.
Prereq: MGMT 386 and FIN 350 (FIN 350 may be taken

concurrently).
MGMT 402 Business Report Writing.
3 hrs
Study of principles and practices of business report writing required of men and women in business, industry,
education, and government. Concepts, their illustrations, and applications. The creative and functional aspects in understanding the problem, gathering, and orUNOERGRADUATECATALOG

sion.
MGMT 460 Management Skills.
S bra
This course will provide students with extensive practice in critical management skills such as group facili·
tation, project management, supervising employees, and
individual career management. Multiple participative
techniques will be used such as case study, exercises,
group projects, and student presentations.
Prereq: MGMT 384 and MGMT 386.
MGMT 477/478/479 Special Topics.
112/3 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: MGMT 386 or departTTlii!nt permission.
MGMT 480 Management Responsibility and Ethics.
3 brs
Social, legal, and moral pressures of external and community groups on business operations; management's
role of responsibility and leadership in interacting with
these forces and reducing and resolving conflicts with
them.

Prereq: Senior standing or departTTlii!nt permission.
MGMT 481 Small Business Management.
3 bra
A study of the major concepts and fundamental principles involved in the management of a small business
enterprise. The role of the small firm in the national
economy; the managerial considerations and problems
confronting the entrepreneur in establishing such a venture.

Prereq: Completion of all business junior-level core
courses.
MGMT 482 Compensation Administration.
3 hr8
Basic concepts of design and methodology for wage and
salary administration in an organization. Fundamental considerations in evaluating jobs and positions. Com-

£ASTERN MICHlGAN UNIVERSITI

pensation methods and wage incentive systems.
Prereq: MGMT 384 and MGMT 386 or departnumt perm~sswn.

MGMT 483 Staffing Organizations.
S hrs
The staffing of organizations; skills needed in human
resource planning, recruitment, job analysis. selection
techniques. and evaluation.
Prereq: MGMT 384_
MGMT 484 Management-Union Relations.
S hrs
Management strategy and techniques for conducting
effective management-union relationships andnegotia·
tions; contract administration for both industrial and
non industrial organizations.
Prereq: MGMT 384 and MGMT 386 or department per·
mission.
MGMT 485 Human Resource Development.
3 hrs
Determination of training needs; development of train·
ing objectives; selection and development of resources
for appropriate training experiences; implementation of
training program evaluation.
Prereq: MGMT 384 or department permU/sion.
MGMT 486 Organizational Development.
3 hrs
A practical approach to organizational renewal, or the
strategies used to effect change in organizations operating under dynamic conditions, including, the role of
the change agent.
Prereq: MGMT 386 or department permission.
MGMT 487 Cooperative Education.
3 hrs
Four months of full·time employment at a business or
public organization in a management position chosen
for imparting a practical experience in management. Use
on a management major or minor not permitted. Credit /
no credit. Admittance by application only.
Prereq: MGMT 387. Department permission.
MGMT 488 Small Business Management Field Study.
3hrs
Detailed study of an actual small business, analyzing
the operation and making recommendations. Acompre·
hensive written report is required, with one copy going
to the owner of the business. Credit / no credit.
Prereq: Department permission.
MGMT 489lnternshlp.
S hrs
Approved on-the·job experience of students in the man·
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agement internship program supplemented by seminars
as appropriate. Open only to students formally enrolled
in the program and taken during their tenns of super·
vised work experience. May be repeated for a maximUIa
of six semester hours, but may be counted for free elet!tive credits only. Graded credit/no credit.
Prereq: Department permission.
MGMT 490 Business Policy.
3 b1'8
Integration and analytical application of fundamel"" al
areas of business to case problems. Policy issues in \.be
identification and resolution of problem situations.
Prereq: Senior standing in business administration or
department permission (sen ior standing implies comple·
tion of the College of Business core): FIN 350, MKTG
360, MGMT 386, POM 374)
MGMT 492 Managing World Business Communication.
3 hrs
This course focuses on such issues as global management in a cultural context, breaking down international
business barriers, motivation in a global context. management of culture shock, international conflict man·
agement, management and cultural synergy. and busi·
ness communication practice and traditions in specific
national settings.
Prereq: MGMT 202 or department permission.
MGMT 495lnternationaJ Management.
3 hrs
Comparisons of management concepts, processes, and
practices in various countries with their different educational, sociological, legal-political, and cultural con·
straints. The evolution of management and the transfer of managerial philosophy and practices to other countries.
Prereq: MGMT 386 and senior standing or department
permission.
MGMT 496 Current Issues in Human ResoUl'ce
Management.
S hrs
A practical application of personnel management tech·
niques to actual current business issues; specially designed workshop· type sessions for prospective managers, supervisors, and personnel specialists.
Pre,.eq: MGMT 384 and 3 hours of HRM cou,.ses.
MGMT 497/4981499lndependent Study.
1/213 hrs
Directed study of a problem in management not otherwise treated in department courses.
Prereq: Senior standing and department permission.
UNDERGRADUATF.CATALOG
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MARKETING
H. Robert Dodge
Department Head
469 Gary M. Owen Building
487-3323
Professors: Joseph L. Braden, H. Robert Dodge, Sam
D. Fullerton, Hugh B. McSurely, G. Russell Merz,
Colin F. Neuhaus, Roger A. Peterson, Matthew H.
Sauber, Gary M. Victor
Associate Profes80rs: Albert W. Belskus, Sandra J.
Defebaugh, Harash Sachdev, Patricia B. Weber
Assi8tant Professors: Daryl L. Barton, Elizabeth A.
Edwards, Judy Foster-Davis, Harash Sachdev,
Tammy M. Pappas, Joel S. Welber

'Ib be completed are the general requirements for
the Bachelor of Business Administration degree, the
academic major requirements below, and sufficient electives to meet the minimum of 124 semester hours for
graduation.
Basic Studies
I-B-l. ENGL 121 English Composition (3)
I-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover

I-B-S. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I-B-4. Either:*
*MATH 118 Mathematical Analysis for Social Sciences I (3)
or
Math 122 Elementary Linear Algebra (3)

and
The marketing curriculum prepares students for careers
in sales, advertising, product management, marketing
management, marketing research, retailing, international business, and logistics.
Programs of Study
Major:
Marketing
Minor:
Marketing
Concentrations:
Advertising and sales promotion
Distribution
International business
Marketing management
Purchasing and materials management
Sales and sales management
Advising is provided by the faculty and is available during scheduled office hours, or by appointment.
Advising Coordinator: H. Robert Dodge
Graduate study leads to the Master of Business Administration (MBA) degree. The MBA degree program and
courses are described in the Graduate Catalog.

ACADEMIC MAJOR
MARKETING MAJOR
The marketing major offers career concentrations
in advertising and sales promotion, international busi·
ness, marketing research, purchasing and materials
management, retailing and sales, and sales manage·
ment. Students are encouraged to complete one of the
specified concentrations, or they may elect any nine·hour
combination of marketing electives.
UNDERCRADUATECATALOG

MATH 105 College Algebra (3)
[Math 119 Mathematical Analysis for Social Sciences II (3) or Math 120 Calculus I (3) is also
acceptable.]
I-B·5. IS 215 End-User Computing (3)

n-B_l. BcuicStudies requirement. See inside back cover
n-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
n-B.s. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
m-B-l. PLSC 112/113 American Government or PLSC
202 State and Local Government (3)
m·B·2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
m-B-3. ECON 201 Principles of Economics I (3)
m-B-4. ECON 202 Principles of Economics II (3)
IV-B-l. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
lV-B.s. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
Logic or ethics is strongly recommended for philosophy or religion requirement.
JV·B-4Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
Physical education, military science, or equivalent (2)

Credit hours in Basic Studies: .............................. 49-50
Business Core
ACC 240 Principles of Accounting I (3)
ACC 241 Principles of Accounting n (3)
LAW 293 Legal Environment of Business (3)
MGMT 202 Business Communications (3)
IS 215 End-user Computing (3)
DS 265 Business Statistics I (3)
Credit hours in Business Core: .................................. 18
BU8iness Administration Core
(All 200-level core courses must be completed
prior to admission to the College of Business)
FIN 350 Principles of Finance (3)
MKTG 360 Principles of Marketing (3)

fASTERN MICHIGAN UNTVERSllY
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MGMT 386 Organizational Behavior and
Theory (3)
POM 374 Introduction to Production/Operations
Management (3)
MGMT 490 Business Policy (3)
(All aDO-level core courses listed above must be

completed before enrollment in MGMT 490
Business Policy.)

CredU hours in Business Core: .................................. 15
Academic Major
MKTG 261 Contemporary Selling (3)
MKTG 365 Buyer Behavior (3)
MKTG 368 Marketing Strategy (3)
MKTG 470 Marketing Research (3)
MKffi475 Marketing Planning and Management (3)

Choose one of the (ollowing suggested concentrations or
any nine·hour combination of marketing electives:
The advertising and sales promotion
concentration prepares students for positions
leading to careers as account executives, sales
promotion managers, and advertising managers.
MKTG 369 Advertising (3)
MKTG 474 Promotional Strategy ( 3)
Any additional marketing elective (3)
The international business concentration prepares
students for a variety of positions in organizations
conducting business in foreign environments. Course
work des cribes international trade, foreign
exchange, comparative advantage, and marketing
opportunity assessment. Course work in a foreign
language is suggested.

MKTG 375 International Business Transactions (3)
MKTG 460 International Marketing (3)
Any additional marketing elective (3)
The purchasing and materials ' management
concentration prepares students for careers as
purchasing managers, directors of purchasing,
distribution managers , traffic managers, and
directors of materials management. Areas of study
include assessing busines s markets, vendor
analysis, economics of purchasing, and materials
planning systems.
MKTG 364 Logistics and Materials
Ma nagement (3)
MKTG 374 Business to Business Marketing (3)
MKTG 464 Purchasing Management (3)
The distribution concentration prepares students for
careers as retail buyers, merchandising managers,
and store managers. Course work covers subjects
such as retailing as an institution, site selection,
product assortment, merchandising, retail

advertising, and inventory control.
MKTG 363 Retailing (3)
MKTG 369 Advertising (3)
MGMT 384 Human Resource Management (3)
The sales and sales management concentration
prepares students for such careers as salesman,
district sales manager, and national sales manager.
MKTG 374 Business to Business Marketing (3)
MKTG 461 Sales Management (3)
Any additional marketing elective (3)
Themarketing management concentration prepares
students for positions in marketing administration
such as product or brand management, customer
satisfaction, and market manager.
Any three marketing electives (9)
Credit hours in Academic Major: ,........ ,.................... 24
Credit hours in. Electives: ....................................... 11-19
Total credit hoUl'8 required: .............................. 124

ACADEMIC MINORS
MARKETING MINOR
(FOR NONBUSINESS MAJORS)
Students who are not majors in the College of Business
may elect to minor in marketing.
ACC 240 Principles of Accounting I (3 )
MKTG 360 Principles of Marketing (3)
MGMT 386 Organizational Behavior and
Theory (3)

Choose 12 credits from marketing courses (12)
MARKETING COURSES

MKTG 177/178/179 Special Topics.
1I2J3 hra
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other

departmental offerings, Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Departmental permission.
MKTG 261 Contemporary Selling.
3 bts
The basic principles of personal selling applicable to any
product and/or service; professional attitudes and perfonnance.
MKTG 27712781279 Special Topics.

1/2/3 brs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq; Departmental permission.
UNDERGRADUATECATALOC
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MKTG 287 Cooperative Education.

3 hn

Four months of full·time employment at a business or
public organization in a marketing position. General
elective credit only. Credit I no credit.
Prereq: Department permUJsion.
3 hn
Marketplace exchanges; the relationship between mar·
keting activities of the organization and the consumer.

MKTG 360 Principles of Marketing.

IIIKTG 563 Retailing.

5 hn

The practices of retail store management. Store location, layout, organization, buying systems, sales promo·
tion activities, customer services, and store operating
expenses.
Prereq: MKTG 360.
MKTG 364 Logistics and Materials Management. 3 hrs
Concepts and systems designed to facilitate and control
the movement of materials and parts through the procurement, production, and distribution processes until
they reach the final user. Transportation, inventory con·
trol, materials handling, warehousing, customer service,
order processing, planning, and control.
Pmeq: MKTG 360.

MKTG 366 Buyer Behavior.
3 hrs
Concepts and research related to consumer and indus·
trial buyer behavior. Sociological and psychological as·
pects of consumer and industrial buyer behavior, prod·
uct adoption and diffusion, and purchasing decision·
making.
Prereq: MKTG 360 and PSY 101.
MKTG 368 Marketing Strategy.
3 bra
Advanced policies and practices in marketing. Case
analysis of marketing problems pertinent to product,
price, promotion, and channels of distribution policies.
Prereq: MKTG 360 and ACC 240.

MKTG 369 Advertiaing.
3 bra
Advertising as a communications tool in marketing
management. The role of advertising in the marketing
mix; advertising and the process of communication; in·
fluence of buyer behavior on the character of promotional efforts; planning creative strategy; effective execution of promotional programs; measuring the results
of promotional efforts.
Prereq: MKTG 360.

UNDERGRADUATEC\TALOG

MKTG 874 Buainess to Business Marketing.
3 bra
Concepts, procedures, and problems encountered when
one business markets its products or services to another
company. Emph88izes the marketing practices employed
by industrial organizations. Topics include market
analysis, organizational buying behavior, purchasing
procedurea, pricing and negotiation, selling, and mar·
keting planning.

Prereq: MKTG 360.
MKTG 375 International Business Transactions. 3 bra
How goods and services are moved internationally.
Transportation concepts and systems, the shipping
scene, various documents needed to expedite the inteJ'o
national movement of goods.
Prereq: MK'I'G 360.
MKTG 377/3781379 Special Thpies.
INS hn
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Departmental permission.

MKTG 387 Cooperative Education.
3 bra
Four months of full·time employment at a business or
public organization in a marketing position. General
elective credit only. Credit/no credit.
Prereq: Three hours of marketing. Department permission.
MKTG 460 International Marketing.
3 brs
International marketing and its role in the mu1tinational
corporation. Appraising international market opportu·
nities; product, price, promotion, and distribution policies; foreign marketing environments.
Prereq: MKTG 360.
MKTG 461 Salea Management.
3 hrI
Planning, organizing, directing, and controlling the sales
force. Recruiting, selecting, training, evaluating, com·
pensating, and supervising.
Prereq: MKTG 261 and MKTG 360.
MKTG 464 Purchasing Management.
3 hra
Planning, organizing, directing, and controlling the pur·
chasing function. Purchasing systems, forms , and procedures; selecting sources of supply; inventory control;
transportation; legal aspects of purchasing; purchasing
research, planning, and budgeting.
Prereq: MKTG 360 and FIN 350.

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

MKTG 470 Marketing Research.
3 hrs
Skills and attitudes required to specify and utilize mar·
ket and buyer information in defining marketing prob·
lems and making marketing decisions. Applied marketing research problems.
Prereq: MKTG 360 and DS 265.
MKTG 473 Marketing and Product Innovation. 3 bra
Marketing and product successes and failures, environmental influences, market/product plans, and the new
product planning process. Oevelopmentof a project start,..
ing with product idea and continuing through offering
a new product/service.
Prereq: MKTG 360.

MKTG 474 Promotional Strategy.

3 bra
Problems of advertising and promotion including appropriate use of research in advertising decision·making.
Development of advertising campaigns, determining
advertising effectiveness, client-agency relationships
and societal impact of advertising.
Prereq: MKTG 369.

MKTG 475 Marketing Planning and Management.
3hrs
Integra tion of concepts from previous marketing courses
and planning the marketing program.
Prereq: MKTG 368 and marketing major with senior
standing or department permission.

MKTG 477/4781479 Special Topics.

l/2J3 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other

departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq; Department permission.
MKTG 487 Cooperative Education.
3 MS
Four months of full·time employment at a business or
public organization in a marketing position. General
elective credit only. Credit/no credit.
Prereq: MKTG 387. Departmen.t permission..
MKTG 489 Internship.
3 hrs
Approved marketing projects with business or nonprofit
organizations.
Prereq: Marketing mqjor and mpartTrumt permission.
MKTG 497/498/499 Independent Study.
11213 hrs
Directed study of a specific problem area under the direction of a faculty member.
Prereq; Senior standing and department permi.ssion.

LAw
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COURSES

LAW 177/1781179 Special Topics.
1/2/3 bra
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq; Departmental permission.

LAW 277/278/279 Special Topics.
11213 bra
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Departmental permission.
LAW 293 Legal Environment of Bwiness.
3 bra
The judicial system and legal procedure, crimes and
torts, contractual arrangements, sales of goods, and
other transactions under the Uniform Commercial Code.
LAW 295 Legal Re.earch.
3 hrs
The performance of research on several actual legal problems.
Prereq: LAW 293.

LAW 377/3781379 Special Topics.
1l2I3 bra
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq ; Departmental permission.
LAW 393 Law of BU8iness Enterprises.
S hn
The law of forms ofbusines8 enterprise and negotiable
instruments. Agency, partnerships, corporations, and
negotiable instruments.
Prereq: LAW 293 or departTrumt permission.
LAW 403 Employment Law.
3 hrs
The legal framework within which business (or public)
managers must make employment and labor relations
decisions; includes laws relative to labor relations, discrimination, affirmative action, occupational health and
safety, wage·hour, wrongful discharge, workerscompensation, etc.
Prereq: LAW 293.
LAW 436 Law and Marketing.
3 hrs
The influence of law on decision-making in marketing;
antitrust and consumer protection issues.
Prereq: LAW 293.

UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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LAW 455 Real Estate Law.
8brs
Legal principles involved in real estate. Evidence of title,
deeds, financing, legal position of brokers, leases, zoning, real estate taxes.
Prereq: LAW 293 or RES 210.

LAW 479 Special Topics.
3 hn
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: LAW 293. Department permission.
LAW 499 Independent Study.
3 bra
Directed study of a problem in business law not otherwise treated in department courses.
Prereq: Senior standing and department permission.
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THE PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS
OF EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
APPLICABILITY

The curricula and academic policies contained in
this portion of the catalog are applicable to students who
were admitted to the professional education program
for the initial preparation of teachers (the teacher education program) on or after the effective date of this catalog.
Persons admitted to the teacher education program
under the provisions of an earlier catalog may continue
to follow the curriculum and academic policies of the
earlier catalog, except in such cases as a state-imposed
policy (e.g., testing), expiration of a time limit, courses!
programs no longer being offered, etc. However, students
falling under the provisions of an earlier catalog are
encouraged to change to and to follow the provisions of
this catalog or its successors.
AUTHORITY

The curricula and academic policies contained in
this catalog have been established under the EMU procedures for faculty input and administrative action.
Extensive effort has been made to insure that the curricula and academic policies contained herein are in conformity with requirements of the National Council for
the Accreditation of Teacher Education, the state of
Michigan, the Michigan Department of Education, the
Board of Regents of Eastem Michigan University, policies and processes of Eastern Michigan University, and,
in a number of instances, discipline-based accrediting
bodies and professional associations.
It is not necessarily the case that other EMU materials (e.g., older catalogs, departmental/program handout materials) are in conformity with the curricula and
academic policies described in the previous paragraph.
Therefore students subject to the provisions of this catalog must consider this portion of the catalog as the authoritative source of information.

tained in the Office of the Dean of the College ofEducation. An informational copy, accessible to students, faculty, and staff, is maintained in the College of Education, Office of Academic Services.
TRANSFER STUDENTS

Many of the curricular and academic policy provisions of this catalog are stated as though the student
took al1 work at Eastern Michigan University. It is recognized that many students have course work from other
institutions. Inquiries about the possible application of
some or all work from other institutions to an undergraduate program of study at Eastern Michigan University should be directed to the Office of Records and
Registration, where they will be addressed in conformity with EMU policies on transfer work. Inquiries
about the possible application of some or all work from
other institutions to a graduate program of study at
EMU should be directed to the graduate coordinator in
the department in which the program is housed.
POST BACCALAUREATE STUDENTS

Except where otherwise noted, students who hold
a baccalaureate (or higher) degree prior to the beginning of pedagogical studies or prior to admission to the
teacher education program are expected to complete aU
requirements for the desired teaching speciality as outlined in this catalog. These requirements include (but
are not limited to) those related to the teachable major
and teachable minor, grade point average, admission to
the teacher education program, the appropriate pedagogical sequence, and required state tests.
A useful first step for persons who faU into this
category is to consult with personnel of the Records and
Registration Office regarding which courses are already
part of the person's academic record are applicable to
the desired teaching speciality.

AMENDMENT

EXCEPTIONS

AB this document is used, technical errors may be
found and corrected. It is possible that substantive
changes may be made and implemented before the next
editions of either or both the Undergraduate Catalog or
Graduate Catalog are issued.
The University reserves the right to change fees,
courses, policies, programs, services, and personnel as
required. The official, amended edition of the curriculum and academic policy portions of this catalog is main-

By policy of the College of Education Council. covering matters related to al1 professional education programs and, in addition, all other programs offered by
the College of Education, requests for exceptions to academic policy (e.g., admission, retention, exit requirements) and for exceptions to curricular requirements
are to be processed through administrative channels.
In particular, a request for an exception should be
discussed with the academic adviser, reviewed and ap-
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proved by the appropriate department head, and reviewed and approved by the Dean of the College ofEducation (or his designee). From there, depending on the
nature of the request for exception, it may be reviewed
as necessary by other administrators, and, if approved
at all levels. transmitted to the appropriate office for
use at the time of graduation audit andlor request for
recommendation for certification.
In general, there are few appropriate opportunities for exceptions to be made. Each component of a program is carefully designed to accomplish some particular purpose. Where options are available, they are identified in this document. Where options are not available, it is generally because requirements Gocal or external) do not permit other approaches.
INTERPRETATION

Any studentl staff member, fsculty member, or
administrator may request an official interpretation of
the provisions of this portion of the catalog. Such a request must be made, in writing, to the Dean of the College of Education. The Dean will advise the requester of
the source of the policy or curriculum requirement in
question. If the source is an authority other than EMU
governance structure for professional education (e .g.,
Michigan Department of Education), the requester will
be advised from whom the interpretation should be
sought. If the source is the EMU governance structure
for professional education, the Dean, in consultation
with appropriate parties, will obtain and provide the
requested interpretation.
RELATIONSKIP OF THIS DOCUMENT TO
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Faculty and staff members make every effort to be
helpful to students and departmentaVprogram materials are intended to inform. Even so, none of these sources
is infallible, especially in complicated situations.
Thus there is the need for a single, authoritative
source ofinfonnation about professional education curricula and academic policy on which the entire EMU
community can draw and in which all can have confidence. This portion of the catalog is intended to serve
that purpose.
THE GoVERNANCE OF PROFESSIONAL
EDUCATION

AB a member of The Renaissance Group, Eastern
Michigan University is committed to the principle that
teacher preparation is a campus-wide responsibility.
Many EMU organizational entities are involved with
services to prospective teachers (and other professional
personnel) and teacher (and other professional personnel) preparation program delivery. Several established
faculty bodies are charged with roles involving cumcu·
lum and academic policy issues.

Committee on Basie Programs
The Committee on Basic Programs (C BP) is
charged, under its governing document, with the coordination of initial teacher preparation. The CBP is composed of elected faculty members from three academic
colleges, each representing one or more program areas
in which the institution prepares beginning teachers;
students; and major administrators of the teacher education program. The determinations of the CBP arc
made as recommendations to the Education Council.

OutER MODES OF WRITTEN AND ORAL
AnVlCE

Students to whom the provisions of this catalog
are applicable (see above) must understand that, in the
event of inconsistency between (a) ora) advice (e.g., conversation with a faculty or staff member) or informal
written advice (e.g., an advising form, a brochure, a letter) and (b) the provisions of this catalog, the provisions
ofthls catalog are the ones that govern the situation.
Given the size and complexities of the professional
preparation programs of Eastern Michigan University,
the complicated interactions between university programming and external authorities, the rapid change
that is occurring to keep EMU professional education
programming on "the cutting edge," and other such factors, it ia virtually impossible for any single faculty or
staff member to be completely and fully informed on
every matter that might be raised.

College of Education Council
The College of Education Council (COE Council)
is composed of elected members of the faculty of the
College of Education. CBP recommendations are forwarded to the COE Council for its review. Positive recommendations are forwarded through the dean of the
College of Education to the Office of the ProvostJVice
President for Academic Affairs for further review and
approval.
All matters related to the advanced preparation of
teachers and related to the preparation of all other types
of educational personnel (e.g., principals, counselors) are
processed through the Committee on Advanced Programs and the COE Council determinations are forwarded through the dean of the College of Education to
the Office of the ProvostlVice President for Academic
Affairs.
UNDERGRADUATECAT~
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Central Institutional Structures
An item approved by the College of Education
Council and also approved by the dean of the College of
Education is transmitted to the Office of the Provost
and Vice President for Academic Affairs. From there,
the routing to obtain closure on the item, depending on
the nature oftbe item, might be to one or more of several different entities, including the Faculty Council,
the Graduate School, the Board of Regents, etc. The
policies, procedures, minutes, etc. of these various structures are available through the executive officer of the
body or the relevant Eastern Michigan University administrator.

Special Education
In general, one must complete requirements for
becoming an elementary or secondary teacher prior to
or simultaneously with completing additional requirements for becoming a special education teacher. At the
baccalaureate level, EMU prepares special education
teachers in the areas of emotionally impaired, hearing
impaired, mentally impaired, physically and otherwise
health impaired, and visually impaired. The speech and
language impaired program is a five-year course of study
that culminates in a master's degree. The learning disabilities program is a graduate-level program only. See
the curricula for these special education programs.

GENERAL INFORMATION ApPLICABLE TO ALL

Endorsements
One may become eligible to become endorsed in a
second (or third or fourth ) teaching field. In addition to
the teaching fields given above, coursework leading to
eligibility for recommendation for a certification endorsement is available in such fields as astronomy. bilingual
Spanish, health, vocational business education, and
vocational home economics.

PROSPEcrlVE TEACHERS

Eastern Michigan University is authorized and
approved by the Michigan Department of Education and
accredited by the National Council for Accreditation of
Teacher Education to prepare the following types of
teachers. Successful completion of the appropriate program of studies leads to a recommendation for the Michigan provisional certificate.
Elementary
Several approaches for establishing eligibility for
recommendation for certification as an elementary
teacher are offered. One approach includes the
coursework necessary for eligibility for the additional
early childhood education endorsement. See for the curricula in both elementary and early childhood education.
Secondary and K-12
Programming is offered to establish eligibility for
recommendation for certification as a secondary teacher
in the following fields: biology, business education, chemistry, computer science, earth science, economics, English, French, general science, geography, German, history, industrial-vocationa1 education, marketing education, mathematics, physics, politicalsci"ence, psychology,
social science, sociology, Spanish, and speech. See the
curricula for these secondary programs.
Programming is offered to establish eligibility for
recommendation for certification as a K-12 teacber in
the following fields: art, industrial arts, Japanese language and culture, music, and physical education. See
the curricula for these K-12 programs.

UNDER.GRADUATE CATAlOG

Employment Opportunities
The demand for certai.n kinds of teachers is much
greater, both in Michigan and nationally, than it is for
other kinds of teachers. In addition, it is sometimes difficult to place student teachers in certain teaching fields.
Accordingly, prospective teachers are urged to consult
with an adviser at an early point so as to optimize ultimate employment opportunities through careful selection of a course of study.
ADMISSION TO AND RETENTION IN THE
TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAM

In order to pursue the sequence of courses necessary to complete eligibility for recommendation for certification, one must apply for and be admitted to the
teacher education program. Admission requirements are
common for all teacher education programs.
Application for admission to the teacher education
program should occur immediately after the semester
in which the student has earned 56 semester hours of
credit. Transfer students with more than 56 semester
hours should apply immediately after the semester in
which they have earned 12 semester hours at EMU.
Admission to the teacher education program is not
automatic. Only those persons who have formally applied are considered for admission. Not all persons who
apply become eligible for admission.
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Application fonns and additional information are
available in the College of Education Office of Academic
Services, 101 Boone Hall.
Criteria
Criteria for admission to and continuance in the
teacher education program are:
1. A minimum EMU overall grade point average of at
least 2.50 and at least 2.50 in the major (secondary
and where applicable, elementary) or three minors
(elementary). As an alternative to the overall 2,50
GPA requirement, an applicant may substitute
either of the following:
a, Complete 24 credit hours of approved under·
graduate work in Michigan-approved substan·
tive fields at Eastern Michigan University and
earn a GPA of2,50 or better. At least one halfof
the credits must be in the student's major or
minor(s) which he/she expects to teach. Students may not enroll in courses for which admission to the teacher education program is a
prerequisite before the 24 hours are completed.
Courses to be included in the 24 hours must
either: (i) be taken after submission of the application for entrance to the teacher education
program or (li) be completed no earlier than 12
months prior to the approval for admission.
b. Complete a master's degree in a Michigan substantive field he/she expects to teach. Students
may not enroll in courses for which admission
to the teacher education program is a prerequisite before the master's degree is completed,
2. Demonstrated competence in:
a. speaking effectiveness as detennined by successful completion of the required course(s) in
speech;
b. reading ability as determined by EMU admission policies, successful completion of basic studies requirements; and successful completion of
the state-mandated basic skills test.
c. written expression as determined by successful
completion of all basic studies requirements, a
review of an autobiography submitted as a part
of the teacher education program admission
process; and successful completion ofthe state·
mandated basic skills test.
d. mathematical computation as determined by
EMU admissions policies, completion of basic
studies requirements in science and mathematics with a C or better, and successful completion of the state-mandated basic skills test.
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3. Satisfactory health status, including tuberculosis
and speech and hearing screenings,
4. Social and emotional adjustment: account is taken
of standards of conduct expected on Eastern's
campus; the degree to which students meet their
academic, financial, moral, social, and other
obligations; and the practice of good citizenship
among fellow students,
5. Freedom from any kind of probationadministrative or academic. While on academic
probation. students may not register for, remain in,
or receive credit for a professional education course.
This includes all methods classe s taught in
departments outside of the College of Education.
UntkrgrodWlJe . tutkntll on aoodemic probaticn may not eam credit
for any grodWlte huel on·camp<u or off·campu.s courUII (500 ht'tl and
above).
PRESTUDENT TEACHING FIELD
EXPERIENCES

Robbie A. Johnson
Director
The prestudent teaching field experience requires
prospective teachers to work with children or youth in
an actual classroom setting. It is designed to help prospective teachers evaluate their own abilities as teachers and to affirm their decision about choosing teaching
8S a career, It also enables prospective teachers to understand how the professional education courses in human development and learning. social aspects of teaching, and curriculum and methods relate to the classroom.
A minimum of 100 clock hours of app r oved
prestudent teaching field experiences are required of
all candidates for a recommendation for a teaching certificate. See the program descriptions for the exact requirement in each program. At least 50 percent of the
experience must be in a classroom situation with the
age group and (in the case of secondarylK-12) in the
subject matter area the student plans to teach. By the
end of the prestudent teaching field experience, the student should be able to:
1. describe some of the major issues confronting the
school in societyj
2, describe the organization and operation of a public
school;
3, explain some classroom management skills;
4. understand how students in the public schools
UNOERGRADUATECATALOG
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behave and learn;
5. describe some teaching methods and teaching
behaviors;
6. make a valid decision concerning teaching as a
career.
Students may and should complete the prestudent
teaching experience early in their college career. Students should identify a prestudent teaching field assignment that includes a wide range of experiences with students from different socio-economic levels and cultures.
The teaching activity selected must be approved by the
College of Education Office of Academic Services. All
prestudent teaching requires the completion of a course
pack.
Majors in special education should consult their
advisers or the prestudent teaching director concerning
overlapping preclinical requirements.
STUDENT TEACHING

Robbie A Johnson
Director
Applicability
All candidates for recommendation for certification
as a teacher are required to fulfill a student teaching
requirement in the area of their academic preparation
and at the level for which certification is being sought.
Students desiring certification in the elementary,
secondary, and K-12 programs are required to complete successfully twelve semester hours of student
teaching.
Students in special education areas (emotionally impaired, hearing impaired, mentally impaired,
physicaUy or otherwise health impaired, visually impaired) are required to fulfill six semester hours of student teaching with nonimpaired children and an additional ten semester hours of student teaching in their
area of specialization.
Students desiring certification in bilingual education are required to fulfill 8 semester hours of student
teaching with English-speaking children and an additional4 semester hours of student teaching in bilingual
education.
Application Deadlines
Applications for student teaching may be obtained
from the College of Education Office of Academic Services, 101 Boone Hall, and should be completed and reUNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

turned to that office in accordance with the following
schedule:
Fall student teaching:
previous January 15
Summer student teaching:
previous January 15
(By special permission only)
Wmter student teaching:
previous June 15
Spring student teaching:
previous January 15
(By special permission only)
Applications for student teaching will be accepted
after the deadline; however, placement priority is given
to those students who file in accordance with the deadline dates and it is rarely possible to provide placements
for those who apply late.
Eligibility for Student Teaching
'Ib qualify for a student teaching placement, students must satisfy the following criteria:
1. Fulfill the requirements of the prestudent teaching
field experience.
2. Demonstrate minimum levels of skills in reading,
written English, and mathematics as defined and
measured by the state-mandated basic skills test.
3. Demonstrate competence in the teaching field(s)
through a satisfactory score on state-mandated
subject area test(s), if required by the state.
4. Provide written recommendations from course
instructors and field supervisors demonstrating a
minimum level of skill in working with students.
These become a part of the student teacher's file.
5. Have a positive recommendation from the
designated representative of the department in
which the major is located.
6. Register in the appropriate student teaching course
(see course descriptions).
7. Be a first semester senior with the majority of major
courses completed.
8. Carry a class load of no more than 15 hours. To be
considered for more than 15 semester hours, the
student must have a 3.0 cumulative GPA.
9. Complete one semester of resident study at EMU
prior to student teaching. Exceptions are subject to
approval by the dean of the College of Education or
the Dean's designee.

The following prerequisites a re to be completed
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prior to student teaching and cannot be taken concur·
rently:
1. CURR 304 Curriculum and Methods: Elementary
(E lementary) or CURR 305 Curriculum and
Methods: Secondary (Secondary and K-12)
2. EDPS 322 Human Development and Learning (all
except Special Education) or EDPS 325 Life Span
Human Growth and Development (Specia l
Education)
3. SOFD 328 Schools in a Multicultural Society
4. Secondary and K·12: the appropriate special
methods course in the major or minor field.
5. Elementary: RDNG 314 Teaching Reading in the
Elementary School and MATH 381 The Teaching of
Mathematics K . 6
6.. All state-mandated tests .
No student shall be assigned to student teaching
whose grade point average is less than 2.50 in work com·
pleted at Eastern Michigan University or less than 2.50
in the teaching major (including courses completed at
other colleges if applicable) . No student shall be assigned
to student teaching who has received a grade lower than
"C" in any professional education course . Students enrolled in the elementary education program, if taking
the three minors option, must attain a combined minimum GPA of 2.50 in the three teaching minors.

Placements
Students who meet all eligibility requirements at
the time of application for student teaching will receive
priority in placement. Placement during the requested
semester can not be guaranteed for those who do not
qualify at the time of application.
Students cannot arrange their own student teaching assignments. Prior arrangements will not be honored by
the College of Education Office of Academic Services.
Placement could be delayed a full semester in tlu!.se cases.

A preferred student teaching placement will be
accommodated by the College of Education Office of
Academic Services if possible.
In requesting placement in a particular school rustrict, the student is advised to avoid the following: districts in which a parent or other relative is employed by
the district board of education; districts in which the
student has a record of significant prior involvement;
and districts that are outside of the list of the student
teaching agreements.
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The director of student teaching must approve all
placements outside the list of Eastern Michigan Uni~
versity cooperating districts. A request for a guest student teaching must be approved by the Office ofRecord.s
and Thacher Certification and the director of student
teaching and must be at an NCATE (National Council
for Accreditation of 'Teacher Education) accredited institution. Guest status at another university requires a
3.0 Eastern Michigan GPA.
Students enrolled at another institution in Michigan or in another state, who wish to do their student
teaching through Eastern Michigan University, are advised to consult the director of student teaching on their
campus prior to submitting the request to this Univer·
sity. Students granted guest student status for student
teaching are expected to have fulfilled aU prerequisites
required for student teaching at the home institution.
Spring student teaching is available only under
very specialized circumstances involving special education teachers.
When students are doing student teaching, they
should arrange their daily schedule so that teaching will
take precedence over other interests and duties.
Students requesting placements beyond a 40--miie
radius from Eastern Michigan may be assessed a mileage fee.

Courses
All student teaching courses (EDUC 490 through
EDUC 499) provide practical experience in the appropriate classroom under the guidance of mentor supervising teachers. The student teacher's role as an instructional decision-maker is reflected in planning for teaching, managing the classroom, and directing the learning activities of pupils. Student teachers are given increasing tasks for directing the activities of the classroom, gradually assuming full responsibility.
All student teaching courses have as prerequisites
the following requirements, with additional prerequisites given, as applicable, with each course:
Elementary-Completion of EDPS 322 or EDPS 325.
RDNG 314, CURR 304, SOFD 328, and MATH 381 (0'
appropriate substitutions).
Secondary-Complelion ofEDPS 322, CURR 305, SOFD
328, and completion of the special methods course in tlu!.
major or minor (or appropriate substitutions).

UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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COLLEGE OF EDUCATION COURSES

EDue 490 Student Thaching.

8 brs

EDue 491 Student 'leaching.

10brs

EDue 492 Student 'leaching.

12brs

Eoue 493 Student 'leaching.
2 hrs
For experienced, certified teachers.
Prereq: Permission from College of Education Office of
Acackmic Services.
EDue 494 Student 'leaching.
S hrs
For experunced, certi(l£d teachers.
Prereq: Permission from College of Education OfflCe of
Accu:kmic Services.
Eoue 495 Student 'leaching.
4 hrs
Prereq: Permission from College of Education OffICe of
Acackmic Services.

EDUC 496 Student Teaching.
6 brs
Prereq: Permission from Colkge of Education Office of
Acackmic Services.
EDue 497 Student Teaching.
6 bra
Prereq: Credit toward certification in either EDUC 496
orEDUC499.

to do with admission to. retention in, and exit from the
teacher education program. Satisfactory completion of
these courses and requirements will satisfy requirements for a baccalaureate degree and for eligibility for
recommendation for the State of Michigan Provisional
Elementary Certificate.
Ordinarily. the degree earned is the Bachelor of
Science. The Bachelor of Arts degree requires completion of 75 hours in the liberal arts and one year of college credit in foreign language. In any event. the student must complete a minimum of 124-128 appropriate
semester hours to satisfy graduation requirements.
The State Elementary Provisional Certificate is
valid for teaching all subjects kindergarten through
grade 5, for teacrung in self-contained classrooms in
grades 6-8, and for teaching in one's major or minor areas of concentration in grades 6-8. The certification test
for elementary education is .83, "Elementary Education.-

APPROVED MAJORS FOR THE
ELEMENTARY PROGRAM
Elementary Science Group .................................. p. 440
Language Arts Group (see adviser)
Matl""",tiadirtheElementary'ThadlingCertificate ... p. 246
Social Scieore Group MI\iOo" ro. Elementary Education .. P. 441

APPROVED MINORS FOR THE

Eoue 498 Student 'leaching.
5 hI'S
Prereq: Credit toward certification in either EDUC 496
orEDUC499.

ELEMENTARY PROGRAM AND THE

Eoue 499 Student Teaching.
6 hrs
Prereq: Permission from College of Education. of Aca·
demic Services.

Art .......................................................................... p.81
Arts Group {not available with art major or with music
major) .............................................................. p.441
Bilingual·Bkultural Education Spanish-English .... p. 184
Communication Minor for Elementary and Special
Education Students ....................................... p. 125
Dramall'heatre for the Young .............................. p. 125
Early Childhood Education ................................. p.442
Elementary Music Education .............................. p. 442
Elementary Science Group .................................. p. 442
English and American Language and Literature .... p. 161
French Language .................................................. p. 184
German Language ................................................ p. 184
Health .................................................................... p. 394
Language Arts Group (see adviser)
Mathematics fur the Elementary 'Thadling Certificate ... P. 247
Physical Education for Special Education .......... p. 394

ELEMENTARY AND EARLY CHILDHOOD
The curricula for the elementary education programs (including early childhood with the selection of
the appropriate minor) consist of(1) an appropriately
selected group of courses in Basic Studies, (2) an appropriately chosen major and minor (or three minors),
and (3) a required group of professional education
courses. If these minors are selected. the three minors
must inc1ude at least one of (a) Elementary Science
Group, (b) Social Studies Group. (c) Language Arts
Group, or (d) Mathematics for the Elementary Teaching Certificate. See page 436 for requirements having
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Social Science Group (Elementary) ..................... p. 443
Spanish Language ............................... ................. p. 185
Technology Education .. .... ................. ................... p. 510

CURRICULA FOR SECONDARY (JUNIORSENIOR HIGH SCHOOL) AND

K -12

TEACHERS
The curricula for the secondary/K-12 teacher education programs consist of (1) an appropriately selected
group of courses in Basic Studies, (2) an appropriately
chosen major and (except where noted below) minor, (3)
and a required group of professional education courses.
See page 358 for requirements having to do with admission to, retention in, and exit from the teacher education
program. Satisfactory completion of these courses and
requirements will satisfy requirements for a baccalaureate degree and for eligibility for recommendation for the
State of Michigan Provisional Secondary Certificate. The
student must complete a minimum of 124-128 appropriate semester hours to satisfy graduation requirements.
Ordinarily. the degree earned is the Bachelor of
Science; however. the Bachelor of Arts degree may be
obtained by completion of 75 hours in the liberal arts
and one year of college credit in foreign language.
The teaching majors offered by Eastern Michigan
University consist of:
Secondary Programs
Biology .................................................... ................. p. 93
Business Services and Technology Education .... p. 504
Chemistry .......................... ".",."." .. ,.", ........ .. ....... p. 110
Communication ..................................................... p. 123
Computer Science ...................................... ........... p. 139
Earth Science ..................................................... ... p. 210
Economics .............................................. ................ p.147
English and American Language and Literature .. p. 160
French ............................................... ..... ............... p. 180
General Science-Biology .................................... p. 272
General Science-Chemistry ............................... p. 273
General Science-Earth Science ...................... ". p. 274
General Science-Mathematics .......................... p. 275
General Science-Physics .................................... p. 276
Geography ............................................................. p. 208
Gennan ............................................... ................... p. 181
History ................................................................... p. 228
Industrial-Vocational Education ... "" .......... " ...... p. 507
Marketing Education ............................................ p. 505
Mathematics .......................................................... p. 245
Physics ..................... , .. ,..................... ,.................... p. 277
Political Science .................................................... p. 291
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Psychology ............................................................. p.
Social Science ........................................................ p.
Sociology .......................................................... ...... p.
Spanish ... .................. .. ........................................... p.
Vocational Business .............................................. p.
Vocational Marketing Education ......................... p.

299
229
307
183
507
505

K-12 Programs
Art ............................................ .............................. p. 80
Japanese Language and Culture ........................ p. 182
Music (Instrumental) ............................................ p. 257
Music (Vocal) ......................................................... p. 258
PhY8ical Education ............................................... p. 387
Technology ............................................................. p. 508

APPROVED MINORS FOR SECONDARY,

K -12, AND SPECIAL EDUCATJONSECONDARY PROGRAMS
Art .......................................................................... p. 81
Astronomy ............................................................. p. 278
Bilingual-Bicultural Education Spanish-English .... p. 184
Biology .............................. ,...................................... p. 95
Chemistry .............................................................. p. 111
O:mp:~MiruinCamrn.tnhdm.and'IhmreArts .. p.122
Computer Science ................................................. p. 140
Earth Science ........................................................ p. 210
Economics ..................................................... .. ....... p. 148
English Language and Literature ....................... p. 161
French Language .................................................. p. 443
General Science (available only to majors in one of the
sciences) ..................................... ..... ................ p. 279
Geography ............................................................. p. 210
Geology .... ,........ .............................................. ..... .. p. 211
Gennan Language ................................................ p. 184
Group Minor in Social Science (not available with the
social science major) ...................................... p. 443
Health .................................................................... p. 394
History ............................................................... .... p. 230
Mathematics ...................................... , ..... ,............. p. 246
Occupational Foods (available only to Business Education
and Technology Education majors) ................ p. 475
Physical Education ............................................... p. 394
Physical Education for Special Education Majors
(available only to special education majors). p. 394
Physics ................... ...................... .............. .. .......... p. 279
Political Science .................................................... p. 292
Psychology ............................................................. p. 300
Sociology " .. ,........................ , .............. ,................... p. 308
Spanish Language ................................................ p. 185
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SPECIAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS
ADMISSION

Admission requirements to the University, the
teacher education program, and the department ofSpe·
cial Education must be met by students intending to
major in the programs listed below. However, students
may indicate their intention to major in special educa·
tion upon entrance to the University. Formal application for admission to any of the special education programs of study will be considered only when supported

by a letter of recommendation from 8 faculty member
in the department of Special Education and following
acceptance into the teacher education program. Program

area faculty will determine admission.
ADMISSION AND CONTINUANCE CRITERIA

(FOR ALL PROGRAMS EXCEPT SPEECH AND
LANGUAGE IMPAIRED)

1. Completion of 56 semester hours of college credit
and with an EMU grade point average of 2.50 or

better.
2. Completion ofSPGN 251 Education of Exceptional
Children and the introductory course in the major
area of study with a grade of "e" or better. These
introductory courses are:
a. Emotionally impaired: SPEI 301 Emotionally
Impaired Children and Adolescents.
b. Hearing impaired: (see statement under Hear·
iog Impaired).
c. Mentally impaired: SPMI 350 Introduction to
Mental Retardation.
d. Physically and otherwise health impaired: SPPI
310 Developmental Sciences for 'Thachers of the
Physically and Health Impaired.
e. Visually impaired: Demonstrate proficiency in
typing.
3. Successful completion of the state-mandated basic
skills test.
4. Submission of a formal application for admission to
the department of Special Education supported by
a letter of recommendation from a facu1ty member
in the Department of Special Education.
Criteria for continuance in a program of study in the
department of Special Education is dependent upon:
1. Maintenance of a 2.50 cumulative grade point average.
2. Maintenance of 82.50 cumulative grade point average
in miYor courses in program of study.
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3. Completion of all courses in the major with a grade
of"C" or better. Students will be required to retake
any miYor course in which they earn a grade below
"C.- A major course may be repeated only once.
4. Demonstration of performance that indicates
reasonable aptitude, maturity, stability, skin, and
understanding necessary for success in the
professional field of special education.
The continuance or termination decision will be
made by the faculty in the program area. Students may
request a meeting with the faculty of a program area to
apprise them of any extenuating circumstances that may
aid them in arriving at a fair and equitable decision.
The faculty decision will be final and will be transmitted to the student in writing by the department head.
Nothing in this department's procedures will ne·
gate University or College of Education action for stu·
dents on academic, administrative, or social probation.
SPEECH AND I....ANGUAGE IMPAIRED
AD1tD8810N AND CONTINUANCE CIUTEJUA

The following criteria must be met before admis·
sion to the undergraduate program is granted:
1. Must complete 3545 credit hours with a minimum
GPA of 2.75.
2. Must have taken the Basic Skills 'Thst, which assesses
math, reading comprehension, grammar, and
writing skills. Must achieve or surpass the score
established by the College of Education.
3. Must pass a speech and hearing screening.
4. Must meet application submission deadlines:
Fall semester .................................... February 15
Winter semester ................................. October 15
When the number of applicants exceeds program
capacity, a specific fonnula will be applied to make se·
lections. Preference will be given on the basis of GPA,
previous enrollment at EMU, membership in a protected
minority group, and membership in the
underrepresented gender.
To be allowed to continue in the speech·language
pathology program, the student must meet the follow·
ing:
1. Maintenance of a cumulative overall GPA of2.75 or
better.
2. Maintenance of a cumulative major GPA of 3.0 or
better.
3. Completion of all major academic courses with a grade
of"C" or better. Courses in which a grade of "C·- or
lower is achieved must be repeated and may be
repeated only once. Astudent must retake the course
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in which the lowest grade was received. No more
than two courses may be repeated. Students will
not be able to enron in courses at the management
level or beyond until this requirement is met.
Students must remain in their planned tracks ifthey
are required to repeat. ThiB implies ineligibility to
take advanced SPS! courses for 1 or 2 terms,
4. Completion of all major clinical courses with a grade
of "C+" or better. Clinical courses in which a grade
of "C" or lower is achieved must be repeated before
the st.udent is allowed to continue with the next level
of courses and may be repeated only once.
5. Demonstration of behaviors which indicate
reasonable stability, maturity, understanding and
aptitude as judged necessary for predicted suceess
as a speech-language pathologist. Such qualitative
judgements will be made by the SLP faculty.
6. Students on academic probation will not be allowed
to enroll in major courses until the probation is lifted
and their overall GPA is 2.75.
TERMJNATION FROM THE PROGRAM

Students who fail to comply with the continuation
criteria stated above will be notified in writing of their
termination from the program.. Students 80 notified have
the right to appeal such termination through normal
University channels. In some cases, a student will be
required to meet with the full faculty for discussion of
academic performance and continuation in the program,
GENERAL INFOHMA'l'ION

Fieldwork in both general and special education is
required. Prestudent teaching experiences are required
of all candidates pursuing a teaching certificate. (See
Prestudent Teaching, page 359.) Majors in special education are required to complete practicums or pre-clinical experiences in addition to those required for teacher
certification and should consult with their advisers regarding specific requirements within their designated
areas of special education,
Student teaching in either elementary or secondary education must be successfully completed prior to
the special student teaching placement. Special student
teaching assignments are arranged and approved by the
department upon the recommendation of the faculty
within the designated area ofspeciaJ education.
CERTIFICATION -
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in special education except speech and language impaired (see SLI program description). Successful comple-.
tion of any program of study leads to either an elementary or secondary special education endorsement except
in the area of speeeh and language impaired. The speech
and language impaired program. is a 5-year MA degree
program in which K·12 endorsement is granted.
Each of the programs of study in special education
meets or exceeds minimum course, experience, or competency requirements established by the Michigan State
Board of Education for that endorsement area. However, meeting Michigan teaching certification and endorsement requirements does not necessarily meet requirements for teacher certification or endorsement in
other states. All special education programs of study are
recognized and approved for acereditation by the International Council for Exceptional Children.
The hearing impaired and speeeh and language
impaired programs also are certified by national professional associations. The American Speech-LanguageHearing Association issues Certificates of Clinical Competence to individuals who present satisfactory evidence
of their ability to provide independent clinical services
to peT'SOns who have disorders of communication (speech,
language, and/or hearing). An individual who meets
these requirements may be awarded a Certificate of
Clinical Competence in Speech Pathology. Specific requirements may be obtained from the advisers in speech
and language impairment,
National certification is provided by the Council
on Education of the Deaf to eligible majors in the hearing impaired program. Specific requirements may be
obtained from advisers in this area.

Special Education Programs
Emotionally Impaired (Elementary) ................... p, 415
Emotionally ImpaiIed (Secondary) ..................... p. 416
Hearing Impaired (Elementary) .......................... p. 417
Hearing Impaired (Secondary) ............................ p. 418
Mentally Impaired (Elementary) ........................ p. 419
Mentally Impaired (Secondary) ........................... p. 420
f'I\y!iailly SRI Otherwise HeeJth Impaired (Eiemmtmy) .. p. 421
f'I\y!iaillyandOtherwise HeeJthImpaired(Seonlruy) ..•. P. 422
St-:h and Language hnpaired (All Grnrle Levels) ... p. 423
Visually Impaired (Elementary) .......................... p. 425
Visually Impaired (Secondary) ,............ .. .......... ,.. p, 426

SPECIAL EDUCATION

Certification in either elementary or secondary
(regular) education is required for all programs of study
UND£RGRADUATECATAlOG
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TEACHING MINOR METHODS COURSES FOR
SPECIAL EDUCATION/SECONDARY PROGRAMS

Art--FA 317 (2) and FA 416 (2)
Astronomy-PHY 325 (3)
Bilingual-Bicultural Education Spanish-EnglishFLAN 422 (3)
Biology-BIOL 403 (3)
Chemistry-PHY 325 (3)
Communication Minor for Elementary and Special Education Students-CTAC 307 (3)
Computer Science--COSC 346 (3)
Earth Science--GESC 347 (3)
Economics-HIST 481 (3)
English Language and Literature-ENGL 308 (3)
French Language-FLAN 411 (3)
German Language-FLAN 411 (3)
Geography-HIST 481 (3)
Geology---CESC 347 (3)
Group Minor in Social Science-HIST 481 (3)
Health-PHED 367 (3)
History-HIST 481 (3)
Mathematics-MATH 304 or MATH 306 (3)
Physical Education-PHED 367 (3)
Physical Education for Special Education Majors
(available only to special education majors}PHED 367 (3)
Physics-PHY 325 (3)
Political Science-HIST 481 (3)
Psychology-HIST 481 (3)
Sociology-HIST 481 (3)
Spanish Language-FLAN 411 (3)

APPROVED MINORS FOR SECONDARY,

K-12, AND SPECIAL EDUCATIONSECONDARY PROGRAMS
Art .......................................................................... p. 81
Astronomy ............................................................. p. 278
Bilingual-Bicultural Education Spanish-Englishp. 184
Biology ........ ............................................................. p. 95
Chemistry .............................................................. p. 111
O::tnpEhniveMiruinO:mrm.nmD:nard1lmtreArtB .. p.122
Computer Science ..................................
p. 140
Earth Science ............... ......................................... p. 210
Economics ... .... ......................... .............................. p. 148
English Language and Literature ....................... p. 161
French Language .............................................. p. 184
General Science (available only to majors in one of the
sciences) .......
p. 279
n
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.............................................. .. .
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Geography ............................................................. p. 210
Geology .................................................................. p. 211
German Language ................................................ p. 184
Group Minor in Social Science (not available with the
social science major) ...................................... p.443
Health .................................................................... p. 394
History ................................................................... p. 230
Mathematics .......................................................... p. 246
Occupational Foods (available onlykl Business Education
and Tec:hnology Education majors) ................ p.475
Physical Education ............................................... p. 394
Physical Education for Special Education Majors (available
only kI special education majors) ..................... p. 394
Physics ....................................................... ............ p. 279
Political Science .................................................... p. 292
Psychology ............................................................. p. 300
Sociology ................................................................ p. 308
Spanish Language ................................................ p. 185
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TEACHING MAJORS AND MINORS IN THE
COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES
ART

BIOLOGY

John E. Van Haren
Department Head
114 Ford Hall

Douglas Y. Shapiro
Department Head
316 Mark Jefferson

487-1268

487-4242

TEACHING MAJORS

TEACHING MAJORS

CURRICULUM FOR FINE ARTS PLUS
TEACHER CERTIFICATION AND
CURRICULUM FOR ART EDUCATION

SECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

BIOLOGY MAJOR

Successful completion of this course of studies, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Elementary-Secondary Provisional Certificate endorsed in art, certification
code "LX." The certification test covering this field is
#41, "Art Education." See page 80,

Successful completion of this course of studies, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Secondary Provisional Certificate endorsed in biology, certification code
"DA," and, depending on the minor selected, an additional endorsement. This program of studies meets all
requirements of the National Science Teachers Association. The certification test covering this field is #17, "Biology." See page 93.

ART MAJOR

TEACHING MINOR

K-12 TEACHER CERTIFICATION

K-12 TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this msjor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement .in art, certification code "LX." The certification test covering this field
is #41, "Art Education." See page 80.

TEACHING MINOR

BIOLOGY MINOR
SECONDARY, K-12 , AND SPEClAL EnUCATIONSECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for reconunendation for endorsement in biology, certification code "DA." The certification test covering this field
is #17, "Biology." See page 95.

ART MINOR
ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY, K-12, SPEClAL
EDUCATION-ELEMENTARY, AND SPEClAL
EDUCATION-SECONDARY TEACHER
CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in art, certification code "LX." The certification test covering this field
is #41, "Art Education," See page 81.
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CHEMISTRY
Judith T. Levy
Department Head
225 Mark Jefferson
487'()106

COMMUNICATION
AND THEATRE ARTS

TEACHING MAJOR

Dennis M. Beagen
Department Head
124 Quirk Building
487·3131

CHEMISTRY MAJOR

TEACHING MAJORS

SECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this course of studies, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Secondary Provisional Certificate endorsed in chemistry, certification
code "DC," and, depending on the minor selected, an
additional endorsement. The certification test covering
this field is #l8, "Chemistry." See page 110.

COMMUNICATION MAJOR
SECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

TEACHING MINOR

Successful completion of this course of studies, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Secondary Provisional Certificate endorsed in speech, certification code
"BD," and, depending on the minor selected, an additional endorsement. The certification test covering this
field is #04, "Speech." See page 123.

CHEMISTRY MINOR

TEACHING MINORS

SECONDARY, K-12, AND SPECIAL EDUCATIONSECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in chemistry, certification code "DC." The certification test covering this
field is #l8, "Chemistry." See page 111.

COMPREHENSIVE MINOR IN
COMMUNICATION AND THEATRE ARTS
SECONDARY, K-12, AND SPECIAL EDUCATIONSECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in speech, certification code "BD." The certification test covering this field
is #04, "Speech." See page 122.

COMMUNICATION MINOR
ELEMENTARY, SPECIAL EDUCATIONELEMENTARY, K-12, AND SPECIAL EDUCATIONK-12 TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in speech, certification code "BD." The certification test covering this field
is #04, "Speech." See page 125.
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DRAMAITHEATRE FOR THE YOUNG
MINOR
ELEMENTARY AND SPECIAL EDU CATIONELEMENTARY CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in speech, certification code "BO." The certification test covering this field
is #04, "Speech." See page 125.

COMPUTER SCIENCE
George E. Haynam
Department Head
511 Pray-Harrold
487-1063

TEACHING MAJOR
COMPUTER SCIENCE MAJOR
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ECONOMICS
Young-lob Chung
Department Head
70S Pray-Harrold
487-3395

TEACHING MAJOR
ECONOMICS MAJOR
SECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this course of studies, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Secondary Provisional Certificate endorsed in economics, certification
code "CA" and, depending on the minor selected, endorsement in geography ("CB"), history ("CC"), political science ("CD"), psychology ("CE"), sociology ("CF"), or social science ("CX"). The certification test covering this
field is #07, "Economics." See page 147.

SECONDARY, K-12, AND SPEC IAL EDUCATIONSEC ONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this course of studies, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Secondary Provisional Certificate endorsed in computer science, certification code "NR," and, depending on the minor selected,
an additional endorsement. The certification test covering this field is #50, "Computer Science." See page 139.

TEACHING MINOR
ECONOMICS MINOR
SECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in economics, certification code "CA." The certification test covering this
field is 1#07, "Economics." See page 148.

TEACHING MINOR
COMPUTER SCIENCE MINOR
SECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in computer science, certification code "NR." The certification test covering this field is #50, "Computer Science." See page
140.
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ENGLISH LANGUAGE
AND LITERATURE
Marcia A. Dalbey
Department Head
612 Pray·Harrold
487-4220

TEACHING MAJORS
ENGLISH AND AMERICAN LANGUAGE
AND LITERATURE GROUP MAJOR
SECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this course of studies, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Secondary Provisional Certificate endorsed in English, certification code
"SA," and, depending on the minor selected, an additional endorsement. The certification test covering this
field is lf02, "English." See page 160.

ENGLISH AND AMERICAN LANGUAGE
AND LITERATURE GROUP MAJOR
ELEMENTARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this major, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in English, certification code "SA." The certification test covering this
field is '02, "English. to See page 160.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE
AND BILINGUAL
STUDIES
Steven D. Kirby
Department Head
219 Alexander
487·0130

TEACHING MAJORS
FRENCH MAJOR
SECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this course of studies, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Secondary Provisional Certificate endorsed in French, certification code
"FA," and, depending on the minor selected, an additional endorsement. The certification test covering this
field is '23, '"French." See page 180.

GERMAN LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE
MAJOR
SECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this major, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in Gennan, certification code "FB." The certification test covering this
field is '24, "Gennan." See page 181.

TEACHING MINORS

JAPANESE LANGUAGE AND CULTURE

ENGLISH AND AMERICAN LANGUAGE

MAJOR

AND LITERATURE GROUP MINOR
SECONDARY. K-12, AND SPECIAL EDUCATIONSECONDARY TEACHER CERTJ.FICATION

Successful completion of this minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in English, certification code "SA." The certification test covering this
field is '02, "English." See page 161.

K-12 TEACHER CERTIFICAT[ON

Successful completion of this course of studies, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Elementary-Secondary Provisional Certificate endorsed in Japanese, certification code "FL." The certification test covering this
field has not yet been developed. See page 182.
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SPANISH MAJOR
SECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this course of studies, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Secondary Provisional Certificate endorsed in Spanish, certification code
"FF," and, depending on the minor selected, an additional endorsement. The certification test covering this
field is #28, "Spanish." See page 183.

TEACHING MINORS
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of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in bilingual Spanish, certification code "YF." The certification test covering this field is #70, "Bilingual Spanish." See page 184.

GEOGRAPHY AND
GEOLOGY
Andrew A. Nazzaro
Department Head
203 Strong Hall

487-0218

FRENCH LANGUAGE MINOR
SECONDARY, K - 12 , AND SPECIAL EDUCATION-

TEACHING MAJORS

SECONDARY CERTIFICATION

Successful completion oftbis minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in French, certification code "FA." The certification test covering this field
is #23, 'Trench." See page 443.

GERMAN LANGUAGE MINOR
SECONDARY, K-12, AND SPECIAL EDUCATIONSECONDARY CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in German, certification code "FB." The certification test covering this
field is #24, "German." See page 184.

SPANISH LANGUAGE MINOR
SECONDARY, K-12, AND SPECIAL EDUCATIONSECONDARY CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement jn Spanish, certification code "FF." The certification test covering this
field is #28, "Spanish." See page 185.

BILINGUAL-BICULTURAL EDUCATION
SPANISH-ENGLISH MINOR

EARTH SCIENCE MAJOR
SECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this course of studies, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Secondary Provisional Certificate endorsed in earth science/geology, certification code "DH." The program includes a structured
general science minor. The student following this pro-.
gram is also qualified for recommendation for endorsement in science, certification code "DX." The certifica·
tion test covering this field is #16, "Science." See page
210.

GEOGRAPHY MAJOR
SECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this course of studies, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Secondary Provisional Certificate endorsed in geography, certification
code "CB" and, depending on the minor selected, endorsement in economics ("CA"), history ("CC"), political science ("CD"), psychology ("CE"), sociology ("CF"), or social science ("CX"). The certification test covering this
field is #08, "Geography." See page 208.

ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY, K-12, SPECIAL
ED UCATION-ELEMENTARY, AND SPECIAL
EDUCATION -SECONDARY TEACHER
CERTIFICATION

Successful completion oftrus minor, in the context
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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TEACHING MINORS
EARTH SCIENCE MINOR
SECONDARY, K-12, AND SPECIAL EDUCATIONSECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in geology/earth
science, certification code "DH." The certification test
covering this field is #20, "GeologylEarth Science." See
page 210.

student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Secondary Provisional Certificate endorsed in history, certification code
"CC" and, depending on the minor selected, endorsement in economics ("CA"), geography ("CB"), political
science ("CD"), psychology ("CE"), sociology ("CF"), or
social science ("eX"). The certification test covering this
field is #09, "History." See page 228.

SOCIAL SCIENCE
SECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in geography, certification code "CB." The certification test covering this
field is #08, "Geography." See page 210.

Successful completion of this course of studies, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Secondary Provisional Certificate endorsed in Bocial science, certification code "CX," and, depending on the minor selected,
endorsement in economics ("CA"), geography ("CB"),
history ("CC"), political science ("CD"), psychology
("CE"), or sociology ("CF"). The certification test covering this field is #06, "Social Studies." See page 229.

GEOLOGY MINOR

TEACHING MINORS

GEOGRAPHY MINOR
SECONDARY, K-12, AND SPECIAL EDUCATIONSECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

SECONDARY, K-12 , AND SPECIAL EDUCATIONSECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in geology/earth
science, certification code "DH." The certification test
covering this field is #20, "GeologylEarth Science." See
page 211.

HISTORY AND
PHILOSOPHY
Margot I. Duley
Department Head
701 Pray-Harrold
487·1018

TEACHING MAJORS
HISTORY MAJOR
SECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this course of studies, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

HISTORY MINOR
SECONDARY, K-12, AND SPECIAL EDUCATIONSECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in history, certifi~
cation code "ce." The certification test covering this field
is #09, "History." See page 230.

SOCIAL SCIENCE GROUP MINOR (NOT
AVAILABLE WITH THE SOCIAL SCIENCE
MAJOR)
SECONDARY, K-12, AND SPECIAL EDUCATIONSECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in social science,
certification code "CX." The certification test covering
this field is #06, "Social Sciences." See page 443.
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MATHEMATICS
Don R. Lick
Department Head
515 Pray-Harrold
487·1444

TEACHING MAJORS
MATIlEMATICS MAJOR
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of other program requirements. qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in mathematics,
certification code "EX." The certification test covering
this field is #22, "Mathematics." See page 247.

MUSIC
Gordon McQuere
Department Head
NIDI Alexander
487-4380

SECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this course of studies, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Secondary Provisional Certificate endorsed in mathematics, certification
code "EX," and. depending on the minor selected, an
additional endorsement. The certification test covering
this field is #22, "Mathematics." See page 245.

MATHEMATICS MAJOR FOR THE
ELEMENTARY TEACHING CERTIFICATE
ELEMENTARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this major, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in mathematics,
certification code "EX." The certification test covering
this field is #22, "Mathematics." See page 246.

TEACHING MINORS
MATHEMATICS MINOR
SECONDARY. K-12, AND SPEClALEOUCATION-

TEACHING MAJORS
MUSIC EDUCATION (INSTRUMENTAL)
MAJOR
K-12 TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this course of studies, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certifi cation for the
Michigan Department of Education Elementary-Secondary Provisional Certificate endorsed in music education,
certification code"JX." The certification test covering
this field is #39. "Music Education." See page 257.

MUSIC EDUCATION (VOCAL) MAJOR
K-12 TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this course of studies, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Elementary-Secondary Provisional Certificate endorsed in music education,
certification code "JX." The certification test covering
this field is #39, "Music Education." See page 258.

SECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in mathematics,
certification code "EX." The certification test covering
this field is #22, "Mathematics." See page 246.

TEACHING MINOR
ELEMENTARY MUSIC EDUCATION
MINOR
ELEMENTARY AND SPECIAL EDUCATlON-

MATHEMATICS MINOR FOR THE
ELEMENTARY TEACHING CERTIFICATE
ELEMENTARY AND SPECIAL EDUCATIONELEMENTARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this minor, in the context

ELEMENTARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in music education, certification code ;0 JX." The certification test covering this field is #39, "Music Education." See page 442.
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PHYSICSAND
ASTRONOMY
Dan Trochet
Department Head
303 Strong Hall
487-4144

TEACHING MAJORS
GENERAL SCIENCE MAJOR-BIOLOGY
MINOR
SECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this course of studies, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Secondary Provisional Certificate endorsed in general science, certification code "DX," and biology, certification code "DA." The
certification tests covering this field are #16, "Science,"
and #17, "Biology." See page 272.

GENERAL SCIENCE MAJORCHEMISTRY MINOR
SECONDARY TEACHER CERTlFlCATION

Successful completion of this course of studies, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Secondary Provisional Certificate endorsed in general science, certification code "DX," and chemistry, certification code "DC."
The certification tests covering this field are #16, "Science," and #18, "Chemistry." See page 273.

GENERAL SCIENCE MAJORMATHEMATICS MINOR
SECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this course of studies, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Secondary Provisional Certificate endorsed in general science, certification code "DX," and mathematics, certification code "EX."
The certification tests covering this field are #16, "Science," and #22, "Mathematics." See page 275.

GENERAL SCIENCE MAJOR-PHYSICS
MINOR
SECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this course of studies, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Secondary Provisional Certificate endorsed in general science, certification code "DX," and physics, certification code "DE." The
certification tests covering this field are #16, "Science,"
and #19, "Physics." See page 276.

PHYSICS MAJOR
SECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this course of studies, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
. student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Secondary Provisional Certificate endorsed in physics, certification code
"DE," and, depending on the minor selected, an additional endorsement. This program of studies meets all
requirements of the National Science TeachersAssociation. The certification test covering this field is #19,
"Physics." See page 277.

GENERAL SCIENCE MAJOR-EARTH
SCIENCE MINOR
SECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this course of studies, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the Michigan Department of Education Secondary Provisional
Certificate endorsed in general science, certification code
"OX," and geology/earth science, certification code "DH."
The certification tests covering this field are #16, "Science," and #20, "GeologylEarth Science." See page 274.
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TEACHING MINORS
ASTRONOMY MINOR
SECONDARY, K-12, AND SPECIAL EDUCATIONSECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in astronomy, certification code "DO." The certification test covering this
field is #21, "Astronomy." See page 278.
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GENERAL SCIENCE MINOR (AVAILABLE
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TEACHING MINOR

ONLY TO MAJORS IN ONE OF THE
SCIENCES)

POLITICAL SCIENCE MINOR

SECON DARY, K-12, AND SPECIAL EDUC ATION-

SECONDARY, K-12, AND SPECIAL EDUCATJON-

SEC ONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

SECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion ofthis minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in science, certification code "Ox." The certification test covering this field
is #16, "Science," See page 279,

Successful completion of this minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in political science,
certification code "CD," The certification test covering
this field is #10, "Political Science," See page 292,

PHYSICS MINOR

PSYCHOLOGY

SECONDARY, K-12 , AND SPECIAL. EDUCATIONSEC ONDARY TEAC HER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in physics, certifi·
cation code "DE," The certification test covering this field
is #19, "Physics," See page 279,

POLITICAL SCIENCE

Kenneth W. Rusiniak
Department Head
537 Mark Jefferson
487·1155

TEACHING MAJOR
PSYCHOLOGY MAJOR
SECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Edward SidJow
Department Head
601 Pray-Harrold
487·3113

TEACHING MAJORS
POLITICAL SCIENCE MAJOR
SECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this course of studies, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Secondary Provisional Certificate endorsed in political science, certification code "CD," and, depending on the minor selected,
endorsement in economics ("CA"), geography ("CB"),
history C"CC"), psychology ("CE"). sociology ("CF"), or
social science ("CX'). The certification test covering this
field is #10, "Political Science," See page 291.

Successful completion of thia course of studies, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Secondary Provisional Certificate endorsed in psychology, certification
code "CE," and, depending on the minor selected, endorsement in economics ("CA"), geography ("CB"), history ("CC"), political science ("CD"), sociology (IICF"), or
social science ("CX"), The certification test covering this
field is #11, "Psychology." See page 299.

TEACHING MINOR
PSYCHOLOGY MINOR
SECONDARY, K-12, AND SPECIAL EDUCATIONSECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in psychology, certification code "CE." The certification test covering this
field is #11, "Psychology," See page 300.
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SOCIOLOGY,
ANTHROPOLOGY,
AND CRIMINOLOGY
Gregg Barak
Department Head
712 Pray-Harrold
487·0012

TEACHING MAJOR
SOCIOLOGY MAJOR
SECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successfu1 completion of this course of studies, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Secondary Provisional Certificate endorsed in sociology, certification code
"CF," and, depending on the minor selected, endorsement in economics ("CA"), geography ("CB"), history
("CC"), political science ("CD"), psychology ("CE"), or
social science ("CX"), The certification test covering this
field is #12, "Sociology," See page 307,

TEACHING MINOR
SOCIOLOGY MINOR
SECONDARY. K-12, AND SPECIAL EDUCATIONSECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in sociology, certification code "CF," The certification test covering this
field is #12, "Sociology," See page 308,
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TEACHING PROGRAMS, MAJORS, AND MINORS
IN THE COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
HEALTH, PHYSICAL
EDUCATION,
RECREATION, AND
DANCE
Michael M. Bretting
Department Head
237 Warner
487-4388

TEACHING MAJOR

PHYSICAL EDUCATION MINOR
SECONDARY, K-12, AND SPEClAL EDUCATIONSECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in physical education, certification code "MB." The certification test
covering this field is #44, "Physical Education." See page
394.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION MINOR FOR
SPECIAL EDUCATION MAJORS
SPECIAL EDUCATION-SECONDARY AND SPECIAL
EDUCATION-ELEMENTARY TEACHER
CERTIFICATION

PHYSICAL EDUCATION MAJOR
K-12 TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this course of studies, in
the context of other program requirements, leads to a
Bachelors of Science degree, and qualifies the student
for recommendation for certification for the Michigan
Department of Education Secondary Provisional Certificate K-12 endorsement in physical education, certification code "ME," and, depending on the minor selected, an additional endorsement. The certification test
covering this field is #44. "Physical Education" and is
taken at the completion of all program requirements.
See page 387.

TEACHING MINORS

Successful completion ofthis minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in physical edu·
cation. certification code "MIl" and fulfills the State of
Michigan ApprovaJ as a Physical Education Teacher for
Students with Disabilities, The certification test covering this field is H44, "Physical Education," See page 394.

SPECIAL EDUCATION
Kathleen S. Quinn
Department Head
215 Rackham
487-8801

TEACHING PROGRAMS
HEALTH MINOR
ELEMENTARY. SECONDARY. K-12. SPECIAL
EDUCATION-ELEMENTARY. AND SPECIAL
EDUCATION-SECONDARY TEACHER
CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in health. certification code "MA." The certification test covering this
field is H43, "Health." See page 394.

EMOTIONALLY IMPAIRED
(ELEMENTARY)

Successful completion of this course of study, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Elementary Provisional Certificate endorsed in emotionally impaired,
certification code "SE," and, depending on the minor
selected, an additional endorsement. The certification
tests covering this field are HB3, "Elementary Education," and H59, "Emotionally Impaired." See page 415.
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EMOTIONALLY IMPAIRED

MENTALLY IMPAIRED

(SECONDARY)

(SECONDARY)

Successful completion of this course of studies, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Secondary Provi·
sional Certificate endorsed in emotionally impaired,
certification code "SE," and, depending on the minor
selected, an additional endorsement. The certification
tests covering this field are #59, "Emotionally Impaired,"
and the minor area. See page 416.

Successful completion of this course of study, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Secondary Provi·
sional Certificate endorsed in mentally impaired, certi·
fication code "SA," and, depending on the minor selected,
an additional endorsement. The certification tests cov·
ering this field are #56, "Mentally Impaired," and the
minor area. See page 420.

HEARING IMPAIRED

PHYSICALLY AND OTHERWISE HEALTH

(ELEMENTARY)

Successful completion of this course of study, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Elementary Provisional Certificate endorsed in hearing impaired, certification code "SL," and, depending on the minor selected,
an additional endorsement. The certification tests cov·
ering this field are #83, "Elementary Education," and
#62, "Hearing Impaired." See page 417.

HEARING IMPAIRED

IMPAIRED
(ELEMENTARY)

Successful completion of this course of study, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifie~ the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Elementary Provisional Certificate endorsed in physically impaired, certification code "SC," and, depending on the minor se·
lected, an additional endorsement. The certification tests
covering this field are #83, "Elementary Education," and
#58, "Physically and Otherwise Health Impaired." See
page 421.

(SECONDARY)

Successful completion of this course of study, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Secondary Provisional Certificate endorsed in hearing impaired, certification code "SL," and, depending on the minor selected,
an additional endorsement. The certification tests cov·
ering this field are #62, "Hearing Impaired," and the
minor area. See page 418.

MENTALLY IMPAIRED
(ELEMENTARY)

Successful completion of this course of study, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Elementary Provisional Certificate endorsed in mentally impaired, certi·
fication code "SA," and, depending on the minor selected,
an additional endorsement. The certification tests covering this field are #83, "Elementary Education," and
#56, "Mentally Impaired." See page 419.
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PHYSICALLY AND OTHERWISE HEALTH
IMPAIRED
(SECONDARY)

Successful completion of this course of study, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Secondary Provi·
sional Certificate endorsed in physically impaired, certification code "se," and, depending on the minor se·
lected, an additional endorsement. The certification tests
covering this field are #58, "Physically and Otherwise
Health Impaired," and the minor area. See page 422 .

SPEECH AND LANGUAGE IMPAIRED
(.ALL GRADE LEVELS)

Successful completion of this course of study, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for either
the Michigan Department of Education Elementary
Provisional Certificate endorsed in speech/language
impaired, certification code "SB" or the Michigan De--
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partment of Education Secondary Provisional Certifi·
cate endorsed in speecManguage impaired, certification
code "S8." For elementary, the certification tests cover·
ing this field are #83, "Elementary Education," and #57,
"Speech and Language Impaired." For secondary, the
certification tests covering this field are #57, "Speech
and Language Impaired," and the minor area. See page
423.
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TEACHER
EDUCATION
James D. Riley
Department Head
234 Boone Hall
487-3260

VISUALLY IMPAIRED
(ELEMENTARY)

Successful completion of this course of study, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Elementary Provisional Certificate endorsed in visually impaired, certification code "8K," and, depending on the minor selected,
an additional endorsement. The certification tests covering this field are #83, "Elementary Education," and
#61, "Visually Impaired." See page 425.

VISUALLY IMPAIRED
(SECONDARY)

Successful completion of this course of study, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Secondary Provi·
sional Certificate endorsed in visually impaired, certifi·
cation code "SK.," and, depending on the minor selected,
an additional endorsement, The certification tests cov·
ering this field are #61, "Visually Impaired," and the
minor area. See page 426.

TEACHING PROGRAMS
EARLY CHILDHOOD
(ELEMENTARY WlTH EARLY CHILDHOOD
MINOR)

ELEMENTARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this course of studies, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Elementary Provi·
sional Certificate, which is valid for teaching all sub·
jects kindergarten through grade 5, for teaching in selfcontained classrooms in grades 6-8, and for teaching in
one's major or minor subject areas of concentration in
grades 6-8. In addition, the student is qualified for rec·
ommendation for endorsement in early childhood, cer·
tification code "ZA." Depending on the major selected
(or two other minors selected), the individual will be
eligible for an additional endorsement(s). The certifica·
tion tests for this field are #81, "Early Childhood: #83,
"Elementary," and those needed for subject area endorsements. See page 442.

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this course of studies, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Elementary Provi·
sional Certificate, which is valid for teaching all sub·
jects kindergarten through grade 5, for teaching in selfcontained classrooms in grades 6·8, and for teaching in
one's major or minor areas of concentration in grades 6·
8, Depending on the major and minor selected (or three
minors selected), the individual will be eligible for addi·
tional endorsements. The certification tests for this field
are #81, "Early Childhood." #83, "Elementary," and those
needed for subject area endorsements. The certification
tests for this field are #83 , "Elementary," and those
needed for subject area endorsements. See page 437.
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TEACHING MAJORS

TEACHING MINORS

ARTS GROUP MAJOR

ARTS GROUP MINOR (NOT AVAILABLE

ELEMENTARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

WITH ART MAJOR OR WITH MUSIC

Successful completion of this major, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in fine arts, certi·
fication code "OX." The certification test covering this
field is #53, "Fine Arts." See page 439.

ELEMENTARY SCIENCE GROUP MAJOR
ELEMENTARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this major, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in science, certifi·
cation code "OX." The certification test covering this field
is #16, "Science." See page 440.

MAJOR)
ELEMENTARY AND SPECIAL EDUCATIONELEMENTARY CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in fme arts, certi·
fication code "OX." The certification test covering this
field is #53, "Fine Arts." 13 hours for elementary pro·
gram, not counting hours in Basic Studies and profes·
sional studies. See page 441.

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
MINOR

LITERATURE, LANGUAGE,
COMMUNICATION, AND THEATRE ARTS
GROUP MAJOR
ELEMENTARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this major, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in language arts,
certification code "BX." The certification test covering
this field is #01, "Language Arts." See page 440.

SOCIAL SCIENCE GROUP MAJOR FOR
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Note: Recommendation for endorsement in social
science (certification code "eX") requires a group major
of 36 hours from economics, geography, history, politi·
cal science, psychology, sociology, anthropology, cultural
studies, government, and behavioral studies. The certi·
fication test covering social sciences is #06, "Social Sci·
ences." See page 441.
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Successful completion of this minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in early childhood,
certification code "ZA." The certification test covering
this field is #82, "Early Childhood." See page 442.

ELEMENTARY SCIENCE GROUP MINOR
ELEMENTARY AND SPECIAL EDUCATIONELEMENTARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in science, certification code "Dx." The certification test covering this field
is #16, "Science." See page 442.

FRENCH LANGUAGE MINOR
ELEMENTARY AND SPECIAL EDUCATIONELEMENTARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in French, certification code "FA." The certification test covering this field
is #23, "French.n See page 443.
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GERMAN LANGUAGE MINOR
ELEMENTARY AND SPECIAL EDUCATIONELEMENTARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in German, certification code "FB." The certification test covering this
field is #24, "German." See page 443.

SOCIAL SCIENCE GROUP MINOR
(ELEMENTARY)
ELEMENTARY AND SPECIAL EDUCATIONELEMENTARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in social science,
certification code "ex." The certification test covering
this field is #06, "Social Sciences." See page 443.

SPANISH LANGUAGE MINOR
ELEMENTARY AND SPEClAL EDUCATIONELEMENTARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in Spanish, certification code "FF." The certification test covering this
field is #28, "Spanish." See page 444.
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TEACHING MINOR IN THE COLLEGE OF
HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES
HUMAN,
ENVIRONMENTAL,
AND CONSUMER
RESOURCES
George Lippa
Department Head
108 Roosevelt Building
487-()077/487·0078

TEACHING MINOR
OCCUPATIONAL FOODS MINOR
(AVAILABLE ONLY TO BUSINESS
EDUCATION AND TECHNOLOGY
EDUCATION MAJORS)
SECONDARY. K-12. AND SPECIAL EDUCATIONSECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Students who will qualify for the Vocational Secondary Provisional Thaching Certificate may choose to
take the courses in order to earn an endorsement in occupational foods. The course work will convert to 2.000
hours of supervised experience in quantity foodservice
operations. An additional 2,000 hours of recent and relevant supervised experience in quantity foodservice are
required. See p. 475.
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TEACHING MAJORS AND MINOR IN THE
COLLEGEOFTECHNOLOGY
BUSINESS AND
TECHNOLOGY
EDUCATION
AnnM.Remp
Department Head
14 Sill Hall
487-4330

TEACHING MAJORS
BUSINESS SERVICES AND TECHNOLOGY
EDUCATION MAJOR
SECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

The Business Services and Technology Education
major leads to a Michigan Department of Education
Secondary Provisional Certificate and, upon meeting the
requirements according to the current Michigan State
Plan, a vocational endorsement. The program prepares
prospective teachers in the areas ofinfonnation processing and managemeot, administrative services, accounting and computing, and basic business such as economics, consumer economics, business law, business management, computer literacy, and introduction to business.
This major can be completed only in conjunction
with the Bachelor of Business Education curriculum.
Successful completion of this course of studies, in the
context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Secondary Provisional Certificate endorsed in business education, certification code "GX," and. with appropriate work experience, certification code "VB." The certification test covering this field is #32, "Business Education." See page
504.

MARKETING EDUCATION
SECON DARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

The Marketing Education major leads to a Michigan Department of Education Secondary Provisional
Certificate and, if requirements are met, vocational en-

dorsement qualifying the prospective teacher in such
areas as sales, retailing, marketing, and advertising.
This major can be completed only in conjunction
with the Bachelor of Business Education curriculum.
Successful completion of this course of studies, in the
context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Secondary Provisional Certificate endorsed in business education , certi·
fieetion code "GX," or, with appropriate work experience,
certification code "VB." The certification test covering
this field is #36, "Marketing (Distributive Education),'"
See page 505.

INDUSTRIAL-VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
MAJOR
SECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

The Industrial.vocational major is designed to prepare teachers of industrial-vocational subjects for senior high school and community college vocational education programs. Graduate who complete this major and
have a minimum of two years work experience in a cer-.
tifiable occupational area will quaillY for the Temporary
Vocational Authorization to teach in a specific occupa·
tional area. Options for cooperative work experience
studies are available to the student as partial credit toward the occupational requirement.
Successful completion of this course of studies, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Secondary Provisional Certificate endorsed in vocational trades, certification code "VT," The certification test covering this field
is an occupational area test. See page 507.

TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION MAJOR
SECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

This major must be completed in conjunction with
the Industrial Education curriculum. Successful completion of this course of studies, in the context of other pro.
gram requirements, qualifies the student for recommendation for certification for the Michigan Department of
Education Secondary Provisional Certificate endorsed
in industrial arts, certification code "lX." The certification test covering this field is #38, "Industrial Arts." See
page 508.
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TEACHING MINOR
TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION MINOR
ELEMENTARY AND SPECIAL EDUCATIONELEMENTARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in industrial arts,
certification code "IX." The certification test covering
this field is *38, "Industrial Arts." See page 510.
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HEALTH, PHYSICAL
EDUCATION,
RECREATION, AND
DANCE
Michael M. Bretting
Department Head
235 Warner Physical Education Building
487·0090
Professors: John R. Adams, Gary C. Banks, Marvin J.
Johnson, Steve W. Moyer. Michael J. Paciorek, Erik
J. Pedersen, Ronald J.Saunders, John E. Sheard,
Roger L. Williams, Charles X. Witten, Winifred
Witten, Myrna A. Yeakle
Associate Professors: Michael M. Bretting, Jennifer
Beller, Douglas W. Briggs, Jean E. Folkerth, Robbie
A. Johnson, Michael H. Jones, Joann McNamara,
Robert C. Parks, Jerry Ricciardo, Claudia B. Wasik
Assistant Professors: Eddie Bedford, Victor Chiasson,
Allan P. Freund, Suzanne Geldys-Zelnik, Jeff
Goodwin, Pau1 Gordon, Gloria D. Neve, Ronald E.
Oestrike, Joan H. Sheard, Ronald M. Verns, Ariel
Weymouth-Payne
Instructors: Linda Hemmelgarn, Sharon Pendleton
All Univeristy students are required to take PEGN
210 Lifetime Wellness and Fitness in the Health, Physical Education, Recreation, and Dance department as
part of their undergraduate degree requirements. In
addition, students may elect up to eight hours ofphysical education actitivty courses that enhance students'
personal development, health-related fitness, and their
use of leisure. All students seeking admission to a professional major program must make application in room
235 of the Warner physical education building. Upon
acceptance into a program, declared major students are
assigned a faculty adviser.
In addition, the department provides career education in the fields of dance, health, physical education,
adapted physical education , recreation/park management, therapeutic recreation, and sports medicine.
Three physical education facilities are available to
accommodate accelerating student use. Warner Physi.
cal Education Building, dedicated in 1964, houses the
majority of areas used by the department to instruct
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students in their career preparation. The facility includes three gymnasiums, a dance studio, a combative
room, a gymnastics room, sports medicine lab, and six
classrooms.
Adjacent and attached to Warner are Bowen Field
House and the OJds Student Recreation Center, where
classes are taught in new facilities such as the indoor
track, racquetballlpaddleball courts, and 50-meter swimming pool. Also available for class use are 17 tennis
courts and bowling lanes on campus and water sports
facilities nearby.
The department is affiliated with the American
Alliance and Michigan Associations of Health, Physical
Education, Recreation, and Dance; the National and
Michigan Recreation and Park Associations; and the
National Athletic TrainersAssociation. It also sponsors
the student professional organizations Eta Sigma
Gamma (health) and Delta Psi Kappa (physical education). Other student organizations include the Student
Athletic Trainer Club, the Student Exercise Science
Club, and the Physical Education Organization.
Degree
Bachelor of Science
Programs of Study
Majors:
Dance
Physical education for K-12 education
Recreation and park management
Sports medicine-athletic training
S,l)Orts medicine-exercise science
Therapeutic recreation
Minors:
Athletic coaching
Dance
Health education
Health education for elementary, secondary, K-12,
special education-elementary, and special education-secondary
Physical education for secondary, K-12, and special education-secondary
Physical education for special education-elementary and special education-secondary
Recreation and park management
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The list of officially assigned advisees is posted in
Room 235 of Warner Physical Education Building.
It is recommended that students seek out their
adviser as soon as possible to establish a course of study
leading to the degree sought.
Advising Coordinators:
Faculty in each of the professional programs are assigned advising responsibilities for those who declare
their majors in one of the four disciplines. Coordinators
are:
Majors:
Dance: Linda Hemmelgarn
Teachers of physical education: Michael Paciorek
Recreation and park management: Vic Chiasson
Therapeutic recreation: Jean Folkerth
Sports medicine-athletic training: Ron Venis
Sports medicine-exercise science: Charles X.
Witten
Minors:
Coaching: Michael Paciorek
Dance: Linda Hemmelgarn
Health: Myrna Yeakle
Physical education: Michael Paciorek
Physical education minor for special education:
Michael Paciorek
Recreation and park management: Vic Chiasson
Approvals:
State of Michigan Approval as a Physical Education Thacher for Students with Disabilities: Michael
Paciorek
Fieldwork is a criteria of individual professional
programs. Extracurricular assignments enhance the
practical application of knowledge learned in the classroom.
Certification is dependent upon the professional
program a student selects. Each of the major and minor
programs allows students to fulfill professional preparation for different careers.
Graduate study leads to the master's degree in
physical education. For descriptions of graduate courses
and programs, consult the Graduate Catalog.

ACADEMIC MAJORS
DANCE CURRICULUM
The dance curriculum is uniquely designed, offering students of dance a choice of three career-track options. This curriculum leads to a Bachelor of Science
degree. The three tracks are: (1) pre-dance therapy, (2)
studio management, and (3) perfonnance. Students are
not required to choose a minor, with the exception of(2)
studio management.
Students planning admission to the dance major
must officially enroll in the program at the Academic
Advising Center and complete the following:
l. A technical assessment and audition into the
program
2. An application into the dance program at 108
Warner
3. An application at 223 Warner Physical Education
Building
4. Acourseofstudy planned with a dance adviser based
on track recommendations.
All students must meet the basic studies requirements and the other courses specified in each area below.
Suitable adjustments can be made in consultation
with the dance faculty adviser. Some of the track required courses can be used to fulfill basic studies requirements.
Dance majors are strongly urged to enroll in a technique class every semester while attending Eastern
Michigan University. Ballet or modem technique classes
may be repeated for no-credit.
Basic Studies
I-B-l. ENGL 121 English Composition (3)
I-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I-B-3. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I-B-4. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I-B-5. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IT-B-l. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
ll-B-2. Bcuic Studies requirement. See inside back cover

n-B-3. Bcuic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
m-B-1.Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
UI-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IIT-B-3. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
lli-B-4. Basic Studies requirement. See inside backcouer
IV-B-l. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-3. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-4.Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
Credit hours in Basic Studies: ................................... 49
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Dance Core
DANC 107 Rhythmic Analysis and Dan ce
Accompaniment (3)
DANe 208 Classical BaUet Technique ill (3)
DANC 209 Classical Ballet Technique IV (3)
DANC 210 Modern Dance Technique III (3)
DANC 211 Modem Dance Technique IV (3)
DANC 245 Elements of Dance Composition (4)
DANC 255 Dance Production (3)
DANC 350 History of Dance (3)
DANC 354 Methods and Materials in Teaching of
Dance (3)
DANC 450 Advanced Dance Composition (4)
DANC 455 Seminar in Dance (2)
PEMJ 320 Dance Workshop (1)
PEMJ 422 Dance Workshop (1)
PEMJ 423 Dance Workshop (1)
Track requirements
Track one: pre·dance therapy
EDPS 325 Life Span Human Growth and
Development (4)
PRED 200 Anatomy and Physiology (5)
PHED 204 Kinesiology (Mechanics of
Movement) (3)
PHED 209 Bio-Fitness (3)
PSY 309 Social Psychology (3)
PSY 360 Abnormal Psychology (3)
PSY 361 Psychotherapy (3)
RECR 250 Fieldwork (1)
DANC 231 Service 'Teaching (1)
Choose one:
psy 321 Child Psychology (3)
PSY 322 Psychology of Adolescence (3)
PSY 323 Psychology of Hwnan Aging (3)
Choose one:
PSY 362 The Psychology of Stress and
Relaxation (3)
PSY 365 Behavior Modification (3)
Choose seven hours from :
PHED 334 Adaptive Physical Education (3)
RECR 200 Recreation for Persons with
Disabilities (3)
MUSC 103 1ntroduction to Music Therapy (2)
CTAD 326 Developmental Dramatrheatre with
the Handicapped (2)
Others in consultation with adviser
Basic Studies .............................................................. 49
Dance Core ................................................................. 37
7rack Requirements ................................................... 39
Total ......................................................................... 125
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7hlck two: studio management
DANC 456 Creative Dance for Children (2)
PHED 200 Anatomy and Physiology (5)
PRED 204 Kinesiology (Mechanics of
Movement) (3)
PEGN 102 Aerobic Dance (1)
PEGN 103 Couple, Square, and Ballroom
Dancing (1 )
PEGN 159 Tap Dancing (1)
PEGN 277 Special Topics: Intermediate
Aerobics (1)
DANC 331 Service Teaching (1 )
DANC 333 Service 'leaching (1)
Basic Studies ,... ., ........................................................ 49
Dance Core ..............,...... ,.............. ,.... ,... ,................... 37
'Track Requirements ............. ,..................................... 16
Business or management minor ......... ., .................... 21
Total ......................................................................... 125
7rack three: Performance
CTAO 102 Voice Development (1)
CTAR 158 Fundamentals of Acting (3)
CTAR 254 Stage Makeup (1)
CTAR 457 Tryouts and Auditions (1)
CTAR 461 Musical Theatre Acting (2)
MUSC 232 Voice Class (1)
PRED 200 Anatomy and Physiology (5)
PHED 204 Kinesiology (Mechanics of
Movement) (3)
PEGN 155 Jazz I (1)
PEGN 159 Tap Dancing (1)
PEGN 255 Jazz II (1)
PEMJ 320 Dance Workshop (1)
PEMJ 322 Dance Workshop (1)
Minor (or electives) ............,........................................ 20
Basic Studii?s .............................................................. 49
Dance Core ................................................................. 37
7rack Requirements ................................................... 22
'IOta1 ......................................................................... 128

PHYSICAL EDUCATION MAJOR
K-12 TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this course of study leads
to a Bachelor's of Science Degree, and qualifies the student for recommendation for certification for the Michigan Department of Education Secondary Provisional
Certificate K·12 endorsement in physical education,
certification code "MB" and, depending on the minor
selected, an additional endorsement. The certification
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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test covering this field is #44, "Physical Education" and
is taken at the the completion of aU program require·
ments.
Students seeking certification must meet require·
ments for entry into the teacher education program. The
course of study requires completion of Basic Studies
requirements, a minor in a secondary subject area, the
physical education major, and professional education
courses.
The course of study is uniquely designed to provide students with theoretical and practical knowledge
of how to deliver physical education programming to
students with and without disabilities, from kindergar-ten through grade 12. The Michigan Exemplary Physical Education Curriculum Project (Mi·EPEC) is used as
a model to enable students to develop exemplary physi·
cal education programs upon graduation. The methods
of teaching courses provide information on the sequencing and presenting of a wide variety of activities found
within the public schools.
Fieldwork experiences are a critical component of
the professional program. Extracurricular assignments
enhance the practical application of knowledge learned
within the classroom. Majors are required to complete
a minimum of 100 hours of prestudent teaching experiences with students of all ages and abilities. Fieldwork
experiences will begin in the freshman year, will include
students with and without disabilities, and will culminate in a one semester student teaching assignment with
elementary and secondary students under the supervi·
sion of master teachers.
This program primarily serves the needs of K-12
school programs in Michigan and the United States.
Faculty provide students with numerous opportunities
for professional growth. Opportunities for additional
certifications and endorsements such' as water safety
instructor (WSI), Red Cross First Aid, coaching, and
certification in programs for students with disabilities
are also available and strongly encouraged.
The physical education major program participates
in the University Honors Program. Students wishing to
enroll in the Honors Program must maintain a GPA of
3.3 and fulfill all requirements in specific honor courses.
See the department Honors adviser for specific infor·
matioo.
Basic Studies
I-B-1. ENGL 121 English Composition (3)
I-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back couer
I·B·3. BIOL 105 Biology and Human Species.
Recommended
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

I-B-4. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back couer
I-B·5. Basic Stud~s requirement. See inside back cover
II-B·l, Basic StudU!s requirement. See inside back cOlJer
II·B-2. PSY 101 General Psychology (3)
II·B·3. BasicStud~s requirement. See inside back couer
III·B-1. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back couer
III-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back couer
IIJ·B-3. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back couer
III·B-4. Basic Studies requirement. See in.side back couer
IV-B-l. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back couer
IV-B·2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back couer
IV-B·3. Basic Stud~s requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-4. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back couer
Physical education, personal fitness class and outdoor
leisure pursuit class (2)
Credit hours in. Basic Studies; ................................... 49

Teaching Major
PHED 200 Anatomy and Physiology (5)
PHED 204 Kinesiology (Mechanics of
Movement) (3)
PHED 240 History and Philosophy of Physical
Education (2)
PHED 281 Motor Development (2)
PHED 300 Physiology of Exercise (4)
HLED 210 Standard American Red Cross First
AJd (2)

PHED 334 Adaptive Physical Education (3)
PHED 382 Motor Learning (3)
Eleven hours of academic electives, selected in
consultation with an academic adviser

Minor
Select a minor from the approved list (see pp. 362-363)
Subtotal, Major and minor: ...................................... 50 1

Professional Studies
100 clock hours of approved prestudent teaching
field experiences (0)
PHED 150 Methods of Teaching Individual
Sports (3)

PHED 151 Methods of Teaching Team Sports I (3)
PHED 152 Methods ofTeaching'Tham Sport.s II (1)
PHED 153 Methods of Teaching Conditioning
Activities (1)
PHED 250 Methods of Teaching Aquatics (2)
PHED 251 Methods of Teaching Gymnastics (2)
PHED 350 Methods of Teaching Rhythmic
Activities (1)
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PHED 351 Methods of Teaching Fundamental
Movement and Movement Education (1)
PHED 352 Methods of Teaching Elementary
Physical Education (2)
EDPS 322 Human Development and Learning (4)

The following courses require formal admission to the
teacher education program:
RDNG 311 Teaching Reading in the Secondary
School (3)
SOFD 328 Schools in a Multicultural Society (3)

PHED 367 Curriculum and Methodsln Physical
Education (3)
PRED 440 Tests and Measurements in Physical
Education (2)
EDUC 496 Student Teaching (6)
EDUC 497 Student Teaching (6)
Credit hours in Professional Studies:........................ 44
Total credit hours required: .............................. 143
lCcJuld be UBI. ckpending on the minorand the po88ibleapplimtwn of
basic .tucUu COU1'8e' to the millor.

RECREATION CURRICULUM
The Recreation program at Eastern Michigan University consists of two separate sub-disciplines: 1) Recreation and Park Management and 2) Therapeutic Recreation. The NRPAlAALR accredited core curriculum
for both programs is listed below:
Recreation core courses .............................................. 33
RECR 100 Introduction to Recreation and Leisure

(F, WI (3)
RECR 200 Recreation for Persons with
Disabilities (F, W) (3)

RECR 250/251/252/253 Fieldwork in Recreation
(F,Wl (I )
RECR 260 Recreation Leadership (F) (3)

RECR 290/479 Practical Research in Recreation
(F, Wl (3)

RECR321/479 Legal Aspects of Recreation (W) (3)
RECR 360 Recreation Program Planning (W) (3)
RECR 37()1479 Facili", Ile!rign and Management (F) (31
RECR 410 Professional Preparation (W) (1)

RECR 460 Park and RocreationAdmirustration (F) (3)
EDP 325 Life Span Human Growth and
Development (F, W, SP, SU) (4)

ENGL 326 Report and Research Writing (F, W,
8P, 8m (3)
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RECREATION AND PARK MANAGEMENT
The Recreation and Park Management curriculum
leads to a Bachelor of Science degree and is designed to
prepare students for a broad range of professional career options including municipal and regional recreation,
state and federal park agencies, college intramuals and
student unions, commercial and private recreation, out,.
door adventure programs, industrial recreation, armed
forces recreation, and resorts. The program is a nonteaching major. A minor in Recreation and Park Management is offered to majors in other fields.
The curriculum is multidisciplinary, including
course work in management and the social sciences, with
required core course work to include recreation leadership, programming, and administration and management courses. Students are advised in selecting electives from recreation/park a nd related subject areas that
will further prepare them for careers in their chosen
area of interest.
This curriculum consists of a minimum of 52·54
credit hoUTs of basic studies, a minimum of 59 credit
hours of courses in the Recreation and Park Management major, 8-13 credit hours of electives, 21)0 hOUr!; of
volunteer and/or paid recreation experience, and a minimum GPArequirement before taking a full·time 15 week
practicum.The practicum and fieldwork cannot be completed at the same site. The student must also file for
Candidate Status one semester prior to enrolling in the
practicum. No outside minor required, but it is strongly
recommended.
Criteria for Candidate Status in Recreation and
Park Management are:
1. Obtain a minimum of2.5 GPAoverall and 2.75 GPA
in all major courses.
2. Complete an application for Candidate Status in
Recreation and Park Management.
3. Complete 250 hours of verified volunteer or paid
work experience in one or more leiBure service
agencies (this requirement stands alone and does
not include required hours included in other courses
such as REC 200, REC 250, REC 251 , REC 252, REC
253.
4. Complete 30 hours of volunteer or work experience
in recreation with persons with disabilities.
5. Complete all Recreation and Park Management core
courses.
6. Complete all Recreation and Park Management
required courses.
7. Complete 90% of all academic courses.
8. Submit two letters of recommendation from
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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recreation professionals under whom the applicant
has completed work or volunteer experience to the
assigned academic advisor in recreation.
Basic Studies
I-B-1. ENGL 121 English Composition (3)
I-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I-B-3. ENGL 326 Research Writing (3)
I-B-4. MATH 150 Mathematical Reasoning (3)
I-B-5. COSC 136 Computers for the Nonspecialist (3)
II-B-!. CHEM 119 Fundamentals of Chemistry (4)
II-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I1-B-3. INTE 240 Science, Technology, and People (3)
III-B-1. Bask Studies requirement. See inside back cover
III-B-2. Bask Studies requirement. See inside back cover
ill-B-3. Bask Studies requirement. See inside back cover
III-B-4. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-!. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-3. Bask Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-4. CTAD 222 Drama and Play in Human
Experience (3)
Physical education, military science, or equivalent (2)

Credit hours in Basic Studies: .............................. 52-54
IIRc~ and Park Manngemeni

Courses ("'Iuu.dJ ..... 26
RECR 271 Park Maintenance (F) (3)
RECR 361/479 Special Events (W) (3)
RECR 450 Park Planning and Design (W) (3)
RECR465 Park and Recreation ManagementC'N> (3)
RECR 471/479 Contemporary Issues in
Recreation (W) (3)
RECR 489 Recreation Practicum (F, W, sP/sm (8)
Select 8-13 credit hours of electives from the courses
provided below or other courses after consultation
with the assigned Recreation and Park academic
adviser.
RECR 251/252/253 Fieldwork in Recreation!
Therapeutic Recreation (F, W) (1 each)

RECR 280 Camping (F) (2)
RECR 310 Leisure and Older Adults (F) (3)
RECR 320 Leisure Education (W) (3)
RECR 477/478/479 Special '!bpics (W) (1-3)
INED 152 Arts and Crafts (3)
GEOG 112 Introduction to Travel and Tourism (3)
GEOG 113 Foundation to Guest Service (3)
GEOG 212 Geography of Travel and Tourism (3)
GEOG 344 Recreation Geography (3)
GESC 212 National Parks and Monuments (2)
BIOL 207 Elements of Ecology (2)
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

BIOL 224 Principles of Conservation (4)
BIOL 232 Nature Interpretation (3)
PHIL 220 Ethics (3)
MATH 360 Statistical Methods (3)
PLSC 330 Urban Politics (3)
SOCL 214 Racial and Cultural Minorities (3)
SOeL 402 Group Dynamics (3)
MKTG 360 Principles of Marketing (3)
MGMT 386 Organizational Behavior and Theory(3)
PHED 353 American Red Cross Lifeguard
Training (3)
PHED 453 American Red Cross Water Safety and
Lifeguard Instructor (3)

HLED 210 Fi"tAid (2)
Basic Studies .......................................... .............. 62-54

Recreation major
Core courses ................................................................ 33
Recreation and Park Management Courses ............. 26
Electives ................................................................... 8-13
Total ......................................................................... 124

THERAPEUTIC RECREATION
CURRICULUM
The Therapeutic Recreation curriculum leads to a
Bachelor of Science degree in Therapeutic Recreation.
Graduates from this program may apply for national certification as a Certified Therapeutic Recreation Specialist.
This curriculum consists of a minimum of 52·54
credit hours of basic studies, a minimum of basic studies, a minimum of64 cred.it hours of courses in the Therapeutic Recreation major, 8-10 credit hours of electives,
and 250 hours of volunteer andlor paid recreation experience before taking a full-time 15 week, 600 hour
practicum. The practicum and fieldwork cannot be completed at the same site. The student must also file for
Candidate Status one semester prior to enrolling in the
practicum. No outside minor is required, but it is
strongly recommend.
Students who have been accepted by the University through the Admissions Office must apply for a provisional admission to the Therapeutic Recreation curriculum through the Therapeutic Recreation Advisor.
Criteria for Therapeutic Recreation provisional
status are:
1. Application for program admission
2. Autobiographical sketch and your interest in
working with special populations in the field of
Therapeutic Recreation
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3. Statement of current goals
Criteria for Candidate status in Therapeutic Recreation are:
1. Obtain a minimum of2.50 GPAoverall and 2.75 GPA
in all major courses.
2. Complete an application for Candidate Status in
Therapeutic Recreation.
3. Complete a minimum of 60 hours of verified
volunteer andlor paid Therapeutic Recreation
experience with special populations.
4. Complete 30 hours of volunteer work or experience
in therapeutic recreation with persons who do not
have disabilities.
5. Complete 250 hours of verified volunteer or paid
work experience in one or more leisure service
agencies (this requirement does not include items
three and four listed above).
6. Complete all Therapeutic Recreation core courses.
7. Complete all Therapeutic Recreation required
courses.
8, Complete 90% of all academic courses,
9. Submit two letters of recommendation from
recreation professionals under whom the applicant
has completed work or volunteer experience to the
assigned academic advisor in recreation.
Basic Studies
I-B-l. ENGL 121 English Composition (3)
I-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I-B-3. ENGL 326 Research Writing (3)
I-B-4. MATH 150 Mathematical Reasoning (3)
I-B-5. COSC 136 Computers for the Nonspecialist (3)
II-B-l. CHEM 119 Fundamentals of Chemistry (4)
II-B-2, Basic Studies requirement. See insic:k back cover
II-B-3. INTE 240 Science, Technology, and People (3)
IIl-B-I .Basic Studies requirement, See insic:k back cover
m-B-2. Basic Studies requirement, See insic:k back cover
IIl-B-3, Basic Studies requirement, See insic:k back cover
III-B-4.Basic Studies requirement. See insic:k back cover
IV-B-l. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-2, Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-3, Basic Studies requirement, See inside back cover
IV-B-4. CTAD 222 Drama and Play in Human
Experience (3)
Credit hours in Basic Studies: .............................. 52-54
Therapeutic Recreation Courses (required) .............. 31
RECR 180 Activity Analysis and Adaptation
(W)(3)

RECR 300 Principles oM'herapeutic Recreation (W) (3)
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RECR 340 'IllcIuriques in Therapeutic _troD ()') (3)

RECR 400 Processes and Services in Therapeutic
Recreation (F) (3)
RECR 430 Issues in Therapeutic Recreation (W) (3)
RECR 449 PracticUDl in Therapeutic Recreation
(F, W, SP/SU) (8)
PHED 200 Anatomy and Physiology eF, W) (5)
psy 360 Abnormal Psychology (F, W, SP, SU) (3)
SeIE!(:t 8-10 credit hours of electives from the courses
provided below or other courses after consuJtation
with the Therapeutic Recreation advisor,
RECR 251/252/253 Fieldwork in Recreation!
Therapeutic Recreation (F, W) (1 each)
RECR 285 Camping for Special Populations (F) (2)
RECR 310 Leisure and Older Adults (F) (3)
RECR 320 Leisure Education (W) (3)
RECR 330 Therapeutic Recreation for Substance
Abusers (3)
PHEDIRECR 481 Adaptive Aquatics (2)
PHED389 Sport and Activity for the Disabled (1)
RECR 477/4781479 Special Thpics (1-3)
!NED 152 Arts and Crafts (3)
SPGN 251 Education of Exceptional Children (2)
CTAS 326 Developmental DramatI'heater with
Handicapped Persons (2)
EDPS 318Uses of Play in the Helping
Professional (3)
Basic Studies ........................................................ 52-54

Therapeutic Recreation major
Core courses ... ,.................. ,..... ,., ... ,.... " ............ ,.......... 33
Therapeutic Recreation Courses .. ,............................ 31
Electives ., ............. ,", .. " ..... ,...... ,.......... " .......... ,., .. " .. 8-10
Total ......................................................................... 124

CURRICULUM FOR SPORTS MEDICINE
Spons medicine is a comparatively new field of
study that integrates sports, medicine, the sciences, and
other health related areas into a professional curriculum, It is identified under different approaches and titles
including: athletic medicine, cardiovascular rehabilitation, exercise physiology and biomechanics. Essentially,
the study of sports medicine provides an understanding of the health and physical implications of human
movement.
The curriculum leads to a Bachelor of Science degree in sports medicine. The course of study consists of
UNDERCRADUATE CATALOG
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a minimum of 53 semester hours in basic studies, a minimum of 54-59 semester hours in the major and 17-20
hours of free electives. Students must participate in a
variety of practicum experiences prior to completing a
full-time internship in the senior year. The program has
established special course prerequisites, GPA requirements, and candidacy admission requirements. No outside minor is needed.
Students electing this curriculum may choose one
of two areas of specialization: exercise science or athletic training.
Sports medicine-athletic training:
Students entering the athletic training program
are listed as "intents" and cannot be considered for candidacy until the following criteria are met:
1. Declare major intent with the Academic Advising
Center and the department.
2. Overall grade point average at Eastern Michigan
University of 2.9 (transfer grade point average
evaluated separately).
3. Completion of 60 hours of the program.
4. Grades of"C" or above in each of the following: BIOL
105 Biology and the Human Species, CHEM 120
Fundamentals of Organic and Biochemistry, PHY
221 Mechanics, Sound, and Heat, PSY 101 General
Psychology, ZOOL 318 Laboratory in Human
Anatomy.
5. A grade of"B" or above in SPMD 200 Anatomy and
Physiology, SPMD 290 Practicum il, and SPMD 295
Recognition and Evaluation of Athletic Injuries.
6. Three letters of recommendation, two professional
and one personal.
7. Biographical sketch.

When an "intent" has successfully achieved the
above, he or she must apply for candidacy. The admission form can be obtained from the program director.
The "intent" will be notified of the date and time for a
personal interview with the Sports Medicine Committee.
Sports medicine-exercise science:
Students entering the exercise science program are
listed as "intents" and cannot be considered for candidacy until the fonowing criteria are met:
1. Declare major intent with the Academic Advising
Center and the department.
2. Overall grade point average at Eastern Michigan
University of 2.75 (transfer grade point average
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

evaluated separately).
3. Completion of SO hours of the program. (The
following courses must be included in the SO hours:
SPMD 119, PHED 209, SPMD 200, ZOOL 318, and
PHED 204 or SPMD 305.
4. Grades of"C" or above in each of the following: BIOL
105 Biology and the Human Species, CHEM 120
Fundamentals of Organic and Biochemistry, PHY
221 Mechanics, Sound, and Heat, SPMD 200
Anatomy and Physiology, ZOOL 318 Laboratory in
Human Anatomy.
5. Three letters of recommendation, two professional
and one personal.
S. Biographical sketch.
When an "intent" has successfully achieved the
above, he or she must apply for candidacy with the program chair for a personal interview with the Sports
Medicine Committee. Once accepted into candidacy, the
student must maintain a 2.75 GPA. Failure to maintain the required GPA will result in dismissal from the
program.

SPORTS MEDICINE-ATHLETIC
TRAINING
Basic Studies
I-B-1. ENGL 121 English Composition (3)
I-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I-B-3. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I-B-4. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I-B-5. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I1-B-t. CHEM 120 Fundamentals of Organic and
Biochemistry (4)
il-B-2. PSY 101 General Psychology (3)
II-B-3. BIOL 105 Biology and the Human Species (4)
II1-B~ 1. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
III-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
III-B~3. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
UI-B-4. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-t. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV~B-2. Basic Studies requirenumt. See inside back cover
IV-B-3. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-4. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
Additional requirement: PHY 221 Mechanics, Sound,
and Heat (4)
Physical education (2)

Credit hours in Basic Studies: ................................... 53
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Sports medicineAthletic training
DTC 204 Sports Nutrition (3)
HLED 310 Advanced First Aid and Emergency
Care (3)

fll.ED 390 Drug Use and Abuse (3)
PHED 300 Physiology of Exercise (4)1
SPMD 119 Orientation to Sports Medicine (1)
SPMD 200 Anatomy and Physiology (5)
SPMD 219 Introduction to Athletic Training (3)
SPMD 225 Practicum I (2)
SPMD 290 Practicum II (2)
SPMD 295 Recognition and Evaluation of Athletic
l'\iury (4)
SPMD 305 Kinesiology·Tisaue Biomechanics (2)#
SPMD 315 Applied Sport Psychology (3)#
·SPMD 378 Special Topics : SPMD 321
Therapeutic
Modalities for
Athletic
Trainers (2)#
·SPMD 379 Special Topics: SPMD 322
Therapeutic Exercise for Athletic Trainers (3)1
SPMD 390 Preintemship (2)1
SPMD 419 Medical and Administrative Aspects
of Athletic Training (2)*
·SPMD 479 Special Topics: SPMD 419 Medical
Aspects of Sports Medicine (3)M
·SPMD 479 Special Topics: SPMD 421 Legal
Aspects of Sports Medicine (3)#
SPMD 490 Internship-Athletic Training (8)#
ZOOL 31B Laboratory in Human Anatomy (2)
Physical education activity courses (4)#
The above curriculum and 1,500 hours of practicum
under the supervision of an NATA certified athletic
trainer are required for graduation and to sit for
the NATA Certification Exam. These hours must be
attained in no less than two academic years and not
more than five years.
Required courses ........................................................ 59
Free electives ........................................................... 5-10

Total .................................................................
-TM..
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SPORTS MEDICINE-EXERCISE SCIENCE
Basic Studies
I·B·1. ENGL 12 1 English Composition (3)
I·B·2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I-B·3. Basic Studies requirermnt. See inside back COf.ler
I·B·4. Basic Studiu requirermnt. See inside back cover
I·B·5. B08icStudies requirermnt. See inside back cof.ler
II-B·!. CHEM 120 Fundamentals of Organic and
Biochemistry (4)
U-B·2. PSY 101 General Psychology (3)
n·B·3. BIOL 105 Biology and the Human Species (4)
III·B-!.B08ic Studies requirermnt. See inside back cover
UI· 8 -2. Basic Studies requirermnt. See inside back cover
m·8-3 . Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
III-B-4.Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B·l. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV·B·2. Basic Studies requirement. See i.nside backCOf.ler
IV-B-3. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B·4. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
Additional requirement: PHY 221 Mechanics, Sound.
and Heat (4)
Physical education (4)
Credit hours in Basic Studies: ................................... 53

Sports medicmeEJtercise science
BECR 202 Principles of Human Nutrition (3)
HLED 310 Advanced First Aid and Emergency
Care (3)

NURS 270 Pharmacology (2)
PH ED 204 Kinesiology (Mechanics of
Movement) (3) or SPMD 305 IGnesiologyTissue Mechanics (3)
PHED 209 Bio·Fitness (2)
PHED 300 Physiology of Exercise (4)
SPMD 119 Orientation to Sports Medicine (1 )
SPMD 200 Anatomy and Physiology (5)
SPMD 315 Applied Sport Psychology (3)#
SPMD 410 Laboratory Techniques in Human
Performance Analysis (4)#
SPMD 425 Sports Medicine Practicum-Exercise
Science (2)#
SPMD
430
Basic
Principles
of
Electrocardiography (3)#
·SPMD 479 Special Topics : SPMD 421 Legal
Aspects of Sports Medicine (3)#
·SPMD 479 Special Topics: SPMD 431 Pathology
for Sports Medicine (3)#
·SPMD 479 Special Topics: SPMD 432
Introduction of Exercise Programming (3)#
UNDERGRADUATECATALOC
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SPMD 480 Internshi~Exercise Science (8)#
ZOOL 318 Laboratory in Human Anatomy (2)
Physical education activity courses (swimming,
jogging, conditioning activities, aerobic dance,
cycling, weight training) (2)
Select eighteen hours of general electives in
consultation with adviser.
Required courses ........................................................ 50
Free ekctiues ........................................................... 9-18
Total ......................................................................... 124
-Thf!M COUrk"
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TEACHING MINORS
HEALTH MINOR
ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY, K-12, SPECIAL
EDUCATION-ELEMENTARY, AND SPECIAL

covering this field is '44, "Physical Education," and
should be taken at the Completion of the program.
HLED 210 Standard American Red Cross First
Aid (2)

PRED 200 Anatomy and Physiology (5)
PHED 204 Kinesiology (Mechanics of
Movement) (3)
PRED 281 Motor Development (2)
PRED 300 Physiology of Exercise (4)
PHED 334 Adaptive Physical Education (3)
PHED 367 Methods and Materials in Physical
Education (3)
Select at least four credits from the following
courses:
PHED 150 Methods of Teaching Individual
Sports (3)
PRED 151 Methods of Teaching Team Sporta I (3)
PlIED 152 MethodsofThachingTeam Sports n (1)
PHED 153 Methods of Teaching Conditioning
Activities (1)
24 hours

EDUCATION-SECONDARY TEACHER
CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in health, certification code "MA.. The certification test covering this
field is #43, "Health."
HLED 210 Standard American Red Cross First
Aid (2)

HLED 302 From Host to Host: The Communicable
Diseases (1)
HLED 320 Health Education in the Elementary
Grades (2)
HLED 350 Scientific Foundations in Health (3)
HLED 360 Concepts in School Sex Education (2)
HLED 380 Psychosocial Concepts of Health (2)
HLED 390 Drug Use and Abuse (3)
HLED 399 Teaching about AIDS (1)
Eight credits chosen in consultation with advising
coordinator.
24 hours

PHYSICAL EDUCATION MINOR
SECONDARY. K-12. AND SPECIAL EDUCATIONSECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in physical education, certification code "MB." The certification test
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

PHYSICAL EDUCATION MINOR FOR
SPECIAL EDUCATION MAJORS
SPECIAL EOUCATION-ELEMENTARY ANO
SPECIAL EDUCATION-SECONDARY TEACHER
CERTIFICATION (AVAILABLE ONLY TO SPECIAL
EDUCATION MAJORS)

This program is intended for SPECIAL EDUCATION MAJORS interested in a teaching minor in
adapted physical education. The minor in adapted
physcia education is designed for undergraduates who
wish to complete the State of Michigan Approval for
'Thachers of Students with Disabilities. Because it is a
minor, students are required to meet university requirements governing minors as well as the competencies in
the Revised Administrative Rules for Special Education,
July 1, 1987.
Successful completion oftws minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in physical education, certification code "MB". The certification test
covering this field is '44, Physical Education, and showd
be taken at the completion of the program.
PHED 200· Anatomy and Physiology (5)
PHED 281 Motor Behavior (3)
PRED 282 Perceptual-Motor Training (1)
PRED 334 Adaptive Physical Education (2)
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PHED 388 Assessment in Adaptive Physical
Education (1)
PHED 367 Curriculum and Methods in Physical
Education ( 3)
PHED 389 Sport and Activity for the Disabled (1)
··PHED 490 Field Experience in Adaptive
Physical Education (4)
Select at least 4 credits from the following courses:
PHED 150 Methods of Teaching Individual
Sport.s (3)

PHED 151 Methods ofThaching 'Team Sports 1 (3)
PHED 152 Methods of 'Teaching 'Team Sports n (1)
PHED 153 Methods of Teaching Conditioning
Activities (1)
PRED 250 Methods of Teaching Aquatics (2)
PHED 251 Methods of Teaching Gymnastics (2)
PHED 350 Methods of Teaching Rhythmic
Activities (1)
PRED 351 Methods of Teaching Fundamental
Movement and Movement Education (1)
PHED 352 Methods of Teaching Elementary
Physical Education (2)
·Mqjort il1 Phy.ically and Otherwise Hrofth lmptlired (PORI) tlrr exempt from thit rrquirrlMnt. Ho~uer. .tutknt. mu# .feet an. additional5 credit MUrt ofekctiw:. in COItflultation with the adaptedphy.icol ecWcotioll advi.OI'.

··This courfle i. requirrd for th OtJe .turkntll ~lting the Stare ofMichi·
gan Appro!)al at a Phy.ieal Educatwn 'Thacher. for Sturkn.l. with
Di8abilitittfl.

COACHING MINOR
This program is intended for students planning to
pursue coaching as a full-or part-time activity. This is
not a minor for prospective teachers. The Coaching Minor leads to PACE certification.
ATHL 315 Psychology of Sports Competition (3)
HLED 390 Drug Use and Abuse (3)
PHED 200 Anatomy and Physiology (5)
PHED
312
Athletic
Training
and
Physiotherapy (2)
PHED 421 Legal Aspects of Sport. Physical
Education and Recreation (3)
Select a minimum of 4 hours from the following:
ATHL 263 Theory of Coaching Football (2)
ATHL 265 Theory of Coaching Baseball (2)
ATHL 267 Theory of Coaching Basketball (2)
ATHL 268 Theory of Coaching Swimming (2)
ATHL 269 Theory of Coaching Track and Field (2)
Select a minimum of 3 hours from the following:
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ATHL 261 Techniques in Officiating I (2)
ATHL 262 Techniques in Officiating II (2)
PHED 305 Practical Concepts of Conditioning (2)
PHED 316 Foundations of Coaching (2)
PHED 389 Sport and Activity for the Disabled (2)
PHED 405 Women in Sport (2)
PHED 477-479 Special Topics (see adviser) (1-3)
23 hours

DANCE MINOR
Students planning admission to the dance minor
must complete the following:
1. A technial assessment and audition into the
program .
2. An application at 108 Warner Physical Education
Building.
3. A course of study planned with a dance adviser.
DANC 107 Rhythmic Analysis and Dance
Accompaniment. (3)
DANC 245 Elements of Dance Composition (3)
DANC 255 Dance Production (3)
DANC 350 History of Dance (3)
DANC 450 Advanced Dance Composition (4)
DANC 455 Seminar in Dance (2)
Two levels of Modern Dance Technique I-IV (4-6)
Two levels of Classical Ballet Technique I·JV (4-6)
Two levels of Jazz I-II (2)
24 hours

HEALTH MINOR
While designed to provide preparation for teaching health in schools. the health minor is not restricted
to those preparing to work in health-related fields. It is
an excellent background for graduate programs in the
school healt.h and community health disciplines.
HLED 210 Standard American RedCross First
rud (2)

HLED 302 From Host to Host: The Communicable
Diseases (1)
HLED 320 Health Education in the Elementary
Grades (2)
HLED 350 Scientific Foundations in Health (3)
HLED 360 Concepts in School Sex Education (2)
HLED 380 Psychosocial Concepts of Health (2)
HLED 390 Drug Use and Abuse (3)
HLED 399 Teaching about AIDS (4--6)
Eight credits chosen in consultation with advising
coordinator.
24 hours
UNOERGRAOUATECATAVOQ
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RECREATION AND PARK MANAGEMENT
MINOR
1. Required Courses (16 hours)
RECR 100 Introduction to Recreation and Leisure

(2)
RECR 200Recreation for Persons with
Disabilities (3)
RECR 250/251/252/253 Fi eldwork in
Recreation (1 each)
RECR 260 Recreation Leadership (3)
RECR 360 Recreation Program Planning (3)
RECR 460 Recreation and Park Planning (3)
2. Restricted Electives (5-6 hours)
Choose 5·6 credit hours from any ofthe (ollowing:
RECR 271 Park Maintenance (3)
RECR 280 Camping (2)
RECR 285 Camping for Special Populations (2)
RECR 290 Practical Research in Recreation (3)
RECR 300 Principles of Therapeutic
Recreation (3)
RECR 321 Legal Issues in Recreation (3)
RECR 361 Special Events (3)
RECR 370 Facility Design and Management (3)
RECR 390 Outdoor Recreation (3)
RECR 400 Processes and Services in Therapeutic
Recreation (3)
RECR 430 Issues in Therapeutic Recreation (3)
RECR 450 Park Planning and Design (3)
RECR 465 Park Management (3)
RECR 477/4781479 Special Topics ( 11213 )
PHED 389 Sport and Activity for the Disabled (1)
24 hours

ACTIVITY COURSES FOR GENERAL
STUDENTS
The physical education activity requirement is
explained on page 40 in this catalog. Additional informa tion may be obtained in the department office in
Room 235 Warner Physical Education Building.
Students are required to wear apparel appropriate to safe and effici ent participation in the particular
course activity. Students are also required to pay a locker
and towel fee . This fee is payable at the Cashier's Of·
fi ce, Pierce Hall.
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100 LEVEL BEGlNNlNG COURSES

These courses are designed for students who have
limited or no experience in the particular activity. Instruction and participation include basic skills, rules and
strategies. Although all courses are open to both men
and women, certain courses include content that is prescribed by the course title, for example PEGN 119
Women's Gymnastics a nd PEGN 122 Men's Gymnasticsl.

Semhours
PEGN 101 Weight Control and Fitness ...................... 2
PEGN 102 Aerobic Dance ............................................. 1
PEGN 103 Couple, Square, a nd Ballroom Dancing ... 1
PEGN 108 Basketball ................................................... 1
PEGN 109 Jishukan Jujitsu ........................................ 1
PEGN 111 Volleyball ..................................................... 1
PEGN 117 Synchronized Swimming ........................... 1
PEGN 119 Women's Gymnastics ................................. 1
PEGN 120 Modem Rhythmic Gymnastics ................. 1
PEGN 121 Orienteering .. ,.. ,......................................... 1
PEGN 122 Men's Gymnastics r .......................... ,........ 1
PEGN 126 Conditioning Activities .............................. 1
PEGN 128 Judo ............................................................. 1
PEGN 130 Assault and Rape Prevention ................... 1
PEGN 135 Softball ........................................................ 1
PEON 140 Marching Band ........................... " ............. 1
PEGN 141 Adaptive Activities .................................... 1
PEGN 142 Racquetball and Paddleball ...................... 1
PEGN 143 Fencing ....................................................... 1
PEON 144 Trap and Skeet Shooting ........................... 1
PEGN 145 Cross Country Skiing ................................ 1
PEGN 146 Beginning Snow Skiing ............................. 1
PEGN 147 Archery ........................................................ 1
PEGN 148 Tennis .......................................................... 1
PEON 149 Badminton ....... ,..... ,.................................... 1
PEGN 150 Golf ......................................... ..................... 1
PEGN 151 Bowling ....................................................... 1
PEGN 152 Sailing ......................................................... 1
PEON 153 Swimming ............................................. ,..... 1
PEGN 155 Jazz I ........................................................... 1
PEGN 156 Canoeing ..................................................... 1
PEON 158 Folk Dancing .............................................. 1
PEGN 159 Tap Dancing ...................................... ,......... 1
PEGN 160 Ballet ........................................................... 1
PEON 161 Modem Dance ............................................ 1
PEON 177/1781179 Special Thpics ......................... 112/3
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200 LEVEL INTERMEDIATE AND ADVANCED
COURSES

These courses assume basic ability and knowledge
in the particular activity. Students who elect courses
should have successfully completed the beginning course
or have had equivalent instruction and/or experience.
All courses are open to both men and women except those
advanced courses governed by University eligibility rules
and regulations.
Intennediate
Sem hours
PEGN 208 Bask.tb. n ........................................ 1
PEGN 209 Intermediate Jishukan Jujitsu ....... 1
PEGN 211 Volleyball ......................................... 1
PEGN 219 IntermediateApparatus .................. 1
PEGN 221 Cycling ............................................. 1
PEGN 222 Men's Gymnastics II ........................ 1
PEGN 224 Jogging ............................................. 1
PEGN 225 Intermediate Golf .................... ........ 1
PEGN 226 Weight Training ............................... 1
PEGN 228 Intermediate Badminton ................ 1
PEGN 243 Intermediate Fencing ...................... 1
PEGN 244 Recrea tional Shooting and Hunting
Safety .............................................................. 1
PEGN 248 Intermediate Tennis ........................ 1
PEGN 253 Intermediate Swimming ................. 1
PEGN 254 Diving Techniques and Competitive
Swimming ...................................................... 1
PEGN 255 Jazz II .............................................. 1
PEGN 258 Intermediate Folk Dancing ............. 1
PEGN 260 Intermediate Ballet ......................... 1
PEGN 261lntermemate Modern Dance ........... 1
PEGN 2771278/279 Special Topics .............. 11213
PEGN 316 Intermediate 'fumbling and Floor
Exercise-Women .......................................... 1
PEGN 333 American Red Cross Lifeguard
Training .......................................................... 2
Advanced
PEGN 220 Varsity Rifle Team ..................................... 1
PEGN 229 Varsity Soccer ............................................. 1
PEGN 230 Varsity Cross Country ............................... 1
PEGN 231 Varsity Football ......................................... 1
PEGN 232 Varsity Basketball ..................................... 1
PEGN 233 Varsity Swimming ..................................... 1
PEGN 234 Varsity Gymnastics ................................... 1
PEGN 235 Varsity Wrestling ....................................... 1
PEGN 236 Varsity Track ........................... ,.. ,....... " ...... 1
PEGN 237 Varsity Baseball ........................................ 1
PEGN 238 Varsity Golf ................................................. 1
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PEGN 239 Varsity Tennis ............................................ , 1
PEGN 240 Varsity Volleyball ...................................... 1
PEGN 241 Varsity Field Hockey ................................. 1
PEGN 242 Varsity Softball .......................................... 1
PEGN 245 Precision Drill Team .................................. 1
PEGN 309 Jishukan Jujitsu-Sankyu Brown Belt .... 1
PEGN 321 Backpacking ............................................... 1
PEGN 324 Long Distance Running ............................ 1
PEGN 348 Basic Scuba Diving .................................... 2
PEGN 353 American Red Cross Lifeguard Training .. 2
PEGN 377/378/379 Special 'Topic, ......................... 11213
PEGN 453 Water Safety Instructor- ARC ................. 2
PEGN 477/4781479 Special Thpics ......................... 112/3
ATHLETIC COURSES

ATHL 177/178/179 Special Topics.
112/3 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
ATHL 220 Remedial Exercises and Therapeutic
Modalities.
3 brs
A study of the principles of applications, physiological
effects, indications and contraindications of all commonly used therapeutic modalities and thera peutic exercise methods used in athletic training.
Prereq: SPMD 219.

ATHL 250 Techniques of Officiating Volleyball.
1 hr
The proper techniques and mechanics of officiating volleyball taught through class presentations and practical experiences. Rules interpretation and application,
positioning, scoring, verbal and hand signals and the
responsibilities of an official. Students may become registered volleyball officials with the Michigan High School
Athletic Association.
ATHL 251 Techniques of Officiating Basketball 1 hr
The proper techniques and mechanics of officiating basketball taught through class presentations and practical experience. Floor positions, signals, interpretation
and application of rules, officials' duties and the psychology of officiating. For students interested in pursu·
ing job opportunities in officiating basketball, as well
as coaches and teachers. Lecture and la boratory sessions.

IJNDERGRADUATECATALOG
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ATHL 252 Techniques of Officiating Softball.
1 hr
Proper mechanics and techniques of officiating softball.
Ru1es interpretation and application, positioning, scoring, verbal and hand signals, and the duties of an official. Students may also become registered softball officials with the Michigan High School Athletic Association. Lecture and laboratory sessions.
ATHL 281 Technique. 01 Officiatin& I.
2 bn
An elective course offered to men and women students
interested in pursuing officiating as an avocation or as
an integral part of a coaching background. The course
covers football and men's and women's basketball. Registration with the Michigan High School Athletic Association will be available.
ATHL 262 Techniques of Officiating n.
2 bra
An elective course offered to men and women students
who are interested in pursuing officiating as an avocation. The course would also be valuable to those students who are interested in coaching as the coach-official relationship is a valuable tool in one's coaching background. The sports covered are: track and field, baseball, and softball. There will be a practical phase as well
as a lecture phase of instruction.
ATHL 263 Theory of Football.
2 bn
Lecture course covering the basic fundamentals and
styles of offensive and defensive football.
ATHL 265 Theory of Baseball.
2 bra
The fundamental skills and strategy of baseball for the
prospective teacher and coach.

ATHL 27712781279 Special Thpics.
11213 hr8
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Departrrumt permission.

ATHL 317 Theory of Coaching Individual Sports for
2hr8
Women.
Coordinates, correlates and supplements skills and information already conveyed in badminton, golf, tennis,
and archery activity classes. Place of individual sports
in the school intramura1 and interschool programs, lesson plans, unit plans, techniques and strategies of advanced play, organization ofalarge class, evaluation of
current literature pertinent to each activity.
ATHL 318 Theory 01 Coaching and 'Thaching Women's
2 hn
'Tham Sports.
Coordinates, correlates and supplements skills and
coaching techniques introduced in activity courses. Field
sports, volleyball and basketball.

ATID.. 877/3781379 Special Thpics.
lJ2I3 hnJ
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided ditTerent topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
DANCE COURSES

DANC 106 Introduction to the Performing Arts. S hrtt
A survey of the arts of dance, theatre, and music; devel-

ATHL 267 Theory of Basketball.
2 bn
Lecture course covering the basic fundamentals and
styles of offensive and defensive basketball.

oping an understanding and appreciation of representative works in the three fields. The place of these arts
in contemporary society and their contribution to a
richer life. Attendance required at specific on campus
perfonnances.

ATHL 268 Theory of Coaching Swimming.
2 hrs
ATHL 268 is a lecture course for anyone who might coach
swimming. The topics covered are stroke technique,
applied physiology, strength and flexibility training,
rules, and how these components contribute to a daily,
weekly, and seasonal training plan.

DANC 107 RhytbmicAnalysis and Dance Accompaniment.
S hrs
The study of rhythm, sound and music literature as related to the teaching and performing of dance. Assigned
listening experiences and designated explorations of
pertinent elements of music.

ATHL 269 Theory of Track and Field.
2 hrs
The fundamental techniques for coaching and administering programs of track and field for the prospective
teacher and coach.

DANC 108 Classical Ballet Technique L
2 hrs
Theory and technique of beginning classical ballet.
Prereq: Dance mqjor/minor. DANC 107 or equivalent,
and / or permission.

UNDERGRADUATECA1M.OG
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DANC 109 Classical Ballet Technique lL
2 hrs
A continuation of the theory and technique of beginning
classical baUet.
Prereq: Dance major/ minor, DANC 108 or equivalent,
and / or permission.
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DANC 245 Elements of Dance Composition.
3 hrs
An introduction to the fundamentals of choreography,
including the use of improvisation and the development
of compositions, Exploration and manipulation of the
elements of dance.

Prereq: DANG 110.
DANC 110 Modern Dance I.
2hrs
The course is designed as an introduction to the technique of modern dance. The course wiU include beginning-level skills. modem dance terminology, and the
history and combinations of variety of modern dance
techniques.
DANC 111 Modem Dance n.
2hrs
A continuation of the theory and technique of DANC
lIO.
Prereq: DANC 110.
DANe 177/1781179 Special Topics.
112/3 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings, Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
DANe 208 Classical Ballet Technique m.
S hrs
Theory and technique ofintermediate classical ballet.
Prereq: Dance major / minor, DANe 109 or equivalent,
and I or permission.
DANe 209 Classical Ballet Technique IV.
3 hrs
A continuation of the theory and technique of advanced
and intermediate classical ballet,
Prereq: Dance major / minor; DANG 208 or equivalent,
and / or permission.
DANC 210 Modern Dance Technique m.
A continuation ofDANC 111,
Prereq: DANG 111.

3 hr.

DANe 211 Modem Dance Technique IV.
A continuation of DANe 210.
Prereq: DANG 210.

3h"

DANe 231 Service Teaching,

Ihr

DANe 233 Service Teaching.

Ihr

DANC 331 Service Teaching.

Ihr

DANC 333 Service Teaching.

Ihr

DANC 255 Dance Production.

3hrs

A study of the fundamentals of dance production including publicity, planning and organization, set design and
construction, stage lighting, sound effects, recording,
costuming and stage makeup. Laboratory projects coordinated with dance productions.
DANe 27712781279 Special Topics.
lJ2I3 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
DANC 350 History of Dance.
3 hrs
A lecture and reference course covering the history, philosophy and theory of dance from primitive man to modern man, including the social and educational implications of dance today.
DANC 354 Methods and Materials in Teaching of
Dance.
3 brs
A study of the methods and the use of materials in the
teaching of dance idioms K-12. Modes and models that
facilitate learning, lesson planning and vertical progreso
sion. Experiences in teaching and field observations.
DANe 355 Labanotation.
3hrs
A study of the basic elements ofLabanotation with special emphasis on the analysis of dance movements. The
course will also include the development of skills necessary to record movement and read notation,
Prereq: DANG 110, DANG 245
DANC 377/378/379 Special Topics.
11213 brs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
DANC 460 Advanced Dance Composition.
4 hrs
An extension of the principles explored in DANC 245
with emphasis on structural development and experiences in the use of thematic materials, selected dance
UNDERGRADUATECATALQG
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idioms, multimedia resources and group choreography.
A choreographic work will be required of students.
Prereq: DANG 107 and DANG 211.
DANe 456 Seminar in Dance.

2hrs

Current literature and dance research, trends in dance
education and developments in contemporary concert
dance. Lecture-discussion.
Prereq: DANC 350, DANC 450, or departTrU!nt permission.

BLED 177/1781179 Special 'llipic8.
INS hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmenta1 offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: DepartTmmt permission.

2 hrs
Goals, concepts, materials and experiences to teach
children's creative dance.

HLED 210 Standard. American Red Cross FintAid. 2 bra
For all students interested in accident prevention and
in the development of the knowledge and skills essential for the immediate care of the suddenly ill or injured.
Readings, lectures, and practical work. Certificates for
Standard First Aid and for Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation are awarded upon successful completion of the
requirements for each.

DANe 477/478/479 Special Topi...
11213 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other

HLED 2771278.1279 Special Topics.
lI2I3 bra
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other

departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Departrrwtnt permission.

departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.

DANC 497/4981499lndependent Study.
112/3 hrs
An opportunity for directed study in areas not provided

HLED 301 Drinking, Drunkenness, and Alcoholism. 1 hr

DANe 456 Creative Dance lor Children.

in other course offerings, or greater depth of study in
areas in which the student has a continuing interest.
Students will be assigned to selected faculty members
for direction, consultation and evaluation of the completed study or project. Open only to department majors and minors who have attained junior standing, with
a grade point average of3.0 or above and who have com·
pleted the appropriate background courses.
Prereq: Department permission.
IlEALTH COURSES

BLED 110 Introduction to Safety Education.
2 hrs
An orientation of the field of safety education with em-

phasis on the safety movement, accident causation,
school safety programs, and the application of the principles of accident prevention to selected areas of safety.
IILED 120 Healthful Living.

S hrs

Develops in students the responsibility for guiding and
evaluating their own health. Acquisition of attitudes,
habits, skills, and ideas favorable to efficient and health·
fulliving. Material and information concerning mental,
physical, and social well-being. Group discussion, lec·
tures, instructional aids.

UNDERCRADUATE CATALOC

Alcoholic beverages, effects of alcohol on the human body,
drinking patterns, alcoholism, alcoholism and the family, and treatment and rehabilitation of the alcoholic. A
lecture-discussion course intended to meet the personal
needs of students and/or the professional needs of students who may deal with alcohol-related problems.
BLED 302 From Host to Host: The Communicable

Diseases.
1 hr
Various types of communicable diseases-childhood and
young adulthood, skin, upper respiratory, gastrointestinal, and sexually transmitted-their causes, modes of
transmission, signs and symptoms, treatment, complications, and means of control. Lectures, discussions,
readings, and audiovisual materials.
HLED 310Advanceci First Aid and Emergency Care.8 brs
Designed for the sports medicine major. At the completion of this course, the student should have developed
the functional first aid capabilities required of police
officers, firefighters, emergency squad members, ambulance attendants, and others who, a8 part of their daily
routines, may be required to provide the initial emergency care necessary to sustain life and to maintain life
support until the victims of accidents or sudden iUne88
are cared for by qualified medical personnel.
Prereq: HLED 210 or current Red Cross certi{ieation in
First Aid.

I
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BLED 320 Health Education in the Elementary
Grades.
2 bra
For students preparing to teach primary and intermediate grades. Health observation of school children, survey of environmental conditions and other methods of
determining the health needs of the child. The application of educational principles in health instruction ,
Evaluation of the newer courses in health education.
Prereq: Sophomore standing.
BLED 330 Health Work in the Schools,
2hrs
Scientific facts and current issues, practices and trends
in school health programs at the secondary level. Methods and materials of health instruction.
Prereq: Sophorrwre standing.

HLED S50 Scientific Foundations in Health.

3 hrs

Basic instruction in the physiological and anatomical
concepts related to the health of the human organism.
2 hrs
HLED S60 Concept. in School Sex Education.
The concepts of sex education 8S they apply to the school
setting. A study of the biological, sociological, and psychological foundations of sex education and the meth·
ods and materials for use in presenting sex education
in schools.
RLED 377/3781379 Special Topics.
1N3 bra
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: DepartfMnt permission.

lU...ED S80 Psychosocial Concepts of Health.
2 hrs
Mental and social factors as they affect the health of
the human being. An exploration of all health concepts
and correlation of the mental and social phenomena with
the physiological principles presented in lD...ED 350.
BLED 390 Drug Use and Abuse.
3 hrs
Alcohol and other drug use and abuse. Historical perspectives of current problems, pharmacology of drugs
commonly used and abused, physiological and
psychosocial factors related to abuse, drug problems of
special populations, alcohol and other drug abuse prevention, treatment and rehabilitation, drugs and the law.
BLED 399 Teachine about AIDS.
1 hr
A course for prospective teachers, nurses, or others who
want to examine the issues pertaining to teaching about
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AIDS prevention. Includes curriculum, methods, and
resources.
Prereq; One course in AIDS or department permisswn.
BLED 402 Selecting Health Products and Services.
3hrs
The development of skills in making wise selections of
health products and services. Characteristics of the
health consumer, consumer protection agencies and
laws, quackery, evaluation of health products and ser·
vices.
Prereq; Sophomore standing.
BLED 410 Drug OvercioseAid.
2 hrs
Outlined by the American Red Cross. Lectures, textbook
and practical application offrrst aid skills and overdose
aid skills to give immediate, temporary help in cases of
accidents involving drugs. Listening, feedback, and com·
munication skills; limited field experience or its equiva·
lent. Certification in Multi.Media First Aid, Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation, and Overdose Aid is awarded
upon successful completion of the course.

3 hrs
BLED 420 Health and Aging.
A study of some of the major physiological aspects of
aging. Areview of the basic systemic anatomy and physi·
ology necessary to understand the major aspects ofbiological aging and the chronic diseases associated with
aging. For the general student.
Prereq: Sophomore standing.

2 hrs
HLED 430 Community Health Resources.
Community health programs and resources as they ap·
ply to the school health program.
Pmeq: HLED 320.
HLED 477/4781479 Special Topics.
112IS hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION COURSES

PRED 160 Methods ofThaching Individual Sporta. 3 hrs
A required class for physical education majors/minors
who are preparing to teach individual sports in the el·
ementary and secondary schools. Instruction in the
teaching, performance, analysis, and evaluation of se·
lected fundamental badminton, golf, and tennis skills.
UNDERGRADUATECATADDG
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PRED 151 Methods of Teacbing1eam Sports I. 3 brs
A required class for physical education majors/minors
who are preparing to teach in elementary and secondary schools. Instruction in the teaching, performance,
analysis, and evaluation of fundamental basketball,
softball, and volleyball skills will be presented.

PlIED 240 History and Philosophy of Physical Education.
2 hnJ
A lecture and reference course covering the history and
philosophy of physical education and play and how they
have influenced the social structure of the various countries and their educational implications.

PRED 152 Methods ofThaching Team Sports II. 1 br
A required class for pbysical education majors/minors
who are preparing to teach in elementary and secondary schools. Instruction will focus on performance, analysis, methods of teaching and evaluation of skills utilized
in soccer, team handball, and nontraditional activities.

PRED 250 Methods of Teaching Aquatics.
2 hr8
A required course for physical education majorslminors.
Aquatics covers the teaching of the four competitive
swimming strokes; front crawl, back crawl, breast
stroke, and butterlly. In addition, lifesaving strokes, side
stroke, and elementary backstroke are studied to prepare students to teach swimming in physical education
classes.

PRED 153 Methods of Teaching Conditioning Activities.
1 hr
A required class for physical education majors/minors
who are preparing to teach in elementary and secondary schools. Instruction will focus on performance, analysis, methods of teaching, and evaluating conditioning
activities to increase physical fitness.

1/213 hrs
PRED 177/178/179 Special Topics.
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
PRED 204 Kinesiology <Mechanics of Movement).
3brs
A required class for sports medicine and physical education majors/minors to scientifically analyze the techniques involved in the performance of human movement
skills.
Prereq: SPMD 200.
PRED 209 Bio-Fitness.
2brs
Individual biological needs and how those needs are
related to daily habits. Students will complete an individual fitness profile tbat will be the basis for understanding how desirable changes in fitness are achieved.
PRED 210 Lifetime Wellness and Fitness.
2brs
A lecture course covering the essential elements of
wellness and fitness. This course is geared toward entering freshmen and is a graduation requirement.
Prereq: Honors student.
PRED 231 Service Teaching.

1hr

PHED 232 Service Teaching.

1hr
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PRED 2151 Methods ofThaching Gymnastics.
3 hnI
A required class for physical education majors/minors
who are preparing to teach in elementary and secondary schools. Instruction in the teaching, performance,
analysis, and evaluation of fundamental gymnastics
skills win be presented.
PBED 257 Physical Education for the Classroom
Teacher.
2 hra
A methods and materials course in which the prospective classroom teacher gains knowledge in organizing
and implementing a physical education program. Not
intended for students majoring in physical education.
PRED 2771278/279 Special Topics.
11213 hra
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
PRED 281 Motor Behavior.
2brs
A required course for physical education majors and
minors. Instruction will focus on princitles of motor development, with implications for learning gross motor
skills. Consideration of the factors associated with individual differences in attaining motor proficiency during childhood and adolescence will be examined.
1 hr
PHED 282 Perceptual-Motor Training.
Planning and effecting gross motor activity programs
for students with neurological dysfunction. Assessment
procedures and activity sequences. Supervised field experiences required.
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PRED 287 Cooperative Education.
3hn
One semester of supervised work in concentration area.
An evaluation is required at the end of the employment
period.
Prereq; NiM credit hours in concentration, approval by
Cooperative Education Office, and department permis·
sion.

PHED 316 Foundations of Coaching.
2 hr.
Practical and scientific information necessary for the
implementation of a successful coaching program.

PlIED 300 Physiology of Exercise.
4 bra
A lecturellaboratory course concerned with human responses and adaptations to muscular activity. The enhancement of health and physical fitness for the general population, optimizing performance in the various
types and levels of competitive athletics.
Prereq: SPMD 200.

PRED 334 Adaptive Physical Education.
2 hrs
A lecture and participation course covering the philosophy and goals of adaptive physical education, the relationship of adaptive physical education to the general
physical education program, the needs and characteristics of the students with disabilities, and the designing
of exemplary adapted physical education programs .
Supervised fieldwork required.

PRED 304 Microcomputer Applications in HPERD.
2 hr.
The course provides a basic overview of how the microcomputer can be integrated into the physical education,
recreation, health, dance, and sports medicine programs.
Through the use of lecture/demonstrations and handson activities, participants use and evaluate a variety of
software applicable to school and nonschoo! settings.
PHED 305 Practical Concepts of Conditioning. 2 hrs
A practical experience in applying the concepts and theories ofconditioning to in-class situations as well as coaching. Programs such as interval training will be designed
and experienced by the student for use in a particular
situation.
PHED 310 Physiology of Human Performance. 2 bn
Environmental physiology (heat stress, altitude, and
underwater physiology) as it relates to physica1 education; exercise metabolism as it relates to training techniques for endurance, strength, speed, weight control,
and physical fitness; physiological and structural sex
differences as they relate to physical education; special
aids to performance.
Prereq: SPMD 200.
PHED 312 Athletic Training and Physiotherapy. 2 hrs
For prospective coaches and physical educators. Principles and s10Us of athletic training and physiotherapy.
Lectures, demonstration, and practice of massaging,
bandaging, taping. and therapeutic measures as applied
in athletic activities and injuries.
Prereq: SPMD 200.

PlIED 331 Service Teaching.

I br

PRED 332 Service 'leaching.

Ihr

PRED 350 Methods of 'leaching Rhythmic Activities.
Ihr
A required class for physical education majors who are
preparing to teach in elementary and secondary schools.
Instruction will focus on the teaching, performance,
analysis, and evaluation of fundamental rhythmic and
dance skills.
PRED 351 Methods of 'leaching Fundamental Movement and Movement Education.
1 hr
A required class for physical education majors who are
preparing to teach in elementary and secondary schools.
Instruction will focus on the teaching, performance,
analysis, and evaluation of fundamental movement
skiUs.
Prereq: PHED 281.
PRED 352 Methods of Teaching Elementary Physical
Education.
2 hrs
A required course for physical education majors who are
preparing to teach and direct physical education experiences for elementary school children. The course focuses on theory and practical experience in physical
education in the elementary school. It presents a variety of activities and teaching styles needed to meet the
needs of children in the elementary school years.
Prereq: PHED 351.
PHED 353 American Red Cross Lifeguarding.
3 hrs
American Red Cross (A.C.R.) This course covers C.P.R.
for the professional rescuer (C.P.R.· P.R.), first aid, and
in-water rescue skills. A.R.C. lifeguarding cerfiticates
are awarded upon succssfu1 course completion.
UND£RGRADUATECATALOG
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PRED 367 Methods and Materials in Physical Education.
3 bra
Methods and use of materials in the teaching of activities in the elementary and secondary grades. Unit and
lesson planning, classroom management, audiovisual
aids. Observations of physical education classes at different levels required. Entry into College of Education
required.
11213 hrs
PlIED 377/378/879 Special Topics.
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
PRED S84 Physical Education for the VlSUally and
Hearing Impaired.
1 hr
Planning and effecting physical education programs for
visually and hearing impaired students. Adaptations,
teaching strategies, and activity sequences. Supervised
field experiences required.
Prereq: PHED 281 or PHED 334.
PHED S86 Special Olympics.

Shrs
Planning and effecting Special Olympics participation
for mentally impaired students. Task analysis, organization, instructional techniques, and program content.
Supervised field experiences required.
Prereq: PHED 386 and either PHED 281 or PHED 334.

PlIED 386 Physical Education for the Mentally
Impaired.
1 hr
Planning and effecting physical education programs for
trainable and severely mentally impaired students. Assessment procedures, teaching strategies, and activity
sequences. Supervised field experiences required.
Prereq: PHED 281 or PHED 334.

sessment and application of the latest assessment instruments for students with disabilities. Fieldwork required.
Prereq: PHED 334.
PHED 389 Sport and Activity for the Disabled.
1 hr
A course designed to investigate sports organizations
that serve people with disabilities. 'Ibpics to be explored
include the role of the United States Olympic Committee, Group E members of the USOC and Committee on
Sports for the Disabled, classification of athletes for competition, role of the National Governing Bodies in promoting sports, and ways people with disabilities can
access sports and noncompetitive opportunities.
PlIED 405 Women in Sports.
Shrs
Patterns, problems, and conditions associated with
women's sports involvement in selected world cultures;
the sportswoman in American society.
PHED 421 Legal Aspecta of Sport, Physical Education,
and Recreation.
2 bra
Individual rights, due process, selected legal concepts
and principles, liability, safe environments, risk management, contracts, insurance, and other selected topics.
Prereq: Senior standing.
PRED 440 Tests and Measurements in Physical
Education.
2 hrs
The discriminating selection, administration, interpretation, and use of standardized tests and measurements
in physical education. Entry into College of Education
required.

soon.

PRED 441 Organization and Administration of
Physical Education.
3 hra
Principles and objectives in physical education in the
light of the needs, interests, and characteristics of public school students. Principles of organization and administration of programs in departments, classes, clubs,
intramurals, athletics, and leadership. Functional construction of gymnasiums, swimming pools, athletic
fields, and various facilities.
Prereq: Junior or senior standing.

PIlED 388 Assessment in Adaptive Physical Education.
1 hr
A study of the process of assessing gross motor functioning of students who exhibit a variety of disabilities.
Investigation of the legislative mandates requiring as-

PlIED 453 American Red Cross Water Safety and
Lifeguard Instructor
3 hrs
This course offers students American Red Cross (A.R.C.)
Certification in instructor candidate training, (I.C.T.)
water safety instructor (W.S.I.), lifeguarding instructor

PHED 387 Cooperative Education.
Shrs
One semester of supervised work in concentration area.
An evaluation is required at the end of the employment
period.
Prereq: Nine credit hours in concentration, approval by
Cooperative Education Office, and. department permis-
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(L,G,I,), waterfront lifeguarding instructor (W,F.!,), and
head lifeguarding instructor (H.G.!. ), Demonstration;
explanation, analysis, practice of teaching skills, use of
manuals and videos are used to implement the course
content,
PHED 477/478/479 Special Topics.
lflI3 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings, Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission,
PRED 481 Adaptive Aquatics.
2 brs
Aquatic instructional techniques in working with special populations including physically disabled, developmentally disabled, and the aging. Lectures,lilms, swimming skills. adaptations of swimming skills, and 20
hours of fieldwork experience. Students with current
WSI who meet course requirements will receive Adaptive Aquatics Instructor certification, Students with no
WS[ but who meet course requirements will reoeive
Adaptive Aquatics Aide certification.
PRED 487 Cooperative Education.
3 hrs
One semester of supervised work in concentration area.
An evaluation is required at the end of the employment
period.
Prereq: Nine credit hours in concentration, approval by
Cooperative Education Office, and ckpartment permission.
PRED 490 Field Experience in Adaptive Physicru
Education.
4 bra
Required course for "teachers of physical education for
handicapped individuals; approval." Adirected 15-week
field experience in teaching physical education to hamilcapped persons in a school setting.
Prereq: Department permission.
PHED 495 Senior Seminar.
2hrs
A synthesis of educational theories presented in the
undergraduate physical education program and the student teaching experience.
2 bra
PRED 496 Youth Sports Program.
Development of professional leadership skills for the
expanding nonachool community sports programs,
lrli3 hrs
PHED 497/4981499 Independent Study.
Directed study in areas not covered in other course offerings. or greater depth of study in areas in which the
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student has a continuing interest. Students will be assigned to selected faculty members for direction, consultation, and evaluation of the completed study or
project. Open only to department majors and minors who
have attained junior standing, with a grade point average of3.0 or above, and who have completed the appropriate background courses.
Prereq: Department permission.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION MAJOR COURSES

PEMJ 177/ 1781179 Special Thpics ......................... 1/213
PEMJ 234 Field Hockey ...................... ",,,,,,,.,,,,, .... ,,.,,, 1
PEMJ 236 Intermediate Volleyball ............................. 1
PEMJ 238 International and Ethnic Games .. " ........ ., 1
PEMJ 27712781279 Special Thpics " .. " ................... 1/213
PEMJ 320 Dance Workshop " .............................. " ... ". 1
PEMJ 322 Dance Workshop ... " ................................... 1
PEMJ 377/3781379 Special Thpics ." ............"." ..... 11213
PEMJ 422 Dance Workshop .. ,,,,,,,,, ..... ,... ,... ,,,,.,,,,, .. ,, .. 1
PEMJ 423 Dance Workshop " ...... ,.... ,.......................... 1
PEMJ 477/478/479 Special Thpics ............. " .......... V2I3
THERAPEUTIC RECREATION COURSES

RECR 100 Introduction to Recreation and Leisure. 3 hrs
A basic overview of the fields of recreation and leisure
service delivery for the major student. Emphasizes the
broad aspects of recreation and leisure as they relate to
the delivery of human services. Includes history, philosophy, trends, and job opportunities. Lecture, discussion, film, and speakers from the field.
3 hrs
RECR 165 Leisure Lifestyles.
An introduction to leisure lifestyles as related to oneself and how leisure behavior relates to an individual's
work, education, economy, ethnic beliefs, and values. The
course involves individual leisure awareness, choices,
goals, and strategies to assist in creating a quality and
fulfilling life. Lecture, discussion, evaluation techniques,
and self-expJoration. Helpful for majors in any discipline.
RECR 177/1781179 Special Topics.
11213 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are st.udied.
Prereq: Department permission.
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RECR ISO Activity Analysis and Adaption.
2 hrs
Develops the skills necessary to analyze activities to find
inherent characteristics that contribute to program objectives for special populations. Components of activity
analysis (physical, cognitive, affective, and social/interactional skills) are studied in detail. Lecture, discussion, and experiential learning.
RECR 200 Recreation for Persons with Disabilities.
S hrs
An overview of therapeutic recreation relative to physicruIy disabled, mentally impaired, emotionally impaired,
socially deviant, the aged, and chemically dependent
within clinical, outpatient, and community settings.
Lecture, discussion, film, readings, and 20 hours offieldwork experience.
RECR 210 Camping for Special PopulatiollB.
2 hrs
This course will provide practical experience for the student interested in working as a counselor at a camp for
special populations. It will also provide experience in
setting up a camp since the student will be responsible
for the development of all materials and programming
for a weekend camp.
Prereq: RECR 200 or SPGN 251.
RECR 2501251/2521253 Fieldwork in Recreation!
Therapeutic Recreation.
1 hr each
An introductory course in fieldwork. Students select a
site for recreation leadership within a community or
clinical setting. Students spend 60 hours on-site and
participate in five classroom meetings.
RECR 260 Recreation Leadership.
3 hrs
Methods and techniques of group and individual leadership skills at three levels: direct face-to-face leadership,
supervision, and management. An overview of conceptual and theoretical components of the leadership process; practical application ofvarious leadership methods
and procedures in a cross section of leisure service settings. Lectures, discussion, and experiential learning.
RECR 271 Park Maintenance.
Shrs
Principles, practices, and techniques of maintenance and
management of outdoor recreation areas and facilities.
Resource maintenance and management; maintenance
and depreciation of equipment; personnel practices in
maintenance; safety practices, legal issues; and public relations. Lecture, speakers, park visitations, and projects.
Prereq: RECR 100 or department permission.
UNDERGRADUA.TE CATALOG

RECK 277/278/279 Special Topics.
11213 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
2 hrs
RECK 2SO Camping.
History of organized camping; camping on federal and
state recreation areas; information sources for camping; planning and preparation (equipment, clothing,
meals, camp schedules, and camp programs). Skills areas for camping: map and compass, ropes and knot-tying, campfire construction, camp tool use and maintenance, tents. Safety reviewed for meal preparation, use
of tools, and toxic plants and animals. Lecture, demonstrations, and student participation in a weekend camping trip.
RECK 300 Principles of Therapeutic Recreation. 3 hrs
Leadership, assessment, adaption, and programming
techniques to meet the leisure needs of special populations in today's society. Task analysis, facilitation techniques, leisure counseling, programming, and adaptation of specific activities. Lecture, experiential participation, and 30 hours of community fieldwork.
Prereq: RECR 200 or RECR 260.
RECK 310 Leisure and the Older Adult.
Shrs
Interdisciplinary approach for working with older persons through physical activities, socialization, drama,
music, dance, fitness, and facilitation techniques. Aspects of aging, concepts of leadership and individualized programming are studied and then experienced
through activities at senior centers and long-term care
facilities. Lecture, group assignments, and experiential
participation.
RECR 320 Leisure Education.
S hrs
Concepts and techniques of leisure education for use
with all populations. Leisure awareness, social interaction skills, leisure activity skills, and leisure resources.
Educates the student as a provider of leisure services.
Lecture, speakers, readings, and participation.
RECR S30 Therapeutic Recreation: Substance Abuse.
3hrs
The use ofleisure and recreation in the prevention andl
or rehabilitation of chemical dependency. Skill development in areas of leisure education, group dynamics, facilitation techniques, communication, values clarifiea-
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tion, decision-making, games and sports, new games,
socialization and outdoor/nature techniques, and family leisure education. Lectures, discussions, and experientiallearning.
Prereq: RECR 200.
RECR 340 Techniques in Therapeutic Recreation.
3hrs
Introduction to specific teehniques used in therapeutic
recreation, inc1udingcounselingtheory, psychotherapies,
medical terminology, and transfers and lifts. Lecture,
speakers, assessments, and 30 hours of fieldwork.
Prereq: BEeR 200.
RECR 360 Recreation Program Planning.
3 hrs
Learning to plan and deliver leisure experiences to an
individual or group of individuals. Use of systematic way
of identifying, developing, implementing, evaluating,
and revising programs to meet people's leisure needs
and interests. Plan individual programs. ~ture, speakers, projects.

Prereq: RECR 260.
RECR 37713781379 Special 'lbpic8.
1J2IS hrs
An exploration and study of topics not·covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
RECR 390 Outdoor Recreation.
Shrs
History of outdoor recreation and outdoor recreation
management. A systems view of outdoor recreation resources; federal, state, and local agencies that provide
outdoor recreation opportunities; their history and management philosophies and problems. Thols utilized by
managers of outdoor recreation resources to provide
opportunities for recreation. Lecture, speakers, projects.
RECR 400 Therapeutic Recreation Processes and
Services.
3 hrs
The philosophical and theoretical premises on which
program design is developed; sequential development
components of program design, implementation and
evaluation; specific management concerns that are crucial to the effective operation and evaluation of systemsdesigned therapeutic recreation programs. Lectures,
study of ongoing programs, and assessment through
role-playing.
Prereq: RECR 200, RECR 300, RECR 340; or department permission.
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BECR 410 Professional Preparation.
1hr
Involves self-appraisal as a recreation professiona l; professional ethics; writing practicum and career goals;
developing a chronological and functional resume; writ·
ing letter of inquiry and cover letter; infonnation onjob
placement within recreation services; NRPA registration/certification; applying for graduate school ; and the
job interview process. Lecture, self-appraisal, formal
videotaped interview with a recreation professional
BEeR 480 Issues in Therapeutic Recreation.
3 hrs
This required course is designed for the senior therapeutic recreation major. Students will gain an awareness of the current issues impacting the practice of therapeutic recreation.
Prereq: RECR 200, RECR 300, RECR 400.
RECR 449 Therapeutic Recreation Practicum. 8 hrs
A full-time, is-week, GOO-hour experience in an approved hospital, outpatient, or community setting under direction of a certified therapeutic recreation specialist and University supervisor. Leadership, supervisory, and administrative experience of a practical nature.
Prereq: Candidate status for a minimum of one semester prior to application for practicum,' completion of 90
percent of all academic courses including RECR 100,

RECR 200, RECR 250, RECR 260, RECR 300, RECR
340, RECR 360, RECR 400, RECR 460, and RECR;
completion of 250 hours of fieldwork; grade point aver·
age of2.50 overall and 2. 75 in all major classes.
RECR 450 Park Planning and Design.
3 hrs
Overview of history of park planning and design; scope
of park planning, types of park plans; planning processes, systems, and site-level planning; work program
design; use of consultants; sources for planning; recreation standards; analysis of supply and demand for recreation and open space; site analysis; use area relationships; and site plan development and interpretation.
Lab: maps and aerial photos, drawing and perspective;
computer drawing; site analysis and design. Lecture,
projects, field trips.
Prereq: RECR 100.

RECR 460 Park aod Recreation Administration. 3 hrs
Influence of organizational thought as related to park
and recreation agencies. Organizational structures of
park and recreation agencies, budgeting, management
by objectives, public and private financial sources,
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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volunteerism, marketing of park and recreation resources, pricing services and products, and administrative responsibility and ethics. Lectures, speakers,
projects.
Prereq: RECR 100, RECR 260, RECR 360, or permission.
RECR 465 Park and Recreation Management.
S hr&
Use of systems approach to agency management; nature of a problem and problem-solving model; use of
public input in management decision-making; role of
research in managing recreation services; personnel
management practices; and basic legal issues. Lecture,
speakers, projects.
Prereq: RECR 100, REeR 260, RECR 360, or permission.
RECR 471 Contemporary Issues in Recreation.

3 bra

This course is to familiarize the recreation and park
management student with vital issues that practicing
professionals are facing on a daily basis. The class will
utilize a seminar format with each session focusing on
a single issue, A wide range of leading authorities in
the field will present from their perspective followed by
an in-depth discussion session on how this topic impacts
the future professional.
Prereq' RECR 100, RECR 260, RECR 360, RECR 460.
RECR 477/4781479 Special Topics.
11213 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
RECR 481 Adaptive Aquatics.
2 hrs
Aquatic instructional techniques in working with special populations including physically disabled, developmentally disabled, emotionally impaired, and the aged.
Lectures, films, swimming skills, adaptations of swimming skills, and 20 hours of fieldwork.
RECR 489 Recreation Practicum..
8hrs
A full time, 15 week, 600-hour experience in a leisure
services setting under a qualified recreationlleisure specialist and University supervisor.
Prereq: Completion of90 percent ofall academic courses
including REeR 100. RECR 200. RECR 250. REeR 260.
RECR 360, REeR 460. and RECR 465; completion of
250 hours of fieldwork. Overall grade point average of
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

2.5 and GPA of 2. 75 in recreation and park management required and elective courses.

RECR 49714981499 Independent Study,
11213 hrs
An opportunity for directed study in areas not covered
in other course offerings, or greater in-depth of study in
areas of continued interest for the student. Students will
be assigned to selected faculty members for direction,
consultation, and evaluation of the completed study or
project. Open only to department majors and minors who
have attained junior standing, with a grade point average of 3.0 or above and who have completed the appropriate background courses.
SPORTS MEDICINE COURSES

SPMD 119 Orientation to Sports Medicine.
1 hr
A class for students interested in sports medicine. An
introductory course to orient students to the specialized
major areas of athletic training and exercise science.
SPMD 177/178/179 Special Topics.
11213 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
SPMD 200 Anatomy and Physiology.
5 bra
Required lecture course for Sports Medicine Majors
which examines the structure and function of the human body. Designed to accompany laboratory material
in ZOOL 318, Laboratory in Human Anatomy.
Prereq' BlOL. 105, CHEM 120,2.5 GPA.
SPMD 225 Practicum I.
2hrs
A supervised educational experience in athletic training under the supervision of a certified athletic trainer.
Prereq; GPA2.8, SPMD 119anddepartmentpermission.
SPMD 219 Introduction toAthletic Training.
3 hrs
An introduction designed to expose the student to the
discipline of athletic health care. The student will study
modern concepts of the prevention and care of athletic
injury and common health care issues.
Prereq: SPMD 119.
SPMD 2771278/279 Special Topics.
11213 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied,
Prereq: Department permission,
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SPMD 290 Practicum II.
2hrs
A supervised athletic training practicum designed to
incorporate theories and technical skills learned in the
prerequisite courses. The objective is to obtain handson experiences in an intercollegiate setting.
Prereq: Departmental Permission;Coreq.: SPMD 295,
GPA2.9.
SPMD 295 Recognition and Evaluation of Athletic
I,.;ury.
4 hrs
A study of the principles, procedures and techniques that
are colllWulily utiJized ill Ole recogn..ition and assessment
process of athletic injury. Emphasis is on the student
taking patient history, conducting the physical examination, and the primary care features of athletic injury.
Prereq: SPMD 225 and 2,9 GPA.
SPMD 305 Kinesiology-Tissue Mechanics,
3 hrs
A required course for athletic training majors in the
sports medicine program. Instruction will focus on the
laws of physics as they are adapted to explain biological
phenomena,
Prereq: PHY 221, SPMD 200, and a 2.7 GPA.

SPMD 315 Applied Sport Psychology.
3 hrs
A course of study which provides information to help
the prospective teacher/coach or sports medicine student apply behavioral science principles to the performance aspects of sport and human performance.
Prereq: PSY 101 / Candidacy.
SPMD 377/378/379 Special Topics.
l12JS brs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings, Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied,
Prereq; Depart~nt permission.
SPMD 378 Special Topics: SPMD 321 Therapeutic
Modalities for Athletic Trainers,
2 hrs
A detailed study of theory, applications, physiological
effects, and indications and contraindications of commonly used therapeutic modalities in the practice of
athletic training.
Prereq: Candidacy. Recommended coreq: SPMD 379;
SPMD322.
SPMD 379 Special Topics: SPMD 322 Therapeutic
Exercise for Athletic Trainers.
3 hrs
A study of the principles of applications, physiological
effects, and indications and contraindications of com-
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monly used therapeutic exercise methods in the practice of athletic training.
Prereq: Candidacy. Recommended coreq: SPMD 379:
SPMD321 .
SPMD 390 Preinternship.
2 bra
This course is organized and conducted to include a supervised clinical experience that allow the advanced student to assist in the skil1s, procedures and management
of athletic injury and health care.
Prereq; Candidacy and department permission; 3.0 GPA
SPMD 410 Laboratory Techniques in Human Performance Analysis.
4 bra
A required course for students majoring in the Exercise
portion of the Sports Medicine program,Instruction will
focus on techniques of human performance analysis including Graded Exercise Testing, Measurement of resting and exercise blood pressure, body composition, EKG
recordings, indirect measures of energy expenditure,
estimated MET levels from walking, running, leg
ergometry, arm ergometry, and stepping exercises, environmental considerations in exercise testing and training, and exercise prescription for various populations,
Prereq: SPMD 430 and Candidacy.
SPMD 419 Medical and Administrative Aspects of
Athletic Training.
3 brs
1b expose a candidate student to the various medical
specialities that an athletic trainer is likely to utilize as
medical support staff in the athletic health care setting.
The organizations] and administrative concepts are also
featured that are necessary to the smooth delivery of
an athletic health cate system. The course is primarily
lecture, but practical sessions are included where appropriate.
Prereq: SPMD 295,Candidacy
SPMD 425 Sports Medicine PracticumExercise
Science.
2 hrs
A full semester experience in a department-approved
agency or institution under the direction of certified
personnel to work in areas including, but not limited to,
adult fitness , cardiac rehabilitation, physical therapy,
and other related areas.
Prereq: PHED 300, Candidacy
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SPMD 4SO Basic Principles of Electrocardiography.

3brs
A three-hour undergraduate course on the basics of electrocardiography. The student will learn the basic concepts of conduction. rate. rhythm. axis determination.
hypertrophy infraction, and the effects of drug therapy.
Prereq: Candidacy.

SPMD 477/4781479 Spec;a! Thp;c..

11213 brs

Offered on an experimental basis for one semester for
purposes of meeting special needs and/or innovations.
Prereq: Candidacy and department permission.
SPMD 479 Special1opics: SPMD 421 Legal Aspects of
Sports Medicine.
3 hrs
This course examines the legal issues surrounding the
field of sports medicine including: individual rights, due
process, selected legal concepts and principles,liability,
safe environments. risk management. contracts, insurance, and other selected topics.
Prereq: Candidacy
SPMD 479 Special Topics: SPMD 431 Pathology for
Sports Medicine.
3 hrs
A required course for sports medicine majors which relates normal body functioning to the physiologic changes
that occur as a result of injury and disease. and examines the effects of physical activity on these processes.
Prereq: Candidacy
SPMD 479 Special Topics! SPMD 432 Introduction to
Exercise Programming.
3 bra
A required course for students majoring in exercise science. This course provides information needed to develop, implement, and manage exercise programs in a
variety of settings. Within the context of each program
setting the following issues will be discussed: 1) the
health screening, 2) implementation and management
of the exercise prescription, 3) identification and development of exercise leadership skills, and 4) exercise compliance issues.
Prereq: Candidacy
SPMD 480 InternshipExercise Science.
8 hrs
A directed full semester field experience in a department-approved agency or institution under the direction ofcertified personnel to work with adult fitness and/
or cardiac rehabilitation.
Prereq: Candidacy and department permission.
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SPMD 490 Internship Athletic Training.
8 hnI
The course is clinical experience to be conducted at an
off-campus agency. The agency provides direct supervision at the site. The course is limited to senior students
in their last semester. The student will topically be expected to increase hislher skills and knowledge in the
key task areas of athletic training.
Prereq: Candidacy and department permission.
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LEADERSHIP AND
COUNSELING
John Waidley
Interim Department Head
13 Boone Hall
487-02551487-3270
Professors: Irene M. Ametrano, Helen E. R. Ditzhazy,
John G. Pappas, Donna M. Schmitt, Martha w.Tack,
Louis C. Thayer, John W. Waidley
Associate Professors: Beverly Geltree, William M.
Hetrick, William J. Price
Assistant Professors: James E. Berry, Yvonne L.
Calloway, John Gooden, Jane S. Goodman, Donald
Hackmann, Alison J. Harmon, Christine E. Phelps,
Sue A. Stickel, Jaclyn R. Tracy

GRADUATE-LEVEL STUDY
Students who wish to enter the educational leadership program or the guidance and counseling program
are reminded that these are graduate-level programs.
The undergraduate courses in these areas provide an
introduction to the organization of American education,
help students explore career opportunities, or provide
an opportunity for the students to learn about basic
counseling concepts and processes. Undergraduate students may not enroll in any graduate coursework in the
department of Leadership and Counseling. Rules governing graduate study and complete descriptions of all
graduate courses and programs are in the Graduate
Catalog.
The educational leadership program offers gradu·
ate work leading to the master's, specialist, and doctoral degrees in educational leadership, as well as many
other leadership positions in education, e.g., adult education, business management. vocational education,
community education, personnel, public relations, community college.
The guidance and counseling program is concerned
with the professional preparation of elementary and
secondary school counselors, student personnel workers in higher education, and counselors and personnel
workers in noneducation settings, e.g., employment
counselors, vocational rehabilitation counselors, community agency personnel, business/industry personneL This
program provides course work leading to completion of
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the master's and specialist degrees.
Advising coordinators:
Educational leadership: James E. Berry
Guidance and counseling: John W. Waidley
EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP COURSES

EDLD 402 Organization of American Education. 3 hrs
A study of the organization and control of education in
America to determine its purposes, structural characteristics and efficiency, and the various educational roles.
Prereq: One professional education class or department
permission.
EDLD 477/4781479 Special Topic8.
11213 hI'fI
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
GDCN 100 Career Exploration and Decision-Making.
3hrs
Self-exploration (values, interests, goals) as it relates
to careers and the world of work. Presentation in an
experimental format of career exploration and personal
decision-making strategies and processes. Investigation
of career planning and resources (people and materials).
GDCN 450 An Introduction: Counseling Concepts and
Skills.
3 hrs
Introduction to basic concepts of counseling relationships; training in basic counseling skills; experiential
learning activities which focus on self-development, interpersonal relationships, and related issues; and initial exposure to counseling theory and process.
Open to juniors and seniors or by department permission; recommended for those planning a career in the
helping professions.
GDCN 477/4781479 Special Topics.
11213 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.

UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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SPECIAL EDUCATION
Kathleen S. Quinn
Department Head
215 Rackham Building
487·3300
Professors: Henry L. Gottwald, Ronald Hoodin,
Marylyn E. Lake, Nora Martin, Sandra McClennen,
Gary B. Navarre. James R. Palasek, Dale L. Rice
Associate Professors: George J. Barach, Michael
Beebe, Lawrence M. Bemish, Joe E. Coyner,
Dorothea French . Carole Gorenflo, Nancy L.
Halmhuber, Robert Kreger. Lynne A. Rocklage,
Angela Massenberg, Gayle L. Nash, Kathleen S.
Quinn, Marvin L. Skore, Jody Smith, Lech
Wisniewski, Florence E. VanVoorhees
Assistant Professors: Roberta Anderson, Kenneth
Schatz
The Special Education department is among the
oldest and most prestigious preparation programs for
teachers of students with disabilities in the nation. It is
the largest special education program in Michigan and
among the most extensive in the country because of its
numerous course offerings, experienced faculty, location,
and affiliations with schools, clinics, institutions, agencies. and hospitals in the metropolitan area that surrounds the University.
The department provides courses that prepare students to educate individuals with special needs and
where necessary to meet the basic requirements for the
State Provisional Elementary and Secondary Certificate
in Teaching.
In addition, the department has unique facilities
on campus:
1. A speech and hearing clinic, which provides a
complete range of clinical training opportunities for
majors in speech pathology as well as observation
opportunities for students in other programs of
study. Clinical outpatient services are available to
college students and to children and adults from the
surrounding areas.
Clinical speech and language evaluations and
therapy and complete audiological services are offered,
including diagnostic audiology, hearing aid evaluation
and selection, aural rehabilitation, prenursery evaluation and training, and parent counseling. As part of their
preparation, majors in speech and langusge impaired
and hearing impaired may be directly involved in the
UNDERGRADUATECA~G

delivery of these services under staff supervision.
2. A parent·infant management program for the
bearing impaired, which provides guidance for
parents of hearing impaired children and enables
them to help their child develop auditory/speech!
language skills during their formative years.
Parents/caregivers are expected to work in the
clinical setting with their infant/toddler and discuss
problems concerning their child. University students
also have the opportunity to observe and participate in
skill development.
3. CENTER FOR ADAPTIVE TECHNOLOGY
EDUCATION (CATE ) Tbe Center for Adaptive
Technology Education is a program and facility in
the department of Special Education, Rackham
Building. The CATE program focuses on the use of
adaptive and assistive tecbnology to support and
facilitate the activities and pursuits of persons with
disabilities . CATE has three broad missions that
directly relate to the University's commitment to
teaching, service and research. The teaching mission
of CATE is reflected in preservice and inservice
educational programs. CATE's service mission
focuses on providing services to EMU students, staff
and faculty with disabilities, as well as providing
adaptive technology evaluation and training services
to persons with disabilities in the local community.
CATE also is involved in research and development
activities that focus on the design and development
of innovative software and hardware. as well 8S
unique adaptations to existing technology.
Students not majoring in special education may
enroll in a planned program consisting of a sequence of
special education courses to meet personal and professional goals. Designed primarily for those majoring in
physical education or recreation, industrial education,
and music education, the program provides background
on handicapping conditions but will not ofTer sufficient
specialized work to meet endorsement requirements to
teach students with disabilities. The sequence of courses
is to be planned in advance and have the written ap·
proval of the head of the department of Special Education.
Degrees:
Bachelor or Science and Bachelor of Arts
Programs of Study
Majors:
Emotionally impaired
Hearing impaired
Mentally impaired
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Physically and otherwise health impaired
Speech a nd language impaired·
Visually impaired
- The 8peeeh and language impaired program i, a fiue·year cvltrSe of
,tud), to conform with profeuicmal and Blate guickiiMB and culmi·
MUI' in a mo,ters degrel!..

Minors:
Students must complete one subject area minor of
20 hours or a group minor of 24 bours. The minor must
be in a teaching subject appropriate to and approved
for the level of teaching certificate for which the student is qualifying. Elementary certificate candidates
may complete an approved planned program in lieu ofa
minor when circumstances warrant.

Advising
Students are assigned a faculty adviser from the
program area helshe elects as a major. The adviser will
monitor the student's progress throughout hislher professional preparation however, it is the student's responsibility to schedule advising appointments each semester prior to or during the university registration period.
Faculty advisers post office hours and other times students may schedule appointments, Advisers can infonn
students of special area requirements and procedures.
For example, students in the speech and language impaired and the hearing impaired program areas must
have pennission from their advisers prior to registration.
Faculty advisers
Emotionally impaired: Robert Kreger, Marvin
Skore, Jody Smith
Hearing impaired : Dorothea French, Gayle Nash
Mentally impaired: Marylyn Lake. Nora Martin,
Sandra McClennen
Physically and otherwise health impaired: Roberta
Anderson
Speech and language impaired: Willie P. Cupples.
Ronald Hoodin, James Palasek
Visually impaired: George Barach, Alicia Li

ADMISSION
Admission requireme nts to the University, the
College of Education and the department of Special
Education must be met by students intending to major
in this department. However, students may indlcate
their intention to major in special education upon entrance to the University, Fonnal application for admission to any of the department's programs of study will
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be considered only when supported by from a faculty
member in the department of Special Education and
following acceptance into the College of Education Program area faculty will determine admission.

ADMISSION AND CONTINUANCE
CRITERIA
(FOR ALL PROGRAMS EXCEPT SPEEC H AND
LANGUAGE IMPAIRED)

Completion of 56 semester hours of college credit and
with an EMU grade point average of 2.50 or better.
2. Completion ofSPGN 251 Education of Exceptional
Children and the introductory course in the major
area of study with a grade of "C" or better. These
introductory courses are:
a. Emotionally impaired: SPEI 301 Emotionally
Impaired Children and Adolescents.
b. Hearing impaired: (see statement under Hearing Impaired).
c. Mentally impaired: SPMI 350 Introduction to
Mental Retardation.
d. Physically and otherwise health impaired: SPPI
310 Developmental Sciences for 'leachers of the
Physically and Health Impaired.
e. Visually impaired: Demonstrate proficiency in
typing,
3. Successful completion of the state-mandated basic
skills test.
4. Submission ofa fonnal application for admission to
the department of Special Education supported by
a letter of recommendation from a faculty member
in the department of Special Education.
1.

Criteria for continuance in a program of study in
the department of Special Education is dependent upon:
1. Maintenance of a 2.50 cumulative grade point
average.
2. Maintenance of a 2.50 cumulative grade point
average in major courses in program of study.
3. Completion of all courses in the major with a grade
of "C" or better. Students will be required to retake
any major course in which they earn a grade below
"C." A major course may be repeated only once.
4. Demonstration of performance that indicates
reasonable aptitude. maturity, stability, skill, and
understanding necessary for success in the
professional field of special education.
The continuance or tennination decision will be
made by the faculty in the program area. Students may
UNDERCRADUATECATALOG
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request a meeting with the faculty of a program area to
apprise them of any extenuating circumstances that may
aid them in arriving at a fair and equitable decision.
The faculty decision will be final and will be transmitted to the student in writing by the department head.
Nothing in this department's procedures will negate University or College of Education action for students on academic, administrative, or social probation.

SPEECH AND LANGUAGE IMPAlRED
ADMISSION AND CONTINUANCE CRITERIA
The following criteria must be met before admission to the undergraduate program is granted:
1. Must complete 35-45 credit hours with a minimum

GPAof2.76.
2. Must have taken the Basic Skills Test, which
assesses math, reading, comprehension, grammar,
and writing skills. Must achieve or surpass the score
established by the College of Education.
3. Must pass a speech and hearing screening.
4. Must meet application submission deadlines:
Fall semester .................................... February 15
Winter semester ................................. October 15
When the number of applicants exceeds program
capacity, a specific formula will be applied to make selections. Preference will be given on the basis of CPA,
previous enrollment at EMU, membership in a protected
minority group, and membership in the
underrepresented gender.
'Ib be allowed to continue in the speech-language
pathology program, the student must meet the following:
1. Maintenance ora cumulative overall GPA of2. 75 or
better.
2. Maintenance of a cumulative major GPA of 3.0 or
better.
3. Completion of all major academic courses with a
grade of"C" or better. All courses in which a grade
of "C-" or lower is achieved must be repeated and
may be repeated only once. A student must retake
the course in which the lowest grade was received.
No more than two courses may be repeated. Students
will not be able to enroll in courses at the
management level or beyond until this requirement
is met. Students must remain in their planned
tracks if they are required to repeat. This implies
ineligibility to take advanced SPS! courses for 1 or
2 terms.
UNDERCRADUATE.CATALOC

4. Completion ofall major clinical courses with a grade
of "C+" or better. Clinical courses in which a grade
of"C" or lower is achieved must be repeated before
the student is allowed to continue with the next level
of courses and may be repeated only once.
5. Demonstration of behaviors which indicate
reasonable stability, maturity, understanding and
aptitude as judged necessary for predicted success
as a speech-language pathologist. Such qualitative
judgements will be made by the SLP faculty.
6. Students on academic probation will not be allowed
to enroll in major courses until the probation is lifted
and their overall GPAis 2.75.

TERMINATION FROM THE PROGRAM
Students who fail to comply with the continuation
criteria stated above will be notified in writing of their
termination from the program. Students so notified have
the right to appeal such termination through normal
University channels. In some cases, a student will be
required to meet with the full faculty for discussion of
academic performance and continuation in the program.

GENERAL INFORMATION
Fieldwork in both general and special education is
required. Prestudent teaching experiences are required
of all candidates pursuing a teaching certificate. (See
Prestudent Teaching, page 359). Majors should consult
with their advisers regarding specific requirements
within their designated areas of special education.
Student teaching in either elementary or secondary education must be successfully completed prior to
the special student teaching placement. Special student
teaching assignments are arranged and approved by the
department upon the recommendation of the faculty
within the designated area of special education.
Certification in either elementary or secondary
(regular) education is required for all programs of study
in special education except speech and language impaired (see SLI program description). Successful completion of any program of study leads to either an elementary or secondary special education endorsement except
in the area ofspeech and language impaired. The speech
and language impaired program is a 5-year MA degree
program in which K-12 endorsement is granted.
Each of the programs of study in the Special Education department meets or exceeds minimum course,
experience, or competency requirements established by
the Michigan State Board of Education for that endorse-
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ment area. However, meeting Michigan teaching certification and endorsement requirements does not necessarily meet requirements for teacher certification or endorsement in other states. All special education programs of
study are recognized and approved for accreditation by
the International Council for Exceptional Children.
The hearing impaired and speech and language
impaired programs also are certified by national professional associations. The American Speech-LanguageHearing Association issues Certificates of Clinical Competence to individuals who present satisfactory evidence
of their ability to provide independent elinical services
to persons who have disorders of communication (speech,
language, and/or hearing). An individual who meets
these requirements may be awarded a Certificate of
Clinical Competence in Speech Pathology. Specific requirements may be obtained from the advisers in speech
and language impairment.
National certification is provided by the Council
on Education of the Deaf to eligible majors in the hearing impaired program. Specific requirements may be
obtained from advisers in this area.
Graduate study leads to the master's degree in
special education and the specialist's degree in special
education. The MA and specialist's degrees are described
in the Graduate Catalog.

TEACHING PROGRAMS
EMOTIONALLY IMPAIRED
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U-B-2. psy 101 General Psychology (3)
fl-B-3. BIOL 105 Biology and the Human Species (4)
III-B-l. PLSC 112 American Government (3)
IlI-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
ill-B-3. SOCL 105 Introductory Sociology (3)
III-B-4. BasicStudies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-I. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-2 . Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-3. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
N-B-4 . Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
Physical education, military science, or equivalent (2)
Credit hours in Basic Studies: ................................... 52

Specialty studies
One of:
A minor from the approved list (20 1) (see p. 363)
A "planned program" (3OZ) (see p. 427)
SPON 271 Language Development and Speech
Disorders in Special Populations (2)
"SPGN 395 Special Needs Persons: School. Family, and
Community Interaction (3)
SPEI 301 Emotionally Impaired Children and
Adolescents (4)"
PSY 360 Abnormal Psychology (3)"
OM of'
SOCL 202 Social Problems (3)
SOCL 402 Group Dynamics (3)
··SPEI 449 Seminar: Current Topics in Emotional
Impairment (2)"
**SPLI 468 Education of Children with Learning
Disabilities (2)Su.btotal, Specialty Stu.dies: .............._..........._........... 39 1

ELEMENTARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this course of studies, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Elementary Provisional Certificate endorsed in emotionally impaired,
certification code "SE," and, depending on the minor
selected, an additionaJ endorsement. The certification
tests covering this field are H83, "Elementary Education," and H59 , "Emotionally Impaired."
Basic Studies
I-B-l, ENOL 121 English Composition (3)
]-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I-B-3. ENG 323 Writing in the Professional World(3)
1-8-4 . Both:
MATH 108 Mathematics for ElementaryThachers I (3)
MATH 109 Mathematics for Elementary'Thachers IT (3)
I-B-5. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
II-B-l. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover

Professional Studies
Approved prestudent teaching field/clinical
experiences (0)
SPEI 240 Introductory Clinical Experiences in
Emotional Impairment (3)"SPGN 251 Education of Exceptional Children (3)
!NED 252 PrevocationaWocational Special Needs
Program (4)
PHED 257 Physical Education for the Classroom
Teacher (2)
EDPS 325 Life Span Human Growth and
Development (4)
The following courses require formal admission
to the teacher education program:
CURR 304 Curriculum and Methods:
Elementary (3)
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RDNG 314 Teaching Reading in the Elementary
School (6)
SOFD 328 Schools in a Multicultural Society (3)
EDMD 345 Media for the Classroom Teacher ( 1)
MATH 381 The Teaching of Mathematics K-6 (3)
SPGN 390 Measurement and Diagnosis in Special
Education (3)
SPEI 401 Programming, Methods , and
Curriculum for the Elementary Emotionally
Impaired Child (4)SPGN 461 Classroom Management and
Intervention Strategies for Handicapped
Students (3)
SPGN 481 Adaptive Technology in Special
Education (2)
EDUC 491 Student Teaching (10)EDUC 499 Student Teaching (6)
SPGN 491 Seminar for Teachers of Special
Education (2)

Credit hours in Professional Studies: ....................... 62 1
Total credit hours required: .............................. 163
·Course rt!quired for and applicabk to fTUlj'or.
ICould be Ie". rkpending on the minorand the possible applwation of
BCI$ic $tudie, course, to the minor.
' The ·planned progrom" course, overlap with other required coursu

III-B-l. PLSC 112 American Government (3)
ill-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
lll-B-3. SOCL 105 Introductory Sociology (3)
ill-B-.l. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-l. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-3. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-4. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
Physical education, military science, or equivalent (2)
Credit hours in Basic Studies: ................................... 49

Specialty Studies
SPGN 271 Language Development and Speech
Disorders in Special Populations (2)
SPEI 301 Emotionally Impaired Children and
Adolescents (4)PSY 322 Psychology of Adolescence (3)'
CRM 354 Juvenile Delinquency (3)PSY 360 Abnormal Psychology (3).... SPGN 395 Special Needs Persons: School.
Family, and Community Interaction (3)

One of"

~

SOCL 202 Social Problems (3)
SOCL 402 Group Dynamics (3)
.·SPEI 449 Seminar: Current Topics in Emotional
Impairment (2)A minor from the approved list (see page 363)
Subtotal. Specialty Studies: ...................................... 43 1

by approximauly 20 hours.

Professional Studies

EMOTIONALLY IMPAIRED
SECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this course of studies, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Secondary Provisional Certificate endorsed in emotionally impaired,
certification code "SE," and, depending on the minor
selected, an additional endorsement. 'The certification
tests covering this field are #59, "Emotionally Impaired,"
and the minor area.

Basic Studies
I-B-1.
I-B-2.
I-B-3 .
I-B-4.
I-B-5.
II-B-1.
II-B-2.
II-B-3.

ENGL 121 English Composition (3)
Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
ENGL 323 Writing in the Professional World (3)
Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
psy 101 General Psychology (3)
BIOL 105 Biology and the Human Species (4)
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Approved
prestudent
teaching
field
experiences (0)
SPGN 251 Education of Exceptional Children (3)
!NED 252 PrevocationalNocational Special Needs
Program (4)
EDPS 325 Life Span Human Growth and
Development (4)
SPEI 240 Introductory Clinical Experiences in
Emotional Impairment (3)-

The following courses require formal admission
to the teacher education program:
CURR 305 Curriculum and Methods:
Secondary (3)
RDNG 311 Teaching Reading in the Secondary
School (3)
SOFD 328 Schools in a Multicultural Society (3)
EDMD 345 Media for the Classroom Teacher (1)
SPGN 390 Measurement and Diagnosis in Special
Education (3)
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SPGN 461 Classroom Management and
Intervention Strategies for Handicapped
Students (3)
SPGN 4-81 Adaptive Technology in Special
Education (2)
SPGN 485 Methods and Curriculum: Adolescents
and Young Adults with Special Needs (2)SPEI 488 Programming, Methods, and
Curriculum for Secondary Emotionally
Impaired Youth (4)'The appropriate secondary special methods course
(see page 366) (3)
EDUC 491 Student teaching (lOt
EDUC 499 Student teaching (6)
SPGN 491 Seminar for Teachers of Special
Education (2)

Credit hours in Professional Studies: ....................... 611
'Total credit hours required: .............................. 153
"Cour/le required for and applicable: to major.
~·AdmilJsul/i to the ttocher education program nlquired.
'Could ~ less, dependins on the minor and the possible: application of
&uic Studies courses to the minor.

HEARING IMPAIRED
ELEMENTARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this course of studies, in
the context of other program requirements. qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Mjchigan Department of Education Elementary Provi·
sional Certificate endorsed in hearing impaired. certifi·
cation code "SL," and, depending on the minor selected,
an additional endorsement. The certification tests cov·
ering this field are #83, "Elementary Education," and
#62, "Hearing Impaired,"
Registration for the first course in the hearing
impaired sequence (SPHI 228) is by permission only. If
there is greater demand for enrollment than availabil·
ity or places in the class, the hearing impaired program
faculty will determine who receives permission. Grade
point average will be the primary criterion. It is essen·
tial to see a hearing impaired program adviser in order
to begin the program sequence.
All students are considered provisional majors
until such time as they successfully complete SPHI 391
and pass a language proficiency examination. The ba·
sic plulosophy of the program is oral communication;
however, students are exposeo t.o manUAl cOmm nn;f'J'I'
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tion during their course of study.
'The hearing impaired program is in the process of
developing a portfolio presentation as a capstone reo
quirement. attached to SPGN, Seminar for Teachers of
Special Education for the hearing impaired program
majors.
Basic Studies
I·B·1. ENGL 121 English Composition (3)
I·B·2 . Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I·B·3. ENGL323 Writing in the Professional World (3)
I·B·4. Both:
MATH 10BMathematics for ElementaryThachersl (3)
MATH I09Mathematicsror Elementazy'i'eacllenJII (3)

I·B·5. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
ll·B·1. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
II·B·2. PSY 101 General Psychology (3)
II·S·3 , SIOL 105 Biology and the Human Species (4)
III·B·l. PLSC 112 American Government (3)
III·B·2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
III·B·3. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IIJ·B-4. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV·B·l. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV·B·2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
N·B·3 . Basic Studies requirement. Seeinside back cover
IV·B·4, Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
Physical education, military science, or equivalent (2)
Credit hours in Basic Studies:................................... 52
Specialty Studies
SPHI 228 Education of Hearing·Impaired
Students (3)"
SPSI 332 Acoustic Phonetics: Speech Science (21
SPSI 336 Physiologic Phonetics: Anatomy and
Physiology (3)SPSI 337 Language Acquisition (3)SPHI
375
Fundamentals
of Sign
Communication (2)"
"SPHI 391 Language for Hearing·lmpaired
Students (4)"
SPHI 392 Introduction to Audiology (2)"SPHI 394 Aural Hobilit.ntionlRchabilit.ntion (3)·*SPGN 395 Special Needs Persons: School,
Family, and Community Interaction (3)
**SPHI 435 Phonetics and Hearing
Impairment (2)"SPHI 436 Speech Methods for Hearing·
Impaired Persons (2)"
"SPffi 437 Adaptive Curriculum for Hearing·
Impaired Students (3)-
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One of:A minor from the approved list (20 1) (see page
362)
A "planned program" (30 2) (see page 427)

Subtotal, Specialty Studies: ...................................... 51 1
Profe88ional Studies
Approved prestudent teaching field/clinical
experiences (0)
SPGN 251 Education of Exceptional Children (3)
!NED 252 PrevocationaWocational Special Needs
Program (4)
PRED 257 Physical Education for the Classroom
Teacher (2)
EDPS 325 Life Span Human Growth and
Development (4)
The (ollowing courses require formal admi8sion
to the teacher education program:
CURR 304 Curriculum and Methods:
Elementary (3)
RDNG 314 Teaching Reading in the Elementary
School (6)
SOFD 328 Schools in a Multicultural Society (3)
EDMD 345 Media for the Classroom Teacher (1)
MATH 381 The Teaching of Mathematics K-6 (3)
SPHI 387 Introductory Practicum with HearingImpaired Students (1)"
SPGN 390 Measurement and Diagnosis in Special
Education (3)
SPGN 461 Classroom Management and
Intervention Strategies for Handicapped
Students (3)
SPGN 481 Adaptive Technology in Special
Education (2)
SPHI 487 Speech Practicum with HearingImpaired Students (1)"
EDUC 491 Student 'Thaching (10)"
SPGN 491 Seminar for Teachers of Special
Education (2)
EDUC 499 Student Teaching (6)
Credit hours in Professional Studies: ....................... 58 1

Total credit hours required: .............................. 161
-COIl" nquind for and applicable to mtUor.
'Could be {n., rkpefldingon the minor and thepouibk app{icntiofl of
Batie Studk. couru. to the minor.
'The ~wnlled Pf'fJllram- cou,.. overlap with other required coune.
by approxim4uiy 20 kou,...

HEARING IMPAIRED
SECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this course of studies, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Secondary Provisional Certificate endorsed in hearing impaired, certification code "SL," and, depending on the minor selected,
an additional endorsement. The certification tests covering this field are *62, "Hearing Impaired," and the
minor area.
Registration for the first course in the hearing
impaired sequences (SPH122S) is by permission only. If
there is greater demand for enrollment than availability of places in the class, the hearing impaired program
faculty will determine who receives permission. Grade
point average will be the primary criterion. It is essential to see a hearing impaired program adviser in order
to begin the program sequence.
All students are considered provisional majors
until such time as they successfully complete SPHI 391
and pass a language proficiency examination. The basic philosophy of the program is oral communication·
however. students are exposed to manual communica:
tiOD during their course of study.
The hearing impaired program is in the process of
developing a portfolio presentation as 8 capstone requirement, attached to SPGN 491, Seminar for Tenchers of Special Education for the hearing impaired program majors.
Basic Studies
I-B-1. ENGL 121 English Composition (3)
1-8-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I-B-3. ENGL 323 Writing in the Professional World (3)
I-B-4. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I-B-5. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
II-B-1. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
11-8-2. PSY 101 General Psychology (3)
II-B-3. BIOL 105 Biology and the Human Species (4)
III-B-I. PLSC 112 American Government (3)
ID-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
III-B-3. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
nI-B-4. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-I. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-3. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-4. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
Physical education, military science, or equivalent (2)
Credit hours in Basic Studies: ................................... 49
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Specialty Studies
SPHI 228 Education of Hearing-Impaired
Students (3)8
SPSJ 332 Acoustic Phonetics: Speech Science (2)·
SPSI 336 Physiologic Phonetics: Anatomy a nd
Physiology (3)·
SPSJ 337 Language Acquisition (3)"
SPHI
375
Fundamentals
of
Sign
Communication (2)"
··SPHI 391 Language for Hearing-Impaired
Students (4)"
SPHI 392 Introduction to Audiology (2)"
""SPHI 394 Aural HabilitationlRehabilitation (3)"
"""SPGN 395 Special Needs Persons: School,
Family, and Community Interaction (3)
**SPHI 435 Phonetics and Hearing
Impairment (2)'
"""SPHI 436 Speech Methods for HearingImpaired Persons (2)"
··SPID 437 Adaptive Curriculum for HearingImpaired Students (3)"
A minor from the approved Hst (see page 363)
Subtotal, Specialty Studies: ...................................... 51 1
Professional Studies
100 clock hours of approved prestudent teaching
field experiences (0)
SPGN 251 Education of Exceptional Children (3)
!NED 252 PrevocationaWocational Special Needs
Program (4)
PHED 257 Physical Education for the Classroom
Teacher (2)
EDPS 325 Life Span Human Growth and
Development (4)
The foUowing courses require formal admission
to the teacher education program:
CURR 305 Curriculum and Methods :
Secondary (3)
RDNG 311 Teaching Reading in the Secondary
School (3)
SOFD 328 Schools in a Multicultural Society (3)
EDMD 345 Media for the Classroom Teacher (1)
SPHI387 Introductory Practicum with HearingImpaired Students 0 )SPGN 390 Measurement and Diagnosis in Special
Education (3)
SPGN 461 Classroom Management and
Intervention Strategies for Handicapped
Students (3)
SPGN 481 Adaptive Technology in Special
Education (2)
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SPGN 485 Methods and Curriculum: Adolescents
and Young Adults with Special Needs (2}"
SPGN 486 Recitation and Field Experience with
Adolescents and Young Adults: Mentally
Impaired, Physically Impaired , Hearing
Impaired, or Visually lmpaired (2)"
SPHI 487 Speech Practicum with HearingImpaired Students (1)The appropriate secondary special methods course
(.ee page 366) (3)
SPGN 491 Seminar for Teachers of Special
Education (2)
EDUC 491 Student 'Thaching ( 10)"
EDUC 499 Student 'leaching (6)
Credit hours in Professional Studies:....................... 59 1

Total credit hours required: .............................. 169
4Coune required for and applicable to mqjor.
"At least one ClPPf'OUed course in ff'OB.-cultural or intemCltwnCl/ stud·
ie. m/Ult be completed in the pf'OCf!66 of meeting tlu! Basic Studies reo
quirement. of the foregoing Areo:. J.N, Approved COUrBe. are duig.
nCJred with Cln Q.8terish f!).
"·AdmiaBion to tM reaclu!r educatum program required.
'Could be leIS, t:kpending on the minor 111Id the possible appliCfltWn of
&ulic Studies COUrBe. to the minor.

MENTALLY IMPAIRED
ELEMENTARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this course of studies, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Elementary Provi·
sional Certificate endorsed in mentally impaired, certi·
fication code "SA," and, depending on the minor selected,
an additional endorsement. The certification tests covering this field are !f83, "Elementary Education," and
#56, "Mentally Impaired."
Basic Studies
I·B-l. ENGL 121 English Composition (3)
I·B·2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I-B-3 . ENGL 323 Writing in the Professional World (3)
I·B-4. Both:
MATI! l08Mathematics for ElementaryThachers I (3)
MATH 109 Mathematicsfor ElementaryThachersII (3)
I-B-5. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
ll-B-l. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
n-B-2. PSY 101 General Psychology (3)
fl-B·3. BIOL 105 Biology and the Human Species (4)
III-B-!. PLSC 112 American Government (3)
UNDERGRADUATECATAUOG
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Ill-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
m-B-3. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
lll-B-4 . Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-1. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-2 . Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-3 . Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-4. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
Physical education, military science, or equivalent (2)
Credit hours in Basic StudU!s: ................................... 52

Specialty Studies
SPGN 271 Language Development and Speech
Disorders i n Special Populations (2)
SPMI 350 Introduction to Mental Retardation (3)" SPGN 395 Special Needs Persons: School,
Family, and Community Interaction (3)
··SPMI 427 Educating the Elementary Student
with Mild Retardation (2)"
··SPLI 468 Education of Children with Learning
Disabilities (2)"
··SPMI 483 Education of Students with Moderate
or Severe Retardation (4)"
One 0':
A minor from the approved list (20 1) (see page 362)
A "planned program" (30'l) (see page 427)
Subtotal, Specialty Studies: ...................................... 36'
Professional Studies
Approved prestudent teaching field/clinical
experiences (0)
SPMI 240 Preclinical: Mentally Impaired (3)SPGN 251 Education of Exceptional Children (3)
!NED 252 PrevocationaWocational Special Needs
Program (4)
PHED 257 Physical Education for the Classroom
Teacher (2)
EDPS 325 Life Span Human Growth and
Development (4)
The following courses require formal admission
to the teacher education program:
CURR 304 Curriculum and Methods:
Elementary (3)
RDNG 314 Teaching Reading in the Elementary
School (6)
SOFD 328 Schools in a Mu1ticultural Society (3)
EDMD 345 Media for the Classroom Teacher (1)
MATH 381 The Teaching of Mathematics K-6 (3)
SPGN 390 Measurement and Diagnosis in Special
Education (3)
SPMI 429 Curriculum Design and Education
UNDERCRADUATECATALOC

Program s for Students with Mild
Retardation (3)"
SPGN 461 Classroom Management and
Intervention Strategies for Handicapped
Students (3)
SPGN 481 Adaptive Technology in Special
Education (2)
SPGN 491 Seminar for Teachers of Special
Education (2)
EDUC 491 Student Teaching (10)"
EDUC 499 Student Teaching (6)
Credit hours in Professional Studies: ....................... 61'

Total credit hours required: .............................. 149
·COUrN requirtd for and applicab~ to rtUJjor.

'Could be leu, deptndil1ll on tM mirwr and the pouibh application of
Balie Stud~. OOUf'ft'. to the minor.
'TIu ·p14I'1Mtl prot/ram" COUIW' ooerkJp with other required COUIW'
by opproxiJrnU~l, 20 hou,.,.

MENTALLY IMPAIRED
SECONDARY' TEACHER CERTIFICATJON

Successful completion of this course of studies, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Secondary Provisional Certificate endorsed in mentally impaired, certification code "SA," and, depending on the minor selected,
an additional endorsement. The certification tests covering this field are #56, "Mentally Impaired," and the
minor area.
Basic Studies
J-B-l. ENGL 121 English Composition (3)
1-8-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I-B-3. ENGL323 Writing in the Professional World (3)
I-B-4. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I-B-5. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back. cover
U-B-l. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
II-B-2. psy 101 General Psychology (3)
U-B-3. BIOL 105 Biology and the Human Species (4)
lll-B-l. PLSC 112 American Government (3)
III-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
III·B·3. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
III-B-4. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-l. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
[V-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-S. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-4. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
Physical education, military science, or equivalent (2)
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Credit hour!! in Basic Studies: ................................... 49
Specialty Studies
SPGN 271 Language Development and Speech
Disorders in Special Populations (2)
SPMI
350
Introduction
to
Mental
Retardation (3)8
**SPGN 395 Special Needs Persons: School,
Family. and Community Interaction (3)
**SPU 468 Education of Children with Learning
Disabilities (2 )*-SPMl483 Education of Students with Moderate
or Severe Retardation (4)"
A minor from the approved list (see page 363)
Subtotal, Specialty StudU?s: ...................................... 34 1
Professional Studies
Approved prestudent teaching field/clinical
experiences (0)
SPMJ 240 Preclinical: Mentally Impaired (3)SPGN 251 Education of Exceptional Children (3)
!NED 252 PrevocationaWocational Special Needs
Program (4)
PHED 257 Physical Education for the Classroom
Teacher (2)
EOPS 325 Life Span Human Growth and
Development (4)
The following courses require formal admission
to the teacher education program:
CURR 305 Curriculum and Methods :
Secondary (3)
RDNG 311 Teaching Reading in the Secondary
School (3)
SOFO 328 Schools in a Multicultural Society (3)
EDMD 345 Media for the Classroom Teacher (1)
SPGN 390 Measurement and Diagnosis in Special
Education (3)
The appropriate secondary special methods course
(see page 366) (3)
SPMl 429 Curriculum Design and Education
Programs for Students with Mild
Retardation (3)SPGN 461 Cl assroom Management and
Intervention Strategies for Handicapped
Students (3 )
SPGN 481 Adapti ve Technology in Special
Education (2)
SPGN 485 Methods and Curriculum: Adolescents
and Young Adults with Special Needs (2)SPGN 486 Recitation and Field Experience with
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Adolescents and Young Adults : Mentally
Impaired , Physically Impaired, Hearing
Impaired, or Visually Impaired (2)a
EDUC 491 Student Teaching (10),
SPGN 491 Seminar for Teachers of Special
Education (2)
EDUC 499 Student Teaching (6)
Credit hours in Professional Studks:....................... 62 1

Thta! credit hours required: .............................. 145
OCour/le required for and applicable to mqjor.
nAdmiuwn ta the teacher eduootion program req uired.
'Could be lus, tkpi!ndil18 on the minor and the possible application of
BtUic Studies courses to the minor.

PHYSICALLY AND OTHERWISE HEALTH
IMPAIRED
ELEMENTARY TEACHER CERTIFICAT ION

Successful completion of this course of studies, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Elementary Provisional Certificate endorsed in physically impaired, certification code "se," and. depending on the minor selected, an additional endorsement. The certification tests
covering this field are #83, "Elementary Education," and
#58, "Physically and Otherwise Health Impaired."
Basic Studies
I-B-l. ENGL 121 English Composition (S)
I-B-2, Basic Studies requirement. Seemside back cover
I-B-3. ENGL323 Writing in the Professional World (3)
I-B-4 . Both :
MATH 108 Mathematics for ElementaryThachers 1 (3)
MATH 109 Mathematics fur Elementary'Thachers n (3)
I-B-5. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
II-B-l. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
II-B-2. PSY 101 General Psychology (3)
II-B-3. BIOL 105 Biology and the Human Species (4)
Ol-B-l. PLSC 112 American Government (3)
ill-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IIl-B-3. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
III-B-4. BssicStudies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-l. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-3. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-4. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
Physical education. military science. or equivalent (2)
Credit hours in Basic Studies: ................................... 52
UNDERCRADUATECATALOG
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Specialty Studies
SPGN 271 Language Development and Speech
Disorders in Special Populations (2)
SPPI 310 Developmental Sciences for Teachers
of the Physically and Health Impaired (4)"
SPMI 350 Introduction to Mental Retardation (3)"
"SPPI 360 Pathology of Physical and Health
Impairments (3)"
"SPGN 395 Special Needs Persons: School,
Family, and Community Interaction (3)
**SPPI 412 Ancillary Services and Health
Procedures for Teachers of Physically
Impaired (2)"
**SPLl468 Education of Children with Learning
Disabilities (2)"
One of:
A minor from the approved list (20 1) (see page
362)
A "planned program" (30 2) (see page 427)
Subtotal, Specialty Studies: ...................................... 39'

Professional Studies
Approved prestudent teaching field/cHnical
experiences (0)
SPPI240 Preclinical Experiences-POHI (3)"
SPGN 251 Education of Exceptional Children (3)
!NED 252 PrevocationaWocational Special Needs
Program (4)
PHED 257 Physical Education for the Classroom
Teacher (2)
EDPS 325 Life Span Human Growth and
Development (4)
The following courses require formal admission
to the teacher education program:
CURR 304 Curriculum and Methods:
Elementary (3)
RONG 314 Teaching Reading in the Elementary
School (6)
SOFD 328 Schools in a Multicultural Society (3)
EDMD 345 Media for the Classroom Teacher (1)
MATH 381 The Teaching of Mathematics K-6 (3)
SPGN 390 Measurement and Diagnosis in Special
Education (3)
SPPI 414 Educational Strategies for Teachers of
the Physically Impaired (4)SPGN 461 Classroom Management and
Intervention Strategies for Handicapped
Students (3)
SPGN 481 Adaptive Technology in Special
Education (2)
UNDERGRAOUATECATAVOG

EDUC 491 Student Teaching (10)SPGN 491 Seminar for Teachers of Special
Education (2)
EDUC 499 Student Teaching (6)
Credit hours in Professional Studies: ........................ 62

Total credit hours required: .............................. 158
"Coune required for and applUxlble to major.
'Could be wu. dependiflllon the minor and the pt)ssibw app/Uxltwn of
B(UlU: Studies COU1'l/e8 to the minor.
IThe ·planned program" COUrse8 ouerlap with other required courses
by apprwimately 20 hOUr8.

PHYSICALLY AND OTHERWISE HEALTH
IMPAIRED
SECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this course of studies, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Secondary Provisional Certificate endorsed in physically impaired,
certification code "SC," and, depending on the minor
selected, an additional endorsement. The certification
tests covering this field are #58, "Physically and Otherwise Health Impaired," and the minor area.

Basic Studies
I-B-1. ENGL 121 English Composition (3)
I-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I-B-3. ENGL 323 Writing in the Professional World (3)
I-B-4. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I-B-5. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
II-B-1. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
11-B-2. PSY 101 General Psychology (3)
II-B-3. BIOL 105 Biology and the Human Species (4)
III-B-1. PLSC 112 American Government (3)
ffi-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
III-B-3. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
III-B-4. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-1. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-3. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-4. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
Physical education, military science, or equivalent (2)
Credit hours in Basic Studies: ................................... 49

Specialty Studies
SPGN 271 Language Development and Speech
Disorders in Special Populations (2)
SPPI 310 Developmental Sciences for Teachers
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of the Physically and Health Impaired (4)"
SPM1350 Introduction to Mental Retardation (3l"
··SPPI 360 Pathology of Physical and Health
Impairments (3)··SPGN 395 Special Needs Persons: School,
Family, and Community Interaction (3)
•• SPPI 412 Ancillary Services and Health
Procedures for Teachers of Physically
Impaired (2)" SPLI 468 Education of Children with Learning
Disabilities (2)"
A minor from the approved list (see page 363)
Subtotal, Specialty Studies: ...................................... 39'

Professional Studies
Approved prestudent teaching field/clinical
experiences (0 )
SPPI 240 Preclinical Experiences-POID (3)"
SPGN 251 Education of Exceptional ChiJdren (3)
INED 252 PrevocationaWocational Special Needs
Program (4)
PHED 257 Physical Education for the Classroom
Teacher (2)
EDPS 325 Life Span Ruman Growth and
Development (4)
The foUowing courses require formal admission
to the teacher education program:
CURR 305 Curriculum and Methods:
Secondary (3)
RDNG 311 Thaching Reading in the Secondary
School (3)
SOFD 328 Schools in a Multicultural Society (3)
EDMD 345 Media for the Classroom Teacher (1)
SPGN 390 Measurement and Diagnosis in Special
Education (3)
The appropriate secondary special methods course
(Bee page 366 ) (3)

SPGN 461 C lassroom Management and
Intervention Strategies for Handicapped
Students (3)
SPGN 481 Adapt.ive Technology in Special
Education (2)
SPGN 485 Methods and Curriculum: Adolescents
and Young Adults with Special Needs (2)SPGN 486 Recitation and Field Experience with
Adolescents and Young Adults: Mentally
Impaired, Physically Impaired, Hearing
Impaired, or Visually Impaired (2)"
EDUC 491 Student Thaching (10)SPGN 491 Seminar for Teachers of Special
Education (2)
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EDUC 499 Student Teaching (6)
Credit hours in Professional Studies: ........................ 59

Thta! credit h ours required: .............................. 147
required {or and applicable 10 ffl4.ior.
··A.dmiuic)1I 10 the tetU:her edUl!ation pT'O/lrom I'I!qui7'fd.
' Could be I,,,, ckpendingon the minor and th e pogsible applit:otion of

OCoUI'8e

Ba.ic Studie, COU1'lU to the m.inor.

SPEECH AND LANGUAGE IMPAIRED
ALL GRADE LEVELS TEACHER CERTrFlCATION

Successful completion of this course of study, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for either
the Michigan Department of Education Elementary
Provisional Certificate endorsed in speech/language
impaired. certification code "sa" or the Michigan Department of Education Secondary Provisional Certifi·
cate endorsed in speecManguage impaired, certification
code "sa." For elementary, the certification tests covel'ingthis field are #83, "Elementary Education," and #57,
"Speech and Language Impaired." For secondary, the
certification tests covering this field are #57, "Speech
and Language Impaired," and the minor area.
The program in speecb and language impaired is
a five and one-half to six-year course of study culminating in a master's degree that conforms to the requirements of the American Speech-Language-Hearing ABsociation. Students may elect a teacher training or
nonteacher training track.
The undergraduate program consists offive semesters of speech-pathology coursework (approximately 36
credit hours) in addition to those hours required by the
University to satisfy Basic Studies, teacher certification
(for those electing a teacher certification track), and
minor requirements. Students must elect either a
teacher certification track or healthcare program of
study. In general, speech-language pathology (SLP)
major academic courses are offered during the fall, winter and a combination of spring-summer semesters,
Ea~h student should plan to attend at least one springsummer term.
Major courses are entered in the second year or
after a student has completed a minimum of 35 to 45
credit hours and has been admitted to the program. This
assures that the student maintains continuity once
major coursework has begun . Although it may be possible to complete all undergraduate requirements in four
academic years (fall and winter semesters only), most
UNDERCAADUATECATALOO
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students find it necessary to enroll during one or more
spring-summer tenus. Students who transfer into the
program during their first year may be unable to complete all program and University requirements in four
calendar years. By working closely with their academic
adviser, students can be assured of completing the program in the least amount of time possible.
Upon completion of a minimum of 124 semester
hours reflecting all requirements in Basic Studies and
undergraduate major and minor sequences, the student
will be granted the Bachelor of Science degree without
certification. For those students elec~ing the teacher
training track, certification is recommended upon completion of the master's degree. Graduate level courses
are those numbered 500 and above. The endorsement is
K-12.

Basic Studies
I-B-l. ENGL 121 English Composition (3)
I-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I-B-3. ENGL 323 Writing for the Professional World (3)
I-B-4. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I-B-5. COSC 136 Computers for the Nonspecialist (3)
II-B-1. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
n-B-2. PSY 101 G€neral Psychology (3)
n-B-3. BIOL 105 Biology and the Human Species (4)
HI-B-l. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
lli-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
III-B-3. SaCL 105 Introductory Sociology (3)
111-8-4. SOCL 202 Social Problems (3)
IV-B-l. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See imide back cover
IV-B-3. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-4. Basic Studies requirement. Seeinside back cover
Physical education, military science, or equivalent (2)
Credit hours in Basic Studies: ................................... 49
Specialty Studies
SPHI 392 Introduction to Audiology (2)
BPHI 394 Aural HabilitationlRehabilitation (3)
SPSI 332 Acoustic Phonetics: Speech Science (2)
BPS! 336 Physiologic Phonetics: Anatomy and
Physiology (3)
BPSI 334 Applied Phonetics (2)
BPSI 335 Communication Disorders (3)
SPB! 337 Language Acquisition (3)
BPS I 340 Management of Phonological
Disorders (3)
SPS! 341 Directed Observation in Speech
Pathology (2)
SPSI 342 Management of Language Disorders (3)
UNDERGRADUATECATALOG

SPSI 452 Voice (3)
SPSI 454 Stuttering (3)
Subtotal, Specialty Studies: ....................................... 32

Professional Studies
100 clock hours of approved prestudent teaching
field experience (0)
ncURR 305 (or 304) Curriculum and Methods (3)
EDPS 325 Life Span Human Growth and
Development (4)
**RDNG 311 (or 314) Teaching Reading (3-6)
**SOFD 328 Schools in a Multicultural Society (3)
SPGN 251 Education of Exceptional Children (3)
SPS! 343 Clinical Practice in Speech Pathology! (2)
SPS! 344 Clinical Practice in Speech Pathology II (2)

SPSI 481 Adaptive Techno logy in Special
Education (2)
A minor from the approved list (see page 362-3)
The secondary certification requires a special
methods course in the minor (see page 366)
EDU 499 Student Teaching (6)
EDMD 345 (3)
MATH 381 (3)

**SPGN 390 Measurement and Diagnosis in
Special Education (3)
Credit hours in Professional Studies: ........................ 23
The courses listed above are required for comple·
tion of the undergraduate degree. The total minimum
hours is 126.
The courses listed below a.r e required for the
master's degree and eligibility for recommendation for
certification:
Specialty Studies
SPSI
SOB
Multicultural/Multilingual
Communication
Development
and
Disorders (3)
SPSI 555 Neuroanatomy and Physiology for the
Speech Pathologist (2)
SPSI 568 Diagnostic Method s in Speech,
Language, and Hearing (3)
SPSI 578 Audiometric Testing (3)
SPS! 607 Colloquium (2)

SPSI 612 Motor Speech Disorders (2)
SPSI 614 Aphasia (3)
SPSI 616 Experiments in Speech-Language
Pathology (3)
SPSI 620 Consulting and Interviewing in Speech
Pathology (3)
SPSI 622 Augmentative Communication (2)
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SPSI 624 Neurogenic Communicati ve
Disorders (2)
Subtotal, Specialty Studies:....................................... 28

Professional Studies
SLl687 Clinical Internship I (2)
···SLI 687 Clinical Internship 11 (2)
SLI 689 Public School Internship (4)
SLI 694 Seminar on Professional Issues (2)
SPSI 694 Seminar: Interdisciplinary Special
Educa tion (2)
Credit hours in Professional Studies;....................... 6-8
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IV·B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B·3. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV*B-4. BasicStudies requirement. See inside back cover
Physical education, military science, or equivalent (2)
Credit hours in Basic Studies:................................... 52

VISUALLY IMPAIRED

Specialty Studies
SPGN 271 Language Development and Speech
Disorders in Special Populations (2)
*·SPGN 395 Specia l Needs Persons: School,
Family, and Community Interaction (3 )
SPVI 365 Braille (3)'
SPVI 366 The Eye and Vision-Anatomy and
Physiology (2)SPVI 368 Mobility Training for the Visually
Impaired (2)SPVI 369 Community Considerations for the
Visually Impaired (3r
H SPVI 465 Braille II: Nemeth Code (3)"
" SPVI 467 Education of Children with Impaired
Vision (2)"
" SPVI 469 Electronic Communication for the
Visually Impaired (3)"

ELEMENTARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

One of:

Electives
Two credit hours (minimum) in a 500-level or
higher course is required for non-teacher training students.
Total credit hours at the graduate level: ................... 36
"· Admission to the tOOCMr education program required.

Successful completion of this course of studies, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michiga n Department of Education Elementary Provisiona l Certificate endorsed in visually impaired, certification code "SK, .. and, depending on the minor selected,
an additional endorsement. The certification tests covering this field are #83, "Elementary Education," and
#61 , "Visually Impaired."
Basic Studies
I-B-l. ENGL 121 English Composition (3)
I-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I-B-3. ENGL323 Writing in the Professional World (3)
I-B-4. Both:
MATH lOS Mathematics for ElementaryThachers I (3)
MATH 109 Mathematicsfor ElernentaryThachers n (3)
I*B-5. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
II-B-!. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
0*B*2. PSY 101 General Psychology (3)
II·B*3. BIOL 105 Biology and the Human Species (4)
III-B-I. PLSC 112 American Government (3)
1lI -B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
III-B-3. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
ill-B-4 . Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-I. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover

A minor from the approved list (20') (see page
363)
A wplanned program" (3()2) (see page 427)
Subtotal, Specialty Studies:...................................... 43 '

Professional Studies
Approved pres tudent t eaching field/clinical
experiences (0)
SPGN 251 Education of Exceptional Children (3)
INED 252 PrevocationaVVocational Special Needs
ProgTam (4)
PHED 257 Physical Education for the Classroom
Teacher (2)
EDPS 325 Life Span Human Growth and
Development (4)
The following courses require formal adm.i.ssion
to the teacher education program:
CURR 304 Curriculum and Method s :
Elementary (3)
RDNG 314 Teaching Reading in the Elementary
School (6)
SOFD 328 Schools in a Multicultural Society (3)
EDMD 345 Media for the Classroom Teacher (1)
MATH 381 The 'leaching of Mathematics K-6 (3)
SPGN 390 Measurement and Diagnosis in Special
Education (3)
UNDERGRADUATECMALOG
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SPGN 461 Classroom Management and
Intervention Strategies for Handicapped
Students (3)
SPVI 464 Methods of Teaching the Blind (3)SPGN 481 Adaptive Technology in Special
Education (2)
EDUC 491 Student Teaching (10)SPGN 491 Seminar for Teachers of Special
Education (2)
EDUC 499 Student Teaching (6)
Credit hours in Professional Studies: ........................ 58

Total credit hours required: .............................. 153
· Course required for and applicabu: to nuJjor.
ICoold be u:ss, thpending on the millorand the po68ibk applkatioll of
Basil: Studiell COUI'lJtll to the minor.

' TM ·p/anMd program~ COU1'8ejl or.Jerlap with other required coursejl
by approximately 20 /wurs.

VISUALLY IMPAIRED
SECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this course of studies, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Secondary Provi·
sional Certificate endorsed in visually impaired, certifi·
cation code "SI{," and, dependi XE "Certification:Speech
Pathology" ng on the minor selected, an additional en·
dorsement. The certification tests covering this field are
#61, "Visually Impaired," and the minor area.
Basic Studies
1·8·1. ENGL 121 English Composition (3)
I·B·2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I·B·3. ENGL 323 Writing in the Professional World (3)
I·B·4. Basic Studies requirement. Seeinside back cover
I-B-5. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
II-B-l. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
0·B·2. PSY 101 General Psychology (3)
II·B·3. BIOL 105 Biology and the Human Species (4)
III-B-l. PLSC 112 American Government (3)
IlI·B·2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
III-B-3. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
m-B-4. Basic Studies requirement. See inside backcover
IV-B-l. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-3. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B·4. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
Physical education, military science, or equivalent (2)

Credit hours in Basic Studies: ................................... 49
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Specialty Studies
SPGN 271 Language Development and Speech
Disorders in Special Populations (2)
SPVI 365 Braille (3)"
SPVI 366 The Eye and Vision-Anatomy and
Physiology (2)SPVI 368 Mobility Training for the Visually
Impaired (2)SPVI 369 Community Considerations for the
Visually Impaired (3)"
"SPGN 395 Special Needs Persons: School,
Family, and Community Interaction ( 3)
··SPVI 465 Braille II: Nemeth Code (3)··SPVI 467 Education of Children with Impaired
Vision (2)"
··SPVI 469 Electronic Communication for the
Visually Impaired (3)"
A minor from the approved list (see page 362) 20 1
Subtotal, Specialty Studies: ....................................... 43
Professional Studies
Approved prestudent teaching field/clinical
experiences (0)
SPGN 251 Education of Exceptional Children (3)
INED 252 PrevocationaWocational Special Needs
Program (4)
PHED 257 Physical Education for the Classroom
Teacher (2)
EDPS 325 Life Span Human Growth and
Development (4)
The following courses require formal admission
to the teacher education program:
CURR 305 Curriculum and Methods:
Secondary (3)
RDNG 311 Teaching Reading in the Secondary
School (3)
SOFD 328 Schools in a Multicultural Society (3)
EDMD 345 Media for the Classroom Teacher (1)
SPGN 390 Measurement and Diagnosis in Special
Education (3)
The appropriate secondary special methods course
(see page 366) (3)
SPGN 461 Classroom Management and
Intervention Strategies for Handicapped
Students (3 )
SPVI 464 Methods of Teaching the Blind (3}"
SPGN 481 Adaptive Technology in Special
Education (2)
SPGN 485 Methods and Curriculum; Adolescents
and Young Adults with Special Needs (2)'-
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SPGN 486 Recitation and Field Experience with
Adolescents and Young Adults: Mentally
Impaired , Physically Impaired, Hearing
Impaired, or Visually Impaired (2)EDue 491 Student Teaching (10)SPGN 491 Seminar for Teachers of Special
Education (2)
EDUC 499 Student Teaching (6)
Credit hours in Professional Studies:."""'''''''''''" .. ,, 59

Total credit hours required: ........ " .................... 151
·COUI'llf' required for and applicable to major;
....Admission to the teacher education program required,
'Could be Ie's, depending on the minor and the p08sible (1pplic(1tion of

BaBic Studiell coursell to the minor.

"PLANNED PROGRAM" COURSES FOR
SPECIAL EDUCATION- ELEMENTARY

PROGRAMS
ESCl 302 (or ESCI 303) Elementary School
Science (3)
CURR 304 Curriculum and Methods:
Elementary (3)
RDNG 314 Teaching Reading in the Elementary
School (6)
EDPS 325 Life Span Human Growth and
Development (4)
SOFD 328 Schools in a Multicultural Society (3)
EDMD 345 Media for the Classroom Teacher (1)
GEOG 348 Teaching Social Studies in Elementary
Schools (3)
MATH 381 The Teaching of Mathematics K-S (3)
Four hours from:
UTR207 Introduction to Children's Literature (3)
PHED 210 Lifetime Wellness and Fitness (3)
HLED 320 Health Education in the Elementary
Grades (2)
FA 300 Art Integration for the Elementary
Teacher(4)
FA 101 Introduction to Art (3)
CTAD 222 Drama and Play in Human
Experience (3)
MUSC 104 Elements of Music (2)
MUSC 224 Recreational Music (2)
MUSe 103 lntroduction to Music Therapy (2)
Tbtal: .. ,..... ,................. " ............ " ......... ,.. ,.' .................. 30
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EMOTIONALLY IMPAIRED COURSES

SPEI 177/178/179 Special Topics.
1/2/3 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
ooce provided different topics are studied,
Prereq: Department permission,
SPEI240 Introductory Clinical Experiences in
Emotional Impainnent.
S hrs
Students will be provided with an opportunity to work
mth impaired students in an effort to help them understand these youngsters, and evaluate their own qualifications for working with this type of youngster. Evaluations of the student's performance will be obtained from
a supervising person. Majors in the area of emotional
impairment will complete 150 clock hours of experience
with youngsters prior to student teaching with emotionally impaired students. 1\venty-five (25) of these hours
will be completed during this course. An overview and
hours introduction to the field of teaching emotionally
impaired children and youth including theory, service
delivery systems, and classroom practices will also be
presented.
SPEI2771278/279 Special Topics.
lI2IS bra
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
SPEI 301 Emotionally Impaired Children and AdoJes4 bra
cents.
This course provides an explanation of conceptual models which explain disturbed behavior of children and
adolescents, Definitive diagnostic categories will also be
explained in context of their use in a variety of educational settings by teachers of emotionally impaired children and adolescents.
Prereq: PSY 360,' SPE1240; SPGN 251 is aduised. Not
open to students on academic probation.
SPEI 37718781379 Special Topics.
11213 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings, Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.

UNDERGRAOUAT£CATALOG
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SPEI 401 Programming, Methods, and Curriculum for
the Elementary Emotionally Impaired Child. 4 hrs
Thaching methods, techniques, and materials for educating elementary age emotionally impaired children
will be presented. In addition, types of programs serving elementary age disturbed youngsters as well as the
Individualized Education Program, federal, and state
rules governing the programs will be discussed. For elementary majors only.
Prereq: SPEI 301 and SPGN 461; admission to the
teacher education program.
SPEI 449 Seminar: Current 'lbpics in Emotional
Impairment.
2 hrs
An examination and discussion of issues and topics of
current concern and pertinent to working with emotionally impaired children and adolescents.
Prereq: SPEI 301; admission to the teacher education
program.
1/2/3 hrs
SPEI 477/478/479 Special Topics.
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
SPEI 488 Programming, Methods, and Curriculum for
Secondary Emotionally hnpaired Youth.
4 hrs
Teaching methods, techniques, and materials for educating secondary age emotionally impaired youth. Types
of programs serving adolescent age disturbed youth as
well as the Individualized Education Program, federal,
and state rules governing the programs will be discussed. For secondary majors only.
Prereq: SPEl 301 and SPGN 461; admission to the
teacher education program. SPGN 485 (may be taken
concurrently).
LEARNING DISABLED

SPLI 468 Education of Children with Learning
Disabilities.
2 hrs
A study of educational and psychological problems of
children with neurological and perceptual defects. Theories as they relate to the central nervous system, teaching techniques, classroom management, case studies,
research, and teacher-child and parent relationships.
Prereq: SPGN 251; admission to the teacher education
program; senior standing.

UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

SPLI 477/4781479 Special Topics.
1/2/3 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
SPEECH AND LANGUAGE IMPAIRED

SPSI 177/1781179 Special Topics.
l12IS hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
SPSI 277/278/279 Special Topics.
112/3 brs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
2hrs
SPSI 332 Acoustic Phonetics: Speech Science.
Basic principles of acoustic science and speech perception. Consideration of speech as an acoustical phenomenon and the analysis of speech patterns through measurements of sound and spectral analysis.
Coreq: SPSI336.

SPSI 334 Applied Phonetics.
2 hrs
An introduction to the use oftbe International Phonetic
Alphabet Classification and production of English speech
sounds. Phonemic transcription, including some analysis of deviant and variant speech. Lab experiences
weekly.
Coreq: SPSI335.
SPSI 336 Communication Disorders.
3hrs
A study of the major communication disorders 8S deviations from normal physical and social behavior. Etiology and symptomatology.
Coreq: BPSl 334.
SPSI 336 Physiologic Phonetics: Anatomy and Physi.
ology.
S hrs
Anatomy and physiology of normal speech production,
consideration of speech as a motor behavior, physiological investigation of speech and voice.
Coreq: SPS1332 .
SPSI 337 Language Acquisition.
S hrs
The development of speech, language, hearing, and com-
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munication from birth. The interrelationship between
cognitive development and language acquisition and
usage. Developmental processes and milestones in phonology, morphology, syntax, and semantics and pragmatics as a basis for understanding the effects of speech,
language, and hearing problems of the individual.
Coreq' SPS1332, SPSI 336, and SPS1341.

departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.

SPSI 340 Management of Phonological Disorders.
3hrs
Diagnosis and treatment of functional articulation prob·
lems, and phonological disorders.
Prereq: SPSl335 and SPS! 334. Coreq: SPS1342.

P",req.' SPSI 340, SPSI342.

SPSI341 Directed Observation in Speech Pathology.
2hrs
Observation and evaluation of the methods and materials used in treating speech and hearing disorders. Opportunity for supervised clinical practice.
SU majors must take this course concurrently with SPSI
337. SPSI 332. and SPS1336.

Prmq' SPS1340, SPS1342.

SPSl342 Management of Language Disorders. 3 hrs
Diagnosis and treatment oflangusge disorders that result from developmental lag, physical anomalies, and
cultural differences. Focuses on preschool, elementary,
and secondary school-aged individuals.
Pre"'q' SPSI 334, SPSI 337, SPS1332. SPS1336, and

SPS1335.
Coreq.: SPS[ 340
SPSl 343 Clinical Practice in Speech Pathology I.
2 hrs
A minimum of60 clock hours of supervised clinical experience with children and adults in individual and
group settings. Functional articulation, voice disorders
and rhythm problems.
Prereq: SPSI 340, SPSI342, department permission.
SPSl S44 Clinical Practice in Speech Pathology n.
2hrs
A minimum of 60 clock hours of supervised clinical experience with speech disorders associated with organic
impairment. Problems of children and adults with cerebral palsy, cleft palate, hearing losses, mental impair·
menta, and language.
Prereq: SPSI343 and department permission.
SPS] 37713781379 Special ThpiC8.
1/213 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other

SPS] 452 Voice.
3 hn
Astudy of the etiology, diagnosis, and treatment offunctional and organic voice disorders, including defects of
loudness, pitch, and quality.

SPSI 4M Stuttering.
3 bra
Causation, symptomatology, and remedial procedures
of stuttering; specific therapy procedures in the clinic,
the school, and the home.

SPSI 477/478/479 Special Thpica.
11213 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students roay elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.

Prereq: Department permission.
GENERAL SPECIAL EDUCATION COURSES

SPGN Inn 781179 Special Thpics.
l12I3 hn
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq; Department permission.
SPGN 251 Education of Exceptional Children. 3 hra
An introductory survey course providing the historical,
philosophical , a nd organizational factors leading to the
enactment of federal and state laws, rules, and regulations governing special education . Characteristics, educational considerations, and implications of aU areas of
exceptionality including the gifted, learning disabled,
mentally, emotionally, speech and language, hearing,
visually, physically, and health impaired are addressed.
SPGN 271 Language Development and Speech Disorders in Special Populations.
2 bra
Understanding the dynamics of language development
and usage from birth through the school years. The effects of disability on language development and pro-cesses. Lecture and observation . Required or all special
education majors except speech and language impaired
and hearing impaired who must take BPS} 337 language Acquisition.

UNDERGR....nUATtCATALOC
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SPGN 2771278/279 Special Topics.
lJ2I3 hn
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
SPGN 300 Exceptional Children in the Regular
Classroom.
1 hr
Characteristics of the exceptional leamer including impairments of hearing, vision, speech, intelligence, behavior, and physical abilities. Considerations and implications of the educational, social, and psychological
experience for the exceptional learner in the regular
classroom. Not open to Special Education majors.
SPGN 377/378/379 Special Topics.
lJ2I3 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Departrrumt permission.
SPGN 387 Cooperative Education.
3 hrs
Ooe semester of supervised work in concentration area.
An evaluation is required at the end ofthe employment
period.
Prereq: Nine credit hours in concentration, approval by
Cooperative Education OffLCe, and department permission.

tiona!. Students will develop skills required to identify
problem areas for the special needs person and their
families when interfacing with community institutions
and to plan and implement effective intervention for
positive growth.
Prereq: SPGN 251; admission to the teacher education
program.
SPGN 461 Classroom Management and Intervention
Strategies for Handicapped Students.
3 hrs
An understanding of selected approaches to effective
classroom management for special education students
in varied settings will be developed. Behavioral theories will provide the foundation for building effective
strategies and approaches for classroom management.
'The roles and responsibilities of students, parents, teachers, and other school personnel will be identified.
Prereq: SPGN 251; admission to the teacher education
program.
SPGN 477/4781479 Special Topics.
l12I3 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.

SPGN 390 Measurement and Diagnosis in Special
Education.
3 hrs
This course is required for all students majoring in special education. Students willieam about a wide variety
of standardized and criterion-referenced tests and about
their role in assessing intellectual capacity, academic
achievement, socioemotional skills, adaptive behavior,
and auditory and visual limitations of students with
handicaps. The course will be taught in a lecture format. Students will look at and become familiar with a
wide variety of commonly used tests. Cultural reactions,
test bias, and limitations will be explored.
Prereq: SPGN 251; admission to the teacher education
program.

SPGN 481 Adaptive Technology in Special Education.
2 hrs
This course is intended to assist the student in identifying and implementing adaptive technology in the special education curriculum. The course explores the latest technology available in adapting computers and
other devices to assist the special child. Major areas of
interest include voice input/output, switching devices,
alternative keyboards for the computer, (touch pads,
membranes), adaptive devices for the visually impaired
(braille and voice output), and other alternative devices.
Students are encouraged to look at a broad range of uses
for each technological instrument rather than isolate a
given advancement for the use of a designated or single
disability.
Prereq: SPGN 251; a computer course; admission to the
teacher education program.

SPGN 395 Special Needs Persons: School, Family, and
Community Interaction.
3 hrs
Designed to provide students with knowledge of the reciprocal influences of special needs persons, birth
through 26 years of age, their families, and community
institutions: legal, medical, social welfare, and educa-

SPGN 486 Methods and Curriculum: Adolescents and
Young Adults with Special Needs.
2 hrs
This course is intended for all students seeking a secondary special education endorsement and interested
in working with adolescents or young adults with cognitive, sensory, or physical limitations. Students will
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develop knowledge and awareness about secondary and
postsecondary special education programs, curriculum,
and services that address the intellectual, social, emo·
tional, physical, and vocational needs of this population,
Prereq: Admission to the teacher education program,
SPGN 486 Recitation and Field Experience with
Adolescents and Young Adults: Mentally Impaired,
Physically Impaired, Hearing Impaired, Of' Visually
Impaired.
2 bra
Adaptation and application of curriculum and methods
appropriate to the student's field of study (major), Stu·
dents will complete a field experience at the secondary
level in the area of disability for which helshe is to be
endorsed,
Prereq: Admission to the teacher education program,
SPGN 487 Cooperative Education.
:I bra
One semester of supervised work in concentration area,
An evaluation is required at the end of the employment
period,
Prereq: Nine credit hours in concentration, approual by
Cooperatiue Education Office, and department permis·
sion.
SPGN 491 Seminar for Teachers of Special Education.
2hrs
This course provides a transition from the academic
environment to the professional setting, Competencies
and issues necessary for teacher preparation and pertinent to the student's internship are presented. 'lbpics
for discussion include: a review of the history, nature,
and structure of the Michigan Public School system and
the delivery of total services to all students including
the special education child; state and federal law includingdue process, data privacy requirements, teacher
tenure, and professional liability; professional ethics,
organizations, unions, and the influences on education;
supervision of and interaction with teaching aids, para·
professionals, volunteers, and other school personnel
including the regular classroom teacher. Concurrent
with special student teaching.
Prereq: Admission to the teacher education program.
SPGN 497/498/499 Independent Study.
lI2IS hrs
Directed study of a problem or group of-problems in special education,
Prereq: Department permission.
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HEARING IMPAIRED

SPffi 177/178/179 Special Topics.
!N3 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings, Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied,
Prereq: Department permission.
SPHI 228 Education of Bearing-Impaired Students.
S hrs
Designed to cover the history of the education of persons with hearing impainnents, and to provide an over·
view of educational programming, psychological adjust.
ment, parent counseling, communication methods, and
various philosophical approaches to education of perSODS with hearing impairments.
Pre- orcoreq: SPGN 251

spm 277/278/279 Special Topics.
11213 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings, Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.

SPHI 375 Fundamentals of Sign Communication. 2 hn
A study of the rationale for use of manual communication systems with persons with hearing impairments,
including American Sign Language, manually-coded
English Sign systems, and fingerspelling, Beginninglevel sltills in manual communication will be developed,
Observation of use of sign language in school prograJIlB
will be required,
SPIn 377/378/379 Special Topics.
1/218 brs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other

departmental offerings, Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied,
Prereq: Department permission,
SPID 387 Introductory Practicum with Hearing·
Impaired Students.
1 hr
Thirty clock hours of supervised observation and work
with students with hearing impairments.
Prereq: SPH1228; admission to the teacher education
program.

spm 391 Language for Bearing·Impaired Students.
4hrs
Language development of children with prelingual hearing impairments, Survey of various methods of teachUNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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ing language, including natural and structured approaches.
Prereq: SPHI228; admission to the teacher education
program.

SPffi 392 Introduction to Audiology.
2 hrs
Medical and surgical treatment of pathologies of the ear.
Hearing screening tests, basic audiometric testing procedures, and audiometric interpretation.
Prereq: SPSI 332 and SPSI336.
SPHI 394 Aural HabilitationlRehabilitatioD.
Shrs
A study of the avenues of receptive language available
to persons with impaired bearing; the development of
auditory learning, auditory training, and the training
of speechreading. Includes the understanding of group
and individual hearing aids, other assistive technology,
and surgical implants.
Prereq: SPHI 392.
SPffi 435 Phonetics and Hearing Impairment. 2 hrs
Articulatory and acoustic phonetics. Speech reception
of persons with hearing impairments: auditory cues
available relative to the individual's hearing loss; visual,
tactile, and kinesthetic correlates. Characteristics of
speech production of speakers with impaired hearing.
Phonetic transcription in International PhoneticAlphabet, Northampton, and Thorndike orthographic systems.
Phonological level speech assessment.
Prereq: SPSl332 and SPSl336; admission to the teacher
education program.
SPHI 436 Speech Methods for Hearing-Impaired
Persons.
2 hrs
Methods of assessment and intervention in the development of intelligible connected speech in persons with
hearing impairments.
Prereq: SPHI 435; admission to the teacher education
program.

SPHI 437 Adaptive Curriculum for Hearing-Impaired
Students.
3 hrs
Principles and methods of teaching academic subjects
to students with hearing impairments. Classroom procedures and materials especially designed for students
with hearing impairments, as well as the adaptation of
regular curricula and materials will be presented.
Prereq: SPHI 391; admission to the teacher education
program.
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SPHl477/4781479 Special Topics.
112/3 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
SPHl487 Speech Practicum with Hearing-Impaired
Students.
1 hr
Thirty (30) clock hours of supervised observation and
speech work with persons with hearing impairments.
Prereq: SPHI 436; admission to the teacher educatwn
program.
MENTALLY IMPAIRED

SPMI 177/1781179 Special Topics.
1/2/3 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Depart1TU!nt permission.
SPMI 240 Preclinical: Mentally Impaired.
3 hrs
The purposes of the preclinical experiences in the area
of the mentally impaired are twofold. First, it provides
the student with opportunities to observe a variety of
programs and work with children or youth displaying a
variety of types andlor degrees of learning, emotional,
and physical difficulties. (For a more detailed descrip.
tion of this component, please review the Handbook for
Majors in the Mentally Impaired. ) Secondly, students
will meet together to discuss observations, insights, and
concerns related to their experiences. Educational programs for students with mental retardation will be discussed and site visits will be made.
SPMl27712781279 Special Topics.
11213 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Depart1TU!nt permission.
SPMI 350 Introduction to Mental Retardation. 3 hrs
This lecture course introduces students to the field of
mental retardation: its history, terminology, causes,
health, medical, and sensorineural components. The
range of philosophies influencing educational practices
and life management programs are also discussed.
Prereq: SPGN 251. PSY 101.
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SPMI 37713781379 Special Topics.

11213 hra

An exploration and study of topics not covered in other

departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
SPMI 427 Educating the Elementary Student witb
Mild Retardation.
2 bn
The development of programs, materials, and instruc·
tional techniques appropriate to the needs of the edu·
cable mentally retarded child from birth to age 12.
Prereq: SPMl240, SPM1350; admission to the teacher
education program.
SPMI 429 Curriculum Design and Education Pro.
grama for Studenf.8 with Mild Retardation.
3 bra
Emphasis will be given to the assessment of basic learn·
ing skills and academic levels of functioning based on
the use and results of formal tests, criterion referenced
tests, and fonna1 data gathering instruments. Additional
emphasis will be placed on the development of appro·
priate educational program goals. The development of
appropriate lessons using selected materials, methods,
and techniques to meet these goals. Selected behavioral
management approaches will be included 8S they relate
to overall educational goals and program development.
Prereq: SPMl240, SPM1350, SPM1427; admission to
the teacher education program.
SPMl477/478/479 Special Topics.
1I2JS bra
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings . Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
SPMl483 Education of Students with Moderate or
Severe Retardation.
4 hrs
This course focuses on philosophy, curriculum. assess·
ment, teaching methods, and classroom management
techniques for students identified as TMI, SMt, or SXI.
A three·hour·per·week field placement in one of the
above classrooms is an integral part of the course.
Prereq: SPMJ 240, SPMI 350, SPGN 461; admission to
the teacher education program.
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PHYSICALLY OR OniERWiSE HEALTH

IMPAIRED

SPPI177/17&'179 Special Topics.
lf2I3 brs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings . Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permisBion.
SPPI240 Preclinical ExperiencesPOHl.
3 bn
This introductory course provides exposure to and experience with the pt,jsically or otherwise health im·
paired. Students will be encouraged to evaluate and
examine their motivation for becoming a teacher of the
physically and health impaired and be introduced to all
aspects of the teaching profession. Students will par·
ticipate in a field experience, being exposed to all age
and grade levels. They will have an opportunity to visit
a variety of settings that employ teachers of the physi.
cally and health impaired and be exposed to the ancil·
lary services found in most POHl delivery models.
SPPI 277/2781279 Special Topics.
1I2IS brs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
SPPI 310 Developmenta1 Sciences for Teachers of the
Physically and Health Impaired.
4 hn
A study of developmental human anatomy and physiol·
ogy with emphasis upon the impact ofthe nervous 8yS·
tem and its integration, function, and control of the other
body systems and their functions. The relationship of
normal development to disability is explored and infused
throughout the course. Laboratory periods are required
where students can investigate the principles covered
in lecture using anatomical models and specimens.
Proroq . SPGN 251, SPP1240, and BIOL 105.
SPPJ S60 Pathology ofPhysicaJ and Health Impairmenta.
Shn
A comprehensive study of orthopedic, neurologic. health,
and other handicapping condition.s common to children
and youth comprising the population found in edues·
tional settings serviced by the POHI teacber. Medical
terminology and procedures are also introduced. Labo.
ratory assignments are included in this course.
Prereq: Admi8sion to the teacher education program,
SPPI31O.
UNnERCRADUATECATALOC
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SPPI 377/3781379 Special Topic..
mt3 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.

SPPI 412 Ancillary Services and Health Procedures
for Teachers of Physically Impaired.
2 hrs
Information concerning the individual disciplines that
provide ancillary services to physically and health impaired students. Skills involving the use of adaptive
equipment, manipulation of orthotics, and implementation of health intervention and maintenance procedures will be learned. A field placement is also required.
Prereq: Admission to the teacher education program.
SPP1310 and SPP1360 or instructor permission.

SPVl365 Braille.
3 hrs
Developing proficiency in reading and writing error·free
braille and the reading of music braille.
Pre orcoreq: SPGN 251.
SPVI 366 The Eye and V18ionAnatomy and Physiology.
2 hrs
Anatomy, physiology, and pathology of the organs of vision, refractive errors, and principles of correction. Educational implicstions of visual handicaps in children
rather than stricOy medical achievements. Interpretation of medical reports to parents, students, and other
teachers.
Prereq: SPGN 251.
SPVI S68 Mobility Training for the V18ually Impaired.
2hrs
Sensory training, study, and development of cane techniques as they apply to mobility for the blind. Introduction to leader dog program. Practicum included. Offered
on the junior, senior, and graduate level.
Prereq: Junior leuel.

SPP[ 414 Educational Strategies for 'Ieachers of the
Physically Impaired.
4 bra
This course encompasses information and develops skills
needed to develop, implement, and evaluate curriculum
and methods for the preschool and elementary physically otherwise health impaired student. All aspects of
cognitive, affective, and psychomotor education are explored. Emphasis is placed upon individualized instruction and programming, adaptations and modification of
instructional methods and materials, remediation, communication, problem-solving, decision-making, personal
adjustment, prevocational education, and leisure activities. A directed classroom laboratory is required.
Prereq: SPP1310. SPPI360, and admission 10 the teacher
education program.

SPVl369 Community Considerations for the V18ually
Impaired.
3 hrs
The lifestyle and needs of persons with visual impairments; appropriate considerations the community must
take for all levels of physical, emotional, and vocational
development. Field trips and classroom experiences,
acquaintance with a wide variety of service-oriented
facilities for the visually impaired.
Prereq: SPGN 251.

SPPI 477/4781479 Special Topics.
1l2I3 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.

SPVI 377/3781379 Special Topics.
1/2/3 brs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.

VISUALLY IMPAIRED

SPVI 464 Methods of 'leaching the Blind.
3 hI'S
A study of the various methods used in educating and
assessing blind children. The adaptation of these meth.
ods to the teaching of school subjects to blind students.
Further emphasis on Nemeth Code, Cranmer abacus
and other teaching materials and devices.
Prereq: SPGN 251; admission to the teacher educaticn
program.

SPVl177/1 781179 Special Topics.
11213 bra
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
SPVl2771278/279 Special Topics.
1l2I3 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
UNDERGRADUATECA1M.OG
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SPVI 465 Braille n: Nemeth Code.
3hrs
Transcription skills with Nemeth Code.
Prereq: SPVI 365; admission to the teacher education
program.

SPVI 467 Education of Children with Impaired
Vision.
2hrs
Organization and administration of various plans for
educating partially seeing children. Adaptation of the
various teaching methods and materials to partially
seeing children. A comparison of various vision testing
methods and devices. Visits to classes for visually impaired children.
Prereq: SPGN 251; admission to the teacher education
program.

SPVI 469 Electronic Communication for the Visually
Impaired.
3 hrs
This course is designed to expose the student to a variety of tools available for use by visually impaired persons. The tools or devices covered include those designed
to provide assistance in travel, reading, braille, low vision (such as the Optacon, Kurzweil Reading Machine,
Versabrailler, Stereo '!bner, and Computer Braille Programs). Proficiency of five words per minute on the
Optacon is expected.
Prereq: Admission to the teacher education program.
SPVI 477/478/479 Special Topics.
IN3 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.

UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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TEACHER
EDUCATION
James D. Riley
Department Head
234 Boone Hall
487·3260
Professors: Leah D. Adams, Irene A. Allen, Ranjit S.
Bajwa, Mary G. Bigler, John Blair, Trevor Gardner,
Bert I. Greene, Thomas M. Gwaltney, Sarah
Huyvaert, Louise F. Jernigan, Georgea Langer,
Marvin Pasch, Jeanne Pietig, Valerie Polakow,
Quirico S. Samonte, Alane Starko. Rishor N. Wahi,
Jerome A. Weiser, Warren S. Williams, Judy
Williston
Associate Professors: Kathleen Jeakle Beauvais,Anne
K. Bednar. Barbara Diamond, Jan Collins-Eaglin,
Martha Kinney-Sedgwick, Edward Lederman,
Rebecca Martusewicz, Maureen McCormack, Olga
G. Nelson, Karen Paciorek, Patricia Pokay
Assistant Professors: Betty L. Barber, Peggy Daisey,
Jane Gordon, Sue Grossman, Elizabeth Johnson,
Sylvia Jones, Michael Walker
Emeritus: Thomas Bushey, Wallace D. LaBenne, Judith
McKee
The Teacher Education department provides undergraduate courses in orientation to the University,
psychological and social foundations of education, methods, reading, and educational media, among others.
These courses, along with courses in other University
departments, comprise the programs for preparing elementary, secondary, and K-12 teachers.
Curricula
The department provides coordination of and a
portion of the coursework for programs for persons seeking to become elementary teachers, elementary teachers with early childhood endorsement, secondary teachers, and teachers of K-12 subjects.
Prospective elementary teachers
The general program of studies and other information for prospective elementary teachers is found on
page 436. Each program includes a major and a minor
(or three minors). Many majors and minors are offered
through colleges other than the College of Education. A
list of approved majors and minors is on page 363.
However, the Teacher Education department adUNDERGRADUATE CATALOC

ministers these majors for prospective elementary teachers: Arts Group; Elementary Science Group; Social Science Group Major for Elementary Education.
The Teacher Education department administers
these minors for prospective elementary teachers: Arts
Group; Early Childhood Education; Elementary Science
Group; French Language; German Language; Social
Science Group (Elementary); and Spanish Language.
Prospective elementary teachers with early
childhood endorsement
The program of studies and other information for
prospective elementary teachers with early childhood
endorsement is found on page 436. See also information
for prospective elementary teachers above.
Prospective secondary and K-12 teachers
Programs of studies and other information for prospective secondary and K-12 teachers are found in regular department listings. A list of approved majors and
minors is on pages 362-363.
Advising
Advising Coordinator for Elementary Certification: Olga
Nelson
Advising is required for all students so that each
can pursue both personal and professional goals in a
timely and satisfying manner.
Elementary education and early childhood education students are required to attend open advising session before being assigned an adviser. Students should
visit the 'Thacher Education office in 234 Boone to pick
up a copy of the open advising schedule as part of the
advising process pursuant to the declaration of intent.
Graduate study leads to the master's degree in
early childhood education, elementary education, middle
schooVjunior high and secondary school teaching, common learnings, reading, social foundations, and educational psychology (development and personality, research and measurement, or educational technology
concentrations). For descriptions of graduate courses
and programs, consult the Graduate Catalog.

TEACHING PROGRAMS
EARLY CHILDHOOD
(ELEMENTARY WITH EARLY CHILDHOOD

MINOR)
ELEMENTARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this course of studies, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the

.EA5TERNMICHIGANUNIVERSJ1Y

Michigan Department of Education Elementary Provisional Certificate, which is valid for teaching all subjects kindergarten through grade 5, for teaching in selfcontained classrooms in grades 6-8, and for teaching in
one's major or minor subject areas of concentration in
grades 6-S. In addition, the student is qualified for recommendation for endorsement in early childhood, certification code ;"ZA." Depending on the major selected
(or two other minors selected), the individual will be
eligible for an additional endorsement(s). The certification tests for this field are #81, "Early Childhood," #83,
"Elementary," and those needed for subject area endorsements.
Buic Studies
1-B-1. ENGL 121 English Composition (3)
I-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I-B-3. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
1-8-4. Both:
MATH lOSMathematicsforElementaIy'ThachersI (3)
MATH 109 Mathematicsfor ElementaIyThachers D (3)
J-B-5. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
II-B- l, PRY 100 Science for Elementary Teachers (3)
II-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
II-8-S . All of:
CHEM 10 1 Science for Elementary Teachers (3)
GESC 202 Science for Elementary Teachers (3)
ESC! 303 Science for the Elementary Teacher (3)
III-B-l. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
nl-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
m-S-3. Both:
GEOG 110 World Regions (3)
SOeL 105 Introductory Sociology (3)
III-B-4. One of:
SOCL 202 Social Problems (3)
· SOCL 205 Minority Women in the United
States (3)

·SOCL 214 Racial and Cultural Minorities (3)
·SOCL 344 Sociology of Sex Roles (3)
IV-B-1. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-3. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-4. MUSC 104 Elements of Music (2)
Physical education, military science, or equivalent (2)
Credit hours in Basic Studies: ................................... 57
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CURR 214 The Developing Child in ECE (3)"
CURR 215 The Developing Professional in
ECE (1)"
*·CURR 303 Implementing the Curriculum in
ECE (2)"

One of.~
CURR 314 Infants and Thddlers in ECE (3)
EDPS 3 18 Play and Creativity in ECE (3)
PRED 281 Motor Behavior (3)
Subtotal, Specialty Studies: ....................................... 33

Professional Studies
100 clock hours of approved prestudent teaching
field experiences (0)
SPGN 251 Education of Exceptional Children (3)"
PHED 257 Physical Education for the Classroom
Teacher (2)
EDTC 300 Introduction to Computer Applications
in Education (1)
EDPS 322 Human Development and Learning (4)
MATH 381 The Teaching of Mathematics K-6 (3)
The following courses require formal admission
to the teacher education program:
SOFD 328 Schools in a Multicultural Society (3)
CURR 302 Methods of Integrating Curriculum
and Resources in ECE (3)c
CURR 304 Curriculum and Methods:
Elementary (3)
RDNG 314 Teaching Reading in the Elementary
School (6)
FA 300 Art Integration for th& Elementary
Teacher (4)
EDMD 345 Media for the Classroom Thacher (1)
EDPS 341 Assessment of the Young Child (3)<
EDUC 496 Student Teaching (6)
EDUC 497 Student Teaching (6)
Credit hours in Professional Studies:........................ 48
'!'oW credit hours required: .............................. 150
-Course required for ~nd (lpplicQble to major,
</ndit:ated courses corutitute the etJriy childhood minor.
·-Admis.tion tf) the teacher Mutation program required.

Specialty Studies

'Could be len. dependiTI/I on the minor (Inti the pouible application of
ba6ic studie6 courlre8 to the mi1l(.>r.
'Could be lelll. dependiTI/I on the mqjor (lnd the pouible application of

One of:

Ba6ic Studie8 course81 hou1'8 to the mqjor.

A major from the approved list (see page 362) (3D')
Two minors other than early childhood education
from the approved list (see page 362) (40 J )
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this course of studies, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Elementary Provi·
sional Certificate, which is valid for teaching all sub·
jects kindergarten through grade 5, for teaching in self·
contained classrooms in grades 6-B, and for teaching in
one's major or minor areas of concentration in grades 6B. Depending on the major and minor selected (or three
minors selected), the individual will be eligible for addi·
tional endorsements. The certification tests for this field
are #81, "EarlyChlldhood," #83, "Elementary," and those
needed for subject a rea endorsements. The certification
tests for this field are #83, "Elementary," and those
needed for subject area endorsements.
Basic Studies
I-B·l. ENGL 121 English Composition (3)
I-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I·B-3. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I·B-4. Both:
MATH 108 Mathematics for ElementruyThachers I (3)
MATIIl09 Mathematicsfor Elementary'Thachers II (3)
I·B-5. Basic Studies requirement.See inside back cover
/I-B-1. All of
PHY 100 Science for Elementary Teachers (3)
GESC 202 Science for Elementary Thachers (3)
ESCI 303 Science for the Elementary Teacher (3)
Il·B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
II·B-3. CHEM 101 Science for Elementary Teachers (3)
III·B-l. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
III·B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
III·B-3. GEOG 110 World Regions (3)
1lI·B-4. Complete a course from one of the following
options:
a. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
b. GEOG III (follows 110) Regions and Re·
sources (3)
c. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV·B·l. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV·B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV·B-3. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV·B-4. MUSC 104 Elements of Music (2)
Physical education, military science, or equivalent (2)
Additional requirement: LITR 207 Introduction to
Children's Litera ture (3)
Credit hours in Basic Studies: ................................... 60
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Specialty Studies
One of:
A major from the approved list (see page 362) (3Q3)
and a minor from the approved list (see page
362) (20')
Three minors from the approved list (See page
362 )(60')
Subtotal, Specialty Studies: ....................................... 50
Professional Studies
100 clock hours of approved prestudent teaching
field experiences (0)
INED 253 Technology Education for Children (3)
PHED 257 Physical Education for the Classroom
'Thacher (2)
EOTC 300 Introduction to Computer Applications
in Education (1)
HLED 320 Health Education in the Elementary
Grades (2)
MUSC 320 Elementary Music Education (2)
EDPS 322 Human Development and Learning (4)
The following courses require formal admission
to the teacher education program:
FA 300 Art Integration for the Elementary
Teacher (4)
SPGN 300 Exceptional Children in the Regular
Classroom (1 )
CURR 304 Curriculum and Methods :
Elementary (3)
RDNG 314 Thaching Reading in the Elementary
School (6)

SOFD 328 Schools in a Multicultural Society (3)
EDPS 340 Introduction to Assessment and
Evaluation (3)
EDMD 345 Media for the Classroom 'Thacher (1)
MATH 381 The Thaching of Mathematics K-6 (3)
EDUC 492 Student Thaching (12)
Credit hours in Professional Studies: ........................ 50

Total credit hours required: .............................. 160
'Could be Ius, depending on tM: major Gnd minor (or three minor,)
selected and the poB,ible appliootion of Basic
UJ the

rnt:Vor and minor (or three minortl)

Stud~8

COUrtll1!S Ihour,
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TEACHING MAJORS
ADMINISTERED BYTHE
DEPARTMENT
Majors and minors for prospective elementary
teachers may be selected from, but are limited to, those
on the approved list on page 362. The majors and minors given below are administered by the Teacher Education department.

ARTS GROUP MAJOR
ELEMENTARY TEACHER CERTlFlCATION

Successful completion of this major, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in fine arts, certification code "Ox.- The certification test covering this
field is #53, "Fine Arts."
FA 101 Introduction to Art (3)
CTAD 222 Drama and Play in Human
Experience (3)
[NED 354 Experiences in Technology for
Children (2)
17 credits from frne arts, industrial education,
music, dramaltheatre for the young, or theatre
arts courses
25 hours, not counting hours applicable to Basic
Studies or professional studies.
The following courses, required in the general education
or professiona1 studies for elementary education. are
considered part of this major and must be included
if this major is selected:
MUSC 104 Elements of Music (2)
INED 253 Technology Education for Children (3)
FA 300 Art lntegration for the Elementary
'Thacher (4)
MUSC 320 Elementary Music Education (2)

CHILDREN'S LITERATURE AND

DRAMA!

ThEATRE FOR THE YOUNG,
INTERDISCIPLINARY MAJOR
ELEMENTARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this major, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in language arts,
certification code "BX." The certification test covering
this field is #01. "Language Arts,"
7Woof'
· L1TR 100 The Reading of Literature (3)
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" LITR 101 The Reading of Literature: Fiction (3)
*LITR 102 The Reading of Literature: Poetry (3)
*LITR 103 The Reading of Literature: Drama (3)
*LITR 204 Native American Literature (3)
LITR 210 Introduction to Shakespeare (3)
LITH 251 The Bible as Literature (3)
"LITR 260 African American Literature (3)
"LITH 207 Introduction to Children's Literature (3)
ENGL 450 Children's Literature: Criticism and
Response (3)
One of'
LITR 351 Wodd Mythology (3)
LITR 352 Folk Literature: Ballads and Folk
Tale, (3)

One of:
"CTAS 121 Fundamentals of Speech (2)
"CTAS 124 Fundamentals of Speech (3 )
CTAD 222 Drama and Play in Human Experience (3)
CTAD 323 Improvising and Role-Play (3)
CTAD 324 Oral Interpretation of Literature for the
Young (3)
If CTAS 121 is in the program, choose 10 credits from
this list; if eTAS 124 is in the program, choose 9
credits from this list:
CTAD 322 Theatre for the Young (3)
CTAD 327 Plays for the Young (3)
CTAD 497/4981499 Independent Study (11213)
CTAO 210 Interpretative Reading (3)
CTAA 168/268/368/468 Interpretation (1 each)
ENGL 451 Writing about Controversy in
Literature for the Young (3)
·LITR 204 Native American Literature (3)
LITR 210 Introduction to Shakespeare (3)
LITR 251 The Bible aa Literature (3)
UTR 351 World Mythology (3)
UTH 352 Folk Literature: Ballads and Folk
Tales (3)
LITR 401 Modern British and American Poetry
1914 to Present (3)
Approved minors Rre those for the elementary program
as given on page 362.
24 hours, not including the minor and not including
requirements that may be satisfied through Basic
Studies (*),
-Moy N aalu{iffJ ill Ba,ie StudiD..
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ELEMENTARY SCIENCE GROUP MA)OR
ELEMENTARY TEACHER CERTIFlCATION

Successful completion of this major, in the context.
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in science, certifi·
cation code "Dx." The certification test covering this field
is #16. "Science." At catalog press time, a revision of
this program was in process. Please see adviser.
A. ·One of:
#PSY 101 General Psychology (3)
PSY 102 General Psychology (4)
B. ·CHEM 101 Science for Elementary Teachers (3)
C. ·ESCI 303 Science for the Elementary Teacher (3)
D. · GESC 202 Science for Elementary Teachers (3)
E. · PHY 100 Science for Elementary Teachers (3)
F. IfPSY 101 is in the program, choose 21 credits from
the entire list of courses below in all options. IfPSY
102 is in the program, choose 20 credits from the
entire list of courses below in all options. The
selections must include two of the following options
and must include at least nine hours of courses at
the 300-level or higher. Not more than 18 hours may
be taken from anyone department.
Option 1. Two courses from the following list, at least
one of which must be at the 300-level or above:
#BIOL 105 Biology and the Human Species (4)
BIOL 205 Field Biology (4)
BIOL 207 Elements of Ecology (2)
BIOL 224 Principles of Conservation (4)
BIOL 232 Nature Interpretation (3)
BIOL 412 Biogeography (3)
BIOL 413 Animal and Plant Preservation
Techniques (1)
BOTN 209 Ornamental Plants (2)
BOTN 215 Economic Botany (3)
BOTN 221 General Botany (4)
BOTN 354 Trees and Shrubs (3)
BOTN 497/498/499 Independent Study (112/3)
ESCI 377/378/379 Special Topics (lJ2I3)
ZOOL 222 General Zoology (4)
ZOOL 223 Field Bird Study (1)
ZOOL 336 Economic Zoology (2)
ZOOL 497/498/499 Independent Study (11213)
Option 2. Two choices from the following list, at least
one of which must be at the 300-level or above:
A. One of:
CHEM 105 SQrvey of Chemistry (5)
CHEM 119 Fundamentals of Chemistry (4)
#CHEM 115 Chemistry and Society and CHEM
116 Chemistry and Society Laboratory (4)
UNDERGRADUATECA~G

B. #CHEM 120 Fundamentals of Organic and
Biochemistry (4)
C. #CHEM 121 General Chemistry I and CHEM 122
General Chemistry I Laboratory (4)
Option 3. Two choices from the following list. at least
one of which must be at the 300-level or above:
GESC 114 National Parks and Monuments (2)
GESC 208 Natural Environmental Hazards (3)
GESC 227 Topographic Maps (2)
GESC 250 Introduction to Coastal Processes (3)
GESC 303 Field Geography (3)
GESC 309 Plate Tectonic. (3)
GESC 320 The Oceans (3)
GESC 324 Weather (3)
GESC 325 Severe and Unusual Weather (3)
GESC 327 Soil Science (3)
GESC 378/479 Special Topics (213 )
GESC 401 Cartography (3)
GESC 424 Climatology (3)
GESC 476 Geographic Information Systems (3)
GEOL 120 The Fossil Record (3)
GEOL 160 Physical Geology (4)
GEOL 161 Historical Geology (4)
GEOL 229 Rocks of Michigan (2)
GEOL 325 Geomorphology (3)
GEOL 331 Paleontology (3)
GEOL 378/478 Special Topics (212)
Option 4. 'l\vo choices from the following list, at least
one of which must be at the 300-level or above:
ASTR 203 Exploration of the Universe (3)
ASTR 204 Astronomical Investigations 0 )
PHY 110 Physical Science (4)
PHY 221 Mechanics, Sound, and Heat (4)
PHY 222 Electricity and Light (4)
PHY 311 Elementary Physical Science (3)
21 hours. not including coursework satisifed through
Basic Studies or professional studies.
- lUquired in BaBic StudieB in tM elementary program..
'Could be talren in 8a8ic StudkB in the Bpecial eduootion program.

LITERATURE, LANGUAGE,
COMMUNICATION, AND THEATRE ARTS
GRoupMA)OR
ELEMENTARY TEACHER CERTIFIC ATIO N

Successful completion of this major, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in language arts,
certification code ·"BX." The certification test covering

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITI'

this field is #01, "Language Arts."
·ENGL 121 English Composition (3)
LlTR 210 Introduction to Shakespeare (3)
*LITR 207 Introduction to Children's
Literature (3)
Thloaf:
"'LITH 100 The Reading of Literature (3)
"'LITR 101 The Reading of Literature: Fiction (3)
*LITR 102 The Reading of Literature: Poetry (3)
·LITH 204 Native American Literature (3)
LITR 251 The Bible as Literature (3)
"'UTR 260 African American Literature (3)
One of:
*ENGL 225 Intermediate English Composition (3)
ENGL 328 Writing: Style and Language (3)
ENGL 335 Imaginative Writing (3)
Thlo of:
LING 201 An Introduction to Linguistics (3)
LING 401 Introduction to Linguistic Science (3)
LING 402 Modern English Grammar (3)
LING 421 The History of the English
Language (3)
OM of:
·CTAS 121 Fundamentals of Speech (2)
"'CTAS 124 Fundamentals of Speech (3)
CTAO 210 Interpretative Reading (3)
CTAD 222 Drama and Play in Human
Experience (3)
If CTAS 121 is in the program, take 4 hours in
communication and theatre arts; if CTAS 124 is in
the program, take 3 hours in communication and
theatre arts.
18 hours, not including the minor and not including
requirements that may be satisfied through Basic
Studies ("').

SOCIAL SCIENCE GROUP MAJOR FOR
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY TEACHER CERTlFICAT10N

Note: Changes are pending. Students must attend
group advising. Contact the Department ofTeacher Edu·
cation.
Recommendation for endorsement in social science
(certification code "CX") requires a group major of 36
hours from economics, geography. history, political sci·
ence, psychology, sociology, anthropology, cultural stud·
ies, government, and behavioral studies. The certifica·
tion test covering social sciences is #06, "Social Sciences."
Choose at least 12 credits, but no more than 18
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credits from one of the following five areas:
economics, geography, history, political science,
sociology. Geography and geology applicable in
the science and technology courses do not count
on this major.
Choose three credits in each of the remaining four
social science areas.
12 hours, not including the minor and not
including requirements that may be satisfied
through Basic Studies.

TEACHING MINORS
ADMINISTERED BYTHE
DEPARTMENT
ARTS GROUP MINOR
ELEMENTARY AND SPECIAL EOUCATJONELEMENTARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION
(NOT AVAILABLE WlTH ART MAJOR OR WlTH
MUSIC MAJOR)

Successful completion of this minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in fine arts, certi·
fication code "OX." The certification test covering this
field is #53, "Fine Arts."
FA 101 Introduction to Art (3)
··MUSC 104 Elements of Music (2)
#INED 253 Technology Education forChUdren (3)
#FA 300 Art Integration for the Elementary
Teacher (4)
#MUSC 320 Elementary Music Education (2)
INED 354 Experiences in Technology fo r
Children (2)
8 hours from:
CTAD 222 Drama and Play in Human
Experience (3)
CTAD 322 Theatre for the Young (3)
CTAD 323 Improvising and Role·Play (3)
CTAD 324 Oral Interpretation of Literature for
the Young (3)
CTAD 497/4981499 Independent Study (112/3)
CTAO 210 Interpretative Reading (3)
CTAR 106 Introduction to the Performing Arts (3)
Not open to those with credit in MUSC 106.
CTAR 150 Introduction to Thestre (3)
*CTAR 151 African American Theatre: An
Introduction (3)
CTAR 153 Technical Theatre: Costume and
Makeup (2)
IJNOERGRAOUATECATALOG
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CTAR 251 African American Theatre: Creative
Problems (3)
CTAA 16812681368/468 Interpretation (1 each)
Applied Music Lessons at the 101-300 level (1-4)
FA 100 Art Appreciation (3)
FA 107 Art History Survey I (3)
FA 108 Art History Survey II (3)
FA 421 History of Oriental Art (3)
FA 122 Two-Dimensional Design (3)
FA 123 Drawing I (3)
FA 124 Drawing II (3)
· FA 222 African and African American Art (3)
FA 231 Three-Dimensional Design (3)
FA 302 Graphic Design (3)
FA 436 Women in Art (3)
INDT 121 Graphic Communication (3)
INED 105 History of Industrial Technology (3)
INED 118 Energy Technology (3)
!NED 152 Arts and Crafts (3)
MUSC 106 Introduction to the PerformingArte (3)
MUSe 107 Music Appreciation (2)
MUSe 151 Class Piano (2)
MUSC 152 Class Piano (2)
MUSC 232 Voice Class (1)
MUSe 131 University Choir (1)
MUSe 134 University Women's Chorus (1)
MUSC 135 University Men's Chorus (1)
MUSC 249 Band (1)
MUSC 248 Orchestra (1)
MUSC 274 Functional Guitar (2)
MUSC 224 Recreational Music (2)
Other courses in fine arts, industrial education,
music, or theatre arts
13 hours for elementary program, not counting hours in
Basic Studies and professional studies. 21 hours for
special education program, not counting hours that
could be taken in Basic Studies.
*Satisr~,

multil:ulturallinterfUJtiofUJl .tudie, requirelMnt.

·*lru:luckd in Basic Studie. (or elementary program.
IUnduded in profeuianlJlatudie, far elementary program.

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
MINOR
ELEMENTARY AND SPECIAL EDUCATIONELEMENTARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion ofthis minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in early childhood,
certification code "ZA." The certification test covering
this field is #82, "Early Childhood."
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

eURR 214 The Developing Child in ECE (3)
eURR 215 The Developing Profe ssional in
ECE (1)

··CURR 303 Implementing the Curriculum in
ECE (2)

#SPGN 251 Education of Exceptional Children (3)
··CURR 302 Methods of Integrating Curriculum
and Resources in ECE (3)
··EDPS 341 Assessment of the Young Child (3)
··EDUC 496 Student Teaching (6)

One of"
CURR 314 Infants and 1bddlers in ECE (3)
EDPS 318 Play and Creativity in ECE (3)
PHED 281 Motor Behavior (3)
23 hours for those in elementary programs; 20 hours
for those in special education programs.
**Requires formal admission to tM t{!ac/utr education progrom.
'Included in tM a~ei4l eduC(ltion prYJIfrrJms.

ELEMENTARY SCIENCE GROUP MINOR
ELEMENTARY AND SPECIAL EDUCATIONELEMENTARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in science, certification code "DX." The certification test covering this field
is #16, "Science." At catalog press time, a revision of
this program was in process. Please see adviser.
A. · One of:
#PSY 101 General Psychology (3)
PSY 102 General Psychology (4)
B. ·CHEM 10 1 Science for Elementary Teachers (3)
C. ·ESCI 303 Science for the Elementary Teacher (3)
D. ·GESC 202 Science for Elementary Teachers (3)
E. ·PHY 100 Science for Elementary Teachers (3)
F. IfPSY 101 is in the program, choose 9 credits from
the entire list of courses below in all options. If PSY
102 is in the program, choose 8 credits from the
entire list of courses below in all options. The
selections must include two of the following options
and must include at least six hours of courses at the
300-level or higher. Not more than 18 hours may be
taken from anyone department.
Option 1. Two courses from the following list, at least
one of which must be at the 300-level or above:
#BIOL 105 Biology and the Human Species (4)
BIOL 205 Field Biology (4)
BIOL 207 Elements of Ecology (2)
BIOL 224 Principles of Conservation (4)
BIOL 232 Nature Interpretation (3)
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BIOL 412 Biogeography (3)
BIOL 413 Animal and Plant Preservation
Techniques (1)
BOTN 209 Ornamental Plants (2)
BOTN 215 Economic Botany (3)
BOTN 221 General Botany (4)
BOTN 354 Trees and Shrubs (3)
BOTN 497/49B1499 Independent Study (11213)
ESCI 377/3781379 Special Topics (l.J2I3)
ZOOL 222 General Zoology (4)
ZOOL 223 Field Bird Study (1)
ZOOL 336 Economic Zoology (2)
ZOOL 497/4981499 Independent Study (1IV3)
Option 2. Two choices from the following list, at least
one of which must be at the 300-level or above:
A. One of:
CHEM 105 Survey of Chemistry (5)
CHEM 119 Fundamentals of Chemistry (4)
#CHEM 115 Chemistry and Society and CHEM
116 Chemistry and Society Laboratory (4)
B. #CHEM 120 Fundamentals of Organic and
Biochemistry (4)
C. NCHEM 121 General Chemistry I and CHEM 122
General Chemistry I Laboratory (4)
Option 3. Two choices from the following list, at least
one ofwbich must be at the 300·level or above:
GESC 114 National Parks and Monuments (2)
GESC 208 Natural Environmental Hazards (3)
GESC 227 Topographic Maps (2)
GESC 250 Introduction to Coastal Processes (3)
GESC 303 Field Geography (3)
GESC 309 Plate 'Thctonics (3)
GESC 320 The Oceans (3)
GESC 324 Weather (3)
GESC 325 Severe and Unusual Weather (3)
GESC 327 Soil Science (3)
GESC 378/479 Special 'Ibpics (213)
GESC 401 Cartography (3)
GESC 424 Climatology (3)
GESC 476 Geographic Information Systems (3)
GEOL 120 The Fossil Record (3)
GEOL 160 Physical Geology (4)
GEOL 161 Historical Geology (4)
GEOL 229 Rocks of Michigan (2)
GEOL 325 Geomorph!llogy (3)
GEOL 331 Paleontology (3)
GEOL 3781478 Special Topics (212)
Option 4. Two choices from the following list, at least
one of which must be at the 300·level or above:
ASTR 203 Exploration of the Universe (3)
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ASTR 204 Astronomical Investigations (1)
PHY 110 Physical Science (4)
PHY 221 Mechanics, Sound, and Heat (4)
PHY 222 Electricity and Light (4)
PHY 311 Elementary Physical Science (3)
9 hours for elementary program; 13 hours for special
education programs,
-Required ill- Basic Studies in the elementary program.
ilQ)uld be taken in Ballic Studies in the special education program ,

FRENCH LANGUAGE MINOR
ELEMENTARY AND SPEOIAL EOUCATIONELEMENTARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in French, certifi·
cation code "FA." The certification test covering this field
is #23, "French."
FRNH 343 French Composition (3)
FRNH 344 French Conversation (3)
14 credits from any level French courses
20 hours

GERMAN LANGUAGE MINOR
ELEMENTARY AND SPECIAL EDUCATIONELEMENTARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in German, certi·
fication code "FB." The certification test covering this
field is #24, MOerman,"
GERN 343 German Composition (3)
GERN 344 German Conversation (3)
14 credits from any level German courses
20 hours

SOCIAL SCIENCE GROUP MINOR
(ELEMENTARY)
ELEMENTARY AND SPECIAL EOUCATJONELEMENTARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in social science,
certification code "CX." The certification test covering
this field is #06, "Social Sciences,"
#SOCL 105 Introductory Sociology (3)
**9 credits in social science courses

UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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OM of:
*#HIST 123 The United States to 1877 (3)
*#HIST 124 The United States, 1877 to the
Present (3)
*GEOG 110 World Regions (3)
OM of"
ECON 200 The American Economy (3)
ECON 201 Principles of Economics I (3)
*#PLSC 112 American Government (3)
12 hours, not including hours taken through Basic
Studies.

CURR 216 The Developing Professional in ECE. 1 hr
An orientation to the profession of early childhood education. Students wiUlearn communication skills, how
to interpret child and adult behaviors, and how to build
relationships. Students will begin to apply effective
teaching practices and to use a reflective inquiry approach to understand child development theories as the
bases for early childhood programs. Concurrent registration in CURR 214 required.
Prereq: PSY 101 and sophomore standing.

-Can be Bati8/ied in Basi(: Studiu requirements for elementary program.

11213 hrs
CURR 277/2781279 Special Topics.
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.

'Can be satis/Ud in Basic Studie, requirementl (or special tductJtion
programl.

"3 Jwun con be BOtilrred in Basic Stud~8 requirementl.

SPANISH LANGUAGE MINOR
ELEMENTARY AND SPEClAL EDUCATIONELEMENTARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion of this minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in Spanish, certification code "FF. The certification test covering this
field is #28, "Spanish."
SPNH 343 Spanish Grammar and
Composition (3)
SPNH 344 Spanish Conversation and
Composition (3)
14 credits from any level Spanish courses
20 hours
It

CURRICULUM COURSES

CURR 177/1781179 Special Topics.

11213 hrs

An exploration Bnd study of topics not covered in other

departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
3 hrs
CURR 214 The Developing Child in ECE.
Developmental patterns of children in various settings.
Physical, mental, social, and emotional components of
growth through the first five stages of the family life
cycle, with emphasis on the child from two to five years.
Impact of the family resources, attitudes, and values on
young children. Concurrent registration in CURR 215
required.
.
Prereq: PSY 101 and sophomore standing.
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CURR 302 Methods of Integrating Curriculum and
Resources in ECE.
3 hrs
1b help students design and implement developmentally
appropriate curricula and programs for children
prekindergarten through third grade. An inquiry approach will be used to assist the student in broadening
the scope of curriculum to provide for individual interests and needs.
Prereq: EDPS 322 or 325; CURR 214 and CURR 215.
7bken concurrently with CURR 303. Admission to the
teacher education program.
CURR 303 Implementing the Curriculum in ECE.2 hrs
This course is divided into two parts, the first being a 1
112 hour class each week. The content of the class will
focus on implementing a developmentally appropriate
curriculum in the practicum setting. The second part is
a three hour per week practicum experience in a program serving one of the following age groups of children: infants/toddlers, preschoolers, or kindergartners.
Prereq: EDPS 322 or 325; CURR 214 and CURR 215.
Thken concurrently with CURR 302. Admission to the
teacher education program.
CURR 304 Curriculum and Methods: Elementary.3 hrs
The concept of curriculum and its relationship to differing philosophies of education and styles oft.eaching. The
instructional process and multiple teaching strategies
examined and applied through lesson planning and demonstration. Social studies content used in lesson planning by students seeking elementary certification. Classroom management principles and techniques considered
in the light of a curriculum and instruction perspective.
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fncludes a planned practicum experience in public
schools in addition to the regularly scheduled hOUTS.
Prereq:Admission to the teacher educatwn program prior
to registration.
CURR 305 Curriculum and Methods: Secondary. 3 hrs
The concept of curriculum and its relationship to differing philosophies of education and styles of teaching. The
instructional process a nd multiple te&ching strategies
examined and applied through lesson planning and demonstration. Classroom management principles and techniques considered in the light of a curriculum and instruction perspective. Includes a planned practicum
experience in public schools in addition to the regularly
scheduled hours.
Prereq: Admission to the teacher education program prior
to registration.
CURB 314 Infants and Toddlers in ECE.
3 hrs
The home as a center for the nurture and development
of infants and toddlers (conception to 2 U2 years) with
pamcularemphasis on the dynamics of the parenkhild
relationship.
Prereq: CURR 214 and CURR 215.

CURR 372 Methods and Resources in Child Development Centers.
4 bra
Curriculum and program planning for guiding groups
of young children; planning for the secondary pupil or
the paraprofessional to work with preschool children.
Concurrent registration in CURR 303 required.
Prereq: CURR 214 and CURR 314.
CURR 377/3781379 Special Topics.
1/213 bra
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students: may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Departrrnmt permission.
CURR 387 Cooperative Education.
13 b.rs
One semester of supervised work in concentration area.
An evaluation is required at the end of the employment
period.
Prereq: Nine credit hours in concentration, approual by
Cooperatiue Education Office, and dEpartment permission.
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skills to preschool programs. Supervision, safety,licens·
ing, and other regulations.
Prereq; CURR 214 and department permission.
CURR413 Experiences with Children.
5 hrs
Supervised participation with young children in home and
group settings. Selection, presentation, and evaluation of
learning experiences for young children. Emphasis on interpreting these experiences to secondary pupils.
Prereq; CURB 302 and CURR 303.
CURa 422 Seminar in Child Development.
2 hrs
Critical analysis of selected readings and research in
child development, with interpretations for implementation in child development centers,
Prereq; CURR 214.
CURR 4771478/479 Special Thpics.
1l2/3 brs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied .
Prereq: Department permission.
CURR 486/488/489 Intemship.1J2I3 hrs
Directed experience involving a field placement in cur·
riculum.
Prereq: Department permission,
CURR 487 Cooperative Education.
18hrs
One semester of supervised work in concentration area.
An evaluation is required at the end of the employment
period.
Prereq: Nine credit hours in concentration. approval by
Cooperative Education Office, and department permission.
CUM 490/491 Special Work (Honors Courses). 112 hn
Additional experiences for exceptionally promising students who are seeking certification. Work based on problem or research interest with written and/or oral report.
Prereq: Senior standing, 3.5 oueroge, permission of de·
partment head.
CURR 497f4981499 Independent Study.
11213 hrs
Advanced study on an individual basis in areas in which
the department does not ofTer a formal course.
Prereq; Department permission.

CURR 407 Administration and Supervision in Cbild
Development Centers.
3 hrs
The administrator's role in child development/child care
programs. Applications of philosophy and management
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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EDUCATIONAL MEDIA COURSES

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY COURSES

EDMD 101 Use of Books and Libraries.
2 bra
Practical instruction in the use of the library's tools and
materials. Given on demand.

EDPS 106 Introduction to University Studies.
S hrs
Orientation to the role and function of the university;
career orientation; improvement of study skills; univer·
sity services and diagnostic testing and counseling.
Credit awarded and normal tuition charges apply.
Prereq: Special pennissian ortlu! Academic Advising Cenkr:

EDMD 177/178/179 Special Topics.
11213 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: DepartrMnt permission.

11213 bra
EDMD 277/2781279 Special Topics.
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
1 hr
EDAm 345 Media for the Classroom Teacher.
A methods course in which students will produce in·
structional materials in their teaching area and dem·
onstrate the use of these materials in the classroom
environment. The selection, utilization, and evaluation
of teaching materials. Various types of media produc·
tion and utilization equipment.
Prereq: Admission to the teacher education program.
EDMD 377/378/379 Special Topics.
11213 brs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may eject more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: DepartrMnt permission.
EDMD 402 General Reference.
3brs
The selection, critical examination, evaluation, and use
of general reference materials, and the techniques of
reference service.
11213 bra
EDMD 477/478/479 Special Topics.
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: DepartrMnt permission.

11213 bra
EDMO 497/4981499 Independent Study.
Advanced study on an individual basis in areas in which
the department does not offer a formal course.
Prereq: DepartrMnt permission.
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EDPS 177/178/179 Special Topics.
1/2IS hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
EDPS 206 Mental Hygiene.
2 bra
A study of the facts, conditions, techniques, and policies
that further mental health and prevent mental illness.
Skills and knowledge pertaining to effective interper·
sonal relationships and current concepts and approaches
to mental health. Not open to freshmen.
PreN!q: PSY 101 / 102.
EDPS 277/2781279 Special Topics.
11213 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: DepartrMnt permission.
EDPS 807 Young Children in Peril: Educational
Implications.
3 bra
This course analyzes the critical conditions of young
children living in poverty and the social·psychological
development of all children whose families are in crisis.
Educational implications for teachers are emphasized
with a focus on child advocacy and early educational
interventions which promote understanding of family,
ethnic, cultural, and socioeconomic diversity.
Prereq: CURR 214 and CURR 215, or instructor permissinTL
EDPS 318 Play and Creativity in ECE.
S hrs
An overview of approaches to play and creative expres·
sion in the education of young children. Applications will
be made to the fields of early childhood, elementary edu·
cation, special education, and extended day programs.
Students will conduct observations and interviews on
play and experiment with a variety of play materials
and media with children.
Prereq: CURR 214, CURR 215, and admission to the
teacher education program.
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EDPS 322 Human Development and Learning. 4 hrs
The psychological study of childhood from birth through
adolescence with a focus on intellectual and psychosocial
behavior and the role of parents and teachers in foster·
ing leaming and development.
Prereq: PSY 101 / 102.

EDPS 49714981499 Independent Study.
11213 bra
Advanced study on an individual basis in areas in which
the department does not offer a formal course.
Prereq: Department permission.

EDPS 325 Life Span Human Growth and Development.
4 h.rs
An exploration of the biological. cognitive. social. and
affective domains of human growth and development
from the prenatal period until death; the relationship
of growth and development to behavior through the life
span.
Prereq: PSY 101 1102.

EDTC 177/1781179 Special Topics.
112lS brs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other

EDPS 340 Introduction to Assessment and Evaluation.
3 bra
Basic principles in evaluation and assessment. Students
will construct and interpret tests and alternative assessments; critique standardized tests; assess social.
affective. and behavioral factors; use computer applica·
tions; and examine assessment issues.
Prereq: Admission to the teacher education program.
EDPS 841 Assessment of tbe Young Child.
3 bra
Procedures and practices used in the evaluation and assessmentofyoungchildren from birth through the elemen·
tary years, with emphasis on children up through ageeight.
Prereq: EDPS 322, CURR 214, CURR 215, and admission to the teacher education program.
EDPS 3771378/379 Special Topics.
112J3 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
EOPS 402 Leat11ing in the Later Years.
3 hrs
Introduction to the nature of age·related changes and
differences among age groups found in the teaching·
learning process. Learning in later years, including pro·
cesses. strategies. and variables associated with the
older learner.
Prereq; PSY 101 orequiualent.
EOPS 477/478/479 Special Topics.
1I2JS hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prercq: Department permission.

EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY COURSES

departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
EDTC 277/2781279 Special 'fupics.
112/3 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied..
Prereq: Department permission.
EDTC 300 Introduction to Computer Applications in
Education.
1 hr
An introductory course in educational technology with
an emphasis on the emergence oftechnology in schools.
Technology and its applications in schools past, present.
and future. How to operate a microcomputer and run
commercially prepared educational software . 1nstructional applications of microcomputers, programming
languages, communications, and educational information. Basic concepts concerned with infonnation processing, systems design, and artificial intelligence.
Prereq: None. Although the emphasis is educational applications of computers, the course has appeal (or any
student interested in an introduction to the operation
and uses o(the microcomputer. Required(orall stlUknts
pursuing a teacher education curriculum.
EDTC 37713781379 Special Topics.
lI2IS hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
EDTC 477/4781479 Special Topic..
lJ2I3 brs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
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READING COURSES

SOCIAL FOUNDATIONS COURSES

RDNG 177/1781179 Special Thpics.
11218 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.

SOFD 177/1781179 Speda! Thpic..
11213 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.

RDNG 2771278/279 Special Thpics.
1J2JS hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.

SOFD 27712781279 Special Topics.
11213 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other

RDNG 311 Teaching Reading in the Secondary
School.
3 hrs
The developmental sequence for reading skills at the
junior and senior high school levels and methods for
teaching the sequence, including teaching programs for
both the normal and retarded reader. Providing reading instruction within the context of the various areas.
Required for all students who seek certification to teach
in secondary schools.
Prereq: Admission to the teacher education program.

BOFD 328 Schools in a Multicultural Society.
3 hrs
A study of the interactive relationship between schools
and society, and the development of a culturally responsible pedagogy. Special emphasis on educational equity
and the theoretical foundations of multicultural education.
Prereq: Admission to the teacher education program.

RDNG 814 Teaching Reading in the Elementary
School.
6 hrs
The developmental aspects of reading and language arts
programs from preschool through elementary school.
Theoretical and research knowledge pertinent to child
growth and development and fundarnentalskills appropriate for the teaching of reading and language arts.
Field-based experiences. Required for all students who
seek certification to teach in elementary schools.
Prereq: Admission to the teacher education program.

RDNG 37713781379 Special Topics.
1J2JS hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
RDNG 477/4781479 Special Topics.
11213 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.

departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided ditTerent topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.

SOFD 3771378/379 Special Topics.
11213 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
SOFD 402 Sexism and Education.
3 hra
How sexist attitudes and behaviors affect and are affected by school policies and practices; educational aims,
stafTrelations, teaching styles, decision-making, treatment of pupils, instructional materials, antisexist programs.
SOFD 403 Endangered Children.
3 hrs
Multi-disciplinary analysis of the conditions of children
and youth; a consideration of the rights of children and
examination of such phenomena as myths about adolescents; dropouts and runaways; infanticide, homicide,
and suicide among the young; the abuse and exploitation of children; the political meaning of the economic
deprivation of youth.

som 477/4781479 Special Topics.

11213 hrs

An exploration and study of topics not covered in other

departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
SOFD 497/4981499 Independent Study.
11213 bra
Advanced study on an individual basis in areas in which
the department does not offer a formal course.
Prereq: Department permission.
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COLLEGE OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
The College of Health and Human Services prepares professionals with the appropriate combination
of knowledge and skills that will enable them to enhance
the quality of life and facilitate social change to meet
societal needs.
The programs in the College focus on the preparation of professionals for a unique combination of health
and human services disciplines. AB a .result, curricula
are built around an integration of knowledge with practice. Experiential education that is community based
strongly links theory and practice. The curricula focus
on a holistic view of individuals, groups, families, communities and the process of change. The interrelationships of people, institutions and services are also included. A unique contribution is the preparation of students for professional roles within the service delivery
system.

CLINICAL AFFILIATIONS
Following is a representative list of agencies with
which the College of Health and Human Services is affiliated :
Allen Park Veterans Administration Hospital, Allen
Park
Alzheimer's Association, Southfield
AnnArbor Veterans Administration Medical Center,Ann
Arbor
Annapolis Hospital, Wayne
Battle Creek Public Schools, Battle Creek
William Beaumont Hospital, Royal Oak
Beyer Memorial Hospital, Ypsilanti
Bixby Hospital, Adrian
Borgess Hospital, Kalamazoo
Bortz Health Care
Botsford Hospital, Farmington Hills
Robert B. Brigham Hospital, Boston, MA
Brighton Hospital, Brighton
BusinesslEducationAlliance, Detroit
Chelsea Community Hospital, Chelsea
Children's Hospital of Michiga n, Detroit
Cincinnati General Hospital, Cincinnati, OH
Citizen's for Better Care, Traverse City
Comfort Inn, Ypsilanti
Complete Home Health Care Services, Southfield
Cooperative Extension Service, Ann Arbor
Cottage Hospital, Grosse Pointe Farms
Karen deKoning Design, Ann Arbor
Detroit Area Agency on Aging
Detroit Health Care for the Homeless, Detroit
Detroit Medical Center, Detroit
UNDERCRADUATECATl\WC

Detroit Memorial Hospital, Detroit
Detroit Orthopedic Clinic, Detroit
Detroit Psychiatric Institute, Detroit
Easter Seal Society of Wayne County, Inkster
Flower Hospital, Sylvania, OH
W.A. Foote Hospital, Jackson
Henry Ford Estate,Dearborn
Henry Ford Home Health Care
Henry Ford Hospital, Detroit
Henry Ford Hospital, Fairlane
Flint Osteopathic Hospital, Flint
Garden City Hospital, Garden City
Glacier Hills Nursing Center, Ann Arbor
Gorman's, Southfield
Grace Hospital
Heritage Hospital, Taylor
University of Indiana Medical Center,Indianapolis, TN
Institute of Living, Hartford, CT
Institute of Rehabilitation Medicine, New York, NY
Jacobson's, Jackson
JC Penney Company, Southfield
Jewish Home for the Aged, Detroit
lOenczar Linda Korbesoja, ASID, Ypsilanti
Life Skills Center, Howell
The Linen Center, St. Louis, MO
Livingston County Hea1th Department, Howell
Livonia Public Schools, Livonia
Macomb County Health Department
McLaren Hospital, Flint
Metropolitan West Health Maintenance Organization,
Westland
Michigan Retailers ABsociation, Lansing
Milan Federa1 Correctiona1Institution Infirmary, Milan
Monroe County Health De partment
Muskegon Public Schools, Muskegon
Normal Street House, Ypsilanti
North Carolina Memorial Hospital, Chapel Hill, NC
Northville Public Schools, Northville
Oakwood Hospital, Dearborn
The Ohio State University Hospitals, Columbus, OH
Oakdale Developmental Center, Lapeer
Oakland County Health Department, Pontiac
Pontiac General Hospital, Pontiac
Port Huron Hospital, Port Huron
Providence Hospital, Southfield
Rehabilitation Institute, Inc., Detroit
Rehabilitation Institute of Chicago, Chicago, IL
Residence Inn, Ann Arbor
Roth Young Personnel Service, Southfield
Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke's Medical Center, Chicago,
IL
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Safehouse Shelter for Battered Women. Ann Arbor
Saginaw Public Schools. Saginaw
Saline Community Hospital, Saline
Saline Public Schools, Saline
Sinai Hospital of Detroit, Detroit
Springfield Hospital, Springfield, VT
SOS Community Crisis Center, Ypsilanti
Southwest Detroit Hospital, Detroit
St. John's Hospital, Detroit
St. Joseph Hospital, Flint
St. Joseph Mercy Hospital, Ann Arbor
St. Mary's Hospital, Livonia
St. Vl.Jlcent's Hospital, Toledo, OH
State of Michigan Department of Public Health
Synod House, Ypsilanti
Therapeutic Day Clinic, Inkster
Tn County Home Health Care, Southfield
University of Michigan Hospitals, Ann Arbor
University ofMichigan Facility Design Department,Ann
Arbor
Veterans Administration Medical Center, Ann Arbor
Visiting Nurse Association of Huron Valley
Washtenaw County Community Mental Health
Program, Ann Arhor
Washtenaw County Health Department, Ann Arbor
Washtenaw County League for Planned Parenthood,
Ann Arbor
Wayne-Westland Schools
Wayne County Head Start Program, Wayne
Weber's Inn, Ann Arbor
Whitmore Lake Convalescent Center, Whitmore Lake
Willow Run Community Schools, Ypsilanti
Winkelman's. Detroit
Wyandotte General Hospital, Wyandotte
Ypsilanti Public Schools, Ypsilanti
Zingerman's, Ann Arbor
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IHHS 226 Computers for Health and Human Services.
3hrs
This interdisciplinary computer literacy course will introduce students to computers and their applications in
health and human services. Students willieam about
computers and computer languages. This course will
include applications of computer technology to direct
services for clients as well as the use of computers to
manage work.
IHHS 27712781279 Special Topics.
11213 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied,
Prereq: Department permissicm.
IHHS 3771378/379 Special Topics.
11213 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
IHHS 477/4781479 Special Topics.
lN3 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.

COLLEGE OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
COURSES

IHHS 177/178/179 Special Topics.
11213 hrs
This course focuses on the multiple career options within
the health care delivery system. Issues related to career selection, education, costs, and manpower needs
are explored. Concepts related to all health careers are
also examined: health and illness; beliefs and values;
people; the health care delivery system and communication in health care. This is an introductory course for
all freshman and sophomore m~ors in the College of
Health and Human Services.
UNDERCRADUATECATALOG
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ASSOCIATED HEALTH PROFESSIONS
Stephen A. Sonstein
Department Head
328 King Hall
487-4094

departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.

The Associated Health Professions department offers programs that lead to the baccalaureate degree in
clinical laboratory sciences, health administration, and
occupational therapy. The department also offers a minor in Health Administration and a certificate program
in phlebotomy. In addition, the department offers several interdisciplinary courses relating to the health services and the health care specialities.
INTERDISCIPLINARY COURSES

AHPR 177/178/179 Special Topics.

AHPR 805 Data Analysis for the Health Sciences. 8 hrs
Introduction to the application of statistical methods and

research design to a range of practice and research problems in the health sciences.
Prereq: College algebra.

If2fS hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
ARPR 3771878/379 Special TopiC8.

112/3 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.

ARPR 401 Legal Issues in Health Care.
8 hrs
This is a survey of the laws that govern the health care
system. Litigation, malpractice, contract, regulatory,
health care personnel, and the use of human subjects in
medical research are among the topics discussed.

2 hrs

ARPR 477/478/479 Special TopiC8.
1flI3 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.

AHPR 196 Introduction to Health Careers.

An introductory course designed to familiarize the student with careers in the health sciences. Various careers
such as medical technology, nursing, dietetics, health
administration, occupational therapy, medicine, clinical psychology, physical therapy and others will be presented by individuals in the respective disciplines. Educational requirements, career opportunities, and clinical experience requirements will be highlighted.

AHPR 200 Medical Terminology.

1 hr

A detailed study of medical terminology, through which
students will achieve a working medical vocabulary.

Anatomical terms, terminology relating to diseases and
disease processes will be presented. This course is designed for students entering a health related educational
program, and is a prerequisite for admission to the Occupational Therapy program. Credit I no credit.
AHPR 208 Ethical Dimensions in Health Care Deliv-

2hrs
ery.
This course presents information which students interested in the health professions may use to identify ethical situations and to resolve dilemmas they may face in
their professional1ives.
ARPR 277/2781279 Special Topics.

lN3 bra
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

ACADEMIC PROGRAMS
CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCES
PROGRAM
Sandra Drake/Assistant Professor
Program Director
327 King HaIl
487·0154
Clifford Renk
Honors Advisor
328 King Hall
487-4094
Professor: Clifford Renk
Assistant Professor: Gary Hammerberg
Degree: Bachelor of Science
Programs of Study
Curriculum:
Clinical laboratory sciences
(Clinical certification tracks include: medical technology, cytogenetics, cytotechnology,
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histotechnology, and phlebotomy.)
The clinical laboratory sciences program offers two
tracks, the clinical certification track that includes
submajors of medical technology, cytogenetics,
cytotechnology, and histotechnology; and the professional track. Each leads to the Bachelor of Science degree. Successful completion of a three-course sequence
in phlebotomy qualifies students to take a national certification examination in phlebotomy. The tracks are
designed to prepare graduates for employment in hospitals, physician's offices, private laboratories, public
health agencies, pharmaceutical companies, and academic or industrial research. The professional track is
the preferred course of studies for students considering
graduate school or advanced studies in the clinical sciences. The professional track also can be used as preparation for careers in medicine, dentistry, and veterinary
science.
Advising is available by faculty through the cHnical laboratory sciences program. 1b assess progress, students should meet with their adviser each semester in
which they are enrolled in classes,
Advising Coordinators:
Students are assigned to a faculty adviser upon declaring clinical laboratory sciences as a major,

CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCES
CLINICAL CERTIFICATION TRACK AND
PROFESSIONAL TRAC K

This curriculum is a four-year program at Eastern
Michigan University with two options or tracks:
1. Clinical certification track: The medical technology
option consists of seven semesters of course work in
basic studies, basic sciences, and clinical sciences
and includes 23 weeks of rotation through an
accredited clinical laboratory. The cytogenetics,
cytotechnology, and histotechnology options consist
of six semesters of coursework, and L2 months of
clinical rotations through an accredited clinical
laboratory. These clinical laboratories include the
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor; Veteran's
Administration Hospital, Ann Arbor; St. Joseph
Mercy Hospital, Ann Arbor; Providence Hosptial,
Southfield: Henry Ford Hospital , Detroit; and Wm.
Beaumont Hospital, Royal Oak, These programs are
accredited by the National Accrediting Agency for
Clinical Laboratory Sciences,
2. Professiona.l track: This option consists of eight
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semesters of course work in the basic studies, basic
and advanced sciences, and clinical sciences.
Included will be a strongly recommended cooperative
education experience in industry or academia.
Graduates will be prepared for careers in
pharmaceutical, clinical diagnostics or other health
care industries. Additionally, graduates will be
eligible for entry into a master's or doctoral level
program in the basic or clinical sciences. Students
also would be eligible for one-year hospital rotations
and subsequent certification as a registered medicaJ
technologist.
The major in clinical laboratory sciences follows
an interdisciplinary format comprised of courses in clinical laboratory sciences, biology, chemistry, and mathematics.
All students must complete the courses in each of
the four areas of basic studies. At least30 semester hours
of the academic program must be completed at Eastern
Michigan University. Students should be aware of the
60 and 75 hour rule regarding transfer of community
college credit.
Continuation in the clinical laboratory sciences
program is based upon the following:
a, A minimum EMU cumulative grade point aver·
age of 2.0 must be maintained. However, a cumulative GPAofless than 2.7 mandates warn·
ing students of their ineligibility for acceptance
into the clinical track.
b, No grade below "C" in any mathematics or science course.
c. A grade of "D" (including "D-" and "E") in two
courses in the clinical laboratory sciences major may, upon recommendation by the Program
Review Committee, result in dismissal from the
CLS program.
d. Freedom from any kind of probation, administrative, academic or social, must be maintained,
While on academic probation, no student may
register for, remain in. or receive credit for science courses or practicum courses within the
clinical laboratory sciences program,
Successful completion of the clinical track and the
Bachelor of Science degree qualifies students to take
the national registry examination in medical technology. The two certifying agencies recommended are the
American Society of Clinical Pathologists and the National Certifying Agency for Clinical Laboratory Persoonel.
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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CLINICAL TRACK REQUIREMENTS

Students must first be accepted to Eastern Michigan University before they can be considered by the
Clinical Laboratory Science Program Screening Committee. However, admission to EMU does not guarantee admission into the clinical track program.
Students entering the program will be classified
initially as clinical laboratory sciences "intent." Application for full admission to the clinical track program
should be made during the winter semester of the junior year.
Application packets can be obtained from the AlJsOOated Health Professions department office. Completed applications must be in the office by March 15 in
order to be considered for acceptance for the winter semester.
Selection criteria include overall EMU GPA, letters of recommendation, overall science GPA, interview
evaluations, and completed application form.
Admission to the clinical laboratory sciences curriculum/clinical track is competitive and is based on the
following:
1. A minimum grade point average of2. 7 on a 4.0 scale
with no grade below "C" in any science, mathematics,
or preprofessional course. The prerequisite courses
may be taken at this university, any four-year
college/university, or at a community college.
2. A minimum science GPA of 2. 7.
3. Completion of at least 60 semester hours of
university credit, including 45 semester hours of
prerequisite mathematics and science courses, as
indicated on the application form.
4. Three letters of recommendation. It is suggested that
references should include a science instructor and
an employer.
5. Students must document that they will have
completed all prerequisite clinical laboratory
sciences courses prior to beginning clinical rotations
in the spring of their senior year.
The first three years of clinical laboratory sciences
are the same for both the professional and clinical tracks.
It is likely that acceptance into the clinical track will be
highly competitive. Clinical laboratory sciences majors
who are not accepted into the clinical track program,
yet desire to sit for the registry examination in medical
technology, have the following options:
1. Completion of the B.S. degree in clinical laboratory
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sciences (professional track) at Eastern Michigan
University and filing a reapplication to the clinical
track program.
2. Completion of all required coursework for the B.S.
degree in clinical laboratory sciences and application
to an approved hospital-based school of medical
technology. The faculty advisers will assist students
in the application process. Students are selected for
internship placement through a statewide computer
matching process. The selection process is completed
in February each year, with internships usually
beginning during the month of July. A Bachelor of
Science in clinical laboratory sciences will qualify
the student to apply to hospitals within Michigan
and throughout the United States.
Hospital-based schools ofmedical technology (internship
programs) affiliated with the University are:
Detroit Medical Center, Detroit
Garden City Osteopathic, Garden City
St. John Hospital, Detroit
Genesys-St. Joseph, Flint
PROFESSIONAL TRACK REQUIREMENTS

The professional track is designed for students with
an interest in the clinical sciences, whose career goals
may not include working as a registered medical technologist in a hospital laboratory setting.
Students electing the professional track of the clinical laboratory sciences program complete eight semesters of academic coursework. The curriculum includes
an optional but recommended cooperative education
experience. Work opportunities are diverse and include
employment in pharmaceutical companies, analytical
laboratories, and research laboratories. The clinical
practicum is not requied for the professional track.
Formal application into the professional track is
not required. Students must maintain an overall GPA
of2.0 in the major and satisfy University requirements
for graduation. Registration for cooperative courses requires a 2.5 overall GPA and 2.5 in the sciences.
These curricula lead to a Bachelor of Science in
the clinical laboratory sciences program.
Semhours
Symbolics and communication (Five courses) _. 14-17
Science and technology ......................._................. 3
Biology courses ................................................. 12-16
BIOL 105 Biology and the Human Species (or
waiver) ............................................................ 4
MICR 329 General Microbiology (elective) ....... 5
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BIOL 301 Genetics (elective) ............................. 3
BOTN 446 Medical Mycology (professional track
only) ................................................................ 4

Chemistry courses ............................................ 20·24
CHEM 119 Fundamenta1sofChemistry(ifno high
school chemistry) ........................................... 4
CHEM 121 General Chemistry I ....................... 3
CHEM 122 General Chemistry I Laboratory ... 1
CHEM 123 General Chemistry n ....... "............ 3
CHEM 124 General Chemistry II Laboratory .. 1
CHEM 270 Organic Chemistry ......................... 4
CHEM 281 Quantitative Analysis .................... 4
CHEM 451 Biochemistry I ................................ 3
Mathematics and computer science courses ..... 9
MATH 105 CoUege A1gebra (or waiver) ............ 3
MATH 170 Elementary Statistics or PSY 205
Quantitative Methods in Psychology or SOCL
250 Social Statistics I .................................... 3
IHHS 226 Computers for Health and Human
Services .......................................................... 3
Clinical laboratory sciences COUl'8e8 ........... 53·57
eLSC 101 Introduction to Clinical Laboratory
Sciences .......................................................... 1
AHPR 200 Medical Terminology ....................... 1
CLSC 200 Clinical Laboratory Techniques ....... 2
CLSC 307 Urinalysis, Body Fluids , and
Hemostasis ..................................................... 3
CLSC 335 Clinical Immunology ........................ 4
CLse 401 Laboratory ManagementJEducation/
Quality Assurance .......................................... 3
CLSC 402 Applications of Clinical Chemistry to
Pathophysiology ............................................. 3
CLSe 407 Hematology ....................................... 4
eLSC 432 Clinical Microbiology ....................... 3
CLSC 433 Clinical Microbiology Laboratory .... 2
CLSC 434 Advanced Immunohematology ........ 3
·CLSC 450 Hematology/Coagulation Practicum " 5
·C LSC
452
Clinical
Immunology!
Immunohematology Practicum ............. " ...... 5
·CLSC 454 Clinical Chemistry Practicum ....... 5
CLSC 455 Clinical Chemistry Laboratory ........ 2
·CLSC 456 Clinical Microbiology Practicum .... 5
·CLSC 457 Clinical Methods Practicum." ........ 1
*CLSC 459 Clinical Mycology Practicum ......... 1
Electives (professionw track only) .................... 2
''Required for clinical track only.
Social science: (four courses) ...................... " ...... 8·12
Arts and humanities: (four courses) .................. 8·12
Physical education and health ............................. 2
Physical education activity courses .................. 2
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(Any two courses in military science may be
applied.)
'Ibtal: minimum hours required for graduation ... 124

CYTOTECHNOLOGY/
H ISTOTECHNOLOGyTRACK
SPECIALIZATION IN CYTOTECHNOLOGY
PROGRAM DIRECTO.RS: SUSAN DrNGLER

A cytotechnologist is a trained laboratory profes·
sional who detects cell disease by light microscopic ex·
amination of ceU samples from all areas of human blood.
Students may be accepted into the cytotechnology
program after completing the required science, mathematics, and clinicw laboratory science courses. University general education requirements also must be
met. The senior year consists of a 12 month internship
at Henry Ford. The program includes an integrated presentation of didactic material, microscopic study, speci·
men preparation, clinical observation, cytogenetics,laboratory management, and a research project.
SPEClALIZATION IN HISTOTECHNOLOGY
PROGRAM DIRECTOR: PEGGY WENK

Histotechnologists perform a variety of diagnostic
and research procedures in the anatomic sciences. Ba·
sic histologic techniques involve the processing and
staining of tissue specimens that have been removed
from humans or animals by biopsy or autopsy. Advanced
techniques involve the use of the electron microscope,
immunofluorescence microscopy, autoradiography, cyto·
genetics, and medical photography.
Students may be accepted into the histotechnology
specialization after completing the required science,
mathematics, and clinical laboratory science courses.
University general education requirements must also
be met. The senior year consists of a 12 month intern·
ship at William Beaumont Hospital School of
Histotechnology.
CytotechnologylHistotechnology Curricula
Semhours
Symbolics and communication (same as clinicaV
professional track) ..... " .................................. 14·17
Scien ce and technology ......................................... 3
Biology courses ................................................. 17·21
BIOL 105 Biology and the Human Species (or
waiver) ............................................................ 4
ZOOL 201 Human Anatomy and Physiology I .3
ZOOL 202 Human Anatomy and Physiology II 3
BIOL 301 Genetics (elective) ............................. 3
UND£RCRADUATECATALOC
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MICR 329 General Microbiology (elective) ....... 5
ZOOL 404 Mammalian Histology ..................... 3
Chemistry courses ....................•....................... 18·22
CHEM 119 Fundamentals of Chemistry (ifno high
school chemistry) ........................................... 4
CHEM 121 General Chemistry I ....................... 3
CHEM 122 General Chemistry I Laboratory ... 1
CHEM 123 General Chemistry II ..................... 3
CHEM 124 General Chemistry II Laboratory .. 1
CHEM 270 Organic Chemistry ......................... 4
CHEM 271 Organic Chemistry Laboratory ...... 1
CHEM 451 Biochemistry I ................................ 3
CHEM 453 Biochemistry Laboratory ............... 2
Mathematics and computer science courses ..... 9
MATH 105 College Algebra (or waiver) ............ 3
MATH 170 Elementary Statistics ..................... 3
IHHS 226 Computers for Health and Human
Services .......................................................... 3
Clinical laboratory sciences courses ................ 43
CLSC 101 Introduction to Clinical Laboratory
Sciences .......................................................... 1
AHPR 200 Medical Terminology ....................... 1
CLSC 200 Clinical Laboratory Techniques ....... 2
CLSC 300 Molecular Diagnostics ...................... 3
CLSC 307 Urinalysis, Body Fluids, and
Hemostasis ..................................................... 3
CLSC 335 Clinical Immunology ........................ 4
CLSC 407 Hematology ....................................... 4
CLSC 432 Clinical Microbiology ....................... 3
CLSC 433 Clinical Microbiology Laboratory .... 2
CLSC 410·411 Histotechnology Internship .... 28
Social science ...................................................... 8·12
Same as clinical/professional track
Art and humanities ............................................ 8-12
Same as clinical/professional track
'lbtal.: minimum hours required tor graduation:... 124
SPECIALIZATION IN CYTOGENETICS
PROGRAM DmECTOR: JIM ZABAWSKl (HENRY
FORD HOSPITAL)

Cytogenetic technologists work independently un·
der general supervision and can interpret and imple·
ment established procedures to prepare biologica1speci·
mens for cytogenetics analysis, perform the analysis,
and construct and interpret karyotypes.
Students may be accepted into the cytogenetics
specialization after completing the required science,
mathematics, and clinical laboratory science courses.
University general education requirements must also
be met. The senior year consists of a 12 month intern·
UNDERGRADUATECATALOG

ship at Henry Ford Hospital in the Cytogenetics department. The program consists of an integrated presenta·
tion of didactic material and intensive laboratory study
in the area of cytogenetics that includes specimen prepa·
ration, cell culture, chromosome analysis, microscopy,
and photography.
Cytogenetics Curricula
Semhours
Symbolics and communication (same as clinicaV
professional track) ......................................... 14·17
Science and technology ......................................... 3
Biology courses ......................................................... 7
BIOL 105 Biology and the Human Species (or
waiver) ............................................................ 4
ZOOL 404 Mammalian Histology ..................... 3
Chemistry courses ............................................ 18-22
CHEM 119 Fundamentals of Chemistry (if no high
school chemistry) ........................................... 4
CHEM 121 General Chemistry I ....................... 3
CHEM 122 General Chemistry I Laboratory ... 1
CHEM 123 General Chemistry II ..................... 3
CHEM 124 General Chemistry II Laboratory .. 1
CHEM 270 Organic Chemistry ......................... 4
CHEM 271 Organic Chemistry Laboratory ...... 1
CHEM 451 Biochemistry I ................................ 3
CHEM 453 Biochemistry Laboratory ............... 2
Mathematics and computer science courses ..... 9
MATH 105 College Algebra (or waiver) ............ 3
MATH 170 Elementary Statistics ..................... 3
IHHS 226 Computers for Health and Human
Services .......................................................... 3
Clinical laboratory sciences courses ................ 47
CLSC 101 Introduction to Clinical Laboratory
Sciences .......................................................... 1
AHPR 200 Medical Terminology ....................... 1
CLSC 200 Clinical Laboratory Techniques ....... 2
CLSC 300 Molecular Diagnostics ...................... 3
CLSe 335 Clinical Immunology ........................ 4
eLSC 407 Hematology ....................................... 3
CLSC 432 Clinical Microbiology ....................... 3
eLSe 433 Clinical Microbiology Laboratory .... 2
CLSC 410·411 Cytogenetics Internship .......... 28
Social science ...................................................... 8·12
Same 8S clinical/professional track
Art and humanities ............................................ 8·12
Same as clinical/professional track
Physical education .................................................. 2
Recommended electives ......................................... 9
BIOL 301 Genetics ........................................... (3)
BIOL 320 Introduction to Cell Physiology ..... (4)
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MICR 329 General Microbiology ..................... (5)
'Ibtal: minimum hours required for graduation:_. 124

CUNICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE
PHLEBOTOMY PROGRAM
The clinical laboratory science program, in conjunc·
tion with Ann Arbor area hospitals, has established a
phlebotomy training program. This program consists of
three courses. The program can be completed in two
semesters. This allows the students the opportunity to
become employed as health care professionals at good
paying jobs while they continue their education.
Upon successful completion of AHPR 200. CLSC
201. and CLSe 202, students will qualify to take a national certification examination in phlebotomy, such as
the examination given by the American Society orPhle·
botomy Technicians.
CLlNlCAL LABORATORY ScIENCES CoURSES

CLSC 101lntroduction to Clinical Laboratory Sci·
Ihr
enCH.
An overview of the profession highlighting the various
areas of clinical laboratory sciences: medical technol·
ogy, phlebotomy, cytology, histology. cytogenetics, and
tissue typing. The course provides information on em·
ployment opportunities including wage and salary benefits, legal issues, and certification in the profession.
The course also highlights the benefits of a clinicallaboratory science degree for individuals contemplating advanced degrees in medicine or graduate school.
CLSC 177/178/179 Special Topics.
1.I?J3 bra
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
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the course will cover t.he phlebotomist's role, profession·
alism and ethics, laboratory and hospital organization,
specimen collection techniques, various blood. drawing
equipment, patient interaction, and some medical and
laboratory terminology.
Prereq: AHPR 200 or department permission.
CLSe 202 Clinical Phlebotomy Practicum.
2 hn
The Clinical Phlebotomy Practicuro is the second course
in a two-course sequence designed to prepare students
for entry level positions as phlebotomists. The practicuro
will generally consist of forty hours of training at an af·
filiated institution. Graded on a credit/no credit basis.
Prereq: Permission of instructor and CLSC 201.
eLSC 2771278/279 Special Topics.
11213 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.

Prereq: Department permission.
CLSC 300 Molecular Diagnostics.
3 hn
This course covers molecular diagnostic techniques in
the clinical laboratory. Topics will include laboratory
diagnosis of infectious and genetic diseases through cytogenetic, molecular cytogenetic, and DNA molecular
technology.
Prereq I coreq: eLSe 335

CLSC 307 Urinalysis, Body Fluids, and Hemostasis.
3hrs
Lecture and laboratory covering urilles. body fluids, and
hemostasis. Specimen collection and handling, physi.
cal examination, chemical testing, and microscopic
evaluation of urines and body fluids ; evaluation of
hemostasis testing and hemostasis theory.
Prereq: CLSC 200. CHEM 270·271.

CLSe 200 Clinical Laboratory Techniques.
2 bra
Basic skills necessary to function in a clinical labora·
tory: i.e., phlebotomy, use of the microscope, specimen
collection and preparation, pipetting, and lab safety.
p,.",,: AHPR 200.

CLSC 335 Clinical Immunology.
.. hn
Lecture and laboratory presenting theory, basic prin~
ciples, and practical experience in clinical immunology.
The correlation of basic principles to human disease
state.
Prereq: eLSe 200 or permission of instructor.

CLSC 201 Phlebotomy Techniques.
2 bra
Phlebotomy Techniques is presented in a lecture·laboratory format. The course is designed to present the
theory of blood collection and the practical techniques
for venipuncture and skin puncture. Thpics included in

CLSC 37713781379 Spec;a! Top;...
112/3 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied .

Prereq: Department permission.
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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CLSC 387 Cooperative Education.
S hrs
Three or four months offull time employment at a clinical, research or industrial laboratory or related area
chosen for providing a practical educational experience
in clinical laboratory sciences. The program consists of
two work experiences alternated with full-time attendance at the University. Offered on a graded or crediti
no credit basis.
Prereq: CHEM 270, 271; permission of program director.
CLSC 401 Laboratory ManagementlEducationlQuality
Assurance.
S hrs
Basic management skills for laboratory personnel and
laboratory. Personnel practices, equipment and reagent
purchase, and laboratory information systems including computer applications, laboratory statistics, and
evaluation of methods are covered in this lecture course.
Prereq: MATH 170 or equiualent.
CLSC 402 Applications or Clinical Chemistry to
Pathophysiology.
S hrs
This lecture course covers the relationship of clinical
chemistry to diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment of disease. Focus will be on testing procedures, instrumentation, and controlling the functions in order to provide
correct information to the medical staff.
Prereq: CHEM 451 or permission ofinstructor.
CLSC 406 Cytotechnology Clinical Internship. 14 hrs
Microscopic study of ceUular alterations indicative of
cancer and precancerous conditions, bacterial, viral and
parasitic infections, and hormonal abnormalities; cytogenetics; and a research project.
Prereq: program approval.
CLSC 406 Cytotechnology Clinicallnternship. 14 hrs
Continuation ofCLSC 405.
Prereq: program approval.
CLSC 407 Hematology.
4 hrs
This lecture and laboratory course covers the theory and
application of hematological test procedures, interpretation of results, problem solving, and correlation oflaboratory findings with disease states. Not open to those
with credit in BIOL 407.
Prereq: CLSC 200 or department permission.
CLSC 410 Cytogenetics, Clinical Internship L 14 hrs
CLSC 410 and CLSC 411 cytogenetics clinical rotation
UNDERGRADllATECATALOG

I and II will be used for the clinical practice for the cytogenetics track in the CLS program. The student will set
up tissue cultures, harvest cells, prepare slides for analysis, and prepare analysis for a broad spectrum of genetic abnormalities. This will include photograph and
computer assisted chromosome analysis. Procedures will
include chronic villus, fragile X, and sister chromatid
exchanges.
Prereq: Program approual.
CLSC 411 Cytogenetics, Clinicallnternship n. 14 hra
Continuation ofCLSC 410.
Prereq: Program approual.
CLSC 416 Basic Histoteehnique and Histochemical
Staining Methods.
12 hrs
Didactic and practicum experience in preparing histologic sections for light microscopy, including the study
of more than 50 different histologic staining methods
and their specific applications.
Prereq: Program approval.
CLSC 417 Basic Electron Microscopy.
8 hrs
Didactic and practicum experience in basic biological
electron microscopy. Electron microscopic histochemistry and special techniques are also covered. Emphasis
is on the electron microscope as a medical diagnostic
tool.
Prereq: Program approval.
CLSe 418 Immunohisto-Cytochemistry.
4 hrs
A course designed to teach basic and advanced procedures of fluorescent and enzyme labeled antibody techniques. The course includes the preparation of tissues,
staining with labeled antibodies, and the use of fluorescence microscope in clinical medicine and research.
Prereq: Program approval.
CLSC 419 Special Histotechnology Techniques. 4 hrs
A course designed to present didactic and practicum
experience in molocular pathology, including in situhybridization and DNA analysis. Cytogenetics will be
presented with emphasis on preparing karotypes and
chromosome identification. A research project will be
required on a related topic, formalized and presented
as a lecture. Management and education methodologies
will be presented.
Prereq: Program approval.
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CLSe 432 Clinical Microbiology.

3 bra

Course covers mechanisms of pathogenesis associated
with specific bacterial, viral, fungal, and parasitic etio-.
logical agents of human disease.
Prereq: CLSC 335 or permission oftm instructor.

CLSe 433 Clinicall'tficrobiology Laboratory.
2 hrs
Laboratory will cover methods of detection, isolation,
enumeration, and identification of human pathogenic
microorganisms encountered in the clinical microbiol·
ogy laboratory.
Prereq ;CLSC 335 or permissiOTL of the instructor. Coreq:
CLSC432.
CLSC 434 Advanced Immunohematology.
3 brs
Principles and procedures used in the blood bank. The
laboratory is designed to simulate problem situations
in the clinical laboratory. Not open to those with credit
in BIOL 434.
P""q.- CLSC 307 and CLSC 335.
CLSe 450 Hematology/Coagu1ation Practicum. 6 hrs
An intensive hands-on clinical experience in routine
hematology, coagulation, and special techniques at an
advanced level.
Prereq: Acceptance into clinical track.
CLSC 462 ClinicallmmunologylImmUDohematology
Practicum.
6 hrs
An intensive hands-on clinical experience at an advanced level of instruction in blood banking, immunology, and serology.
Prereq; Acceptance into clinical track.
CLSC 454 Clinical Chemistry PracUcum.
5 brs
An intensive hands-on clinical experience at an advanced level of instruction in automated chemistry, radioimmunoassay, electrophoresis, and toxicology.
Prereq: Acceptance into clinical track.
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vanced level of instruction in clinical microbiology.
Prereq: Acceptance into clinical track.
eLSe 467 Clinical Methods Practicum.
lhr
This one-week intensive course includes an orientation
to hospitals training students, a one-day experience at
the American Red Cross, and a combined urinalysis!
phJebotomy experience at the hospital affiliates.
Prereq: Acceptance into clinical track.

CLSC 459 Clinical Mycology Practicum.
1 hr
This is an intensive introductory lecture and laboratory
course highlighting medically important fungi, disease
states, and laboratory methods of isolation and identifi·
cation. Creditlno credit.
Prereq: Acceptance into clinical track or permission of
instructor.
CLSe 477f4781479 Speeial Topics.
112/3 hn
Advanced level courses covering specific topics in clinical laboratory sciences not discussed in other clinical
laboratory sciences courses.
Prereq: Permission of instructor.
CLSC 487 Cooperative Education.
S hrs
Three to four months of full-time employment ata clinical, research or industrial laboratory or related area
chosen for providing a practical educational experience
in clinical laboratory sciences. The program consists of
two work experiences altemated with full-time attendance at the University. Offered on a graded or creditl
no credit basis.
Prereq: CLSC 387, permission of program director.
eLSC 497/498/499 Independent Study.
112/3 hn
Independent original endeavors involving library andl
or laboratory work under the guidance of a clinicallaboratory program faculty member or clinica1associate faculty member.
Prereq: Permission of the instructor.

eLSe 455 Clinical Chemistry Laboratory.
2 hnI
This laboratory course includes theory, instrumentation,
and current procedures used in clinical chemistry laboratories. Analysis will be done on clinical specimens and
a clinical chemistry quality control program win be integrated throughout the semester.
Prereq or coreq: CLSe 402.
CLSC 456 Clinical Microbiology Practicum.
5 brs
An intensive hands-on clinical experience at an adUNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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ACADEMIC PROGRAM
HEALTH ADMlNISTRATION PROGRAM
Richard L_ Douglass
Program Director/Associate Professor
328 King Hall
487-0460
Associate Profes80r: Roberto '!brres
Degree: Bachelor of Science
Program8 of Study
Curricula:
Health administration
Health services management (degree completion
track)

Advising is available by the faculty in the health administration program offices.
Honors Adviser: Richard L. Douglass
The program in health administration emphasizes
the rapidly changing forms of health care delivery, health
care reform, health care for the indigent, and services
to special populations, such a8 migrant workers, the
homeless, and prisoners. Student writing, publication,
and opportinities for research are central to the
program's mission.

CLINICAL AFFILIATIONS
The Health Administration program is one of only
29 undergraduate programs in the United States with
full membership in the Association of University Programs in Health Administration (AUPHA) and the only
full member among Michigan's colleges and universities. In addition, the Program is closely affiliated with
the American Academy of Medical Administrators
(AAMA) and the American College of Health Executives
(ACHE). The Health Administration Student Association is a Student Chapter of the American College of
Health Care Executives. Internship opportunities are
an important component in the curriculum of the Program. The following organizations are representative
of those in which Health Administration majors acquire
field experience:
Alzheimer's Disease and Related Disorders Association,
Southfield
Beyer Hospital, Oakwood Health Services, Ypsilanti
Catherine McAuley Health Center, Ann Arbor
UNDERGRADUATECATAUDO

Chelsea Community Hospital, Chelsea
City of Detroit, Bureau of Substance Abuse Services,
Detroit
Detroit Health Care for the Homeless, Detroit
Detroit Osteopathic Hospital Corporation, Detroit
Detroit Receiving Hospital, Detroit
Garden City Osteopathic Hospital, Garden City
Health Alliance Plan of Michigan, Detroit
Henry Ford Hospital, Detroit
Hospice of Washtenaw, Ann Arbor
Hospice of Livingston County, Howell
Institute of Women's Medicine, Hutzel Hospital, Detroit
Laurel Home Health Care Centers, Ypsilanti
M-Care, Ann Arbor
McAuley-McPhearson Health Care, Howell
Michigan Blue Shield and Michigan Blue Cross, Detroit
:Michigan Insurance Bureau, Lansing
Michigan Department of Corrections
Michigan Department of Mental Health
Michigan Department of Public Health
Munson Hospital, Traverse City
Milan Federal Correctional Institution, Milan
Oakland County Department of Public Health
Packard Community Clinic, Ann Arbor
Saline Community Hospital, Saline
St. John Hospital, Detroit
St. Joseph Mercy Hospital, Ann Arbor
St. Mary's Hospital, Saginaw
Seaway Hospital, Trenton
Springfield Hospital, Springfield, VT
Traverse City Osteopathic Hospital, Traverse City
University of Michigan Hospitals, Ann Arbor
Visiting Nurse Association of Huron Valley, Ann Arbor
Washtenaw County Community
Wayne County Medical Examiner's Office, Detroit

HEALTH ADMINISTRATION
CURRICULUM
The curriculum concentrates on the principles and
processes utilized in the field of health administration
and management. The program is designed to prepare
those seeking a career in the administrative sector of
the health care delivery system in any of its fonDS. It
also is appropriate for those already working in the
health care field in some other capacity but wishing to
redirect their career toward the area of health administration. Practicing health administrators without previous formal education in the field also may find this
program beneficial for career advancement.
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All students must take a one-semester internship
during their senior year unless waived by the program
director due to significant administrative experience.
Courses denoted with an asterisk (*) complete the requirements for a degree. No outside minor is required,
however. many students elect the gerontology minor.
A degree completion track, Health Services Management. has been established for persons with clinical
associate degrees from accredited community colleges
who have had five or more years of experience subsequent to that degree completion. Associa te degree
trained nurses, respiratory therapists, and others interested in the degree completion option in health services management should contact the progra m director. Successful completion of the degree completion track
leads to the same degree as the regular program major.
A minor in health administration is available to
undergraduate students at Eastern Michigan University. The curriculum for the minor in health administration includes 20-22 semester hours. Students interested in the minor should contact the program in writing and meet with the program's minor curriculum adviser.
Semhours
Symbolic8 and communication ..................... 10·15
Five courses as required by the basic studies
program: Must include MATH 118
Mathematical Analysis for Social Sciences 1
Science and technology .................................... 7.10
Three courses as required by the basic studies
program: Must include BIOL 105 Biology and
the Human Species
Socia1science ...................................................... 8-12
Four courses as required by basic studies: must
include ECON 201-202 Principles of Economics
I-II
Artll and humanities .......................................... 8·12
Four courses as required by the basic studies
program: No restrictions.
Cross·cultural or international studie8 .............. 3
One course approved as described by the basic
studies program: No restrictions.
Physical education and health ............................. 2
As r equired for all undergraduate degree
candidates.
Required courses in Health Administralion
(HLAD) '

HLAD 305 Introducto ry Seminar in the US
Health Care System ....................................... 3
HLAD 3 10 Administration of Health Care
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Organizations ................................................. 3
HLAD 311 Management of Health Services ..... 3
HLAD 416 Health Planning .............................. 3
HLAD 417 Health Regulation ........................... 3
HLAD 420 Financial Management of Health
Institutions ..................................................... 3
HLAD 421 Managed Care ................................. 3
HLAD 425 Deci sion Making for Health
Administrators ............................................... 3
HLAD 480 Internship Se min a r in Health
Administration ............................................... 3
HLAD 4881nternsbip ........................................ 6
Required courses in AS8 0c iated Health
Professions (AHPR)·
AHPR 200 Medical 'Thrminology ....................... 1
AHPR 208 Ethical Dimensions in Health Care
Delivery .......................................................... 2
AHPR 305 Data Analysis for the Health Sciences
(or MKTG 360 Principles of Marketing) ....... 3
AHPR 401 Legal Issues in Health Care (or LAW
293 Legal Environment of Business, or PLSC
301 The American Legal System) ................. 3
Required courses in busines8 administration and
liberal arts·
MATH 119 Mathematical Analysis for Social
Sciences n ...................................................... 3
ECON 436 Health Economics ........................... 3
ACC 240 Principles of Accounting I .................. 3
ACC 241 Principles of Accounting II ................. 3
MGMT 384 Human Resource Ma nagement ..... 3
DS 265 Business Statistics I (or any of the
following basic statistics courses: PSY 205
Quantitative Methods in Psychology, ECON
310 Economic Statistics, SOCL 250 Social
Statistics n ..................................................... 3
BEDU 201 Mi crocomp uters for Business
Applications (or any other computer literacy
course) ............................................................ 3
Electives ............................................................... 6·15
The following courses are suggested as possible electives:
HLAD 479 Special1bpics: Health Care for the
Homeless (Honors only)
ACe 342 Managerial Cost Accounting
ECON 322 American Labor Unions
LAW 403 Employment Law
NURS 380 He alth and Illness Problems
Throughout the Life Span
POM 374 Introduction to Production/Operations
Management
PHIL 221 Business Ethics
UNDERCRADUATE CATALQG
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PLSC 332 Intergovernmental Relations and
Federalism
PSY 351 Industrial Psychology
PSY 360 Abnonnal Psychology
SOCL 307 Industrial Sociology
SOCL 311 Social Gerontology
SOCL 462 Complex Organizations
For permissible College of Business courses
(maximum 30 credit hours), see a program
adviser.
Thtal ......................................................................... 124

HEALTH SERVICES MANAGEMENT
TRACK CURRICULUM
This is a degree completion track leading to the
BS in health administration for persons holding an ac·
credited associate's degree in a recognized health services or clinical discipline. Such disciplines include nurs·
ing, respiratory therapy, or other specialized two-year
programs of study.
For degree completion students in this curriculum,
up to 22 semester hours may be awarded and credited
towards the BS obligation of 124 semester hours on the
basis of supervised clinical coursework taken in the as·
sociate degree curriculum. These credits may be based
on supervised clinical courses that have no exact equivalence at Eastern Michigan University. This is deter·
mined in consultation with the program director of the
health administration program.
The curriculum for such degree candidates includes:
1. Completion of all Basic Studies requirements for
Eastern Michigan University
2. Electives
3. Completion of the minor in management (for
nonbusiness majors)
4. Completion of the following courses:
AHPR 200 Medical Terminology ....................... 1
AHPR 208 Ethical Dimensions in Health Care
Delivery .......................................................... 2
ARPR 305 Data Analysis fo' the Health Sciences ... 3
AHPR 401 Legal Issues in Health Care ........... 3
HLAO 305 Introductory Seminar in the US
Health Care System ....................................... 3
HLAD 310 Administration of Health Care
Organizations ................................................. 3
HLAD 311 Management of Health Services ..... 3
HLAD 420 Financial Management of Health
Institutions ..................................................... 3
l1NOERGRADUATtCATALOG

HLAO 425 Deci sion Making for Health
Administrators ............................................... 3
HLAD 416 Health Planning or HLAD 417 Health
Regulation ...................................................... 3

HEALTH ADMINISTRATION MINOR
CURRICULUM
Students must complete these course requirements
for the health administration minor:
Minor in health administration
1. Required Courses ................................ Sem houn
Group I ........................................................ 15-16
HLAD 300 Health Care Issues or HLAD 305
Introductory Seminar in the US Health Care
System ......................................................... 2-3
HLAD 310 Administration of Hea lth Care
Organizations ................................................. 3
HLAD 311 Management of Health Services ..... 3
HLAD 420 Financi al Management of Health
Institutions ..................................................... 3
AHPR 401 Legal Issues in Health Care ........... 3
AHPR 200 Medical Terminology ....................... I
2. Restricted electives
Group II ........................................................... 5·6
Students must elect two of the following:
AHPR 401 Legal Issues in Health Care (3)
HLAD 479 Special 'lbpics (3)
AHPR 208 Ethical Dimensions in Health Care
Delivery (2)
AHPR 305 Data Analysis for the Health
Sciences (3)
NURS 380 Health and Illness Problems
Throughout the Life Span (3)
SWRK 431 Substance Abuse (3)
SWRK 438 The Interdisciplinary Health Care
Team (3)
GERT 404 Gerontology Interdi sci plinary
Seminar (3)
AAS 351 The Social Context of African American
Health (3)
Thtal..................................................................... 20·22
IlEALTH ADMINISTRATION COURSES

HLAD 177/1781179 Special Topics.
11213 hra
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other

departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
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HLAD 2771278/279 Special TOpics.
lJ2I3 brs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.

BLAD 287 Cooperative Education.
S bra
Employment for pay in a work setting chosen to provide
practical experience related to health administration.
The cooperative education sequence consists of two work
experiences (HLAD 287 and HLAD 387) alternated with
full-time attendance at the University.
Prereq: Sophomore standing and health administration
major.

ID..AD SOO Health Care Issues.
2brs
This survey of the organization, traditions, professional
stratification, and current issues of the US health care
system is designed to introduce the non-Health Administration major to the field of managing and administering health care services in hospitals, public health
systems, nursing homes. and ambulatory settings.
HLAD S05lntroductory Seminar in the US Health
Care System.
S bra
A survey ofimport.ant issues facing the health field. The
US health care system and the relationship between
components; the changing nature of the health field and
implications for the future (encouraged in sophomore
year or early junior year).
HLAD SlOAdministration of Health Care Organiza·
tions.
3 bra
Analysis of modern health care organizations with emphasis on management structure, boards of trustees,
administration, physicians, and others. Delivery of institutional patient care, role of professionals and other
personnel, and departmental interrelatedness.
Prereq: HLAD 305.

HLAD Sll Management of Health Services.
3 hr&
A continuation ofHLAD 310, emphasizing quantitative
methods in program implementation. control, and evaluation. The administrative role in financial control, the
legal aspects of control, and the control of human resources.
Prereq: HLAD 310.
BLAD 377/3781379 Special Topics.

lJ2IS bra
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
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once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department perm~sion.
BLAD 887 Cooperative Education.
S hrs
Employment for pay in a work setting chosen to provide
practical experience related to health administration.
The cooperative education sequence consists of two work
ex:perienC€s (HLAD 287 and HLAD 387)a1ternated with
full-time attendance at the University.
Prereq: Department permission.
HLAD 416 Health Planning.

3 hrs
This course examines in detail the essence of health
planning as practiced in the health care industry. 'Ibp.
ics include the history of health planning, planning
theory and conceptual foundations, public sector planning and policy-making, private sector planning and
health planning methods. Special emphasis is plaC€d
on health planning as an ongoing process which should
be developed by health care organizations in order to be
successful.
Prereq: HLAD 310, and oneoourse in statistics or AHPR

305
HLAD 417 Health Regulation.

S hrs
This course will provide an overview ofbealth care regu·
lation from the perspective of providers. the government
regulator, and the general citizenry. 'Ibpics of discussion will include licensing and private accreditation, the
regulation relating to cost containment, alternative delivery systems, health care refonn, rate regulation, and
health planning.
Prereq: HLAD 310, and one course in law (AHPR 401,
I..AW 293, or PLSC 301).

HLAD 420 Financial Management of Health Institu-

tiona.
3 hn
The application of generic concepts and tools to the
health field.
Prereq: HLAD 310.
HLAD 4:21 Managed Care.
S hrs
This course will provide an overview of the managed
care industry. It will discuss the origins of managed care,
the mechanics of managed care, and the effects of managed care across the various constituencies involved
(purchaser, provider, and patient). The role of managed
care in the area of health reform will also be treated in
some detail.
Prereq: HLAD 310 and HLAD 420.
UNDERGRADUATE CATAlOG
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HLAD 425 Decision Making for Health Administra·
to ....
Shrs
The integration of many knowledge areas into health
administration. A capstone course utilizing case studies, role playing, simulation, and games.
Prereq: HLAD 310.
HLAD 477/4781479 Special Topics.
11213 bra
For seniors. Topics included will depend upon the interests of the students and the faculty member's field of
specialization. Topics generally include planning, regulation, and issues of special populations such as the
homeless and prisoners.
Prereq: Department permission.
HLAD 480 Internship Seminar in Health Administration.
S bra
Seminar for those students taking an internship to provide a forum for the exchange of ideas and experiences.
Prereq: Program permission, and enrolled in internship
program. Departmental GPA of2.5 or higher:
HLAD 487/4881489 InternJJhip.
3/619 bra
Internship to provide formally structured and directed
work experience to assist in integrating classroom learning with professional perspectives and working requirements.
Prereq: Program permission, concurrent enrollment in
HLAD480.
HLAD 497/4981499 Independent Study;
11213 bra
Under the supervision of a health administration faculty member, study in subjects not covered in other
course offerings, or advanced study in areas of special
interest to the student.
Prereq: Program permission.
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OCCUPATIONAL ThERAPY PROGRAM
Ruth A. Hansen
Program Director
328 King Hail
487·0461
Professor: Ruth A Hansen
Associate Professor: Sherry Sayles-Folks
A88istant Professors: Ben Atchison, Normajean
Bennett, Virginia Dickie
Instnlctors: Elizabeth Francis-Connolly, Judith Olson,
LaDonn People
Degree: Bachelor of Science
Program of Study
Curriculum
Occupational therapy
Advising for occupational therapy-intent students
is performed by the Academic Advising Center. After
acceptance into the occupational therapy program, students are assigned a faculty adviser.
All students in the professional program must meet
with their advisers before registering each semester.
Special Requirements
Admission
1. Students must first be accepted to the University
by the Admissions Office before they can be
considered by the Occupational Therapy Screening
Committee. However, admission to EMU does not
guarantee admission to occupational therapy. After
acceptance by the University, a separate application
must then be made to the occupational therapy
program. Applications are available from
occupational therapy in King Hall or from the
Admissions Office.
2. Admission to the occupational therapy curriculum
is competitive and based on the following:
a. A minimum grade point average of2.7 on a 4.0
scale; at least a "D-" in three prerequisites and
at least a "C" in the other one and in any major
courses taken before beginning the program.
b. Completion of at least 40 semester hours of college credit (in addition to physical education
activity courses) including the following prerequisites:
PSY 101 General Psychology
BIOL 105 Biology and the Human Species
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Combined anatomy/physiology with lab or human
physiology course
CHEM 119 Fundamentals of Chemistry or equivalent.
c. Acceptance is provisional. Before the student
actually begins the professional curriculum.
evidence of successful completion of at least 55
semester hours and the following additional
prerequisite courses must be presented with at
least a "B." in three of these courses and at least
a "C" in the other one: a psychology course at
the 200 level or above; a course io art, music,
theatre, or dance; life span human growth and
development, or psychology of development, or
child psychology; and a course in medical terminology.
The prerequisite courses may be taken at this
University, at another four-year college/university. Individuals with fewer than 75 semester
hours oftransfeITable credits may take courses
at ajnnior or community college.
d. Completed information 00 the application form
with emphasis on work/volunteer experiences
with individuals having special needs.
e. Three references required: at least one from a
supervisor of work or volunteer experience with
individurus having special needs. Personal references are not acceptable (e.g., relatives,
friends, neighbors.)
f. Application deadlines are December 1 for the
following fall semester and June 1 for the following winter semester.
The availability of fUldwork placements and other con·
siderations restrict the number of students admitted to
the classes that begin each fall and winter semester.
Criteria for continuance in the occupational
therapy curriculum is based upon the following:
1. Scholarship:
a. A minimum EMU cumulative grade point aver4
age of2.0 on a 4.0 scale must be maintained.
b. All students must achieve a minimum letter
grade of "C-" in all courses in the OT program
(O~H300,301.302 , 303.304,308 , 400,403 .

418,420,421,488,489, gerontology; ZOOL 317,

326,417; HLAD 300; and INED 358).
If the student receives a "0" <D+, D, D·) in an occupationa] therapy course, the student must
retake the course and obtain at least a "C" grade
before the student is allowed to take the next
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course in the sequence, and will be automatically placed on "Academic Warning" status. A
second "U" in any course in the OT program
will result in automatic dismissal.
c. A letter grade of"E" in any required course will
result in automatic dismissal from the OT program.
2. Demonstrated competence in :
a. Speaking effectiveness
b. Written expression
3. Demonstrated responsibility for:
a. Punctuality and attendance
b. Communication with instructors, supervisors,
students
c. Organization of time
d. Professional appearance
4. Freedom from any kind of probation, administrative,
academic, or social. While on academic probation,
no student may register for, remain in, or receive
credit for the science and mathematics courses or
the practical arts (Group YO courses within the
occupational therapy curriculum.
Supervised fieldwork of a minimum of six months
is required for the baccalaureate degree and to become
eligible for the national certification examination. Assignment to field placement is arranged and approved
by the program and is by recommendation of the occupationa1 therapy faculty. OCTH 488 and OCTH 489
Fieldwork are full-time placements of a minimum of
three months each. All fieldwork experiences must be
completed within 24 months of completion of the aC8 4
demic portion of the program.
Certification requires successful completion of all
academic requirements, fieldwork experiences, and the
recommendation of the faculty. A registered occupational
therapist (OTR) is one who has passed the certification
examination administered by the American Occupational Therapy Certification Board.
The Occupational Therapy Program is accredited
by the Accreditation Council for Occupational Therapy
Education (ACOTE) of the American Occupational
Therapy Association (AOTA), located at 4720 Montgomery Lane, P.O. Box 31220, Bethesda, MD 20824-1220.
AOTA'S phone number is (301) 652-AOTA. Graduates
of the program will be able to sit for the national certification examination for the occupationru therapist administered by the American ccupational Therapy Cert14
fication Board (AOTCB). After successful completion of
this exam, the individual will be an Occupational Thera·
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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pist, Registered (OTR). Most states require licensure
in order to practice; however, state licenses are usually
based on the results oftheAOTCB Certification Examination.
The professional segment of the program requires
four semesters of academic courses and, in addition, a
minimum of six months full-time fieldwork experience.
Courses in the occupational therapy major are usually
offered in the fall and winter semesters only.

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY CURRICULUM
The occupational therapy curriculum leads to a
Bachelor of Science degree in occupational thera py.
Completion of courses identified by an asterisk (.) satisfies all major and minor requirements for a degree.
No outside minor is needed.
Sem hours
Symbolic8 and communication ..................... 10·15
Requirements 1-5 (page 41)
Science and technology ....................................... 32
psy 101 General Psychology ............................. 3
BIOL 105 Biology and the Human Species ...... 4
CHEM 119 Fundamentals of Chemistry .......... 4
·ZOOL 317 Human Gross Anatomy ................. 5
· ZOOL 326 Human Physiology ......................... 3
· ZOOL 417 Neuroanatomy ................................ 3
A second psychology course ............................... 3
AHPR 200 Medical Tenninology ....................... 1
·OCTH 303 Conditions I ................................... 3
·OCTH 403 Conditions II .................................. 3
Social science ......................................................... 12
Requirements 1 and 2 (page 44) ...................... .. 6
Any two-course sequence offered in sociology!
cultural anthropology .................................... 6
Arts and humanities ...._........................................ 12
Requirements 1,2, 3, and 4 (page 45) ............. 12
Cross-cultural or international studies
Education ................................................................... 4
EDPS 325 Life Span Human Growth and
Development (in designated section fOT
occupational therapy and nursing students) 4
Practical arts ..................................................... 45-50
SPMD 200 Anatomy and Physiology ................. 5
· HLAD 300 Health Care Issues ........................ 2
· INED 358 Tools and Materials ........................ 3
'Oem 300 Introduction to Oreupotional Therapy ... 2
*OCTH 301 Practicum in Occupational Therapy ... 1
·OCTH 302 Developmental Activities I ............ 2
·OCTH 304 Developmental Activities II .......... 2
·OCTH 308 Programming for Early Childhood 6
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·OCTH 400 Seminar in Health Care Issues ..... 1
·OCTH 418 Programming for Childhood and
Adolescence .................................................... 5
·OCTH 419 Programming for Adulthood and
Aging .............................................................. 5
·OCTH 420 Fieldwork (part-time) .................... 2
·OCTH 421 Fieldwork (part-time) .................... 2
·OCTH 488 Fieldwork (fun-time) ..................... 6
·OCTH 489 Fieldwork (full-time) ..................... 6
Physical education and health ............................. 2
Physical education activity courses .................. 2
(Any two courses in military science may be
applied.)
Electives ............................................................... 0-12
'lbtal ......................................................................... 130
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY COURSES

OCTH 177/1781179 Special Topics.
1l2JS hra
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
OCTH 200 Orientation to Occupational Therapy. 2 hrs
An overview of roles and functions of occupational therapists in a variety of settings. Career information is explored including helping skills, comparison to other
fields, salaries, outlook, and application process.
1/213 hn
OCTH 27712781279 Special Topics.
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
OCTH 287 Cooperative Education.
3 hra
A two-course sequence that provides a work position
designed to offer experience related to occupational
therapy while the student receives academic credit and
fina ncial support. Available to students pursuing the
profession of occupationa l therapy at the freshman,
sophomore, or junior levels. Consists of either full-time
work experience alternated with full-time attendance
at the University, or a combination of parf...time work
and academic courses. Cooperative education does not
substitute for occupational therapy Fieldwork I or II.
Prereq: Approval ofthe Cooperative Education Offja! and
program permission.
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OCTH 300 Introduction to Occupational Therapy.

2hrs
The roles and functions of occupational therapy in providing direct and indirect health care service. A foundation for the advanced professional courses. To be taken
concurrently with OCTH 301 Practicum, and with or
after ZOOL 317 and ZOOL 326.
Prereq: Admission to the program. Coreq.: OCTH 301
OCTH 301 Practicum in Occupational Therapy. 1 hr
An opportunity for students to develop skills in observing and interacting with individuals requiring occupational therapy intervention. 'lb be taken concurrently
with OCTH 300 Introduction to Occupational Therapy.
Prereq: Admission to the program.Coreq.: OCTH 300
OCTO 302 Developmental Activities I.
2 bra
The theory, ana1ysis, and application of developmental
activities used in occupational therapy intervention.
May be taken concurrently with OCTH 303 Conditions
J and OCTH 308 ProgrammJng for Early Childhood.
Prereq: /NED 358, OCTH 300.

3hrs
OCTH 303 Conditions 1.
Health and illness and selected conditions that affect
occupational performance and require OCTH intervention.
Prereq: For OT majors: OCTH 300, ZOOL 317, and
ZOOL 326. For non-OT majors: department permission.
Prereq. or coreq.: ZOOL 417

oem 304 Developmental Activities D.

2 hrs
Theory, analysis, and application of developmental activities used in occupational therapy intervention with
adults and aged persons. May be taken concurrently
ffith OCTH 403, OCTH 418.
Prereq: OCTH 302. OCTH 303. OCTH 308.
OCTH 308 Programming for Early Childhood.
6 hrs
The rationale and methods of evaluating the developmental status ofthe young child in relation to the performance ofHfe tasks. Includes methods of translating
the evaluation data into program plans appropriate for
the young child. To be taken concurrently with or after
OCTH 302, OCTH 303, ZOOL 417.
Prereq: OCTH 300. Prereq. or coreq.: OCTH 302, 303,
ZOOL417
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oem 377/378/379 Special Topics.

112/3 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
OCTH 387 Cooperative Education.
3hrs
A two-course sequence that provides a work position
designed to offer experience related to occupational
therapy while the student receives academic credit and
financial support. Available to students pursuing the
profession of occupational therapy at the freshman,
sophomore, or junior levels. Consists of either full-time
work experience alternated with full-time attendance
at the University, or a combination of part-time work
and academic courses. Cooperative education does not
substitute for occupational therapy Fieldwork I or II,
Prereq: OCTH 287.
OCTB 400 Seminar in Health Care Issues.
1 hr
The issues covered in HLAD 300 as they pertain to occupational therapy.
Prereq, coreq.: OCTH 419, HLAD 300.

ocm 403 Conditions II.

3 hrs
Conditions that interrupt development and performance
in later childhood and adolescence and necessitate intervention.
Prereq: For OT majors: OCTH 303, OCTH 308. For non·
OT majors: department permission.

ocm 418 Programming for Childhood and Adoles·
cence.
5 brs
Methods of evaluating the developmental status and
performance of the older child and adolescent. Results
of evaluation methods are used to determine program
plans using specific approaches. May be taken concu.rrently with OCTH 403.
Prereq: OCTH 303, OCTH 308. Prereq. orcoreq. : OCTH
403
OCTB 419 Programming for Adulthood and Aging.
• hr.
Methods of evaluating the developmental status and
performance of the adult. Students plan intervention
programs based on the results of the evaluation, using
specific occupational therapy approaches.
Prereq: OCTH 304, OCTH 403, OCTH 418.
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oem 420 Fieldwork (part-time).

2 hrs
An experience with children andlor adolescents in evaluating, planning, and implementing supervised occupational therapy intervention programs. May be taken
concurrently with OCTH 403, OCTH 418.
Prereq: OCTH 303, OCTH 308. Coreq.: OCTH 403 and
OCTH418
OCTH 421 Fieldwork (part-time).
2 hrs
Experience with young, middle, andlor older adults in
evaluating, planning, and implementing supervised occupational therapy intervention programs.
Prereq: OCTH 418 and OCTH 420 7b be taken concurrently with or after OCTH 419.
OCTH 477/4781479/480 Special Topics.

1121314 hrs
Experimental courses or special topics in occupational
therapy may be offered (to be announced).
Prereq: Department permission.

oem 4881489 Fieldwork (full·time).
6 hrs each
A full-time three month experience in a selected health
services agency, where the student will gain in-depth
experience in evaluation and programming for occupational therapy intervention. Creditlno-credit.
Prereq: Department permission; completion ofall courses
in major.
OCTH 490 Fieldwork (full·time elective).
6 hrs
A fieldwork experience with special populations or in
special settings other than those completed in the required placements. Credit l no-credit.
Prereq: OCTH 488 and OCTH 489; departrrumt permission.
OCTH 497/4981499 Independent Study.
11213 hrs
Independent work following approved plan to develop
knowledge in specialized areas.
Prereq: Department permission.
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HUMAN, ENVIRONMENTAL, AND CONSUMER
RESOURCES
George Liepa
Department Head
210 Roosevelt Hall
487-1218 or 487-3303
Professors: George Liepa
Associate Professors: PoUy W. Buchanan, Deborah
L. deLaski-Smith, Vrrginia A. North, Gwendolyn M.
Reichbach
Assistant Professors: Louise Jones, Abraham
Kadushin, Sarah E. Moore, N. Annette Peel,
Deborah A. Silvennan
The Human, Environmental, and Consumer Resources Department provides students with concepts
and competencies in preparation for professional roles
in dietetics, fashion merchandising, hospitality management, a nd interior design. Emphasis is placed on improving the quality onife for individuals. Career opportunities are available in private and public institutions,
in educational systems, in businesses and industry, and
with federal. state, and local governmental agencies.
The dietetics program is accredited by the American Dietetic Association. The interior design program
is accredited by the Foundation for Interior Design Education Research (FIDER).
Degree: Bachelor of Science
Programs of Study
Curricula:
Dietetics
Fashion Merchandising
Hospitality Management
Interior Design
Minors:

Clothing and Textiles
Human Environments
Human Nutrition
Occupational Foods
Occupational Foods for Secondary Education Majors.
Advising is 8JTanged by calling 487-2490 for an appointment. Specialized advising may be obtained according
to the following list. Faculty members may be contacted
directly.

Fashion merchandising: Sarah Moore
Hospitality management: Polly Buchanan
Interior design: Vtrginia North
Nutrition: N. Annette Peel
Occupational foods: Polly Buchanan
Graduate study leads to the master's degree in
Human, Environmental, and Consumer Resources; see
the Graduate Catalog.

ACADEMIC MAJORS
CURRICULUM FOR DIETETICS
This specialized educational program, accredited
by The American Dietetic Association, integrates academic study with practice experience in a coordinated
program in general dietetics. Upon completion of the
Bachelor of Science degree in dietetics, students qualify
for membership in The American Dietetic Association
and/or are eligible to take the Credentialing Examination for Registered Dietitians. Career opportunities for
dietitians are available in hospitals and other health
care facilities; in community agencies; in industrial,
university. and school food service programs; in business; in teaching; or in research.
Admission into the dietetics program is not guaranteed by admission to the University. Students must
submit program applications by January 15 of their
sophomore year for entrance into the professional phase
of the program the following fall semester.
The applicant must meet the following requirements to be considered for the professional phase of the
program:
1. Junior standing achieved by completing 55 or more
semester hours or equivalent.
2. Minimum grade point average of2.5.
3. Satisfactory completion ("C-" grade or above) of the
following courses at time of entrance into the
program: DTC 202 Principles of Huroan Nutrition,
DTC 211 Experimenta1 Foods, BIOL 105 Biology and
the Human Species, C HEM 121-122 General
Chemistry I with lab, CHEM 123-124 General
Chemistry II with lab, CHEM 270 Organic
Chemistry, ECON201 Principles ofEoonomicsl, and
SOC 105 Introductory Sociology.

Advising Coordinators:

Dietetics: N. Annette Peel

Application forms that describe the requirements
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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in more detail may be obtained from the coordinator of
the dietetics program. The availability of clinical facilities limits the number of students admitted to each class.
Therefore, a screening procedure is used to select the
most qualified students for the available positions in
the program. Academic status is a primary consideration
in this screening procedure.
Students accepted into the dietetics program who
desire to substitute courses taken at other colleges andl
or universities for the 300- and 400-level dietetics
courses offered by the Human, Environmental, and Consumer Resources department must successfully complete (70 percent or above) a theoretical andlor practical examination during the semester prior to the term
in which the required course is scheduled.
Criteria for continuance in the professional phase
of the program are 88 follows:
1. Students receive a "C_" grade or better in any
required course in science and major courses after
being admitted to the program.
2. A letter grade of"D" ("D+, D, D-") in one required
course automatically warns the student of difficulty
and the need for academic counseling. Automatic
dismissal from the Dietetics Program occurs when
the student receives letter grades of:
"O's" ("0+, D, D-") in two (2) dietetics courses (DTC
prefix), or,
"D's" ("D+, D, D·") in two (2) required science and
management courses,
"D's ("D+, D, D-") in one (1) dietetics course and
one (1) required science or managment course
or,

"E's" in one (1) dietetics course or one (1) required
science or managment course.
3. Opportunity to continue in the Dietetics Program is
contingent upon:
retaking the dietetics, science or management
courses in which a letter grade of"D" was earned
and receiving a fmal grade of at least a "C_"
retaking the dietetics science or management
courses in which a letter grade of"E" was earned
and receiving a final grade of at least a "C-"
AND readmission into the Dietetics Program.
4. In preparing to assume professional careers in
dietetics, students are expected to assume
responsibility for their learning, to support the ethics
and standards of prtlctice of their profession, and to
value honesty in the fulfillment of scholarly and
professional endeavors. The department reserves
the right to retain only those students who, in the
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judgment of the faculty, satisfy the requirements of
scholarship, practice competence, and personal
integrity suitable to dietetics.
In addition to meeting basic studies requirements,
all students on this curriculum must complete all other
courses specified. These particular curricular, major or
minor requirements specify both courses and the number of hours to be completed. Students completing this
curriculum have met the major and minor requirements
for a degree. No outside minor is needed.
Semhours
Symbolics and communication ..................... 14·15
ENOL 121 English Composition ....................... 3
CTAS 121/124 Fundamentals of Speech ........ 2-3
A second course in ENGL (page 26) or CfAC 225
Listening Behavior, CTAC 226 Nonverbal
Communication, or CTAC 227 Interpersonal
Communication) ............................................. 3
SOCL 250 Social Statistics I ............................. 3
HHS 226 Computers for Health and Human
Services .......................................................... 3
Science and technology ....................................... 28
PSY 101 General Psychology ............................. 3
BIOL 105 Biology and the Human Species ...... 4
CHEM 121 General Chemistry I ....................... 3
CHEM 122 General Chemistry I Laboratory ... 1
CHEM 123 General Chemistry II ..................... 3
CHEM 124 General Chemistry II Laboratory .. 1
CHEM 270 Organic Chemistry ......................... 4
CHEM 451 Intro. Biochemistry ........................ 3
MICR 328 Introductory Microbiology ............... 3
ZOOL 326 Human Physiology ........................... 3
Social science ......................................................... 15
PLSC 112 American Government ..................... 3
History course 101/102110311061123/124 .......... 3
ECON 201 Principles of Economics I ................ 3
SOCL 105 Introductory Sociology ..................... 3
A second course in history, economics or sociology
sequence or a course in cross cultural or
international studies ..................................... 3
Arts and humanities ............................................. 12
LITR 100 The Reading of Literature ................ 3
A second course in literature or oral interpretation
(page 26) ......................................................... 3
A philosophy course ........................................... 3
A course in art, music, dance or theatre arts ... 3
Practical arts .......................................................... 62
Specialization courses ................................................ 57
CLS 403 Nutrient Metabolism Laboratory ....... 2
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DTC 202 Principles of Human Nutrition .......... 3
DTC 211 Experimental Foods ........................... 4
DTC 301 Orientation to Dietetics .............. " ..... 2
DTC 311 Community Nutrition Experience ..... 2
DTC 312 Community Nutrition ........................ 2
DTC 321 Dietetic Skills .........." ......................... 2
DTC 383 Clinical Nutrition t Experience " ....... 2
DTC 384 Clinical Nutrition I ............................ 2
IJfC 393 Food Systems Management! Experience .. 2
DTC 394 Food Systems Management t ............ 2
DTC 402 Nutrient Metabolism ..................... " ... 3
DTC 403 Nutrient Metabolism Laboratory ...... 2
DTC 435 Seminar in Dietetics ." ....................... 2
DTC 481 Ambulatory Nutrition Care Experience .. 2
DTC 482 Ambulatory Nutrition Care ............... 1
DTC 483 Clinical Nutrition II Experience ........ 4
DTC 484 Clinical Nutrition II ............... " .......... 1
DTC 485 Clinical Nutrition lIT .................. " ...... 5
DTC 492 Food Systems Management II
Experience ." ................................... " .. ,",., ... ," 4
DTC 494 Food Systems Management II " ......... 1
DTC 495 Food Systems Management III ..... " .. 5
MGMT 384 Human Resource Management ..... 3
MGMT 386 Orgaruzational Behavior and Thoory .•. 3
Core Courses ........... ,................................................. 3
DTC 412 Nutrition of Life Cycle
(Other Department Course)
Physical education and health ............................. 2
Physical education activity courses .................. 2
(Any two courses in Military Science may be
applied)
Electives ..................................................................... 0
1Otal ................................................................. 133·184

CURRICULUM FOR FASHION

MERCHANDISING
The fashion merchandising curriculum offers practical career-oriented knowledge and skills as well as
theoretical foundations of marketing fashion apparel
and accessories, A marketing or management minor is
required,
In addition to meeting the basic studies require·
ments (pp. 41-(6), all students on this curriculum must
complete all other courses specified. These particular
curricular, major or minor requirements specify both
courses and the number of hours to be completed for a
degree.
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Semhours
Social science _...... ,.............. " ............... _............ 8-12
A course in US government
A course in history
A course in economics
A second course in a two-course sequence in
economics
Cross-cultural or international studies
At least one approved course in cross-cultural or
international studies must be completed in the
process of meeting the basic studies
requirements (page (6).
Major in fashion merchandising ................... 43-45
FM 105 Integrated Arts " ................................. " 3
FM 135 Cultural Study of Fashion ................... 3
FM 145 Introduction to Merchandising " .......... 3
IDE 208 Introduction to Basic Design ...... " ...... 3
FM 235 Textiles for Consumers ................. " .. ". 3
FM 255 Apparel Analysis ... "" .. ,........................ 3
FM 345 Theories and Practices in Fashion
Merchandising I ................. ,.................... ,.... ,' 3
FM 355 Theories and Practices i n Fashion
Merchandising II ........................................... 2
FM 356 Theories and Practices in Fashion
Merchandising II Laboratory ........................ 1
FM 380 Fashion of the Haute Couture ......... ,... 3
FM 390 Visual Merchandising ....... "" ............... 3
FM 404 Textile Testing ...................................... 3
FM 437 Professional Seminar .. "" .. ,.... "" .......... 3
FM 443 Merchandising of Interior Furnishings3
HECR 487 Field Experience .............................. 3
FM elective approved by adviser .................... 1-3
Physical education and health ... " ........................ 2
Physical education activity courses .................. 2
(Any two courses in military science may be
applied)
Minor in marketing or management ................. 21
Required
ACC 240 Principles of Accounting I ............ ,," .. 3
MKTG 360 Principles of Marketing " ................ 3
MGMT 386 Organizational Behavior and Theory " 3
Choose 1.2 credits from marketing courses or
management courses.
Electives ......................................................... ,... 12-13
Total ................................... ,..................................... 124
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CURRICULUM FOR HOSPITALITY
MANAGEMENT
Hospitality management provides an interdisciplinary program that integrates principles offood and hotel management with the physical sciences, social sciences and business. Students must complete the required courses in each of the four areas of the basic studies and the practical arts. In addition to meeting the
basic studies requirements, all students on this curriculum must complete all other courses specified. These
particular curricular, major or minor requirements
specify both courses and the number of hours to be completed for a degree. A minor in management is required.

Semhours
Symbolics and communication ...................•. 14·15
ENGL 121 English Composition ....................... 3
CTAS 1211124 Fundamentals of Speech ........ 2-3
A course in mathematical reasoning ................. 3
A computer course ............................................. 3

Elective ................................................................... 3-5
Recommended:
ENGL 225 Intermediate English Composition
ENGL 324 Principles ofTechnical Communication
CTAC 225 Listening Behavior
CTAC 226 Nonverbal Communication
CTAC 374 Intercultural Communication
FRNHIGERN/SPNH/JPNE 121 Beginning
FrenchlGerman/SpanishlJapanese
Science and technology ....................................... 10
BIOL 105 Biology and the Human Species ...... 4
CHEM 115 Chemistry and Society ................... 3
PSY 101 General Psychology or mTE 240 Science,
Technology, and People .................................. 3
Social science ......................................................... 15
PLSC 112 American Government ..................... 3
HIST 103 Twentieth Century Civilization or HIST
124 The United States, 1877 to the Present. 3
ECON 201 Principles of Economics I ................ 3
ECON 202 Principles of Economics II .............. 3
Any cross-cuituraVinternational studies course3
Arts and humanities ............................................. 12
Two courses in literature or foreign language
literature ............................... ................ ......... 6
One course in philosophy or religion ................. 3
(Suggest PHIL 221 Business Ethics)
One course in art, music, or theatre arts .......... 3
Practical arts .......................................................... 66
Specialization courses ................................................. 34
HM 103 Introduction to the Hospitality Industry .... 2
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HM 180 Foundations of Food Preparation ....... 4
HM 204 Sanitation in the Hospitality Industry 1
lIM 376 Legal Aspects of the Hospitality Industry .. 2
HM 430 Seminar in Hospitality Management. 2
HM 440 Financial Management in Hospitality
Management .................................................. 3
lIM 441 Commercial Purchasing ...................... 3
HM 470 Hospitality Industry Marketing ......... 3
HM 496 Hospitality Management Internship .. 5
HECR 27712881289 Cooperative Education 1/2/3
HECR 377/3881389 Cooperative Education 112/3
HECR 393 Food Systems Management I
Experience ...................................................... 2
HECR 394 Food Systems Management I ......... 2
HECR 494 Food Systems Management II ........ 1

Required Specialization Electives: .............................. 9
Select 3 courses from:
GEOG 113 Foundations of Guest Service
DTC 201 Nutrition Perspectives
HM 251 Meal Service Management
IDE 364 Facility Management
HM 368 Hospitality Information Systems
HECR 492 Food Systems Management II
Experience ...................................................... 4
Seuct 1 course from the list below not in the major: 2-3
FCS 109 Interpersonal Relations in the Family,
IDE 111 Human Factors and Special Needs,
IDE 221 Environmental Systems for Interiors
General Elective ........................................................ 2-3
Select one course from list below:
HLED 210 Standard American Red Cross First
Aid
GEOG 110 World Regions
RECR 100 Introduction to Recreation and Leisure
COSC 136 Computers for the Nonspecialist
Required minor ...................................................... 21
Management, College of Business
MGMT 202 Business Communications ............. 3
ACC 240 Principles of Accounting I .................. 3
MKTG 360 Principles of Marketing .................. 3
MGMT 384 Human Resource Management ..... 3
MGMT 386 Organizational Behavior and Theory .. 3
Electives .................................................. ........... 6
Physical education ......................................_........... 2
Total ................................................................. 123-126
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CURRICULUM FOR INTERIOR DESIGN
The interior design curriculum, which is interdisciplinary in nature, prepares students to become professional interior designers, The integrated major includes courses in fine arts, management, marketing,
construction, and textiles in addition to the courses in
interior design , Creative problem solving in the area of
buman-environment relationships is emphasized. The
focus of the program is on the theory, processes, and
skills necessary for graduates of the program to reach
the highest levels of professional achievement, The cur-.
riculum aims to prepare students to become professional
interior designers. The interior design program is accredited by the Foundation for Interior Design Education Research WIDER),
In addition to meeting basic studies requirements,
all students on this curriculum must complete all other
courses specified. Students completing this curriculum
have met the major and minor requirements for a degree . No outside minor is needed.
Before students may enter studio courses at the
aOO-level or above in t.he Interior Design Major*, all of
the following standards must be met..
1, The student must achieve a GPAof2.70 or above as
calculated from the grades in the following courses:
IDE 110 Interior Design Studio I, IDE III Human
Factors and Special Needs, IDE 120 Interior Design
Studio 11, IDE 121 Interior Design Materials and
Components, FA 122 Two· Dimensional Design, FA
123 Drawing I, COSC 136 Computers for the
Nonspecialist, 1 course in English composition. 1
course in Physical Science, PSY 101 or PSY 102
General P sychology, CNST 201 Construction
Systems, IDE 210 Interior Design Studio Ill. IDE
211 Lighting for Interiors, IDE 220 Interior Design
Studio IV, FM 235 Textiles for Consumers , IDE 221
Environmental Systems for Interiors, FA231 Three·
Dimensional Design ,
2, The student must receive a "C-- grade or better in
each of the courses listed above in 1.
3, The student must receive a Pass (PassIFail ) on a
comprehensive design exam given during IDE 220
Interior Design Studio IV, The ex:am will test the
student's ability to apply the design process in
solving an interior design problem. The tenure-track
faculty members in the Interior Design major will
be responsible for grading the exam,
I( conditwn8 1, 2, and 3 above are 8ucce8sfully met by
the student, then the student will be allowed to formally
apply for condition 4.
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4, The student must. receive a Pass (PassIFail) on a
verbal and visual presentation of the portfolio. A
minimum of two tenure· track faculty from the
Interior Design major and two practicing
professional interior designers will evaluate the
presentations. Creativity, verbal presentation skills,
and potential to do professional interior designs will
be judged.
·Specifically, intt rior dnis" .tudio COUIW. that art 3O{).~vel OM abocJe
incluck: IDE 310 Intuior De,ign Studio V. &,idential, IDE 312 Com·
putt,.. for Inttrior Dt.lan, IDE 320 Inttrior De.ign Studio VI: Con·
tract, IDE 410 Interior Dulan Studio VII: Contract, and IDE 420 In·
terior DuiSIl Studio VIII: COIItrn rt.

Semhours
Sboll
..
ym
C8 an d commUnIcatIon
.......................... 15
A course in English composition ..................... .. 3
CTAS 124 Fundamentals of Speech .. ...... .......... 3
Either ENGL 324 Principles of Technical
Communication, or an upper level course in
speech communication ....... .................. ........ .. 3
A course in mathematical reasoning ....... ,.... ,.... 3
COSC 136 Computers for the Nonspecialist.. .. . 3
Science and Technology .................................. 11·12
A course in physical science
psy 1011102 General Psychology ...................... 3
A course in science or technology
Social science ...................................................... 8-12
A course in US government
A course in history
A course in anthropology, economics. geography
or sociology,
OM of the (ollowing:
A second course in a two·course history sequence.
A second course in a two·course anthropology,
economics, geography or sociology sequence,
An approved course in cross-cultural or
internat.ionalstudies ,
Arts and humanities .......................................... 8-12
Requirements 1,2, and 3 (page (5) .... ..... .. ..... 5·9
FA 122 'IWo·Dimensional Design ...................... 3
Cro88--Cultural or international studies
Requirement: One course selected from basic
studies areas I-IV.
1. Required cours.s ........................................... 74
IDE 110 Interior Design Studio I ..................... , 4
IDE 111 Human Factors and Special Needs ... " 3
IDE 120 Interior Design Studio II .......... ........ .. a
IDE 121 Interior Design Materials and
Components ....... ............. ,..... ,.. ......... ,...... ....... 3
FA 123 Drawing I .... ,.. ,........ ,.............. ,........ ....... 3
UNOERGRADUATECATADOC
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CNST 201 Construction Systems ...................... 3
IDE 210 Interior Design Studio III ................... 3
IDE 211 Lighting for Interiors .......................... 3
IDE 220 Interior Design Studio IV ................... 4
IDE 221 Environmental Systems for Interiors 2
FA 231 Three-Dimensional Design ................... 3
FM 235 Textiles for Consumers ........................ 3
IDE 310 Interior Design Studio V: Residential 4
IDE 311 History of Interiors: Ancient-IBOO ...... 2
IDE 312 Computers for Interior Design ........... 3
IDE 313 Spsce Planning and Specifications ..... 3
IDE 320 Interior Design Studio VI: Contract ... 4
IDE 321 History of Interiors: IBOO·Present ...... 2
MKTG 360 Principles of Marketing .................. 3
IDE 410 Interior Design Studio VII: Contract. 4
IDE 420 Interior Design Studio VIII: Contract 4
IDE 421 Field Experience in Interior Design ... 2
IDE 422 Professional Practice in Interior Design ... 3
MGMT 386 Organizational Behavior and Tbeory .. 3
Physical education and health ............................. 2
Physical education activity courses .................. 2
(Any two courses in military science may be
applied)
Electives ................................................................. 0-2
Total ......................................................................... 124

ACADEMIC MINORS
CLOTHING AND TEXTILES MINOR
Sem hours
Minor in clothing and textiles ............................ 24
1. Required courses ........................................... 12
FM 11B Apparel Studio ...................................... 3
FM 145 Introduction to Merchandising ............ 3
FM 235 Textiles for Consumers ........................ 3
FM 255 Apparel Analysis .............. ,................... 3
2. Restricted electives ....................................... 12
Choose one course from each of the following
areas:
Construction skills
FM 302 Fashion Manufacturing Thchniques .... 3
FM 392 Pattern Design ...... ,........ ,.......... ,......... , 3
FM 460 Tailoring ............................................... 3
Methodology
FM 390 Visual Merchandising ,., ..... ,.... ,.. ,....... ,. 3
HECR 499 Independent Study .......................... 3
Social-psychological-historical
FM 135 Cultural Study of Fashion ................... 3
FM 3BO Fashion of the Haute Couture ............. 3
Thxtiles application
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FM 119 Early American Thxtiles ....................... 3
FM 404 Thxtile Thsting ...................................... 3
FM 443 Merchandising of Interior Furnishings3

HUMAN ENVIRONMENTS MINOR
Semhours
Minor in human environments ..................... 20-21
1. Required courses ................................................. 9
IDE 111 Human Factors and Special Needs ..... 3
IDE 120 Interior Design Studio II or IDE 20B
Introduction to Basic Design ......................... 3
IDE 269 Housing for Consumers ...................... 3
2. Restricted electives ........................................ 11
IDE 121 Interior Design Materials and
Components (3) (May not be taken if IDE 208
was elected in core.)
FCS 109 Interpersonal Relations in the Family (3)
IDE 211 Lighting for Interiors (3)
IDE 221 Environmental Systems for Interiors (3)
IDE 311 History of Interiors: Ancient-IBOO (2)
IDE 321 History oflnteriors: IBOO·Present (2)
IDE 364 Facility Management (3)

NUTRITION MINOR
This is a nonteaching minor which benefits students enrolled in the majors of Nursing, Sports Medicine, and Family and Consumer Sciences,
Semhours
Minor in nutrition ................................................. 20
1. Required courses ........................................... 12
DTC 201 Nutrition Perspectives ....................... 3
DTC 211 Experimental Foods ........................... 4
DTC 312 Community Nutrition ........................ 2
DTC 412 Nutrition of the Life Cycle ................. 3
2. Restricted electives ......................................... 8
DTC 402 Nutrient Metabolism , HECR 498
Independent Study, HECR 4B7 Field
Experience, HLED 120 Healthful Living,
HLED 402 Selecting Health Products and
Services, HLED 420 Health and Aging
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TEACHING MINOR
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3 1m<
Study offunctions, digestion, absorbtion and metabolism
in health and disease. Application of nutrition principles
in provision of care to clients For nursing majors.
Prereq: CHEM 120; Coreq,; ZOOL 202
DTC 203 Nutrition for Health Professionals.

OCCUPATIONAL FOODS MINOR
(AVAILABLE ONLY TO BUSINESS EDUCATION
AND TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION MAJORS)
SECONDARY, K-12. AND SPECIAL EDUCATION~

DTC 204 Sports Nutrition.

SECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Students who will qualify for the Vocational Secondary Provisional Teaching Certificate may choose to
take the courses listed below in order to earn an endorsement in occupational foods. The course work will
convert to 2,000 hours of supervised experience in quantity foodservice operations. An additional 2,000 hours
of recent and relevant supervised experience in quantity foodservice are required.
HM 251 Meal Service Management (3)
HECR 374 Methods of Teaching Occupational
Foods (2)
HECR 393 Fo od Systems Management
Experience ( 2)
HECR 394 Food Systems Management I (2)
HM 440 Financial Management in Hospitality
Management (3)
HM 441 Commercial PurchaSing (3)
HEeR 487 Field Experience (3)
DTC 492 Food Systems Management Il
Experience (4)
DTC 494 Food Systems Management II (1)
23 hours
DIETETICS COURSES

DTC 177/17&'179 Special 'lbpics.
l12I3 hrs
An experimental course designed to investiga~ specific
topics of concern in specialization areas.
Prereq: Department permission.

3 hrs
Study of sources, functions. digestion, absorption and
metabolism of nutrients , Emphasis on diet in athletic
training and exercise science.
Prereq: CHEM 120.

DTC 211 Experimental Foods.
4 hrs
Nature and reactions offood explained in terms ofchemical composition, microbial flora, and manipulative prac·
tices.
Prereq:CHEM 1200rCHEM 121·122.
DTC 27712781279 Special Topics.

11213 1m<

An experimental course designed to investigate specific
topics of concern in specialization areas.
Prereq: Department permission.
DTC 301 Orientation to Dietetics.
2hrs.
Orientation to dietetics profession by exploring its roles
in the health care system, examining the different facets and specializations of the profeSSIOn, and investigating future trends.
Co· prereq: DTC 202.

DTC 311 Community Nutrition Experience.
2 1m<
Supervised practice experiences in various community
nutrition settings, with emphasis on nutrition education techniques and community organization process,
Coreq: DTC 312,
DTC 312 Community Nutrition.

3 hrs
Application of nutrition concepts and recommendations
for health maintenance. Not open to students who take
DTC 202, DTC 203, 0' DTC 204.
DTC 201 Nutrition Perspectives.

DTC 202 Principles of Human Nutrition.

3 brs

Study of functions, sources, digestion, absorption, and
metabolism of nutnents. Introduction to nutrient needs
c!uring physiological stages of the life cycle, Open to dietetics-intent majors. Not open to students who take
DTC 201, DTC 203, 0' DTC 204.
Prereq: CHEM 121·122.

2 hrs
Emphasis on nutrition education theories and techniques. Exploration of nutrition programs of federal,
state, and local agencies. Assessing, planning, imple·
menting, and evaluating nutrition programs in various
community settings.
Prereq: DTe 202.

DTC 321 Dietetic Skills.

2 hrs
Principles of basic skills of interviewing and counseling
techniques. Emphasis on nutritional assessment and use
of medical terminology.
Prereq: DTC 301 ,
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DTC S7713781S79 Special Topics.
112/3 hrs
An experimental course designed to investigate specific
topics of concern in specialization areas.
Prereq: Department permission.

DTC 477/4781479 Special Topics.
112/3 hrs
An experimental course designed to investigate specific
topics of concern in specialization areas.
Prereq: Department permission.

DTC S8S Clinical Nutrition] Experience.
2 hrs
Supervised practice experiences in the clinical nutrition
professional environment. Emphasis on nutrition assessment utilizing a review of systems approach.
Coreq: DTC 384.

DTC 481 Ambulatory Nutrition Care Experience. 2 hrs
Supervised practice experiences in varioUB ambulatory
care settings. Open only to dietetics majors.
Coreq: DTC 482.

DTC S84 Clinical Nutrition 2 hrs
Introduction to clinical nutrition with emphasis on the
delivery of nutrition support in conditions of hypermetabolism, gastrointestinal, and endocrine systems disorders. Open only to dietetics students.
P......q .. DTC 202, DTC 321, and CHEM 451. Ca ...q ...
ZOOL 326
DTC S9S Food Systems Management 1 Experience.
2hrs
Application of basic components of an operating quantity food service facility. Supervised. practice experiences.
Open only to dietetics majors.
Prereq: DTC 211. Coreq: DTC 394.
DTC 394 Food Systems Management I.
2 hrs
Introduction to food systems management with emphasis on sanitation, safety, equipment selection and operation, food purchasing, receiving and storage, and
personnel management. Open only to dietetics majors.
P......q .. DTC 211, MGMT 386.
OTC 402 Nutrient Metabolism.
3hrs
Biochemical and metabolic functions of nutrients with
emphasis on cellular reactions and their relationship to
health and disease.
Prereq: DTC 201 or DTC 202 and CHEM 451. Coreq:
ZOOL326.
DTC 412 Nutrition of the Life Cycle.
3hrs
Emphasis on nutrient needs and influencing factors for
each of the physiological stages of the life cycle.
Prereq: DTC 201, DTC 202, DTC 203 or DTC 204.
DTC 436 Seminar in Dietetics.
2 hrs
Analysis and application of research topics and tech·
niques as they apply to the field of dietetics.
Prereq: Senior dietetics student.
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DTC 482 Ambulatory Nutrition Care.
1 hr
Aspects of nutrition care applied to ambulatory care
settings including the workplace and long term care fa·
cilities. Emphasis on marketing strategies, consultive
practice areas, health care regulations, and payment
mechanisms in nutrition care.
P.-..-.q .. DTC 312 and DTC 384. Co ...q .. DTC 484.
OTC 483 Clinical Nutrition II Experience.
4 hrs
Supervised practice experiences in the clinical nutrition
professional environment. Open only to dietetics majors.
Coreq: DTC 484.
DTC 484 Clinical Nutrition II.
1hr
Development, implementation, and evaluation of nutritional care plans for individuals requiring modified diets
for disease intervention. Open only to dietetics students.
Prereq: DTC 384.
DTC 486 Clinical Nutrition m.
5 hrs
Formulation, implementation, and evaluation ofnutritional care plans for individuals with abnormal nutrient metabolism. Supervised practice experiences. Open
only to dietetics students.
Prereq: DTC 483 and DTC 484.
DTC 492 Food Systems Management n Experience.
4hrs
Principles of food. production procedures emphasizing
financial and quality controls in institutional foodservice
systems. Supervised practice experiences. Open only to
dietetics majors.
Prereq: DTC 393, DTC 394. Coreq: DTC 494.
OTC 494 Food Systems Management n.
1 hr
Application of supervisory processes to food service systems with emphasis on cost and quality control in food
production and labor management. Open only to dietet·
ics students.
P......q .. DTC 393, DTC 394, MGMT 384, and MlCR 328.
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DTC 495 Food SystelIl8 Management In.
5 hn
Administrative functions of food service departments
such as assessing, planning, decision making, evaluating, and training. Communication, stress control, and
behavior management.. Supervised practice experiences.
Open only to dietetics students.
Prereq: DTC 494.
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FASHION MERCHA.NDISlNG COURSES

FM 105 Integrated Arts.
3 bno
The application of design elements and principles to
human and contemporary environmental needs. Laboratory required.
FM 118 Apparel Studio.

FAMILY AND CONSUMER SC.tENCE COURSES

3 hra
Apparel construction using a commercial pattern. Emphasis is placed on fabric selection, fit, techniques.

Fes l09lnterpersonal Relations in the Family. 3hn
The skills nnd attitudcs csscntinl for improving interpersonal relat.ionships in groups: work or social networks. Insigbt. into the behavior of self and others will
be emphasized to help the student achieve competence
in various types of interpersonal relationships.

FM 119 Early American Terliles.
3 brs
Survey of textiles used in early history ofNortb America;
laboratory experiences allow students to develop skills
in spinning wool and flax, traditional weaving, and natural dyeing.

Fes 177/1781179 Special Topics.
II2I3 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.

FM 185 eultural Study ot Fashion.
3 brs
A study of the social, psychological, and physicalaspect8
offashion as related to culture, society, and the individual.
Prereq: PSY 101 / 102 or equiualent.

FCS 2771278/279 Special Topics.
11218 bno
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
FeB 377/378/379 Special Topics.
112IS bra
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.

Prereq: Department permission..
Fes 450 Adult R<lle TransitioDS.
3 bno
Investigation of changes during early, middle, and later
adulthood. Nonnative and nonnormative role tra.n.sitions
related to work and family for women and men.
FCS 477/4781479 Special Topics.
1f2I3 bra
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.

3 hrs
FM 145 Introduction to Merchandising.
Analysis of the fashion industry from designing to distribution through major domestic and foreign markets.
Emphasis is placed on fashion trends and cycles. history of merchandising, and careers. Field trip required.

FM 177/1781179 Special Topics.
112/3 b.rs
An experimental course designed to investigate specific
topics of concern in specialization areas.
Prereq: Department permission.
FM 210 Display Techniques.
2 hrs
The techniques, resources, and evaluation of effective
displays for use in educational, commercial, and informational exhibits. Participation experiences in all
phases of displsy work.

Prereq: FM 105.
FM 235 Textiles for COIUlumen.
3 hn
The analytical study of fibers, yams, fabrics, and finishes with emphasis on the performance of apparel and
interiors fabrics. Laboratory required.
3 bra
FM 255 Apparel Analysis.
A study of the components of apparel at the various price
and quality levels. Empbasis placed on standard terminology necessary to describe/evaluate apparel. Laboratory required.
Prereq: FM 135 and FM 235.
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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FM 277/2781279 Special Topics.
1M hrs
An experimental course designed to investigate specific
topics of concern in specialization areas.
Prereq: Department permission.

FM 392 Pattern Design.
S hl1I
Principles of pattern making and special problems in
clothing construction and design.
Prereq: FM 118.

FM 302 Fashion Manufacturing Techniques.
3 hr8
Experiences and analysis offashion production. Includes
selection of commercial equipment and textiles.
Prereq: FM 118.

FM 404 Textile Testing.
S hrs
Chemical and physical testing of textile products with
emphasis on laboratory techniques, standards, and interpretation of data for consumer use.
Prereq: FM 235 and one laboratory science course.

FM 345 Theories and Practices in Fashion Merchan·
dising I.
3 hl1I
Applications of merchandising mathematical concepts
to buying functions and activities. Major focus on problem solving. Field trips required.
Prereq: FM 145.

FM 355 Theories and Practices in Fashion Merchandising n.
2 hrs
Adaptation of fashion merchandising concepts (FM 345)
to computer systems. Development of processing tasks
using specific merchandising information.
Prereq: FM 345 and CDSC 136 orequiuaient. Coreq: FM
356.
FM 356 Theories and Practices in Fashion Merchandising IT Laboratory.
1 br

Implementation and analysis offashion merchandising
functions utilizing computer. Simulation problem solving.
Coreq: FM 355.
FM 377/378/379 Special Topics.
1/2/3 bra
An experimental course designed to investigate specific
topics of concern in specialization areas.
Prereq: Department permission.
FM 380 Fashion of the Haute Couture.
3hrs
A detailed study of 20th-century American and European fashion and its relationship to identifiable costumes of the past with emphasis on haute couture. Field
trip required.
Prereq: FM 135 and FM 145.
FM 390 Visual Merchandising.
3 bra
Analysis of visual media and techniques used in presentation of merchandise in a variety of settings. Laboratory participation integrates theory and practice.

UNDERCRADUATECATALOC

FM 437 Professional Seminar.
3hrs
Exploration of professional aspects of merchandising.
Emphasis on career preparation. Presentation of fashion related enterprises. Lectures by specialists. Field
trips required.
Prereq: Senior standing, FM 355, and FM 356.
FM 439 Fashion Markets.
3hrs
Comprehensive overview of the world fashion markets
with emphasis on their development, operation, and
contribution; includes a trip to one fashion-related rna ...
keto
Prereq: Completion of 85 hours and department permission.
FM 443 Merchandising of Interior Furnishings. S brs
Study offashion marketing practices, buying techniques,
and promotional activities as they relate to home furnishings industries. Field trips required.

FM 460 Tailoring.
S bra
Fundamental construction processes and special tech·
niques applied to the construction of tailored garments;
alterations and adaptations.
Prereq: FM 118.
FM 477/478/479 Special Topics.
lJ2I3 bra
An experimental course designed to investigate specific
topics of concern in specialization areas.
Prereq: Department permission.

FM 487 Field Experience.
3 bra
Supervised field experiences working with family social
agencies and/or businesses in the area of specialization
emphasizing professional competencies and self-evaluation. Sections of course offered for specialization areas
as needed. Foreign students need work permit before
registration.
Prereq: Department permission-aenior standing.

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT COURSES

HM lOS Introduction to the Hospitality Industry. 2 brs
Orientation to the lodging and foodservice industry by
tracing the industry's growth and development; reviewing the organization of lodging, food service, and tourism operations; and by focusing on industry opportunities and future trends.

8M 17711781179 Special Topics.

11213 bra

An experimental course designed to investigate specific
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HM 97713781379 Special Top;o8.
li'1JS hrs
An experimental course designed to investigate specific
topics of concern in specialization areas.

Prereq: Department permission.
HM 430 Seminar in Hospitality Management.
2 b.r8
Current external topics influencing the internal operation of a food service or hospitality facility. Participation in professional and community projects.

Prereq: Senior hospitality management major, HM 496
(or coreq).

topics of concern in specialization areas.
HM 440 Financial Management in Hospitality Man-

Prereq: Department permission.
HM 180 Foundations of Food Preparation.

4 b.r8
Study of basic food preparation including principles of
food selection, storage, and preparation. Includes sanitation issues, food acceptance factors, food regulations,
and the recognition of quality standards.
Prereq: CHEM 115 or high school c~mistry.

HM 204 Sanitation in the Hospitality Industry.
1 hr
Management of basic sanitation in foodservice and lodging faciliLies. Meeta specificat.ions required for National

Institute for the Food. Service Industry certification.
8M 251 Meal Service ManagemenL
3 hrs
Theories, principles and skills for food and beverage
service in institutional, commercial and resort properties. Supervisory techniques and training styles effective for food service.
HM 2771278/279 Special Topics.

Shrs
agemenL
Techniques used by hospitality managers to control food ,
equipment, labor, and operating costs. Purchasing, labor, and pilferage controls and fiscal management.
Prereq: HEC 394

8M «1 Commercial Purchasing.
3 hrs
Study of principles and techniques applicable to purchasing with emphasis op selection and specification
requirements for food, supplies, equipment, and contract
servicos.
Coreq: HEC 394
11M 470 Hospitality Industry Marketing.
3 hrs
Basic knowledge for developing, implementing, and
evaluating strategic marketing plans for hospitality
properties. Includes forec.asting procedures, needs assessments, and presentation formats.
Prereq: HEC 394 and MKTG 360.

1/2/3 bra

An experimental course designed to investigate specific
topics of concem in specialization areas.
Prereq: Department permission.
8M 368 Hospitality Information Systems.
3 bra
A systematic approach to front office procedures, including record keeping, the reservation processes, collection
procedures, and customer relations.
Prereq: ease 136 or CHHS 226.
HM 376 Legal Aspects of the Hospitality Industry.

lIM 477f4781479 Special Topics.
112/3 hr8
An experimental course designed to investigate specific
topics of concem in specialization areas.
Prereq: Department permission.
HM 496 Hospitality Management Internship. 5 hra
Practical experience in managing a hospitality operation including assessing, planning, implementing, evaluating, and training.

Prereq: Senior hospitality management major.
HlJMAN~ ENVIRONMENTAL, AND CONSUMER

2hrs
Introduction to the rights and responsibilities that the
law grants to or imposes upon hospitality managers.
D1ustration of possible consequences of failure to comply with legal obligations.

BECR 177/1781179 Special Topics.
lI2I3 hrs
An experimental course designed to investigate specific
topics of concern in specialization areas.

Prereq: Three courses in major.

Prereq: Department permission.

RESOURCES COURSES
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BECR 220 Seminar in Lighting.
1 hr
Development of interior design lighting knowledge
through hands-on demonstrations of and laboratory
experiences with lighting sources, controlling devices,
and lighting solutions. Student financed ofl'-campus experience required.
Prereq: Sophomore standing.
BECR 221 Seminar in Contract Design Products. 2 hrs
Examination of contract interior design products
through product seminars and hands-on examination
of products at the annual contract design conference,
NEOCON, held at the Merchandise Mart in Chicago,
Ill. Student financed off-campus experience required.
Prereq: Sophomore standing.
BECR 271 Household Equipment and Technology. 3 hrs
Selection factors, basic principles, new technology, and
trends in household equipment.

HECK 277127812791280 Special Topics.

1flI3J4 hrs

fered on credit/no credit basis only.
Prereq: Approval orthe Cooperative Education Office and
department permission.
HECR 477/478/479/476 Special Topics.
1I2/SI4 hrs
An experimental course designed to investigate specific
topics of concern in specialization areas.
Prereq: Department permission.
HECR 490/491 Special Work (Honors).
112 hrs
Additional experiences for promising seniors making a
more detailed study of some phase of home economics.
Work will be based on a problem of research interest
with written and/or oral report. Regulations regarding
honors courses will be observed.
Prereq: Senior standing.

HECK 497/4981499 Independent Study.
IN.! hrs
Opportunity for qualified senior students to carry on an
intensive study or project in their area of specialization.
Prereq: Department permission.

An experimental course designed to investigate specific

topics of concern in specialization areas.
Prereq: Department permission.
BECR 28712881289 Cooperative Education.
1/2/3 bra
Employment in an appropriate setting, chosen to provide supervised practical experience. Credit hours determined by program area and academic adviser. Offered on credit/no credit basis only.
Prereq: Approval orthe Cooperative Education Office and
department permission.
BECR 374 Methods of Teaching Occupational Foods.
2hrs
Responsibilities of occupational home economics teachers, selection of appropriate resources and learning strat,..
egies for secondary level occupational programs, relationship of evaluation techniques to total program.
Prereq: FeS 370.
HECR 377/3781379 Special Topics.
11213 hl'8
An experimental course designed to investigate specific
topics of concern in specialization areas.
Prereq: Department permission.
HECR 3871388J389 Cooperative Education.
Employment in an appropriate setting, chosen to provide supervised practical experience. Credit hours determined by program area and academic adviser. OfUNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

INTERIOR DESIGN COURSES

IDE 110 Interior Design Studio J.
4 bra
Introduction to technical drawing techniques, interior
construction processes, and construction materials used
in interior design. Emphasis on graphic communication.
Prereq: Interior design majors only.
IDE 111 Human Factors and Special Needs.
3 hrs
Introduction to the principles of ergonomics and
anthropometrics as they influence the design of interior environments. Emphasis on how human factors and
special user needs impact interior design.
IDE 120 Interior Design Studio n.
3 hrs
Introduction to interior design theory, philosophy, and
process. Emphasis on creativity, design analysis, programming, concept development, space planning, and
communication skills for introductory level residential
and contract designs.
Prereq: IDE 110.
IDE 121 Interior Design Materials and Components.
3hrs
Investigation of characteristics, properties, and uses of
materials and components specified by the interior designer.
Emphasis on interior construction materials and components. surfacing materials, and furnishing materials.

RASTERNMlCH1GANUNIVERSITY

IDE 131 Orientation to Interior Design.
1 hr
Introduction to the interior design field with a focus on
specialization and career management.
IDE 177/1781179 Special Topics.
lJ2/8 hrs
An experimental course designed to investigate specific
topics of concern in specialization areas.
Prereq: Department permission.
IDE 208 Introduction to Basic Design.
3 bra
Application of the basic principles and concepts of deRign Rlj t.h~y perblin to thp. Tp.IRtionship between contemporary human needs and environmental needs.
Color theory; functional and creative interior design.
Nonmajors only.
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IDE 27712781279 Special 'lbpica.
lI2I3 hn
An experimental course designed to investigate specific
topics of concern in specialization areas.
Prereq: Department permission.
IDE 310 Interior Design Studio V: Residential. 4 hrs
Application of the design process in solving advanced
residential design problems focusing on physiological,
sociopsychological, functional, and aesthetic elements
and their relationship to user needs. Emphasis on medium-scale contract design problems.
Prereq: Meet criteria for enrollment in 300-lelJel interior
design studio courses. Department permission.

IDE 210 Interior Design Studio m.
3 hr8
Development of advanced interior design graphic presentation skills. Emphasis on delineation, axonometric
and perspective drawing, and rendering techniques.
Prereq: FA 122, FA 123, and a minimumgratk of 1.7 in
IDE 120.

IDE 311 History of Interiors: Ancient·l800.
2 hrs
Chronological survey of interior design from ancient
times through the mid-nineteenth century. Emphasis
on design, function, construction, and evolution ofinterior environments and the sociological, psychological,
and cultural factors that influenced historical interiors,
furniture, accessories, and ornamental design.
Prereq: Junior standing or department permission.

IDE 211 Lighting for Interiors.
3 hrs
Introduction to lighting design for interior environments
with emphasis on lighting fundamentals, lighting design process and methods, and the physiological and
psychological effects of light.

IDE 312 Computers for Interior Design.
3 bra
Introduction to the use of computers in interior design.
Emphasis on computer-aided design.
Prereq:
136. Meet criteria for enrollment in 300lelJel interior design studio courses. Department permis-

eose

SIOn.

IDE 220 Interior Design Studio IV.
4 hrs
Execution of design problems using des.ign process to
integrate both physiological and sociopsychologicaJ user
needs with the creative and functional design of interior environments. Emphasis on analysis, synthesis,
creativity, and presentation of three dimensional solutions to intermediate level residential and contract design problems.
Prmq: IDE 111, IDE 121, IDE 210,IDE 211, FA 231.
Prereq or concu.rrent: CNST 201, IDE 221, FM 235.
IDE 221 Environmental Systems for Interiors. 2 hrs
Introduction to acoustics, noise control, climate control,
plumbing, and electrical systems in interiors. Empha·
sis on environmental systems principles necessary for
the solution of interior design problems.

IDE 313 Space Planning and Specifications.
3 bra
Space planning and specification techniques for interi·
ors. Emphasis on corporate standards for furniture and
finishes , CSI specifications format, performance standania for interior finishes and materials, and the code
search process.
Prereq: IDE 110 or CNST 228.
IDE 320 Interior Design Studio VI: Contract.
4 hrs
Application of the design process to contract design foel.lsing on phYAiologic1l.1, !;OciOpAyr:hologiC1l.I, functional,
and aesthetic elements and their relationship to user
needs. Emphasis on medium scale contract design problems.
Prereq: IDE 310, IDE 312, IDE 313.

3 hrs
IDE 269 80118ing for Consumers.
Consumer housing as it relates to social, psychological,
legislative. and economic conditions for individuals and
families in society.
Prereq: Sophomore standing.
UNOERCRAOUATECATA1.QG
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IDE 321 History of Interiors: 1800·Present.
2 hrs
Chronological survey of interior design from the midnineteenth century through the present. Emphasis on
design, function, construction, and evolution of interiors and the sociological, psychological, and cultural factors that influence interior environments.
Prereq: Junior standing or department permission.
IDE 384 Facility Management.
S hrs
An examination of principles for coordinating the physical workplace with the people and work of the organization. Integrates the principles of business administration, architecture, and the behavioral and engineering
sciences.
Prereq: 7'Wo courses in major.
IDE 377/3781379 Special Thpics.
IJ2IS hrs
An experimental course designed to investigate specific
topics of concern in specialization areas.
Prereq: Department permission.
IDE 410 Interior Design Studio VU: Contract.
4 hrs
Application of the design process in solving advanced
contract design problems in design specialization areas,
including historic preservation, restoration, and adaptive
reuse.
Emphasis
on
physiological,
sociopsychological, functional, and aesthetic elements
and their relationship to user needs.
Prereq: A minimum grade of 1. 7 in each of the following
courses: IDE 311, IDE 320, IDE 321.
IDE 420 Interior Design Studio vm: Contract. 4 brs
~pplication of the design process for the comprehensive
solution of large scale, complex, contract design problems focusing on physiological, sociopsychological, functional, and aesthetic elements and their relationship to
user needs.
Prereq: A minimum grade of 1. 7 in each of the following
courses: MGMT 386, IDE 410.
IDE 421 Field Experience in Interior Design.
2 hrs
Supervised work experience in the interior design field.
Emphasis on professional competency, professional ethics, and self-evaluation.
Prereq: A minimum grade of 1. 7 in IDE 410.
IDE 422 Professional Practice in Interior Design.S hrs
Examination of business principles and practices as
applied in the interior design field. Emphasis on marketing interior design services, managing interior deUNDERCRADUATECATALOC

sign firms, and managing interior design projects.
Prereq: A minimum grade of 1.7 in each of the follow-

ing, MKTG 360, MGMT 386.
IDE 449 Facility Programming and Post Occupancy
Evaluation.
3 h.rs
An examination of the techniques and concepts used in
facility programming and post occupancy evaluation and
the interrelatedness of these two processes. An emphasis of the use of programming and evaluation in facility
management.
Prereq: IDE 111, IDE 313, and IDE 320.
IDE 469 Strategic Planning and Research for Facility
Management.
3 h.rs
An introduction to strategic planning and research techniques in facility management with an emphasis on site
and interior environment needs and evaluation.
Prereq: IDE 364.
IDE 477/4781479 Special Topics.
11213 hrs
An experimental course designed to investigate specific
topics of concern in specialization areas.
Prereq: Department permission.
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NURSING EDUCATION
Regina Williams
Department Head
228 King Hall
487-2310

Professors: Betty Beard, Leola Hogan, Virginia
Skurski, Regina Williams, Lorraine Wilson
Associate Professors: Kathleen Hillegas. Carlee
Lehna, Susan Pfoutz
Assistant Professors: Theresa Beckett, Linda Berry,
Carol Grantham, Sharon Jackonen, Sandra Nelson,
Jacquelyn Newsome, Nancy Prince, M. Gaie
Rubenfeld, Barbara Scheffer
Lecturers: Linda Burgess
Degree: Bachelor of Science in Nursing
Program of Study
Curriculum:
Nursing
Nursing advisors are assigned to each student.
Adviser lists are posted on the bulletin board.
Admission to the University, even ifstudents indicate an intention of entering the nursing curriculum,
does not guarantee admission to the nursing program.
Prospective students should request an application
from the Admissions Office, 401 Pierce Hall, early in
their freshman year. The application will specify exact
requirements, deadline dates, and expected notification
times.
Students are eligible for consideration for selection into the nursing program upon completion of the
following prerequisite courses with a 2.0 ("C") or better:
PSY 101 General Psychology, either SaCL 105 Introductory Sociology or ANTH 135 Introduction to Cultural
Anthropology, CliEM 120 Fundamentals of Organic and
Biochemistry, ENGL 121 English Composition ol'equivalent, DTC 202 Principles of Human Nutrition, ZaOL
201 Human Anatomy and Physiology I, ZOOL 202 Human Anatomy and Physiology II, and EDPS 325 Life
Span Human Growth and Development. Required pre·
requisite courses are subject to change.
Criteria for continuance follows a structured sequence of courses in the professional phase of the cur·
riculum. Any elective or other course selected must fit
in around the core of professional courses.
Students should plan carefully fOT the demanding
nature of the professional part of the nursing program
and the extensive clinical hOUTS required. This professional segment requires six sequential semesters of work.

Because of the rapidly changing nature of the
health care field , it is necessary that graduates have
current professional nursing skills and knowledge in
order to practice successfully. Therefore, the following
policies have been established:
Once admitted to the EMU nursing program, students must complete all nursing sequence courses, including NURS 270 Pharmacology and NURS 260 Pathophysiology, with a grade of "C· or better within a period
of six calendar years to be considered eligible for graduation.
The University may give credit for nursing courses
taken at a four year college/university; however, the
department reserves the right to make the final decision on course substitution based on examination of
course materials.
Academic and professional integrity
In preparing to assume professional nursing careers, students are expected to assume responsibility
for their learning, to support the ethics and goals of their
profession, and to value honesty in the fulfillment of
scholarly and professional endeavors. Students must
abide by the University code of conduct as outlined in
the University Catalog. Students who violate the University code of conduct will be subject to appropriate
disciplinary action.
The Nursing department recognizes its responsibilities to the public and the nursing profession. Students and faculty must promote academic and professional integrity and take action when a violation of such
integrity occurs. The department reserves the right
to retain only those students who, in thejudgment
of the faculty, satisfy the requirements of schol·
arship, clinical competence, and personal integ~
rity suitable for nursing.
Clinical learning experience
Fieldwork in nursing is provided through clinical
learning experiences under the supervision of faculty
in a variety of health agencies such as ambulatory care
settings, acute care medical centers, community hospitals, public schools , nursing homes, county health agencies, and home health care agencies. Students are expected to provide their own transportation.
Nursing students are 8Bsessed $15.00 per credit
hour on all clinical laboratory courses. Fifty percent of
these funds go to the department to help defray the cost
of updating, replacing, and maintaining equipment and
supplies used in the classroom laboratories (skiUs lab,
UNOERGRAOUATECATALOG
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health assessment, and computer labs}.
Following receipt of the Bachelor of Science in
Nursing degree (BSN), students are eligible to sit for
the national nursing licensure examination (NCLEX·
RN).
This nursing program is approved by the State of
Michigan Board of Nursing and is accredited by the
National League for Nursing.
Nurses who are licensed to practice nursing in the
state of Michigan and wish to complete a Bachelor of
Science in Nursing degree are eligible for consideration
for admission. Registered nurse students follow the same
admission procedures as stated above. In addition, reg·
istered nurse students must show 1) a valid Michigan
Nurse License; 2) achievement of at least 45 on theACT·
PEP examination or successful completion of the Na·
tional League of Nursing Mobility Profile II exams with
a minimum decision score of90. Credit hours from the
student's junior or community college are awarded as
equivalent to sophomore baccalaureate nursing credits
after completion of requirement 2 above.
All information related to academic and profes·
sional integrity and clinical learning experiences also
apply to RN/BSN completion students.

ZOOL 201 Human Anatomy and Physiology 1-3.
ZOOL202 Human Anatomy and Physiology II·
3, and MICR 328 Introductory MICRO 328.
Introductory Microbiology ............................ 3
Socia1science· ....................................................... 12
See basic studies requirements (page 44).
·Students must select their second level social
science course in the same area as the
introductory level course selected.
Arts and humanities ........................................ 11-12
See basic studies requirements (page (5).
Required supportive courses ................................ 7
DTC 202 Principles of Human Nutrition .......... 3
EDPS 325 Life Span Human Growth and
Development .................................................. 4
Required nursing courses (or generic students

60
NURS 207 Critical Thinking in Nursing .......... I
NURS 208 The Art and Science of Nursing 1 ... 2

NURS 209 The Art and Science of Nursing I
Laboratory .......................................... ., ....... ,.. 3
NURS 220 Health Assessment .......................... 3
NURS 250 The Art and Science of Nursing II .. 2
·NURS 251 The Art and Science of Nursing II
Laboratory ...................................................... 3
NURS 260 Pathophysiology .............................. 4
NURS 270 Pharmacology ........................ ., ........ 3

ACADEMIC PROGRAM
NURSING CURRICULUM

NURS 304 Numng Care of Childbearing Families. 2

This curriculum leads to the Bachelor of Science in
Nursing<BSN) degree and requires the following courses
to complete the 124 semester hours needed for gradua·
tion. Curriculum revisions may result in changes in nurs·
ing courses listed below as well as prerequisite courses.
Potential nursing students should consult with theNurs·
ing department for the most accurate information.
Semhours
Symbolic8 and communication ..........•.......... 14-15
ENGL 121 English Composition ....................... 3
CTAS 1211124 Fundamentals of Speech ........ 2-3
Upper le vel writing composition or speech
communication or foreign language ........... 3-5
Recommend MATH 170 Elementary Statistics or
SOCL 250 Social Statistics I ......................... 3
Recommend urns 226 Computers for Health and
Human Services ............................................. 3
Science and technology ....................................... 16
CHEM 120 Fundamentals of Organic and
Biochemistry .................................................. 4
PSY 101 General Psychology ............................. 3

NURS306Numng CareofChildrearing Families .. 2

UNDERGRADlIATECATALQC

·NURS 305 Nursing Care of Childbearing
Families Laboratory .............. ,....................... 3
·NURS 307 Nursing Care of Childrearing
Families Laboratory ...................................... 3
NURS 308 A Theoretical Basis for Nursing Care
of Childbearing Families, Childrearing
Families, and Groups .................................... 1
NURS 330 Adult Health Nursing I. ............... 2
·NURS 331 Adult Health Nursing I Laboratory. 3
NURS 350 PsychiatridMental Health Nursing2
·NURS 351 PsychiatridMental Health Nursing
Laboratory ...................................................... 3
NURS 372 Nursing Research ............................ 2
NURS 404 Adult Health Nursing II ................. 2
*NVRS 405 Adult Health Nursing [J Laboratory .. 3
NURS 420 The Evolution of Professional Nursing .. 2
NURS 430 Health Care ofVulnernbJe Populations ... 2
NURS 450 Community Health Nursing ........... 2
*NURS451 Community Health Nursing Pract.ice .. 3
NURS 460 Numng Leadership and _ _ ment .. 2

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITI

Required nursing courses for registered nurse
students ............................................................. 60
NURS 220 Health Assessment .......................... 3
NURS 260 Pathophysiology .............................. 4
NURS 270 Pharmacology ...... " .......................... 3
NURS 308 A Theoretical Basis for Nursing Care
of Childbearing Families. ChHdrearing
Families, and Groups .................................... 1
NURS 310 Concepts of Professional Practice ... 2
NURS 340 Concepts of Professional Practice n 1
"'NURS 341 Concepts of Professional Practice II
Clinical Laboratory ........................................ 3
NURS 420 'The Evolution of Professional Nursing •• 2
NURS 430 F/eallh Care ofVu1nenoble Populations ... 2
NURS 450 Community Health Nursing ... ........ 2
"'NURS 451 Community Health Nursing Practice .. 3
NURS 460 Nursing Leadership and Management .. 2
NLN Mobility Profile Exam n ..............,...... " .. 30
Physical education and health courses .............. 2
(Any two courses in military science may be
applied)
Electives ........................ ,............................................ 2
Total .................................................................. _..... 124
-A lab (ee 0($16.00 per credit Iwu.r is OBBelllJed 0/1. each cfimoollabora·

wry cou.rse.

NURSING EDUCATION COURSES

NURS 177/1781179 Special Topics.
11213 hra
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Departm.ent permission.
NURS 207 Critical Thinking in NW'8ing.
1 hr
Provides exploration of critical thinking in the professional domain and its application to the nursing process.
Prereq:Admission to the nursing program. Coreq: NURS
208, 209, 220.
NUBS 208 The Art and Science of Nursing [.
2 bra
Presents an introduction to professional nursing theory,

practice and research .
Prereq:Admission to the nursing program. Coreq: NURS
207. NURS 209. NURS 220. MICRO 328.
NURS 209 The Art and Science of Nursi.ng I Laboratory.
S bra
This companion course to NURS 207 and NURS 208
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provides laboratory/clinical practice in nursing care of
adults in predictable states of disharmony and harmony.
Prereq: Admission to the nursing program. Coreq: NURS
207, NURS 208, NURS 220, MICRO 328.
NURS 210 Use of the Nursing Process.
2 hrs
Study oftbe four components of the nursing process and
their implementation in nursing practice. Lecture: two
hours per week.
Prereq : Department permission.

NUBS 220 Hea1th Assessment.

Sbra
Familiarizes students witb health history taking and
pbysical examination techniques. Laboratory sessions
provide opportunities for doing assessments under the
guidance of the nursing faculty. Lecture: Two hours per
week. Laboratory: Two hours per week.
Prereq: Admission to the nursing program. RN / BSN
students may register for this course prior to admission.
to the program.
NURS 250 The Art and Science of Nursing n.
2 hrs
Continues the development of knowledge and skills ba·
sic to nursing care of adults in predictable states of disharmony and harmony.
Prereq: NURS 207, NURS 208, NURS 209, NURS 220.
Coreq: NURS 251, MICR 328. NURS 260, NURS 270.

NUBS 251 The Art and Science of Nursing n Labora-

tory.
S bra
Students apply the concepts learned in theory and labo·
ratory in providing care to culturally diverse adult clients who are in predictable states ofbarmony and disharmony.
Prereq: NURS 207, NURS 208, NURS 209, NURS 220.
Coreq: NURS 250, MICR 328. NURS 260, NURS 270.

NURS 260 Pathophysiology.
4 hrs
The dysfunctions created by major physical illnesses,
theories of causation, and signs and symptoms of the
more usual syndromes.
Prereq: Admission to the nursing program/permission
of the department.
NURS 270 Pharmacology.
S bra
The fundamental principles of pharmacology including
the action of drug groups on the human body and how
drugs are administered, metabolized and excreted.
Prereq: Admission to the nursing program / permission
of the department.
UND£RGRADUATECATAI.OG
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NURS 2771278/279 Special Topics.
11213 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topica are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.

NURS S04 NW'8ing Care of Childbearing Families.
2hrs
Focuses on maternal-newborn nursing within a family
centered approach. The course encompasses the entire
childbearing process, from preconception planning
through pregnancy, birth, and the postpartum period.
Students use a scientific knowledge base and selected
theories (e.g., family, nursing, systems, developmental,
ethical, and coping/stress/adaptation) to promote harmony within the context of the childbearing families in
predictable and less predictable health states with diverse populations.
Prereq: Compretion of sophomore·rellel nursing courses,
MICR 328. Coreq: NURS 305, NURS 308.
NURS 305 NW'8ing Care of Childbearing Families
Laboratory.
3 bra
Focuses on the clinical application ofmaternal-newbom
nursing theory and practice with selected maternity clients and their newborns. Clinical experiences will occur in prenatal, intrapartum, and postpartum settings
of community hospitals.
Prereq: Completion of sophomore·lellel nursing courses,
MlCR 328. Coreq: NURS 304, NURS 308.

NURS 306 NUJ'8ing Care of ChUdrearing Families.
2hrs
Focuses on assisting students to learn nursing care for
children and their families in predictable and less predictable health phases of disharmony and harmony.
Children and t~eir families at different developmental
ages, having altered health and well states, and in different clinical settings will be examined to promote harmony.
Prereq: Completion of sophomore-revel nursing courses,
MlCR 328. Coreq: NURS 307, NURS 308.
NURS 307 NW'8ing Care of Childrearing Families
Laboratory.
5 hrs
Focuses on the clinical application of nursing knowledge
from NURS 306 to the care of children and their families in various clinical settings.
Prereq: Completion of sophomore·level nursing courses,
MICR 388. Coreq: NURS 306, NURS 308.
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

NURS 308 A Theoretical Basis for Nur&ing Care of
Childbearing Families, Childrearing Families, and
Group8.
1 br
Focuses on students gaining an understanding of theories both in nursing and related disciplines in family.
groups, and the impact of stress and illness for this population.
Prereq: Compretion of sophomore·level nursing courses
or departmental permissions.
NURS 310 Concepts of Professional Practice.
2 hrs
Explores the use of critical thinking and the concepts
upon which professional nursing is based. Various nursing theories are introduced and applied to the concepts
of the individual, family, groups, and community. Lecture: Two hours per week.
RNIBSN students may register for this course prior to
admission to the program.

NURS S30 Adult Health Nursing I.
2 hrs
Focuses on caring for adult clients within families with
predictable medical-surgical problems, both acute and
chronic. The goal of the course is to provide a strong
foundation of principles for the adult-health nursing care
of clients from diverse populations with medical-surgical problems across the health care setting. Students
will focus on the predictable phases of disharmony as
well as concepts including cancer nursing, fluids and
electrolytes, grieving, teaching/leaming, stress and coping.
Prereq: Completion of sophomore-level nursing courses,
NURS 308, and MICR 328. Coreq: NURS 331.
NURS 331 Adult Health Nur&ing I Laboratory.
3 hrs
Clinical application of nursing knowledge from NURS
330 to the care of adult clients in a variety of health
care settings.
Prereq: Completion of sophomore·level nursing courses.
Coreq: NURS 308 and NURS 330.
NURS 340 Community Mental Health NUl'8ing. 1 hrs
This course is designed to provide the conceptual basis
for professional nursing practice regarding states of disorganization and reorganization in the psychiatric/mental health care of individuals, families and groups in
the community.
Prereq: NURS 270, NURS 310, NURS 220, EDPS 325.
Coreq: NURS 341.
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NURS 341 Community Mental Health Nursing 3 hrs
This course is designed to fulfill clinical nursing requirements in community mental health nursing. Both the
on-campus lab activities and the onsite clinical patient
contacts offer direct experiences with diverse populations across the life span. Clinical placements are available in a variety of mental health settings located in
the community.
Prereq: NURS 270, NURS 310, NURS 220, EDPS 325
Coreq: NURS 340.
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as concepts including stress and coping, grieving, and
teachingllearning that relate to reorganization.
Prereq: Completion ofjunwr-level nUr'8ing courses. Coreq:

NURS405.
NURS 405 Adult Health Nursing U Laboratory. 3 hrs
Clinical application of nursing knowledge from NURS
404 to the care of adult clients in a variety of health
care settings.
Prereq: Completion ofjunior-leuel nursing courses. Coreq:

NURS404.
NURS 350 PsychiamclMental Health NUl'8ing. 2 bra
Designed to fulfill theory requirements in psycruatriC/
mentaJ health nursing. Classroom content will cover the

care of adults, children, and adolescents experiencing
states of disharmony and reorganization.
Prereq: Completion of sophomore-level nursing courses.
Coreq: NURS 308.
NURS 351 PsychiatriclMental Health NUl'8ing Labora-

to""

3 hrs
Designed to fulfill clinical nursing requirements in psychiatric/mental health nursing. Clinical practice will
offer direct experiences with diverse groups of children,
adolescents, and adults in states of disharmony and reorganization through placements in a variety of psychiatric/mental health clinical settings.
Prereq: Completion of sophomore-level nursing courses.
Coreq: NURS 308.
NUBS 372 NUl'8ing Researcb.
2 hrs
Analyzes existing research, and examines the potential
for utilization of existing research to nursing practice.
Theoretical nursing frameworks wiU be explored for
their relevance to research and practice.
Prereq: Completion of sophomore-level nursing courses
and departrrtental permission.
1/2/3 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings_ Students may elect more than

NURS 377/3781379 Special Topics.

one provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
NUBS 404 Adult Health Nursing n.
21m!
Includes the primary, secondary, and tertiary levels of
prevention for the adult client with multiple complex
alterations in health status. Students will provide for
continuity of care across health settings. Students will
focus on acute and chronic phases of disharmony as well

NUBS 420 The Evolution of Professional Nursing, 2 hrs
Explores the historical development of the nursing profession and current issues and trends affecting nursing
and health care.
Prereq: Completion of junior-level nursing courses or
departmental permission.
NURS430 Health Care of Vulnerable Populations. 2 hrs
Examines the health care needs ofvu.lnerable populations.
Prereq: Completion of junior-level nursing courses. or
departmental permission

NURS 450 Community Health Nursing.
2 hrs
Focuses on the community as client. Students will learn
and apply concepts from the public health sciences to
the assessment, diagnosis, planning, and intervention
related to community health problems. Community
health problems will be examined incorporating epidemiological analysis, all levels of prevention, available
as well as needed health and community resources, and
the role of nursing in interdisciplinary health care. Specific focus will be given to the role of the environment
and its subsystems on the health and well-being of individuals, families, and communities. Efforts to prioritize
health care needs and set health care goals, such as
Healthy People 2000, will be examined_
Prereq.'Completion ofjunior-leuel nursing courses. Coreq:
NURS451
NUBS 451 Community Health Nursing Practice. 3 hrs
The clinical course for community health nursing provides students with opportunities to apply communjty
health nursing concepts with clients with individuals,
families, and aggregates. Care will be provided at all
levels of prevention to persons across the life span. Care
to individuals and families will be analyzed from a community or aggregate perspective.
Prereq: Completionofjunior-leuel nursing courses. Coreq:

NURS450.
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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NURS 460 Nursing Leadership and Management.2 hrs
Students will learn and apply leadership and management concepts and theories to patient care. The health
care system as well as the internal and external influences on this system will be studied.
Prereq: Completion ofjunior·leuel nursing courses.
NURS 477/4781479 Special Topics.
11213 hrs
Experimental courses or special topics in nursing may
be offered (to be announced).
Prereq: DepartrMnt permission.
NURS 497/4981499 Independent Study.
1/2/3 hrs
A student may work with a faculty member independently to pursue a topic of interest to the student. Independent study is a student initiated project.
Prereq: Department permissjon.
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SOCIAL WORK
Donald M. Loppnow
Department Head
411 King Hall
487'()393

Professors: Kaaren Brown, Don Ifill, Elvia Krajewski·
Jaime, Linda F. Kurtz, Ronald Lewis, Donald M.
Loppnow, Harrison Y. Smith, Marjorie Ziefert
Associate Professors: Laura Davis, Enos Massie,
Crystal Mills, George Mink, Lynn Nybell, Sylvia
Sims Gray
Assistant Professors: Elizabeth Kaufman, Elizabeth
Schuster, Marilyn Wedenoja
The Social Work program offers students a generalist foundation of knowledge, values, and skills inte·
gral to entry level professional social work careers. It
includes a fully accredited major in social work.
The department supports two student organiza·
lions, the Student Social Work Organization and a student chapter of the National Association of Black Social
Workers. Members of the student organizations sponsor social activities and community service projects,
serve on faculty committees and sponsor an annual student conference. All social work students are encouraged to be involved in one or both organizations.
Degree: Bachelor of Science or Bachelor of Arts
Programs of Study
CurricuJum:
Social work (professional degree)
Minor:
Social work
HODOrs Program in Social Work
Students with excellent academic records who are
majoring in social work may apply to pursue the honors
program in social work. Before pursuing the Social Work
Honors Program, students must be admitted to and in
good standing in the University Honors Program. The
Social Work Honors Program consists of taking 12 credits of honors course work in social work. For more information, contact either the Social Work Honors Program
adviser or the University Honors Program.
Advising
Advising responsibilities will be assigned to social
work faculty members. Students should contact the S0cial Work department to set up an advising appointment. In addition:

1. All social work students should obtain a copy of the
department's advising handbook titled The Doorway
to Undergraduate Social Work Education at EMU.
This handbook will be given to the student at the
initial session with a social work adviser.
2. Before students enroll in the required 300· and 400level social work courses, they must meet with a
social work faculty adviser to review a variety of
issues such as academic performance, class
scheduling, and overall progress and development
in the program. Since the class cards for the required
300· and 400-level courses are available only in the
Social Work department, students must see an
adviser and pick up class cards before registering.
3. Faculty advisers are available by appointment for
evening advising sessions.
Field Experience
Field experience required is two semesters in field
placement in a social agency designated by the social
work faculty as a training agency for EMU students.
This placement component is executed during the stu·
dents' senior year, either fall and winter terms or winter and spring·summer terms. Students will be in the
field 16 hOUTS per week, 'fuesdays and Thursdays, for
the semesters in the field placement cycle. Open only to
social work majors.
Eligibility for field placement:
1. A 2.3 overall grade point average at the time of
entering and during field placement (no probation).
2. At least a "e" in each required social work class.
3. Students must have completed all required social
work courses through the 300 level before beginning
field placement. In addition, students must have
completed EDPS 325 LifeSpan Human Growth and
Development, and PSY 360 Abnormal Psychology
prior to field placement.
4. Students must receive a grade of "eft or better in
their first semester field placement and practice
classes (SWRK 408 Social Work Practice n, and
SWRK 488 Field Experience 1) to be eligible to
continue in the second semester (SWRK 409 Social
Work Practice m and SWRK 489 Field Experience
li). Students who receive a grade of "E" in either
semester of field placement (SWRK 488-489 Field
Experience l-n>must obtain special departmental
permission to repeat the course.
5. A field placement application must be obtained from
the social work office, completed by the student, and
UNDERGRADUATECATALOG
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returned to the field placement coordinator by the
date set by the field coordinator or by March at the
latest if placement is desired fall/winter and by
October for the following winter/spring/summer
terms. Each student is required to attend an
informational meeting at the announced time in the
semester their field application is due. The field
placement coordinator will arrange all field
placements. Students may not recruit their own field
placement sites.
Students must take field placement in consecutive
semesters (i.e. fall and winter or winter and spring!
summer terms). Students enrolling for the first
semester of field placement (SWRK 4BB Field
Experience I) must take SWRK 408 Social Work
Practice II concurrently. Students enrolling for the
second term of field placement (SWRK 489 Field
Experience II) must take SWRK 409 Social Work
Practice III concurrently. In addition, students must
take SWRK 405 Analysis and Change of Social
Welfare Policies concurrently during one of the two
semesters of field placement,
Transportation: Agencies are located within a 60mile radius of EMU, Students will need their own
transportation, In a few cases, car pools can be
arranged with participants sharing expenses.
Students must have appropriate automobile
insurance coverage,
Academic credit for life experience and previous
work experience will not be granted in lieu of field
placement.
Students in field placement must adhere to
professional standards as set forth in the Code of
Ethics of the National Association of Social Workers,
All students should obtain and read a copy of the
department field placement policies.

Accreditation
Accreditation is by the Council on Social Work
Education, the accrediting body for baccalaureate and
master's degree social work curricula. Accreditation reflects a standard of high quality that the program meets.
Students who graduate from an accredited undergraduate program may obtain advanced standing in some
graduate schools of social work.
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ACADEMIC MAJOR
SOCIAL WORK CURRICULUM
This curriculum leads to the Bachelor of Science
or the Bachelor of Arts degree, Students completing the
curriculum win have met the major and minor requirements for graduation; no outside minor is required, Specific courses required to complete the designated 124
hours leading to a degree in social work are indicated
by an asterisk (*),
Semhours
Symbolics and communication ..................... 14-15
Requirements I, 2, 3, and 4 (page 41)
*SOCL 250 Social Statistics I ............................ 3
Science and technology ....................................... 13
Requirement I-A course in physical science ( page
43)

Requirement 2-A course in life science
*BIOL 105 Biology and the Human Species ..... 4
*PSY 101 General Psychology ........................... 3
*PSY 360 Abnormal Psychology ........................ 3
Social science ......................................................... 6S
Requirements 1 and 2 (page 44) ....................... 6
1. Required courses
*ANTH 135 Introduction to Cultural
Anthropology ........... ,................ ,.. ,.. ,.. ,..... ,.. ,... 3
*SOCL 105 Introductory Sociology ................... 3
*SOCL 462 Complex Organizations .................. 3
*Two courses on statistics and research completed
by taking either Option 1 or Option 2 ........... 6
Option 1
SOCL 341 Quantitative Methods of Social
Research I ..... ,.. ,.. ,.. ,.. ,.. ,...................... ,..... ,.. ,. 3
SOCL 342 Quantitative Methods of Social
Research II ,........ ,................ ,..... ,.. ,.. ,..... ,........ 3
Option 2
SOCL 250 Social Statistics I (fulfills Area 1mathematical reasoning) ............................... 3
SOCL 304 Methods in Sociological Research ... 3
*SWRK 120 Introduction to Social Work Services
and Professional Roles ................................... 3
*SWRK 222 Social Welfare Policies and Services ,.. 3
*SWRK 315 Theoretical Bases for Social Work
Practice., .. ,.. ,.. ,.. ,.. ,.. ,..... ,..,................,.. ,.. ,....... 3
*SWRK 317 Social Work Practice 1 ................... 3
*SWRK 360 Practice Issues with People of Color ... 3
*SWRK 388 Preprofessional Practicum ............ 3
*SWRK 403 Practice Issues with Women ......... 3
*SWRK 405 Analysis and Change of Social
Welfare Policies ,.. ,................. ,........................ 3
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*SWRK 408 Social Work Practice II ................. 3
· SWRK 409 Social Work Practice III ................ 3
*SWRK 488 Field Experience I ......................... 6
· SWRK 489 Field Experience 11.. ...................... 6

2. Restricted electives ......................................... 9
·Choose two courses from the following:
AAS 101 Introductio n to African American
Studies
AAS 221 African American Social Movements
AAS 231 Urbanization and the African American
Community
AAS 311 The African Diaspora
AAS 351 The Social Context of African American
Health
AAS 361 The African American Family
AAS 379 Special Topics: Gender, Race, and Class
AAS 441 Law in the African American Experience
ANTHiSOCL 205 Minority Women in the United
States
ANTHiSOCL 214 Racial and Cu1tural Minorities
ANTH 233 Peoples and Cu1tures of Mexico
ANTH 236 Peoples and Cultures of Africa
ANTH 237 Indians of North America
ANTH 248 Peoples and Cultures of the Pacific
CTAC 374 Intercultural Communication
CTAC 375lnterracialllnterethnic Communication
FLAN 215 The Culture of the Latino Groups in
the United States (may also count in arts and
humanities area.)
ECON 321 Minority Workers in the Labor Market
HIST 305 Indians of the United States
HlST 315 History of Black Americans
HIST 317 History and Geography of Spanish
America
mST 341 The Middle East, 1798 to Present
mST 342 North Africa, 1798 to Present
mST 348 'IWentieth Century Africa
HIST 355 Latin America: Colonial Period
HIST 356 Latin America: National Period
HlST 375 Modem India
LITR 204 Native American Literature (also may
count in Area IV)
LITR 260 African American Literature (also may
count in Area IV)
-PSY 340 Psychological Perspectives on Prejudice
and Discrimination
"Choose one course from the (allowing:
WMST 200 Introduction to Women's Studies
PSY 242 Psychology of Women
SOCL 344 Sociology of Sex Roles
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ANTH 355 Anthropology of Women
PLSC 365 Women and Politics

Arts and bumanities ............................................. 12
Requirements 1, 2, 3, and 4 (page 45) ............. 12

Education ................................................................... 4
*EDPS 325 Life Span Human Growth and
Development .................................................. 4

Physical education and health ............................. 2
Physical education activity courses .................. 2

Electives ................................................................. 6-7
'Ibtal ......................................................................... 124

ACADEMIC MINOR
SOCIAL WORK MINOR
Semhours
Minor in social work ........................................ 2~21
This minor is compatible with the disciplines
where the college graduate will be in a helping
role with people.

1. Required courses ................................................. 6
SWRK 120 Introduction to Social Work Services
and Professional Roles ................................... 3
SWRK 222 Social Welfare Policies and Services ... 3
2. Electives ................................ " ... "" ................ 14·15
Choose 14-15 credits selected from social work
courses (SWRK).

SUPPLEMENTAL ELECTIVE PROGRAMS
The family and children's services program (FCSP)
is a series of elective courses focusing on providing social work services to families and children. It is intended
as supplemental content for students working toward a
bachelor's degree in social work and related professions.
or as an educational resource available on a continuing
education basis for agency staff who wish to enhance
their knowledge and skills in social work with families
and children. This program is not a major or minor.
In order to complete the FeSp, the student-practitioner must complete SWRK 477 Special Topics: Policies and Issues in Services to Families and select any
three additional courses from the following courses,
which are a part of the program:
SWRK 419 Family-Centered Practice
SWRK 420 Working with Aging People
SWRK 422 Specialized Services for Families with
Children in Placement
SWRK 424 Social Work with Physically and
Mentally Handicapped
SWRK 431 Substance Abuse
UNDERGRADUATECATAUDG
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SWRK 435 Group Work with Children and
Families
SWRK 460 The Law and Social Work with the
Family
SWRK 465 Social Work, Sex, and the Family
SWRK 470 Supervising Staff and Volunteers
The process of selecting courses should be accomplished in consultation with a faculty adviser. Upon
completion of the four courses with at least a 2.5 grade
point average in the courses, the student is awarded a
certificate recognizing completion of the FCSP. This certificate is not a professional credential but does document completion of focused coursework.

HEALTH CARE SERVICES PROGRAM
The health care services program (HCSP) includes
a series of elective courses that focus on the roles of social workers aod other health care professionals in providing health care services. It is intended as supplemental content for studenta working toward bachelor's degrees in social work and related professions and as an
educational resource available on a continuing education basis for agency staff who wish to enhance their
knowledge and skiUs in social work and health care.
This program is not a major or minor.
The health care services program is built on a group
of four courses that are intended to provide students
with an understanding of social work practice in a broad
spectrum of health care settings. These courses provide
both an interdisciplinary focus and an emphasis on
health care and the family. In addition, students must
complete anyone of three options intended to prepare
students for social work in medical settings, substance
abuse programs or mental health settings. The student
practitioner must complete a total of 12 credits distributed as follows:

Semhours
1. Required courses ................................................. 9
SWRK 419 Family-Centered Practice ............... 3
SWRK 438 The Interdisciplinary Health Care
Team ............................................................... 1
SWRK 439 Social Work Practice in Health Care
Settings .......................................................... 3
HLAD 300 Health Care Issues .......................... 2
2. One of the following options ............................. S
Medical Option
NURS 380 Health and Illness Problems
Throughout the Life Span ............................. 2
SWRK 457 Separation, Loss, and Grief ............ 1
Substance Abuse Option
l1NDERGRADUATECATALOC

SWRK 431 Substance Abuse ............................. 3
Mental Health Option
SWRK 440 Issues in Mental Health Practice ... 3
'Ibtal ........................................................................... 12
The process of selecting courses that complement
and supplement the student's interests should be done
in consultation with a faculty adviser. Upon completion
of the 12 credita for the HCSP with at least a 2.5 grade
point average in the courses, the student is awarded a
certificate recognizing completion of the HCSP. This
certificate is not a professional credential but does document completion of focused coursework.
SOCIAL WORK COURSES

SWRK 120 Introduction to Social Work Services and
Professional Roles.
3 hra
An overview of the social work profession including its
philosophy, values, professional roles, current trends,
and models in varied practice arenas 8S criminal justice, mental health, child and family services, public
welfare services, and medical and industrial settings.
SWRK 177/178/179 Special Topics.
112/3 hra
Specialized topics integral to contemporary social work
practice. Social work faculty members will select contemporary topics that are unique and different from
existing social work courses. Since topics change, a student may take the course more than once.
Prereq: SWRK 120.
SWRK 222 Social Welfare Policies and Services. S hrs
A survey of welfare institutions and policies in their
historical and modern contexts. American social welfare
services 8.8 related to the economic, political and sociocultural conditions, and prevailing ideologies.
Prereq: SWRK 120.
SWRK 251 Self Aue88ment and Development for
Social Work.
1 hr
An experimental course helping students to self-assess
their personal preparation for the social profession .
Exercises will help students explore their own values,
particularly with respect to culture, gender, and sexual
orientation. Students will learn about the social work
program sequence and requirements. Opportunities will
be provided for learning about working in groups. being
assertive, and developing skills for educational survival.
Coreq: SWRK 254.
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SWRK 254 The Social Work Profession and Social
Service Policies.
4 hr8
This course is an overview of the development of the
social work profession, its distinguishing features, including social work values and ethics, and the historical development of social welfare policies and programs.
In addition. students will learn about social work roles
and settings, This course is designed for students who
intend to be social work majors,
This course must be taken concurrently with SWRK 251.
It is not open to students who have already completed
SWRK 120 and/or SWRK 222,
SWRK 277/2781279 Special Topics.
11213 hrs
Specialized topics integral to contemporary social work
practice. Social work faculty members will select contemporary topics that are unique and different from
existing social work courses. Since topics change, a student may take the course more than once.
Prereq: Department permission.
SWRK 287 Cooperative Education.
8 hrs
Employment for pay in a work setting chosen to provide
practical experience related to social work. The cooperative education sequence is alternated with full-time
attendance at the University. Students who wish to
substitute a cooperative education course for the
practicum component of SWRK 388 must enroll in
SWRK 388 concurrently with one of the cooperative
courses. Cooperative education does not substitute for
tbe field placement courses required of all social work
majors.
Prereq: SWRK 120, sophomore standing, approual ofthe
cooperatiue education office, and department permission,
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Relationship building, information gathering and pre·
liminary assessment, and contracting, Must be taken
concurrently with SWRK 388.
Prereq:SWRK 120, SWRK222, and SWRK 315. Nonsocud work majors must haue department permission.
SWRK 360 Practice Issues with People of Color. 3 hrs
Examines social work methodology and techniques in
the development and delivery of social work services to
people of color. Focuses on expanding the range of perception, thought, and practice skills relative to race and
culture, Personal values toward racial and cultural
variation are examined in the context of social work
values and practice.

SWRK377!378J379 Special Topics.
1/213 hrs
Specialized topics integral to contemporary social work
practice, Social work faculty members will select contemporary topics that are unique and different from
existing social work courses, Since topics change, a student may take the course more than once.
Prereq: Department permission.
SWRK 387 Cooperative Education.

3 bra
Employment for pay in a work setting chosen to provide
practical experience related to social work. The cooperative education sequence is alternated with full-time
attendance at the University, Students who wish to substitute a cooperative education course for the practicum
component of SWRK 388 must enroll in SWRK 388 concurrently with one of the cooperative courses. Cooperative education does not substitute for the field placement courses required of all social work majors,
Prereq:SWRK 120, sophomore standing. approual oftile
cooperative education office, and department permission,

SWRK 315 Theoretical Bases for Social Work Prac-

tice.
3 hrs
Integrating, supplementing, and translating into social
work practice students' knowledge of human beings and
their' social environments. The purposes for which the
social work professional intends to use the knowledge
and the values that form the base of professional practice.
Prere.: SWRK 120, SWRK 222, PSY 101, SaeL 105,
and EDPS 325; or department permission. ANTH 135
and PSY 360 recommended,
SWRK317 Social Work Practice I.
S hr.
The first coW'se in a sequence of social work practice,
designed to prepare the student for field experience.

SWRK 388 Preprofessional Practicum.
3 bra
The student is assigned to a human services agency or
organization for the semester for four hoW's weekly. The
agency. in agreement with the faculty instructor, provides social work learning experiences and social work
supervision . A two-hour weekly seminar relates
practicum experience to theoretical knowledge. For students majoring in social work, students minoring in social work. and students pursuing related disciplines such
as gerontology and criminal justice, who are interested
in an introduction to practical aspects. Social work majors must take concurrently with SWRK 317,
Prereq: Nonsocial work maJors must haue ju.nior standing, SWRK 120, and department permission.
UNDERGRAOUATECATAVOG
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SWRK 403 Practice Issues with Women.
3 bra
Builds upon and integrates various theoretical frameworks to provide a basis for social work practice with
women. An important theme in the course is the exploration of personal attitudes and beliefs as they effect
social work practice with women.
Prereq: SOCL 344 or PSY 242, or department permission.
SWRK 405 Analysis and Change of Social Welfare
3 bra
Policies.
Current social policy and its intended and unintended
effects on client populations. Policy analysis and strategies and methods for policy change. Social work majors
must enroll concurrently in SWRK 408 and SWRK 488.
Prereq: SWRK 120, SWRK 222, and either PLSC 112 or
PLSC202.

SWRK 408 Social Work Practice II.
3 hrs
The generalist conceptual framework for social work
practice. Practice values, models of assessment, and
phases of planned sequential change. Must be taken
concurrently with SWRK 405 and SWRK 488.
Prereq: SWRK 317, SWRK 360, and SWRK 388.

m.

SWRK 409 Social Work Practiee
3 bra
A continuation ofSWRK 408; examines in more depth a
variety of social work practice models, interventive strategies, methods, roles, and skills. Must be taken concurrently with SWRK 489 Field Experience II.

Prereq: SWRK 405 and. SWRK 408.
SWRK 413 Women and Aging.
3 bra
Designed to provide social work, women's studies, and
gerontology students with the skills and sensitivity to
understand the issues, needs, and positive attributes of
women as they grow older. Students will examine the
lives of women in special groups, such as older minority
women, caregivers, widows, and institutionalized elderly women. Students will learn skills to provide effective services to older women in a variety of human service settings.
Prereq: Junior /senior or graduate standing.
SWRK 419 Family-Centered Practice.
3 hrs
A foundation course for the family and children's services program and an elective for students interested in
social work with families. The family as a sociaVpsychologicalsystem that meets the needs of both children
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and adults. Practice knowledge and skill in delivering
services and developing resources for families at risk.
Prereq: SWRK 120, SWRK 222, or department permission.
SWRK 420 Working with Aging People.
3 hrs
The role of social worker with aged people. The delivery
of social services to the aged with a focus on practice
approaches and techniques unique to various socialservice settings.
Prereq: SWRK 120, SWRK 222, or department permission.
SWRK 422 Specialized Services for Families.with
Children in Placement.
3 bra
Practice knowledge and skills for working with families
where out-of-home placement of children has become
necessary. Issues of identity, ethnicity, and continuity
in child welfare. The social worker's role in planning for
permanence and working in a team approach with fost.er parents and other substitute care providers.
Prereq: SWRK 120, SWRK 222, or department permission.
SWRK 4.24 Social Work with Physically and Mentally
Handicapped.
3 hrs
The impact of intellectual, emotional, and/or physical
handicapping conditions upon the individual, the family, and the community, including public attitudes, policies, and programs. Social work practice knowledge,
values, and skills in the planning and delivery of preventive and supportive services.
Prereq: SWRK 120, SWRK 222, or department permis·
sian.
SWRK 431 Substance Abuse.
S hrs
Current approaches to the prevention and treatment of
drug and alcohol abuse. Consideration of the physiological, psychological, and social impact of substance abuse
on the individual, the family, and the community. The
role of the social worker in prevention and treatment.
Prereq: SWRK 120, SWRK222, orckpartment permission.
SWRK 435 Group Work with Children and Families.
Shrs
Social group work theory and practice as a relevant way
to work with children and families. Group process as it
occurs in natural groups and the effect of this process
on individual behavior. Thchniques that can be built into
the group to effect client change.
Prereq: SWRK 120, SWRK222, or department permission.
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SWRK 438 The Interdisciplinary Health Care 'Tham.
1hr
The purpose and function of interdisciplinary teams in
health care settings and the roles and collaboration of
health care professionals such as doctors, dietitians,
health administrators, nurses, psychologists, physical
therapists, occupational therapists, and social workers.
Instruction by an interdisciplinary team.
Prereq: SWRK 120 and SWRK 222 or department per·
mission. No prerequisites for nonsocial work students
who are majoring in health disciplines and who have at
least junior standing.
SWRK 439 Social Work Practice in Health Care
Settings.
3 hrs
Social work roles and practice in health care settings
with primary emphasis on their application in medical
settings. The social work roles and practice interven·
tion strategies in menta1 health settings and substance
abuse services settings.
Prereq: SWRK 120 and SWRK 222 and Services or de·
partrnent permission.
SWRK 440 Issues in Mental Health Practice.
3 brs
Issues in mental health practice with emphasis on
deinstitutionalization, community mental health. and
the role of the entry-level social worker.
Prereq: SWRK 120, SWRK 222, or department permission.
SWRK 457 Separation, Loss, and Grief.

1hr
Separation. loss, and grief as integral aspects of the
human experience. Practice issues and applications ad·
dressing the impact ofloss, separation, and grief on client a nd societa1 systems.
Prereq: SWRK 120 and SWRK 222, or department per·
mission.
SWRK 460 The Law and Social Work with the Family.
3hrs
Social workers and lawyers frequently find themselves
worlting together dealing with issues and problems in·
volving individuals and families , such as in cases of di·
vorce, child abuse and neglect, child custody, delinquency, and mental health. Legal and social work perspectives in terms of client rights, needs, and professional goals. Social work practice in the family court
arena.
Prereq: SWRK 120, SWRK 222, 01' department permis'
sion.
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SWRK463 SociBl Work Pnoctioe with Legal Ofrenden. 3 hn
Professional roles and appropriate practice skills utilized by social workers and allied professionals in working with legal offenders.
Prereq: SWRK 120, SWRK 222, orcieparlment permissinn.
SWRK 465 Social Work, Sex, and the Family.
3 hrs
Impact of sexual behavior and issues of sexuality on family relationships and the development of children. A
broad view of human sexuality focusing on assessment
and social work intervention in situations in which
sexual issues are significant, including incest, adolescent sexual relationships, sexual preferences, birth control, venereal disease, and sexual functioning.
Prereq: SWRK 120, SWRK222, or department permission.
SWRK 467 Crisis Intervention.
2 hrs
Systems in crisis including different types of crises, indications of a system in crisis and crisis intervention
strategies.
Prereq : SWRK 120 and SWRK 222. or department permission.

SWRK 470 Supervising Staff and Volunteers.
3 hrs
Models of supervision and the roles of the social services supervisor. The basic knowledge, skills, a nd values required for effective supervision of bachelor's degree level staff, paraprofessional staff, and volunteers
within family and children's services agencies.
Prereq: SWRK 120, SWRK 222, o1'ciepartment permission.
SWRK 477/4781479 Special Topics.
11213 hrs
Specialized topics integral to contemporary social work
practice. Social work faculty members will select contemporary topics that a re unique and different from
existing social work courses. Since topics change, a student may take the course more than once.
Prereq: SWRK 120, SWRK222, or department permission.

6 hrs
Field experience designed to meet the learning needs of
students and the standards of professional social work
education. Professional standards are fixedj however,
learning needs of students may vary. The field placement agency, in consultation with the Social Work department, provides learning experiences and supervision at the senior level. Open only to social work majors
with senior standing and an overall GPAof2.3 or better
in social work courses. Student may not be on academic
probation. Must be taken concurrently with SWRK405
and SWRK 408.
Prereq: SWRK 315, SWRK 317, SWRK 360, SWRK 388.
and department permission.

SWRK 488 Field Experience I.
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SWRK 489 Field Experience n.
6 hrs
A continuation of SWRK 488. A student must receive a
"C" or better in SWRK 488, have an overall GPA of 2.3
or better in social work courses, and not be on academic
probation. Open to majors only. Must be taken concurrently with SWRK 409.
SWRK 490 Senior Thesis Seminar.
S hrs
This is the capstone course for students completing the
honors program in social work. A senior thesis or project
is completed in consultation with the faculty member.
Prereq: Senior standing, social work major, and course
work on statistics and research methodology.
SWRK 497/498/499 Independent Study.
l12I3 hrs
Directed study in areas not provided in other course offerings or advanced study in areas of special interest to
the student.
Prereq: Department permission.

GERONTOLOGY
Elizabeth Schuster
Coordinator
416 King Hall
487-2465

Lecturer: Anne Robinson
The gerontology minor is administered by the Social Work department in the College of Health and Human Services through an Interdisciplinary Coordinating Committee composed offaculty who are actively involved in the gerontology field. The 20-semester-hour
interdisciplinary minor is available to students who are
majors in any department or college of the University.
It may serve as a core of study for graduate or undergraduate students who wish to supplement their studies with a detailed knowledge of gerontology or who contemplate entering graduate master's or doctoral programs in gerontology. The minor should be of particular
interest to students preparing for work in the physical
and mental health service careers, to those working in
institutions or nursing facilities for the elderly, for community organization and social service workers, and for
educators.
Advising is arranged through the program coordinator.

ACADEMIC MINOR
GERONTOLOGY MINOR
Semhours
Minor in gerontology ............................................ 20
1. Required courses .................................. _... 13-14
BIOL 239 Biology of Aging ................................ 2
SOCL 311 Social Gerontology ........................... 3
PSY 323 Psychology of Human Aging ............... 3
SWRK 420 Working with Aging People ............ 3
GERT 488/489 Gerontology Practicum .......... 2-3
Note: Students who are required to complete a
practicum in a setting serving older people as
a part of their major may request that this
experience fulfill the practicum component of
GERT 488/489.

2. Electives .......................................................... 6-7
Students are required to complete elective requirements
by choosing courses from the following three content
areas:
trr..'DERGRADUATECATAWG
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Psychosocial and environmental aspects of aging
EDPS 325 Life Span Human Growth and
Development (4)
EDPS 402 Learning in the Later Years (3)
OCTH 403 Conditions II (3)
PSY 551 Psychology of Death and Dying (2)
Biological and health aspects of aging
IDE 111 Human Factors and Special Needs (3)
DTC 201 Nutrition Perspectives or DTC 202
Principles of Human Nutrition (3)
IDE 269 Housing for Consumers (3)
RECR 310 Leisure and the Older Adult (3)
NURS 360 Gerontological Nursing (2)
DTC 412 Nutrition of the Life Cycle (3)
PHED 479 Special Thpics: Health and Aging (3)
Policies and services for the aging
HLAD 300 Health Care Issues (2)
HLAD 310 Administration of Health Care
Organizations (3)
ECON 327 Inequality and Economic Justice (3)
SWRK 413 Women and Aging (3)
SWRK 424 Social Work with Physically and
Mentally Handicapped (3)
SWRK 457 Separation, Loss, and Grief(l)
GERT 417 Work and Retirement (2)
GERT 518 Issues in Caring for People with
Alzheimer's Disease (3)
Gerontology
Select from courses with a GERT prefix. (Selected
500-level courses a re available with approval.)
GERONTOLOGY COURSES

GERT 177/1781179 Special Topics.
11213 bra
Specialized topics integral to the field of gerontology.
Gt!rontology faculty members will select contemporary
topics that are unique and different from existing
courses. Since topics change, a student may elect to take
the course more than once.
Prereq: Department permission.
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GERT 377/3781379 Special Topics.
WJ3 hro
Specialized topics integral to the field of gerontology.
Gerontology faculty members will select contemporary
topics that are unique and different from existing
courses. Since topics change, a student may elect to take
the course more than once.
Prereq: Departrrumt permission.

GERT 404 Gerontology Interdisciplinary Seminar.
Shro

Prereq: Senior standing, completion of two courses in
the gerontology minor or equivalent.
GERT 417 Work and Retirement.
2hro
Issues on the historical aspect of retirement, the realities of retirement, the necessity of preparing individuals for this significant part of their lifespan, and work
past the age of 65.
Prereq: Junior/senior or gradu.ate student.
GERT 477/4781479 Special TOpics.
11213 hro
Content will change from semester to semester. An experimental course for subject matter not yet provided
in other program offerings. Students may elect this
course more than once as long as different topics are
covered.
Prereq: Department permission.
GERT 488/489 Gerontology Practieum.
213 hrs
Integration of knowledge and skills gained from other
gerontology courses and life experiences. Insights on
aging available from the humanities disciplines.
Prereq: Senior standing, completion of two courses in
the gerontology minor or advising coordinator's permission.
GERT 497/4981499 Independent Study.
1l2I3 hrs
Directed study in areas not provided in other course offerings or advanced study in areas of special interest to
the student.
Prereq: Department permission.

GERT 277/278/279 Special Topics.
11213 hrs
Specialized topics integral to the field of gerontology.
Gerontology faculty members will select contemporary
topics that are unique and different from existing
courses. Since topics change, a student may elect to take
the course more than once.
Prereq: Department permission.
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COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY
THOMAS K. HARDEN, DEAN
VICTORIA L. GOTTS, ADMINISTRATIVE AsSOCIATE

150 SILL HALL
487-0354
DEPARTMENTS
BUSINESS AND TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION
INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY
INTERDISCIPUNARyTECHNOLOGY
MIUTARY SCIENCE
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COLLEGE OFTECHNOLOGY
The College of Technology seeks to meet the existing and emerging personnel needs of business, industry, and education. Critical to its formation in 1980 was
information gathered from 575 industries in Michigan
that indicated a significant need for trained technologists in a wide variety of industrial positions.
'Ib meet these needs, four-year baccalaureate programs and graduate programs have been designed to
provide a solid foundation in mathematics, science, technology, management, and human relations. Program
content is practical and applied with many opportunities for laboratory and cooperative work experiences.
Graduates are trained for technological management
positions in production, research, and marketing for
business and industry.
Business and industry teaching and industrial
training personnel programs, which have existed at
EMU for a considerable length of time, were combined
to form this college. Also included within the college is
the University's long-standing military science program,
which provides training for and entry into the active
Army, Army Reserve, or National Guard as a commissioned officer.
The college currently is comprised of the departments of Business and Technology Education, Industrial Technology, Interdisciplinary Thchnology, and Military Science. Inherent in the interdisciplinary program
is the use of existing courses and personnel throughout
the University.
Shared with the College of Arts and Sciences are
two preparatory programs: pre architecture and
preengineering. The Industrial Technology department
provides advising coordination for these programs.
Degrees offered by the college are the Bachelor of
Science degree and the Bachelor of Business Education
degree, described under the Business and Technology
Education department.
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BUSINESS AND TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION
Earl C. Meyer
Interim De partment Head
14 Sill Hall

Technology education/industrial-vocational education:
Gerald L. Jennings
Technology education minor: Lewis D. Kieft.

487-4330

Professors: Alice W. Callum, Thomas K. Harden,
Gerald L. Jennings. Lewis D. Kieft, Earl C. Mey.er,
H. Ann M. Remp, James Rokusek, Rosetta C. Wingo
Associate Professors: James L. Bames, Thomas L.
McDole, Herbert H. Wilson
Assistant Professors: John R. Cordani, Konnie
Kustron, David W. Leapard, Darcelle D. White
The Business and Technology Education department
offers the following degree programs:
Degree:
Bachelor of Business Education
Business education curriculum
Mlijors:
Business services and technology education for
secondary education
Marketing education for secondary education
Degree:
Bachelor of Business Education
TechllOlogy education curriculum
Majors:
Industrial-vocational education for secondary edu·
cation
Technology education for secondary education
Minor:
Technology education for elementary and special
education-elementary
Degree:
Bachelor of Science
Office technology curriculum
Majors:
Administrative management
Legal assistant
Office automation
Minor:
Office technology

Advising Coordinators!
Administrative management: Darcelle D. White
Business services and technology education: Ann M.
Remp
Legal assistants: Alice W. Callum, Konnie G. Kustron
Marketing education: Earl C. Meyer
Office automation: John R. Cordani
Office technology minor: John R. Cordani

Graduate study leads to the Master of Business Education degree and the Master of Arts degree in Industrial
Education. For a description of the graduate program
and courses, consult the Graduate Catalog,

ACADEMIC MAJORS
OFFICE T ECHNOLOGY CURRICULUM
The Bachelor of Science degree is designed for in·
dividuals preparing for administrative management,
legal assistant (paralegal profession), and office automation careers. Individuals who complete this profes·
sional curriculum should find many career opportunities open to them.
Students should follow the basic studies guidelines
in the catalog under which they entered the University.
Students following the new basic studies must include
a course in cross cultural or intemationalstudies within
the basic studies. Please follow general guidelines except for specific requirements as noted below.
Students without appropriate background or prerequisites which are identified for courses in the majors
are responsible to take those prerequisites. Transfer
students should see the program adviser in their major
to detennine where transfer credit will be used on the
major.
OFFICE TECHNOLOGv/ AoMlNlS TRATIVE
MANAGEMENT MAJOR

The administrative management major focuses on
the technical and management skills, concepts, and principles needed to assume responsibility for executive office administration. Administrative managers are vital
members of executive teams and assume supervisory,
organizational , and communicative roles in the coordination of administrative services.
Sem hours
Symbolics and communication ..................... 17·18
Requirements 1 and 2 (page 41) ..................... 5-6
ENGL324 Principles of'Thchnical ConunwUcation ... 3
MATH 118 Mathematical Analysis for Social
Sciences I ........................................................ 3
MATH 119 Mathematical Analysis for Social
Sciences II ...................................................... 3
BEDU 201 Microcomputers for Business
Applications .................................... ,.. ,........... 3
UNnERGilADUATE CATALOG
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Science and technology .................................... 9-10
Requirements 1 and 3 (page 43) ..................... 6-7
psy 101 General Psychology ............................. 3
Social science ..................•...............•.....................• 12
Requirements 1 and 2 (page 44) ........................ 6
ECON 201 Principles of Economics I ................ 3
ECON 202 Principles of Economics II .............. 3
Arts and humanities ............................................. 12
Requirements I , 2, 3, and 4 (page 45) ............. 12
Physical education and health ............................. 2
Physical education activity courses .................. 2
AoMfNISTRATlVE MANAGEMENT MAJOR

Administrative management major .................. 50
Administrative and information management
concepts ............................................................ 21
BEDU 395 Office Administration ...................... 3
BEDU 396 Records Administration .................. 3
BEDU 495 Office Automation ........................... 3
BEDU 496 Records Administration Using
Database ......................................................... 3
MGMT 384 Human Resource Management ..... 3
MGMT 485 Human Resource Development ..... 3
Restricted elective ............................................... 3
Choose one course: MKTG 374 Business to
Business Marketing or from additional
restricted elective list.
Business foundations ........................................... 21
BEDU 100 Contemporary Business .................. 3
ACC 240 Principles of Accounting I .................. 3
ACC 241 Principles of Accounting n ................. 3
FIN 350 Principles of Finance ........................... 3
LAW 293 Legal Environment of Business ........ 3
MKTG 360 Principles of Marketing .................. 3
OS 265 Business Statistics I ............................. 3
Information processing .......................................... 8
BEDU 123 Word Processing/Keyboarding
Applications ................................................... 2
BEDU 210 Concepts of Word/Information
Processing ...................................................... 3
BEDU 224 Computer-based Business
Mathematics .................................................. 3
OFFICE TECHNOLOGy/LEGAL AssISTANT
(PARALEGAL)~OR

The legal assistant major focuses on the skills necessary for an individual to assist the attorney, under
the supervision and direction of the attorney, and with
the understanding that the practice of law by lay persons is strictly prohibited. Skills include proficiency in
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

legal research and analysis, drafting legal instruments
and pleadings, interviewing clients and witnesses, doing discovery, preparing for trial, and using computerassisted research tools. Employment opportunities are
excellent in law firms, corporations, banks, human resources, hospitals, state and federal government, and
court systems. This major otTers professional training
and lays a foundation for a career in the legal field. It
also qualifies as a pre-law major. This program is accredited by the American Bar Association.
For students who have earned a prior degree, the
Legal Assistant major can be pursued through a second
bachelor's degree.
Semhours
Symbolics and communication ..................... 14·15
Requirements 1, 2, and 4 (page (1) ................ 8-9
BEDU 201 Microcomputers for Busineas
Applications ................................................... 3
ENOL 324 Principles
Communication ... 3
Science and technology .................................... 9-10
See University guidelines (page 43)
Social science .............._.......................................... 12
Requirements 1 and 2 (page (4) ........................ 6
ECON 201 Principles of Economics I ................ 3
ECON 202 Principles of Economics IT .............. 3
Arts and humanities ............................................. 12
Requirements 1, 2, 3, and 4 (page 45)
Physical ed ucation and health ............................. 2
Physical education activity courses .................. 2

or_

Legal assistant (paralegal) ml\ior ...................... 59
1. Required courses ........................................... S3
BEDU 211 Introduction to Paralegalism and
Legal Terminology ......................................... 3
BEDU 220 Word/I nformation Processing
Operations ...................................................... 3
BEDU 304 Legal Writing, Researeh, andAnalys;. I ... 3
BEDU 305 Advanced Legal Writing, Resean:h,
and Analysis 11 ............................................... 3
BEDU 308 Personal Injury Law and Litigation3
BEDU 311 Probate, Estates, and Wills ............. 3
BEDU 313 Family Law ..................................... 3
CTAC 357 Interviewing as Communication ..... 3
BEOU 411 Civil Litigation, Investigation, and
Procedure ....................................................... 3
BEOU 412 Court Rules, Forms, and Legal
Drafting .......................................................... 3
BEDU 416 Legal Assistant Internship (Pamlegal) .. 3

2.

Restricted electives (minimum) ...................... 9
BEDU 414Advanced

Probe.., Estare..,and 1h>s1s ... 3
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BEDU 415 Bankruptcy Law ., ... ,........... ,.. ,.. ,.".,' 3
BEDU 497/498/499 Independent Study ......... 1·3
PLSC 301 The American Legal System ............ 3
PLSC 341 International Law ............................ 3
PLSC 456 Criminal Law I ................................. 3
RES 210 Real Estate Principles and Practices. 3
LAW 293 Legal Environment of Business ........ 3
LAW 393 Law of Business Enterprises ............. 3
LAW 403 Employment Law ............................... 3
Business and information processing core: (all
required) ............................................................. 17
BEDU 100 Contemporary Business .................. 3
BEDU 123 Word Processing/Keyboarding
Applications ................................................... 2
BED U 224 Computer-based Business
Mathematics .................................................. 3
ACC 240 Principles of Accounting I .................. 3
BEDU 395 Office Administration ...................... 3
BEDU 396 Records Administration .................. 3

OFFICE TECHNOLOGy/OFFICE
AUTOMATION MAJOR
The major in office automation was created to meet
the changing demands of the automated office. The program is designed to prepare individuals for positions in
local area network administration, microcomputer and
office systems administration, client liaison and training, customer support, and information center positions.
Sem hours
Symbolics and cODlDlunication ..................... 17·18
Requirements 1 and 2 (page 41) ." ........... ....... 5-6
ENGL 324 Principles ofThchnical CommWlication ... 3
MATH 118 Mathematical Analysis for Social
Sciences I. ,................................................... ,.. 3
MATH 119 Mathematical Analysis for Social
Sciences II ...................................................... 3
BEDU 201 Microcomputers for Bus iness
Applications ................................................... 3
Science and technology .................................... 9·10
See University guidelines (page 43)
Socia1science ......................................................... 12
Requirements 1 and 2 (page 44) ........................ 6
ECON 201 Principles of Economics I ................ 3
ECON 202 Principles of Economics II .............. 3
Arts and humanities .......................................... 8·12
Requirements I , 2, 3, and 4 (page 45)
Physical education and health ............................. 2
Physical education activity courses .................. 2
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Office automation m~or ...................................... 56
8ystelll8 and automation concepts .................... 24
BEDU 310 Word/ Information Processing
Administration ............................ ...... ............. 3
BEDU 395 Office Administration ...................... 3
BEDU 396 Records Administration .................. 3
BEDU 422 Office Systems ................................. 3
BEDU 495 Office Automation ........................... 3
BEDU 496 Records Administration Using
Database ......................................................... 3
BEDU 387 Cooperative Education .................... 3
Choice of one; ....... .. .... .. ... .. ............................................. 3
BEDU 487 Cooperative Education , INDT 305
Communication Transmission Systems, !NDT
436 Electronic Publishing Technology
Business foundations ........................................... 21
BEDU 100 Contemporary Business .................. 3
ACC 240 Principles of Accounting I .................. 3
ACC 241 Principles of Accounting n ................. 3
ACC 342 Managerial Cost Accounting .............. 3
LAW 293 Legal Environment of Business ........ a
MKTG 360 Principles of Marketing .................. 3
DS 265 Business Statistics I ............................. 3
Information processing ......................................... 11
BEDU 123 Word Processing/ Keyboarding
Applications ................................................... 2
BEDU 210 Concepts of Word/ Information
Processing ........... ........................................... 3
BEDU 220 Word/ Information Processing
Operations ............. ,............. ........................... 3
BEDU 224 Compul.er-bKI:H!d Busines s
Mathematics .................................................. 3
Office Technology Restricted Electives
Students should select restricted electives in
consultation with their office technology
program advisers.
BEDU 122 Keyboarding for Office Technology (2)
BEDU 205 Women in Business (3)
BEDU 210 Concepts of Word/ Information
Processing (3)
BEDU 211 Introduction to Paralegalism and
Legal Terminology (3)
BEDU 220 WordlInformation Process ing
Operations (3)
BEDU 222 Transcription Application s and
Teehnology (3)
BEDU 225 Notetaking Skills for Professionals (2)
BEDU 310 Word/Information Processing
Administration (3)
BEDU 325 Advanced Notetaking and
UNDERGRADUAT£CATALOC
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Transcription for Professionals (2)
BEOU 344 Administration of Computer
Systems (3)
BEOU 387 Cooperative Education (3)
BEOU 412 Court Rules , Forms, and Legal
Drafting (3)
BEOU 422 Office Systems (3)
BEOU 495 Office Automation (3)
BEOU 496 Records Administration Using
Database (3)
BEOU 487 Cooperative Education (3)
BEOU 497/4981499 Independent Study (1f2I3)

ACADEMIC MINOR
OFFICE TECHNOLOGY
Sem hours
Office technology minor ...................................... 21
Required courses ................................................... 12
BEOU 201 Microcomputers for Business
Applications ................................................... 3
·BEOU 220 Word/Information Processing
Operations ...................................................... 3
BEOU 224 Computer-based Business
Mathematics .................................................. 3
BEOU 395 Office Administration ...................... 3
·Students must take BEDU 123 Word Processing!
Keyboarding Applications if they do not have
appropriate background.
Choose one option ................................................... 9
Option I Notetaking:
BEOU 225 Notetaking Skills for Professionals 2
BEOU 325 Advanced Notetaking and
Transcription for Professionals ..................... 2
BEOU 222 Transcription Applications and
Technology ...................................................... 3
Restricted elective .............................................. 2
Option II Information Processing:
BEOU 210 Concepts of Word/lnformation
Processing ...................................................... 3
BEDU 222 Transcription Applications and
Technology ...................................................... 3
BEOU 396 Records Administration .................. 3

TEACHING MAJORS
BUSINESS EDUCATION CURRICULUM
The Bachelor of Business Education delJ'ee
is designed for individuals preparing for careers asjunior high school business teachers, high school teachers
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

of marketing or business services and technology education, or other positions requiring teacher certification.
Students completing the professional program will find
teaching and nonteaching careers in business open to
them.

BUSINESS SERVICES AND TECHNOLOGY
EDUCATION
SECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

The Business Services and Technology Education
major leads to a Michigan Department of Education
Secondary Provisional Certificate and, upon meeting the
requirements according to the current Michigan State
Plan, a vocational endorsement. The program prepares
prospective teachers in the areas of information processing and management, administrative services, accounting and computing, and basic business such as economics, consumer economics, business law, business man·
agement, computer literacy, and introduction to business.
This major can be completed only in conjunction
with the Bachelor of Business Education curriculum.
Successful completion of this course of studies, in the
context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Oepartment of Education Secondary Provisional Certificate endorsed in business education, certification code "OX," and, with appropriate work experience, certification code "VB." The certification test covering this field is #32, "Business Education."
Basic Studies
I-B-l. ENGL 121 English Composition (3)
I·B·2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back couer
I-B-3. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I-B-4. MATH 118 Mathematical Analysis for Social
Sciences I (3)
I·B·6. BEOU 201 Microcomputers for Business
Applications (3)n-B-l. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
U·B·2. PSY 101 General Psychology (31'
IT·B·3. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
Any other course listed in group II·B-1 above
m-B-1. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
m-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
(Students are advised to select a course which also
satisfies the multicultural requirement of Basic
Studies)
UI·B.a. ECON 201 Principles of Economics I (3)
UI-B-4. ECON 202 Principles of Economics II (3)
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IV· B·1. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back couer

IV·B·2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV·B·a. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back couer
IV·B-4. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back rouer
Physical education, military science, or equivalent (2)
Credit hours in Basic Studies: ................................... 49
Thaching Major
See note "a" above for courses applicable to both
Basic Studies and the major.
BEDU 100 Contemporary Business (3)
BEDU 123 Word Processing/Keyboarding
Applications (2)
BEDU 210 Concepts of Word/Information
Processing (3)
BEDU 220 Word/Information Processing
Operations (3)
BEDU 222 Transcription Applications and
Technology (3)
BEDU 224 Computer-based Business
Mathematics (3)
ACC 240 Principles of Accounting I (3)
ACC 241 Principles of Accounting II (3)
ACC 244 Personal Tax Accounting (2)
Accounting concentration courses (6)
BEDU 250 Personal Finance (3)
LAW 293 Legal Environment of Business (3)
BEDU 310 Word/ Information Processing
Administration (3)
MKTG 360 Principles of Marketing (3)
Rgnu 395 Offiee Arlm;n;!;tr::ltion (3)
BEDU 396 Records Administration (3)
BEDU 496 Records Administration Using
Database (3)
Subtotal, Teaching Major: .......................................... 52
Professional Studies
100 clock hours of approved prestudent teaching
field experiences (0)
BEDU 200 Principles of Marketing and Business
Education (3)
SPGN 300 Exceptional Children in the Regular
Classroom (1)
EDPS 322 Human Development and Learning (4)
The following courses require formal admission
to the teacher education program:
RDNG 311 Teaching Reading in the Secondary
School (3)
SOFD 328 Schools in a Multicultural Society (3)
EDPS 340 Introduction to Assessment and
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Evaluation (3)
BEDU 364 Methods of'Thaching General Business
Subjects (2)
BEDU 365 Methods of Teaching Office
Education (2)
EDUC 492 Student Teaching (12)
Credit hours in Professional Studies: ........................ 33

Thtal credit hours required: ....................... "". .. 134
°Prtrequisite for anothu couru in program.
-Ai [e(Ut one approued couru in cross-cultural or international stlJ&.
iu I/IUlti be t'Vfllplelt!d ill tIre pfVUl¥1I o{ Irn%tillS tire BUltic Studitill "-"
quinment, of the {oregoing Anas J-N. ApprotJed eour't& are desig·
nated with an (Uteri'" (-).

MARKETING EDUCATION
SECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

The Marketing Education major leads to a Michigan Department of Education Secondary Provisional
Certificate and vocational endorsement qualifying the
prospective teacher in such areas as sales, retailing,
marketing, and advertising.
This major can be completed only in conjunction
with the Bachelor of Business Education curriculum.
Successful completion of this course of studies, in the
context of other program requirements, Qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Secondary Provisional Certificate endorsed in business education, certification code "GX," and, with appropriate work experience, certification code "'VB." The certification test covering this field is #36, "Marketing (Distributive Educa·
tion)."
Basic Studies
1-8-1. ENGL 121 English Composition (3)
I·B·2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I-B-3. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back couer
[-B-4. MATH 118 Mathematical Analysis for Social
Sciences I (3)
I·B·5. BEDU 201 Microcomputers for Business
Applications (3)
U·B·1. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back couer
U ·B-2. PSY 101 General Psychology C3Y'
D·B·S . Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
m.B·I . Basic Studies requirement. See inside back rouer
m·B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See insick back couer
(Students are advised to select 8 course which also
satisfies the multicultural requirement of Basic
Studies)
moB-So ECON 201 Principles of Economic8 I (3)
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lll-B-4. ECON 202 Principles of Economics II (3)
IV-B-1.Basie Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-2. Cross-cultural or international studies
"'FLAN 215 The Culture of the Latino Groups in the
United States (3)
"'LITR 204 Native American Literatur!,! (3)
"'LITR 260 African American Literature (3)
IV-B-S. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
IV-B-4. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
Physical education, military science, or equivalent (2)
Credit hours in Basic Studies: ................................... 49
Teaching Major
ACC 240 Principles of Accounting I (3)
ACC 241 Principles of Accounting II (3)
BEDU 100 Contemporary Business (3)
LAW 293 Legal Environment of Business (3)
MGMT 386 Organizational Behavior and
Theory (3)
MKTG 360 Principles of Marketing (3)
MKTG 261 Contemporary Selling (3)
MKTG 363 Retailing (3)
MKTG 365 Buyer Behavior (3)
TWo of:
LAW 393 Law of Business Enterprises (3)
MGMT 384 Human Resource Management (3)
MGMT 388 Introduction to Entrepreneurship (3)
MGMT 485 Human Resource Development (3)
MKTG 369 Advertising (3)
MKTG 374 Business to Business Marketing (3)
MKTG 461 Sales Management (3)
Eleven hours from:
BEDU 122 Keyboarding for Office Technology (2)
BEDU 123 Word Processing/Keyboarding
Applications (2)
BEDU 224 Computer-based Business
Mathematics (3)
BEDU 250 Personal Finance (3)
BEDU 387 Cooperative Education in Business
Education (3)
BEDU 487 Cooperative Education in Business
Education (3)
BEDU 497/498/499 Independent Study (11213)
FM 145 Introduction to Merchandising (3)
FM 235 Textiles for Consumers (3)
FM 255 Apparel Analysis (3)
FM 439 Fashion Markets (3)
INED 452 Principles of Vocational-Technical
Education (3)
4000 clock hours (or equivalent) of recent work
UNDERGRADUATE C\1}\l.()G

experience in the field of marketing (0)
Subtotal, Major: .......................................................... 44
Professional Studies
100 clock hours of approved prestudent teaching
field experiences (0)
BEDU 200 Principles of Marketing and Business
Education (3)
SPGN 300 Exceptional Children in the Regular
Classroom (1)
EDPS 322 Human Development and Learning (4)
-BEDU 368 Management of Marketing Education
Programs (2)
-BE DU 461 Projects and Simulations in
Marketing Education (2)
The following courses require formal admission
to the teacher education program:
RDNG 311 Teaching Reading in the Secondary
School (3)
SOFD 328 Schools in a Multicultural Society (3)
EDPS 340 Introduction to Assessment and
Evaluation (3)
BEDU 364 Methods ofThaching General Business
Subjects (2)
BEDU 366 Methods of Teaching Marketing
Education (2)
·BE DU 367 Curriculum in Marketing
Education (2)
EDUC 492 Student Teaching (12)
Credit hours in Professional Studies: ........................ 39

Total credit hours required: .............................. 132
"Satillfy 6 additional hours in

~r

to bring

m~jor

requirements to

50 hours.
~Prerequisite for a.nother course in program.
-At hrut one approved course in cn;l68-f:ultuml or inh!rnational stud·
ies mUllt be compkted in the process of 17lffting tire Baaic Studies reo

quirelrn!nts of the foregoing ~ I-N. Approved
nated with on atJterid (*).

COU1lll!S

are cUt/ig.

TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION
CURRICULUM
The Technology Education curriculum prepares teachers of technology education for the middle
and senior high school, and teachers ofindustrial-vocational subjects for the senior h'igh school and community college. It offers a broad-based description of modem industry and technology, and the opportunity to acquire specialized competencies in a number of technical
areas.

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

INDUSTRIAL-VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
SECONDARY TEACHER CERTlFlCATION

The Industrial-Vocational major is designed to prepare teachers of industrial-vocational subjects for senior high school and community college vocational education programs. Graduates who complete this major
and have a minimum of two years work experience in a
certifiable occupational area wilt qualify for the Temporary Vocational Authorization to teach in a specific occupational &rea. Options for cooperative wor~ expe~
ence studies are available to the student as partlal credit
toward the occupational requirement.
This major must be completed in conjunction with
the Industrial Education curriculum. This major qualifies individuals to teach only in selected occupational
areas. The Temporary Vocational Authorization is valid
for six years. By that time, individuals must have completed additional requirements to qualify for the Occupational Education certificate.
This major provides favorable opportunities for
community college transfer students who have completed a technical major at the community college and
who wish to teach in a specific occupational subject area
in the senior high school or community college. Individuals currently teaching in an industrial-vocational
subject area under the Annual Vocational Authorization
would also find this major to be a desirable option.
Successful completion of this course of studies, in
the context of other program requirements, qualifies the
student for recommendation for certification for the
Michigan Department of Education Secondary Pro~
sional Certificate endorsed in vocational trades, certIfication code "VT." The certification test covering this
field is an occupational area test.
Basic Studies
I·B·l. ENGL 121 English Composition (3)
I·B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
1·B-3, One of:.
ENGL 324 Principles of Technical Communication (3)
ENGL 326 Research Writing (3)
I·B·4. OM of:
MATH 107 Plane Trigonometry
MATH 112 Thpics in Precalculus Mathematics (4)
MATH 118 Mathematical Analysis for Social Sciences I (3)
MATH 120 Calculus I (4)
I-B-l5. One of:
BEDU 201 Microcomputers for Business Applications (3)
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COSC 136 Computers for the Nonspecialist (3)
COSC 137 Introduction to FORTRAN Programming (3)
INDT 201 Microcomputer Applications in Technology (3)

INTE 105 Computer Applications for Industry (3)
U·B-l One of:
CREM 119 Fundamentals of Chemistry (4)
CHEM 121 General Chemistry I and CHEM 122
General Chemistry I Laboratory (4)
n·B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside baek cover
n-B-3. One of;
PHY 221 Mechanics, Sound, and Heat (4)
PHY 223 Mechanics, Sound, and Heat (5)
m·B·I. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back
cover, or:
PLSC 202 State and Local Government (3)
m·B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See insUk back cover
m·B-3 and m-B-4 . Either option:
a. Principle courses
ECON 201-202 Principles of Economics I-II (6)
b. Other economics courses
ECON 200 The American Economy (3)
ECON 300 Contemporary Economics (3)
/V·B·1. 7Wo of:
UTR 100 The Reading of Literature (3)
LITR 101 The Reading of Literature: Fiction (3)
LITR 102 The Reading of Literature: Poetry (3)
LITR 103 The Reading of Literature: Drama (3)
UTR 150 Humanity and Thchnology (3)
/V.B·2. 0". of:
·FLAN 215 The Culture of the Latino Groups in
the United States (3)
· UTR 204 Native Arnerican Literature (3)
· LITR 260 African American Literature (3)
*PlflL 226 Philosophy of Women (3)
*FA 222 African and African American Art (3)
·CTAR 151 African American Theatre; An Intro·
duction (3)
/V·B-3. 0".
PHIL 100 Introduction to Philosophy (3)
PHIL 130 Introduction to Logic (3)
PHIL 150 Humanity and Technology (3)
IV-B-4. FA 122 Two-Dimensional Design (3)
Physical education, military science, or equivalent (2)
Credit hours in Basic Studies: ,......."., ..... " ..... , ......... . 54

or
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Teaching ~or
INDT 150 Understanding Technology (3)
!NED 246 Safety in Technology and Industrial.
Vocational Education (2)
INED 452 Principles of Vocational-Technical
Education (3)
Concentration (36)
The occupational specialization in which the
student will seek vocational authorization.
Approval may be sought for community college
or other technical school course work as
transfer credit if it properly represents a
certifiable occupational area. Work experience
also may be validated and credit awarded
toward the area of concentration by successfully
pas sing a n occupational competency
examination.
Subtotal, Major and minor: ....................................... 44

Professional Studies
100 clock hours of approved prestudent teaching
field experiences (0)
· INED 260 Foundations of Technology and
Industrial-Vocational Education (3)
SPGN 251 Education of Exceptional Children (3)
EDPS 322 Human Development and Learning (4)
The following courses require formal admission
to the teacher education program:
RDNG 311 Teaching Reading in the Secondary
School (3)
SOFO 328 Schools in a Multicultural Society (3)
EDPS 340 Introduction to Assessment and
Evaluation (3)
·]NED 350 Curriculum in Technology and
Industrial-Vocational Education (3)
INED 460 Practicum in Technology and
Industrial·Vocational Education (2)
INED 461 The Teaching of Technology and
Industrial-Vocational Education (2)
EDUC 492 Student Teaching (12)
Credit hours in Professional Studies: ........................ 38
'lbtal credit hours required: .............................. 136
·Sat~

6 (J{/ditiorl(ll hOllr, ill rrnVor to brins major

I'ftluire~nt'

to

601wul"l.
·At kost OM appnwtd MU/"IC! in

c~-cultural

or inurrl(ltioMlltud·

us mUll be completed in tM P1'OCf!" of muting the Bture Studu, requirement, of tlu fof'fgoing Are<I, I-TV. Approved oourre. are daig-

Mted with all tuurid

~).
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TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION
SECONDARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

The technology education major is designed to prepare teachers of technology education for grades K-12.
All graduates with this major qualify for a Michigan
Department of Education Secondary Provisional Certificate with an endorsement in industrial arts. Graduates may qualify for vocational endorsement (Temporary Vocational Authorization) by completing two years
of occupational experience in employment related to the
area of study. Options for cooperative work experience
are available to students as partial credit toward that
occupational requirement.
This major must be completed in conjunction with
the Technology Education curriculum_ Successful
completion of this course of studies, in the context of
other program requirements, qualifies the student for
recommendation for certification for the Michigan Department of Education Secondary Provisional Certificate endorsed in industrial arts, certification code "IX._.
The certification test covering this field is 1!!3B, "Industrial Arts.-

Basic Studies
I-B-l. ENGL 121 English Composition (3)
I-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
I-B-S. One of"
ENGL 324 Principles of Thchnical Communication (3)
ENGL 326 Research Writing (3)
I-B4. One of:
MATH 107 Plane Trigonometry
MATH 112 Thpics in Precalculus Mathematics (4)
MATH 11B Mathematical Analysis for Social Sciencesl (3)
MATH 120 Calculus 1 (4)
I-B-5. One of:
BEDU 201 Microcomputers for Business Applications (3)
COSC 136 Computers for the Nonspecialist (3)
COSC 137 Introduction to FORTRAN Programming (3)
INDT201 Microcomputer Applications in Technology (3)
INTE 105 Computer Applications for Industry (3)
II-B-l. One of:
CHEM 119 Fundamentals of Chemistry (4)
CHEM 121 General Chemistry I and CHEM 122
General Chemistry I Laboratory (4)
II-B-2. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back cover
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D·B·a. One of:
PHY 221 Mechanics. Sound, and Heat (4)
PRY 223 Mechanics, Sound, and Heat (5)
lll·B·t. Basic Studies requirement. See inside back

cover; or:
PLSC 202 State and Local Government (3)

m·B·2. Basic Studies requirement. See insi.£k back cover
m·B·3 and ID·B·4. Either option:
a. Principles courses
ECON 201 Principles of Economics J (3)
ECON 202 Principles of Economics II (3 )
h. Other economics courses
ECON 200 The American Economy (3)
ECON 300 Contemporary Economics (3)
[v·B· l . 1Wo of:
LITR 100 The Reading of Literature (3)
LITR 101 The Reading of Literature: Fiction (3)
LITR 102 The Reading of Literature: Poetry (3)
LITR 103 The Reading of Literature: Drama (3)
LITR 150 Humanity and Technology (3)
IV·B·2. One of:
- FLAN 215 The Culture of the Latino Groups in
the United States (3)
- LITH 204 Native American Literature (3)
"'LITR 260 African American Literature (3)
· PHIL 226 Philosophy of Women (3)
*FA 222 African and African American Art (3)
*CTAR 151 African American Theatre: An Introduction (3)
[v·B·S. One of:
PHIL 100 Introduction to Philosophy (3)
PHIL 130 Introduction to l.cgic (3)
PHIL 150 Humanity and Technology (3)
[V·B-4. FA 122 Two-Dimensional Design (3)
Physical education, military science, or equivalent (2)
Credit hours in Basic Studies: ................................... 54
Teaching Major
INED 103 Structures and Design in
Technology (3)
!NED 106 Processing Technology (3)
INED 114 Information and Control Technology (3)
!NED 118 Energy Technology (3)
INDT 121 Graphic Communication (3)
INTE 123 Ma nufacturing Processes and Methods
1 (3)

CNST 125 Introduction to Construction (2)
lNTE 200 Industrial Electricity and Controls I (3)
INED 246 Safety in Thchnology and lndustrialVocational Education (2)
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!NED 450 Solving Technological Problems (3)
Sixteen hours from one of the following concentrations
determined in consultation with the program
adviser:
Construction (16 hours from among;)
CNST 201 Construction Systems (3 )
CNST 206 Surveying (3)
CNST 229 Analysis of Commercial Prints (3)
CNST 303 Electrical, Mechanical, and Equipment
Systems (3)
mED 387 Cooperative Education (3)
CNST 402 Construction Materials (3)
!NED 487 Cooperative Education (3)
Manufacturing (16 hours from among :)
INTE 103 Introduction to Automation (3)
INTE 124 Manufacturing Processes and Methods
11(3)

JNTE 202 Plastics (3)
INTE 215 Machine Thol Metalworking (3)
INTE 218 Industrial Electricity and Controls
11 (3)

INTE 223 Engineering Graphics 1I (3)
INTE 231 Industrial Computer Graphics (3)
iNTE 251 Material Analysis and Testing (3)
INTE 306 Plastic Processing (3)
INTE 316 Manufacturing '!boling (3)
INTE 318 Fluid Power (3)
INTE 361 Computer Numerical Control (3)
!NED 387 Cooperative Education (3 )
INTE 417 Industrial Robotics (3)
INTE 425 Advanced Manufacturing Methods (3)
!NED 487 Cooperative Education (3)
Graphic Communications (16 hours from among:)
Drafting Option
lNTE 101 Introduction to Industrial Drawing (3)
INTE 122 Engineering Graphics r (3)
CNST 206 Surveying (3)
lNTE 223 Engineering Graphics n (3)
CNST 228 Construction Drawing (3)
[NOT 231 Introduction to Computer Graphic
Systems (3)
lNTE 231 Industrial Computer Graphics (3)
lNTE 324 Industrial Drawing (3)
!NED 387 Cooperative Education (3)
INTE 431 Interactive Industrial Compute r
Graphics (3)
INTE 432 3-D Computer-Aided Design (3)
INTE 433 Advanced Computer-Aided Design (3 )
INED 487 Cooperative Education (3)
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Graphic Arts Option
INDT 104 Introduction to Communication
Technology (2)
INDT 204 Photographic Communication (3)
INDT 205 Photo·Technology (2)
INDT 207 Photographic Reproduction (3)
INDT
304
Advanced
Photographic
Communication (3)
INDT 305 Communication Transmission
Systems (3)
INDT 318 Graphic Arts Workshop (3)
INED 387 Cooperative Education (3)
INDT 404 Photo Communication Workshop (3)
INDT 409 Emerging Technologies in Storage and
Retrieval (3)
INDT 421 Photographic Typesetting (3)
INDT 425 Communication Technology and Social
Change (3)
INDT 436 Electronic Publishing Technology (3)
INED 487 Cooperative Education (3)
Power (16 hours from among:)
Electronics option
INTE 218 Industrial Electricity and Controls
11(3)

INTE 314 Integrated Circuits: Digital (3)
!NED 387 Cooperative Education (3)
INTE 414 Integrated Circuits: Linear (3)
INTE 415 Communication Circuits (3)
INTE 434 Microcomputer Circuits (3)
!NED 487 Cooperative Education (3)
Energy Systems option
INTE 219 Techniques of Energy Control (3)
INTE 318 Fluid Power (3)
INTE 325 Applied Mechanics, Kinematics, and
Design (3)
INED 387 Cooperative Education (3)
INTE 417 Industrial Robotics (3)
!NED 487 Cooperative Education (3)
Subtotal, Major and related areas: ........................... 44
Professional Studies
100 clock hours of approved prestudent teaching
field experiences (0)
aINED 250 Foundations of Technology and
Industrial-Vocational Education (3)
SPGN 251 Education of Exceptional Children (3)
EDPS 322 Human Development and Learning (4)
The following courses require formal admission

to the teacher education program:
RDNG 311 Teaching Reading in the Secondary
School (3)
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

SOFD 328 Schools in a Multicultural Society (3)
EDPS 340 Introduction to Assessment and
Evaluation (3)
aINED 350 Curriculum in Technology and
Industrial·Vocational Education (3)
INED 460 Practicum in Technology and
Industrial-Vocational Education (2)
INED 461 The Teaching of Technology and
Industrial-Vocational Education (2)
EDUC 492 Student Thaching (12)
Credit hours in Professional Studies: ........................ 36
lOtal credit hours required: ...........................•.. 134
· Satuf:t 6 additwTIlll hou,-, in TTIQ,jo,. to bring mQjo,. requiremtnts to

50 how8.
*At leOJlt one approved COUf"8e in crou.culturol or inte"TIlltwTIlll 8tud·
ie8 m/Ult be completed in the proce88 of meeting the Ba,ic Studie, requirement' of the foregoing Areas I·IV. Approued courses are desig·
TIllted with an asterisk ("').

TEACHING MINOR
TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY AND SPECIAL EDUCATIONELEMENTARY TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Successful completion oftms minor, in the context
of other program requirements, qualifies the student
for recommendation for endorsement in industrial arts,
certification code "IX." The certification test covering
this field is #38, "Industrial Arts."
One
"'INED 253 Technology Education for Children (3)
and INED 354 Experiences in Technology for
Children (2)
tINED 252 PrevocationalNocational Special
Needs Program (4)
11·12 credits from:
INED 103 Structures and Design in
Technology (3)
INED 106 Processing Technology (3)
!NED 114 Information and Control Technology (3)
INED 118 Energy Thchnology (3)
!NED 152 Arts and Crafts (3)
INED 250 Foundations of Technology and
Industrial·Vocational Education (3)
INED 355 Seminar in Technology for the
Elementary School (2)
Additional credits from:
INDT 121 Graphic Communication (3)
INDT 204 Photographic Communication (3)

or
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£NED 350 Curriculum in Technology and
Industrial-Vocational Education (3)
[NED 452 Principles of Vocational-Technical
Education (3)
lNED 497 lndependent Study (1)
Hours from the requirements above must total at least 24.
21 hours for elementary program; 20 hours for special
education programs.

BEOU 200 Principles of Marketing and Office Education.
3 brs
An introductIon to marketing and office education. The
scope and importance of vocational education with emphasis on marketing and office education. Prestudent
teaching experience will be initiated in conjunction with
this course.

·Sati8/ied ill profe8JliOTlal .tudk$ III elementary progro.rn.
'Sati8{red in pro{e8Jlional.tudie. in special education programs.

BEDU 201 Microcomputel'S for Business Applications.
3hrs
Computer hardware and software for office use including both mainframe and microcomputer systems .
"Hands-on" experience limited to microcomputers. Basic skills in using prepared software and developing
programs for office applications using Microsoft BASIC.
Requires no prior knowledge of computers or programming. Lab fee required.

BUSINESS EDUCATION C01.J1UOES

BEDU 100 Contemporary Business.
3 hrs
The American business enterprise and international
business . Contemporary problems and future challenges. Career decision-making in terms of business
careers. Open to all students except upper-division business majors.
BEDU 119 Keyboarding for Computers.
2 hrs
Basic touch keyboarding skills for persons who plan to
work with modern information processors, all ofwruch
utilize a basic alphabet/figure keyboard and/or a lO-key
numeric pad. Lab fee required. For nonmajors.
BEDU 122 Keyboarding for Office Technology. 2 hrs
Basic techniques and manipulative skills for efficient
machine operation. Speed and control emphasized. Introduction to applications through centering, tabulating, and structuring keyboarded material for various
purposes. Lab fee required.
BEDU 123 Word Processing/Keyboarding Applications.
2 hrs
Continued skill development. Application of skill to keyboarding special communication forms , letters, manuscripts and tabulated reports. Improved form and punctuation. Lab fee required.
Prereq: BEDU JI9 or BEDU 122 or one year of high
school word processing or keyboarding. No credit is given
to students who have received credit for two years ofhigh
school word processing.
BEOU 177/178/179 Special Topics.
11213 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.

BEDU 205 Women in Business.
3hrs
Social and business conditions that support the entry of
women to executive positions in business; career opportunities at the professional and executive levels ofbusiness.
BEDU 210 Concepts ofWordllnrormation Processing.
3hrs
The concepts and functions of word processing equipment, procedures, and career opportunities. Applications
and the organization of word processing services; the
extension of word processing through the use of periph·
erals.
BEDU 211 Introduction to Paralegalism and Legal
Terminology.
3 bra
An overview of the nature of the legal assistant (paralegal) program, with a look at the roles, opportunities,
responsibilities and problems encountered. The student
is introduced to areas of the law in which the legal assistant may work. Ethical considerations are addressed
and legal t2rminology will be introduced and empha·
sized. Must be completed in the first 12 hours of the
major.
BEDU 220 Wordllntormation Processing Operations.
Shrs
Advanced document applications including merge and
list processing, graphics, math operations, and dstabase
integration. Keyboarding speed and accuracy is also
included, as well as refinement of proofreading and editing skills. Lab fee required.
Prereq: BEDU 123 or equivaknt and BEDU 201.
UNDERGRADliATECAJ'ALOC
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BEDU 222 Transcription Applicatioll.8 and Technology.
3 hrs
Using automated office equipment to produce mailable
office communications from dictated and other input.
Building language arts, keyboarding and word processing skills into transcription skiUs required for word processing employment. Lab fee required.
Prereq: BEDU 220.
BEDU 224 Computer-bued Bwiness Mathematics.
Shrs
Application of computer-based tools and procedures to
the solution of mathematical problems encountered in
the business office. Lab fee required.
Prereq: BEDU 201 or chpartment permission.
BEDU 225 Notetaking Skills for Profe88ionals. 2 hrs
Designed to provide skills for successful notetaking for
a variety of academic and professional activities, including library and other text-based research; and meetings,
interviews, and other audiolaural formats. Develops skill
in rapid writing and reading systems along with related
study, listening, and basic transcription skills.
Prereq: BEDU 123 or equivalent.
BEDU 250 Personal Finance.
S hrs
The management of financial resources to satisfy personal or family goals. Budgeting, consumer credit, investments, insurance, real estate, wills and trusts and
income taxes. Students learn to make decisions within
the context of a realistic consumer-oriented environment. Open to all students.
BEDU 27712781279 Special Topics.
11213 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
BEDU 304 Legal Writing, Research. and Analysis L
Shrs
This course is designed to develop basic skills in analyzing legal problems, researching those problems, and
searching for legal authority. Students are also introduced to primary and secondary legal resources. Emphasis is given to preparing and writing legal memoranda. Extensive use oflibrary law materials is required.
Prereq: ENGL 121.

UND£RCRAOUATECA~LOC

BEDU 805 Advanced Legal Writing, Research, and
Analy.i. n.
abra
This course will build upon skills acquired in BEDU 304.
Students will be introduced to computerized research
sources with a special emphasis on LEXIS and West1aw.
Discussion will also focus on the state appellate process. Students will learn how to prepare an appellate
brief and do on-line legal research to complete their brief,
Special emphasis will be placed on students improving
their legal writing techniques. Lab fee required.
Prereq: BEDU 304, and BEDU 201 or equivalent.
BEDU 808 Personal Injury Law and Litigation. a bra
A study of the law and litigation techniques in personal
injury cases. Students will become acquainted with such
torts as assault, battery, false imprisonment, defamation and strict product liability. Study will be directed
particularly to the fields of negligence and medical malpractice.
BEDU 310 Wordllnformation Proce88ing Administration.
3 bra
Techniques to utilize staff and equipment most effectively, record keeping, work flow, evaluating personnel,
establishing policies and standards of operation as applied to word processing.
P......q, BEDU 201. BEDU 210. BEDU 220.
BEDU 311 Probate, Estates, and WIlla.
a hrs
The student will study the Probate Code and probate
procedures, descendents' estates, death and inheritance
taxes, and other related problems. Special attention will
be given to wills and how wills are drafted.
BEDU al3 Family Law.
3hrs
A basic introduction to the areas of domestic law, including such subjects as divorce, adoption, abortion,
parental rights, children's rights, child abuse, neglect
and guardianship. The course will be directed toward
the legal assistant's role in preparing course documents
and other tasks of the paralegal in this area.
BEDU 325 Advanced Notetaking and Trall.8Cription
for Profeasionala.
2 bra
A continuation of BEDU 225 which develops higher
speeds in notetaking and transcription skills for employment and professional use. Continues the development
of related study and listening skills.
Prereq: BEDU 123 and BEDU 225, or equivalent.
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BEDU 344 Administration of Computer Systems. 3 hrs
1b provide an introduction to the principles and practices required to operate a computer operating system
in the educational or smaWmedium institution environment. The course will deal with both the operating system in micro- and minicomputer forms as a program
and as a complete system. The course will emphasize
the daily tasks a small/medium system administrator
must accomplish.
Prereq: BEDU 201, BEDU 224, BEDU 396, ENOL 324.
BEDU 364 Methods of Teaching General Business
Subjects.
2 hra
Methods in teaching general business, business law and
keyboarding with application to classroom situations.
Objectives, lesson planning, techniques of teaching and
sources of materials.
Prereq;RDNG 311 and EDPS 322. A 2.5 GPA in all business education subjects taken at EMU is required before
enrollment, with no academic probation. '1h be taken se·
mester before stucknt teaching. Admission to the teacher
education program.
BEDU 365 Methods of Teaching Office Education. 2 hrs
Methods of teaching shorthand, office block. bookkeep·
ing, accounting. keyboarding, word processing and co·
operative education classes. Objectives, lesson planning,
techniques of teaching and sources of materials.
Prereq: EDPS 322 andBEDU 364. A2.5 GPA in all business education subjects taken at EMU is required before
enrollment, with no acackmic probation.

BEDU 366 Meth0d9 of Teaching Marketing Education.

2"'"

Techniques and practices utilized in teaching market-ing and cooperative education in secondary schools, com·
munity coUeges and adult evening schools.
Prereq: EDPS 322. A 2.5 CPA in all business education
subjects taken at EMU is required before enrollment, with
no academic probati.on. Admission to the teacher educa·
tion program.
BEDU 367 Curriculum in Marketing Education. 2 brs
Overviews content bases and other factors affecting
marketing education curriculum. Includes development
of comprehensive curriculum plans for a variety of marketing education settings, utilization of nonclassroom
curriculum delivery systems, and implementation of
curriculum evaluation and revision procedures. Examines current trends in marketing education curriculum.
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BEDU S68 Management of Marketing Education
Programs.
2 brs
Examines the marketing educator roles of DECA adviser, public relations specialist, career counselor, program administrator/supervisor, and professional educator.
BEDU 377/378/379 Speeial Topics.
lf2f3 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
BEDU 387 Cooperative Education.
S bra
Business education majora will be placed on a job that
relates to their primary area of study for one semester.
During this period regular employees' benefits may be
received. Credit/no credit. Credit applicable to the major in business education only.
Prereq: Department permission.
BEDU 395 Office Administration.
3"'"
Office problems from the point of view of the administrator. Office organization, physical facilities, nature of
office work, personnel relations, and control of office
output.
Prereq; BEDU 201.

3"'"

BEDU 396 Records Administration.
Management methodology in records. control, costs,
protection, retention, retrieval and disposal. Records
administration as a management tool.
Prereq: BEDU 201.
Note: Students are expected to have taken ENGL 121
and BEDU 211 before taking the following legal assisting classes: BEDU 4ll. BEDU 412. BEDU 414, BEDU
415, BEDU 416.

BEDU 411 Civil Litigation. Investigation, and Procedure.
3 hrs
A comprehensive survey of civil litigation and procedure.
The student will be introduced to every phase oflitiga·
tion starting with the filing of the lawsuit through the
appellate process. The student will be expected to draw
up a complaint and a number of pleadings, as well as
drafting interrogatories and digesting depositions. Legal investigation will be addressed.

UNDERGRADUA.TE CATALOG
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BEDU 412 Court Rule., Forms, and Legal Drafting.
Shrs
Study will be made of Michigan Court Rules and court
forms commonly used in the Michigan Court system.
The student will learn the practical aspects of preparing court forms for a variety of legal actions. Drafting
legal documents, such as contracts and papers of incorporation, will be included.
BEDU 414 Advanced Probate, Estates, and Trusts.
S hrs
This course will build upon the material covered in
BEDU 311 Probate, Estates, and Wills. Subject matter
will include the Probate Code and probate procedure,
federal and state inheritance taxes. Special emphasis
will be given to trusts, purposes for them, and the draft.ing of trusts.
P"'''''I'' BEDU 311.
BEDU 415 Bankruptcy Law.
S hrs
A study will be made of the Federal Bankruptcy Code,
with emphasis on Chapters 7,11, and 13. Students will
learn how to prepare the necessary papers for filing for
bankruptcy.
3 to 6 brs
BEDU 416 Legal Assistant Internship.
Placement for students will be arranged with law finns,
courts, or corporations, etc., for on-the-job training as a
legal assistant. Each student will have a supervisor on
the job and a faculty supervisor, The latter will consult
with students individually or in a group meeting, A written report is required at completion of the internship.
Where appropriate criteria are met, Cooperative Education can be substituted for an Internship.
Prereq: Permission oflll8tructor; BEDU 304, BEDU 305,
BEDU 411, BEDU 412.

BEDU 422 Office Systems.
3 bra
Integration of automated office subsystems such as word
processing, graphics, transcription, calendaring, scheduling, accounting, and realrds management into the office setting. Lab fee required.
P...req . BEDU 220, BEDU 224.
BEDU 481 Projects and Simulations in Marketing
Education.
2 hrs
Projects and simulations methods in marketing education are explored with a m~or focus on the organization and coordination of the school store. Implementation steps for the entrepreneurship simulation are deUNDF.RGRAOUATECATAUDC

veloped, Small scale simulations and projects are also
studied as well as procedures for developing simulations
and projects,
BEDU 477/4781479 Special Topics.
1fl/3 bra
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied,
Prereq: Departrrumt permission,
BEDU 487 Cooperative Education.
3 bra
Business education m~ors will be placed on ajob that
relates to their primary area of study for one semester,
During this period regular employees' benefits may be
received, Credit I no credit. Credit applicable to the major in business education only.
P......q . BEDU 387.
BEDU 495 Office Automation.
Shrs
Overview of office automation and its relationship to
information, information technology, and the application of information technology to the office. Significant
new technologies and systems, how to apply these effectively, how to organize for office automation and how to
implement office automation. Lab fee required,
Prereq .. BEDU 201, BEDU 210, BEDU 220, BEDU 224,
BEDU395.
BEDU 496 Records Administration Using Database.
Shrs
Database as a tool of automated search and retrieval.
Identifying information needs of users: design and development of records classification structures suitable
for automated records systems; searching techniques;
generation of reports such as records user listings, master record listings and records retention schedules. Extensive applications using database software. Lab fee
required,
Prereq .. BEDU 201 and BEDU 396.
BEDU 497/4981499lndependent Study.
11213 hrs
Students pursue some special area of study or experimentation under the direction of a designated faculty
member from the department.
Prereq: Departnumt permission.
TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION COURSES

INED 103 Structures and Design in Technology. 3 bra
The application of design elements, principles, and pro-
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cedures in the development of solutions to structural
problems in technology. Considers human and environmental factors in design solutions. nJustration and description of structures, shapes, and forms used in those
solutions. Lab fee required.

Pre· or coreq: FA 122.
INED 105 History of Industrial Technology.
3 hrs
An introduction to the history of industrial technology.
The development ofindustry and its impact on the other
arts and culture in general. Basic principles of design in
industrial and home arts, and the eot.echnic, paleot.echnic,
neotechnic, and atomic periods oft.eehnology.
INED 106 Proce88ing Technology.
Shn
An introduction to tools, materials, and processes and
their application to discrete and integrated systems of
technology, Interrelationships between humans and
machines will be studied to develop the student's ability to transfer knowledge of processes from one environment to the other. Lab fee required.
Prereq: Course work in high school and I or college chern·

i.stry or physics recommended.
INED 114 Information and Control Thcbnology. 3 hrs
Access, manage, and control information and technology through the application of technological systems.
Design and construct models, devices and mechanisms
that will process information and control technology
through the use of machines and humans. Lab fee required.
INED 118 Energy Technology.
3 hrs
Fonus, sources and uses of energy for application to technology. Description of past, present, and future systems
that transform, transmit, store, control. and utilize energy. Considers energy conservation issues. Laboratory
experiences focus on experimenting with energy conversions and measurement. Lab fee required.
INED 152 Arts and Crafts.
3hn
Experience in design and use of a wide variety of craft
materials. Avocational and recreational use of craft
media. Lab fee required .
INED 177/1781179 Special Topics.
112/3 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other

departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
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INED 246 Safety in Thchnology and Industrial·
Vocational Education.
2 hrs
Safety, health, and environmental factors and their im·
plications for technology and industrial-vocational educators, students, laboratories, and instructional programs,
INED 250 Foundations of Technology and IndustrialVocational Education.
3 hrs
An introduction to the foundations and implementation
of technology education and industrial-vocational education. Past, present, and future developments in the
profession will be studied through lectures, discussion,
seminars, micro-teaching, school visitations, and
prestudent teaching activities.
INED 252 PrevocationaWocational Special Needs
~~= .

4hn

An examination of the role of special education personnel in providing career awareness, prevocational skill
development, and vocational education support activities. Laboratory activities focus on the integration of
these concepts on a broad continuum from elementary
to secondary school programs. Lectures and field experiences will be used to illustrate a variety of programs
and services. Lab fee required.

]NED 253 Technology Education for Children. 3 hrs
Content and methods which enable the elementary
teacher to assist children in learning about the concepts,
processes, systems, and impacts of technology. Individual
and group laboratory activities involve applications of
technology with other subject areas through problem
solving experiences. Lab fee required.

INED 2771278/279 Special Topics.
lJ2I3 hn
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
INED 350 Curriculum in Thchnology and IndustrialVocational Education.
3 hrs
Curriculum bases, the derivation of content, the formulation of objectives, the selection and organization of
learning activities, and the selection and development
of procedures for evaluating technology and industrialvocational education students and programs.

Prereq: [NED 250.
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INED S64 Experiences in Technology for Children.
2hn
Laboratory experiences in the use of materials, tools,
processes, and products of industry as utilized in the
elementary and middle school. Emphasis is on individual
and group learning situations relevant to integrated
curriculum activities.
Prereq: INED 253. Lab fee required.
INED 356 Seminar in Technology for the Elementary
School.
2hn
Practical experiences in integrating concepts oftechnol·
ogy with existing elementary and special education cur-ricula. Students will design, conduct, and evaluate manipulative activities for and with children.
funq ' INED 354.

!NED 452 Principles of Vocational·Technical Education.
3 hn
Concepts and principles of vocational-technical educa·
tion; current issues in vocational education in Michi·
gan.
Prereq: INED 350 or department permission.
INED 460 Practicum in Technology and Industrial2 bra
Vocational Education.
Direct involvement in solving teachingllearning problems in technology and industrial-vocational education.
Emphasis upon developing appropriate strategies for
managing the classroom and laboratory environment.
Concurrent with !NED 461 and student teaching.
Prereq: INED 350.
INED 461 The Thaching of Technology and IndWJtrial.

!NED S68 Tools and MaterialB.
3hn
Experiences in the use of selected tools, machines and
materials following contemporary therapeutic practices
in occupational therapy and related professions. Lecture: two hours per week. Laboratory: two hours per
week. Lab fee required.
Prereq: Occupational Therapy major or department per·
mission.

2 bra
Vocational Education.
Examines the relationship between principles of effective learning and various methods of instruction in technology and industrial-vocational education. Emphasis
upon the preparation of lessons and units of study and
the evaluation of instruction. Taken concurrently with
!NED 460 and student teaching.
funq' /NED 350.

lNED 37713781379 Special Topics.
!J'lJS hn
An exploration and study oftopies not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.

!NED 477/478/479 Special Topica.
11213 bra
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.

INED 387 Cooperative Education.
3 hr8
Industrial education majors will be placed on ajob that
relates to their primary area of study for one semester.
During this period regular employee benefits may be
received. Credit I no credit. Credit applicable to a major
in industrial education only.
Prereq: Department permission.

INED 487 Cooperative Education.
S hra
The second in a two-course sequence for industrial education majors. The students will be placed on ajob that
relates to their primary area of study for one semester.
Regular employee benefits may be received. Credit ap·
plicable to a major in industrial education only. Credit I
no credit.
Prereq: INED 387 and department permission.

3 hrs
INED 460 Solving Technological Problems.
A capstone experience in the technology component of
the industrial education curriculum. Student applies
problem solving techniques to arrive at the solution to
a technological problem.
Prereq: INED 350; senior standing and department approval.
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11213 hn
INED 497/4981499 Independent Study.
Available to selected students who have demonstrated
ability to profit from a directed study project. Intensive
study of a problem appropriate to the student's area of
concentration. Enrollment and selection of a project proposal must be approved by the department adviser-chair.
Prereq: Department permission.
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INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY
Everett N. Israel
Department Head
118 Sill Hall
487·2040
Professors: Daniel J. Fields, Jerald A. Griess, Everett
N. Israel, JohnJ . JeUema. MaxE. Kanagy, Su·Chen
(Jonathon) Lin, Walter W. Tucker, John A. Weeks
Associate Professors: Erik Lokensgard, Fuh-Cwo
(Tony ) Shiue, Thomas G. Soyster, Pamela K.
Speelman. Tracy S. Tillman
Aasistant Professors: Robert E. Chapman, Bob
(Behrooz) Lahidji , Alfred C. Roth
Instructors: Lawrence L. Darling, Peter J . Loughney,
Philip Rufe, James J. Stein
The Industrial Technology department otters two
curricula: construction management with one major and
a minor, and manufacturing with two majors and a minor. In addition, two preprofessional programs are
shared with the College of Arts and Sciencesprearehitecture and preengineering. Advising for these
programs is provided by this department.
Degree: Bachelor of Science
Programs of Study
Construction curriculum
Major:
Construction management
Minor:
Construction management
Manufacturing curriculum
~or8:

Computer-aided design
Manufacturing
Concentrations:
Computer-aided manufacturing
Manufacturing technology
Plastics
Manufacturing (transfer)
Preprofessional programs:
Preengineering
Prearchitecture
The Construction Management program has been
accredited by the American Council for Construction
Education, and the Computer-Aided Design program
and the Manufacturing program with concentrations in
Computer-Aided Manufacturing, Manufacturing Technology, and Plastics have been accredited by the National Association of Industrial Technology.

The advising procedure is posted outside the department office. It is recommended that majors 8ee their
department adviser each semester to review their program. Majors are responsible fot' meeting the requirements for graduation. A new student in the department
not assigned to an adviser should call the department
office (487-2040) for an appointment.

Advisers:
Computer-aided design: Jerald Griess, Tony Shiue
Computer-aided manufacturing: Max Kanagy, Jonathan
Lin
Construction management: Larry Darling, Peter
Loughney, James Stein, John Weeks
Manufacturing (transfer): Everett IsraelJohn Jellema
Manufacturing technology; Alfred Roth, Tracy Tiilman,
Walter 1Ucker
Plastics: Erik Lokensgard
Preengineering: Bob Lahidji , Pamela K Speelman
Prearehitecture: Larry Darling
Graduate study leads to the Master of Science degree
in industrial technology. Available areas of concentration are manufacturing, quality, and construction management. These degrees are described in the Graduate
Catalog.

ACADEMIC MAJORS
CONSTRUcrION CURRICULUM
The construction curriculum includes course work
in basic studies with specified science and mathematics
courses, recommended business course selectives (a list
of recommended course electives that require the prior
approval of a construction management adviser), and
technical courses. A minor is not required.

CONSTRUCfION MANAGEMENT MAJOR
The construction management major is designed
to prepare men and women for middle- and upper-level
management in general contracting. The major has been
developed in cooperation with experts from the construction industry, guidelines established by major construction associations, and feedback from employers and
graduates. 'The construction management major reflects
the current needs and trends in the construction industry.
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Semhours
Symbolic8 and communication .......................... 19
CTAS 121 Fundamentals of Speech .................. 2
ENGL 121 English Composition ....................... 3
ENGL 324 Principles of'ThcluW:al Communication ... 3
INTE 105 Computer Applications for Industry 3
MATH 107 Plane Trigonometry ........................ 2
MATH 118-119 Mathematical Analysis for Social
Sciences 1-[[ .................................................... 6
Science and technology ........................................ 11
CHEM 119 Fundamentals of Chemistry .......... 4
PHY 221 Mechanics, Sound, and Heat ............. 4
PSY 101 General Psychology ............................. 3
Social science ..•...•....••.•.................••.••••..•.......•....... 12
PLSC 112 American Government ..................... 3
A course in history ............................................. 3
ECON 201 Principles of Economics I ................ 3
ECON 202 Principles of Economics II .............. 3
Arts and humanities ........................................ 11-12
A course in philosophy or religion ..................... 3
A course in art, dance, music, or theatre arts 2-3
A course in literature ......................................... 3
A course in cross-o.lltural or international studies ... 3
Major in construction management .................. 67
CNST 125 Introduction to Construction ........... 2
CNST 201 Construction Systems .......... ,. .......... 3
CNST 206 Surveying ......................................... 3
CNST 213 Construction Safety ........... ,. ............ 3
CNST 228 Construction Drawing ..................... 3
CNST 229 Analysis of Commercial Prints ........ 3
CNST 301 Planning and Scheduling ................ 3
CNST 302 Contract Documents, Regulations, and
Specifications ................................................. 3
CNST 303 Electrical, Mechanical, and Equipment
Systems .......................................................... 3
CNST 387 Cooperative Education .................... 3
CNST 401 Construction Estimating and Bidding .. 3
CNST 402 Construction Materials .................... 3
CNST 403 Production Control ........................... 2
CNST 406 Construction Law ............................ 2
CNST 450 Fundamentals of Construction Project
Management .................................................. 3
GEOL 160 Physical Geology .............................. 4
ACC 130 Accounting for Nonbusiness Majors,. 3
LAW 293 Legal Environment of Business ........ 3
MGMT 384 Human Resource Management ..... 3
Construction management restricted elective .. 3
(Aduiser approval required)
Math/science restricted elective ........................ 3
(Aduiser approval required)
UNDERGRADUATE CATAlOG

Business restricted elective ............................... 6
(Aduiser approval required)
FIN 350 Principles of Finance ........................... 3
FIN 352 Financial Management for
Entrepreneurs ................................................ 3
FIN 358 Analysis of Financial Statements ....... 3
LAW 393 Law of Business Enterprises ............. 3
LAW 403 Employment Law ............................... 3
MGMT 202 Business Communications ............. 3
MGMT 386 Organizational Behavior and Theory .. 3
MGMT 460 Management Skills ........................ 3
MGMT 484 Management-Union Relations ....... 3
MKTG 360 Principles of Marketing .................. 3
IS 215 End-User Computing ............................. 3
OS 265 Business Statistics I ............................. 3
Physical education and health ............................. 2
Physical education activity courses .................. 2
(Military science courses may be substituted for
physical education. )
Free electives ........................................................ 1-2
Thtal ......................................................................... 124

MANuFACfURING CURRICULUM
The manufacturing curriculum includes course
work in basic studies with specified science and mathematics course, manufacturing core courses, and major
courses in computer-aided design (CAD), computer-aided
manufacturing (CAM), manufacturing, and plastics
technology. A minor is not required.

COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN MAJOR
Men and women majoring in computer-aided design (CAD) are prepared for a wide range of computer
related job opportunities. Graduates are employed in
industry as CAD engineers, software development engineers, applications programmers, technical support
engineers, systems managers, training consultants, en·
try-level designers, as well as in equipment sales and
support. The applications of computer graphics are becoming more diverse and are found in many areas such
as architecture, medicine. mapping, facilities manage·
ment, and government.
The CAD major includes a core of manufacturing
courses designed to provide a well-rounded graduate
with hands-on experiences. Engineering graphics
courses are included to provide an understanding of the
process of producing models on the computer. In the CAD
courses the students gain knowledge of graphics programming concepts involving interactive 2-D and 3-D
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wireframe drawing, hidden surface removal, shaded
surfaces, business graphics, animation, interfaces, menu
and icon development, database management, and microcomputer applications.
Semhoun
Symbolics and communication .......................... 19
CTAS 121 Fundamentals of Speech ..." ............. 2
ENGL 121 English Composition ....................... 3
ENGL324 Principles ofThchnical Communication ... 3
INTE 105 Computer Applications for Industry 3
MATH 107 Plane Trigonometry ........................ 2
MATH 118 Mathematical Analysis for Social
Sciences I ............................ ,.... ,............ ,.. ....... 3
MATH 119 Mathematical Analysis for Social
Sciences II .................................. ........... ......... 3
Science and technology ....................................... 15
CHEM 119 Fundamentals of Chemistry .......... 4
PHY 221 Mechanics. Sound. and Heat ............. 4
PHY 222 Electricity and Light .......................... 4
PSY 101 General Psychology ............. " ....... " ..... 3
Social science ......................................................... 12
PLSC 112 American Government ..................... 3
A course in history ............................................. 3
ECON 201 Principles of Economics I ................ 3
EeON 202 Principles of Economics n .............. 3
Arts and humanities ........................................ 11-12
A course in philosophy or religion ..................... 3
A course in art, dance, music, or theatre arts 2-3
A course in literature ......................................... 3
A course in cross-eultural or international studies ... 3
Major in CAD .......................................................... 60
COSC 137 Introduction to FORTRAN
Programming ............................... ,., .. ,.. ,.. ".,.,' 3
COSC 250 Programming for CAD/CAM ........... 3
INTE 103 Introduction to Automation,., .. ,........ 3
INTE 106 Industrial Computer Applications for
Manufacturing ., ...... " ... ,................................. 3
INTE 122 Engineering Graphics I .................... 3
INTE 123 Manufiu:turing Proresses and Methods I .. 3
INTE 124 Manufiu:turing Proresses and Methods II . 3
INTE 203 Industrial Operation ........................ 3
lNTE 223 Engineering Graphics II ................... 3
INTE 231 Industrial Computer Graphics ......... 3
INTE 316 Manufacturing 1boling ....... "." ......... 3
INTE 324 Industrial Drawing ....... "" .. "" .......... 3
INTE 325 Applied Mechanics, Kinematics, and
Design ..................... ,', .... ,', ..... ,... ,....... ,............ 3
INTE 387 Cooperative Education ..................... 3
INTE 431 Interactive Indu strial Computer
Graphics ......................................................... 3
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INTE 432 3·0 Computer.Aided Design ............ 3
INTE 433 Advanced Computer·Aided Design .. 3
INTE 435 Finite ElementAnalysis ................... 3
A course in technical management " ........... " .... 3
Elective (must be approved by adviser) ............ 3
Physical education and health ............................. 2
Physical education activity courses .................. 2
(Military science courses may be substituted for
physical education,)
Free electives ........................................................... 6·7
Total ......................................................................... 124

MANuFACfURING MAJOR
The manufacturing major consists of four concentrations: computer-aided manufacturing, manufacturing technology, plastics, and manufacturing (transfer).
Majors must complete the Basic Studies requirements
outlined below plus requirements in one of the concentrations,
The rapid increase in complexity of manufacturing technology and operations has caused the education of most engineers to become increasingly theoretical. This has produced a demand for manufacturing professionals who have applied technical skills, Our graduates, who are educated in applied technologies, help to
meet that demand. Students majoring in Manufacturing are prepared for a wide range of professional positions in industry. Graduates are employed as: manufacturing engineers; manufacturing operations mangers;
computer applications integrators; product, process, and
tool designers; and in many other technical and managerial positions.
Sem hours
Symbolic8 and communication .......................... 19
CTAS 121 Fundamentals of Speech .................. 2
ENGL 121 English Composition ....................... 3
ENGL324 Principle.; of'Thchrucal Communkation ... 3
INTE 105 Computer Applications for Industry 3
MATH 107 Plane Trigonometry ........................ 2
MATH 118 Mathematical Analysis for Social
Sciences I ,.. ,.. ,..... " ..... ,', ... ,.. ,.. " ....................... 3
MATH 119 Mathematical Analysis for Social
Sciences 11 '''''', ................ " ...... ,.." ..,............... 3
Science and technology ...................... "............... 15
CHEM 121 General Chemistry I ....................... 3
CHEM 122 General Chemistry I Laboratory ... 1
PHY 221 Mechanics, Sound, and Heat ............. 4
PHY 222 Electricity and Light .......................... 4
PSY 101 General Psychology ............................. 3
UNDEJl.GRADUATE CATAlOG
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Social science ......................................................... 12
PLSC 112 American Government ..................... 3
A course in history ............................................. 3
ECON 201 Principles of Economics I ................ 3
ECON 202 Principles of Economics n .............. 3
Arts and humanities ..•...............•.....•............... 11·12
A course in philosopby or religion ..................... 3
A course in art, dance, music, or theatre arts 2·3
A course in literature ......................................... 3
A course in cross-cu1tura1 or internationa1 studies ... 3
Physical education and health ............................. 2
Physical education activity courses .................. 2
(Military science courses may be substituted for
pbysical education.)

Total..................................................................... 59-60
COMPUTER-AIDED MANuFACTURING
CONCENTRATION

The computer-aided manufacturing concentration
combines instructional experiences in robotics, control
and power systems, and numerical control. The concentration is designed to prepare individuals for supervisory and management positions in automated plants and
factories for both today and in the future.
Mi!Uor in CAM ......................................................... 60
INTE 103 lntroduction to Automation .............. 3
INTE 106 Industrial Computer Applications for
Manufacturing ............................................... 3
INTE 122 Engineering Graphics I .................... 3
INTE 123 Manufacturing Prooesses and Methods I 3
INTE 124 Manufacturing Proceeses and Methods II. 3
INTE 200 Industrial Electricity and Controls I 3
INTE 203 Industrial Operation ........................ 3
lNTE 218 Industrial Electricity and Controls n ... 3
INTE 223 Engineering Graphics II ................... 3
INTE 316 Manufacturing 1'boling ..................... 3
INTE 318 Fluid Power ....................................... 3
INTE 324 Industrial Drawing ........................... 3
INTE 361 Computer Numerical Control .......... 3
lNTE 387 Cooperative Education ..................... 3
INTE 420 Industrial Quality Control ............... 3
INTE 425 Advanced Manufacturing Methods .. 3
INTE 426 Manufacturing Communication
Systems .......................................................... 3
INTE 485 Flexible Manufacturing Systems ..... 3
Select two of three COUl'8eS ................................... 6
ACC 130 Accounting for Nonbusiness Majors (3)
INTE 427 Advanced Industrial Control (3)
INTE 461 CAD/CAM NC Programming (3)
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Free electives ........................................................ 3-4
Total ......................................................................... 124
MANuFACTURING TECHNOLOGY
CONCENTRATION

The manufacturing technology concentration includes a core of fundamental manufacturing courses
designed to produce a well-rounded graduate with
hands-on experience. In advanced courses, students gain
knowledge and skills in mechanical and tool design, fluid
power systems, quality control, robotics, and control
technologies for machines, processes, and manufacturing operations management. A number of our graduates have become certified as Manufacturing Technologists or Manufacturing Engineers by the Society of
Manufacturing Engineers.
Major in manufacturing technology ................. 60
INTE 103 Introduction to Automation .............. 3
INTE 106 Industrial Computer Applications for
Manufacturing ............................................... 3
INTE 122 Engineering Graphics I .................... 3
INTE 123 Manufacturing Prooesses and Methods I .. 3
INI'E 124 Manufacturing PI"""""", and Methods II . 3
INTE 200 Industrial Electricity and Controls 13
lNTE 203 Industrial Operation ........................ 3
INTE 218 Industrial Electricity and Controls II ... 3

INTE 223 Engineering Graphics II ................... 3
INTE 316 Manufacturing '!boling ................... " 3
INTE 318 Fluid Power ....................................... 3
INTE 325 Applied Mechanics, Kinematics, and
Design ............................................................. 3
INTE 361 Computer Numerical Control .......... 3
INTE 387 Cooperative Education ..................... 3
INTE 420 Industrial Quality Control ............... 3
INTE 421 Manufacturing Product and Process
Analysis .......................................................... 3
INTE 425 Advanced Manufacturing Methods .. 3
INTE 490 Manufscturing'Thchno1ogy Laboratmy ... 3

ACC 130 Accounting for Nonbusiness Majors .. 3
Restricted elective .................................................. 3
F'ree electives ........................................................ 3-4
'Ibtal ......................................................................... 124
PLASTICS CONCENTRATION

The plastics concentration is designed to prepare
men and women for a wide range of technical positions
in the plastics processing industry. Graduates have a
general understanding of the plastics industry, polymer
materials, common plastics processes, and finishing and
decorating techniques. Graduates are employed as cosL
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estimators, sales and marketing representatives, production schedulers, mold designers, process engineers,
product engineers, production supervisors, and quality
control supervisors as well as in their related technical
specialties.
Ml:ijor in plastics .................................................... 60
INTE 103 Introduction to Automation .............. 3
lNTE 106 Industrial Computer Applications for
Manufacturing ............................................... 3
INTE 122 Engineering Graphics I .................... 3
INTE 123 Manufacturing Processes and Mathods [ .. 3
INTE J.24 Manufacturing Processes and Mathods n . 3
INTE 200 Industrial Electricity and Controls 13
INTE 202 Plastics .............................................. 3
INTE 203 Industrial Operation ........................ 3
INTE 218 Industrial Electricity and Controls n ... 3

lNTE 223 Engineering Graphics n ................... 3
INTE 306 Plastic Processing ............................. 3
INTE 3 18 Fluid Power ....................................... 3
INTE 387 Cooperative Education ..................... 3
INTE 409 Plastics Mold Design and Consbuct:i.on ... 3
INTE 410 Plastics Product Design .................... 3
INTE 411 Plastics Fabricating and Decorating 3
INTE 420 Industrial Quality Control ............... 3
CHEM 270 Organic Chemistry ......................... 4
CHEM 271 Organic Chemistry Laboratory ...... 1
INDT 310 Polymers for Engineers and
Thchnologists .................................................. 3
Restricted elective .................................................. 1
Free electives ........................................................ 3-4
TotaJ ......................................................................... 124
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Free electives ...................................................... 9-10
'I'otal ......................................................................... 124

ACADEMIC MINORS
These minors are designed to provide a background
in fundamental technical applications for students with
majors outside the department who expect to work in
industry. Employment opportunities are enhanced for
persons with technical coursework.
Elective courses in the minor are selected to relate
to the student's major subject area. Academic advising
to determine elective course choices is provided by the
Industrial Technology department. A maxjIDum of six
semester hours may be transferred from outside the
department.

CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
Semhours
Minor in construction management ................. 21
1. Required course8 ............................................. 8
CNST 125 Introduction to Construction ........... 2
CNST 201 Construction Systems ...................... 3
CNST 228 Construction Drawing ..................... 3
2. Restricted electives ....................................... 13
CNST 229 Analysis of Commercial Prints (3)
CNST 301 Planning and Scheduling (3)
CNST 302 Contract Documents, Regulations, and
Specifications (3)
CNST 401 Construction Estimating and
Bidding (3)
CNST 402 Construction Materials (3)

MANUFACTURING (TRANSFER) CONCENTRATION

The manufacturing transfer concentration is designed to serve those individuals who wish to continue
their manufacturing· related community college educa·
tion and seek a bachelor's degree. It is especially designed to accommodate the needs of students transfer·
ring from community colleges with a technical associate's
degree. The concentration includes coUTsework in basic
studies, some specified science and mathematics courses,
and additional adviser·approved manufacturing-related
technical coursework at the upper level.
Ml:ijor in manufacturing (transfer) .................... 55
Restricted electives at tbe 100-400 level .......... 6
Restricted EMU INTE electives at the 300·400
level ...... ......................... ,.............................. 15
Msximumof34_hoursof~oourses .. 34
Note: 12 hOUTS from above must be from
approved technical management courses

MANUFACTURING
Sem hours
Minor in manufacturing ...................................... 21
1. Required courses ............................................. 6
INTE 103 Introduction to Automation .............. 3
INTE 203 Industrial Operation ........................ 3
2. Restricted electives ....................................... 15
Select an additiona115 hours from the following
courses:
*INTE 105 Computer Applications for
Industry (3)
lNTE 106 Industrial Computer Applications for
Manufacturing (3)
INTE 122 Engineering Graphics I (3)
INTE 123 Manufactw-ing Processes andMethodsl (3)
INTE 124 Manufacturing Processes and Methods
1I (3)
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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lNTE 200 Industrial Electricity and Controls I (3)
INTE 202 Plastics (3)
INTE 218 Industrial Electricity and Controls
11(3)

INTE 223 Engineering Graphics II (3)
INDT 231 Introduction to Computer Graphic
Systems (3)
INTE 231 Industrial Computer Graphics (3)
INTE 318 Fluid Power (3)
INTE 324 Industrial Drawing (3)
·Not open to students who have completed the
computer literacy requirement of basic studies.

3.

Programming and Numeric Methods ............ 3
CTAS 121 Fundamentals of Speech .................. 3
ECON 201 Principles of Economics I ................ 3
ECON 202 Principles of Economics II .............. 3
ENGL 225 Intennediate English Composition 3
Second literature course .................................... 3
One humanities course ...................................... 3
Optional courses ............................................... 3
INTE 103 Introduction to Automation (3)
INTE 122 Engineering Graphics I (3)
INTE 223 Engineering Graphics II (3)

PREARCHITECfURE PROGRAM
PREPROFESSIONAL PROGRAMS
The Industrial Technology department is responsible for coordinating and advising students in two of
the University's preprofessional offerings:
prearchitecture and preengineering. Department advisers in these areas maintain contact with universities
that ofTer related four-year programs in order to maximize the value of the transfer program of study at Eastern Michigan University to other universities. Students
planning to transfer to four-year programs should not
complete EMU's Basic Studies requirements.

PREENGINEERING PROGRAM
This program is designed for the student who
wishes to transfer to an engineering program at another
university. Students are strongly advised to consult with
the engineering school they plan to transfer to for specific requirements. Courses taken may apply to other
majors at Eastern Michigan University if the student
chooses to remain on campus to complete a baccalaureate degree.
Semhours
1. Required courses .............•....•.••••••••••.•••••••••••• 35
ENGL 121 English Composition ....................... 3
MATH 120 Calculus I ........................................ 4
MATH 121 Calculusll ....................................... 4
MATH 122 Elementary Linear Algebra ............ 3
MATH 223 Multivariable Calculus ................... 4
CHEM 121 General Chemistry 1....................... 3
CHEM 122 General Chemistry I Laboratory ... 1
PHY 223 Mechanics, Sound, and Heat ............. 5
PHY 224 Electricity and Light .......................... 5
One literature course ......................................... 3
2. Recommended courses ................................. 21
COSC 137 Introduction to FORTRAN
Programming or COSC 237 Computer
UNDERGRADUATE CA'IMOG

This program is designed for students who wish to
transfer to an architecture program at another university. Students are strongly advised to consult with the
school they plan to transfer to for specific requirements.
Courses taken may apply to other majors at Eastern
Michigan University if the student chooses to remain
on this campus to complete a baccalaureate degree.
Semhours
1. Required courses ........................................... 57
ENGL 121 English Composition ....................... 3
CTAS 121 Fundamentals of Speech .................. 2
MATH 120 Calculus I ........................................ 4
MATH 121 Calculus II ....................................... 4
cose 137 Introduction to FORTRAN
Programming ................................................. 3
CHEM 119 Fundamentals of Chemistry .......... 4
PHY 223 Mechanics, Sound, and Heat ............. 5
PHY 224 Electricity and Light .......................... 5
PLSC 112 American Government ..................... 3
HIST 123 The United States to 1877 ................ 3
ECON 201 Principles of Economics I ................ 3
ECON 202 Principles of Economics 11 .............. 3
PHIL 130 Introduction to Logic or approved
alternative ...................................................... 3
FA 123 Drawing I, dance, music, or theatre arts
course .............................................................. 3
FA231 Three-Dimensional Design ................... 3
Two literature courses ....................................... 6
2. Recommended course (course may not transfer).. 2
CNST 125 Introduction to Construction ........... 2
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CNST 277/2781279 Special Thpics.
lf1/3 hn
An exploration and study or topics not covered in other

CNST 125 Introduction to Construction.
2 hrs
Developing, planning, and scheduling of construction
projects. Site development, material usage, specifications. estimating, and managing cost control are included.

departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.

CNST 17711781179 Special Thpici.
11213 hn
An exploration and study or topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more thao
once provided different topics are studied.

Prereq; Department permission..
CNST 201 Coostruction Systems.
3 hrs
Structural systems, associated nonstructurai components, and considerations appropriate to mechanical,
electric81, plumbing, and support equipment. Lecture
and laboratory course.
Prereq: CNST 125 and CNST 228. For Construction

Prereq: Department permission.
CNST 301 Planning and Scheduling.
3 hrs
The planning process orthe construction industry. Vari~
ous scheduling systems commonly used within the in~
dustry.

Prereq: INTE 105 and CNST 201.
CNST 302 Contract Documents, Regulations, and
Specifications.
3 hrs
The different types of construction contracts, construc~
tion documents and regulations, the role of specifications, and the project manual in the construction process.
Prere.q: CNST 201 and LAW 293. or departnumtpermis-

.ion.

Management maJors only.
CNST 206 Surveying.
3 hrs
The fundamental use or the transit and level. Linear
measurement, angle measurements, extending straight
Iinesl differential and profile leveling, a simple transverse survey, and the keeping of accurate notes. Lecture and laboratory course.

CNST 30S Electrical, Mechanical, and Equipment
Systema.
3 hrs
This course provides an understanding or mechanical,
electrical, plumbing, drain-waste· vent, equipment considerations, and other specialized nonstructural systems
round in commercial buildings.
Prereq; CNST 201 and CNST 228.

Prereq: MATH 107.
CNST 213 ConatructioD Safety.
3 hrs
Philosophical, soci81, economic, and technological bases
for sarety related to the development of a construction
job site sarety plan. Emphasis is also placed on the OSHA
and MIOSHA construction industry standards.
CNST 228 Construction Drawing.
3 hrs
Basic print reading skills. Symbols, terminology, print
organization, and basic material take--off techniques.
Sketching and some basic drawing skills required. Lec~
ture and laboratory course.
eNST 229 AnalYlia: of Commercial Prints.
3 hrs
Development orthe ability to read and interpret prints.
Actual commerci81 prints and project manu81s are used
ror analysis and material take--off procedures. Preparation offield drawings using graph paper and sketching
techniques. Lecture and laboratory course.
Prereq: CNST 228 or department permission.

eNST 3771378/379 Special Topics.
112J3 hn
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmenta1 offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.

Prereq: Department permission.
CNST 387 Cooperative Education.
3 hrs
Construction management majors will be placed on a
job that relates to their primary area of study for one
semester. During this period regular employee benefits
may be received. Credit Ino credit. Credit applicable to

the major in corlStruction management only.
Prereq: Department permission.
CNST 401 Construction Estimating and Bidding. 3 bra
The principles and procedures ror developing estimates,
bids, and contracts for residential and commercial construction.
Prereq' CNST 201 and CNST 229.

UNDERGRADUATECATALOO
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CNST 402 Corutruction Materials.
3 brs
The characteristics, specifications, and applications of
basic construction materials such as stone, concrete,
wood, glass, plastics, metals, and bituminous products.
Lecture and laboratory course.
Prereq' CNST 201.
CNST 403 Production Control.
2brs
Methods of control used in the construction industry for
production problems involving the estimate, bidding
schedules, cost analysis, cost comparison, scheduling
systems, evaluation, and debriefing.
Prereq' CNST 301, CNST 401, and ACC 130.
CNST 406 Construction Law.
2brs
Common basic legal problems associated with construc·
tion contracting. Current areas of concern and the sig·
nificant implications are covered.
Prereq: CNST 302 and LAW 293.
CNST 450 Fundamentals of Corutruction Project
Management.
S hrs
Students combine many previous concepts and skills into
a single comprehensive project which includes estimating, scheduling, production control techniques, and docu·
mentation procedures. Lecture and laboratory course.
Prereq' CNST 301, CNST 302, CNST 401, and MGMT
384.
CNST 477/4781479 Special Topics.
1I2J3 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
CNST 487 Cooperative Education.
S hrs
The second in a two~ur5e sequence for construction
management majors. The students will be placed on a
job that relates to their primary area of study for one
semester. Regular employee benefits may be received.
Graded creditlno credit.
Prereq: CNST 387 and department permission.
CNST 494149514961ndustry·Based Special Topics. 1121
3brs
Course descriptions are formulated at the time of an
industry's request and reflect the particular require·
ments of the client company.
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CNST 497/4981499 Independent Study.
11218 hrs
Available to selected students who have demonstrated
ability to profit from a directed study project. Intensive
study of a problem appropriate to the student's area of
concentration. Enrollment and selection of a project pro-posal must be approved by the department adviser and
chair.
Prereq: Department permission.
lNDusTIUAL TECHNOLOGY COURSES

INTE 101 Introduction to Industrial Drawing.
S hrs
An introductory mechanical drawing course emphasiz·
ing lettering, measuring, geometric construction, sketch·
ing, equipment usage, pictorials, orthographic projec.
tion, and dimensioning. This course is intended for stu·
dents without previous drafting experience. Lecture and
laboratory course. This course does not count towards
an INTE major.
INTE 103 Introduction to Automation.
3hrs
An introduction to the technology of discrete parts manu·
facturing. Thpics include the contemporary manufactur·
ing environment, new and emerging technologies, hu·
man-machine interfaces, and human resource issues.
Course includes field trips.
INTE 105 Computer Applications for Industry. S hrs
Provides the theory, general applications, and specific
applications of microcomputers. Students are exposed
to software packages commonly used for general and
specific applications in industry. Lecture and laboratory
course.
INTE 106 Industrial Computer ApplicatioD.B for
Manufacturing.
S hrs
This course presents advanced DOS commands and con·
cepts appropriate for microcomputers configured for
CAD/CAM and other similar industrial applications.
Lecture and laboratory course.
Prereq: A course in computer literacy.
INTE 122 Engineering Graphicsl.
3brs
A mechanical drawing course emphasizing orthographic
projection, pictorial representation, dimensioning, sec·
tional and auxiliary views, computer-aided drafting,
mechanical fasteners, and working drawings. Lecture
and laboratory course.
Prereq: INTE 101 or one year of high school drafting.
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INTE L2S Manufacturing Processes and Methods 1.
3brs
An introduction and survey of manufacturing processes
and materials. Lectures, laboratory, and outside study
assignments are an essential part of this course and are
related to heat treating, properties of materials, casting, fonning, and joining. Lecture and laboratory course.
INTE 124 Manufacturing Processes and Methods

n.

3brs
An introduction and survey of machines, tools, processes,

and materials of industry. Includes conventional and
nonconventional machining, theory of metal removal,
cutting tool geometry and materials, fixturing, and measuring devices. Lecture and laboratory course.
Prereq: INTE 123 and MATH 107.
INTE 177/1'181179 Special Topics.
112/3 brs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.

SZS

INTE 218 Industrial Electricity and Controls II. 3 hrs
The student of electrical principles related to powel' and
control. Course content includes motors, instrumentation, and programmable logic controls. Lecture and laboratory course.
Prereq: INTE 200.
S hrs
INTE 219 Techniques of Energy Control.
An introduction to the use of tools, materials, machines,
equipments, supplies, and mechanisms utilized in power
mechanics for energy control. Lecture and laboratory
course.
INTE 223 Engineering Graphics n
3 bra
Engineering Graphics II is an advanced drawing course
designed as a continuation of Engineering Graphics I.
Units of instruction include fit classifications, geometric dimensioning and tolerancing, gears, cams, revolution, intersection, and development. Lecture and laboratory course.
Prereq: MATH 107 and INTE 122.
INTE 2S1lndustrial Computer Graphics.

S hrs

INTE 200 Industrial Electricity and Controls 1. 3 hrs
The application offundamenta1 concepts and principles
of electricity. Topics include direct and alternating current, resistance, reactance, basic electrical machines,
and controls. The use of meters and test equipment is
emphasized. Lecture and laboratory course.
Prereq: One and one·half years of high school algebra
and trigonometry.

A series of computer graphics programs illustrate graphics algorithms and terminology, Students write similar
FORTRAN programs on graphics terminals using PLOT10 subroutines. Thpics include graphics, multiview drawings, rotations, databases, plotting and display techniques. and interactive programming, Lecture and laboratory course.
Prereq: MATH 107 and case 137.

INTE 202 Plastics.
3 hrs
Astudyofthe p1astiCl'l industry. material propertie8 and identification, proressing techniques, and application ofdesign to
product manufacture. Lecture and laboratory course.
Prereq: INTE 123,

INTE 240 Science, Technology, and People.
S bra
This course will help people to better understand the
complementary relationship between science and technology in (a) creating technical devices, services and
systems and (b) solving problems.
Prereq; A basic studies approved physics or chemistry
laboratory course.

lNTE 203 Industrial Operation.
3 brs
A survey course in the practices of manufacturing organizations, Units include careers, regulatory agencies,
facilities management, group technology, problem solving. and quality decision-malring.
Prereq: INTE 123.
S hrs
INTE 215 Machine Thol Metalworking.
Machine tools and metalworking processes including
turning. drilling, shaping, milling, and grinding. Principles of tooling, precision measurement, identification
of !lletals. Lecture and laboratory course.

INTE 251 Material Analysis and Testing.
S bra
Study of the structure, characteristics, and working
qualities of common industrial materials, Lecture and
laboratory course.
1I2J3 b.n
INTE 2771278/279 Special Topics.
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
department.a.l offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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INTE S06 Pl88tic Processing.
3 bra
A study of high polymers, basic resin types, and their
application to molding and fabrication process. Analysis of chemical and physical properties, mold design, and
problems of production. Experimentation and testing
required. Lecture and laboratory course.
Prereq: INTE 202.
INTE 314 Integrated Circuit.: Digital.
3 hrs
The study of combinational and sequential logic. Concepts of digital control and computer circuits. Lecture
and laboratory course.
Prereq: INTE 200.

3 bra
INTE 316 Manufacturing Tooling.
A study of manufacturing tooling systems with a focus
on basic types, components, applications, and principles
of design. Tooling for metallic and nonmetallic materials is included. Lecture and laboratory course.
Pm.q, MATH 107, INTE 103, INTE 124, INTE 203,

and INTE 223.
INTE 318 Fluid Power.
3 hrs
Industrial hydraulic and pneumatic power transmission.
Emphasis is on components, system control techniques,
logic, system analysis, and design. Lecture and laboratory course.
Prereq: PHY 221.

3 hrs
INTE 324 Industrial Drawing.
An examination and application of engineering design
and drawing using three-dimensional wireframe and
solids techniques. Computer-aided design systems will
be used to produce designs and drawings. Lecture and
laboratory course.
Prereq: INTE 223.
INl'E 325AppUed Mechanks, Kinema..... and Des;gn. 3 ....
The study of mechanical devices, the forces to which
they are subjected and systems design considerations.
1bpics include statistics, dynamics, and modification of
mechanisms. Lecture and laboratory course.
Prereq: PHY 221 and INTE 223.

INTE 360 CIM Operations.
3 bra
Concepts, components, and application of computerbased industrial automation. The integration and implications of CAD, CAM, and business functions into
elM are included. This course does not count towards
an INTE major.
Prereq' INTE 103 and INTE 203.
UNDERGRADUATE C\TALOG

INTE 361 Computer Numerical Control.

3 bra

NC programming for both eNC mill and lathe. The

transfer of part descriptions into a detailed process plan,
tool selection, and finally into NC machine codes. Computer-assisted programming, APT, and CAD/CAM for
2-D machining is emphasized. Verification is accomplished by laboratory work.
Pnlreq' MATH 107, INTE 106,INTE 124, andINTE223.

INTE 377/3781879 Special Topics.
11213 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
INTE 387 Cooperative Education.
3 hrs
Industrial technology majors will be placed on ajob that
relates to their primary area of study for one semester.
During this period regular employee benefits may be
received. Credit I no credit. Credit applicable to the major in industrial technology or industrial teacher education only.
Prereq: Departrrnmt permisswn.
INTE 409 Plastics Mold Design and Construction. 3 bra
Principles of mold design for a variety of plastic molding processes. Mold materials, machining, fabricating,
and testing in appropriate processing equipment are
required. Lecture and laboratory course.
Prereq: INTE 306.
3 hrs
INTE 410 Plastics Product Design.
The development of products through plastic materials
selection and design includes the esthetics of design and
the selection of engineering properties. Lecture and laboratory course.
Prereq: INTE 306.
INTE 411 Plastics Fabricating and Decorating. 3 hrs
Processes involved in fonning and fastening of standard
profile materials in plastics. Methods ofjoining, machining, and decorating of plastics materials and products
are required. Lecture and laboratory course.
Prereq' INTE 306.
INTE 414 Integrated Circuits: Linear.
3 hrs
Fundamentals of discrete solid-state devices and linear
integrated circuits. Concepts of instrumentation and
control applications are included. Lecture and laboratory course.
Prereq: INTE 200 or departTMnt permission.
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3hrs
Concepts and principles of electronics as applied to ra·
dio and television circuits. Concepts of instrumentation
and control applications are required. Lecture and laboratory course.
Prereq: INTE 200 or department permission.
INTE 415 Communication Circuits.

3hrs
The nature and use of industrial robotics: capabilities,
equipment and associated hardware, justification,
preparation and installation, launching, and monitor·
ing. Lecture and laboratory course.
Prereq:INTE 106, INTE203.INTE218, andlNTE 318.
INTE 417 Industrial Robotics.

INTE 420 Industrial Quality Control.

3 hrs

An introduction to quality control systems and methods utilized in industry. 'lbpics include quality policy and
organization, data collection, and reporting, control
charts, process and gauge capability, sampling plans,
reliability, cost of quality, product liability, and problem
analysis.
Prereq: MATH 118, MATH 119, and INTE 203.
lNTE 421 Manufacturing Product and Process Analy8i8.
3 bra
An advanced course in the analysis of manufacturing
products and processes. Emphasis is placed on the identification and resolution of problems related to quality
control and product reliability.
Prereq: MATH 119 and INTE 420.

INTE 424 Industrial Plant Facilities and Planning.
3 hr.
Planning procedures related to small plant and heavy
industrial production. Mass production layout methods,
machine and production equipment arrangements, types
of plant architecture and related facilities, transports·
tion and handling facilities, lighting. sewerage, ventilation, water supply, electrical power. personal facilities
are included.
INTE 425 Advanced Manufacturing Methods.
3 hrs
The course emphasizes computerized methods of planning, material handling, machining cells, and inspec·
tion. Lecture and laboratory course.
Prereq: INTE 103.11NTE 123,NTE 124, INTE 203. and

INTE 218.
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INTE 426 Manufacturing Communication Systems,
3hrs
An overview of the computerization of information related to manufacturing production. Class will emphasize functional specification and installation problems
of com puter·integrated manufacturing communications
systems. Lecture and laboratory course.
Prereq; JNTE l06,INTE 123, INTE 124, INTE 203, and

INTE218.
INTE 427 Advanced Industrial Control
3hrs
The application of electricity, electronics, programmable
logic controller, data acquisition, and analysis techniques
to the open-loop and closed·loop control of machines and
processes. Emphasis will be given to utilizations of computers and programmable logic controllers for industrial control purposes. Lecture and laboratory course.
Prereq: INTE 218 and INTE 318.

INTE 4S1lnteractive Industrial Computer Graphics.
3 hrs
Students develop a 2-D interactive graphics FORTRAN
program. The use of graphics hardware and the generating, modifying, and transforming of graphics entities
and databases are included. Lecture and laboratory
course.
Prereq: INTE 231 and a course in FORTRAN programming.

INTE 432 3-D Computer-Aided Design.
S hn
Using a graphics "toolbox" on a microcomputer, students
develop a 3·0 interactive BASIC CAD program. Hidden surface removal, 3·0 transfonnation surface shading, and 3-0 databases are required. Lecture and laboratory course.
Prereq: INTE 431.
INTE 433 Advanced Computer-Aided Design.

S bra
Advanced computer-aided design course that focuses on
menu modification, AutoLISP programming. and data
interchange. Lecture and laboratory course.
Prereq: INTE 223 and INTE 431.
INTE 434 Microcomputer Circuits.
3 hrs
The microprocessor and its applications in the control
of machines and industrial process. Lecture and laboratory course.
Prereq: INTE 314 and a computer programming course.

UND£RCQADU....TECATALOG
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INTE 436 Finite Element Analysis.
3 hrs
Finite Element Analysis (FEA) is a powerful tool used
by industries to solve many engineering problems. Basic concepts of this technique will be introduced and the
students will have hands-on experiences to analyze heat
transfer. beam deflection, and stress and strain problems by using several different software packages. Lecture and laboratory course.
Prereq: INTE 325 or instructor permission.

nical knowledge and skills as well as a significant degree of project management. Guided laboratory course.
Prereq: INTE 316, INTE 325, lNTE 420, lNTE 421,
INTE 425, and ENGL 324.

INTE 461 CAD/CAM NC Programming.
3 hrs
Study of conversion of part descriptions to numerical
control programs for mill, lathe, and three-axis machining center. Advanced APT and CADICAM NC programming for producing the instruction codes necessary to
manufacture parts with NC machine tools are emphasized. Verification of the computer assisted NC programs
are accomplished by laboratory work.
Prereq: INTE 361.

Credit I no-credit.

INTE 477/4781479 Special Topics.
1/2/3 hrs
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
INTE 485 Flexible Manufacturing Systems.
S bra
Design and implementation of a flexible manufacturing cell. Machining materials, material handling and
storage, inspection, and inventory are emphasized. Part
programming using numerical control, robotics/programmable automation programming, development of
a manufacturing database, and hierarchical computer
control.. Lecture and laboratory course.
Prereq: INTE 316. INTE 324, INTE 361, INTE 420, and
INTE425.
INTE 487 Cooperative Education.
3 hrs
The second in a two-course sequence for industrial technology majors. The students will be placed on a job that
relates to their primary area of study for one semester.
Regular employee benefits may be received. Graded
credit/no credit.
Prereq: INTE 387 and department permission.
INTE 490 Manufacturing Technology Laboratory.S bra
This course is capstone for manufacturing technology
majors and will focus on the development of the plans
for a functioning manufacturing system. Student experiences will include the integration ofa breadth of techUNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

INTE 494/495/496 Industry-Based Special Topics.

lJ2J

3hn
Course descriptions are fonnulated at the time of an
industry's request and reflect the particular requirements of the client company.

INTE 497/4981499 Independent Study.
112/3 bra
Available to selected students who have demonstrated
ability to profit from a directed study project. Intensive
study of a problem appropriate to the student's area of
concentration. Enrollment and selection of a project proposal must be. approved by the department adviser and
chair.
Prereq: Department permission.
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INTERDISCIPLINARY TECHNOLOGY
Paul D. Kuwik
Department Head
122 Sill Hall
487·1161
Professors: Taki Anagnostou, Carol Haddad, Wayne
Hanewicz, Frank Jones, Paul D. Kuwik, Demo
Stavros, Ronald M. Westrum
Associate Professors: John Boyless. Gerald Lawver,
John Preston
Assistant Professors: David Gore, Benjamin Lee
Instructor: Timothy Doyle

Degree:
Bachelor of Science
The InterdiscipHnary Technology department
draws heavily from other disciplines throughout the
University. Its undergraduate programs are listed below and are in addition to a Master of Liberal Studies
in technology and a Master of Science in polymers technology, described in the Graduate Catalog.
Programs of Study
Curricula:
Aviation management technology
Bilingual vocational teacher education
Communication technology
Facility management
Industrial distribution
Polymers and coatings technology
Minors:
Aviation flight technology
Graphic communication
Technology and society
The Aviation Management 'Thchnoiogy, Communication Technology, Facility Management, Industrial Distribution , and Polymers and Coating Technology programs have been accredited by the National Association of Industrial Technology.
Advising or additional information is available
within the department. Consult with an advising coordinator listed below.
Advising Coordinators:
Aviation management technology: Timothy Doyle
Bilingual vocational teacher education: John Bayless
Communication technology: David Gore
Facility management technology: John Preston
Industrial distribution: Demo Stavros

Polymers and coatings technology: Taki Anagnostou
Aviation flight technology: Timothy Doyle
Graphic communication minor: David Gore
Thchnology and society minor: Ronald Westrum

ACADEMIC

MAJORS

AVIATION MANAGEMENT
TECHNOLOGY CURRlCULUM
The aviation management technology curriculum
is designed to prepare individuals for entry-level management and supervisory positions in the field of aviation technology, The program has a foundation of aviation-related and basic business coursework.
Semhours
Symbolic8 and communication (five courses) 14-17
A course in written composition
A course in speech communication
An upper level course in written composition
A course in mathematical reasoning (MATH 109
Mathematics for Elementary Teachers Il does
not apply)
INDT 201 Microcomputer Applications in
Thchnology ...................................................... 3
Science and technology (three courses) ........... 7-10
A course in physical science
A course in life science
!NOT 150 Understanding Technology .............. 3
Social science (four courses) ...................... ,........ 8-12
PLSC 112 American Government ..................... 3
A course in history ............................................. 3
ECON 201 Principles of Economics I ................ 3
ECON 202 Principles of Economics II .............. 3
Arts and humanities (four courses) ................... 8-12
A course in literature
A second course in literature
A course in philosophy or religion
A course in art, dance, music, or theatre arts
Cross-cultural or international studies
At least one approved course in cross-cultural or
international studies must be completed in the
process of completing basic studies.
Practical arts .......................................................... 69
INoT 100 Introduction to Air Transportation .. 3
INOT 110 Aircraft Maintenance I ..................... 3
INDT 120 Flight Operations I ........................... 3
!NOT 170 Aviation Ground Instruction ............ 3
INDT 210 Aircraft Maintenance II ................... 3
INDT 220 Flight Operations II ......................... 3
INDT 303 Aviation Law and Insurance ............ 3
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOC
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INDT 313 Aviation Industry Regulations ......... 3
INDT 315 Airport Management ........................ 3
INDT 320 Aviation Safety, Accident Investigation,
and Training ................................................... 3
INDT 387 Cooperative Education ..................... 3
INDT 422 Senior Seminar in Aviation
Management .................................................. 3
MGMT 384 Human Resource Management ..... 3
MGMT 386 Organizational Behavior and 'Theory .. 3
MATH 118 Mathematical Analysis for Social
Sciences I ........................................................ 3
MATH 119 Mathematical Analysis for Social
Sciences II ...................................................... 3
DS 265 Business Statistics I ............................. 3
ACC 240 Principles of Accounting I .................. 3
ACC 241 Principles of Accounting II ................. 3
FIN 350 Principles of Finance ........................... 3
MKTG 360 Principles of Marketing .................. 3
IS 215 End-User Computing ............................. 3
LAW 293 Legal Environment of Business ........ 3
Physiee.1 edueatiQD aud bealth ............................. 2
Physical education activity courses .................. 2
(Any two courses in military science may be
applied)
Eleetives ................................................................. 5-9
Thtal ......................................................................... 124

BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TEACHER
EDUCATION CURRICULUM
Students wanting ro become vocational teachers
in high schools or vocational technical centers can participate in the bilingual vocational teacher education
program. The program is a four-year curriculum in basic studies, education, practical arts, and an occupational
specialty that leads to a bachelor's degree. Graduates
also receive a Michigan temporary vocational authorization that enables them to teach in their occupational
specialty. Two years of work experience in an occupational specialty are needed for the program. Financial
aid is available to students in the program.
Two curricula are offered: a Bachelor of Science in
industrial/vocational education and a Bachelor of Bus iness Education.
BILINGUAL INDUSTRIAL-VOCATIONAL TEACHER
EDUCATION
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Semhours
Symbolics and eommunication .......................... 15
A course in written communication
A course in speech communication
A course in one of the following areas:
an upper-level course in written composition
an upper-level course in speech communication
a course in foreign language composition
A course in mathematical reasoning
INDT 201 Microcomputer Applications in
Thchnology ...................................................... 3
Science and technology ......................................... 9
A course in physical science
A course in life science
INDT 150 Understanding Technology .............. 3
Social science ......................................................... 12
A course in US government
A course in hisrory
ECON 201 Principles of Economics I ................ 3
ECON 202 Principles of Economica II .............. 3
Arts and bu_m anities ............................................. )2
A course in literature or an intermediate or
advanced foreign language literature course
An approved course in cross-cultural or
international studies
A course in philosophy or religion
A course in art, dance, music, or theatre arts
Education ................................................................. 30
EDPS 322 Human Development and Learning 4
RDNG 311 Teaching Reading in the Secondary
School ............................................................. 3
SOFD 328 Schools in a Multicultural Society .. 3
SPGN 251 Education of Exceptional Chlldren. 2
EDPS 340 Introduction to Assessment and
Evaluation ...................................................... 3
Student 'leaching Sequence*
INED 460 Practicum in Technology and
Industrial-Vocational Education ................... 2
INED 461 The Teaching of Technology and
Industrial-Vocational Education ................... 2
EDUC 492 Student Teaching .......................... 12
Practical arts-- ...................................................... 16
!NED 246 Safety in Technology and IndustrialVocational Education ..................................... 2
INED 250 Foundations of Technology and
Industrial-Vocational Education ................... 3
INED 350 Curriculum in Technology and
Industrial-Vocational Education ................... 3
INED 452 Principles of Vocational-Technical
Education ....................................................... 3
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INDT 478 Special lbpics: Teaching Methods in
Bilingual Vocational Education ..................... 2
lNDT 479 Special Topics: Seminar in Bilingual
Vocational Education .......... ........................... 3
Occupationalspeeialty··· ................................... 35
Physical education .................................................. 2
Physical education activity or military science
courses ............................................................ 2
Thtal ................................................................. 135-140
Note: Satisfactory completion of this program will reo
suIt in the Bachelor of Science degree and issuing of the
Michigan temporary vocational authorization for teaching in occupational specialty, grades 9-12.
·Mu,t hold 2.25 overall ot EMU and 2.5 in major befort enrolling in
,tucknt reaching sequence.
"TlUI; oompletion. of this 50·/wur curriculum mtilfUl;, aU requirement8
for the mQjor and millor arra8 of dudy.
"·The occupatwna18pecialty must be in an accredittd NES title area
and must be accompanied by two years (4,000 hours) of reant and

relevant. work experience. Academic crediltowards this requirement
con begronted for technkalpreparotion inon.occupotKmor forC(}mpk·
tion ofappropriateexaminotio/l.l (e.g. the Michigan Occupotioll4l Com·
petency A$&e8sment Center test).

BILINGUAL OFFICE AND MARKETING
TEACHER EDUCATION CURRICULUM
B1LlNGUAL OFFICE TEACHER EDUCATION

Sem hours
Symbolics and communication .......................... 15
A course in written communication
A course in speech communication
A course in one of the following areas:
an upper· level course in written composition
an upper-level course in speech communication
a course in foreign language composition
A course in mathematical reasoning
INDT 201 Microcomputer Applications in
Technology " .. " .. ,............................................. 3
Science and technology ......................................... 9
A course in physical science
A course in life science
INDT 150 Understanding Technology .............. 3
Social science ......................................................... 12
A course in US government
A course in history
ECON 201 Principles of Econornics I ................ 3
ECON 202 Principles of Economics II .............. 3
Arts and humanities ............................................. 12
A course in literature or an intermediate or
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advanced foreign language literature course
An approved course in cross-cultural or
international studies
A course in philosophy or religion
A course in art, dance, music, or theatre arts
Education ................................................................. 28
BEDU 200 Principles of Marketing and Business
Education .............................. " ............ ,.. ,.. ,.... 3
EDPS 322 Human Development and Learning 4
SOFO 328 Schools in a Multicultural Society .. 3
EOPS 340 Introduction to Assessment and
Evaluation ...................................................... 3
RDNG 311 Teaching Reading in the Secondary
School ............................................................. 3
SPGN 300 Exceptional Children in the Regular
Classroom ....................................................... 1
EDUC 492 Student Teaching ...... ,...... ,............ 12
1\\'0 business methods courses ............................. 4
BEDU 364 Methods of Teaching General Business
Subjects and BEOU 365 Methods ofThaching
Office Education or BEDU 366 Methods of
Teaching Marketing Education
Practical arts .......................................................... 50
Business education core ...................................... 32
BEDU 100 Contemporary Business .................. 3
BEDU 123 Word P r ocessing/Keyboarding
Applications ......................... ,....... ,....,............ 2
·BEDU 201 Microcomputers for Business
Applications .,", .. ,........................................... 3
BEDU 224 Computer-based Business
Mathematics ... ,., ............................................ 3
ACC 240 Pri,nciples of Accounting I .................. 3
ACC 241 Principles of Accounting II .............. ,.. 3
BEDU 250 Personal Finance ............................. 3
LAW 293 Legal Environment of Business ........ 3
MKTG 360 Principles of Marketing .................. 3
BEOU 395 Office Administration ..................... , 3
BEOU 396 Records Administration .................. 3
INOT 478 Special Thpics: Teaching Methods in
Bilingual Vocational Education .... " ..... " .... ",. 2
lNDT 479 Special Topics: Seminar in Bilingual
Vocational Education .................................... , 3
Business education/office education major .... 18
1. Required course ............................................... 3
nBEDU 422 Office Systems ............................. 3
2. Required option .............................................. 15
Choose one option from the following:
Option 1: Accounting
ACC 340 Intermediate Accounting I ........... ,.... , 3
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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ACC 341 Intermediate Accounting II ................ 3
ACC 342 Managerial Cost Accounting .............. 3
ACC 344 Tax Accounting ................................... 3
ACC 346 Governmental Accounting ................. 3
Option II: Data processing
IS 219 File Processing and COBOL Prognmmring .. 3
DS 265 Business Statistics I ............................. 3
"'Students electing business education I
accounting or data processing should take a
three hour restricted elective instead of BEDU
422 Office Systems
DS 317 System Simulation ................................ 3
IS 413 Evaluation and Application of Computer
Hardware ....................................................... 3
IS 417 Systems Analysis and Design ................ 3
Option Ill: Shorthand
BEDU 220 Word/Information Processing
Operations ...................................................... 3
BEDU 222 Transcription Applications and
Technology ...................................................... 3
BEDU 225 Notetaking Skills for Professionals 2
BEDU 326 Advanced Notetaking and
Transcription for Professionals ..................... 2
BEDU 495 Office Automation ........................... 3
Option N: Word processing
BEDU 210 Concepts of Word/Information
Processing ...................................................... 3
BEDU 220 Word/Information Processing
Operations ...................................................... 3
BEDU 222 Transcription Applications and
Technology ...................................................... 3
BEDU 310 Wordllnformation Processing
Administration ............................................... 3
BEDU 495 Office Automation ........................... 3
Business Education Restricted Electives
BEDU 201 Microcomputers for Business
Applications ................................................... 3
BEDU 205 Women in Business ......................... 3
BEDU 210 Concepts of Word/Information
Processing ...................................................... 3
BEDU 211 Introduction to Paralegalism and
Legal Terminology ......................................... 3
IS 219 File Processing and COBOL Prognmmring .. 3
BEDU 220 Word/ Information Processing
Operations ...................................................... 3
BEDU 222 Transcription Applications and
Technology ...................................................... 3
BEDU 225 Notetaking Skills for Professionals 2
BEDU 310 Word/ Information Processing
Administration .......................... ~ .................... 3
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BEDU 325 Advanced Notetaking and
Transcription for Professionals ..................... 2
MKTG 374 Business to Business Marketing .... 3
BEDU 387 Cooperative Education .................... 3
LAW 393 Law of Business Enterprises ............. 3
BEDU 411 Civil Litigation, Investigation, and
Procedure ....................................................... 3
BEDU 412 Court Rules, Forms, and Legal
Drafting .......................................................... 3
BEDU 422 Office Systems ................................. 3
INED 452 Principles of Vocational·Technical
Education ....................................................... 3
BEDU 495 Office Automation ........................... 3
BEDU 496 Records Administration Using
Database ......................................................... 3
BEDU 487 Cooperative Education .................... 3
BEDU 497/4981499 Independent Study ......... 1·3
Physical education and health ............................. 2
Physical education activity courses .................. 2
(Any two courses in military science may be
applied)
Electives ................................................................. ().3
Total ..........•............•.....•........................................... 183
·Students electing the business education I data processing option must take IS 215 End·User Computing in
place of BEDU 201, MATH 118. and MATH 119.
Nou: Satisfactory completion of this program will reo
sult in the Bachelor of Science degree and issuing of the
Michigan temporary vocational authorization for teach·
ing in occupationalspeciaity, grades 9·12.
-Mullt hold 2.5 overall at EMU and 2.5 in mqjor before enrolling in
.t!Uknt teaching uqueliCt'.
"Tful comp~twn ofthi. 6Q./wur curricull..m I(Jtia(ut. all requirement.
{or tM mojor and minor Grea.a of . tudy.

---The oa;upalional .ptlCkJlty mUll be in an accndited NES titk arm
and mUlt be aceompaniM by lwo yea,.. (4,000 Mul'l) of recent and
rtkoont work upt,ullCt'. AccuUmic cndit WWOI'IU thill requinment
COli be~ for t«hllicczl preparati4n in all occupation or frr cvmpiclion ofopproprUJ~ numinaliOM (e.g. tM MichiBall OccupaJiornU Com·
Pfuncy Auralmrnt Crll~r ~.t).

BfLlNGUAL MARKETlNG TEACHER EOUCATION

Semhours
Symbolics and communication .......................... 16
A course in written communication
A course in speech communication
A course in one of the following areas:
an uppel'-level course in written composition
an upper·level course in speech communication
a course in foreign language composition
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A course in mathematical reasoning
INDT 201 Microcomputer Applications in
Technology ...................................................... 3
Science and technology ......................................... 9
A course in physicaJ science
A course in life science
INDT 150 Understanding Technology .............. 3
Social science ......................................................... 12
A course in US government
A course in history
ECON 201 Principles of Economics I ................ 3
ECON 202 Principles of Economics II .............. 3
Arts and humanities ............................................. 12
A course in literature or an intermediate or
advanced foreign language literature course
An approved course in cross·cultural or
int.emationalstudies
A course in philosophy or religion
A course in art, dance, music, or theatre arts
Education ................................................................. 28
BEDU 200 Principles of Marketing and Business
Education ....................................................... 3
EDPS 322 Human Development and Learning 4
SOFO 328 Schools in a Multicultural Society .. 3
EDPS 340 Introduction to Assessment and
Evaluation ...................................................... 3
RONG 311 Teaching Reading in the Secondary
School ............................................................. 3
SPGN 300 Exceptional Children in the Regular
Classroom ......................... .............................. 1
EOUC 492 Student Teaching .......................... 12
Business methods courses ................................. 4
BEDU 364 Methods ofThaching General Business
Subjects .......................................................... 2
Courses appropriate to major;
BEDU 365 Methods of Teaching Office Education
or BEDU 366 Methods of Thaching Marketing
Education .......... ............................................. 2
PracticaJ arts .......................................................... 60
Business education core ...................................... lIS
BEDU 100 Contemporary Business .................. 3
ACe 240·241 Principles of Accounting I·II ....... 6
LAW 293 Legal Environment of Business ........ 3
MKTG 360 Principles of Marketing .................. 3
Major in marketing education ........................... 24
Technit:al content courses
MKTG 261 Contemporary Selling ..................... 3
MKTG 363 Retailing .......................................... 3
MGMT 386 Organizational Behavior and Theory .. 3
MKTG 365 Buyer Behavior ............................... 3
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Select two of the following courses .................... 6
MKTG 369 Advertising, MKTG 374 Business to
Business Marketing, LAW 393 Law of Business
Enterprises, MKTG 461 Sales Management,
MGMT 384 Human Resource Management.
MGMT 485 Human Resource Development.
Pro{essioooi marketing education courses
BEDU 367 Curriculum in Marketing Education .. 2
BEDU 368 Management of Marketing Education
Programs ........................................................ 2
BEDU 461 Projects and Simulations in Marketing
Education ....................................................... 2
INDT 478 Special 1bpics: Teaching Methods in
BilinguaJ Vocational Education ..................... 2
INOT 479 Special 'Ibpics: Seminar in Bilingual
Vocational Education ..................................... 3
Restricted Electives ............................................... 11
BEOU 119 Keyboarding for Computers, BEOU
123
Word
Processing/ Keyboarding
Applications, BEDU 201 Microcomputers for
Business Applications, BEDU 224 Computer·
based Business Mathematics , BEDU 250
Personal Finance, BEDU 387 Cooperative
Education, BEDU 487 Cooperative Education.
BEDU 497/4981499 Independent Study
INED 452 Principles of Vocational· Technical
Education
FM 145 Introduction to Merchandising, FM 235
Textiles for Consumers, FM 255 Apparel
Analysis, FM 439 Fashion Markets
Physical education and health ............................. 2
Physical education activity courses .................. 2
(Any two courses in military science may be
applied.)
Electives ................................................................. 0-3
Total ................................................................. 129·138

COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY
CURRICULUM
Communication technology is a joint program of·
fered by the Interdisciplinary'Thchnology department and
the Communication and Theatre Arts department. This
curriculum is designed to provide the background neces·
sary for graduates to find employment as managers in
communication·based industries. The program emphasis is on having the student acquire those business. manu·
facturing, media, computer, and communication skills
necessary for employment in today's communication tech.
nology industries aod business organizations.
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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Semhours
Symbolics and communication .......................... 15
A course in written communication
A course in speech communication
ENGL 324 Principles ofTechnical Communication
or CTAC 227 Interpersonal Communication or
CTAC 374 Intercultural Communication or any
course in foreign language composition ........ 3
MATH 118 Mathematical Analysis for Social
Sciences I ............. ,....................................... ,.. 3
INDT 201 Microcomputer Applications in
Technology or IS 215 End-User Computing. 3
Science and technology .................................... 7·10
A course in physical science
PSY 101 General Psychology ..... " ...................... 3
INDT 150 Understanding Technology .............. 3
Social science ...................................................... 8-12
A course in US government
A course in history
ECON 201 Principles of Economics I ................ 3
ECON 202 Principles of Economics II, or a course
in cross--cultural or international studies ..... 3
Arts and humanities .......................................... 8-12
A course in literature
One of the following:
a second course in literature
an intermediate or advanced foreign language
literature course
a course in oral interpretation
a course in cross--cultural or international studies
A course in philosophy or religion
A course in art, dance, music, or theatre arts
Academic major in communication technology. 62
Media production
CTAT 130 Introduction to Telecommunications
and Film ......................................................... 3
CTAT 141 Introduction to Radio-TV-Film
Production ...................................................... 3
CTAT 331 Fundamentals of Radio Production and
Direction or CTAT 332 Fundamentals of
Thlevision Production and Direction ............. 3
Transmission systems
INTE 200 Industrial Electricity and Controls 13
INDT 305 Communication Transmission Systems .. 3
Computer technology
COSC 238 Computer Science n ........................ 3
COSC 239 Assembly and Machine Language
Programming ................................................. 3
cose 338 Computer Organization ................... 3
COSC 435 Introduction to Microprocessors ...... 3
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

Communication theory and practice
CTAC 227 Interpersonal Communication ........ 3
CTAC 354 Organizational Communication ...... 3
Business and investment skills
MKTG 360 Principles of Marketing .................. 3
PSY 205 Quantitative Methods in Psychology. 3
Management skills
ACC 240 Principles of Accounting I .................. 3
MGMT 202 Business Communications ............. 3
Industrial technology
INOT 121 Graphic Communication .................. 3
!NOT 231 Introduction to Computer Graphic
Systems .......................................................... 3
!NDT 387 Cooperative Education ..................... 3
INDT 409 Emerging Technologies in Storage and
Retrieval ...................................................... ... 3
INDT 425 Communication Technology and Social
Change ........................................................... 3
INDT 470 Senior Seminar in Communication
Technology ...................................................... 2
Physical education and health ............................. 2
Physical education activity courses .................. 2
(Any two courses in military science may he
applied.)
Electives ............................................................. 11-22
Tbtal ......................................................................... 124

FACILITY MANAGEMENT CURRICULUM
Facility management is the practice of coordinating the workplace with the people and work of the organization; it integrates the principles of business administration, architecture, and the behavioral and engineering sciences. Students completing this curriculum have
met major and minor requirements for graduation. This
major is currently undergoing revision; changes will be
announced by the department.
Semhours
Symbolics and communication .......................... 15
A course in written composition ........................ 3
A course in speech communication ................... 3
An upper-level course in written composition .. 3
A course in mathematical reasoning ................. 3
INOT 201 Microcomputer Applications in
Technology ...................................................... 3
Science and technology ........................................ 11
A course in physical science .............................. 4
A course in life science (biology or psychology) 4
INDT 150 Understanding Technology .............. 3
Social science ......................................................... 12
See basic studies requirements, page 44.
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Arts and humanities ............................................. 12
See basic studies requirements. page 45.
Physical education .................................................. 2
Any two courses in Military Science may be
applied.
Cross·cultural or international studies
See basic studies requirements, page 46.
Ml\jor in facility management ............................ 54
IDE 111 Human Factors and Special Needs ..... 3
CNST 201 Construction Systems ...................... 3
INDT 202 Introduction to Facility Management .. 3
CNST 228 Construction Drawing ..................... 3
CNST 229 Analysis of Commercial Prints ........ 3
INDT 230 Facility Operations and Maintenance ... 3
LAW 293 Legal Environment of Business ........ 3
CNST 301 Planning and Scheduling ................ 3
CNST 302 Contract Documents, Regulations, and
Specifications ................................................. 3
IDE 313 Space Planning and Specifications ..... 3
IDE 364 Facility Management .......................... 3
INDT 387 Cooperative Education ..................... 3
CNST 401 Construction Estimating and Bidding .. 3
INDT 416 Managing Utilities, Lighting Systems,
and Code Compliance .................... ,............... 3
INIYJ' 417 ComputerAided Facility Management ... 3
INDT 418 Building Automation Systems ,........ 3
INDT 432 Senior Seminar in Facility
Management .................................................. 3
IDE 469 Strategic Planning and Research for
Facility Management ..................................... 3
Minor in management .......................................... 21
Required ........................................................... 12
RES 210 Real Estate Principles and Practices . 3
ACC 240 Principles of Accounting I .................. 3
MKTG 360 Principles of Marketing .................. 3
MGMT 386 Organizational Behavior and Theory .. 3
Restricted Electives (See management minor) 12
l'otal ......................................................................... 127

INDUSTRIAL DISTRIBUTION
CURRICULUM
The industrial distribution program is designed to
provide the background necessary for graduates to find
employment in wholesale sales. sales management, and
operation management with suppliers of durable and
nondurable goods and with wholesale distributors who
purchase, warehouse. sen. and distribute these goods.
Students completing this curriculum have met the
major a nd minor requirements for graduation.
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Semhours
Symbolics and communication ..................... 14·15
ENOL 121 English Composition ....................... 3
CTAS 121/124 Fundamentals of Speech ........ 2·3
An upper level course in speech communication ... 3
MATH 118 Mathematical Analysis for Social Sciences
lor MATH 170 Elementary Statistics ................ 3
INDT 201 Microcomputer Applications in
Technology ...................................................... 3
Science and technology .................................. 10·11
Physical science elective .................................... 4
Life science elective ........................................... 3
INDT 150 Understanding Technology .............. 3
Social science ......................................................... 12
PLSC 112 American Government ..................... 3
A course in History ............................................ 3
ECON 201 Principles of Economics I ................ 3
ECON 202 Principles of Economics II .............. 3
Arts and humanities ............................................. 12
A course in literature ......................................... 3
A course in cross-cuJ.tura1 or international studies ... 3
A course in philosophy or religion ..................... 3
A course in art, dance, music, or theatre arts .. 3
MJijor requirements .............................................. 45
INDT 240 Profit Strategies in Distribution ...... 3
INDT 340 Relationships in Wholesaling .......... 3
INDT 387 Cooperative Education ..................... 3
INDT 391 Wholesale Account Development ..... 3
INDT 440 Inventory Strategies in Distribution 3
INDT 444 Quality Planning in Distribution .... 3
Concentrations ................................................. 27
Students may select concentrations from many
subject areas, including Industrial technology.
management, marketing, or other with adviser
approval. Note: No more than 30 semester
hours may be taken by nonbusiness majors.
Minor ......................................................................... 21
Industrial distribution majors may take a minor. Most
majors select marketing as their minor. However,
other minors are available with adviser approval.
Marketi.ng minor
ACC 240 Principles of Accounting I .................. 3
MKTG 360 Principles of Marketing .................. 3
MGMT 386 Organizational Behavior and Theory .. 3
Four classes from: ....................................................... 12
MKTG 261 Contemporary Selling, MKTG 364
Logistics and Materials Management, MKTG
368 Marketing Strategy, MKTG 374 Business
to Business Marketing, MKTG 375
UNDERCRADUATECATALOC
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International Business Transactions, MKTG
460 International Marketing, MKTG 461 Sales
Management, MKTG 464 Purchasing
Management
Physical education and health ............................. 2
Two semester hours of military science may be
substituted for physical education.
General electives ..................................................... 7
1btal ......................................................................... 124

POLYMERS AND COATINGS
TECHNOLOGY CURRlCULUM
The polymers and coatings curriculum is designed
to provide the background necessary for graduates to
find employment in research and development laboratories of companies that manufacture paints, coatings,
rubber, plastics. polymers. adhesives, and inks, or in
companies that manufacture raw materials for these
industries.
Students completing this curriculum have met the
major and minor requirements for graduation. No outside minor is needed.
Semhours
Symbolics and communication .......................... 15
ENGL 121 English Composition ....................... 3
CTAS 121 Fundamentals of Speech .................. 2
ENGL 324 Principles ofThchnicaJ. CommW1ica.tion ... 3
MATH 120 Calculus I ........................................ 4
INDT 201 Microcomputer Applications in
Technology ...................................................... 3
Science and technology ....................................... 12
CHEM 121 General Chemistry 1....................... 3
CHEM 122 General Chemistry I Laboratory ... 1
BIOL 105 Biology and the Human Species ...... 4
PHY 221 Mechanics, Sound, and Heat ............. 4
Social science ......................................................... 12
PLSC 112 American Government ..................... 3
A course in history ............................................. 3
ECON 201 Principles of Economics I ................ 3
ECON 202 Principles of Economics II .............. 3
Arts and humanities ............................................. 12
A course in literature ......................................... 3
A second course in literature ............................. 3
A course in philosophy or religion ..................... 3
A course in art, dance, music, or theatre arts .. 3
Science and mathematics .................................... 16
CHEM 123 General Chemistry II ..................... 3
CHEM 124 General Chemistry II Laboratory .. 1
MATH 105 College Algebra ............................... 3
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MATH 107 Plane Trigonometry ........................ 2
PHY 222 Electricity and Light .......................... 4
CHEM 381 Instrumentation for Chemical
Technology ...................................................... 2
Academic major in polymers and coatings
technology
Required courses ................................................... 44
CHEM 281 Quantitative Analysis .................... 4
INOT 310 Polymers for Engineers and
Thchnologists .................................................. 3
CHEM 361 Fundamentals of Physical Chemistry ... 3
CHEM 371 Organic Chemistry I ....................... 3
CHEM 372 Organic Chemistry II ..................... 3
CHEM 373 Organic Chemistry Laboratory ...... 2
INDT 387 Cooperative Education ..................... 3
INDT 400 Polymers and Coatings Technology 13
INOT 401 Polymers and Coatings Technology I
Laboratory ....... " ............................................. 3
INDT 402 Polymers and Coatings Technology II .. 3
INDT 403 Polymers and Coatings Technology II
Laboratory ...................................................... 3
INDT 405 Coating Processes I .......................... 3
INOT 460 Advanced Coatings Topics ................ 3
INOT 479 Special Topics: Statistical Process
Control in Coatings ........................................ 3
Electives ............................................................. 10-11
Choose 10-11 credits from the following:
CHEM 241 Materials Science, CHEM 340
Introduction to Industrial Chemistry, CHEM
415 Environmental Chemistry, CHEM 478
Special Topics, INDT 487 Cooperative
Education, INDT 478, Instrumental Analysis
of Coatings
Physical education and health ............................. 2
Physical education activity courses
(any two courses in military science may be
applied)
General Electives ................................................. 5·6
1btal ......................................................................... 124

ACADEMIC MINORS
AVIATION FUGHT TECHNOLOGY
MINOR
The aviation flight technology minor is designed
to develop flight skills as a pilot for various fields of
aviation. Students who complete the minor will have
earned their private pilot license and their commercial
pilot license with an instrument rating, will be certified
for flying for personal and business interests and will
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be prepared for entry into the professionaJ and career
pilot field if they so choose.

Semhours
Academic minor in aviation flight technology 24
1. Required courses ........................................... 21
INDT 170 Aviation Ground Instruction ............ 3
INDT 251 Basic Flight ....................................... 2
INDT 261 Basic Flight II ................................... 2
INDT 271 Basic Flight III ................................. 2
INDT 341 Advanced Ground Instruction .......... 3
INDT 351 Advanced Flight I ............................. 2
INDT 361 Advanced Flight II ............................ 2
INDT 371 Advanced Flight III .......................... 2
lNDT 320 Aviation Safety, Accident Investigation,
and Training ................................................... 3
2. Elective ................................................................ 3
Select one course from the following:
INDT 110 Aircraft. Maintenance I (3)
INDT 120 Flight Operations I (3)
INDT 303 Aviation Law and Insurance (3)
INDT 315 Airport Management (3)

GRAPHIC COMMUNICATION MINOR
This minor is designed to provide technical communication skills to majors in fields such as graphic
design and journalism. The electives in the minor are
diverse and extensive enough to allow for individual flexibility.
Semhours
Minor io graphic communication ...................... 23
1. Required courses ............................................ 11
INDT 104 Introduction to Communication
Technology ...................................................... 2
INDT 121 Graphic Communication .................. 3
lNDT 204 Photographic Communication ......... 3
INDT 207 Photographic Reproduction .............. 3
2. Electives ........................................................... 12
INDT 201 Microcomputer Applications in
Technology (3)
INDT
304
Advanced
Photographic
Communication (3)
INDT 318 Graphic Arts Workshop (3)
INDT 404 Photo Communication Workshop (3)
INTE 231 Industrial Computer Graphics (3)
FA 165 Graphic Design for Nonmajors (3)
Electives selected from journalism, marketing, or
management
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TECHNOLOGY AND SOCIETY MINOR
This minor is interdisciplinary in nature and provides students majoring in science or technology with
an understanding of the societal impact of existing and
emerging technologies. While housed in the Interdisciplinary Technology department, the minor utilizes contributions from several departments including biology,
chemistry, computer science, economics, and history.
Semhours
Minor in technology and society ................... 24·26
1. Required courses ........................................... 15
COSC 136 Computers for the Nonspecialist or
COSC 137 Introduction to FORTRAN
Programming ................................................. 3
INDT 150 Understanding Technology .............. 3
HIST 290 Introduction to the History of
Technology ...................................................... 3
INDT 308 Seminar in Technological Impacts ... 3
JNDT 495 Technology, Values, and the Future. 3
2. Restricted Electives ......................................... 9
Choose three courses (with at least one course from each
subgroup, A and B) from the following:
Subgroup A:
BIOL 224 Principles of Conservation
CHEM 415 Environmental Chemistry
ECON 337 Energy Economics and Policies
GEOG 215 Introduction to Urban and Regional
Planning, GEOG 310 Energy Awareness ,
GEOG 440 World Food Systems
SOCL 334 Population
SubgroupB:
CTAT 446 Contemporary Problems in
Telecommunications
ECON 386 Technology and Economic Growth
GEOG 100 Future Worlds, GEOG 235 Economic
Geography, GESC 495 Environmental
Assessment and Planning
INDT 420 Women and Technology
INDT 201 Microcomputer Applications in
Technology
PHIL 380 Philosophy of Science
PLSC 381 Public Policy Analysis, PLSC 382
Politics and the 21st Century
PSY 350 Environmental Psychology, PSY 351
Industrial Psychology
SOCUANTH 336 Social and Cultural Change,
ANTH 379 Special Topics: Contemporary
Issues in Developing and Modem Technological
Societies, SOCL 307 Industrial Sociology
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INTERDISCIPLINARY TEcHNOLOGY COURSES

INDT 100 Introduction to Air Transportation.
3 hrs
This course is designed to provide a basic understanding of the operational categories within civil aviation
and the functions of state and federal government in its
control and regulation. The history, scope, and diverse
nature of aviation will be discussed, together with some
of the many occupational opportunities available.
INDT 104 Introduction to Communication Techno}o~.
2hrs
An introduction to the field of communication technology. Communication theory and the graphic and telecommunication industries. Lecture: two hours per week.
INDT 110 Aircraft Maintenance I.
3u.
The functions and roles of maintenance personnel in an
aviation maintenance organization structure. Lecture:
three hours per week.
3 hrs
INDT 120 Flight Operations I.
The role of aviation in general aviation and the interface with regulatory agencies and parent organizations.
Lecture: three hours per week.
3 hrs
INDT 121 Graphic Communication.
Preparation and design of graphic media. The theory
and application of effective communications. Infonnation collection, analysis, and dissemination; survey of
the graphic communication industry. Lecture: two hours
per week. Laboratory: two hours per week.
3 hrs
INDT 150 Understanding TechDolo~.
A course to develop basic technological literacy by providing an introduction to technological concepts and
problems and to the technology literature. Several concrete technological systems and their dynamics, particularly as they relate to society.
3hrs
INDT 170 Aviation Ground lrutruction.
Basic ground instruction in aerodynamics, navigation,
federal aviation regulations, meteorology, and flight
procedures directed toward preparation for the private
pilot written examination.
11213 hrs
INDT 177/1781179 Special Topics.
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
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INDT 201 Microcomputer Applications in Technology.
3hrs
An introduction to microcomputers and their applications in technology. The course contains an introduction to word processing, spreadsheets, database management, and their applications.
Prereq: Basic keyboard skill is recommended; BEDU 119
is suggested.
INDT 202 Introduction to Facility Management. 3 hra
The student will gain an overview of the facility management profession. The following topics will be introduced:
history of the facility management profession, organizationalstructure, property management, facilities planning,
maintenance and operations, managing support. services,
managing construction projects, strategic planning and
budgeting, and conducting a facilities audit.
INDT 204 Photographic Communication.
3 hrs
Basic functions , principles, and applications of photography in graphic communication. Lecture: two hours per
week. Laboratory: two hours per week. Students must
furnish their own camera and photo materials.
INDT 205 Photo-Technology.
2hrs
The applications of light sensitive materials used in industry to include photo-drafting, photofabrication, Lecture: one hour per week. Laboratory: two hours per week.
Prereq: INDT 121 and a chemistry course.

3 hrs
INDT 207 Photographic Reproduction.
St udy and laboratory work in photomechanics, stripping, and platemaking as applied to offset presswork.
Includes the preparation of layout materials for printing. Lecture: one hour per week. Laboratory: two hours
per week.
Prereq: INDT 104 or INDT 121.
3 hrs
INDT 210 Aircraft Maintenance D.
The functions and organization of an aircraft maintenance facility and role of the supervisors within that
structure. Lecture: three hours per week.
Prereq: INDT 110.
INDT 214 Rubber Technology I.
2 hrs
Lectures and laboratory experiments on the fundamentals of rubber chemistry, compounds and processing technology, and rubber testing methods.
Prereq: High school or college course in chemistry, or
approual of instructor.
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INDT 220 Flight Operations n.
3 hrs
In-depth study of the functions and organization of op·
erations and the relationship with the other departments within an aviation organization.
Proreq: INDT 120.
INDT 230 Facility Operations and Maintenance. 3 hrs
This course provides the student with an introduction
to the operation and maintenance of facility systems.
These systems include: heating, ventilation, and air conditioning; elevators; grounds; building exterior and roof;
interior walls and floors; plumbing: electrical; telecommunications; fire safety; and security.
Prereq: INDT 202, CNST 229.
INDT 231 Introduction to Computer Graphic Systems.

3 hr.
Students are provided with opportunities to work on a
variety of CAD and paint systems. Students will learn
terminology for graphics hardware and software, write
short graphics programs, and explore applications of
graphics to their own field of study. Course does not count
for CAD majors. Lecture and laboratory course.
3 hrs
Explanation of the terms related to profits and markup,
calculation of profit, discounts, markups, identification
and interpretation of profitability ratios, and the distribution of financial resources.
Prereq: INDT 140.
INDT 240 Profit Strategies in Distribution.

INDT 250 Wire Technology I.
3 hrs
The fundamentals of wire manufacturing, steel production, wire joining, cleaning, descaling, coating, drawing,
cooling, and lubrication. Lecture and demonstration. No
previous wire manufacturing knowledge required.
INDT 251 Basic Flight.
2 hrs
The student will receive dual instruction in preflight
procedures, ground reference maneuvers, takeoff, and
landings, power-otT and power-on stalls, local flight operations, and precision flight maneuvers. Remaining
hours will be solo flight.
Prereq: INDT Studen.t Pilot Certificate an.d Class II or
III Medical.

INDT 255 Emergen cy Preparedness Planning. 3 hrs
An introduction to emergency planning, including assessment of community hazards and resources, for students responsible for civil defense or emergency pre-
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paredness tasks. Provides a planning and analytical
framework, hazard/vulnerability analysis, that can be
applied to the local comprehensive emergency management context.
INDT 261 0...;' Flight u.
2hrs
The student will receive dual instruction and solo practice in extended cross-country flight operations. flight
proficiency maneuvers, and all phases of flight specified by the Federal Aviation Administration. The student will be prepared to take the oral and flight examination for the Private Pilot Certificate.
Prereq: INDT 251.

INDT 271 Basic Flight ru.
2hrs
The student will receive an introduction to commercial
maneuvers and instrument flying techniques, including dual instruction and solo practice in areas of ground
reference maneuvers, flight precision maneuvers, radio
navigation, and special cross-country flight operations.
Prereq: INDT 261.
INDT 277/2781279 Special Topics.
11213 bra
An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
INDT 303 Aviation Law and Insurance.
3 hrs
Overview of legal considerations in general aviation,
government agencies exercising control, regulations,
laws. advisory information, and insurance requirements
and considerations.

INDT 304 Advanced Photographic Communication.
3hrs
Photographic theory and techniques. with particular
emphasis upon commercial and industrial applications.
Lecture; two hours per week. Laboratory: two hours per
week. The student must furnish a camera and photo
materials.
Prereq: 1NDT 204.
INDT 305 Communication Transmission Systems.
3hrs
Consideration of source, encoder (transmitter), channel,
and receiver functions. Principles of line communication, a study of various systems, and future developments in communication transmission systems.
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INDT 308 Seminar in Technological Impacts.
3 hrs
An undergraduate level introduction to technology assessment. Development of skills related to forecasting
technological inventions and assessing their effect if
adopted by society.
INDT 310 Polymers for Engineers and Technologists.
S hrs
lntroduction to polymer science, polymerization, polymer modifications, size and weight of polymer molecules,
plastics, adhesives, silicones, foams, surface coatings,
fibers, elastomers, transitions, and relaxations in polymers, theology, polymer fabrication techniques.
3 hrs
INDT 313 Aviation Industry Regulations.
The major significance of aviation regulations and policies including the development and enforcement of fed·
eral aviation regulations will be presented. The major
elements of managing an aviation operation within the
guidelines of international and federal aviation industry regulations together with the influence of local and
state requirements will be presented.
3 hrs
INDT 315 Airport Management.
The major elements in the process of planning and managing airports are presented, including federal airport
policy, the airport master planning process, capacity
analysis, site selection, and funding. The historical development of and current practices in airport administration, operations management, maintenance, and
safety will be presented.

between trade associations and industry, elements of
the marketing channel (manufacturer, distributor, customer, and the employer and employee).
Prereq: INDT 140 and INDT 240.
IDT 841 Advanced Ground Instruction.
Shrs
Advanced ground instruction in aerodynamics, naviga·
tion regulations, and procedures directed toward preparation for the instrument rating and commercial pilot
written examinations.
Prereq: IDT 170.
INDT 850 Wire Technology n.
8 hr8
An intermediate course designed to study contemporary
concepts and practices of wire manufacturing.
Prereq; INDT 250 or approval of instructor:
INDT 351 Advanced. Flight I.
2brs
The student will receive dual instruction and solo practice in advanced cross-country navigation, commercial
maneuvers, and an introduction to instrument flying
techniques.
Prereq: INDT 271.

INDT 381 Advanced Flight n.
2hrs
The student will receive dual instruction and solo practice in commercial flight maneuvers and instrument
flight procedures, including instrument approaches,
holding patterns, and partial panel procedures.
Prereq: INDT 351.

m.
2 hn
The student will complete the dual instruction and solo
practice in all phases of flight training specified by the
Federal Aviation Administration for the insurance of the
Commercial Pilot Certificate and the instrument rat·
ing. The student will complete the oral examinations
and flight tests required for this certificate and rating.
Prereq: INDT 361.
INDT 371 Advanced Flight

INDT 818 Graphic Arts Workshop.

3 hn

Selected topics in the field of graphic arts technology,
such as composition, press work, screen process, and
advanced photomechanics. May be repeated for additional credit.
Prereq: INDT 207 or department permission.
INDT 320 Aviation Safety, Accident Investigation, and
Training.
8 bra
In-depth study of aviation safety (flight and ground);
accident prevention, accident investigation, and personnel training.
Prereq: INDT 170.

An exploration and study of topics not covered in other
departmental offerings. Students may elect more than
once provided different topics are studied.
Prereq: Departm£nt permission.

INDT 840 Relationships in Wholesaling.
8 hn
Analysis of major industries and professional trade associations and their interaction within the marketing
channel. Emphasis will be placed on 'the relationship

INDT 380 Planning and Decision-Making for Public
Safety.
8 hn
The study of planning and decision-making techniques
as applied to public safety operations; includes atten-
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tion to concepts, e.g., the process of change in organiza·
tions. as well as particular skills and techniques; e.g.,
PERT, decision trees.

JNDT 381 Public Relations and Public Safety.

3 hrs

An examination of the relationship between public safety

agencies and the larger community, with particular
emphasis on administrative and policy dimensions; the
role of public safety agencies, the community's involve·
ment in establishing that role, police·commumty rela·
tions programs, relationships with the media, and
professionalization and accreditation movements in
public safety agencies are addressed.
INDT 387 Cooperative Education.
3 bra
A minimum of three to four months offulJ.time employ·
ment in a business or industry that provides experiences
directly related to the major area of study. Work sites
must be approved in advance by the Interdisciplinary
Technology department. Regular employee benefits may
be received during the employment period.
Prereq: Department permission.
INDT 391 Wholesale Account Dovelopment.
3 bra
An in depth study into the processes and techniques
involved in acquiring and developing industrial accounts
from the distributor's and the manufacturer's point of
view. The course will develop practical and effectual
skills in the area of advanced industrial wholesale ac·
count development. Guest lectures by manufacturers
representatives and from purchasing agents will aug·
ment the course.
Prereq: INDT 240 and lNDT 340.
INDT 400 Polymers and Coatings Technology 1. 3 bra
Introduction to synthesis, film fonnation , structure, and
properties of polymers commonly used in coatings. Poly·
mer systems to be covered include acrylic, vinyls, poly·
esters, alkyds, oils, epoxies, epoxyesters, aminoplasts,
urethanes, phenolics, hydrocarbons, cellulosics.
Prereq: CHEM 270,271.
INDT 401 Polymers and Coatings Technology I
Laboratory.
3 hrs
Synthesis, characterization, and identification of poly·
mers used in coatings. The synthesis or solution acrylic,
vinyl, acrylic emulsion, polyester, alkyd, epoxyester,
melamine formaldehyde, and urethane polymers with
extensive use of physical techniques such as GIRT, GP,
and calorimetry.
Coreq; INDT 400.
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INDT 402 Polymers and Coatings Technology U. 3 bra
Formulation in oil·based and waterborne coatings cov·
ering the use of solvents, pigments, and additives. Prin,
ciples of adhesion and corrosion and the use of conver·
sion coatings. Safety, health, government regulations,
and paint production techniques.
Prereq: INDT 400.
INDT 403 Polymers and Coatings Technology n
Laboratory.
3 brs
Practical formulation in oil·based and waterborne sys·
tems including the preparation and evaluation ofvari·
ous topcoats and primers currently used in the coatings
industry (e.g., oil based air dry enamel, thermosetting
coating, epoxyester primer, two package urethane.
acrylic latex, and ED primer).
Coreq: INDT 402.
3 bra
INDT 404 Photo Communication WorkBhop.
Selected topics in photo communications. such as com·
mercial and industrial photography, photo journalism,
sensitometry and photography, photo journalism, and
sensitometry and photo processing. The class schedu1e
describes the specific topic being offered during a given
semester. May be repeated for additional credit'.
Prereq: INDT 304.
3 bra
INDT 405 Coating Processes L
Development of expertise in industrial coating processes.
SubstTate preparation, principles of adhesion, corrosion
control, industrial coating materials, industrial coating
systems, and regu1atory compliance in the coatings in·
dustry.
Prereq: lNDT 310 or INDT 400, or department permi.s·
sion.
INDT 406 Coatings Processes I Laboratory.
3 hrs
Hands..on experience in industrial coating processes.
Substrate preparation, coatings application, and industrial coating systems design and operational control
Coreq: INDT 405.
3 brs
INDT 407 Coating Processes n.
Processes and equipment for coatings application, economic analysis of coating operations, paint defects, and
line design for productivity and energy conservation.
Prereq: INDT 405 or department permission.
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INDT 409 Emerging Technologies in Storage and

Retrieval.
3 hrs
Conventional as well as emerging technologies of information storage and retrieval. Lecture and laboratory.
INDT 410 Mechanical and Physical Properties of
Polymers.
S hrs
Detailed study of the mechanical and physical properties of polymers from both theoretical and practical viewpoints. Polymer morphology, transitions and relaxations
in polymers, mechanical properties of high polymers,
reology and their relationship to polymer fabrication
processes.
Prereq: INDT 310 or department permission.

INDT 417 Computer Aided Facility ManagemenL 3 hrs
This course teaches the student how to use software
which is dedicated to managing facilities.
Prereq' INDT 201, INDT 202, INDT 230, CNST 229,
IDE 313.
INDT 418 Building Automation Systems.
S hrs
This course teaches the student how computerized control systems work in a building. The principal systems
covered will be: heating, ventilation, and air conditioning control; lighting systems-switching and dimming;
elevators-optimum scheduling; security-access control and monitoring; and fire safety-air flow controls,
alarms, sprinklers.
Prereq: INDT 201, INDT 230.

INDT 411 Mechanical and Physical Properties of

Polymers Laboratory.
1 hr
A laboratory course designed to supplement lecture
material from INDT 410. Hands-on exposure to a variety of experimental techniques commonly encountered
in the polymers industry; glass transitions in polymers,
melt-flow characteristics, measurement of Newtonian
and non-Newtonian flow, mechanical behavior of polymers, and plastic deformation.
Coreq: INDT 410.
INDT 413 Computers in Aviation.
3 hrs
Applications of computers in aviation at various levels
of hardware and software complexity. Basic programs
appropriate to aviation operations and maintenance
control.
Prereq' INDT 201.

INDT 414 Rubber Technology n.
2 hrs
Special topics related to rubber compounding, processing and testing, and problems in specific applications of
rubber products. Guest lecturers, students and staff will
cover topics.
Prereq: INDT 214 or department permission.
lNDT 416 Managing Utilities, Lighting Systems, and

Code Compliance.
3 hrs
This course covers utility rate structures and their effect on building operation strategies, building code requirements, and managing lighting systems for cost efficiency and code compliance.
Prereq: INDT 201, INDT 202, INDT 230.
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3 hrs
This course surveys gender issues surrounding technology development, transfer, and use. We will examine
these issues from historical, contemporary, and global
perspectives.
lNDT 420 Women and Technology.

INDT 421 Photographic Typesetting.
3 bra
Study of the fundamentals of phototypesetting techno1ogy. Document preparation, keyboard entry, file manipulation, and typeset copy output will be covered as well
as word processor interfacing. Two hour lecture, two
hour lab.
INDT 422 Senior Seminar in Aviation Management.
3hrs
Current issues in aviation management will be explored
using group and individual projects and analysis of case
studies. Research, analysis, and application of skills and
knowledge acquired in other coursework will be stressed.
Prereq: Department permission.
INDT 425 Communication Technology and Social
Change.
3 bra
The social implications of recent and future developments in communication technology. The effects upon
education, research and scientific knowledge, business,
and entertainment.
INDT 430 Senior Seminar in Energy Management
Technology.
3 hrs
Projects coordinated with local firms to give the student
practical experience. Selected topics not covered in previous courses.
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IDT 481 Aviation Facilities.
Sbra
The design of new aviation facilities and the retrofit of
existing facilities to meet short and long term requirements of aviation operations,

INDT 432 Senior Seminar in Facility Management.
S bra
This course is a capstone experience which considers
and integrates special problems in facility management.

Prereq: IDE 364, INDT 416, senior standing, completed
or concurrent co-op.

INDT 433 Arson Investigation.
3 brs
An examination of the nature and causes of suspicious
and incendiary fires, their detection, and investigation;
involves classroom lecture and field training. Students
will conduct fire scene investigations, collect evidence,
document findings, and participate in a mock trial. ABsumes no previous experience in fire investigation. Students must provide own 35mm camera, safety shoes,
gloves, and hard hat.
Prereq: CHEM 119 or PHY 221 .
INDT 434 Hazardous Materials.
3 hr.
An examination of hazardous material incidents from

the perspective of the public safety officer/manager
charged with protecting people and property; identifying hazardous materials, assessing hazardous material
accidents, planning and tactics for addressing hazardous material problems.
Prereq: CHEM 119 or PHY 221.
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INDT 437 Aviation Cabin Safety.
2 bra
The major elements of aircraft cabin safety, including
the requirements for air carrier operations, will be presented in accordance with the requirements of the Federal Aviation Regulations. 'Ibpics will include emergency
equipment, accident reviews, human factors, crew assignments and procedures, decompressions, fire fighting, ditching,land and water evacuations, hijacking and
unusual situations, in-flight medical, passenger handling, safety briefings, leadership, and emergency commands.
Prereq: 1NDT 320 and INDT 422, or department permission.

INDT 440 Inventory Strategies in Distribution. S bra
An examination of the wholesale inventory management
problem. The interrelationship between physical inventory, profitability, and customer service will be explored.
Prereq: INDT 391.

lNDT 444 Quality Planning in Distribution.
S bra
Wholesale distributors are moving toward a total commitment to the philosophy of continuous improvement
with zero errors as their ultimate goal. The course explores the Quality Assurance movement as it appJies to
wholesalers.
Prereq: lNDT 442 or permission or instructor.

m.

INDT 450 Advanced. Coatings Topics
3 hrs
Advanced wire technology; in-depth study of wire in
manufactured products.

Prereq: INDT 350 or permission or instructor.
INDT 435 Incident Command.
3 bra
The study of complex fire situations, including analysis
of prefire planning, establishing and managing the command post, and effective management of complex
fireground operations. Emphasizes the study of multiple
company response and the efficient utilization of available and prospective resources in handling major fires .
Prereq: PLSC 450 or department permission.

INDT 436 Electronic Publishing Technology.
3 hrs
The application of electronic design and layout principles
to publication and presentation documents. Develop
skills in graphics, type, file creation and manipulation,
word processing interface, and output of paginated, carnera-ready copy through several software packages.

INDT 460 Advanced Coatings Topics.
S brs
Development of in-depth formulating skills; new technology areas in coatings and polymers.
Prereq: INDT 402, INDT 403, or department permission.
INDT 470 Senior Seminar in Communication Technol-

ogy.
2 brs
Guest speakers and/or site visitations will be used to
illustrate the application of new communication technologies common to business, industrial, or governmental environments.
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INDT 475 Managing Correctional Agencies and
Facilities.
3 bra
A study of administrative practices in correct.ionalagencies and facilities, including attention to organization
structure, management problems, financing, rights of
offenders. mtervention strategies, and community-based
programs.
Prereq: PLSC 450 or department permission.
11213 bra
INDT 477/4781479 Special Topics.
An examination of topics in interdisciplinary technology not covered in other departmental offerings. Students may elect these courses more than once as long as
different topics are studied.
Prereq: Department permission.
INDT 487 Cooperative Education.
3 hrs
A minimum of three to four months offull-time employment in a business or industry that provides experiences
directly related to the major area of study. Work sites
must be approved in advance by the Interdisciplinary
Thchnology department. Regular employee benefits may
be received during the employment period.
Prereq: Department permission.
INDT 495 Technology, Values, and the Future.
3 hrs
The development of modern technological society: major breakthroughs in the physical and life sciences, the
influence of some of these breakthroughs on technological development, the consequent shaping of new world
views and hence, values in contemporary and future
societies. Interrelationships between technology and
politica1, socioeconomic. and environmental systems; the
relationship between technology and values.
11213 bra
INDT 497/4981499 Independent Study.
Individual work in some area of interdisciplinary technology under the direction of a faculty member. Preliminary draft of proposed study must be approved by the
department prior to enrollment. May be selected more
than once, after resubmission and approval.
Prereq: Department permisswn.
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MILITARY SCIENCE
Lt. Col. David R. KIubeck
Deparbnent Head
18 Roosevelt Building
487-1020

Assistant Professors: Maj. Sean M. Brunetti, Capt.
Peter J . White, Capt. Larry Chirio
The military science program provides students
with training that pennits entry into the active Army,

Army Reserve, or National Guard as commissioned officers. Emphasis is given to the development of the student as a leader and a manager, capable of organizing
and motivating others.
The program is of either four or two years' duration and IS pursued 88 a complement to the student's
academic major. If the program is successfully completed. the student may be commissioned as an officer
upon graduation.
Students must complete all of the military science
courses unless granted advanced placement for the 100and 2oo-1evel classes.
ROTC scholarships for three or two years' duration are available and are awarded on a "best qualified"
basis. Scholarships cover payment of tuition, fees, texts,
and supply coste related to the student's curriculum for
the period of award. Also, a $150 per month subsistence
allowance is paid for each school month during the period of the scholarship. Application can be made by contacting the Military Science department in January of
the school year preceding the effective semester of the
award.
The two-year program is designed for students
transferring from community colleges and other students who were not enrolled in military science courses
during their first two years of college. Applicants complete a six-week training program during the summer
months, which takes the place of the on-campua MILT
100 and 200 courses. While in summer training, the student remains a civilian but earns Army pay and travel
allowances. Upon completing the program, the student
may be granted eight semester hours credit upon the
re<:emmendation of the Military Science Departmentand
may apply for entry into the MILT Soo-level courses.
Students may compete for two-year ROTC scholarships
while at summer training. Applications for the two-year
program are accepted from December through May.
The Simultaneous Membership Program (SMP) is
a co-op work experience program where advanced ROTC
students are assigned to local Army Reserve or National

Guard units. One weekend a month students learn leadership and management skills by drilling with the unit.
For this experience, students earn approximately $300
per month . SMP is an excellent opportunity to learn
applied management skills.
Veterans can qualifty for advanced placement
credit directly into MILT 300. Applicants should contact the department for acceptance into MILT 300 or
301 at the earliest possible time before the next fullsemester.
All uniforms and texts are provided to the student
without cost. Additionally, M1LT 300 and 400 participants receive $150 per month during the school year
and are paid at one-half the rate of a second lieutenant
while attending a summer field course. Armed forces
vetera.ns may receive the $150 per month pay in addition to any other veterans benefits they are receiving.
Programs of Study
Minor:
A Military Science minor can be attained by completing Military Science 100, 101, 200, 201, 300,
301,400 and 401.
Advising Coordinator: Capt. Larry Chirio
Special Requirements
Admission into the advanced program eMS 300,
301,400 & 401) requires that all students successfully
complete the Officer Selection Battery Test (OSB), undergo a complete physical examination at the Snow
Health Center, and have completed the basic course or
its equivalent.
The criteria for continuance is that all students
maintain a 2.0 GPA or better, and pass the army physical fitness test.
The fieldwork criteria is that all members of the
advanced program participate in a field training exercise (FTX) each semester.
Credit Thward Graduation
The 12 semester hours credit earned in the advanced program may be used as free elective credit.
Requirements in certain majors and curricula will cause
the ROTC student to take more than the minimum 124
hours credit for graduation. When finalizing their undergraduate program, students should cODsu1t an academic advisor within the department of their declared
major.
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ACADEMIC MINOR
Semhours
Minor in military science ........•..•.......•.....•.••.•..•.• 20
Required courses
MILT 100 Fundamentals of Leadership and
Management I ................................................ 2
MILT 101 Fundamentals of Leadership and
Management II .............................................. 2
MILT 200 Applied Learlenihip and Management I .. 2
MILT 201 Applied Learlenihip and Management II .. 2
MILT 300 Advanced Military Leadership and
Management I ................................................ 3
MILT 301 Fundamentals and Dynamics of the
Military Team I .............................................. 3
MILT 400 Fundamentals and Dynamics of the
Military Team II ............................................. 3
MILT 401 Advanced Military Leadership and
Management II .............................................. 3
Students must take all of the above courses unless
granted advanced placement. Students electing
a minor in military science may not use this
minor to fulfill the state secondary provisional
certificate requirement of a teaching minor.
Mn.JTARY ScIENCE COURSES

MILT 100 Fundamentals of Leadel'8hip and Management I.
2 bra
An introduction to the US defense establishment with
emphasis on the role and structure of the US Army. Students also participate in adventure mini-courses
(rappelling, rifle marksmanship, etc.)
MILT 101 Fundamentals of Leadel'8hip and Managementn.
2hra
An introduction to the role of the army officer, ethics,
professionalism, leadership traits, and principles. As a
part of the course, students receive a mini-course in first
aid and land navigation.
MILT 200Applied Leadenhip and ManagementL 2 Ius
An introduction to basic military leadership skills to

include: map reading, communications, military briefings, physical training. and individual leadership skills.
MILT 201 Applied Leadership and Management IL 2 Ius
A continuation of MILT 200 in the study of military lead·

ership and management skills. Included in this course an!:
individual leadership skills, applied management skills,
terrain analysis, and platoon offense/defense operations.
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

MILT SOO Advanced Military Leadership and Management L
3 bra
Techniques ofleadership and management with emphasis on the role of the small unit leader as a teacher.
Theory and application of basic military skills: topography, close order drill, and weaponry.
MILT 301 Fundamentals and Dynamica of the MilitaryTeam I.
3 Ius
An examination of the leader's role as an organizer, decision-maker, and leader ofa military team. Small unit
leadership studied from the perspective of mission, capabilities, and management. Prepares students for the
advanced summer camp experience.
MILT S02 Leadership Laboratory.
Conducted for both semesters of the 300-level courses.
Field application of classroom theories and studies.
Physical abilities strengthened and tested. All areas of
classroom instruction, drill. military skills, leadership.
and physical aptitude.
MILT 400 Fundamentals and Dynamics of the Military Team ll.
3 Ius
The organization and functioning of command and staff
in army organizations. The essentials of military correspondence, communications, and training.
MILT 401 Advanced Military Leadership and Management II.
3 Ius
The essentials of the anny personnel and logistics management systems. An in·depth examination of ethics and
professionalism as they apply to the military officer. Case
study of small unit combat leadership.
MILT 402 Leadership Laboratory
A two-semester practicum conducted concurrently with
400-level courses. Exercise of organizational and leadership theory to which the student has been exposed.
The cadet battalion command and staff structure is used
as a vehicle to provide practical experience in the processes of leadership.
MILT 497/4981499 Independent Study.
lflJ3 hrs
Intensive study or project approved by the department
head. Study or project is directly related to a military
subject.
Prereq: Department permi8sion.

CONTINUING EDUCATION
PAUL T. MCKELVEY, DEAN
NEETAM. DELANEY, DIRECfOR - SPECIAL PROGRAMS
GEORGE]' KLEIN, DIRECfOR - ACADEMIC PROGRAMS ABROAD

321 GOODISON HALL
487-0407 OR (800) 777-3521

PROGRAM AREAS
ACADEMIC PROGRAMS ABROAD
ADVENTURES IN EDUCATION
INDEPENDENT STUDY (DISTANCE EDUCATION)
REGIONAL LEARNING CENTERS
WEEKEND UNIVERSITY
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CONTINUING EDUCATION
Paul T. McKelvey
Dean
304 Goodi80n Hall
487-0407 or (800) 777-3521
Continuing Education offers flexible, innovative,
and exciting credit course and program options available to all EMU students, This includes full or parttime, residential or commuter, graduate or undergraduate, Courses offered through Continuing Education are
available at times, locations, and in formats that are
convenient for students balancing a full- or part-time
job, co-curricular activities, and/or family responsibilities with their college education, Credit earned in Continuing Education courses and programs is regular university academic credit.
Course Listings
Each semester, Continuing Education publishes a
Course Bulletin listing the courses available that semester. These bulletins are available at the Continuing
Education Student Information Center in 321 Goodison
Hall and in display racks in various locations around
the EMU campus. Since some courses are scheduled
after the Course Bulletin is published, you may also want
to stop by the office to check the course listing update
posted in the hallway. You can also call 487-0407 with
questions about the availability of a particular course.
As with all EMU courses, your academic adviser
is the person best equipped to guide you and answer
specific questions about which courses will meet the
requirements of your program of study.

SPECIAL PROGRAMS AND
SERVICES
ACADEMlC PROGRAMS ABROAD
George J. Klein
Director
332 Goodison Hall
487-2424 or (BOO) 777-3541
E-mail: programs.aboard@emich.emu
In today's interconnected world, a global perspective is increasingly important and valuable for a
student's personal growth and professional career. The
Office of Academic Programs Abroad provides opportunities for students to diversify and enrich their university education through several kinds of study abroad
UNDERGRADUAT£CATALOG

programs. Students earn Eastern Michigan University
credit and may apply any EMU grants, scholarships, or
loans toward the cost of the program.
Semester-Long Programs:
1) The European Cultural History Thur, offered fall
semester, is a unique travel-study program that
includes more than 40 cities in 16 countries
throughout Europe, Russia, and the Mediterranean.
Students and EMU professors visit major historic
and cultural sites while pursuing in-depth academic
studies in an interdisciplinary context. Up to 15
hours of credit are available in history, art,
literature, and political science. Since its beginning
in 1974, ECHT has grown to become one of the
largest university-sponsored program of its kind in
the country, drawing students from EMU as well as
other colleges and universities throughout the
United States and Canada. ECHT is also offered in
summer.
2) The Asian Cultural History Thur, offered winter
semester, follows the travel and academic format of
the European Cultural History 'Ibur. It visits more
than 40 cities in 11 Asian countries, including China,
India, Nepal, Indonesia, and Thailand. Up to 15
credit hOUTS are available in history, art,
comparative religion, and political science, taught
in an interdisciplinary context. In addition to
studying the traditional cultures of Asia,
participants focus on the contemporary problems of
developing Asian countries.
3) An exchange program with the University of
Groningen in The Netherlands brings Dutch
students to the Eastern Michigan University
campus and sends EMU students to Th e
Netherlands. The core curriculum reflects The
Netherlands' central location in Europe and the
importance of internationalization as it offers a
variety of courses focusing on The Netherlands and
on Europe. Courses in the Dutch Studies Program
are designed for international students and taught
in English. Classes, such as political science and
literature, are also offered in English by regular
university departments. Participants live in
university housing and get to know students from
all over the world, mainly Europe. Tuition and
housing costs are equivalent to a semester at EMU.
4) The International Student Exchange Program
(ISEP) allows EMU students to choose from over
100 institutions in Europe, Asia, Africa, and Central
and South America to spend a semester or a year,
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while bringing students from these institutions to
the EMU campus. ISEP offers the opportunity for
total immersion as participants take classes and live
like a local student at the host university. Classes
are available in almost any field, including business.
education, and science, taught both in English and
in a number of foreign languages. Participants pay
tuition and fees, room and board, health insurance,
and a program fee directly to EMU so it is very
affordable.

Summer Intensive Language Programs:
Intensive French, German, Spanish, and Japanese
language programs are available in Canada, Mexico,
Austria, and Japan respectively, in settings of cultural
immersion. Classes are taught by host country in"tructors, with additional instruction and supervision by
EMU faculty. All levels of instruction are available.
Other Swnmer Programs:
A version of the European Cultural History 'Thur
is available in summer, along with a variety of travel
and residence programs that carry credit in such fields
as art, business, economics, education, history, political
science. and social work. These study abroad programs
have taken students to countries in Europe, Africa, Asia,
and Latin America. Contact the Office of Academic Programs Abroad for current program details.
Additional Study Abroad Opportunities:
Eastern Michigan University students may also
attend study abroad programs offered by other universities and transfer the credit back to EMU. A study
abroad adviser is available to assist students in a number of ways: finding a program to suit their individual
areas of interest, arranging for transfer of credit, and
applying for financial assistance. Students are encouraged to take advantage of the library in the Office of
Academic Programs Abroad, which houses infonnation
on hundreds of study abroad opportunities.
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ADVENTURES IN EDUCATION
Karen Cline
Coordinator
325 Goodison Hall
487~0407 or (800) 215-3350
Adventures in Education programs are all built
around the concept of intensive (1 to 2 weeks) short.
ened courses offered in beautiful resort-like or adven·
turous settings appropriate or relevant to the course
content. Most Adventures in Education programs are
held in the summer months or during other traditional
breaks in the academic year. The students who take
advantage of these programs do not fall into a stereotype. They include adult learners, traditional age undergraduates, teachers, and other seasoned professionals from many fields. The diversity of participants is a
strength of the Adventures programs. For more information, call 487 -0407 local or (800) 777·3521 toll free.

INDEPENDENT STUDY
(DISTANCE EDUCATION)
Michael McPhillips
Coordinator
327 Goodison Hall
487-1081
E-mail: distance.education@emich.edu
The Independent Study Program allows you to
enroll anytime and earn university credit without classroom attendance. The time limit for course completion
is six months. When you register for a course through
our Independent Study Program, you receive study
guides, instructions, and all required assignments. In
addition, all courses incorporate audio andlor video
materials. Assignments, papers, and proctored exams
are' an integral part of each course. Courses are academically rigorous; students on probation should not
enroll. For course listings and additional information,
contact the Independent Study Office by phone or e-mail.

UNDERGRADUATECATALOG
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REGIONAL LEARNING CENTERS
In order to make it more convenient for individuals to take courses through Eastern Michigan University, Continuing Education offers a wide range of courses
at a number of off-eampuslocations. These courses are
coordinated through three EMU Continuing Education
Regional Learning Centers located in Detroit, Flint,
Jackson, and Traverse City and are listed in the Continuing Education Course Bulletin. Registration for
these courses is no different than for any other course.
See the Course Bulletin for details. For more information, you can either call the Regional Center directly or
our main campus office at (800) 777-3521 long distance
or (313) 487-0407 local.
Regional Learning Centers
Detroit: (313) 831-5280
Flint, (810) 762-0303
Traverse City: (616) 922-1750
Jackson : (517) 787-7265

WEEKEND UNIVERSITY
Arthur Hoover
Coordinator
321 Goodison Hall
487-0407
Continuing Education's Weekend University program offers a wide range of undergraduate and graduate courses scheduled on the weekend. All Weekend
University courses are held either on EMU's main campus or at the EMU Corporate Education Center. Among
the many Weekend University offerings is a Weekend
MBA program, Graduate Certificate in BusinessAdministration and a second Bachelor's Legal Assistant Pr0gram all designed to meet the needs of students already
in the workplace. For information about the Weekend
University, call (313) 487-0407. For information about
the Weekend MBA program, call the College of Business at (313) 487-4444.
For more infonDation about EMU Continuing Education in general or about any of the specific programs
or services, either call the appropriate numbers listed
with each special program or the main office at (800)
777-3521 long distance or (313) 487-0407 local.
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THE GRADUATE
SCHOOL
IWnaId E. Goldenberg
Dean

Starkweather Hall
487·0042

The Graduate School provides advanced undergraduate students with an opportunity to enroll in selected graduate level courses provided that they meet
the Graduate School's admission standards and have
achieved the requisite number of undergraduate credits.
Advanced undergraduate students at Eastern
Michigan University may register for 500-level graduate courses if recommended by their advisers and approved by the assistant dean of the Graduate School
prior to registering for the class. Credit earned may be
used to meet the requirements of the baccalaureate degree (recorded as undergraduate credit) or to apply toward a master 's degree (graduate credit).
The following regulations apply:
1. Student applicants must have accumu1ated 76 hours
or more of undergraduate credit and have a
cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2.50 or
better in all course work completed at Eastern
Michigan University.
2. Election of graduate hours as an undergraduate
must be limited to the SOD-level course series.
Advanced undergraduates are not permitted to
enroll in 600- or 700-level course series. Students
must be admitted to a graduate degree program in
the College of Business in oroer to enroll for a 500level business course.
3. Credit so earned may be used for on1y one of two
purposes:
a. to meet the requirements of the baccalaureate
degree, thus receiving undergraduate credit;
b. to apply toward's a master's degree, thus receiving graduate credit.
4. Permission to enroll in graduate courses as an
advanced undergraduate should not prolong
completion of undergraduate degree requirements.
5. The maximum number of graduate hours that can
be elected as an advanced undergraduate student
is 15. Senior students who hold guest admission in
UNOERGRAOUATECATALOG

the University are not eligible to enroll in graduate
courses.
6. Permission to take graduate courses does not
represent admission to the Graduate SchooL
Students desiring to continue graduate study and
utilize the graduate credit earned in courses elected
as an undergraduate must apply and meet all
requirements for admission to the Graduate School
and degree programs.

Procedures for graduate admission require the student to complete and submit the application for admission directly to the Graduate School with official transcripts of a11 undergraduate and graduate credit earned.
Where necessary, official scores from national examinations must be submitted (departments requiring examination scores are listed in the Graduate Catalog).
Please note the following deadline schedule. These
are the dates the Graduate School must receive all application materials required for priority admittance to
most degree programs at Eastern Michigan University.
Fall admission ................................................. March 15
Winter admission ..................................... September 15
SpringlSummer admission ........................ February 15
Applications received after the above established
deadlines will be processed in the order received or
moved to a subsequent semester; Le., an application for
fall semester received April 1 will be processed for winter semester, based on program requirements. All documents and supporting data required for admission become the property of the Graduate School and will not
be returned.
Applicants are not officially admitted to the Graduate School and the requested graduate academic program until they have been notified in writing of acceptance by the Graduate SchooL

ADMISSION CATEGORIES
It should be understood that the admission policies presented are minimum standards and that many
departments have established criteria above these minimums. For this reason, applicants for degree admission
may have to meet additional requirements established
by departments. These requirements often include standardized examinations, valid teaching certificates, letters of recommendation and/or personal interviews and
grade point averages above the minimum established
by the Graduate School.
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Anyone planning to enroll in graduate level courses
must be admitted to the Graduate School through one
of the following two admission categories: degree admission or non-degree student status.

ADMISSION REQtnREMENTS
Specialist's Degree
A minimum grade point average of3.3 (B+) in the
master's degree program is required for admission to
the specialist's degree. For those departments admitting students into the specialist's degree directly from
the bachelor's degree, a minimum undergraduate grade
point average of2.75 is required, Departments roay establish standards higher than this minimum.

Master's Degree
Degree admission requires that the applicant hold
a bachelor's degree from an accredited college or university and possess a minimum undergraduate grade
point average of2.50 (4.0) or 2,75 in the last half of the
undergraduate program, Applicants who do not possess
minimum requirements for admission may be granted
conditional admission. Conditions of admission must be
met prior to beginning core course work for the degree,

TYPES OF ADMlSSION
Degree Admission Status
Degree admission into a master's or graduate certificate program requires that the candidate meet both
the Graduate School requirements (conferred bachelor's
degree and at least a 2.5 GPA or 2.75 GPA in the last
half of the undergraduate program) and the departmental admission requirements as stated in the Graduate
Catalog. Specialist's degree admission requires a 3,3
GPA in the completed master's program.
Conditional Admission
Condition 1: Curriculum De(u:iencies is a conditional admission status for students who meet the degree admission requirements of the Graduate School,
but have curricular deficiencies in their undergraduate
program and/or other departmental standards and
therefore do not meet departmental admission requirements. In such cases, special conditions noted on the
departmental recommendation form must be completed
prior to gaining degree admission.
Condition 2: Senior Status is the conditional admission granted to candidates completing an undergraduate degree at the end of the CWTent semester and is valid
for one enrollment period only. This condition is removed
when the student submits an official undergraduate transcript with the baccalaureate degree posted,
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Condition 3: English as a Second Language Pro·
gram is a conditional admission status granted to inter-

national non-native speakers of English who scored be-low the required minimum score in the English proficiency exam (TOEFL and the Test of Written English.
or MELAB) and will be required to elect appropriate
ESL courses. The ESL courses are determined by the
ESL program staff based on the candidate's score and a
placement examination, The examination is administered by the English as a Second Language program
staff at Eastern Michigan University prior to the beginning of each term,
Non-Degree Admission
The purpose of graduate study at Eastern Michigan University is a planned program of study leading
to an advanced degree, Students who are exploring
graduate study opportunities may enroll in a non-degree status. Non-degree students may enroll under this
status for any ofthe semesters or sessions (fall, winter,
spring or summer). Students can apply to transfer from
non-degree student status to degree status if they meet
departmental and Graduate School requirements (see
Transfer of Credit to Degree Programs from Non-Degree Student Status), Policy states that a student
must complete a minimum of 10 semester hours
after admission to the degree program. Subject to
University policy. non-ciegree students can earn a graduate certificate in such programs as artificial intelligence,
gerontology, quality, and state and local history,
Credits earned do not automatically apply toward
a degree program but are dependent upon admission to
the Graduate School, the requirements of the program,
recommendation by an adviser, and the approval of the
Graduate School.

Status 1: Academic Deficiencies is a non-clegree
admission status granted on the recommendation of the
academic department to candidates who do not meet
the minimum undergraduate grade point average (2.5
GPA) requirement of the Graduate School or the academic department GPA requirements, whichever is
higher; and/or have graduated from a non-accredited
academic institution; and/or have demonstrated the
potential to perform graduate level work at Eastern
Michigan University. This type of admission provides
students with an opportunity to demonstrate that they
can be successful in a graduate program at EMU by completing a minimum of nine and no more than 12 graduate level credit hours specified by the department, while
maintaining good academic standing (3.0 GPA). The
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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hours elected as a non-degree admission candidate can
only be applied to a graduate degree program upon the
recommendation of the coordinator of graduate advising. It should be specifically noted that successful
completion of nine and not more than 12 graduate level
credit hours with a 3.0 GPA does not guarantee, nor
does it constitute, admission to a graduate degree program.
Status 2: Professional Certification are non-degree
admission statuses granted to those seeking certification or to those who are already certified teachers and
other professionals in education who explicitly indicate
that they do not intend to pursue a graduate degree
program but wish to enroll only in courses to meet provisional and professional certification requirements. The
academic courses that are elected via the non-degree
admission status do not follow a prescribed graduate
degree program and do not earn the student a graduate
degree. Students seeking Provisional certification must
hold a bachelor's degree from an accredited institution
and have a minimum grade point average of 2.5 at the
time of application. Conditional admissions are not allowed for this status.
Status 3: Continuing Education Division Enroll·
ment is a non-degree admission status granted to students who enroll in courses through Continuing Education. Courses taken under this non-degree admission
status do not automatically apply to a graduate degree.
Students who wish to use graduate-level courses
offered through Continuing Education on a degree program must first seek formal admission to
a graduate degree program by completing a
Graduate School adm.ission application and mee~
ing all admission requirements of the program
and university. The applicability of the courses
to a degree program is subject to acceptance by
and recommendation of the department offering
tbe degree, and the approval of the Graduate

School.
Status 4: Personal! Professional DelJelopment is a
non-degree admission status granted to candidates who
wish to enroll in graduate level courses for self-enrichment purposes and/or participate in a graduate certificate/advanced graduate eertificate program, Courses
taken under this admission status do not automatically
apply to a graduate degree at Eastern Michigan University.
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Financial assistance is available to graduate
students under specific programs listed previously in
the Financial Aid section of this catalog. This includes
the College Work-Study Program, student employment,
and educational loans such as Perkins Loans and the
Stafford Loan Program.
Graduate assistantships are available through
academic departments, and are awarded on the basis of
the qualifications of the applicant. Each appointment
requires considerable research time and precludes other
employment. A stipend (salary) is paid; the amount depends upon the tenns of employment. In addition, depending upon the appointment, the University pays full
tuition for up to 18 credit hours for each fiscal year of
the assistantship, as well as registration, and regular
fees.
The total assistantship package varies in value
depending on whether you receive a full-time or parttime assistantship or whether you are a resident or nonresident of Michigan. Graduate students interested in
assistantships may apply through the Graduate School.
A limited number of assistantships are funded
through the Work-Study Program. Interested students
should contact their major area department head or the
Graduate School. Students need to submit the graduate assistantship application material, as well as the
free application for federal student aid.
The minority graduate assistantship pro~
gram strives to attract highly qualified minority students in academic disciplines that traditionally have not
been accessible to minorities. Eastern Michigan University has continually encouraged the application and
enrollment of promising minority graduate students and
recognizes the need for well-trained minority scholars.
Applications are available in the Graduate School.
The part-time and full-time graduate fellowship program is an honor awarded to selected graduate students for academic merit. The award is a $500
tuition waiver per semester (fall and winter) for parttime with the provision that the fellow must enroll in
and complete at least six credit hours of graduate level
course work in each of the semester of the award. Full·
time fellows can receiue up to $4,000 per academic year
and must be registered for a minimum of eight credit
hours per semester ofthe award. Undergraduate courses
taken for graduate credit are not considered part of the
required hours.
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Both new and continuing graduate students may
apply for graduate fellowships. New graduate students
must present a minimum 3.6 cumulative undergraduate GPA to receive consideration. GraduAte students who
have already begun their programs must present a minimum of 3,6 cumulative graduate GPA to receive consideration.
Graduate fellows (1) must hold admission to an
academic program leading to either a master's or a
specialist's degree; (2) must maintain a cumulative
graduate GPAof3.6 at all times during their fellowship
in order to maintain the award; and (3) are eligible for
reappointment for one additional academic year if they
apply and continue to achieve a 3.6 cumulative graduate GPA Students accepted into the graduate assistantship program are not eligible to receive parHime fellowships, but can be considered for full-time fellowships.
Applications are available in the Graduate School,
Starkweather Hall.
The Graduate Deana' Award for Research
Excellence is a $250 cash award made in the fal l and
winter semesters to reward excellence in the thesis
project.
Currently enrolled Eastern Michigan University
graduate students or recent graduates (within one year)
are eligible to apply for the award. Part- and full-time
students who are in the final stages of completing. or
have completed the thesis. and are in good academic
standing are encouraged to apply.
The major criterion for the award is the exhibition
of superior initiative and quality in the student's own
research project.
Deadlines for application are November 15 for the
fall award and March 15 for the winter award. Applications are available in the Graduate School. Starkweather
Hall.
The Barton Scholarship is a one-time competitive award of up to full tuition and fees. Applications
will be considered by the Graduate School Scholarship
Committee bi-annually for the fall and winter semesters. Applicants must (1) either be enrolled in the final
semester of their undergraduate program of study and
earn a baccalaureate degree from Eastern Michigan
University with no graduate level academic work completed prior to receiving the award, or have previously
earned a baccalaureate degree from EMU and have not
enrolled in courses as a graduate student prior to receiving the award; (2) must have a cumulative under-
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graduate GPAof3.5 or better at the time of submitting
the scholarship application; and (3) must become candidates for admission into a graduate academic program
at Eastern Michigan University or The University of
Michigan prior to submitting the Barton Scholarship
application form. Students who wish to pursue their
graduate studies at The University of Michigan must
submit a completed Graduate Admission Verification
Form before consideration can be given to their scholarship application. Check with the Graduate School for
applications and additional information.

The Anton Brenner Scholarship is a one-time
competitive award of $500 which is applied to the
recipient's tuition and fees. Applications will be considered by the Graduate School Scholarship Committee for
each fall semester. Applicants must (1) have completed
at least one full academic semester (spring and summer combined equals one full semester) at EMU and
earned at least 10 graduate credit hours toward their
master's degree prior to submitting an application for
the award; (2) have a cumulative graduate GPA of 3.5
or better at the time of submitting the scholarship application; (3) be enrolled in at least four graduate credit
hours during the faU semester for which the scholarship award is granted; and (4) submit an application on
or before April 15 to be considered for an award the following fall. Applications are available in the Graduate
School. Starkweather Hall.

OFFICE FOR ALUMNI
RELATIONS
George G. Beaudette
Director
16 Welch Hall
487·0250
Alumni are Eastern Michigan University's lifeline
to every community in the state of Michigan, to business and industry across the country, and to the worldat-large. The continuing interes t of graduates and
former students is a major investment in the progress
and future of EMU,
The Office for Alumni Relations is the coordinating body for all alumni activity and the means by which
personal relationships established during student days
can be maintained and renewed.
UNDERGRADUATECKrALOC
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It is responsible for updating the computerized list
of 87,000 known alumni, assisting in special reunions
of various constituent groups of alumni, providing programs for special alumni meetings and giving staff support to the Alumni Association and various other alumni
groups. Special activities include Homecoming, a yuletide program, a dinner dance honoring distinguished
alumni, golf outings, concerts and other periodic activities.
In August 1983, it initiated a new alumni periodical, Eastern Today, published annually in cooperation
with the Offices of Public Information and Publications.
The magazine is designed to enhance communications
about and among alumni, faculty, administration, and
friends of EMU. The monthly (acade mic year)
newsletterConnection was added in 1992.
The Alumni Association plans programs of interest for alumni and serves as the vehicle for communicating to the University faculty and administration the
concerns of EMU's alumni as they relate to the development of the University.
Active in fund raising campaigns, the association
is responsible for the Memorial Chimes and Pierce Hall
clocks given in fanner years, and more recently for gifts
to the University Library, various established funds and
scholarships, and additional scholarships and aid to student organizations. Charles McKenny Union, completed
in 1931 and built through the cooperative efforts of
alumni and the University, stands as a visible symbol
of the association's ongoing service to EMU.
The association is governed by a 24-member board
of directors elected in the spring of each year by a vote
of all eligible association members. The president of the
University and the executive vice president are ex-officio
members of the board; the director of the Office for
Alumni Relations serves as secretary.

OFFICE OF
DEVELOPMENT
Russell B. Wright
Associate Executive Vice President
11 Welch Hall
487-3036
The Office of Development was established in 1975
to create a new awareness of the University's ever-increasing need for private support and to organize a
University-wide development program.
UNDERCRADUATE CATALOC

Its primary functions include the identification,
cultivation and solicitation of alumni, friends, parents,
corporations, foundations, and civic and labor organizations; the design and implementation of direct-mail,
telemarketing, and personal solicitations to meet specific annual, capital, and endowment objectives; the receipt, acknowledgment, and accurate recording of all
gifts to the University; and the coordination of all fundraising activities undertaken in the name of Eastern
Michigan University.

OFFICE OF
RESEARCH
DEVELOPMENT
Robert Holkeboer
Director and Associate Graduate Dean
Brian Anderson
Associate Director
Dorothy Spurlock
Research Associate
B·18 Goddard HaD
467·3090
The Office of Research Development's objectives
are to stimulate. initiate, develop, and administer externally sponsored activities in the University by working with faculty, administration, and students interested
in obtaining funds for research, demonstration programs, training, instruction, service, experimental
projects, and other efforts directed toward expanding
the scope and quality of the University.
Its activities include:
1. identification offunding sources through liaison with
governmental and private agencies, screening of
program announcements and requests for proposals,
and personal contacts;
2. providing information on funding opportunities;
3. maintaining informational files on private, state and
federal funding programs and updating changing
priorities or funding levels of potential sponsors;
4. assisting faculty and staff in developing workable
project plans and budgets;
5. assisting proposal writers in developing budgets and
plans, editing and preparing proposals for
submission, obtaining aU necessary University
approvals, and formally submitting the completed
application to the funding agency;
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6. assisting in the administration of externally
sponsored programs by providing post-award
support services to grant recipients, including
negotiation and writing of grant and contract
agreements;
7. exercise oversight of research and other projects to
assure compliance with applicable federal
reguJations such as those covering the use of human
subjects, the care and use of animals, and conflict of
interest.

THEWORLD
COLLEGE
Ray Schaub
Director and Professor of German
Geoffrey M. Voght
Associate Director and Professor of Spanish
Louis Saalbach
Manager. Communication and Marketing
David Archbold
Manager, International Cooperative Education
Exchange Program
307 Goodison Hall
487·2414
Eastern Michigan University established the World
College in 1987 as one of the top institutional priorities
of the University's "Decade of Advancement." The result of internal restructuring, this new college evolved
from the administrative function of the Language and
lnternational Trade Program in the department of Foreign Languages and Bilingual Studies, It also encompasses the functions of the former Office ofIntemational
Projects.
Reporting to the Provost and Vice President for
Academic Affairs and to the Executive Vice President.
the World College coordinates and facilitates the development of internationally-focused programs via collaboration with the entire University community, Among the
major goals of the World College are:
• Th facilitate the incorporation of global perspectives
in university curricula,
• 'Ib assist in developing and maintaining liaison with
foreign academic institutions, governments and
business organizations,
• To serve as a clearinghouse of information and
referrals regarding internationally-focused projects,

•

•
•

•
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programs, events, and activities.
'Ib assist faculty and staffin internationalizing their
own expertise and in applying their expertise to new
international endeavors,
'Ib increase international educational experiences
for students and faculty, on campus and abroad,
'Ih develop international programs through federal
and state funding ,
To develop contract-base d,
non-credit,
internationally-focused experiences and courses for
the public and private sectors,

The World College is not a traditional academic
college with its own departments and courses, faculty
members, majors, and degrees, Rather, it serves as a
facilitating and coordinating center for international
education, seeking to promote the broadening of awareness and understanding-in all colleges, departments,
and programs at EMU-of the world outside the borders of our country, World College programs are developed in conjunction with faculty and administrators in
the other academic colleges,

STUDENT
REFERENCES
Bette White

Dean of Students
206 Goodison Hall
487·3118
Official policies regarding student conduct and
grade grievance procedures are established by the
University's Board of Regents. Copies of the Student
Conduct Code may be obtained in the Dean of Students'
Office,

CONDuer CODE AND JUDICIAL
STRUCTURE FOR STUDENTS AND
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
Section I.
A. University-Wide Regulations
The following conduct, should it take place on University owned or controlled property or at a University spon·
sored or supervised event, may result in disciplinary
action by the University, including dismissal from the
University,
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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Use of alcohol
Consumption or possession of alcoholic beverages
by persons under 21 years of age. Consumption
or possession of alcoholic beverages by any person at any place or at any time where not specifically permitted by University policy or regulation. NOTE: Transportation in sealed containers to and from an authorized area or pla~e is
permissible if the person in possession has attained the legal age as prescribed by Michigan
law for the legal possession of alcoholic beverages.
Drugs
(a) Drug distribution. Distribution of narcotic or
drug substance in violation of local, state, or
federal drug or narcotic laws.
(b) Drug usage. Use or possession of any drug or
narcotic in violation of local, state, or federal
drug or narcotic laws.
Proporty
(a) Theft of University property or property of a
member of the University or visitor.
(b) Damage, destruction, or defacement ofUniversity property or property of a member of the
University or visitor.
(c) Wrongful appropriation of University property
or property of a member of the University or
visitor.
University facilities
(a) Unauthorized use: including entry to, occupation of, or blocking ingress or egress of University facilities such as but not limited to buildings, classrooms, hallways, entryways, conference rooms, campus grounds, as well as unauthorized use of vehicles, equipment, or services
or University name or logo (including University Computing Center).
(b) Gambling: on campus for money or other things
of value except as provided by law.
(c) Pets: Dogs, cats, reptiles, or other animals are
prohibited in University buildings or on University grounds, except where properly authorized.
Disruptive conduct
(a) Active participation in or instigation of disruption or obstruction of any University activity.
(b) Disturbance of or harassment of any member
of the University community or visitor.
Physical abuse
(a) Physical abuse or threat of physical abuse or
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unwarranted inflammatory provocation to
physical abuse against any member of the University community or any person on University
property or conduct which threatens or endangers the mental or physical health or safety of
any such person.
(b) Sexual harassment: Sexual harassment means
unconsented physical contact of a sexual nature,
unwelcome sexual advances, unwelcome requests for sexual favors , and other verbal or
physical conduct or communications constituting sexual harassment.
7. Discrimination and discriminatory harassment
It is the policy of Eastern Michigan University to maintain an educational environment free from harassment,
humiliation, and intimidation of students and other
members of the University community. Discriminatory
harassment, as defined herein, is prohibited and offenders are subject to disciplinary action under Section 3,
infra (Judicial Structure for Students and Organizations). Speech or other expression constitutes discriminatory harassment under any of the following circumstances.
(a) Ifit:
1. is intended to insult or otherwise injure
an individual on the basis of personal
characteristics such as, but not limited
to, race, ethnicity, color, national origin,
creed, religion, ancestry, age, handicap, or
sexual orientation, and
2. is addressed directly to the individual whom
it insults, and
3. amounts to "fighting words."
"Fighting words" are those personal1y
abusive epithets which, when directly
addressed to any ordinary person are, in the
context used and as a matter of common
knowledge, inherently likely to provoke a
violent reaction , whether or not they
actually do. Such words include, but are not
limited to, derogatory references to the
personal characteristics described in
Section 1 above.
4. This section (a) shall be construed as a proscription of all so-called "fighting words."
(b) Ifit:
1. constitutes a violation of MCL 750.147b,
prescribing criminal and civil penalties for
ethnic intimidation. See PA 1988 No. 3711, effective March 30, 1989.
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(c) [fit:

1. presents a clear and present danger of
substantial disorder, violence, interruption
of classes, or material interference with the
operation of the University.
(d) 1m;

1. consists of extreme or outrageous acts or
communications intended to harass,
intimidate, or humiliate the person to whom
it is directed on account of the personal
characteristics described in SectionA·I and
reasonably causes such person or persons
to suffer severe emotional distress.
Severability
Any part of the foregoing provisions of Section 7 which
shall be found by a court of competent jurisdiction to
unconstitutionally abridge a person's rights to free
speech and expression shall be severed, held for naught,
and the balance of such Section 7 shaH remain fully
enforceable.
8. Falsification of records
(a) Furnishing false information to the University.
(b) Forgery, alteration, or improper use ofUniver·
sity documents, records, or identification.
9. Firearms, weapons, and explosives
(a) Possession or use of firearms and other weapons.
(b) Possession or use of firecrackers, gunpowder,
eKplosives or incendiary devices, or other materials which endanger health or safety.
10. Fires or fire alarm systems and equipment
(a) Tampering with or misuse of fire alarm systems or firefighting equipment.
(b) Intentionally or recklessly burning or setting
fire to or in any building or starting unauthorized fire on University property.
11. Academic dishonesty
Students are not to engage in any form of academic
dishonesty including, but not limited to, plagiarism, alteration of records, substitution of another's work representing it as the student's own, and knowingly assisting another student in engaging in any such activity.
For purposes of this section, plagiarism is defined
as the knowing use, without appropriate approval, of
published materials, expressions, or works of another
with intent to represent the material(s) as one's own.
12. Other University regulations:
Violation of any of the following posted or published
University regulations:
(a) EMU policy manual(s);
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(b) 'Thrms and conditions of the residence hall contract;
(c)EMU published undergraduate and graduate
catalogs;
(d) Rules and regulations specific to University
buildings.
B. Off-Campus Conduct
Individual or group conduct described in the regulations
in Part A which occurs off'.campus also may result in
disciplinary action by the University when :
1. such conduct has or tends to have a substantial
adverse impact on the interest of the University or an individual within the University community, and
2. there is a showing to that effect to the satisfaction of a University hearing board to which the
case is referred.

Section II. Conduct Code for Student
Organizations
Recognized student organizations have considerable
freedom to accomplish their goals. However, they must
conform to the policies, regulations, and procedures for
student organizations and the Code of Conduct. Any
group in violation of these standards is subject to disci·
plinary action. Original jurisdiction for conduct cases
for all recognized student organizations is held by the
Dean of Students Office.
A. University-Wide Regulations
The following conduct, should it take place on University owned or controlled property or at a University spon·
BOred or supervised event, may result in disciplinary
action by the University, including separation from the
University.
1. Non-discrimination by organizations
(a) Every student organization registered and ap·
proved by the University is expected to be free
to select its membership upon the basis ofindividual merit. Any student organization select.
ing its membership upon the basis of restric·
tive clauses involving race, religion, color, national origin, sex, age, or handicap will be con·
sidered to be operating in conflict with University policy.
(b) Exceptions to this policy include religious qualifications which may be required by organizations whose aims are primarily sectarian, and
social fraternities and sororities that are permitted by federal and state law to discriminate
on the basis of sex.
UNDERGRADUATECATA1.OG
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(c)Should a student organization be in conflict with
University policy in the selection of its members, the group will be asked to submit evidence
that action has been or is being taken to remove
such restrictive membership provision such as
a request for a waiver of the restriction from
the national organization. A reasonable period
of time as determined by the Dean of Students
Office may be granted to remove t he restrictive
provisions. Continued restriction of membership by constitutional requirements or other
binding enactment contrary to University policy
will result in withdrawal of University registration of the student organization.
Property
(a) Theft of University property or property of a
member of the University or visitor.
(b) Damage, destruction, or defacement ofUniversity property or property of a member of the
University or visitor.
(c)Wrongful appropriation of University property
or property of a member of the University or
visitor.
(d) Unauthorized possession of University property or property of a member of the University
or visitor.
University facilities
(a) Unauthorized use including entry to, occupation of, or blocking ingress or egress ofUniversity facilities such as but not limited to buildings, classrooms, hallways, entryways, conference rooms, outside grounds as well as unauthorized use of vehicles, equipment, services,
or Uttiversity name or logo (including University Computing Center).
(b) Misuse of University facilities, vehicles, equipment, services, or University name or logo including but not limited to use for purposes other
than intended for or authorized.
Falsification of records
(a) Furnishing false information to the University.
(b) Forgery, alteration, or improper use ofUttiversity documents, records, or identification.
Disruptive conduct
(a) Active participation in or instigation of disruption or obstruction of any University activity.
(b) Disturbance of or harassment of any member(s)
of the University community or any person(s)
on campus in an official capacity or visitor(s).
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6. Physical abuse
(a) Physical abuse or threat of physical abuse or
unwarranted inflammatory provocation to
physical abuse against any member of the University community or any person on University
property or conduct which threatens or endangers the mental or physical health or safety of
any such person.
(b) Sexual harassment: Unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, and other
verbal or physical conduct or communications
constituting sexual harassment as defined and
otherwise prohibited by state or federal statutes.
(clln cases where the activity is performed by an
individual member of a student organization,
the total organization may be held responsible
when those members not directly involved participate in said activity by encouraging, witnessing, or condoning the act in any manner.
7. Discrimination and discriminatory harassment
It is the policy of Eastern Michigan University to maintain an educational environment free from harassment,
humiliation, and intimidation of students and other
members of the University community. Discriminatory
harassment, as defIned herein, is prohibited and offend~
ers are subject to disciplinary action under Section 3,
infra (Judicial Structure for Students and Organizations). Speech or other expression constitutes discriminatory harassment under any of the following circumstances.
(a) Ifit:
1. is intended to insult or otherwise injure an
individual on the basis of personal cbarac~
teristics such 8S, but not limited to, race,
ethnicity, color, national origin, creed, religion,
ancestry, age, handicap, or sexual orientation,
and
2. is addressed directly to the individual whom it
insults, and
3. amounts to "fighting words."
"Fighting words" are those personally abusive
epithets which, when directly addressed to any
ordinary person are, in the context used and as
a matter of common knowledge, inherently
likely to provoke a violent reaction, whether or
Dot they actually do. Such words include, but
are not limited to, derogatory references to the
personal characteristics described in Section 1
above.
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4. This section (8) shall be construed as a
proscription of all 8Qoocalled "fighting won:ts."
(b) Ifit:
1. constitutes a violation of MCL 750.147b, pre~
scribing criminal and civil penalties for ethnic
intimidation. See PA 1988 No. 371-1. effective
March 30, 1989.
(c)lfit:
1. presents a clear and present danger of substantial disorder, violence, interruption of classes,
or material interference with the operation of
the University.
(d)lfit:
1. consists of extreme or outrageous acts or communications intended to harass, intimidate, or
humiliate the person to whom it is directed on
account of the personal characteristics described
in Section A-I and reasonably causes such person or persons to suffer severe emotional distress.
Severab ility
Any part of the foregoing provisions of Section 7 which
shall be found by a court of competent jurisdiction to
unconstitutionally abridge a person's rights to free
speech and expression shall be severed, held for naught,
and the ba1ance of such Section 7 shall remain fully
enforceable.
8. Hazing
(a) Eastern Michigan University students as individuals or members of registered student organizations are expressly forbidden from engaging in hazing. Initiation into University organizations is permissible excluding any activities construed as hazing.
(b) Hazing shall be defined as the performing of
an act or insisting that another, including the
initiate, perform an act for initiation individually or with any student or other organization
which may cause or create an unnecessary risk
or cause mental or physical harm to any person or which is not deemed socially acceptable.
Such acts include, but are not limited to: requiring an initiate to consume alcohol or any other
substance, preventing an initiate from having
at least six hours sleep in any 24-hour period,
branding, paddling, causing excessive fatiguemental or physical, expecting participation in
acts which cause embarrassment, humiliation,
discomfort, pain, fright, or iJ:tiury or which violate any fede ral, state, or local statute, or University policy.
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(c)ln cases where the activity is performed by an
individual member of a student organization,
the total organization may be held respomible,
when those members not directly involved participate in said activity by encouraging, witne8s~
ing, or condoning the act in any manner.
(d) Any individual and/or organization found guilty
of hazing will be subject to a minimum penalty
of suspension.
9. Other University regulations
Violation of any other posted or published University
regulations, including but not limited to:
(a) EMU policy manua)(s);
(b) Terms and conditions of the residence hall contract;
(c)EMU published bulletins (undergraduate and
gTaduate catalogs);
(d) The Eastern Echo;
(e) Rules and regulations specific to University
buildings;
(f)Campus Life Council regulations and guidelines
for organizations;
(g) Student government monetary allocation guidelines.
B. Off-Campus Conduct
Conduct described in the regulations in Part A which
occurs off campus also may result in disciplinary action
by the University under the same provisions as the individual conduct code.
Note: Nothing in the foregoing shall subject an organization to liability under the provisions of this code for
the acts of individuals unless such acts are committed
under the formal or informal sponsorship, authority,
direction, or as a group action of the organization.
Section m. Judicial Structure for Students and
Stu dent Organizations
A. Procedural Rights of the Student/Student
Organization
1. The student/student organization shall have the
right to remain silent.
2. The student/student organization shall have a
rigbtto a voluntary adviser of their choice. Such
adviser shall be selected from the University
community and may participate in the disciplinary proceedings. The student also shall be informed by the dean of students that assistance
is available through Student Government's Student Defender'S Union. The student shall be
informed of the availability of such assistance
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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prior to the discipline process when applicable.
When criminal prosecution is pending on
charges stemming from the same incident, the
student/student organization shall have a right
to engage an attorney, at their own expense, of
their choice to be present at a University hearing. The attorney shall not represent the student/student organization nor be a participant
in the hearing but shall be permitted to coruult
with the student/student organization at all
stages of the proceedings.
3. The student/student organization shall be given
a written statement of the charges against them
prior to the commencement of the disciplinary
process.
4. The student/student organization must be presented with a written list of their rights. Rights
1-4 shall extend to all judicial proceedings, all
investigations conducted by the Dean of Students Office, and before any statement is made
to the Dean of Students Office.
5. The student/student organization may confront
their accuser and is guaranteed to the right to
cross-examine all those testifying against them.
6. The student/student organization shall have the
right to bring witnesses to testify in their defense. The University Judicial Board and the
Judicial Appeals Board shall have the authority to limit the number of witnesses by a twothirds (213) vote of those members present, in
order to avoid dilatory tactics.
7. The student/student organization shall have the
right to an open or closed hearing at their discretion. A hearing shall be deemed to have been
open if provision for twenty (20) spectators was
made in the hearing room and no person was
excluded until the room's capacity was reached
except for sequestration or if such person's behaviorwas disruptive of the atmosphere for the
conduct of a fair hearing.
A closed hearing means participants only: student/student organization charged, adviser(s),
dean of students and/or designee(s), witnesses,
members of the board.
8. The student/student organization may submit
to the dean of students, University Judicial
Board, or the Judicial Appeals Board, in writing, a supportive report of any individual organization that chooses to intervene in their behalf.
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9. The student/student organization shall have the
right to challenge for cause any member of the
University Judicial Board or Judicial Appeals
Board. Each body shall detennine the validity
of such challenges.
10. No member of the University Judicial Board
or Judicial Appeals Board who is involved with
the investigation of a case or is a party to the
case shall sit on the board while the case is being heard. Rights 5-10 shall extend to all cases
before the University Judicial Board or Judicial Appeals Board.
11. With the assistance of the Dean of Students
Office, the University Judicial Board and the
Judicial Appeals Board must keep official
records of each case which the student/student
organization may examine.

B. Dean of Students Office
1. The dean of stude nts shall have the power to
investigate each student/student organization
disciplinary case.
2. After investigation, the dean of students will make
one of the following decisions:
(a) charge the student(s)/student organization with
misconduct and assign a penalty;
(b) charge the student(s)/student orgaruzation with
misconduct and refer the case to the UJB for
action;
(c)refer the case to the UJB for review and action;
(d ) not charge the student(s)/student organization.
3. In all cases where a student/student organization
is charged, a written notice shall be prepared by the
Dean of Students Office and served on the student(s)l
student organization involved. It will satisfy this
provision if such a notice is given to the student(s)/
student organization's last known address registered
with the University. The notice shall inch.de the
following:
(a) A recitation of the facts which surround the
violation giving, so far as possible, the date,
time, and location of the behavior in question.
(b) A recitation of the specific regulation violated.
(c) Any penalty assigned or other action taken.
(d) The student/student organization has ten (10)
calendar days to appeal the finding in writing.
(e) Failure to appeal the decision within ten (10)
calendar days shall result in the penalty taking effect.
4. When a case is taken to the University Judicial
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Board (or Judicial Appeals Board), the complaint
should be submitted in writing to the hearing board
by a representative from the Dean of Students Office
or by an appointee of the Dean of Students Office.
5. In case of a hearing before the University Judicial
Board (or Judicial Appeals Board), the dean of
students shall notify the student(s)/student
organization involved ofthe date, time, and place of
the hearing andlor pre-hearing conference. The date
of the pre-hearing conference shall not be less than
two (2) days prior to the date of the hearing~xcept
by mutual consent.

C. Pre-hearing Conferences
At least two days prior to any hearing by the University
Judicial Board or hearing officer, the dean of students
shall schedule a pre-hearing conference for any
student(sVstudent organization charged with conduct
violations. Such conference shall be attended by:
1. The presiding officer of the University Judicial
Board or Judicial Appeals Board, or the hearing
officer or a designee of one of these officers.
2. The dean of students or his/her designee and may
be attended by:
(a) Any employee of the University who may be
designated to represent the University.
(b) The student(s)/student organization involved.
(c)Any member of the University community in
good standing selected by the student(s)lstudent
organization to serve as an adviser or representative.
The purpose of such conference shall be to identify those issues and facts which will be presented at the hearing, to exchange information
8..9 to witnesses likely to be called, to answer
procedural questions so far as possible, and to
settle those matters which may be agreeably
concluded. This conference will not determine
questions of innocence or guilt or recommenda·
tion of penalty, The failure of the student(s)lstu·
dent organization or their adviser or representative to appear shall in no way affect any procedural rights of the student(s)/student organization in subsequent disciplinary proceedings
and such failure will not prohibit a hearing from
being set and a hearing being held.
D. The Univenity Judicial Board
1. Composition
(a) The University Judicial Board· shall consist of
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five (S)enrolled students and two (2) alternates,
two (2) full-time faculty members and one (1)
alternate, and two (2) full-time members of the
University community and one (1) alternate
(whicb includes current faculty, staff, employees, and students).
(b) No member sball be on any probationary status and no member sball have any pending discipUnary action which may lead to a change of
status.
2. Selection of members
(a) The student members shall be appointed by
the Student Senate as directed by their consti ~
tution and by-laws; with one student member
from the Office of Campus Life.
(b) The faculty members shall be selected by the
Faculty Council.
(c)The president or hislber designee shall appoint
the members from the University community.
3. Term of office
(a) Members shall be appointed for up to a twoyear period. They may be reappointed by the
person or body who appointed them.
(b) Members may be removed from the board fo r
poor attendance by a simple majority vote of
the total board.
4, The chief justice shall be elected from within the
body by a majority of the body.

E. Jurisdiction of the University Judicial Board
1. The University Judicial Board shall have origi~
naljurisdiction in all cases involving violations
of University regulations.
2. The University Judicial Board shall exercise
superintending control iftbere is probable cause
to believe that elementary principles offairness
and justice are being or will be violated.
F. Appeal8 to the University Judicial Board
All appeals to the University Judicial Board shall be
governed by the following:
1. Appeal may be granted on any basis.
2. Appeals shall be made to the University Judi cial Board in writing through the Dean of Students Office.
3. The University Judicial Board shall decide
whether or not to hear the case by majority vote.
4. All cases shall be heard from the beginning.
5. Upon motion of the student(sYstudent organization party, any case may be removed directly
UND£RCRADUAT£CATAL.OG
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to the Judicial Appeals Board, which shall as·
surne original jurisdiction.

G. Procedure of the University Judicial Board
1. Prior to any discipline hearing, a pre-hearing
conference will be held (see Item C, Pre-Hearing
Conferences).
2. Quorum
A quorum shall exist with the presence of any six (6)
members.
3. Disposition of cases
(a)Asimple majority of the board members present
shall be required for any action taken.
(b) Decisions of the University Judicial Board shall
be in writing. The decision shall be based on
the evidence presented. The decision shall state
what rule was violated, the behavior constitut·
ing the violation and, ifknown, the date, time,
and place of the violation. Within forty-eight(48)
hours, the decision will be submitted in writing
to the dean of students for mailing to the
student(s)/student organization's last known
address. Also a copy will be sent to the Judicial
Appeals Board.
(c)AlI decisions of the University Judicial Board
shall be final and shall be implemented after
five (5) working days, unless appealed or as
provided under Section 5, Item A These decisions may be appealed by either party to the
Judicial Appeals Board. The appeal must be in
writing to the chair of the Judicial Appeals
Board and delivered to the Dean of Students
Office within five (5) working days from the date
of the decision.
(d) The University Judicial Board shall have authority to decide on penalties sanctioned by the
University (see Section 4 ) andlor other action
deemed appropriate.
H. Judicial Appeals Board
1. Composition
(a) Tbe Judicial Appeals Board shall consist of two
(2) enrolled students, two (2) full-time faculty
members, and two (2) full-time members of the
University community.
(b) No members shall be on any probationary status, and no member shall have any pending disciplinary action which may lead to a change of
status.
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2. Selection of members
(a) The student members shall be appointed by the
Student Senate as directed by their constitution and by-laws.
(b) The faculty members shall be selected by the
Faculty Council.
(c)The president or hislher designee shsll appoint
the members from the University community.
3. 'Thrm of office
(a) Members shall serve for up to a three-year term.
They may be reappointed by the person or body
that appointed them.
(b) Members may be removed from the board for
poor attendance by a simple majority vote of
the total board.
4. Chair
The chair of the Judicial Appeals Board shall be elected
by a majority vote of the board.
L Jurisdiction of the Judicial Appeals Board
1. The Judicial Appeals Board shall have appellate jurisdiction in all cases heard before the
University Judicial Board and shall have origina) jurisdiction on the motion of the studentl
student organization party in any case.
2. In the event the University Judicial Board shall
fail to convene and decide any case within a
reasonable time, the JudicialAppeals Board will
have the power to assume jurisdiction.
3. The Judicial Appeals Board shall exercise superintending control over lower courts if there
is probable cause to believe that elementary
principles offaimess and justice are being via-lated or will be violated.
J. Appeals to the Judicial Appeals Board
1. Student/student organization appeals or adminiatrative appeals shall be made in writing to
the chair of the Judicia1 Appeals Board and submitted to the Dean of Students Office within
five (5) working days. In case of administrative
appeal, the student/student organization involved shall be notified at least five (5) working
days prior to their hearing before the Judicial
Appeals Board.
2. AU cases on appeal will be heard from the beginning.
K. Procedure of the Judicial Appeals Board
1. Prior to any discipline hearing, a pre-hearing
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conference will be held (see Item C, Pre-Hearing
Conferences).
2. Quorum
A quorum shall exist with the presence of any
four members,
3, Disposition of cases
(a) A simple majority of those present shall be required for any action taken by this board.
(b) Decisions of the Judicial Appeals Board shall
be in writing. The decision shall be based on
the evidence presented. The decision shall state
what rule was violated, the behavior constituting the violation and, ifknown, the date, time,
and place of the violation.
(c)Decisions of the Judicial Appeals Board shall
be submitted to the president for review with
copies to the Dean of Students Office, University Judicial Board, and the student(sYstudent
organization.
(d) The president will make the final decision by
accepting, modifying or rejecting the Judicial
Appeals Board decision. lfthe decision is modified or rejected, then the president shall provide the student(sYstudent organization and the
Judicial Appeals Board with the reason(s) for
the modification or rejection in writing.
(e) Judicial Appeals Board andlor presidential decisions shall be in writing with specific factual
findings, citing rule{s) violated and setting forth
discipline to be imposed, if any.
(f) For cases on which there has been no presidential action within five (5) working days after
submission, the Judicial Appeals Board decision
is deemed to be approved,
(g) All decisions approved and permitted to stand
shall become effective immediately.
(h) Decisions shall be made in writing and made
available to the student{s}/student organization
on the first day following Judicial Appeals Board
action and following acceptance by the president or hislher designee. In cases permitted to
stand without presidential action, the decision
shall be made available to the student(s}/student organization no later than the sixth (6th)
working day following the submission for review of the decision of the Judicial Appeals
Board.
(i) Application for additional review and modification of the Judicial Appeals Board and presidential decision may be made to the Board of
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Regents through the secretary of the Board of
Regents. The Board of Regents, at its discretion, may agree to review the findings and decision of the president or the Judicial Appeals
Board.
L. Alternate Hearing Procedure
1. In the event the University Judicial Board shall
fail to convene andlor act within a reasonable
time, the president shall be authorized to refer
the case directly to the Judicial Appeals Board.
In the event the Judicial Appeals Board shall fail
to convene andlor act within a reasonable time.
the president shall be authorized, after consultation with and approval by the Board of Regents, to appoint a hearing officer, not otherwise employed by the University, who shall conduct such hearings and perform the functions
otherwise specified for the Judicial Appeals
Board. The hearing officer shall submit his/her
findings and recommendations to the president
or hislher designee in the same manner and
within the time as required for the Judicial
Appeals Board,
2. Discipline by administrative action
It is the policy and practice of the University to
handle disciplinary cases administratively without involvement of the student/student organization judicial systems when the judicial bodies are not in sessions.

Section Iv. Penalties for misconduct
Discipline is intended to be corrective and educational
as well as punitive, It is intended that the student(s)/
student organization will learn from disciplinary experience and develop a more mature attitude toward group
living problems. The penalties which may be incurred
include, but are not limited to, the following:
A Penalties for students
1. Reprimand
An official written statement of the University's
disapproval of an individual or group action.
2. Administrative warning
Will be issued to students for lesser offenses than
those subject to administrative probation. A
breach of conduct will be viewed not only as the
breach of conduct itself but a violation of this
warning, which may result in dismissal.
3. Administrative probation
Defines the student's status to be conditional and
UNDERGRADUATECATALOG
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may require exclusion from some programs and
curricular or extracurricular activities. In each
case, the length and nature of the exclusions, if
any, shall be determined according to the nature of the offense. Any breach of conduct while
on administrative probation will be viewed not
only as the breach of conduct itself, but a violation of probation which may result in dismissal.
4. Suspension
Suspension is an involuntary separation of the student from the University which may extend for
one semester, until a specified date, and/or until a stated condition is met.
5. Dismissal
Dismissal, like suspension, involves separation
from the University but it is for an indefinite
period of time.
In case of a judicial decision requiring that a commitment or action or other stated condition be
met by a student, the person or body setting
this condition shall be responsible for making
their expectations clear to the student and for
superintending and monitoring its implementation.
B. Penalties for Student Organizations
1. Reprimand
An official written statement of the University's
disapproval of an individual or group action.
2. Administrative warning
Issued to student organizations for lesser offenses than those subject to administrative probation. Any breach of conduct will be viewed
not only as the breach of conduct itself, but a
violation of this warning, which may result in
suspension of said organization's status as a
student organization. The misconduct may be
reported to said organization's national office,
if applicable.
3. Administrative probation
Defines the student organization's status to be
conditional and may require exclusion from
campus activities, forfeiting of student monetary allocations, and withdrawal of Campus
Life status for a minimum of one semester. Any
breach of conduct while on administrative probation will be viewed not only as the breach of
conduct itself, but a violation of probation that
may result in suspension of said organization's
status as a student organization.
4. Suspension or termination
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The involuntary withdrawal of status of the student organization from the University permanently, for a specified period of time, and/or until
a stated condition is met. During this period
the University will not in any way recognize
nor support the continued. operation of said organization. The student organization must reapply to the Office of CamPUB Life for renewed
recognition following any period of suspension.
The suspension action shall be reported to said
organization's national office, if applicable.
Action taken against a student organization also
may result in separate action being taken
against individual members of said group, when
appropriate. In this case, the sections of the
conduct code referring to student conduct will
be applied.

Section V. Presidential Responsibility
A. Presidential Review
1. The authority to suspend or dismiss a studentl
student organization from the University for conduct
in violation of University ruJes and regulations is
vested in the president as the chief executive officer
of the University or in his/her designated
representative.
2. All disciplinary penalties assigned through the
University judicial and review system that would
result in suspension or dismissal of a studentl
student organization from the University shall be
reviewed by the president or hislher designee.
3. The president or hislher designated representative
may:
(a) Accept the decision of the judicial review system, or
(b) Reject the decision. If the decision rejected is:
l)A dean of students decision, the rejection will
constitute an automatic appeal to the
University Judicial Board.
2) A University Judicial Board decision, the
rejection will constitute an automatic
appeal to the Judicial Appeals Board.
3) A Judicial Appeals Board decision, the
procedure stated in Procedure of the
Judicial Appeals Board, Item K, 3, h, c, will
be followed.
B. Interim Suspension
The president, a8 the chief executive officer of the
University, is directly responsible to the Board
of Regents for the enforcement of the Univer-
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sity policies, rules, and regulations and is
charged with the maintenance of that degree of
order and safety necessary to the successful
continuation of the University's lawful mission,
and he/she is further charged with the authority to protect the members of the University
community and University property.
Although such authority has always existed in the
Office of the President, it is herein made explicit that the president or hislher designated
representative is authorized to suspend a student/student organization prior to a hearing and
procedure through the University judicial process when in the judgment of the president or
hislher designated representative, the misconduct of the student(s)/student organization
threa tens or endangers University property,
and that such student'slstudent organization's
continued presence on campus creates a clear
and present danger to the safety of students,
faculty, administrators, and University property
andlor that constitutes an interference with the
maintenance of the University's educational
processes and missions.
The student(s)/student organization shall be notified of their suspension status orally, by written notice served on the student(s)/student organization, or written notice sent to the last
address on record. Within five (5) days after the
notice, the student(s).lstudent organization shall
be provided with the opportunity for an informaJ hearing before the president or hislher designee. At this hearing, the studenUs}/student
organization shall be pennitted to present their
side of the story. After the hearing, the president or melber designee may lift suspension and
direct that a hearing follow within eight (8) days
before the University Judicial Board, or maintain the student(s)/student organization on suspension status and direct that a hearing follow
within eight (8) days before the University Judicial Board.
The above provisions concerning judicial power are
the official policy of the University, subject to
such specific amendments 8S shall hereafter be
made and subject to those exceptions to these
procedures implicit in the emergency powers of
the president. Nothing in the above shall be
construed as affecting the standard of conduct
or rules of behavior as established by the regents.
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All publications of the University that contain rules
and procedures--other than the above that describes the judicial structure or the procedures
of student/student organization courts, greek
courts, or residence hall courts-shall not be
construed as controlling those courts, but rather
shall be merely descriptive of the system and
procedures that the student(s)/student organization have themselves enacted as controlling
their institutions,
C. Emergency Powers of the President
When faced with mass disruptions, activity of a violent
and destructive nature, or other dangerous violations
of University rules, the president may take note in a
general statement of the seriousness of the threat to
the University. As chief executive officer of the University, the president is charged with the maintenance of
that degree of order necessary to the successful continuation of the University's lawful mission. Such responsibility carries with it the necessity for a certain degree of
authority. Such authority has always existed in the Office of the President. It is herein made explicit but to
the extent that the courts of the land may deem such
authority to be inherent or implicit, it is not limited.
The president, after consultation with and approval of
the Board of Regents, may:
1. Impose and have enforced a curfew on aU or
portions of the campus of the University.
2. Curtail or suspend services.
3. Close the University or portions of the University entirely for the period of emergency.
4. Suspend student(s)/student organizations and
forbid their presence on campus if they have
been sufficiently identified to himlher as participants in activities violative of University
policy leading to the conditions described above,
Suspensions shall continue for the period of
emergency.
5. Appoint a hearing board on an ad hoc or extraordinary basis to make a recommendation 8S to
whether individual interim suspension shall be
continued. Such a hearing board shall convene
and make its recommendations within ten (10)
days from the effective date of the interim suspension.
[0 making more explicit the authority of the president to take necessary actions in the interest of
the University, the Board of Regents in no way
restricts its own powers and prerogative to carry
out ita obligations and duties as imposed by the
constitution and laws of the State of Michigan.
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ALCOHOL AND DRUG
ABUSE PREVENTION
PROGRAMAND
POLICY
UNIVERSITY ALCOHOL AND DRUG POLICY

The University is committed to promoting and
maintaining a work and academic environment that is
free from illegal alcohol and drug use and abuse, in accordance with all federal , state, and local laws. Students
and employees are prohibited from reporting to work or
working under the influence of alcohol or drugs.
Employees may not consume, possess, distribute,
or be under the influence ofa1coholic beverages on University property or while on University business (except at University functions at which use of alcohol is
approved). Employees, students, and campus visitors
aged twenty-one (21) years or older, consuming alcohol
at University functions or while on University business,
where such use is approved, are expected to use alcohol
responsibly and not engage in illegal, unprofessional,
or disruptive behavior.
Students and campus visitors who have attained
the legal drinking age of twenty-one (21) years of age
may possess and consume alcoholic beverages only at
approved University functions or in residence hall rooms
of students who have attained the legal drinking age.
Those under twenty-one (21) years of age are not permitted to consume or possess alcoholic beverages at any
time.
Students, employees, and visitors are prohibited
from possessing, consuming, manufacturing, dispensing, or being under the influence of illegal drugs or engaging in improper self medication while on University
property or University business.
Any member of the University community who violates this policy is subject to both prosecution and punishment by civil authorities and to disciplinary proceedings by the University.
This policy is not designed to punish people for
seeking rehabilitation. All information about those individuals who voluntarily avail themselves of drug or
alcohol counseling or rehabilitation services will remain
confidential. Seeking counseling or rehabilitation will
not be used as a basis for disciplinary action or be used
UNDERGRADUATECATALOG

against an individual in any way.
University employees and students who violate this
policy shall be informed about and referred to services
to assist them in determining whether they are abusing drugs and alcohol or are chemically dependent. If a
problem is found to exist, the individual will be referred
to resources to assist himlher in overcoming the drug or
alcohol abuse pattern. This referral or assessment shan
not limit the University's ability to pursue appropriate
disciplinary action, up to and including termination or
expulsion, when an employee or student has violated
this policy or any other University policy.
This policy shall not add to or supersede union contracts or established employee work rules.
HEALTH RISKS OF ALcOHOL, TOBACCO, AND

OTHER DRUGS

'Ibbacco
• Cancer of the cheeks, gums, palate, tongue, lips,
pancreas, bladder, lungs , and kidn eys are
substantially more common in smokers than
nonsmokers.
• An average of three times as many cavities of
nonsmokers. Loss of teeth at a rate three times
higher than nonsmokers.
• Peptic ulcers twice as common in smokers as
nonsmokers.
• Increased chance of heart disease and stroke.
• Emphysema and chronic bronchitis.
• Higher incidence of infertility, lower birth weights,
and smaller size of infants born to smokers.
• Physical and psychological dependence.
Alcohol (including beer, wine,liquor, and mixed beverages such as wine coolers, etc.).
• Physical and psychological dependence.
• Impaired driving ability-46,OOO highwaydf>aths in
1988---2 out of every 5 US citizens will be involved
in an alcohol-related crash in their lifetimes.
• Increased family violence-child abuse and spouse
abuse is frequently associated with alcohol use and
abuse. 63% of women in one study offamily violence
reported that their husbands were drinking when
they were violent.
• Increased chance of accidental death-alcohol is a
contributing factor in at least 15,000 fatal and 6
million nonfatal injuries in non-highway settings.
• High risk sexual behavior is more likely and more
frequent when under the influence of alcohol.
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Fetal Alcohol Syndrome is one oftbe 3 leading causes
of birth defects and the only one that is preventable.
It causes mental retardation, physical deformities,
and heart defects and can be prevented by not
drinking during pregnancy.
Mental health problems are more frequent in
children raised in homes with heavy or frequent use
of a1cohol.
Irritation and inflammation of the esophagus,
stomach, small intestines, and pancreas.
Liver disorders including alcoholic hepatitis and
cirrhosis.
Nutritional deficiencies.
Cardiovascular disease and inflammation of the
heart.
Cancer of the tongue, mouth, throat, esopbagus,
liver, and breast.
Miscarriage and low birth rate.
Brain damage.
Sexual problems-increased desire but reduced
ability to perform or reach climax for both men and
women.
Disintegration of family life.
Behavior inconsistent with values (violence,
personality changes, etc.)

Marijuana (including Hash, Hash Oil, Tetrahydrocannabinol, THC, Cannabis).
• Diminished: short-term memory; motivation and
cognition; coordination and concentration; oral
communication: re8~tion time; t'lnti motivJl tion t.o
achieve.
• Anxiety and panic reactions.
• Lung and respiratory system damage from exposure
to smoke.
• Psychological dependence.
Cocaine (including "Crack" Cocaine),
• Extremely addictive physically and psychologically,
• Sudden death 1 of 4 ways: collapsed respiratory
system; arrested heartbeat; heart attack caused
by narrowed blood vessels; or stroke caused by
increased blood pressure.
• Increased risk taking.
• Seizures.
• Sleeplessness.
• Paranoia, delusions. and hallucinations-Cocaine
psychosis.
• Mood swings with violent behavior.
• Malnutrition,

•
•
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Sexual dysfunction.
Severe birth defects-physical damage and
permanent emotional damage to babies born
addicted to Cocaine,

Depressants (including tranquilizers, barbiturates, and
Methaqualone).
• Physically and psychologically addictive,
• Extremely dangeroUB when mixed with alcoholdeath.
• Respiratory depression can result in death.
• Sleep disturbances.
• Severe withdrawal symptoms,
• Liver damage and impaired liver function ,
• Birth defects including brain tumors.

Narcotics (including Opium, Morphine, Codeine ,
Heroin, Methadone, Darvon, and Demerol).
• Physically and psychologically addictive.
• Painful withdrawal process.
• Central nervous system depression,
• Acquired Immune Denciency Syndrome (AIDS) from
sharing needles during use.
• Seizures, nausea, and vomiting.
• Hallucinations and unpredictable behavior.
• Malnutrition.
• Birth defects.

PCP (Phencyclidine).
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Paranoia-panic and fear of death lasting several
nJlYR.
Irregular heart beat and breathing.
Ongoing speech problems.
Depression and hallucinations,
Aggressive behavior,
Impaired memory and perception.
Unpredictable and sometimes intense mood
disturbances and behavior changes.

Anabolic Steroids
•
•
•
•
•
•

Psychological and physical dependence.
Violent behavior.
Intense mood swings-paranoia-<iisorientation,
Liver, heart, and kidney damage.
Withdrawal symptoms,
Birth defects,

Minor Tranquilizers (including Xanax, Tranxene,
Valium, Librium, Ativan, Serax. Miltown, Dalmane.
Halcion, Restoril, etc,).
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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Psychologically and physically addictive.
Withdrawal symptoms include: tremors, rapid heart
beat, blood pressure drop, headache, mood swings,
tension, nightmares, nausea, loss of sexual function,
and apathy.
Dangerous when combined with other tranquilizers
or alcohol.
Lack of awareness of the dangers associated with
these drugs since they are often prescribed by
physicians.
Possible birth defects.
AsSISTANCE

Assistance Available at EMU to Faculty, Staff,
and Their Families:
Employee Assistance Program .............. (313) 487-1109
(Snow Health Center, Room 325)
Assistance Available at EMU (or Students:
University Counseling Services
(at Snow Health Center) ................. (313) 487-1118
University Health Services Prevention
Office (at Snow) ............................... (313) 487-2226
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Treatment Services
Available in Southeastern Michigan:
Adrian
BixbyHospitalSage Center: .................................... (517) 423-2141
Ann ArborlYpsiianti Area
McAuley Chemical Dependency
Serv;'." ........................................... (313) 572-4308
Washtenaw Council on
Alcoholism: ....................................... (313) 971-7900
Child and Family ServicesClear House; .................................... (313) 663-2500
Ann Arbor Consultation
Services: ........................................... (313) 996-9111
BrightonILivingston County
Brighton Hospital: ................................. (313) 227-6143
Chelsea
Chelsea Hospital Chemical Dependency
Services: ........................................... (313) 475-4100
Detroit Metropolitan Area
Eastwood Clinics:
Belleville: ................................................ (313) 699-4212
Dearborn: ............................................... (313) 561-2790
Detroit (Downtown): .............................. (313) 499-4314
Detroit (Gratiot & 6 Mi): ........................ (313) 521-0808
UNDERGRADUATECATALOC

Detroit (Gratiot & 8 Mi): ........................ (313) 526-6000
East Detroit: ........................................... (313) 445-2210
Fr... " .................................................... (313) 792-5335
Harper Woods, ........................................ (313) 526-2276
Huntington Woods: ................................ (313) 543-4680
Livonia: ................................................... (313) 425-4070
Redford, ................................................... (313) 537-1110
Trenton, .................................................. (313) 676-8282
Troy, ........................................................ (313) 649-4480
Flint
Insight at Leemen Center ..................... (313) 733-0900
HowelllLivingston County
Livingston Council Alcohol &
Drug Services: .................................. (517) 546-7070
Jackson
Chelsea Hospital-Jackson Substance
Abuse Services: ................................ (517) 787-6577
Saline
Saline Hospital-Dreenbrook Recovery
Center: ............................................. (313) 429-1592
Tecumseh
Herrick Hospital Chemical Dependency
Program' .......................................... (517) 423-2141
Thledo
Thledo Hospital Alcohol & Drug
Treatment Center: ........................... (419) 471-2300
COMMUNITY AND UNIVERSITY SANCTIONS

The laws of the state of Michigan and Eastern
Michigan University's policies and rules prohibit the
consumption or possession for personal consumption of
alcoholic beverages by persons under 21 years of age.
Further, Michigan laws and University policies prohibit
the sale, service or giving of alcoholic beverages to persons under the age of21. Eastern Michigan University's
policies and rules, Local ordinances and laws, State laws
and FederallawB also prohibit the unlawful possession,
use and/or distribution of illicit drugs and alcohol. Violation of these policies, rules, ordinances, and laws may
result in misdemeanor and/or felony convictions with
the imposition of legal sanctions which may include
fines, probation and/or imprisonment.
Unlawful possession, use, or distribution of alcohol illicit drugs may also lead to a referral to the appropriate local, state, and/or federal authorities for prosecution for a misdemeanor or a felony, depending on the
nature of the offense.
Violation of University policies and rules may result in:
• Students: suspension or expulsion from the
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University and/or mandatory attendance at
substance abuse intervention programs.
• Faculty and staff: disciplinary action up to and
including termination of employment.
Violations oflocal, state, or federal laws may result in:
• Fines up to $4 million.
• Imprisonment up to life imprisonment for
possession of more than 650 grams or trafficking in
drugs such as Heroin and Cocaine.
• Forfeiture of personal and real property.
• Denial offederal benefits such as grants, contracts,
aud student loans.
• Loss of driving privileges.
• Required attendance at substance abuse education
or treatment program.
EMPLOYEE REPORTING REQUIREMENT

Under the Drug Free Schools and Communities
Act Amendments of 1989, a faculty or staff member
employed under a federal grant or contract must notify
the University (Human Resources. Employee Relations
[313-487-0083] or Academic Affairs-Personnel [313487-0076]). in writing, of his or her arrest or conviction
for violation of any criminal drug statute occurring in
the workplace or while on University business no later
than five days after such arrest or conviction.
REVIEW OF EMlI's ALcOHOL AND DRUG
ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM

The U Diversity will review its Alcohol and Drug
Abuse Prevention Program every 2 years to determine
its effectiveness and implement changes to the program
as needed and to ensure that the disciplinary sanctions
applied by the University are consistently enforced.

FAMILY EDUCATIONAL RIGHTS AND

PruvACyAcr
In compliance with the Family Educational Right!>
and Privacy Act, Eastern Michigan University assures
that any person who is or has been in attendance as a
student at EMU has access to his/her educational
records. Furthermore, such individual's rights to privacy are assured by limiting the transferability of
records without the student's consent.
1. The following are matters of public record and may
be included in publications or disclosed upon request
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without consent: the student's name, address,
telepbone listing, date and place of birth, m~or field
of study, participation in recognized activities and
sports, weight and height of members of athletic
teams, dates of attendance, degrees, and awards
received, and the most recent previous educational
agency or institution attended by the student.
2. Registration documents of student organizations
that contain the names and addresses of the officers
and the statement of purpose of the organization
also are considered public information. These
documents are available in the Campus Life Office,
221 Goodison Hall.
EMU reserves the right to make directory information public unless a student's written objection (specifying the category of infonnation not to be made public
without prior consent) is filed at the Registration Office
within fourteen (I4) days after each term begins.

UNIVERSITY
CAMPUSES
Eastern Michigan University occupies 420 acres
on the northwestern side of the city of Ypsilanti on high
ground overlooking the Huron River valley.
The 217·acre main campus encompasses historic
and new academic buildings, residence halls and physical education facilities including Bowen Field House and
Olds Student Recreation Center. Nearby outdoor general recreational fields include the equivalent of four
softball diamonds or two football fields-aU under light
for nighttime use-17 tennis courts, eight of which are
lighted, and softball playing fields for women's sports.
The ClareDce M. LoeseU Field Laboratory, a
21-acre tract west of the main campus, was dedicated
in i958 in honor of the longtime head of the Natural
Science Department (now the Biology Department). It
provides an undeveloped, natural habitat for the study
of wildlife, flora and fauna for teaching of natural sciences.
The west campus was created in 1965 and 1967
by the addition of 142 acres of land to allow expansion
of the academic campus into the site of athletic areas. It
includes a baseball stadium, football stadium, allweather running track, six intramural fields, two prae·
tice football fields. apartmentcompiexes and paved parking.
UNDERGRADUATECATAUDG
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The Kresge Environmental Education Center at Fish Lake in Mayfield Thwnship, Lapeer County,
was created in 1965 as a resident field study center for
experimentation and dissemination of environmental
education programs. The 241-acre site is surrounded on
three sides by 4,000 acres of the Lapeer State Game
Area and has a wide variety of topography, a natural
lake, a man-made impoundment and a bog for aquatic
studies. Facilities include a 64-person dormitory, a dining commons thab can feed 200, a remodeled one-room
schoolhouse, and four modular units that house the center office, provide staff housing and a lab-classroom.

UNIVERSITY BUILDINGS
University buildings continue to increase in number to serve the needs of educational growth and change.
Remodeling of old buildings is continuous to update facilities and to accommodate departmental reorganization as well as growth. Almost all ofEMD's major classroom, administration, and residence halls are named in
honor of early administrators and dedicated faculty who
laid the foundation for educational advancement or for
donors who have assured the University's future.
Frederick M. Alexander Music Building, completed in 1980, houses the departments of Music and
Foreign Languages and Bilingual Studies. It features
three large rehearsal rooms (band, choir, and orchestra), a 150-seat recital hall, an organ teaching recital
facility, and 64 individual practice rooms. Designer/architect Robert C. Wakely, Sr. employed the latest in
acoustical and sound isolation techniques to provide for
music instruction.
The Business and Finance Building, adjacent
to Pease Auditorium, is utilized by the Division of Business and Finance to administer the business operations
of the University.
Richard G. Boone Hall, built in 1914 as an administration building, now houses the College of Education offices and classrooms. It is named for the ninth
president of the Nonnal College (1893-1899).
Wilbur P. Bowen Field House, completed in
1955 and named for the founder and long-time head of
the Department of Physical Education, is the home of
the Eagle basketball teams. It also has an eight-lapsto-the-mile track, locker facilities, and a hard surfaced
infield. Additions in recent years to both the south and
north ends of the building have added to its ability to
serve the needs of the University community.
Walter O. Briggs Hall was the first unit of the
University's field house. The $150,000 grant that proUNDERCRADUATECATALOC

vided the initial building was given by Briggs when he
was owner of the Detroit Tigers baseball team. The building was recently renovated for the Art department.
The University Library, opened in 1967. has
provided the University with more than five times the
floor space and double the book capacity of the original
Mark Jefferson Library (in what is now Ford Hall). The
seating capacity is 1,800 and most library materials are
on open shelves. The lower floors house the Media Services Center and the Instructional Support Center and
include a computer laboratory for student use.
R. Clyde Ford. Hall, created as the Mark Jefferson
Library, bears the name of the modern literature professor who headed the library during his tenure from
1903-1940. It has been remodeled twice and since 1982
has provided office and classroom space and art galleries for the Art Department. The Department of Communication and Theatre Arts also holds most of its production classes in this building to utilize two television
studios on a lower floor. The building was opened in 1929
and first remodeled in 1967.
Bertha M. Goodison Hall. dedicated in memory
of the 1900-1937 Department of Art professor and head,
houses the offices of Campus Life, Career Services. Continuing Education, Dean of Students, Faculty Council,
Foreign Student Affairs, International Studies, Minority Affairs, Special Student Services, Student Government, student organizations, Student Media, Upward
Bound, Veteran Services, and the Women's Commission.
J. M. Hover Laboratory. completed in 1941 and
honoring the head of the Department of Natural Sciences and dean of admissions (1919-1940), holds the
Department of Biology laboratories, a greenhouse and
plant laboratory, plus the Biology Career Center.
Mark Jefferson Hall, new in 1970 and named
for the internationally-known professor of geography
(1896-1928), has completely equipped modern laboratories for the departments of Chemistry, Biology and
Psychology, as wen as classrooms and offices for teaching personnel.
Julia Anne King Hall, is the base of operations
for the College of Health and Human Services, which
uses a limited number of classrooms in this building as
well as classrooms in Roosevelt Hall. It houses the offices of the dean of the College of Health and Human
Services and the departments and programs of Nursing
Education, Occupational Therapy, Social Work, Health
Administration, Clinical Laboratory Sciences, and Gerontology. Other offices are those of the IOBtitute for the
Study of Children and Families, the National Center of
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Teaching and Learning, the director of Affirmative Action and the administrative offices of Human Resources.
University Radio Station WEMU also is in this building.
Charles McKenny Hall, also named for a past
president of EMU, is the student union and social center of the University. Completely remodeled in 1964-65,
it is double its original size and now includes cafeteria
and dining services, a snack bar, the Eastern Michigan
University Bookstore, a bowling alley, a billiard room,
offices for student organizations, lounges, meeting
rooms, and a large ballroom, A major renovation to the
building was completed in Fa111992.
The Olds·Robb Student Recreation Center
was dedicated in the fall of 1982. The $18.2 million facility was named for the former faculty member and
HPERD department head who founded the intramural
program on campus in 1921, and former Regent Rich·
ard Robb. It is funded by student fees and provides recreation and intramural facilities for the entire campus
community. Its most distinctive feature is the 50-meter
swimming pool which is one of the largest indoor pools
in Michigan and has 7-, 8- and 10-meter diving platforms.
The Paint Research Laboratory, completed in
1987, is utilized by the Paint Research Association for
scientific paint research activity.
The Parking Structure, west of Bowen Field
House, will accommodate 800 cars and houses the University Public Safety Department offices. It has direct
access to Washtenaw via Oakwood Avenue, is adjacent
to Pittman and Ford roads, which bisect the campus,
and is accessible from North Huron River Drive via West
Tower Drive and Oakwood Avenue. Numerous parking
lots for students and faculty surround the campus.
Frederick H. Pease Auditorium, completed in
1914 and named for the long-time head of the Conservatory of Music, is the center for many University and
civic activities as well as music events. In the auditorium is the $100,000 Frederick A1exander Memorial
Organ, Pease is currently being renovated.
John D. Pierce Hall, which in 1948 replaced the
original building on campus, honors the first superintendent of public instruction in the state of Michigan. It
houses Admissions and Financial Aid, the Office of the
Hegistrar, Equity Programs, Cashier's Office, and Student Accounting.
Pray-Harrold Hall provides classrooms and offices for the departments of English Language and Literature, History and Philosophy, Mathematics, Com-
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puter Science, Sociology, Economics, Political Science,
and Women's Studies in the College of Arts and Sciences.
The Administrative Computer Center is located on the
first floor. Pray-Harrold recognizes the services of earl
E. Pray, head of the History Department from 1913-1927,
and Charles F. Harrold, professor of English literature
from 1925-1943.
Daniel L. Quirk Jr. Dramatic Arts Building,
original funds for which were made available by the
Quirk family of Ypsilanti, opened in 1959. The building
provided an instructional theatre seating 381, a flexible laboratory theatre, scene and costume shops, radio
facilities, an outdoor amphitheater, classrooms and offices for drama, speech and radio activities. In 1966, a
classroom-office wing was added to accommodate increased needs in all areas, especially TV broadcasting
and film. In 1983, the Department of Communication
and Theatre Arts and the University launched a maJor
capital fund raising campaign to enclose the 200-seat
outdoor amphitheater and expand the capabilities of
technical studios, .costume and scene shops. Construction of these additions was complete in the summer of
1985. The Sponberg Theatre, named for former EMU
President Harold Sponberg, was added a few years later.
The Horace H. Rackham School of Special
Education, constructed in 1938 as one of many educational projects of the Detroit lawyer and philanthropist,
became the first building of its kind in the state dedicated to the needs of special children. The Special Education department, a speech and hearing clinic, a diagnostic prescriptive clinic for learning-disabled children
and their families, and facilities for physical therapy
are located in the building.
Roosevelt Hall, built on campus in 1925 as a laboratory school for training student teachers and providing private education for children of area residents, has
been remodeled to house the departments of Human,
Environmental and Consumer Resources, Military Science and HealthAdministration. It was named for President Teddy Roosevelt are located in the building.
The Sculpture Studio, located OIl Ule west campus, is utilized by the Art Department.
William H. Shel'zer Hall. erected in 1903 and
named for the professor of geology and head of the Department of Natural Sciences (1892-1932), now provides
offices and classrooms for the Art Department and contains the University's observatory.
J. M. B. Sill Hall houses classrooms and offices of
the College of Technology, founded in 1980, Its large lecture halls are available to other departments. The Art
UNDERGIlADUATECATAlOG
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department retains offices and facilities for the ceramics program.
Glenadine C. Snow Health Center, named for
the first medical director of health services (1915-1947)
who created the plans for the building, opened in 1959,
includes a pharmacy, medical laboratory, X-ray department, physicians' clinical offices, nurses' consulting
rooms, examination and treatment areas, mental health
counselors' offices, and the Employee Assistance Program. The Children's Center is on the lower level.
Mary Ann Starkweather Hall, erected in 1897
and designated as a student Christian center by the
Ypsilanti donor, was remodeled and modernized in 1961.
It currently houses the Graduate School.
The EdwinA. Strong Physical Science Building, opened in 1957, houses the departments of Physics
and Astronomy and Geography and Geology, providing
both laboratory and large lecture halls. Strong was head
of the Physical Science Department between 1885-1919.
The Joseph E. Warner Physical Education
Building, completed in 1964, is immediately adjacent
to Bowen Field House and connected to the Olds Student Recreation Center. It houses offices of the Department of Health, Physical Education, Recreation and
Dance, classrooms, gymnasiums, special purpose rooms,
and a swimming pool designated for intramural use.
Warner, for whom the building is named, was state representative for Washtenaw County, 2nd District.
Adonijah S. Welch Hall, erected in 1896 and the
oldest standing building on campus, is named for the
first head of the University. It was originally a training
school for teachers and a public school and until 1982
housed University business offices. This facility now
houses the main administrative offices of the University,Alumni Relations, University Development, Public
Information, and State/FederaVCommunity Relations.
The Corporate Education Center opened in
May 1989. It and the nearby Huron Golf Club are owned
and operated by EMU. The adjoining Radisson on the
Lake Hotel is privately owned. The Corporate Education Center has 38,000 square feet of conference and
seminar meeting space, is designed to serve multiple
needs, and has the most advanced communications and
audio-visual equipment available. The development includes a 133-acre, eighteen-hole championship golf
course.
The Gary M. Owen Building, located on Michigan Avenue in downtown Ypsilanti, houses the College
of Business and provides classrooms and offices for the
departments of Accounting, Finance, Management,
UNDERGRADUAT£CATALOG

Marketing, and Operations Research and Information
Systems. The building also contains a library, computer
laboratories, and facilities for other programs operated
by the College of Business. The building is named for
Gary M. Owen, who was Speaker of the Michigan House
of Representatives at the time of the building's construction.

ATHLETIC FIELDS
Two major athletic facilities, in addition to main
campus physical education buildings, attract students
to the west campus for football and baseball events. Both
stadiums also are sites of community, state, and national
events such as annual drum corps competitions, Special Olympics, and state high school baseball and football playoffs.
Rynearson Stadium, named for Elton J.
Rynearson, Sr., who coached football for 26 years, is the
football stadium. Rynearson was renovated in 1992
when additional seats were added to bring the capacity
to 30,000. A new locker room and an addition to the
press box were also completed.
The Ronald E. Oestrike Stadium, which in 1968
replaced Briggs Field (now the parking lot adjacent to
McKenny Union), has a covered grandstand seating
2,500. It is among the finest baseball facilities in intercollegiate competition.
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ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS
THE

CABINET

President .... " ............ " .. "" ............... William E. Shelton
Provost and Vice President for Academic
Affairs " ....................................... Ronald W. Collins
Vice President for Business and Finance and
Treasurer to the Board of Regents Patrick J . Doyle
Vice President for Enrollment Services .... Courtney O.
McAnulf
Vice President for University Marketing and
Student Affairs ......................... Laurence N. Smith
Vice Prp.Rident for UniverRity RelationR ...... .Juani.ta H.

Reid
Executive Director, University Planning,
Budgeting, and Analysis ......... George A Johnston
University Attorney ................. Kenneth A. McKanders
UNIVERSITY PLANNING, BUDGETING, AND

ANALYSIS

Director of Budget Management .......... Alvin S. Levett
Director of Institutional Analysis and
Reporting ..................................... Paul N. Moniodis
Coordinator of Management Information
Systems ................................................. John Senko
A.cAnEMlC AFFAIRS DIVISION

Academic Administration
Associate Provost, Interim ................ David L. Clifford.
Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs
and Director of Academic Assessment ... Donald H.
Bennion
Administrative Associate to the Provost Mary C. Lilley
Academic Budget Analyst .................... David Costanza
Graduate School/Office of
Research Development
Dean ........................................... Ronald E. Goldenberg
Associate Dean .................................... Patrick K.. Melia
Assistant Dean ....................................... Aiko Nakatani
Associate Dean and Director, Office of
Research Development ............. ,. Robert Holkeboer
Associate Director ....................... " ....... Brian Anderson
College of Arts and Sciences
Dean ..... ,................ "., ..,.. ,.. " ." .. ,..,..,.. ,... ,....,.. Bany Fish

Associate Dean, Interim ............. Ellene Tratras Contis
Associate Dean, Interim ........................... James Waltz
Administrative Associate II ................ Velma G. Clarke

Departments
African American Studies, Head ......" Ronald C Woods
Art, Head ,. ". ,." .... " .,... ,., .. ,... ,.. ,.... ,..... ", Roy E. Johnston
Biology, Head ,.... " ., .. ,.." ." .. ,.... " .. ,"" Douglas Y. Shapiro
Chemistry, Head ,.. ,.. ,.. ,.. ,.. ,...... ,.... " ..,.. ,..... ,Judith Levy
Communication and TheatreArts, Head .. ". Dennis M.
Beagen
Computer Science, Head ................ , George E. Haynam
Economics, Interim Head .. ,.. ".,........ ,.. RaoufS, Hanna
English Language and Literature, Head ...... Marcia A
Dalbey
Foreign Languages and Bilingual
Studies, Head ................................. Steven D. Kirby
Bilingual Bicultural Program, Director ........ Phyllis A.
Clemens Noda
Geography and Geology, Head ...... Andrew A Nazzaro
History and Philosophy, Head ................ Margot Duley
Mathematics, Head ..................................... Don R. Lick
Music, Head .................................. Gordon D. McQuere
Physics and Astronomy, Head ................... Dan Trochet
Political Science, Head ......................... Edward Sidlow
Psychology, Head ... ,...... ,................... Kenneth Rusiniak
Sociology, Anthropology, and Criminology, Head Gregg
Barak

College of Business
Dean ................................................,.. Stewart L. Tubbs
Associate Dean, Interim .. ,.... " ..... ,.......... Susan Moeller
Departments
Accounting, Interim Head ... ,........ S. Thomas Cianciolo
Finance and Computer Information
Systems, Head ................................. Asrat Tessema
Management, Head ................................... Sahab Dayal
Marketing, Head ................................. H. Robert Dodge
College of Education
Dean ......... " ........................................ Jerry H., Robbins
Associate Dean ................................. Robbie A. Johnson
Associate Dean .. ,.. " ..... ,............................. Martha Tack
Departments
Health, Physical Education, Recreation, and
Dance, Head ................................ , Michael Bretting
Leadership and Counseling, Interim Head .......... John
Waidley
Special Education, Head ................. Kathleen S. Quinn
'Thacher Education, Head ...................... James D, Riley
National Institute for Consumer Education .... , Rosella
Bannister
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College of Health and Human Services
Dean .................................................. Elizabeth C. King
Departments
Associated Health Professions, Head .......... Stephen A.
Sonstein
Health Administration, Director .. Richard L. Douglass
Clinical Laboratory Sciences
Director ...................... .. ..................... Sandra Drake
Occupational Therapy, Director .............. Ruth Hansen
Human, Environmental, and Consumer
Resources, Head ................................ George Liepa
Dietetics, Head .......................................... Annette Peel
Fashion Merchandising, Head ................. Sarah Moore
Hospitality Management, Head ...... Pauline Buchanan
Interior Design, Head ............................ Virginia North
Nursing Education, Head ................... Regina Williams
Social Work, Head ......................... Donald M. Loppnow
College of Technology
Dean ................................................ Thomas K Harden
Departments
Business and Technology Education, Interim Head
Earl C. Meyer
Industrial Technology, Head .............. Everett N. Israel
Interdisciplinary Technology, Head ....... Paul D. Kuwik
Military Science, Head ........ Lt. Col. David R. Klubeck
Continuing Education
Dean ................................................... Paul T. McKelvey
Director, Academic Programs Abroad .. George J . Klein
Director, Marketing and Special Programs ... Neeta M.
Delaney
Coordinator, Independent Study ... Michael McPhillips
Coordinator, Adventures in Education ...... Karen Cline
Director, Upward Bound ..................... Hildred J. Lewis
Associate Director, Upward Bound .......... Laura Foster
Coordinator, Weekend University ......... Arthur Hoover
Learning Resources and Technologies
Dean ..................................................... Morell O. Boone
Associate Dean, Learning Technologies ........ Jennie M.
Howard
Learning Resources, Head ...................... Sandra G. Yee
World College
Director .......................................... Raymond E. Schaub
Associate Director ............................ Geoffrey M. Voght
National Institute for Consumer Education
Director .............................................. Rosella Bannister
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BUSINESS AND FINANCE DIVlSION

Controller ................................................ Edward Jolley
Assistant to the Vice President ....................... Lee Lein
Assistant Controller ................................ John Beaghan
Assistant Controller .................................... Dan Cooper
Director, Physical Plant.. ....................... Wtlliam Smart
Principal Plant Engineer ........................... Glen Bolling
Project Manager, Construction and Design ....... Daniel
Klenczar
Manager, Facilities Maintenance ............... Ray Sowers
Director, Public Safety .......................... John McAuliffe
Associate Director, Public Safety ................ Cindy Hall
Director, Purchasing and Telecommunications .... Gary
Reffitt
Manager, Parking ........................... Albert A. Robinson
Resident Director, Kresge Environmental
Education Center, Lapeer, Mich ......... Ben Czinski
Director, Risk Management ...................... Mary Broou
ENROLLMENT SERVlCES DIVISION

Academic Advising Center
Associate Director .............................. Patricia Williams
Assistant Director ................................ Charles Fulford
Assistant Director .................................. Kevin Hurlahe
Academic Records and Registration
Director, Interim ......................................... Joy Garrett
Assistant Director ............................. Sherry Winterson
Equity Programs
Director ................................................. I.qnette Findley
Coordinator ................................................ Patrick Pieh
Financial Aid
Interim Director .................................... Bernice Lindke
Interim Associate Director ................ Denise Ostrander
Assistant Director, Operations .............. Elaine Kinloch
Graduate Admissions
Assistant Dean ....................................... Aiko Nakatani
Undergraduate Admissions
Interim Director ........................... Judy Benfield Tatum
Associate Director, Management Operations .. Michael
O'Connor
Assistant Director, Internal Operations ....... MaryAnn
Schichtman
Assistant Director, Outreach Operations ......... Alberto
Per.tles
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UNIVERSITY MARKETING AND STUDENT
AFFAlR8 DIVISION

Assistant Vice President ." ...... " ..... ,."."'",,.,,''' Jim Vick
Campus Lite
Director .. " .......... " ....... " ......... ,.... " Glenna Frank Miller
Program Coordinators ., .. ,.. ,.. William Barnett, Melissa
Ginotti, Shelley Wilson
Career Services Center
Director ............................................... J. Michael Erwin
Associate Director ............................... Karen Simpkins
Career Planning Manager ................. " ... Joanne Burns
Career Development Associates ..... Gayle Reuter-Aim,
Theo Hamilton, Alicia Ortez, Horace Thomas
Corporate Relations Manager ............... Barbara Jones
Computer Systems Network Administrator II ... James
Locke
Dean of Students
Dean ....................................................... Bette C. White
Associate Dean ................................ Gregory A. Peoples
Coordinator, Foreign Student Affairs. Paul Dean Webb
Veterans Affairs Officer .. "" ................... Robert Teehan
Health Services
Director ..." ...... ,,, ............................................ Ellen Gold
Associate Director .................................. Linda Vengroff
Health Care
Clinical Administrator .............................. Diane Sobell
Staff Physician ...... " ................... Kimberly Keller, M.D.
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McKenny Union/Conferences
Director .. "., ........................ ,.................. ,..... Ceil Paulsen
Manager, Operations ......................................................
Manager, SaleS/Scheduling ........................ P.J. Moffett
Auxiliary Enterprises
Director ................................................ Sandra Williams
RecreationlIntramurais
Director ................................................. Robert England
Associate Director ..................................... James Olsen
Assistant Directors Lou Gianino, Kristi Jacobs. Randy
Saffold
Public Information
Director, Interim ..................................... Susan Bairley
Student Media
Director .................................................. Paul C. Heaton
University Marketing
Director ... ,............. ,.. ,........................... " ........ Rita Ahent
Associate Director .................................. Dennis Lefond
Manager, Video Production .... ", .................... John Rice
University Publications
Director ............................................... Candace Webster
UNIVERSITY RELATIONS DJVlSION

Assistant Vice President ..................... Kathleen Tinney
Director, Business and Finance .................................... .

Counseling
Associate Director ............................... Rosalyn Barclay

Alumni Relations
Director .............................................. George Beaudette
Assistant Director .......... " ........................ Vicki Reaume

Children's Institute
Director ........................................................ Lindy Buch
Coordinator of Services ........ ., ....... Lorraine Paffenroth

Institute for Community and Regional Development (ICARD)
Director ............................................... Charles Monsma

Housing
Director .............................................. Rebecca J. Figura
Associate Director ...... ., .., .................... Brian Fitzgerald
Manager, University Apartments .... Michael Constant

Development
Director, Major Gifts and Development
Programs ...................................... Beverly J. Farley
Director, Planned Giving ............... Ina Martin Rexford
Director, Campaign for Scholars .............. Steve Ragan
Development Officers .... Dennis Howie, Alice Preketes.
Jeffrey Freshcorn
Manager. Gift Processing ....................... Billie Allbright

Dining Services
Director ................................................... Michael Crabb
Purchasing .................................................... Ann lGaes
Senior Manager .., ....................................... Larry Gates
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Human Resources
Executive Director ............................ Theodore Heidloff
Director, Affirmative Action ............ Tamara Hendricks
Director, Compensation/Employment ... Craig Reidsma
Director, Benefit Programs ................. Jeanette Hassan
Director, Staff Training and Development .......... Sheila
Holmes
Director, Employee Relations ................... Kevin Smart
Legal Attairs
General Counsel ....................... Kenneth A. McKanders

State, Federal, and Community Relations
Director .......................................... Doris A. Komblevitz
University Computing
Director ...................................................... Alan McCord
Assistant to the Executive Director ..... Glenda Walters
Manager, Applications Development and
Support .............................................. Gary Carlson
Manager, Applications Development .. Lynn Dorendorf
Manager, Operations Services .................. Lee Hancock
Manager, Production Services ....................... PaulThth
Manager, Thc.hnical Services .................... Sam Creciun
Manager, User Support Services .............. Wayne Starr

WEMURadio
Director ................................................. Arthur J. Timko
News and Public Affairs Manager ............. Clark Smith
Marketing and Development Manager ................ Mary
Motherwell
Music Program Manager ............................. Linda Yohn
INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS DIVISION

Director ......................................................... Tim Weiser
Associate Director .................................. Carole Huston
Assistant Director-Business ................... Phil Goldstein
Sports Information Director ............. James L. Streeter
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FACULTY AND STAFF
A
Abbott, Richard B . (1966). Professor, History and
Philosophy.
PhD, University of Wisconsin
Abdullah, Dewan A. (1988), Associate Professor,
Economics.
PhD. University of Kentucky
Achilles, Charles M. ( 1994), Professor, Leadership and
Counseling, EdD.
Adams, Anthony T. (1988), Assistant Professor, Sociology,
Anthropology, and Criminology.
PhD, University of Michigan
Adams, John R. (1960), Professor, Health, Physical
Education, Recreation, and Dance.
PhD, University of Michigan
Adams, Leah D. (1969), Professor, Teacher Education.
PhD, University of Michigan
Aebersold, JoAnn (1980), Professor, Foreign Languages
and Bilingual Studies.
PhD, University of Michigan
Aghssa, Pirooz (1992), Assistant Professor,
Communication and Theatre Arts
PhD, Texas Tech. University
Ahlbrandt, Gisela E. (1984), Professor, Mathematics.
PhD, University of lllinois at Chicago
Ahmad, S. Imtiaz (1983), Professor, Computer Information
Systems.
PhD, University of Ottawa
Ahmed, Anjum S. (1982), Senior Programmer Analyst,
University Planning, Budgeting, and Analysis.
MBA, Eastern Michigan University
Al.Khafaji, Mahmoud (1983), Assistant Professor,
Mathematics.
PhD, New Mexico State University
Aldridge, BeDl")' B. (1972), Professor, Communication and
Theatre Arts.
PhD, University of Michigan
Allen,lreneA. (1968), Professor, Teacher Education .
EdD, Ball State University
Allen. Nancy (1991). Assistant Professor, English
Language and Literature.
PhD, Purdue University
Abaft'ar, Falah (1991), Manager, Technical Services,
Learning Resources and Technologies.
MLS, Western Michigan University
Ametrano, Irene M. (198!), Professor, Leadership and
Counseling.
EdD, Rutgers University
Amos, Charles N. (1975), Professor, Music.
PhD, UniverSity ofIowa
Anagnostou, Taki J. (1986). Professor, Interdisciplinary
Technology.
PhD, North Dakota State University
Anderson, Marvin C. (1963). Professor, Art.
MFA. Cranbrook Academy of Art
Anderson, Roberta (1977), Assistant Professor. Special
Education.
MA, Eastern Michigan University
Andrew, Ann (1969), Assistant Professor, Learning
Resources and Technologies.
MALS, University of Michigan
Angle. James B. (1964), Professor, English Language and
Literature.
MA, Kansas State University

AristaroDry, Helen (1991), Professor, English Language
and Literature.
PhD, University ofThxas at Austin
Arrington, Phillip K. (1984), Professor, English Language
and Literature.
PhD, University of Louisville
Atchinson, Bernard J. (1986), Assistant Professor,
Occupational Therapy.
MEd, Georgia State University
August, Gloria (1984), Career Development Associate,
Career Services Center.
BA, Eastern Michigan University
Avedon. Barry (1966), Professor, Art.
MFA, Rochester Institute of Technology

B
Bach, Catherine E. (1991), Associate Professor, Biology.
PhD, University of Michigan
Badics, Joseph (1993), Instructor, Learning Resources and
Technologies.
MIS, University ofMichigsn
Badii, Larry L (1965), Professor, Mathematics.
PhD, Oregon State University
BairJey, Susan M. (1983), Director, Public Information.
BA, University of Michigan
Bajwa, Kanjit S. (1963), Professor, Teacher Education.
EdD, Wayne State University
Baldwin.Morgan. Amelia A. (1991 ), Associate Professor,
Department of Accounting.
PhD, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State
University
Banks, Gary (1969), Professor, Health, Physical Education,
Recreation, and Dance.
JD, Detroit College of Law
Barach, George J. (1969), Associate Professor, Special
Education.
EdD, Wayne State University
Barak. Gregg (1991), Department Head, Professor,
Sociology, Anthropology, and Criminology.
PhD, University of California·Berkeley
Barclay, Rosalyn L. (1981). Associate Director, Counseling
Services.
PhD, Wayne State University
Barnes, James (1987), Associate Professor, Business and
Industrial Education.
EdD, Virginia Tech
Barnes, MicheUe (1990), Associate Director, Office of
Research Development.
MFA, Eastern Michigan University
Barnett, William D. (1972), Program Coordinator, Campus
Life.
MA, Eastern Michigan University
Bartle, Robert (1990), Professor, Mathematics.
PhD, The University of Chicago
Barton, Daryl L. (1975), Assistant Professor, Law.
JD, University of Michigan
Beagen, Dennis M. (1968), Department Head, Professor,
Communication and Theatre Arts.
MA, University of Michigan
Beat, Sarell W. (1970), Associate Professor, Learning
Resources and Technologies.
MA, Eastern Michigan University
Beard, Betty (1976), Professor, Nursing Education.
PhD, University of Michigan
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Beauvab, Kathleen Jea1de (1991>, Assistant Professor,
Teacher Education.
PhD, Univel'8ity of Michigan
Beck, Mary Clare (1970), Professor, Learning Resources
and Technologies.
MALS, Univel'8ity of Denver
Bedford. Eddie (1988), Assistant Professor, Health,
Physical Education, Recreation, and Dance.
MS, Univel'8ity of Wisconsin·LaCrosse
Bednar,Anne K. (1991), Associate Professor, Teacher
Education.
EdD, Indiana University
Beebe, Michael (1976), Associate Professor, Special
Education.
PhD, University of Michigan
Deginin, Ilfor (1968), Professor, Art.
MA, Wayne State University
Behrinlfer, Ernest (1995), Assistant Professor, Physics and
Astronomy.
PhD, CorneU University
Belltsky, Neal (1977), Assistant Director, Facilities
University Housing.
'
MA. Western Michigan University
Beller, Jennifer (1991), Assistant Professor, Health,
Physical Education, Recreation, and Dance.
PhD, University of Idaho
BelBkus, Albert W. (1969), Associate Professor, Marketing.
MS, Indiana State University
Bemish, Lawrence M. (1972), Assistant Professor, Special
Education.
EdD, University of Michigan
Bennett, Normltiean M. (1956), Assistant Professor,
Occupational Therapy.
MA, University of Michigan
Bennion, Donald H. (1984), Associate Vice President,
Academic Affairs.
PhD, Ohio Universit.y
Berry, James (1991), Assistant Professor, Leadership and
Counseling.
EdD, University of Missouri·Columbia
Best, Margaret E. (1977), Assistant Professor, Learning
Resources and Technologies.
MALS, University of Michigan
Bigler, Mary G. (1977), Professor, Teacher Education.
PhD, University of Michigan
Bird, P. George (1955), Professor, Communication and
Theatre Arts.
MS, Univenlity of Wisconsin
Blair, John R. (1970), Professor, Teacher Education.
PhD, University of Michigan
Blanchard, P. Nick (1979), Professor, Management.
MA, San Diego State College
Blum, Fred (1974), Professor. Learning Resources and
Technologies.
PhD. University of Iowa
Bocklage. Christopher J. (1986), Associate Professor, Art.
MFA, Southern Illinois Univenlity
Bonem, Marilyn K. (1987), Associate Profe880r,
Psychology.
PhD, Utah State University
Boone, Morell (1980), Dean, Professor. Learning Resources
and Technologies.
PhD, Syracuse Univenlity
Booth, Howard D. (967), Professor, Biology.
PhD. Michigan State Univenlity
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Boyer, Lee R. (1970), Profesaor. History and Philosophy.
PhD, Univenlity of Notre Dame
Boyless, John (1977), Associate Professor,
Interdisciplinary Technology.
MA, Eastern Michigan University
Brabec, Michael J. (1965), Professor, Chemistry.
PhD, University of Wyoming
Brackenbury, Mandeep (1993), Institutional Research
Analyst, University Planning, Budgeting, and Analysis.
MA, Eastern Michigan Univenlity
Brackney, Barbara E. (1975), Professor, Psychology.
PhD, University of Michigan
Braden, Joseph L (1970), Professor, Marketing.
DBA, Indiana University
Bradley, Michael D. (1995), Assistant Professor,
Gtlography and Geology
PhD
Brandon, Ernest M. (1975), Associate Professor, Music.
MM, Northwestern University
Braun, Benjamin A. (1985), Head Coach, Men's
Basketball, Athletics.
BA, University ofWisconsin·Madi80n
Bretting, Michael M. (1998), Department Head, Associate
Professor, Health, Physical Education, Recreation, and
Dance.
PhD, University of Maryland
Brewer, Stephen W, Jr. (1969), Professor, Chemistry.
PhD, University ofWiaconsin
Bridges. Wallace A. (1992), Assistant Professor,
Communication and Theatre Arts.
MFA, Western U1inois University
Brigll8, Douglas (1985), Associate Professor, Health,
Physical Education, Recreation, and Dance.
PhD, Indiana Univenlity
Brooks, Mary C. (1978), Director, Risk Management.
BS, Wayne State Univenlity
Brown, Kaaren (976), Professor, Social Work.
MSW, University of Michigan
Bruss, Paul S. (1969), Professor, English Language and
Literature.
PhD, University ofRochest.er
Buchan.an, Pauline (980), Associate Professor, Human,
EnvlI"Onmental, and Consumer Resources.
PhD, University of Michigan
Buckeye, Donald A. (1968), Professor, Mathematics.
EdD, Indiana University
Bullard, Rita J. (1986), Associate Professor, Learning
Resources and Technologies.
AMLA, University of Michigan
Burilovich, Linda J. (1991), Associate Professor,
Department of Accounting.
PhD, Univenlity of Michigan
Burns, Joanne M. (1967), Career Planning Manager,
Career Services Center.
PhD, Michigan State Univenlity
Bush.Bacelis, Jean (1984), Assistant Professor,
Management.
MA, University of Michigan

c
Callaway, Yvonne L. (1992), Assistant Professor,
Leadership and Counseling.
PhD, Wayne State Univenlity
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Callum, Alice W. (1987), Professor, Business and
Technology Education.
JD, Detroit College of Law
Camp, Richaurd (1979), Professor. Management.
MA, Wayne State University
Caniglia, Joanne (1994), Assistant Professor, Mathematics
PhD

Cao, Liqun (1994), Assistant Professor, Sociology,
Anthropology, and Criminology
PhD, University of Cincinnati
Culseo..Jones, Michael T. (1973). Professor, History and
Philosophy.
PhD. Ohio State University
Carman, Kirk M. (1995), Assistant Manager. News
Services, Public Information.
MA. Eastern Michigan University
Carroll, Timotby B. (1986), Professor. Mathematics.
PhD. Western Michigan University
Case, Franklin D. (1962). Professor, English Language
and Literature.
MA, University of Michigan
CMSH, George H. (1968), Professor, History and
Philosophy.
PhD, McGill University
Cassidy, Cberyl M. (1990), Assistant Professor, English
Language and Literature.
PhD. University of Michigan
Cere, Ronald C. (19M5), Professor, Foreign Languages and
Bilingual Studies.
PhD, New York University
Cerroni·Long, Elisabetta (1990), Associate Professor,
Sociology, Anthropology, and Criminology.
PhD, University ofCalifomia, Los Angeles and
University of Venice, Italy
Chan. AmeUa S. (1980), Assistant Dean, Coordinator of
Undergraduate Advising, College of Business.
MBA, Michiga n State University
Chapman, Robert E. (1992), Assistant Professor,
Industrial Thchnology.
PhD, Yale University
Chutes, John (1982), Scene Shop Supervisor, EMU
Theatre, Communication and Theatre Arts.
Chattopa.dhyay, Rita (1984), Professor, Mathematics.
PhD, University of South Florida
Chaudburi. Ranjan (1984), Professor, Computer Science.
PhD, University of South Florida
Cherem., Gabriel J. (1987). Professor, Geography and
Geology.
PhD, University of Michigan
Chew, Robert E. (1968), Professor, Art.
MFA, University of Illinois
Chiu&On. Victor (1992), Assistant Professor, Health.
Physical Education, Recreation, and Dance.
MA, Central Michigan University
Chirio, Michael 1.., Jr. (1972), Academic Budget Officer• .
MA, Central Michigan University
Chnwdry, Pradeep (1980), Associate Professor,
Management.
PhD, University of Arkansas
Christian. Ursula R. (1954), ISIS User Consultant, ISIS.
SpA, Eastern Michigan Unh'ersity
Chu, Sbenghui (1986), Professor, Mathematics.
PhD, University of Michigan
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Chung, 1'oung-Iob (1966), Department Head, Professor,
Economics.
PhD, Columbia University
Cianciolo, S. Thomu A. (1985), Professor, Department of
Accounting.
PhD, Michigan State University
Cichanski, Allan (1966), Assistant Professor, Geography
and Geology.
MS, Ohio State University
Citino, Robert (1991), Associate Professor, Hiswry and
Philosophy.
PhD, Indiana University
Clark, George S. (1973), Associate Professor, Department
of Actounting.
LLM, Wayne State Uni.versity
Clarke, Velma G. (1974), Administrative Associate, College
of Arts and Sciences.
MA, Fisk University
Clemens-Node. Phyllis A. (1987), Director, Bilingual
Bicultural Teacher Education. Foreign Languages and
Bilingual Studies.
EdD. Wayne State University
Clifford, David L. (1986), Interim Associate Provost
PhD, University of Michigan
Cline, William J. (1970), Professor. Foreign Languages and
Bilingual Studies.
PhD, State University of New York at Buffalo
Cogan, Sarah (1989), Assistant Professor, Learning
Resources and Technologies.
AML.-\, University ofMicbigan
Collins, Ronald W. (1965), Provost and Vice President,
Academic Affairs; Professor, Chemistry.
PhD, Indiana University
Collins.Eaglin, Jan (1983), Assistant Professor, Teacher
Educstion.
PhD, University of Michigan
Colman, Ronald P. (1972). Assistant Professor, Learning
Resources and Technologies.
MlS, State University of New York
Compton, Gail W. (l969), Professor, Communication and
Theatre Arts,
PhD, University of Wisconsin
Conley, James B. (1969), Professor. Management.
PhD, Michigan State University
CODtis. Ellene T. (1971), Associate Professor, Chemistry.
MS, University of Pittsburgh
Cooper, John K, Jr. (1980),Assistant Professor, Computer
Science.
PhD, Michigan State University
Cooper, John G. (1993), Assistant Professor,
Communication and Theatre Arts.
MFA, Bowling Green State University
Cordani. J ohn R. (1991 ), Assistant Professor, Business
and Technology Education.
EdD, Teacher's College at Columbia University
Coryell, Roger E. (1973), Head Baseball Coach, Athletics.
BA, Eastern Michigan University
Cowan, Ralph H. (1967), Admissions Officer, Admissions.
MA, Eastern Michigan University
Coyner, Joe (1969), Associate Professor, Special Education.
SpA, Eastern M.ichigan University
Crabb, Michael B. (1987), Director. Diniog Services.
BA, Southern Illinois University
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Crary, David B. (1980), Assistant Professor, Economics.
PhD, University of Maryland
Cross, Gilbert B. (1966), Professor, English Language and
Literature.
PhD, University of Michigan
Crouch, Margaret A (1987), Associate Professor, History
and Philosophy.
PhD, University of Minnesota
Crowner, Robert P. (1976), Associate Professor,
Management.
MS, Butler University
Cullen, Thomas J. (1994), Assistant Professor, Foreign
Languages and Bilingual Studies.
PhD, Klagenfurt University
Czinski, Ben (1979), Manager, Kresge Environmental
Education Center.
BS, Eastern Michigan University

D
Daeumer, Elisabeth (1992), Assistant Professor, English
Language and Literature.
PhD, Indiana University
Dahl, Nancy 1.. (1969), Associate Registrar, Registrar's
Office.
SpA, Eastern Michigan University
Dalbey, Marcia A (1988), Department Head, Professor,
English Language and Literature.
PhD, University ofminois
Danak, Jagdish T. (1969), Associate Professor,
Management.
PhD, University of Oklahoma
Dansky, Jeffrey L. (1976), Professor, Psychology.
PhD, Bowling Green State University
Darling, Larry (1992), Instructor, Industria] Technology.
MSIT, Eastern Michigan University
Day, E. Catherine (1982), Professor, Foreign Languages
and Bilingual Studies.
PhD, University of Illinois
Decker, Bernard C. (1971), Professor, English Language
and Literature.
MS, Boston University
Deckert, Glenn D. (1993), Assistant Professor, Foreign
Languages and Bilingual Studies.
PhD, University of Illinois·Champaign Urbana
Defebaugb, Sandra (1987), Professor, Law.
JD, Detroit College of Law
Delaney, Neeta M. (1986), Director, Marketing and Special
Programs, Continuing Education.
MA, Eastern Michigan University
deLaski·Smith, Deborah 1.. (1978), Associate Professor,
Human, Environmental, and Consumer Resources.
PhD, Michigan State University
Delph, Ronald K. (1993), Assistant Professor, History and
Philosophy.
PhD, University of Michigan
Delprato, Dennis J. (1969), Professor, Psychology.
PhD, Michigan State University
Dempster, Andrew C. (1966), Associate Professor,
Computer Science.
PhD, University of Michigan
Denning, Keith (1989), Associate Professor, English
Language and Literature.
PhD, Stanford University
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Devera, James (1968), Professor, English Language and
Literature.
PhD, University of California at Los Angeles
Devine, E.A. (1976), Professor, Department of Acrounting.
PhD, Louisiana State University
Diallo, Alahassane (1985), Associate Professor, Finance.
PhD, Ohio State University
Diamond, Barbara J. (1986), Associate Professor, Thacher
Education.
PhD, Michigan State University
Dionne, Craig (1995), Assistant Professor, English
Language and Literature
PhD, Carnegie Mellon University
Dickie, Vrrginia (1988), Assistant Professor, Graduate
Program Coordinator, Occupational Therapy.
MS, Wayne State University
Dirlikov, Stoil (1987), Professor, Interdisciplinary
Technology.
PhD, Czechoslovak Academy of Science
Ditzhazy, Helen (1987), Professor, Leadership and
Counseling.
PhD, University of Michigan
Dodge, H. Robert (1991), Department Head, Professor,
Marketing.
PhD, Ohio State University
Dotson, P. Steven (1988), Laboratory Coordinator.
Computer Science.
BA, Eckerd College; BS, Eastern Michigan University
Douglass, Richard L (1987), Program Director, Associate
Professor, Health Administration.
PhD, University of Michigan
Doyle, Timothy (1986), Instructor, Interdisciplinary
Technology.
MA, Eastern Michigsn University
Doyle, Patrick J. (1974), Interim Vice President, Business
and Finance.
MA, Eastern Michigan University
Dugan, J. Sanford (1974), Professor, Foreign Languages
and Bilingual Studies.
PhD, Washington University, Missouri
Duley, Margot I. (1992), Department Head, Professor,
History and Philosophy.
PhD, University of London, England
Duncan, Jeffrey 1.. (1971), Professor, English Language
and Literature.
PhD, University of Virginia
Dunlap, Elaine (1990), Assistant Professor, English
Language and Literature.
.PhD, University of Massachusetts
Durant, Barbara T. (1981), Senior Adviser, Special
Populations, Academic Advising Center.
MA, Eastern Michigan University
Durham, Lora J. (1982), Assistant Professor. Mathematics.
MA, Eastern Michigan University

E
Easto, Patrick C. (1970), Professor, Sociology,
Anthropology, and Criminology.
PhD, Syracuse University
Eckeraon, Joan M. (1993), Assistant Professor, Health,
Physical Education, Recrestion, and Dance.
ReD, University of Nebraska
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Edgren, John A. (1979), Associate Professor, Economics.
PhD, University of Michigan
Edwards, Eliza beth A. (1992), Assistant Professor,
Marketing.
PhD, University of Michigan
Eggers, Carter J. (1967), Professor, Music,
MM, Ithaca CoUege
Ehrllch,.Allen S , ( 1968), Professor, Sociology, Anthropology,
and Criminology.
PhD, University of Michigan
Eide, MargaretA. (1967), Associate Professor, Learning
Resources snd Technologies.
MAlS, University of Michigan
Eisenbach, Jamln ( 1990), Associate Professor, Biology.
PhD, University of Cali fomi a-Berkeley
Else, Harry E. (987), Associate Professor, English
Language and Literature.
PhD, University of North Dakota
Ellis, Wayne C. (1979), Associate Professor, Department of
Accounting.
PhD, University of Michigan
England, Lizabeth T, (1987), Associate Professor, Foreign
Languages and Bilingual Studies.
PhD, University ofDlinois·Cbampaign Urbana
England, Robert W. (1968), Director, Recreation!
Intramurrus.
MA, University of Michigan
Engli8h, Ross R. (1983), Coordinator, Business and
Finance and Executive Divisions, University
Computing.
BS, Wayne State University
Erenburg, Sharon J . (1987), Professor, Economics.
PhD. University oflllinois, Champaign
Erwin, J. Michael (1985), Director, Career Services
Center.
PhD, University of Michigan
Eshleman, Clayton (1986), Professor, English Language
a nd Literature.
MA. Indiana University
Esposto, Alfredo G. (1990), Associate Professor,
Economics.
PhD, Temple University
Esteva. Juan C. (1990), Associate Professor, Computer
Information Systems.
PhD, Wayne State University
Ettington, Deborah (1991), Assistant Professor,
Management.
MBA, Harvard Business &hool
Evans, Gary 1.. (1964), ProFessor, Communication and
Theatre Arts.
PhD, University of Michigan
Ewell. Edna (1988). Assistant Professor, Learning
Resources and Thchnologies.
MSLS, Wayne State University

F
Fairfield, Richard T. (1963), Professor, Art.
MFA, University ofruinois
Farah, Badie N, (1982), Professor. Computer InFormation
Systems.
PhD, Ohio State University
Farley, Beverly (1985), Associate Director (Acting),
University Development.
MA, University of Mkhigan
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Ferrett. Robert (1982), Manager. Center for Instructional
Computing, Learning Resources and Technologies.
MS. MLS, Eastern Michigan University
Field, Jan Michael (1965), Professor, Art.
MFA, School of the Art Institute of Chicago
Fields, Daniel J . (1986), Professor, Industrial Technology.
PhD, Michigan State University
Figart, Deborah (1990), Associate Professor, Economics.
PhD, American University, Washington, D.C.
Figura, Rebecca J. (1991), Director, Housing.
MA, Indiana University ofPennsytvania
Findley, Lynette (1985), Director, Equity Programs.
PhD, Michigan State University
Fish, Barry A. (1970), Dean. College of Art6 and Sciences;
Professor, Psychology.
PhD, Wayne State University
Fib:gerald, Brian (1985), Manager, Residence Halls.
MS, Michigan State University
Flanagan, Brenda P. (1988), Professor, English Language
and Literature.
PhD, University of Michigan
Fleischer. Cathy (1990), Associate Professor. English
Language and Literature.
PhD, University of Michigan
Flusche, Della M. (1968), Professor, History and
Philosophy.
PhD, Loyola University
Folk, David B. ( 1987), Associate Professor, Mathematics,
PhD, University of Michigan
Folkerth, Jean E. (1985), Associate Professor, Health ,
Physical Education, Recreation, and Dance.
ReD, Indiana University
Foreman, Chris J, (1994), AssistantProfessor.
Communication and Theatre Arts
PhD
Foster, DanielL. (1987), Assistant Professor, Music.
MM, University of Michigan
Foster.Davis, Judy (1993), Assistant ProFessor,
Marketing.
PhD, Michigan State University
Francis.ConnoDy, Elizabeth (1991), Instructor,
Occupational Therapy.
MS, Boston University
Franks, Thomas H. (1967), Professor. History and
Philosophy.
PhD, University of Michigan
Freedman-Doan. Carol (1995), Assistant Professor,
Psychology.
.PhD, Wayne State University
Freeman, Lawrence 1.. (1969), Professor, Art.
MFA, University of Oregon
French, Dorothea (1990), Associate Proressor, Special
Education.
PhD, Dalhousie University
Freund, Allan P. (1967), Assistant Professor, Health,
Physicru Education, Recreation, and Dance.
MA, Eastern Michigan University
Friedman, Monroe P. (1964), Professor, Psychology.
PhD, University of Tennessee
Fullord, Charles B. (1979), Assistant Director, Academic
Advising Center.
MA, Eastern Michigan University
Fullertoo, Sam D. ( 1982), ProFessor, Marketing.
PhD, Michigan State University
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Gacioch, Frank R. (1987), EmploymenUAffirmative Action
Associate, Human Resources.
MA, University ofMicbigan
GiUda, Anne B. (1979), Professor, Music.
MM, University of Michigan
Gardiner, Christopher J. (1984), Professor, Mathematics.
PhD, University of TIlinois
Gardner, Trevor A. (1985), Associate Professor, Teacher
Education.
PhD, Michigan State University
Garg, Ramesh (1978), Professor, Finance.
DBA, Kent State University
Garland. John (1963), Director, Public Safety"
Geherin, David J. (1969), Professor, English Language
and Literature.
PhD, Purdue University
Geldys.Zelnick, Suzanne M. (1990), Assistant Professor,
Health, Physical Education, Recreation, and Dance.
MA, University of Pittsburgh
GeUner, Beverley (1993), Associate Professor and
Coordinator EdD Program, Leadership and Counseling.
PhD, University of Michigan
Gendin, Sidney (1970), Professor, History and Philosophy.
PhD, New York University
George, Laura (1994), Assistant Professor, Engliah
Language and Literature
PhD, Ohio State University
Ghosbeh, NiUati S. (1965), Professor, Biology.
PhD, University of Illinois
Gimelli, Louis B. (1966), Professor, History and
Philosophy.
PhD, New York University
Ginther, John L (1965), Professor. Mathematics.
PhD, University of Illinois
Gledhill, Roger C. (1976), Associate Professor, Department
of Accounting.
PhD, Virginia Polytechnic Institute
Glikin, J. Ronda (1973), Associate Professor, Learning
Resourcea and Thchnologies.
MALS, University of Michigan
Glotfelty, Judith (1972), X.Ray Thchnologist, Health
Services.
RT, Mercy Hospital
Glover, Barbara (1991), Instructor, Learning Resources
and Technologies.
AMLS, University of Michigan
Goff, Richard D. (1964), Professor, History and Philosophy.
PhD, Duke University
Gold, Ellen R. (1982), Director, Health Services.
MBA, Eastern Michigan University
Goldenberg, Ronald E . (1985), Dean, G'r:aduate School,
Professor of Education.
EdD, Oklahoma State University
Gooden, John S. (1993), Assistant Professor, Leadership
and Counseling.
EdD, University ofMsssachusetts
Goodman, Jane S. (1991), Assistant Professor, Leadership
and Counseling.
PhD, Wayne State University
Gordon, Norman G. (1975), Professor, Psychology.
PhD, Wayne State University
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Gordon, Jane (1992), Assistant Professor, 'Thacher
Education.
PhD, University of Miami
Gore, David K. (1983), Assistant Professor,
Interdisciplinary Technology.
MS, Eastern Michigan University
Gorenfio, Carol (1988), Associate Professor, Special
Education.
PhD, Michigan State University
Gottwald, Henry L (1964), Professor, Special Education.
EdD, Wayne State University
Gousseff, James W. (1963), Professor, Communication and
Theatre Arts.
PhD, Northwestern University
Grady, Robert C., D (1971), Professor, Political Science.
PhD, Vanderbilt University
Graves, Pamela (1995), Assistant Professor, History and
Philosophy
PhD, University of Pittsburgh
Gray, Sylvia Sims (1988), Assistant Professor, Social Work.
MSW, Michigan State University
Green. Geraldine A. (1989), Professor, Mathematics.
PhD, University of Michigan
Greene, Bert I. (1963), Professor, Teacher Education.
PhD, University of Michigan
Griess, Jerald A. (1967), Professor, Industrial Technology.
EdD, Pennsylvania State University
Grimes, George (1988), Professor, Learning Resources and
Technologies.
EdD, Wayne State University
GrovolfUi, Siba (1993), Assistant Professor, Political
Science.
PhD, University of Wisconsin
Gurt, Joseph (1967), Professor, Music.
MS. Juilliard School
Gwaltney, Thomas M. (1964), Professor, Teacher
Education.
PhD, Southern Illinois University

H
Hackmann, Donald (1993), Assistant Professor,
Leadership and Counseling.
EdD, University of Missouri·Columbia
Haddad, Carol (1993), Professor, Interdisciplinary
Technology.
PhD, University of Michigan
Rafter, Daryl M. (1969), Professor, History and Philosophy.
.PhD, Yale University
Hall, Cindy (1979), Associate Director, Public Safety.
JD, University of Toledo
Halmhuber, Nancy (1979), Assistant Professor, SpeciaJ
Education.
SpA, Eastern Michigan University
Hamilton, Theophilu8 E. (1967), Career Development
Associate, Career Services Center.
SpA, Eastern Michigan University
Hammerberg. Gary (1984), Interim Progi-am Director,
Assistant Professor, Clinical Laboratory Sciences.
PhD, Western Michigan University
Hammill, Geoffrey D. (1987), Associate Professor,
Communication and Theatre Arts.
PhD, Bowling Green University
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Hancock. Lee M. (1984), Manager, Operations Services,
University Computing.
BOA, Eastern Michigan University
Hanewicz, Wayne (987), Professor, Interdisciplinary
Technology.
PhD, University of Michigan
Hanna, RaoutS. (1977),Associate Professor, Economics.
PhD, Indiana University
Hannan. Gary L. (1982), Professor, Biology.
PhD, University of California-Berkeley
Hansen, Ruth A. (1976), Associate Professor, Program
Director, Occupational Therapy.
PhD, Wayne State University
Hansen, Joanne J. (1965), Associate Professor. Learning
Resources and Technologies.
MSLS, Case Western Reserve University
Harden, Thomas K. (1993), Dean, College of Technology;
Professor, Business and lndustrial Education.
EdD, University of Cincinnati
Harding, James (1994), Assistant Professor, English
Language and Literature
PhD, University of Maryland-College Park
Harley, Rachel B. (969), Associate Professor, Music.
PhD, University of Michigan
Harmon, Alison J. (1990), Assistant Professor, Leadership
& Counseling.
EdD, The University of Akron
Ba..rris,Arthur J. (1967), Professor, English Language and
Literature.
PhD, University of Binningham, England
Harris, Michael (1994), Assistant Professor. Political
Science.
PhD, Indiana University
Hartmann, Donald (1990), Associate Professor, Music.
MS, University ofOkJahoma
Hauer, William R. (1969), Assistant Professor, English
Language and Literature.
PhD, University of Dlinois
Hayden, Lucy (1988), Professor, English Language and
Literature.
PhD, University of Michigan
Hayn.a.m. George E. (1986), Department Head, Professor,
Computer Science.
PhD, Case Institute of Technology
Haynes, Susan l\I. (1992), Assistant Professor, Computer
Science.
PhD, University of Michigan
Hayworth, Steven C. (1977), Associate Professor,
Economics.
PhD, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Hee, Chri8topher E. (1969), Associate Professor,
Mathematics.
PhD, University of Notre Dame
Heezen, Alan (1967), Associate Professor, Computer
Science.
PhD, University of Michigan
Hemmelgarn, Linda C. (1976). Instructor, Health,
Physical Education, Recreation, and Dance.
MA, Butler University
Hendrickson, Lorraine U. (1981), Professor,
Management.
PhD. University of Michigan
Hennings, Thomas P. (1969), Professor, English Language
and Literature.
PhD, University of Wisconsin
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Hendrix. Lolita (1994), Assistant Professor, English
Language and Literature.

MA
Henry, Oscar M. (1969), Professor, Music.
PhD, Ohio State University
Henry, Stuart D. (1987), Professor, Sociology,
Anthropology. and Criminology.
PhD, The University of Kent
Hermon, Mary E, Vielhaber (1977), Professor,
Management.
PhD, University of Michigan
Heyl.Clegg, Deborah L. (1992), Assistant Professor,
Chemistry.
PhD, University of Michigan
Higbee. Mark (1994), Assistant Professor. History and
Philosophy.
PhD. Columbia University
Hill, Raymond E. (1989), Department Head, Professor,
Management.
PhD, Purdue University
Hillegas, Kathleen M. (1981), Assistant Professor. Nursing
Education.
MS, University of Michigan
Hockey, Randy J . (1985), Assistant Director, Internal
Operations, Housing and Dining Services.
BS, Eastern Michigan University
Hodges, V. Kay (1989), Professor; Director of Clinical
Training, Psychology.
PhD, University of Maryland
Hoft, Hartmut F.W. (1970), Professor, Computer Science.
PhD, University of Houston
Hogan, Walter P. (1984), Associate Professor, Learning
Resources and Technologies.
A.l&S, University of Michigan
Hogan, Leola (1979), Professor, Nursing Education,
PhD, University of Michigan
Holbrook, Mark (1983), Lead Programmer/Analyst ,
University Computiog.
MA. Indiana University
Bolkeboer, Robert O. (1971), Professor, Eoglish Language
and Literature; Ioterim Associate Graduate Dean,
Director. Office of Research Development
PhD, Ohio University
Holland. Rhonda (1989), lnstructor, Learning Resources
and Technologies.
MALS, University of Michigan
Holmes, Peter A. (1968). Professor, Psychology.
PhD, University of Delaware
Holoka, James P. (1976), Professor, Foreign Languages
and Bilingual Studies.
PhD, University of Michigan
Homel, Michael W. (1970), Professor, History and
Philosophy.
PhD, Urriversity of Chicago
Hoodin, Ronald (1988), Professor, Special Education.
PhD, Pennsylvania State Uoiversity
Hortin, David W. (1968), Associate Professor, Political
Science.
JD, University of Michigan
Rourani, Beq,iamin T. (1968), Professor, Political Science.
PhD, Michigan State University
Boward, Arthur (1990). Professor. Chemistry.
PhD, C"rnbridge University
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Howard, Jennie Meyer (1991), Associate Dean of
Learning Technologies, Learning Resources and
Technologies.
AM, University of Missouri-Columbia
Howard, Paul E. (1970), Professor, Mathematics.
PhD, University of Michigan
Howay, Bryan (1983), Senior Programmer/Analyst,
Learning Resources and Technologies.
BS, Wayne State University
Hoyer, Denise T. (1986), Professor, Management.
PhD, University of Michigan
Hubbard. John R. (1969), Professor, Foreign Languages
and Bilingual Studies.
PhD, Michigan State University
Hunter, Frederick C. (1967), Professor, Art.
MFA, University of Wisconsin
Hurlahe, Kevin M. (1986), Assistant Director, Academic
Advising Center.
MPA, Eastern Michigan University
Hurst, Edith M. (1973), Professor, Biology.
PhD, University of Michigan
Huszczo, Gregory E. (1978), Professor, Management.
PhD, Michigan State University
Hutchins, Ronald E. (1977), Associate Professor, Finance.
PhD, University of Missouri-Columbia
Huyvaert, Sarah H. (1986), Associate Professor, Teacher
Education.
EdD, Indiana University

I
Iannaccone, Anthony J. (1971), Professor, Music.
PhD, Eastman School of Music
Ifill, DonA. (1985), Professor, Social Work.
EdD, University of Southern California
Ikeji, Augustine C. (1988), Instructor, Computer Science.
MS, Eastern Michigan University
lllingworth-Ricco, Alfonso (1994), Assistant Professor,
Foreign Languages and Bilingual Studies
PhD, University of Arizona
Ingram, Betty J. (1967), Professor, English Language and
Literature.
PhD, University of Pennsylvania
brael, Everett N. (1986), Department Head, Professor,
Industrial Technology.
EdD, West Virginia University
Ivey, Suzanne (1987), Assistant Professor, Nursing
Education.
MS, Northern Illinois University

J
Jackonen, Sharon (1983), Assistant Professor, Nursing
Education.
MSN, University of Michigan
Jackson, Dennis C. (1967), Professor, Biology.
PhD, Michigan State University
Jacobs, Diane A. (1984), Associate Professor, Physics and
Astronomy.
PhD, University of Texas
Janardan, K.G. (1986), Professor, Mathematics.
PhD, Pennsylvania State University
Jaworski. Eugene (1971), Professor, Geography and
Geology.
PhD, Louisiana State University
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

JeUema, John Jan (1982), Professor, Industrial
Technology.
PhD, Michigan State University
Jennings, Gerald L. (1963), Professor, Business and
Technology Education.
PhD, Michigan State University
Jernigan, E. Jay (1965), Professor, English Language and
Literature.
PhD, Kansas State University
Jernigan, Louise F. (1970), Professor, Teacher Education.
PhD, Kent State University
Jbung, Stuart M.T, ASCP (1967), Medical Technologist,
University Health Services.
BA, Lander College
Johnson, David C. (1973),Associate Professor,
Ma thematies.
EdD, University of Georgia
Johnson, James D. (1968), Professor, Political Science.
PhD, University of Michigan
Johnson, Judith A. (1970), Associate Provost; Professor,
English Language and Literature.
PhD, University of Michigan
Johnson, Marvin J. (1963), Professor, Health, Physical
Education, Recreation, and Dance.
PhD, University of Michigan
Johnson, Robbie A. (1975), Associate Dean, College of
Education; Associate Professor, Health, Physical
Education, Recreation, and Dance.
EdD, Wayne State University
Johnston, George A. (1972), Chief Budget Officer;
Executive Director of University Planning, Budgeting,
and Analysis, University Planning, Budgeting, and
Analysis.
MBA, University of Michigan
Johnston, Roy (1995), Department Head, Professor, Art
Jones, Zenia (1990), Instructor, Computer Science.
MA, Eastern Michigan University
Jones, Louise (1990), Assistant Professor, Human,
Environmental, and Consumer Resources.
MS, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Jones, Michael H. (1967), Associate Professor, Health,
Physical Education, Recreation, and Dance.
MS, Eastern Michigan University
Jones, Frank (1991 ), Professor, Interdisciplinary
Technology.
PhD, Duke University-Durham
Jones, Sylvia N. (1992), Assistant Professor, Teacher
Education.
PhD, University of Michigan
Jones, Lydia (1993), Coordinator, Multicultural Center.
BA, Memphis State University
Jordan, Eunice L. (1970), Professor, English Language
and Literature.
PhD, Wayne State University
Jorfi, Joseph (1977), System and Budget Analyst.
Admissions.
BS, Eastern Michigan University
Jose-Kampfner, Christina (1991), Assistant Professor,
Teacher Education.
PhD, University of Michigan
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Kadushin,. Abraham (1993), Assistant Professor, Human,
Environmental, and Consumer Resources,
MS, University of Michigan
Kalib, Sylvan S. (1969), Professor, Music.
PhD, Northwestern University
Kamler, Howard F. (1967), Professor, History and
Philosophy.
PhD. University of Michigan
Kanagy, Max E. (1986), Professor, Industrial 'Thchnology.
PhD, Ohio State University
Karabenick, Stuart A. (1966), Professor, Psychology.
PhD, University of Michigan
Karle, Patrick N. (993), Assistant Professor, English
Language a nd Litersture.
MFA, University of Arizona
Kasenow, Miohael C. (1989),Associate Professor,
Geography and Geology.
MS, Western Michigan University
KatteluB, Susan C. (990), Assistant Professor,
Department of Accounting.
PhD, Michigan State University
Kauffman, JaDet (1988), Professor, English Language and
Literature.
PhD, University of Chicago
Kaufman, Elizabeth (1989), Assistant Professor, Social
Work.
PhD, University of Michigan
Keehr, Jeffrey L (985), Senior Adviser, Special
Populations, Academic Advising Center.
MA, Eastern Michigan University
Keros, John W. (1965), Associate Professor, Department of
Accounting.
MBA, University of Michigan
Kersten, Lawrence K. (1966), Professor, Sociology,
Anthropology, and Criminology.
PhD, Wayne State University
Khailany,Asad S. (1972), Professor, Computer Information
Systems.
DSc. Washington UniverSity
Khan, Zalar U. (1989), Assistant Professor, Department of
Accounting.
PhD, Louisiana State University
Kho1'8hid, Wafa (1991), Associate Professor, Computer
lnfonnation Systems.
PhD. Wayne State University
Kidd., Kenneth (994), Assistant Professor. English
Language and Literature
PhD, University of Texas Austin
Kieft, Lewis D, (1971), Professor, Business and Technology
Education.
PhD, Ohio State University
Kimbrough, Pander (1987), Academic Adviser, Academic
Advising Center.
MA, Eastern Michigan Univenity
King, Elizabeth C. (1983), Dean, College of Health and
Human Services.
PhD, Pennsylvania State University
King, H. Roger (1967 ), Professor, History and Philosophy.
PhD, Vanderbilt University
Kinney, Martha (1987), Associate Professor, Teacher
Education.
PhD. University of Iowa
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Kinney, Rhonda (1994), Assistant Professor, Political
Science
PhD, University of Iowa
Kirby, Steven D. (991), Department Head, Professor,
Foreign Languages and Bilingual Studies,
PhD. University of Kentucky
Kirkendall, Carolyn A. (1986), Instructor, Learning
Resources and 'Thchnologies.
AMLS, University of Michigan
Kirkland., Glenda E. (1966), Professor, Music.
MA, Eastern Michigan University
Kisor, Dougl .. R. (1983), Professor, Art.
MFA, Western Michigan University
Ki88, Robert (1990), Assistant Professor, Finance.
PhD, Kent State University
lOaus, Meredith M . (1966), Associate Professor, English
Language and Literature.
PhD, University of Michigan
lOein, George J. (1970), Director, Academic Programs
Abroad, Continuing Education.
PhD, University of Oregon
KlencjtBr, Daniel (1970), Plant Engineer, PhySical Plant..
Klubeck, David R. (1993), Lt,Col., United Stal.e8Army;
Department Head and Professor, Military Science.
MS, Eastern Michigan University
Knapp, John R. (1971). Professor. Psychology.
PhD, University of Denver
Komblevitz, Doris A. (1985), Director, State, Federal, and
Community Relations.
MA, :Michigan State University
Kraft, Robert G. (1969), Professor, English Language and
Literature,
PhD, University of Washington
Krajewski.Jaime, Elvia (1985), Associate Professor, Social
Work..
MSW, Temple University
Kramer, Morrey (1984), Associate Professor. Department
of Accounting.
PhD, University of Michigan
Kreger, Robert D, (1990), Associate Professor, Special
Education.
PhD, University of Michigan
Krieger, Mary M . (1964), Coordinator, Second Bachelor's
Degree, Academic: Advising Center.
PhD, University of Michigan
Krienke, John (1983), Mental Health Counselor.
Counseling Services.
PhD, University of Florida
Kruae, Geraldine M. (1965), Assistant Professor,
Department of Accounting.
MBA, University of Michigan
Kurta, Allen (1988), Associate Professor, Biology.
PhD, Boston University
Kurtz, Linda F. (1989), Professor. Social Work.
DPA, University of Georgia
KUlltron, Konnie G. (1994), Assistant Professor, Business
and 1'echnology Education
JD, University of Detroit
Kuwik, Paul D, (1982). Department Head , Professor,
Interdisciplinary 'Thchnology.
PhD, Ohio State University
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LaBenne, Wallace D. (1967), Professor, Thacher Education.
PhD, University of Michigan
Lahidji, Do (Behrooz). (1994), Assistant Professor,
Industrial Technology..
PhD, University of Missouri, Columbia
Lake, Marylyn (1967), Professor, Special Education.
PhD, University of Michigan
Lange r, Georgea M. (1985), Associate Professor, Thacher
Education.
PhD, Stanford University
LaPorte, Susan (1993), Assistant Professor, Art.
MFA, California Institute of Arts
LaRou, George (1991), Assistant Professor, Art.
MFA, California Institute of Arts
Larson, Russell R. (1970), Profesaor, English Language
and Literature.
PhD, University of Michigan
Lauckner, Kurt F. (1963), Professor, Computer Science.
PhD, University of Michigan
Lawa, Duane M. (1971), Profesaor, Human,
Environmental, and Consumer Resources.
EdD, Columbia University
Lawver, Gerald (1987), Associate Professor,
Interdisciplinary Technology.
MS, Eastern Michigan University
Leapard, David W. (1992), Assistant Professor, Business
a nd Technology Education.
PhD, University of South Carolina
Lederman, Edward (1970), Associate Professor, Thacher
Education.
EdD, Columbia University
Lelond, Dennis C. (1980), Associate Director, University
Marketing.
PhD, Case Western Reserve University
Leboa, Carlee (1989), Associate Professor, Nursing
Education.
PhD, Wayne State University
Levitt, Alvin S. (1985), Director, Budget Management,
University Planning, Budgeting, and Analysis.
MA, Wayne State University
Levy, Judith T.Z. (1985), Department Head, Professor,
Chemistry.
PhD, Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine
Lewis, Hildred J. (1971), Director, Upward Bound.
MA, Eastern Michigan University
Lewis, Ronald (1992), Professor, Social Work.
PhD, University of Denver
Lick, Don R. (1985), Department Head, Professor,
Mathematics.
PhD, Michigan State University
Liepa, George (1995), Department Head, Professor,
Human, Environmental and Consumer Resources
Liggett, Lucy A. (1983), Professor, Communication and
Theatre Arts.
PhD, University of Michigan
Ligibel, Theodore (1991), Associate Professor, Geography
and Geology.
MA. Bowling Green State University
Lilley, Mary C. (1979), Administrative Associate to the
Provost, .
MA,EMU
Lin, Jonathan S. (1988), Professor, Industrial Technology.
PhD, Iowa State University

Lindenberg, Karen E. (1968), Professor, Political Science.
PhD, University of Oregon
Lindke, Bernice (1991), Associate Director, Financial Aid.
MPA, Eastern Michigan University
Lintner, Mildred D. (1986), Proressor, Computer Science.
PhD, University of Michigan
Liu, Juiquiang (1986), Assistant Professor, Mathematics.
PhD

LoDuca, Steven (1992), Assistant Professor, Geography
and Geology.
PhD, University ofRoc:hester
Lokensgard, Erik (1986), Associate Professor, Industrial
Technology.
PhD, Iowa State University
Long, Roger D. (1990), Assistant Professor, History and
Philosophy.
PhD, University of California , Los Angeles
Loppnow, Donald M. (1976), Department Head, Professor,
Social Work.
PhD, University of Michigan
Loree, John P. (1962), Professor, Art.
MFA, Alfred University
Lottie, Adrian J. (1992), Assistant Professor, Political
Science.
MA, Wayne State University
Loughney, Peter (1986), Instructor, Industrial Technology.
MSIT, Eastern Michigan University
Lukasavitz, Raymond (1985), Assistant Professor,
Learning Resources and Technologies.
MA, University of Michigan

M
MacMahan, Horace A, Jr. (1969), Professor, Geography
and Geology.
EdD, University of Colorado
Magee. James S. (1972), Professor, Political Science.
PhD, Princeton University
ManceU, Robert B. (1969), Professor, Geography and
Geology.
PhD, University of Michigan
Marshall, Richard W. (1968), Professor, Mathematics.
EdD, University of Michigan
Martin, Annette (1963), Professor, Communication a nd
Theatre Arts.
PhD. University of Michigan
Martin, Steven F. (1986), RadiolI'V Engineer,
Communication and Theatre Arts ..
Martin, F. Elaine (1986), Associate Professor, Political
Science.
PhD, University of Oklahoma
Martin, Nora (1967), Professor, Special Education.
PhD, University of Michigan
Marts, Malcolm (1980), Trades and Grounds Foreperson,
Heating Plant..
Mariusewicz, Rebecca (1988), Assistant Professor,
Thacher Education.
EdD, University of Cincinnati
Marz. Mary Sue (1989), Associate Professor, NUl'Sing
Education.
PhD, Wayne State University
M_senberg, Angela (1988), Asaociate Profe880r, Special
Education.
PhD, Michigan State University
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Massie, Enoa (1989), Assistant Professor, Social Work.
MSW. MA, University of Michigan
Mayboue r, Robert (1985), Head Women's Track Coach,
Athletics.
MA. Central Michigan University
McAnuff, Courtney O. (1980), Vice President for
Enrollment Service8
MS, Hofstra University
McClennen, Sandra E. (1971), Profes8or, Special
Education.
PhD, University of Michigan
McCombs. Gary B. (1982), Assistant Profe8sor,
Department of Accounting.
MBA, University of Michigan
McCord, S. Alan (1991), Executive Director, University
Computing.
PhD, Wayne State University
McCormack. Maureen (1988), Assistant Professor,
Teacher Education.
EdD, University of Rochester
McCoy, Ana·Maria O. (1972), Associate Professor, Foreign
Languages and BilinguaJ Studie8.
PhD, University of Michigan
McCracken, SaUl' R. (1968), Professor, Communication
and Theatre Arts.
PhD, Wayne State University
McDole, Thomaa 1.. (1980), Associate Professor, Business
and Technology Education.
PhD, Michigan State University
McDonald, James R.. (1965), Professor, Geography and
Geology.
PhD, University of Illinois
McEnery, Jean (1980), Professor, Management.
PhD, Wayne State University
McFadden, Emily Jean (1979). Professor, Social Work.
MSW, University of Michigan
McGlynn. Paul D. (1964), Professor, English Language
and Literature.
PhD, Rice University
McGuire. Michael G. (1983), Professor, Music.
MM, State University of New York
McKanders, Kenneth A. (1987), University Attorney, .
JD, Wayne State University
McKee, Judy A. (197 1), Professor, Teacher Education.
EdD. Columbia University
Mc KelVey, Paul T. (1983), Dean, Continuing Education .
EdD. Indiana University
McLennan,. Marshall S. 0970). Professor, Geography and
Geology.
PhD, University or CaJifomia at Berkeley
McManus, John L. (1981), Associate Proressor, Psychology.
PhD, Ohio State University
McMillan, William W. (1964), Professor, Computer
Science.
PhD, Case Western Reserve University
McNamara, J oaon (1986), Associate Professor. HeaJth,
Physical Education, Recreation, and Dance.
PhD, Texas Woman's University
McQuere, Gordon (1994), Department Head. Professor,
Music.
McSurely, Hugh B. (1981), Professor, Marketing.
PhD. Syracuse University School of Management
Meernik, Mary A (1987), Assistant Professor. Learning
Resources and Technologies.
AMLS, University of Michigan
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Mehta, Dady N. (1969), Proressor, Music.
DMA. State Academy of Music. Vienna
Meburon, Kate (1989), Associate Professor, History and
Philoaophy.
PhD. Vanderbilt University
Melia. Patrick (1994), Associate Dean, Graduate School.
Menschinl. Glenn E, Jr. (1986), Instructor, Leam ing
Resources and Technologies.
AMLS. University of Michigan
Mercado, Heidi (1988). Instructor, Learning Resources
and Technologies.
MAlS. University of Michigan
Meretta. Kristy L. (1987), Asl!lOCiate Professor, Music.
MA, University of Michigan
Merz, G. RUBseD (1982), Associate Professor, Marketing.
PhD, Michigan State University
Meyer, Earl (1985), Professor, Business and Technology
Education.
PhD. Georgia State University
Meyer, Thomas O. (1981), Supervisor of Printing Services.
University Publications.
MA, Eastern Michigan University
Meyer, Kenneth (1985), Employee Relations Associate,
Career Service8 Center.
OS, Illinois State University
Mida, Nancy J . (1973), StatTWriter, Public Information
and Publications.
BS, Eastern Michigan University
Miller, Bernard (1987), Associate Professor. English
Language and Literature.
PhD, Purdue University
Miller, William A. (1971 ), Professor, History a nd
Philosophy.
PhD, Ohio State University
Miller, Kevin (1991), Associate Professor, Music.
MM. University of Michigan
Miller, Glenna Frank (1974), Director, Campua Life.
MA, Wayne State University
Milletti, Maria C. (1989). Associate Professor, Chemistry.
PhD, University of Wisconsin·Madison
Mila, Crystal (1992). Associate Professor, SociaJ Work.
PhD, University of Michigan
Miner, Connie F. (1983), Head Softball Coach, Athletics.
SA, Kearney Slate College
Minick. Merlyn C. (1966), Professor, Biology.
PhD, Wayne State University
Mink, Georle (1981), Associate Proressor, Social Work.
MA, University of Michigan
Mitri, Michel (1992), Assistant. Professor, Computer
Information Systems.
PhD, Michigan State University
Moaddel, Mansoor (1987), Associate Professor. Sociology,
Anthropology, and Criminology.
PhD, University of Wisconsin
Moeller, Sua8D (985), Interim Associate Dean , College of
Business; Associate Proressor, Finance.
PhD, Michigan State University
Molloy, Patricia, L.P.C. (1984), Academic Adviser,
Academic Advising Center.
MA, Eastern Michigan University
Moniodis, Paul (1981). Director ofinstitutionaJ Analysis
and Reporting, University Planning. Budgeting, and
AnaJye:illl.
MS, University of Michigan
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Monsma, Charles M. (1970), Professor, Political Science;
Director, Institute for Community and Regional
Development.
PhD, University of Michigan
Moore, Pamela A. (1985), Instructor, Computer Science.
MS, Michigan State University
Moore, ~ah E. (1964), Assistant Professor, Human,
EnvlJ"()[\mental, and Consumer Resources.
MA, Ball State University
Moore, Margaret (988), Associate Professor, Thacher
Education.
PhD, University of South Florida
Moreland, Kemper W. (1980), Profe880r, Economics.
PhD, University of Wisconsin
Morgan, Elisabeth (1991), Associate Professor, Foreign
Languages and Bilingual Studies.
PhD, State University of New York at Buffalo
Morton, Teresa M. (1993), Assistant Professor, Biology.
PhD, Virginia Commonwealth University
Moe8, Walter G. (1970), Professor, History and Philosophy.
PhD, Georgetown University
Moas, Gordon E. (1971), Professor, Sociology,
Anthropology, and Criminology.
PhD, StaLe University of New York at Buffalo
most, Sheila M. (1971), Professor, English Language a nd
Literature.
PhD, Northwestern University
Moss, Nancy (1983), Staff Nurse, University Health
Services..
Moyer, Steve W. (1988),Associat.e Professor, Health,
Physical Education, Recreation, and Dance.
EdD, Thmple University
Mrdalj, Steven (1987), Associate Professor, Computer
Information Systems.
MS, University of Belgrade, Yugoslavia
MultalJuo, Eija E. (1989), Assistant Professor, Economics.
PhD, Purdue University
Murray, Thomas J. (1963), Professor, Communication and
Theatre Arts.
PhD, University of Michigan
Mye rs, Julia R. (1990), Associate Professor, Art.
PhD, University of Maryland

N
Nakatani, Atko (1994), Assistant Dean, Graduate School.
MA. University of Michigan
Nash, Gayle (1977), Associate Professor, Special Education.
EdD, University of Alabama
Navarre, Gary B. (1970), Professor, Special Education.
EdD, Wayne State University
Nazzaro, Andrew A (1969), Department Head, Professor,
Geography and Geology.
PhD, Michigan State University
Neely, Robert K. (1984), Associate Professor, Biology.
PhD, Iowa State University
Neff, Heather (1993),Assistant Professor, English
Language and Literature.
PhD, University ofZiJ.ric:b
Nelson, Sandra Lee (1990), Assistant Professor, NllJ'8ing
Education.
MSN, Wayne State University
Nelson, Olga G. (1991), Assistant Professor, Thacher
Education.
PhD, Kent State University
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Nerenz, Anne G. (1986), Professor, Foreign Languages and
Bilingual Studies.
PhD, University of Wisconsin
Neuhaus, Colin F. (1969), Professor, Marketing.
PhD, University of Michigan
Ne ve, Gloria D. (1969), Assistant Professor. Health,
Physica1 Education, Recreation, and Dance.
MA, Central Michigan University
Newsome, Jacquelyn (1992), Assistant Professor, Nursing
Education.
MSN, Howard University
Nicholson, Elva Mae (1972), Professor, Chemiatry.
PhD, Harvard University
Nightingale, John P. (1980), Assistant Professor,
Management.
MA, University of North Dakota
Nord, Ross S. (1986), Associate Professor, Chemistry.
PhD, Iowa State University
Norman, Manuel J. (1985), Senior Systems Programmer,
Learning Resources and Thchnologies.
SS, London University, England
North, VIrginia (980), Associate Professor, Human,
Environmental, and Consumer Resources.
PhD, University of Michigan
Northey, Jame8 H. (1957), Professor, Mathematics.
PhD, University of Michigan
Norton, Alexandra M. (989), Associate Professor, English
Language and Litera ture.
PhD, University of Cali fomi a-Berkeley
Novak, John A. (1986), Associate Professor, Biology.
PhD, University of Michigan
Nybell. Lynn (1983), Associate Professor, Social Work.
MSW, University of Michigan

o
O'Connor, Michael T. (1990), Assistant Director,
Management Operations, Admissions.
MS, California State University-Long Seach
O'Dell, Jerry W. (1966), Professor, Psychology.
PhD, University of Michigan
Oakea, Alexandria (1987), Associate Professor, Physics
and Astronomy.
PhD, Lehigh University
Deatrike, Ronald E. (1964), Assistant Professor, Health,
Physical Education, Recreation, a nd Dance.
MA, University of Michigan
Ohren, Joseph F. (1985), Profe680r, Political Science.
PhD, Syracuse University
Ojala, Carl F. (1970), Professor, Geography and Geology.
PhD, University of Georgia
Okator, Victor (1995), Assistant Professor, African
American Studies
PhD, Temple University
Okopny, D. Robert (1988), Associate Professor,
Department of Accounting.
PhD, Thxas A & M University
Olaen, James E. (1967), Coordinator, Admissions
Representatives, Admissions.
MEd , University of Michigan
Olson, Judy (1991), Instructor, Occupational Therapy.
MS, College of Physicians and Surgeons of Columbia
University
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Oncbeln, Kathryn B. (1979), Enrollment Conversion
Representative, Admissions.
MeD, University of Mis&ouri-Columbia
.
Otteson, Steven (1991), Assistant Professor, Marketmg.
DBA Indiana University
Otto. G~tchen M. (1987), Associate Profesaor, Art.
MFA, Cranbrook

p
Paciorek, Michael J, (1981), Professor, Health, Physical
Education, Recreation, and Dance.
PhD Vanderbilt University
Paciore~ Karen (1988), Associate Professor, Teacher
Education.
PhD Peabody College of Vanderbilt University
Paff'e~th, Lorraine M. (1987), Coordinator of Services,
Children's institute.
MA Eastern Michigan University
Palasek, James R. (1966), Professor, Special Education.
.
PhD, Syracuse University
Palmer, BeQjamin W. ( 1970), Professor. Forelgn
Languages and Bilingual Studies.
PhD. Northwestern University
Pancioli Diana (199 1). Assistant Professor, Art.
New York State College of Ceramics
Pappas, John N. (1960', Professor. Art.
MA, Wayne State University
Pappas, John G. (1966), Professor, Leadership and
Counseling.
PhD Kent State University
Parka, Robert C. (1966), Associate Professor, Health,
Physical Education, Recreation, and Dance; Head Men's
Cross Country and Track Coach, Athletics.
MA, Michigan State University
Parry, Walter R. (1984), Professor. Mathematics.
PhD University of California at Berkeley
Pasch, Maron (1982), Professor, Teacher Education,
EdD Indiana University
Pathak.'Chandra P. (1981), Professor, Department of
Accounting.
PhD, University of Tennessee
Patni, Zarina A (1987), Systems Programmer Ill,
University Computing.
SA, University of Bombay, lndia
Patrick. Floyd A. ( 1970), Professor, Management.
PhD University of Iowa
Patrick.' Louise Rose (1990), As&ociate Professor, Music.
PhD Michigan State University
Paulsen: Ceil A. (1989), Director, McKenny Union.
BA, Indiana University
Pawloski, Carole (199 1), Assistant Professor, Art.
MA, California State University
PearsoD, Donald W, (1969), Professor, EconomiCli.
PhD, University of Texas
Peden, Genevilwe (1992), Assistant Professor, Foreign
Languages and Bilingual Studies.
PhD, Michigan State University
Pedersen, Erik J . (1968), Professor, Health, Physica1
Education, Recreation, and Dance.
PED, Indiana University
Pedersen, Garik (1989), Associate Professor, Music.
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DMA, Univenity of Iowa
Peel. N.Annette (1971), Assistant Professor, Human,
Environmental. and Consumer Resources.
MS Syracuse University
Pendleton, Sharon Y. (1988), Instructor, Health, Physical
Education, Recreation, and Dance.
MA, Oklahoma State University
People, Ladona (1990), Instructor, OccupationaJ Therapy,
MA, University of Michigan
Peoples, Gregory A. (1991), Associate Dean of Students,
MeD Kent State University
Perneck)., Steven J. (1995), Assistant Professor,
Chemistry.
PhD Northwestern University
Perales,'Alberto (979), Assistant Director, Outreach
Operations, Admissions.
BA Eastern Michigan University
Perk:iD~, George B. (1967), Professor, English Language
a nd Literature.
PhD, Cornell University
.
Peters, Melvin T, (1992). Assistant Professor, Mrican
American Studies.
PhD, Michigan State University
Peterson, Roger A. (1980), Professor, Marketing.
DBA University ofThnnessee
Pfister, james W. (1970), Associate Professor, Political
Science.
PhD. Univenity ofMkhigan
Ploutz, Susan (1988), Associate Professor, Nursing
Education.
MS University of Michigan
Phelps; Christine E, (1992). Assistant Profe ssor,
Leadership and Counseling.
PhD University of Iowa
Philli"': Donald B. (1973), Professor, Chemistry.
EdD, University of Georgia
Pieh, Patrick K. (1990), Coordinator,
Equity Programs.
.
EdD. Michigan State UniverSity
.
Pierce, David (l990),Associate Professor, Muslc.
PhD University of Illinois, Urbana
Pietig, jeanne (1988). Professor, Teacher Education,
PhD University of Minnesota
Pinaon, Ja.mes (1990), Associate Professor, English
Language and Literature.
MA Univeuity of Missouri
POOnl, 'John C, (1969), Professor, Foreign Languages and
Bilingual Studies.
PhD, University or Michigan
. .
Pitton Karen M. 0982), Assistant Manager, Editonal
Se~cell, Public Information and Publications.
BS Eastern Michigan University
Plank.'Maz E. (1968), ProfeBBOr, Music.
DMA, University of Michigan
Pokay, Patricia (988), Associate Professor, Teacher
Education.
PhD, University of Michigan
.
Polakow, Valerie (1988), Professor, Thacher EducatIon.
PhD University of Michigan
Porter, james C. (1967). Professor, Physics and
Astronomy.
PhD Purdue University
Powell, Ralph R. (1966), Associate Professor, Chemistry.
PhD, Purdue University
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Pratt, Charlotte (1993), Associate Professor, Human,
Environmental, and Consumer Resources.
PhD, University of Minnesota
Preston, John R. (1983), Associate Professor,
Interdisciplinary Technology.
MS, Eastern Michigan University
Preston, Aaron (1985), Assistant Plant Engineer, Physical
Plant.
BS, Eastern Michigan University
Price, William (1991), Associate Professor, Leadership and
Counseling.
PhD, Michigan State University
Prince, J. Whitney (1981), Professor, Music.
DMA, University of Colorado
Prince, Nancy (1985), Assistant Professor, Nursing
Education.
MSN, Wayne State University
Proegler, Lynn (1989), Coordinator, Talented and Gifted
Programs.
MA, Eastern Michigan University

Q
Quinn, Kathleen S. (1965), Department Head, Associate
Professor, Special Education.
PhD, University of Michigan

R
Racz, Twyla W. Mueller (1968), Professor, Learning
Resources and Thchnologies.
MSLS, Case Western Reserve University
Racz, 8arnabuA. (1968), Profe88or, Political Science.
PhD, University of Michigan
Rafiq, Mohammad A. (1970), Associate Professor,
Mathematics.
PhD, Wayne State University
Rahman, Mahmud (1991), Assistant Professor, Finance.
PhD, University of Texas at Arlington
Ramanathan, Jayakumar (1990), Professor,
Mathematics.
PhD, University of Chicago
Ramsay, Patricia (1974), Coordinator, Instructional
Support Center, Learning Resources and Technologies.
MA, Indiana University
Rankin, Joanne S. (1963), Professor, Mathematics.
PhD, University of Michigan
Rankin, Joseph H. (1984), Professor, Sociology,
Anthropology, and Criminology.
PhD, University of Arizona
Raphael, C. Nicholas (1967), Professor, Geography and
Geology.
PhD, Louisiana State University
Rauch, Jean (1972), Supervisor, ISC Materials Acc/Aud
Prod" Learning Resources and Technologies.
BS, Eastern Michigan University
Ravenscroft, Sue (1988), Associate Professor, Department
of Accounting.
PhD, Michigan State University
Reed, Michael H. (1987), Associate Professor, History and
Philosophy.
PhD, University of Minnesota
Reffitt, Gary L. (1979), Director, Purchasing.
BBA, Eastern Michigan University
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Reichbach, Gwendolyn M. (1973), Associate Professor,
Human, Environmental, and Consumer Resources.
PhD, University of Michigun
Heid, David (1988), Assistant Professor, Physics and
Astronomy.
MS, Eastern Michigan University
Reidsma, Craig F. (1986), Compensation Programs
Director, Human Resources..
Reinthal, Peter (1991), Assistant Professor, Biology.
PhD, Duke University
Remmert. John H. (197 1), Associate Professor, Computer
Science.
PhD, University of Michigan
Remp, Ann M. (1984), Professor, Business and Technology
Education.
PhD, Michigan State University
Rengan, Krishnaawamy (1970), Professor, Chemistry.
PhD, University of Michigan
Renk, Clitrord M. (1985), Professor, Clinical Laboratory
Sciences.
PhD, University of Florida
He8Corla, Kim L. (1985), Associate Professor, Mathematics.
PhD, University of Utah
Hetzel, Elizabeth (1993), Instructor, Learning Resources
and Technologies.
MLS, Wayne State University
Reynolds, James A. (1967), Professor, English Language
and Literature,
PhD, University of Michigan
Rhodes, Elizabeth A. (1986), Department Head, Professor,
Human, Environmental, and Consumer Resources.
PhD, University of Tennessee
Ricciardo, Jerry (1988), Associate Professor, Health,
Physical Education, Recreation, and Dance.
PhD, Texas A&M University
Riccinto, Leonard L. (1985), Professor, Music.
DMA, Michigan State University
Rice, Dale L. (1967), Professor, Special Education.
PhD, University of Michigan
Rice, John C. (1988), Manager, Video Production.
SS, Eastern Michigan University
Richardson, Barbara (1991), Professor, Sociology,
Anthropology, and Criminology.
PhD, Cornell University
Richmond.Abbott, Marie L. ( 1973), Professor, Sociology,
Anthropology, and Criminology.
PhD, Florida State University
Riley, James D. (1992), Department Head, Professor,
Teacher Education.
PhD, Syracuse University
Robbins, Jerry (1991), Dean, Professor, College of
Education.
EdD, University of Arkansas
Robertson, Sharon A. (1984), Professor, Foreign
Languages and Bilingual Studies.
PhD, University of Michigan
Robinson, James A. (1988), Associate Professor,
Communication and Theatre Arts.
PhD, University of Michigan
Robinson, Albert A. (1985), Service Operations Manager,
Physical Plant.
BS, Central State University, Ohio
Rocklage, Lynn A. (1991), Assistant Professor, Special
Education.
PhD, Southern Illinois University
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Hoff, James D. (1976), Professor, Psychology.
PhD, University of Minnesota
Hoku.sek, H. James (1964), Professor, Business and
~hnology Education.
PhD, University of DeJaware
Roseoleld. Raymond A. (1986), Professor, Political
Science.
PhD, Emory University
Roth. Alfred C. (1967), Assistant Professor, Industrial
Thchnology.
MS, Ohio University
Rubenfeld, Richard L. (1986), Professor, Art.
PhD, Ohio State University
Rubenfeld.. M. Gaie (1986), Assistant Professor, Nursing
Education.
MSN, Ohio State UniveI1lity
Rule, Philip D. (1990), Instructor, Industrial Technology.
MSIT, Eastern Michigan University
Ruiz, Reynaldo (979), Professor, Foreign Languages and
Bilingual Studies.
PhD, University of New Mexico
Rusiniak, Kenneth W. (981), Department Head,
Professor, Psychology.
PhD, University of California at Los Angeles
Ryan, Patricia (1966), Professor, Sociology, Anthropology,
and Criminology; Director, Institute for the Study of
Children and Families.
PhD, University of Michigan

s
SabaJiunas, Leonas (1966), Professor, Politicw Science.
PhD, Columbia University
Sabki, M. Hisham (1969), Professor, Political Science.
PhD, (ndiana University
Sacbdev, Sushil K. (1980), Associate Professor, Computer
Science.
PhD, University of Arizona
Sachdev, Harash (1991), Assistant Professor, Marketing.
PhD, Georgia State University
Saker, Marilyn N. (1993), Assistant Professor, Music.
PhD, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Salisbury, Robert A. (1972), Senior Adviser, Special
Popwations, Academic Services Center.
MBA, Eastern Michigan University
Samonte, Quirico S. (1963). Professor, Teacher Education.
PhD, University ofMicrugan
Sanchez, Pedro P. (1972), Professor. Computer
Information Systems.
PhD, University of Michigan
SandaU, James A. (1975), Professor, Art.
MFA, Arizona State University
Sauber, Matthew (1988), Professor, Marketing.
PhD, University of Texas at Austin
Saunders, Ronald J. (1963), Associate Professor, Health,
Physical Education, Recreation, and Dance.
PhD, Michigan State University
Saxon, Charles S. (1977), Professor, Computer Information
Systems.
PhD, University of Michigan
Sayegh, Matilda Y. (1970), Associate. Professor, Health,
Physical Education, Recreation, and Dance.
PhD, University of Michigan
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Sayles.Folks, Sherry L. (1978), Associate Professor,
Occupational Therapy.
PhD, University of Michigan
SchIacheck, Carol (1994), Assistant Professor, English
Language and Literature
MA
Schatz, Kenneth (1990), Assistant Professor, Special
Education.
MA, Eastern Michigan University
Schaub, Raymond E. (1969), Director, World College;
Professor, Foreign Languages and Bilingual Studies.
PhD, Rice University
Scheffer, Barbara K. (1976), Assistant Professor. Nursing
Education.
MS, University of Michigan
Scherer, Lester B. (1969), Professor, History and
Philosophy.
PhD, Northwestern University
Schmitt, Donna M. (1975), Associate Dean, College of
Education; Professor, Leadership and Counseling.
EdD, Western Michigan University
Schmitz, Philip C. (1993), Assistant Professor, History and
Philosophy.
PhD, University of Michigan
Schubbe, Spencer (1973), Supervisor, ISC Microcomputer
Lab, Learning Resources and Technologies.
Schullery, Stephen E. (1970), Professor, Chemistry.
PhD, Cornell University
Sc.hWlter. Elizabeth (1990), Assistant Professor. Social
Work.
MA, University of Michigan
Schwartz, Ellen C. (1977), Professor, Art.
PhD. Institute of Fine Arts. New York
Schwarze, Richard (970), University Photographer.
Public Information and Publications ..
Scott, Sheila K. (1988), Senior Adviser, Special
Popwations, Academic Advising Center.
MA, TexasA&M University
Scott, Ronald M. (1959), Professor, Chemistry.
PhD, University of Illinois
Scott, Joanna V. (1990), Professor, Political Science.
PhD, University of Strathclyde, Glasgow, Scotland
Seely, T. Daniel (1988). Associate Professor. English
Language and Literature.
PhD, University ofMassachusett8-Amherst
Seibert. Theresa Heck (1992), Assistant Professor,
Communication and Theatre Arts.
MFA, University of Wisconsin
Semmes, Clovis E. (1988), Professor,African American
Studies.
PhD, Northwestern University
Senko. John A. (1985), Coordinator of Management
Information Systems, University Planning, Budgeting,
and Analysis.
BA, Oakland University
Senteney, David 1... (1989), Assistant Professor,
Department of Accounting.
PhD, University ofl1linois at Urbana·Champaign
Senteney, Laurie (1984), Senior User Consultant,
Learning Resources and 'Thchnoiogies.
MA, Eastern Michigan University
Shapiro, Douglas Y. (1992), Department Head , Professor,
BioJogy.
:MD, Case Western Reserve; PhD, Cambridge
University
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Sharifi, Mohsen (1981), Department Head, Professor,
Department of Accounting.
PhD, Louisiana State University
Sharma, Natthi L. (1986), Associate Professor, Physics and
Astronomy.
PhD, Ohio State University
Sharp, David W. (1962), Professor, Art.
MFA, University ofIowa
Sheard, John E. (1963), Professor, Health, Physical
Education, Recreation, and Dance.
PED, Indiana University
Sheard, Joan (1988), Assistant Professor, Health, Physical
Education, Recreation, and Dance.
MS, Indiana University
Sheerin, James (1991), Associate Professor, Physics and
Astronomy.
PhD, University of Michigan
Shelton, William (1988), President, .
EdD, University of Mississippi
Shen, Weidian (1991), Associate Professor. Physics and
Astronomy.
PhD, Wayne State University
Shichtman, Martin B. (l984), Professor, English
Language and Literature.
PhD, University ofIowa
Shiskowsk:i, Kenneth M. (1983), Professor, Mathematics.
PhD, Lehigh University
Shiue, Tony F. (1990), Associate Professor, Industrial
Technology.
PhD, Iowa Slate University
Shuter, William F. (1968), Professor, English Language
and Literature.
PhD, University of Wisconsin
Sidlow, Edward (1995), Department Head, Professor,
Political Science.
PhD, Ohio State University
Silverman, Deborah W. (1979), Assistant Professor,
Human, Environmental, and Consumer Resources.
MS, University of Cincinnati
Simone, P. George (1977), Associate Professor, Biology.
PhD, University of New Mexico
Simpkins, Karen (1974), Associate Director, Career
Services Center.
JD, University ofThledo
Sinclair, Karen P. (1974), Professor, Sociology,
Anthropology, and Criminology.
PhD, Brown University
Skore, Marvin L. (1968), Associate Professor, Special
Education.
PhD, Wayne State University
Skuraki, Virginia (1980), Professor, Nursing Education.
PhD, University of Michigan
Smart, William (1966), Director, Physical Plant.
MA, Eastern Michigan University
Smith. Karen M. (1987), Aasociate Professor,
Communication and Theatre Arts.
MFA. Eastern Michigan University
Smith. Lawrence R. (1970), Professor, English Language
and Literature.
PhD, University of California·Berkeley
Smith, John R. (1969), Assistant Professor, Music.
MA, Eastern Michigan University
Smith. Margaret J. (1981), Assistant Professor, Special
Education.
PhD, Michigan State University
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Smith, Eugene (1983), Executive Director, Athletics.
BA, University of Notre Dame
Smith, Clark A. (1983), News and Public Affairs Manager,
WEMU.
BS, E88tern Michigan University
Smith, Laurence N. (1975), Vice President, University
Marketing and Student Affairs.
MA, State University of New York at Buffalo
Snyder, Donald M. (1993), Assistant Professor, Chemistry.
PhD, Purdue University
Snyir, Andrew (1984), Associate Professor, Department of
Accounting.
PhD, Purdue University
Sobell, Diane M. (1983), Clincol Administrator, Health
Services.
BSN, Madonna College
Sokkar, Fathi F. (1971), Professor, Production/Operations
Management.
PhD, University of Illinois
Sonstein, Stephen (1984), Department Head, Professor,
Associated Health Professions.
PhD, Hahnemann Medical College
Soyster, Thomas G. (1982), Associate Professor, Industrial
Technology.
EdD, Temple University
Speelman, Pamela K. (1990), Associate Professor,
Industrial Technology.
MAlE, MSIT, Eastern Michigan University
Spurlock, Dorothy (1993), Research Associate, Office of
Research Development.
MA, Western Michigan University
Staal, Arie (1968), Professor, English Language and
Literature.
PhD, University of Michigan
Stacey, Kathleen (1992), Assistant Professor,
Communication and Theatre Arts.
MA, Eastern Michigan University
Stanforth, Nancy (1993), Assistant Professor, Human,
Environmental, and Consumer Resources.
PhD, Ohio State University
Stanger, Keith J. (1974), Assistant Professor, Learning
Resources and Technologies.
MlS, University oflllinois
Starko, Alane J. (1986), Associate Professor, Teacher
Education.
PhD, University of Connecticut
Stavros, Demo A. (1984), Professor, Interdisciplinary
Technology.
PhD, TexasA&M University
Steimel, Brian F. (1986), Supervisor, Materials Access,
Learning Resources and Technologies.
BA, Eastern Michigan University
Stein, James J. (1990), Instructor, Industrial Technology.
MSED, State University of New York-Buffalo
Stevens, Suzanne J. (1970), Professor, Biology.
PhD, University of Michigan
Stevena, Kenneth W. (1972), Professor, Communication
and Theatre Arts.
MA, University of Cincinnati
Stickel, Sue A. (1991), Assistant Professor, Leadership and
Counseling.
PhD, University of Wyoming
Strand·Evans, Katherine E. (1973), Professor,
Communication and Theatre Arts.
MFA, Ohio University
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Streeter, James L. (974), Manager, Sports Information,
Athletics.
as, Eastern Michigan University
Stone, Julie (1994), Assistant Professor, Music.
DMA. University ofMaryland-CoUege Park
Sturgis-Hill, Judy A. (1992), Instructor, Communication
and Theatre Arts.
MA, Eastern Michigan University
Sullivan, John M. (1958), Professor, Chemistry.
PhD, University of Michigan
Sutton, Robert E. (1992), Assistant Professor, Geography
and Geology.
MA, Western Michigan University
Szabo, Edward J. (968), Professor, Music.
EdD, Columbia University

T
Tabuse, Motoko (1992), Assistant ProCessor, Foreign
Languages and Bilingual Studies.
PhD, Ohio State Univenity
Tack. Martha W. (1990),Associate Dean, College of
Education, Professor, Leadership a nd Counseling.
PhD, Univenity of Alabama
Tammany, Rosina (1988), Assistant Professor, Learning
Resources and Technologies.
AMLS, University of Michigan
Tammany, David D. (1966), Professor,Art.
MFA, Tulane University
Tanner, Sandra (1974), Administrative Assistant, Center
fOr Quality..
Tatum, Judy B. (1978), Director, Financial Aid.
BS, Appalachian Slate University
Tayeh. Carla (1989), Associate Professor, Mathematics.
PhD, Southern Illinois University
Teal, Mary D. (1968), Professor, Music.
PhD, University of Michigan
Teehan, Robert E. (1984), Coordinator, Veterans Affairs.
BA, Eastern Michigan University
Tehranipour, Aby (1990), Professor, Computer Science.
PhD. University of Nebraska
Terry, Janice J_ (1968), Professor, History and Philosophy.
PhD, University of Landon
Te88ema, Asrat (1985). Department Head, Professor,
Finance and Computer Information Systems.
PhD, University of Iowa
Tew, Michael (1989), Assistant Professor, Communication
and Theatre Arts.
MA. Eastern Michigan Univenity
Tbalhofer, Nancy N. (1969),Assistant Professor. Sociology,
Anthropology, and Criminology.
PhD, University of Michigan
Thayer, Louis C. (1969), Professor, Leadenhip and
Counseling_
EdD, University of Illinois
Thompson, Thomas Bradley (1988), Supervisor, Copy
Services, Learning Resources and Technologies.
BS, West California Coast University
Thomsen, J. Marshall (1986). Associate Professor, Physics
and Astronomy.
PhD, Michigan State Univenity
Thornton, James (1991), Associate Professor, Economics.
PhD, University of Oregon
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Tillman, Tracy S. (1990), Assistant Professor, Industrial

Technology.
PhD, Purdue University
Timko, Arthur (1970), Director. WEMU.
MA, Eastern Michigan Univer sity
Tinney, Kathleen D. (1968), Assistant Vice President,
Univenity Relations Division.
MA, Univenity of Michigan
Todd, James T. (1990), Associate Professor, Psycbology.
PhD, Univenity of Kansas
Tomkins, Colleen (1976), Manager, Customer Service
Operations, Housing and Food Service.
MA, Eastern Michigan University
Tornquist, Wade J. (1986), Associate Professor, Chemistry.
PhD, University of Minnesota
Torres, Roberto (199 1), Assistant Professor, Health
Administration.
PhD, University ofMichigaD
Tracy, Jaciynn R. (1992), Assistant Professor, Leadership
and Counseling.
PhD, Michigan State University
Trochet, P. Daniel (1968), Department Head. Professor,
Physics and Astronomy.
PhD, University of Michigan
Truzzi. Marcello (1974), Professor. Sociology,
Anthropology, and Criminology.
PhD, Cornell University
Tubbs, Stewart 1.. (1986), Dean, College of Business;
Professor, Management.
PhD, Univenity of Kansas
Tucker, William (1993), Assistant Professor, English
Language and Literature.
MAT, Harvard University
Tucker, Walter W. (1979), Professor, Industrial Technology.
PhD, University of Michigan
1\unmala, V.M. Rao (1981), Professor, Production!
Operations Management.
PhD, Michigan State Univenity
'l\.tscany, William (1986), Assistant Athletic Trainer,
Athletics.
MS, Eastern Michigan University
Tyler, Norman R. (1990), Associate Professor, Geograpby
and Geology.
DArch, University of Michigan

u
Ueberroth, Karen (1993), Laboratory Coordinator,
Computer Science.
ALA. Oakland Community College
Ull.m.an, Nelly S. (1963), Professor, Mathematics.
PhD, University of Michigan
Upsbur, Jiu Hwa (1971), Professor, History a od
Philosophy.
PhD, Univenity of Michigan

v
Van Haren, John E. (1960), Professor, Art.
MA, Univenity of Wisconsin
Van Pelt, Cynthia (1976), Financial Aid Adviser, FinanciaJ
Aid.
BS, Eastern Michigan Univer sity
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Van Voorhees, Florence E. (1979), Associate Professor,
Special Education .
PhD, University of Michigan
Vanden Bosch, James L. (1987), Associate Professor,
Biology.
PhD, University of Michigan
Vengroff, Linda P. (1990), Associate Director, University
Health Services ..
MPA, Thxas Tech University
Venis, Ronald M. (1966), Assistant Professor, Health ,
Physical Education, Recreation, and Dance; Athletic
Trainer, Athletics.
MS, Indiana University
Vick, James (1973), Assistant Vice President, University
Marketing and Student Affairs.
MA, Eastern Michigan University
Victor, David A. (1985), Associate Professor, Management.
PhD, University of Michigan
Victor, Gary M. (1974), Professor, Law.
JD, University of Toledo
Vidas, Jerry (1982), Pharmacy Supervisor, Health
Services.
MS, University of Iowa
Villegas, Jeue (1988), Coordin ator, Media Services Center,
Learning Resources and Technologies.
Vmyard, Jo Ellen (1986), Professor, History and
Philosophy.
PhD, University of Michigan
Vites, Jose (1991), Assistant Professor, Chemistry.
PhD, University of Notre Dame
Voght, Geoffrey M. (1971), Associate Director, World
College; Professor, Foreign Languages and Bilingual
Studies.
PhD, University of Michigan
Vogt, Michael G. (1978), Professor, Economics.
PhD, University of Wi soonsin
Voh, Paul A. (1969), Professor, Biology.
PhD, Michigan State University
von Kluge, Silvia (1990), Associate Professor, Psychology.
PhD, Michigan State University
Vosteen, Thomas R. (1991), Associate Professor, Foreign
Languages and Bilingual Studies.
PhD, University of Iowa

w
Waftle. Elizabeth L (1968), Associate Professor, Biology.
PhD, Iowa State University
Wagner, Fra ya W. (1982), Professor, Management.
DBA, Memphis State University
Wagner, Robin (199 1), Budget Analyst III, University
Planning, Budgeting, and Analysis.
BA, Sienna Heights College
Wahi, Kishor N. (1967), Professor, Teacher Education.
PhD, University of Michigan
Waidley, John W. (1968), Professor, Leadership a nd
Counseling.
EdD, New York University
Walker, Glenn K. (1976), Professor, Biology.
PhD, University of Maryland
Walker, Karen (1992), Assistant Director, University
Honors Program.
MA, Eastern Michigan University
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Walter, James R. (1964), Assistant Professor,
Mathematics.
PhD, Wayne State University
Waltman, John L (1985), Professor, Management.
PhD, University of Texas
Waltz, James C. (968), Acting Associate Dean, College of
Arts and Sciences; Professor, History a nd Philosophy.
PhD, Michigan State University
Ward, Robert M. (1969), Professor, Geography and
Geology.
PhD, University of Michigan
Warren. Reino V. (1992), Assistant Professor, Production!
Operations Management.
PhD, Illinois Institute of Technology
Warren, Bette (1984), Professor, Mathematics.
PhD, Indian a University
Warren, Bruce L. (1969), Professor, Sociology,
Anthropology, and Criminology.
PhD, University of Michigan
WlUlhington, Richard E. (1970), Associate Professor, Art.
MA, Eastern Michigan University
WlUlik, Caludia B. (1965), Associate Professor, Health,
Physical Educstion, Recreation, and Dance.
MS, Eastern Michigan University
Wasserman, Ira M. (1969), Professor, Sociology,
Anthropology, and Criminology.
PhD, University of Michigan
Watson, Mary Ann (1990), Professor, Communication a nd
Theatre Arts.
PhD, The University of Michigan
Watts, Leroy W. (1969), Associate to the Provost for
Faculty Recruitment, Associate Professor, Social Work.
MSW, University ofIowa
Webb, Paul Dean (1983), Coordinator, Foreign Student
Services.
MT, North Park Theologicsl Seminary
Weber, Patricia (198 1), Director, Center for
Entrepreneurship; Associate Professor, Marketing.
DBA, Indiana University
Wedenoja, Marilyn (1992), Assistant Professor, Social
Work.
MSW, University of Michigan
Weeks. John A. (1968), Professor, Industrial Technology.
PhD, University of Michigan
Weeks, C. Wayne (1978), Associate Professor, Real Estate.
DBA, Kent Stste University
Weinstein, Jay (1986), Professor, Sociology, Anthropology,
a nd Criminology.
PhD, University of Illinois-Urbana
Weiser, Jerome A. (1967), Professor, Teacher Education.
EdD, Wayne State University
Welber, Joel S . (1984), Assistant Professor, Law.
JD, Wayne State Un iversity
Welch, Bethann (1974), Senior User Consultant, Learning
Resources and Technologies.
Westman. Alida S. (1972), Professor, Psychology.
PhD, Cornell University
Westrum, Ronald M. (1972). Professor. Sociology,
Anthropology, a nd Criminology.
PhD, University of Chicago
Weymouth-Payne, Ariel (1982), Assistant Professor,
Heslth, Physical Education, Recreation, and Dance.
MFA, University of North Carolina
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White. Patrick T. (1967). Professor, English Language and
Literature.
PhD, University of Michigan
White, Bette C. (1970), Dean of Students.
PhD, Michigan State University
White. Darce Ue D . (1995), Assistant Professor, Business
and Teclmology Education
JD

Wilce, Steven (1982), Head Coach, Women's Gymnastics.
Athletics.
BS, Eastern Kentucky University
Wiley, Jacqueline ( 1978), Benefit Programs Analyst,
Human Resources.
MA, Eastern Michigan University
Williams, Patricia L . (1979), Associate Director, Academic
Advising Center.
MA. Eastern Michigan University
Williams. P a tricia J. (1979), Professor, Art.
MFA, Indiana University
Williams. Roger L. ( 1968). Professor, Health, Physical
Education. Recreation. aod Dance.
EdD. University of Missouri
Williams. Regina (1990), Department Head. Professor,
Nursing Education.
PhD, University of Michigan
Williams, Sandra (1985), Associate Executive Director.
Auxiliary Enterprises.
MBA, Wayne State University
Willia.nuwn, J erry R. (1967), Associate Professor,
Chemistry.
PhD. University ofIowa
Williston, Judith C. (1971), Professor, Teacher Education.
PhD, University of Michigan
Wilson, Herbert H. (1966), Professor, Business and
Technology Education.
MA, West Virginia University
Wilson, Lorraine (1988), Associate Professor, NurSing
Education.
PhD. Wayne State University
Winder, Diane (1988), Associate Professor, Music.
MM. Converse College
Wingo, Ros~tta F. (1968). Professor, Business a nd
Technology Education.
PhD. Michigan State University
Winning, Robert S. ( 1995), Assistant Professor, Biology.
PhD, University of Waterloo. Ontario
Winteraon, Sherry (1979), Coordinator, Registration.
BBA, Eastern Michigan University
Wisniewski, Lech (1991), Assistant Professor, Special
Education.
PhD, University of Missouri
Witten, Charles X. (1969), Professor, Health, Physical
Education, Recreation, and Dance.
PhD, Ohio State University
Witten, Winifred (1979), Professor, Health, Physical
Education, Recreation, and Dance.
MS, Eastern Michigan University
Wolke, David O. (1990), Associate Professor, Music.
PhD. Ohio State University
Wojcik.Andrews, Ian ( 1990), Associate Professor, English
Language aud Literature.
PhD, University of Connecticut-Storrs
Woodland, Linda M. (l982), Associate Professor,
Department of Accounting.
PhD, Purdue University
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Woodland, Bill M. (1981 ), Professor, Economics.
PhD, Purdue University
Woods, Ronald C (1978), Department Head, Professor,
African American Studies.
JD,lJniversity of Michigan
Wooley, Jon K. (1967), Professor. Physics and Aatronomy.
PhD. University of Michigan
Work, Stewart D. (1964), Professor, Chemistry.
PhD, Duke University
Wu, Nesa L.J. (1974), Professor, Production/Operations
Management.
PhD. Purdue University
Wylo, Bonnie L. (1988). Associa te Professor, Physics and
Astronomy.
EdD, University of Michigan

y
Yager, Jay R. (1968). Professor. Art.
MFA, University ofWiscolUlin
Yamauchi, Masanobu (1965), Professor, Chemistry.
PhD, University of Michigan
Yeakle, Myrna A (1965). Professor, Health, Physical
Education, Recreation. and Dance.
PhD, Ohio State University
Yee, Sandra G. (1982), Library Department Head,
Professor, Learning Resources and Technologies.
EdD, University of Michigan
Yicbun, Xie (1994), Assistant Professor, Biology.
PhD, SUNY at Buffalo
Yorke, Mary F. (1982), Assistant Professor, Mathematics.
MS, Kansas State University
Yost, Mary Ida (1968), Professor, Music.
DMA, University of Michigan
Voung, Kenne th C. (1974), Associate Professor,
Department of Accounting.
PhD, Purdue University
Youssef, Zakhour I. (1965). Professor, Psychology.
PhD. Wayne State University

z
Zabawa, Paul L. (1966), Associate Registrar, Academic
Records and Certification.
SpA, Eastern Michigan University
Zahratka, Michael C. (1966), Professor, Art.
MFA. Syracuse University
Zeiger. Michael (1979), Assistant Professor, Computer
Science.
PhD, University of Michigan
Ziefe n, Marjorie (1980. Professor, Social Work.
MSW, Columbia University
Zimmer, Patricia M. (1980), Associate Professor,
Communication and Theatre Arts.
MFA, Florida State University
Zirko Willard D. (1981), Professor, Music.
DMA. University of Michigan
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EMERITUS FACULTY
A
Abramson, Armand R., BM, MM (1967·95) Professor
Emeritus, Music
Albritton, Thelma, BA, MA, MEd (1961·84)ABsociate
Professor Emeritus, Special Education
Anderson, Charles T., AB, PhD (1955·86) Professor
Emeritus, Chemistry
Anderson, Frederick, BA, MA, PhD (197()'88) Professor
Emeritus, History and Philosophy
Anderson, Normajean I ., AM. BS, BCS (l948·79)
Associate Professor Emeritus, Administrative Services
and Business Education
Anderson, Robert L, BA, MA, PhD (1957·85) Professor
Emeritus, Psychology
Angeloeci, Angelo A., BS, MA, PhD (1965·88) Professor
Emeritus, Special Education.
Ashton. Charles R., AB, MBA (1964-80) Associate
Professor Emeritus, Marketing

B
Barnes, Geraldine K. BA, MA (1964·94) Associate
Professor Emeritus, Health, Physical Education,
Recreation and Dance
Barnes, James M., BS, MS, PhD (1958·88) Professor
Emeritus, Physics and Astronomy
Belcber. Robert 0., BA, MS, PhD (1946-80) Professor
Emeritus, Biology
Bell, Margaret E., BS, MS (1968·85)ABsistant Professor
Emeritus, Health, Physical Education, Recreation and
Dance
Bell, Mary I., BS, MA (1949-83) Associate Professor
Emeritus, Health, Physical Education, Recreation and

Dan",
Belt, Gordon A. , BS, MA, EdD (1968·92) Associate
Professor Emeritus, Teacher Education
Bensen, Alice R., AB, MA, PhD (1947·76) Professor
Emeritus, English Language and Literature
Berry, Leona P., AB, MS, MALS (l957·81)Associate
Professor Emeritus, Center of Educationsl Resources
Bidwell. Jean S., AB, MA, PhD (1962·89) Professor
Emeritus, Foreign Languages snd Bilingual Studies
Bilsky, Manuel, HA, MA, PhD (1960·80) Professor
Emeritus, History and Philosophy
Birleson, Clifford, BA, MA (1951-80) Associate Professor
Emeritus, Curriculum and Instruction
Bishop, Nadean, BA, MA, PhD (1968·92) Professor
Emeritus, English Language and Literature
Borusch, Barbara, BS, AM, PhD (1950·79) Professor
Emeritus, Curriculum and Instruction
Boyd, Janet Scott, BSN, MA, PhD (1976-88) Professor
Emeritus, Department Head, Nursing Education
Breedlove, Charles B., BS, MS, EdD (1964·77) Proressor
Emeritus, Physics and Aatronomy
Brower, George, BS, MA, PhD (1954-83) Professor
Emeritus, Educational Leadership
Brown, Donald F., BA, MS, PhD (1956.83) Professor
Emeritus, Biology
Brown, Leland, AB, MA, PhD (1964·83) Professor
Emeritus, Management
Brownrigg, William J., BS, AM (1932·64) Director
Emeritus, Academic Advising
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Briggs, W. Donald, BA. MA, PhD (1964-95) Professor
Emeritus, History and Philosophy
Bryan, William C., BS, MBA (1954·74) Associate Professor
Emeritus, Accounting and Finance
Brylowsld, Walter M., BA, MA, PhD (1955·89) Professor
Emeritus, English Language and Literature
Bush. Russell L, SA, MPE (1957·93)Assistant Professor
Emeritus, Health, Physical Education, Recreation and
Dance
Bushey, J. Thomas, PhD, MA, EdD (1969·94) Associate
Professor Emeritus, Teacher Education

c
Cabrera. Haydee M., BS, MPH, AMLS (1966-88) Assistant
Professor Emeritus, Center for Educational Resources
Calkins, Kingsley, BS, MA(1950·79) Professor Emeritus,
Department Head, Art
Canter, Francis M., BA, PhD, MPH (1967·88) Professor
Emeritus, Psychology
Caputo, George E., BS, MEd (1965·85) Assistant Professor
Emeritus, Special Education
Carpenter, Arthur L., BS, MA (1964·90) Assistant
Professor Emeritus, Te scher Education
Carter, Giles F., BS, PhD (1967·90) Professor Emeritus,
Chemistry
Caswell, Herbert H .• Jr., SB, MA, PhD (1955·88)
Professor Emeritus, Biology
Cavanaugh, Patric L., BA, MS, PhD (1968·94) Professor
Emeritus, Health, Physical Education, Recreation and
Dance
Chamberlain, Marjorie, BS, MA (1967·94)Assistant
Professor Emeritus, Special Education
Cione, Jean, BS, MS (1963·92) Associate Professor
Emeritus, Health, Physical Education, Recreation and
Dance
Collins, W. Oscar,BS, MEd, EdD (1957.79) Professor
Emeritus, Accounting and Finance
Compere, Edward L., Jr., BS, MS, PhD (1964·92)
Professor Emeritus, Chemistry
Cooper, Vll'ginia A., BA, MA (1946·75) Associate Professor
Emeritus, English Language and Literature

D
Daly, Francis, BS, MA, EdD (1964-87) Professor Emeritus,
Leadership and Counseling
Dart, Jane M., BFA, M.A (1942·78) Associate Professor
Emeritus, Art
Decker, Bernard, BS, MS (1971-95) Professor Emeritus,
English Language and Literature
DeDas, Marie, S., MEd, PhD (1969·91) Professor Emeritus,
Teacher Education
Disbrow, Donald W., AB, PhD (1956·79) Professor
Emeritus, History and Philosophy
Dombos, Sanford J., BA, MA (1963·86) Assistant
Professor Emeritus, Health, Physical Education,
Recreation and Dance
Drake. Raymond, DS, MBA (1965·82) Associate Professor
Emeritus, Marketing
Duncan, Charles H., EdD, PhD (1965·84) Professor
Emeritus, Business and Industrial Education
Duvall, EIven E., BA, MA, EdD (1968·79) Professor
Emeritus. Educational Leadership
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E
Early, Madeline, BA, MA, PhD (1956.75) Professor
Emeritus, Mathematlcs
Einstadter, Werner J.,AB, MCrim, DCrim (1967·92)
Professor Emeritus, Sociology, Anthropology, and
Criminology
Erickson, Walfred E., BEd, BS, MA, PhD (1952· 70)
Professor Emeritus, Head, Library

F
Fauman, S. Joseph, BA, MA, PhD (1958·86) Professor
Emeritus, Sociology
Fennel. William E., BA, MA, PhD (1970·93) Professor
Emeritus, Biology
Fenwick. Ruth G., 8SM, MA(1952·74) Associate Professor
Emeritus, Music
Fenz. Emanuel G., BA, MA, PhD (1969·91) Professor
Emeritus, History and Philosophy
Fielder,Anita L., BEd, MS, SpEd (1955·80) Professor
Emeritus, Home Economics
Fisher, Robert J., AB, MA, EdD (1955-89) Professor
Emeritus, Teacher Education
Fitch, William D., BS, MS. PhD (1944·76) Professor
Emeritus, Music
Foster, Milton P., AS, MA, PhD (1947·86) Professor
Emeritus, English Language and Literature
Found, ft. Elaine, BA, MS. PhD (1971·89) Associate
Professor Emeritus, Human, Environmental, and
Consumer Resources
French, Sophie L., AB, MA (1948·76) Assistant Professor
Emeritus, Special Education
Fulton, C. Wayne, AB, MA, PhD (1956-88) Professor
Emeritus, Special Education

G
Galetti, Jeannine M., BS. MA (1952-85) Associate
Professor Emeritus. Health, Physical Education,
Recreation and Dance
Garfield, Juanita, AB, MA, EdD (1968·85) Profes!«lr
Emeritus. Teacher Education
Gaaton, Hugh P., AB, MS (1963-81) Assistant Professor
Emeritus, Guidance and Counseling
Geffen, Lawrence, BEd, MA, PhD (1968·93) Associate
Professor Emeritus, Special Education
Gesler, Ralpb A., BS, MA(l952·74) Associate Director
Emeritus, Field Services
Gessert, Walter L., 8S, MS, PhD (1961·86) Professor
Emeritus, Physics and Astronomy
Gex, R. Stanley, BS, MA, EdD (1954-77) Dean Emeritus.
College of Education; Professor Emeritus, Teacher
Education
Gibbons, James ft., BS, MS, PhD (1967·88) Associate
Professor Emeritus, Economics
Gilden, Ralph F., BS, MA(1942·82) Dean Emeritus,
Student Activities and Admissions; Associate Professor
Emeritus, Industrial Education
Godfrey, Elaine, BS, MA (1962·83) Associate Professor
Emeritus, Art
Goings, Edmond W., AB, MS (1946·76) Professor
Emeritus, Mathematics, Instructional Computer
Service
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Goldsmith, William E., BA, MA, EdD (1962·8S) Assistant
Professor Emeritus. Teacher Education
Goosey, Bob L., BS, MA, PhD (1959·93) Associate
Professor Emeritus, Mathematics
Green, Edward, AB, AM, PhD (1963·86) Professor
Emeritus, Sociology
Green, Mary A., BA, MA, PhD (1961·92) Professor
Emeritus, Health, Physical Education, Recreation and
Dance and Associate Dean, College of Education
Green, Phyllis Young, BA. MA (1972.92) Assistant
Professor Emeritus, Human. Environmental and
Consumer Resources
Grinstead, 1.. Kenneth. BA, MA, PhD, (1964·90) Professor
Emeritus, Leadership and Counseling

H
Haddan, Eugene E., SA, MA, EdD (1965·88) Professor
Emeritus, Teacher Education
Hansen, B. Joy, SS, MS (1972·92) Assistant Professor
Emeritus, Human, Environmental and Consumer
Resources
Harris. Arthur Jack, MA. PhD (1967·94) Professor
Emeritus, English Language and Literature
Haun, F. Eugene, SA, MA, PhD (1966·88) Professor
Emeritus, English Language and Literature
Hause, James B., BM, MM, EdD (1971·94) Professor
Emeritus, Department Head, Music
Hebert, Catherine A., AB, MA, PhD (1947·83) Professor
Emeritus, English Language and Literature
Hefley, J. Theodore, SS, MA, PhD (1956·88) Professor
Emeritus, History and Philosophy
Helbig, Alethea K., BA, MA (1966·93) Professor Emeritus
'
English language and Literature
Hester, Kathleen B., BS. MA, PhD, LittD CHon) (1945·70)
Professor Emeritus, Education
Hill, Helen, SA, MA (1963·83) Professor Emeritus, English
Language and Literature
Hill, Rodney L.. BME, MM, DM (1969.94) Professor
Emeritus, Music
Hislop, Robert I .• LLB, LLM, PhD (1970·81) Professor
Emeritu8, Marketing and Law
Hoitash, Charles F., BS, MBA. PhD, (1973·91) Professor
Emeritu8, Management
Howe, George M., BS, MA, PhD (1968-87) Professor
Emeritus, Geography and Geology

I
Irwin, Martha E., SA, MA, PhD (1961·91) Professor
Emeritus, Teacher Education

J
Jackson, Donald E., BA, MA, PhD (1967·89) Professor
Emeritus, Psychology
Jacobson, Elaine R., BM, MM (1968·89) Professor
Emeritus, Music
Jnhnson,' Fred T., AB, PhD (1967·84) Professor Emeritus,
PhYSICS and Astronomy
Jones, Edgar L.. Jr•. SS, MA (1957·92) Assistant Professor
Emeritus, English Language and Literature
Jones, Hebert, BS, MA, EdD (1964·86)Associate Professor
Emeritus, Teacher Education
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Jones, Vernon H., BEd, MA(1952·78)Associate Professor
Emeritus, Pre--Student Teaching
Jordan, Hoover H., BA, MA. PhD. EdD (Hon) (1939·76)
Professor Emeritus, English Language and Literature

K
Kallenbach, Jessamine, SA, MA, MALS (1962·83)
Professor Emeritus, Center for Educational Resources
Kilanski, Doris M•• SA, MA. SpA. PhD (1970·82) Associate
Professor Emeritus, Educational Leadership
.
Klaus, Meredith, MA, PhD (1966-94) Professor Emeritus.
English Language and Literature
Kloosterman, Winton A., SA, MA, EdD (1962-83)
Professor Emeritus. Educational Lesdership
Kornbluth, Martin L., AB, AM, PhD (1966·92) Professor
Emeritua, English Language and Literature
Koste, Virginia Glasgow, BA, MA(1962·86) Professor
Emeritus, Communication and Theatre Aria
Kraushaar, Donald C., BS, MBA, MD, MS (1982-87)
Assistant Professor Emeritus, Associated Health
Professions
Krebs, Robert E •• SS, MA, EdD (1968-86) Professor
Emeritus, Teacher Education
Krieger, Mary, MS, MA, PhD (1964-95) Professor
Emeritus, Human, Environmental and Consumer
Resources
Kureth, Elwood J.e., SA, AM, PhD (1968-92) Professor
Emeritus and Department Head, Geography and
Geology

L
LaBounty, Raymond A., BS, MA, EdS (1945·81) Professor
Emeritus, Industrial Education; Vice President
Emeritus, Administration
Lamltin t Ervin G., SS, MS (1946·69) Associate Professor
Emeritus, Chemistry
Laney, Maurice L. t SA, MM, PhD (1968-90), Professor
Emeritus, Music
Lansing, Marjorie J ., SA, MA, PhD (1968-86) Professor
Emeritus, Political Science
Larsen, Delmar, BA, MA, PhD (1964-84) Professor
Emeritus, Business and Industrial Education
Lawniczak, Donald, BA, MS, PhD (1967-95) Professor
Emeritus, English Language and Literature
Laws, Duane, BA, MA, EdD (1967-95) Professor Emeritus,
Human, Environmental and Consumer Resources
Leinbach, Richard B, SS, MEd, EdD (1972-92) Associate
Professor Emeritus, Human, Environmental and
Consumer Resources
Linn, George, SA. MA, PhD (1955-86) Director Emeritus,
Academic Records and Certification
Lowe, E~Uy Boyd, AB (1961-91) Professor Emeritus,
MUSIC

M
MacDonald. Alister, BA, MA (1948-78) Associate Professor
Emeritus, Curriculum and Instruction
MacDonald., Mary Lee, AB, MA, PhD (1965-88) Assistant
Professor Emeritus, English Language and Literature
Madgett, Naomi Long , SA. MA (1958-83) Professor
Emeritus, English Language and Literature
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

Magoon, Donald W., BS, ME, MS, MBA (1965·80)
Associate Professor Emeritus, Management
Marshall, Albert P., AB, SLS, MA (1969·80) Profesaor
Emeritus, Center of Educational Resources
Marshall, Everett L., BEd, MA, PhD, LHD (Hon) (193879) Professor Emeritus, Education; Dean Emeritus
Academic Records and Certification
'
Maxfield., Grace K., AB, BSLS (1958-78) Associate
Professor Emeritus, Center of Educational Resources
May, George S., AB, AM, PhD (1966-86) Professor
Emeritus, History and Philosophy
McDaniel, Thelma, BFA, MA(1964-86) Professor
Emeritus, Communication and Theatre Arts
McElya, Mitchel Roberts, SS, MFA (1967.92) Professor
Emeritus, Communication and Theatre Arts
McGee, Charles (1969-87) Associate Professor Emeritus
Art

'

McHugh, Frank, AB, MA (1958-85) Professor Emeritus
'
English Language and Literature
McKee, Judy, SA, MA, EdD (1971-94) Professor Emeritus
Teacher Education
'
McWilliams, Robert 0., AB, MPA, PhD (1956-86)
Professor Emeritus, Political Science
Meis, Ruby L, BS, MA, EdD (1963-93) Professor Emeritus
Human, Environmental and Consumer Resources
'
Meisels, Murray, SA, PhD (1965·92) Professor Emeritus,
Psychology
Mend. Elizabeth A., BA, MA, PhD (1964-86) Professor
Emeritus, Health, Physical Education, Recreation and
Dance
Milske, Paul W., SS, MA, PhD (1967-94) Associate
Professor Emeritus, Biology
Minzey, Jack D., SA, MA, EdD, (1968-91) Professor
Emeritus and Department Head, Leadership snd
Counseling
Moffett, Valerie T., BS, MA (1961-88) Associate Professor
Emeritus, Health, Physical Education, Recreation and
Dance
Monahan, Thomas, SA. MA, EdD (1953·83) Professor
Emeritus, Teacher Education
Moore. Noel Sam, SA, MA, EdD (1965-84) Associate
Professor Emeritus. Teacher Education
Morgan, Willie B., SA, MA (1967-92) Professor Emeritus,
Communication and Theatre Arts
Muller, Brigitte D., BA, MA, PhD (1965-89) Professor
Emeritus. Foreign Languages and Bilingual Studies
Myers, Allen, BM, MM, MA, PhD (1958-77) Dean
Emeritus, College of Education; Professor Emeritus,
Special Education

N
Nau, Paul A., BS, MEd, PhD (1967-90) Professor Emeritus,
Leadership and Counseling
Nelson, Bruce K., BA, MA, PhD (1954-81) Professor
Emeritus, Educational Leadership; Vice President
Emeritus. Instruction
Niesen, Norman J., BS, MA, EdD (1977-87) Professor
Emeritus and Department Head, Special Education

o
Ogden, Lawrence, SS, MS, SS, DBc (1963-89) Professor
Emeritus, Geography snd Geology
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Oltmanna, Ricbard G., BS, MA. MS (1956·86) Associate
Professor Emeritus, Center of Educational Resources
Osborn, CarroUA., BA, BS, MA (1955·81) Professor
Emeritus, Industrial Education

p
PaDelford, Harold E., BS, MA. PhD (1970·91) Professor
Emeritus, Business and lndustrial Education
Parris, Arthur, BS, MA, PhD (1970-88) Professor
Emeritus, Music
Parsons, Karl A, AB, MS (1950.77) Professor Emeritus,
Physics and Astronomy
Perkim, Agnes A., BA, MA (1965-86) Professor Emeritus,
English Language and Literature
Pillsbury, Paul W., AB, MA, MA, PhD (1961-87) Professor
Emeritus, English Language and Literature
Porretta. Louis, BA, MEd, EdD (1959·83) Professor
Emeritus, Thacher Education
Pyle, Hershal 0., BM, MA (1945-78) Professor Emeritus,
Music

Q
Quayle, Roben G" BS, MM (1964 ·84) Ass{)!:iate Professor
Emeritus, Music

R
Richards, Lawrence P., Al:I , PhD (1965-88) Professor
Emeritus, Biology
Riley, Maurice W., AB, MA, MM, PhD (1947-77) Professor
Emeritus, Music
Risk, Nonnan W•• BS. MA ( 1949-74) Professor Emeritus,
Industrial Education
Ristau, RobertA., BBA, MS, PhD (1973.93) Professor
Emeritus, Business and Industrial Education
Robbins, Omer E., Jr.• BS, MS, PhD (1961.81) Dean
Emeritus, Graduate School; Professor Emeritus,
Chemistry
Robek., Mary F., MA, MBA, PhD (1958·93) Professor
Emeritus, Business and Industrial Education
Robinson, Julius M.. BS, MA. EdD (1947-72) Dean
Emeritus, Sum.mer and Eveniog Sessions; Professor
Emeritus, Business Studies
Robinson, Robert, BA, MA, PhD (1959-93) Associate
Professor Emeritus. Teacher Education
Rogers, Agnes L.. BA, MA, MS (1955-72) Associate
Professor Emeritus. Special Education and
Occupational Therapy
Ross, Frank E•. BS, MA (1966-84) Professor Emeritus,
Englisb Language and Literature
Roth, Earl A., BS, AM, EdD (1954-78) Dean Emeritus,
College of Business; Professor Emeritus. Marketing
Rudin, Helen B., BS, MA (1947-71) Counselor Emeritus,
Counseling Center
Ruihley, Glenn, BA, MA, MA, PhD (1968-87) Associate
Professor Emeritus, English Language and Literature

s
Saupe, Frances H., BS, MSLS (l952·83)Assistant
Professor Emeritus, Center of Educational Resources
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Schatz, Lillian, AB, PhM (1950-70)Assistant Professor
Emeritus, Lincoln School
Schreiber. Ottis Ivan, BA. MA (1950-83) Professor
Emeritus, English Language and Literature
Scott. Jean 0., BA, MA 0964-80) Assistant Professor
Emeritus, Curriculum and Instruction
Shankwiler, Beverly, BFA, MA (1971-89) Associate
ProfessOT Emeritus, Art
SUver, Robert, BS. PhD (1966·91) Professor Emeritus,
Physics and Astronomy
Simmons, Harold, AB, MA (1960-88) Assistant Professor
Emeritus, Economics
Sinclair, Frank 1.., as, MS (1955-86) Associate Professor
Emeritus, Biology
Smith, Doris Ann .• B.D .• MSD. (1958-90) Professor
Emeritus, Art.
Smith. Marguerite J., BA, MSW. (1972-92) Associate
Professor Emeritus. Social Work
Snyder, Carl Do, BS, AM. DSSc (1957-79) Professor
Emeritus, Economics
Solomon. Samuel R., AB, AM. PhD (1960-79) Professor
Emeritus, Political Science
Spetbring, Lyla, BS. MA, PhD ( 1974-84) Professor
Emeritus, AAsociated Health Professions
Sperling, William D., BS, MA (1960·83) Assistant
Professor Emeritus, Biology
Spike, Clark G., BS, MS. PhD (1958-83) Professor
Emeritus, Chemistry
Spitz, Edward, BBA, MS, PhD (1970-92) Professor
Emeritus. Marketing
Steig, Peggy, BS. MA, PhD (1956-86) Professor Emeritus,
Health. Physical Education. Recreation and Dance
Stephenson, Susanne, BFA, MFA(1964-91) PTofessor
Emeritus, Art
Stevens, Erma M., BS, MA, PhD (1963·77) Professor
Emeritus, Director, International Studies
Stevem, Florence L., BS, AM, MALS (1948-76) Associate
Professor Emeritus, Learning Resources and
Technologies
Street, Scott W., BS, MA, EdD (1961-83) Professor
Emeritus. Thacher Education
Studt, Earl IL, BA, MS (1936-76) Assistant Professor
Emeritus, Educational Leadership; Director Emeritus .
Field Services
Swailes, Frances H., AB, BS, MA (1950-75) Professor
Emeritus. Director, Occupational Therapy
Swisher, William V., SA, MA, PhD ( 1965~93 ) Associate
Professor Emeritus, Communication and Theatre Arts

T
Teske, Yvonne R.. BS. MA. PhD (1971-92", Associate
Professor Emeritus, Associated Health Professions
Thomas, Clinton E., BS, MS (1959-84JAssociate Professor
Emeritus, Physics and Astronomy
Tirtha. Ranjit, BA, MA. PhD (1970-89) Professor
Emeritus. Geography and Geology
Trosko, Fred, BS, MA (1952·81) Associate Professor
Emeritus, Health, Physical Education, RecreatioTl and
Dance
Turner, Daniel S .. PhB, PhM, PhD (1965-84) Professor
Emeritus, Geography and Geology
Tymn, Marshall, AB, MA, PhD (1965.92) Professor
Emeritus, English Language and Literature
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v
Van Riper, Benjamin W., BS, MA, PhD (1968-91)
Professor Emeritus, Leadership and Counseling
Van Voorhees, F. Beth, BS. MA, PhD (1979·94) Associate
Professor Emeritus. Special Education

w
Wallace, Dale C" BA, MA, PhD (1969-89) Professor
Emeritus, Biology
Waugh, Edgar W., AB, MA, LLD (Hon) (1927-68) Professor
Emeritus, History and Social Sciences
Wawrzaazek, Frank J., as, MEd (1956-86) Professor
Emeritus, Special Education
Weber, LaVerne W., BA, MA, PhD (1961-83) Professor
Emeritus, Media Services
Weiser, Jerome A., BS, MEd, EdD (1967-95) Professor
Emeritus, Teacher Education
West, Bruce D., as, MS, PhD (1969-91) Associate Professor
Emeritus, Chemistry
Westennan, W. Scott, Jr., BS, MA, PhD (1971-92)
Professor Emeritus, Teacher Education; Dean. College
of Education
Wheatley Ira M., BA. BD, PhD (1966-92) Professor
Emeritus and Department Head, History and
Philosophy
Wilkinson, Helen M., BA, BLS (1969-88) Assistant
Professor Emeritus, Center of Educational Resources
Williams, Robert J., as, MS, PhD (1966-91) Professor
Emeritus, Marketing
Willoughby, Robert, BS. MA (1956·91) Professor
Emeritus, Health, Physical Education, Recreation and
Dance
Wilt. Ellen B .• AB, MA (I969-85) Associate Professor
Emeritus, Art
Wittke, Reinhard, AB, MA, PhD (1956·90) Professor
Emeritus, History and Philosophy
Wixom, Charlotte K., as, MA (1954·89) Assistant
Professor Emeritus, Health, Physical Education,
Recreation and Dance
Woronoff', Israel, AB, MA, PhD (1956·90) Professor
Emeritus. Teacher Education
Wright, Eleanor, as, MS (1979-93) Associate Professor
Emeritus, English Language and Literature
Wright. Sara E., as, MA (1945-73) Professor Emeritus,
Special Education and Occupational Therapy

y
Yu, Shih.An, BA, MA, PhD (1967·95) Professor Emeritus,
Biology

z
Zambito, Stephen. AB, PhD (1955-86) Professor Emeritus,
Teacher Education
Zellers, Parker R., BA, MA, PhD (1964-92) Professor
Emeritus, Communication and Theatre Arts
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INDEX OF PROGRAMS OF STUDY
A
Accounting program (combined 150·hour MSA and BBA
degrees) ........................................................................ 329
Accounting infonnation systems major ............................. 328
Accounting major ................................................................ 326
Accounting minor ................................................................ 329
Actuarial science and economics major ............................. 244
Actuarial science and economics major ............................. 146
Administrative management major .................................. 502
Mrican American studies major .......................................... 75
Mrican American studies minor .......................................... 75
Anthropology major ................ .. .......................................... 306
Anthropology minor .......................................................... 306
Applied science curriculum ................................................ 267
Architecture, pre-professional program ............................ 522
Area Studies majors ........................................................... 223
Mrica ............................................................................ 224
Asia-Far East ............................................................... 224
Latin America .............................................................. 224
Middle East and North Africa ..................................... 225
Soviet Union ................................................................ 225
Ares studies minor ............................................................ 226
Art education curriculum (teaching) ................................... 80
Art history major .................................................................. 79
Art history minor .................................................................. 79
Art major (teaching) ............................................................. 80
Art major ............................................................................... 78
Art minor (teaching) .....................
.. ............. ............. 81
Art minor ............................................................................... 79
Arts group major (teaching) .................................... .. ......... 439
Arta group minor (teaching) ............................................... 441
Arts management curriculum ............................................ 118
Astronomy group minor ............................................. ........ 271
Astronomy minor (teaching) .............................................. 278
Aviation flight technology minor ............................. .......... 536
Aviation management technology curriculum .................. 529

B
BacbelorofBusinessAdministratioo degree curricu1um ............ 321
Bachelor of Business Administration in Economics ......... 145
Bachelor of Business Administration-Bachelor of Arts degree
in language and world business ................................. 322
Bachelor of Fine Arts plus teacher certification (teaching) 80
Bilingual office Bnd marketing teacher education
curriculum ............................. .... .................................. 531
Bilingual office teacher education .............................. 531
Bilingual marketing teacher education ..................... 532
Bilingual vocational teacher education Curriculum ......... 530
Bilingual-bicultural education Spanish-English
minor (teaching) .......................................................... 184
Biochemistry curriculum .................................................... 108
Biochemistry minor ................................... ... ...................... 110
Biochemistry, profeSsional curriculum .............................. 107
Biochemistry/toxicology curriculum .................................. 108
Biology major (teaching) .................................................... 93
Biology major ...................................................................... .. 89
Ecosystem biology concentration (aquatic and
terrestrial) ..................................................................... 89
General biology concentration ...................................... 90
Microbiology concentration ...........
...91
Physiology concentration ....................................... ... .... 91
Biology minor (teaching) ...................................................... 95
Biology minor ........................................................................ 92
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Botany minor ..................................... ..... .............................. 92
Business education curriculum (teaching) ........................ 511
Business French minor ............ ........................................ .. 178
Business Gennan minor ..................................................... 179
Business major ................................. .......................... ......... 345
Business minor ................................................................... 347
Business services and technology education (teaching) ............ 504
Business Spanish minor ........... ......... ............. .................... 179

c
Cartography and remote sensing minor ........................... 205
Chemistry major (teaching) ......................
.......... 110
Chemistry major ................................................................. 109
Chemistry minor (teaching) ............................................... 111
Chemistry minor ...................... ........................................... 109
Chemistry, professional curriculum .................................. 107
Children's literature and drama/theatre for the young
interdisciplinary major (teaching) ........
.. ......... 439
Children's literature and drama/theatre for the young
interdisciplinary major ...........................
........... 121
Children's literature and drama/theatre for the young
interdisciplinary major ............................................... 157
Children's literature minor (teaching) .............................. 162
Chiropractic, pre-professional program ..... ......................... n5
Classical studies minor .................................. ........ ............ 177
Clinical laboratory science phlebotomy program .............. 457
Clinical laboratory sciences program ................................ 452
Clinical certification track and professional track .... 455
Cytotechnologyihistotechnology track...
........ 455
Cytotechnologylhistotechnology curricula ................. 455
Clothing and textiles minor ............................................... 474
Coaching minor ................................................................... 395
Coastal environments minor .............................................. 205
Communication and theatre arts oomprehensive major ........... 119
Communication and thoob'e arts comprehensive minor ........... 122
Communication and theatre arts comprehensive
minor<teaching) .................... ............................ ........... 126
Communication major (teaching) ...................................... 123
Communication major ........................................................ 118
Communication minor (teaching) ...................................... 125
Communication minor ... .....
...................................... 122
C<lmmunication technology curriculum ............................ 533
Computer infonnation systems major ............................... 333
Computer infonnation systems minor .................... ........... 336
Computer science major (teaching) ................................... 139
Computer science major ..................................................... 138
C<lmputer science minor (teaching) ................................... 140
Computer science minor ..................................................... 139
Computer.aided design major .......................................... 518
C<lnservation and resource use minor ................................. 93
Construction curriculum .................................................... 517
Construction management major ...................................... 517
Construction management minor..
.... ..... ............. 521
Criminology and criminal justice curriculum ................... 304
Criminology/criminal justice minor ................................... 306
Curriculum for sports medicine ......................................... 391

D
Dance curriculum ............................................................... 386
Dance minor ...................................................................... 396
Dental hygiene and dental assisting, pre· professional
program ........................................................................ 111
Dentistry, pre-professional program .................................. 111
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Dietetics curriculum ........................................................... 469
Drama/theatre for the young minor (teaching) ................. 125
Drama/theatre for the young minor .................................. 122

E
Early childhood education (teaching) .. ...........................,.. 436
Early childhood education minor (leaching) ..................... 442
Earth science major (leaching) ........ ... ......... ... .......... ......... 207
Earth science major ....... ............... ...................................... 202
Earth science minor (teaching) .......................................... 210
Earth science minor ............ .......... .................. .................... 205
Economics major (teaching) ............................................... 147
Economics major .............................................................. , .. 146
Economics minor (teaching) ............................................... 148
Economics minor .. ,
....... .. ,., ..................................... 147
Elementary education (teaching) ....................................... 437
Elementary music education minor (teaching) ................. 442
Elementary science group major (leaching) ...................... 440
Elementary science group minor (teaching) ............. ........ 442
Emotionally impaired (teaching) ................................ 415,416
Engineering pbysics major ................................................. 270
Engineering. pre-professional program ............... .... ...,.,., .. 522
English and American language and literature
major (teaching) ...... ......... ....... ........... ......................... . 160
English and American language and literature major ....... ,.. 154
Engli s h and Am e rican language and literature
minor (teaching) ...... .. ........ ... ........ " ....... ,.,.,................. 161
Engtish and American 1anguageand literature minor •.......•.... 158
English as a foreign language for non· native speakers of
English minor ............. ..... ....... .... ............ .. ..... ..... ......... 177
English language major ............................. ........ ................ 154
English language minor ............................... ...................... 158
English linguistics major ........ ........................................... 155
English linguistics minor ................. .................................. 159
Environmental anruysis minor ..... ....... .............. ........ ... ... 206

F
Facility management curriculum ..................................... , 534
Family and children's services program ........................... . 491
Fashion merchandising curriculum ................................... 471
Finance major ......................................................... ...... ...... 334
Finance minor ................................................. .. ... ........ .. ..... 337
Fine Arts plus teacher certification curriculum (teaching) 80
Fine arts curriculum ........... .. ....... .. ..... ... ........ .. ... ,.,., .. .. ,.,.,.,. 78
Forestry, pre.professionru program ..................................... 95
French for business major ............. .......... ........................... 175
French language and Literature minor ............. ......... .. ..... 178
French language minor (teaching) ..................................... 184
French language mino)" (teaching) .....
... ....... ........ ,., 443
French language minor ..... .. ................ ........
............ 178
French literature minor .......................... ........................... 178
French major (teaching) .,,", ...... , ... ,.. , ... ,',.,., ...... ,.,., ... ,.. ,.,.,. 180
French major ....................................... " .......... " .................. 175

G
General science group major/minor .................................. 268
General science group minor ,....... ........ ..... ,...... ,... ,............ 271
General science major with biology minor (teaching) ............ 272
General Bcience major with c:hemi.stJy minor (teaching) ............. 273
General science major with earth science minor (teaching) .. 274
General science major with mathematics minor (teaching) .. 275
General science major with physics minor (teaching) ...... 276
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General science minor (teaching) ....... ......................... ...... 279
Geography major (teaching) ................... " ......... " ....... 208, 210
Geography major ......................... ..... ... ... .................. _..... .... 202
Geography minor (teaching) .......... " ....... .........................._210
Geography minOT .... .,., ........... .. ,...... .............................. ,.. ,.. 206
Geology major (teaching) ..................................... ,."" ........ , 208
Geology major ... "",, ..... .... ............ ... .. ....... ...................... ..... 202
Geology minor (teaching) ................................. "" ............. , 211
Geology minor ............................................ ................ ......... 206
Geophysics major ........................................ ........................ 269
German for business major ........................................ ,....... 176
German language and literature major (teaching) ........... 181
Gennan language and literature major ....... ,... .. ... ,.,.".,.,., 176
Gennan language and literature minor ............... ........... .. 178
Gennan language minor (teaching) ......
.. .................. .. 184
Gennan language minor (teaching) ............................. ...... 443
German language minor ............. .. ............................ ......... 178
German literature minor ." ....................... " ...... _... ............. 179
Gerontology .. ... " ...... ............................. ............. ,................ . 496
Gerontology minor ............. ................................................. 496
Graphic communication minor .......................................... 537

H
Health administration curriculum ........ "" ........................ 460
Health administration program ...... ,., ... ,.... ,., .................... 460
Health and illness studies interdisciplinary minor .......... 307
Health care services program ............................ ,............... 492
Health minor (teaching) ..... ,................... ............................ 394
Health minor .......... ............................................................ . 395
Health services management track curriculum ............... 462
Hearing impaired (teaching) ............. ~ .......... ,., .......... 417, 418
Historic preservation minor ............................................... 206
History major (teaching) ............................... .. ._....... ........ ,.228
History major .. " ......... .............~." ....................................... 225
History minor (teaching) ........................ ..... ...... ....... ...... .... 230
His~ry minor ............................... ........... ............................ 226
Hospita1ity management curriculum ......... .. ..................... 472
Human environments minor ......................... .. ................ ... 474

I
Industriru distribution curriculum .................................... 535
Industrial-vocational education (teaching) ............. .......... 507
Interior design curriculum ... ... " ......... " .............................. 473

J
Japanese language and culture teaching major (teaching) ... 182
Japanese language minor ........................... ....... _............ ,.. 179
Journalism major .......... .. ........................... .. ...................... _157
Journalism minor ............................................................... 159

L
Labor studies minor ........ .... ....... .................. .... ...... .. ......... 147
Labor sudies major .......................................................... ... 147
Language and international trade group major ............... 174
Language and World Business (J oint BBAfBA Degree) ... 174
Language, journalism, telecommunications, and film
group major ........................ ......... .................... ......... ,... 175
Law, pre-professional program ...................................... .. .. 292
Literature major ............. ..... ... .. .......... ...................... ......... . 155
Literature minor ............. ... ................ .. ............................... 159
Literature. language, communication, and theatre arts
group major (teaching) ................................... ..... ,....... 440
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M
Management major .............................................. ............... 346
Management minor ............................................................ 347
Manufacturing curriculum ................................................. 518
Manufacturing major ......................................................... 519
Computer-aided manufacturing concentration ......... 520
Manufacturing technology concentration .................. 520
Plastics concentration ................................................. 520
Manufacturing (transfer) concentration .................... 521
Manufacturing minor .................................. ............ ... ........ 521
Marketing education (teaching) ................................ ......... 505
Marketing major .. ............................................ ................... 350
Marketing minor ..... ............ ................................................ 351
Mathematica for the elementary teaching certificate major
(teaching) .................................................... ................. 246
Mathematics for the elementary teaching certificate minor
(teaching) .............................................................. ....... 247
Mathematica major (teaching) .. .................... .............. ....... 245
Mathematics major .. .. ......................................................... 243
Mathematics minor (teaching) ........................................... 246
Mathematics minor ............................................................ 244
Mathematics with concentration in statistics major ........ 24S
Mathematics with concentration in statistics minor ........ 245
Medicine (allopathic and osteopathic), pre-professional
program .......................................................................... 95
Mental.ly impaired (teaching) ............................. ....... 419,420
Military science minor ........................................................ 546
Mortuary science, pre-professional program ........ .... ........ 112
Music education (instrumental) major (teaching) ... ......... 257
Music education (vocal) major (teaching) .......................... 258
Music education minor (teaching) ......................... .......... .. 259
Music major (teaching) ....................................................... 259
Music major ............................................................ ............ 256
Music minor ...................... .................................................. 257
Music performance curriculum .......................................... 255
Music therapy curriculum .................................................. 255
Musical theatre minor ........................................................ 123

N
Nursing curriculum ..... ....................................................... 484
Nutrition minor .................................................................. 474

o
Occupational foods minor (teaching) .......................... ...... . 475
Occupational therapy program .......................................... 464
Office technology ................................................................. 501
Office technology curriculum ............................................. 501
Office technology/administrative management major ...... 501
Office technologyllegal assistant (paralegal) major .......... 502
Office technology/office automation major ............ ............ 503
Optometry, pre-professional program ................................ 112

p
Pha nnacy, pre-professional program ................................. 112
Philosophy major .......................................................... .... .. 237
Philosophy minor ........ ... ..................................................... 237
Physical education major (teaching) .................................. 387
Physical education minor (teaching) ................... .............. 394
Phys ical education minor for epecial education majora
(teaching) ..... ............................................................ .... 394
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Physically and otherwise health impaired
(teaching) ........................................................... 421 422
Physics major (teaching) ...................................................: 277
Physice major ...................................................................... 270
Physics minor (teaching) .................................................... 279
Physics minor ... .............................................. ... .................. 272
Physics research major ......................... .............................. 269
Podiatry, pre-professional program ..................................... 95
Political science major (teaching) ...................................... 291
Political science major ........................................................ 286
Political science minor (teaching) ...................................... 292
Political science minor ........................................................ 290
Polymers and coatings technology curriculum .......... " ..... 536
Production/operations management major ........... ............ SS5
Production/operations management minor ....................... S37
Psychology major (teaching) .............................................. 299
Psychology major ................................................................ 298
Psychology minor (teaching) .............................................. 300
Psychology minor ................................................................ 298
Public administration major .............................................. 287
Public administration minor .............................................. 290
Public law and government major ..................................... ~89
Public law and government minor ..................................... 290
Public relations interdisciplinary major ................ ......... .. 121
Public relations interdisciplinary major .. ........................ 157
Public safety administration curriculum .......................... 288

R
Recreation and park management curriculum ................. 389
Recreation and park management minor ......................... 396
Religious studies minor ...................................................... 227

s
Social science group m ajor for e lementary educati on
(teaching) ..................................................................... 441
Socisl science group minor (elementary) (teaching) ......... 443
Social science group minor (teaching) ......... ... ................... 443
Social science group minor ................................................. 227
Social science major (teaching) .......................................... 229
Social science m!\ior ................................... ........... .............. 226
Social work curriculum ...................................................... 490
Social work minor ............................................................... 491
Socio-cultural perspectives on the family interdiSCiplinary
minor ............................................................................ 307
Sociology major (teaching) ................................................. 307
Sociology major ................................................................... 306
Soci.ology minor (teaching) ................................................. SOB
Sociology minor ................................................................... 307
Spanish culture minor ........................................................ 179
Spanish for business major ............. ...... ........ ... .................. 176
Spanish language minor (teaching) .......... ......................... 185
Spanish language minor (teaching) ................................... 444
Spanish language minor ............................. ....................... 179
Spanish literature minor .................................................... 179
Spanish major (teaching) ................................................... 183
Spanish major ..................................................................... 176
Speech and language impaired (teaching) ........................ 423

T
Teaching English as a second language group minor ....... 177
Technology and society minor ............................................ 537
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Technology education (teaching) major ............................. 508
Technology education (teaching) minor ............................. 510
Telecommunications and film major .................................. 120
Telecommunications and film minor ................................. 123
Theatre arts major .............................................................. 120
Theatre arts minor .......................................................... . 123
Therapeutic recreation curriculum .................................... 390
Travel and tourism major ................................................... 203
Travel and tourism minor ................. ................................. 207

u
Urban and regional planning major .................................. 204
Urban and regional planning minor ................................. 207

v
Visually impaired (teaching) ..................... ................ 425,426

w
Women's studies minor ...........
............................... .... 316
Writing minor ................
.......................................... 159
Written communication major .......................................... 155

z
Zoology minor ............... .

.............................................. 92
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INDEX
A

A&W: 59
Academic Advising Center: 61
Academic Affairs Division: 676
Academic course load: 29
Academic credit
Continuing Education: 547
graduate courses: 552
Academic degrees: 40
requirements: 47
Academic dishonesty policy: 659
Academic dismissal: 36
Academic distinction: 32
Academic honorary organizatioDS,list of: 61
Academic levels of courses: 29
Academic probation: 36
Academic procedures: 29
Academic Program..e Abroad: 648
Academic retention and dismissal: 36
readmission after dismissal: 36
Academic services
for minority students: 66
Academic standards: 36
Academic Standards Committee: 36
Academielprofessional organizations, list of: 61
Accounting, Department of: 326
Courses
Accounting: 330
Decision Science: 332
Degrees
150·Hour Accounting Program (MSA!
BBA): 329

Majors
Accounting: 326
Accounting Information Systems: 328
Minor
Accounting: 329
Accreditation
of colleges, departments: 9
Activity Courses (Physical Education): 396
Address changes: 18
Administrative Officers, University: 575
Admission Review/Academic Standards
Committee: 36
Admissions: 10·14
Graduate School: 552
Office of: 10
policies: 10·14
Review/Academic Standards Committee: 36
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Special Education: 364
Teacher Education: 358
to Clinical Laboratory Sciences: 453
to College of Business: 320
to Dietetics Program: 469
to Military Science Department: 545
to Nursing Department: 483
to Occupational Therapy Program: 464
to Special Education Department: 364
Admissions and Financial Aid
administrators: 576
Adventures in Education: 549
Advisory organizations, students: 62
Affirmative Action: 8
African American Studies, Department of: 75
Courses
African American Studies: 76
Major
African American Studies: 75
Minor
African American Studies: 75
Agency/Outside Donor Scholarships: 28
Alcohol
abuse prevention program: 57, 568
alcohol-free rooms, floors in residence halls: 58
health risks: 568
sanctions for violating policies: 568
treatment services: 570
University policies: 568
Alternative credit options: 12·14
by departments (chart): 14
credit by examination: 12
credit by validation: 12
Alumni
Alumni Association: 556
Alumni Relations, Office for: 555
career services: 54
Alumni Relations: 666
Americans with Disabilities Act: 8
Anthropology: 304
Apartments
apartment finding help (REACT office): 58
on campus: 60
single student apartment program: 58
Applicants, transfer: 10
Application fOnDS
admission to EMU: 10
College of Business: 320
Dietetics: 475
for financial aid: 22
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Graduate School: 552
Nursing Education Department: 483
Studentleaching:360
Archives, University! 71
Art. Department of: 78
Courses
Art Education: 81
Art History: 85
for non-majors: 81
Independent Study: 87
Special Thpics: 86
Studio Art: 82
Majors
Art: 79
Art History: 79
Art Education: SO, 367
Art, teaching: 80, 367
Fine Arts: 78
Fine Arts, teaching: 78, 367
Minors
Art: 79
Art History: 79
Art, teaching: 81, 367
Arts and Sciences, College of: 73
administrators: 575
Associated Health Professions, Department
of: 462
Clinica1 Laboratory Sciences Program: 452
Courses: 459
Curricula: 453
Cytotechnology: 455
Histotechnology: 455
Phlebotomy Program: 457
Courses
Interdisciplinary: 452
Health Administration Program: 460
Courses: 462
Major: 460
Minor: 462
Health Services Management
Degree completion track: 462
Occupationa1 Therapy Program: 464
Courses: 466
Major: 466
Astronomy: 267
Athletic organizations: 61
Athletics
Athletic fields on campus: 574
Athletics, Intercollegiate: 67
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Attendance of classes, policy: 29
violation consequences: 29
Audio·visual equipment
ror student and faculty use: 71
Auditing of courses: 29
Aurora, yearbook: 66
Awards/Scholarships
Campus Leader: 27
Departmental Endowment Award: 27
Graduate Dean's Award for Research
Excellence: 555
Service Awards: 27·28

B
Baccalaureate Degrees
College of Arts and Sciences: 74
College of Business: 321
Bachelor of Busmess Administration: 321
Curriculum: 322
Bachelor's degrees: 40
requirements: 40
Basic Degree Curricula: 52
Bachelor Degrees
Individualized Interdisciplinary Conc.: 54
Bachelor of Arts: 40
Bachelor of Science: 40
Baaic Studies
program: 41 also see inside back cover
Arts and Humanities: 45
Cross-Cultural, International Studies: 46
Science and Technology: 43
Social Science: 44
Symbolics and Communication: 41
tutoring: 71
Bilingual Studies: 172
Billing addresses, change of: 18
Biology Career Center: 62
Biology, Department of: 88
Advising Requirements: 88
Courses
Biology: 96
Botany: 99
Elementary Science: 100
Microbiology: 101
Zoology: 102
Majors: 89
Biology: 89
Biology, teaching: 93, 94. 367
Ecosystem: 89
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General Biology: 90
Microbiology: 91
Physiology: 91
Minors
Biology: 92
Biology, teaching: 95, 367
Botany: 92
Conservation and Resource Use: 93
Zoology: 92
Pre·Professional Programs: 95
Pre-Chiropractic: 95
Pre-Forestry: 95
Pre-Medicine: 95
Pre-Optometry: 95
Pre-Podiatry: 95
Pre.veterinary Medicine: 90. See General

Biology
Board ot Regents: 8
Brown/Munson apartments: 60
Buildings, University: 572
Business and Finance Division
administrators: 576
Business and Technology Education,
Department of: 501
Courses
Business Education: 511
Thchnology Education: 514
Majors
Administrative Management: 502
Business Services and 'Thchnology
Education: 504, 383
Industrial·Vocational Education: 507,383
Marketing Education: 505, 383
Office Technology IAdministrative
Management: 501
Office Technology ILega1 Assistant
(Paralegal): 502
Office Technology: 501
Office 'Thchnology/Office Automation: 503
Technology Education: 506, 508, 610, 383
Minors
Office 'Thchnology: 504
'Thchnology Education: 504, 384
Business, College of: 319
administrators: 575
Business Program Office, Undergraduate: 320
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c
Calendar, academic: 4
Campus Leader Awards: 27
Campus Life
administrators: 577
Campus Life, office of: 61
Campus Peers
counseling assistance: 56
drug abuse prevention: 65
Campuses, University: 571
Career planning
courses: 52
Career Services Center: 54
administrators: 577
Career Choice: 54
Employment grievance procedures: 38
office of: 54
Cellar Roots, literary arts magazine: 66
Centers for Corporate Training: 68
Center for Instructional Computing (CIC): 71
Center for Public Service (ICARD): 69
Certification: 49
Clinical: 452
Dietetics: 49
for teachers
Professional Certification status: 554
for teaching: 49
Honors program: 15
Medica1 'Thchnologist: 49
Music Therapy: 49
Nursing: 50
Occupational Therapy: 49
Phlebotomy: 457
Professiona1 Education Programs: 356
Speech Pathology: 49
teachers of the hearing impaired: 49
Ch~m.istry, Department ot: 106
Courses
Chemistry: 112
Graduate Level Courses: 116
Curricula
BiochemistrytIbxicology: 108
Genera1 Biochemistry: 108
Professional Biochemistry: 107
Professional Chemistry: 107
Majors
BiochemistrytI'oxicology: 108
Chemistry, teaching: 110, 368
General Biochemistry: 108
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General Chemistry: 109
Professional Biochemistry: 107
Professional Chemistry: 107
Minors
Biochemistry: 110
Chemistry: 109
Chemistry, teaching: 111, 368
Pre-Professional Programs: 111
Dental Hygiene, Assisting, -preparation for: 111
Pre-Dentistry: 111
Pre-Mortuary Science: 112
Pre-Pharmacy: 112
Programs of Study: 106
Child care: 56
Children's Institute: 56
Civil Rights Act: 8
Class levels: 29
Clinical Laboratory Sciences Program: 452
Club Cappucino: 59
Club sports: 67
Coatings Research Institute: 69
CoUege of Arts and Sciences: 73
Courses: 74
Degrees: 74
CoUege of Business: 319
Admission: 320
Requirements: 320
Bachelor of Business Administration: 321
BBAIBA in Language and World Business: 322
Courses! 325
Second bachelor's degree: 321
College of Education: 355
Courses
Student Teaching: 361
Professional Education Programs: 356
Admission: Special Education: 365
Admission: Teacher Education: 358
College of Education Council: 357
Curricula for Secondary and K-12
Thachere: 363
Elementary and Early Childhood: 362
Exceptions: 356
Generallnformation: 356
Pre-Student 'leaching Field Experiences: 359
Special Methods Courses: Special Education!
Secondary: 366
Student Teaching: 360
Student Teaching AppUcation Deadlines: 360
Student Thaching Courses: 361
Student Teaching Eligibility: 360
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Student 'leaching Placements: 361
Transfer Students: 356
College of Health and Human Services: 449
Clinical Affiliations: 450
Courses! 451
College of Technology: 499
College Work Study: 25
graduate assistantships: 554
Colleges
list of: 9
Communication and Theatre Arts, Department
of: 117
Advising Coordinators: 117
Communication major options
Interpersonal Communication: 117
lnterpretationlPerformance Studies: 117
Organilational Communication: 117
Speech Communication: 117
'Telecommunications: U7
Courses
Activity: 136
Communication: 126
Draman'heatre for the Young: 128
Fundamentals of Speech: 126
InterpretationlPerformance Studies: 129
Telecommunications and Film: 134
Theatre Arts: 131
Curricula: 118
Arts Management: 118
Communication 'Technology. See College of
Technology, Interdisciplinary Techrwlogy
Comprehensive major: 119
Majors: 118
Communication: 118
Communication, teaching: 123,368
Interdisciplinary Major in Children's
Liurature and DramalI'heatre for the
Young: 121
PubUc Relations: 121. See also English
Language and Literature Department
Telecommunications and Film: 120
Theatre Arts: 120
Minors: 122
Communication: 122
Communication, teaching: 125,368
Comprehensive: 122
Comprehensive, teaching: 125, 126
Drama"l'beatre for the Young: 122
DramarTheatre for the Young, teaching: 125,
369
IJNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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Musical Theatre: 123
Telecommunications and Film: 123
Theatre Arts: 121, 123
Programs of Study: 117
Communications organizations: 62
Community of Scholars: 59
Commuter parking pennit: 20
Computer Science, Department of: 138
Courses
Computer Science: 140
Majors
Computer Science: 138
Computer Science, teaching: 139, 369
Minors
Computer Science: 139
Computer Science. teaching: 140, 369
Computers
training, Center for Corporate Training: 68
training, development for faculty: 71
Conduct Code for Students, Student
Organizations: 557, 559
Penalties for misconduct: 565
Conferences & Institutes: 68
Connections, alumni publication: 555
Consulting, science: 68
Consumer Education, National Institute for: 70
Continuing Education
admission criteria: 10
Continuing Education, Office of: 547
Academic Programs Abroad: 548
administrators: 576
Adventures in Education: 549
Conferences & Institutes: 68
graduate status: 554
Independent Study (Distance Education)
Program: 549
Regional Learning Centers: 550
Weekend University: 550
Cooperative Education
career help: 54
Corporate Education Center: 69
Corrections: 305
Counseling
Counseling Services Center: 56
Course prefixes: 39
Courtside, Rec/IM food shop: 59
Credit, academic
Alternative Options: 12
Continuing Education: 548
converting from term, quarter hours: 29
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG

graduate courses: 552
Credit/no credit option: 31
Criminal Justice: 304
Criminology: 304
Cultural organizations: 61
Cytotechnology Specialization: 455

D
Day care: 56
Dean of Students
office of: 65
powers of: 562
Dean of Students Office
administrators: 577
Degrees: 40
College of Arts and Sciences: 74
requirements: 47
Degrees (see also specific colleges)
Bachelor of Business Administration: 321
Demographics of students: 5
Departmental Scholarships: 27
Departments
list of. by college: 9
Development, Office of: 556
Dietetics: 475
Dining Commons One: 59
Dining Services: 59
Discrimination policies: 558, 561
Dismissal: 36
academic: 36
misconduct: 565
substance abuse: 568
Drop/add
fees for: 19
Drugs

abuse prevention program: 57, 570
assistance for abuse problems: 570
Drug abuse prevention: 57
employee reponing requirement: 571
health risks: 568
sanctions for violating policies: 570
treatment services: 570
University policies: 568
University regulations: 568

EASTERNMICHWANUNIVERSITY

E
Eagle Club: 59
Eastern Eateries: 59
Eastern Echo, student newspaper: 66
Eastern Today, alumni publication: 556
EcononUcsJ Deparbnento~146

Courses
Economics: 148
Majora
Actuarial Science and Economics: 146. See
Mathematics, Department of
BBA in Economics: 145
Economics: 146
Economics. teaching: 147,369
Labor Studies: 147
Minors
Economics: 147
Economics, teaching: 148. 369
Labor Studies: 147
Education, College of
administrators: 575
Employees
Employee reporting requirement, drugs: 571
English
proficiency of international students: 11
EngUsb Language and Literature
Department: 153
Courses
Composition: 162
English Language and Linguistics: 164
Journalism and Public Relations: 166
Literature; 167
Majors
Children's Literature and Dramatrheatre for
the Young; 157
English and American Language and
Literature: 154
English and American Language and
Literature, teaching: 160. 370
English Language: 154
Interdisciplinary Children's Literature and
Dramall'heatre for the Young: 157
Journalism: 156
English Linguistics: 155
Literature: 155
Public Relations. Interdisciplinary: 157
Written Communication: 155
Minors
Children's Literature, teaching; 162
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English and American Language and
Literature: 158
English and American Language and
Literature, teaching: 161, 370
English Language: 158
English Linguistics: 159
Journalism : 159
Literature: 159
Writing: 159
Enrollment Services, Division of
administrators: 576
Entertainment organizations: 62
Environmental awareness organizations: 64
Equal Opportunity, policy: 8
Equity Programs, office of: 66

ESL:553
Ethnic/minority organizations, list of: 62
European Cultural History Tour. 548
Expenses, student: 21

F
Faculty
auditing classes: 29
computers
Center for Instructiona1 Computing; 72
integrating media in classes
Media Services Cente r: 72
Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act: 571
Family Housing: 58
FBBhion Merchandising: 477
Fee adjustments: 19
decrease in academic load: 19
Fees
graduation: 20
hea1th care : 19
housing application: 57
Nursing lab courses: 20
room and board: 21
service fees: 19
schedule of University charges per semester: 21
student activity/facility: 20
student expenses (estimated academic year costs): 21
Student Government: 20
transcript: 20
Fellowships: 664
Final examinations: 30

UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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Finance and Computer Information Systems,
Department of: 333
Courses
Computer Information Systems: 339
Finance: 337
Insurance: 339
Production/Operations Management: 342
Majors
Computer Information Systems: 333
Finance: 334
Production/Operations Management: 335
Minors
Computer Information Systems: 336
Finance: 337
Production/Operations Management: 337
Financial aid: 22
application forms: 22
financial aid programs: 24
academic scholarships: 27
armed forces programs: 25
federal financial aid programs: 25
loans: 26
Michigan financial aid programs: 25
need-based, determination of: 22
satisfactory academic progress: 23
Flights of Imagination: 56
Flying Eagles: 59
Foreign Languages and Bilingual Studies,
Department of: 172
Courses
Bilingual-Bicultural Education: 194
Classical Languages: 196
Classics: 198
French: 185
~neralLanguage: 194
German: 188
In English for Foreign Students: 197
Japanese: 190
Language: 199
Spanish: 191
TESOL: 199
Degrees
Language and World Business: 174
Majors
French: 175
French for Business: 175
French, teaching: 180, 370
German for Business: 176
German Language and Literature: 176
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German Language and Literature,
teaching: 181,370
Group major in Language and International
Trade: 174
Group major: Language, Journalism,
Telecommunications: 175
Japanese Language and Culture,
teaching: 182, 370
Spanish: 176
Spanish for Business: 176
Spanish, teaching: 183, 371
Minors
Bilingual-Bicultural Education SpanishEnglish: 184,371
Business French: 178
Business German: 179
Business Spanish: 180
Classical Studies: 177
English as a Foreign Lang. for Non-Native
Speakers: 177
English as a Second Language: 177
French Language: 178
French Language and Literature: 178
French Language, teaching: 184, 371
French Literature: 178
German Language, teaching: 178, 371
German Language and Literature: 178
German Literature: 179
Japanese Language: 179
Spanish Culture: 179
Spanish Language: 179
Spanish Language, teaching: 185, 371
Spanish Literature: 179
Oral Proficiency Interview Requirement: 173
Placement Test: 172
Residency Requirements: 173
World College: 557
Foreign Student Affairs, office of: 65
Fraternities, list of: 64
Future Faculty Program, for minorities: 66

G
Geography and Geology, Department of: 201
Courses
Geography and Earth Science: 211
Geography in Historic Preservation: 221
Geography in Social Science: 216
Geology: 214

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

Majors
Earth Science: 202
Earth Science, teaching: 207, 371
Geography: 202
Geography, teaching: 208, 371
Geology: 202
Geology. teaching: 210
Travel and 1burism: 203
Urban and Regional Planning: 204
Minors
Cartography and Remote Sensing: 205
Coastal Environments: 205
Earth Science: 205
Earth Science, teaching: 210, 372
Environmental Analysis : 206
Geography: 206
Geography, teaching: 210, 372
Geology: 206
Geology, teaching: 211, 372
Historic Preservation: 206
Travel and 'Iburism: 207
Urban and Regional Planning: 207
Gerontology: 496
Golf, Huron Club: 69
Government, University: 8
Grade point average: 32
minimum for Clinical Lab Sciences: 452
minimum for College of Business: 320
Grades: 30
changes in: 32
grade reports (report cards): 32
grievance procedure: 32
meanings of: 30
minimums for scholarships/awards: 23
Graduate assistantships: 554
Graduate School: 552
administrators (also ORD): 575
Admission: 552
categories: 552
Continuing Education courses: 554
requirements: 553
types of admission: 553
fellowship program: 554
graduate assistantships: 554
Graduate Dean's Award for Research
Excellence: 555
regulations: 552
undergraduates taking graduate credit: 552
Graduation
academic distinction: 32
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application for: 48
audit: 50
fee: 48
requirements: 40
with honors: 32
Grants: 22
Michigan Adult ParVI'ime: 25
Michigan Educational Opportunity (MEOG): 25
Guest students
admission: 10
College of Business: 321

H
Handicapped students
academic advising needs: 51
barrier free housing: 58
Discriminatory harassment policies: 558
Harassment. physical or sexual: 558
Hazing policy: 561
Health and Human Services, College of: 449
administrators: 576
Health and safety training: 69
Health insurance: 55
Health, Physical Education, Recreation, and
Dance, Department of: 385
Courses
Activity Courses for General Students: 396
Athletic: 397
Dance: 398
Health : 400
Physica1 Education: 401
Pbysica1 Education major: 405
Sports Medicine: 408
Therapeutic Recreation: 405
Majors
Dance: 386
Physical Education: 387,377
Recreation and Park Management: 389
Sports Medicine: 391
Therapeutic Recreation : 390
Minors
Coaching: 395
Dance: 395
Health: 395
Health, teaching: 394, 377
Physical Education: 394, 377
Physical Education for Special Education
teachers: 394, 377
Recreation and Park Management: 396
UNDERGRADUAl'ECATALOG
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Health Resource Center: 56
Health Services
administrators: 577
Health Services. University: 55
High school students
dual enrollment: 11
History and Philosophy. Department of: 223
Courses
History, Basic: 230
History, Cooperative Education: 236
History, Independent Study: 236
History, Special Topics: 236
History, Teaching Methods: 237
Philosophy, Basic Studies: 237
Philosophy, Other: 238
Majors
Area Studies: 223
History: 225
History, teaching: 228, 372
Philosophy: 237
Social Science: 226
Social Science, teaching: 229, 372
Minors
Area Studies: 226
History: 226
History, teaching: 230, 372
Philosophy: 237
Religious Studies: 227
Social Science Group minor: 227
Social Science Group, teaching: 443, 372
History. of EMU: 5
Histotechnology Specialization: 455
Honorary organizations: 63
Honors Humanities Courses: 46
Honors Program. University: 15
Hospitality Management: 472
Housing
Family: 58
Housing & Dining Services: 57
off-campus: 58
Housing. Dining. Union. Conferences
administrators: 577
Human, Environmental. and Consumer
Resources, Department of: 469
Courses
Dietetics: 475
Family and Consumer Science: 477
Fashion Merchandising: 477
Hospitality Management: 479
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Human, Environmental, and Consumer
Resources: 479
Interior Design: 480
Majors
Dietetics: 469
Fashion Merchandising: 471
Hospitality Mansgement: 472
Interior Design: 473
Minors
Clothing and Textiles: 474
Human Environments: 474
Nutrition: 474
Occupational Foods, teaching: 475, 382
Human Resources
administrators: 578
Huron Golf Club: 69

I
ICARD
see Center for Public Service: 69
Incomplete (grade)
conversion of: 31
Independent Study Program: 649
Industrial Technology. Department of: 517
Courses
Construction Management: 523
Industrial Technology: 524
Majors
Computer-Aided Design: 518
Construction Management: 517
Manufacturing: 519
Manufacturing (Transfer): 521
Manufacturing Technology: 520
Plastics: 520
Minors
Construction Management: 521
Manufacturing: 521
Pre-Professional Programs: 522
Pre-Architecture: 522
Pre-Engineering Program: 522
Information technology, training in: 68
Institute for the Study of Children and
Families: 70
Institutes, Conferences &: 68
Instructional Materials Center: 72
Instructional Support Center: 72
Intercollegiate Athletics
administrators: 578
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Interdisciplinary Technology, Department
of: 529
Courses
Interdisciplinary Technology: 538
Majors
Aviation Management Technology; 529
Bilingual Marketing 'Thacher Education; 532
Bilingual Office and Marketing Teacher
Education: 531
Bilingual Vocational Teacher Education: 530
Communication Technology; 533
Facility Management: 534
Industrial Distribution: 535
Polymers and Coatings Technology: 536
Minors
Aviation Flight Technology: 536
Graphic Communication: 537
Technology and Society: 537
Interior Design: 473
International Center
residence hall option: 58
International Diplomas: 50
International students
application for admission: 11
Intramural Sports Program: 67

J
Jobs
Student Employment: 54
Judicial Appeals Board: 557
Judicial Structure: 557, 561

K
KCP College Days Program: 66
Kindergarten enrichment: 56

L
Law Enforcement: 305
Leadership and Counseling
personal, career help: 52
Leadership and Counseling, Department of: 411
Courses
Educational Leadership: 411
Learning Resources and Technologies: 71
administrators: 576
Instructional Support Center: 72
Library: 71
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Legal Studies: 305
Library: 71
Licensure in Nursing: 50
Literacy in workplace, training: 68
Loans: 26
Adult Tuition: 26
Emergency Educational Expense: 26
Federal Subsidized and Unsubsidized Loan
Program: 25
Family Federal PLUS Loan: 26
MI·Loan: 27
Perkins Loans; 25
Small Loan Fund: 26
University Short Term: 26
Lobby Shop: 59
LOEX Clearinghouse
(Library OrientationlInstruction Exchange): 71

M
Management and Administration: 305
Management, Department of: 345
Courses
Management: 347
Majors
General Business: 345
Management: 346
Minors
General Business: 347
Management: 347
Marketing, Department of: 350
Courses
Law: 353
Marketing: 351
Major
Marketing; 350
Minors
Marketing (for non-business majors): 351
Marketing, management training: 68
Mathematics, Department of: 242
Courses
Mathematics: 247
Majors
Actuarial Science and Economics: 244
Mathematics: 243
Mathematics for the Elementary Teaching
Certificate: 246, 373
Mathematics, teaching: 245, 373
Mathematics with Concentration in
Statistics; 243
UNOERCRADUATECATALOG
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Minors
Mathematics: 244
Mathematics for the Elementary Thaching
Certificate: 247, 373
Mathematics, teaching: 246, 373
Mathematics with Concentration in
Statistics: 245
McKenny Union
administrators: 577
Medical Technology: 452
certification: 49

Music Education (Vocal): 258, 373
Music Perfonnance: 255
Music, teaching: 259, 373
Music Therapy: 255
Minors
Elementary Music Education: 259, 373
General Music: 257
Recitals: 255
Music Therapy
registration: 49

MELAB:553

N

,

Michigan Adult Part-Time Graht: 25
Michigan Competitive Scholarships: 28
Michigan Educational Opportunity Grant
(MEOG):25

Michigan Work-Study Program: 25
Mid-American Conference (MAC): 67
Migrant status: 17
Military personnel
spouse, dependent as Michigan resident: 17
Military Science, Department of: 545
Courses
Military Science: 546
Minorities
Discriminatory harassment policies: 558, 561
Equity Programs, office of: 66
Future Faculty Program: 66
Minority graduate assistantship program: 554
Minority Teacher Initiative Program: 66
Multi-Cultural Center: 65
Organizations: 62
Select Student Support Services (4S): 66
Misconduct, Student: 565
Mission statement, EMU: 6
Multi-Cultural Center: 65
Multicultural Times, The
minority student newspaper: 66
Music, Department of: 254
Courses
Applied Music: 264
Music Education: 261
Music Honors: 264
Music Theory-Literature and History: 260
Music Therapy: 263
Fees: 254
Fees for lessons: 254
Majors
Music: 256
Music Education (Instrumental): 257, 373
U'NDERCRADUATECATALOG

National Collegiate Athletic Association
(NCAA): 67
National Institute for Consumer Education: 70
Need-based financial aid: 22
New Students, Center for
residence hall option: 58
Newspapers, student
Eastern Echo: 66
Multicultural Times, The: 66
Non-matriculated students: 10
College of Business: 320
Non-traditional students
admission of: 10
Nursing Education, Department of: 483
Courses: 485
Curriculum: 484
fees: 20
licensure: 50

o
Occupational Therapy
certification: 49
Occupational Therapy Program: 464
Off-Campus
Conduct Code: 559
Off-campus education
Continuing Education, Office of: 549
Off~ampus students
admission of: 10
Office automation: 68
Ombudsman service
for minority students: 66
ORD (Office of Research Development): 556
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p
Parking
decal types: 20
PASS Program (Promote Academic Survival &
Success): 10
program requirements: 51
Pass/fail option: 31
Payment
late payment. consequences: 18
plans and policies: 18
types accepted by EMU: 18
Pell Grants: 25
Perkins Loans: 25
Permits, parking: 20
Pets, regulations against: 558
Pharmacy, University: 55
Philosophy: 237 See History and Philosophy,
Department of
Phlebotomy Program: 457
Physics and Astronomy, Department of: 267
Courses
Astronomy: 284
Physics: 280
Majors
Applied Science: 267
Applied Science Curriculum: 267
Engineering Physics: 270
General Science, teaching: 268
General Science with Biology minor,
teaching: 272, 374
General Science with Chemistry minor,
teaching: 273, 374
General Science with Earth Science minor,
teaching: 274, 374
General Science with Mathematics minor,
teaching: 275, 374
General Science with Physics minor,
teaching: 276, 374
Geophysics: 269
Group major/minor in General Science: 268
Group minor in General Science: 271
Physics: 270
Physics Research: 269
Physics. teaching: 277. 374
Minors
Astronomy: 271
Astronomy, teaching: 278. 374
General Science, teaching: 279. 375
Group minor in General Science: 271
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Physics: 272
Physics. teaching: 279. 375
Pitts top, convenience store: 59
PlaceIDentservices
for seniors, graduates, alumni: 54
Policies, University: 6, 7
Political organizations, list of: 63
Political Science, Department of: 286
Courses
Political Science: 292
Majors
Political Science: 286
Political Science, teaching: 291, 375
Public Administration: 287
Public Law and Government: 289
Public Safety Administration: 288
Minors
Political Science: 290
Political Science, teaching: 292, 376
Public Administration: 290
Public Law and Government: 290
Pre-Law, Pre-Professional Program: 292
Prerequisites: 30
Presidential responsibility
disciplinary actions: 566
Presidential Scholarships: 27
Privacy Act: 571
Probation, academic: 36
College of Education restrictions: 36
exceptions: 36
Probation, administrative: 565
Professional Education Programs: 356
ProCessional Experience Programs (PEP): 54
Profile. University: 5
Psychological counseling: 56
Psychology, Department of: 298
Courses
Psychology: 300
Majors
Psychology: 298
Psychology, teaching: 299, 375
Minors
Psychology: 298
Psychology, teaching: 300, 375
Public Information and University Publications:
Administrators: 577
Pumpernickel's Deli: 59
P ublic Safety Departm.ent: 20

UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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Q
Que Pasta: 59
QUICKFIXX,59

ROTC
scholarships
Air Force: 26
Army, 25

R

s

Re-enrollment: 11
REACT Office
apartment finding help: 58
as part of Student Government: 66

Recognition of Excellence Scholarships: 27
Recreation and Intramural Sports: 67
Recreationllntramurals
administrators: 577
Recreational organizations, list of: 62
Regents, Board of: 8
Regents Scholarships: 27
Regional Learning Centers: 550
Registration
cancellation of: 16
for Dietetics: 49
Handicapped students: 51
in advance: 12
Music Therapy: 49
policies: 16

Religious organizations, list of: 63
Rental, apartments
BrownlMunson: 60
Cornell Courts: 60
Pine Grove Terrace: 60
Westview Apartments: 60

Repeating courses: 32
Research
Graduate Dean's Award for Research
Excellence: 555

Research Development, Office of: 556
Residence halls
list of: 59
reserving space: 57

Residency, classifications
for tuition rate: 16
guidelines, criteria: 17
reclassification: 18

Resident parking permit: 20
Responsibilities, student
academic: 29
address changes: 18

Returning adult students
academic advising: 51
UNOERCRADUATECATALOC

Sanctions
for violating University policies: 570

Scholarship index: 32
Scholarships: 26
Academic Scholarships: 27
Agency/Outside Donor: 28
Air Force ROTC: 26
Anton Brenner Scholarship: 555
Army ROTC, 25
Barton Scholarship: 555
Byrd, Robert C. Scholarship: 28
Community College Scholarship: 27
Departmental Scholarship: 27
Merit Scholarship: 27
Michigan Competitive Scholarship: 25, 28
Music Service Awards: 27
National Scholars Program: 27
Presidential: 27
Recognition of Excellence : 27
Regents: 27
Valedictorian and Salutatorian Scholarship: 27
Wade McCree: 66

Second bachelor's degree: 11
Select Student Support Services (4S): 66
Service Awards: 27
Service organizations, list of: 63
Sexual harassment policies: 660
Snow Health Center: 55
Social awareness organizations: 64
Social Work, Department of: 489
Courses
Gerontology: 497
Social Work: 492
Major
Social Work: 490
Minors
Gerontology: 496
Social Work: 491
Supplemental Elective Programs: 491
Family and Children's Services: 491
Health Care Services Program: 492
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Sociology, Anthropo logy, and Criminology,
Department of: 304
Courses
Anthropology: 312
Criminology: 314
Sociology: 308
Majors
Anthropology: 306
Criminology and Criminal Justice: 304
Sociology: 306
Sociology, teaching: 307,376
Minors
Anthropology: 306
Criminology/Criminal Justice: 306
Health and Illness Studies: 307
Socio-Cultural Perspectives on the Family: 307
Sociology: 307
Sociology, teaching: 308, 376
Sororities, list of: 64
Special Education, Department of: 412
Admission: 413
Certificates ofClinicaJ Competence: 414
Certification: 414
Courses
Elementary Programs: 427
Emotionally Impaired: 427
General Special Education: 429
Hearing Impaired: 431
Learning Disabled: 428
Mentally Impaired: 432
Physically or Otherwise Health Impaired : 433
Speech and Language Impaired : 428
Visually Impaired: 434
Majors
Emotionally Impaired: 415 , 416, 377, 378
Hearing Impaired: 417, 4 18. 378
Mentally Impaired: 419, 420, 378
Physically and Otherwise Hea lth
Impaired: 421, 422, 378
Speech and Language Impaired: 423, 378-9
Visually Impaired: 425, 379
Special fees: 20
Speech Pathology
certification: 50
Sports, recreational and intramural: 67
Spouses of staff, faculty
auditing classes: 29
Spouses of students
Counseling Services: 56
Staff, auditing classes: 29
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Steroids: health risks: 569
Student Accounts
past due consequences: 18
Student Conduct Code: 557
Student Employment
grievance procedures: 38
office of: 54
Student Government
fee: 20
office of: 66
Student HO-1Sing: 69
Student Media
administrators: 577
Student Media, office of: 66
Student Organizations
Conduct Code regulations: 559
Penalties for Misconduct: 565
Student Senate: 66
Student Services: 51
Summer day camp for children: 56
Summer Incentives Program (SIP): 66
Suspension: 566

T
Taco Bell: 59
Teacher Education, Department of: 486
Courses
Curriculum: 444
Educational Media: 446
Educational Psychology: 446
Educational Technology: 447
Reading: 448
Social Foundations: 448
Majors
Arts Group: 439, 380
Early Childhood : 436, 379
Elementary Education: 437, 379
Elementary Science Group: 440. 380
Group major in Literature, Language,
Communication, and Theatre Arts: 440,

380
Interdisciplinary group major in Children's
Literature and DramafI'heatre fo r the
Young: 439
Social Science Group (Elementary): 441, 380
Minors
Arts Group: 441, 380
Early Childhood Education: 442, 380
Elementary Science Group: 442, 380
UNDERGRADUATE CATALOG
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French Language: 443, 380
German Language: 443, 381
Social Science Group (Elementary): 443, 381
Spanish Language: 444. 381
Teacher Initiative Program, minority: 66
Teaching certification: 11, 49
Technology, College of: 499
Theatre Arts: 117 See Communication and Theatre
Arts, Department of
Theatre Arts, Department of Communication
and: 117
Title IX: 8
Toddler program: 66
TOEFL (Test of English as a Foreign
Language): 11
Training
Centers for Corporate Training: 68
Transcripts, requests for: 20
Transfer credit: 32
validation of credits: 12
Transfer Students
Professional Education Programs: 356
Tuition
and other charges per semester: 16·21
appeal applications: 19
rates: 16
reciprocity, Ohio residents: 18
refund
retroactive withdrawal: 19
residency classifications: 16
schedule of University charges per semester: 21
Tutoring
for minority students: 66
Instructional Support Center: 72

u
Undeclared students
academic advising: 52
Undergraduate Business Program Office: 320
Undergraduates
taking graduate credit: 552
University Ambassadors Society: 5
University buildings: 572
University campuses: 671
University Computing: 71
administrators: 578
University Health Services: 55
University Honors Program: 115
University Judicial Board: 663
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University Marketing
administrators: 577
University Marketing and Student Affairs
Division
administrators: 577
University Planning, Budgeting, and Analysis
administrators: 575
University Relations Division
administrators: 577
Upperclass and Over 21
residence hall option: 58
Upperclass students, off-campus housing: 58

v
Veteran Services Office: 65
Veterans
admission: 10
benefits: 26
classification 88 Michigan resident: 17
credit for military service: 48
readmission: 10
Video equipment
class or personal use: 72
video and VCR rentals for students: 59
Visa classifications: 17
VISION Project: 61

w
Weekend University: 560
Welcome: 6
WEMU:67
WEMURadio
administrators: 577
Wendy's: fi9
What's Nu: 69
Withdrawals: 19, 36
fee adjustments: 19
from the University: 37
retroactive: 36
Women's Studies Program: 316
Courses
Women's Studies: 316
Minor
Women's Studies: 316
Work
financial aid: 25
Student Employment: 54
Work Study, College: 25
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Workforce training
Center for Corporate Training: 68
World College: 557
administrators: 575
WQBR, student radio station: 67

y
Yearbook: Aurora: 66
Ypsilanti, information about: 5
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INFORMATION REQUESTS
PLEASE ADDRESS INQUIRIES TO THE FOLLOWING OFFICES AT
EASTERN MICIDGAN UNIVERSITY, YPSILANTI 48197

AREA CODE, 313
AcADEMIC RECORDS ................................................................................. Office of the Registrar, 302 Pierce, 487-4111

Catalogs (undergraduate)
Degree requirements
Re·enrollment application
'Thacher certification
Transfer credit
Transcripts
AcADEMIC SERVICES ........................... ........... ........ ... ....................... Academic Advising Center, 301 Pierce, 487·2170
Advising (undergraduate)
Courses and programs of study
Evening advising and programs of study
ADMISSION (UNDERGRADUATE) ........................................................................ Admissions Office, 401 Pierce, 487-3060
International students
New students
Non-traditional students
Transfer students
ADMISSION (GRADUATE) ............................................................................... Graduate School, Starkweather, 487-3400
Advising
Catalogs
Programs of study
ALUMNI RELATIONS ............................................................................... Alumni Relations Office, 015 Welch, 487-0250
ATIILETIC TEAMS AND TICKETS ..................................................... Athletics Office, 200 Bowen Field House, 487-0351
BILLING AND FEES ............................................................................ Student Accounting Office, 203 Pierce, 487-3335
BOOKS (NEW. USED AND SUPPUES) ....................................... Barnes and Noble Bookstore, McKenny Union, 487·1000
CAMPUS VISITS (INDIVIDUALS OR GROUPS) ............................ Admissions On-Campus Programs, 202 Pierce, 487·1111
CHILDREN'S INSTITlJ'I'E ........................................................................... Snow Health Center, Ground Floor, 487·1126
CLUBS AND OaGANlZATlONs ................................................................................. Campus Life, 221 Goodison, 487-3045
CONTINUING EDUCATION ............................................................................................................ 321 Goodison, 487-0407
Conferences and workshops
Correspondence courses
In-house training
OfT-campus credit courses
Professional development
EDUCATIONAL CENTERS

Center for Entrepreneurship ............................................................................... 34 N. Washington, 487-0225
Corporate Education Center ................................................................................ 1275 S. Huron St., 487-0600
Institute for Community and Regional Development ........................................ 34 N. Washington, 487-0243
Institute for the Study of Children and Families .............................................................. 102 King, 487-0372
National Institute for Consumer Education .............................................................. 207 Rackham, 487·2292
EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES .................................................................. Learning Resources and Technologies, 487-0020
Center for Instructional Computing ................................................................................................... 487·1347
Instructional Support Center ..................................................................... ......................................... 487-1380
Library .................................................................................................................................................. 487-3316
Media Services Center ......................................................................................................................... 487-2220
FINANCIAL Am ............................................................................................. Financial Aid Office, 404 Pierce. 487-0455
Loans and grants·in·aid
Scholarships
lIEALTH SERVICES ............... .. ........ ................................... .............. ..... ............................ Snow Health Center, 487-1122
Counseling Services
Snow Health Center, 487·1118
HONORS PROGRAM .......................................................................... Jones-Goddard Community of Scholars, 487-0341
LIVING AccOMMODATIONS ......................................................... ...... .. ... Housing Office, Dining Commons #1, 487-1300
PARENTS AssocIATION .................................................................. ...... ... .. .. ..................... Fourth Floor Pierce, 487..()193
REGISTRATION FOR CLASSES ......................................................................... Registration Office, 303 Pierce, 487·2300
RECREATION AND INTRAMURAL SPORTS ....................................................... Gids Student Recreation Center, 487·1338
VETERANS SERVICES OFFICE ............................................................ Veterans Services Office, 201 Goodison, 487-3119

NOTES

COURSE SELECTIONS FOR BASIC STUDIES REQUIREMENTS
Basic Studies
I·B·1 . ENG 121 English Composition (3)

One of:

[·B-2.

CTA 121 FUndamentals of Speech (2)
CTA 124 Fundamentals of Speech (3)
[·B-8.

A course from one ot the toUowing optiOnIJ:
a . Uppe....level written composition, from among:
ANT 200 Writing for Anthropology
ENG 225 Intermediate English Composition (3)
ENG 324 Principles of Technical Communication (3)
ENG 326 Research Writing (3)
b . Uppe ....level.peecb communication, from
among:
CTA 224 Public Speaking (3)
CTA 225 Listening Behavior (3)
CTA 226 Non-Verbal Communication (3)
CTA 227 Interpersonal Communication (3)
-CTA 374 Intercu1tura1 Communication
-CJ'A 375 InterraciaVInterethnic Communication
c. Foreign language composition, from among:
FRN 1211122 Beginning French (5)
FRN 233/234 Intermediate French (Reading) (3)
GER 1211122 Beginning German (5)
GER 233/234 Intermediate German Reading (3)
GRK 1211122 Beginning Ancient Greek IIII (5)
LAT 1211122 Beginning Latin 1111 (5)
JPN 1211122 Beginning Japanese (5)
JPN 2111212 Intermediate Japanese (3)
SPN 1211122 Beginning Spanish (5)
SPN 201/202 Intermediate Spanish (3)

I·B-4.

One of"
M'I'H 109 Mathematics for Elementary Thachers D (3)
MTH 118 Mathematical Analysis for Social
Sciences I (3)

MTH 119 Mathematical Analysis for Social
Sciences II (3)
MTH 120 Calculus I (4)
MTH 121 Ca1cu1us IJ (4)
MTH 122 Elementary Linear Algebra (3)
MTH 150 Mathematical Reasoning (3)
MTH 270 Elementary Statistics (3)
MTH 341 College Geometry (3)
SOC 250 Socia1 Statistics I (3)

I·B·5.

One of:
BE 201 Microcomputers for Business Applications (3)
CSC 136 Computers for the Non·Specialist (3)
CSC 137 Introduction to FORTRAN Programming (3)
CSC 138 Computer Science I (3)
CSC 237 Computer Programming and Numeric
Methods (3)
1ffiS 226 Computers for Health and Hwnan Services (3)
IDT 201 Microcomputer Applications in Technology (3)
IT 105 Computer Applications for Industry (3)
IS 215 End·User Computing (3)

n-B-1. Physical Science, (at least one course must have
a laboratory component (4 hours); no two courses may
be from the same department) from among:
a. Physical science courses open to all .tudents
meeting course requirements
CHM 105 Survey of Chemistry (5)
CHM 115 Chemistry and Society (3)
CHM 115, 116 Chemistry and Society (4 )
CHM 119 Fundamentals of Chemistry (4)
CHM 120 Fundamentals of Organic and
Biochemistry (4)
CHM 121, 122 General Chemistry 1 (4)
PHY 110 Physical Science (4)
PHY 221 Mechanics, Sound, and Heat (4)
PHY 223 Mechanics, Sound, and Heat (5)
b. Additional courses open to students who have
submitted appropriate evidence of having com·
pleted a one·unit high school chemistry or physics
course with a grade of · C· or above
AST 203 Exploration of the Universe (3)
AST 204 Astronomical Investigations (1)
AST 205 Principles of Astronomy (4)
GES lOS Earth Science (4)
GLG 120 The Fossil Record (3)
GLG 160 Physical Geology (4)
U·B·2. One of:
psy 101 General Psychology (3)
PSY 102 General Psychology (4)

U·B-3. One of;
BIO 105 Biology and the Human Species (4)
BOT 221 General Botany (4)
IDT 150 Understanding Technology (3)
IT 240 Science, Technology, and People (3)
psy 102 General Psychology (4)
ZOO 222 General Zoology (4)
Any other course listed in group II-B-l above
m·B·1. One of"
PLS 112 American Government (3)
PLS 113 American Government Honors (3)
m·B-2. One of"
HIS 101 Western Civilization to 1648 (3)
lfiS 102 Western Civilization, 1648 to World War I (3)
HIS 1031Wentieth Century Civilization (3)
HIS 106 Asian and African Civilizations (3)
HIS 123 The United States to 1877 (3)
HIS 124 The United States, 1877 to the Present (3)
m-B-3. One of:
ANT 135 Introduction to Cu1tural Anthropology (3)
EGO 201 Principles of Economics I (3)
GEO 107 Introduction to Geography (3)
GEO 110 World Regions (3)
SOC 105 Introductory Sociology (3)

COURSE SELECTIONS FOR BASIC STUDIES REQUIREMENTS
IU·C-4. Co mpl ete a cn llrH (rom on e of the (oll ow in g
o ptions:
il. A -.eeond courtle in II two-courae hi story
aeq U (lOCC

HIS 102 (rollow. 101) Westem Civili¥ation, 1648 to
World War I (3)
HIS 103 ~ 102) 1WenPeth Century CiviliEation (3)
HIS 1201. (followa 123)The United Stille!, 1877 to the
P~nt (3)

h . A second eo urse in .. l w o-courae lieq u ence in
anth ropo logy, eeonoml Cl, g eogl'aphy, o r
aoc iololO'

ANT 140 (follows 135) Introduction to Prehistorie
Anthropology (3)
ECO 202 (follows 201 ) PrincipII!. ofEconomks II (3)
CEO 111 (follows 110) Region . and Rcr.ourcu (3)
SOC 202 (fnllow8 105) Socia l Problems (3)
c . A co urse in cron-culturui or International
~ tudillii

*AAS ]01 Introduction UlAfric&n American Studies (3)
'"ANT 20lS Minority Wome n in the United Statell (3)
- ANT 233 Peoples a nd Cul tures of Muioo (3)
-ANT 296 People. and Cul lurel of Africa (3)
"ANT 237 Indian. of North AmNica (3)
' ANT 245 Culture of Japan (3 )
-ANT 214 Racia l and Cultu ral Minoritiea (3)
tANT 355 Anthropology of Women (3)
*ECO 321 Minority Work-era in the Labor Market
(3)

'ECO 328 Economic. of Women (3)
-M IS 305 I ndiana ofth~ United Statu (3)
· HIS 316 Hial.Ory of Btaek Americana (3)
t HIS 336 HiaturyufWome n in the Uniud State~ and
Great Britain, 1800 1.0 the Pre!lent f3 )
- HIS 341 The Middle East, 1798 to Pre&ent {31
'"H IS 30&2 Norlh Africa, 1798 tu Present (3)
· HIS 30&81'wl!ntieth Centu ry Africa (3)
t HIS 356 Lati n America: National Period (3)
t H IS 375 Modern India (3)
'SOC 205 Minority WOnlen in lhe United SUlll'S (3 )
·SOC 214 RuciBI lind Cultural Minoritiea (3)
·SOC 30&4 Sociology of Sex Role. (3)
' WM S 200 Introduction to Women'~ Sludiu (3)

lV-B_2. CroRl-(luitura i or intfernatlonalstudie8
" FLA 2 15 The Culture of the Latino Groups in the
UflIted Stale. (31
·L1T 204 Native American Literllture (3)
· L1T 260 African American Uterature (3)
IV·B _3. 0"" of;
HIS 100 The Comparative Study or Religion (31
PHI 100 Introduction to Ph ilO$Ophy (3 )
PHI 110 Philosophiea of Life (3)
PHI 120 Introduction to Cri tical Reasoning (3)
PHI 130 Introduction to Logic (3 J
PHI 2 12 Ph ilooWphy uf Art. (3 )
PHI215 PhiiDilOphyofReligion (3)
P HI 220 Ethics IS)
PHI 221 BUllineM Ethic¥ (3)
PHI 225 Political PhilO5llphy (3)
· PIlI 226 Pb ilol!Ophy uf Wumen (3)
PSY 225 PlyehoJogy of Rlliigion (3 )
IV·B-4. Om' 0{:
CTA 222 Drama nnd Play in Human Experi ence (3)
CTA 106 introduction to !.he Pe rtonning Art.8 (31
CTA ISO Inlroduelion to Theatre (3 )
*CTA 151 Afri ca n Ameriean Theatre.
An I ntrodu~liun (3)
CTA 168 Pundo.mental8 of Acting (3)
erA 145 Introduction 1.0 Film Apprrciation (3)
DAN 106 IntroductiOn to the Performing Arts la)
FA 100 An Appre<:iation ( 3)
FA 10 1 Introduct ion to Art (3)
FA 107 Art Histl.lry Survey I (3)
FA 108 An Hi.'Ilory Survey 11 (3)
FA 122 Two-Dimens iona l Design lSI
FA 123 Drawini I (a)
FA 165 Graphic Desicn for Non·Mojors (3)
FA 166 CCrBmia for Non-Majors (3)
FA 167 Jewelry for Non·Majon (3)
. ~'A 222 African and African AmeriCun An 13)
MUS 100 Introduction to MI'lic Theorym)
MUS 106 Introduction to the Perfonni ng Arts (3)
MUS 107 MUiie Apprcda tion (2)

Phytlicili eduoulion, militlu)'

IIdun~c , I)r

equi vall'nl (2 )

lV· S - l , Cumpl e te a tlUurll8 fro m o n e of the rollowing
op ti on.:
fl . Engli ~ h · lanl{uaKe literRtu.re
UT 100 The Rl'llding of Literature (3)
LIT 101 The Rea ding ofVterlllure: Fiction {31
LIT 102 The Rellding I.If Litenllure: PlII!try 131
LIT 103 The Read ing I.If Lit"rllture: Drama (3)
b. Fureilo"n-hongualle lil erlllure
FRN 2211222 Intennediale French (Reading) tSI
FRN 341/3<12 Survey of French Literoture (31
GER 22 1/222 Intennedil!.te G9nnan Reading (3)
GER 3411342 Survey orGerman Literllture (3)
SPN 22 11222 Intenned iate Spanilh Reading (3 )
SPN 34lfJ42 Survey orSpani8h Literllture (3 )
SPN 3511352 So,u-\-ey rfSpanW! An>ericM utemtuN (3)
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